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PREFATORY NOTE 

The Memoranda contained ,in these volumes were received by the Committee 
in response to the questionnair~ issued by it. 

Part I contains Memoranda submitted by Landholders. 

Part'II contains Memoranda submitted by Ryots and Ryots' Associations. 
Some Memoranda contained several ~ignatures, in som'il caSes numbering about 
two hundred, most of which were illegible; and some persons affixed only their 
thumb-impressions. It was thought, therefore, advisablll to omit the names of 
the persons signing the Memoranda, The first name alone was taken and the 
Memorandum is printed as from him and other ryots. 

Part III contains Memoranda from other members of the public and organi
sations who have taken interest iD. the problems under enquiry . . 

Where the same or identical MeDJ.orandum, ,was submitted by diff~rent 
persons or as from different villages, only one. 9f them has been included in this 
volume. . 

'A supplementary volume will be "isMletl containing Memoranda received 
after time and which could not. therefore. be incol'porated in these volume~, 

MA:qRAs, 27th ".TUM 1938, T, VISWANATH4M. 
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PRESS COMMUNIQUE . . . 
PARLIAMENTARY 'COMMITTEE TO ENQUIRE INTO '(,HE CONDITIONS PREVAILING 

IN ZAMINDARI AND PROPRIETARY AREAS. 

On the 10th and 25th September 1937, respectively, the Mauras Legislative COUDciI 
aud the Madra. Legislative Assembly ..,,"Teed to the constitution of a >Committee consisting 
of sb: members of ·the Assembly and three members of the Council, to enquire and, rep,ort 
On the conditions prevailing in zamindari and other proprietary areas and any legislatIOn 
that may be considered desirable in connexion therewith, with particular reference to the 
following mattere :- " . . , ' '.' . 

(1) The juridical interests of the 1l'0ts in ,relation· to. the landholders; 
(2) Collection and relljission of rent; 
(3) Survey, record of rights (inciuding watrr rights) and settlement of faw'rent ; 
(4) Levies from ryo'ts in addition to rent; 
(5) Utilization of local natural facilities by tenants for their domestic and agri

cultural purposes; and 
(6) Maintenance of irrigation works. . 

2. The Members of the Committee are as follows.:
(1) The Roti 'ble Mr. 'r. Prakasam (Chairman). 
(2) Mr. B. Na.rayanallwami NayuPu, M.L.C. 

(3) Mr. V. V. Jogiab Pantulu, M.L.O. 

(4) Mr. A. Ramaswami Ayyang,ar, M.L:~. 
(5) Mr, P. S. Kw;naraswami Raja, M.LA. 
(6) Mr. eM. Pallam Raju, M.L.A. 

(7) The 'Zamindar' of Mlrzapuram, M.L.A. 

(8) Mr. B. Venkatachalam ;Pillai, K.L.A, 

(9) Mr. Mahaboob Ali 'Balg,'Jl.L.A. 

,The Committee resolved to have Mr. T. Viijwanatham, Parliamentary Secretary to 
the Hon'ble the Revenue Minister, as its Secretary. 

, 8. Although it has been la.id down that certain specified aspects of the problem should 
receive particular attention, the Committee feels that in order to discharge satiSfactorily 
,the task entrusted to it, the whole field of the existing legislation governing the relations 
'between landholders and tenants should be surveyed, and as a first step towards this, the 
COlllmittee will be glad to receive sugge~tions from the representatives of the interests 
.involved. 

4. In order to indicate to the public, the full scope of enquiry, the questionna1're appended 
hereto has been formulated by the Committee. All those who are interested in tbe pro
blems aJfecting the tenants and zamindars are requested to prepare memoranda on the 
questionnaire, as also on points which are not mentioned in the questionnaire, but which 
may fall within the scope of the resoJution and send the same to the Secretary of the Com
mittee on or before the 1st of December 1937. It would greatly facilitate work and add to 
its expeditiollsness if those who intend sending memoranda could Send ten copies of the 
same to the Committee; where a memorandum is in a vernacular, an English translation 
of it may also be sent with advantage, if it does not cause inconvenience. The C9ll'mittee 
will decide after receiving the memoranda, its future programme with regard to the taking 
of eVldena<> from those who offer themselves as witnesses. The Committee trusts that 
it can look forward with confidence to the receipt of valuable suggestions for the solution 
of the problem that it has been called upon to solve. 

(The address of the Secretary is " T. Viswanatham, Parliamentary Secretary to the 
Hon'ble the Revenue Minister, Fort St. George, Madras. ") 

FORT ST. GEORGE, 
5th October 1937. 

T. VISWANATHAM, 
Secretary. 
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ANNEXURE. 

QUBSTIONNAIRB OK WHICK THB PUBLIC ARE RBQUB9TBD '1:0 SBND MBMORANDA TO TUB COMMITTE •• 

I. (a) Who in your opinion is the proprietor of the soil; is it the zamindar or the ten...,t? 

(b) What is the nature of the interest which the tenant has in the land Q8 distinguished 
from that of the landlord? 

II. (a) What is a fair and equitable rent? 
(b) Wbat according to your 8lIe tbe considerations that should be taken into account 

in fixing a fair and equitable rent? 
(c) Do you think that tBere should be statutory provision for remission of rent and if 

so. on what principles? 
(d) Do you think it advisable to settle the rate. or share of rent for a particular area 

once for all or do you think it advisable to enunciate the principles to determine what is a 
fair and equitable re.nt leaving tQ the officer or court concerned to arrive at the ligure as and 
when a question arises? .' 

(e) Do you think it desirable that the Provincial Government should huve any reserVA 
powers to revise, alter or reduce wherever, they . are inequitable by executive action through 
their Revenue Settlement Officers? • 

III. (a) Do you think that powers of collection of rent now given to landholders under 
th~ Madras Estates Land Act require any revision? 

(b) If so, on what lines? 
(c) What in: your opinion are the mellSures to be adopted with regard to the collee

tion of rent and sale of holding, etc., in order to make the procedure simpler and less costly? 
IV. (a) Are the rights of the tenants to water-supply inherent as being appurtenant to 

the land or are they a matter of contract between, them and the landholder? 
(b) Has the landholder. a superior J;ight in the water-sources in the estate, and if so, 

what is the nature and extent of thai right? 
. . V.· (a) Do you think th';:t all the estates should be surveyed and a record-of-rights 
maintained compulsorily? . 

(b) If so, what id .the portion of. the cost to be borne \>y the two parties concerned? 
. VI. Can the landholder demand any levies, c.,stomary or otherwise, from ryoh in 
addition to rent? 

VII. (a) What are the rights of tenants with regarel to the utilization of local natural 
facilities such ,as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for agricult,;,ral 
implements?' . . • 

(b) Have the tenants got any inherent right to use them for their domestic and agri
cultural purposes free of cost? 

(e) What are the respective rights with regard to the public paths, communal lands 
and hill and forest porambokes as between the tenants and the landholder? 

VIII. (a) What, according to you, are the principles to guide the parties or courts to 
arrive at a suitable scheme fpr the purpose of maintaining irrigation sources and works? 

(b) Do you think that a.ny rights should be vested in the Provincial Government to 
undertake the repair' or maintenance of irrigation where tbe l...,dholdcrs fail to take neces
sary and proper steps? 

(e) Do you think that such powers should be vested !n the Government to be applied 
.uo moto or on application by parties? 

IX. Do you think that yearly jamabandi as in the case of ryotwal'i villages is neces
sary? 

X. What should be the legal status of the undertenants in the zamindari area" in relation 
to (1) pattadar, and (2) the zamindar? 

XI. (a) Should the Board of Revenue continue to be the final appeJlate and revisional 
authority in proceeding between landholders and tenants or ryots or should a special tribunal 
he const.ituted for the purpose? 

(b) In what courts, whether revenue, civil or special courts should actioDs and pl'O' 
ceedings between landholders and tenants be tried? 

XII. (a) What are the reliefs and remedies to which the zamindar is entitled in re"pect 
of unauthorized occupation of l...,ds by the ryots? 

(b) Does the law in regard to collection by landholder of jodi, poruppu, kattubadi from 
inamdars require any revision? 



ESTATES LAND ACT COMMITTEE-MEMORANDA. 

PART I 

Memorandum. by the J4alukdar of Barun estate In the Vizagapatam distric\. 
da&ed Baruvoi. &he 28th November 1937. 

1. I adopt the views of the Ma.dras· Landholders' Association submitted by the said. 
body in respect of the matters not dealt with by me ;n this memoranduw. 

2. In respect of question No. I, my answers are as follows:- • . 
(a) '1'he question of proprietorship of the soil depends on the fa.cts and history of 

the particular estate. In some of the estates, the zamindar is. the proprietor of 
the soil, in others he is not. 

(b) The answer to this question depends on the question \Whether the propnetor
ship is in the zamindar or not. If the proprietorship is in the zamindar, the
tenant's interest is to cultivate and take a share of the produce for his trouble· 
and expense in CUltivating the land. 

a. In respect of question No. II, my answers are 'as follows :-
(a) The question of fair and equitable rent is a matter dependent on the condition .. 

of each estate and ought to be fixed with reference to each estate according to the· 
sa.id conditions. 

(b) The considerations that should be taken in .fixing the rate of a fair and equit
able rent should be (1) the fertility of the soil, (2) the natural facilities of the
land, (3) the number of crops that are annually ra.ised on the land, (4) the kinds
of crop that are usually raised on the land, that is, whether they are such valuable
crops such as sugarcane or ordinary crops like paddy, etc., or dry crops. Even 
in respect of dry crops, there are valuable crops and ordinary crops which can be
raised according to the nature of the land, (5) the market rates prevailing in the 
village in question in respect of the usual crops that are raised on the land, (6) the
rate of yield of the crop per acre, (7) the rate of cost of seedlings and cultivation. 
expenses per acre of the particular land in respect of the particular crops raised, 
(8) the nature of irrigation sources and the regularity of water-supply. . 

(e) There should not be any statutory provision fot remission of rent. If there be
any, it should be based on the difference of the quantity and value of the crop in 
respect of the land in question between the year of remission and the average
quantity and value of the crop taken as the basis of the settlement of the rent. 

(d) I think it advisable to ennnciate principles to determine what is a. 'fair and' 
e'luitable rent leaving it to the officer or court concerned to arrive at the figure
as and when a question arises. 

(e) This is a general question on which I adopt_ the views of the Ma.dras Llmd
holders' Association. 

4. In respect of question No. m, my answers are ns follow":-
(a) The powers of collection of rent given to landholder require revision. 
(b) There should be better powers·to effect speedy and regular realization of the

rents. 
(e) On the question of the measures to be adopted to make the prol!ed1ire more 

simple and less costly, I adopt the views of the Madras Lllndholders' Associa
tion. 

6. In re"pect of question No. IV, my answers are as follows :_ 
(a) The right'lof the tenants to water-supply are a mlltter. of contract between. 

them nnd myself in my estnte. 
(b) 1 have tl1e sole right to the wllter-sources in my estate, as I myself maintain 

the irrigation aources. 
G. 'ARno'AFI", 

Mnnnl/er, 
for n'Tnlu1cdar 0/ Barufla Estate. 

Memorandum by the. Raja of Bobblll. 
1. While adopting, in the main, the memorandum submitted by the Madrns Land. 

holders' Associntion in answer 10 the questionnaire issued by the Parliamentary Committee
appointed ~o in'll~ire into the conditions prevnilin~ in the zaminclnri and proprietary areas, 
tbe follOWing hr"'f supplemental memorandllm IS submitted on hehalf of the Bohbili 
estate with rer~r"nre to question No. n which is by far the most important qnestion
engaging the attention of the Committee. 

I-I 



~. Ail regarda the coDBideration that should be ~en into accoun~ in lixing a flWr aM 
<lquitable tent, it is neCessary Iirst to draw the attention of the Committee to lJIe fact that 
.in most cases, it :would be found on an exam.ination of ~e hiatory of the rents m each vu
lage in the several estates, that there has been no Blbitrary or capricious enhancement and 
that on the other hand, the existing rents have been in force for very long periods. 

3. Taking the rents in the dry areas of the Bobbili estate first by way of illustration, 
,tile increase in the .income derived by the estate from those areas is almost entlrely trac~
'alHe to the large extensIOn of cultivation since the permanent seltlewent. If ,he u.cr~ge 
under dry cultivation at the time of the permanent settlement and the acreage now under 
dry cultivatioo are compared, it would be found that ,the latter :would be several times the 
'former. This ib.accounted for by the growth of popUlation and the conRequently larger 
~emand for land, and the utilization of large areas which were previously banjur for tilt; 
raising of groundnut, for which there was no demand and no market till some years ago. 
The rate per acre, hovyever, taking the present extent and the present rental into consi

,deration, would be very little, if at all, from the rate per acre arrived at hy a comparison of 
,the extent of cultivation prevailing at the time of the permanent settlement Ilnd the 
amount of rent which was being collected then. To some extent, the increase in the 
income of the estate from dry lands is explained by the resumption of akarams, and other 
,service inams and the assessment of kammi jirayati or unauthorizedly occupied ryoti lands. 

4. In regard to wet lands again, in order to arrive at a proper decision as to whether 
the pi'esent rents are fair and equitable, it would be necessary to examine the previous 
,history of those lands since the time of the permanent settlement. The figures showing 
,the approximate extent of wet cultivation in the estate at the time of the permanent 
.settlement are available, as also the figures showing the rents, which were then being 
,derived by the estate from those lands, The rents from wet lands at the time of the per
.manentBettlement were in kind and continued to be so till about fasli 1320 or 1910 when 
,they were commuted into cash rents under section 40 of the Madras Estates Land Act, 
i.in accordance with a judgment of the Madras High Court. In the case of wet lands just 
,as in the case of dry lands there was also considerable extension of cultivation, though 
.not perhaps to the same extent. This extension of wet cultivation was made possible by the 
)arge amounts spent by the estate on the construction, maintens.nce and repair of irrigation 
works. If the total grain rent that :was being derived by the estate just before the com
,mutation of fasli 1320 is compated with the Ilxtent of land then under wet cultivation 
.and a. comparison i.e similarly instituted between the grain rent derived at the time of the 
,permanent settlement a.nd the then extent of wet cultivation, it can be demonstrated that 
there was no enhancement of the gra.in rent deliverable per acre or other unit of measure
;ment. and that the excess of grain rent that was being derived a.t the time of commutation 
,over the grain rent that was being derived at the time of the permanent settlemeI.tt is the 
result almost entirely of the extension of wet cultivation. From the figllres a\'!lilable as 
regards ,the prices prevailing at or about the permanent settlement, it would appear tha.t 
the average price per garce was then taken to be a.bout Rs. 13-10-8. Subsequent to the 
permanent settlement, the prices of food crops rose considerably, and the rate of 
Re. 61-11-3 per garce adopted as the basis of commutation in 1910 was, in fact, fa.r below 
the q,ctual price prevailing about the time of the commutation or even subsequently. A 
'bare comparison of the monetary value of the grain rent which was being derived by the 
estate at ·the time of the permanent settlement with the amount of cash rent that is being 
'derived from the wet lands in the estate after the commtitation, without reference to the 
several factors which have contributed to the increase and the circumstances in which the 
cash values of the grain rent were arrived a.t, is sure to be misleading" If the past revenue 
history of these lands is closely examined in the manner above indicated, it is impossible 
,to escape the conclusion that the income that is being derived ,from wet lands' in recent 
years in excess of the income that :was being derived at the time of the perma.nent settle. 
cient'is the direct result 'o~ the large~ va~ue, in !erms of money, which the grain rents now 
represe?-t, and the ~x~en~IOn .of cultlvatIOn wh.ICh was rendered.possible by the improve
ments m works or ,llTlgation m the estate carned out by succeSSIve generations of zamin
dars, It would be fair and equitable to rev .. rt to the old grain rent., in th .. ca"e of thf"e 
wet'lands and the same to be converted into cash aceording to a. table of market prices of 
the locality published from time to time. 

5. There is one other aspect which is ordinarily lost sight of a.nd to which pa~ticlllar 
'reference is to be made. In the case of unsurveyed estates, the extents that are shown in 
·the pattas and muchilikas do not represent the, actual extents of the lands in the occups
;tion of the ryots, In some cases, they are arrIved at by adopting an artificial conversion 
'rate like the one adopted in the Vizagapatam district, for insta.nce, of one gar('.a of we' 



land bein~ treated as the equivalent of two acres and of one garce of dry land being treatecl 
as equivalent to four acres (vide Viz""apatam District Gazetteer, page 132). 'l'he ancienli· 
system of measurement was in terills of garces; a plot of land capable of producing one 
garce of produce being itself described as one garce of land. In the case of dry' lana... 
again, the original measurement may continue to be shown, notwithstanding large sub86j 
quent additions to the holding. Every caution is, therefore, %leeded against arriving at. 
conclusion, from a mere arithmetical Comparison of the rents and of the extents as they 
are given in the pattss and muchilikas, without reference to the actualities. 

6. )j'rom what has been stated above, it would be fairly clear that the incidence of 
taxation of the land is no higher now than what it was at the time of the permanent 
settlement, that the cash rent per acre of dry land or the grain rent per acre of wet land 
(reconverting the existing cash rents of wet lands into grain quantities at the basic com: 
mutation rate) would be no higher than the cash rent per acre of dry land or grain rent 

per acre of wet land respectively at the time of the permanent settlement. There can', 
therefore, be no legitimate grievance that there has been any undue or improper enhance
ment of the rents in the real sense of that expression. The rates 'of rent, on the other 
hllJld, have been fairly constant since the time of the permanent settlement. 

7. It is therefore submitted that the following considerations should be borne in mind 
in fixing a fair and equitable rent :-

(1) There shoulQ be no interference with the existing rates of rent when they are 
shown to be longstanQlng going back in most cases to the time of the permanem 
settlement itselt. 

(2) An interference with the existing rates of rent should be avoided on the mer .. , 
ground that the total amount of rent, that is now being derived by the estate, 18-

larger than the amount of rent that was being derived at the time of the perm3'
nent settlement. It should be particularly remembered in this connexion that 
thc san an. issued to the zamindars at the time of the permaneut settlement 
clearly and expressly assured and preserved to them the benefits that may, Ile
derived by' extension of cultivation, and that ill t,be case of certain estates, ii.li:e' 
the Bobblli estate, a particular amount was added to the peshkash to cover a 
possible future increase in the income of the zamindari and its capacity for 
improvement over and above the prescribed proportion of the then average rental 
which was usually taken as the peshkash. 

(3) There should be a close and impartial inquiry into the revenue history of each 
village with reference to available records in order to find out whether the reai 
incidence of rent per acre is any higher than what it was previously; if it is not;. 
there should be no interference with the existing rents. 

(4) Before any interference with the existing rents is decided upon, there should 
again be an examination of the fertility of the soil, irrigational and other facili
ties of the holding in question and the estimation, as accurately as possible, of' 
the gross produce which could be raised on the holding. A comparison of rents 
with the gross produce of the lands, would undoubtedly, reveal that the zamindar' 
is taking less than one-third of the gross produce in the cas, of wet land and 
much less than one-fourth in the case of dry. ' 

(5) There is no justification legal or otherwise for instituting a comparison between 
lands held under different tenures. Again fertility and irrigational and other 
facilities vary infinitely from one holding to another. A comparison therefore 
of different plots of land is generally not useful. The only proper method of 
determining whether the existing rent is fair and equitable is to find out firstlv 
whether the rent in the past on that holding varied at all, and if it varied, to what 
extent; and secondly, to dnd out the proportion which that rent bears to the
gross yield of the holding. , ' 

R. RANoA: RAO. 

Memorandum by the Zamlndar of Chemudu, dated Vizagapatam, the 
25th November 1937. 

I. (II) In September'1786. Lord Cornwalis became Governor-General of India with 
statutory directions .. for settling and estahlishing upon principles of modem justice 
according to the law and constitution of India. the permanent rules by which the tributes, 
rents and services of the rajas, zamindars, poligars. telukdars and other native 16ndholder, 
mould be in future rendered and paid." .. The Court Of Directors expressed th.,. 
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~pin.ion that the spirit of the Act would be the best preserved by fixing a permanens 
ravenua on a revle w of the assessments and actuul COllectiOns of former yeura and by 
forming settlements, so far as pructlcable with the landholdeFl." 

Then the Decennial Settlement of 1790 came mto operation. This step was a 
preliminary to the permanent settlement. Three years Inter the proclamation of permanent 
settlelllent was issut'd and erubodied in Register 1 of 1793. It was made known to all 
mmindars, independent taiukdars and other actual proprietor. of land paying revenue to 
Government thut the jumma which had been or might be assessed upon their lands under 
.the decennial settlement was fixed for ever and that they and their heirs and Inwful 
.aucce,;sors might hold their estates at such assessment for ever. 

In 1795 th" Court Cof Duectors intimated their de.ire to introduce pc;rmanent 
settlement into the Presidency of Fort St. George-Regulation XXV of 1802 introduced 
a. fixity of tenure. The estute was assured to the zamindar ns a hereditary and heritable 
·estate and could so descend without the assent eXpreRli or implied, of the sovereign power. 

Looking at the history of the permanent settlement there can be no doubt that the 
proprietor of the soil is the . landholder' as the very meaning of the term connotes. 

(b) The tenant's interest extends to the peaceful and undisturbed cultivation of the 
land paying the rent fixed and observmg the covenants laid down in the . patta ' granted 
to him. 

II. (c) In the matter of determining whether statutory provision for remission of ren' 
has to be made or not, the fact that zamindari jirayati lands are totally differently 

-circumstanced from Government jirayati lands should not be overlooked. In the caSe of 
zamilldari jirayati lands, t.he zamindar hus to pay peshkash to Government which, as is 
well known, is not subject to any remission. It is quite inequitable to call upon the 
mmindar to remit a portion of what he collects from the tenant·s but himself plly the full 
amount that he, in his turn, has to pay to Government. 

It has also to be stated that though remission of rent de juye is not granted remission 
.4e facto IS being granted in justifiable cases. No statutory provision need be made and the 
matter may be left entirely to the discretion of the zamindar . 
• 

(d) ct (e) There is Ildequate provision in Chapter XI of the Madras Estates Land 
Act for the survey and preparation of record-of-rights by a Revenue officer where either 
the luudholder or not less than one-fourth of the total number of ryots apply for such 
survey and preparation of a record-of.rights. The fact that even in the CBse of many 
unsurveyed estates such applications have not been made, clearly shows that the tenants 
ure not feeling any hardship and that the present legislative provision is quite adequnte. 
There is already enough provision in the Estates Land Act for the reduction of rent, 
seclion 38. 

III. (a), (b) ct (c) Yes. 
Sections 78 to 110 of the Estates Land Act deal with the distraint and sale of movable 

property of the defaulter. Though the landholder or his authorized agent may distrain 
property after observing the formalities .prescribed in section 78 ,of the Act, he has no 
authOl'ity to bring the properly to sale. He is required to make an application to an officer 
called the sale officer-vide section 92. The sale officer is ordinarily the Firka Revenue 
Inspector. The amins of estates who are the landholders' agents lire as responsible officer. 
as Hevenue Inspectors and there is no reason why the landholders' agent himself should 
not be authorized to bring the property to sale. Sections 103 lind 104 (1) make ample 
'provision for irregularities in distraining and they may be suitably modified and amplified 
by making provision for irregularities in' sales and am ins empowered to hold sales. 

-Go\'ernment Revenue Inspectors have multifarious duties to perform; they are not able 
to conduct sales with promptitude and much delay is the result. 

Another matter in which a change of law is needed is the right of the landlord to apply 
for the sale of the bolding. This provision cannot now be invoked to realize an arrear of 
rent of any yeur till the follow:ing reven?e year. There seems to be no valid reason why 
the lund lord should not exerCise that right to apply Cor sale under section 112 till the 
following year. When movable property is not availabla Cor distraint and as no sale of the 
holding can be applied .for till the follo~ing rev:enue year, landlords are compelled at present 
to resort to the expensive process of filmg a smt for recovery of rent under section 77 of the 
Act. This is not advantageous either to the ryot or the landlord. Section 112 may be flO 

modified as to permit the sale of the h.olding before the expiry of the year in which the 
arrears have nccrue<1. At present sale. of hul<lingl'l are held by Go\'emment Revenue 
Inspectors. 'I'here is absolutely no valid reason why estote amins who Rre th~ nlllkhtars 
~f the landlord !lnd who are as resJl<!nsible officers, as Govemn~ent Revenue Inspectore 
should not hold the sales after observmg the prescrIbed formalities of notice and attach
ment. The right. to confirm the sale may be vested in the landlord and as in the case ':If 
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_les of Government lands the zamindar may treat the land as bought-in-land for the 
~eard due, in case there are no bidders.' 'l'bis would obviate the necessity of estute 
. servauts being authorized to bid at sales. As Cklvernment Revenue Inspectors bave multi
farious duties to perform they are not able to conduct sales with promptitude and much 
delay is the result. Of course the suit to contest the right of the landholder to bring the 
holding to sale may, as at present, be before the Revenue Divisional Officer and if he finds 
thllt !here is no valid reason to stop th~ sale, he will order the sale and it does not matter 
seriously whd actually. holds the sale. Further it is always open to the pattadar to seek 
remerly eitheYbefore the Revenue--Divisi6nal Officer or the CiVil Court in case there is any 
abuse of the right to bring the holding to sale-vide section 213 (1) and (2). 

Regulation XXIX is the Karnnms Regulation. It was stated as the object of its 
passing, that the zamindar is required' to maintain in each village the ancient office of 
kamam as an office of record. 'l'he preamble to the regulation recites ,. the office of 
kamam being still of great importance to the preservation of the rights and property of the 

.people, it is expedient to prOVide for the contmuance of that office of an efficient establish
ment." It is clear from that the karnam is an office which the zamindar had to maintain 
and he maintained by the grant of lands. The income from these lands was not included 
in the assets when peshkash was fixed. These grants were therefore treated as pre
settlement grants. After the enfranchisement of these inams was made and karnams were 
paid money salaries out of the fund called Proprietary Estates Village Service Fund, 
they began looking upon themselves as servants of Government and totally forgot that 
the office was first created by the zamindar and continued aftcr the Permanent Settlement 
Regulation; these salaries are paid by the Government Deputy Tahsildar or Tahsildar 
and though the power of appointment (a shadow without substance) lies in the zamindar, 
he has practically no control over them and they have now come to think that they are 
no servants of the estate. Matters have come to such a crisis that if the karnam does 
not act antagcmistic to estate inl,erests, the zaminda.rs teel highly relieved. Village 
headmen or munsiCs though their salaries are pc.i.il out of funds carved out from inams 
granted prior to permanent settlement do much less work for estates. The very nature 
-of the grants (pre-settlement connot~s thnt the lands were granted by the landholders 
prior to the regulation. Instead of each time reporting against village munsifs, zamin
dars ore managing their collection work by employing pettandars and paying them 
separate remuneration. The talaiyaris, another class of servants paid out of the Proprietarv 
Estates Village Service Fund, do absolutely no work for the zamindar. If the prestige 
-of the zamindar is to be maintained in tact, the.e three classes of officers should again 
-be pluced entirely under the control of the zamindar and he should be invested with 
full powers not only of appointment under restrictions but with powers of removal and 
punishment. The collection of the Proprietary Estates Village Service Fund and the 
payment of salaries should be made over to the zamindar when alone he would be treated 
by tho village servants with the deference due to him. The hereditary rule in regard 
·to these appointments should be abolished. 

IV. (a) The rights of tenants to water-supply are not inherent as being appurtenant 
to the land. 1.'hey are a matter of contract between them and the landlord. The water 
sources are maintained and kept under repair by the landlord. In many cases they have 
been formulated and brought into existence by the landlord as when he bunds up natural 
streams and sup{llies water by means of channels to lands. These contracts may be 
contained in the kadapas themselves or may form the subject-matter of separate agree
ments betwe~n the lan~lord nnd the tenant. In whatever doc~ment they may find place, 
they ore not lDherent Tights appurtenant to the land but are rights brought into existence 
by a contract. 

(b) The landlord as the person mnintaining wllter sources in the estate hns a 
luperior right to them. He h.as the e~tire con!rol over the sources, the right to distribute 
the water under the superviSIon of hiS subordillates and the power to extend restrict or 
~ivert the water-supply at his option. ' 

'. , 
Y. (a) The survey should not be made compulsory. If the landholder or one-fourth of 

the. total number of ryots apply for .it i~ may be ordered subject to the provisions of 
sectlOu 164 (l) of the Act. The legIslative enactment now existin" is wide enou"h to 
frovide for the safety of the landlord as well as the tenant and ~o further pro~ision 
IS neceasary. 

(b) In case a survey is held indispensable the cost should be borne equally bvthe 
landlord and tenllnts. -

VI. ~o levies custom~ry or otherwise Ilre being collected. In the Cllse of dry Illnda 
converted mto wet and cultivated With wet crops the landlord has the ri"ht to levy water-rate 
In addition to tho dry rent. b 
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, vn. (a) Tena.nts have the right to graze cattle in lands reserved as grazing grounds at . 
the time of the· permanent settlement. They are allowed to remove wood for agricultural 
implements free of charge, if there are trees in jirayati lands held by them on pattll. Th<,y. 
have the right to graze cattle on hill porambokes on payment of some nominal fee. A ryo$ 
payin/1 Rs. 100 as rent per year is called on to pay one rupee per year irrespective of the 
number of cattle. The ryots can remove green manure and fuel for domestic and 
agricultural purposes on payment of a nominal fee of one or two annas a cart-load. 

(b) They have no inherent rights. They can remove wood for agricultural and 
domestic purposes wit~ specified limits on permits from the landlord. 

(e) In regard to communal lands tenants have a right to use them along with the 
entire tenantry. There is absolutely no restriction on the user of public paths anyone may 
use them. 

In regard to hill and forest porambokes which are the property of the landlord. 
removal of wood is permitted on payment of seigniorage to the landlord who charges 
concessional rates for domestic and agricultural purposes and full rates on removals 
made for trade purposes. 

VIII. (a) It is very much in the interest of the landlords themselves to maintain 
irrigation sources and except perhaps in very rare cases, they are maintaining them in 
good condition. The irrigation sources whether they be tanks or channels are owned 
and maintained by the landholders and it is not just or equitable that courts should 
interfere. The Estates Land Act as it stands, has made ample provision (Chapter VIII; 
of the Act). The existing provisions of the Act are such as would ensure a proper mainte
nance of irrigation sources without at the same time exposing the landlord to vexatious 
complaints by the tenants. There are very few instances in which Government had 
really to interfere, clearly showing that the provisions as existing are adequate. The . 
interests of tenants are enough safeguarded. 

(b) No further rights need be invested in the Provincial Government in regard, 
to the repair or maintenance of irrigation works as the present provisions in the Estate!! 
Land Act are sufficiently protective of ryots' interests. 

(e) It is, as already noted in the answer to question vm (a) very much in the 
interests of the landlord to keep the sources in good repair. If the sources are neglected; 
the tenants will not be able to raise crops and the landlords will not be able to collect 
their rents. Landlords are well alive to their interests and they always do their best. 
If however they fail to do so, the tenants have the right to represent to the revenue 
authorities and there is no reason to suppose that they will not do SO when there is real 
necessity. It is sufficient if Government. interferes on the application of parties. There 
need not be a provision for interference by Government suo moto. 

IX. Even in the case of ryotwari villages it is doubtful whether yearly jamabandi 
is necessary. The questions that generally arise there, are poramboke occupations and 
unauthorized irrigation. These do not exist on any appreciable scale in the case of zamin
dari villages and an annual jamabandi is quite unnecessary. At the most jamabandi 
once in five years is quite sufficient_ 

X. In the case of a zamindari estate, there are already three bodies, the Government 
who are entitled to collect peshkash, the zamindar who is entitled to collect rent and the 
tenant paying it. Tenants' of zamindari jirayatis generally 8ultivate the lands themselves 
and there are very few sub-tenants and they do not require any special recognition. If 
the under tenant should be given any sort of legal recognition and he be placed beyond 
ejectment by the tenant serious complications will arise. The la.ndlords are at present 
quite helpless in regard to getting rid of undesirable elements and if another set of 
undesirables should be added, their lot is not enviable. 

XI. (a) At present there are certain matters in which the Board is the final authorit)l 
and there are other matters in which the High Court has jurisdiction. There is no 
need to create a third special tribunal. 

(b) If actions and proceedings between landholders and tenant. are tried in 
separate tribunals, presided over by Government officers having knowledge of the civil' 
law, litigation will be less costly. Appeals however should lie to the District Court and 
the High Court. 

XII. (a) The landholder can sue for rent if the rent on the land ia already fixed or 
apply to the Collector for a proper rent being determined under section 163 of the Act 
if. no. rent is already fixed and for a decree for the rent so determined. He is also 
entitled to damages not exceeding the rent fixed or determined for such unauthorized, 
occupation. 
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(b) The luw in regard to' collection by the Ia.ndlwlder of"kattuba.di, and jodi 
.~equires revision. These items are generally, very small and it is at present very· expensive 
Lio sue in the civil courts for their recovery, however small the amounts may be. It 1& 

not in the interest of the inampars either that the suits for their: recovery shoulp lie in 
civil courta. Village officers may be directed to collect them on behalf of the zamindar 

· 'along with the quit-rent payable to Government and if collection is not possible, in any 
',case, suits may be made to lie in the Revenue Courts . 

• 
V. NARAYANA GAJAPATI RAJU, M.L.A., 

Zamindar of Ch.nnudu, Hummr., e/.c., and Pruprietor 
. of Anakapalle, etc., e.,tates. 

Memorandum by the Zamindar of lJrlam. 
Before examinmg in detail and preparing a memorandnm on the questionnaire 

'issued by the above committee set up to report on the conditions prevailing in 
the zamindari and other proprietary areas with a view to passing legislation that may be 

,considerable desirable, the tirst '1.I1<t loremost point that should be drawn to the attenli"" 
cOf the members of the committee is to cancel October and :Qecember as the months for 
.th\j instalment payment of the peBhkash 'in zamindari areas and adjust the same from 
January onwards up to June of each year. The reasons for it ·are explained hereunder, 

· before going in detail to the questionnaire. 
The payment of peshkash by, th" zamindars to the Government is so arranged that 

· they have to pay in five instalments beginning from October and the remaining four 
instalments being paid on December, January, March and April of each year. It is not 

, known; on what basis they have fixed up October and December as two of the instalments. 
In the payment of the first two instalments, namely, that of' October and December, 

greatest difficulty is being experienced every year, for the reason that the ryots are quite 
unable to pay rents during that period of the year. The reason being, that the ryots are 

: in the mid-harvest season and all their little grain and money is used up and invested in 
one way or the other for the cultivation of their lands, buying of .seeds and reserving a 

·.little for their food. 
The fruits oftheil.' labour, namely, the' yield of their crop will commence from the 

last week of December and their capacity of paying the rent demands of the zamindar 
virtually will commence from the beginning of January. As such, it is obvious .. that the 

· zamindar could only collect his revenues from the month of January and his 'position for 
: the prompt payment for' all the iristalments of the pe.hkash will' be sound and secure from 
..-that time onwards.' " 

For the reason stated above, the ziLmindar's position is very critical ~nd difficult for 
meeting the October and December instalments, arieing always in delay or non-payment 

r on the due dates by him; as he in his tum is quite unable to realize his rents from his 
,ryots who are in the worst period of the year. , 

The Government, on the other hand by executing decrells or attachments on the 
zamindar, for his delayed or non-payment of the instalments during these, two months, 
is only driving the zamindar in his turn to proceed similarly on his ryots who are ulti-

, mately the innocent and pitiable sufferers. , 

Besides, the ryots not being fully aware of the purport of this action 'on the part of 
the zamindar, there often springs up strong antipathy, eventually, breaking up the cord 
of smooth and sympathetic understandings between the two. The long, existing amicable 

· understandings between the two are thus deteriorating every year and they are gra.dually 
separating themselves, as each. year the zamindar is bringing pressure on. them during 
the months of October and December. . 

The Government would be doing themselves a good thing and saving worry on the 
part of all concerned, by cancelling these two instalments of Octoher and Dlcember, a.nd 
shifting the payment of these amounts from January onwards to JUne. This will help in 

, the existence of good understandings between the zamindar and ryot, which 'is an essential 
· feature in the running of the Government. 

A",,,,,ers. 

· I. (a) Certa411y, the proprietor of the soil is the zamindar and the ryot is merely 
: empowered to hold the land under the zamindar on a contract to pay rent for the land 

to the zamindar for use and occupation of it and he has no proprietary right over that_ 
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(b) The zamindar is interested in the land to the extent of seeing that proper 
water-sul'ply is given to the lands and that aU irrigation sources are well maintained, 
whereas tne ryot is interested and resnonsible to the extent of fertilizing the 8Ol.l1Llll1 
looking after its healthy condition to get good yield of crop. 

II. (a) The fair and equitable rent is that wluch is lnwfully payable in money or kind, 
or in both by a ryot, which enables him to payoff easily, without his running into the 
hands of money.lenders on this score. If the ryot will pay whatever produce he got ready 
at hand instead of the landholder or the zamindar insi8tina Ullon monell Ilaument aloll8. 
there will be no reason for the rvot or the landlord to eXDerience anv difficulty whatsoever. 
the former for givinll and the latter for taking. This system of collectinlZ the rent is the 
most happiest method. 

(b) The rent should be fixed on the consideration rf the fertility and yield of the 
land and the existence of sumptuous waler.supplies and otLe .. special fealures !llld ndvan
tages of the locality of the land. 

(e) There need not be any statutory provision for the remission of rent for the 
reason that there is not a corresponding remission of peshJcnsh, a. the failure of the crop 
is felt keenly both by ryot and zamindar affecting considerably their respective incomes. 

Without the existence of this statutory provision many generous zamindl\rB are 
showing large remissions, in addition to section 38 of the Madras Estates Land Act 011 

other groUDds also, to the ryots, where they are in real loss. But the ryots still clamour 
for more remissions beyond reasons. A detail investigation will reveal the veracity of 
the statement. In ppite of tillS, thme i9 to be statutory provision fOi rent remid.iolls to 
the ryot, it is reasOllnble and jllSt, that tI,ere should Le alBO a satutory provision for a propor
tionatp remission in peshkash, to be fair and equitable. 

(d) The question sp,ems to be aimed at fixing permanent rents to inam lands as in, 
the case of jirayati rents now in vogue. If this is the aim of the question, it is betler 
to fix it on the basis of the rents of the neighbouring zamindari areas, taking into considera.
tion at the same time, on the fertility, water-sources, etc., of the area in question. If 
on this basis the rent is tixed, the ryot is still dissatisfied, he may be allowed to go to COU" 

on this point. 

(e) It is undesirable, that any reserve powers should exist in the hands of the 
Provincial Government, to alter or reduce the rents wherever they are inequitable, as it 
could be very easily fixed up on the basis of the rent of the neighbouring zamindari areas, 
where there is no complaint with regard to their rents which they are paying for a long 
time, with satisfaction. 

m. (a) The powers of collection of rent, given under the new Madras Estates Land' 
Act as amended, rendered the easy scope for easy.collection difficult, entailing a criminal 
waste of money. Especially. seetion 112 and sub-section (3) of section 123 require to be 
kept as they were before amendment. 

(b) It is far better if they are restored to their old method and form, which method. 
is self·sufficient in itself and replete with all necessary requirements and either subtraction 
or addition to it, is quite unnecessary. If the new amended methods are followed collec
tion work will become a faree. 

(e) Before the amendment of section 112 of the Madras Estates Land Act, the 
notice on the defaulter was served through the Collector without having recourse to the 
amended method of serving through f'egi8tered post, which is a sheer waste to an appalling 
degree. In a patta, if there are so many defaulters and if eneh of the defaulter is served 
individually, with notices through registered post, it will not only entail loss of expendi. 
ture, but worry also in the bargain. This method of serving notices, not a. whit shows the 
slightest improvement or betterment over the old method, either from financial or econo 
mic points of view. To reeover an arrear of rent under this. system is' just like trying 
to catcb the rat by <liggillg thp, mountain.' 

Then, for the delivery of the land one must make a Herculian effort, nnder the new 
amended sub-seetio"! (3) of s~ctio,;, 123. In this sectinn: befol'e the delivery is mnde, the 
importance of Gazette notlficatlon foUowed by shellmg down • heavy poundage' is. 
introduced and insisted uP(,ll, Making the procedure all the more complex. The delivery 
of the land, by the time-eonsuming. nnil mopey-evapomtmg process, will tnke plnce 
.fter 80 long a tedious waiting, by which time, a crop growing opportunity will be ovet'. 



Then the next thing in serving pattas, it is expressely laid down m the new ainendecl 
Madras Land Act, that they also in their unfortun&te turn should be served througll 
registered post. It would be far better if it is laid down that pattas should be served, 
to ryots in distant places, through registered post instead of sending to each and. every 
individual ryot even though they are next door neighbours. 

If this system of serving pattas to ryots through registered post is insisted UPOD, lJo. 
add to the income of postal revenue, a be'tter and cheaper method can be adopted by taking 
& 'stomped I'eceipt for the plltta tendered, to avoid the criminal wastage of sending througp 
registered post. 

IV. (a) The water-supply is not appurteDllnt to the land and as such the right of the
ryot to it, is only by way of contract with the landlord, who has the sole control over it 
and in its upkeep. 

(b) Certainly t.he landlord has the superior right o,'er the water-sources in his estate, 
as he is undertaking to the proper maiutenance of them, for the regular watel'-9upply at 
his own expense and supervision, for the good of his ryot in his work. 

V. (a) The Local Government must necessarily 'issue orders that all estates should bEt 
surveyed and a record of rights be maintained compulsorily, to place the landlord and ryot 
in a better know of each others position. 

In the unsurveyed estates, the zamindar is st a fix to know the particular extent of 
the land which a particular ryot enjoys in a joint patta system. The zamindar cannot 
separate the joint patta unless the lands are surveyed and each one's extent is known. 
In the joint patta several ryots are entitled to a holding and all of them will constitut1t 
one person and each of them pays his rent, according to his respective enjoymenb, which 
is not definitely known. In it, some completely clear their dues and some totally fa.ilto
pay even a single pie. Just like good and evil, the defaulters and regular payers, are cOIn
bined, and the arrcP,r of reut which remains on the whole patta, essentially forms into 
a joint liability, with the consequence, the prompt payers have to be joined for the
realization of the arrear on the whole patta. Due to this difficulty, the prompt payers 
should be joined, in the list of defaulters, giving trouble to the good ryots 

In .. joint patta, the defaulters can never realize their sense of responsibility, Qntil 
luch time, individual pressure is applied. If the survey is done, each ryot's extent in 
the joint patt" will be known and when patta is separated each, should necessarily stand 
up on his own legs and realize the responsibility and seriousness. By the clearness of this 
method, it will, in a comforting degree, facilitate collection work. 

The second allit more vital reason to get the survey dl)lle, is to pr"vent "r.c~na"hmmts
lind to detect the already encroached portions. There are many dry lands converted into 
wet, paying only dry assessment, which means enjoying the wet at a very low rent, which 
is II loss to the zamindar. 

If survey is Ilone, the ryot also ~vill be benefited, to regain the en(;roach~d portions. 
his neighbouring I'yot has nlade in his londs. In fine, it is quite essential, tha~ survey 
should be made. 

, (b) The proportion of the cost of survey, is to be borne by zamindar and ryot. 
half to half. .-

VI. It is not jll"Liftable for the landlord or zamindar, to demand in addition t~ rents 
by w~y. of custom or othe~.wi~e, anything from tb~ ryot., but he oon accept, if oll'ercd 
voluntarIly by the ryot, Without the least compulSIOn on the part of the zamindnr. 

VII. (a) Facilities for the gra.zing of cattle may be allowed on the porambokes and alS(} 
on other free lands, without injuring crops and other property. With the permission of 
the zamindar, a ryot mlly be allowed to cut off such portion of wood, as required 'for his 
agricultural implements, only from lands which do not pay any rent. The ryot has only 
right to cut oil tr~es lying on jirayati lands, paying rent to the zamindar. ! 

(b) The ryot has no inherent right whatsoever, to the trees on lands beloncing to-
the zamindar and over which there is no rent fixed. b 

(e) As comm.unal lands lire user~1 to both parties, both have equal rights to them, 
but as forest and h,lI porambokes, zlImmdar only has the right, for the reason, that they 
belong to him lind that he takes interest and responsibility in the upkeep and improve
ment of them. 

VIII. (a) The '~cheme for tile maintenance of in'igation sources and worlc~ is to bit 
allowed to be followed on the Rllme principles and methods, as adopted np to no"; by botb 
the parties, in each of the villages. ' 

I-l! 
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, .. (b) No rights should be vested with the Provincial Government, to ilndertake tbe 
.repair or maintenance of irrigation wQrks, where the . landholder fails to dlJ tbe same, but 
.re8llrt may be made to section 135 of the Madrw! Bstates Land Act, in u.Il such casea. 

(e) As per amended Act, section 20-A, botb parties should apply to the Districl 
Colle::tor and tLe same procedure as followed hitherto, to be followed in future also, but 

,110 special and new power to be vested with the Provincial Government. 

IX. (a) It is highly useful and necessary, that yearly jaI!labandi is E:xtended to zamin
'duri lIl'eas, as in ryotwlll'i viJIages. 

X. (a) (1) Pattadar and IInder-te1lant.-Pattadnr has right to the land lensed out 
and also right for tilling the land and Buch other incidental rights. What the paitadar 
enjoys to the land of the landlord, the under-tenant has not. 

(2) Zamindar and the under-tenant.-There iij no direct link or relationship 
between the zamindar and the under-tenant but so fill' as payment of rent· due to him on 
that portion of the land, under the under-tenant, is not received by him in due time, then 
the zamindar has control and right over that portion of the land with the crop on it, under 
the cultivation of the under-tenant but not directly on the person, namely, the under
tenant. This portion is alw to be altered by making some provision by which the zamin
dar has a bold on tbe under-tennnt also. 

XI. (a) Tbe Board of Revenue shonld continue t<> be the tinal appellate and revi
,sional authority, in proceedings betwE:en landholders and ryots, but no special tribunal is 
.necessary • 

(b) Actions and proceedings between landholders and ryots, should be tried in civil 
<and revenue courts, with tbe recently enhanced stawp duties decrensed, to the level of the 
old rates of stamp duties. 

XII. (a) Unauthorized occupaticn of lund by ryot may be dealt with, under section. 
21 and 163. 

(b) No revision or alterntion is required on the existing law., in regard to the col
,1ection of jodi, poruppu or kllttubacli. 

JIIemorandum by the Senior l'ropnetor of Bhyrlpuram, dated VUianagram, the 
30th November 1931. 

I. (a) The zamindar is tho proprietor of the soil for the following reasons :-

(1) The tenant cau relinquish the land nt biB swee.t will and pleasure underaec
Hall 141) of the Bstates Land Act. 

(2) Tho buraen of repairing the lands vests in the zamindar when silted up and 
not in the teuant. 

(3) Only the upper surface is least'd out to the tenant. 

(4) The ri"ht of minerals in the subsoil is of the zamindllr Dnd not of .. he tenan~ 
just like" in ryol\\'ari tracts as )leI' section 7 of the Estates Land Act . 

. (5) The zamindar is primarily responsible ror the pnyment of quit-rent and otber 
cesses. 

(G) The zamindar nas the right to lease out tbe land when relinquished by the 
tenant. 

(7) lnam title-deeds confer the right of converting the land into a {reehold on pay
ment of 20 times oC the jodi, etc. 

(S) The proprietor or inamdar pald Cor both the varnms, but the tenant did 110t 

pay even n pie out of it in the case of •• purchnsed inams." . 

(I) The lands were improve4 at ~e expense of the zamindar and not of the tenan,. 

(10) The maintenance and upkeep dthe tanks, nnd the water-source8 vest in ihfl 
mmindar. 
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(11) The lDamdat ill mado. tq attend to ~e fonrationof new;.~ks, sinking of wella 
and schemes for fresh projec~s 9f iqiglitioD" 

(12) The zamindar is the melvaramdar, thereby meaning that be is the pro-
prietor of the soil. . 

(13) The zamindar is responsihle for the payment of taxes. andcesses though the 
land is left .. kundakam." 

(14) The tenB"nt is not in any wlIf' responsible either to the Government or to the 
landlord except for the pay"ment of the stipulated rent for the actual exten' 
of land in his cnIti vation. . 

(15) IIi the recent boundary survey, rent waS fixed for Bunjars fit for dry or wei 
cultivation and he, the landlord, has been paying land cess on that revenue alBG 
though they are not brought under cultivation up to now. 

(b) The zamindar hs got a vested right in the land and the tenant contingent: 
one, so long he continues the payment of rent he will be allowed to be on the land, other-' 
wise his holding shall be put to sale under sectinn 114 of the Estates Land Ac:t. 

n. (a) The equitable rent is half of the produce of all the crops raised on the land and 
this forms swami·bhogam 01' (melvaram share), i.e., the share that goes to the landlord .. 
Generally, the prices of food stuffs vary, and as the value of an article depends upon supply 
and demand, no hard and fast rules cun be laid down. The cos~ of half of the shares of' 
the produce is to be estimated under the present day prices and a cut of 10 per cent is to· 
be provided against drought .und famine since famine occurs once in ten years ·according 

to SlIn's spot theory. The settlement must be effected once in five years (quinquenl)ial)' 
and not in once in twenty years as contemplated under secuon 89 of the· Estates Land Acti' 

(b) The considerations to be taken into account while fixing the rent are :~ 

(1) 'rhe nature of the soil whether fel'tile, saline, sandy, retentive. of moisture, and 
of easy ploughing. 

(2) 'l'he nearness of the land to the village. 
(3) Water facilities such IlS the approximity of the tanks to the lands. 
(4) Water sources and their nature such as tanks, perennial or inundation canals, 

etc, 
(5) The yield of the land in proportion to the seedlings. 
(6) The quantity of tbe drainage it receives such as • Moragadi' from the 

village. 
(7) The quantity of seedlings required. 
(8) Whether tbe land is under i increasing returns' or • diminishing fetorns • 

or reached the maximum yield. 
(9) The number of crops that can be raised in a year. 
(10) The amount of labour required for raising the crops, in relation to the carry

ing of manure, produce, tra.nsplantation, harvesting, and tilling of the soil. 
(11) The ch~apness of ~bour. 
(12) Proximities of the market. 
(13) Means of communication. 
(14) Carriage of produce to the market either by land, rail, and sea. 
(15) The prices of the food stuffs of the present day. 

" 

(c) Since provision is made in fixing rent for famine and drought no provision need 
be made for remission of rent. ' 

(d) The rate of rent of a particular parcel of land should not be fixed once for a.ll 
for the following rensons :- , .' 

(1) The prices of food stulIs generally vary. 
(2) In times of war, the prices will go high, say, even three times more than 

what t.hey were in ordinary times. 
(3) So is the case in famine. 
(4) Since the composition of the ~aTth is varied, i.e., the soil consists of severnl 

layers" fertile lands bllCome saline and saline lands will become Certile by 
copious and heavy mins and constant flow of water. 

(6) This is why a quinquennial settlement is proposed. 

I-liA. 
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(6) Taking into consideration the above lacts. ablest and emwan'. finance 'Mini&
&era such as Thod&rIDa.! and Ba.!aji Visw&Dath did not fix the reut perm ... 
nently. 

(7) Even .going as far back as the Hindu rulers. they never fiud the land revenue 
permanently. 

(8) Even Chanikya. the famous author of Ardha Sastro. etc •• did not make any 
provision for fixing the rent permaneutly. 

(9) When a question of rent arises. it is the civil court that should decide and 
no other court is competent to dea.l with this question. 

(e) Provincia.! Government should not be delegated with any powers in respect of 
fixing rent. l'he interference of the Government is unnecessary and uncalled for as the 
eivil courts are the proper tribunals for the fixing of rent. but care should be taken in 
taking into consideration the ru1iDg prices of the day. 

ID. (a) Yes. Powers of collection of rent require revision. 

(b) The mode of collection of rent now prescribed under the Estates Land Act is 
very labOriOUS and tedious. At every step, the zamindar shall be in need of the help of the 
Government officials. Sections 11!d and 114 of the Estates Land Act, provide a right 
to the zamindar to bring to sale the tenant's holding. But the procedure prescribed is 
very tedious. Tbe zamindar can Bue the tenant for rent under section 77 of the Estates 
LllDd Act. Dut all these powers are to be exercised through revenue courts. The so

C1lled revenue courts of nowadays ha.ve to attend to the following work before they 
reach to rent suits. 

(1) Receiving of complaints. 
(2) Attending to police cases and calendar cases. 
(3) Criminal cases by private parties. 
(4) Maintenance suits. 
(5) Village officer's Buits. 
(6) Dind·over cases. 
(7) Criminal Tribes Act cases. 
(8) Dus cases. 
(9) Receiving of process and fresh rent suits. 
(10) Summary suits of first hearing nature. 
(11) Posting of rent suits and settlement of issues. 
(12) Lastly trial of rent suits. 

As the work is very heavy, the revenue divisioDal officers cannot attend to revenue 
Buits without any suffering to their original legitimate work. Consequently, tI,ey are 
driven to tbe painful necessity of posting these suits from camp to camp, just like a foot
ball kicked from one goal to another. In most of these>suits, the amount Bpent toward, 
proccss alld battas to witncsscs c.:tcccd the suit amount. Tbe troubles of the zamindar are 
80 numerOIlS as no tongue can express. .. God alone knows." In his objects and reasons, 
the Hon'ble Mr. D. Munuswami Nayudu stated tbllt the jurisdiction of the rent 
suits should be transferred from tbe civil courts to the revenue courts, where they clln be 
easily disposed of. Dut it is not the case, in practice.. There is an inordinate delay in 
disposing off these suits in revenue courts for the reasons already narrated above. The 
zamindar, within II. period of three years can have the suit decreed. Now beginS' fresh 
troubles of the inamclar after gettiug the decree into his hands. The decree is to be put 
in motion. For so eloing'. the decree-holder is in need of police aid under section 80 of the 
Estates Land Act. 'fo secure this is no easy task. Much money is to be spent in attending 
to the comforts of the police officers. Without police aid, no decree can be executed under 
tbe prcsent day tenor of the civilized world. For the decree·lJolder to realize the decretal 
dues undergoing the ordeal prescribed in section 77 to 134 of the Estates Land Act, it 
takes, sav, not less than three years. Meanwhile, the zamindar hag to file a fresh suit 
for the Teco"ery of the rent of subsequent faslis, lest they should get time barred. In 
fine, in tI,is litigation. both the tenant and the 7.amintlar shall be ruined and hence the 
powers of collection of rent should be revised. The following are the suggestions :-

(1) Sincc rent is mnde the first charge on land as per section 5 of the Estates 
Lam1 Act a tenant must be ejected as soon 118 be Calls in arrears of one instal. 
ment and before tbe second instalmen& becomes arrear, since the procedurfO 



already in existence is very laborious and tedious. The tenant will always 
be regular in payment of lus dues either to his landlord or to Government only 
when he feara that his occupancy rIghts shall be endangered. 

(2) After the land is put to sale and purchased by the zamindar in the court. 
sale, it must change its tenure, i.e., it should not be conBldered as ryotl 
land, lIut the zalD1Ddar should be considered as the owner of both varams, 
oLnerwise, he cannot get the decretal dues collected. Because no one will 

come forward and pay arrearJ since the new coming tenant shall acquire occu
pancy nghts as soon as he getd into the lands and since no zamindar can 
l<eep his land without leasing out, lest he should lose rent. Hence, the 
zamindar is to lose the decretal dues and the new coming tenant shall lay 
tne same tune on the harp. Thus the zamindar is ruined. Hence he must 
have occupancy rights in the lands purchased m court sales (bought-in lands) 
as opposed in section 10 (b) (iv) of the Estates Land Act. Thus the zamindar 
is robbed of his rent now and for ever, since the cultivating tenant can play 
the same game all throughout unless and until the zamindar takes it IIp for 
seri or own cultivation, under the existing niles which is impracticable. 

(3) The rent suits and ejectment suits must be filed in civil courts as it. bllill
ness is not varied unlike revenue courts. Revenue courts are courts intended 
for the collection of Government revenue, the procedure of which greatly 
differs. 

(4) In the case of tenants who die without leaving any legitimate heirs, the 
occupancy right must merge in the inamdar, who can use the land as hi. 
private land. Because in case of dispute. as to who should be the legal heir 
of the deceased's property, the zamindar has to lose rent unless the question is 
decided by the court, which generally takes. say, some two or three years to 
decide. The zamindar should ascertain, who the legal heir of the deceased 
as decided by the court, and then sue him for the recovery of rent which may 
tt\ke a further period of three years as the procedure laid down in section 77-F 
to section 79 of the Estates Land Act, which is impracticable in the case of 
petty zamindars who own tiny parcels of land. Because. a major portion of the 
whole inam village is in the hands of tenantry who became proprietors by virtue 
of purchase. If a peep is made into the regiRtration records, one can easily 
imagine. that the vendors in 90 per cent of the sales are the poor. so-called 
minor proprietors created under the new legislature, i.e., Act xvm of 1936, and, 
the vendees are the tenant population. It must be clearly borne in mind that 
the posi tion of the minor inamdar in a whde inam village is in no way better 
or equal to that of a tenant but less and miserable and hence the dire need for 
the revi&ion of powers of collection of rent. 

(e) To m&ke the procedure simpler and less costly, the ten .. nt should be made 
10 understand clearly that he will lose his occupancy right in the holding if he allows' the 
first instalment become atTear anti does not pay the snme before the second instalment 
becomes due. The tenant under DO circumstances is to alienate, sell, mortgage his occu
I,a ucy ri.ght in the land except in court sales under section 112 of the Estates Lnnd Act. 
It is this fenr that makes him prompt in payment of rent and thus save thousands of 
minor inamdll1"s and tenams from the pangs of unhappy lind costly litigation which results 
in their ruin. " 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply is not inherent but contractual. 
between them. Section 138 of tllAl Estates Land Act clearly provides the right of the 
tenant to npplication for repairs of irrigntion work and section 139 (3) creates the right 
of the CORtS of the repairs to be collected as revenue dues. If the tanks are tidy the 
tenant will pay rent, otherwise no. And hence they are contractual. ' 

(b), The landholder has a superior right in the water, since he shall have to attend 
to the upkeep. maintenance and, repairs which are purely at his expense. 

V. (a) Better that they shOl .. ld be surveyed and a record of rights maint~iried but not 
compulsorily, it is optional. ' 

(b) Both the parties should be mnde to bellr the costs equally lind the tenant must 
be made responsible for the ~aintenance of survey stones and marks. 

VI. No landholder ,can demand or levy any other dues on the tenant except rent 
'land ceSB lind allied cesseR. • 

yri. (a) The tenant can graze cattle on the porambokes and tank beds since the culti
\'1Ition of the latter is prohibitive lest the tank should be silted up. With renard to ngri
-c:ultural purposes only, provision is made in section 12 of the Estates Land Act. 
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(b) No. 
. (e) Public: pa.ths and communal lands are intended for the use of the public and 

villagers. 'l'he tenants ha.ve not got auy e:.;clusive right. They should be used for th. 
purpose fer which they are intended. In most of the villages, the tena".lts have encroached 
upon communal lands and. hCDlIes were constructed thereon ano! now they should be 
removed. In the case of h,1l and forest porambokes, the landholder bas got a right over 
them and not the tenant for the following reasons :-

(1) Agricultural countries are all monsoon countries. 
(2) For carrying on agriculture, we mllst have rains. 
(3) It is forests that bring rain and the reservation of foresta is qaite essential for 

the carrying on of agriculture. 
(4) Better the Provincial Government should reserve the right to itself instead. 

of Testing it either in the zamindar or the cultivating tenant. 
VIII. (a) For the maintenance of irrigation sources and l/Vorks the landholder is to 

attend to them meeting the cost of monsoon damages from toe fishery rents and where not 
sufficient to supplement the same from his purse. Ae a rule, every tank must be repaired, 
once in 12 years and an amount not less than one year's rental is to be spent on repairs. 

(b) Section 139 of the Act provides rights and no new rights need be created. 
(e) Government should take action on application from parties but not 6UO moto. . 

IX. Not compulsory but optional. 
X. The under-tenant, the tenant who actually cultivates the hmd should also be made' 

responsible to the landholder for the payment of rent and it is but just that he must have 
occupancy rights in the l:md. The system of under-tenancy must not be encouraged but 
abolished. The land should not be leased out to the t.mants without the knowledge of the 
landholder, if at all it is desired that it should exist. 

XI. (a) No. Civil courts will do for this purpose. 
(b) Action and proceedings between landholders and tenants be tried in civil 

courts and in no other courts as they are thoroughly conversant with the civil law and 
specially trained for that purpose, being assi~ted by men of VRst knowledge of law, and 
having no extra work like revenue courts. If the civil courts cannot cope with the work, 
special courts of similar status may be constituted. 

XII. (a) In respect of the unauthorized occupation of lands, the lmcroacher should 
be made to pay the existing rent and twice of it towards penalty, and ejected from the· 
land. The zamindar should have the right to lease them out by public auction. 

(b) No. It may be collected just like rent on 30th June of every year. 

Other 8uggestions. 

In fine, it is submitted that the cultivating tenant is the controller of the purse, 88 
be is'the man to market the produce of the land~. Out of the sale-proceeds, he shall have 
to meet his demands (both necessaries and luxuries including gambling and drink). What
ever little that remains he may pay to his landlords for fear of court if he cares for his self
respect; otherwise, even the Courts could not compel payment as the Debtors' Insolvent 
A.ct comes to his rescue. Besides, he ha.~ no fear for jail in these days of non-co-operation. 
Under these exigencies, whRt is to he done is Ir.ft in the lands of our learned Honourable· 
Congress members of the Madras Legislative Council. , 

TATA SURYAPRAKASA RAO, 
Senior ProprietM of Bhyripuram. 

Memorandum by the Vizagapatam District Landholders' Association, dated 'l'ekkal1, 
the 29th November 1937. 

I. (a) '1'lIe zamindnr is the prprietor of the soil ns per the terms of the sanad milkid' 
istiIDrnr. 

(b) The ryot's interest is to cultivote tl,e land with his own capital and labour and 
take half tbe gross produce and the other is of the landlord. Land saits judgment and 
muchilkas expressly retide so. 

II. (a) Half the gross pro<1uce 8S stated above suhject to customary increased mtce 
in special areas and lesser rates of 2/5 or 1/3 .in cn"6S of crops requiring special labour as 
provided in cowles and cash rents Co:' crops like sugarcane at the mte of Rs. 4 to Ils. 5-
per acre. 



(b) Water-supply, quality of BOil and tile quantity of seed required are the con
tliderations to be t .... en ino.o accoUD t as also average rent of 1U years excludllJg famine 
years. 

(c) No. Statutory provision is necessary. Madras Estates Land Act is exbaustiv\l 
find meets all needs. Where cash rent is fixed the question of remission arises and in 
that case according to market prICes. 

(d) 'I'he rate of rent mny be setUM once for all for each particular aress subject ToO 

,cDstomary levies and existing I'ents may be fixed once for all. 
(e) No reserve power necessary as Madras Estates Land Act's provision bemg 

Quite suJlicient. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(e) The rights under sections 77, 78 and 112 may be extended to three years uni: 

formly be extended to 3U days for both and the ree of one rupee for sale hatta may be 
lixed at one rupee on any number of applications of the same village as in the case. of 
pattas tendered through taluk officer. 

IV. (a) 'I'he rights of the tenants to water-supply are a matter of contract between 
the ryot and the landholder; landholders spending enormous sums on irrigation sources 
whcn ryots agree to pay enhanced and additional rents. 

(b) He has a Aurerior right. He maintains the tanks and can -regulate the flow 
,of water to all holdings uniformly. 

V. (a) Yes. Necessary to know the mo.,,"Ditude and extent of each holding. 
(b) Half and half as is customary. 

VI. It is customary that defaulting ryota do pay batta to person sent to collect rents 
,snd other customary commissions paid to village officers and temples and specimen of 
present produce to tha lUJIdholder in token of the harvest of each crop and also levy of 
water-rates. 

VII. (a) Grazing areas nre free except in reserve hills and forests. Wood and other 
things allowed with special permission as also for green manure. 

(b) No. They pay where allowed. 
(e) No ryot can encroach on public paths or alienate communal lands. Hill and 

torest entirely belong to the landlord. 

VIII. (a) According to area, ayacut and rents existing order always to be-maintained 
provided that the ryot is not in arrears. 
_ (b) No. If after due notice the landlord fails to execute the repairs, Government 

-may execute on the npplication of the ryots depositing the arrears of rents due from them. 
(c) Only on the application of the aggrieved party givwg notice to the other • 

• IX. Yearly jamabandi is quite necessary. 

X. (a) Tho under.tenant should have all the rights and liabilities of the pattadar to 
the landlord. , 

• (b) He is responsible to the pattadar for any amount remaining over and above 
-the rent paid to the landlord. 

XI. (a) No. 

(b) Special Judicial Omc~rs from the senior munsit's cadre may be appointed for 
Madra~ Estates Land Act work. Appeals Crom them may be made to the High Court, one 

'o! the Judges tokmg up Madras Estates Land Act work. Summary proceedings may con
tinue to be as at present. , , 

XII. (a) Penal rates mav be levied at 20 times the mte of 
-premium or ejected on defnuit. 

(b) No. The present law is quite enough. 

neighbouring lands as 

President of the Vizagal'atam District Landholders
Association. 

[The Bome copy has been re<-eived from the Senior Zamindar of Patha Tekkali, etc., 
·m.ates.] .-
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Memorandum by the lnamdara of Bobblll taluk, Vlaagapatam dlstrlc\. 

1. (a) The owner of the soil is the pro~rietor of the soil. A& the former zamindar !mel 
been the owner, the zamindar having been the assignee of the then supreme rul"r& whoever 
it might be, it was he, the zamindar, that was the real proprietor both in law, prn<:iice lind 
nsage. The tenant got entry into tbe land as cultivator temporarily at the outStlt by 
contract. 

(b) The tenant at will has got cultivation right by contract, which right has been 
let by the landlord who has been the absolute owner of the land which &bl!Olute ownership 
includes cul tivation right also. ' 

N.B.-As the zamindar had. been the real ahROlute owner of the Boil, he could also create inama 
Uke ~he supreme rulers in addition to those that were created by the supreme rulera tb@mselvOB. The 
aamindar as wen as the supreme I ulers created almost all inarna on the same princil,ie &II they let out. 
laOw. to the then tenants for ('ultivntion. That ill why some amount of rent, be it low or hi5tb, was 
reserved by them to be paid by the grantees to the grantors in the name of kattubadi, jodi, etc., b:r 
whatever name thel are called. Heore, the~ inamdnrs RI~e theil' inatns pre-sett.iement or root.. 
eettlement! whose Village inams or portioDs of villages grants-bave been hence absolute ownen 0 the 
lOil in theIr inBm landa. 

Besides there were many cases where the inamd:us were themselves the actual' 
cultivators, and in addition to that sRid cultivation right or kudivaram right a8 at present 
called, the so-c&lIed melvaram right also was granted by the grantors whoever it might be, 
The inamdars in some other cases were granted both warams at one and the same t.ime. 
Lastly as a third case, the inamdars, where they had only melvaram right by grant, 
acquired kudivaram right also according to law subsequently, whereby at least subse
quently, they had become owners of both warams. But as the zamindars are owners of 
enormous blocks or tracts of tens of thouRands of IlCI'eS, with a vIew to benefit the 
zamicdari tenants the Estates Land Act of 1908 was paFsed of course by influencing them 
administratively; and almost with their consent thE.' said Act was passed. By this, it 
should not be presumed that the zamindars were not owners of, and could not grant, both' 
_rams when inam grants were made (vide the memorandum published on 16th Octobet 
1921 in M.W.N. of 1921). The zamindars have been subsequently defined as pure!! 
melvaramdars after the Estates Land Act of 1908 was passed. There are numberless 
decisions of the highest tribunal to show inams of subsequent origin also have been granted 
with both warams, If for argument's sake, the zamindars were only melvaramdars even 
at the time of grants of inams, as the grantors levied kattubadi, etc., on the mams at or 
after, the time of inam grants, the mam tenore is more akin to ryotwari tenure than tQ 
the zamindari tenure (vide the abovesaid memorandum, where the re&8OOS werei 
exhaustively explained in support of this view). 

The above statements were made according to the former law, My opinion is that, 
there must be law tbat he who pays some amount to the zamindar either in the name of 

rent, jodi, kattubadi, poruppu, etc., be it small or great, should be the de facto owner of 
the soil or the kudivaramdar of the land to speak in present terms. The zamindar who 
receives rent from the ryot or kattubadi, etc., from the inamdar should be the de jure 
proprietor of the soil or the, melvaramdar of the land inasmuch as the' zamindar is the 
representative agent of the supreme Government who should also be the de jure proprietor 
of the land, if the inam grants have beE.'n made subsequent to the permanent settlement 
and have not been enfranchised or subdivided. And in the case of enfranchised pre-
settlement grants or snbdivided inams tbe inamdar a]uIle is the owner of both the 
knilivaramand melvaram rights. To summarize the whole question, the z&mindur is the 
melvaramdar, tbe zamindari ryot is tbe kudivaramdar, and the inamdar whose inam has 
been enfranchised or subdivided is not a landholder for the purpose of the Estates Land 
Act, especially if he pays some kattubadi, jodi, etc., to the zamindar in the name of rent, 
or in lieu of rent. 

II. (a) The fair and equitable rent has been time out of mind half of the gross produce 
of land naturally. By contract it may vary, especially in the case of inams, . 

(b) The fertility of the soil, the kinds of the crops that are raised or that elln be 
raised, the prices of the crops, and the conditions of the landowner whether he is lit 
zamindar or inamdar owning & portion of a village, are all to be considered. 

(e) There should not be statutory provision for remission in the case of inams. In, 
zamindaris, there may be snch provision for the benefit of both the zamindar &ud his ryot. 
The proportion should be according to the average rise or fall of the prices in every year. 

(d) It may be left to the settlement of court. No hard-&nd-fast roles are necessary 
or conducive to the good relationsbip and interest of the parties especially if it is & case
af inams. 

(e) No. 



m. (/I) In the case of inams, there must be at least a clear provisIOn that the teum. 
is liable to ejectment simply on his inamdar'a application to the concerned Tabsildal', ilL 
clIIee' the rent fixed is not paid within the end of the year. 

In the case of zamindaris, the present methods are enough especially as tbtl .m4: 
methods were courted by themselves in the Act X of 1934 when they the zarnindats- il'1lI'6-
in power. 

(b). Answered above. • 
(e) To make statutory rule that the ryot even in the zamindari', who does tlot pay' 

rent (of course the statutorily fixed rent according to the Act) within a particular period in 
the year is to be suspended from remaining on the land or entering into the land, is ne 
doubt a great benefit to both the zamindar and his ryot. The holding should not be 
s .. leable as selling right is depriving the smaller tenants of their lands. 

IV. (a) The water-supply rights are appurtenant to the lands inherently in so fBI' as 
water is rightly used to the lands under the ayacut of the tank. But when the water is 
abnsed, the tenant must be restrained from so abusing. 

(b) Yes. Also the tank may be a source of water-supply not only to the lands that. 
are immediately under the tank, but its water may be by long usage, custom and contract, 
utilized to other village lands. In some cases, the water may be required by some tenants 
to nriou8 crops while others are idle. In that case the landholders should have complete 
control to distribute water and to use the tank bund; he must have right to fisheries rent 
as he is liable to make even petty repairs. 

V. (a) In zamindaris, survey and record-of-rights should be compulsorily made. The 
cost should be borne by the zamindars in so far as their rights of enjoyment as khas land, 
tope land, etc., are to be fixed. 

Regarding to the extent in acreage and rates of rents, the cost should be borne by both 
the zamindar and his ryots equally. 

VI. Yes. Hay for cattle, fruit ot 1ruit trees and timber of other naturally growing 
trees and free supply of bandies to bring them to his house are necessary for landowners 
especially in inams. 

o 
In zamindaris they may not be compulsorily payable as they can afford to have them 

from out of their huge income •. 
VII. (a) The zamindari ryots may be given the facility of freely gathering green 

manure, wood for their agricultural purposes, and grazing of cattle in the forest lands at 
the zamindars which forest lands are not less than 3 miles from their lands. 

(b) They hllve not got inherent right. But they may now be given such right. 
(e) The tenants may use them as if pennissively. They should not have a right to 

sell such rights. 
VIII. (a) The Government should keep in their hands such maintaining and working 

of irrigation sonrces and irrigation works instead of leaving them to the hands of either' 
the zamindars or their ryots. In the case of inams also, the Government may interfere if 
by the refusal of the co-inamdars to contribute their shares of repair--costs to the senior' 
proprietol'-the irrigation sources are neglected. 

(b) Yes. Answered above. 
(c) By the application of parties, if they have a grievance in prayer. , 

IX. Yes, in the case of zamindaris. No snch is necessary itt the case of mams as it 
iio costly and also as the inams are too petty to have such. 

X. The present law is proper. 
XI. (a) Inam questions should be settled in civil courts. No special tribunal or Board 

ot Revenue should be the final authority. Zamindari questions may be referred to a special 
committee or Board of Revenue or the Chief M:inister. 

(b) The inam questions should not be tried in revenue court as it is costly for them. 
The zamindari matters may be settled in revenue courts. , 

XII. (a) The ex.isting law is. enough for the ~mi~dars. For inamdars, trespassers 
should be more drastIcally dealt WIth so that trespaSsing mam lands should be discouraged 
inasmuch as the inamdars are physically and financially weaker than the tenant class' 
This c~n be ~Iearly ascertaine~ if statistics are taken to show in how many cases th~ 
complamant IS the Brahman mamdar and the trespassers are the present classes in 
criminal courts. 

(b) The kattubadi, jodi, or poruppu, etc., that should be paid bv the inamdar to the 
~a~i!,dar mav be sued for in civil courts as at present; inasmuch as thongh the inamdar'a 
hablhty for the payment of sucll to the zamindar is no doubt the same as that of a ryot 

1-3 
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-to bia zamindar, the inamdar's land has been made his own freehold I>y enfranchisemen' 
·or 8. snbdivision whereby he (the inamdar) being in lhe position of the zamindar'. ryot a$ 
the start, steps into the shoes of the zamindar also by such extra procedure by which he 
(the ~mdar) is made directly liable for payment of quit.-rent or peshkash to the supreme 

-Government egually with the zamindar. 

Memorandum b)'IIr, Pa\tsbbl Ram1ah, farmer and lDamdar, VidaDagram, 
dated 3O\h November 1937. 

I. (a) The zamindar is the proprietor of the soil for the following reasons :-
(1) The tenant can relinquish the land at his sweet will under section 149 of tbe 

ERtates Land Act. 
(2) Tbe burden of repairing the lands vesta in the zamindar when silted up and 

not in tbe tenant. 
(3) Only the upper surface is leased out to the tenant. 
(4) Tl;le right to minerals in the sub·soil is with tbe za.mindar and not .the tanant 

as per section 7 of Estates Land Act. 
(5) The zamindar is responsible for the payment of quit.rent and other ceSBeS. 
(6) The zamindar has tbe right to lease out the land wben relinquished by tbe 

tenant. 
(7) Inam title·deeds confer the right of converting the land into a freebold on 

payment of twenty times tbe jodi, etc. 
(8) The prcprietor or inamdar paid for both the • warams' but the tenant did 

not pay a pie out of it in the case of • purchased inams.' 
(9) The la.nds were improved at the expense of the zamindar and not of the 

tenant. 
(10) The maintenance and upkeep of the tanks and the water sources vest in the 

zB.mindar. 
(11) The inamdar is made to attend to the formation of new tanks, sinking of 

wens and schemes for fresh projects of irrigation. 
(12) The zamindar is the mclvaramdar thereby meaning that he is the proprietor 

. of the soil. 
(13) The· zamindar is resr-onsible for the payment of taxes and cesses tbough the 

land is left • kundakam.' 
(14) The tenant is not in any way responsible either to the Government or to the 

landlord except for the payment of the stipulated rent for the actual extent of 
land in his cultivation. 

(15) In the recent boundary survey, rent was fixed for (banjars) fit for dry or wet 
cultivation and he-the landlord-has been paying land-cess on that revenue 
also though they are not brought under cultivation up to now. 

(b) The zamindar has got a vested right in the land and the tenant, a. contingent 
-one; so long as he continues the payment of rent he will be allowed to be on the land; 
otherwise his holding shaJ,l be put to sale under section 1*4 of the Estates Land Act. 

II. (a) The equitable rent is half of the produce of all the crops raised on the land 
and this forms swamibhogam (or melvaram share), i.e., the share that goes to the land. 
lord. Generally, the prices of food-stuffs vary, and as the value of an article depends 
upon supply and demand, no hard and fast rules can be laid down. The cost of half of 
the share of the produce is to be estimated under the present day p~ices and a cut of 
10 per cent is to be provided against drought and famine since famine occurs once in 
ten years according to Sun's Spot Theory. The settlement must be effected once in five 
years (qllinqllermial) and not once in twenty years as contemplated under section 39· 
<If the Estates Land Act. 

~b) The considerationa to be taken into account while fixing the rent are-
(1) The nature of the soil whether fertile, saline, sandy, retentive of moisture 

and of easy ploughing. ' 
(2) The nearness of the land to the village. 
(3) Water facilities such as the proximity of the tanks to the lands. 
(4) Water sources and their· nature such as tanks, perennial or inundatio~ 

canals, etc. 
(5) The yield of the land in proportion to the seedlings. 
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(6) Tha quantity of the drainage it- receives such u.s • muragadi •• from ,he
village. 

(7) The quantity of seedlings required, 
(8) Whether the land is under • increasing returns or diminishing returns' or 

reached the maximum yield.- .. -
(9) The number of crops that ~au be raised in a year. 

(10) The amount of labour required for raising the crops, in relatiOn to the 
carrying of manure, produce, transplantation, harvesting, and tilling of th~ 
soil. 

(11) The cheapness of labour. 
(12) Proximity to the market. 
(13) M;eans of communication. 
(14) The prices of the food-stuffs of the present day. 

(c) Since provision is made in fixin~ rent for famine and drought, no provisioD. 
need be made for remission of rent. 

(d) The rate of rent of a particular parcel of land lIhould not be fi'xed 'once (or all 
for the following reasons:-

(1) The prices of food-stuffs generally vary. 
(2) In times of war, the prices will go high, say, even three times more than. 

what they were in ordinary times. 
(3) So is the case in faminE'. • 
(4) Since the composition of the earth is varied, i.e., the soil consists of several 

layers, fertile lands become saline and saline lomds will become fertile by 
copious and heavy rains and constant flow of water. 

(5) This is why a quinquennial settlement is proposed. 
(6) Taking into consideration the above facts, ablest and eminent Finance 

Ministers such as Thodarmal and BaIaji Viswanath did not fix the rent. 
permanently. 

(7) When a question of rent arises, it is the civil court that should decide anet 
no other court is competent to deal with this question. -

(e) Provincial Government should not be delegated with any powers in respect of 
fixing rent. The interference of the Government is uncalled for as the civil courts ant 
the proper tribunals for the fixing of rent. but care should be taken in taking into
oonsideration the ruling prices of the day. 

m. (a) Yes. Powers of collection of rent require revision. 
(b) The mode of collection of rent now prescribed under the Estates Land Act is

very laborious and tedious. At every ~tep, the zamindar shall be in need of the help of 
the Government officials. SectioDs 112 and 114 of the Estates Land Act provide a right. 
to the zammdur to bring to sale the tenants' holding. But the procedure prescribed :i& 
very tedious. The zamindar can sue a tenant for rent under section 77 of the Estates
Land Act. But all these powers are to be exercised through revenue courts. 

As the work is very heavy, the Revenue Divisional Officers cannot attei)ll to revenue 
,uits without any detriment to other work. Consequently, they are driven to the painful 
necessity of posting these suits from camp to camp. In most of these suits, the amount 
6Psnt towards process and battt18 to wi/·nesseB exceed the suit amount. The troubles of 
the zamindar are so numerous as no tongue can express. .. God alone knows." There 
is an inordinate delay in disposing off these Buits in revenue courts. The znmindar, 
.within a period of three years can have the suit decreed. Now begins fresh troubles of 
the inamdars after getting the decree. The decree is to be put to motion. For so doing, 
the decree-holder is in need of Police aid under section 80 of the Estates Land Act. 
To secure this is no easy task. Much money is to be spent in attending to the' comforts 
of the Police officers. For the decree-holder to realize the decretal dues undergoing the 
ordeal prescribed in sections 77 to 134 of the Estates Land Act it takes, say, not less
than three years. Meanwhile, the znmindar hns to file a fresh suit for the recovery of 
the nnt of subsequent faslis lest they should get time barred. In fine, in this litigation, 
both the tenant and the zamindar shall be ruined nnd hence the powers of collection of 
rent should be revised. 

The following are the sugge.tions :-
(1) 8mce rent is mnde the first charge on land as per section 5 of the Estate. 

Land Act a tenant must be ejected as soon as he falls in arrears, of one instal
ment and before the Rel'Ond instalment becomes arrear -; as the procedure aIready 
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In jlltis~nee is very l .... borioUli Irond tediollB. The tenllnt will uJways be regular in 
payment of his dues either ~ his landlord or to Government only when he fears 
th"t his occupancy rights shall be endangered. 

(ll) After the land is put to sale and purchased by the zamindar in the court sale, 
it lI,ust change its tenure, i.e., it should not be considered as ryoti land, but 
the zamindar should be considered as the owner of both the warams, otherwiHe, 
he cannot get the decretal dues collected. Because no one will come forwllrd 
and pay arrears since the new coming tena.nt shaU acquire occupancy rights as 
""on as he gets into the land a.nd a.s no zamindar can keep his land without 
leasing it out lest he should lose rent. Hence, the zamindar is to lose the 
decretal dues and the new coming tenant shall pay the same game. 'rhus, the 
z8.mindar is ruined. Hence he must have occupancy rights in the lands pur
chased in court sales (bought-in lands) a.s opposed to what is laid down in 
section 10 (b) 4 of the Estates Land Act. Thus the zamindar is robbed of his 
rent now and for ever, since the CUltivating tenant can play the same game aU 
through unless and until the zamindar takes it up for seri cultivation under the 
existing rules which is impracticable. 

{3) The rent anits and 'ejectment suits must be filed in civil court. as its business 
is not varied unlike revenue courts. Revenue courts are court. intended for the 
collection of Government revenue, the procedure of which gt'eatly differs. 

(4) To make the procedure simpler and less costly, the tenant should be made to 
understand clearly that he will lose his occupancy right in the holding if he 
allows.he first instalment become arrear and does not pay the same before the 
second instalment becomes due. 'rhe tenant under no circumstances is to 
alienate, sell, mortgage, his occupancy rigut in the Jand except in court sales 
under section 112 of the Estates Lalld Act. It ia this fear that makes him 
prompt in payment of rent and thus save thousands of minor inamdars Qnd 
tet:'ants frow the pangs of unhappy Dnd costly litigation whiCh result. in their 
fUln. 

IV. (a) The right of the tenants to water-supply is not inherent but contractual 
'between them. Section 138 of the Estates Land Act clearly provides the right of the 
!tenant to applicatiQn for repairs of irrigation work and section 139 (3) creates the right 
of the costs of the repairs to be collected as revenue dues. If the tanks are tidy, the 
t~~t will pay rent, oth~wis8, not. And hence they are contractual. 

(b) The landholder has a superior right in the water, aince he shall have to attend 
1,0 Uie up-keep, maintel\lInce lind repairs which are purely at his expense. 

VI. No landholder can demand or levy any other dues on the tenant except rent, 
land.eess and allied cesses. 

VU. (a) The tenant can gral!le cattle on the porambokes and tank-beds since the 
cultivation of the latter is prohibitive lest the tank should be silted up. With regard to 
IIgrilluiturai purposes ouiy, provision is made in section 12 of the Estates Land Act. 

(b) No. . 
(c) Public paths and communal lands are intended for the use of the public and 

villagers. The tenants have not got any exclusive right. They should be Wled for the 
purpose for which they are intended. In most of the villa.ges, the tenants have encroached 
bpon communal lands and houses were constructed thereon and now they should be 
removed. In the case of hill and forest porambokes, the landholder has got right over 
them and not the tenant. 

'rhe undertenant, the tenant who actually cultivates the land. shollid also be made 
responsible to the landholder for the payment of rent and it is but just that he must have 
occupancy rights in the land. The system of undertenancy must not be encoura.ged bu$ 
abolished. The land should not be leased out to the tenants without the knowledge of 
the lendholder, if at all it is desired that it should exist. " 

No. Civil courts will do for this purpose. 
(d) Action and proceedings between landholders and teDSnta be tried in civil courts 

and in no other courts as they are thol'Oughly conversant with the civil law. If the 
civil courts cannot cope with the work, special courts of similar status may be conRtituted. 

In respect of the unauthorized occupation of lands, the encroacher should he made 
to pay lhe existing rent and twice of it towards penalty and ejected from the land. Tue 
Rmindar should have the right to lease them out by public auction. 

FII'M'ABHl RAMIAH, 
FM."te¥ and lrul1Iuiay. 
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Memorandum by the proprietors of lImall partible. estates in the. Chicacole divisioD. 
Vtzagapatam dietrict. dated.Jtotabommall. the 1st November 19a1. 

The memorialists are petty, joint proprietors of Govindapuram,· Nara.a.pul1Ull~ 
Kasturipadu, Kuramannapeta, Chittevalasa • .Makivalasa. Totada., Vaddivada, etc., villages 
.in I·be Uld Chittevalasa Hunda in the Chicacole division. '1'l1e) own smail extents of 
:ancestral malkud"!'i lawl which, theydlVJded. among themselves into .everal .hare. as 
their legitimate families have grown up gradually, and in consequence a petty lancJ.. 
·holder gets annually a· minimum meome of about Ii •. 6 or Tis. 8 and paymg a pe.ilka.b or 
about four anna.. Most of the non-cllitivating h.ndholders placed their small patches 
·01 land in the hands of their ryots and migrated themselves to diatant plaoos to eke 
out their livelihood, as the small income they are getting from land hardly covel'S 
'their domestic needs. They helong to Sistakaranams, Vaisyas and Brahman community 
of Kotabommali and its surrounding villages, who are in general non-cultivating proprietors. 
,Since the introduction of the Madras Estates Land Act from 1st July 1908, which 
conferred permanent occupancy right to ali ryot., differences between the landholders 
and ryots broke out, which have been mnltiplying and the status of the former has 

• become lUost miaer .. ble and precal·ions. Some of the <lifficulties experienced by them 
,in general durillg the past 27 yeat'S are bridly narrated below. 

2. The Madra. Estates Land Act provides only three remedies to recover the arrears of 
.rent from a defaulting ryot, namely !-

(i) Distraint of movable property (products of the land) within a year from 
the date of its becoming due under section 77 (ii)". 

(iil Sale of ryot's holding. if the time of arrear exceeds one year but does not 
exceed the second fasli year under section 112. 

(iii) Tient suit wi~hin three years from the date of arrem under ~ectLOn 77 (i). 

Difficulties.-(a) A weak proprietor getting a small income finds it hard to recoVer 
his dues from his .trong ryot. If the landlord distrains t.hemovable property or tbe 
prodncts of the land on !.tis own responsibility, a sttong ryot commits milch nuisance 
and assault and danger te hi" perso!} and property. To bring hinI 1'0UDll, the proprietor 
deals with him legally in criminal snd revenue courts and spends not only his 
.... vings but also sells away the little landed property. leaving little for his family mainten
ance. 

(b) If he sells the holding, no bidder comes forward snd owing to strong combi_ 
nation and co-operation smong the ryots, the poor landlord has to purchasehinIseJf the 
occupancy right of tb~ land. If he get. it cult.vated by hired labour, the products 
thereof are stolen away, at the instigation of the affected ryot or strike among the 
,defuulters and the poor landlord is jeopardized. If he leaves it waste, the defallitpr 
(]C("upies it again, cultivates it and knocks olf t!.e entire pToduds. '1'hus the sale of 
holding, under section nl! eventually becomes ineffectual and the landlord is unable 
to take action at every stage of criminal trespass on account (>f poor purje. 

(c) If he file. a slIit, he runs into a serious debt on account of protracted litigation. 
II he succeeds in getting a decree after mnch trouble and expense, the execution procedure 
costs him as much as the suit itself to reach each stage of execution successfully, with
out the risk of being recorded and finds much difficulty in recovering the amount from 
the strong Bnd rich ryot. 

It requires much money, trouble and lime to pass through the several stsaeB 
of Bn.v of ~Iese three reme~ies. Unless B landholder is strong enough physically, mentally 
and finllnclally WIth good Influence, he cIUlnot successfully combat ",,"lUos! ~is stubborn, 
strong defaulting ryots a,"!d .recover his arrears, and lDana.ge his lands easily and smoothly. 
Several cases of &ssult, lDJUry to person and property have often been occurring, when 
the movable property is diatrained, sold or the rent decrees executed. A weak landholder 
getting small income, cannot dream· of combating legally against his powerful and obatinate 
ryot, who conscquentl~· refuses to pay even the small rent snd appropriates himself 

)

the whole produce. He cannot eject the defaulter carily under sections 150, 151. nor 
can he enhance the rent by more than two annas in the rupee under sections 30 to 37, 
after he spent much for :repairs and improvements. 'l'he provisions laid down in the 
Act for eiectment and enhancement are more in favour of a tenant than a landholder. 
A landholder's small income is too inadequate to meet the costs of the procPeding~. He 
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roD8 into a serious debt and sells away his little landed property when he succesSfull,.
reaches each stage flf the proceedings. So he should either give up taking any legal 
stepa or leave the land entirely in the hands of his avBric.ioua defaulter for fear of dang. 
to life and property. 

3. The Old Rent Recovery Act vm of 1865 afforded some protection to such weak 
landholders who could eject the defaulter, if he failed to pay the rent within the close of . 
the fa&li or execute a muchilka under sections 10 and 41 thereof. The present Land 
Act deprived them of such privileges and made them depend on the mercy of the obstinate 
ryot. . 

The conferring of permanent occupancy right has given saleable interest in the holding 
to him. He sells his interest privately, without registering the deed, for a larger 
amount to a third person even without giving notice as reqwred under section 145,. 
paragraph 2, to his landholder and even without paymg the arrears of rent Cor two or thr..e 
years.. The vendee refuses to execute a muchilka after he gets possession of the land 
and to pay rent to his landholder. The landholder, if his means permit, !loes to the 
court against the vendor and vendee, to recover his dues, but thi~ step costs bim much 
and touches his pocket seriously, and makes him poor. In the Government jirayati villa!les, 
~ transfer of patta application is compulsorily taken by a Sub-Re~strar along with the
Bale-deed, but in the case of malkudari villages such step is not taken compulsorily and 
the poor landholder is left to his own fate to go to a court, as the rules provided in 
sections 145 tc 148 regarding transfer of lauds are more honoured in hreach than in 
obMervance. It should have been provided in the present Act that the sale oC holdWg 
privately withC'ut the 'previnus written ccruoent of. the landlord is null and void and· 
invalid;-Thus by giving a saleable interest to a ryot, he gets treble advantages, namely:-

(a) getting the lands free of cost for cultivation, 
(b) getting higher price when he sells his kudivaram right, and 
(c) appropriatu.lg whole produce without paying even the amall rent or the Govern-

ment dnes, . 

whereas his poor landholder is deprived of all the privileges and hold on the land. 
He cannot get hack his land for cultivation Dnd family mainten'lnce Crom his powerful 
ryot who got it free of cost, nor can he get his re~t smoothly or enhance it. He gets. 
smaller price whan he sells his title. He is thus . made weak and powerless and to 
.depend solely on the mercy of his stubliorn ryot. 

Owing to strong combination and co-operation among the ryots ani wllnt of com
petition in the villages, a poor landholder .cannot exercise his legitimate powers and 
recover his arrears. It is quite injurious to their interest to give permanent occupancy 
right and saleable interest to ryots in such small partible proprietary villages or estates. 
The cultivating peasaut, trained from infancy to hard manual labour to which thlJ civilIzed 
.and educated landlord is not accustomed, can live without any inconvenienr,e by getting 
daily or weekly wages, even though ~le may be deprived of the o'JClll'ancy right. 

4. Past 27 years' experie·nce of the working of the Land Act has rather sucked 
away the blood and VItal vitamins of this poor landholder leaving mere Rkeleto:1. II 
is high time to revise the Land Act, and turn out th~ cycle of 27 years' administration 
for the better amelil)ration of the poor landholders ill all the 16 main villages with their 
hamlets of the old Chittivalasa Hunda who are seriously affected by the Act. 

It is therefore desirable that occupancy right in all the partible proprietary villages 
(paying an annual ~esh.kash of Re. 600 to the Go:vernm~nt) may be removed entirely 
and all the non-cultlvatmg malkudars allowed to eVIct thell' ryots whenever thev fnil to 
pay the rent in proper time or execute a muchilka when demanded, WIthout goin·" to ~ourt 
and cultivate themscl"ee their own land by hired labour, if they toO desire and pxempt 
from the operation of sections 6, 8, 10 to 17 Bnd such other provisions as will affect the 
permanent interests of landholders n nd their holding may be treated as pri,-ate lands. 

In these days of financial stringency and unemployment, the poor lanoihnldcr finds 
.no other means of li'-elihood than get back his lands from his old rvots free of an 
restrictions and liabilities and manage it himself freely and indep~ndently. ' 

5. May it pleas'! Your Excellency to kindly sympathize with the poor situation of the 
·petty malkudars and redress their grievancas represented above sufficiently and early. 

.. For this act of kindness and justice, Your Excellency's memorialists shall, as in duty 
hound, ever pray. 

PROPRDrrOR9 OP soi.m PARl"mLB BSTATIlS, CmcAcoLB DIVIBIOII. 



Memorandum by Gortl Venkata Godavari. Sarma and other lnamdara of 
HarischaDdrapuram Agraharam, Chicacole taluk, Vizagapatam distrlc\. 

I. (a) The pattadar in zamindari villages and the inamdar in inam villages. 
(b) The tenant should act in accordance with the landlord's wishes. 

II. (a) In zamin villages, a fair and equitable rent is. the same as that which ie 
.'prevalent in ryotwari villages of the district. In inam villages, the rent should be one-
palf of the value of the produce yieldell. . 

(b) (i) Za.min villages-The tenant having all-round interest in the land, 'the 
Ame rate of rent as in ryotwari villages may be levied. . 

(ii) Inam villages-As the inamdlll" enjoys all the rights of the land. rent should 
.-be half the value of any produce yielded. . 

• (e) As the rent is dependent on the crops raised in the land, instalments for 'paymen* 
·01 rent may be fixed with reference to the harvest seaSO!ls. 

(d) (i) Zamin villages-Once for all. 
(ii) lnam villages-Share of rent agreed to by the inamdar from time to time 

.1md in case of disagreement, as decided by a proper court. 
(e) (i) Zamin villages-Yes, the Provincial Government. through the Revenue 

;Settlement Officer. 
(ii) lnam villages-No reservation of such powers of revision is necessary. 

m. (a) Powers may be so revised as to save the tenant in zamin \'Illages and tho! 
inamdar in inll':ll villages from going to the court. 

(b) It (e) (i) Zilmin viIIages-Defauit in payment of rent for three. consecutive 
.. faslis should result in the tenant forfeiting his rights. 

(ii) Inam villages-Default in payment of the entire rent of a fasli by the end 
·~f February sbould result in the ryot leaving the land. Failure to do so should render 
.him criminally liable. 

IV. (a) Appurtenllnt to the land-this being deemed a contract. 
(b) Landholder has 10 right over the wa.ter.supply to the extent needed for the 

· irrigation of lands. 
V. (a) (i) Za.min villages-Necessary. 

(ii) lnam villages-Not necessary. 
(b) The proportion as regards the allocation of expenses to be the same as in 

"Government ryotwari villages. 
VI. (i) Zamin villages-Cesses mlly );e demanded. 

(ii) lnam villages-No such extra payments are necessary. 
:vII. (a) Tenants have grazing rights in uncultivated porambok6ll. 

(b) Not entitled to use otherwise. 
(e) The landhold('x has usufruct rights. The tenant has all the other rlght$. 

VIII. (a) Stlltus quo. 
(b) (i) Zamin villages-Reservation of such rights ror the Provincial Government 

is necessary. , 
(ii) Inam villages-Not necessary. 

• (e) Not answered. 
IX. (i) Zamin Villages-Necessary. 

(ll) Inam villagee-J amabandi is usually held. in thesl!J villages. 
X. The under-tenant should obey the psttadar, pay' muchilka ' in the latter's name 

.ed pay rent to the zamindar, if the pattadsr consents to it. 
XI. (a) Appeals and revision petitions mlly be decided by courts B8 is now done. 

· No special tribunal is necessary. ' 
(b) As already in vogue. 

· XII, (a) Zamindar is entitled to any amount he may demand by wsy 01 relief or 
, .. -nction of the ryot from the land, if he 80 desires. 

(b) It is necessary to provide for the distribution of jodi, etc., taxes among the 
·individuals who hl\vp. to pay the same to the zamindar. 

, G. VBNXATA GODAVABY SABKA. 
· N.D.-The aooft .............. pref....t by • lOparate petitio .. ill .. hich repeal of the _~ 
· Mad ... _too Land !Amendment) AoI; bringing iIlama a180 .... dar the .... pe of the An io "raoecI. 
• OD the poUDd that n ,. • lUljan' and • oon6a<atory ill nature.' . 



Memorandum by the loIaharaja of J eypore. 

The l'al"llam"D~ .. ry vowmittea appolDted to enquire in~ll the conditioDs pre"ailing 
in zamindan aD.1 pC0l'rletary areas, con~lsts of tile memloers of both liou"~. of t.be 
Madras Legislature a.uo tll~ obJe.cts of. tne ~aid committee as stated in the 1're8& 
Communique are ~o IDvlte publiC op,mon on the compr~hen8lve questIOnnaire and 
to propose suital>le legislation alte,· tnorough examination of the existing legislation 
OD the subject. The en,!wry is now conhned to tbe zamindari and proprlet.ilY areas 
alone. It would have been far better if a comprehenSive survey, not only of theN 
.. estate areas" but "yotwari areas also, had been simultaneously undertaken. as il 
would have afforded a comparative basis for any comprehenSive legislative measures tha' 
may be 'needed, to determine on a statutory basis, the limits of land revenue a.se"s
ments thronghout the 1'residency for the betterment of the agricultural classe,. Accord
ing to one school .)1' thought. the zamindars and .proprietors a.re merely the "ssignees ot 
the Government revenue or farmers of rent, and have no property in tbe soil except 
in the forests. waste lands and minerals. While according to others they Ilre all!O 
proprietors of the soil and should be made to stand at least on the same or equal fooLing 
with ryotwari holders with some peculiarities atIecting their own tenure, '1'he entire 
revenue system of the country being originally the same, viz., the division 01 the 
produce from .the land between the State and the cultivator, divergences and varieties 
of treatment developed later on. The cry is manifest even in ryotwari areas that the 
incidence of land reven.ue is high and the demand to limit the revenue by statute is 
equally insistent for some time past, However. as the enquiry is at present cOll/ined 
to the zamindari or eslates areas, the questions will be answered seriatim with the 
hope and belief that the ryotwari enquiry also will soon follow in its wake. 

1. Proprietor8hip of the 80il,-This question after the Estates Land Act and its 
succeeding Acts including inam villages also in the definition of an estate, cease" to be 
of practical importance inasmuch as all ryots in occupation enjoy oocupancy righte 
thereunder. The term .. tenant" can only be applied to a sub-tenant under a ryot or 
pattadar or a person who enjoys fixity of tenure, A ryot is defined as a person who. 
holds ryoti land for purpose of a~icultnr~ in an e.tate on condition of paying the 
rent lawfully payable, Question X relates to the legal status of undertenant. with 
reference to the za.mindar and pattadar. At present a ryot or pattadar neetlnot be 
the actual cultivator but it is enough if he holds rvoti land as aforesaid. With the 
passage of the Eqtate I,Bnd Act iiravati holdings largely increasp.d in valne and nttr~tect 
investment of carita! eu their purchase at heavy cost with pri"es varying from 300 tj) 
even 1,000 rupees per acre for both wet and dry particularly in good villages with wat,er
sources and in t.he neighbourhood of lurge towns, Th~ said pnrchat<es were mnde 
largely by the npper middle clasHes or peopl" who may he described AS .. gentlemen 
farmers." Their rights also have to be considered in dealing with question X. Incid en
tally. the answers touch questi(.'D I also in .a way. 

2. H we can go beyond the tenancy laws like Act I of 1908 and its amendments, 
under the question, it ,admits of two answers or even three;-

(1) That the zamindars and proprietor, lire themselves the owners of tha soil_ 
(2) That the land belongs to the cultivator. 
(3) That the zamindar and the ryot are both OWlll'1'S on a common way. 

The rea80n& that may be urged therefor are as follows;-

Mllny of the ancient zamindars were themselves owners of the soil before I he 
permanent ,settlement and BOrne of these wie~d~d and exercised independent and 
sovereign nghts before the advent of the British, made grl1nt·s of land in inurn 
centuries ago whicll are recognized as perfectly valid bv the Governlnent and 
the ~ighest courts, in the land that the permanent settlement beyond fixing the 
publ~c revenue, did not and could not alter the nature of their estates wbi<lh 
c(,ntmuccl t~ be held h.y ,them as theretofore ,as their ancestral property, sullject 
to th .. Ja~ of Imp:u-tlblhty and other mCldents, as decided in many cases 
by thePnvy Council and the High Courts, Vizil1nagram, Bobbili, Pithapuram, 
Jeypore and Venkatagll'l. lUay be CIted as some examples. The latter two 
havlUg got t~~ll permanent sanad" before and iudependently of Regulation XXV 
of 1802, VlZlanagram entered mto a treaty with the Government and fought 
a ~tttle hat Padman~b:8~., ~e treaty, however, Was not ratified. As 80me 
~ ,ers ave re~aB:bbilit IS ut I an accident, that the Rajas like Jevpore, 

IZl
1
Hnagrt.8m Priorsn, h were c assed a':DOng z:,mindars by the pe,,';anelll: 

sett emen to t e amendment bnn!i'ug lDam villages under ·estates, 
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the Privy Council distinctly laid down that the anClCfit grants hy the Hindo 
Rulers carried both varams. Even the inams granted by the above zaIDJDclara 
were enfranchised by the Government and such IDamdars owned and enjoyed 
both melvaram and kudivaram. 

3. It was held' prior to Act I of 1908 that the tenants in the district of Vizaga
patam had no admitted rights of occupancy (vide Gazetteer, page 107) and several cases 
may be cited as for example 16, M.L.J .. 557 where tenants were held liable for eject
ment. Even in the Cheekati case and other cases it was held that there was only a 
presumption which could be rebutted. In courts uniformly held that pattas and n;'uchili
k&s containing quit and surrender clauses were sufficient to rebut the presumption. 

4. The permanent BCttlement sanad and regulation expressly conferred the propriet.(l1'~ 
ship of soil on them (vide the preamble and the sections) and the Government them
selves were acting on thll belief, at the time, of the state ownership of land which they 
could lawfnlly COllVAY and confer on the znmindars, though, however, there was a 
change of policy later on about 18119 and outlook as will be shown hereafter. If it 
were otherwise, the zamindars admitted ownership of the hills, forests, large extAnts 
of waste lands, water-courses, etc., would be meamngless. The Privy Council decided 
that valuable mineral rights and rivers and channels and waste lands passed to the 
zamindars and that all lands within the ambit of the zamindari should be presumed t()o 
belong to them. The theory of state ownership of. land though recognizing printe 
property is not without itR advocates. It is said that the 1\1 uhammad<1n rulers first 
introduced the id61\ and it was unknown among the ancient Hindu Rajas. Even DS· 
to these there are difierences of opinions as some Muhammadan writers maintaID that 
the State was to respect pl'ivate rights and could only take a share of the produce. 
The Hindu texts and t.he Koran cited should be construed as laying down canons of 
a just and good Government but- not as negativing the King's sovereign rights in the· 
land. The State in India "ven to-day claims all waste and communal lands and large 
and navigable rivers, hills, etc. It cannot be said therefore that the Government never 
pretended to such rights. Economists are still divided on the opinion as to whether 
aSRessment on land is to be clasaed as a tax or revenue or even as rent. '1.'he famous. 
resolution of Lord CurzOn of 1902 on land revenue policy and the literature on the 
subject may also be perused. 

5. The permanent sanad, no doubt, charged the zamindars to be just to the ryots. 
and fair in their dealings and to improve their estates to their best advantage. It can
not be argued from that alone that the zamindars and especially the ancient ones 
were mere farmers C'f rent. The permanent settlement itself followed in the wake of 
acts passed in England about 1798 fixing land revenue and the Court of Directors strictly 
enjoined on Lord Cornwalis to proceed with the permanent settlement. It was effected 
in Bengal and partly in Madras. '1.'hen a school of thinkers like Sir Thomas Munro 
began to advocate ryotwari settlement and strongly disapproved the permanent set tIp
ment a~d eventually calTied .the day. ~he Governn;'ents of Bombay and Madras favoured 
ryotwarl settlement though ID N o1't.h-" est·ern ProvIDces and Oudh permanent settlement 
was largely made. . The Central Provinces had a history of their own under the Mahratta 
rulers of N agpur and the land systems were largely the result of political considerations. 
of the time.' 

6. From the positio~ take.n .at the permanent settlement, the Govern)nent veered 
round to 11 different policy wlthID abo':!t twenty years, for the regulations pas_ed in 
1~2 began to. say that by the. regulations of 1802, it was. not meant to confer any 

. n~hts oil: zamlll.dars to the detnment o! the ryots ~nd cultIvators or even to interfere 
WIth thell'. relatIons. What these relations were will properly be discussed under tho 
next questIOn. .A perusal of the preambles of the old regulations 'IVill clearly indicate 
the change of Vie'll". 

!. In accordance with the policy first indic~ted even the haveli lands were carved: 
out IDtO convement blocks and sold out by auctIOn as proprietary e~tDtes. 'fh!" is the 
ongm of the prop~letary estates so called. Other proprietary estates are merely those. 
carved out, separated and subdivided out of zamindaris or larger estates. 

8 .. An?thor po~nt requiring 1,lotice is the proportion adopted for levying peshkash. 
Tbe Cl1'CUit CommIttee was appOInted about 1784 to report on there northern zamindPrs 
and they made a report .. The Government also took nccounts immediately be Core the 
permanent settlement dunng the years 1796 to 1799 called the P.B. estimate or kham
bhogatta accounts and after deducting the value of lakhiraj and village service lands 
and ?t~er heads, tix~ the Goyernment share of two-third gross produce and left the 
femalDlDg to the EIl.nmdar as hiS s~are. to support and maintain his dignity and position 
and other reaflOtls. Ordlllary serVIce lands were not excluded. Of course the wast5 

1--' 
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and jungles yielded no income. In !!Ome estates a greater propoI·tion WIlS lel'ieG ou Ilcoouul 

of their lertllity and well-cultivated character and 10 some calles the pe>lhkllsh was impo""d 
tor l'olJLical reU10US wiLl.JoaL lelel'euce to !'evenue realized. '1'he cuurts have olt.:u held 
that the Circuit Committee D.CCoants and the permanent settlement accounts are nol all 
accurate. In some cases they were merely rough figures and conta1u obvious mistakes 
:which came to the nutice of the courts and they held accordingly that villuges which ought 
to have been excluded were included ilnd vice versa. 

9. The case of the haveli lands in the proprietary estates is still worse, The propor
tion of Goverulllent pe.hk~.n was far higher. The proportion being W pel' cellL elen (or 
Government and only 10 per cent for the proprietor, while in the case of za.mindaria it. 
W&II put as tiO per ccnt roughly. 

10. The Government having taken such a large share of the revenue, it cannot he 
said that they did not intend to confer proprietary interests on thid clalls of landholders 
or that they attempted to make their position worse than that of the ordinary ryotwari 
holders under the Government. 

11. It must, however, be said that soon after the permanent settlement, some of 
the zamiudaris \Jegan to exerCise fully their right of alienation, incurred debts, leU 
large arrears of reveuue necessitating the auction of such estates. Several of .the pro
prietary estates were thus sold and bought by the Government or others in Ganjam and 
Vizagapatam. Throughout the north and south, their effects were noticed and perhapo 
this state of affairs led the Government to change their policy about 11;:12 and to think 
of ryotwari settleme"t as more proper and better fitted. We are concerned not with 
the change of pohcy or political expediency which may vary at any time but with what 
was the nature and E'ffect of the permanent settlement. 

12. The theory as to cultivators being proprietors or co-proprietors requires a. feVlo 
words. This presupposes that the zamiudar is a mere officer of Government, a. middle 
toan and that the soil belongs to the cultivators. History reveals that in ancient India, 
it was the villa.,o-e as a whole that owned the land and not the individual ryots. These 
ancieut village communities were little republics, enjoying thorough Helf-Government and 
the beueJlls of a corporat<l life, cultivated the land in <:ommon, divided the produce among 
themselves :>ud through their headman made themselves responsible for the public rev~nue 
payable to the state and did not relllly mind whether Hindu, Moslem 01' Christ"," kin"s 
~overued the country or according to the popular saying" Raghaflaya Swash" .. RalJanaya 
Swasti." Welfare to Rama and 80 to Ravana, being indifferent as to who ruled the 
lund so long as they were not interfered with. Such a corporate lifE' continued to within 
livlDg memory and in some places may still be said 1.0 exist. Disintegrating influences 
were, however, at work to destroy that life and factions soon raised their h"nd. The 
benevolent intentions of the present Government to revivify the villages into their prin.itive 
purity and ideas, are quite laudable if such a millenium could be made to drawn. ., 'file 
country's pride when ·~nce destroyed cannot be easily made." 

13. The theory of co-ownership is more or less •. legal and juristic conception
s. sort of fiction based on dicta. of some courts. As for instance, in one cBse, it was said 
that the ryots' share of water from a customary source is a. proprietary right but not a 
contractual right and tha.t both are owners. Even the Government cannot control 
and distribnte the water according to its own pleasure but subject only to the customary 
rights of the ryotwari holders; such expressions do not copvey strict jural relationship but 
are adopted by the courta as compendious convenient expressions to denote the peculiar 
rights as the application of the word • coparcenary' to a joint Hindu family. 

14. The so-called proprietary right of the ryot in the soil was never put on a basis 
bigher than a right of occupancy or kudivaram to hold and enjoy subject to the payment 
of the rent. It is now heritable and alienable. Thus it ia a species of property generally 
speaking but not property dominion or ownership juridically speaking. He could be 
ejected under section 41 of the old Rent Recovery Act vm of 1865 and even under the 
Estates Land Act for using the land for a non-agricultural purpose or unauthorized 
cultivation of ryoti land under section 163. The Madras High Court often held that the 
digging of wells or continued occupation for a number of years or even recognition of 
alienations were not evidence of occupancy right a8 it was to the benefit of the land
holder to recognize the more solvent alienee in tbe place of the impoverished ryot who 
was obliged to sell away the holding and the clemency of non-eviction could not mature 
into a. right by lapse of time or prescription. It is therefore clear that property and 
ownersbip are only symbolical and metaphorical expressions connoting only the said 

iimited right strictly nnder the law. According to 'jurispmdence full dominion may 
admit several species of subordinate ownership. He has the bare right to cultivate, he 
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doe. no~ own the minerals or sub-soil rights and even the earth so as to make bricks. 
According to one theory of jW'lsprudence .. All property is theft." Thus there is 
nothing lDconsistent in holding that the zamindars and proprietors who themselves 
owned the land as ancient Rajas or owned it by grant from the State under the perma
nent settlement as owners of the land, their ryots as possessing only an occupancy 
tenw'e under them protected by legislature under the Tenancy L"ws or custom or grant. 
The Privy Council laid down that the r~ht could not be acquired by prescrIption. They 
had not even the right to the trees on the land which under custom or contract belonged 
to the I"ndholder under section 12 of the Act except in those planted by them. ThuB 
the jural relationship prior to the Estates Land Act can only be described as above. In 
some casea occupancy rights were conferred by grant, e.g., Vizianagram under Mr. Gill
man's settlement prior to the Estates Land Act. 

15. Question II-Fair equitable rent.-This is a more difficult problem to solve. 
For this the whole revenue, economic and political history of the province has to be 
.ifted. In the good old times generally it was believed to be half the net produce. 
There were variations due to the nature of the crop. cost of cultivation, etc., but even 
now where waram rents are in vogue as in parts of Ganjam, now north Vizagapatam, 
the rajabhagam is shared in half and the landholder gets 15 puttis, as his share and the 
ryot gets the other 15 puttis out of the garce and each gets the benefit of the rise of 
prices in the market. At and before the permanent settlement the rents were either 
collected in cash or produce or a fixed rent of grain. The village system was also in 
vogue. It was said that under the Moslem rule cash rents called kists were introduced 
and various extras, such as shamil, mulwattee, abwabs, etc., were imposed in addition. 
~'hese fall under another head of the present enquiry also. It is evident that the Gov
ernment themselveR took by way of peshkash more than fifty per cent of the collections 
as stated above. The ryotwari settlements of the Government from 1864 onwards show 
that there were periodical enhancements at every settlement and pUblicists are endeavour
mg to put a statutory limit to the percentage of these enhancements. They go up to 18l 
per cent or even more. The Government urge various reasons such as the discovery of 
gold in America, the railway roads, the general cost of administration, the responsibility 
of Government for education, sanitation, etc .. the execution of large irrigation works, the 
rise of prices to which economic benefits the ryot does not contribute and that the 
enhancements are justifiable. A perusal of the revenue papers, Board's orders and 
reports of the period printed in some journals like the " revenue register" of the period 
clearly show the policy and the principles adopted. 

The Government contended that the assessment remained unchanged but the rate 
of the commuted value according to ruling market prices changes. It is not for us to 
examine those theories. Suffice it to say that if there is need for revision of the estate 
rents, the need for revision of ryotwari assessments is equally great. 

16. It is remarkable that the Madras Rent Recovery Act was passed about the same 
time, the discussions of the Qommittee before passing the said Act, the communication 
of the Board at that time an show the principles adopted in the said Act. The main 
point to be noticed however is that the principle of contract. express or implied, as to 
rent, was accepted and en.cted in sertioIl II of the said Act. To understand the said 
principle one has to go back even to the R .. gulations of 1802, and the subsequent ones. 
rt is worthy of note that in the place of .. fair and eqnitable .. rent recetved nowadays, 
we hear of the .. j~st and prescribed rate." Both the expression" are equally vague. 
They however exercIsed the courts a good deal and involved much expense in litigation 
ns what wn~ prescribed might not be just and vice versa. 

17. It was contended in some cases that the zamindars could collect more than the 
rent prevailing at the permanent settlement while in others it was urged that it was 
impossible to ascertain with any precision what those rents were and who could tell what 
changes took place during the sixty years, afterwards till VIII of 1865 whether waste 
land was added to cultivation, whether the zamindnrs made improvements' or whether 
owing to the rise of prices, etc., values had risen. It was also said that economic crops 
like indigo, sugarcane. tobacco. etc., were being raised and the P.B. rents based on grain 
~Ione were not a proper criterion to' judge pr?per rent. The legislature therefore thought 
It pnldent and necessary to respect the eXlst,ng rents and contracts relating to rent both 
expreRS and implied as a fair estimate arrived at by mutua.! consent. A safe~lInrd WlI.S 

provided against arbitrary enhancement by interpo"in~ the sanction of the Collector in 
snbseq1lent enhancements. For some lawyers who dealt with the old R<>nt R<,covPI'V Act 
the working of these provisions wonld be q1lite clear. e.g., Mr. V. V. Jogiah PantuTu, 
who i. in th .. Committee of the present enquiry. Similarlv wlten the Estateo Land Art 
was passed, legislat1lre enacted sections 27 and 28 accepting the then existing rents as 

J--4.-A 
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fair and equitable. Similar causes operated between 1865 and 1908 lUI during 1802 and 
J.865. Any other principle would lead to an economic disturbance of the existing equili
brium and may result in untold disadvantages. There is neither policy nor expediency 
demandmg the lowering of the said rents prevailing during the last thirty years after 
1908 and for a. long time before. Any slight irregularities may be left to the courts to set 
right as they ha.ve been doing. 

18. To go back to 1802 for a. while, Hegulation XXVII of 1802 provided even arrest 
for arrears of revenue and Government could also detain and confine the defaulter. Regu
lation XX VllI of 1802 deal~ with similar powers of iandh.olders anel procedure genera.Jly 
as also did RegulatIOn XXX of the same year. The pobey of the Government within 
twenty years thereafter veered ronnd in favour of the tenants and against the zamindars. 
The Hegulation IV of 18112 was passed enacting that nothing contained in Regula.
tion XXV, xxvm or X~~ was even intended to define limit, infringe or de.troy the 
actual right of any deSCription of landholders or tenants. The next Regulation V of 
1822 was passed to vest summary jurisdiction in the Collector, which was previously 
vested in the zilla courts and to modify the previous regulations. S~tion VllI, clause (2) 
of Regulation V of 1822 enacts .. If the Collector find the rates of the patta-to be just 
and correct-ryot shall be ejected. But if the rate shall exceed the just rate pre
scribed the Collector should prohibit ejectment and order fresh tender. The preamble 
contemplates " rates of assessment" as being the subject of disputell. Regulation XXX 
of 1802, section IV, said patt3s may be of four kinds--

(1) For the rent of whole villages in gross sums of money. 

(2) For a division of the produce of land. 

(3) For lands on which a money rent is assessed. 

(4) For lands charged with grain rent. 

Regulation XXXI of 1802 and others of the period had the preamble .. The ruling 
power of the province, in conformity to the ancient usage of the country reserved to itself 
.and has exercised the actual proprietary right of lands of every description. . ." This 
indicates the ideas of State ownership prevailing at the time as stated above. 

19. Thus the just rate prescribed remained practically until vm of 1865 when see
tlen II was enacted. It is worthy of note that M;r. Collett, Civil Judge of Vizagapatam, 
had to deal with the matter differing from Mr. Carmichael, the Collector, and the views 
of both these learned and experienced officers were before the Government and the 
Committee which passed Act vm of 1865. With this background, section IT of the 
Act, as to rent should be interpreted. Thenceforward, the courts were uniformly en
forcing express contracts and searching and finding implied contracts by payment of rent 
for a number of years. The period varied according to the facts of each case. (I.L.R. 
7 Madras, 365, F.B.). The Madras High Court in 7 Madras, hcld from payment of 
some years " it is obligatory on the one party to pay and fbe other to receive rent in that 
form and a.t tha~ ra.te so long liS the relation may continue." This ca.se was followed in 
many cases subsequently. 

20. The Government undertook a survey in 1859 prior to the settlement' and the rats 
fixed on the surveyed lands was adopted as a standard money. rent. The first Bengal 
Tenancy Act was "Iso passed in 1859 after the permanent settlement. The Bengal 
Tenancy Act· formed the basis for other tenancy legislation and in a large measure to our 
·own Estates Land Act and the principles and decisions thereunder proceed on similar 
lines. It 'will be absurd to suppose tha.t the rents fixed or in vogue at the permanent 
settlement should prevail for all eternity or that the zamindars could even be regarded 
as limited to them alone. Of course, the zamindars could not alter the kattubadis which 
Ij.lone WCl'e entered in theiF mal assets and the lands on which kattubadis or jodi was paid, 
being excluded. The .entire jirayati lands were included in the mal assets and the whole 
tenor of the Permanent Settlement Regulation shows that the zamindars could derive the 
fullest benefit of the ownership of the soil conferred upon them. 

21. From the foregoing discnssion it will be clear that the existing rates should be 
held fair and regular. Any attempta to go back upon them wonld be unjustifiable and 
improper. At any rate, the rents prevajling in 1908 when the Estates Land Act Wll.8 

passed and .accepted by the legislature shonld be takell as the standard lind on that basis 
alone further legislation should be proce.eded with. Otherwise the attempt would be 
eharacterized as exproprietary in character and ,. serious econoI!1ic disturbance would be 
the result. 
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22. Question II, clauses (01 to (e).-(l) There should be no statutory {!J"ovision for 
~e remission of rent, as such a. provision is likely to lead to numerous quarrels and un~ 
.desirable litigation. As the la.w at present stands the ryots can ask for reduction on 
-certain grounds under sections 38 and 39-A of the Estates Land Act. No further provi
sion seems to be necessary. 

(2) It is not advisable also to settle the rates or shares of rent for a. particular &rea. 
-once for all. Such a. procedure would· involve compulsory survey record of rights and· 
settlement opera.tions to a.rrive at a particular area on which the rate is to be fixed. The 
time and .the cost .involved would be too great to cover any possible advantage gained by 

·such fixatIOn. It IS much better to leave the matter to the court to determine whenever 
the question arises. 

(3) It i~ not also desirable that the provincial Government should have any reserved 
powers to reVlse, a.lter or reduce the rents a.s described in the questionna.ire. Such a. 
power in the hands of the Executive Government will not be condusive to the good 
administration of the country. 

23. Question III (a\ to (c).-'rhe existing powers of the landholders for collection 
of rent are quite adequate. There is no need to enlarge them or revise them. The 
power of distraint though rarely restored to nowada.ys should be preserved as a deterrent 
.to ensure punctual payment. The distraint may, if necessary, be also effected through 
the revenue officers of the Government to avoid disputes. 

24. Question IV (a) .I: (b).-The right of the tenant to the customary supply of 
water is proprietary and is a.ppurtena.nt to the land. It cannot be a matter of contra.ct 

·between the ryot and the Ia.ndlord. As regards clause (b), the landholder has certainly a. 
superior right in the water courses of the estate and subject to the a.bove right of the ryot 
he can have full and abaclute right in the water courses of the estate. In the permanent 
settlement the water sources became vested in the zamindars and under the common 
law of the land the zamindars were charged with the duty of maintaining the water 
sources in proper working order. This was decided by the High Court long ago. The 
said rights of the landholders ought not to be disturbed unless and until the Government 
is prepared to undertake the legislation affecting the whole Presidency as rega.rds irriga.
tion and water courses. 

25. Question V (a) it (b).-The compulsory survey and record of rights in all estates 
is uncalled for in the present circumstances. No doubt it would be a highly desirable thing 
but many of the smilller estates would find it unable to meet the costs of such survey 

.and preparation of the record of rights. It would be too great a burden on the ryots to 
be called upon to bear a proportion of the said costs. Moreover, such records when once 
prepared must be continuously corrected and kept up to date. That means the establish
ment of a Land Records department permanently and many of the landholders cannot 
afford to do it. If the Government should deem that such a. survey should be done at any 
cost, the Government should bear at least half the cost thereof and clistribute the remainder 
between the landholder and the ryot and the supervision as to the land records must be 
.underaken by the Government alone. 

26. Question Vl.-The landholder cannot demand any new levies, customary or other
wIse from ryots in addition to the rent. As a matter of practice some fees or cesses have 
been recognized by the courts as legal and being part of the rent and realizejl as such. In 

_such cases the said fees may be consolidated with the rent and continued. Levies other 
than those that are recognized by the court may be disregarded. It may be worthy of note 
that where grain rents are paid some customary dues called in the Vizagapatam district a.s 
{Iarasi Nagadu, bundles of hay, etc., a.re levied. This may properly be regarded as part 
of the rent ensuing out of the holding and may be consolidated with the rent. 

97. Question VII (a), (b) and (c).-As a. matter of ancient custom every village had 
ita own gobhumi or pasture land set apart for the use of cattle. Such a land was scrupu
lously and carefully preserved as sa.cred. Later on, owing to the economic pressure on land 
these pasture lands have gradually become cultiva.ble lands and in mc!st villages 
there is now no land set apa.rt for grazing purposes. Wherever such land still exist there 
must bea prohibition against leasing out such land. The progress of a.griculture depends 
opon the proper maintenance of the cattle. It is a. common usage tha.t the cattle from 
the Godavari district are brought every year into the forests of Vizagapatam district for 
grazing durin!! the off-BeaBon and many of them fall a prev either to disease or to wild beasts. 
According to the aocient Puranas the j!ift of a. cow should be accompanied by the gift of land 
also for the maintenance of the cow and sacred bulls of the village which were dedicated for 
propagation p\lrpose~ were allowed to graze freely on all the lands. Where t~ere are >;amin
dari fore.!·. adioining, free gra.zing should be allowed as also wood for agnculturallmple
menta. The ryots should have a ri!!ht to the above privilege free of cost. If modern conditions 
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tIlqWre the levy of some fees they may be allowed but they should not be exhorbitant bu. 
should be nominal. As regards clause (c) of this question there can be no doubt B8 regard&. 
\he right of the ryots to the public paths and communal lands including the village nattam. 
or gramakantham where the ryots have their dwellings. In some agraharam villages 
\he village site is claimed by the sgraharamdars as part of their land and the tenants are 
uot allowed to own the village sites. The anamoly should be removed. As regards hin 

'and forest porambokes the ryots should have no rights therein except for grazing of cattle 
Of getting free permits or permits at a low cost as aforesaid. 

\!S. Question VIII (a), (b) and (c}.-'.rne question of Imgatioll is of greal11ltportBDce. 
tn practice, the villagers attend to the customary labour of kudimaramat as It IS sometunee, 
called and they distribute the water among themselves according to turns. Difficulties 
however have arisen where the landlords are attempting to enlarge the ~xisting ayacuts 
under the irrigation sources or supply water to new holdings or villages not custolllarily 
irrigated thereunder. In many cases the system of tanks irrigating more than one village
form a net-work depending upon one main source such as a hill stream, river courses or 
geddas. Owing to the development of the law of riparian ownership in recent time, diffi
culties have arisen in the smooth working of such systems. For the present it does not 
Heam desirable for the Government to undertake the repair or maintenance of the irrigation 
,wolks where landlords fail in their duty. The existing provisions of the Estates Land Act 
Bre sufficient to safeguard the rights of the cultivators. If the Government should be 
invested with the power suo moto to undertake the repairs of the irrigation works in estattlll 
or on application of parties, the practical working will be very difficult and constant dis
putes involving litigation are likely to crop up. Unless and until the Government is in 
.. position to pass a comprehensive irrigation law for the whole Presidency the existing state' 
nf things may be left undisturbed. Attempts have been made in the past for introducing 
such irrigation laws but they had to be dropped on account of opposition thereto and' 
Tarious other CaUseS. 

29. Question IX-Jamabandi.-The jamabandi should be real and effective and must 
not be a mere paper transaction. In most of the largep estates, some sort of jamabandi is 
regularly held and annual budgets are also prepared. 'But in the smaller estates the work 
of the jamabandi is virtually done by the proprietor himself. There do not seem to be 
any special advantage in holding a jamabandi every year in the existing state of condition. 
where the estates are unsurveyed, frequent alienations are going on and arrears of rent 
are allowed to accumulate largely. Unless the revenue system of the villages is organized 
on a sound basis no useful purpose can be served by annual jamabandi. 

30. Question X-The legal status of undey-tenants.-From an economic standpoint 
of view it is not desirable that under-tenants in zamindari areas should be given any legal 
status other than what it is secured to them under the contract creating the tenure. 
rhe pattadar must be deemed and must be continued to be deemed as the person entitled' 
tc the occupancy and the sub-tenant should only be treated as holding under him. It will' 
be remembered that after the Estates Land Act, the land values in ryoti lands enormously 
mcreased and several of the middle class people have invested their savings in lands in 
buying such pattas owing to the fixity of the tenure. Zamindari jirayati land acquired' 
the status of ryotwari land and therefore full prices averaging 500 to 1,000 ropees per acre 
were paid for both dry and wet. Such palttadars need not be deprived of their land or the 
fruits of their investments by creating any right in favour of under-tenants. The Estates 
Land Act has carefully aVOIded this subject and made the ,Pattadar whether he cultivates 
or not the holder of the occupancy right. Any recognition of under-tenants as Possessing} 
any rights will lead' only to further fragmentation of land and uneconomic holdings would 
be the order of the day. In view of the great educated unemployment in the country and 
the cry frequently heard that people should go back to the land and the villages, it would 
be necessary that the present rig!1ts at least in the patta lands to the pattadars should be 
left intact and no under-tenancy rights Rhould be permitted thereon. many of the educated 
classes can be induced to take to agriculture as their profession and enrich the wealth of 
the country. On the other hand, if the pattadars should be ignored and direct dealings 
established between the under-tenants and the zamindars, the pattadars would entirely lose 
the benefit of the enormous investment made by him. Thus the unemplo:vment would' 
increase and the under-tenant usually, the man of no propertv, would find it hard to invest 
any money in agriculture or to improve the land. The Madras High Court has distinctly 
held that a Sllb-tenant has no occupancy right in the land and the decision may continue to 
govern the relations. 

31. Question XI-Courl$.-The existing revenue courts may be trusted to carry on t'he 
,,"ork which they are now doing hereafter also. There can be no need for setting up fIlledal 
tribunals for the purpose. It seems. however, desi,."hle that the jurisdiction of the District 
Court and of the High Court shoold be preserved. This is necessary in view of the AtrenuouB 
ilemand made for the separation of the judicial from eXl"cutive functionR. The revenue court 
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may continue to be the courts of first instance but the appellate powers must vest in the 
.district court in all cases as they would act as & check on the arbitrary methods which may 
be adopted by the revenue courts. Similarly the High Court must have power of reviaing 
eve.n the proceedings of the Board of Revenue. Quite recently the Madras High Court 
beld that it had no such power where the Revenue Board decided a case by a full Board 
over-ruling one of their number and enhancing the rent by 371 per cent. In such cases the 
High Court should be ultimate authority to pronounce upon the legality or otherwise of 
th .. Board's proceedings. The power of rIlvision by the High Court may be limited in some 
suitable manner but that power must be preserved in tact. In many cases that have come 
.before the civil courts it is noticed that the revenue courts ordinarily being unacquainted 
either with civil law or the Rules of Evidence, decided cases which required a remand and 
"reconsidemtion, The perusal of such proceedings would convince the authorities that 
·the reservation of appellate revisional powers to the District and High Courts would be 
.highly necessary. l.'he object of vesting exclusive jurisdiction in rent cases in the revenue 
courts is to take advantage of the revenue experience of the Revenue Officer but where 
·civil rights are aJso involved as they are in most cases, there is considerable trouble. Hence 
·the above recommendation seems to be desirable. 

32. Question XII (a}.-The recent amendments of the Estates Land Act provided 
that a person in unauthorized occupation of ryoti land for over the statutory period should be 
.regarded as a ryot liable to pay the rent thereon. Prior to this amendment it was some
times held that adverse possession by the ryot does not necessarily carry with it a revenue
,free title though whether such possession was accompanied by the actuaJ denial of the land
lords' right to receive rent, it was held that the landlords only remedy was to get the land 
subdivided and assessed to separate peshkash. This has now been remedied by the recent 
.amendment and the matter may be aJlowed to stand there. For less than the statutory 
period, section 163 provides for ejectment and that right should be maintained in tact. 
Otherwise considerable anomalies will ensue. In such cases, instead of the landlord being 
compelled to have recourse to a civil suit at a great cost and delay, it would be better if 
the Collectors are given summary powers to eject a trespasser or effect compromises fixing 
.reasonable rent and leaving the trespassers in occupation. 

(b) In the original Estates Land Act the definition of rent included 
1",ttubadi also. Very soon that was amended. The kattubadi dues need not be included 
in rent. The landlord must be left his ordinary remedy of recovering the dues by a suit. 
The forum may change from a civil to revenue court to save time and cost. But no 
'other change need be affected to enable the landlord to collect the jodi and kattubadi. 
Under the law, as it stands, kattubadi is not a charge upon the land. In the Madras High 
'Court it was recently held that the liability to pay kattubadi is severaJ but not joint and 
and several except in the case of the heirs of the originaJ grantee. There have been 
>lnauthorized subdivisions of inam holdings and apportionment of kattubadis by private 
arrangements among the inamdars and all the zamindars are compelled to recover very 
amall sums from the alienees and others. The liability for the original kattubadi must be 
made a charge upon the inams and the liability of all persons holding the inam should 
be declared to be joint and several but not several. This will facilitate collection without 
·undue cost or delay and will help the landlords in easily realizing their dues. Under the 
Local Boards Act land-cess can now be recoverfld by sale of the holding. A simila.r 
Tight may with advantage be adopted in the case of kattubadi also. If not, the landlords 
.must be left to their remedy by suit. , 

Memorandum by the ~amlndar of XapUeswarapuram, East Godavari district. 

The six points on which particular reference was made to the select committee 
constituted to enquire into the conditions prevailing in the zarnindaris have been replaced 
"IUld expanded in the questionnaire annexed to the Press Communique, dated 5~h October 
1937, They will make the position clear, and necessary replies to the six points can be 
obtained in these answers. 

Before directly giving replies to the questions it is necessary for me to state a few 
'words about them. The committee bas been appointed to enquire into the exi.~ing con
ditions and report the suggestions to make a legislation. I think that in making such a 
report it is highly essential to go back and trace out the origin of the zaminuaris and 
the information thu~ obtained will be of much use to determine the rights and liabilities 
of both the landholder and the tenant. It does not seem to be the object "f the legis
lature to entirely replace the rel~tionship betw~n both of them through a new tie and it 
U only to remove the- haldships. if any which are standing in their mntuaJ relations. 
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AlI8wers. 

1. (a) This is the most important que.tion III all these questious. The a"swer '<). 

this question decides the relationship with rights and liahllities hetween the lanJholders 
and the tenants. The question seems to be very easy but it is highly diffi"ult to auswer. 
Though the words .. in your opinion" have been loosely used, one must give a reply 
with the aid of the history, old laws, subsequent decisions of the courts and the custom 
of the country. Generally it is being agitated both in the press and on tho pla'form 
that the zamindari tenants' status should be raised to that ot the Goyernment jirayati 
tenant, i.e., the ryotwari pattadar. 1.'herefore, it is also necessary for me to ral"e a 
supplemental qnestlOn as to who is tbe ~roprietor of the soil in R Government village 1 
Is it the Government or the ryot? It is almost admitted that the ryot is the own'!l" 
of the soil in a Govarnment village and the Government have only a right to colloct r"ni 
from him. It is only on this principle that such agitation is being made and it does noi 
hold good in 3 z .. mindari tract for the following amnnl: other reasous. It was clearly 
stated in the Fifth Report on the East India affillira that in old days the zllmllldar. are 
the owners of a certain portion of the country with absolute rights in the land within 
the limits. It is .:>nly their plealiure to give .. part of their land for cultivation to the 
tenants. Thus the zamindar was admittedly the proprietor of the soil in tho.e days. 
Later on in UlU\l Permanent Settlement took plare in Madras and Sanads+milluYllt. 
istimrars were granted to the zamil'.dars. And the terms of those instruments can be 
read from Regulation No. 25/1802. In the preamble of th~ said regulation i~ WIIS .ta~ed 
.. A Regulation for declaring the Proprietary rights of lande." Again in section 2 
.. In conformity to these principles, an asses"ment shall be fixed on all lands liable to· 
pay revenue to the Government and in consequence of ~uch assessment, the PToprietary 
rights of the soil shall become vested in the zamind<lTS or other proprietors and in tupir 
heirs and lawful enccessors for ever." Again in section 8, the words • Proprietors of 
lands' were also used. A pernsal of this regulation clearly shows that at the time 
of the permanent settlement it was unreservedly admitted that the zamindars are the 
proprietors of the soil. 

The matter again came up for discussion in 1908, when the Madras Estatl;ls Land· 
Act was passed and it is not known why the leg;slature to-day wants a repl:; to this 
question. If they want to accept the position discussed in 1908 there is DO need for 
this question to-day. But if they do not want to take the said discussion into con"idera
tion, a detailed study of the matter is now essential and it should be dealt with 
independently and impartially. At the time of ~he permanent settlement the Govern
ment calculated the rents that the tenants had been paying to the zamindar and two
thirds of the said amount was fixed as the peshkash payable to Government every year 
and the remaining amount was allotted towards the cost of collection and establi.hment. 
This is a version coming from the public and they s!t:v that the revenues of the zamindl1rs 
have been enormously increased though they have been paying the peshknsh orginally 
fixed without any illcrcase. But they seem to have lost sight of an impOrtant fact that 
the probable income on waste lands which were not at all under cultivation in those· 
days were alB') taken into account and were included in the assets of the estate in fixing 
the peshkash. The zamindars have spent enormous amonnts from their pel'RonBI funils 
in bringing those waste lands into cultivation. Therefore it is clear that the waste· 
lands of 1802 admittedly belong to the zamindar. 

The following instructions issued to the Collector under the Presiilency of Fort 
St. George as to permanently settling the lands rna" be read tor information. 

Dated 15th October 1799. Parqgfaph 27 . 

.. It is well known in the circars that there are very extensive tracts of un~u.lti
vated, arable and waste lands, forming part of every zamindari. These Bre to be j(1ven 
up in perpetuity to t~e zamin~ars, free '!t any additional assessment With such encourage
ment to every propnetor to Improve hiS estate to the utmost extent of his mean., 88. 

is held out by the limitation of t.he public demand for ever, and institution of regu'ar 
judicial courts to snpport him in all his just rights, whether against individuals or the 
officers of the Gov~rnment. who may attempt in any respect to encroach upon them. 
The advantages wnlch may be expected to result in the course of progressive improve
ment, from these lands will, or. ought to put the zamindar upon that respectable Cooting 
as t? enable him with the greatest readiness to discharge the public demand, to secure 
to himself and famIly every necessary comfort and to have besides, a surplus to answer 
any possible emergency." 



There is also another version to the effect that these zamindars are the izaradarsol 
the land and that th" amount of peshkash to be paid is the izara amount. It is therefor.,. 
acgued tllut the zamindars cannot dea.l with the la":Jds as they please. This version j,. 
utterly false on account of the follOWIng r~asons:-

It was never stated ill any of the following documents that the zamindar is an 
izaradar, Iii in the order issued by the Directors of the East India Company or 
in any c01"re3pondcnce that took place hetween the directors and the local authll
rities. (iil Uegulation 25 of 1802, (iii) Act VII of 1865, (iv) Act I of 1908. 
In all the abcvesaid documents, the zamindars were defined as proprietors of 
the soil. In paragraph 38 of the instructions the words •• every proprietor of 
the land" were used. In paragraph 49, the following words were used :-" The 
exception to the general regulation for the conclusion of the permanent settle
ment with the actual proprietors of the soil, etc." In paragraph 44, .. The !ands 
of disquali11ed proprietor." In paragraph 45, .. While the lands of proprietors." 
From all these Instructions it is evident beyond any shadow of doubt, that the 
Government conceded that the zaminclars are proprietors of the land •. 

Even the Madras Legislative Council which put a different construction on these 
instructions and the Permanent Settlement Regulation have not accepted the tenant as 
the proprietor of the land in Act I of 1908; nor did they accept the zamindar as izaradar. 
What the legislature meant by the word izaradar was well defined in 5 Madras, 76 and 
/; Madras, 345. Izaradar meant farmer of rent but not farmer of land. The persons 
with whom the Government settled the assessment permanently are the proprietors of 
the soil. 

I have already stated that since the permanent settl~ment was r:ade till the passing 
of Act I of 1908, the zamindars have been enjoying the lands in their estates with absolute 
rights of ownership and if the history of the last one hundred years is examined, it 
would be evident ~hat the zamindars are the proprietors of the soil. They have been 
ejecting tenants from land or enhancing or reducing rents as they pleased. The tenantB 
had no power to alienate the lands and I do not see how a right which the zamindara 
have been exercising for a century can now be denied. 

Let us take Act I of 1908 which intended to give more privileges to the ryots. It 
accepted the zamindars as the proprietors of the soil. Section 163 runs as follows :-

{ 

•• Any perAon who otherwise than by inheritance or legal transfer occupies ryoti 
land in an ostate and has not been admitted as a ryot by the landholdor shall 
be liable to ejectment as a trespasser by suit in a civil court." 

(

Section 151 (i).-A laudholder may institute a suit before the Collector to eject an 
occupancy ryot from his holding only on tho ground that tho ryot has materially im
paired the value of the holding for agricultural purposes a.nd rendered it subsequently 
unfit for such purpose. 

\ Section 11, .. A ryot may use the land in his holding in any manner, etc." 
I Section 12, .. Subject to any rights, etc., in the case of trees. etc." 

\ 
Proviso to section 25. "nothing in thi. section precludes the landholder from 

receiving any premium when the ryot is admitted into possession." 

~ 
Section 13 (i) "Where a ryot hdS a permanent right of occupancy in his holding, 

either the ryot nor the landholder shall as such be entitled to prevent the other from 
making an improvement of the holding except on the ground that he is *illing to make 

_ it himself." 

Section 5, " the !ont of ryoti hnd tog~ther with any interest. etc., sh"ll be a. firs' 
charge upon the holdIng and upon the produce of the holding, etc." 

If the legisiaturp wants to say that the ryots are the proprietors of the soil. there is 
no reason why there should be so many restrictions in the Act of 1908. 

'Fh,e m~tter has been deAlt with fr.om the time of the East India Company till no ... 
and It IS eVIdent from what I have wrItten ahove that the zamindar is the p.roprietor of 
&he soil. , 

(b) It was stat.ed in paragraph 34 of the instructions, dated 15th October 1793, 
!WI follows:-

.. Distinct from these cla.ims are the rights and privileges of the cultivating ryot., 
who though they have no positive property in the soil. have a right of occupancy 
as long as they cultivate to the extent of their usual means. and gives to the 
drear or proprietor, whether in money or in kind, the accustomed portion of 
the produce." 

F!""m the a~ove quotation it i. clpar that the tenant has a right of occupancy in 
~he holding. In VIew of my answer to No. 1 (a) l"f)t much narration of fact. is needed 

I--5 
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than to sa.y tha.t the t.enant is entitled to make. use of the land for agricultural purpo...,. 
in the best possible and most beneficial way Wlth absolute flghte of dlsposttlon by sale, 
gift or otherwise without prejudice to the intere.ts of the landlord and wlthout ruwn!: 
it unfit for 8!;'Tlcultnral purposes or removing or changing the original nature of the IlOil 
<II' rendering it unfit fOl" cultivation. The l.mdholder hl\S 8 right to cullect rent from the 
holding and its produce. 

2. (a) This qUCl!tion is a~ diillwlt as question 1 (a). A reply to this questiou ClWl 

.only be given for any particnJar area in which a. perDOn giving the reply rCdides or to an 
area. ab"ut which he possesses personal knowledge. It varies With the soil "nd the 
<lircnrostances in ~xiBt.cnce. However, I shall try to narrate in general. Hent i. uothing 
but a portion whIch is to be given to the ruler usually known as . It..j .. blmg3m " nud 
.at the same time the tenant must have something to mlLintain him"ell after talUng u \\ "y 
.the cultivation expenses. One section of the people sa.ys that the existing rent. are 
abnormally hi¥h than the rents nsually pa.id by the ryotw3ri pettadar. Let me exallline 
how far this Idea can stand. In old days, say, from about a century we can see from 
public records showing the number of est .. te8 sold for arrears of peahkash. !:Iu we can 
understand that the zamindars were not getting any profit over and above the pe.hkash. 
Further, as I have already stated in my reply to No. 1 uncultiv .. ble area. has also boon 
taken into consideration ill fixing the peshkash and the zamindars huw expend~d l;.rjl8 
.amounts from their personal funds in bringing these lands into cultivation. We CIOIl 

also see from the records that several estates were purchl>Sed by the Governm"ut for 
arrears of pesbkash. The zamindar who bas invested amounts to make the lund (",tile 
was able to pay tbe peshkash in time and it iR only tbis investm~nt in rua.king the Ia.nd 
fertile that made tllllm to get a better yield. In tbe Government villages no sucb inve3t
ments were ever made. The zamindar hl\S to pay peshkash. Re haR to meel th., cOHt 
<If co1!ection and has to maintain sufficient establishment for runniug tbe administration 
a.nd bas to derive the profit on the investments already made by him. In a Govern
ment village the tax directiy goes to the Government while in an eKb,te village, it I-("~ 
to tbe zamindar who, in hi. Imn, has to pay to the GovcrllIDent. Ho there cannot be 
.&ny comparison of l'ent between an estate villa{!e and a Government villoge and Ih" rate 
of rent in a Government village cannot be taken lUI fa.ir and equitable. 

1\. perusal of the old books proves Ihat tbere was sharing system to the ruler. At 
<Ine time it was * of the net income which, later on came to land t. If one admits 
tbat a zamindar has more rights in the soil of tbe estate village IlS compared with 
the Government, it follows that he must have a greater rent. If this sharing "YKtem 
will be in kind it will be difficult to both the parties. Therefore it should be compul
sorily in current coin. What· should be the .hare t<l the ?.a.mindKr is tbe qllesl io" to 

• be considered. (i) Total yield of the land. From this expenses of cultivation should be 
deducted. (ii) From the remaining amotmt proportionate amount should be contnbuted 
to peshkash. (iii) A contributiou towards establishment charge •• LIld colledion expenses. 
(iv) Charges of landholder's m&intenance. (v) Tenants family expenses' .bare. 
(vi) Reservation for famine years. The total amount under the head uumbers (ij), (iii), 
-and (iv) sbould be taken as rent. 

(b) Reply to question No.2 (a) may also be read in connectiun with this quest.ion. 
In addition to those, following faets should be considered in fixing a fair and equitll.ble 
~Dt:-

(i) Nature of the soil. 
(ii) Source of irrigation. 

(iii) Source of dra.inage. 

(iv) A vailooillty or labour II.nd coAt of 
cuI tivation. 

(v) Marketing facilities. 

There are two provisions in the present Act I of 1908 in fixing fair and equitable 
rent. (i) There is a presnroption under section 28 that the rent or rate of rent for the 
tim.e being lawfu~ly pay~ble by a ryot is faIr II.nd equitable until the "ontrary i. proved. 
It IS also stated m sectIOn 176 that the l'ent fixed by & Revenue Officer under sections 
168 and 170 is to be presumed as fa.ir and eqnitable. But no principles by which the 
Revenue Officer is to be guided in fixing fair and e'lnitable rent were mRde. 
Even in section 168 it was stated that the present rent should be presllmed as 
fa.ir and equitable. But no principles on which the officer is to be guided for alteration 
were made .. Considering all these facts, it is advisable to fix up some principles by 
which fair and equitable rent is to be fixed. In tbe present Act in section 25 it is stated 
that rent not exceeding rates prevailing for similar land. with similar advanlagc~ :n 
the ne~ghbo\lrhood sh~uld be taken into .. <>~sideratio,!, These terms are very vague. 
l:'UPPOBlDg that there IS Government ryotwan land adlacent to a zamindari land. Can 
it be taken into consideration? If so, tbe rates in zamindari as well as Government 
vill8/!es are boped ro be on the same principles and it is not possible to equalize them 
in view of my answer to the above question; nor can it be found just and reasonn.ble 
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in vi"w of the Permanent ::lettlement Regulation, Act I of 1908 or custom. Taking th& 
'prevailing rates in the same zamiDdari village as !aid aown in aection .25, of. Act I 
of 190tL into consideration there is one difficulty as the prevailing rate on which ilia
officer iH guided may be reduced by a court, if anydiapute arises as to its fairness. 
Therefore much benefit cannot be achieved under this section. Considering all these 
difficulties I propose that statistics of rent should be taken for each and every estate, 
for each . Kamdam • and it should b~ left to the court to fix a fair and equitable rent 
considering the points which I have stated in the beginmng of my answer to this question 
and a proviHion may also be made that the rents so fixed should never exceed one·third 
.,r the net income or twice the amount payable by a Government ryotwari pattadar for 
lands with sinular advantages. 

(ei In glVing reply to this question, we have to see whnt the Government said 
about the peshkash to be paid by the zamindSl·s. Section 2 of Regulation 25 of 1802 runs 
11K follow. :--" ~'he landholder shall regularly pay iu all seasons in the current coin 
of their respective provinces the amount of the permanent assessment fixed on their 
lands, the remission of revenue which has occasionally been granted according to the 
custom of the country on account of draught, inundation or other calamity of the seaSOIl 

shall cease anI! never revised." From this it is clear that in any ease the landholder 
r1lDnot claim anv remi~sion of peshkssh. When that is the provisiOll in the CGse of 
landholders I do' not see why there should be any statutory provision for remission of 
rent to the ryots. As was already stated by me, in addition to the amount of peshkash,_ 
there is heavy expenditure incurred by the landholder under other heads. It is the 
custum of tLis country to approach the ruler when there is an utter failure of crops, and 
in fact the cuiti""tors are getting remission from the landholders though there is nil 
provision at all iu the Act. Let u., see what the position will be if such a provision is 
made. It is to be provided on what principles remission should be granted. An im· 
partial officer has to estimate the crop. How to estimate the proportion of the reroiR
sion? It is not uecessary to have a revisional or appellate and inspecting authority to
verify th~ correctness of the estimates? All these questions will arise if a provision is 
made in the A,.t. Further. I have already stated that a reservation for famine years. 
is to be made i>1 fixing a. fair a.nd equitable rent. HaYing regard to this ract and the 
contract of the landholder with the Government, no provision for remission need be
made. 

<tI) Bent "hould be fixed once for all in the ordinary circumstances. If a provi. 
sion is made enunciating the principles to deterDline fair and equitable rent. the tenants 
lind zamindar. Ilre vary often tempted to rush into the courts. If investigation, of course, 
thorough i. made and rates of rent are fixed for the various a·reas it will be settling a 
great fight between the landholder and the tenants. If provision is not made regarding 
the fixity of rent, it win not be possible f~r one ~o know the burden on the land. Th~~ 
the value of the land will also be Iluctuatmg which consequently hlts upon the back of 
the financial positlon of the tenant as well as that of ¥amindar. Principles enunciated 
to-day may not hl'ld good to-morrow aud personal impressions and prejudices are commmi 
to every individual though an officer. If to-day a particular rent is found fair and 
equitable, it may be decided unfair and inequitable to.morrow and vice versa. As 
o.ction and reBetio>1 are equal GOd opposite, if the landholiler gets benefit to.day the 
te~ant gets to-morc?w and the resul~ wIll be the same. Such enuncil>tiQll of principleSc 
will be only wldenmg the gulf between the landholder and the tenant which will be 

• in GOtagoniSl~ with the ancient principles. Fixity of every right and liability will be 
a step for UUlty. 

The present Act provides that a landholder is entitled to ask for an enhancement 
if the fertil!ty of the soil is .impro,!ed at. hi~ eXP,Bnse and productive po,,·ers ('Of the land 
hnve been lin proved by flUVIal actlOn-vlde sedlOll 30. So also, the tenant is entitled 
for a redud.ion uuder section 38. These two sections clearly provide and safeouard th .. 
landholder us well as the tenant egainst eVllUts which may take place bev~nd their 
control. . 

So, in my opinion. rents should be fixed once for all and the existin/( provisions of 
Act I of 1908 are sufficient and no principle. need be enunciated. 

<el There is no neces.ity to rest'rve powers with the GO"emment to alter or 
red~ce rents. When occe it is found by a court of law that so much rent is fm sDd 
eC]lUtable, I do not see any ground on which the Government can mterfere. Further 
if suc~ powers aro l'f'.s:rved with the G~vernment there will be pressure from the pu"li~ 
belonglng to the political creed to whlch the CabinElt itself belongs. Hence it is not 
necessary to reserve any such powers with the Government. 

I-li.\. 
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Ill. (0) Yes. 
, (b) & (e) The present Act gives power to the landholder to collect rent in 

,.three ways:-
(i) Distraint (movables). 
(ii) Sale of holding under summary procedure. 
(iii) By suit or execution. 

AU these three provisions are sufficient: but for proceeding under distraint and &ale 
.of holding one must take &e,tion within one year from the date when the rent falia 
.due. If this year passes away there is no other alternative than to lile a suit. It is 
admitted on all sides that procedure under these heads is simpler and le8s costly. 'fhe 
third (i.e.), the filing of & suit is too costly as court-fee and vakils' ree are to be paid. 
'Therefore it is necessary that the period of one year for distraint and sale by summary 
.procedure be extended to two year.. Either the landholder or the tenant looses nothing 
.thereby and even if IWtion is taken it will be advantageous to the ryot u.s the cost. 
')Will be les8. 

In the present Act, as amended by Act VIII of 1934, the procedure became very 
cumbersome and expcnsive. Sections 111 to 134 deal with the matter of sale of holdings 
'1l.nd are also applicable for execution of decrees. In these sections it was laid down that 
,copies of all notices should be posted at the holding, and village chllvadi aud a copy 
'Should be served through the Collector and on registered post as well. Notices which 
.are to be served personally need not be sellt through the post, if one refuses or evades 
'service twice or thrice, then registered notices may be sent, but to send 1111 the notices 
.at one. and the same time is highly expensive. Further, publicatiolls are to be made 
·in the District Gazette. Even in 0. civil court, service through registered post is seldom 
taken advantage of. Therefore, neceijsary alteration may be made in this respect. 
Notifications are to be published in the District Gazette several times. It is sufficient 
if one notifi~atinu before sale and one after sale is made in the Gnz .. tte. There is no 
<necessity to pUblish a copy of the pale certificate in the Gazette. A single pUblication 
'meand an expense of about Ra, 5 and it is difficult to the ryots to pay all these expenses. 

, Section 12"1 ~pecially requires a modification. In sub-section (2) (e) of the same 
:section, 1\ provlaion was made to the effect that no payment should be made to the 
landholder under clauses (a), (b) and (e) until after the grant of certificate of sale 
under sub-section (2) of section 124. This is not advantageous either to the tenant or 
the landlord. If a third party purchase" the land and if he does not apply for " certi. 
ficate of sale, the Collector cannot order po.yment of 'the sale amount to the landholder 
or to the tenant; 'l'he amount felched in sllle will be in the treasury and it will be 
the duty of the landholder to be watching a third party who has to apply for the 
.certificate of sale, It is therefore necessary that sub-section (2) of 12·1 should l>e modi
fied by inserting the words .. confirm the sale and" between the words " rejected" and 
:" granted." The provirllOn in sub-section 2 of 127 may be suitably modified by stating 
~hat the amount is to be paid immediately after the sale is confirmed. The proceedings 
~nfirming the sale should be sent to the parties immediately. 

PrQCeedings though ·terminated by way of collection or sale, enormous delay is 
made in refunding the amount after the application lor refund is made by the l'urty. 
It is, therefore, necess31:y .that a pr,?vi"ion shonld be matle in. tJl~ Act, providing Cor 
:refund of the amount wlthlD a fortmght from the date of appilcatlOn . 

• Provision for execution of decree. through civil court without prejudice to the 
right of first charge on the holding should aldO be made. 

IV. (a) In the case of a water-supply in a zamindari, the zamindar is the owner 
(If. it. ,Unless the contrary is proved. the teno.nt cannot make use of the water and 
he has no inherent right. 

(b) If it ia " source constructed by the landholder himself, he will have 8uperiOl 
right of watering hlB fields ilt first and thcn supplying it to others in a regular manner. 
Even in thi~ case the supply of water should be systematic and should not be at the 
will and pleasure. 
, V, (ll.) It is necess"ry to stJrvey Rnd maintain the record of ri:::ht~ for all the eFtates; 
but the point is whether it should be done compulsorily or should be left to the will 
of the 'parties. ,If ,both the parties do no~ like, It can be given up and if anyone (If 
,the two wants. It, It shou14 be· C?mpulsonly done. By surveying and recording the 
~ghtB, th? partlcular,s ~~t~d lD sectlOn 165 of :Act I of 1908 will be on permanent record 
and the rIghts and. habllitws of the tenants will be available at any date. 
" (II} As both the pal,ties, will be eqnally benefited the cost is to be borne in equal 

shares er the Government whICh stands for the ben edt of all classes of people may nlo;o 
pay one-third of the costs. 
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VI. Sections 135 and 136, Act I of 1908, as amended by Act vm of 19M" clearly 
"prohibits the landholder to take, receive or exact frow ws ryots under any nam<l or 
'under any pretE>nce anythiug in addition to rent and also provide~ ~liE'f W ~'ots by 

way Qf .. suit to recover any sucb paymwt or penalty. Thua It 19 clear that the 
, landholder cannot levy anything except rent. There are no such levies at all in some 
,estates and though 1 see some articles in the newspapers I do not know how they 81'''' 
'not coming within the Act. In old days we OOllIl{)t find local and other cesses whICh 
,are now being I.·vied. The said levies customary or otherwise do not go to the personal 
· funds of the landhoJ.l~r and they are intended for public use, say, cbaritable purposes 
'beneficial to the public. The local bodies such aa district, taluk and panchayat boards 
: carne into existence and they have been wiminiqtering matters of public importnnce 
; and welfare. W hnt the zaUlilldars with the funds llIade up of these levies used to do 
in those days is being done by the local institutions to-day. So it can be said that 

· these levies were replaced by the cesses and to-day there is nothing for ...... mindar 
to do for the welfare of the public, Hence no demand of any levies customs·ry or 

.otherwise in addition to rent can he made from the ryot. 
vn. (a) &: (b) However natural these facilities be, there must be control and super.-

· vision in order to keep them well and in doing so the landholder' has to meet the neces
sary establishment charges. Secondly, as has been already stated, all. these natural 
facilities have been taken into account when peshkash on the estate was fixed. The 

,tt>nants have also the right to apply and get what they require for agricultuml pur-
poses which includes the feeding of cattle and gathering of green manure on payment 

· of the prescribed fees. Even the Government are charging rates at foreat rates for 
the grant of trees and the very same rules may be maqe applicable between the 
tenants and the zamindars. 

(0) Se~ticms 20 to 22 of the pre';6nt Act deal witb this matter. No definition har. 
·been specifically givPIJ fnr these lands in Act I of 1908. but in "ub-section (16) of section 3 
it is _tated that the ryoti land does not include the lands described below. Beds and 

'buncls of tanks and of _upply drainage, surplus or irrigation channels, thrashing /lOOTS, 
cattle-stands, village-sites and other lands situated in8ny estate which ""e set apatt 
for the common uoe of the villagers. It is clear that all these lands except the hill 

,and forest poramhokes come under the description noted in the question. In all these 
,lands the tenant must have right to make use of them for which purpose they were set 
,'apart and the landholder should see, that they are used for the purpose for which they 
were Bet apart. The landholder should have no right to assign the property nnless it 

,is pl'Oved that such land is no longer required for the purpose for which it WjlS set 
apart. TheRe lands, if they were set apart after the permanent settlement,should 

,revert to the proprietor with absolute rights. the reason being that they are also, taken 
into consideration in fixing the assessment. If they were set apart before the permanent 
settlemeut, they revert to the Government. I" general terms this i. a joint pl'Opert.v of 

,the landholder and the tenant, the former being the trustee and the latter being entitled 
· to make use of it for the purpose for whicl! it was set apart. 

VTII. (a) This quest,ion ~annot be answered in general terms. Every estate has its 
~wn source of supply and a reply is to be given with regard to the source available. 
It will also lie in .. he revenu" which the zamindar derives on account of the source. If 
rent hilS been fixed on condition of supplying water from a source or work in th .. hands 
of the landholder, such contract should be enforced even to.day. But if the y.amindar 
separately collects water-tax he should spe that the required water is supplied in .time 
10 the tenants. If it is a contract at the time of fixing rent the za.mindar willh" .... 
no power even to collect rent unleRs he supplieR water and he cannot say it is impossible. 
But in the lRter caRe, i.e., supplying water and taking tax, the landholder, can supp~ 
to the extent the water is available and can refuse supplying water to others. though 
they are prepared to pay tax. In the first case the sources and works should be kept in 
order and necessary steps should be taken by the landholder to fnlfil his contract. 

(b) It is necessary that sOIDe rights should be vested in the Provincia1 Govern_ 
ment but some time must be given to the landholder he fore the Government nnder
·takes the work. If the landholder fails to execute the works. the Government may get 
,the e.timates prepared thl'Ough the Public Works Department and get the work done 
and the cost for such works may be realized from the landholder. as if it were an arrear 
of land revenue. There is no right which entitles the Government to take up al1 these 
irrigation works under their control. The only thing that the Government should see 

· is that the landholder is not wilfully evading execution of important repairs or works 
with .. view to clluse damage to the teDa nts. What are the works to be done and 
wl.at are the steps to be taken by the landholder are the questions which arise. . The.., 
water works have been under the control of the landholders since the zamindari Bvstem 

,came into existence and as far as my knowledge goes I put· them under ~ heads. 
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Yiz.. (i} ta.nks, (ii) na.tural strea.lIIII, pa88ing tbrol1l(b tbe estate, (iii) wells. Each 
IIOl1l'Oe noted above requires a special work and it sball be tbe duty of the landbolder 
to keep the wells and tanks in good order making the tanks capable of reserving tbe 
maximum water. In tbe case of natural streams tbe landbolder cannot do any 8uch 
thing than to keep the bunds in order 80 that there may be no danger of overflow which 

, eonaeqnently inundates at times. After the parties apply for tbe execution of repairs, 
etc., the Government should investigate as to tbe need of sucb repair, etc., through 
an officer not below tbe rank of an Executive Engineer and tben decide tbe necea.sity 
of tbe works which are urgently needed to fulfil the terms of tbe contract between tbe 
landholders and tbe tenants, and then iBRue a notke to tbe landbolder concerned to· 
execute Ruch works. Sections 136 (a) to 144 of Act I of 1908 amended np to date deal, 
with the matter of irrigation works and no further alteration in those provisions is 
necessary, 

(e) I do not see any reason why the Government should use such powers of their 
own accord. If the parties apply they can take action. 

IX. Let me discuss what benefit the ryotwari villages have been deriving on accoont 
of the jamabandi. In old days when there were very rew officers, the jarnabandi 
syst-em was introduced so as to enable the pattadars to state their grievances, if any, 
-to the officer. The tenants were not so much enlightened in those dsys and in fac' 
there is much di1ference in the system of cultivation of those days and to-day the tenant 
can state his grievances, if any, through a petition. When there was no anicut system 
and when the tenant's prosperity lies in seasonal rains, jamabandi had tbe effect of 
bringing the officers and the ryots in touch so that the latter may state his difficulties 
regarding his crops, etc., officers after enquiry used to grant remission. But to-day 
owing to the secured sources of water-supply. there is no such need. The present 
jamabandi system of the ryotwari villages is nothing but a farce and is intended to· 
che<,k the correctness of the demands made by the village officer.. There was also 
agitation to abolish this jamabandi system even in ryotwari villal(es as it benefits no one 
except taxing the village officers with additional expenses. In such a ClLse I do not see 
what benefit the landholders or their tenants derive on account of this jamabandi. If 
there are any disputes between them they must be settled in a Court of Law and the 
jamahandi officer will not be in 'position to do anything. The jamabandi officer has 
to eertify the demand and collection and what benefit one derives by such a certificate 
is a matter for consideration. In preparing the certificate the jamabandi officer h88 
to eJliamine almost all the tenants and many difficulties do arise as to the correctness 
~f such certificates. It is a matter of impossibility to empower the jamabandi officer. 
with any specisl powers of a court. Hence no jamabandi is needed. 

X. (a) The relationship between the pattadar and his onder-tenant is based on a 
contract between both of them. The zamindar is always a third party to such contracts, 
and he is not bound by such. It is the settled law of this country to say that no third 
party can take advantage of any contract and his rights are not effected. So the' 
contract between the onder-tenant and the pattadar cannot affect the rights of the 
zamindar. 

~ In the present Act th& landholder has a :first charge on the produce of the holding 
and he is entitled to distraint the crops on it or bring it to sale for arrears of rent. So
if the landholder proceeds oD the standing crop raised by an onder-tenant, the onder
tenant cannot object for such distraint or sale. He can only pay away the amount due 
and realize it as provided for in sections 108 (i) and 129 of Act I of 1908. We know 
ander the general law, if any amount is paid by a person who is not legally bound to· 
pay, he who pays will have a right to demand and collect it from the person who is 
legally bound. In addition to that right, the under-tenant in a zamindari area has 
been given a special right to deduct it from the amount which he h88 to pay to his 
immediate landlord. Section 90 has not given any legal status to these under-tenants. 
So no such legal status need be givE'n to the under-tenants. I do not IIPe the benelU 
they derive by such legal status. His contract with the tenant is to cultivate the' 
land and to pay a certain amount of _ rent. By whatever course the landholder may 
proceed, the terms of hiS contract are 10 no way effected since the under-tenant cannot 
claim any higher rights than that of his immediate landlord. On the other hand. if 
such legal status is given it will be very difficult for the zamindsr to keep the accounts. 
He has to regularly maintain accounts for each and every holding with the names 
of the under-tenants thereof. Leases may be oral and written. Some leases need not 
be registered under the Indian Registration Act. It is not possible for the landholder 
to get all this information. ~ legal status is gi:ven, t~e under-t.;nants must be recog
nized by the lan~older. In VIew of ~he above dlfficul~les there WIll be very great room 
for disputes and It IS not o,nly detnmental, to the nghts of the landholder but also, 
.. :xpensive and troublesome With no comparattve benefit to the tenant. 
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XI. (tI) All proceedings between a landholder and a tenant will be mostly of revenue 
.character and the Hevenue Board being the highest Hevenue authority of the Gov!lTU
ment it should be continued to be the final appellate and revisional authority. 

(b) First, I will consider the question of Hevenue courts. The Revenue <llliceIi 
will be touring and camping in the various stations in his jurisdiction. As sucb ,it 
will he difficult and expensive to the psrties to attend the camps. Secondly, no vakil 
will be available in those stations and the psrties have to incur additionaJ expen_ 
towards the vakil's conveyance charges ·and special fees for attendance outside head. 

,quarters and even if the psrty is prepared to meet these expenses the vakil will not be 
able to leave the station owing to pressure of work in other courts. The party has to 
engage a new vakil, the matter will be new to him and the case cannot be efficiently 
conducted. This is the difficulty from the tenants' point of view. As far as Revenue 
officer is concerned, he cares more for. the discharee of his Government revenue work 

,and will be busy with the trial of criminal cases. Being busy with the aforesaid duties 
in addition to his revenue routine and in checking and submitting his monthly returns 
much care is not taken in disposing of these suits quickly. 

Regarding the difficulties in a civil court, I have to mention th8lt the Judicial 
·,officers will not be able to know facts relating to the nature of soil, the yield, etc., and 
they have to barely depend on the evidence put by the parties. Further, civil courts 
have already have no time in deciding the cases over which they have jurisdiction and 
If the disputes arising out of the Land Act are also included in their jurisdiction there 
will be enormous delay and it will be contrary to the principle of realizing ,justice in 

," summary procedure with less expense. 
Therefore in my opinion an experienced Revenue officer is to be appointed for 

each district to try the disputes between a landholder and a tenant. 
, f XII. (a) Sections 163 and 168 (a) of Act I of 1908, as amended up to date, <leal 
with the matter and the said provisions are of no use. Strict provisions preventing 
Buch unauthorized occupations should be made. In Government villages there is Act 
III of 1905 by which all these encroachments are dealt with and the very same provi
sions should be made applicable to the zamindari villages. The present law to eject 
a trespasser by a suit in a civil court is highly expensive and will result in endless liti
gation. The local Revenue officer, i.e., the Collector may be empowered to deal with 
these encroa.chments and the procedure to be followed may be made inexpensive by dealing it 
in .. summary manner, The Collector may make use of his powers to eject .. tenant who 

"occupies unauthorizedly if it is proved to his satisfaction that he has occupied without anv 
authorization. ReRt of the claims, if any, may be dealt with by the special Revenue 
officer. 

(b) Kattubadi doeR not f,,11 within tbe clutches of the Madras Estates Land Act. 
According to the present law, the Eamindar has to file a suit in the civil court and execute 

,the decree as if it is a simple money decree. The amount of kattubadi to be paid by the 
inamdaf8 is too small and if they do not pay these small amounts without recourse to 
action, the zamindar has to file a suit and-in getting the decree and executin" it he 
has to incur expenses on account of travelling allowance to his est .. blishme~t,' et.,. 
The inamdars do not naturally reside in the same village and much difficulty has been 
experienced in executing these decrees as there is nothing but personal liability. 
Because the amounts due are too small, these suits are to be tried by the Small Cause 
courts and unless it is proved to the sstisfa.ction of the court that the decree cannot 
,be executed on the person, the court will not transfer it to the original side and conse
qtlently no action against the immovable property of the inamdar can be taken. The 
inamdars residing outside in different villages collect their cists from the cultivators and 
it is difficult to know even the correct address of these inamdars. The zamindar has 
no right to collect this kattubadi from the cultivator nor has he It charge on the land: If 
the zamind~ is ,conscious to e~de. a~ the ex~nses by. not filing the suit and keep the 

,arrear pendmg till the date of limitatIOn, the mamdar m the meantime sells away the 
kattnhadi land. The purchaser is not bound to pay the arrear. It ~8S aJSol decided 
in 22 Madras, at page 11, that this kattubadi has nQ charge on the land. Taking 
advantage of this position, the widows who are in possession of these lands as maintenance 
or with limited rights by inheritance, u.ufnlCtuary mortgagees have been escaping 
from the liability. 

Having regarding to all the fa.cts stated above speciaJ modification of law relating 
'to the collection of amounts of this nature should be made. 

(1) These amounts must also be charged on the land as well as on the produce. 
(2) Power of ,distraint of movables should be provided for. 
(3) Summary procedure to sell the kattubadies for &rreal'8 due should also be 

povided. 
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(4) To-day all these lands stand in the names of persons who are no more, the 
reason being that tha transferee gi\'es no notice of hi. transfer. The Governmen" 
maintains' an account for such lands, noting the name of the preseut enjoyer and a copy 
of Buch account sltould be ordered to be given to the zamindar every year on the 1st of 

, luly and· without any exchange or acceptance of any patta or muchilka the person8 in 
whose' names the lands stand registered in the village account should be deemed to be 
the enjoyers of these lands and the zamilldar should be empowered to proceed against 
one and all of them as stated above. Like ryoti lands notices of transfer should be
invariably sent to the landholder. 

Memorandum by the Maharaja of Pithapuram, dated la, December 1937, 

I (a)- . 
1. This raises an unnecessary and fruitless controversy as is as easy or as <lifficult· 

of answer, as the question whether in ryotwari arell _ the Government or the ryotwari 
pattadar is the proprietor of the soil. The rights of zamindars aud ryots have for a fairly 
long time been well defined and the incidents of the legal relationship between zamindar 
and, ryot are welI known. It is very rarely, if at all, that the question ari.es or has to be 
decided whether the zamindar or the ryot is the ultimate proprietor of the soil. 

,2. It is obvious that in the very nature of things a question like this would lead 
to the assertion of hostile and irreconcilable claims by the zamindars on the one hand 
and ,the ryots on the other. It seems to be hardly necessary to decide whether the 
zamindar or the ryot is the proprietor of the soil in order to regulate the determination. 
or fixation of a fair and equitable rent or to provide for the proper maintenance and 
improvement of works of irrigation or for the protection of the rights, if IIny, of tbe 
ryota in respect of the several matters referred to in question VII. 
, 3. If, however, it is considered necessary that the committee should decide this 
abstract question of proprietorship of the soil, it is submitted that the Madras Estates 
Land Act itself recognizes and assumes that the zamindar is the proprietor of the soil. 
This assumption or recognition is in no way destructive of the rights of the ryots which 
are fairly well-defined in the Madras Estates Land Act. 

-t. The following provisions of the Madras Estates Land Act give a clear indica
tion 'that the zamindar is the ultimate proprietor of the soil out of which proprietorship 
certain subordinate interests, tbe incidents of which are statutorily defined, are carved 
out in favour of the several classes of tenants referred to in the Act, the most important 
of which are the ryots with permanent right of occupancy. Private or home-farm land· 
liS defined in the Act is at the absolute disposal of the zamindar and the relations between 
8 landlord and tenant of his private land are not' regnlated by the provisions of the Act 
(vide section 19). ,If it is permissible to refer to an English parallel, it may be stated 
that the relations between the landholder and a tenant of his private land are fully 
governed by contract just like tbe relations between the landlord and tenant in England, 
It is: no doubt open to a landholder to convert private land into ryoti land and to confer 
occupancy rights upon tenants whom he may induct into possession of such lands after 
such conversion. But this is a mntter for the free and voluntary choice of the land
holder and there is no procedure whereby he could be compelled to convert private 
land into ryoti land. As regards waste land or land reserved by a landholder for raising 
• garden or tope or forest, no occupancy rights are acquired by a tenant where the con
It'act is in the one case for the pasturage of cattle a,nd in the other for temporary 
eultivation of agricultural crops. The proprietary rights of the zamindar are preserved 
in respect of this class of lands under section 6, sub-section 2. Even in regard to ryoti 
lands, the acquisition of occupancy rights follows upon the admission by a, landholder 
of a ryot to possession of ryoti lands. In its origin therefore, the relationship is 
contractual. Its origin therefore, the relationshIp IS contractual [vide section 6 (1)]. 
Entry into ryoti land without the permission of the landholder creates no rights in 
favour of the trespasser, while an implication of a tenancy is made where the land
holder receives or recovers any payment under section 163 from any person un8utho
ri7.edly occupying ryoti land, unless within two years from date of such receipt or recovery 
of payment, he should file a suit in the civil court for ejectment against such person. 
Under the definition of ryot, as amended by Madras Act VIII of 1934, a person who· 
ha" occupied ryoti land for a continuous period of 12 vears. shall be deemed to be a ryot 
for ,1111 the purposes of this Act. This has rendered p;'ssible tbe acquisition of occupancy 
ri~h~s by: prescription subject, of course, to the obligations attaching to such a ryot: 
Mmmg rIghts are expressly reserved to the landholder by section 7. Under section 10, 
sub-section 2 of the Estat~s ~and Act, if a ryot dies intestate without leaving IIny 
heirs except the Crown, hIS rIght of occupancv s~1I be extinguished. This sectior 
therefore, recognizes the principle of escheat in' favour of the zamindar. In sectioQl~. 



there is a clear indication that the ryot has only a right of user in the land for agricul
tural purposes for which it is stated that he may use the lana in his holding in any 
manner, it is at the same time provided that he should not materially impair the value 
of the land or render it unfit for agricultural purposes. If the value of the land is 
80 impaired, section 151 empowers the landholder to eject the ryot from bis holding. 
It is true that the power of ejectment of a landholder is confined to the case just referred 
to, but the legal implication underlying his right of ejectment is unmistakable. Sec
tion 149 provides for the relinquishment of a holding by a ryot. The idea of relinquish
ment itself connotes that the person who relinquishes has a subordinate interest and 
the person in whose favour the relinquishment is made holds a superior interest in 
the soil. 

5. It is, therefore, submitted tbat the statutory law of British India and parti. 
cularly the Estates Land Act concedes the proprietorship of the soil to the landholder, 
while carefully defining and safeguarding the rights of kudivaramdars. 

6. In view of the provisions of the Madras Estates Land Act above referred to. 
it is unnecessary to inquire into the relative legal possession of zamindar and ryot under 
the several regulations passed in 1802, Regulation 4 of 1822 and Act VIII of 1865 
or the several decisions of the Privy Council and the Madras High Court. The following 
brief extract would, however, clearlv establish that under the Statute Law of the 
Madras Presidency as also according' to the decisions of the highest judicial tribunals, 
the proprietary right in the soil is in the landholder and not in the tenant. 

7. In the instructions, dated 15th October 1799, which were issued to Collectors 
before the permanent settlement of the several estates was effected in 1802. the follow
ing passages occur :-

Paragraph 1.-" In the meantime we desire that you will prepare materials for 
forming a permanent settlement with the zamindars, who it is our intention 
to constitute proprietors of their respective estates or zamindaris, on the best 
information which your records and the recent inquiries of your Collectors may 
afford," 

Paragraph 5.-" It has been resolved to adopt the form introduced some years 
since into the Bengal Province, by constituting the several zamindars and other 
landholders having individual claims to such distinction actual proprietors of 
the soil or lands composing their estates." 

8. Regulation 25 of 1802 starts with the following preamble: •• Wherefore the 
British Government impressed with the deep sense of the injuries arising to the State 
and to its subjects from the operation of such principles, has resolved to remove from its 
administration so fruitful a source of uncertainty and disquietude, to grant to zamin
dars and other landholders their heirs and successors, a permanent property in their 
lands in all time to come and to fix for ever a moderate assessment of public revenue 
qf such lands, the amount of which shall never be liable to be increased under any 
circumstances," The enacting portion of the regulation is in its second paragraph 
which provides that "in conformity to the-principles !In assessment shall be fixed on 
all I!lnds liable to pay revenue to the Government; and in consequence of such assess
ment the proprietary right of the 80il shall become vested in the zamindars or other 
proprietors of the lands and in their heirs and lawful successors for ever." 

9. Though it is unnecessary to go into the rights of the State and of the tenantry 
before the establishment of British Rule in India, it is interesting to find in the preamble 
to Regulation 31 of 1809 the following statements regarding the proprietorship in the 
soil which the British Government was claiming for itself as the successor of the Indian 
Rulers. The preamble runs thus: "Whereas the ruling power of the provinces now 
suhject to the Government of Fort St. George, has, in conformity to the ancient usages 
of the country reserved to itself and has exercised the actual proprietary right of land 
of every description," 

10. At the time of the permanent settlement, therefore, the British Go,ernment 
distinctly proceeded on the footing that. the ownershi~ of the soil was in the state lind 
they prooeeded to transfer the ownership to the zammdars and other landholders with 
whom they effected the permanent settlement subject only to the payment by such 
zamindars and landholders to the Government of a peshkash permanently fixed. As 
Baden Powell points out in. his Land Systems of British. India •. Volume 3, page 131, 
it is significant that the title-deed held by every zammdar IS called 'Sannad'
I.Milkiath.Isthimrar which is a Persian term, meauing a • title.deed • or grant of perpetual. 
ownership. 

11. The Madrag Permanent Settlement Interpretation Regulation 4 of 1822, no 
doubt provided by ita second clause that the Permanent Settlement Regulation 25 of 
1802 ~aa not meant to limit infringe or destroy the actual rights of any description of: 
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landholders or tenants. But this was purely negative and was passed by way of 
abundant caution. There was no declaration of any substantive rights of the tenlllltB 
or IIny conferment of such rights on them. If the tenants had any rightB prior to the 
passing of the Permanent Settlement Regulation, those rights were not taken away. 
This was all that Regulation 4 of 1822 provided. 

12. In what is familiarly known as Chokkalingam Pillai's case, 6 Madras High 
Court Reports, page 164, the High Court ·held in 1871 that a tenant holding from 
a zamindar under a patta was no more than a tenant from a year to year. This conti. 
nued t·o be the prevailing view till the decisions reported in 16 Madras, 271, 20 Madras, 
299, and 23 Madras 318, w"re given. It must be stated in the lirRt place that even 
these decisions only lay down that a ryot cannot be ejected from his holding 80 long as he 
paid or is willing to pay the established rent. They do not state that the ryot was the 
proprietor of the soil nor did they deny that the zamindar is such proprietor. 

13. In view of the decisions of the Privy Council to be referred to hereafter. it 
must be taken that these decisions cannot be regarded as good law. The principle 
enunciated in those decisions and particularly in the last of them known as the Cheekati 
case has found legislative recognition in the Madras Estates Land Act, and in cases 
governed by that Act, therefore, there is and can be no qnestion of going back to the 
state of things as which obtained under the ruling in Chokkalingam PilIai's case. That, 
apart from the intervention of the Madras Estates Land Act, it wonld be impossible to 
su.tain the correctness of the decisions in 16 Madras, 271, 20 Madras, 299, and 23 
Madras, 318, has been pointed out in the following passage. from the jndgment of 
Mr. Justice Ramesam, reported in I.L.R. 44 Madras, 602: .. When we consider the 
history of the case law leading to the legislation (Madras Estates Land Act) the ssme 
conclusion follows. From the time of Chokkalingam Pillai's case onwards, the general 
impression was neither in zamindaris nor in inams the tenants had any occupancy 
rights. The contrary view began to gain ground so far as zamindaris are concerned in 
Apparao v. Subbanna (13 Madras, 60) and Venkata Mahalakshmamma v. Ramajogi (16 
Madras, 271) which, however, laid down no principle. A presumption in the nature of 
a rule of law was first laid down in Venkatanarasimha Nayudu v. Dandamodi Kotayya, 
20 Madras, 299, and was extended in Chikati Zamindar v. Rama8urudara, 23 Madras, 
318. It is unnecessary now to consider how far this rule was right. The rule served 
its purpose from VenkatanaTa8imha Nayudu v. Dandamodi Kotayya up to the legislation 
in the Madras Estates Land Act and what was given by the rule of law is now given by 
legislation to tenants in estates. My opinion is, if the M;adras Estates Land Act is 
not passed those decisions in 20 Madras, 299, and 23 Madras, 318, would have been 
shaken by the recent Privy Council decisions." In 48 Madras Law Journal, 701, at 
page 706, Mr. dustice Ramesam and Mr. Justice Venkatasubba Roo reiterate this 
pOhition and state that" in 870 Sir Ch. Scotland, C.J., held that when a tenancy in the 
Presidency of Madras commenced under a terminable contract there was nothing to 
prevent the landholder from ejecting a tenant at the end of the term from the lands 
which had been let to him, thus approving of Chokkalingam PiIlai's case which is 
thus still gopd law except where.' abrogated by the legislature (Act I of 1908) as to lands 
in estates.~" 

14. The earliest of the Privy Council decisions referred to by Mr, Justice Ramell&m 
in the above passage is the one in 41 Madras, 1012, in which the following significant 
passage occurs: .. It has been contended on behalf of the respondents that in the time. 
wben the Reddi Kings ruled in this district, the ownerspip of the soil of this land iD 
Iudia was not in the Sovereign or ruler and the right of the ruler was confined to the 
right to receive as revenue a share in the produce of the soil from the cultivator. Upon 
that assumption it was contended that the inam grant of 1373 could have been only a 
grant of King's share in the produce of the soil, i.e., that the grant was a grant of 
land revenue alone and did not include the kudivaram. That is an assumption which 
no court is entitled to make and in support of which there is, 80 far as Their Lordships 
are aware, no reliable evidence. The fact that rulers in India generally collected their 
land revenues by taking a share of the produce of the land, is not by itself evidence 
that the soil of lands in India was not owned by them and could not be granted by 
them, indeed, that fact would support the contrary assumption, that the soil was 
vested' in the rulers who drew their land revenue from the soil, generally in the shape 
of a share in the produce of the soil which was not a fixed and invariable share, but 
depended on the will of the rulers. The assumption contended for on behalf of the 
respondents was not recognized in Regulation XXXI of 1802," 

15. In 44 Madras, 588 (Full Bench), at page 597, Wallis, C.J., refers to the above 
Privy Council decision and to the question propounded by them as follows: .. Was it 
a grant of the revenue only of the villages, or was it a grant of the proprietary right in 
the village, that is, the soil of the village," which appears to suggest that it was on& 
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or the other. They proceeded to reject the historical theory that in ancient time the 
ownership of the soil of land in India was not in the Sovereign or Ruler and that the 
right of the ruler was confined to a right to receive as revenue a share in the produce 
of the soil from the cultivators; and they went on to reject the presumption founded on 
that theory that in the case of an inamdar it should be presumed in the absence of the 
inam grant under which the inam was held, that the grant was of the Royal share of 
the revenue only." In 57 Madras, 443, there was a grant of an agraharam to a non
resident Brahman in the year 1810 by' a zamindar of a village within his permanently 
settled zamindari. There were CUltivating tenants in the village at the time of the 
grant. The agraharamdars were only receiving rents and were not personally culti
~ating. The question at issue was whether the grant to the agraharamdars was a 
grant of the kudivaram also. It was contended that the grantor being a zamindar, he 
could not have had any kudivaram right himself and could not, therefore, ha~e granted 
the kudivaram right to the agraharamdars. In rejecting this contention Their Lordships 
of the Judicial Committee observe as follows at page 450: .. But the appellants con
tended that the fact of their having been cultivating tenants in the village prior to the 
grant of 1810 raised a presnmption of fact that the zamindar had not kudivaram right 
and that accordingly the grant did not include that right. But in Their Lordships' 
opinion the existence of such a presumption was expressly negatived and certain deci
sions of the High Court at :Madras and the High Court at Bombay which had given 
dlect to such a presumption were overruled by the decision of this Board in Surya
narayana v. Potanna, 41 Madras, 1012, in 44 Calcutta, 841, in a case relating to the 
permanent settlement of Bengal which was closely similar to and which formed the 
model for the later permanent settlement in Madras, Their Lordships of the Judicial 
Committee observed as follows: .. Passing to the settlement of 1793 it appears to Their 
Lordships to be beyond controversy that whatever doubts be entertained as to whether 
before the English occupation, the zamindars had any proprietary interest in the lands 
comprised within their respective districts, the settlement itself recognizes and pro
ceeds on the footing that they are the actual proprietors of the land for which they 
undertake to pay the Government revenue. The settlement is expressly made with 
the zamindars independent talukdars and other actnal proprietors of the soil." This 
passage was quoted with approval by the Privy Council again in 1931 A.I.R. Privy 
Council, page 89, where they state that the" burden of proving their'title lav upon 
the respondents who were claiming adversely to the zamindars and' that tbe presWnption 
arising from the permanent settlement had been considered by the Board in several 
cases, making particular reference to the passage quoted above which they characterize 
as a well-known passage." 

1. (b) While the proprietorship of the soil is distinctly in the zamindar, that is in no 
way destructive of the rights of the tenants which are sufficiently clearly defined in the 
lI'~adras Estates Land Act. In the administration ot the Madras Estates Land Act, no 
difficulty has arisen or been felt in finding out the rights and obligations of the tenant 
in any given situation. The nature and in;:idents, therefore, of the inter"lltSo of the land
lord and t.he tenant under the Madras Estates Land Act are sufficiently "defined and do 
not call for any further enunciation. The Privy Council in 47 Madras, 337, referred to 
kudivarsm as a well-known expression which they paraphrased as " a species of tenant 
right or right of permanent occupancy." Earlier in their judgment, the Privy Council 
state that " right of occupancy in land in India is a right, subject to certain conditions 
of a tenant to hold the land permanently which he occupies. It is a territable right and 

• in some cases possibly, may be transferable by the tenant to a stranger. This is the 
nearest authoritative definition or description which can be had of the rights of occupancy 
ryots in an estate. It is unnecessary to refer any more elaborately to the several sections 
of the E.tate. Land Act which defined the various incidents of the relationship of land
holder and ryot created by it. 

II. (a) It is apparent that as the very expression implies it is not possible to define 
v.hat a fair and equitable rent is. What rent is fair and equitable must ne","ssarily be 
left to the facts of each individual case and to the discretion of individual officers who 
arp railed upon to determine it when the parties are not agreed about it. 

(b) As regards the considerations which should be taken into account in fixing 
a fair and equitable rent, the first and foremost principle is to avoid interference with 
the existing .tate of things as far as possible. Section 28 of the Madras Estates Land 
Ad recognizes this principle and provides that in all proceedings under the Act, the rate 
of rent for the time being lawfully pavable by the ryot shall be presumed to be fair and 
I''luitable. until the contrary is proved. It is unnecessary to refer to similar provisions 
in almost id~lltiel\l terms in the Tenancy Aets of other provinces aU of which proceed 
upon Ii universal and highly 8alutary prineiple. While a power of interf~rence mav be 
~on~eded in extrfornE' casE'S to officers who sre specially empowered in this behalf to 
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modify. the existing rates of rent when they consider them to be unfair or inequitu.ble 
It J''''jwres very little argument to unpress upon the authorities that such interference 
ebould .ue cU'cuill&Crlbed by statutory provisions or rules 80 as to prevent th,' "rbitrar) 
or capncioUB exercise of their discretion by individual officers. 

Under the Rent Recovery Act (Act VIII of 1865) section 2 permitted the rents 
to be fixed by express or implied contract between a landholder and a ryot. A contract 
necessarily i1nrlies consideration. Even in cases arising under section 2 of the Hens 
Recovery Act, therefore courts of law were not blindly enforcing the contracts existing 
between landholders and ryots in respect of rent, but were enforcing ouly such 
contracts as were supported by consideration. In cases where it waa proved that the 
rate of rent obtaining prior to the contract sought to be enforced was le88 than the rate 
mentioned in the contract, courts were going into the question whether there was any 
consideratIon moving from the landholder which could legally support the contract on 
the part of the ryot to pay higher rate of rent and in innumerable cases where no 
further or additional consideration for the payment of rent at an enhanced rate waa 
u..ltde out on the part of the landholder, courts were refu~ing to give effect to the new 
or additiOl.al cbligation undertaken by the ryot. Under the Estates Land Act, sec
tion 24 distinctly provides that the rent of a ryot shall not be enhanced except 88 

provided by the Act. The circumstances in which rent can be enhanced or exhaustively 
enumerated in section 30. Rent cannot be enhanced except on one or other of the 
grounds set forth in that section and even in cases coming under section 30, it has 
been defimtely ruled that a landholder must get his claim for enhancement approved 
or adjudicated upon by the Collector and that contracts between a landholder and 
.a ryot pro,iding for enhancement of rent on one or other of the grounds mentioned 
above would not be enforcible in the absence of a decree or order of the Collector as 
-contemplated by sections 30 to 36 (vide 1934 Mad., 454). It may therefore be 
taken that except where suits were filed by landholders under section 30 of the un
amended Act and rents were enhanced by decrees of the Collector, the rents now 
obtaining in the several zamindaris are the rents which prevailed in .1908. Or, in 
other words, these rents have been in force for a period of 30 years at least and in 
some cases they are rents which have probably prevailed for much longer periods. 
In the case of the Pithapuram Zamindari, to refer to a particular instance, the system 
of rents now pr~vailing is mostly what was voluntarily agreed to by the ryots as long 
ago as 50 years back, and what has been conformed to by the ryots without any manner 
of complaint down to date. In the absence of exceptiona.! reasons calling for inter
ference with the state of things which has existed for a period of 30 years it is neither 
fair nor equitable that the rents should be arbitrarily reviewed or reduced. As regards 
the grounds of enhancement set forth in section 30 it cannot be denied that fairnes8 
or equity reqlrires that the landholder should be entitled to enhance his rents when 
prices have risen, or when the productive powers of the land have been increased by 
an improvement effected by or at the expense of the landholder or where tbe land
holder bas ~'(}lJtlibuted to the cost of the upkeep of a work of irrigation or other 
improvemeu+." which has been earried out by the Government and which is beneficia.! 
to the holding of the ryot, or where the productive powers of the land have been 
increased by fluvial action, ·the benefits of which the landholder is legitimately en
titled to share along with the ryot. It would be noticed that the enhancement 
permissible in the several cases outlined above is a matter for the fixation by, and 
-determination of, the Collector and that the landholder is not entitled to claim an, 
enhancemeut arhitrarily at his own discretion. It should also be remembered tba' 
section 35 c1othe& the Collector with an overriding power of refusing enhancement 
notwithstanding anything contained in sections 31 to 34, if he considers the enhance
ment unfair OJ' inequitable in the circumstances of the case. 

A decree enhancing the rent nnder the Estates Land Act prior to the amendment 
of 1934 'JT "nder an order passed under the amended Act enhancing rent would continue 
to be in force for a period of 20 years and no further suit or application would be 
maintainable for the enhancement or reduction of rent during that period. If this 
provision works a hardship upon the ryot and prevents him from claiming a reduction 
notwithstandiTlg an appreciable fall in prices subsequent to the decree or order in 
question there is adequate protection for the ryot who by an application under sec
tion 39 (0) em get a remission proportionate to such fall in prices. 

While referring to the provisions in the Estates Land Act for enhancement of 
;rent it should not be forgotten that there are corresponding provisions for reduction oC 
rent for stated causes and when the existing rents are unfair and inequitable it is open to 
a not to get them suitably reduced. The grounds which are available to a ryot for 
obtaining lcollction of rent are fairly comprehensive and provide for almost all legiti
mate reasons on which such a· ·claim can be based. The most cursory comparison 



(If the provlBlon8 in the Estates Land Act in regard to the enhancement of rent QD 

the one bAnd and the reduction or rent on the other would establish that thest: pro
visions are r .. ir beth to the landholder and the ryot without giving any undue advantage 
either to tLe lat.dholder over the ryot or to the ryot over the landholder and further 
that 'they restrict the scope of interference with the existing rents as far as possible 
by providing tL .. t either enhancement or ~eduction of rent can be claimed only on 
the grouud specified in the Act and y.>ithin the limits laid down in it. Apart from 
the coDaularat:olls stated above, namely, that the legislature should avoid 88 far 88 

possible interfering with the rents which have been in operation for over a period of 
30 years or ;more, regard should also be had to the fact that ryots in estates are in 

.& position to lease out their holdings to undertenants earning considerable profits 
~o themselves after paying to the landholder the rent which is legally due on it and 
that the interests of occupancy rights have So market value and are being freely sold 
and mortgaged. From the economic point of view, therefore, the provisions of the 
Estates Land Act have imparted a value to the interest of a ryot which cannot be 
overlookerl when considering whether any interfllrence is at all called for. In the 
Pithapuram Zamindari subletting by the ryots is quite a noticeable feature which on 
account of th6 general fertility of the agricultural land and reasonableness of the rates 
(If rent prevailing leaves a very fair margin of profit to the ryot even after he has 
fulfilled his obligation of payment of the prevailing rent to the zamindar. 

Before deciding upon any interference with the existing rents, one very important 
«lnsider .. tion which the legislature should not overlook, is that prior to the introduc
tion of the visabadi or cash rent system, the landholders were collecting for and towards 
their melwaram not less than 50 per cent of the gross .produce of the holding, whether 
wet or dry, in the great mltjority of the zamindaris in this Presidency and not less 
than half the net produce in a few estates. According to the Vizagapata.m District 
Manual (pAge :.l03) .. The value of the crop was estimated just before harvest and the 
-Government ohare was received in specie, one-third of the paddy crop being allowed 
to the fixed inbabitants, two-fifths to strangers and one-half to TheJingas (Telagas) 
and those who cultivated dry grains." 

In Sir Thomas Munro's Minute of the Northern Circars, dated 7th January 1823, 
the following very instructive passage occur.: .. Under the old Hindu Government 
they paid half of the produce in kind, but after the Muhammadan conquest the 
zamindars employed in the management ef the ceuntry imposed a Bist or fixed asseS9-
ment on the i<lDd to which extra assessments were afterwards added, by which the 

;sbare of the ryots was reduced, neminally to one-third, but actually to one-fifth of 
the gross produce in rice fields, which fermed the chief cultivatien of the country. 
In dry grain cultiva.tion tbe shareB ef the ryoto and Gevernment were equal. These 
were the shares which. 'Were prevailing in the Chicacole circar. In the more southern 
·circars of Hajnhmundry and Ellore, the ryets' share there was higher. It was in rice
land 40, 50 and 60 per cent, but he did not actually receive more than one-fourth or 
·one-fifth, in dry grain it was one-haJf." 

Mr. Webb, who was member of the Circuit Committee which reported regarding 
the Vizianagaram zamindari refers to the ryots' or inJlabitants' share of the produce 
as one-hulf, whether in the produce raised on wet lands or in dry grains. It is easy 
te multiply quotations in r6l1ard to the zamindaris in the Vizagapatam, Godavari and 
Kristna distncts, fro mthe reports of the Circuit Committee or from other official 

'documents recerds frem which it would appear that the zamindar's share of the crop 
lit er about th~ time of the Permanent Settlement was. never less than ·half and was 
in several cases 60 or even a larger percentage. The same state ef things seems to 
nave existed in the southern zamindaris also, except in the case of a few where the 
zamindar's share by lecal usage or custom was restJ'icted to a half of the net produce. 

When this was the state of things ebtaining in the days of the Hindu and Muham
'madan rulers and right up to the Permanent Settlement of 1802, it is idle ~o suggest 
that the ,·ash-rents, which are new being collected by the zamindars, and which would 

-faJl far ahort of half the net produce, should be revised or reduced, notwithstanding 
their prevalence for at least thirty years or as in the csse of a zamindari like that of 
Pithapuram for abeut fifty years. 

(e) Under Regulation 25 ef 1802 the zamindar has te pay a fixed and unalterabl~ 
-wm 88 peshkash to the Gevernment annually. There is & specific provisien in thBt 
-enactment that ne remission will be granted to the zamindar in that a.mount under 
any circumstlWces. So long as that provision remains in force it is not fair to ask 
the zamiodlU' to remit anv ef the rents due to him. The analegy ef the remissions 
in ryotwnri arun. oannot be brought in fer the simple reason that there is an obliga
·tion· on tho zamindar to pay a fixed sum to the Government which is lacking in the 
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former. Unless the Government undertakes to remit oot of the peshkash ~he whole 
of what the landholder is asked to remit out of his cist from ~ ryota on provisJon 
for remission ought to be made in any impending legislation. 

Section 39 (a) of the Estates Land Act provides for the compulsory remission 
of rents where the prices in a. particular year are lower by not le8s than llli per cent 
than the average prices on whICh fixatIOn of the existing rent was based. This scope 
of the section is no doubt confined to cases where the rent of any land was enhanced 
under section 50 or commuted under section 40 or where there was a settlement under 
Chapter ll.. This section which recognizes the principle of compulsory remis.ion 
~nforceable m a Court ?f Law 18 Itself an extraordinar~ provision, remission being 
m the very nature of things a matter of grace or concession on the part of th.. land
holder. Even in the case of a ryotwari areas the ryotwari pattada.r cannot claim anv 
remission in a Court of Law on the ground of a failure of crops or otherwise. Sen '011';1 
remissions !!rullt .. d to ryotwari pattadars on the ground of total failure of crops are in 
the discretion of the Revenue Officers though no doubt that discretion is exercised 
according to principles and regulations laid doWD in the standing orders of the Doard 
of Revenue. A provision giving a ryotwari pattadar a right of action in a Court 01 
Law a:gains.t th~ Government on the ground of failure of crops or on the ground or 
a fall ill prices IS hardly conceivable. Even to the extent to which section' 39 (a) has 
gone it is widely felt that it imposes a hardship upon the landholder because at the 
time of the fixation of the rent either in an enhancement suit or in a suit for commuta
tion the I1vprage prices prevailing in a period of ten years were taken into consideration. 
And if remission is to be granted in any pw.'ticular year on the ground that the prices 
prevailing in that year are lower than the level of prices adopted as the basis either in en
hancement snits or in commutation snits there is strictly speaking no reason why there 
'should not be a corresponding precision entitling a landholder to claim a larger rent in any 
particular year when the prices in that year exceed the prices adopted as the basis 
in the commutation or enhancement suits by 18~ per cent or more. The landholders 
have no intention of asking the legislature to insert any provision in the Estates LlWd 
Act entitling them to claim an enhancement of rent on the basis suggested above. 
But they wOllk desire to point out the extent to which a concession has been made 
in favour of the ryots by the insertion of section 39 (a) by the amending Act VI of 
1936. It should be borne in mind that even in cases where rents were fixed otherwise 
than in a ~uit for enhancement or in a suit for commutation, the vicissitudes of the 
season have invariably been taking into consideration so that there is no legitimate 
ground fOl r.!miesion by reason of a fall in prices of agricultural produce in any 
particular year. Price fluctuations are inevitable and they constituted one of the 
several element. which were taken into consideration in the fixation of rents liS 

between lan<!holder and ryots. As regards failure of crops it is- neither feasible nor 
advisable to have anything like a statutory provision 8S it is likely to lead to contro
versial liti~ation which is beneficial neither to the ryot nor to the landholder, the 
ryot claiming remission of rent on the ground of failure of crops, total or partial, and 
the zamindar denying such failure or the extent of it and asserting that such failure 
is the result- of the ryot's OWD negligence and was not caused by causes beyond his 
control. There are, besides, serious difficulties in the matter of working' any .ystem 
of remission it> zamindari areas. The accounts maintained by the karnams and the 
reports, if aLy. drawn up by them after field inspection are mostly inaccurate and 
oeannot be relied upon. The landholders have no sort of .control over the karnruns and 
in most case' <'8.nnot even insist upon the services of the karnam being available for 
field inspection or for crop assessment. The zamindars would have to considerably 
enlarge thsT e.tablishments for carrying out field inspection assuming that an inspec
tion by the z"mindars' officials would be acceptable to the ryots. If the Revenue 
department of the Government is to be entrusted with the duty of deciding upon 
claims for remi.sion in zamindari areas, there must be considerable addition to the 
revenue staff in districts where there is a large extent of zamindari land.- Revenue 
officials entrusted with such inspection duties are not likely to act with that sense 
of restraint and responsibility with which they could be compe\Ie.J to act in deciding 
upon similar clhims for remission in ryotwari areas. And any system of remission 
would ahT'oet le unworkable in the unsurveyed estates where rents were fixed with 
reference to pltrticular holdings on a rough and approximate estimate of the area and 
is not based or calculated upon any particular rate per acre. 

It is therefore submi tt,ed that the provisions containE'd in section 38 in regard 
to the permanent reduction of rent and in fleCtion 39 (a) in regard to the remission 
of rent in pmticular years are adequate and have gone far .. nough and there is every 
obiection to n statutory provision being made for remission of rent on the ground of 
.. failure d !:rops. 
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(d) This has been sufficiently answered. It is neither practicable nor advisable 
to settle tbe rate of rent for a particula.r area once for all. In the same areas there 
will be lands with varying fertility and It is not poss1ble to have the same rate of 
rent for all J .. D<i. in the same taluk irrespective of their fertility, irrigation facilities 
and innumerable other factors which have to be taken into consideration before a fair 
and equi",ble I"f'nt leviable in respect of any land can be decided upon. As regards 
the fixation of a share of rent for a. particular area, if it is contemplated that the 
original ~amm or crop sharing system snould be reverted to, such a sy$tem would be 
in consonance ,!,ith established ~u8tom and usage and would undoubtedly be advan
tageous to zammdars. But It 18 extremely doubtful whether it would be agreeable 
to ryots whose rents fan far short of the customary share which they would have to 
deliver as rajabhgam or melwaram. Further it cannot be doubted that under the 
varsm .yot<'1& there would be constant friction between the landholder and the ryof; 
in the D1l1ttPT of. estimating or dividing the crop. Nor can it be denied that the policy 
of the law has m recent years, been to encourgae commutation and even to make it 
compulsory 1'0 that even in those cases where rents are being paid in kind commutation 
of grain rents into cash-rents has now been made compulsory under the recent amend
ment of tl:le Madras Estates Land Act in 1934. The landholders have no desire that 
the above conet-asions made in favour of ryots should be recalled or that there should 
be a revertion to the old a&ara or varam system. The above discussion however should 
make it clear tbat the ryots are now mucb better off than they possibly could be under 
the aS8Ia system which was prevailing at one time throughout tbis Presidency. Apart 
from laying do"" tbat tbe rent should bear a particular proportion to tbe gross produce 
or to the net produce of the balding in question it is not possible to settle tbe rates 
or share ot rent for a particular area once and for all. Even if the rate or sbare of 
rent over a particular area is to be settled witb reference to gross produce or net 
produce thai .hare can be converted into terms of money only by a regular settlement 
which it is hardly necessary to point out would be very costly and there is no justifi
ilation for embarking upon a settled rent at heavy expense without its being previously 
ascertained whether after all the rents now prevailing bear to the gross or net produce 
of the la'las to which they relate such an unduly high proportion as to call for the 
interference of the legislature or of the Government. If in any village the rents are 
unduly hip;h there is adequ .. te provision in the survey and settlement, Chapter II of 
the Estatea LaDd Act for a settlement of rents in that village on a fair and equitable 
basis. Tl1at r~medy is always open to the ryots. And the amendment of the Estates 
Land Act in 1\J34 has considerably ainlplified the procedure and has made it more 
.easily available to the ryots than previously. The answer to the first part of ques
tion 2 (d) il1 therefore in the negative. 

As regards the second part of question 2 (d), it is neither possible nor easy to 
enunciate principles for the determination of a fair and equitable rent. Even if one 
were to attempt such an enunciation, the principles must necessarily be of a very vague 
character "I'd cannot be particularly IJIalpful. As already submitted a most salntary 
principle is the one that is enunciated in section 28 of the Estates Land Act, namely, 
that of starting with the existing rate of rent which have been in force for a con
siderable tiD1,·. And if any modification of those rents has to be provided for, the 
principles on .. hich and the circumstances in '" hich such modification has to be made· 
have to he .trictly defined. A general examination of the rents now obtaining is 
h~rdly called for. Considerable discretion in determining what is a fair and equitable 
rent is left under the Estates Land Act to the officer or court concerned, and it is 
unnecessary to enlarge it. 

(e) It is not desirable that the provincial Government should revise, alter or 
l'educe the reot.1! by executive action. It would be most unsatisfactory to perD1it the 
execntive to int~rfere with the rights of the parties which must as far as possible be 
detetmin~d either by the established civil courts of the country or where bl reason 
of the nature aDd character of the questions arising for determination it is considered 
deairable that they should be adjudicated upon by officer having revenUe experience 
by such officers acting in their capacity of revenue courts. If the Government is to 
ba permitted to interfere with rents by executive action, there i. no doubt that it 
would become an element of oppression and tyrsnny and ms.y lead to the victimization 
of particular individuals and classes. 

m. (a) tl (b) Under the pre"f'nt law a landholder can collect tbe rent due to 
bim in one of three wavs: (1) bv s. suit before the Collector. (2) by distraint and sale 
of mova!>l" proT'l'rty, a'i:.d (3) by sale of a ryot's holding (vide secti?n 77, .Madras 
Estates Land Act). It is a matter of common knowledge that noWithstandlllg the 



power to distmint and sell movable property and notwithstanding the sununary pro
cedure laid dowl1 in the section 112 and the succeeding sections for the purpose of 
bringing a ryot's holding to sale zamindars are finding comiderable difficulty in realizing 
their reuts. At the time of the passing of the Madras Estates Land Amendment Act 
(Act VIII 01 1934), there was a discussion as to the safeguards which had to be 
provided for the purpose of avoiding hardship and 1088 to ryots and the provisiona 
of Chapter VI underwent seveml material alterations. The procedure to be followed 
when movable property is sought to be distrained and sold is elaboratelv laid down 
in section. 77 (a) to 110. Sections 111 to 133 regulate the sale of a ryot's holding. 
Here again. there were seve!"l amendments. moved on behalf of the ryota and accepted 
by the legtslature at the tlUle of the passing of the Madras Act VIII of 1934. In 
order to ruake tht procedure by way of distraint and sale of movable property affective, 
it is necessary in the first place to avoid delay which very frequently occurs in conduct
ing the eales. It is notorious that the appointment of a sale officer for conducting 
a sale of movable properties distrained by a landholder and the holding of the same 
by such officer when appointed, takes several months. If not years with the result that 
the charA". for watching the distrained movable property very often, comes to much 
more thau t,hE' value of the property itself. It is therefore highly necessary that there 
should be provisions in the Estates Land Act first laying upon the village headman 
the dut.v of taking care of and preserving the distrained property and secondly pro
VIding that the sale of the distrained property shall ordinarily take place within a month 
or such othbr period as the legislature may fix from the date of the sale application. 
The provisions like those above indicated would bring down watching charges con
siderably and hasten the sales and thus help in the realization of rents more speedily 
and with less cost than now. 

Again in the case of sale of movable properties, so also in the case of sale of ryots' 
holdings. Landholders have a general grievance that the holding of such sales is very 
often unduly delayed. This again calls for the imposition of a time limit within 
which otdin>trily the actual sale of the holding should take place computing from ana 
after the date of the sale application. 

A further suggestion which the landholders would desire to make is that the 
procedure by way of distraint, and sale of movable properties and by way of sale of 
ryots' holdings should be available for a period of two years instead of for a period 
of one year as now. There is no reason why the benefit of a cheap and expeditious 
procedure .hould not be extended to the landholder in the matter of realization of 
rents which are legitimately due to him. 

(e) In the matter of sale of holding there is no doubt that the procedure indicated 
in the Estates Land Act of 1908 was simpler and less costly than the procedure which 
is now et'forced by reason of the amendment made in 1934. The provisions intro
duced by the amendment Act are cumbersome and unnecessary and have made the 
sale proceedings very costly. Notifications in the District Gazette are enjoined at 
three stages of the sale proceedings under sections 117 (1), 123 (3) and 124 (3). The. 
Government collect at the rate of Rs. 11-11-6 per holding for all the three notifica.
tions. Representations for the reduction of the costs of publication have proved futile. 
It cannot be pretended that the ryot ever reads or looks into the District Gazette and 
it is impossible to comprehend for whose benetit such notification is insisted on. These 
notifications considerably swell the costs of sale and add to the burden which ultimately 
falls on the ryot. 

While section 112 provides for service of notice on the defanlter through the 
Collector ~s also for the service of a notice by post. the sale proceedings can, under 
sections 113 and 114 commence only after serviCE! of notice on the defaulter through 
the Collp..,tor. In view of the insistence by the amending Act of 1934 on the service 
,by post cf a notice on the defaulter it should be provided in section 114 that the sale 
proceeding" may go on if the defaulter is served in either of the ways contemplated 
by section 112. 

The new section 116 provides for an elaborate procedure for the settlement or· 
sale proclamution, which it is submitted, may be removed, as, this causes unnecessary 
delay ana i~ of little or no value or benefit to anybody. The object of the Estates 
Land Act in providing for a sale of ryot's holding was to make the procedure much 
simpler at"] clwaper tban tbe procedure in respect of sales under Civil Procedure 
Code. That is :why there was no proviRion in the ERtates Land Act of 1908 corre
!!ponding to the l!resent section 116. and considerable discretion was left. to the sail!" 



officer· in ,he m"tter of holding sales. It does not appear that any serious hardship 
was occa.ioned on any appreciable scale by reason of the -discretion being vested in 
the sale officer. The present section 116 is modelled on the provisions of the Civil 
Procedure Code and prescribes an elaborate procedure for the settlement of sale proclama
tion and frustrates the very object which the -legislature had in view when it 
empowered the landholders to collect their rents quickly and cheaply by the sale of 
a defaulter's holding.· . 

IV (a) ct (b). The question as to whether the rights of tenants to water-supply 
are inherem as being appurtenant to the land or are merely a matter of contrac~ 
between th .. m and the landholder does not admit of any easy answer. It raises a purely 
academic issue. Even as between a ryotwari pattadar and the Government the 
question w1cther the right of the former against the latter is a contractual right or 
a proprietary right cannot be taken even now to have been directly answered. In 
64 Madras, 793, Mr. Justice Wallace and Mr. Justice Krishnan Pandalai refer to 
1 Madras, 205, where that right was held to be contractual and to 28 Madras, 72, where 
it was held to be proprietary but do not themselves decide whether it is the one or 
the other. At the same time Their Lordships point out that the incidents of the 
relationship between ryQtwari pattadar and Government in the matter of water-supply 
are sufficiently well-defined. A pattadar whose lands are registered as wet is entitled 
to be supplied by the Govern",ent with water to the extent of his accustomed require
ments. He has no right to insist upon the supply being provided from any particular 
cbannel or sluice. It is open to the Government to alter the sluice or channel or 
other work of irrigation from which the ryot is to derive his supply, and subject to 
the obligation of providing water to the extent of the a<lcustomed supply the Govern
ment's powers of regulation are unlimited. That the position of zamindars within 
tbeir zaruindaries approximates to the position of Government in ryotwari areas, was 
stated so early as I.P.A. 364. Referring to the zamindar of Karvettinagar Mr. Justice 
Innes of the Madras High Court, whose judgment is quoted in wtemo at page 377, 
says, ... Wbat is the obligation of the defendant as to keeping these tanks from 
bursting and causing mischief. The tanks are ancient. They are maintained as they 
have been immemoriaJly used for the purposes of irrigation according to a system in 
use throughout this part of India. The State is the general landlord but in some parts 
of the country it has made· over certain of its rights as landlord to zamindars like 
the defendant who thus become vested with the duties of management which pre
viously appertain to the State. One of the duties which the State has always recognized 
as appertaining to itself is the maintenance of old and the extension wherever practi
cable of new works of irrigation." A few lines lower down Justice Innes again states 
.. that the tanks of this defendant are in the same position in this respect as the 
other works under the direct management of the State." The Privy Council upheld 
the judgment of the High Court and state BS follows at page 385. .. The tanks are 
ancient and form part of what may be termed a national system of irrigation recognized 
by Hindu and Muhammadan law, by regulations of the East India Company and by 
experience older than history as essential to the welfare and indeed to the existence 
of a large portion of the population of India. The public duty of maintaining existing 
'tanks and or constructing new ones in many places was originally undertaken by the 
. Governmem of India and upon the settlement of the country, has, in many instances, 
.devolved \>11 the zamindars of whom the defendant is one. The zamindars have no 
power to do away with these tanks in the maintenance of which large numbers of 
people are interested but are charged under Indian Law, by reason of their tenure with 
the duty oC preserving and repairing them." 

It is not denied that in respect of lands classed as wet the zamindar is under an 
obligation to supply wster to the ryot to the extent of his accustomed requirements. 
But it cannot be denied at _the same time that the zamindar can re,,"Ulate the supply 
and distribution of water from the tanks and other sources of irrigation in Ilis estat.e 
without depriving the ryots of their accustomed supply. 

Even in the matter of riparian rights in rivers and streams flowing by their 
lands zamindari ryots stand in relation to the zamindar in the same position which 
isocoupied by ryotwari pattadars whose lands about a river or stream with reference 
to the Government. Even if it is to be held that the owners of limited and qualified 

'interests in land abutting a river, have riparian rights with reference to and to the 
extent of such limited or qualified interests, so that even if it is not open to a zamindllo1' 
to p1"t!vent a ryot from us!ng the water of the stream which flo":,s by his land. such 
nser is taxable by the zammdar and assessment can properly be leVIed by the zamlOdar 
in respect of it. Just as the ryot uses land for the purpose of agriculture and pays 
rent on it to the landholder, the ryot may have a right of user in the water of the 
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stream which flows by his land but is bound to pay the zamindar a proper ren' 
.or water charge in respect .of such user. 

V. (a) There is no necess~ty for compulsorily surveying all estates and directing 
the preparation of records of rights. The coBt involved is prohibitive and it would be 
very difficult either for the zammdar or for the ryots to b.,ar it. There is no need for 
such. compulsory survey ~r for t.he preparation of a record-of.rights except w~ere the 
z~mmdal' or the .1J'0~ desITe to ;have. a settlement of rents in which ca.se it is open to 
him or them to lDltIate. p~eedings m the manner laid down in chapter II. Even in 
the absence of an appl,lCatlOu by. a lan~0Ide1' or the pres.cribed proportion of rights 
for the survey of the Village or villages m which they are mterested it is open to (oe 
~cx:al G~v~rnmeut to direct a survey at;td the prepar~tion of 81 record-of.rights. where 
m. Its opmlon such surve;v and preparatIOn of record 18 necessary to secure either the 
ryots generally or th~ landh~lder of an estate. or a portion of an estate in the enjoy
ment as such of theIr or hiS legal rights or 18 calculated to settle or avert a serious 
di~pute e~i8ting or likely t,o arise between the ryots generally and their landholder ... 
[See sectIOn 164, Bub-section (I), clause· (bl.] The existing provisions therefore are 
adequate and do not call for any amendment. 

. If survey, is to be made compulsory it should be done only if the Government is 
prepar?d cOllSlde!ably to reduce the .::o5t or if provision is made for a procedure whereby 
a. zammdar carnes out the survey of his estate or a portion of it by a cheap agsngan 
agency employed by him in accordance with a scheme of survey which he has in the 
first instance to submit the Government and got the approval of the Government. 
Such a scheme would provide for effective supervision by responsible Government 
office,~ and for the recovery of the .proportionate share of the co~t from the ryot. 
~ro~slon may. also be made for adjudication of land complaints and for the same legal 
SIglllficance bemg attached to the survey records as in the case of a survey carried out 
by a Government Survey Party. If it is considered that the adjudication of land com
plaint would involve or imply the posting of survey officers of a cert:J.in grade which 
in its turn would involve considerable cost, it would have to be considered whether in 
respect of surveys carried out by the zamindar in accordance with the schemes to be sub
mitted to and approved by the Government, the procedure by way of land complaints 
<lannot be dispensed with and whether it would not be sufficient to make the survey record 
presumptive proof of what is stated therein, enjoining upon the Courts before which 
.such survey record may be filed to presume that the entries therein contained are correct 
unless the contrary is proved. 

VI. In view of the clear provisions of sections' 135 and iS6 the former of which 
prohibits the collection under any name or under any pretence of sny amount in addition 
to the rent lawfully payable and the latter of which provides for the recovery of amounts 
so paid together with penalty from the offending landholder, this question must be 
answered definitely in the negative. 

The landholders have Do desire to collect lIonything more than what is covered by 
the definition of rent as given in section 3 (II) of the Madras Estates Land Act and 
they have no objection to any further legislation if any such legislation were needed. 
with a view to prevent landholders from collecting SD¥thing over and above the rent 

'lawfully due. 

VII. (a) There is no statutory declaration of the rights of tenants in regard to 
grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or of wood for agricultural implements. 
Such rights if they exist can only be in the nature of customary rights and have to be 
proved in the manner in which all valid customs have to be proved. They must be 
well defined, immemorial and reasonable. Subject to their possessing the above attrI
butes rights of the nature suggested in the question can be proved. Their extent and 
their incidents must necessarily depend upon the usage obtaining in the locality JD 

-question. They vary from estate to estate and from village to village in the same estate. 
In several estates ryots graze their cattle or collect green manure or teskwood for 
agricultural implements by obtaining permits from the landholder or his officials and 
on payment of the prescribed fees which are not at all burdensome and are almost 
nominal. Incidentally it must be stated thet the expression .. Agricultural implements .. 
(lOCurring in question VII (a) is very vague and would require detailed definition, if 
any declaration of rights is contemplated. 

(I» The tenants have no inherent right to use the natural facilitisll referred to 
in question VII (a) for their domestic and agricultural purposes free of cost. 
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(e) With reference to this question " distinction would have to be drawn 
between (1) public paths, (2) communal lands and (3) hill and forest porambokes. 
As regards public paths ~o long as they are being used as public paths neither the 
zamindar nor the ryots can seek to put ~hem to any use other than as public pathways. 
That in respect of punthas and donkas or public paths the right to the subsoil is ill 
the zamindar and that even the surface soil is vested in local authorities only so long 
as the public path is in use, must now.be taken to be fairly well-settled so that if and 
when they cease to be used as public pathways the land covered by those public path
ways would be at the disposal of the zamindar whether the pathway was in existence 
prior to the permanent settlement or came into existence after the permanent settle
ment.' (Vide 71 M;adras Law Journal, 749). As regards communal lands of the nature 
contemplated by section 3, sub-section 16 (b) of the Estates Land Act such as thrashing 
floors, cattle-stands, village-sites and their lands which are set apart for the common 
use of the villagers, the reversionary rights in such lands always vested in the land
holder whether prior or subsequent to the permanent settlement. So long as they are 
being used for the communal purpose in question nobody can divert them to any other 
purpose. If such land' is not required for any communal purpose the District 
Collector under section 20-A (1) (b) of the Madras Estates Land Act as amended in 
1934 to direct and declare that they should be used for any other specified communal 
purpose. If such land is not required for any communal purpose the District 
Collector may under section' 20-A (1) (b) (ii) direct that it be converted into 
Government ryotwari land 'or landholder's ryoti land according as the reversionary 
rights in such land vested under ,the terms express or implieS, of the sanad 
title·deed or other grant in the Government or in the landholder. This last 
clause confers upon the District CoHector a very wide power which can easily be 
abused. It is unreasonable that the Collector should be made the adjudicating authority 
when the question arises between the Government on the one hand, and the zamindar 
on the other. As the provisions of the Madras Estates Land Act stand at present this 
decision of the Collector seems to be final. This clause must be taken out of the Estates 
Land Act so that the question of reversionary right as between the Government and 
zllmindar would be fought out when it arises in the regular courts of the country. If 
it is to be retained, the decision of the District Collector must be made expressly 
subject to the result of any suit which the aggrieved party! may file in 80 civil court 
within a prescribed time. 

Hill and forest porambokes are the property of the zamindar. (Vide 40 Madras, 
886, Privy Council) subject of course to such restricted rights as the ryots or the inhabit
ants of neighbouring villages may have virtue of longstanding custom or usage. 
They do not stand in the same footing as public paths and communal lands and if any 
declaration of rights is contemplated the legislature must clearly bring out the 
distinction between the several classes of lands contemplated by question VII (e). 

VIII. (a) In view of the material alterations made in Chapter VIII of the Madras 
Estates Land Act by the. amending Act VIII of 1934 further amendments of the 
provisions relating to the maintenance and repair of irrigation works in estates are not 
called for. In its amended form Chapter VIII of the Estates I"and Act divides irrigation 
works into major irrigation works and minor irrigation works according as the ayacut 
is 200 acres or upwards or less than 200 acres. In the case of a minor irrigation "ork 
any ryot or ryots holding a fow-th of the land, under the particular ayacut or paying 80 

fourth of the rent of the ayacut can apply to a Revenue Divisional officer for ordering 
the repair of the irrigation work. The applica.nt or applicants have to make, only .. 
deposit of Rs. 100. In the ClloSe of a major work of irrigation the application lias to be 
made to the District Collector. The prescribed deposit is Rs. 200. If there is any 
grievance that a particular irrigation work is not kept in proper repair by the concerned 
landholder it should be easy for ryots to avail themselves of the procedure lai4 down in 
Chapter VIII in its amended form. It should also be noted that the present section 139 
is a considerable improvement upon the corresp.onding provisions of the Estates Land 
Act prior to 1934 in so far as a landholder can under the present section 139 be 
directed by the District Collector or the Revenue Divisional officer to carry out the repa.irs 
pointed out to him and if be fails to carry out such repairs the Collector may direct tha.& 
thnt the landholder must deposit the amount of the estima.ted cost of repair within a 
time to be specified. If the landholder fails to make the deposit within the time so 
specified, the officer passing the order can recover the same from the landholder as if 
it were an arrear of land revenue and then proceed to have the work of repair carried 
Ollt by such persons and in ,such ,manner as be m!ly direct. ,This provision theref~re 
make it ,quite ea.sy for ryots to compel the landholder to carry out the necessary repaU'a 
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to irrigation works. Before the amendment of 1934, in ilie case of applications made 
Bllder . the old Chapter VII, if the landholder failed to carry out the repairs which he 
was dLrected by the Collector to carry out, the applicant or applicants had to execute 
the repairs themselves. AIter carrying out the repairs they were to apply t.o the 
Collector for the recovery of the &mount spent by them from the landholder. 1f the 
landholder declined to pay the amount the Collector could only pass an order for the 
recovery of the amount from the ryota holding lands under the irrigation work to which 
repairs were carried out. And those ryots in their turn could set off the paymen", 
made by them against the rent which they had to pay to the landholder. This cumbrous 
procedure has been altogether abolished. Neither the applicant nor the general body 
of ryots holding lands in the ayacut in question are now called upon to incur any costs 
in carrying out the repairs. Provision is made for the collection of the neceBB8ry amount 
from the landholder and for the carrying out of the necessary repairs by Governmen; 
officers with moneys so collected from the landholder by coercive processes. 

In view of the above very stringent provisions existing in the Madras Estates 
Land Act, a further amendment of that Act for the purposes of enforcing against a land
holder his liability to keep the irrigation works, in a state of proper repair is altogether 
unnecessary. The ':I'mendments of 1934 have if anything gone too far against the land. 
holder. The attentIon of the committee may be drawn in particular to section 139 (lI 
(a) (ii) according to which the officer is only directed to .. pay due regard to the capacitv 
of the estate of such landholder to bear within such .time the cost of such works "-. 
The limit up to which the officer can direct the carrying out of repairs by the land
holder is not clearly defined. It is left to the caprice of individual officers and it is 
quite conceivable that some officers may direct the carrying out of repairs on such an 
extp.Dsive scale as to throw the finances of the estate totally out of gear. It is submitteil 
that a provision should be inserted prescribing that the officer should not in any parti. 
cular year direct the expenditure by a landholder on the repair of irrigation works SO 

M to exceed the particular prescribed percentage of the annual income derivable from 
the irrigated lands in his estate. 

As regards the resnective rights and obliga.tions of landholders and ryots in the 
matter of the maintenance of irrigation works they are not fully defined either in 
Chapter VIII of the Estates Land Act or elsewhere. No doubt it cannot be questioned 
that the landholder has to maintain the irrigation works in his estate in proper 
repair. Nor can it be doubted that the ryots are bound to carry out such petty works 
as the yearly clearance of supply and distribution channels or minor repairs which 
they are by law or custom bound to carry out. (Vide explanation to section 138.) 1'his 
;eeneral statement of the obligations of the landholders and eyota in the matter of the 
repairs of irrigation is, however, hardly sufficient. Machinery must. be devis.ed for the 
purpose of compelling the ryots to carry out such petty works or mIDor repaLrB a8 they 
are bound to carry out. There is nothing in Chapter vm of the Madras Est?-tes 
Land Act by which ryots ~an be compelled to carry ~)Ut such petty works ~r mIDor 
repairs, if they refuse or f.ai,! ~ carry the~ out of t~eLr own accord. There IS there
fore every necessity for legIslatIOn on ~he lines ~f sectIOII: (6) of ~he M;adras Compulsory 
Labour Act I of 1858 by which a zammdar of his authorIZed offiCIals may be empowered 
to call upon the ryots under a particular ayacut to contribute their labour to the carrying 
out of such petty works or minor. repairs as they ar«: bound. to carry out. a.n~ to enfol'C<> 
such penalties as may be preSCrIbed for non-compliance With the reqwsluon. 

It is also been felt that the rights of control and distribution of landholders over 
irrigation works in their estates should be statutorily ~eclared and such rights should 
not when questioned, be left merely ~ be gathered or mferred fro~ the Comm~n Law 
or from the decisions. It is only nght that a landholder who 18 charged WIth the 
maintenance and upkeep of the irrigation works in his estate should have adequate 
powers of controlling the distribution of water lind to prevent unauthorized irrigation 
by the imposition of the penalty .if need be upon people who make use. of the irrigati0!l 
works without being lawfully entItled to do so. While the landholder IS nnder an obli
gation to supply water to the recognized wet lands in the ayacut, he is not under the 
!aw as it now stands, in a position to prevent clandestine user of the water of 
the tank or work of irrigation; in question by person~ who aTe not ~ntitled to be 
1!Upplied with water from it. Where such nnauthol'lZed or clandestme user goes 
on on a large scale the ayacutdars, who are lawfully entitled to a supply of water 
tlUstain loss by nol getting plentiful or adequate supply whicb however neither they 
nor the landholder are in a pos!tion to preve?t. The .only remedy which a land· 
holder now has against the person nnauthol'lZedly taking water from a tank or 
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other work of irrigation belonging to him is to sue such person for damagea 
1n a civil court which the latter has in most cases no objection to pay, if after an 
.elaborate and costly trial, the. court grants a decree against him. The zamindar baa 
no further ~ghts Or remedies m respect of such unauthorized user. '.rhere is therefore 
.every necessity not only for .statutorily declaring the rights of control and distribution, 
of the landholders over the lITIgation works situated in their estates but also for em
powering t~em to collect penal ~8aeS/j/D.ent subject, to certain prescribed limits, from 
~rsons takiJ;lg. wllter from such Irrlgataon works Without beIng entitled to do so and 
Without obtlllnlDg the consent or permission in writing of the landholder or his author
ized agents. 

,(b), As already pointed out, section 139. of the Estates Land Act empowers 
the D18tnct Collector or the Be.venue Divisional officer, as the case may be, to collect 
the amounts necessary for carrymg out repairs to a particular irrigation work from the 
landholder and to ~arry out the work of repair through agencies selected by them. 
There 18 therefore m the present Act itself provision for repairs being carried out by 
Government officers in case of default on the part of landholders to carry theD). out 
themseh'es. There does not seem to be any necessity for vesting more powers in the 
l'rovmclal Government jp. the matter of the repair or maintenance of irrigation works. 

(e) Much less is there any need for vesting such powers in the Government 
and to make them exercisable by the Government s'Uo moto as contemplated by question 
VIII (e). , 

IX: An yearly jamabandi as in the case of ryotwari villages would certainly' be 
(If cOn81derllble IIld both to the zamindars and ryots in the matter of revenue admini
stration. But a jamabandi can be useful only if the village officers fully co-operate 
with the zamindar and his officials. It is notorious that village karnams and headmen 
render little or no assistance to the zamindar or to the landholder or his officials even 

though theoretically they are bound to assist the zamindar in the administration of 
his estate as much as they are bound to render assistance to the Government and its 

officials and in the collection of the Government revenue and the enforcement of its 
rights. The reason is not far to seek. Zamindars have no control over village officers 
whose salaries are distributed by the Government lind who are liable to be suspended 
-or dismissed only by Government officers, Now that the Government arecontem
pllLting the institution of an yearly jamabandi in the case of estates, the occasion is 
opportune for the Government to go into the question of control over village officer .. 
with a. view to vesting in the landholders qualified powers of suspension or dismissal 
over village servants particularly village karnams and headmen, The reca.lcitrance of 
village headmen and village karnamR in the matter of assisting in the revenue admini
stration of estates has been a. longstanding grievance a.nd is not confined to a few estates, 
It has been almost a. universal fea.ture in all the estates in the Presidency, It is 
therefore imperatively necessary to devise ways and means of bringing the village 
(lfficers under the partial control of the landholders witt.out which sa.tisfactory revenue 
administration is almost impossible. 

The ryots in zamindaris very often ,,?mplaint that there is considerable, delaJ: in 
the matter of recognizing transfers of holdmg or portl~ns thereof by zamm,darl offiCIals. 
But it is overlooked that the patta. transfer work hea.vliy accumulates and IS very often 

'.delayed by the refusal a.nd neglect on the part of the village karnams to co-operate 
with zamin officials. 

X. The landholder has no direct contractual relationship with the under-tenant. 
'The only right which he now poss,:,sses so far as ~n un,der.tenant is con~erned is to 
,distrsin for arrears of rent due to him the crop which WIght have been raised on the 
holding by a.n under-tenant. The declared policy of the Estates t-and Act 
is to help the a.ctual cultiva,tor. In cases t,her,:,fore ,where the occupancy ryot has no' 
10r considerable periods carried o~ ~y cultivatIOn himself but has on the: other hand 
let out his la.nds to under-tenants, It IS only reasonable and proper that the nghts of such 
under-tenants should be safeguarded by a. suitable legislative provision. It, ~ould have to' 
be considered whether provision cannot b,:, mRde .ror an under-tenant ,acq~llnng o~cupancy 
right in respect of a portion of the holdmg which he has be~n cu~t~vatmg. contmnously 
for .. prescribed period of years, the present occupancy ryot S position bemg ~onverted 
in respect of such portions of the holding to that of .. tenure holder. The nghts and 
obligations of the landholder and the present occupancy ryot wouTd continue to be ,!ha' 
they are, But in the case contemplated the present occupancy ryot would ~e restra.med \ 
from evicting the under-tenant and would only be entitled to collect from him such rent 
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i 
as m",ybe settled by contract or as may be regulated by statute. Ii any legisla'io~ 
cont«;lmplated for the purpose of rendermg the under-tenant immune from eviction a~ 
the mstance .of the presen~ occupancy ryot, provisions may also have to be thoul/ht of 
for th~ fixatIon or regulatIOn of rents swtably as between the present occupancy ryll~ 
and his under-tenant. • 

XI: (b) The present distribution of the appellate and revisional authority as betweell 
the Civil courts on the one hand and the revenue courts on the other, is fairly scientific. 
The whole questlOn was very fully .con.idered at the time of the passing of the Amend. 
ment Act vrn of 1~34. There IS no need for the constitution of special tribun&I. 
or courts. Both landholders and ryots have no doubt a !!rievance .against long delays 
whi~h. are .experienced in some at least of the revenue ';:ourts. But thnt is due to 
ad.Inlmstratlv«;l rea~ns and. the remedy is purely administrative. The association takes 
this opportun~o/ of lmpressmg upon the Government the necessity for appointing special 
Revenue DlvlSlonal Officers wherever there is a large accumulation of Estates Land Act 
work in any particular division . 

. , XII. (a) T!te presen~ procedure for preventing unauthorized occupation of ryoti land 
IS far from bemg effective. A person who unauthori7.edly occupies ryoti land in an 
estate is liable to be ejected by suit in a civil court under section 163-A. He is further 
liable to pay for each revenue year or a portion thereof the rent fixed for the land on 
which he has trespassed or if no rent has been fixed such sum as the Collector mav on 
application determine to be fair and equitable. In addition to that amount he is' also 
liable to pay by way of damages a sum not exceeding one year's rent alS was fixed or 
determined. Where the rent in respect of a particular holding or portion has not been 
previously fixed there is to be an application under section 163 to the 90llector. The
procedure is both cumbersome and costly. It can be considerably simpiified by adopting 
a procedure like the one contemplated by section 158 in the case of tenants of private 
lands. On an application to the Collector the Collector would issue to the landholder or 
his authorized agent a warrant authorizing him to enter upon and take possession of the 
lands· trespassed upon. Such a warrant would aho empOwer the landholder or his 
authorized agent to distrain the movable property of the trespasser or the crop .tanding 
npon the lands for the realization of such amounts as the landholder may be entitled to· 
by 'Way of damages or costs of distraint. For the determination of damages there neen 
be no separate application under section 163. In the very application which the land~ 
holder makes to the ColIector for the issue of a warrant there may be includen a prayer 
for the determination of the damages, if any, to which he is entitlen. 

This procedure if adopted would not only do away with the suit contemplated in 
section 163-A but would also enable tho lanilholder 1.0 take possession of lands trespassed 
upon and realize such demands as he may be entitled to by a single application to the 
Collector. It would also solve the problem which is almost univel"'lal in regard to what 
are described as • BougM-in lands.' By a combination amougst ryots it very often 
happens that there are no bidders at the rent sales 80 that the landholder is compelled to 
buy the holding himself. He never, however, gets any effective possession of the lands 
so bought. The old ryot contin~es to cultiva~e it as ~efo~e.. The onl~ remedy which. II 
landholder would have in Buch crrcumstances IS a SUlt m CIvil court which apart from Its 
costlinesB would take some years to come to a termination. ;J:t is very rarely that even the 
costs of that suit are realized from the trespasser. To avoid such cost and to enable land. 
holders to obtain effective possession of lands bought at rent sales a provision like the one 
above suggested 'Would be considerably helpful. 

(b) Under the Estates Land Act as passed in 1908, zodi, poruppu, kattubadi 
due from inamd81's was included in the definition of rents. By an amendment of 1909, 
however, that part of the definition w~s deleted. It would a.ssist landhol?ers in t~e 
speedy realization and collection of zodi, I:0ruppu or kattubadi due from lD8m.d~rB if 
the definition of rent as it was to be found 10 the Estates Land Act, 1908, as ongmalIy 
passed is now restored. In the rase of pre-settlement quit-rent mams wliich are also 
subiect to the payment of kattubadi to zamin;lar the colIection of kattubadi may bs 
transferred to the Government on condition of sllowing a corresponding deduction from 
the peshkash payable by the zamind81' to the Government. 

R. C. K. M:. BURYA RAO. 

[Same copy has been received from the Yuvaraja and the Rajknmar of Pithapuram.], 
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34emorandum by Mr. Damojlpurapu Narasimha Rao, Tadepalligudem, West Godavari 
district, dated lst December 193'1. 

I. (a) The umindar is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The tenant has occupancy right and the right to raise crops. 

II. {a} Half the produce of the land. 
{6} Water facilities, productiVity of the soil, cultivation expenses, taxes. 
(o ) Yea, failure of crops due to want of seasonal rains or flood or diseases or any 

..,ause beyond the control of the tenant. 
(d) It is advisable to settle the rate or share of rent for a particular area once for 

.all fixing an irreducible minimum rate. Periodical· rates over and above the minimum 
·should be left to the officer as and when the question arises. 

(e) No. 

m. (a) No. 
{b} 
(o) 

IV. (a) Contract between the tenant and the landholder. 
(b) Superior right. So long as he keeps kudimaramat in order. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(6) Landholder to bear t and the tenant 1. 

VI. No. 
VII. (a) The tenants should have the said rights with the permission of the landholder. 

If the landholder refuses permission from improper motive with the permission of the 
Revenue Offioer. 

(6) No; free of cost only for agricultural purposes. 
(e) The landholder should be the owner of property in the said lands. The 

tenants have right only of free passage and stay for agricultural purposes. The landholder 
should maintain them in good condition with the help' of tenante and without inoonvenience 
to them. The tenants should not interfure with anything in them. 

VIII. (a) The landholder should be solely made responsible for maintenance of old 
.and new irrigation souroes and the kudimaramat from the sources should be maintained 
byryots. 

(6) Yes. 
(e) On application by parties. 

IX. Necessary. 

X. The pattadar should inform the zamindar the names of several under-tenants and 
their extents and the zamindar should proceed to collect rents according to their respective 

_ holdings. There should be no joint liability between the under-tenants. 

XI. (a) Special tribunal should be constituted for the purpose. 
(6) Only in CiVil Courts. 

XII. (a) Ejeotment and damages. 
(6) They should be collected acoording to their respective enjoyment. , , 

:0. NABASDmA &0 • 

.Kemorandum by Messrs. Eavuta Venkataratnam and VishnubhotJa Tyagnanarayana, 
lnamdars or Saripalle village, Tadepalligudem taIuk, West Godavari district, dated 
28th November 193'1. 

I. Inama were granted during the last six aenturies. by the Hindu, Muslim and 
British rulera and their representatives to several persons individually or collectively 
~or variODS reasons, namely, for services, arts, religious merit, etc. The grants com-
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prised whole villages or portions of villages. Even in those villages which are now 
called whole inam village9, the original grants were made piecemeal and by successive 
deeds at different times to several individuals or families. In most of these cases the 
lands granted were waste or banjar and they were brought into cultivation after gradual 
reclamation and improvement by the inamdars. It is not correct to say that. the grant 
was only of the right to collect revenue (melvaram) only and that the tenants wer& 
already on the land holding the right to cultivation (kudivaram). It is also not correct 
to say that the grantor is always a melvaramdar. The inamdar acquired both the rights 
in the land in a variety of ways-

(a) The inamdars were granted, in several cases, the land itself with ab.olut& 
rights. 

(b) In some cases, the zamindar granted the rent in inam to persons already in 
the occupation of the land. 

(e) In some other cases, the zamindar purchased the possessory rights and granted 
them also in inam. 

(d) In other cases, the inamdars themselves acquired frOID the occupants, th& 
kudivaram right by purchase or surrender. 

Inamdars' who came into possession of both the rights as mentioned above were 
enjoying the inams with absolute ~ghts for centuries and were investing large sums on 
improvements from time to time. As a matter of fact, it is only from 1900, that ther& 
was really any cultivation, worth the name, in the inams fetching any appreciabl& 
income to the inamdars. 

Under Act I of 1908, after a careful investigation of the grants and other incidents 
relating to inam villages, section 3 (2) (d) WlLS enacted excluding all such inams and' 
inam villages in which the inamdars possess both the rights of melvaram and kudivaram 
from' the category of estates. This left the question of proving the posseseion of both 
the rights to the inamdar in order to secure the exclusion of his inam from the operation 
of the Estates Land Act. 

under the security given by the said Act excluding inam villages from the category 
. of estates, strangers have purchased for valuable consideration and invested large sums 
on further improvements of inam lands. Further through family partitions and alienlto
tions, the original inams have disintegrated to such a large extent that at present 90 
per cent of the inamdars own lands varying in extent from a few cents to a few acres. 
The 'total extents of inam villages are, in themselves, very small, as compared with 

'zamindaris as low as 9 acres and not exceeding' fifteen hundred acres. The number of 
inamdars in each village has grown from four to ten times, splitting up the whole 
village into very small, uneconomic, and fragmentary holdings. 

II. The inamdar is to be dietinguished ftom the zamindar for many reasons. He 
owns very small extents, not economic enough even for ~me man's cultivatio~ and 
livelihood, while the zamindar owns thousands of acres whICh can, under no clrcum
'stances, he cultivated hy a single individ,!al. The inamdar is not a perB?n put in c~arg& 
of lands to collect revenue like the zammdar. He does lIIot levy any Illegal exactIons, 
cesses nazaranae from his tenants as in zamindaris. While the zamindar is & mere 
melva;amdar, through a vari.ety of ways, th~ inamdar acquired both th.6 rights as men
tioned above, from the zammdar or otherwIse. The IIbsentee landlordIsm that may b& 
prevailing in some of the inam villa:g~ at present, ~s of very recent date due to m~rati~n 
of poor inamdars to towns and CItIes for educatIonal and other purposes. U nhke m 
zamindaris, the tenancy prevailing in inam villages is tenancy at will, for temporary 
and short periods. 

, The status of the inamdar approximates more to that of the ryotwari pattadar than 
to the zamindar, regarding ownership, payment of taxes and cultivation hy lessees. The 
tenants in inam villages enjov the same rights and privileges as lessees on the ryotwari 
holding and are subject to the Same obligations. Further, consequent on the intense disinte
gration of inam villages, the present-day inamdars are of the same status as the minor 
inamdars possessing a few cents or acres in a zamindari or ryotwari village. 

m. As a diversion aud side-track to Sami Venkatachalam's Bill for reduction of 
rents in zamindari areas, the zamindar leaders of the Justice Party.sought by a Bill to 
extend the scope of the definition of • estate' so as to bring in petty inamdars also into 
the category of zamindars or landholders, for their own party interests. A apeciou& 
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plea was trumped up that the Privy Council decision in 41 Madras, 1012 'Weighed 
aga.inst the inam tenant in the matter of proof of occupancy rights, by lifting 
the onus of proof from the inamdar and laying down that each case should be decided 
on its own merits. A further argument was advanced that the tenant 'Was the real 
owner of the kudivaram. It 'Was sought to be incorporated by an amendment to Sir 
Archibald Campbell's Bill but the then Governor Sir George Stanley, remitted the Bill 
for reconsideration and for a separate Bill to deal with inam villages. Accordingly, .. 
separate bill 'Was introduced and passed in hot haste on the same lines and His Excellency 
Lord Erskine gave his assent to it in the belief that it is not expropriatory. But His. 
Excellency the Viceroy vetoed the Bill on the ground that it is expropriatory in the 
absence of a provision for fair and adequate compensation to the expropriated inamdars. 
Thereupon, the Madras Ministry introduced a sham provision of one year's rental as 
compensation as against the recommendation of 2i times by the select committee. It 
was also made very difficulty, by means of special rules of procedure and evidence and 
a special tribunal without a right of appeal. for the inamdar to prove his kudivaram in 
order to be entitled even for this farcical and sham compensation. From the beginning 
of the legislation, a moratorium 'WS6 declared and continued to maintain the status quo 
as on 1st November 1933. This resulted in the non-payment of rents by tenants in most 
cases and no suits could be filed for their realization. Peace bet'Ween inamdars and tenants
is disturbed and the lands are not receiving proper attention and improvement either 
by the inamdars or tenants. The inamdars 'With their heavy burden of debts are not. 
able to raise any loan or sell the lands and suffered through loss of proprietary rights. 
Wherever the inamdar is in possession the tenants in the village forcibly trespassed 
and cut away the crops. In some villages proceedings under section 144, Criminal 
Procedure Code, have to be taken by the police against such tenants. 

IV. The defects in the Inams Act may be summarised as follo'Ws:-
(a) Inasmuch as it dadS not exempt small holdings of any extent, it makes the

poor poorer. It also creates a division of interests bet'Ween the inamdar and 
tenant even in such small uneconomic holdings and as such is highly detrimental 
to agriculture. It very often happens that a single tenant cultivating under
different inamdars may be holding more extent and possessing better economic 
status than the poor inamdar 'Who is made poorer by the deprivation of his. 
proprietary rights. 

(b) The compensation provided in the Act is admittedly sham and grossly inade
quate. It should be a'Warded on the lines of the Land Acquisition Act and in 
consonance 'With the decisions of the Madras High Court in I.L.R., 50 Madras. 
70 and 37 Madras, 395. The provision of one year's rental as compensation 
is only a formal device to get over the veto of the Viceroy and discloses 'Want. 
of bona fides on behalf of the framers of the Act. 

(c) Even with such a sham provision regarding compensation the Bill does not. 
cease to be expropriatory. 

(d) The special rules of procedure .and evidence and the creation of a special 
tribunal without a right of appeal are great hindrances for the inamdar to prove 
his kudivaram. They are not 'Warranted by just principles of la'W and equity. 
Not a single inamdar 'Will be able to prove even if he has a good case on merits. 

(8) The act does not reserve a right of self-cultivation, 'Whenever the inamdar 
choses to do so. The inamdar 'Who 'Was enjoying the land for centuries, should' 
be offered a prior chance of returuing to land before the ne'Wly admitted tenant 
is conferred 'With occupancy rights. 

( f) By decisions of courts, it 'Was declared in case of Bome villages that the inam
dars possessed both kudivaram and melvaram after protracted and costly litiga
tion. It is but just that those villages should be totally exempted from the 
operation of the Act. f I 

(g) The creation of private land by analogy 'With zamindaris is artificial. Private 
land as Buch in inam villages is imaginary and non-existent. Among the cate
gories of private land mentioned in section 3 (10) of the Inams Act, No. 1 
does not exist at all, No. 2 cannot exist because no inamdar ever let any land 
as private land, No. 8 is a superfluous and ne'W nomenclature for lands already 
under personal oultivation of inamdars and with regard to No.4, there can be 
no eases of purchases of kudivaram only from any inamdar to give the b.enefit 
of the claule to the purchaser. A purchaser of both the 'Warams from one 1U~
dar is not at all protected, 'While the purchaser of a single right of kudivaram IS 

BOught to be protected. 

1-8 
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:V. We therefore submit that (l) the Inams Act (Madras Estates Land Amendment 
Act II of 1936) be repealed and another Bill shifting the onus of proof of kudivaram to the 
inamdar may be passed. 

(2) If for any reasons BUch a course cannot be taken by the Government at tID. 
'stage, the following reliefs may be provided by suitable amendments :-

"Taluk. 

Bihma· 
9Bl'a1D. 

'Tanuku. 

'r&d •• 
palli· 

(a) Highly disintegrated iuam villages and holdings of 35 acres and below in 
other inam villages should be exempted. 

(b) Holdings purchased bona fide for valuable consideration, should be exempted. 
(c) Courts have given final decisions on interpretation of grants and other 

evidence declaring that the inamdar is entitled to both the warams. In all 
such cases, the history and grant relating to the whole village have been gone 
into. Therefore a proviso should be added that nothing in this act should 
apply to any inam vilillge which before the commencement of the act, has 
been held, declared or recognized by a court to be not an estate. 

(If) Special mles of procedure and evidence and the special tribunal relating to 
the proof of kudivaram and private land should be abrogated and the jurisdic
tion of civil courts should be restored. 

(e) The compensation payable to the inamdar should be full and adequate. 
(f) In any event, the right of self-cultivation should be reserved and the 
absentee inamdars should be given a prior opportunity to return to land. 

'Statistics of some inam villages in West Godavari district. , 
i; :1 ~ i .. :til :r 

II ~ f, '" • 13 . h Ei .!1 ... '" ... 
~ Extent 

'l3 l ~~ .. ~ 
.0 ,Inam vllJai:e. of vlJlale 

~j 
.c -. 

5i ~S • 
~ (comet to ~.; §f~ 

e", 5'" an acre)- .ill! " .. ~i ... ~@ ... s ~s -lis ]1 ~ •• Is i~ •• i~ 
BO JI1 Ai JS .... g,s as • 

.Ii .. '" .. .. ..... Aca • 
1 NSIaeingaraja.-

puram .. 623 153 20 120 133 503 2 2 6 29 11' 
2 Vendra Agra.-

ilaram 283 89 20 75 69 208 1 0 4 3 81 
3 Pennada 1,605 134 23 638 111 967 9 3 HI 16 9J 
4 Dharmapuram. 1,269 80 21 334 59 930 8 4 13 9 4d 

5 Eletipadu 264 118 38 80 0 0 4 6 108 
8 Ithampudi 206 54 24 30 0 0 2 2 ~II 

1 Venkatrama.-
36 102 0 1 2 puram .. 144 39 3 42 8 2' 

II BhatJamagutur. 1,309 235 150 1,209 9 2 14 10 200 
9 Garuvuguntu.h 17 Khandrika. 

16 2 8 14 9 0 0 0 0 16 

10 Ch.rukug ........... 509 116 17 201 99 308 1 1 11 13 90 

gudem. 
Veereswara-11 

107 « 131 1 1 5 puram 238 50 6 6 38 
12 Gopavaram 458 84 25 168 59 200 0 2 12 10 66 
13 MugguUa 564 51 8 144 43 420 5 3 3 8 32 

N ....... 14 Ve1ivela 790 90 24 295 66 ' 405 4 10 1 us 60 
pur. 

15 Machipuripalem. 460 123 10 135 113 325 0 , 8 17 94 
16 Utac:!a ., 117 17 0 0 17 117 0 0 6 3 8 
17 V&ddiparru 1,016 470 17 50 453 966 1 1 16 80 422 

KAVUTA VBNXATARATNAM VIBBlIUBHOTLA YBGN£NAlU.Y£NA. 

Memorandum by Mr. XOSIIDa Seetharamayya, Mokb.Badar of Venkammapalem, 
Chlntalapudi ~aluk, West Godavari district, dated 30Ul lIlovember 1931. 

I. (a) Mokhasadar. 
(b) Landlord has the right to the right, and the tenant has the right to cultivation. 

II. (a) Fair rent is that which has to be levied on the net income excluding the culti-
ovation expenses. 

(b) Nature of the soil of the land. 
(c) Not necessary. 
(If) Required to be amended whenever necessary. 
(e) Provincial Government. 



m. (a) Not necessary. 
(b) Not necessary. 
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(e) The Bame measur"s as in the case of Government villages. 
IV. (a) The mokhasadar has to receive. 

(b) Yes. They are adequate. 
V. (a) Requires to be surveyed by the Government. 

(b) Half and half to be shared b~ the tenant and mokhasadar. 
VI. May be asked according to the necessity. 
VII. (a) No. 

(b) No. 
(c) The mokhasadar alone has full rights. 

VIII. (a) Mokhasadar alone has to get them done. 
(b) Not necessary. 
(c) Should be exercised whenever the mokhasadar requests. 

IX. Jamabandi to be held with due intimation to the mokhasadar. 
X. The mokhasadar alone should have the right. 
XI. (a) Separate conrt is necessary. 

(b) To be tried by special courts only. 
XII. (al To be ejected according to the Act. 

(b) Not necessary. 

KOSANA SEETHARAMAUA. 

Memorandum by Kondamuri Venkata. Narayana Rao, sole mokbasadar of Cheepuru., 
gudem,· Tadepalligudem ta.luk, West Godavari district, dated 30th November 
1937. 

I. (a) The grants of inams comprised whole villages or portions of villages. In most 
of the whole village grants the major portion of the land was waste at the time of grant. 
All the said lands were reclaimed, cultivated and improved by the inamdars. The answer 
to this depends on the terms of the grant and the circumstances then prevailing. Each 
case has to be decided on its merits. . 

(b) There is no interest as such, which can be said to have vested in the tenant in 
the eye of the law, apart from the terms of the contract of tenancy. 

n. (a) A fair and equitable rent is undoubtedly the rent that the tenant undertook 
to pay under the terms of the lease immediately prior to the economic depression. 

(b) The prevailing rates of rent in the neighbourhood, the productive resources 
and other facilities of the land and the actual yield of the crop. 

(c) There need be no statutory provision for remission of rent. 
(d) It is not advisable to settle the rate or share of rent for a particular area. onC& 

for all. 

(e) It is not desirable that the Provincial Government should have any reserve 
powers for the purposes mentioned. 

m. (a) to (0) The machinery and provisions for collection of rents by landholders 
may be"made less costly and cumbersome. The Deputy Collector is invested with powers 
of disposing of the cases arising under the Madras Estates Land Act. More often than not, 
the landholder fails to reach the Deputy Collector even at considerable and prohibitive 
expense, since the Deputy Collector is a touring officer. In order to make the procedure 
less costly, the village munsif may be given the powers subject to the final or~ers of the 
Deputy Collector. . 

IV. (a) It is purely a matter of contract. 
(b) If the tanks or other reservoirs were got dug or constructed by the inamdar 

and if the said tanks or reservoirs receive a regular and customary supply of water from 
the inam lands situated above, the tenants cannot have possibly any right thereto. 

V. (a) The- survey and record of right is not compulsory. 

(b) The question regarding the proponion of cost to be borne, depends on the lad 
.. at whose instance the SUMley was made ". If the survey is required by both the inam
dar and tl'nants, the cost may be borne in equal halves. 

I-·8A. 
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:vI. The levy of a.mounts in addition to rent depends on the custom prevailing in each 
case. It is to be first seen whether such other collections falling under different heads 
are consolidated with the rent in which case no distinction can be drawn between the two. 
In other cases the local custom should govern. 

VII. The tenants have no rights referred to. If they have been exercising such acta 
hitherto, it was unauthorized and dishonest. 

(e) So also in public paths, communal lands and hill and forest pora.mbokes. 

vm. The answers to the questions (a), (b) and (e), depend on the local conditiona 
and general answers cannot be given. 

IX. Annual jamabandi may be introduced. 

X. The under-tenants have no legal status. They cannot represent the holding. 
But the assignees stand on a different footing. 

XI. (a) &: (b) The appellate and revisional authority of the Board of Revenue may 
be discontinued. In,stead of a special tribunal, the matters may be left to be decided by 
-ordinary civil courts .. 

xn. The zamindar is entitled to recover possession of the said lands and enjoys the 
same in accordance with the provisions of Madras Estates Land Act. Be pleased to 
~onsider. 

K. VENKATA NARAYANA RAo. 

Memorandum by the proprietor of Darst, Agraharam vlllage, Narasaraope\ taluk, 
Guntur district, dated 27th .November 1937. 

1. (a) The zamindar is the full proprietor of the soil in the case of agrahara.m village. 
like Darsi. I renew leases every five years and change tenants as I desire. 

(b) The tenant is a coolie like a coolio in a. rice factory and the proprietor is the 
-owner of the factory. 

2. (a) Rent in UI33 Oll lea"es entered five years prior is fair. 
(b) Nearness to village fertility of the soil, history of the crops grown on the soil. 

u.vailability of manure and pati earth in the near villages and half the gross produce 
.are generally considerp.d ill fixing rent. 

(e) There should not be statutory provision for remission of rent as it will land 
the parties in endlei's. disputes and mutual suspicion. It is the inherent power of a. 
~ourt to reduce rent in femine times. 

(d) It is not advi.abl~ "0 meddle with the rate or share of the rent between private 
parties by this State. 

(e) The Provincial Go~ernment which is run on party lines in democratic countrieB 
.should bear this cost. By consent, they call bear half and half. 

3. (a) Powers of collection of rent should be continued with landholders. 
(b) Nil. 
(e) Procedure in civil courts is commendable instead of in revenue course. The 

1enants will think tWIce before evading payment of rent as civil court costs deter them 
·from mischievous and c1ighonest conduct. . 

4. (a) Nil. • 
(b) Nil. My Tillage is a dry village. 

5. (a) The work of survey may be left to be determined by each proprietor as per 
<bi6 needs. All villages are surveyed under block BYstem. 

(b) If a tenant want~ survey he should bear the cost. If. proprietor wantB he 
-should bear his cost. By consent, they can bear half and half. 

6. Besides lease amount, I am not having any customary du*,s. 

7. (a) Village greens and forests are the exdusive property of the proprietor and the 
tenant pays a nominal tax for being permitted to graze his cattle or carry firewood from 
the forest. Every tenant 'wiIl grow 2 or 3 acres pasture land for his cattle throughout 
the year. 

(b) The tenants ne'\'er had inherent right free of cost. 

(e) They are the exclusive property o~ the single proprietor, if tenants are allowed 
to make a common use it will land in riots and affrays. 



8. (a) Nil. 
-(b) Nil. 
(e) Nil. 
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9. An yearly jamO\bandi as m the case of Government villages may produce healthy 
ftsults in econODllC hfe of the proprietor and the villagers if insisted upon. 

10. (i) In zamindari areas, the unliertenants should not be given any legal status 
in relation to either ilie pattadar. 

(ii) The zsmindar should be permitted to proceed against the crops raised by the 
IlUb-tenant while on land or immediately after harvest for a period of fortnight for 
recovering rent and the sub-tenant shall have no rights lor damages against the zamindar. 

11. (a) The Board or Revenue should not be continued as tho appellate or revisional 
authority. I am in favour of constituting a special tribunal elected from among the 
zamindars in case of zamindar villages and proprietors in case of Agrabarams, by _ a 
system of election to be newly evolved so that the zamindars and proprietors may be 
allowed to enjoy u. sh:tre in the governance of their territories which was hitherto been 
-enjoyed by either the Indian Civilian Officers or Englishmen at helm of the Government. 

(b) There should be special courts constituted to deal with the questions 
-of zamindari and proprietary village., territories and the judges should be selected from 
the zaminda.rs and proprietors and language of the court should be either Telugu or 
Tamil, etc., according to the language of the area. The country has outgrown the 
-needs of the civil nnd revenue courts. The zamindars and proprietors should be caill'd 
upon to adminidter criminal, police and revenue collection duties of the territory besides 
military service, which they were rendering iu the country and to the public in the 
-eenturies prior to the beginning of the 19th century wben those powers were withdra von 
-by force with sinister motives by LOl'd Clive and bie .on Lord Clive, Governor of Ml\dras. 
Please carefully study the following books:- DuLt's Economic History of India, Sir 
Thomas Munroe, in Rulers of India Series. The rise of the Christian power by Baeu. 
the History of the Zamindars and their wars with the East India Company in the District 
-Gazetteer of Sirco.rs. 

12. (a) Th .. zamindar h1>8 tbe power to Pject by force unauthorized occupants ot 
-wa~te lands without wntten agreements. 

(b) The law in regard to collection by landholder of jodi from inamdars require 
110 modJlication as it is opposed to the sacred Hindu Vedic Dharma in relation to gift. 
to God's and public institutions or vedic Brahmans. 

I humbly pray your committee to repeal the Inam's Act and to summon the proprietors 
-of 7,000 inam villages and zamindars to .. grand session t,o agree for common laws and to 
place their surplus wealth at the disposal_ of national interest and for starting a bank w 
relieve the indebted proprietors. The unemployed educated can easily be absorbed into 
toe services of this nristocracy in that session, Pray do not proceed with MoratorinID 

.Act before summoning this grand session. 

A. T. K. ALAMllLUMANGATBAYARAMM_~. 

Memorandum by Mr. V. RaIna Ra.o, Secretary, Guntur District Inamdars' AssoclatiOD; 
dated 27th November 1937. 

We have to premise by stating that our opinion and suggestions 801'e confined to 
-agraharamdars only and not to zamindari tracts. We have to point out that your ques
tionnaire seems to 8.ssume that the tenant in a proprietary 801'ea has a sort of ccrproprietary 
right with the landlord, the attempt being to ascertain the scope and extent of the 
.right of each. 

This association emphatically refutes any justification for such an assUIDt>tion. In 
support of our view we may be permitted to point out that the great majority of the 
grants of agrabarams were made by ancient kings who had proprietary rights in the 
lands and later recoguized in re"auJations, confirmed by the British Government, and 
-aocepted by the Privy Council and other tribunals of high authority in the land. Grants 
by ao called zamindars were also made mostly after assertion of independence by them 
and exercise of sovereign rights over. the areas within their -control. In cases, where 
mere revenue or melvaram or shrotrlyam alone was granted, the Privy Council have 
upheld occupancy right in tbe te!,ant and confined the right of the landlord to the 
melvaram as in the case of Arepalli ngraharam in this district. Under these circum
stances, 8. sweeping presumption that all grants of whole village inams constitute estates 
-where in the tenants would have permanent occupancy rights is absolutely un W!lJTIWted 



and is the outcome of 8 mistaken view that If the present persons styled zaminulI,'1' have 
only melv8ram rights iI: their zamindaris, the anCient grants of village •. SOlUe of whlch 
are by the then zamindars should share the SIlme fate. When the IDJustlCe O.!ld ex
proprietary character ot a lelPslatlon based on such unwarranted assumptIOn. 111 the ClUle 

of majority of agraharams was pressed upon the attention of the Viceroy succcSlitully 
the local legislature met the objection by the provlsion of a pittance of compensatIOn of 
one year's rental in cases where the gnat is shown to consist of the land, \\'~ie 
conceding the utter inadequacy and even injudtice of the bxing of the compensatIOn winch 
has no relation to the aetual loss suffered by the I.ndlord, the 1U0vers and supporters of 
this form of compensation purported to justify it on the poverty and inability of the 
tenant to pay the proper compensation simply because the purchaser is too ponr to p,'y. 
This legislation has upset several transactions and disturbed settled rights and iustigated 
tenants to claim possession of the lands in the possession of the landlord. In l'O!ll~ of 
the agraharams a combination of the tenants has resulted in exiling the landlord from 
the village to save Iris own life and that of his family, The legislation has t hbrefore 
been one sided and ruinous to a large class of people. It would therefore be necessary 
to readjust the relationship of the tenant and the landlord in a more equitable manner. 
We would welcome legislation which would finally put an end to continuous quarrels 
between the landlord and the tenant and endless litigation in the adjustment of claims 
and counterclaims aud .ettie the mutual rights between the landlord and tenant once 
for all without further room for controversy. Even legislation which would convert 
all lands in inam villages into seri granting pattas to the landlord and the tenants in' 
dennite proportions conferring full rights on each in respect thereto or expropriating the
land in favour of such tenants as Ilre able and willing to pay adequate compensation 
therefor to the landlord according to a fixed p.nd fair proportion of the market-valne would 
be welcome. The adoption of this course wonld 1£180 prove .to be additional sonrce 
of income not yet discovered by the Government. With these premises, 'we proceed to, 
answer the questions with the full confidence that the committee would be able to see 
eye to eye with us. 

I. (a) As indicated above the inamdar is the proprietor of the soil in the majoritJI 
of agraharams. 

(b) In such cases, the tenants' right could only be governed by terms settled with 
the landlord. 

n. (a) In deciding what is a fair equitable rent zamindaris managed by powerful 
potentates assisted by a heirarchy of paid servants exercising constant vigilance and rack
renting the tenant with the highest possible rent stand on a different footing from the
case of the agraharamdar usually poor and at the mercy of rich and powerful tenants 
to whom he is generally indebted and whose position is further weakened by successive 
partitions and internescine disputes. The slightest enquiry would reveal that the rates 
of rent prevailing in the agraharam areas bear a proportion ranging from ] /10 to 1/3-
of the corresponding rates in the neighbouring seri villages. 

(b) Average yield for 5 or 10 years. 
(ii) The prevailing rates in neighbouring seri village for similar lands of the 

same taram placed under simil .. r conditions as the yield may not afford a satisfactory 
basis for fixing rents in view of the longstanding insecurity with respect to the ownership 
of the land. , 

(iii) The cost of the tenants labour. 
(e) No statutory provision for remission should be made unless a corresponding 

provision for enhancement when there is a bumper crop could be made. While the 
rates of rent fixed are generally allowed to stand for a period of 20 years without affording 
any chance to the landlord to raise the same in the interval no provision for remission 
need be made as the benefit or loss depending on any chance should be mutual. If a 
provision is, however, deemed necessary it should be on the lines on which Government 
remit land revenue in which case proportionate remission should be allowed to the landlord 
also in respect of the taxes payable by him on the land. 

(d) It is ~ot advisable to fix the rate or share of rent for a partiCUlar area once for 
alI- The questIOn should be l~ft for settlQlIleJ?t ~etween the parties or by a tribunal 
~here they cannot ~gree '. prinCIples for determinatIOn of the rates being laid down. It 
IS needless to state that III the case of share of rent, the proportion fixed need not be 
&ltered. 

(e) Interference of Government in any form for revision, alteration or reduction 
is nndesirable. Not only is the power likely to be abused but also would lead to incessant 
disputes between the landlord and tenant. 
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III. (a) tt (b) Revision of provisions regaTe! ing pmceTS of collection of rent.-A 
revenue officer like the Tahsildar within easy reach of the parties should be empowered 
to exercise the powers of collection. 

(c) Keepmg rent or any portion thereof in arrears continuously for three years 
should entail automatic forfeiture of the holdings. 

IV. (a) In cases where the irrigati.JU source is private, lands which are recognized 
as wet ought to have inherent right for .upply of water in other cases it should be made 
·to depend upon contract. 

(b) Wliter-sollrces within tbe estate con.erved by the landlord should be 6ovcrnt'd 
'by answer to IV (a) ill the other cases no restriction ueed be imposed. 

V. It is no doubt desirable that ~urvcy and a record of rights should be m~mtained 
but in view of the general economic condition of the agraharams at least half the copt 
should be borne by Government and tbe other hltlf should be borne by the landbolder in 

-cases where he is the owner of both the wal'ams and in cases where permanent occupancy 
rights are upheld in the proportion of the share fixed for the determination of re:lt. 

VI. The auswer~ to the succeeding questions may be referred to for the purpose. 

VII. (a) tt (b) Grazing of catUe.-It is desirable that portions of the village should 
be conserved for grazing purposes and a levy customary or contractual raised by the 
landlord to allow grazing rights therein while an area may be reserved for general com
munal purposes without a levy. The landlord will be entitled to levy customary dues in 
cases wbere he allows tenants customary rights such as grazing, water-sources, forest 
'facilities, green manure facilities, quanymg stones, etc. Allowing tenants rights free of 
cost would result in dopletion of the l'esources so as to render them useless to eil·her party. 
The levy should cover the cost of regulating and m~intaining the resourc"" and also 

"cover the loss cO!lseql1ent on their non-conversion into arable land. 

(0) Puhlic paths.-They must be maintained without ~ncroachment communal. 
lands. They must be fixed in area and location the rest of grazing and forest areas not 

-being subject to general rights. 

VIII. Private irrigation sources must be maintained by the landlord where in 
fixing rent, the supply of water by him has been taken into consideration. The repRir 

. of the tanks must be the concern of the landlord whose interests are dependent on the 
maintenance of the source. 

As of old a sum not exceeding one-tenth of the net rent should be earmarked for 
repairs of the irrigation sources and accounts maintained therefor. The Local Government 
may reserve power to check the said accounts. 

lf by vis-maJor, it becomes necessary at any time to incur expenditure exceeding 
.. the one-tenth the tenants also should bear a. proportionate part of the repair. 

IX. A jamabandi intended to also ascertain the rents and levies collection thereof 
and arrears due an,~ change of holdings may be made. 

X. The undertenant should be legally liable to pay the rent to the landlord and ~he 
-erop. raised by him distrainable for Rrrears. 

With re.pect to the patt,wal' payment of rent to the landlord and production of a 
receipt therefor should operate as a. valid discharge to that extent. 

XI. The Board of Revenue should not have ri{Zbt, appellate or revisional. Civil courts 
·or civil judges specially empowered should exercise the powers. 

XII. (a) The Inndl~rd should ~ave the right ~o eject him_ The same tribuna.ls being 
·empowered to gIve rehef. CollectIOn of rent ejectment and rehef for compelling the 
issue of a patta or other proceedings between landlord and tenant must be regdJated by 
a separate scale of court-fees. 

(b) Does not arise in the case of agraharam villages and so no opinion is offered 
thereon. 

V. R~MA RAD. 

{Same copy received from the Senior Proprietor, Ramachandrapuram Agraharam. 
Guntur.] 
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Memorandum by P. Subba Rao, Landholder and Honorary Kagistraw, .A.ddaDdldo 
. Ongole taluk, Gunw d1sUic', dated 29th November 1931. 

I. (a) The proprietor of the soil is unmistakably the tenant in possession and culti
tion from time immemorial. 

(b) Excepting the obligation of payment of the stipulated rental or tax under Raja 
bhagam due to the state through the zamindars set up for facilitating the collection of the 
same, either by the previous Governments or the East India Company, the tenant haa 
otherwise an absolute ownerships of the land possessed and cultiv!lted by him with all 
possible rights and privileges. 

II. (a) A fair and equitable rent as originally intended in one that a tenant could pay 
without prejudice to his very livelihood from the net profits of his holding, foregoing a 
reasonable share thereof to the landlord under tax or rental. 

(b) A fair and equitable rent according to me is that the zamindar should be entitled. 
to receive from the tenant not less than one-tenth of the net profits out of the holdings in 
his possession. 

(e) Yes. The remissions should be strictly limited to the years of severe famine 
.wherein dry crops are not cultivated at all or completely lost or suffered for want of rains. 
or heavy rains or floods or other causes beyond the control of the tenants. And in the case 
of lands under irrigation works which could not function due to the negligence of the 
estates or insufficient supplies of water therein that could not help the harvesting of irri
gated crops thereunder remission is absolutely necessary. 

(d) I am for the settlement of the rates in an equitable and fair way or sharing of 
rents once for all for a particular area taking into consideration the various factors namely. 
the cultivation charges, manures, manual labour, seeds and other incidental costs borne 
by the tenant in raising the crops, until harvested and above all the yielding capacity of 
the land, of course subject to the statutory provision of granting remission when called 

. for thereby saving both the estate and the tenants from resorting to law courts which are 
potential factors for the effective ruination of the tenants more in particular or in the 
alternative I favour the proposal of charging rents on the basis of annual yields in the 
individual holdings as being contemplated by the Government for introduction in the ryot
wari areas. I am decidedly against the procedure of driving either of the parties to seek 
a determination on this particular point in question whenever it suits them in that the 
poor tenant will not be in an equal position to fight these endless legal battles from conrl 
to court with his formidable opponent, the zamindar. 

(e) Yes. The provision is absolutely necessary. 

m. (a) Certainly. 
(b) The collection work may be attended to by the village munsifs who are Govern

ment servants with the assistance and supervision of the Government officers by appoint
ing any special staff called for at the cost of the estates. 

(e) The collection of rents may be spread in four convenient annual instalments 
ciommencing from February of every year unlike the most inconvenient system now in 
vogue in the estate8. Inevitably the sale of holdings and other necessary procedure to 
follow in case of default will be easily undertaken by the ~pecial staff to be appointed by 
the Government with less cost, and less delay and more regularity. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply are naturally inherent in him 8S 
being appurtenent to the land but not a matter of contract. 

(b) I don't believe he has got any special or superior rights to the water sources in. 
the estates where he has not expended anything for providing water facilities to the 
tenants but in cases of special facilities like irrigation works provided at some expense he 
is right in demanding some taxes. But in all other cases where the tenants take any 
direct supply of water from the rivers, etc., no water-rate could be levied. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The entire cost of the survey should be met by the estates which were already 

surveyed privately and enhanced taxes gathered all through but in case of only unsurveyed 
estates up till now a nominal survey charge of one anna per rupee quota may be collected 
over the taxes to be paid under resurvey to defray the costs from the tenants and the 
remaining proportion to be shouldered by the estates for that partiCUlar yellr in question. 

VI. No. 
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ill. (a) They are hereditory and inherent in. them as a matter of right and ine.vitable
.necessity. 

(b) Yea. 
(c) Public paths; communal lands, hill and forest porambokes have been providing 

right of public passage, communal usage, agricultural and fuel requirements just for the 
llelf-sufficiency and convenience of the tenants and anything and everythlDg over these· 
requirements should go to the landhold&!, as he best thinks fit to dispose of the fuel and 
produce therein. 

VIlI. (a) No other framed scheme worth its name in which the tenants and the laud
holder will have to fight out their demands and denials in a court of law year after year' 
and externally will solve the very urgent and all vital irrigation problems of the estates. 
The entire chapter on irrigation works in the Madras Estates Land Act of 1908 (amended), 
should be deleted therefrom, as being a perfectly useless peace of legi.lation in which thEt 
tenants are voiceless, the law helpless and the zamindar all evading. Therefore my 
scheme for the succeesful working of the irrigation works without any complaint is tha$ 
the Government should assume charge of the entire control and supervision over these and 
set up an Estate Irrigation department administering it through its Public Works Depart
meut. The entire supervision and working cost of this i1epartment together with the 
maintenance and the improvement costs of the works in question may be lIlet from t.he· 
estates funds and for the thorough working of this department with success unirrigation 
advisory committee may be set up by the Government for every zamindari firka or taluk 
consisting of five influential and responsible ryots from the area, the Government Deputy 
Tahsildar or Tahsildar, one representative of the landholder and the Irrigation Officer of 
the Government in charge of the area for joint consultation and advice which should be 
finally binding on the Government and carried out in all irrigationai problems of the area 
instead of resorting to any court of law. This decision of the Committee on the spot with 
all quickness is urgently called for in effecting the repairs and the necessary improvements 
without any undue delay by joint colloboration. Further an irrigation panchayat may be 
set up for every village for the local management of the irrigation works wh~re existing 
on the lines devised by the Government subject to the management of the taluk irrigation 
committees and the Government. . 

(b) The Provincial Government should be provided with powers to be applied 8flO 
moto whenever it thinks necessary. 

IX. Quite essential. 
X. In the case of some of the tenants who are otherwise absentee landlords and. 

whose lands are let in now for undertenants, the undertenants in question may be pro
vided with long-term registered leases, say not less than 10 years at a time with a reason
able rent fixed and payable to his landlord tenant after paying the rental due thereon to· 
the zamindar. However, until the entire question of absentee landlordism is success
fully solved in respect of ryotwari areas and minor inams .of various denominations in the 
Government tracts this question may be differed until the introduction of an uniform 
policy by the Government both in the zamin and ryotwari areas, regarding nature of the 
tenancy rights to be conferred and the rates fixed for such in respect of the actual culti
vators of the soil in the near future. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should be relieved from this side of the responsibility, 
as it is already saddled with multifarious duties and a special tribunal constitute.d for this 
·purpose. 

(b) Special courts should be constituted for this purpose to the exclusion of the· 
revenue and civil courts for very speedy disposals, if at all these institutions are found 
necessary. 

XII. (a) All provisions of the Madras Land Encroachments Act, may be made appli-
cable in respect of unauthorized occupation of lands. , 

(h) Not neceRsary. 

General. 

As it is well recognized that the administration of the estates in matters of reVenue' 
collectiol)s. maintenance of irrigation works. classification of lands. tarams. survev, etc., 
are lagging behind very diplorably when compared to the trlWts in the adjoining -British 
areas. it is highly eMential in my opinion that the Government should aRRnme cbBree of 
the eRtates conrerDed and overhaul the administration on a level with thnt of British 
India instead of attempting a piecemeal le!rislation which. however. deppnds for it. sac
ceRsful working on the bona fides of the individual zamindllors. At least the conditions in 
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.most of the estates are clearly one century behind to the &<Jministration of the neighbour
ing British tracte and is entirely lacking in democratic principles and WlrespoD81ve 10 
popular feelings in every branch of ite &<Jministration. The economical condilion of \he 
.zyots in the zamin tracte is quite miserable in every possible way. Therefore. unleBB "lid 
'until the Government steps in for the diroot sdministration of these estates on the le,'ol 
of the British system the condition of the zamin masses will not be improved to SIIY 

.appreciable degree: For installC6, there are excellent rivers whose precious waters are 10$ 
run to waste. instead of being tapped for providing irrigation fooilities to the parched up 
zamin land., Excepting the too old and miserable irrigation tanks existing only f(W 
names' sake within zamin areas which really serve no useful purpose not a Bingle new 
irrigation project worth its name was ever constructed to the benelit of the ryots notwith
standing so many facilities existing therefor. If the Government assumes charge of these 
'estates and administer them in an aU-round manner it is well and good, if not, at least the 
zamindars may be compelled to build up approved irrigation schemes that may be investi
'gated alld listed out on a five-year plan, if necessary on borrowed capital. Anv invest
ment on these remunerative schemes is bound to increase the prosperity of the 'masses in 
zamin areas, as also the zamin classes concerned. And the zamin ryots, I am sure, will 
welcome the idea of the newly constructed projects and also will be too glad to .hould"r 
enhanced taxes in this connexion. Therefore, it is highly essential that a provision may 

'be added in the Act, that in case the ryots are willing to pay any reasonable wet rate~, 
consistent with the capital outlay required under any newly drawn up irrigation schemea 
,or if the old tanks themselves are improved which may be of a remunerative character, the 
Dmindar should necessarily carry out the scheme for the benefit of the particular area. 

P. BURBA RAO. 

Memorandum by Mr. Poornananda Sarma, Secretary, The Guntur Distrlc& InamdarB' 
Association, lIanchalll Agraharam, Chebrolll P.O., Guntur district. 

It is stated in the memorandum that the right of proprietorship vests in the inamdar, 
tilat the Estates Land (Amendment) Act has done grave injustice to the innmdar by 
.depriving him of the right of kudivaram, that the nominal compensation lixed in the Act to 
be paid by the ryot to the inamdar is not advantageous to him, that there has been extreme 
fragmentation of inams into smaH holdings less than live acres in extent, that the dimi
nished holdings are not sufficient for the inamdars' livelihood, that the' insecure condition 

,of affairs' in respect of inams does not enable the inamdar to command credit, that some 
fractions of inams about two oores apiece are enjoyed by widows who are not able to realize 
sny proceeds from the land, and that transfer of the right of kudivaram to the ryot without 
the inamdar's consent is ID. view of these circumstances exproprietary. It is urged in 

·conclusion that the Estates Land (Amendment) Act should he repealed and the rights of 
Ule inamdars restored. 

I. (a) The zamindar. 
(b) The ryot has the right of occupancy. 

II. (a) The rent is not a fair rent. 
(b) (No answer to the point.) Only reduction of rent is suggested. 
(e) Yes. 
(d) Rent may be reduced once for all. Rents should vary according to the condi

-tions of the lands. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) The landlord has no right. 
(b) Dry rate in accordance with rates cbarged in the case of adjoining lands. 
(e) When rent is not paid, the land should be treated as a pledge and the ryot allowed" 

-to pay up the amount by instalments or the landlord might realize the amount by selling 
&s much portion of the land as is necessary to fetch the rent amount. 

IV. (a) Inherent. The landlord should make arrangements for the required water
-.upply. 

(b) Yes. 

V. (a) Was surveyed. Bome rights should be recorded. 
(b) The landholder should bea.r all costs. 

:vI. No. 
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VU. (a) The teoanta have no rights. 
(b) The ryots should have such a right. 
(e) The ryot has a right to foot-paths only. The zamindar has exclusive right-;

The ryot should be vested with the right. 
VIII. (a) The Government or the landholder should maintain irrigation works and' 

keep a constant watch over them. 
(b) Yes. • 

(e) Only on application by parties and after inspection. 
IX. Yes. 
X. The under·tenant should enjoy the land as a right, paying all the taxes he hall

already been paying. 
XI. (a) A panchayat board should be vested with appellate and revisional authority in. 

order to obviate expenditure for the ryots. 
(b) Judicial and panchayat courts. 

XII. (a) Rent should be collected as in the case of adjoining lands. 
(b) Yes. 

POORNANANDA SARKA. 

Memorandum by the Byots of Darsi Agraharam, Narasaraopet taluk, Guntur· 
distrid. 

I. (a) The agraharamdar. 
(b) The ryot has no rights. So he should be given the kudivaram right. 

n. (a) A fair rent means rent as per taram rate. 

rent. 
(b) The crops raised should be considered for the purpose of determining .. fair 

(e) Yes. 
(d) The rent should be fixed once for all. 
(e) Yes. 

rn. (a), (b) a: (elThe landlord himself should have the right to collect rent. 
IV. (Not answered.) 
V. (a) All lands should be surveyed. 

(b) The cost should be borne by the landlord himself. 
VI. No. He should not demand anything in excess of the rent. 
VIT. (a) The ryot has no right in this respect at present. He should therefore be

granted these rights. 
(b) No. 'I'he rights must be secured for the ryot. 
(e) The ryot has no right over public paths, communal lands, etc. So they must. 

be given rights over them. 
VIII. (Not answered.) 
IX. J amabandi not necessary. 
X. (Not answered.) 
XI. (a\ The Revenue Board should be the final appellate and revisional authority. 

(b) Revenue courts. 
XII. (a) The landlord to charge rent as per taram rate in respect of lands under

.lDauthorized occupation. 
The signatories say that agraharamdars have effected changes in the lands brought{ 

under cultivation by them without their knowledge and have deprived some of alllfle lands 
,..ith the result that they are suffering. They pray tha.t the lands mav be restored to those 
in whose possession they remained previoualy. • 

Memorandum by Mr. S. Poornananda Sharma, Secratary, Guntur District Inamdars" 
AssoCiation, Mancherla Agraharam, ChebroIe P.O., Guntur district, dated 30th. 
November 1937. 

The inamdl\rs have the right to the land in inam lands. 
1. By makinl1 the inam lands in which the inamdars have the kndivarnm nght &8 

estates and by making the inamdars znmindara by the Madras Estates Land Amendment 
Aot, mu~h injustice: loss and damage to the means of living was caused to the inamdars. 

1-9.1. 
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~rom times immemorial. the inamda.rs have the kudiva.ra.m right in the inam landa.· The 
Government itself is acknowledgmg that there are lIl&IIl8 wlucn bave tbe lI.udlvaram right. 
It is exproprietary to transfer tbe mamda.rs' kudivanun rigM w.tbout the>r cunsent \0 lhe 
ryots. And expropriation is against the law. When the Drst the Madras liovernmlllli 
enacted it, it was vetoed by tbe Viceroy as it was expropriatory with the prov.sionof 110 

little compensation, the Bill was passed and is in force. It is fair to abollsh the Ac~ a.. 
regards tbe inam landa with the kudivaram right. The compensation to be paid to the 
inamdar by the ryot is nominal. Though the inamda.r is entitled to an equitBble compen· 
sation for the loss of his right, he is not getting any compensation due to that enforced in 
.the Act. 

2. The inamdars' families growing and being partitioned, each family, on the 
average, has less than five acres. The inamdar is unable to live with that land. It i8 
unjust to mak~ the inamdars unable to live, as zamindars and to deprive them of their 
right. It is impossible to borrow on the inamlands. The creditors who prev.ously lent 
moneys on the mortgages of the inam lands, are undergoing many hardships and losses in 
realizing them. It is very unfair to take away the inamdars' kudivaram right which i& 
the first essential for his livelihood. 

3. There are many widows having one and two acres as maintenance from the inam. 
·dars. Occupancy right is applied even to these lands. It is injustice to establish aceu. 
pancyright on these lands. Leases of those landa, in cash or kind, is at a standatill. The 
widows have neither money nor power to enforce the leases. They are struggling for 
·existence. The committee should consider these points most carefully and do justice. 

4. Now the ruling Government is. of the Congress. The Karachi Congress Fund .... 
mental Rights Resolution is against the loss and expropriation of the just rights of the 
individuals on their properties. This Act, as far as it applies to the inamdars, is quite 
.again~tthe Karachi resolution, . The Committee should note this. 

5. Therefore the Madras Inama Act should be rescinded and the old rights of the 
inamdars must be protected. 

S. POORNANANDA SIIARMA, 

8ecretaf"l/, Onntnt' District 
lnamdat'" ABBociatlOft" 

Memorandum by Mr. J,. L, Narayana, lnamdar, Karempudlpada Agraharam, 
Guatur taluk, dated Tena1i, the 30th November 1937. 

The questions refer ouly to zaminda.ri tracts, and do not refer to proprietary area& 
.. Inams." I being an inamdar would prefer to present my views about the conditions 
prevailing in proprietary areas which are also included in the enquiry. 

History oj Inam& Act, 1936.-(1} All whole inam villages are not estates under Act 
ilf 1908 and it is only after the passing of the Act of 1936 that they all became estates. 
The history of the Act of 1936 covers a period of three years from 1st November 1938 to 
1st November 1936. The Justice Government suddenly sprung an amendment waking all 
whole inams, estates, without any previous enquiry or any appeal or application from 
either the inamdars or their tenants for any such legislation. As has been aptly put by 
Mr. T. R. VenkatBrama Sastriyar at the Inamdars Conference at Bapatla, the two sections 
of the Justice party, pro-zamindar against pro-ryot, united and turned their arms against 
the inamdars. Their political affinity prevailed and their savage fighting instinct was 
amply satisfied by turning tbeir combined arms against the inamdars. The zamindar 
politician appreciated the addition to the ranks of rent collectors as a bulwark against the 
ilncoming agitBtion for reduction of rents. The pro-ryot politician appreciated the influx 
into his ranks of the new ryots that would be created by converting inamdar into a mere 
melvaramdar. It was twice refused assent by the Governor of Madras and once by the 
Governor-General. The press both Indian and English protested against this exproprie
tary measure in the strongest terms. Yet, it was given assent to by the new and present 
Governor·General for political reasons probably. 

(2) The inamdars were treated on a different footing from the zamindars under the 
Act of 1908 .. Even the melvaramdar under proviso to section 8 of the Act of 1908. becomes 
the absolute owner of his land if once he I!ets hold of it. Thus most melvaramdars 
acquired the kudivaram right also during the last 27 years snd people, trusting the Act of 
1908 sold and purchased inam lands as their absolute property. 
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The Act of 1936 has swept away ~ll these cOntracts and conferred new rights upoD 
~ casu!!l tenant or even a trespasser who fortunately happened to be on the land . on 1", 
November 1933. 

The Act of 1936 rightly excludes the minor inams in ryotwari villages because they 
all are small in extent and the same argument holds good in the case of whole in.am vil
lages which are partitioned. The whole inam villages are only a bundle of very small 
landholders ~d ought in justice to themo to be excluded from the operation of the Act of 
1936. . 

Economic aspect.-To take one instance I am an inamdar of 35 acres tlivided into 17 
· small holdings with rents ranging from Rs. 2 to Rs. 26 and the area of my holdings rang
ing from 8 cents to 4 acres. I am supposed to be a big landholder and yet get an annual 
income of Rs. 300 or even less to be collected from about 10 tenants. My village of about 
'1.100 acres is distributed among about 150 inamdars and 80 per cent hold less than 10 
acres distributed over about seven holdings with a total income of about Rs. 60 per year 
acres each getting an income of about Rs. 60 to Rs. 100. 

I have five sons and when they divide my land among themselves each would get 7 
·each. 

It is this kind of very small landholders that have been brought under the elaborate 
and costly procedure of the Madras Estates Land Act. It is neither economical nor just 
to make these sluall holdillgs subject to two warring intereBts-kudivaram and melvaram 
.in terests. 

Litigation.-As a result of Act of 1936 unprecedented civil and criminal litigation has 
'been fomented, which is ruinous both to the inamdar and his tep-ant. Till the passing of 
Act of 1936 inamdars and their tenants are living in great harmony, to-day each' is trying 
to cut the throat of the other. 

Political aspect.-Most inamdars belong to the educated middle class and under the 
· stress of circumstances are forced to go back to the villages to cultivate their lands but the 
law prohibits them from taking possession of their land and being unemployed and dis
~ontented have to turn to political agitation against the Government which has deprived 
him of his little all. 

What the CongTess GOflernment can do.-(l) The least that they can do is to suspend 
·the Act of November 1936 and to order stay of all proceedings taken by the inamdars' and 
their tenants under tbe Act of 1936. 

(2) Whole inam villages which are partitioned should be excluded from the opera
·tion of the Act. 
. (3) A minimum of land for each family should be allowed to be cultivated as pri-

vate land by the landholders. 
(4) The present cumbersome Estates Act should be replaced by a simple Tenancy 

Act for all kinds of lan<\8, zamindari, inam and ryotwllri with provision for owning as pri
vate land, sufficient for their family. 

(5) As for forests and banjar lands in zamindari tracts they should be taken over 
'~y the Government. 

(6) Half the net produce after deducting land revenue and cesses and all agricul
tural expenses may be considered as equitable rent. 
• The idea behind my suggestions is no single individual, be he ryotwari landholder or 
inamdar or zamindar, should be allowed to own extensive areas of land, to the detriment 

,of his landless poor neighbours. 
Cult.ivation by individuals of large areas is not economical and should be put a stop 

to by proper distribution of land among all classes. 
J. L. NARAYANA. 

· Memorandum by :Mr. M. V. Narasimhacharlu, senior joint proprietor, 'tripurapuram 
Agraharam, Sattenapalle taluk, Guntur district, dated Guntur, the 30th November 
1937. 

I. (a) Zamindar. 
(b) The tenant can occupy and cultivate the land during the period of the tenanc, 

88 long as he pays the stipulated rent to the landlord. 
, n. (al Half the value of the produce on the land after deducting the cost oloultiv .. -

tion and taxes payable to Government. 
(b) Bad seasons, and fluctuations in the value of the produce on the Jand. 
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(c) Yes; on the principles stated in U (b). 

(d) It !s advisable to enunciate the principles and leave it to the court or offioea.c 
when a questIon arises. 

(e) Yes. 
m. (a) Yes. 

(b) The jurisdiction of the reveuue courts must be removed and ordinarv civil courta. 
must be empowered to decide the cases. • 

(c) No court-fee ~hou~d be charged exce~t ~ uniform rate as on ordinary petition 
and every case must ordinarily be disposed of WIthin a period not exceeding four months. 

IV. (a) Except in cases where there is a fairly inexhaustible source of natural water
supply, it may be a matter of contract between the tenant and the landholder. 

(b) Yes. In so far as it is necessary for hinl to see there is equitable distribution", 
to all the lands in the estate. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) Equally. 

VI. Yes. Only ordinary amenities to vegetables and fodder for his milch cattre, bu' 
not til such levies as would entitle great expense. 

VII. (a) It depends upon contract or on the custom of the particular place. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Same as VII (a). 

VIII. (a) Landholder to maintain the main sources and works. Minor works a.nd> 
repairs must be undertaken by the tenant. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) On application by parties. 

IX. It is desirable. 
X. (1) Same status of a tenant to zamindar. 

(2) Collateral security. 
XI. Ca) Neither. 

(b) Ordinary civil courts. 
XU. (a) Immediate eviction and exemplary damages. 

(b) Yes. 
I am also of opiniQn that proprietary areas known as agraharams and insms must be-" 

taken out of the scope of the Estates Land Act. They ought not to be classed on the sam ... 
footing ss zamindaris. 

M. V. NARASIlfHACHARLu. 

Memorandum by Mr. Vuddi Xottayya, proprietor of Darel Tlmmakkapalle estale..
XBnigiri talul!:,' Nellore district, da.ted 2nd December 1937. 

I. (a) Tenant is the proprietor of this estate. 
(b) This is an agraharam received from the Raja of' KalahsstL 

II. (a) About 70 years back an amount of Rs. 6 only was paid as rent. Afterwards, 
it was increased to Rs. 14 including road-cess fund, etc. Now, since 15 years an amount) 
of Rs. 35 is collected for the whole estate which is too much. An amount of Rs. lo-' 
is the fair and equitable rent for the whole estate. 

(b) Water-supply and the condition of the soil shall have to be taken tor considera
tion in fixing the rent. 

(c) There should be a statutory provision for remission of rent as the circumsta.n<:ea 
necessitate. 

(d) It is advisable to enunciate principles to determine what is a fair and equitable 
rent leaving it to the officer or court concerned. to arrive at the fignre 88 and when .. 
question arises. 

(e) It is desirable that the provincial government should have reserve powers to
revise, alter or reduce the rents wherever they are inequitable by executive action through 
their Revenue Settlement Officers. 

m. (a) The powers of the cOllection of rent now given to landholders under thlt· 
Madras Estates Land Act require revision. 
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(b) The landholder should not have powers to get decree warrants over immovable 
I properties of the ryots for unpaid rents. In 9uch cases the (courl) expenses should 'he 
'born~ by the landholder only. 

(e) The procedure adopted in the Government area should be followed here 
.·also. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant 
· to the land. . • 

(b) The landholder has no right in the water sources in this estate. 
V. It is not necessary that the estate should be compulsorily surveyed and record 

of rights maintained. 
VI. The landholder should not demand any levies customary 01' otherwise from 

tyots in addition to rent. 
VII. (a) & (b) The ryots have got inherent right (0 use the natural facilities such 

'. as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for their domestic or' agricultural 
.. purposes free of cost. 

(c) The ryot has right- over public paths, communal lands and hill and forest 
porambokes. 

VIII. (a) Government procedure require to be adopted to arrive at a suitable scheme 
· for the purpose of maintaining irrigation sources and works. 

(b) The provincial government should be vested with powers to undertake the 
repair or maintenance of irrigation works where the landholders fail to take necessary 
and proper steps. 

(e) It is advisable that such powers should be applied by the Government on 
lIpplication by parties. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi itS in the case of ryotwari villages is quite necessary. 
X. The zamindar should not have powers to increase the rent whenever he likes. 
XI. (a) A special tribunal should be constituted for the purpose of being the final 

· appellate and revisional authority in proceeding between landholders and tenants or 
.ryots. 

(b) Actions and proceedings between landholders and tenants should be tried in 
special courts. 

XU. The law in regard to collection by landholder of jodi, poruppu, kattubadi from 
_ inamdars require revision. 

V. KOTI'A¥YA • 

. Memorandum by Mr. Rav! Tirupati Nayudu, proprietor of Veeraraghavanikota and 
Pallnenicheruvu villages, Kandakur taIuk, Nellore district, dated 29th Novemt·~r 
1937. 
I. (a) I think and also believe the same to be true that the zamindar or the land

holder is the sole proprietor of the soil. Originally all lands belong to the zamindar, bllt 
in course oC time. some lands such as cultivable were assigned to the ryots Oil payment 

· of certain lDoney or in kind for their cultivation. At that remote period, the surface 
rights were given to the ryots and all underground rights were reserved to the landholder. 

· This practice is still going on having recognized the superior rights of the landholder by 
',ame provisions of the Estates Land Act and some other Acts also. 

(h) 'fhe proprietor has got the full and absolute oWDe~ship in the land such ao 
the surface anll also underground rights including minerals, etc. Whereas the ry~ 

· has got only the surface rights such as trees, crops, etc., which he himself sowed or 
· planted. 'fhis arrangement has been working quite satisfactorily but has not worked 
any hardship 38 borne out by the fact that emigration from zamindary villages is not 
widely r~sorted to. The zamindar guarantees the surface rights which is to th. fldvantage 

· of both the zamindar and the ryot and under normal conditions. their interests have 
not clashed. . 

II. (al A fair and equitable rent is the rent fixed to the adjoining lands from time 
immemori:ll or from II period of 30 years to the present period. 

(b) In fixing a fair equitable rent for the old waste, I think, it would be advisable 
to take into account (1) the rate of the lands adjoining the field, (2) the prevailing staple 
food prices. (3) the market value of the land, (4) the competition among the ryots and 

'(5) the availabilty of the waste lands in the village, (6) the annual yield of the land, end 
17) irrigation facilities. 

(el It is true that the existing law does not provide for statutory remission of 
-rent nndor specifio conditions. But the zamindars and proprietors can be hardly expect~d 
-to be insensible to hard <'&8es whenever they occur. As II rule remissions are granted m 
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all cast'.8 of fa.ilure of crops in wet lands, exception being made in the case of Buch land. 
~Iy wL".e .the taram ~~ been fixed for double crops. As in Government villages there 
IS no prOVl,qlon for remIssIon of rent on dry lands. I am of opinion that a statutory provi
&ion for legulating the remissions on wet lands are called for. 

(d) I think it should be settled once for all so that there may not be any grumblinll 
about the same hereafter. 

(e) In view of the suggestion noted in IT (d) above, no need for the reservatio~ 
by the -Government. 

m. (a) Yt's. 
(b) & (c) All the measures adopted by Government in collection work in Lll<l 

ryotwari areas should be applied to the proprietary areas also. Then there will be no 
difficulty or loss incurred either by the ryot or by the landholder. 

IV. (a) The landholder has got every right to regulate the supply of water as he i •. 
dole deviser of the plan. Hence the ryot has not the inherent right to take wllter frOla' 
the tan~s only on account of the land being appurtenant thereto. The ryots have got 
only a nght to take water and that right only based upon a contract express or implied 
by the long usage, etc. 

. (b) The landholder has a superior right to every kind of water-sources as he iB 
the owner of the soil and the sub-soil as stated in 1 (a) above. Therefore, he can exereiso 
all his powers over water-courses. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The costs of survey, I think, shall be borne by the landholder ar,d ryots 

equally as it is to their mutual advantage and well-being. 
VI. The landholder can demand only such dues as are being collected from time 

immemorial. No fresh levies will be permissible on any 8CC01illt. 
VIT. (a) As the owner of the soil and sub-soil, the zamindar has got every right 

over hills, forests, grazing fields and all unoccupied lands. Therefore, the ryots have 
no inherent right to use them but they can acquire the same by paying something tol) the 
landholder or by his consent. 

(b) No. The ryots have no right to use them free of cost. 
(c) These porambokes are of two kinds (1) public paths, "and communal lands 

such as tank-beds, threshing-floors, cattle stands, etc., and (2) forests, hills, old waste 
lands, and unoccupied lands. The first kind of porambokes can be used by all the ryot. 
and others freely and the second kind could not be utilized without paying to the zamin
dar. The zamindar has got the absolute power over hills, forests and oid waste whereas 
the ryots and others including the zamindar has got the right to use the first kind of 
communal lands free of cost. 

VIll. (a), (b) & (e) The principles laid down in the present Estutes Land Act 
as amended in 1934, are quite satisfactory in the matter of repair, maintenance, etc., of 
irrigation sources. No fresh amendment is necessary. 

IX. It is quite necessary that jamabandi should be conducted every year. The delay 
must be penalized; otherwise, there will be many difficulties either to the ryotR or to the 
landholder. 

X. An under-tenant is answerable to the pattadar for his tenure and also to the 
landholder for the original rent as he is in possession bf the land and produce. The 
zamindnr should have the first charge on the produce as well as land. 

XI. (a) No other tribunal is needed. The existing system is the best onA. 
(b) The Revenue courts are enough to try every kind of suits as between ryot. 

and landholders. Some suits are even now to be instituted in civil courts, bllt it is quite 
necessary to shift such jurisdiction also t{) Revenue courts. 

xn. (a) The present Estates Land Act provides certain rules for eviction of unautho
rized cultivators. The same sections are enough for the same. No further rules are
needed in this connexion. 

(b) Now the law provides a remedy through the civil courts only for jodi, poruppu 
and kattubadi, etc., on inams. I think it is advisable to amend the same. It is better 
to shift the jurisdicton from civil courts and confer the same on the Revenue court. 
as all the other rent suits are being tried by the Revenue courts. The jedi, etc., are 
in the uature of rent "" famllrnhlA rpot" Rnd thprefore, comes under the sUllie ratc· 
gory of ren t. There need be no exception in these cases. 

RAVI TmUPATm NAYUDrr. 

rSame reply has been received from the proprietor of Visvsnsthapuram, etc., estate.l., 
Ne1lore district·1 
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Memorandum by the Raja of VeDkatagiri. 

The zamindnr is the proprietor of the soil. The basis of the Permanent !:Iettle
ment was on that footing. Recent decision of the Privy Council have recognized- this 
fact. In the course of one of the decisions of the Privy Council (41 Madras, 1012); 
they have also discus""d at length about the contention, that in the times of the Hindu 
kings the proprietorship of the soil did not vest with the Sovereign. In regard to this 
contention they said .. that is an assumption, which no court is entitled to make and 
in support of which there is, so far as their Lordships are a.ware, no reliable evidence. 
It was, however, on this a.ssumption that some early decisions of the Madras High 
Court (16 Madras, 271; 20 Madras, 299; 23 Madras, 318) held that under the common 
law of India, the state was not regarded as the proprietor of the soil. These decisions 
were relied upon by Mr. Forbes, the Revenue Member who introduced the Estates 
Land Act in 1908 for conferring occupancy rights in the ryots. The authority of the 
decisions relied upon by Mr. Forbes has been shaken by the later pronouncements of 
the Privy Council. In 44 Madras, 588, Justice Ramesam said" My opinion is, if 
the Madras Estates Land Act is not passed, the decisions in Venkatanarasimha .,. 
Dandamudi Kotaiah (20 Madras, 299) and Cheekati Zamindar .,. Ramasooru Dora (23 
Madras, 318) would have been shaken.by the recent Privy Council decisions." 

',rhe relevant passages from the Permanent Settlement Regulations and the deci
sions of the Privy Council are extracted below. 

Even under the Estates Land Act, the proprietorship of the soil in the landholder 
has been recognized. 

The zamindar is the owner of all forests and waste lands. He has got the right 
to collect premia from the ryots at the time of assigning the lands. Wherever ryots I 
relinquished the lands, Buch lands. go to the zamindar. The zamindar has a ftl"t't charge 
over the land and the crop of the ryot (section 5). The zamindar is the owner of the 
mining and other sub·soil rights (section 7). He has got the right to eject the ryQt 
if he should use the land for a purpose which would render the land unfit for agricultur .. 
(section 151). He has got the right to acquire the holding of a ryot for a reasonable 
purpose (section 186). He is the owner of the bed, hunds, etc., of all tanks, channels, 
and other water-sources. He has the reversionary interest in all the commuual lands. 

Regulations of 1802. 

1. Instructions to Collectors-15th October 1799-Paragraph 5.-" It has been 
resolved to adopt the reform introduced some years since into the Bengal Provinces, 
by constituting the several zamindars and other landholders. having individual claims 
to surh distill.el,ion, at'tual proprietors of the soil or lands composing their estates. 

2. RegUlation XXV of 1802-Preamble.-Wherefore the British Government, im
pressed with a deep sense of the injuries arising to the state and its subjects from the 
operation of such principles, has resolved to remove from its administration so fruitful 
a source of uncertainty and disquietude, to grant to zamindars and other landholders, 
their heirs, and successors, a permanent property in their land in all time to come, and 
t.J fix fOI' ever a moderate assessment of public revenue on such lands, the amount of 
which shall never be liable to be increased under any circumstances." 

Paragraph 2.-" In conformity to the principles, an 8SsessmentshaJI be fixed 
on all lands liable to pay revenue to the Government; and in consequence of such 
stseRsment. the proprietary rights of the soil shall become vested in the zamindars or 
other proprietors of the land and in their heirs and lawful successors for ever." 

8. Regulation XXXI of 1802.-" Whereas the ruling power of the Provinces now 
subject to the Government of Fort St. George has in conformity to the ancient usages 
of the country, reserved to itself and has .exercised the actual proprietary right of lands 
of every description." 

Decisiof18 Of Court. 

41 Madras, 1012; 1918 Privy Council, 171.-" It has been contended on behalf 
of the respondents that in the times when the Reddy Kings ruled in this district, the 
owner.hip of the soil of this land in India was not in the sovereign or ruler and the 
right of t.he ruler was co~fined to the right to receiv~ as. revenue a share in the prodnce 
of the sot! from the cultivator. Upon that assumptlOu It was contended that the inam 
!frant of 1 !l78 could have been only a grant of kings' share in the produce of the .oil. 
I.e., that the graDt was a I-'l"ant of land revenue alone and did not include the kudivnram 
That ip an a.sumption which no court is entitled to make and in support of whi"h 
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there is, !<O fa.r 88 their Lordships are aware, no reliable evidence. The fact th"t rulers 
in India generally collected their land revenues by taking a share of the produce of 
the land, ia not by itself evidence that the soil of lands in India was not owued hy 
them and could not be granted by them; indeed, that fact would support the contrary 
assumption, that the soil was vested in the rulers who drew their land revenue from 
the soil, generally in the shape of 11 share in the produce of the soil which wu not a 
fixed and invariable sha.re, but depended on the will of the rulers. The l188umption 
contended for on behalf of the respondents W88 not recognized in Regulation XXXI of 
1802. 

44 Madras,. 588.--Justice Wallace refers to the above Privy Council decidlon as 
follows :--

.. W 88 it ,. grant of the revenue ouly of the villages, or, was it a grant of pro
prietary right in the village, that is the soil of the vilage?"-which app~ars 
to suggest that it was one or the other. They proceeded to reject the historical 
theory that in ancient times the ownership of the soil of land in India was not 
in the sovereign or ruler, and that the right of the ruler wss confined to a right 
to receive as revenue a share in the produce of the soil from the cult.ivator; and 
they went on to reject the presumption founded on that theory, that in Lhe 
case of an inamdar it should be presumed, in the absence of the inam grant 
under which the inam was held, that the grant was of the royal share of Lbe 
revenue only. 

Again, the following passage from the judgment of Justice Ramesam in the 
same case is significant. 1921 Madras, 151: "When we consider the history 
of the case-law leading to the legislation (Madras Estates Land Act) the saDIe 
conclusion follows :-From the time of Chokkalinga Pillai's cue (7) onwards 
the general impression was neither in zamindaries nor in inaDls the tenants 
had any occupation right. The contra.ry view began to gain ground (so far 
as zamindars are concerned), in Appa Raa fl. Subbanna, (13) and Venkata
mahalakshamma fl. Ramajogi, (19) which, however, laid down no principle. 
A preslimption in the nature of a rule of law was first laid down in Venkata
narasimha Nayudu fl. Dandamoodi Kotayya, (14) and was extended in Cheekat.i 
Zamindar 17. Ramasurn Dhora, (15). It is unnecessary now to consider how 
far this rule was right. The rule served its purpose from Venkatanarasimha 
N ayudu 1). Dandamoodi Kotayya, (14) up to the legislatIOn in the Madras 
Estates Land Act and was given by the rule of law is now given by legislation 
to tenants in estates. My opinion is if the Madras Estates Land Act is not 
passed, those decisions in Venkatanarasimha Nayndu fl. Dandamoodi Kotayya, 
(14) and Gheekati Zamindar 17. Ramasooro Dora, (15) would have been shaken 
by the recent Privy Council decisions." 

1934 Pri1)y Oouncil, 84 (1934 Madras, at page 86).-But the appellants contended that 
the fact of their having been cultivating tenants in the village prior to the grant of 
1810 raised a presumption of fact that the zamindar had not the kudivaram right and 
that accordingly the grant did not include that right. Bnt in their Lordships' opinion 
the existence of such a presumption was expressly negatived and certain decisions of the 
High Court at Madras and the High Court at Bombay, which had given effect to such 
a presumption, were overruled by the decision of this Board in Suryanarayana fl. 

Pattamma. (1). 

1917 PriflY Oouncil, 8 (44 Oalcutta, 841l.-This is °a case relating to one arising 
under the Bengal Settlement. Their Lordships state as follows:-

"Passing to the Settlement of 1793, it appears to their Lordships to be beyond 
controversy that whatever donbts be entertained as to whether before the 
English occupation the zamindars had any proprietary interest in the lands 
comprised within the respective districts the Settlement itself recognizes a.nd 
proceeds on the footing that they are the acnal proprietors of the land for which 
they undertake to pay the Government revenue. The settlement is expressly r'n ade 
with the • zamindars, independent talukdars, and other actual proprietors of the 
soil.' (See Regulation I, section 3 and Regulation vm, section 4.) 

1931 PrifJY Oouncil 89.-Their Lordships refer to the previous case and the following 
passage is relevant. 

Under these circumstances, Their Lordships have no doubt that the bnrden of provin/( 
their title lies upon the respondents. The presumption arising from the permanent 
settlement has been considered by the Board in several cases, but it is sufficient to cite So 
well-known passage from the judgment of Lord Parker in Ranjit Singh v. Kalida8i Dcbi, 
'(1) page 122 of 44, Indian Cases: "PaBBing to the settlement of 1793, it appears to 
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Their LordBllipd .~ <Ie beyond controversy that whatever doubts be entertained as to 
whether before the British occupation the zaminda.rs had any proprietary interest in ,the 
lands comprised within their respective districts, the settlement itself recognizes ,a.nd 
proceeds on the footing that they are the actual proprietors of the land for which they 
undertake to pay the Government revenue. The settlement is expressly made with the 
zamindars, independent talukdars, and other actual proprietors of the soil. (See Regula
tIOn 1, section 3 and Regulation VITI, §action 4.) It is clear that since the settlement 
the zamindars have at least a prima facie title to all lands to which they pay revenue, such 
lands being commonly referred to as .. Malguzari lands." It follows from this pronounce
ment that in the case of any claim against the zamindar to the lands which were included 
in his zamindari at the permanent settlement, the burden of proof is upon the respondent." 

(b) The nature of the interest possessed by the tenant may be compared to that 
of the permanent lessee. Like a permanent lessee the tenant can use the tenancy only 
fur the specified purpose, viz., agriculture. Like a permanent lessee. the rights of a tenant 
Me heritable and transferable. Similarly, with the consent of the lessor the tenant can 
relinquish his interest in the land. So long as the teuant pays the rent and uses the 
land for the purpose for which it was let, his possession cannot be disturbed. The tenant 
call in no sense be all owner. The very idea of his being a tenant is opposed to his 
being the owner. Even if he should get more out of the land than the zamindar, that 
will not make the zamindar any the less the owner. (See 37, Calcutta. and 38, Madras.) 

n. (a) The very nature of the expression fair and equitable rent shows that it is not 
popsible to define the expression. It is often a questIOn of fa.ct in each case. 

The rates of rent vary from place to place. There are different tenures with different 
ba.sis for fixing the rent. The normal tenure is a cash rent at so much per acre. There 
are in BOme cases assessments fixed in grain at so much per aCTe. There is then the 
wnram tenure where the basis of tenure consists in the division of the produce on the 
land. In some cases, the basis of the tenure is dependent On the value of the crop. It 
is, therefore. difficult to lay a hard and fast rule for the determination of a fair and 
equitable rent. Viewed from the standpoint of a fixed cash assessment at so much per 
acre, the rent of a particular holding may be very high. But applying the test of the 
value of crop and the balance left to the ryot after payment of the landhoder's rent. the 
rent may be said to be very fair and equitable. In years when the value of grain is 
very high, the waram or the fixed grain rents payable to the landholder may be compara
tively favourable considering from the standpoint of a fixed assessment at so much per 
R(~'e. However. in years where prices are very low, the very same fixed grain rent or 
waram payable to the landholder may be considered to be very fair and equitable compared 
to the fixed cash rents obtaining in the neighbourhood. 

It may, however, be stated that such rate is fair and equitable as would not exceed 
half the gross produce on the land. In the past, the tenure generally in vogue was the 
WB.ram or the sharing system and ·the usual share of the landholder was half the gross 
produce. Cash rents came to be subsequently fixed by commutation. and cash rents fixed, 
generally represented the value of less than half the gross produce and in most cases, 
it represented the value of one-third of the gross produce. 

(b) The following considerations may be taken into account in considering whether 
the rent in any particular estate is fair and equitable :-

(0) The period during which the rent has been paid. If it has been paid for a 
long period it raised a presumption that the ryot is able to pay it. 

(b) If the rate~ we~e offered by t~e ryots themselves, at ~he time they applied 
for dark hast It ralBes a presumptIOn that the rents are fall' and equitable. 

(c) If the ryots are able to sub-lease the lands to under-tenants at rates not less 
than the rates payable by the ryot to the landholder, the conclusion is irresist
able that a fair margin is available to the ryot. 

(tI) . If the ~atEll! of rents, lixed in commutation proceedings a.fter elabprate judi
CIal enqmry m the neIghbourhood are not less than the prevailing rates Buch 
rates cannot be treated as unfair and inequitable. ' 

Cd Ir the ryots are not the a.ctuaJ cultivators but are purchasers for low considera
tion and the net income to the ryot after paying the rent to the landholder yields 
to the ryot not less than the prevailing rate of interest on Government'securi
t~e~. the ra:te of rent .mus~ be deemed to .be fair and equitable. According t.o 
ShllTaa. thIS method 18 fall'er. more elastIC. and more suited to modern prac
tice (Shirras on Science of Public Finance. page 390). 

(f) The fa.ct tha.t the rates of quit-rent which are in the nature of favourable rent 
imposed by the Government in enfranchising service and other inamB in an 
estate are not very much lower than the prevailing rates of assessment payable 
by the ryots to the landholder shows that the aasessment is reasonable. 

10-4 
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Though the Estate~ Land Act does not define what a fair and equitable rent is, il, 
however, states some pnnclples on which it can be determined and gives wide discretion 
to the officer who 18 called upon to determme a f&r and equitable rent. 

(a) Under ~tion 25 of the Act when a ryot 18 admitted to possessioL, the ratle to 
be fixed is such rate as does not exceed the rate prevailing for similar lands with 
similar advantages in the neighbourhood. 

(b) Under. sectiol!- 28 of the Act there is presumption that the rent or rate of rent 
~or the time bemg lawfully payable by a ryot is fair and equitable until the contrary 
18 proved. 

(e) Under section 168 of the Act, in effecting a settlemenl 
(i) the Collector shall presume the e.xiBting rate of rent to be fair and equitable; 
(n) he shall have regard to the pr<msions of the Act; and 
(iii) the Collector shall have regard to the rates agreed to by the parties. 

At the same time a very wide discretion has been given to the Collector and he can 
propose to the parties what he considers a lair and equitable rent. 

(d) Where enhancement is made such rates alone will be fair and equitable-
(i) as would not give the landholder more than one-half of the value of the net 

increase in the produce of the lands; and 
(ii) as would not raise the rent beyond the value of the established waram of the 

village commuted according to section 40. 
(e) The priuciples on which commutation is effected will also furnish a test as to 

what is a fair and equitable rent. The considerations in effectmg commutation 
are the following :-
(i) The average value of rent actually accrued due to the landholder during the 

preceding ten years other than famme years; 
(ii) prevailing money rents for similar lands in the neighbourhood and where 

there are none such, in the villages of a neighbouring taluk; and 
(ill) improvements effected either by a landholder or a ryot. 

The Estates Land Act has not merely indicated the considerations to be taken m 
fixing a fair and equitable rent, but it has provided for strict safeguards against any 
arbitrary or undue enhancement of the rent. Such safeguards are the following:-

(i) No rent shall be enhanced except under the provisions of the Act (See sec
tion 24). 

(ii) Waram rates are not liable to enhancement (see section 29). 
(iii) The enhancement, if any, made shall be subject to the restrictions imposed 

between sections 31 to 35 and shall not lD any case exceed the value of the 
established waram of the village commuted according to section 40. 

(iv) Where the parties agree about the rates among themselves by compromise or 
otherwise, the Collector shall satisfy himself that it is fall and equitabl'e before 
giving effect to the same in the course of sett.Iement proceedings (section 168). 

(v) Where a suit or application between the landholder and the ryot as such, is 
compromised, the court may refuse to pass a decree in terms of the compromise, 
if it considers such compromise unfair and inequitable. 

(vi) Notwithstanding any contract to the contrary the ryot shall not by reason of 
his making an improvement at his expense become. liable to pay a higher rate of 
rent on account of increase of production or of any change in the nature of the 
crop raised as a consequence of such improvement [see section 13 (3).] 

(vii) N 0 alteratio~ of rent as a result of alteration of area of holding shall be allowed 
except under the order of the Collector (section (2). . 

(viii) Even in the case of a trespasser. if rent is not already fixed on the land. the. 
Collector has to fix the rent in separate proceedings before the landholder can 
sue for it. 

The above provisions clearly show that at least after the passing of the Estates Land 
Act the scope for enhancement of the rent was very little and even where enhancements 
were made. that could be done only through judicial proceedings and under just circum
st.ances. 

Ryotwari staruroTd not the Con'ect standaTd to be taken .inta account in fixing a faiT and 
equitable rent. 

An agitation has been started for some time that the neighbouring rates of assessment 
ID the ryotwari areas should be the standard on which the rates in the zamindari villages 
would be fixed. But both on legal and equitable considerations this cannot be a correct 
data. . 
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The . legal distinction between the position of a zamindari ryot and the ryotwari tenant 
dLJ.SeS this way. 

The settlement of the Goveromem waa; with the zamindars, ryotwari ryots, etc., and 
other landholders according to the preamble to the Permanent Settlement Regulations. 
'i'he status of the ryotwari rrot 'was similar to that of a zamindar and he cannot certainly 
be compared With the zammdarl ryot. W,th reference to the actual cultivation the 
zamindar and the ryotwari ryot are middle"men. If at all it is the tenant under a ryotwari 
ryot that haa to be compared with a zamindari ryot. 

What the Gover~ment collects from the ryotwari ryot is • land revenue ' rather than 
rent. Revenue is fixed according to the needs of the State rather than according to 
contract. The proportion payable to the State cannot be necessarily a standard for fixing 
a fair and equitable rent between the landholder and IL ryot. It is open to the Government 
to entlJ'ely dispense With land revenue and take recourse to some other method of taxing 
the ryotwari ryot. The very language of the ena.<'·tments relating to the recovery of 
revenue by the Government and the recovery of rent brings out this distinction. It was 
under the Revenue Recovery Act that the land revenue from the ryotwari ryot ,was collected. 
It was the Rent RecofJery Act that provided for the collection of rents by landholdel's. 
(See Shirras on the Science of Public Finance, page 407). 

Even on equitable considerations the ryotwari rates are not the true standard. 
'l.'he ryotwari rates themselves are not uniform in all places. For the same kind of 

lands in different areas different rates obtain. The ryotwari rates in different places were 
settled at different periods when prices of grain varied. The caprices of individua.l settle
ment officers had a good deal to do with the rates fixed in different places. The rates fixed 
at one period was considerably varied on different occasions. 

The principles on which the revenue settlement was effected were these. The I'ates 
were calculated at half the net profits of the land after deducting expenses of cultivation 
.. nd the fees payable to the village officers. The yield of the various d13scriptions of the 
soil was ascertained by a large number of actua.! experiments by measurements. The 
commutation prices generally adopted in the Nellore district were on the average prices of 
tbe twenty years from 1845 to 1864. The genera;! procedure adopted in regard to the 
settlement of rates are set out in detail in paragraphs 105 to 112 in the Madras Manua.! 
or Administration, Volume I. 

On the whole, thll Bettlements were made at a time when the prices of grain were 
very low. The fact that there were various resettlements in subsequent years allover the 
Presidency and the rent. were from time to time enhanced go to show that the Govern
ruent themselves felt that the rates at the time of the original settlement were low. 

It may also be stated in this connexion that the principle on which the Government 
oJ"\f6 was determined in calculating rents at the time of the permanent settlement may be 
mOll! relevant, because in computing the assets of a zamindari and fixing a peshkash on 
the basis of the income of the zamindari calculated on that basis, the income would have 
bePll calculated on what at that date was considered the Government share of the produce. 

The above will show that the existing ryotwari rates in the neighbourhood can never 
afford the true test in fixing a fair and equitable rent. 

In the above circumstances, the principles indicated in the Estates Land Act for fix
ing (' fair and equitable rent are sound and elastic and leave a wide discretion to courts and 
oftir.er&. Any revision of those principles is not called for. 

II. (c) Except that it will lead to frivolous defences and consequential litigation, it 
is neither just nor necessary to introduce a statutory provision of the kind. 

It is not just for the following reasons :-
(II) The rents when commut.ed into cash took into account good and bad seasons. 

The rents having been fixed on that basis, to again provide for remission will mean 
that the ryot gets the benefit twice. f • 

(b) There is no corresponding provision in respect of peshkash. Suppose in a year 
'of famine by virtue of a statutory provision, the zamindar is obliged to remit his 
entire cist, wherefrom has the zamindar to pay the peshkash and maintain 
himself? 

The grant of remission by the Government will afford no comparison. The Gov
ernment can completely remit the land rent, but it can recoup it by recourse to 
BOme other method of taxation, and make good the loss to the State. 

(e) The zamindar ha.s not been given the benefit of the improvements made by 
the ryot. Nor does the zamindar who has fixed cash rents get the benefit 01 
a rise in prices or of a bumper-crop. While he has not been given the benefit to 
share in them, it is inequitable that when for reasons beyond his control there 
is failure of crops, the zamindar should bear the loss. 
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(a) In hard c~ses the zamindar has been ~sua.lly granting remissions. Statistics 
have been gIven regarding the actual remlSejons granted by zamindars. 

(e) Even in the ~ovemment, remission i~ not a matter of right but a matter or 
grace. There is no reason why a zammdar should be treated differently. 

(Il Such a provision will lead to disharmony bet';'een the landlords and tenanta 
ra~her than promote harmony. Ev:ery recalcitrant ryot will come forward with 
frIvolous. defe~ces,. and ~here ~he mter~sts of all ryots are identicoJ as against 
the zammd~ it will b~ impossible for h~ to get any evidence in regard to the 
actual condition of affa11"s, Revenue expenence will have shown that ryots never 
admit that their crops yielded well, 

(g) In a,n adverse sea.son, the State must protect both the landholder and the ryot. 
To Shl~t the burden of t~e ryot to. the shoulders of the ryot would mean that the 
State mstead of protectmg the nghts of both helps one against the other. 

If, however, any suspension of rent or remission is considered necessary provision 
should be made for the Ilindhoider being in any event entitled to collect, 

(a) the proportion payable in respect of the liability of the zamindar to pay pesh
kash; 

(b) the proportion payable in respect of the establishment charges of the zamin
dar; and 

(c) the proportion required for the maintenance of the zamindar's family, 

Regard also should be had to the other financial obligations of the zamindar, 

II, (tl) The Estates Land Act contains provisions by which wherever rents have been 
already fixed, parties cannot deviate from such rates and wherever rents have not been 
fixed, the considerations on which the rents should be fixed by courts. There does not 
therefore appear to be any necessity to amend the present provisions. (See sections 23, 24, 
27. 28,42, 163 and 168 of the Estates Land Act.) 

The grounds on which and the limits to which rents can be enhanced are clearly 
stated in sections 30 to 35 of the Act. In section 35 it is laid down that in no case can 
the Collector enhance rents so as to raise it beyond the value of the established waram 
of the village in which the holding is situated, commuted in accordance with section 40. 

Where there is an agreement to enhande rent in return for the improvement of an 
irrigation work, the Callector's sanction has to be obtained. 

While definite principles for fixing, enhancing, reducing, commuting or settling rates 
of rent have been laid down, courts and officers have been given powers to use their discre
tion where the question may arise whether any particular rats is fair or equivalent. [See 
sections 25, 137, 141, 163, 168 and 192 (6).] 

• 

(a) Section 25.-Where a neighbouring rate cannot be ascertained then a Collector 
considers a, fair and equitable rate can be fixed, 

(b) Section 163.-Where rent has to be collectled from a trespasser and the rate for 
the land has not been fixed, the Collector can fix what he considers fair and 
equitable, 

(c) Secti01l.168.-In effecting a settlement of the rent, if the Collector is not satisfied 
that a rent agreed to by the ryot is not fair and equitable he can himself fix what 
he .cQnsiders fair and equitable. 

(d) Even.if· there is a compromisle of a suit between the landholder and a ryot 
a decree cannot be passed if the Collector considers that such a compromill& is 
unfair and inequitable, 

(e', Even if there is an enhancement in return for an improvement made by a 
zamindar the enhancement shall be limited to such extent as the Collector considers 
fair and equitable. 

(j) Where an ayacut is extlended, Collector can determine the rates of rent. 

No further enunciation of principles on which a fair and equitable ra~ has to be 
determined other than what is already contained in the Estates Land Act IS necessary. 
WiM. discretion has also been conferred on officers and courts under the Act when ques
tions relating to rates of rent arise. 

n. (e) It is not desirable. Such .provisions· will only lead to endless disp1;'tes a~d 
far from there being any certainty of the rates of rent, the ele~ent of .uncertalDty WIll 
be introduced. It will be disastrous to revise rents" by executive action, Powers of 
revision will thereby be left to the whims and f~ncies of different officers with different 
dispositions. 
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There are already provisions to reduce or revise rents wherever they are inequitable. 
(a) BAlduction of rent under section 38. By the recent amendment a. ryot can 
get his relief on the application instead of a suit. 
{b) Tempora.ry reduction of rent due to economic depression, section 39. (a), Pat. 

naick's Act. 
(e) A ryot can get the aya.cut determined on application and can obta.in a re

classification of lands as irrigated, garden, or unirrigated according to cir
cumstances. He can get the lands classified as unirrigated, if he can prove 
that they were not irrigated for six consecutive years [section 137 (e)]. 

(d) Pending the repair of the irriga.tion work Collector can order temporary 
reduction of rent (section 141). 

'l'he law has provided the ryot with ample remedies to dea.1 with inequitable cases. 
and any reserve powers in the local Government will place the landholder a.t the absolute 
mercy of changing political complexions of the state. 

m. (a) The remedies at present available for the landholder to reCover the arrear~ 
of rent from a ryot are threefold-

(a) By a suit before the Collector; 
(b) by distraint and sale of movable property; and 
(e) by a sale of the ryots' holding. 

'rJie latter two remedies are available ollly where II. pattI> and muchilika has been 
previously exchanged between the landholder and the ryot or the valid tender of a patta has 
been made at the arrear of rent accrued due within twelve months preceding the demand. 

In cases where the arreu.rs of rent relate to a period more than 12 months after the( 
demand and in cases where there has been no valid exchange of patta and muchilika, th" 
only remedy available to the landholder is by recourse to a. suit. The remedy by way 
of suit is costly and torduous. The court-fee payable in each case ia Rs. 11...g..,o for every, 
Rs. 100 claimed in the suit. Besides the court-fee, there are the usual process charge~, 
vnkalat stamp, and various incidental expenses. The landholder has either to engage 
a pleader to institute suits or appoint an agent on fixed sa.1ary. Wherever a landholder 
engages a pleader, the fees payable to the pleader also bee-omes the costs of the cause. 
The fees payable to a. pleader is 5 per cent of the value of the suit. Besides these costs, 
there are other una.voidable expenses of travel of either the plaintiffs or the defendants 
which a.re not taxed costs in the suit. It will be no exaggeration to state that in all 
em parte suits the actual costs incurred by the plaintiff will go to about 20 per cent of the 
suit amount. In contested cases the expenses are likely to be very much more and 
in some Cllses the expenses incurred ha.ve been almost equivalent to the va.lue of the 
suits. This state of things is neither in the interests of the landholder nor of the ryot. 

There is one other circumstance that mav also be noted in this connexion. When· 
ever the suit has to be filed for arrears of a particular fasli which is about to get time 
barred by the rule of three years' limitation, the landholder ca.nnot avoid filing a. sur 
a.lso for the dues of subsequent faslis until the da.te of the suit. If he does not do so, his 
r~medies to recover the subsequent dues will be barred under Order II, rule 2 of the 
Code of Civil Procedure. So, whenever a. landholder filel! a. suit his claim has neces
sarily to be large and the corresponding cost of litigation is also necessarily multiplied. 
While the ryots is ruined by this circumstance, the la.ndholder does not also stand to gain. 
• The difference between the remedy by .. suit and the remedy by summary pro-

cf.edings provided under the Act is small. The additiona.l adva.ntages which a. la.ndholder 
gets by filing a suit are twofold. 

(a) The landholder gets the machinery of the court to effect distraint of movable 
property. 

(b) The remedy by way of arrest is a.vailable to a landholder who hlil; Iobtained 
a decree. 

NormaIly, however, whether it is in execution of a. decree or by taking recourse 
to summary proceedings, distraint of movable property and sale of holding are the usual 
steps taken by the landholder to recover arrears of rent. 

In regard to the remedy bv distraint and sale of movable property the difficultie· 
experienced at present are the following '-

(4) The articles exempt from distraint are too widely stated in section 77 (fl. 
Bub-clause (ii). For example, all plou!(hing cattle of a riot are exempt from 
distraint under that section. The uoual kind of property' po"""sRed by a. ryot 
are ploughing cattle. This exempt,ioli is often abuiled by' the l1'ot. 



(b) In practice, even this remedy is proving costly by reason of no time being 
fixed within which the sale of distra.ined property should be held. 'l'here are 
a number of instances where the sales of di.trained property were held morc 
than six months after the distraint. In such cases if the distrllined property 
is cattle the costs incidental to the distraint, such as feeding chnrges, far 
exceed the value for which the property was distrained. N umber of instances 

, can be given .howing the period taken for various cases of distraint and tho 
\. costs incurred in respect of them. The sale officer, thnt is usually employed 
I to sell the distrained property, is a Government Deputy Tahsildar and in the 
, nature of things it would be difficult to expect him to be IIvailable to condUl,.t 

sales at all times and at all places, 

Sale of holding.-Even in regard to this remedy there are several difficulties in the 
existing system; some of the difficulties are the following:-

(a) The remedy is proving to be very slow. The notice of sale i. issued under 
section 112 of the Act. A month's time is given to the defaulter either to pay 
up the amount or to contest the liability to sell from the date of the receipt 
of the notice. Thereupon notice shall be sent through post and through the 
Collector. After service of the notice the landholder has to apply for sale 
under section 114; On receipt of the application, the Collector shall issue 
notice to the parties and determine the properties to be sold, and order thE' 
proclamation of the sale. The proclamation shall have to be published in 
the District Gazette, and the sale has to be held on a day after thirty days 
after the publication. Normally, the holding brought to sale under this pro
vision will be put up for sale, about a year or more after the initial notice under 
section 112. Here again the sale officer is a Government Deputy Tahsildar, 
and with the limited time at his disposal, he cannot effectively cope with tho 
work, when the landholdE'r wants to avail himself of this remedy on a large 
scale. 

(b) The remedy is also costly for the following reasons :-
In each case the notice is required to be served through the Collector. Besides 

the cost of process and various notices, the. publication in the District 
Gazette costs not less than Rs. 10 in each case. To this must be added the 
costs of obtaining a. sale certificate, and thereafter further publication 
thereof in the District Gazette. 

The following suggestions with regard to the measures to be adopted for collection 
of rent and the sale of holdings may be considered :-

(a) Distraint proceedings may be made ava.iIable to arrears which accrued due 
for three years or at least two years previously. This would obviate thtl 
necessity to file suits and will prove beneficial to the ryots themselves. By 
this provision, filing of suits will be found. necessary only where pattas and 
muchilikas have. not beell exchanged. 

(b) The provision of section 28 of Madras Revenue Recovery Act, may also be 
made available to landholder in recovering the rents from ryots. 

(c) Summary proCl'edings may be made simpler by constituting the village offi
cers of neighbouring villages as sale officers and also a particular limit of time
being prescribed within which movable and immovable property have to be 
sold. Publication in the District Gazette may be dispensed with and publica
tion in the village chavadis and by beat of tom-tom before effecting 8aleswill 
be sufficient, The karnam of each village may be compelled to keep in his 
custody all distrained property as in the Government villages. At present 
distrained properties are kept in the custody of the sureties. Such sureties 
irivariably commit default in the prodnction of the distrained property, with 
the result that the landholders can only take proceedings against them in a 
civil court. Further. it is difficult to get other ryots in the same villa~e to kE'ep 
in their custody the distrained property of a neighbouring ryot nor is it possible 
to remove every bit of distrained property to the landholder's office. as th~ 
eXJll'nses of such rE'moval, and proJll'r custody of such property 'Will involve 
further cost which will havE' ultimately to be borne by the ryot. 

(dl Provision is also necess:try to deal with caSl's where distraint is difficult. 
It often happens that at the instigation of a leading ryot of a village not onl" 
himseH. but also the other rvot. of the village do not pay np the reut p~v~ble 
to the landholder. The leading ryot is influential and no one in thE' village 
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will dare to assist in effecting a distraint of his property. The subordinate 
employed by the landholder to effect distraints is normally a Revenue Inspector 
!lDd it wouid be nothing short of fool-hardiness for him to attempt tile dis
traint of the properties of the inliuenttai ryots. l:'olice asslstance under sec.
tion 80, though theoretically a safeguard under such circumstances, ordinarily, 
no police officer comes to assist unless there is a definite allegation of breach 
of peace. For the poor subordinate revenue official it will be somewhat risky 
to state beforehand that a pacticular defaulter is likely to use violence. He 
must have made some attempt at distraint before making that allegation. But 
if he should have made the attempt, he would have CODle to grief. It is 
also not likely that adequate police ·help will be available when the zamindar's 
subordinates are engaged in kist collection simultaneously in various villages 
during the kistbandi season. In such circumstances, even if distraint should 
be attempted and it is forcibly prevented, it will be difficult. to obtain evidence 
against the influential ryot in the village. Very often criminal complaints 
filed under such circum.tances are thrown out on the ground that proof is 
inadequate in respect of some minute details connected 'with the procedure 
prescribed for attachment. The dismissal of such complaints only encourages 
similar conduct on the part of the other ryots in the village. In these cir
cumstances, it is very necessary to have a provision like rule 33 of Schedule IV 
of the Local Boards Act, so that clash in villages may be avoided when ten
sion is high and at the same time recalcitrant ryots can be made to pay up 
their rents without recourse to any force. Sub-clause 2 of rule 33 in Schedule 
IV of the Local Boards Act provides as follows: "If for any reason the dis
traint or a sufficient distraint of the defaulter's property is impracticable the 
president may prosecute the defaulter before the Magistrate." Necessary 
safeguards to prevent the abuse of this provision may be provided under the 
statute. 

(e) l'he penalties prescribed for obstruction of distraint under section 212 (b) 
and other provisions of the Estates Land Act are inadequate. It is doubtful 
if the section applies at all to a case where movable property other than pro
duce distrained under the Act is forciblY' or clandestinely removed. Where 
such property is removed the landholder has merely to apply under section 90 
of the Act for recovery of the property that was taken away; but the section 
does not provide for penalty or compensation of any kind to the landholder. 
Probably the landholder himself has to bear the costs also of the proceedings 
instituted by him under section 90 of the Act. It is therefore necessary that 
section 212 must be made more stringent and compensation should be pro
vided in each case where the landholder is prevented from successfully availing 
himself of any of the remedies provided under the Act by reason of the conduct 
of the ryot. 

(fJ Provision may also be made similar to Order XXI, Rule 41 of the Code of 
Civil Procedure, by which a ryot can be called upon to state all the property 
which he has got as means of satisfying the arrears due to the landholder. 
This will avoid collusive claim petitions that have become numerous to evade 
distrained property from being sold. 

(g) The village officers may also be asked to maiutain a register showing the 
number of cattle and ploughs owned by each and every ryot from time to 
time. There is evidence to show that such records were available in olden 
days when satistics were gathered for the apportionment of peishlrush in the 
zaminda.ris. 

IV. (a) There !las been divergence of opinion as to whether the rights of the ryots 
were in the nature of proprietary right annexed to the holding of the land, Cf! whether 
the rights were purely contradual. But the distinction is purely academical as the res
pective rights of the landholder and the ryot in respect of irrigation have been clearly 
defined by various judicial decisions. 

The landholder is the owner of the bed, bond, etc., of tanks, irrigation channels, 
etc., in the estates. At the same time as observed in the Karvetnagar case, .. The zamin
dare have no power to do away with the tanks, in the maintenance of which large nom
bers of people are interested, bot a.re charged under India law, by reaRon of their tenore, 
with the doty of preserving and repairing them." 

The rights onhe landholder Me similar to those of the Government and correspond
ingly the obli!(ations are also similar. 
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The ryot is entitled to be given such supply of water as is neceeea.ry and sufficient 
for the irrigation of his registered wet fields. He must accept the supply from the irriga
tion source provided by the landholder as the source of supply for biB fields as be wust 
accept the method or machinery by which the landholder supplied the water. He has no 
right to insist that his supply shall come from any perticular source, or that it shall come 
by any particular channel. Nor can he prescribe against the landholder for such user by 
any length of time. It is open to the landhol<ler to alter at any time, the manner and 
the method by which he supplies the necessary water to him aud he can have no cause 
of action thereon. 

It follows that .• between him and the landholder there is something in the nature 
of contractual obligation under which the landholder &gl'eea to regulate, distribute and 
furnish to him his necessary supply in the manner authorized as the proper and ususl 
manner, unless the laudholder has provided him with another equally efficient." (11131 
Madr&8, 284.> 

(b) There is no doubt that the landholder haa a superior right in the water 
sources in the estate. He is the owner of the bund and the bed of the water sources. 
Wherever it is possible, the landholder can extend the cultivation in the village and 
provide water for the same, provided it does not diminish the supply of water to the ryots 
owning lands under the ayacut. It is on this footing that the landholder collects tirwa
j&8ti from tenants owning dry lands who take' water from the tank. 

The landholdder has the control of irrigation works and it is he that regulates the 
water-supply. So long as he does not deprive the ryots of the accustomed supply of water, 
he has a right to alter the manner and method of irrigation. 

The very obligations imposed by the Estates Land Act recognize the fact that the 
landholder has the superior right. The obligation imposed on the landholder to maintain 
the irrigation work is to maintain it in such a condition as would not materially prejudice 
the irrigation of lands dependent upon it. The nature and the extent of the rights of the 
landholder may be stated as follows :-

(a) The landholder is the owner of the source of irrigation. 
(b) Subject to the obligation of providing the accustomed supply of water to the 

ayacutdars he can use the extra supply of water as he pleases. He can extend 
the cultivation with the aid of such water. He can supply water to dry lands 
and collect water-rate; he can supply water to other lands belonging to him 
either in the same vil\jtge or in any other village. 

(e) The landholder is entitled to the fishery in the tank. 
(do) The landholder can alter the sources of supply or mode of irrigation provided 

the accustomed quantity of water to the ryots is assured. 
(e) The landholder has the primary right to regulate the supply of water to the 

lands under the ayacut. 
(f) The landholder can have temporary cultivation on the tank-bed. 
(g) The landholder has all the rights and is subject to the obligations as the 

Government has and is subject to with reference to the ryotwari tenants. 
V. (a) There is no need for compUlsory survey. Wherever, however, the ryots are 

anxious to have the survey made, one-fourth of the ryots of the village can make the 
application. In several estates though there has been no survey made under the Surveys 
and Boundaries Act, the villages have been previously surveyed and there has been very 
rarely any disputes arising due to non-survey. To make survey compulsory would pui 
both the landholder and ryots to needless and h~avy expenditure. Where need for survey 
is felt, either by the landholders or the ryots, the Estates Land Act has provided an easy 
remedy for g~tting the estates surveyed. 

In the estates which have been already surveyed, the difficulty that is being experienced 
is that there is no provision for survey maintenance being made. It is too expensive 
either for the landholder or the ryot exclusively to undertake the task of· maintenance. 
There is no provision in the Act for collection of subdiviRion charges when the ryots want 
to have subdivisions of holdings affected. This should be provided for. 

Similarly there is no need for compulsory record of rights or settlement of renta. 
It is now nearly thirty years after the Estates Land Act came into force and the respective 
rights of landholder and ryots have by now become Rett/ed either by agreement or by 
adjudication in court. To make record of rights compulsory now would merely create 
troubles where there has been none such, and would involve estates and ryots in needlell8 
litigation-. 

(b) Section 180 provides for the" app<irtiomrient of the cost of survey among the 
lapdholder, -the ryot, and the· holders of any land held· on -favourable terms within the 
:estate. The discretion in making the apportionment- is left to the Loc&i Government. 
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Sections 20 and 21 of the Surveys and Boundaries Act also provide for the basis fow 
apportioning the cost between the proprietor and the tenants under him. 

Even in estates the State also stands to gain by survey. The State is intilrestecJ 
in the collection of land cess which is As. 1-6 in every rupee of rent. The State is interested 
in the proper use of communal lands. So, the State should also contribute towards the 
costs of survey. 

Provision should also be made for. collection of tenant's share of the cost directly 
instead of the proprietor being made to pay the cost in the first instance as provided under 
section 20 of the Surveys and Boundaries Act. 

VI. The answer to the question will depend on the nature of the levy. There are 
certain payments which are incidental to the tenure. In such cases courts have recognized 
the legality of the payments. Some such levies are kulavettu (cesses for keeping the 
tanks in proper repair), swathantrams (payments to village artisans and servants). The, 
Estates Land Act has recognized the legality of such levies-see section 3 (ii) (a). But 
courts have disallowed other customary collections which are not incidental to the tenure, 
and for which no consideration can be presumed, such as, collection for the maintenanCil 
of village temple, the village priest and nazars, even though such payments wer~ being 
made by the tenants without demur for several years. 

No such levies are in vogue in the Venkatagiri estate at present. 
The Estates Land Act itself has provided sufficient safeguards against any illegal 

exactions being made by the landholder (sections 135 and 136). Any landholder making 
an illegal exaction will be liable to a penalty under the latter sections. 

There appears to be no need to make any further provision. If necessary, the law 
as laid down in the various decisions, that only such customary payments a.s are incidental 
to the tenure of a ryot can be collected and levies which are not so incidental to the tenure 
cannot be collected, may be expressly stated in the Act. The words .. Any local tall:, 
cess, fee, or sum payable to a landholder by a ryot as such" in section 3 (li) (a) sufficiently 
conveys that only such levies are lawful as are incidental to the tenure . 

.vII. (a) The question assumes that the tenants must have some rights with regard 
to the utilization of local natural facilities such as grazing of cattle, etc. There is, however, 
no basis for such an assumption. 

The landholder is the owner of all forests and waste lands. He has the exclusive 
right to the enjoyment of the forests and waste lands as he likes. No rights in the tenant~ 
to free grazing or collection of manure or wood without payment or permission, have been 
recognized by law. If there were such rights, surely such rights would have been declare4 
in all the earlier tenancy legislation. 

Such rights, if at all, can be claimed as .. Customary right ... or .. Customary ease
ments" (see section 18 of the Easements Act). But before such rights can be claimed 
as customary rights, it should be proved that the tenants were grazing the cattle, etc., as 
of rights openly and without obstruction. The obtaining of licences .to graze cattle or 
collect manure, etc., would negative all claim of right. The following observations in a 
recent decision of the NagplU' High Court clearly set out the law on the subject :-

.. The enjoyment of a right claimed to exist under an alleged custom must be 
enjoyed as of right, that is to say, all acts must be done under or by virtue of the 
custom. In order to establish the custom, all acts must have been done without 
violence. without stealth or secrecy, or without leave or licence asked for or either 
given, either explicitly or impliedly from time to time. No act which can be 
ascribed to a licence can ever support a claim of custom. A zamindar is the 
owner of the forest and of waste land lying within his zamindari; and as prOo 
prietor can permit his tenants to graze their cattle on land which is lIot the 
communal land of the village, and to take dead wood, etc., from the forest or 
waste land on payment of certain charges prescribed by him. But that is purely 
a matter of contract between the zamindar and the tenants. A right wIlich can 
b.e so acqu~d on pe.:rment of fees o~ charges can hardly ~e regarded as a customary 
rIght, notWlthstandmg that. the. rIght has been exerCIsed for a long series of 
years (Stone, C.J. a.nd NlyogI, J.). Bah01'an v. Lal BhuMnpalsingh (20 
N.L.J. 131)." 

. In practice it can be proved almo~t in e-very z~dari that far from exercising any • 
rIghts as suoh, the tsn~nt~ were applymg to th.e .zam~ndars for permission to graze cattle 
on payment of fees. SImilarly, they were obtammg licences for collection of free manure 
or wood. 

Graz,'ng of cattle.-That the Estates Land Act itself did not recognize any right to 
free !tl'Bzing appears to be clear. If any area is set apart for common grazing such lands 
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would come under communal landa within the, meaning of section~. In deacribing 
communal landa the Act relers to threshing Hoors, cattle stands, village sites, etc. 11 
common grazing lands were contemplated promment reference to Buch grazing Janda 
would have been made in section 20 as an illustration of oommunal landa. 

Again the right to graze is in the nature of a profit II prendre qua e,tate a.nd rightl 
to profit a pendre are not recognized by the Act. 

In defining Tent in section 3, clause (iii (b), for the purpose of certain sections of Act, 
.. Pasturage fees" would come under the definition. This clearly shows tha.t the Ac' 
contemplated pasturage on payment of fees and not free pasturage. 

Again in section 6, clause (2), of the Act there is reference to .. Admission to waste 
lands under a contract for pasturage." This would indicate that the Act did not oontem-. 
plate right of tenants in waste lands for grazing, but oontemplated only admission on 
contract for pasturage. 

The various systems obtaining in regard to the manner in which pastursge is let tc 
ryota are the following :-

• 

(a) The kancha system.-Kanchas include all the waste lands in the village as 
well as pasturage areas where rich pasture is allowed to grow. Landholders get 
such areas specially protected. Every year the leading ryots of each village oome 
forward to take on lease the kanchas of each village and thereupon they pay up 
the lease amount and get a lease executed for three years or five yelld'S. There 
are a few cases where the leading ryots have taken such bnehas on permanent 
leases. The lessees of the kanchas in turn collect the quota of each ryot towards 
the lease amount paid by them. 

In regard to this system, certain claims of the ryots were put forward, which came 
up for decision in courts. The contention put forward was that the right of the 
zamindar in respect of the kanchas was merely to collect or auction the lease 
amount every year; but that the zamindar could not withhold the leases or refuse 
permission to graze. There were two cuses in the N ellore district which went 
up to the High Court where such kind of right was claimed and negatived
See 31 M;.L.J., 211 and 1928 Madras. The former related to the Venkatagiri 
zamindar and the latter related to Chettetipalem. 

The kancha rates are lower than the pasturage fees oollected in Government areas. 
A comparison of the rates of kanchas fees in the Venkatagiri zamindari where 
this system is largely in vogue will clearly show that the rates are generally low 
and compare favourably with the rates obtaining in the Government area. 

The kancha system has been in vogue in various Government areas in the Nellore 
district. In 1867 when the Government abolished the pullari system and 
provided for some common pasturage, they also introduced the bncha system 
by which " Tracts be annually or biennially rented out to the highest bidder in 
suitable lots for pasturage, care being taken that the lots put up to auction are 
not unduly monopolised by one man or a clique in the village." (G.O. No. 267, 
Land Revenue, dated 12th November 1867.) 

(b) The pu!laTi system.-The system commonly obtaining is this. At the begin
nipg of each fasli an account is taken of the cattle owned by each tenant in the 
village and after collecting the grazing fees for so much per head of cattle, permits 
will be issued to the tenants for grazing the cattle. 

Before 1867 this was the system in vogue in Nellore and Guntur districts in 
Government areas. 

(c) The patt4 beedus .-A third method by which lands are let for pasturage is this. 
Some ryots are granted specified areas of pasturage lands according to their needs 
and such areas are included in their holdings at specified rates of rent. The 
extents so granted are generally'in relation to the number of ploughs owned 
by the ryot . 

. The rates at which such beedus are let range from 8 pies to As. 3-1 per acre in 
the Venkatagiri estate. Wherever such patta beedus are granted conditions are 
inserted in the pattas that if the ryot utilizes the land for agriculture he should 
pay rent at the dry cultivation rate and if any applications are forthcoming far 
the assignment of such lands for cultivation the tenant should either vacate the 
lands or himself take the lands on darkhast. 

In regard to these patta beedus, claims of occupancy rights were put forward 
which came up for judicial decision and ultimately negahved. (38 Madras, 7381 
A l/1IapaTeddi v. M ahaTaja of VenkatGgiri. 
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The prevalence of one or other 'Of the above systems clearly disprove any .. righ\ 
of pasturage" in the ryots while at the same time they prove that there are 
already adequate arrangements made in each estate providing for grazing facilities 
to ryots on reasonable terms. 

Wherever kanchas are not taken on lease or permits are not obtained and cattle 
are allowed to graze, then such cattle are impounded. Several cases where 
obstructions to such impoundrngs were made, have come up before courts and 
the courts have invariably imposed fines against such individuals. The cattle
pound registers in the various villages in the estate will show the instances 
w:here cattle have been impounded for grazing illicitly on the waste lands in the 
village. These would clearly establish that nowhere were . rights' recognized 
for free grazing. 

In the ab~ve circum.stanc~s. any legislation infringing such rights would be in the 
nature of ereatlng new rights ln favour of the tenants and infringing the I~ghts of land-
holdJn and consequently exproprietary. . 

Collection oj Green Manure and Wood for agricultural implement8.-The practice 
-obtaining ia the various estates at present for the supply of green manure, etc., to tenants 
is for. the ryots. to apply to the landholder for permits and for the landholder to grant such 
perm.ts accordmg to the needs in each case. Some nominal fee is collected. Sometimes 
permits are iAsued free. The permits would specify the quantity to be taken by each 
:tenant the area from which the manure of woad is to be taken, and the period within 
which he has to take the same. Wherever such green manure or wood is taken wit-hont 
obtaining permits, compensation is collected, and where such compensation is not paid 
legll actio!! is taken. Courts have in number of instances convicted persons who 80 illi

-citly removed wood or green manure. These would indicate that • rights' as such in 
resp~ct of the collection of green mlLl!lure and wood, etc., have not been recognized by 
law. 

To recognize such rights would also work great hardship. It would lead to abuse. 
Who i~ to determine the needs of each ryot and how is it to be ensured that he will not 
remove greater quantity than is necessary? Wherever there is combination among ryots, 
they call easily denude the forest under the pretence that they have gone into the forest 
-only for the limited purpose of gathering manure leaves 01' for cutting wood for agricultural 
implements. It will retard conservancy and development of forests. 

Even when Buch rights have been pleaded by way of custom, courts have held that 
,a custom by which persons claiming the custom can increase the burden on the owner of 
propertl au.] can even virtually deprive them of their property is an unrel180nable custom 
(Adama v Riflfl'S, 9 Oalcutta, 698 = 1934 Calcutta, 461), and should not be enforced by 
law. 

In thil pres£ont case it will be a travesty of justice if on the other hand when facts 
.disprove the existence of a right either by custom or otherwise. attempt is made to intro
.duca such rigllts by legislation. 

If, as a rur.tter of fact there are already such customary righte in existence, the 
recent .lLmendment to the Estates Land Act has amply safeguarded such rights. (See 
section IIO-A.) 

VH(b) III the above circumstances, the answer to question (b) is also in the nega
tive and there are no inherent rights recognized as such in favour of the tenants in regard 

• to the utilization of natural facilities for grazing. collection of green manure, etc. Even 
Mr. Ramadoss who drafted amendments on behalf of ryots in the year 1984 did not treat 
Bu~h right. as ir.herent in the ryot. He recognized two classes of estates, one in which 
nghts by cust.om may exist in favour of tenants and another category where such rights 
:by custom do Lot exist. 

VII. (.J) What are the respective rights with regard to the public paths, communal 
llIdld~, an-I hill and forest pornmbokes as between the tenants and the landhoiper? 

Eve7 communal land is to be utilized for the specified purpose for which it is 
btcr,ded. The landholder or the ryot cannot put the land to any other use than the one 
fo.' which it is intended. Any ryot who trespasses on communa.l land can be summarily 
.ejected uuder section 21, Estates Land Act. 

The nmindar however, has the reversionary interest in the communal lands. When 
B communal land is no longer required for the Pll11l?se for which it is intended, he can, 
aft'!l' obt .. imng the permission of the Collector put It for any other use. 

The ownership of the communa.l land, however, unquestionably belongs to the.land
holder. (71 M.L.J., 749.) The landholder is entitled to the subsoil rights. He IS also 
-entiiJtleJ t,l the trees standing on communal lands. 
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In regard to hills and forests. they are not communal lands at all and it is no' 
known why these should have been mixed up with communal lands i~ the question
naire. 

Hilt~.and r~rests are the property of the landholder (40 Mad .• 886, P.C.) and tenants 
have no rlght$ 1D respect of them. 

VITI. The scheme recently settled during the amendment of the Estates Land Act 
is sufficiently suitable and it is premature to suggest alterations to the Mid scheme. It 
may be at once stated that during the recent amendments, Chapter VIII was c()mpletelv 
altered and all the provisions that we find in that Chapter VIII was completely altered 
and all the provisions that we find in that chapter to-day are almost word for word the 
amendments suggested by Mr. Ramadoss Pantulu, who was espousing the cause of the 
ryots . and sugg:,ted amendments on their behalf. According to these provisions the 
machl!1ery proVIded to compel a landholder to repair an irrigation work has been rendered 
ver.y SImple and even a ~ingle ryot making an initial deposit of Rs. 200 in the CRse of 
major work and Ea. 100 m the case of minor works can eet the law in motion against the 
landholder. Wherever tne officer who makes the enqUiry finds that the irrigation work 
is iu such state of disrepair as materially to prejudice the irrigation of the ayacut under 
it h", may pass an order .pecifying the work necessary for effectIDg the repair and call 
upon the landholder to execute the said work within a specLfied time. If, however, the 
landholder fails to execute the work within the given time he shall be made to deposit 
the amount of t.hs estimated cost within a specified tIme. As soon as the deposit is made 
the officer shall get the work executed by such persons in such manner as he may direct. 
It id difficult to perceive what improvements can be suggested to these provisions; though 
the amended Act is three years old in number of instances, ryots have begun to take 
advantage of these provisions. Besides the Simplification of the machinery the following 
provisions have ample advantages to the ryots :-

(a) The ayacut under an irrigation work can be determined at the instance of even 
a single ryot and the officer who determines the same can even effect classifica.
tion of any land as irrigated. or garden, if they are already not classified and can 
eve!l determine the rate of rent on the lands so classified. 

(b) Th~ landholder is prohibited from making an extension of the ayacut without 
e:.press sanction of the Collector in that behalf. 

(c) Any ryot can obtain any reclassification of his land as unirrigated if for six 
consecutive years the land could not be irrigated. 

(Il) A ryot can also apply for temporary reduction of rent pending completion of 
works of repair. 

On the other hand the only lacuna in the Act is that it does not fix the maximum 
amount which the landholder can be compelled to spend in respect of each irrigation work. 
All that is provided to safeguard the interests of the landholder is that in passing an 
order specifying or extending the time within which the landholder has to execute a 
work of re~air" the officer shall pay due regard to the capacity of the estate of such land
holder to bear within such time the cost of such works in addition to the cost of other 
works, if any, ordered by such officer. or undertaken by such landholder of his own aecord. 
Mere exte~sion of time is no remedy. Taking advantage of the recent provisions peti
tions have been filed on behalf of the ryots making extravagant claims. In one case 
wh~ra the total income of the zamindar from the ayacut was Rs. 1,500 the amount for 
which repairs were asked for was Rs. 25,000 (Siwarayanipet, Podili division). The estate 
had actually spent about Rs. 7,000 within the past ten years. In another case the 
ryot. of a village where the total revenue to the landholder was Rs. 2,500, they asked 
for repairs which according to the estimate of the Government Tahsildar would amount 
to R.. 27,000. In such cases the repairs asked for would exceed even the market value 
of the villages themselves. There is no provision preventing a Collector or other officer 
'deputed by bim orderina that the landholder should spend such amounts. The Govern
ment Tahsildar. and the" Deputy Tahsildars to whom ordinarily such enquiries are referred 
lo"e nothing by recommending excessive amounts being spent, particularly. 88 it. is nol 
the Government that is going to spend the amounts. Further the manner m whIch the 
ryot. appeal to the sympathy of such officer~ i~ t~ well Jrlown. In the. a~:ve circum
stances a statutory limit should be fixed mdLcatmg the quantum of lIabIlIty of the 
landJlOldel". In regard to Government works there is provision in the Board Standing 
Orders as to the proportion which the costs of the work of repai~ should ~ea.r to the 
income to the Government. It is also well known that the very pnnclple of IrrigatIOn CeM 
Act is th"t the amounts spent for an irrightion work should have an appropriate retum. 
(See the preamble of the Madras Irrigation Cess Act No. VlI of 1865.) 
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The Select Committee that was appointed ill 1\132 to draft the a.mendment came 
forward with an amendment to the etl'ec, that the IloIllOunt payable to the landholder in 
anyone year shall not exceed the annual rent of the wet ayacut of the irrigation work 
concerned. This again would have afforded no relief to the landholder. A provision 
that the total expenditure which a landholder can be called upon to incur in any revenue 
year on the repairs of irrigation works in his estate shall not exceed 5 per centum of 
the total demand from the irrigated lands in his estate is necessary. Such a provision 
is necessary and essential for protectin~ the landholder from being caJled upon all on a 
sudden to shoulder a burden which he could not bear. This will be both in the interests 
of the landholder and the ryot. 

Oases may arise where the disrepair of the tank is not the result of any negligence 
on the part of the landholder but the result of causes beyond his control. A tank may 
breach where there are unprecedented rains ot cyclones. In such cases there is no iustiJi~ 
cation to compel the landholder to shoulder the burden !ill of a sudden exclusively himself. 
Provision may be made for funds being lent by Government on such occasions and the 
Government can reimburse the amount in easy instalments. 

There is another matter to be cleared in the language of the existing legislation. 
According to section 138 (c) the ryots may apply for tbe repair of a work if 'he work 
is in such a state of disrepair as materially to prejudice the irrigation of the lands depen
dent upon it. What is material prejudice requires to be more fully defined. For example, 
an explanation may be introduced stating that a particular work is not able to irrigate 
such extent as it was irrigating within the previous ten years, or it has become impossible 
to raise the same crop or derive the same yield as was either grown or received within 
the last ten years. In some applications by ryots their prayer is to restore the work 
to a state in which it is alleged to have existed more than 30 or 40 years ago. To do 80 

may be very good. But when trying to fix the, liability of the landholder, if for 30 years 
the ryot could grow crops and had no grievance it may be inequitable to compel the 
landholder to execute such work. 

'rhere may also be instances where the landholder can find out an economical method 
of irrigating the lands in a village while at the same time giving up the work which was 
in existence all along. In such cases the ryots should not be allowed to insist on the old, 
work being repaired. 

The language of section 138 may be approptiately amended so as to absolve the 
landholder from any obligation to repair a particular work if the landholder has provided 
the ryot with an alternative mode of irrigation affording the same supply of water as 
before. 

Provision also has to be made requiring the ryots to furnish an estimate of the 
work which according to them is necessary. It is also necessary that adequate provision 
should be made for enforcing compulsory labour for such works as silt clearance and 
petty works of repair. Section 6 of the Compulsory Labour Act will not enable the 
'landholder or his agent to enforce customary labour from ryots. Further it is much 
better to ma.ke it a statutory obligation on the part of all ryots to do amji work according to 
the quantum of their holdings rather than leave such things to the mercy of a vague 
custom. In every case the existence of such a custom may be disputed by the ryots. 
Whether such a custom exi.ts or not it is equitable that ryots should be compelled to 
themselves exectlte petty repairs such as silt clearance in supply and distribution channels, 
etc. The ryots are primarily interested in the proper functioning of an irrigation work 
and it is not just that the landholder should be exclusively made responsible for the up
keep of the work leaving the ryot even without the obligation to execute petty' works of 
repairs. It may also be pointed out in this connexion, that far from executing such 

. petty repairs the ryots themselves contribute to the disrepair of the work. It is notorious 
that they very often cut open bunds of tanks to ~rrigate their lands. They do not even 
,care to close such breaches caused by them. The bunds of tanks also get intO disrepair 
on account of herds of cattle and goats being allowed to pass on the tank-bund and graze 
on the slopes. Provision must be made to prevent such mischief to the tan'k-bund. 

It will be in the interests of both the landholder and the ryot if annual jamabandi 
is made compulsory. The accounts to be prepared at the time of jamabandi should be 
etandardized and at the same time made simple. A statutory provision should be made 
fixing the period within which a ryot should contest the charges imposed in jamabandi. 

The main cause for jamabandi falling into arrears is due to the absence of powers in 
the landholder of oontrol over the karnam. It is the karnam that has to prepare all the 
jamabandi accounts. His accounts have to be verified by the zamindar's officials. There 
'must be statutory provision by which a karnam can be compelled to attend the landholder's 
office as often as is necessary and to get accounts prepared according to his orders. 
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,x, (i) The status of the under-tenant in relation to the pattedill' may he clearly 
tlefined under the Act and the same considerations that are taken into account in deter
mining the rate of fair and equitable rent payable by the ryot to the landholder, may be 
adopted for fixing the rate payable by the under-tenant to the pattadlll'. Wherever the 
landholder grants remission to the ryot, the benefit of such remission should go to the 
under-tenant and not to the pattadar. 
. (ii) The status of the under-tenant in relation to the zamindar may be defined all 
lhat of a sub-lessee under the Transfer of Property Act. The under-tenant may be 
made equally responsible for the pa.yment of the rent to the zamindar as the pattadlll' 
himself. Otherwise in cases where the pattadar is not a resident of the village, the 
zamindar finds it difficult to recover rent except by recourse to suit. It may therefore be 
provided that all remedies available to the landholder against the ryot should be made 
available even against the under-tenant. Similarly all notices and processes required to· 
be served on the ryot should be deemed to be sufficient if served on the under.tenant. 

. XI. (a) There is no need for any special triliunal. Jurisdiction for appeals and revi
sion as now provided under the Estates Land Act does not require any change. 

(b) Revenue courts should continue to be the courts for the trial of actions and 
'Proceedings between the landholder and tenants. 

XII. (a) At present the remedies available to the landholder against .. person m 
unauthorized occupation are the following:-

(a) To recover damages not exceeding one year's rent determined by the Collector 
(section 163). 

(b) To eject the trespasser by a suit in the civil court (section 163-A). 
(c) In the case of unauthorized occupation by a ryot who has been ejected under 

section 163-A the trespasser will' be liable to prosecution under section 212 (d). 

(d) In the case of unauthorized occupation of communal lands, or tank-beds, the 
trespasser will be liable for summary eviction by the Collector under the Lands 
Encroachment Act (section 21, Estates Land Act). 

The above provisions ha.ve been found to be inadequate to check unauthorized occupa
tion: 

(al The right to damages of one year's rent is no relief at all. Even for claim
ing this amount the landholder has to put in an a.pplication to the Collector 
and get the quantum of damages determined. The Collector may not grant the 
full one year's rent as damages, but may onlv order a much smaller amount. 
In practice, the cost of the proceedings may exceed the amount of damagee 
which ma.y be awarded by the Collector. It is why generally no landholder 
avails himself of this provision. 

Further, damages have to be determined within one year from the end of the 
revenue year in which the occupation is made. Ordinarily, jamabandi, in estatlt 
areas are conducted in the year next after the one in respect of which chargea 
have been made. Due to want of sufficient control over village officers, the 
charge accounts are, not made available to the landholder in time, The limit ... 
tion of one year is a further handicap to the landholder in the way of recovering 
even the damages provided for under section 163 of the Act. 

The provision for recovering damages from the trespassers, if it is intended to
check unauthorized occupation has to provide for substantial compensation and 
not merely nominal compensation. 

In the case of the lands belonging to Government, stringent measures have bl!l!ll 
provided for under the Madras Land Encroachment Act. Under the Act: 
(al A trespasser occupying a portion of a survey numbe! may he made liable

for the assessment of the whole survey number (section 3). 
(b) Occupation for an incomplete portion of the fasli may be deemed to be occu

pation for the full fasli. 
(c) Penalty equivalent to ten times the assessment can be imposed (section 5). 

It is necessary that similar provisions for recovery of penalty should be introduced 
in the Estates Land Act. The statute must itself fix the quantum of damages 
and the provision for previous determination of the damages by the Collector by 
a separate proceeding should he omitted. 

Ib) Ejectment 0/ tresptJ8sers.-'l:he provision for ejectment under section 163.A by 
filing a suit in the civil court is both ,arduous and costly. Unless there is 
some provision for summary eviction, it is not remed~' at all. In each case of 
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trespass, if the landholder has to avail himself of this remedy, he has to engag& 
a vakil. Court-fees have to be paid on the market value of the land. Th~ 
minimum vakil's fee prescribed under the Civil Rules of Praotice 41 each eject
ment suit is Rs. 26. It is therefore only a few rich landholders that can at all 
avail themselves of this costly remedy. But even in such cases. where the un
authorized occupation is on a large scale it is impossible for landholders to go on 
filing as many suits as there are trespassers. It is n? answer to state that the 
costs of the suit can be recovered from the trespasser. Very often the trespasser 
is a bird of passage. Often: they are men without property. The landholder 
can rarely recover the costs incurred by him from the trespassers. 

Compare this with the provision made for eviction of trespassers on Government 
lands. ~e? section 6 of the Land Encroachment Act which provides for sum
mary eVICtIOn. If a trespasser offers resistance to an officer trying to evict him, 
he can even be imprisoned after summary enquiry by the Collector. 

It is therefore necessary that provision should be made under the Estates Land Act 
for summary eviction of trespassers. It may be provided by making section 21 
applicable even to trespassers on ryoti land and other waste lands. 

(c) Penalties fo .. trespass.-Section 219 may be made applicable not merely to 
cases where a ryot has been ejeoted according to the provisions of section 163-A; 
but also to cases where the landholder has obtained possession after purchasing 
the land in revenue sale. It has become a notorious fact, that in an estate the 
landholder is helpless in preventing the ryots from ocoupying the lands, even 
though lands were purchased by the landholder in revenue sale, or in the exe
cution of a decree and he was duly put in possession. 

Even in case of trespass on the land from which a ryot has been dispossessed under 
section 163-A the trespassers evade the provision. Very often with the con
nivance of village officers, cultivation is registered not in the name of the tres
passer himself, but in the name of some relation or friend of the trespasser him
self, so that though the real trespasser is the one against whom decree has been 
obtained under section 163-A, still he can escape the clutches of section 212 (d). 
The language of the section may be suitahly amended so as to deal with such 
cases. 

(d) Section 6, clame (2)-Explanation.-This is another provision which works 
hardship to the landholder. According to the pro,vision, if a payment is made by 
a person in authorized occupation of ryoti land, and no suit is filed against him 
within two years he acquires occupancy rights. In practice, the person who collects 
rent is the karnam or the headman of the village. If the karnam does not bring 
to the notice of the landholder the instances where he oollected rent from the 
unauthorized occupiers he practioally confers occupancy right to the trespasser. 
Very often the village officers are found to treat these instances as sources of 
income to themselves. They can successfully enable ryots to acquire occupancy 
rights, and deprive the landholder of all legal remedies. 

In every village in an est"te, there are what are known as the 'Bought-in-Iands,' 
i.e., lands purchased by the landholder for arrears of rent. By assiguing those 
lands to other ryots the Isndholdel· has to recover not merely the arrears for the 
realization of which the lands were brought to sale, the costs of the sale, but 
also the previous decrees obtained for rents due on the land. Very rarely the 
landholder is able to do this. Even after the purchase by the landholder aneI 
his taking possession through the aid of the Collector, the ryot continues in 
possession. With the collusion of the village officer, the self same ryot makes 
some payments which is not brought to the notice of the landholder within 
two years, with the result that by this process, while the ryot is enabled to 
remain in possession of the land, he has at the same time, successfully evaded 
payment of all the arrears and decrees due on the land. The landholder on 
his part has not merely lost his arrears and decrees, but also the amQllllts whioh 
he spent for bringing the holding to sale and for obtaining, what proved to be 
a farcical possession. 

The alternative open to the landholder even when his attention is drawn to the 
fact of payment by a trespasser within two years is by no means helpful. Ii:. 
landholder has either to treat the trespasser as a ryot or to launch a civil suit 
against the trespasser under section 163-A. When as it happens, trespass is 
not of a stray case or two but of several cases, it is well-nigh impossible to file 
as many suits. The remedy is worse than the malady. 
1-12 
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Alter all, what is necessary is to • prevent' trespass and not merely to punish 
trefu>ass. There is no pro>ision in the Act at al1, to prevent trespass. Summary 
evi.4iion is the only mode of eviction that can prevent trespass and this has to 
be provided~ 

Section 6 clause (ii) explanation has to be repealed or suitably amended. For 
inatance, a. trespasser may be given the benefit of occupancy right if, besides the 
payment within two yea.rs, he has also put in an application to the landholder to 
assign the land to him and the landholder remained silent a.fter receipt of such 
lIP application for two yoors. The landholder is not bound to grant the appli
cation. If he refuses, and even a.fter refuaal the trespasaer does not vacate 
the land, he may be made liable for summary eviction. If necesaary, provision 
may also be made, that in cases where the lands were purchased in revenue 
aale by a landholder, a ryot could even after aale, tender one and a half (1) times 
of all the a.rroors a.nd decrees ontsta.nding, and costs incurred by the landholder 
on the land, and the landholder will be bound to assign such land to him, pro
vided before such tender he has not already assigned the same land to others. 
The oocupa.tion of the bought-in-Iands by the angina.! ryots themaelves is bordering 
on a. scanda.! on all the estates. Some ryots find it more advantageous to cultivate 
bought-in-land as trespassers rather than as pattadar. As pattadar, the land
holder can take summary proceedings of distraint, etc., for recovery of rent; 
but such remedies are not available against trespassers. Pattadars will be liable 
to pay a. rent whether or not the lands are successfully cultivat<ld or not. The 
trespasser can escape payment of rent if somehow or other his cultivation is not 
registered in the cultivation account. A pattada.r will be liable to pay rent on 
the entire holding, but a trespasser can be made liable for rent only for the 
extent actually cultivated by him. The creditors of pattada.r can proceed against 
his land and deprive him of possession. As trespasaer no one can proceed against 
the land in his cultivation. The landholder has his first charge even on the 
crop raised by the pattadar under section 5 of the Act, but he can have no such 
charge in respect of the crops raised by the trespasser. Pattadar wiII be liable 
to contrjbute for amji labour and trespasser will not have even that obligation. 
Every landholder loses a large portion of his rents in this manner. 

In this connexion the proviso to section 3 of the La.nd Encroachment Act may 
be compared. It says that payment of assessment does not confer right of occu
pancy in the trespasser. Section 6 provides for the forfeiture of the crop, etc., 
standing on the land trespassed. Similar provision may be made in the Estlltes 
La.nd Act. 

No possible objection can be raised for giving appropriate remedies to the landholder 
in this behalf. Law does not recognize in a.ny country equities in fa.vour of the 
trespa.sser, but under the Estates Land Act a trespa.sser is the most favoured 
person. 

See also the provisions in the Act rega.rding the eviction of trespassers from private 
lands. Sections 158 to 161 of the Estates Land Act. If at lea.st similar provi
visions a.re made to summarily eject trespa.ssers on ryoti land it will be something. 

(b) At present the zaIDindar ha.s to collect jodi, kattubadi a.nd other quit-rents 
by filing suits in civil courts. This has been found to be very ineffective. As the zamin
dar ha.s no first charge, aeveral decrees obtained by zamindars have been rendered useless 
by alienations made by the inamdars. 

In regard to quit-rents payable by minm: inamdars, such amounts are invariably 
lWlall. The costs that have to be incurred in filing the suits in civil courts and executing 
decrees sometimes even exceed the amount of the quit-rents themselves. 

It will therefore be necessary that quit-rents should be brought under the defini
tion of .. rent" under the Estates Land Act and a.ll remedies available to the landholder 
lor recovery of rent should be made available even for recovery of jodi, poruppu, kattu
ba.di a.nd other quit-rents. 
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lIilemorandum by Mr. V. V. Kunda Reddi Garu, Proprietor of Puiicheria and Jll[angalampe~ 
estate, Pllur post, ChUtoor district, dated 1st December 19117. • 

I am the proprietor of Pulicherla and Mangalampet Estate and also a tenant at Pun,. 
ganur zamindari. Please place my views before the Committee. I was not in the "illage 
hence I was not able to reply in time. 

Zamindar is the proprietor of the s<;lil ss well as mines, etc., before the land is 
granted on patta. Tenant becomes owner of the surface soil after the land is granted on 
patta and be will not have any mining rights. Rent should be fixed as per soil Iiut it 
should not be more than Rs. 20 per ncre wet land and more than Rs. 4 per dry land. In 
fixing the rent proportionate reduction should be made in peshcash made during perma
nent settlement. 

There should be statutory provision for remission of rent and a proportionate reIll18-
sian should be granted in peshcash by Government. Maximum and minimum rent should 
be fixed for eacn estate and a Settlement OBber should be appointed to settle, if there is 
a dispute. 

Provision of rent suits should be deleted from the Estates I,nnd Act 8S it ruins both 
the landlord and tenant. The measures which are in force under Revenue Recovery Act 

. ahould be enforced. 
The right of water-supply is inherent. Landlord should not interfere with existmg 

rights. He should be given powers to protect the rights of the tenants. 
Survey is costly and it is not possible for the landlords to pay the cost. 
Landholders should not levy any additional mamuls in addition to rent. Grazing 

should be m~de free in unreserves. Wood for agricultural purposes should be supplied 
free. Ryots have got inherent rights for grazing in unreserves and for collecting imple
ments for agriculture in unreserves of the estate. 

Public paths, communal lands, hills and forest porambokes should be left free to the 
ryoh and any encroachments on the said lands should be severely dealt with and penalty 
imposed. 

If repairing of tanks is not taken up by the landlord Government should grant a loan 
and collect the amollnt by five yearly instalments. 

Ydarly jamabandi i9 quite necessary. Proprietor is not in a position to take any work 
from the village officers and his village accounts are not kept up-to-date. Hence his col. 
lection work is hindered. Some punishment should be made by the Revenue authoritiea 
in cases when a report is received from the proprietor. Proprietor should be given some 
powers to punish the village officers subject to appeal. 

Tank bund porambokes are generally occupied. Proprietor should be empowered to 
levy penal assessment 10 to 20 times and Revenue authorities should be empowered to 
eject if the matter is reported. 

All disputes between landlord and tenant should be settled by Revenue courts. 
If the land occupied by the ryots is unobjectionable it should be granted on patta and 

no penalty should be levied in such cases. Collection of jodi, porappu, kattubadi should be 
eollected under Revenue Recovery Act. 

V. V. KONDA R1mDI. 

Memorandum by the Zamlndar and Receiver, Punganur zamindarl. Chlttoor district. 
dated 5th December 1937. 

The question of the relations between landholders and tenants is a very important 
one. The interest of one is so intertwined with that of the other that any stells for th .. 
amelioration of the condition of the one. will have its repurcussions on the other unles. 
the interests of the other also are properly safeguarded. On account of deep-seated 
economic depression, it is not merely the condit.ion of tenants that needs sympathy and 
relief but also that of the landholder. Any half-hearted measure in favour of the tenant 
shutting one's eye completely to its depressing effect on the landholder, will only r"sult 
in a transference of the hnrdship and misery from the one to the other. Any reform 
contemplated of the relationship. must have for its object the removal of the trouble and 
difficulties under which both Buffer and an improvement of the general condition of 
both. 

'As part of any scheme of reform, it will become directly nece.snry also to revi ... the 
relationship betweeon the Government nnd the landholder and afford to the landholder 
such relief as the changed condition of the times will warrant or make necessary. Any 
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..tep-motherly treatment, however, laudable in the present miserable economic condition 
of the country, of the tenant class cannot have tht effect of even partially eradicating 
.Jhe, ~ry of that class but will certainly result in accentuating the misery of the land
.hold~ class intertwined with it. It is, therelore, hoped that the Committee which has 
the welfare of both the landlords and tenants at heart should devise ways and means and 
evolve a scheme to improve and better the lot of both the landlord and tenant at one 

. and the same time. 

o I. (a) (1) This raises unnecessarily a. bone of contention. The interests of both the 
,landlord and the tenant in the soil are well-known to law and statutes. It is submitted 
.that in regard to the matters dealt with by the questionnaire, it is even unnecessary to 
probe this question and raise an academic discussion. 

(2) But still, if it becomes necessary to decide as to who is the propriet.or of the 
;soil, there are very clear indications in the Madras Estates Land Act itself recognizing 
.the zamindar as the propriet.or of the soil while dealing with the rights of the ryots also 
In regard to the incidents of their tenure, for example-

(a) Carving out the subordinate interest of .. occupancy tenancy" implying 
the existence of an ultimate propriet.orship in the zamindar. 

(b) Section 19 dealing with private or home farm land which is recognized 
to be at the absolute disposal of the zamindar, the relationship between 

. him and the tenant being governed by contract. The zamindar can at his 
plea~ure convert private lands int.o ryoti land but cannot be compelled to do 
sotqere. being no provisions therefor. 

(c)" Waste 'land-8ection 6 (2) recognizes, the proprietary rights of the l.amin
dar in this. 

(d) Section 6 expressly reserves to the zamindar the mining rights in the 
estate. 

(e) ~ection 10 (2) which says that on a ryot dying intestate without any heirs 
. except the Crown, his right of occupancy shall be extinguished, recognizes 
a sort of escheat in favour of the zamindar. 

(f) Section 11 puts a restraint on the ryot in the use of the land and says that 
he should not use it in any manner materially impairing the value of the 
land and rendering it unfit for agricultural purposes. This restraint 
impliedly at least, excludes a proprietary interest of the land in the ryot. 

Any injurious use of the tenant by theryot attracts the provisions of section 151 
and the landholder can sue to eject the ryot from the said holding. 

(g) Section 149 recognizes the relinquishment of a holding by a ryot. ~'his, 
at any rate, implies that the person who relinquishes holds a subordinate 
interest and the man, landholder, in whose favour it is done has a superior 
interest in the land. 

It is thuss~en that statutorily proprietorship in the soil is conceded to the 
landholder while at the same time the ryot's rights are defined and 
protected. 

'. . (3) Apart from the- provisions of the Madras Estates Land Act above adverted 
tp, the earJier regulations as well as the later decisions of the Madras High Court and 
the Privy Council also recognize that the proprie~rBhip of the soil is in the landholder 
and not in the tenant. 

(a) lriitr.iWtiitns issued to the Collector8 on 15th Octobe, 1799 which in para
graph 1 directs them to .. prepare materials for forming a permanent settle
ment with the zamindar who, it is our intention to constitute proprietors 
of their respective estates or zamindaris . ", which further 8ays in 
paragraph 5" . . . by constituting the several zaDlindars and other 
landholders having individual claims to such distinction, actual proprietors 
of the soil or lands composing their estates." 

(b) Regulation XXV of 1802.-Tbe preamble mentions the granting to zamin
dars and other landholders a permanent property in their land. for all 
time; its second paragraph vests the proprietary right of the soil in the 
zamindars and other proprietors of the Iand. 

(e) By the permanent settlement.-The British Government proceeded to 
transfer the ownership of the soil to the zamindars and landholders subject 
to payment to Government of a permanently fixed peishkush. The title
deed called the " Sannad-i-milkiat-isthimrar" of the zamindar which is a 
Persian term means a .. title deed .. or grant of perpetual ownership. 

(d) As for decisions of court, 41 Madras, 1012, P.C., where in dealing with 
the contention of the respondents that the ownership of the soil in India 
was not in· the Sovereign whose right was confined to the right to receive, 
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as revenue, a share. iD the produce and that therefore. the iDam grant of 
1873 could have been only a grant of . land revenue a.1one and did not include
the kudivaram, Their Lordships of. the Privy Council say .. the fac~ that 
rulers in India generally collected their land revenues by taking a ahare of 
the. produce of the land is not by itself evidence that the soil of lands ~ 
India was not owned by them and could not be granted by them, indeed, 
that fact would Bupport tl}e contrary assumption that the soil was vested 
in the rulers who drew their land revenue from the soil, generally in the' 
shape of a share in the produce of the soil which was not a fixed and 
invariable share, but depended on the will of the rulers. The assumption. 
contended for on behalf of the respondents was not recognized in tb,& 
R<!guIation 31 of 1802." . 

44 MadT<I$, 588, Full Bench.~Where, they rejected the theory that iD ancient 
times, the ownership of the soil of land in India was not in the sovereign' 
and that his right was only to receive a share of the produce as revenue and. 
the inam grant was therefore a mere grant of the share of revenue. 

57 Madras, 443, P.C.-They rejected the presumption that a zamindar grantor 
could not grant kudivaram as he could not have had any kudivaram iD him 'for' 
himself and say, that such a presumption was negatived by their decisionJ 

in 41 Madras, 1012. . 
44 Calcutta, 841, P.C.":"'!>. case dealing with the permanent settlement in; 

Bengal which served as the model for the later permanent settlement in' 
Madras. Their Lordships of the Privy Council observe .. the .settlement 
itself recognizes and proceeds on the footing that they (zamindars) are .the-: 
actua.1 proprietors of the land for which they undertake to pay the Govern., 
ment revenue. The settlement is expressly made with the zamindars,., 
independent talukdars and other actual proprietors of the soil." This 
passage is recognized by the Privy Council itself in A.LR., 1931, P.C., &~: 
as a well-known passage. 

(b) The Estates Land Act in several sections deals with the incident of the relation.· 
ship of the landholder and the ryot. 

The proprietorahip of the soil is in the zamindar, but this does not encroach upon 
the rights of the tenants which also are clearly dealt with by the Madras Estates Land 
Act itself. . . 

The tenant has, what is called as the kudivaram right. In 47 Madras, 337,th&, 
Privy Council has itself recognized .. Kudivaram .. as a well-known expression meaning, 
.. a species of tenant right or the right of permanent occupancy." Their Lordships .. 
further say tbat .. a right of occupancy" in land is a right, subject to certain conditions, 
d a tenant to hold the land permanently which he occupies, that it is a heritable right 
and in some cases, possibly transferable by the tenant to a stranger. .. .. : 

n. (a) This cannot be accurately defined. It depends on a number of consil1erationa. 
which may vary from time to time and place to place. It is also a comparative idea. 
Ilependlng upon individual opinion. The circumstances of each case will have to be taken' 
DOte of in fixing the same. A:ny rule of thumb-method will necessanly cause hardsblp; 
and injustice to many. 

(b) Ordinarily in fixing a fair and equitable rent a. number of consideration hV81 
. to be taken into account. For example the nature and condition of the soil, the facio; 

Ii ties for its irrigation, the climate and the facility for transport of the produce. the avail., 
ability and cost of labour and the general condition and status of the people in the locality .. 
It must be promised, however, that any violent change of the rates now obtaining will 
not be fair and equitable. In fact section 28 of the Madras Estates Land Act recognizes; 
that the rent lawfully pavable for the time, ahan be presumed to be fair and equitable. 
until the contrary is l?roved. Except where the existing ~ate !s found to. be, unfair anele 
unequitable. modifications .are not to be m.ade ~erely arbltranly. Inv~st!ng' the power 
to interfere in officers speCially empowered in thiS behalf to vary the eXisting rates there 
must be staututory provisions and rules governing the matter to prevent the arbitrary or 
capricious exercise of any discretion by them. . 

Section 24 of the Estates Land Act provides that the rent ahall not· be enhancea 
""ve as provided by the 'Act. Provision for enhancement are fully stated in section 30.: 
The enhancement cannot be bV mere contract of the landholder with the ryot but must be> 
under a decree or an order of the Collector-vide sections 30 to 36 and A.LR.. 19 Madras. 
454. The grounds justifying an enhancement under the various clauses of section 30-
cannot be denied to be rail' and equitable. The enhancement is fixed by the Collector>" 
who can also refuse it (see section 35) and not made arbitrarily by the zamincJar. 

1-13.& 
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Side by side ~here are also various corresponding provision. in the Act for r~ductioD 
-of rent a~ the instance of a ryot. It wlll be lound tl.lU& they are cowprehell8lve and pr0-
vide for aU proper and legi"iwate cases where a reduction 18 lusti.6.ed. 

In regard to decrees enhancing rents, if hardships should be ClAuses to the tanan' 
by falling pr1ces he can i'esort to section au (a) and obta.in a proportionate reIW8810n. 

It is urged, therefore, that except in cases where it is actually found to be a hard
ship a general interference with the rents obtaining so long is not called (or. 

It wiu be interesting to note in this connexion that as stated in Sir 'I'homas 
Munro's Minute of the Nor&hern Circars, dated 7th January l81la .. under the old Hindu 
Government they paid half of the produce in kind but after the Muhammadan conquest, 
the zamindars employed in the management of the country, impose a kist or fixed a"seS8-
ment on the land, tu which extra assessment were afterwards added, by which the share 
of the ryots was reduced, nominally to one-third, but actually to one-fifth of the gross 
produce in rice fieids which formed the chief cultivation of the country; in dry gra.in 
cult.ivation the shares of ryots and the Government were equal." 

Mr. Webb, n member of the Circuit Committee regarding the Vizianagrllom zamin
dary states that the ryots share of the produce was one-half, whether in the produce raised 
on wet or dry lands. 

It is thus seen that the zamindar's share of the crop at or near the time of the 
permanent settlement was never less than 50 per cent but was sometiwes 60 per cent or 
more. 

If this was the state of things during the days of the Hindu and Muhammadan 
.kings down to the permanent settlement of L802, it can by no stretch of imagination be 
sa.id that the rents levied by zamindars now which are so far short of half the net produce 
are so unfair and inequitable as to need a general or drastic reduction. 

If there should be any general interference with the obtaining rates in favour of the 
tenants there should be consequential adjustments made between the Government and 
the zamindar. 'I'he peishkush fixed consumes the main portion of the zamindar's income 
from rents and leaves not an enVIable margin for him and for providing for the welfare of 
the tenants. In some cases the dues to Government payable by the zamindar are very 
high for example in the Punganoor zamindari the dues to Government by way of peish
kush, quit-rent, road-cess, etc., amount very nearly to a lakh of rupees per year leaving 
hardly anything for schemes to better the condition and status of the tenants. 

In these days of 8cute financiaf depression the Government has been generous 
~nough to grant remissions and reductions of rent to the holders of ryotwari tenure but 80 

far as the zamindars are concerned they are yet to have the attention of the Governmen~ 
directed to them or any relief extended. 

Thus in any scheme of a general reduction of rents payable by the tenants relief 
should also be extended to their counterpart, the zamindars, as otherwise it will merely 
result in transference of the misery of the one to tbe other. 

(c) It is found that even in ryotwari areas there is no statutory provision for remis
sion of rents and the pattadllol cannot sue In a court of law for any remission. RemIS
sions are, however, at the discr,etion of the Revenue Ufficers as per the standing orders of 
tbe Board of Revenue. With regard to the zaminaar18 section 3U (a) of the Estates Land 
Act deals with compulsory revision of rents on the ground of fall in prices. This revision 
though restricted to cases of enhancement of rent under section 3U or commutation of 
rt'nt under section 40 or to settlement under Chapter XI i. an inroad on the principal of 
remission which is always, and ought to be a matter of grace on the part of the land
holders. To hedge in this concession with statutory provisions will make it unworkable. 
Any sliding down of rent on account of fall in prices must necesaarily justify a propor
tionate increase of rent when the prices go up. It must not be forgotten, however, tha~ 
to avoid the unworkable scheme of fixing a rent according to the prices pre¥&iling in each 
;year, the rents have been fixed on a workable basis by taking into consideration the average 
prices obtaining in periods of years. 

A claim for remission on the ground of failure of crops total or partial may possibly 
result in a crop of litigation, the tenant aSRerting that there was a total failure and the 
zamindar denying the same or the extent of it. especially IlS the records maintained by 
the zamindars are not and cannot be as full and elaborate as those kept by Government. 
Any in~istence on the zamindar keeping similar accounts can only result in an appreciable 
increase in his establishment charges. 
. Statutory provision apart, where on account of failure of irrigation sources crops 
>fail, the zamindar even now generally shows a concessIon to the tenant. This practice 
may therefore be left where it is instead of making statutory provision and possibly paving 
the way for litigation. 
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(d) It will not be practicable or even advisable to settle the rate or share of reD' for 
a particular uea once for all. lfixing a rate depends on various consideration as already 
stated like nature of the soil, irrigatlon sources, facility for transport of produce, etc. 

To revert to waram or crops sharing system would be troublesome to both and lead. to 
constant disputes. It is only to remedy this that under the provisions of the recent awend
ment of l\1iJ4 to the Madras F.states Land Act, commutation of grain rents into cash rents 
was wade compulsory. It is not good to take away the benefit tous sought to be conferred 

· 00 tbe ryot by the recent amendment of the Act. 

I submit, the rents now prevailing do not call for any drastic interference by the 
legislature. If in any village the rents are considered to be unduly high there is ample 
provision in tbe Estates Land 'Act itself in Chapter XI for a settlcment of rents in the 
village on a fair and equitable basis which can be availed of by the ryots. ~'he procedure 
in tbis connexion has been very much simplified by the amending Act of 1934. It is thus 
not advisable to settle the rlLte or share of rent for a particular area once for all. 

As for the second part of the question it is not possible to accurately define what is a 
fair and equitable rent and seek to enunciate principles to determinate it. Any attempted 

· enunciation of the principles will only leave it vague and indefinite resulting in recurring 
disputes on this score. 

It will be easier and possibly more satisfactory to start with the assumption counte
nanced by section 28 of the Act that the prevailing rates are fair and equitable and then 
enunclate the principles on which and the circumstances in which the variation of the 
same will be justified. Already ample discretion is vested in the officer of the court con
cerned under the Act in fixing what is It fair and equitable rent. 

(e) Executive action is undesirable. As owing to idiosyncrosies of individual 
officers hardship may be caused to particular individuals, courts are the satisfactory tribu
nals to adjudicate "pan the disputes. Possibly revenue courts manned by officers of 
experience but acting judicially will be more advisable. 

III. (a) and (b) Under the Act three remedies are open to the landholder-(1) a suit 
before the Collector, (2) distraint and sale of movable property and (3) sale of ryot's 
holding (vide section 77). 

It is well known that in spite of the provisions for distraining and selling movable 
· property and of section 112, \-he zamindl1(s have considerable difficulty in collecting the 
rents. 'rhe procedure to be followed for destraining and selling movable property under
",ent changes under the amending Act of 1934--vide sections 77 (a) to 110. Also sections 
111 to 133 with regard to the sale of a ryot's holding. 

In effecting the sales delay must be avoided as otherwise even the charges for watch
ing the distrained movable property becomes very appreciable. The Act may safely 
include a provision for conducting the sale within a fixed period say within a month or 
Buch other period as may be fixed from tbe date of the application for same. 

Likewise by the inclusion of a time limit unnecessary delay in effecting the aales 
of the ryots holdings may be avoided. 

In this connexion attention may be drawn to the amending Act whereby the 
expenses of bringing a ryots holding to sale have been very much increased thereby work
ing a distinct hardship to the tenant. The remedy should be chief and the procedure 
expeditiou. in the interests of both. 

(c) In regard to sale of holdings the procedure under the amended Act of 1934 has 
"become ·more costly and cumbersome. District Gazette notifications have become nece..q.. 
sary in the three stages of sale-proceedings-vide sections 117 (I), 123 (3) and 124 (3). 
For all the three notifications the Government have to be paid a large fee. It cannot be 
imagined that the ryot is such a habitual and careful reader of· the gazette as to make a 
publication in it useful or necessary though they have the result of considerably increasing 
the costs of sale which ultimately falls on the ryot. 

Section 112 of the 'Aot having provided for service of notice on the defaultt!r through 
tbe Collector and also by post by the landholder, section 114 must provide for the 
enle-proceedings going on if the defaulter is served in either of the two ways contemplated 
by section 112 instead of restricting itself to cases of service of notice through the Collector 
only. 

Section 116 which is a new section introduced in 1934 providing an elaborate and 
cumbersome procedure for sales defeats the very object with which the landholders were 
given powers to bring to sale the defaulters holding with a view to collect their reute 
quiokly and cheaply. This elaborate procedure causing unnecessary delay and expense 
mould be ovoid<!d. Po.sibly a provision making it compulsorY on the landholder to J"t'I'Orl 
to the sale of movables first before reaching his holding may be in the interests of both. 
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'IV •. (o).and (b) This is a question of merely academic interest. Even as Ijetween 
ihe Government and its ryotwarl po.ttadar this question whether the right is by contracji 
or bya proprietary right has not been satisfactorily answered-vide 54 Madras, 793, where 
though 1 Madras, 205, and 28 Madras, 72, are referred to, the question is not decided. 
The relationship between the pattadar and the Government 1D regard to water-supply is 
well-defined therein. 

'As stated in 1 LA., 364, the position of zamindars in their zamindaria is similat 
to tltat of Government in ryotwari tracts. In lands classified as wet the zamindar has to 
supply water to the accustomed extent. Subject to this obligation it cannot be gainsaid' 
that ,the zamindar can regulate and distribute the supply of water froID the irrgation 
sources in his estate. 

The ryot may have a right to use the water of any stream which flows by his land 
for a la.n~ not classified wet but must pay the water charges for such use. 

V. (a)· and (b) A survey of the estates and the preparation and maintenance of .. 
recore). ofri.ghts may be useful. The cost, however, will be very prohibitive. Neither the 
zamindar nor thetyots can bear it. Therefore the survey of the recording or rights need 
not be compulsory. But where the zamindar or the ryots desire to have a survey anet
settlement, provisions of Chapter XI are available. Powers are also reserved to the Local' 
Government to direct a survey under the provisions of section 164: The existing provi
~ionS ate therefore' ample and sufficient. 

If the survey is to be made compulsory the Government agency must be made lesS 
costly. or permission must be given to the zamindars to have the survey made through 
private agencies as per the procedure approved by the Government. Provisions must also' 
be made (or proper apportionment of costs between the zamindar and his ten&Dts. Even' 
though the value of the tenant's share of the net income is very much more than what he 
pay~ to the zamindar as rent, the ryot and the zamindar may be made to bear the cost' 
of survey equally. The zamindar will have himself to bear the costs of surveying his 
priv:a~ or home-farm lands. ' 

VI. The landholder is only entitled to collect what is defined as rent under sec
tion 3 (11) of the Act. Further sectioD3 135 and 136 of the Act, definitely prohibit such' 
collections under a penalty. . 

VII. (a) Statute does not declare or define the rights. Such rights if any are based. 
~uly on ",?ustom which has to. be strictly proved as being. well-defined, reasonable and, 
Immemonal. The custom vanes from place to place and m some places the ryots have· 
these facilities for nominal payments. 

Any such use must be controlled by proper provisions made therefor by the zamin
dar who in the interests of aU has to safeguard the natural facilities instead of allowing 
them to be destroyed or wasted by capricious use. 

In the zamindari of PunganDr as per the prevailing custom no grazing fees are' 
charaed for cattle except in the case of sheep Bnd goat, which have a natural tendency 
to d~stroy aU growth. Head-loads of green manure, or wood for their own domestic nse 
or for making agricultural implements are not also charged for. If the article is for sllie 
naturally a -charge 'has to be levied. 

The question also arises if a ryot keeps cattle for purposes of sale or for a living by' 
.ale of milk, etc., if he should not pay a reasonable fee for the grazing of such cattle. ' 

(b) Subject to as above there is no inherent right id a tenant to use them free of 
cost. 

, (c) Public paths.-As long as they are used as such no conversion of them by the' 
zamindar or the ryot ought to be allowed. When there is no need to use them as such. 
and they have not been used as such the land would be lit the disposal of the zamindar. 
(See also 71 M.L.J"., 749.) , 

Communal lands.-These are 80S denoted in section 3 of sub-section 16 (b) of the 
Act. Such as threshing floors, cattle-stands, etc., as long as they are used as such no 
diversion ought to he allowed. ' 

Powers are vested in the Collector by section 20 (a), 1 (b) to declare another specified; 
communal purpose if not required for the original purpose. If the land is not required: 

. for any communal purpose at all the Collector under the said provision has power to convert 
it into ryotwari land or ryoti land according as the reversionary right in it is vested in 
the Government or the landholder. 

It may be pointed out that it will not be quite right to constitute the Collector 
himself as the deciding authority where the dispute arises between the Government and: 
the zamindar especially as his decision appears to be final under the Act" 
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, " It will be better to allow the question of reversionary, right to be fought.ouUn ~ 
.£lvIi courts or at leJlJlt to make the Collector's decision final subject ~t/,le result otany SQl~ 
.tiled by one or other of the parties within a stated time. , 
, Hill and forest· porambokes • .,....J£hese are the property of. the zamindar (BBe, ,41) 

Madras, 886, 1'.C.). This ownership is, however, subject to such rights sa the ryots may 
.h!We by custom or usage. 

In any intended legislation the' distinction between the three classes of lands, muSl 
,be clearly brought out. ' 

VllI. (a) After the amending Act, 1934, and the large alterations made in Chapt.er 
VIII further 'legislation in this matter may be unnecessary. Elaborate and stringent pro
<visions have been made in Chapter VIII. 

It is submitted, however, that section 139 (1) (a) (ii) may be clarified byfixing 
~a limit for expenses which the landholder may be compelled by the officer to incur; ']t is 
suggested that the limit may be fixed as not to exceed a prescribed percentage of the abnual 
income obtained from the irrigated lands in the estate. ' ' , 

Under the explanation to section 138, the ryots may by law or custom be bolipd '(0 
,carry out certain minor repairs, etc. But there is no machinery indicated to compel the 
ryots 'to discharge their duty in this respect if they fail or refused to. Suitaple 'provision 
in this respect ought to be made.' ' , , ), , 

Provisions are also made to prevent a. clandestine user by unauthorized irrigation 
iof the water from the irrigation sources by persons who are not entitled" to water-supplr. 
Provisions should be made giving powers to the landholder to collect penal asse,ss~ent f,?r 
IUch Illlauthorized use of water.' 

(b) The Act provides, in section 139, that the Collector or the Revenue PiVisional 
~Offioer has to collect necessary amo,\n,ts and carry out repairs through selected a!Jencies ~f 
the landholder should fail to repair the irrigation sources. More pow~rs in, the Govel'l/
ment are not called for or needed. 

(c) No further powers in the Government being necessary, no question of suo moto 
"exercise arises. ' 

IX. Yearlyjamabandi will be really useful and in the interest of both the landholder 
"nd the tenants. For this an effective and acting co-operation of the village officer to the 
za,mindar and his, officials is essential. 'As the salaries of the village officers are distributed 
by the G()vernment and they are liable to be suspended or dismissed only by Government 

: officers,' the zamindars have practically no control over them. In a scheme' of yearly 
jamabandi provision must be made for bringing the village officers at least partially under 
the control of landholders. 

X: There is no contractuaJ relationship between the landholder and' the under-tenant. 
The· only right the landholder has is to distrain the crop on the land raised by the under
tenant for realizing arrears of rent. The policy of the Act being to recognize the, actual 
.cultivator it may be reasonable to make provision for clothing the actual c~ltivator in 
occupation for a particular period with the occupancy rights which was in the original 

'tenant. The original tenant may be left with a right to collect from the under-tenant such 
rents as may he fixed by contract but with no right to evict the under-tenant from the 
land. In this scheme the under-tenant on completion of the prescribed period becomes 

,-the direct ryot under the landholder. 
, XI. (II) t! (b) The whole question was fully considered and dealt with at the time the 

'amending Aiit of 1934 was passed. There is no necessity for the creation of any special 
tribunal or court. 

For the triaJ of actions between landholders and tenants the scheme that obtains now 
does not need any revision. 

XII. (a) The present procedure for preventing unauthorized occupation is very 
cumbersome and costly. An unauthorized occupant can, under section 163 (a), be evicted 
through the civil court. He is also liable to pay the rent fixed or such sum as the Collector 
may fix in addition to damages of a year's rent. 

The procedure in such cases may be very much simplified by fixing a procedure siinilar 
to the one fixed under section 158 in the case of tenants of private lands, dispensing with 
however a separate application for determination of damages. The application for issue 
of warrant itself may include a prayer for fiXing the damages. ' , 

This procedure would do away with the suit contemplated in section 163 (Ii) but 
at the same time enable the landholder to reduce to possession the lands trespassed upon 
and realize the amounts he may be entitled to by making an application to the Collector. 

,This proceduFewould also solve effectively the question 'of " bought-in lands.'" As ryotR 
-oombine and prevent bids at the rent sales, it becomes necessary for the landhulder to 



buy ~he holding hunself but he never gets any effective possession of the lands so bougM. 
·The old delawLing ryot contwues in posseSSlon and enJoys it as before the landholder'. 
remedy being one through the civil court, ita cost, and deluy are inconvenient factor&. 
Suggested provi.sioDS would enable landholders to get an elfective possession in such 
ease&. 

(b) It may be advisable by a revision of the definition of rent to include these also in 
the rents to enable the landholders to effect a speedy realization of jodi, poruppu and 
kattubadi, etc. 

Memorandum by Sreemad 'l'irumala! Xldambl Dharmapurl Sri Xrlshna DeslkacharJa.. 
varu, Acl1aryapumamsha, 'l'irumalai-Ttrupatl, dated 29th November 1937. 

;M;cmorandum submitted in reply to the questionnaire annexed to your Prese 
Communique, dated 5th October 1937, by Sreemad Tirumalai Kidambi Dharmllpuri 
Sree Krishna De&kacharyulu Ayyavarlangaru, inamdnr of Ramanujapalli in Chandragiri 
taJuk, ehrotriemdar of Pedda Anjimedu agraharam in Kalahasti taluk, shrotriemdar 
of Mangalampad agraharam in SUllurupeta taluk of Venkatagiri Estate and trl19tee of 
Sree Venknteswara charity inam lands in Addanki of Ongole taluk in Guutur district, as 
also Acharyapurusha of Tirumalai-Tirupati devasthanams, well interested in the better
ment of the tone of Tirumalai-Tirupati taluk administration, 
Sir. 

Before submitting proper and adequate replies to the questionnaire in detail to your 
Press Communique of 5th October 1937, the Congress ministry, though democratic in 
its views and principles, yet we believe, do not forget and ignore the observanr..e of certain 
conventions of certain vested rights accruing by birth and certain long-standing customs 
and usages prevailing both in the east and west alike. The relation~hip between the 
landlord and tenant may seem to be analogous to the relation between the capitalist and 
the labourer or between the ruler and the ruled. 

The replies contemplate restrictions to the relation of landlord and tenant in zamin
dati and proprietary villagee only but not Government pucea villages and inams paying 
qnit-rent directly to Government, 

The nature of the titles, considerations of the original grant, the state and form of 
the village so granted at the time of the grant vary and the introduction of the :Madra. 
Estates Land Act proved to be defective in its frame in the specific determination of the 
absolute ownership of the land when the melvaram and kudivaram rights vest with the 
proprietor himself. Even the findings of judicial courts are not decisive in the deter
mination of this pa.rticular issue. 

We believe the Congre9S ministry will not be hasty to formula~ any provision in 
'he contemplated Bill to be introduced int.o the legislatnre with R prejudiced notion detri
mentally to the interest of the proprietors or zamindars as a whole, 

The broader outlook for the India's freedom by national unity does not originate in 
extirpation of the vested rights inherent to the proprietors and zamindars on the errono
ous notion that the tenant popUlation is in huge numbers proportionately to the zamin
dars and proprietors. 

I. (a) The question seems to make a marked distinction between the soil and thp. 
rent. If the proprietor or zamindar is not the absolute owner of the llOiI the proprietor 
.or zamindar is not at all entitled to collect any kind of rent. It is erroneous to think 
that the proprietor ought to be satisfied with the amount equal to the interest derived 
if his capital is invested in any stable bank, by way of rent and the status he holdll 
as a proprietor or zamindar by virtue of any grant or sale or by conquest ie completely 
shaken on that view point. So the landlord is the real proprietor of the soil. Any 
improvement made in the village is to the advantage of both the landlord and the tenant, 

(b) The nature of interest evinced by the tenant varies according to the kind 
.of rent prevailing in the different villages as some are varam (equal shares) some crop
WlJ,r rates both cash and kind and some are fixed rates of cash. The rates are not the 
same in all the villaaes. It depends on the nature of the soil, nature of irrigation 
13011I"OOS, the nature of the manure available for irrigation purposes, the nature of the 
materials available for cultivation and the nature of the custom and usage prevailing in 
each village from time immemorial. 

In all cases of varam the landlord is the absolute owner of the soil and in cases 
.of lands havina cropwar rates too, the, landlord evinccs greater interest in urging the 
tenants to rai~ productive and valuable crops getting higher rate of rent, It is only 
in patta lands the tenant has greater interest. 



,lI:.(a!The tent is governed by tiJn.e immemorial custom &Od.usage. 
(b) The reply to the question seems to be too remote.· 

· . -, (e)-No. The 'Village' officers especi&lly the k8l'll&m stands between the l&ndlord anel 
·the tenant and the kamam' s accoun ts of sagubadi are prepared in the immediate- presence 
of the landlord, tenant and his colleagues- and the same is prepared near the standing. 

. crop. 
(d) Any settlement of any kind of rate or share of rent would oo\y result m. serio ... , 

· complications in other directions. • 
• (e) The Pr«,'vincial Government should have reserve powers to insist on the 

zammdar or propnetor to collect only the. long-standing rate preva.iling but not to revisft 
o,r.aIter or r~duce the existing· customary rate of rent. ' 

m. ,<a) Th~ app,lication of ~he Ma~s Estates Land Act in the matter of recovery 
· of rents ID zammdan and propnetary Villages may seem to. be more convenient to the 
landlord but the manner of disposals in such matters in the Special Deputy Collector
courts appointed for this will necessitate the tenant to prefer a civil court to a rent court. 

(b) Civil jnrisdiction. 
(e) Any attempt. on the part of either the Government or the legislature to devise

simpler lind less costly lDeasures would only prove disastrous both to the landlord and 
tenant. 

IV. Ca) No. No inherent right to the ryot in the matter of claim to the right of 
water-supply. If the ryot acquires any right by virtue of his continued cultivation of 
the land for a certain period then he &Cquires ('.onsequently the right of water-supply 
whether natural or unnatural. The construction of any grant is not confined only to
.the right of collection. of rent by the landlorll. 

(b) Same as in (a) absolute right and ownership to water-supply to the landlord. 

V. (a) Yes. Better all are surveyed and records of rights maintained at the request 
of the landlord. 

(b) In equal moieties if the tenant takes up initiative requisition to the work 
of survey. . 

VI. The landlord is perfectly reasonable in the demand of customary rents, ·etc. 

VII. (a) As a matter of right the tenant cannot demand. He can refuse cultivation 
and insist on the landlord for providing all f&cilities ,if the landlord has a mind to hav", 
his lands cultivlIoted. . . 

(b) No. Except with the permission of the landlord the tenant cannot use them,. 
(e) Both will have equal rights to communal lands and public paths but not to

the hill and forest porambokes which the landlord only has &bsolute right of ownership. 

vm. (a) Ci'Vil courts do naturally decide on the merits of the C&Bes pl&Ced befo% .. 
them. . 

(b) No. Civil courts it necessary. 
(0) Not necessary. 

IX. No jsmabanqi is DllcllaSari-. 
X. No legal status to be given to the pattadar. 
XI. (a) No special tribimal is . necessary. 

(b) Civil courts only. 
XII. (a) Criminal lillobility of trespass. 

(b) No. 
I , 

Memorandum by the Secretary, Landholders' AssOCiation, Srlperumbudur, dated. ·1 
29th November 1937. 

• • I. (a) Both, since the zamindari's interest is a first charge on the land and' since the 
holding c~ll be sold by the zamindar for default •.. · At the time of permanent set~lement. 
the zamindar was made to understand by both the Governmel1t and the ryots that, ,be 
.was the proprietor of the soil. The creation of occupancy right in the ryot by Act r '6f 
1908, and the necessity to introduce Act of' clearly supports that intention at the 
time of fettlement. Further, a major portion of the lands W&B waste at the time or 
aettlement. There is no question that the zamindar had, absolute right in ""Ilste Jands 
!at the time of settlement a.nd they continue in thl,\t right, subject to such rights they 
ha.ve conferred on I'yots. Considering the present democra.tic ·tendencies, the ryots both 
nnder z!lIuiJ.dari lind ryotwari tenure mUB~';be':rleclaredby 'Statute to be the 0",ner8 of 
the soil. ,'! 

I-H 
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Cb) Subjd to the obligations created by aectioll , of the Act, &he ryot haa full 
Vansferable iuterest iu the land. 
, .II. (II) A fa.ir and equitable rent should bear the 88IDe if not 1888 proportion to the 
aet produce of the land aa other taxes on agricultural iucomes. In any case, it ahould 
.DOt be more than one-aixth of the net iucome. 

(b) The facilities and trouble iuvolved iu cultivation should be the consideration in 
·fixing a fair rent. 

(e) A statutory provision is necessary for giviug remission provided the correa. 
ponding reduction is made iu peish kist and other cess. The same principles ahould 
govern aa is applied to remissions iu ryotwari villages. 

(d) It is desirable to fix the rent as it will give an imputuOUB to the ryot to improve 
,the ~ul ture alterable only iu great rise or fall of prices of the produce. 

(e) Ko. This will make the position of the parties uneecure according B8 the 
-Government haa capitalist iuterest or the ryots' iuterest. 

m. (a) Yes. Though the procedute is said to be a. summs.ry, yet iu practice, it is 
·as dilatory as iu ordinary civil courts. The cost of recovery also should be reduced. As 
lIften, .. ryot who haa to pay only a rupee or so is burdened with a cost of nearly Rs. 5. 
· (b) d: (e) The Revenue Inspector should be given the powers, now given to Deputy 
-Collectors, with powers to sell movables and immovables without the least delay unless 
• ryot ~bow~ that the rent claimed is more thaD what is mentioned iu patta. or karuam'. 
·chitta. na;.nber. Collection proceediugs should be delayed by any objection of a. technical 
.« other causes at the time of collection proceedings. The provisions of section 
should be very strictly enforced. 

IV. (a) c/; (b) Tht same principles Be applied to r;yotwari sources of irrigation 
~uld ifoply. 

V. (0) Yell. 
(b) In the proportion cultivated lands to waste lands. 

vttt. The pr~sent rules are sufficient. 
IX. Yes. 
X. Th9 relations ot landholder and tena.nt-ryot. 
Xl. (a) Special courts are absolutely necesss.ry. Officers with judicial experienee 

,.bould be entrusted with the work. 

· . XII. (a) The present law is unsatisfactory on the subject. The landholder should 
have power to evict summarily. 

n is most desirabfe to put aD end to the za.mindari system and make uniform legisla
·tore with respect to all lands. The Government should pay adequate compensation to 
'all zami1)dars and take over all the lands under one uniform tenure. The zamindari 
'system was introduced at a time when the Government had no effective machinery 
to make collections in places far removed from the capitaJ and also 118 a sort of safeguard 
IIg8inst oppressive and avaric.ioUB collection of officers. 

A. B. RANOASWAMY. 
SecretaNJ, MirllSidar6' Association, Sriperumbudur • 

.l!emorandum by R. Xesavalu Nayudu, Zamlndar of 28. Orakkada and 32. Olrldaraparam 
villages, Ponneri taluk, Cbingleput dlstrlct, dated 12th December 1937. 

I. (a) The zamiudar is the ekabhoga mirasidar and absolute proprietor of the aoil. 
(b) The tenant. viz., the cultivator has no iuterest iu the land except that he bu 

·to cultivate and pay a. portion iu kiud or cash to the zamindar. 

n. (a) The rent is as stipulated at the time of letting. 
(b) Fertility of the soil. 
(e) '!'be question of remission is according to the circomstances and lies entirely 

twithin the option of the ekabhoga mirasidar. 
(d) 'rhe present system holds good. 
(e) No. 

m. (a), (b) if (e) No. This question doeS not arise, berl!. 
IV. (a) Neither ill these two villages. 

(b) Landholder • the absolute owner. 
N. (0) No. 
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. (b) If. the eErtatee where tha ryote have the rights of oe.eupa~ be· surveyed. that 
ClOst of the survey should be borne by zamindar and the ryots in h&lf t.Ild half but in 
villagee where the proprietor is the owner of both the varams as ekabhoga mirasidK "be· 
alone sheuld be made to bear 'he llUn'ey eharg8s if neoeBSarY. 

VI. None in the above two villages. 
VII. (a), (b) d: (e) The zamindar bE\ing thll absolute ownlU' theS4 questioll8i do" ~ 

arise. • 
:vm. (Ill, (b) <t (e) Theee .qu8stione do not also wiee. 
IX. ;No. 
X. This does not arise, as the proprietor is ekabhoga lXlirasidsr. 
XI. (a) 4 (b) These questions do not arise. 
XII. (a) II (b) TheBe questions do not arise. 

:no K1!SAVALU NAYlIDu, 
Zaminda1' of (Wakkadu~ 

lIemorandum b)' R. Kesav&lu Nayudu, zamindar of 83. Irullpattu and 84-8. Jaganna~ 
puram vWage, 1'0Dllen taluk, Chingleput district, dated 12th December 1987. 

I. (a) The .. amindar is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The tenant has no interest in the land except that he has tQ cultivate 1IoIld. PIl1. 

a portion in kind or cash to the zamindar. 

II. (a) The rent that is now prevailing in. the zanUn is the fair and equitable ~ent. 
(b) When fixing the rent the average yield of the soil, the prices of grains, nature 

of the soil, the condition that were prevailing were taken into account. 
(e) The provision for remission should be vested in the zamindars for they Imf 

the persons on the spot who know the real grievances of the tenants and who do the' 
needful. 

(d) The present system holds good. 
(e) If the Government wants to revise, alter or reduce the rent the Government 

mould oonsult the zamindars and settle them. 
m. (a) tt (b) No. 

(e) The best way of easy collection is the importation of the provisions of ill.: 
Bevenue Recovery Act as far ss possible into the Estates Land Act. 

IV. (a) The right to water-supply is only a contract between a landholder snd .. 
tenant. 

(b) As the landholder sees to the supply of water to the tanks and spends the 
amount for repairs of the tank, etc., he has a superior right. 

V. (a) tt (b) The estates should be surveyed and the cost ot the survey should be 
borne by the zamindar and the tenants in half and half. 

VI. The landholder has the right to demand other levies also. 
VII. (a), (b) tt Ce) The zamindar reserves the right to allow the cattle to graze and 

has complete rights over porambokes and the trees in porambokes and forest porambokes, 
-etc. The tenant has no right to them except with the permission of the zamindar. 

VIII. (a) c6 (b) It is the duty of the zamindar to look to irrigation works. B;. 
attends to the supply of water to the tanks. He would not get the rent if there is no 
:water in the tanks. Zamindar maintains irrigation works. 

(e) Zamindar does not think that any power be vested with the Governm~nt fOJ:. 
he is in sole charge of irrigation ill the villages. • ! . 

IX. Jamabandi is necessary. 
X. They have no legal status. 
XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should continue to be the final appellate ~C¥ 

revisionru authority. 
(b) All proceedings between landholders and tenants should be tried in Revenue' 

courts. 
XII . . (a) In resl!ect of unauthorized occupationol lands by the ryote the remedieS" 

that are given in the Estates Land Act are enough. . . .. 
(b) Does not lequire any revision. ' 

R. KBSAVALU N4~V. '. 
T-14-.a. 



~lDOrandum b11tr. '1'. pamacbandra Bao, Zamlnllar 01 Blobedu tillage,' Chlngleput 
.: cUstr1ct; les1dlng at "II1Ulole," lIowbra1" ~d, IIllepoze • 
. , I. (a) The proprietor 0,£ the soil is the zamindar. The Ballad of 1802 gives to him 

.. a per~nent property in ~e land in all. time to.?Dme." The tensnt (or ryotJ is only.' 
person Wlth, whom the zammdar entera mto an engagement" for • rent in money or 
kind. He is the actual cultivator under. pattah. ' 

(bl The tenant haa the right to hold the land for cultivation so long aa he pay.' 
~ rent fixed (i.e., 50 per cent of the grOBS produce under the customary val'&m tenure). 

II. (a). One·third .of the total net I?roduce (after meeting cultivation expenses) appears 
to be • fall' and eqwtable rent. This would leave for theryots one·third of the ne' 
produce after meeting cultivation expenses. 

(bl T.he conai~eratione to be taken into account are (i) details classifica.tion of the 
land according, to YIeld .. under sever~ h~ads of irrigation, (ii) the estimate of standing 
crops before harv,:!st, (Iii) actual,realizatIon of t~e ~enant aa estimated on the platform 
,before removal, (IV) the amount spent for cultivatIOn. After deducting expenses and 
payme!lt . of tax ~ t~e landholder, the tenant should have enough left for hiB livinll and 
~eprec~atlon of his .life ~tock and tools,' not to speak of any saving. All uneconoIDlO 
land (I.e., those which YIeld no more than the cost of cultivation) should be relinquished 
in favour of the Zamindar by sale or transfer. 
,(c) St~tutory provision for remission is not necesBary in the case of dry lands 

~nd' manava,n wet lands as they can be put to any use and the rent is usually very low. 
But in the case of wet lands which depend on irrigation sources, provision for a remission' 
in the case of utter failure only is necessary. 

(d) It is not desirable to permanently fix the rent of each land as conditions will 
vary from time to time. The enunciation of principles and procedure may be laid down, 
~d some ,authority to alter the rent may be entrusted with such P9wers as may be 
Ilecessary . 

(el Yes. Reserve powers may be given to the Provincial Government but these 
should be exercised only in extraordinary situations. 
" m. (a) Yes. Under present conditions collection of rents is delayed, though 

payment of kist to Government has to be made strictly according to terms. Facilities to 
,zamindars should be given to realize the rent as per terms of the pattah issued to tenants, 
_d habitual neglect or infringements of the collditions should be visited with suitable 
penalties. 

(Il) Even lIB it is, the Zamiodar has the right to treat the rent payable to him a. 
the first charge on the tenants' property. But practical difficulties prevent the regolations 
.as to collection being put to use. These should bo modified. 

,The disposal of crops without payment of rent should be prevented. Subsequen' 
proceedings for distress are not useful and become extremely difficult. 

(0) The land attachment (or sale of holding) should be completed before the 81s$ 
Augost latest. Necessary establishment may be necessary for this purpose. The prestnt. 
procedure makes delay inevitable. This should be avoided. It may be feasible to entrus' 
the Zamindar with the necessary powers to sell property with a provision that such sales 
should be reported to the Taluk office within a limited time thereafter for verification. 

IV. (a) The right to water.supply in the case of wet lands must be inherent for one 
aop only but the regulation of the supply should be under the control of the Zamindar. 
For the ~nd or subsequent crops the supply of water should be on a contract basis. 

(b) The right to water of a tenant must be subject to the genpral interests of all 
lar.d in the village .. The ~amin~ar, as the guardian ?f such interests, wi1~ a~re~ to supply 
:water only on conditions, espeCIally aR regards aVOIdance of waste by lDslstmg on the 
proper ridging of fields which need water. 

V. (a) Yes. With a specisl staff till all the villagers are surveyed. 
(b) The cost may be borne equally by the melvaram holder and the kndivaram 

holders (jointly) .as is done now. The 2ta/t sho~ld be in~rucf:ed first to record the state
ments of the parties concerned as regards thell' rel!Jl.8Cbve nghts, and then proceed to 
~erify the facts' ~th reference to other evidences aV3Jlable. 

VI. The landholder should be empowered to collect the customary levies for defined 
~biects. Where the, practice of lrodimaramat (i.e. ,free supply or labour ~or common 
purposes) is in force the tenants shoulcl, when they are not able to offer thell' labour, be 
eompelled to contrib~te at the rate of'so many pies per rupee of their rent to meet such' 
expenses. S1,1ch payment ~ually will discharge them of aU obligations to participste iD 
ClOmmon ·work&.' 
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.v. ~; (a) Grazing of 'csttle;inay·.IfIl.0alloWed-:on:·grazing grollBdll .. ir.nd' porainbok~ 
.No 'ADlmals may be' allowed to graze'';nL ridges' when ,there is standing -crop tln--adjacen' 
.land. The lake bund should never be used for grazing purposes. • 

,~. "~~e,en',manure' 'and. treeg' on ''Potatnbokes . may -be. rillowed to' be" taken with' the 
~s8lOn. of the Z~mmdar: This' ,proviaion is 'necessary to prevent' villagers 'HOm 

-outside to mterfere With the mnei: econotlly 'of the villllge.' , '. .., 
" (b) No. The tenant can only tllke such things as are ava.ilalile in his own land 

-only. " 

; . ,co). The e~isting rights as reg~ds the use of porambokes are common to the ryots 
,an,d Z~dar8.. , By common consen~ :these rights might be varied "here it <!oncerns no 
.&hird parties. In the latter case, Government's approval may be neces~ary,' , 

VIII" (a) Th~ m,amtenance of ¥rigation sources should be subJect to the inspection 
,of the Mmor Imgatlon Department and such proposals as they might make for the 
IBlety of the village should be carried out. 
I. (b) The Government may interfere and carry out the works in such cases, 

(0) Yes. Government may generally take steps only on the application of third 
.parties except in cases where the public interests are, affected (e,g,), the ra.ilway line. 

IX. lamabandiis not necessaty, 
X. The relations between the tenant and the under-tenant should' be determined by 

.tn.utual contract, subject only to the: formal approval of the Zamindar. . 
. ~I. (a) The High Court may be'the highest appellate authority. 

(b) The proceedings should generally be held in revenue courts, but an appeal 
'lhould be permitted against the decisions of the Boa.rd of Revenue. 

(b) No revision is .. .onsidered necessary. 

XII. (a) The tenant may be asked t() pay the rent for the period of occupation and the 
. .land 80 occupied should be relinquished immediately in favour of the Zammda.r. 

T. RAMACHANDRA RAO. 

Memorandum by Mr. N. Manlkkaraja Mudallyar, Zamindar of Irumblchcheri, 36, ,Sannadhl 
street, Tirukkalikundram, dated 9th December 1937. 

I am in receipt of the copy of the querries put by the above committee on 4th Decem
"ber 1937, wherein I am desired to end my suggestion in reply within 1st December 1937 : 
,and an acknowledgment was also obtained by the village munsif of Nallathur for having 
eerved on me the said copy. Hence the delay in my reply may be observed. 

However, I should like to send my humble and sincere opinion in general. Estates 
Act VIII of 1890 was first amended in the cloak of assisting the tenantry in the estate 
nllages; but in my opinion it was an assistance to the estate owners in a way and not 

'to the tenantry in any way. As soon as the said Act was amended, there sprang lot of 
litigations between tenants and estate owners. So the vakil popUlation had a. good crop 

,from estate cases, and for a time after experience the tenants and estate owners became 
husbands and wives and the estate eases became few. Then the vakil population begBD 
to enyineer methods to drag the popUlation which was lucrative to them. Of course, it 
was that vakil population that had a hand in Government affairs. It is that learned 
profession that had the privilege of attacking the Government officials to which the 
Government servants are also bound to satisfy, as they were law authorities. So much 
so, they had and even now have 0. strong support in Government. Their suggestions a.re 
_Iways both profitable to themselves and that of the Government. as fresh supply of eases 
come in. So they were successful in getting the Act I of 1908 in an amended form. 
Immediately persons were set to do propaganda work to announce to the innocent tenants 
and also to the estate owners. Bome of them who became greedy began ~ ,seek redress 
and became a prey to the so called engineers. ' 

Of course both Government and vakils had their bumper crops as expected. The 
family tenants and estate owners were in quarrels again as after the first part of the 
'Yelll'll of 1890 to 1908. The quarrelling family began to get experience of the tronble and 
adjusted themselves in euch a way as not to lose their money in litigation in the latter 
'Part of the period between the eaid years. So much so, both the vakils and Government 
bave lost their income and especially in the ,vakils' quarters the cry is great. . ' . 

No ease I No living I The vakils who had a princely living are now reduce<l to 
ordinary life. All metropolis feel this. The towns that had the benefits of court. wel'& 

. places, where shops and hotel. increase ,a. They als,o join in, the cry raised by the,,~ 

• 
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~uQo~ So the Govel"IlJllen'. 'vsltils awl tra4e1'll were Ule powers raginl ~ ,now. 
i JIIOB' humbly request aDd sincerely w~n the .bove colJlaUUee whose 1JIwsjQ.q ill _. 
help the helpless. I 

I lDake bold tQ say that the estate .. nd the State subject had aDd ~ sh~ continuo ~ be 
happy if lIliIlcrelllltij do not enter their funits. They should ever be wedde<l. with sincer, 
feelintr and affinity and it is their necessity. Teu in huudreds lDILy require redrellll fQt 
which the supremest Parliamentary Organisation must reserve the authority of redressing; 
to avoid corruption. 

1Iy the by, I should also take the advantage at sending my bumble suggestion to the 
board of my questionnaires to eradicate the poverty of the country ill to see that the vakil, ' 
and doctors' fees be legalised-to violate that shall be treated as rioting. . 

N. MANIKEAB.A.lA MUDALIAB. 

¥emorandum by the lladrall ~dholdera' AaaQCiaUOJI. 

I. (a)-
This raises an unnecessary and fruitless controversy. The rights of zamindara 

and ryots have for a fairly long time been well defined and the incidents of the legal 
relationship between zamindar and ryot are well known. n is very rarely. if a' all; 
that the question arises or haa to be decided whether the ~mindar or the ryot it the 
IJItimatll proprietor of the soil. 

2. It is obvious that in thll very nature of things a questioD like this would 111114' 
to the assertion of hostile and irreconcilable clBiIDs by the zamindars on the one hand 
and the ryots on the other. It seemij to be hardly necessary to decide whether the 
ze.mindar or the ryot is the proprietor of the soil in order to regulate the determ ination 
or fixation of a fair and equitable rent or to provide for the proper maintenance and 
improvement of works of irrigation or for the protection of the rights, if aDY" of the 
ryute ill respect of the several matters referred to in question No, VII. 

3. If, however, it is considered necessary that the committee should decide thi. 
abstract question of proprietorship of the soil, it is submitted that the Madras Estates· 
Land Act itBeif recognizes and assumes that the zamindar is the proprietor of the BOil. 
This .... sumption or recognition is in no way destructive of the rights of the ryots which 
Are fairly well defined in the Madras Estates Land Act. 

4. The following provisions of the Madras Estates Land Act give a clear indication 
that the zamindar is the ultimate proprietor of the soil out of which proprietorship 

·certain subordinate interests, the incidenta of which are sta.tutorily defined, are carved 
out in favour of the several classes of tenants referred to in the Act, the most importaDt 
of which are the ryots with permanent rights of occupancy. Private or home farm 
land as defined in the Act is at the absolute disposal of the zamindar and the relations 
between a landlord and tenant of his private land are not regulated by the provisions 
of the Act-vide section 19. If it is permissible to refer to an English parallel it maJ 
be stated that the relations between the landholder and a tenant of his private land 
are fully governed by contract just like the relations between the landlord and tenant 
in England. It is no doubt open to a landholder to convert private land into ryoti land 
to confer occupancy rights upon tenants whom he may induct into possession of 
such lands after such conversion. But this is a matter for the free and voluntary 
choice of the landholder and there is no procedure whereby he could be compelled to 
convert private land into ryoti land. As regards waste land or land reserved by a 
landholder for raising a garden or tope or forest. no occupancy rights are acquired by 
a tenant where the contract is in the one case for the pasturage of cattle and in the 
other for temporary cultivation of agricultural crops. The proprietary rights of the 
zamindar are preserved in respect of this class of lands under section 6, sub-section (2). 
Even in regard to l'yoti lands the acquisition of occupancy rights follows upon the admis
&ion by a landholder of a ryot to possession of ryoti lands. In its origin therefore 
the relationship is contractual-vide sectlon 6 (1). Entry into ryoti land without the 
permission of the landholder creates no rights in favour of the trespasser while an 
implication of a tenancy is made where the landholder receives or recovers any pay
ment under section 163 from any person unauthorizedly occupying ryoti land, unless 
within two years from the date of such receipt or recOvery of payment, he should file 
• suit in the civil court for ejectment against such person. Under the definition of ryo$ 
as amended by Madras Act VIII of 1934 a person who has occupied ryoti land for \\ 
continuous period of twelve years, shall be deemed to be a ryot for all the purposee 
of this Act. 'I'his has rendered possible the acquisitioll Qt.,~upancy right~ by prescrip
tion subject .of QOurse to. the ohligations attaching,w ~uch a ryot. Mining rights are 
ex,press~y .rt\S~rved to the, landholder ,by seetiOIl, 7. _ U gder section 10, _ su b-section (~) 
01: tliti Estates Land Act if a ryot dies intestate without leaving any heirs except the-
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...crown! -his right ol OCcupancy sh&lItleextinguished. This 'Section: thereflj\,!! itetogiliz4!a 
'the pnnClple of escheat m favour ot the zamindM', In . section 11 there is &. Ole&r indi

. eation that the ryot has only a right of user in the land for agricultural pUrPOse& for 
·while it is s1>sted that he may use the land in his holding in any manner. i\ is at the 
AmI time provided that he should not materially impair the value of the. land -01\ IlIlDder 
it unfit for agricultural purposes. If the value of the land is so impaired sectlOl1. 151 
·~mpowers the landholder to eject the ryot from rus holding. It is true that the power 
. of ejectment of a landholder is confined to the case just referred to, but the legal impli. 

-eation underlying his right of ejectment is unmistakable. Section 149 provides for. the 
relinquishment of a holding by a ryot. The idea of relinquishment itself connotes that 
the person who relinquished has a subordinate interest and the person in whose favour 

,the relinquishment is made holds .. superior interest in the soil. . 

5. It is therefore submitted that -the Statutory Law of British India and partioularly 
the Estates Land Act concedes the proprietorship of the soil to the landholder' :while 

. ea.refulIy defining and safeguarding the rights of kudivaramdars. 

6. In view of the provieions of the Madras Estates Land Act above referred to it 
is unnecessary to inquire into the relative legal position of zamindar and ryot under the 
several regulations passed in 1802, Regulation 4 of 1822 and Act vm of 1865 or the 
several decisions of the lJ'ivy Council and the Madras High Court. The folloWing 
brief extracts would however clearly establish that under the Statute Law of the 'Madra. 
Presidency as also according to the decisions of the highes. judicial tribunals, the ·prj). 
prie1>sry right in the soil is in the landholder and not in the tenant. 

7. In the instruction, dated 15th October 1799, which were issued to Collectors 
,before the permanent settlement of the several estates was effected in 1802, the follow· 
_ .ibg passages occur:-

Paragraph 1."""" In the mean time we desire that you will prepare materials 
for forming a permanent settlement with the zamindars, who it is our inten
tion to constitute proprietors of their respective estates or zamindaries, on the 
best information which your records and the recent inquiries of your Collectors 
may afford." 

Pa .. agraph 5.-" It has bean resolved to adopt the form introduced some years 
since into the Bengal Provinces, by constituting the several zaminda.rs and 
other landholders having individual claims to such disnnction actual proprietor. 
of the soil or lands composing their estates." 

a. Regulation 25 of 1802 starts with the following preamble:-
" Whrrefore the British Government impressed with the deep sense of the inju. 

ries arising to the S1>ste and to its subjects from the operation of such principles, 
has resolved to remove from its administration so fruitful a source of uncertainty 
and disquietude, to grant to zamindars and other landholders, their heirs and 
successors, a permanent property in their lands in all time to come and to fix 
for ever a moderate assessment of public revenue of such lands, the atnouut 
of which shall never be liable to be increased under any circumstances/' 

The enacting portion of the regulation is in its second paragraph which provides 
,dlllfl-

" In conformity to the principles an assessmenl shall be fixed on all lands liable 
to pay revenue tn the Government; and in consequence of such. assessment the 
proprietary right of the soil shall become vested in the zammdars or other 
proprietors of the land and in their heirs and lawful successors for ever' .• , 

9. Though it is unnecessary to go into the rights of the State and of the tenantry 
I beFore the establishment of British rule in India, it is interesting to find in the preamble 
to n"gulation 31 of 1802 the following stateilientli r6j:larding the proprietorship in the 
80il which the British Government. was claiming for itself as the successor of \he Indian 
Rulera. The preamble runs thUB:- . 

.. Whereaa the ruling power of the Provinces now subject to the GOVl!tnment of 
Fort St. George, has, in confonnity to the ancient usages of the country 
reserved te itself and hIlS exercised the actual proprietary right of land of every 
description ... 

10. At the time of the permanent iettlement th6l'efore the 13ritish Government 
.ilistinctly proceeded Gntbe footing that the ownership of the soil W&8 in the S1>ste ";I'd 
'they proceeded te transfer the ownerahip $0 the samindars and other landholders With 
Whom th"1 effected the permanent Bettlement 8ubj~ only to the payment by such 

_ aamindars and l&ndholdera to the Governmellt of a peshkashpermanently fixed. As 
.. :Baden Powell points out in his Lalli. System. of British India, Volume m. page 131. 



;it is significant that. the title-deed held by every zamindar is called • Sannt.d-I-Milkisth-, 
Jsthimr,,:r' which is a Persian tel'£!l meaning a "title-deed" or grant of perpetu~, 
ownership, ' 

- . . . ) 

.11. The Madraa Permanent Settlement Interpretation Regulation , of 181111 ,no
doubt provided by its BeC?n~ c~aus~ that the Permanent Settlement Regulation, 26 of 
1802 was not meant to limit, infrmge or destroy the actual rights of any descriptlOil 
of landholders, or tene.nts. But this was ,purely negative and was passed, by way of 
abundant caution. There was no declaration of any substantive rights of the tenanfla 
or any conferment of such rights on them. If the tenants ht.d any rights prior to the 

. paB;Bing of the Permanent Settlement Regulation, ~hose rights were not tu.ken away. 
This was all that Regulation , of 1822 provided. 

12. In what is familiarly ~own as Chokka.1ingam Pillai', case, 6, Madras -High, 
Co~ Reports, page 164, the HIgh Court held m 1871 that a tenant holding from a, 

,zammdar under a patta was no more than a tenant from year to year. This continued 
to be the prevailing view till the decisions reported in 16 Mt.d., 271, 20 Mad., 299, 
and 23 Mad., 318, were given. It must be ststed in the first' place tbat even theas 
decisions only lay down that a ryot cannot be ejected from his holding so long as he' 
paid or is willing to pay.the establillhed rent. They do not ~tate that the ryot waa. the 
prop.rietor of the soil nor did they deny that the zamindar is such proprietor. ' 

13. 'In view of the decisions of the Privy Council to be referred to hereafter it must, 
be taken that these decisions' cannot be regardedas' good law. The principle enunciated 
in those decisions and particularly' in the last of them known as the Cheekati case has, 
found legislative recoguition in the Madras EstateaLand Act, and in cases governell 
,by that Act, therefore there is and can be no question of going back to the st~ of 
things which obtained under the ruling in ChQkkalingam Pillai', case. That, apar~ 
from the intervention of the Madras Estates Land Act, it would be impossible to sus. 
,tain the correctness of the decisions in 16 Mad., 271, 20 Mad., 299, and 23 Mt.d.: 
,31S,has ,been pointed out in the following psssagefrom the judgment of Mr. Justice 
,Ramesam, reported in I.L.R., 44, Mad., 602, "When we consider the history of the 
,case law leading to the legislation (Madras Estates Land Act) the l!&IIle conclusion 
follows. From the time of Chokkalingam Pillai' 8 case onwards the general impression 
was neither in zamindaries nor in mams the tenants had any occupancy rights. The 
contrary view began to gain ground so' far as zamiIl(bries are concerned in Appa Roo v. 
Subbanna, 13 ,Mad., 60, and Venkata'Mahalakshmamma v. Ramozogi, 16 Mad., 271, 
wl,tich however, laid down no principle. A presumption in the nature of a rule of law 
was first laid down in Venkatanarasimha Naidu v. DamJomodi Kotayya, 20 Mad., 299, 
and was extended in Cheekati zamindar v, Ranasllrudara, 23 Mad., 318. It is unneces
sary now to consider how far this rule was right. The rule served its purpose 'from 
Venkatanarasimha Naidu v. Dandamodi Kotayya up to the legislation in 'the Madras 
Estates Land Act and what was given by the rule of law is now given by legislation 
to tenants in Estates. My opinion is, if the Madras Estates Land Act is not passed 
those decisions in 20 Mad., 299, and 23 Ma.d., 318, would have been shaken by the 
recent Privy Council decisions," In 48 Madras 'Law Journal, 701, at page 706, Mr. 
Justice Ramesam and Mr. Justice Venkatasubba Roo reiterate this position and state 
that" in 1870 Sir C. 'R. Scotland, C.J., held that when a tenancy in the Presidency of 
Madras- commenced under a terminable contract there was nothing to prevent the 1and-
. holder from ejecting a tenant at the end of the term from the lands which had b6j!8 
let to him, thus approving of C/tokkalingam Pillai' B ease which is thus still good law 
:except where abrogated by the Legislature (Act I of 1908) as to lands in Estates." 

14. The earliest of 'the Privy Council decisions referred to by Mr. Justice Ramesam 
in the' above passage is the one in 41 Mad., 1012, in which the following significan~ 
passage occurs;-. , 

.. It hal! been, contended on' behalf of the respondents that in the times wnell 
the Reddi Kings ruled in this district, the ownership of the soil of this lan~ 
in India was not. in ,the sovereign or ruler and the right of the ruler was. con
fined to the right to receive as revenue a share in the produce of the soil 'f!'<>m 
the cultivator. Upon that assumption it, was contended that the Inam 'grant 

I 

, of ;1.373 could have been only a grant of King's share in the prod~ce of t~e soil, 
,i.e:., t~a,t the. grant w~s a grant of .land r~venue alone ~nd dl~ not mclude 
the kudlvaram; That 18 anasbumption· which no court 18 entitled to mu.ke 
alld in, support of which there is. so far as Their Lordships are aw~re no 
reli~ble evidence. 'The foot that Rulers in India generally collected their land 

I "'; "revein:iesby taking a; share' of ,the 'produce of the land;.is !lot by itself eviaen~ 
~~;' .. : that 'the soil ;oflands' iliIndiawas not owned by them and could not. ~ 

3 ,,' gl-aI(ted by 'tbem,' indeed,' that fact 'would' support the contrary as;surnption, 
( , 'tht ,the sqil .. was vested ili the ' Rulers who drew their land revenue from ,th4! 

{"'ilail,"gerrerally in 'tile '~liaPe' 01) a:Bhare: iidhe ,produce. ,~f J~ eqi~,~~c'Ur.op 
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no' a ~ed and invariable share, but depended on the will of the mIers. The
assumptIOn contended for on behalf of the respondents was not recognized in 
Regulation 31 of 1802." 

In 44 Madras, 588 (Full Bench), at page 597, Wallis, C.J., refers to the above 
Privy Council decision and to the question propounded by them as follows: .. WIlS 1t 
a grant ?f the reve.nue only. of the villages, or was it a grant of the proprietary righl 
m the vlliage that IS the soli of the village," which appears to suggest that it was one 
or the other. They proceeded to reject the historical theory that in ancient time the 

. o~ership of the soil of land in India was not in the sovereign or ruler, and that the 
nght of the ruler was co~fined to a right to receive as re:venue a share in 'he produce
of the soil from th~ cultivator; and they went on to relect the presumption founded 
on that theory that m the case of an inamdar it should be presumed, in the absence of 
the inam grant under which the inam was held, that the grant was of the Royal share 
of .the revenue onl:r. In 57 Mad., 443, there was a graut of an agraharam to a nOB" 
reSident Brahman m the year 1810 by a zamindar of a village within his permanently 
settled zamnidari. There were cultivating tenants in the village at the time of the 
grant. The agraharamdars were only receiving rents and were not personally cultivat
ing. The question at issue was whether the grant to the agraharamdars was a grant. 
of the kudivaram also. It was contended that the grantor being a zamindar he could 
not have had any kudivaram right himself and could not therefore have granted the
kudivaram right to the agraharamdars. In rejecting this contention Their Lordships. 
of the Judicial Committee observe as follows at page 450: .. But the appellants con
tended that the fact of their having been cultivating tenants in the village prior to the 
grant of 1810 raised a presumption of fact that the zamindar had not kudivaram right· 
and that accordingly the grant did not include that right." But in Their Lordships' 
opinion the existence of such a presumption was expressly negatived and certain decisions. 
of the High Court at Madras and the High Court at Bombay which had given effect 
to such a presumption were overruled by the decision of this Board in SuryaruJrayaruJ v. 
PothanruJ. 41 Mad., 1012. In 44 Cal.. 841, in a case relating to the Permanent Settle
ment of Bengal which was closely similar to and which formed the model for the later 
Permanent Settlement in Madras, Their Lordships of the Judicial Committee observed 
as follows: .. Passing to the Settlement of 1793 it appears to Their Lordships to be. 
beyond controversy that whatever doubts be entertained as to whether before the English 
occupation, the zamindars had any proprietary interest in the lands !!Omprised within 
their respective districts, the settlement itself recognizes and proceeds :o~ the footiDg 
they are the actual proprietors of the land for which they undertake to pay the Govern
ment revenue. The settlement i. expressly made with the zamindars, independen' 
talukdars and other actual proprietors of the soil." This passage was quoted with 
approval by the Privy Council again in 1931, A.LR. (P.C.), page 89, where they state 
that .. the burden of proving their title lay upon the respondents who were claiming 
adversely to the zamindars and that the presumption arising from the permanent settle
ment had been considered by the Board in several cases, making particular reference 
to the passage quoted above which they characterize as a well-known passage." 

I. (b) While the proprietorship of the soil is distinctly in the zamindar, that is in no
way destructive of the rights of the tenants which are sufficiently clearly defined in the 
Madras Estates Land Act. In the administration of the Madras Estates Land Act, 
no difficulty has arisen or been felt in finding out the rights and obligations of the 
tenant in any given situation. The nature and incidents therefore of the interests or 

. the landlord and the tenant under the Madras Estates Land Act are sufficiently defined 
and do not call for any further enunciation. The Privy Council in 47 Mad., 337, referred 
to kudivnram a. a well-known expression which they paraphrased 80S a .. species of 
tenant right or right of permanent occupancy." Earlier in their judgment the Privy 
Counsil state" that a right of occupancy in land in India is a right, subject to certain 
conditions, of a tenant to hold the land permanently which he occupies. It is heritable 
ril!ht and in some cases possibly, may be transferablo by the tenant to ,a .stranger." 
This is the nearest authoritative definition or description which can be had of the rights. 
of occupancy ryot. in an Estate. It is unnecessary to refer nny more elahorately to 
the several sections of the Estates Land Act which define the various incidents of the 
relationship of landholder and ryot created by it. 

II. (0) It is apparent that as t.he very expression implies it is not p06sible to defin& 
what a fair and eqnitnhle rent is. What rent i. fair and equitable must necessnrily be lef' 
to the fncts of enrh individual cnRe> RnJ to the dhlCretion of individunl officers who are 
called upon to determine it when the parties are not agreed ahout it. 

(b) As re!!nrds the> considerations which should be taken into acconnt in fixing a 
fair lind eouitnhle rent the firnt anil fnl'E'most principle iR to voiil interference WIth the 
'4!lI:isting state of thinl!8 1\8 far as possihle. Rection 28 of the Madras Estates Land A"". 

I-J5 
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~gnizes this P!'inciple. and provides that in aliplIOI'NliIingJI under the Ac' the rate 
-Gf rent .for the ti':'le bemg Iawf~ly payable by. the ryot shall be presumed to be fair 
and eqwtable, until the contrary 18 proved. It 18 unnecessary to refer to similar proVl. 
';ons in almost identical terms in the Tenancy Acts of other provinces all of which 
proceed upon a universal and highly salutary principle. 
. Under the Rent Recovery Act (Act VIII of 1865), section 11, permitted the rent. 
&0 be fi:z:ed ~y e~press o~ imp~ed contract. between a.. ~dholder and a ryot. A contrac& 
necessarily lIDplieS consideration. Even m cases ansmg under section 11 of the Rent 
Recovery Act therefore Courts of Law were not blindly enforcin8 the contract. existing 
·between landholders and ryots in respect of rent, but were enforcing only such contracts 
Ii8 were supported by consideration. In cases where it was proved that the rate of 
Jent obtaining prior to the contract sought to be enforced was less than the rate men. 
tioned in the Contract, courts were going into the question whether there was any 
-consideration moving from the landholder which could legally support the contract on 
the part of the ryot to pay a higher rate of rent and in innumerable cases where no 
further or additional consideration for the payment of rent at an enhanced rate was 
made out on the part of the landholder, courts were refusing to give effect to the new 
or additional obligation undertaken by the ryot. Under the Estates Land Act, section 
~ distinctly provides that the rent of a ryot shall not be enhanced except as provided 
bT the Act. The circumstances in which rent can be enhanced are exhaustively 
:enumerated in section 30. Rent cannot be enhanced except on one or other of the 
grounds set forth in that section and even in cases coming under section 30 it has been 
,definitely ruled that a landholder must get his claim for enhancement approved or 
adjudicated upon by the Collector and that contracts between a landholder and a ryot 
providing for enhancement·· of rent on one or other of the grounds mentioned above 
.·would not be enforcible in the absence of a decree or order of the Collector as contem· 
plated by sections 30 to 36-vide 1934 Mad., 454. It may therefore be taken that 
-:except where suits were filed by landholders under section 30 of the unamended Act 
and rents were enhanced by decrees of the Collector, the rents now obtaining in the 
averal zamindaris are the rents which prevailed in 1908. Or, in other words, these 
'rents have been in force for a period of thirty years at least and in some cases they 
.are rents which have probably prevailed for such longer periods. In the absence of 
.exceptional. reasons calling for interference with the state of things which has existed 
for a period of thirty years it is neither fair nor equitable that the rents should be 
40lbitrarily reviewed or reduced. As regards the grounds of enhancement set forth in 
section 30 it cannot be denied that fairness or equity requires that the landholder should 
be entitled to enhance his rents when prices have risen, or when the productive powers 
of the land have been increased by an improvement effected by or at the expense of 
the landholder, or where the landholder has contributed to the cost of the upkeep of 
a work of irrigation or other improvement which has been carried out by the Government 
and which is beneficial to the holding of the ryot, or where the productive powers of 
the land have been increased by fluvial action, the benefits of which the landholder is 
legitimately entitled to share along with the ryot. It would be noticed that the enhance
ment pennissible in the several cases outlined above is a matter for the fixation by, 
and determination of, the Collector and that the landholder is not entitled to claim 
.any enhancement arbitrarily at his own discretion. It should also be remembered that 
section 35 clothes the Collector with an overriding power of refusing enhancement not· 
withstanding anything contained in sections 31 to 34, if he considers the enhancement 
unfair or inequitable in the circumstances of the case. It is not known whether any 
ilflicer invoked the power under section 35 to disallow the enhancement of rent claimed 
by any zamindar, but, it is clear that no new or further provisions are needed in order 
to protect a ryot agninijt enhancement of rent on the ground of a rise in prices where 
Buch an enhancement would, notwithstanding such a rise, work hardship or would be 
unfair or inequitable. It may however be pointed out that if it is considered that p'ast 
experience has shown that the institution of a comparison between prices prevailing 
in the two decennial periods contemplated by section 31 is likely to work hardship. on 
the ryots. it is open to the legislature to provide for the future that shorter perlOds 
shall be taken into consideration or that enhancement should be refused if the prices 
prevailing in the year in which the application is made or in the year immediately 
precedi.ng it,. are not higher than the average prices preva~g in the earlier o~ the 
cleceDDlBI penods contempla.ted by section 31, or such shorter period aa may be SUbstitUted 
fOl' it. 

A decree enhancing the rent under the Estates Land Act prior ~ the Amendment 
of 1934 or under an order passed under the Amended Act enhancing or reducing rent, 
would continne to be in force for So period of twenty years and no further .suit or 
application would be maintainable for the enhancement or reduction of rent during 
that period. If this proviaion works a hardship upon the ryot and prevents him from 
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~laimiDg ,a"redu.ction ·n~twithstBDd4tg BD appreciable fall in prices 8ubsequen~ to the> 
~ecree or order. m question there ia adequate protection for the ryot who by an appJWa.
hon under section 39-A C&ll get a remission proportionate to such fall in prices. 

I~ is therefore submitted that a general interference with the rents obtaining ill. 
. ~states IS not called for a~d that the only amendments to the Act which may be made •. 
If at al!, are (1) substl~utlOn. of shorter p~r!ods for. the decellIlial periods contemplated 
by sectIOn 31, (2) the msertlOn of a 'ProVlslon agamst enhancement of rent when thO
pr!ces prevai.li.ng a.t or about ~he time of the application are not higher than the average
prices prevllllmg m the earher of the decennial periods mentioned in section 31 It 
such shorter periods as may be substituted for it. ' 

While referring to the provisions in the Estates Land Act for enhancement of 
rent, it should not be forgotten that there are corresponding provisions for reduction of 
rent for stated causes and when the existing rents are unfair and inequitable it is open 
to a ryot to get them suitably reduced. The grounds which are available to a ryot for 
obtaining reduction of rent are fairly comprehensive and provide for almost all legitimate
reasons on which such a claim can be based. The most cursory comparison of the provi
lions in the Estates Land Act in regard to the enhancement of rent on the one hand 
and the reduction of rent on the other would establish that those provisions are fair 
both to the landholder and the ryot without giving any undue advantage either to the
landholder over the ryot or to the ryot over the landholder and further that they restric$ 
the scope of interference with the existing rents as far as possible by providing that 
either enhancement or reduction of rent can be claimed only on the grounds specified in· 
the Act and within the limits laid down in it. Apart from the consideration stated above, 
namely, that the legislature should avoid as far as possible interfering with the rents. 
which have been in operation for over a period of thirty years, regard should also be had 
to the fact that ryots in estates are in a position to lease out their holdings to under~ 
tenants earning considerable profits to themselves after paying to the landholder the 
rent which is legally due on it and that the interests of occupancy ryots have a market 
value and are being freely sold a"j mortgaged. From the economic point of view, 
therefore, the provisions of the Estates Land Act have imparted a value to the interest 
of a ryot which cannot be overlooked when considering whether any interference is
at al\ called for. 

Before deciding upon any interference with the existing rents, one very important 
consideration, which the legislature should not overlook, is that prior to the introduc
tion of the visabadi or cash-rent system, the landholders were collecting for and toward .. 
·their melvaram not less than 50 per cent of the gross produce of the holding, whether 
wet or dry, in the great majority of the zamindaris in this Presidency and not less
than half the net produce in a few estates. According to the Vizasapatam District. 
Manual (page 203) .. The value of the crop was estimated just before harvest and the
Government share was received in specie, one-third of the paddy crop being allowed 
to the fixed inhabitants, two-fifths to strangers and one-half to Thelingas (Telagas)
and those who cultivated dry grains." 

In Sir Thomas Munro's Minute of the Northern Circars, dated 7th January 1823, 
the following very instructive passage occurs: .. Under the old Hindu Government. 
they paid half of the produce in kind, but after the Muhammadan conquest, the zamin. 
dara employed in the mllnllgement of the country imposed a sbist or fix~d assessment 
on the land, to which extra assessments were afterwards added, by whICh the share
of the ryots was reduced, nominally to one-tbird, but actually to one-fifth of the gross. 
produce in rice fields, which formed the chief cultivation of the country; in dry grain 
cultivation the sbares of the ryots and Government were equal. 'l'hese were the shares. 
which were prevailing in the Chicacole Circar. In the more Southern Circars of 
RajahmundQ' and Ellore, the ryots' share there was higher. It was in rice land 40, 
50 and 60 per cent but he did not actually receive more than one-fourth or one-fifth ~ 
in dry grain it was one-half." , I . 

Mr. Webb who was member of the Circuit Committee which reported regnrdin~ 
the Vizianagram zamindari refers to the ryots' or inhabitants' share of the produce
as one-half, whether in the produce raised on wet lands or in dry grains. It is easy to· 
multiply qnotations in regard to the zamindaris in the Vizagapatam, Godnvari Rnd 
Kistna districts, from the reports of the Circuit Committee or from other official docll'< 
ment. and records from which it would appear that the zamindar's share of the crop 
at or about the time of the permanent settlement was never less than half, and was in 
several cases sixt~ or even a larger percentage. The .same state of things seems to
have existed in the southern zamindnris also, except in the ease of a few where th& 
lIamindar's share by local usnge or custom was restricted to a half of the net produce ..• 

I-15-A 
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When this was the state of things obtaining in the days of the Hindu and Muham~ 
_.Ian rulers and right up to the permanent settlement of 1802, it is idle to suggest 
1hat the cash-rents, which are now being collected by the Z&mindars, and which would 
iall far short of half the net produce, should be revised or reduced. 
: (e) Section 39-A of the Estates Land Act provides for compUlsory revision of 
Tents where the prices in a particular year are lower by not less than l8i per cent than 
the average prices on which fixation of the existing rent was based. The scope of the 
·section is no doubt confined to cases where the rent of any land was enhanced under 
1!ection 30 or commuted under section 40 or where there was a settlement under 
Chapter II. This section which recognizes the principle of compulsory remission 
enforceable in a court of law is itself an extraordinary provision, remission being in 
the very nature of things a matter of grace or concession on the part of the land
Ilolder. Even in the case of ryotwari areas, the ryotwari pattadar cannot claim any 
.remission in a court of law on the ground of a failure of crops or otherwise. Seasonal 
remissions granted to ryotwari pattadars on the ground of total failure of crops are in 
the discretion of the Revenue officers though no doubt that discretion is exercised 
according to principles and regulations laid down in the Standing Orders of the Board 
o()f Revenue. A provision giving a ryotwari pattadar a right of action in a court of law 
.against Government on the ground of failure of crops or on the ground of a fall in 
prices is hardly conceivable. Even to the extent to which section 39-A has gone, it 
is widely felt that it imposes a hardship upon the landholder because at the time of 
the fixation of the rent either in an enhancement suit or in a. suit for commutation the 
.average prices prevailing in a period of ten years were taken into consideration. And 
if remission is to be granted in any particular year on the ground that the prices pre
vailing in tha.t year are lower than the level of prices adopted as the basis either in 
-enhancement suits or in commutation suits, there is strictly speaking no reason why 
there should not be a. corresponding precision entitling a. landholder to claim a. larger 
rent in a.ny particular year when the prices in that year exceed the prices adopted 
as the basis in the commutation or enhancements suits by 18t per cent or more. The 
landholders have no intention of asking the legislature to insert any provision in the 
Estates Land Act entitling them to claim an enhancement of rent on the basis suggested 
:above. But they. would desire to point out the extent to which a concession has been 
·made in favour of the ryots by the insertion of section 39-A by the amending Act VI of 
1936. It should be borne in mind that even in cases where rents were fixed otherwise 
than in a suit for enhancement or in a suit for commutation, the vicissitudes of the 
seasons have invariably been taken into consideration, so tba.t there is no legitima.t~ 
ground for remission by reason of a fall in prices of agricultural produce in a.ny parti-
1::ular yeu. Price fluctuations are inevitable and they constituted one of the several' 
elements which were taken into consideration in the fixa.tion of rents as between land
holders a.nd ryots. As regards failure of crops it is neither feasible nor advisable to 
have anything like a statutory provision as it is likely to lead to controyersia.1 litigation 
.which is beneficial neither to the ryot nor to the landholder, the ryot claiming remis
sion of rent on the ground of failure of crops total or partial, and the zamindar denying 
such failure or the extent of it and asserting that such fa.ilure is the result of the 
ryot's own negligence and was not caused by causes beyond his control. There are, 
besides, serious difficulties in· the matter of working any system of remission in zamin
-aari areas. The accounts maintained by the karnams and the reports, if any, drawn 
·up by them after field inspection are mostly inaccurate and cannot be relied upon. 
The landholders have no sort of control over the karnams and in most cases ca.nnot even 
·insist upon the services of the karnam being a.vailable for field inspection or for crop 
assessment. 1'he zamindars would have to considerably enlarge their establishments 
for carrying out field inspection, assuming that an inspection by the zamindar's officisls 
:would be acceptable to the ryots. If the Revenue Department of the Government is to 
be entrusted with the duty of deciding upon claims for remission in za.mindari areas, 
there must be considerable addition to the revenue statl' in districts where there is 
6 luge extent of zamindari land. Revenue officia.ls entrusted with such inspection 
duties are not likely to act with that sense of restraint and responsibility with which 
they could be compelled to a.ct in deciding upon similar claims for remission in ryotwari 
.areas. And any system of remission would almost be unworkable in the unsurveyed 
.estates where rents were fixed with reference to particular holdings on a. rough and 
approximate estimate of the area. and is not based or calculated upon a.ny particular 
J&te per acre. 

It is therefore submitted that the provisions contained in section 38 in regard to 
.the perma.nent reduction of rent in section 39-A in regard to the remission of rent 
m pa.rticular years are adequatEj and have gone far enough and there is every objection 
.to a. sta.tutory provision being made for remission of rent on the ground of a. fa.ilure or 
crops. 
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(d) This ha.s been sufficiently answered. It is neither practicable nor advisa.bl~ 
;,0 settle the rate of rent for a particular area once for all. In the same areas therll 
will be lands with varying fertility and it is not possible to have the same rate of rent 
for all lands in the same taluk irrespective of their fertility, irrigation facilities and 
innumerable other factors which have to be taken into consideration before a fair and 
~quitable rent leviable in respect of any land can be decided upon. As regards the 
fixation of a share of rent for a particular area if it is contemplated that the original 
earam or crop-sharing system should be reverted to, such a system would be in conso
lIance with established custom and usage and would undoubtedly be advantageous to 
~zamindars. But it is extremely doubtful whether it would be agreeable to ryots whose 
rents fall far short of the customary share which they would have to deliver as raja
t.hagam or melvaram. Further it cannot be doubted that under the varam system 
'there would be constant friction between the landholder and the ryot in the matter of 
'estimating or dividing the crop. Nor can it be denied that the policy of the law 
bas, in recent years, been to encourage commutation and even to make it compulsory 
'so that even in those cases where rents are being paid in kind commutation of grain 
rents. into cash rents has now been made compulsory under the recent amendment, 

·-of the Madras Estates Land Act in 1934. The landholders have no desire that the 
above concessions made in favour of ryots should be recalled or that there should be, 
a reversion to the 01 d ssara or varam system. The above discussion should make it, 

,clear that the ryots are now much better off tban they possibly could be under the asara 
system which was prevailing at one time throughout this Presidency. Apart from 
laying down that the rent should bear a particular proportion to the gross produce or 
to the net produce of the holding in question, it is not possible to settle the rate or share 
of rent for 8 particular area once und for all. Even if the rate or share of rent for 
a particular area is to be settled with reference to gross produce or net produce that 
share can be converted into terms of money only by a regular settlement which it is hardly 
necessary to point out, would be very costly and there is no justification for embarking 
opon a settlement at heavy expense without its being previollsly ascertained whether 
after all the rents now prevailing bear to the gross or net produce of the lands to which 
they relate such an unduly high proportion as to call for the interference of the legislature 

,or of the Government. If in any village the rents are unduly high there is adequate 
provision in the Survey and Settlement Chapter IT of the Estates Land Act for a settle-

· ment of rents in that village on a fair and equitable basis. That remedy is always open 
<1;0 the ryots. And the amendment of the Estates Land Act in 1934 has considerably 
simplified the procedure and has made it more easily available to the ryots than pre
viously. The answer to the first part of question IT (d) is therefore in the negative. 

As regards the second part of question IT (d), it is neither possible nor easy to 
· enunciate principles for the determination of a fair and equitable rent. Even if one 
were to attempt such an enunciation, the principles must necessarily be of a very 
vague character and cannot be particularly helpful. As already submitted a most 
salutary principle is the one that is enunciated in section 2S of the Estates Land Act, 
namely, that of starting with the existing rates of rent which have been in force for 

,a considerable time. And if any modificat.ion of these rents has to be provided for, 
the principles on which and the circumstances in which such modification has to be 
made have to be strictly defined. A general examination of the rents now obtaining 

· is hardly called for. Considerable discrdion in determining what is .. fair and equitable 
rent is left under the Estates Land Act to the officer or court concerned, and it is 

· IlDnecessary to enlarge it. 
(e) It is not desirable that the Provincial Government should revise, alter or 

reduce thll rents by execulh'e Dcliull. It would be most unsatisfactory to permit the 
· executive to interfere with the rights of parties which must as far as possible be 
determined either by the established civil courts of the country or where by reason of 

'the nllture and character of the questions arising for determination it is considered 
· desirable that they should be adjudicated upon by officers having revenue experience 
by such officers acting in their capacitv of revenue courts. If the Goverllnlent is t~ 
be permitted to interfere with rents by executive action, there is no doubt that it 
would become an element of oppression and tyranny and may lead to the victimization 

~ of particular individuals, and cl .. sses. 
Ill. (a) .f Ib) Under the present law a landholder can collect the rent due to him 

in one of three ways: (1) by a suit before the Collector, (2) bv distraint and sale of 
movable property, (3) by sa.le of a ryot's holding (vide section 17: Madras Estates Land" 
Act). It is a matter of common knowledge that notwithstanding the power to distrain 

"and sell movable property and notwithstanding the summary procedure laid down in 
aection 112 an" the succeeding sections for the purpose of bringing a ryot's holding 

~ to sale, zamindara are finding considerable difficulty in realizing their rents. At the
; time ot the paaaing of the Madraa Estates Land Amendment Act (Act vm of 1984) 
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1here Was a cbsCussion' as to the safeguards whieh tiad to 'be provided for the Purpo8It
of avoiding hardship and loss to ryots and thtl provisions of Chapter VI underwen., 
several materiel alterations. The procedure to be followed when movable property is 
800ght to be distrained and sold is elaborately laid down in sections 77 -A to no. B_ 
tions 111 to 133 regulate the sale of a ryot'. holding. Here again there were several 
amendmen ts moved on behalf of the ryots and accepted by the legislature at the time
of passing of the Madras Act vm of 1934. In order to make the procedure by way 
of di~traint and sale of movable property effective, it is necessary in the first plaee 
to aVOId the delay which very frequently occurs in conducting the sales. It is notorioWl 
that tbe appointment of a sale officer for conducting the sales of movable propertiea 
diatralned by a landholder and the holding of the same by such officer, when appointed, 
takes several months, if not years, with the result that the charges for watching the 
distrained movable property very often comes to much more than the value of the 
property itself. It is therefore highly necessary that there should be provisions iD 
the Estates Land Act, firstly laying upon the village headman the duty of taking care 
of and preserving of the distrained property and secondly providing that the sale of 
the distrained property shall ordinarily take place within a month or such other period 
as the legislature may fix, from the date of the sale application. Provisions like those 
above indicated would bring down watching charges considerably and hasten the salea
and thus help in the realization of rents more speedily and with less cost than now. 

As in the caae of sale of movable properties, so also in the case of sale of ryots" 
holdings. Landholders have a general grievance that the holding of such sales is very 
often unduly delayed. This again calls for tbe imposition of a time-limit within 
which ordinarily the actual sale of the holding should take place computing from and 
after the date of the sale application. 

A further suggestion which the landholders would desire to make is that the 

I proceeds by way of distramt and sale of movable properties and by way of sale of 
ryot's holdings should be available for a period of two years instead of for a period 
of one year as now. There is no reason why the benefit of a cheap and expeditious 
procedure should not be extended to the landholder in the matter of realization of rents 
which are legitimately due to him. 

(c) In the matter of sale of holdings there is no doubt that the procedure indi
oated in the Estates Land Act of 1908 was simpler and less costly than the procadure 
which is now in force by reason of the amendment made in 1934. The provisiona 
introduCed by the Amendment Act are cumbersome and unnecessary and h~ve made tha 
sale proceedings very costly. Notifications in the District Gazette arb enjoined a' 
three stages of the sale proceedings under sections 117 (1), 123 (3) and 124 (3). The 
Government collect at the rate of Rs. 11-11-6 per holding, for all the three notifications. 
Repregentations for the reduction of the cost of publication have proved futile. n 
cannot be pretended that the ryot ever reads or looks into the District Gazette and it 
is impossible to comprehend for whORe benefit such notification is insisted on. These 
notifications considerably swell the costs of sale and add to the burden which ultimately 
falla on the ryot. 

While section 112 provides for service of notice on the defaulter through the 
Collector as also for the service of a notice by post, the sale proceedings can, under 
sections 113 and 114 commence only after service of notice on the defaulter through 
the Collector. In view of the insistence by the Amending Act of 1934 on the aervice 
by post of a notice on the defaulter it should be provided in section 114 that the sale 
proceedings may go on if the defaulter is served in either of the ways contemplated 
by section 112. 

The new section 116 provides for an elaborate procedure for the settlement, 
of sale proclamation. This causes unnecessary delay and is of little or no value or, 
benefit to anybody. The object of the Estates Land Act in providing for a sale 
of ryot's holding was to make the procedure much simpler and cheaper than the pro-, 
cedure in respect of sales under the Civil Procedure Code. That is why there was. 
no provision in the Estates Land Act of 1908 corresponding to the preaent section 116 
and considerable discretion was left to the sale officer in the matter of holding sales. 
It does not appear that any serious hardship was occasioned on any appreciable scale' 
by reason of the discretion being vested in the sale officer. 'l'he present section 116 
is modelled on the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code and prescribes an elaborate 
procedure for the settlement of the sale proclamation and fruBtrates the very object, 
which the legislature had in view when it empowered the landholders to collect their 
rents quickly and cheaply by the sale of a defaulter's holding. 

IV: (al .t (b) The question as to whether' the rights of tenants to water-supply 
8nl" In~erent ~s, being appurtenant ,to, the land,,~r are merely a matter of cO.ntrect 
between:: them and the landholder, does' not acbDlt of any easy answer. It raises .. _ 
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;~urely ilcadeinie issue. Even as between a 'ryotwari 'pattadar and ·tLeGovernmen-, 
ibaquestion wbetber the right of the'former against the latter is a contractual right 

-or a proprietary right cannot be taken even now to have been directly answered. In 
U;Mad., 'Z93, Mr. Justice .WaHaee and Mr. Justioe Krishnan Pandalai refer to 1 Mad •• 
205, where that right was held to be contractual and to 28 Mad., 72, where it was held 
to be proprietary but do not themselves decide whether it is the one or· the other. At 
the same time Their Lordships point out that the incidents of the relationship between 
ryotwari I'attadar and Government in the matter of· water-supply are. sufficiently well 

, defined. A psttadar whose lands are registered as wet is entitled to be supplie4 by the 
· Government. with water to the extent of his accustomed requirements. He hils nO 
right to insist upon the supply being provided from any particular channel or sluice. 
It is open to the Government to alter the sluice or channel or other work of irriga
non from which the ryot is to derive .his supply, and subject to the obligation of pro
viding water to the extent of the accustomed supply .the Government's power~ of regu
lation are un1imited. That the position of zamindars within their zamindaris approxi
mates to the position of Government in ryotwari areas, was stated so early as 1 I.A., 
364. Referring to the Zamindar of Karvetnagar, Mr. Justice Innes of the Madras 
High Court, whose judgment is quoted in extenso at page 377, says: .. What is the 

-Clbligation of the defendant as to keeping these tanks from bursting a·nd causing 
mischief. The tanks are ancient. They· are maintained as they have been immerno
riaHy used for the purposes of irrigation according to a system in use throughout this 
part of India. The State is the general landlord but in some parts of the country it 
has made over certain of its rights as landlord to zamindars like the defendant who 
thus become vested with the duties of management which previously appertain' to the 
State. One of the duties which the State bas always recognized as appertaining to 
itself is the maintenance of old and the extension wherever practicable of new works 
III irrigation." A few lines lower down, Justice Innes again states: .. that the 
tanks of this defendant .are in the same position in this respect as the other works 

,under the dJrect management of the State." The Privy Council upheld the judg
ment of the High Court and state as follows at page 385: .. The tanks are ancient 
and form part of what may be termed a national system of irrigation recognized by 
Hindu and Muhammadan Law, by regulations of the East India Company and by 
·experience older than history as essential to the welfare and indeed to the existence 
· of a large portion of the population of India. The public duty of maintaining existing 
tanks and of constructing new ones in mlLny places was originally undertaken by the 
Government of India and upon the settlement of the country, has, in many instances, 
devolved on the zamindars of whom the defendant is one. The zamindars have no 
power to do away with these tanks in the maintenance of which large numbers of 
people are interested but are charged under Indian law, by reason of their tenure 
with the duty of preserving and repairing them." 

It is not denied that in respect of lands classed as wet the zamindar is under an 
obligation to supply water to the ryot to the extent of his accustomed requirements. 
But it cannot be denied at the same time that the zamindar can regulate the supply 
Bnd dIstribution of water from the tanks and other sources of irrigation in his estate 
without depriving the ryots of their accustomed supply. 

Even in the matter of riparian rights in rivers and streams flowing by their lands 
zamindari ryots stand in relation to the zamindar in the same position which is occu
pied by ryotwari pattadars whose lands abut a river or stream, with reference to the 
Government. Even if it is to be held that even the owners of limited and qualified 
interest in land abutting a river, have riparian rights with reference to and to the 

· extent of such limited or qualified interest, so that even if it is not open to a zamindar 
to prevent a ryot from using the water of the stream which flows by his land such user 
is taxable by the zamindar and assessment can properly be levied by the zamindar in 
respect of it. Just as the ryot uses land for the purpose of agriculture and pays rent 

· on it to the landholder, the ryot may have a right of user in the water of the .stream 
which flows by his land but is bound to pay the zamindar a proper rent or _ttlr charge 
in respect of such user. 

V. There is no necessity for the compulsorily surveying all estates and directing 
the preparation of records-of-rights. The cost involved is prohibitive and it would 

· be very difficult either for the zamindar or for the ryots to bear it_ There is no need 
for BUch compulsory surveyor for the preparation of a record-of-rights except where 
the zamindar or the ryot desire to have a settlement of rents in which case it is open 

'to him or to them to initiate proceedings in the manner laid down in Chapter 11. Even 
in the absence of an application by a landholder or the prescribed proportion of ryots 
for the survey of the village or villages in which they are interested it is open to the 
Local Goftl'llment to direct 1\ II1Irvey and. tile preparation of record-of-rights where 

.in its opinion IUch survey and preparation of record is necessary to secure either the 
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ryo18 generally -or the landholder of an estate or a portion of an estate in the enjoymen'
as such of their or his legal rights or is calculated to settle or avert a serious dispu\tlt
existing or likely to arise between the ryot. generally and their landholder. [See. 
section 164, sub-section (1), clause (b).] The existing provisions theref~e are ad ... 
quate and do not call for any amendment. 

If survey is to be made compulsory, it should be done only ff the Government is 
prepared considerably to reduce the cost or if provision is made for a procedure whereby 
a zamindar carries out the survey of his estate or a portion of it by a cheap agency 
employed by him in accordance with a scheme of survey which he has in the firs' 
instance to submit to the Government and get the approval of the Government to-. 
such a scheme would provide for effective supervision by responsible Government 
officers, and for the recovery of the proportionate share of the cost from the ryot. 
Provision may also be made for adjudication of land complaints and for the same 
legal significance being attached to the survey record as in the case of a survey carried
out by a Government survey party. If it is considered that the adjudication of land 
complaints would devolve or imply the posting of survey officers of a certain grade, which. 
in its tum would involve considerable cost, it would have to be considered whether in 
respect of surveys carried out by the zamindars in accordance with the schemes to be 
submitted to and approved by the Government, the procedure by way of land com
plaints cannot be dispensed with and whether it would not be sufficient to make the 
survey record presumptive proof of what is stated therein, eujoining upon the court •. 
before which such survey record may be filed to presume that the entries therein 
contained are correct, unless the contrary is proved. 

rb) The landhorders submit that the proper distribution of cost as between the 
Ilamindar and ryot in the case of occupied land should be one-third and two-third. 
having regard to the fact that the ryots' share of produce is more than two-thirds. while· 
the zamindar's share is less than one-third, and having also regard to the fact tha' 
in respect of porambokes, communaJ lands, private lands, etc., the zamindar bears the 
entire cost of survey. • 

VI. In view of the clear provisions of sections 135 and 136, the former of which 
prohibits the collection under any name or under any pretence of any amount in addi
tion to the rent lawfully payable and the latter of which provides for the recovery 
of amounts 80 'paid together with penalty from the offending landholder; this question 
must be answered definitely in the negative. ' 

The landholders have no desire to collect anything more than what is covered' 
by the definition of rent as given in section 3 (11) of the Madras Estates Land Act 
and they have no objection to any furtber legislation, if any such legislation were 
needed with a view to prevent landholders from collecting anything over and above· 
the rent lawfully due. Tbey must at the same time make it clear tbat customary 
collections like meres aud kbereejulu which are made by the zamindar for the benefit 
of village servants, and artisans and which are after collection paid over to tbe latter, 
should not be prohibited or hit at any legislation which the Government may contem
plate as such collectious form the only payment which some village servants and artisans 
receive and they constitute a necessary part of the village economy and administration. 

VII. (a) There is no statutory declaration of the rights of tenants in regard to 
~razing of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for agricultural implements. 
Such rigbts if t,bE'v exist can only be in the nature of customary rights and haye to be 
proved in the manner in which alI valid customs have to be proved. They must be 
well-defined, immemotial and reasonable. Subject to their possessing the above attri
butes rights of the nature Buggested in the question can be proved. Their extent anol 
their incidt'nts must necessarily depend upon the usage obtaining in the locality in 
question. They vary from estate to estate and from village to village in the same 
estate. In several estates ryots graze their cattle or collect grepn mnnure or take 
wood for agricultural implements by obtaining their permits from the landholder or his 
officials and on payment of the prescrihed fees which are not at all burdensome and are 
almost nominal. Incidentally it must be stated that the expression 'agricultural 
implements' occurring in question VU (a) is very vague and would requirll detailed 
definition. if any declaration of rights is contemplated. 

(b) The tenants have no inherent right to Dse the natural facilities referred' 
to in question VII (a) for their domestic and agricultural purposes free of cost. 

(e) With reference to this question a distinction would have to be drawn between 
(1) publio paths, (2) communal lands and (3) hill and forest porarubokes. As regards. 
public paths so long as they are being used as public paths neither the zamindBr nor 
the ryots can seek to put them to any use other than as public pathways. That in 
respect of punthas or donkas or public paths the ri~ht to the sub-soil is in the zami"
-dar and that even the surface soil is vested in local a!1thoritie.s only so long .aB. the publict· 
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-path is.in use, must now be taken to be fairly well-settled so that if and when they
I cease to be used as public pathways the land covered by these public pathways would 
be at the disposal of the zamindar whether the pathway was in existence prior to the
permanent settlement or came into existence after the permanent settlement (vide

. 71 Madras Law Journal, 749). As regards communal lands of the nature conteDl-
plated by section 3, sub-section (16) (b) of tbe Estates Land Act such as threshing 
Hoors, cattle-stands, village-sites and other lands which are set apart for the cammoD 
nse of the villagers, the reversionary rights in such lands are vested either in the Gov
ernment or in the landholder according as they were set apart for the communal us& 
in question prior or subsequent to the permanent settlement. So long as they Me
being used for the communal purpose in question nobody can divert them to any other' 
purpose. If they cease to be required for the original purpose it is open to the District 
Collector under section 20-A(1) (b) (i) of the i\fadras Estates Land Act, as amended in 
19a4, to direct and declare that they should be used for any other specified communal 
purpose. If such land is not required for any communal purpose the District Collector 
may under Section 20-A (1) (b) (ti) direct that it be converted in Government ryotwari 
land or landholder's ryoti land according as the reversionary rights in such land vested 
under the terms express or implied, of the sannad, title-deed or other grant in the
Government or in the landholder. This last clause confers upon the District Collector 
a very wide power which can easily be abused. It is unreasonable that the Collector 
should be mlLde the adjUdicating authority when the question arises betvo:e~!U the
Government on the one hand and the zamindar on the other. As the prOVISions of 
the Madras Estates Land Act stand at present this decision of the Collector seems to 
be final. This clause must be taken out of the Estates Land Act so that J;he question 
of reversionary right as betwbdn the Government and zamindar would be fought out 
when it arises in the regular courts of the eountry. If it is to he retained, the decision 
of the District Collector must be made expressly subject to the result of any suit which 
the aggrieved party may file in a civil court within a prescribed time. 

Hill and forest porambokes are the property of the zamindar (vide 40 Madras, 
885, P.C.), subject, of course, to such restricted rights as the ryots or the inhabitants. 
·of neighbouring villages may have by virtue of longstanding custom or usage. They 
. don't stand on the same footing as public paths and communal lands and if any decla
ration of rights is contemplated the legislature must clearly bring out the distinCtioD 
between the several classes of lands contemplated by question VlI (e). 

VIII. (a) In view of the material alterations made in Chapter VIII of the M2dras. 
Estates Land Act by the Amending Act VIII of 1934, further amendments of the provi
sions relating to the mainten.ance and repair of irrigation works in estates are not. 
called for_ In its amended form, Chapter VIII of the Estates Land Act divides 
irrigation works into major irrigation works and minor irrigation works according as. 
the ayacut is 200 acres or upwards or less than 200 acres. In the case of a minor 
irrigation work any ryot or ryots holding a fourth of the land under the particular 
ayacut or paving a fourth of the rent of the ayacut can apply to a Revenue Divisiona! 
Officer for ordering the repair of the irrigation work. The applicant or applicants have 
to make only a deposit of Rs. 100. In the case of a major work of irrigation the
application has to be made to the District Collector. 'l'he prescribed deposit is Rs. 200. 
If there is any grievance that a particular irrigation work is not kept in proper repair 
by the concerned landholder, it should be easy for ryots to avail themselves of the pro
cedure laid down in Chapter VIII in its amended form. It should also be noted that 
the present section 139 is a considerable improvement upon the corresponding provi. 
sions of the Estates Land Act prior to 1934 in so far as landholder can under the 
present section 139 be directed by the District Collector or the Revenue Divisional 
Officer to carry out the repair pointed out to himllnd if he fails to carry out such repaira 
the Collector may direct that the landholder must deposit the amount of the estimated 
cost of repair within a time to be specified. If the landholder fails to make *h .. deposi~ 
within the time so specified, the officer passing the order can recover the same from the 
landholder as if it were an arrear of land revenue and then proceed to have the work of 
repair carried out by such persons and in such manner as he may direct. This provi
sion therefore makes it quite easy for ryots to compel the landholder to carry out the 
necessary repairs to irrigation works. Before .the amendment of 1934, in the case of 
applications made under the old Chapter VII, if the landholder failed to carry out the 
repairs which he was directed by the Collector to carry out, the applicant or appli
cants had to execute the repairs themselves. After carrying out the repairs they wer& 
to apply to the Collector for the recovery of the amount spent by them from the land
bolder. If the landholder declined to pay the amount, the Collector could only pass aDo 
()rder for the recovery of the amount from the ryots holding lands under the irrigatiOD 
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-"";r'l< 'to which repain. 'were' carried out, And those ryot! in their turn could only 
aet off the payments made by them against the rent which they had to pay to the' 
landholder. This cumbrous procedure has been altogether abolished. Neither the 
applicant nor the general body of ryots holding lands in the ayacutin question are now 
called upon to incur any cost in carrying out the repairs. Pro.,ision is made for the 
~lIection of the necessary amount from the landholder and for the carrying out of the 
necessary repairs by Government oBi,cers with moneys 80 collected from the landholder 
.by coercive processes. 

10 view of the above very stringent provisions now existing in the Madras Estales 
Land Act. a further amendment of that Act for the purpose of enforcing againat • 
landholder, his liability to keep the irrigation works in a state of proper repair i. 
,altogether unnecessary. The amendments of 11)34 have. if anything. gone too far 
against the landholder. The attention of the Committee may be drawn in particular 
to section 139 (1) (a) (iiI according to which the officer is only directed to .. pay due 
legard to the capacity of the estate of such landholder to bear within such time the co~t 
-of such works." The limit up to which the officer can direct the carrying out of repairs 
by the landholder is not clearly defined. It IS left to the caprice of individual officers 
and it is quite conceivable that some officers may direct the carrying out of repairs on 
such an extensive scale as to throw the finances of the estate totlllly out of gear. It 
is submitted that a provision should be inserted prescribing that the officer should not. 
in any particular year, direct the expenditure by a landholder on the repair of irriga
tion works so as to exceed the particular prescribed percp.ntage of the Bnnual income 
derivable from the irrigated lands m his estate • 

• 
. As regards the respective rights and obligations of landholders and ryots in the 

. matter of the maintenance of irrigation works they are not fully defined either in 
-Chapter VIII of the Estates Land Act or elsewhere. No doubt it cannot be questioned 
that the landholder has to maintain the irrigation works in hiS estate in proper repair. 
Nor can it be doubted that the ryots are bound to carry out such petty works as the 

yea,rly clea,rance of supply and distribution channels or minor repairs which they are by 
law or custom bound to carry out (vide explanation to section 138). This general state· 
ment of the obligations of the landholder9 aud ryot. in the matter of the repairs of 
irrigation works is however hardly sufficient. Machinery must be devised for the pur· 
pose of compelling the ryots to carry out snch petty works or minor repairs as they 
are bound to carry out. There is nothing in Chapter VIII of the Madras Estates Lood 
Act by which ryots can be compelled to carry out such petty works or minor repairs, 
if they refuse or fail to carry them out of their own accord. There i. therefore every 
necessity for legislation on the lines of section 6 of the Madras CompUlsory Labour 
Act I of 1858 by which a zamindar or his authorized .officials may be empowered to 
call upon the ryots under a particular ayacut to contribute their labour to the carrying 
out of such petty works or minor repairs as they are bound to carry out and to enforce 
such penalties as may be prescribed for non-compliance with the requisition. 

It has also been felt that the rights of control and distribution of landholders over 
irrigation works in their estates should be statutorily declared and such rights shuuld 
not. wheu questioned. I>e l",ft merely to be gathered or inferred from the common law 
or from the decisions. It is only right that a landholder who is charged with the mainte· 
nance and upkeep of the irrigation works in his estate should have adequate powers 
of controlling the distribution of water and to p~event unauthorized irrigation by the 
imposition of the penalty, if need be upon people who make use of the irrigation works 
without being lawfully entitled to do so. While the landholder is under an obligation 
to supply water in the recognized wet lands in the ayacut, he is not under the law. 
as it now stands, in a position to prevent clandestine user of the water of the tank or 
work of irrigation. in question by persolHl who are not entitled to be supplied with water 
from it. Where such unauthorized or clandestine user goes on on a large scale, the 
ayacutdars. who are lawfully entitled to a supply of water. sustain 108s by not getting 
plentiful or adequate supply which, however, neither they nor the landholder are in • 
position to prevent. The only remedy which a landholder now has against the person 
unauthorizedly taking water from a tank or other work of irrigation belonging to him 
is to sue such person for damages in a civil court which the latter ha. in mOBt ('ases no 
objection to pay, if after an elaborate and costly trial, the court grants a deer"e against 
him. The zamindar has no further rights or remedies in respect of such unauthorized 
user. There is therefore every necessity not only for statutorily declaring the rights 
of control and distribution of the landholders over the irrigation works situated in 
their est.ates but also for empowering them to collect penal assessment subject to 

.certain prescribed limits. from persons taking water from such irrigation works without 
being entitled to do 80 and without obtaining the consent or permission in writing 
-of the landholder or his authorized agents. 
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(b) As a.lre .. dy pointed out, section 139 of the Estates Land Act empowers the
District Collector or the Revenue Divisional Officers, as the- ease mav be, to collect the- ) 
amount necessary fQr carrying ou~ repairs to a particular irrigation ,;ork from the land- ' 
holder and to carry but the work of repair through agencies selected by them. There is: ' 
therefore in the present Act itself provision for repairs being carried out by Govern
ment -officers in case of default on the part of landholders -to carry them out themselves.' -
There does not seem to be any necessity for vesting more powers in the Provincial 
Government in the matter of the repair"or maintenance of irrigation works. 

(c) Much less is there any need for vesting such powers in the Government 
and to make them exercisable by the Government 8UO motu as contemplated by 
'1uestion vm (c). 

IX. An yearly jamabandi -as in the case of ryotwari villagers would certainly be 
of considerable aid both to the zamindars and rvots in the matter of revenue adminis
tration. But a jamabandi can be useful only' if the village officers fully co-operate
with the zamindar and his officials. It is notorious that vil1age karnams and headmen 
render little or no assistance to the zamindar or to the landholder or his officials even 
though theoretical1y they are bound to assist the zamindar in the administmtion of his 
estate as much as they are bound to render assista.nce to the Government and its offiCIals 
in the collection of the Government revenue and the enforcement of its rights. The 
roason is not far to seek. Zamindars have no control over village officers whose salaries 
.. re distributed by the Government and who are liable to be suspended or dismissed 
only by Government officerR. Now that the Government are contemplating th" 
institution of an yearly jamabandi in the case of estates, the occlISion is opportune for -
the Government to go into the question of control over village officers with a view to·' 
vesting in the landholders qualified powers of suspension or dismissal over village 
servants, particularly village karnams and headmen. The recalcitrance of village head. 
Olen· and village knrnams in the matter of assisting in the revenue administration of 
estates hal< been a longstanding grievance and is not confined to Ili few estates. It hfL8. 
been almoRt a universal feature in al1 the eetates in . the Presidency. It is therefore
imperatively necessary to devise ways and means of bringing the village officers under 
the partial control of the landholders without which satisfactory revenue administration 
is almost impossible. 

'l'he ryots in zamindaris very often complain that there is considerable delay in. 
the matter of recognizing tranafers of holdings or portions thereof by zamindari officials. _ 
But it is overlooked that the patta transfer work heavily accumulates and is very often 
delayed by the refusal and neglect on the part of the village karnams to co-operate
with zamin officials. 

X. The landholder has no direct contractual relationship with the under-tenant. 
The only right, which he now possessed so far as an under-tenant is concerned, is to
distrain fOl' arrears of rent due to him the crop which might have been mised on the 
bolding by an under-tenant. The declared policy of the Estates Land Act is to help. 
the actual cultivator. In cases, therefore, where the occupancy ryot has not -for consi
demble periods carried on -any cultivation himself but has on the other hand let out· 
his lands to under-tenants it is only reasonable and proper that the rights of such 
under-tenants should be safeguarded by a suitable legislative provision. It would have 
to be considered whether provision cannot be made for an under-tenant acquiring 
oocupancy right in respec~ of a P!'rtion of the holding which he has been CUltivating 
continuously for a prescrIbed period of years, the present occupancy ryot's position 
being converted in respect of such portions of the holding to that of a tenure holder. 
The rights and obligations of the landholder and the present occupancy right would 
continue to be wh~t they are. .B~t in the case contemplated the present occupancy 
ryot would be restramed from eVlctmg the under-tenant and would only be entitled 
to collect from him such rent as may be settled by contract or as may be regulated 
by statute. If any legislation is contemplated for the purpoae of rendering file under
tenant immune from eviction at the instance of the present occupancy ryot, pr()visi()ns. 
may also have to be thought of for the fixation or regulation of rents suitably as between 
the present occupancy ryot and his under-tenant. 

XI. (a) tf (b) The present distribution of the appeUate and revisional authority 
as between the civil courts on the one hand and the revenue courts on the other, ill
fa.irly scientific. The whole question was very fully considered at the time of the passing 
of the Amendment Act VIII of 1934. There is no need Cor the constitution of special 
trihunals ~r courts: B~th landholders and ryots have no doubt a grievance alIainst lonl! 
delays whIch are experIenced in some at least of the revenue courts. But that is dWi 
&0 administrative' ~ons and. th& ~medy is tlurely administrative. The assocl&hor ; 

I-l6-A -
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takes this opportunity of impressing upon the Government the necessity for appointing 
special Revenue Divisional Officers wherever there is large accumulation of Estates 
Land Act work in ~y particular division. ' 

XII. (a) The present procedure for preventing unauthorized, occupation of ryotl 
land is far from being effective. A person who unauthorizedly occupies ryoti land in 
-811 estate is liable to be ejected by suit 10 a civil court under section 163-A. He is 
further liable to pay for each revenue year or a portion thereof the rent fixed for the 
land on which he has trespassed or if no rent h8ll been fixed such sum as the Collector 
may on application determine to be fair and equitable. In addition to that amount he 
is also liable to pay by way of damages a snm not exceeding one year's rent as was 
fixed or determined. Where the rent in respect of a particular holding or portion has 
Dot been previously fixed there is to be an application under section 163 to the Collector. 
The procedure is both cumbersome. and costly. It can he considerably simplified by 
-adopting a procedure like the one contemplated by section 158 in the case of tenants 
-of private lands. On an application to the Collector, the Collector would issue to the 
landholder or his authorized agent a warrant authorizing him to enter upon and take 
possession of the lands trespassed upon. Such a warrant would also empower the 
landholder or his authorized agent to distrain the movable property of the trespasser or 
the crop standing upon the lands for the realization of such amounts as the landholder 
may he entitled to hy way of damages or costs of distraint. For the determination of 
-damages there need be no separate application under section 163. In the very applica
tion which the landholder makes to the Collector for the issue of a warrant there may 
be included a prayer for the determination of the damages, if any, to which he is 
-entitled. 

This procedure, if adopted, would not only do away with the suit contemplated 
in section 163-A but would also enable the landholder to take possession of lands tres
passed upon and realize such demands as he may be entitled to by a single application 
to the Collector. It would also solve the problem which is almost universal in regard 
to what are described as 'Bought in lands.' By a combination amongst ryots it very 
often happens that there are no bidders at the rent sales so that the landholder is 
eompelled to buy the holding himself. He never, however, gets any effective posses
sion of the lands so bought. The old ryot continues to cultivate it as before. The 
-only remedy which a landholder would have in such circumstances is a suit in civil court 
,which apart from its costliness would take some years to come to a termination. It is 
'!Very rarely that even the costs of that suit are realized from the trespasser. To avoid 
such cost and to enable landholders to obtam effective possession of lands bought at 
rent sales a provision like the one above suggested would be considerably helpful. 

(b) UndeI' the Estates Land Act, as passed in 1908, jodi, poruppu, kattubadi 
-due from inamdars was included in the definition of rents. By an amendment of 1909, 
however, that part of the definition was deleted. It would assist landholders in the 
speedy realization and collection of jodi, poruppu or kattubadi due from inamdars, 
if the definition of rent, as it was to be found in the Estates Land Act of 1908 as origi. 
'Dally passed, is now restored. 

Supplemental answer8. 
VII. (a) The question assumes that the tenants must have some rights with regard to 

the utilization of local natural facilities such as grazing of cattle, etc. There is how
-ever no basis for such an assumption. 

The iandholder is the owner of a.ll forests and waste lands. He has the exclusive 
right to the enjoyment of the forests and wllste lands as he likes. No rights in the 
~nants to free grazing or collection of manure or wood without payment or permission 
have been recognized by law. If there were such rights, sarely such rights would have 
been declared in all the earliest tenancy legislation. 

Such rights, if at all, can be claimed as .. customary rights" or .. customary ease
ments" (see section 18 of the Easements Act). But before such rights can be claimed 
.as customary rights it should be proved that the tenants were grazing the cattle, 
ete., as of right openly and without obstruction. The obtaining of licences to graze 
cattle or collect manure, etc., would negative any claim of right. The following 

()bservations in a recent decision of the Nagpur High Court clearly set out the law on 
the subject :-

.. The enjoyment of a right claimed to exist under an alleged custom must be· 
enjoyed as of right, that is to say, all acts must be done under or by virtue of the 

enstom. In order to establish the custom, all acts must have been done without vio
lence. without steslth or secrecy, or withont leave or licence asked for or either given 
-eitber expressly or impliedly from time to time. No Act which can be ascribed to a 
licence can ever support a claim of custom. A zamindar is the owner of the forest and 
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-of waste land lying within his zamindari; and as proprietor can permit his tenants 
·10 graze their cattle on land which is not the communal land of the village, and to 
iiake dead wood, etc., from the forest or waste land on payment of certain charges pres
~bed by him. But. that ie purely a matter of contract between the zamindar and the 
tenants. A right which can be so acquired on payment of fees or charges can hardly be 
regarded liB a customary right, notwithstanding tha.t the right has been exercised for 
a long series of years." (Stone, C.J.,.and Niyogi, J), Baho1"an v. Ltd BhllanpaZ 8ingll 
-(20 N.L.J., 131). 

In practice it can be proved almost in every zamindari that far from exercising 
any rights as such, the tenants were applying to the zamindars for permission to graze 

·cattle on payment of fees. Similarly they were obtaining licences for collection of free 
manure or wood. . 

Grazing of cattle. 

That the Estates Land Act itself did not rerognize any right to free grazing appears 
to be clear. If any area is set apart for common grazing such lands would come under 

·communal lands within the meaning of section 20. In describing communal lands the 
.act refers to threshing floors, cattle-stands, village-sites, etc. If common grazing lands 
.were contemplated prominent reference to such grazing lands would have been made in 
section 20 as an illustration of communal lands. 

Again the right to graze is in the nature of II. .. Profit a prendre qua estate" and 
rights to profit a prendre are not recognized by the Act. 

In defining rent in section 3, clause (ii) (b) for the purpose of certain sections of 
. Act .. Pasturage fees" would come under the definition. This clearly ~hows that 
the Act contemplated pasturage on payment of fees and not free pasturage. 

Again in section 6, clause (2) of the Act there is reference to " Admission to waste 
lands under a contract for pasturage." This would indicate that the Act did not con
template right of tenants in waste lands for grazing but contemplated only admission 

·on contract for pasturage. 
The various systems obtaining in regard to the manner in .which pasturage is let 

.to ryots are the following:-
(a) The kancha Bystem.-Kanchas include all the waste lands in the village as 

well liS pasturage arells where rich pasture is allowed to grow. Landholders get 
such areas specially protected. Every year the leading ryots of each village 
come forward to take on lease the kanchas of each village and thereupon they 
pay up the lease amount and get a lesse executed in their favour. Some
times the leases are executed for three years or five years. There are a few 
cases where the leading ryots have taken such kanchas on permanent leases. 
The lessees of the kanchas in turn collect the quota of each ryot towards the 
lease amount paid by them. . 

In regard to this system, certain lands of the ryots were put forward, which. 
came up for decision in courts. The contention put forward was that the 
right of the zamindar in respect of the kanchas was merely to collect or auction 
the lease amount every year, but the zamindar could not withhold the leases 
or refuse permission to graze. They were two cases in N ellore district which 
went up to the High Court where such a kind of right was claimed and nega
tived. See 31 M.L.J., 1111 and 1928 Madras. The fonner related to the 
Venkatagiri Zamindar and the latter related to Chittetipalem. 

The kancha rates are lower than the pasturage fees collected in Government 
areas. The annexed tabular statement giving the rates of kanchas fees in 
the Venkatllgiri Zamindari where this system is largely in vogue will clearly 
show that the rates are generally low and compare favourably with the rates 
obtaining in the Government area. 

The kanchas system has been in vogue in various Government ~~s in the 
N ellore district. In 1867 when the Government abolished the pullari system 
and provided for some common pllsturage, they also introduced the kancha 
system by which .. Tracts be annually or biennially rented out to the highest 
bidder .in suitable lots for pastur~ge, care being taken that the lots put np 
to auction are not unduly monopolized by one man or a clique in the village." 
(G.O. No. 2676, Land Revenue, dated 12th November 1867). 

·(b) The Pullari 8!lstem.-The system commonly obtaining is this. At the 
beginning of each fasli an account is taken of the cattle owned by each tenant 
in the village and after collecting the grazing fees for so much per head of 
cattle, permits will be issued to the tenants for grazing the cattle. 

:\Before 1867 this was the ayatem in vogue in N ellore and Guntur districts in 
Governmen' areas. 
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(e) The patta beedus.-A third method by which lands are let for pasturage. ia 
this. Some ryots are granted specifiea areas of pasturage lands accordmg 
to their needs and such areas are included in their holdings 8S specified ratea 
of rent. The extents so· granted are generally in relation to the number of 
ploughs owned by the ryot. 

The rates at which such beedus are let range from 0-0-8 to 0-3-1 per ""re in 
the 'Venkatagiri Estate. Wherever such patta beedu. are granted, conditions 
are inserted in the pattas that if the ryot utilizes the land for agriculture he 
should pay rent at the dry cultivation rate and if any applications are forthcoming 
for the assignment of such lands for cultivation the tenant should either vacate 
the lands or himself take the lands on darkhast. 

In regard to these patta beedus, claims of occupancy rights were put forward 
which came up for judicial decision and ultimately negatived. (38 Madras. 
739) Ayyapareddy v. Maharajah 0/ Venkatagiri. 

The prevalence of one or other of the above systems clearly disprove any "right 
of pasturage .. in the ryots while at the same time they prove that there are 
already adequate arrangements made in each estate providing for grazing 
facilities to ryot on reasonable terms. 

Wherever kanchll8 are not taken on lease or permits are not obtained and cattle 
are allowed to graze, then such cattle are impounded. Several cases where 
obstruction to such impoundings have come up before courts and. the COllrts 
have invariably imposed fines against Buch individuals. 'l'he cattle-pound 
registers in the various villages in the estate will show the instanceR where 
cattle have been impounded for grazing illicitly on the waste land in the village. 
'fhese would clearly establish that nowhere were .. Rights" recognized for 
free grazing. 

In the above circumstances, any legislation breaking such right. would be in the 
nature of creating new rights in favour of the tenants and infringing the rights of 
landholders and consequently exproprietary. 

Collection 0/ green manure and wood lor agrIcultural implement.-The practice 
obtaining in the various estates at present for the supply of green manure, etc., to· 
tenants is for the ryots to apply to the landholder for permits and for the landholder 
to grant such permits according to the needs in each case. Some nominal fee is col. 
lected. Sometimes permits are issued free. The permits would specify the quantity 
to be taken by each tenant, the area from which the manure or wood is to be taken, 
and the period within which he has to take the same. Wherever such green manure 
or wood is taken without obtaining permits, compensation is collected, and where such 
compensation is not paid, legal action is taken. Courts have in number of instances 
convicted person who so illicitly removed wood or green manure. These would indicate 
that .. rights" as such in respect of the collection of green manure and wood, etc., 
have not been recognized by law. 

To recognize such rights would also work great hardship. It would lead to abuse. 
Who is to determine the needs of each ryot and how is it to be ensured that he will not 
remove greater quantity than is necessary. 'Wherever there is combination among 
ryots they can easily denude the forest under the pretence that they have gone into the 
forest only for the limited purpose of gathering manure leaves or for cutting wood for 
agricultural purposes. It will retard conservancy and development of forests. 

Even when such rights have been pleaded by way of a custom courh have held tha' 
a system by which persons claiming the custom can increase the burden on the owner 
of property and can even virtually deprive them of their property is an unreasonable 
custom (Adams v. RifJeT8, 9 Calcutta, 698; 1934 Calcutta, 461), and should .not be 
enforced by law. 

In the present case it will be a travesty of justice if on the other hand when facts 
disprove the existence of a right either by ,custom or otherwise, attempt is made to 
introduce such rights by legislation. 

If, as a matter of fact, there are already such customary rights in existence, the 
recent amendment to the Estates Land Act has amply safeguarded HUch rights (see 
section 2O-M. 

In the above circumstances the answer to qnestion (b) is also in the negative and· 
there are no inherent rights recognized as such in favour of the tenants hI regard to 
the utilization of natural facilities for grazing, collection of green manure, etc. Even 
Mr. Ramadoss who drafted amendments on behalf of ryots in the year 1934 did n<n 
treat such righta as inherent in the ryotl!. He recognized two classes of estates, one in 
which rights by custom may exist in favour of tenants and another category where snch 
rights by custom do not exist.. . . 

. . "" _ RAJAH 011 VEliJtATAGml, 
President,' Madras Landholder,' AS8OCiatWn_ 



LMeliloraDdum by the ahrouiyamdars :of, Kummantl!.angalvllIage, lI(orth Areo' cliSm~. 

1. Ca) Zamindar is the proprietar of the soil. ' .'-
. (b) If zamindar sells .the land then the purchaser becomes proprietor bub he should 
pay annual rent to the zamilldar. Unsold lands must be the own lands of the zamindar. 
He may cultivate them. . 

2. (a) & (b) Rent should be the one-sixth portion of what he gets from cultivation. 
(b) Rent should be the one-sixth portion of what he gets from cultivation. 
(e) l'he provision must be for remission, if the clutlvated lunds "et spoiled by 

.flood or any other mishappenings. <>. . 

'all. 

(d) We need not settle the rate once for all. . 
(e) Provincial Governments must have power to revise. alter or reduce the.rente .. 

3. (a) The powers of collection of rent given to landholders are not sufficient. 
(b) They must have power to collec~ without going to court. 
(e) Nil. 

4 .. (a) Tenants should have inherent right to have water-supply. 
(b) Landholder must not have any superior right. Water-supply must be equal to 

5. (a) All estates must be surveyed. 
(b) Landholder and Government half expenditure and tenants half expenditure. 

6. Landholder must not levy any other rent. 
7. (a) In utilizing the local natura.! facilities landholder and tenants must have equ8il 

rights. There should be no tax for this. They must become common property to be 
used by all. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) Landholder must be in charge of public paths, communal lands, hill and 

forest porambokes, but he must not use them for his Own convenience. They must be 
useful for all. 

S. (al Landholder must give to the tenants all the irrigation sources and help the 
tenants for the betterment of cultivation, because he gets the rent from them. 

(b) Yes. Government must have power to do so, if zamindar fails. 
(e) Government should do that only on application from tenants. 

9. Yearly jamabandi is not necessary for estates but Collector should inspect the 
yearly accounts of zamindars. 

10. (ll Pattadar should be the owner of the land. 'He must pay yearly rent. 
Zamindar must give all irrigation facilities to the pattadar free of cost. 

(2) Zamindar IS the owner of only unsold lands. He may use such lands for 
his own cultivation. He can collect only rent from tenants who have purchased lands 
from him. 

11. (al Board of Revenue should continue to be the final appellate. 
(bl The proceeding between landholders and tenants should be tried in revenue 

· courts only. 
12 . .cal In respect of unauthorised occupation of lands by ryots the zamindar must 

give him notice and demand reasonable amount from him as its cost. After paying 
the cost the ryot beoomes the owner. There may be the yearly rent alone. If he does 
not give the cost the ryot must leave the land at the hands of the zamindar. 

(b) Yes. Landholder must be able to collect rents easily. There must be no 
cbfficulties. 

In acknowledging the receipt of the Press Communique enclosed in thp'letter, dated 
11th November 1937, by the Collector of North Arcot, it may be informed that the 
conditions prevailing in the Melpakkam zamin is one that has given satisfaction to one and 
aU concerned. The relation between the. zamin and the tenant. h ... been sp.tisfactory 
to the great advantage of the village aud its inhabitants. So far there hjts been no 

· complaints from the tenants with regurd to the prevailing taxes. Where it h.k been found, 
owing to the failure of rains, the necessity to reduce taxes or remission of taxes to the 
full has been done spontane<:,l1sly by the zamin to the contentment of the tenants. 

Further, the zamin has taken great interest in improving irrigational sources Sf) as 
to be of great adV&llta.,!(t' to the tenants in particular. and the villagers as a whole. Much 
b ... also been done to improve the natllra\ facilities of the village. 

In short, for the last sixty years, the zamin of Melpakkam has been doing its best 
to improve and ameliorate the conditions of the tenants and the people of the village 

· l1li a. whole, and ,hpI'e prevails now much harmony and peace in the zamin. 

A. B. DHAI<A1I'OTf. 
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I, (a) (1) The zamindar is the proprietor of tbe soil of aJl lande inaluaive of sub-aoill 
miILerals, etc., within the zamindari (psnnai, ryoti, assessed wa.ste, am&nam, hills, foresw
IlIld porambokes, etc.). The tenant, to whichever cl&BB of tenants he DUly belong, haa 
'>0 right to the soil, and is therefore not tbe proprietor of the soil. (Vide sections 6 (1). 
7. 10 (2), 11, 149 and 151 of the M&dras Estates Land Act, the Permanent Banad and. 
the Madra.s Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV of Ia02, Madras Acts II of 1894, II 
of 1904, ill of 1905 and XIV of 1920.) 

(2) The zamindar C&n eject even an occupancy tenant for impairing the land. 

, (3) If ,an occupancy tenant dies intestate leaving no. heirs except the crown. 
his occupancy nght ceases and the land reverts to the zamindar who can admit whomso
ever he pleases. 

(4) The zamindar has absolute powers of assigning waste and amanam lande at· 
his pleasure. 

(5) The zamindar's proprietary right has been recognized by ancienl native kings. 
and subsequently by the British Government. (Vide (a) 'l'he Marungapuri case I, Indian . 

. Appeals, 282, recognizing the proprietary rights of the zamindar, (b) 61 M.L.J., 532, 
and 61, M.L.J., 632, regarding the rights of the zamindar to minerals.) 

(b) The permanent occupancy tenant of ryoti lands can cultivate the 88me, sub. 
ject to the condition of payment of rent (melvaram) to the proprietor. He should not 
materially impair the value of the land and render it unfit for agricultural purposes and 
if he does so he can he ejected, as the zamindar has got proprietary right to the 88id. 
land. (B. 151.) 

II. (a), (b) tI: (d) In the first place, the conditions of tenure, rent, etc., di1ier from 
one district to another and from one estate to another in one and the same district. In 
certain places, the rent is in kind and in certain other places it is in cash. In certain 
estates, soilwa.r taram and cash rents are fixed on the hasis of fertility of the soil, the· 
number and nature of various crops raised, the classification of land, and its yield, with 
special rates for commercial crops such as, betels, sugarcane, turmeric, chillies, ouions, 
cotton, tobacco, groundnut, gingelly, grams, etc., at the time of the permanent settlement 
in the year 1802 and on this basis the peshkash has been fixed for the estate. In certain 
estates, kind rent has been commuted to cash rent under the 'Act and in certain places an 
enhancement of two annas in the rupee as provided under section 30 has been availed 
of. In certain estates, cash rent fixed at the time of the permanent settlement as stated 
above has been continuing without any interruption either by the landholder or by 
the ryot. Hence, to adopt a common rate of rent for all the estates will be inconsistent 
with the terms of permanent sanad and it may be injurious to the ryots themselves in 
general. If there have been no disputes about the rate of prevailing rent in any of the 
estates no interference on the part of the Government is necessary, and the existing rate . 
of renl;. shall be treated as fair and equitable. It would be better to leave the matter to 
'he courts concerned to determine what is fair and equitable rent, wherever and when
ever any dispute arises on the matter. The provisions now contained in the Madras 
Estates Land Act as to what is a fair aud equitable rent are sufficient. 

(e) It is suggested that there should be no statutory provision regarding remission 
of rent since there is no such provision in regard to peshkash. . 

(e) It is considered not desirable. 

,. m. (a) tI: (b) Yes. It is necesBBry that the proprietors should be entrusted with 
adequate powers to facilitate collection of rent, less they should be put to much trouble 
in payment of peshkash in time.-Though the rules framed under section 32 of Act II 
of 1894. enjoin that the rent due to the proprietor should be collected and remitted by the 
headmen they never do it properly and so power of suspending village officers and servant. 
for sla..c~ess or neglect of duty and other remissness may be conferred on the proprietors. 

(c) I have noted below the actua.l difficulties experienced and the measures to be 
adopted for remedying them:-

Section 77-Suits to ,.eco"e,. a"ear of rent. 

(i) The existing practice in trying r~nt suits ~y the Bub-Collec.~r may conti!lue. 
Some suitable measures may be taken to dISpose of sUIts, etc., as expedItIously as poSSIble. 
Reduction of court-fee is necessary, as the present rate is high. Rupees 6-4.-0 per hundred 
will be 110 moderate fee. 

(ii) Distraint of sale of m01>able poperly.-(a) The coAt of court-fee stamps comes 
&0 Ra.. 3-4-0 for recovery of al: arrear of even an anna in respect of a holding, which ia-
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prohibitive a.nd a heavy burden on the defaulting ryot as well as OIl the landholder, since 
the lstter has to deposit the cost first. 

(a) Notice for service on 
(b) Application for sale 
(e) Proclamation of sale 
(d) Fee for sale 

Particulim of cost •• 

a single ryot in a holding 

• 

Total 

BS. A. P. 

080 
o 12 0 
100 
100 

840 

(lI) Though the sale officer is the Tahsildar, he invariably delegates his powers 
to the Firka Revenue Inspector, who generally takes some months' time to conduct the 
sale of movables distrained and such delay causes great inconvenience and lOBS to the 
ryot by way of feeding charges of distrained cattle. Section 98 empowers the distrainer 
to sell the crops, etc., if they are perishable and to deposit the saJe·proceeds with the 
selling officer and if this procedure is extended to all cases of movables distrained, it will 
not only be simpler but also save the ryoh from undue expense, delay, and the fee for 
811.1e (Re. 1) will become UDnecessary. 

(iii) Sale of 11Iot's holding.-The Amendment Act VIII of 1934 has rendered the 
procedure under this head more cumbersome and costly resulting in a heavier burden on 
the defaulting ryot a.nd a penalty on the landholder who resorts to a sale of the holding for 
the recovery of an arrear of rent. For instance, a la.ndbolder has to deposit tirst a sum of 
Rs. 15-7-0, in the shape of court-fees, etc., even for collecting an arrear of rent, say, one 
a.nna in respect of a holding. 

Particulars of cost8. 

(a) Service of notice on a single ryot in a holding (section 112). 
(b) Application for sale 
(e) Notice under section 116 
(d) Proclamation of sale 
(e) Fee for sale 
( f) Publication charges 
(g) Postage 

BS. A. 1'. 

o 8 0 
o 111 0 
080 
100 
1 0 0 

11 R 0 
030 

Total ... 15 7 0 

(a) Mode of service of notices under section 112 is also ineffective. A simpler and 
more effective method of service of notices is very necessary. It is an admitted fact that 
the headman of the villsge is not in a.ny way inferior in status and responsibilities to that 
of a process server, and it is therefore suggested that, after getting a list showing ~he 
oorrect address of the defaulters from the headman, notice by registered post (acknowledg
ment due) may be sent to the defaulters by the la.ndholder, forwarding two more copies 
of the notices to the headma.n for being affixed on a. conspicuous place in the village, and 
on the house of the ryot concerned as the onus of proof in regard to irregularities of servic6 
of notices is cast upon the zamindar in civil courts. 

(b) Further, there has been abnormal delay on the part of the selling officer in 
conducting sales and in making delivery of possession of the lands purchased in auction. 
Some remedy is necessary to avoid such delays. Another difficulty is that the posses
sion taken through the Revenue Department is considered by & civil court as mtonclusive 
and so, it is necessary to make some suitable provision in the Act to treat such deliver\" of 
possession 8S conclusive and effective. • 

(r) Practically service of notices through the Sub-Collector under section 116 and 
publication of notices under sections 117, 123 and 124 in the District Gazette involve 
heavy expenditure, though no useful purpose is thereby served. Instead, the sale offi(lt'r 
may be asked to send a notice of sale by registered post (acknowled=ent due) to the 
defaultinl( ryot, as proclamation of sale is intended for publication only :nd not for service. 
By adopting this procedure there will be a saving of Rs. 12 in costs. Further 45 dan' 
time-limit allowed for depositing ~nt under section 131 is long and so 30 davs' ti;;'e 
limit may be fixed aa before. . 

1-17 
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IV. (a) tf (b) 1. The zamindar as proprietor of the zamindari has got sole right from 
time immemorial over the water sources and courses, waters nat\l11ll, artificial, perennial 
and occasional, withi':l t!,-e ambit of hia zamindari an~ ~he ryots are permitted, if required; 
to use such water for llTlgatmg thell" dry lands on conditIOn of payment of the ususl ordinarv 
water-rate and this right has been duly recognized by various decisions of the High Cow; 
and Privy Council (vide the Privy Councilmling in the Urlam Case, 40 Mad., 886). 

2. The soilwar taram and rent on the dry ryot lands are fixed on the number and 
nature of .crops raised, the yield and fertility of the !!Oil in faali 1212 and 80, dry lands 
have no nght to wa~er-supply as appurtena;Dt ~ the~; but in case of garden and wet 
lands, water-supply IS taken Into conslderatlOn In fiXIng the tamm and rent alona with 
other facts as stated above, according as the lands are single or second crop registered 
wet. 

. . V. (a) (i) Surve:r and prepa.ration of a record of rights in estates are' necessary but 
It 18 ,suggested that It should not be made ~ompulsory as the cost of survey is prohibitive 
and It would ~ot be possible for many zamIndars and ryots to bear its cost owing to want 
of funds and It may therefore be taken up, as at present, on receipt of applications under 
section 164. 

(ii) Survey, etc" may be made compulsory, if the cost of survey is fixed at not 
exceeding 6, annas per acre for all, ryoti and cultivable lands and at three annas per acre for 
all unoccupied lands such as zamIn wastes, forests, etc" the cost of the latter to be borne 
exclusively by the landholder, and the share of cost due from the landholder is allowed to 
be paid in instalments extending from 15 to 20 years. 

(b) It would be fair, if the landholder and the ryot be made to bear the cost of 
survey of ryoti land in equal shares (excluding the demarcation stones which will be 
supplied by the ryots concerned) and the amount of share due from the ryots may be 
tecovered by the Government direct as they do in quit-rent collections. 

VI. So far as this zamin is concerned, no fee customary or otherwise is demanded 
or levied from the ryots in addition to the legal rent specified in the patta., 

VII. (a) tf (b) The ryots are permitted to gra.ze their ca.ttle on waste amanam and 
pora.mboke lands and also to take green manure a.nd dry wood required for domestic a.nd 
a.gricultural purposes from the above lands on free pass. According to long established 
usa.ge preva.iling in this zamin, the ryots ha.ve not got a.ny inherent right to do 80. 

(c) 1. The ryots use public paths and communa.l porambokes for the purpose for 
which they are set a.part and if they use it otherwise they will be ejected. 

2. As rega.rds the hills and forests, the zamindar is the absolute owner thereof 
from time immemoria.l a.nd large sums of money have been invested on them from genera
tion to genera.tion in planta.tion of trees, etc., and in maintaining a. permanent lorest 
esta.blisnment for conservancy and to prevent stealthly removal of trees, etc. 

3. The ryots a.re permitted to gra.ze their ca.ttle, excepting goats. on unreserved 
hills and forests on payment of a nominal fee. 

VIII. (a) The Amendment Act VIII of 1934, Chapter VIII and rules fra.med there
under elaborately enunciate the principles to be followed rega.rding the Irrigation work8. 
The rules are very stringent a.nd some more time ma.y be. a.I1OWp.d to see how they work. 

(b) d: (e) It seems too early to adopt such a. course. 

IX. (i) Yearly ja.mabandi is very essential for the sound administration of the estate. 
Puring jamabandi all the village accounts are checked to see whether all orders relatlDl; 
to assignments of lands a.nd house-sites, patta.-transfers, powthi, relinquishments, etc" 
issued during the fa.sli are duly carried out a.nd the total beriz is correctly entered for 
furnishing renta.l sta.tements to the Collector under section SO of the Madras Local Boards 
Act. 

(ii) It is necessary to make clear provisions by amendment of section 52 that 
exchange of valid patta a.nd muchilka made in a. particular fa.sli shall continue to be in 
force for all proceedings under Chapter VI of the Madras Estates Land Act 80 long as there 
are no cha.nges of a.ny kind. This will save a good dea.l of trouble and labour in writing up 
all pattas and muchilka.s every year during jamaba.ndi, since it really serves no purp~. 

(iii) To get the a.bove works done, the services of the karoam are indispensable. 
On him proprietors have no direct control and they are really at his mercy and 80 it is 
necessa.ry that proprietors should be empowered to suspend the village officers and se"ants 
at least for a period not exceeding three months subject to right of appeal to the Collector. 
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If the Government really want that proprietors should get on with the administration 
of their estates satisfactorily in order to fulfill their solemn engagements, there should nO$ 
be any hesitation in granting the above modest request. 

X. (a) Any person who notifies himself to the landholder that he is the cultivator of 
a ryot" s land can be recognized 88 such. Section 79 (II). 

(b) Any person who cultivates on lease the private land of a landholder, may be 
sty led 88 lessee. • 

(e) Under-tenants should have no legal status whatsoever. 

XI. (a) It is suggested that the High Court should be the final and appellate authority 
in all proceedings arising between landholders and ryots and there is no need for the 
constitution of a special Tribunal for the purpose. 

(b) All proceedings between landholders and ryots (Schedule, Parts A. and B), may 
be tried in revenue and civil courts as at present. 

XII. (a) It is suggested that unauthorized occupiers of lands in zamin, must be 
ejected through the Sub-Collector on an application made to him by the landholder. The 
trespasser shall be liable to pay as damages three times the annual rent payable on the 
land or on the adjoining land of similar extent and quality in addition to the value of 
trees cut and appropriated by him, if any, from the said land. Necessary provisions should 
be made in the Act since it is essential to put a stop to such unauthorized occupation. 
which are rife and which many persons carry on with impunitv. 

(b) There is no such item in this zamin. 

Memorandum by the Shrotrlyamdars of Natter! village, North Arcot distrld, dated 29th 
November 1937. 

We, the shrotriyamdars of Natteri village, North Arcot district, beg to submit 88 fol
lows :-

The history of Shrotriyam Natteri village .. 

The village consisting of 4,730 acres, dry and wet, was gifted to 128 Brahmans of three 
Brahman communities, with full rights, about 175 years ago, by Areat Nawab, Wallajah. 

In 1864, when the village W88 settled by the Inam Commissioner, it W88 enfranchised 
and registered in the name of Sethu Ramachandrachari and 233 others jointly, on theIr 
agreeing to pay the fixed annual jodi of Re. 3,984 irrespective of good or bad season, and 
a title-deed No. 764 was accordingly issued in their favour at their request. Thus the 
enjoyers possess both the llleivaraw and Jrudivaram rights in the lands. 

Now, the village is being enjoyed by about 1,200 persons, inclusive of some of the 
lineal descendants of the said 234 persons and others who have purchased lands from 
them. 

V. (a) It is necessary that our shrotriyam should be surveyed and records-of-rights 
maintained compulsorily. 

(b) It is prayed that Government may have half the cost of survey and the remam
lUg half being collected from the persons enjoying the lands. 

YTII. (b) It is prayed that the repair of all the irrigation sources and works shOUld 
be undertaken by the Government. I • 

IX. The yearly jamabandi of this village is necessary as in the <'.ase of ryotwan 
villages. 

XII. (a) It is necessary that it should be enacted prohibiting persons from encroach. 
ing upon the lands set apart for communal purposes. (Such 88 temples, public paths, 
roads, temple properties, tanks, etc.). 

(b) We request that jodi may be fixed separately as per enjoyment of the land-/ 
bolders of their landa. 

SHROTRIYAMDABS OP N A'r.l'BRI VILLAGB. 

1-17-'\ • 
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J[emOraDdum by Mr. S. Ramachandra "'11ar, President, Village J41r&a1Qa11' NinagI 
&abba Committee, Perambur, Mpnnargudi teluk, Taniore dlatric," 

I. (a) 1.'he term • Zamindar • does not mean the proprietor of the soil. Tho! zallun
dar or la.ndholder has onJy the right of collecting the reut due L'l respect of the land. 
He can never convert th.., ryot's land.! as his own lands. 

(b) The tenants have all kinds of right_the right of enjoying the trees on the 
lands held by them, the right of constructing wells in their ilwn lands, effecting improve
ments to the lands and compulsorily taking over the communal lands for common 
purposes sod all rights of sale, gift and mortgage. 

II. (a) A rent similar to the kist on ryotwari lands is fair and equitable. 
(b) The rent should be fixed with reference to the average IIssessme.lt or at 11 rllte 

not exceeding the rate prevailing for sundar lanUa with similar advantages in the 
neighbourhood, or, in case such rate cannot be asctlrtained, at such rate Ill! the authorities 
may on application deCIde to be fair and equitable. 

(c) There must be statutory provision for remission of rent. If remIssion is to 
be granted to the tenants, 1t is necessary to make ~tatutory provi£ion also (or the remis
sion of the peshkash paid by the zamindara. 

(d) It is advisable to enunciate principles to determine what is 0. fair anrl equitable 
rent leaving it to the court concerned to arrive at the figure as and when a question 
BrJSe8. 

(e) The ProvinciILI Govemment should have reserve powers to re\'ise or reduce 
the rents wherever they are inequitable. It is not necessary for them to tILke executive 
action through their Settlement Officers. 

m. (a) The powers of collection of rent given to landholders do not require any 
revision. 

(b) These powers may be left as they are. 
(c) The easiest procedure is to tender pILttas and muchilikas to the ryot.s Ilnd 

landholders through the Revenue Divisi!.nal Officer, to issue the notice in case of sale 
for arrears of rent under section 112 of the Act tbrough the .Hevenue Ihvision.l Officer, 
to serve the sILle notice in the above manner after 30 days under section 114 and to 
issue the proclamation of sale 40 days after the service of this notice on the part ieB. 
Any other procedure will be more costly and complica.ted. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant 
to the land. They ~re not a. matter of contract betwt:en the tenants and the landholder. 

(b) The landholders have a superior right in the water sources in the matter of 
executing repairs, etc., to tanks, sluices, dams, channels, etc., enforcing kud1mamrnnt 
and distributing the water. 

V. (a) The landholders have a superior right in the water-sources in the matter of 
which an application is made to the Government for the purpORa should be surveyed. 
A record of rights should be maintained. 

(b) As regards cost, only a portion of the cost of fixing boundary Hton>;'b should 
be recovered from the tenants. The entire cost should be .recovered from the 7.lIlmnrlars. 

VI. Any levies which are customary may he collected with the consent of the r:"ts. 
No levies other than these should be collected. 

VTI. (a) J: (b) The tenants have got the inherent right to utilize the loca.l natural 
facilities for domestIc and agricultural purposes. 

(c) The public paths are intended solely for the use of the public. Th" District 
Collector is empowered to allot communal lands for 3 different purpO!le. This power 
should be exercised on application by a landholder or a ryot or any inter"st~d per><on. 
The tenants have the right to utilize the communal lands only for the purpose for which 
they are set apart and to use the hill and forest porambokes for grazing purposes on 
pILyment to the ls.ndholder o( four annas per annum for each animal and for gathering 
fuel, leaves, etc., on payment of a fee of one rupee per annum. 

VIII. (a) Tile VIllage munsif is legally bound to maintain irrigation sources and 
works. Hence, the court itself shonld prepare a .cheme for this. 

(b) The landholders are bound to maintain or repair irrigation works. Powers 
should be vested in the Provincial Government to undertake the repair or maintenance 
of snch works when the landholders fail to do so. 

(c) Buch powers should be exercised on application by parties. 
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IX. J amabandi a.6 in the case of ryotwari villages is ltot necessary. 

X. The legal status of the under-tenants in zamindari areas in relation to the pattadar 
and the zamindar should be the same as that of the other tenants. .. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should continue to be the final appellate and revisional 
authority. A SpeciuJ. Tribunal is not necessary. . 

(b) Actions and proceedings between the landholders and the tenants shoul-l be 
tried in Revenue anel Civil Courts as'Ifrovided in the present Estates Land Act. 

XII. (a) The reliefs and remedies provided for in sections 163 and 163-A of the 
Madras Estates Land Act, in respect of unauthorized occupation of !and. by the ryots 
are sufficient. . . ' 

(b) The present law in regard to the collection by the landholder of Jodi, Poruppu 
or Kattubadi is satisfactory and does not require any revision. 

S. RAMACHANDRA AYYAB. 

Memorandum by Mr. S. Subrahmanya Ayyar, Advocate and Inamdar, Kottur, Thottam 
village, Mannargudl taluk, Devakottai, dated 30th November 1937. 

Before I proceed to answer the questionnaire, I want to deal somewhat at length 
with one very important aspect of the problem of relationship between landholders and 
tenants which affect. a very considerable section of the landholders and tenants and 
which has not been dealt with at all in the questionnaire. In view of the very unsatisf~ 
tory legislation which culminated in the Amending Act IV of 1936, by rushing through 
the legislature, during the fag end of the tenure of the last ministry, under circumstances 
which are still fresh in the minds of all people who have cared to watch the progress 
of the legislation generally known as loams Bill, the nature and effect of relationship 
between the proprietors of the inam lands or villages and the tillers of those lands, ag 
it obtained before the Amending Act of 1936 and the unmerited hardship and the special 
invidious distinction to which the inamdars have been subjected to and will be subjected 
to by the said amendment of the Estates Land Act, have to be carefully and fully investi. 
gated with a view to do away with the anamolie. and to do the inamdars bare justice. 
I respectfully submit that the members of the present committee will be fully awar~ 
that even a leading Justice party member of the last Madras Legislative Council, viz., 
M. D. T. Ranganatha Mudaliyar bitterly protested against the methods adopted by the 
last Ministry with a. strong bias against inamdars (see his letter, dated 31st March 1936 
published in the Madras Mail of 1st April 1936). He even went to the length of charac
terising the constitution of the Select Committee as " a packed committee like the one 
so a.droitly manoouvred." There were other informed criticism by some responsible 
members of the Justice party themselves, which were unceremoniously ignored. 

The Amending Act IV of 1936 was nakedly a confiscatory measure and compens .... 
tion provided is merely illusory. It is a mere trap. It was passed admittedly without 
investiga.tion into the actual conditions of the inamdars in the various districts and the 
nature of the relationship between inamdars and their tenants. On the thoroughly 
wrong a.ssumptions (1) that uniformity of conditions existed throughout the presidency 
and (2) that inamdars and zamindars stand on a parity of relationship in regard to their 
tenants from the standpoint of tenure as well as economic conditions. There is almost 
nothing in common between a zamindar and an inamdar except in very rare instances: 

The inamdars in most cases are a large class of petty owners in an impoverished 
condition, their property having been subdivided into minute portions. The holdings 
are in many cases, so notoriously small and uneconomic that they do not admit of any 
dual ownership. The transference of property rights from one set of poor people to 
another Bet of poor people who, by mere accident happened to cultivate ltbe lands in 
1933--34 is ruinous and unjust, It is a very wrong assumption, that the tenants who 
happened to be in possession in 1933--34 were in continuous possession for any long 
period or on any fixed or uniform tenure. If enquiry be made, it will be found that 
the tenants except perhaps in some portions of the Andhradesa here and there, have 
been varying from yea.r to year and that the conditions and terms of letting have not 
been uniform even with reference to the lands in a single village itself. The conditions 
o.nd terms vary in their nature, extent and onerousness from one category of land to 
another category, from one village to another village, from one taluk to another taluk, 
from one district to another district. and from one group of districts to auother' group 
of districts. They are marked by varying local usages and practices governed by co~ 
siderations of economic 'Value of the lands let, regard being bad to the nature of the soil. 
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nature and extent o~ the available facilities for irrigation and cultivation, the improve
ments made by the lDamdars, nature of the crops that can be r&ised and the manner of 
invest,ment by th~ inamda~s. ~. Mr. T. R. Venkatrama Sastrigal pointed out in a 
very informed .arbcle, ,published ill the Madras Mail on 28th April 1\136, the Govern
ment ha<! no infor~atIOD: as, to how the tenants whom it wished to make permanent 
ones ,carned, on thell" , cultivatIOn, He 1!0lnted ,out by facts and figures with reference to 
35 villllges lD the distncts of West Godavan, Guntur and Vizagapatam that 95 per 
cent of the inamda.:s ?wned below 30 acres! 82 per cent below 10 acres, and 58 per cent 
owned 5 acre,s. ThiS mcluded dry l~nds which we know do not yield in 90 per cent of the 
cas~s, appreelab~y. Un~er. these circumstances to assunilate the poor inamdars to the 
position of zammdars will ill most cases amonnt to an oppression and can have no moral 
or economic justification. On the other hand it will lead to economic ruin. 

One other aspect is this. Most of the present-day inamdars are not the descendants 
of the original grantees of the inams. 'rhe inam as well as kudikani lands have passed 
in,,? seyeral hands and more than 7~ per cent of the, present-day inamdars would be person" 
or lD8tltutlons who purchased the lDaID lands or villages for valuable consideration taking 
~he then, existing right of th~ inamdar to both the warams. A large number of people 
mespeetlve of caste, or calling, come under the ca.tegory of such inamdars, such as 
Government servants, traders, lawyers, employees in other walks of life, temples, chari
table institutions and 80 on. The inam lands have been regarded as investment of 
savings by people of very limited means who form the bulk of such landholders of inam 
lands. In fact, they have been encouraged to invest all their savings or belongings In 

such lands by Act I of 1908 from the ordinary point of view of a prudent investor, by 
expressly making a distinction between inam lands and other lands and the sellers and 
the purchasers of the inam lands have been dealing with them purely from the stand
point of view of the rights safeguarded or guaranteed by section 8 of Act I of 1908 and 
especially by the exception to that section till Amending Act IV of 1936 was passed. 
Nor is it the case of large moneyed men grabbing at landed property and consolidating 
scattered or small holdings in the hands of petty or small tenants into big estates and elbow
ing out the. tepants and placing them under their mercy, like European planters. It 
is a case of natural adjustment of middle-class and lower middle class people of all castes. 
ranks, walks of life, finding suitable lDvestments in the shape of lands each to his limited 
extent guided by considerations of money value of the net return of yield a.ccording to 
the prevailing market conditions. They have in many cases made improvements at 
very considerable cost to such lands, The tenants merely till the lands, manured at 
the cost of the ina.mdar, with seed paddy given and in many cases with cattle supplied 
by the landholder and take a share of the produce. Not a single pie will be found to 
have been invested by the tillers in any of the lands. They cultivate the lands, in the 
absence of special terms of contract, on what are called waram system, Such tenant. 
are called purakudi tenants in some places for example in Tanjore district and as culti
vating tenants in some other places. The quantum of waram paid by such tenants 
varies with reference to the nature of the land whether it is punjai or nanjai and to 
the quality or the yielding capacity of the soil from district to district, nay from one 
part of district and to another part of the same district. 

I shall illustrate my point.· In the Tanjore and Trichinopoly districts, the land
owners are not the actual tillers in more than 90 per cent of the cases, Except in the 
case of inam villages and Estate Land Act villages all of them are ryotwari landholders, 
The extent of their holdings varies from 1 acre and less to hundreds of acres and they 
include persons of various callings from High Court Judges downwards to peons, lawyers, 
merchants, easygoers, petty traders and even those who go generally by the name of 
farmers (®Lll-IUIT""''''"''oOil). They do not actually till. Every year, every bit of land is 
let to some tiller or other. In some cases, they get lease deeds or stipUlate their terms. 
In the absence of the same, they get their usual waram which varies from 82 per cent 
to 75 per cent of the gross yield. The CUltivating tenant gets 18 per cent to 25 per 
cent and a share of straw bundles. The tenant bears the cultivation charge •. 
This is going on from time immemorial. There is no grumbling, and no right 
is claimed to the soil by the tenant. In the inam villages and the Estat~8 Land A~t 
villages also situated in those districts, exactly the same state of affairs eXIsts; only III 

the place of the ryotwari holders you have to substitute the inamdars having both waram ~ 
or ryots of the categories of the persons above said. The cultivating tenants again "r~ 
not the same as the inamdars or the ryots and they pay 18 per cent to 25 per cent wamI1l 
to the inamdars or the ryots under exactly similar conditons. There will be n? evidence 
in writing except in rare cases, when lease-deeds are taken, to show w~o cultIvated any 
particular land under a ryotwari landholder or an j~amdar or a ryot, lD a~y partlcul:u' 
year. When the lands are actually cultivated by hired labour called pannal, there Will 

be complete dearth of evidence of any kind in writing. Such tillers further from yea' 
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to year, are a t1uctuating body of people though they may be the residents of the same village 
at neighbouring villages. Never do you lind except in very rare instances which aloe 
matters of accident that the same land is found tilled by the same man or by the same 
family of tillers from father to son, for any appreciable length 01 tIme. 

Whereas in the Ramnad district, in the case of inam villages for lands in whi"h 
both the warams belong to the inamdar, the cultivating tenant gets in some villages 
from 33, per cent to 50 per cent of tile total yield and in some villages the cultivating 
tenant gives who.t is called swamibogam, the rate of which varies from village to village 
either in the shape of yield or premium of money in addition to the 50 per cent of the 
total yield. There also there is not often the fixity of tenants and there is practically 
no written evidence to show who cultivated which land and in what particular yee.r. 

Hence there is no uniformity of tenure or uniformity or similarity of conditions and 
practices obtaining in the several parts of the presidency. They are governed by local 
conditions, needs and economic values of the lands, both from the owners' and the tillers' 
point of view. There is no system or regularity in the matter of preserving or even exhi
bition of a desire to preserve written records for the letting or the rate of rent, etc. The 
whole thing is left to the mutual honesty of the landlord and tenant. The attempt at 
grabbing either by the landlord or by the tenant is only occasional or exceptional. There 
has been no agrarian grievances worth notice and the even course of relationship different 
in different parts of the presidency between the owner and the tiller has heen going OD 
without anything happening hitherto to violently disturb the placidity. 

If the law were to presume under such circumstances that the person who is last 
found actually tilling in 1933 should he the permanent occupancy ryot and to say that 
the burden should he discharged by the real owner that such man is not the occupancy 
ryot and that not by any evidence ordinarily and normally available in the natural course 
of human events, then it should be straight away confiscating the land from the owner 
and nothing short of that. 

In the face of the above"aid facts, it is most unjust to violently chaqge t,he hitherto 
existing relationship between the landlords and cultivating tenants in the, mam viRages 
by unsettling the existing state of affairs, to complicate the relationship between them, 
to prevent by resorting to special rules of evidence and of presumption which are uncom
mon and arbitrary and which do not find parallel in any of the laws of any Civilized 
country and by putting obstacles which no human ingenuity can overcome by any means, 
the inamdars from establishing their right till now enjoyed by them before ordinary 
tribunal and with the help of ordinary rules of justice and to award if in any extraordinary 
case an owner is resourceful enough to establish his interest in the face of such handicaps 
a compensation which is nothing short of mockery. The changes introduced by Act IV 
of 1936, should be abrogated with retrospective effect and the status quo ante between 
the inamdars and their tenants should be established. 

If it is considered that the policy of the present Government also is, to bring about 
something like a uniformity of tenure in all proprietary villages as distinguished from 
the ryotwari villages of the Government, between the landholders and the tenants, and 
a permanent occupancy system should be encouraged, that should be done (1) O!l the 
principle of " no appropriation without adequate compensation" and (2) to the extent 
only it will be economically and morally just and equitable. It should not be to the 
extent of merely transferring lands from ° one set of poor persons to another set of poor 
persons who happen to be there by accident or without giving reasonable time to bring 
about a natural adjustment of affairs in that direction by introducing an element of 
option and selection so that automatically all the proprietary villages will have occupancy 
right system introduced in them within a stipUlated period. No artificial and arbitrary 
rules of evidence or no special tribunal should be resorted to for the purpose of preventing 
the landholders from establishing their existing rights and interest. The compensation 
should he allowed to be worked out by ordinary law courts under the principle, fstablished 
in the Land Acquisition Act. Every inamdar who was entitled to the kudiwara.m interest 
in any land which would ct)me under the present definition of the "ryotiland" as 
amended by Acts VIII or 1934 and IV of 1936 should have the right for a period of 12 
years from the passing of the Amending Act IV of 1936 of admitting any person to the 
posseosion of such land on StIch tern18 as may be agreed upon between them and that in 
til e meanwhile no person in occupation till them shall acquire any occupancy right. 
This will bring about a natural adjustment without any heart-burning. This is only 
analogous to the provision already existing in section 8 under certain circumstances. 

The invidious distinction made by the Amending Act IV of 1936 with referen'~e 
to inam lands in the definition of .. private land" by section 3, clause 10. sub-elallse (C/. 
should he done away with and the section as it stood before the amendment should 
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be restored with some modification to safeguard the interests of the land-ownera of 
inam villages or inam lands which become estate for the firs' time by virtue of the 
amending Act. 

The modification should be (1) for the purpose of not disturbing the inamdara 
having both the warams in lands of small extents say below 25 acres, and (2) for the. 
purpose of enabling other inamdar land-owners of whole villages who are enjoying both 
the warams ~ all the lands, a~d who, theref~re have not had the necessity to regard 
expres~ly particular lands as pnvate lands as In the case of regular zamindari villages, 
to declare and set apart within a. specified time, a small proportion of the cultivable lands 
in the village say 5 to 10 per cent as their private lands. I shall illustrate it by an 
example. The entire village of Kotturthottam, Tanjore district has been in the posses
sion and control for some time of the District Collector of Tanjore and afterwards of 
the District Judge from the year 1867 downwards to 1930 as belonging to the Ranee~ 
of Tanjore in both the warams. All the tenants are cultivating tenants. The District 
Collector or District Judge has been periodically leasing the village in both the warnms 
to the highest bidders and realising the income. The interest of the Ranees passed aCter 
1930 to a number of persons who divided the same among themselves and who are 
enjoying the same by letting to cultivating tenants or by cultivation by hired labour. 
Are these lands private lands or not under the Estates Land Act? If not should not 
opportunity in fairness be given to them to allocate a portion as private land? 

Part I. 

In case the changes introduced by the Amending Act IV of 1936 are not to be com_ 
pletely abrogated and 8tatUS quo ante established, I suggest the following a.lterationl 
in the Act as amended for consideration as alternative :-

(1) Section 3, clause (10) .-Substitute for the present clause (10) the old clause 
(10) as it existed prior to the Amendment Act IV of 1936. Insert in sub.claus8 
(a) the expression .. let as private land or .. after the words .. proved to have 
been." 

(2) Make suitable alteration to safeguard the interests of the inamdars with regard 
to private lands whose lands have become an estate for the first time by thl' 
Amending Act IV of 1936 in the manner suggested supra. 

(3) In section (6) of the Act, introduce a suitable exception to clause (1) to th .. 
effect that the proprietor of the inam villages or lands which become estate 
for the first time by virtue of the Amendment Act IV of 1936, shall have the 
right for a period of twelve years from 1936, of admitting any person to posses
sion as ryot of any land which becomes a ryoti land for the first time by virtue 
of the said amendment, on such terms as may be agreed upon between them 
and that ill the meantime, no person shall have the power to acquire a perma
nent right of occupancy in such lands. A mend also Buitably explanation 2. 

(4) Section 8.;-Clause (3) shall not have retrospective effect with reference to 
inam lands or villag~s prior to the date of the coming into force of Act IV of 1936. 

(5) Repeal completely section 23. 

(6) Repeal present section 185 and Bubstitute the old section 185 as it existed 
prior to amendment by Act IV of 1936. At any rate abrogate the second provIso 
to section 185. 

(7) Repeal completely sections 185 (A) and 185 (Bl. 

PART II. 

1. The question is only of academical interest. Ally theory is at the most specu
lative. We have to deal onlv with the actual interests with their incidents as obtain 
to-day and we should not proCeed to disturb the vested rights in the light of imaginary 
theories. There can be found as many supporters for the th~ory that the zammdar 
is the owner of the soil with equal strength of argument "8 for the reverse theory. In 
these theories very often wish is father to the thought. At any rate ~hatever may be 
said with reference to the pure zamindari estates as such, so far as mam villages, or 
inam lands are concerned there are many cases in which the inamdar was the holder of 
the kudivaram interest when the melwram interest was granted in inam or the kudi. 
varam interest has been purchased by. the melvaramdar or vice versa or that both the 
interests have been purchased. This theory cannot solve the problem with reference 
to such cases. 
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2. This question seems to be based upon the assumption that money rent solva.
all difficulties. Rent on the basis of division of actual yield in kind removes all difficul· 
ties and anomalies and works out automatic adjustment of differences whether due to
fluctuations in prices or yield due to any causes. 

(a) It cannot be uniformly established what is fair and equitable rent. It all 
depends upon local conditions, usages, nature of the lands, facilities for irrigation 
and cultivation and the like. Under ani circumstances 50 per cent of the gross outturn 
in kind \\ ill be a fair and equitable rent. If money rent is to be fixed it should be 
based on this 50 per cent waram in kind. . 

(b) The local usages obtaining in the different places give the correct guide to 
what is fair and equitable. 

(e) If the rent is paid in kind by division of produce no necessity arises for 
making any provision for remission. The adjustment is automatic. If fixed money 
rent i. payable there should be some statutory provision for remission during abnormally 
had years under conditions which are called rajeegam and dalveegam ClTIT~"Lb G.!"1iJ6!I'a;Lb) •. 

(t!) No'. It will be unworkable and will lead to abuse and harassment of one 
po.rty or the other. 

(e) No. 
3. (a) Not materially. The provisions relating to distraint of movables by the 

landholder without resorting to attachment of movables by officer or court may be usefully 
omitted. 

(b) Nil. 
(c) The existing proviSIOns are good enough, provided the machinery of com. 

which now administers the revenue law in regard to collection of rent, sale of holdings,. 
etc., i. replaced by a different machinery suggested .in answers to the questions below. 

4. (a) The right of the tenants to water-supply is inherent subject to the right 
of the landholder to regulate the same regard being had to the nature of the holding, 
nature of the crops raised, the conditions and state of the source of supply at particular' 

.seasons or periods and to the time-honoured usages and practices obtaining in the 
locality variable according to circumstances and local conditions. . 

(b) Yes. The right to regulate in order to safeguard his interests and the interests 
of the tenants as a whole especially when the interests of the individual tenants inter 88 

may be conflicting. If the reasonable demands of the tenants are satisfied the land
holder has absolute control over the disposal of the water. 

5. (a) Yes. 
(b) The landholder may- bear one-third of the costs. 

Il. Reasonable levies for kaval, kanganam and the like which relate directly to· 
I.he preservation and supervision may be made. Otherwise the landlord should not be 
ent,itied to levy anything more. 

7. (a) They depend upon local usages varying with places and local conditions. The 
legislature need not interfere at all. 

\b) It cannot be said that the tenants have got any inherent right in the matter. 
IC) Here again rights should be left to be regulated by local usages. The legis

lature need not interfere. 
8. Ca) The present provisions in the Estates Land Act as amended up to date are 

sufficient to safeguard the interests of the tenants. No hard-and-fast rules can be· 
laid down in the matter. 

(b) No. 
(c) No. 

9. No. 
10. There .houlJ be no recognition of separate status of uudel'-tenants as such. 

Any such recognition will lead to complication and trouble. 
11. (0) The Board of Revenue or any Revenue Commissioner may bJ the final 

appellate or revisionsl authority in matters left to be decided by the District Collector 
under sections 15 to 17-A, and 20 to 21 in Chapter II, Chapter vm, Chapter XI and 
Chapter xm. 

(b) All other proceedings between landholders and tenants provided for in the 
rest of the Estates. Land Act should be decided by special revenue courts, the presiding 
offioers of which should be recruited from the cadre of District Munsifs not less than 
five years' standing. The appeals should be to the sub-courts or district courts, with 
revision to the High Court. 

li!. (0) The existing provisions are enough. 
(II) No. 
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. Memorandum by the mIrasidarI of Xargudi, etc., Yi1Iagea. 

I. (a) Adopting for the sake of greater precision and unifonnity. the terminology 
-of the Madras Estates Land Act 8S it .tands \o-day we are of opinion that the ' ryot ' 
.alone is the proprietor of the soil and not ' the landholder' -he he zamindllr, inallldar, 
shrotriyamdar or any other. Because it is well known that historically the zamindaf8 
were at the heginning only 'farmers of revenue'; who grew in coW'Be of time int-o 
miniature feudal chiefs ae the Central Government weakened. Similarly, the inallldars 
snd shrotriyamdars were merely in the beginning grantees of ' the royal share of the 
,revenue.' Neither of the above classes can now claim to have hecome owners of the 
soil because their rights cannot be higher than at the beginning unle •• it be by subse'luent 
purchases for valuable consideration. 

(b) It will be seen from the above that the landholder has no direct or abiding 
interest in the soil of the estate holdings. All rights and interests therein vest in the 
'ryot alone. He is the sole owner and proprietor of all rights in the lands of hia holding 
from the centre of the earth right up to mid-air. 

II. (a) In the answer to this we cannot be tied down to the definition of ' f"ir and 
:eqnitable rent' contained in the present Act I of 1908. Because, the presumption which 
the Act allows to be drawn in favour of existing rents works in actual practice a great 
.and real hardship. The sovereign rulers of ancient days, who (1) either granted the 
inams, shrotriyams or agraharams or (2) for whom the zamindars were farming the 
revenue, were enjoined to collect and were in fact collecting, under normal condition., 
only a sixth share of the produce of the land: and under that system the ryot had tbe 
benefits of the remaining five-sixths-see Fifth Report, Volume II. page 74a • 

.. A fourth in time of need, a fifth and even only a sixth were the share. of 
the produce usually taken by the prince." 

The present system ohtaining in most estates of collecting rent on the busis of half 
the net yield has no parallel either in the past administration (Hindu or Muhammadan), 
<Jr in any other modem sympathetic system of administration: the Government of the 
llative States and of French India may be instanced in this connexion. According to 
manu one-sixth of the gross outturn alone is the rajabhagam. Even the Moghul rulers 
whose regal splendour and pomp and llisplay together with their costly equipage and the 
huge armies of occupation required for consumption all available amounts of money" and 
who levied therefore. it is contended, oppressive assessments limited their demand. at 
the outside to just a fourth of the produce of the land and that too was based and 
ealculated on an average of the best and worst land incomes in the villllge--see ttyni 
Akbar; by Raja Todar Mal, Volume II. Further the avowed policy of the Gov"rn
ment of India itself as adumbrated in their resolution on 'land revenue policy' in 
·1902 is one of .. progressive rednction of the kist demand on land." So. viewed in 
every aspect it is just and proper that .. fair and eqnitable rent" should be fixed at not 
more than a fifth of the gross outturn of the lands based on a correct and true average 
(If the best and worst land incomes in the villages concerned. 

(b) In addition to the considerations outlined in the answer to que"tion II (,,) it 
should also be seen to that in no case, does the total levy by the inamdarK, shrotri:VIlm
dars, or agraharamdars exceed in money value tbe amount for which the inllm. HhrotriYllm 
or agraharam was originally confirmed and recognized in their favour by the 1 nam 
Commissioner at the time of the inam settlement. It should be treated as if there wao 
on that date a tripartite permanent settlement by which the ryots became liable to pa~' 
unly that much which was confirmed or recognized and therefore were entitled to take 
all that remained over and above that amonnt and appropriate the same for their own 
benefit; even so, as on that date. the inamdars' liability to pay quit-rent or kaval fees. 
to Government, is deemed to have become fixed so to say and they therefore became 
entitled to appropriate the balance accruing in their hands out of the melva ram amount 
collected for their own personal benefit. 

We further submit that so far as the lands in the Tanjore districts are concerned 
at least a 25 per cent reduction from the gross outturns (~Q)""w) already obtaining 
and in vogue as per the existing accounts should be made on 8C('onnt o( (1) soil 
!iepletion due to continuous crol'ping for centuries past onder the same unvaried and 
'monotonous system of cultivation and (2) the loss of rich manurial silt depo"its due to 
the varions dams and a~icuts built recently acro ••. the Cauvery .at various stages. On 
accoont of the ryot haVlDg been depnved of the rICh and plentiful alluvial deposits of 
high manurial value with which the Cauvery was flooding his lands in. olden days in 
abundance and at no cost he is now obliged to manure his fields at great cost in order 
to . overCome the effects of the soil depletion. This he is unable to do. So, prodnction 
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progressively decreases. A certain leading mirasidar of this district observed once· thai. 
he WIlS .. very much afrsid that the day was not far off when our lands will becom~ 
paddy-sick as they have been subjected to centuries-long cultivation without proper· 
manuring as this means much cost." His said observations are pregnant with meaning_ 

(c) Yes. There should be statutory provision for remission. It should not be 
made a matter of grace nor left to the whim or caprice of the landholder either to grant 
remission or not. In proper cases and for proper reasons remission should be made 
claimable as of right but it is not easily" possible to lay down or define any set of princi~ 
pies apart from what may be deemed just and proper for ryotwari areas adjoining. 
Because estate villages and ryotwari villages lie so closely together, interlaced as it were, 
in Taojore district and are often times served by the same irrigation channels so that 
whenever n case for remission exists in the one set of villages, it is difficult to see how; 
it does not apply to the other set also. To speak of the general principles employed.. 
(01' to be employed) in the fixing of both the gross outturn !e;'LQJrrutb) and the mel~ 
varsm anll to argoe therefrom that remission should be left to the goodwill of the 
landholder is to speak as if it is the duty of the ryot to save the difference between the 
melvaram levied and a rsck-rent that might have been levied under a different system, 
to save it, against the possibility of exceptionally bad times because it is certain for one 
thing that very few landholders will ever graot .remission unless either compelled by 
I" w to do so or driven thereto by other circumstances and forces. Also it is absurd tQ. 
BlJl(ge.t that ryots should reduce their expenditure, cultivate prudence, and save agains\. 
a rainy day. Such talk is bad economics. .. People save in good times against a rainy 
day for themselves and their children." It would be novel that they should be counselled 
to' save in order to be able to pay the normal amount of melvaram when abnormal 
conditions have been prevailing calling for abatement of the rent claim, which in truth, 
basically speaking, should rest on a proportion of the particular year's outturn alone and· 
not be conditioned by past savings. 

(d) As the terms and conditions obtaining in different estates differ so vastly 
from one another it would oot be feasible to settle the rate or share of rent for a parti
cular . area' once fOt' all if by area is meant anything different from an . estate.' It 
would be advisable to enunciate definite principles and then the question of the rate or 
.hare of rent will have to be determined with reference to those principles. 

(e) In order to avoid any misapplication of the above principles and also the
consequent miscarriage of justice thereby, the Provincial Government should have power 
to revise, alter or reduce the rents so determined. But it should neither be by executive 
action nor through their Revenue Settlement Officers because they have for so long been 
steeped in a trsdition of their own and will find it naturally therefore almost impossible 
to look at facts and circumstances with a correct perspective. 

TIl. (a) Yes. 'fhe powers of collection now given to the landholders under Act :Ii 
of 1908 should be revised so as to rid their exercise of the capacity for mischievous and 
lIlalicious harm doing which surrounds them now, and vitiates their exercise altogether. 
Firstly the power of arresting the ·person of the defaulter and committing him to prison 
should be scrapped. The analogy of a civil debt can never apply to a rent arrear; because 
rent is a necessary incident of holding ryoti land and it can by no stretch of imagination 
he equated to a money debt contracted on personal credit solely. If the landholder be 
ungenerous and unsympathetic enough not to come to an amicable understanding with 
hi. ryots he has himself to blame. He should not be permitted to tyrannize the 
imfortunllte ryots by filing snits against them, getting decrees and executing them against 
their person • 01' other movable properties.' Not only the lands of the ryots' holdings 
8re se('urity for the rent dues but also the crops standing thereon. 11;ore than that the 
landholder is not entitled to as a matter of equity. Imp"isonment even for a civil debt 
iR looked upou in advanced circles as a relic of barbaric times; and the Civil Procedure 
Uode ha" recently been amended (though in a halting manner) by Act X¥I. of 1936; 
1'herefore any improvement to be effected to the Estates Land Act at thiS' date must 
take in nnd embody the abolition of. arrest and imprisonment for rent decree as well as 
the l~vying of execution by attachment and snle of the chattels of the defaulter. In the 
,'''Re of attachment of the crops standing on the holdings it is not desirable or proper to 
inflict a stmnger as • receiver' to cut and gather the crops, sell them and bring the 
priee into court. Such procedure reads no doubt, all very well on paper; but in actual 
I>ractics it works tremendous hardship. Receivers are perhaps a necessary evil when 
propert~ has to be in custodia leges and has got to be administered as such'; but in tbe 
case of property which in its nature is liable to speedy decav or which requires careful 
tending and supervision before it is gathered in due season no one should be appointed 
8S l"ACeivers wilo are strangers to the locality or to the methods of agriculture or to both. 

1-18-& 
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We suggest that if for any reasons. attachment of crops has to be resorted to, .the defatll~ 
b.mself should be appointed receiver to cut, gather, sell the crop nnd brmg the sale
proceeds into court-all however to be done under the supervision and joiut re"ponsibility 
of the headman of the village concerned. A small remunemtion, say of 1 pt'r ceut to 
the village headman, will be enough compensation for his trouble of supen'ision and 

·control. Needy and briefless lawyers living in out of the way ploces unacquainted with 
agriculture mostly or retired officers of subordinate ranks should not be appointed rec€'ivers 
(as now) for obvious reasons. And, generally speaking, attachment of crops .hould not 
be granted except for extraordinary reasons to be set forth in an ullidavit sworn to by 
the landholder himself or by his power-of-attorney agent and heavy peualti,·s should be 
imposed as safeguard against any light-hearted exercise of the sRid power. Ordinarily 
the landholder should have the right ouly to proceed against the holdiug except of course 
in cases where after the coming into force of the present contemplated revisiou of juridical 
relationship between them both a valid muchilka has come to be exchanged I,,·tweeu the 
ryot and the landholder providing for other rights also being had in respect of colln·tion. 
And in the sale of holdings too, certain necessary safeguards will have to be imposed. 
Notice of intention to sell should be served on the defaulter by ,cg;8tert'd 1)1JSt lind it 
should be made possible for the ryot to file the suit contesting the right of sale within 
two months if he chooses to do so. The procedure for the trial of th""" suitH should be 
the same as for a civil suit. They are even now called summary suitH; and we shall be 

·excnsed for saying that the courts which are now saddled with the duty of deciding these 
-eauses dispense a sort of .. summary injustice" in most of such case.. We do no' 
blame them either; they are not capable of greater or better effort or effect even if they 
honestly desired to do so. For very few men of the requisite legal talent or calibre or 
-even judicial training happen now to preside over such courts. 'rhere is on that accuun& 
therefore a strong case for taking the jurisdiction over these rent causes out of the 
pUrview of the revenue courts, Very complicated questions of law often tillles do ariSd 
and the ordinary civil courts alone should be vested with the power to deal with these 
cases. Great injustice is done and irreparable injury is intlicted by allowing more pro
perty of the defaulter to be proceeded against by way of sale than would be equivalent 
in value to the amount of the arrear claimed (despite section 126 of the Estates J, .. nd 
Act). The enquiry into the value of the property under section 116 is now done in a 
most haphazard fashion. Rent arrears being first charge on the holding an.1 the ,'ourl 
sale in respect of such arrears passing to the purchaser a full and ab80lut,· title free of 
.all encumbra.nces the effect of such a haphazard fixing of the value or extent of prop .. rty 
to be sold can more adequately and approximately be imagined than described. It has 
I>ecome a very common and notorious complaint that even judges now presiding o\'er 
,,,vii courts are many of them wooden and unimaginative and are obse.sed more hy a 
·deplorable haste to get through a number of causes every quarter than to guide them
selves by reference to a commendably high ideal or to acquit themselves in Huch • way 
as to achieve a fair measure of conscientious justice. Perhaps the poet was not altogether 
-exaggerating when he sang 

.. The hungry judges soon the sentence sign, 
And wretches hang that jurymen may die." (Alexander Pope.) 

'The al)ove couplet di.J:ected to the parodying of the dispensation of Criminal Justice 
in England in his days may well be recalled and applied in its spirit though not in its 
letter to the dispensation of the so-called justice now in civil court. in 0111' Presidency 
.and all the more so in summary courts nowadays. Therefore we desir.. to point nut 
that both the fixing of the value of the property brought to sale and the determination 
of the extent of property to which the sale proceedings should be limited should be made 
judicial processes-vagaries wherein should be rendered capable of being set right at 
least by an ultimate Second Appeal to the High Court. Coming now to the ac'lual 8:1 Ie, 
we must point out that the collection from the ryots ultimately thoug-h not immediately 
of the charges for the pUblication of the sale proclamation in the district g-87RttC imposeR 
·Otl the poor ryots a very heavy burden for nothing. Such gazette publications do no 
real benefit whatsoever either to the landholder or to the ryot. Adequate publicity is 
no doubt desirable and may even be a necessary safeguard from the ryotH' standpoint; 
but the charge which he is now called upon to bear therefor, by theRe publications is Ollt 
-of all proportion to the benefit he is supposed to derive thereby. It .hrJllld be done 
away with. The levying of a poundage fee for the sale should also be diHlX'n!l8d with. 
Even if, they cannot for administrative or financial reasons be dislX'nsed with the ryot 
"Should III no event be made to bear those charges. The court-fee for a ,,,it under 
-section 77 of Act I of 1908 as also for appeal and second aplX'al thererrom .bould be 
fixed at a certain scale (.ay at Rs, 10) fow a maximum while admitting of le .... r valuation 
ad valorem according as less amounts are claimed. To the same effect should the court
fee on an appeal and second appea.! against suits under section 112 be fixed-thus nullifvin .. - .. 
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.in sowe cases (viz., of cases of ad valorem fees going up beyond Rs. 10) the effect of the 
· l'ecent Bench decision of the Madras High Court reported in 1937, M. W.N., page ti5\l_ 
Again the present Act I of 1908 provides for ouly one mode of getting a sale of hoWing 

· CIIdlcelled, i.e., by the deposit of the arrears. In cases where the landholder himself 
happens to be purchaser the solatium should be dispensed with and even in the case 

· of strangers a solatium of t per cent alone should be allowed as that alone will deter 
speculators from trading in these sales. Further the rent sale should be made liable 
to be set aside for other legal reasons as well, e.g., fraud, material irregularity, mistak .. 
or misrepresentation or for concerte!!. action resulting in damage to ryot though not 

· amounting legally t() conspiracy-by means of an application being made for that purpose. 
The court-fee on all applications under the Estates Land Act should be fixed at 1 anna 
and not higher. '1 'lie right to deposit the amount of arrear (together with 1 per cent 
solatium in case of purchases by strangers) must be saved pending the determination 

· of a bona fide petition to have the sale set aside for other causes infirmating the Bame. 
The two rights should be preserved to the ryot cumulatively and consecutively. They 
should not be made mutually exclusive as now despite any stringent provisions in the 

· Civil Procedure Code to any contrary effect. 

IV. (a) The right of the ryots to water-supply is an inherent one as being appurtenant 
· to his holdmg lands in the estate. For land, water and labour are all necessary to raise a 
successful crop. The reason why the amani tenure was the most favoured one in aneient 

· days and was looked upon 8S the most equitable and was therefore the chief one obtaining 
· most largely in those days was perhaps because it served to require both the parties 
(melwaramdar and ryot) each to discharge his share of the obligation dutifully and with 

· diligence, the one with respect to water-supply and the other with respect to application of 
labour. But now (or latterly) when for reasons of administrative conveuience, rents have 
come to become fixed in a way with reference to l7Q)6Jmo

'
D, a different construction of 

· their respective obligations cann'?t be allowed to prevail; for, otherwise the base of the jura! 
relationship between them will faU to the ground or get knocked out. No doubt it would 
always be open to the landholder and ryot to agree to special terms or stipulate for specific 

· advantages and benefits in respect of landholder's exclusively-owned water-sources, e.g., 
for the raising of special kinds of crops or a larger number of crops by the use really of an 

· excessive amount of landholder's water (and not otherwise). But in the absence of such 
specific stipulations the right to water-supply is an inherent right possessed by the ryot and 

· does not rest on, cont,met. 

(b) Very few estates in the Tanjore district have water-sources in them though there 
are a uumber of water-courses running through them. We are unable now to think of any 
" superior rights" which landholders may have in them; because su<;h water-course. are 

· all Government controlled streams now under management of the Pnblic Works 
Department. 

V. (a) Except in the case of Kariyedu villages (which are very few and may be said 
· almost to be a rarity) all estate. villages must have the advantages of modern scientific survey 
and there must be the record of rights for them. At page 408. paragraph 17 of the Tanjore 
District Annual, Mr. Venkaswami Rno haR described under the heading of Pasungarru 

• {U.g;IDeJ;"., {I such Karayedu villages and theu' incidents. He himself has recorded later, 
that is at page 410, paragraphs 18 and 19, that both the samudayam and kariyedu type of 
villages had become obsolete eVen on the date of the compilation of his manual. He 
observes further that there were no materials available to him to show to what extent the 
samudayam tenure prevailed as long ago as 1799 when the district came under British rule. 
Therefore we are justified in saying that at the present day either type, i.e., samudayam or 
karayedu villages is a rarity really. They may well be said to have long long ago become 

· obsolete and given place to the system of ownership in sewl'lllty, but in certain estates even. 
at this date when ownership in those estates is indisputably held on the severalty basis the 
landholders persist in maintaining a sort of karai and pangu account in their offices which 
has no relation whatsoever to existing facts and they claim rent as per those 6.ccounts even 
where the recent record of rights operations and the surveys conducted thereunder give 

, extents of holdings and incidents of tenure differing very largely from the karai and pungu 
exten.tR. Such claims should not be allowed in respect of vi!lages which have long ceased 
to exist on samudayam or karayedu tenure. We know for mstance that karayedu tenure 
exists even to-day in a village <lalled Ganapathi Agraharam in Tanjore district, Tanjore 
taluk, but we do not know of many other inst.ances. The practice of lev~'ing rents on an 
obsolete karayedu or sam\lda~'am basis whieh has no relation to existing facts. or to field 
conditions and enjoyments or to the record of rights should be declared illegal. In all cases 
and for almost all purposes where a record of rights does exist that alone should be made 
the sole guide for deciding questions of tenure arising between melvaramdar and ryet. 
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(b) In the cases of estates for which no survey and record of rights haa ye\ been· 
prepared, when the question of such preparation comes to be mooted the cost of such should 
be borne in equa.! thirds by the Government, the landholder and the ryots. 

VI. The landholder should not he allowed to demand any levies or ce88es, customary 
or otherwise beyond the rents proper leviable in respect of the ryoti lands in the occupatiun 
of the individual ryots. All ceases like water-cess and land-cess should he borne only by the 
landholder and no portion of it should be collected from the ryot by any IDeans whatsoever. 

Vlli. (a) The right to water-supply being an inherent right owned by the ryot as 
being appurtenant to his ownership of the lands of the holding and the landholder figuring 
as a 80rt of Government towards him by virtue of his position as grantee of the royal share 
of the revenue, it ia the duty of the landholder to maintain in a condition efficient enough 
for adequate water-supply all the irrigation sources-which term would include and cover 
all irrigation and drainage water-courses-at his own CO"t. In Dlany estates landholders 
have neglected the irrigation and drainage channels' repair works for 80 long a time and 80 
woefully that they are now in a very bad state of disrepair and will need to be re-established 
and re-tormed so to say. It must be made obligatory on landholders to deepen and widen 
the irrigation and drainage channels serving the estate villages ver~ diligently and regulnrly ; 
and particularly if a representation in writing be made in that behalf by at least fourth of 
the ryots belonging to the estate and who represent among.t themselves a third at lea.t of 
the total extent of the holdings in the village. 

(b) If the landholder upon being so requested tD do so, fails for a month thereafter 
to carry out such repairs as are notified to him it should be competent for the petitioninj;l 
ryots or any of them to lodge a copy of the said notice with the Tah&ildar of the tsluk Or the 
President of the Irrigation Board for the ""ea in which the estate i. situated and proceed 
with ,the repair works themselves and on completion thereof the entire cost of it shall be 
recoverable from the landholder either independently as such or by adjustment towards the 
rents due by the ryots unless the officer with whom the notice copy is lodged thinks fit to 
disuJIow the same on the ground that the works calTied out were not of a nece.Bary nature. 

(e) The Provincial Government should have powers vested in them wide enough to 
take SU() mota action through its officers and thus save illiterate or down-trodden ryots from 
the consequences of their ignorance or lethargy or poverty or other cramping causes. 

IX. A very real jamabandi is necessary every year in which all points in dispute between 
the melvaramdar and the ryots could be brought up and sought to be settled by discussion 
and negotiations. Even the ryotwari jamabandis of the present day type are not altogether 
satisfactory. Possibly, more of efficiency or thoroughness, born of closer contract between 
the ryots and the Government, cannot reasonably be expected of a huge machinery like the 
Government, but such excuses should not avail the landholder. He must come into 
intimate contact with his ryots, learn their grievances and attempt to remedy them. 'l'here
fore his jamabandi must be a more real one. If differences arise therein between the 
landholder and ryot over any particular item or items which do not get settled by friendly 
discussion at the jamabandi the matter should be referred for decision to a chosen central 
authority whose decision should prevail tentatively subject to its being challenged in a 
court of law by the aggrieved party on an application being made to vacate it. 

General. 

A. Though in the foregoing paragraphs we have indicatad that 20 per cent of the 
gross outtnrn «(!IL31JIT~Lil) should be fixed as .. fair and equitable rent" still it may be 
thought advisable sometimes or found expedient and convenient to fix a money value for 
the rents so determined. In such cases we suggest that the Government should annually 
determine and publish for each firka or mahllnam as the case may be an average of the 
pri<:cs for the particular grains (payable as rent) calculated for the whole of the season 
during which such grain would have been payable at the threshing floor of the village had 
the amani system continued to exist even at this date. 

B. An economic rehabilitation of the impoverished estate ryots is urgently necessary. 
The estate ryots have been more severely hit economically than their neighbouring ryotwari 
brother ryots because it is a notorious faet that rents in eRtute areaR are nearly three to fOllr 
~illles as much as the kists rates in sorrounding ryotwari areas. Therefore during al1 these 
years of deepening depreR"ion and very law and uneconomic productivity the estates' ryots 
have been bled white to satisfy the landholders' exorbitent demands, So, it is. under the 
l'resent circumstances, eminently necessary, and we would say, urgently cal1ed for, that alf 
existing arrears of rent claimed from estate ryots on this date should be wiped out and tht' 
'!. tate ryots should be started on a nl'w era to pursue a life of vigor and comfort. 

MmASIDABS OP K.uwuuI, Bl'C., VD,LAGI!8. 
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Memorandum by Mr. R. Srinivasa Ajyar, B.A., B.L., Secretary,.lIIirasidara' 
Association, Pattukkotta1, dated 30th November 19:t1. 

1. (a) First of aU I wish to point out that the term . tenant' in the question. is . not 
· appropriate. 'rhe proper tenu to be used is .. ryot" if only the cultivator of ryoti 
lend lD proprietary areas is to be denoted end I presume lt is so. To come to the 
question proper. it seems to have be"en considered by eminent judges in severnl cases. 
According to the Hindu common law h appears that a right to possession of the lend 
was acquired by the fint person who maJ<es a beneficial use of the soil and he was 
entitled to' occupy' it so long as he paid the portion of the produce assessed by the state . 

. Several earlier decisions of the l\:ladras High Court (commencing from 9 Madras. J 75) 
have proceeded on the footing that the sovereign w .... not the sole proprietor of aU the 
land in his dominions and that the ryot did not claim his rights through the zamindars, 
who had only a right to a share in the produce. But the latest view on the pomt is 
expressed by the .Privy Council thus: The mere fact that rulers in India generally 
~ollected their land revenue by taking a share of the produce of the land is not by itself 
evidence that the soil of lend in India was not owned by them and could not be gmnted 
by them. The fact would support the contrary intention that the Boil was veste<1 in 

· the rulers who drew theil' land revenue from the soil generally in the shape of a .hare 
of the produce in the land 41 l\:ladras. 1012. The sovereign right to waste lends b_ 
also been always conceded. An eminenti judge West, J. of the Bombay High Court, 
has stated in 3 Bombay, 452 that .. under the British rule, though its introduetion 
would not extinguish private rights already fully acqnired, the principle from which we 
Dlust stnrt i. that waste lands belong to the state." Other authorities holding similar 
views are not wantmg and I may refer to 28 l\:ladras, 257, 40 l\:ladras, 410, 40 ;Madras, 
.722 as some of them. 

The prevalent idea with reference to cultivated and waste lands is thus in favonr 
· of the sovereign's rights to the soil and not merely to the land revenue thereon. 

In addition to this I may also point out that in practice the zamindar or the inamdar 
as the case may be has always been exercising an absolute right in respect of all waste 
lands in his estate. He is also the absolute owner of all pommbokes mcludmg tanks, 
tank-beds thrashing floors, etc., end has been exercismg such rights. He can distribute 
wltste land9 in the fore-shore of tanks to anyone for cultivation as he pleased and 

,under any conditions. In every zamin village there is .. private land " which is in t,h~ 
,actual possession of the landholder. The landholder whoever it may be, has al.., 

l1('en letting portions of waste lands in his estate to auy one he pleased for reclamation 
under special contracts or on payment of premium. 

As against so much material and proof that the zamindar or inamdar i9 really L"e 
,pl'Oprietor of the soil, there is one important circumstance agamst such right in zamin
dars only and it i. their origin, which can be gathered from ancient writers like 
Mt'. Phillips in his" Law of Land Tenures in Lower Bengal" or his book on" Land
holding and the relation of landlord and tenant" and Harrington's eIllllysis. 
lllLrrington's definition of a zamindar may be taken as sufficiently accurate and runs 
that " a zamindar appears to be under the l\~oghul constitution and practice, a landlord 

.01 It peculiar description, not definable by any term in own (English) language, a ret.eiver 
,of the territorial revenue of the state from the ryots and other under tenants of the 
tand, allowed to succeed to his zamindari by inheritance, yet generalJ:y required to take 

,out a renewal of his title from the sovereign or his representative, on the payment of 
a fine of investiture to the Emperor and a Naziman or present to his provmcial delegate 
Ihe Nazim; permitted to ~mnsfer his zamindari by sale or gift, yet commonly expected 
to obtain previous special permission; privileged generally to be the annnal contmctor 
for t.he public revenue received from his zamindari, yet set aside with a limited provi
.ion in land or money when it; was the pleasure of Government to collec" the rents by 
separate agency, or to assign them temporarily or permanently by the grant of a Ju"hir 
or Altimga, . entitled to any contigent emoluments proceedings from his cont;act 
during the period of his agreement, yet bound by the terms of his tenure to deliver in 
a .r~ithful account of his receipt." This definition of a zamindar pre-supposes that 
ongmally he was employed by the qtate only as a Collector of revenue but tha t hi. 
port.ion was strengthened in due course. 

I~ the ~adras Pre~idency by the intro~uction of ~he permanent settlement proprie
tl\"y right. m the zammdan were vested 10 the zamlOdar. In fact the short title of 
regulation No. XXV of 1802 states that it i. "A regulation for declaring the ,...opri",ar~, 
right of lands to be vested m mdividual person. and for defining the rights of ""ch 
persons, under a permanent assessment of the land revenue in the· British territories 

'eubject to the Presidency of Fort St_ George." The preamble to the said regulation 
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also smtes iha~ the British Government haa resolved to grant to zamiDdara and other 
landholders, their heirs and succeSBOl'II a permanent property in their land in .U 
time to come, etc. The permanent settlement regulation vested in the zamindar (Il) the 
right to collect the Government land revenue from the ryots in consideration of his 
paying to the state a certain proportion of that revenue as peshkash; (b) a permanent 
tenm·e instead of being an 1t8lliguee or fanner for a tenn; (0\ the ri:{ht to tranHier or 
alienate his rights 8S zamindari; and (d) the estate was made heritable. 

In so far as inamdars are concerned the position is different. They a.re persona to . 
whom grants have been made by Hindu or Muhammadan sovereigns for meritorious 
services or other reasons. Such grants have been either of land itseII or merely the land 
revenue. The question whether the land itself or merely the land revenue was granted 
depends upon the coD,Struction of the original grant if available or on I.he evidence adduced 
by the inamdar concerned, about what was granted. That there is no presump
tion that the grant was only of the land revenue and that the decision as to 
wha.t was granted had to be decided with reference to the facts of each case has 
been laid down by a series of decision of the Privy Council. These decisions have been 
considerably weakened or we may say almost abrogated by the paRsing of Act XVIII of 
19:{6 by the Madras Legislature whereby all inam villages have been brought into the 
category of .. Estates .. and thus all cultivatol'll of lands in inam villages are '1ots with 
pennanent rights of occupancy. But for this piece of legislation which hILS been uni
versally condemned the proprietor of the soil in inam villages will be the inamdar where 
the grant was of the land and the State where the grant was only of the land revenue. 

In all estates, zamindars or inam villages, the preponderant view appears to be that 
the landholder (zamindar or inamda.r) is the proprietor of the soil, while the ryot has a· 
permanent right of occupancy, i.e., a right to continue in possession of the land in his 
occupation on condition of paying rent to the landholder and liable to ejectment when he 
makes use of the land for purposes other than agriculture, or otherwise materially impairs 
ihe value of the holding by rendering it unfit for agriculture. The '1ot is not the 
proprietor of the soil. He can only cultivate it. He cannot build upon it or quarry . In 
the sannads issued by the British Government to the zamindars, rights of seigniorage 
have been specifically reserved to zamindar, so that the latter are entitled to qUllrry or 
excavate mines or charge fees if the ryot quarries on his own land. All the"" point out 
to only one conclusion that the landholder (the zamindar or the inamdar) is the proprietor 
oi the soil. 

Though the question restricts itself only to zamindars, as all kinds of landholders and 
their relationship with their ryots a.re under investigation I have dealt with the question 
generally. 

I. (b) This question has also been answered under part (a) above. But certain· 
differences between the rights of both may clearly be stated under this part of the ques
tion. 

Ryot's nghts.-(Il) Is only entitled to cultivate the land and continue in occupation 
on condition of paying rent; 

(b) is bound to pay rent lawfully due on the land for cultivating it; 
(e) has preferential right to effect any improvements in the land, such as sinking 

well, planting groves, etc. ; 
(el) can onl:y cultivate the land. Is bound not to impair the va.1ue of the holding 

by making use of it for any purpose other than agricultura.! purposes; and 
(e) his rights are heritable and transferable but subject to a fresh charge for arrears 

of rent. 
II. (a) A .. fair and equitable rate of rent .. is not the rate that is obtainable by 

free and open competition hut the prevailing rate payable by the same class of '1ots for 
lands of a similar description with similar advantages in the same village or in the 
nei~bourhood depending likewise on the value of the produce and the cost of production. 
It may be the average rent that the '1ot himself has been paying or was bound to pay 
for II period of ten years preceding the time when fair and equitable rent for the land is 
to he determined. 

(b) They are (Il) the contract if any between the landholder and ryot or patta and 
muchilka exchanged or decreed between the parties; (b) average annual rent that has 
accrued due to the landholder during the preceding ten years excluding yeal'll declared 
bv Local Government to be famine years;, (e) the improvements if any effected at the 
";;Ie cost of the landholder or the ryot; (d) rent payable for similar land of similar deserip
tion with similar advantages in the neighbourhood; (e) the value of the produce Bnd the 
cost of production; (I> the area of the holding; and (g) the nnmber of trees if any yieldin" . 
lncome. 
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(e) No etatutory provision is necessary. In the interest of peace between Iand
holderso.ad ryots, in. the interests of the well being and prosperity of both landholders 
and ryots, for advancing the progress of agriculture it is better to settle a fair and eq~t
able rent in all proprietary estates subject to reduction or enhancement as provided ill 
the Estates Land Act. Question of statutory provision for remission of rent does not 
arise in any case where rent is payable in kind. It does not also arise in cases where 
rent has been commuted into cash rent, as such rent is usually fixed on averages and is 
liable to reduction or enhancement onty periodically as provided by statute. In all cases 
of rent payable in pursuance of a private contract between the landholder and ryot no 
statutory provision for remission is necessary as the contract is entered into with open 
eyes and the provisions of the Contract Act are wide enough to relieve cases of und_ue 
influence or coercion. 

(d) Almost 0.1\ estates have been surveyed and a Record of Rights prepared. The 
liest course will be to settle the rate or share of rent payable in respect of each kind of 
land or tree in each estate either in kind or in cash with reference to the several factors 
indicated under question II (b) above. To adopt the other alternative course of allowing 
the court or officer to fix the rate on application wi1\ entangle the ryot in wasteful litiga
tion and put him to much inconvenience and loss. An experienced Settlement Officer 
who wi1\ take the matter on hand and fix a fair and equitahle rent once for all to the hest 
of his judgment, subject of course to appeal and revision or second appeal will be able to 
render justice between the landholder and the ryot. He wi1\ camp in the village, inspect 
the land. concerned as also adjacent lands make such enquiry as may be provided for 
and decide the proper rate of rent once for all. The rent so fixed may be made liable 
to enhancement or reduction periodically only as provided for in the Estates Land Act. 

(e) Provision for a fresh appeal to the District Judge and a Second Appeal to the 
High Court or to the Collector and Board of Revenue wi1\ more than suffice. Further 
reserve executive powers in the h",nds of Local Government are not necessary. 

m. (a) No. The methods of collection of rent provided for in the Act have been 
working satisfactorily except that it is highly costly which is detrimental to the interests 
of the ryots. This matter wi1\ be dealt with under the next question. 

(e) (l) Distraint and sale of movables of the ryot? This is now done by the 
landholder himself or by his authorized agent and report to the sale officer. The cost 
of bringing the property to saJe and realizing the arrear must be considerably reduced. 
In ca.es of distraint of cattle (except the exempted ones) the amount realized by sale is 
swallowed up by the cost of maintaining them from the date of distraint to the date of 
sale. Cases of distraint of cattle should be made only by the Revenue Inspector and sold 
by him at once or within three days at the most after due publication in the village itself 
and in the neighbouring villages. The cost of sale and proclamation should be a 
minimum. 

(2) Suits, decrees, and exeeut'ion.-The cost incurred by the landholder in filing 
8uits for arrears of rent and executing the decrees are very excessive and the ryot pays 
very heavily for the cumbrous and costly procedure. The Court-fee now paid on suits 
is at the scale prescribed for original suits even in cases of claims of smaU sums. 
Majority of cases are decided ex parte and are disposed off in consolidated batches. Even 
in civil courts for small causes a court-fee of Rs. 7~ per hundred is levied, while for 
rent suits it is Rs. 11-4--0 per hundred. I would suggest that for rent suits a court-fee 
of four annas for every ten rupees or part thereof will be more than enough. 

In execution proceedings also the procedure prescribed by the Act is highly costly_ 
The cost of publication in the District Gazette is heavy. It is unnecessary as ordinarily 
no ryot or landholder looks into the District Gazette. Even for smal\ sums the cost of 
publication is so heavy that the aggregate amount payable by the ryot including costs of 
execution is so prohibitive that the ryot finds it impossible to pay and has perforce to 
leave the land sold as it is beyond redemption. , , 

In the procedure prescribed for distraint and sale of holding in sections Ill, et. seq. 
of the Act, the cost of service of notice on the ryot the cost of application for sale cost of 
·proclamation and the warrant of sale should be considerably reduced. The provision for 
publication of the order of sale and proclamation of sale and the sale certificate (vide 
sections lUI and 124) in .the District Gazette should be deleted. The provisions of aeo
tlon 121 are so used that If on 'he date of sale first fixed by the court there are no bidders ( 
for the upset price fixed by the Court. the sale is adjourned to the next day and knocked 
down for .. whatever price may be offered for the property ", i.e., for nine annas or 
one--an~a even. Thus ~U t.he trouble taken by the Collector in issuing notices to ryot 
an~ fixmg the upset pnce is wasted and the selling officer usually a Revenue Inspector 
adjourns the sale next day and sells the property for a song. This provision should be 
suitably amended by allowing the holding to be sold for a fair price, even if purchased 
by the landhol~er. The. purchaser whoever it be must acquire an indefea8i~le right to 
the occupancy nght and if the landholder purchases it the land should thereafter becomes 
his private land to be dea.1t with by him as he likes. To this extent sections S (10) and 6 

I-19 
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of the Act should be amended. Otherwise the ryot does not pay the reut due under the 
impression that the landholder even if he purchases the holding has per(orce to allow it 
tic> be cultivated by the ryot or his neighbour who will then acquire occupancy righta 
without payment of any price for it. A combination among ryota not to purchase the 
land also compels the landholder to buy. The poundage collected in all casee of sale of 
movables or immovable property should also be reduced considerably. 

IV. Ga) & (b) I presume this question relates to wet lands under the ayacut of a 
tank or other ancient irrigation source. In such cases the right of the ryot to water-supply 
is appurtenant to the land he occupies. The landholder is bound to supply water, i.e., 
keep the source of supply in proper condition and allow the ryot to make a proper use 
of the water as he may customarily be entitled to. Of course the landholder being the 
proprietor of the irrigation sources is entitled to improve it, store more water, or compel 
the ryot to make a more economical use of the water and increase the area of cultiva
tion or the number of crops groWD. The ryots are bound to supply the customary 
labour for carrying out minor repairs In the tank or other source. The supply channel 
if any to fill up the tank should be annually cleared of silt by the ryota and breaches 
closed. The landholder is not entitled to diminish the capacity of the source to the 
detriment of the ayacutdars and if he gets a declaration from the Collector under sections 
20 and 20-A of the Act then the landholder is entitled to make such use of the land 
occupied by the source or the source itself as he likes. As the landholder maintains the 
source in tact at his cost, it is but proper that he must be solely entitled to the fishery 
in the source unless by contract or grant the ryots have acquired such rights. 

V. (a) & (b) Yes. This is most essential. The Government should of their own 
accord and at their cost proceed under Chapter XI of the Act in the interests of peace 
in all estates. If the Government is of opinion that the cost should be borne by the 
landholder and the ryot then the most equitable course will be (a) in eetates where rent 
is payable in kind, in the same proportion as the produce is being shared; (b) in 
estates commuted cash rent is being paid, the landholder to pay l/3rd and the ryot 
2/3rd of the cost as generally tbis is the rent ave~ge proportion in which the produce 
was being shared in Tanjore district before commutation or (c) the proportion may be 
decided in each case by the Collector of the district after notice to both parties with a 
right of appeal to the Board of Revenue. 

VI. No. This has been prohibited for nearly a century and the provisions in the 
.Estates Land Act for the purpose are ample safeguards against such levy. But 
customary services to be rendered by the ryots should be excepted from tbis rule. Most 
.of the landholders in the Presidency are temples and other religious and charitable 
endowments aud they will suffer a great deal if this is not done. In fact as early as 
1786, Lord Cornwallis was made Governor-General of India with statutory directions 
(24 Ges. m-c 25) .. for settling and establishing upon principles of modem justice 
according to the law and constitution of India, the peI'IIUlnent rules, by which tributes, 
rents and services of the Rajas, Zamindars, polygars, talugdars and other natives land
holders should be in future rendered and paid" such services have been rendered from 
time immemorial customarily and in some cases they are the subject-matter of contract 
also .. This should be continued to be rendered. Otherwise the landholder should not 
be allowed to levy anything in addition to rent from the ryots. 

(a) The ryots have no inherent right in themselves in anything beyond their 
holdings. But customarily they have been cutting wood necessary for agricultural imple
ments with the permission of the landholder. They are entitled to plant timber trees 
useful for such purposes and house building as well like portia, babool, etc., and make 
use of them as they like without rendering the holding unfit for agricultural purposes. 
Forests have been exclusively enjoyed by the landholders, but with his permission the 
ryota may be allowed to cut wood for agricultural implements. Taking permission from 
the landholder would prevent misuse of the privilege. As for grazing of cattle no diffi
culty being felt as they are grazed in all unoccupied land except reAerved forests. Even 
these reserved forests may be throWD open for grazing without cutting twigs for goah 
·or other heads of cattle. Green manure also the ryots may gather in any place within 
the estate without detriment to other ryots and where it is -to be gathered from forests 
or other land of the landholder his permission must be previously obtained. 

(b) They have no inherent right. The remaining portion is covered by the 
answer to part (a). . 
. (c) Public paths.-Every member of the public has a right to nee them as public 
thoroughfare and this has been declared to be 80 by many judicial pronouncements and 
legislations. . 

Communal lands.-They do not belong to either to the exclusion of" other. If 
they have been set apart for communal purposes by the landholder after the grant to 
him or after the permanent settlement, they revert to the landholder when the purpose 
for which it was set I'nnrt no longer requires it. Till then the village community has a 
. . 
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6gbt to use it for the purpose for which it was set apart and for no other. If it is. 
diverted for any other use without the consent of the landholder, he is entitled to take 
possession of it and make such use of it as he likes. If it was communal land even 
before the grant to the landholder or the permanent settlement, the village community 
has a right to use it for the purpose for which it is intended and on its being diverted to 
any other use or it becomes unnecessary the Collector may decide as to whom it belongs 
and dispose of it accordingly. The provisions of sections 20 and 20-A of the Act are 
wnfficient for the purpose. • 

Hi!! and forest porambokes.-The tenant has no inherent rights in these. He 
may nse the timber free for making agricultural implements free of cost but witt the 
permission of the landholder. He can be permitted to use the dried twigs or branches 
without impairing in any manner the value of the trees or other growth. He may be 
permitted to graze his cattle free. But he has no proprietary rights in these. The 
landholder alone is in law the proprietor of all unoccupied land in his estate including 
hills and forests. 

vm (a) The amended provisions in the Act are adequate and no further provi
sIOn seems to be necessary. If possible the cumbrous procedure now deemed necessary 
may be simplified and all applications under Chapter VIII of the Act may be made to 
the Deputy Collector rather than to the District Collector. 

(b) r/; (e) It is quite unnecessary for Local Government to interfere with the 
maintenance of irrigation works as Chapter vIII is comprehensive and where landholders 
f&il in their dl1ty drastic consequence. follow and the ryots themselvps are given the right 
to execute the work under certain conditions and under the supervision of the Revenue 
Officers. 

IX. This question cannot be answered generally for all estates. In cases where an 
estate belongs to a Bingle proprietor the holding of a jamabandi may be feasible, as is 
being done by the chatram Superintendent in villages belonging to the Raja's cbatrams 
under the management of the West Tanjore District :Soard. Similar jamabandi for pro
prietary estates is held whenever the estate is under the management of the Court of 
Wards. Such holding of jamabandi is not possible in estates which are owned by. 
several persons. So a jamabandi may not be made a compulsory thing. It may be had 
whenever the proprietor deems it necessary. 

X. The relationship between the ryot and his undertenants is merely contractual 
and should be governed solely by the contract creating the undertenure. The zamindar 
is not bound to recoguize the undertenant unless he is, required to do so in writing by 
both the ryot and the undertenant and in any case the ryot should not cease to be liable 
for the rent, 

XI, (a) r/; (b) No change in- the existing system is necessary. But as revenue 
courts are strange to the procedure prescribed by the Civil Procedure Code, amI as the 
Civil -Rules of Practice has been held not to apply to revenue courts, it is necessary 
that (a) the Civil Rules of Prnct.ice in so far as it may be made applicable to revenue 
courts should be 80 made applicable; (b) ordinarily only graduates in; law who are 
Deputy Collectors should be posted to courts where proceedings under the Estates Lanci 
Act are instituted; (e) in all cases where complicated questions of title are involved the 
Deputy Collector must be given a discretion to direct the parties to establish their title 
in the civil courts or the District Munsif may be appointed" Collector" under the Act 
for disposing off such suits which may be transferred to him by the District Collector 
as involving a question of title otherwise the existing system of courts will suffice. 

XII. (a) The zamindar is now entitled only to ordinary rent and one year's rent as 
daml.ges. The trespaBSer can be ejected under section 163-A under certain conditiona. 
These provisions are not enough. An unoccupied land, waste, forest and P,Orp.mbokes are' 
the propertv of the landholder and none should be allowed to encroach upon these lands 
Wlthout the previous writteu permission of the landholder obtained on application made 
by the ryot. The landholder should be allowed to enter into separate contracts with 
ouch applications and all such contracts should he enforced by Courts. In all cases where 
persons have trespassed witbout such permission of the landholder should be liable t .. 
evict summarily. 

(b) These are being collected by landbolders through the civil court by' suit, 
This is enough and no new provision is necessary. But a first charge may be created on 
the land for these dues. . 

J n g~neral.-I would like to e.dd a note regarding the conditions prevailing in 
proprietary areas in Tanjore district. I am fully alive to the several ryots' organization 
and zamindari ryots' organizations, landholders' associations, zamindars' associations and 
their representations for some years past. The agitation of ryots in proprietary estates 
the.t they e.re oppressed is mainly centred in certain districts in the. north. So far as 
eatales in Tanjore district are concerned, there does not appear to be any case of any 
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proprietor harassing ~ ryot. On the other hand it is the other way. In 8&veral 
villages the ryots contmue aga.mst the Ia.ndholder and refuse to pa.y any rent. I am 
aware of several ca.ses where the Ia.ndholder has purcha.sed the holding for arrears of rent 
but he is not allowed to enjoy it and genernlly the right is reassigned to the ryo' on 
pa.yment of even a. portion of the arrea.rs for which it wa.s sold. In most villages rent 
is being paid in kind and is being collected amicably or otherwise appraisement proceed
ings are taken through court. In many villages ama.ni rent has been commuted into 
cash rent and it is being collected peacefully. Cases of puroha.se of the melvaram right 
by the ryot from the landholder are more tha.n the converse ca.se. By the non-pa.yment 
oi rent by the ryots several propnetors have lost their estates in this district. General 
statements that ryots are generally being oppressed by proprietors do not apply to 
Taujore district. 

A survey of IJ,Il estates in the district, preparation of a record of rights and a final 
1lettlement of rent commuting IJ,Il rent in kind into cash rent and preparation of rent 
roll under Chapter XI of the Estates Land Act is absolutely necessary and when this 
is done there will be no room at all for complaints of oppression from any qua.rter. 

SBINIVASA AHAR, 
8ec~etary. 

Memorandum by M.R.By. Rao Bahadur K. G. Srlnlvasa Mudal.lyar AvargaI, 
Mannargudl, dated 30th November 1937. 

I. (a) This can be ascertained only according to the nature of the title deeds and sika 
eannads given to the inamdars and the zamindars by the old Raja.s. 

(b) The ryot has got the right to cultivate the land as h~ wisbes subjeot to pay
ment of rent to the landholder. He can alienate the land and the land is also heritable. 
The ryot cannot materially impair the value of the land. So also the landlord's right is 
alienable and heritable. 

II. (a) & (b) The cultivation and harvesting expenses are necessarily to be borne by 
the ryots. Half of the gro~s produce after deducting the oommon expenses such as ",&UUJmfl 
;DC!!J6IIIlfi1i;81LD village temples, etc., trom it, is a fair and equitable rent. 

(e) Yes. There must be statutory provision as -per principles prnailing in Govern
ment ryotwari lands. 

(d) It is advisable to settle the rate once for all for a limited period, say, tor 
twenty years. Then there may be any revision. There can be no permanent settlement 
for ever. It should not be left to be determined Ly a Court. 

(e) No. Provincial Government should not interfere. 

III. (a) Yes. It should be revised. 
(b) Bent /l'UitB.-If rent is settled, the provision for the reoovery of rent by way of 

suit may be abolished. Instead it can be recovered by attachment and sale of the 
defaulter's holdings or movables orboth simultaneously. If that provision for rent suits 
is to be retained, the Court-fees should be oonsiderably reduoed. The present rate of 
fees is Re. 11-4-0 per hundred which is very high. In small cause suits in Civil Court the 
rate of court-fees is only Re. 7-s-Q per hundred. Even that is considered and felt to be 
too high. The oourt-fees may be reduced to Rs. 6 per hundred. The oourt-fees payable 
is added to the cost of the suit. The ryot is already over-burdened and is unable to pay the 
rent and his other debts. If mulcted with costs, his position beoomes worse. The suit 
should be such as to realize the rent in as very ea.sy a manner as possible. 

Sak 0/ holding8 and movableB.-In such cases the provision for the exchange of pattas 
and muchilikas may be safely abolished. It has outlived to remain in the statutes book 
any longer. It has nothing in it exoept the merit of its survival for over a oentury; it ha.s 
nO parallel with any of the various land systems of the world. Even the Rent Reoovery 
Aot VIII of 1866 provided that the exohange of these documents may be dispensed with by 
consent. In this respeot legislation is at least a century behind the time. In estates 
therefor where a reoord of rights which must be made oompuleory is ready, patta.s and 
muchilikas can be conveniently abolished and any alteration of the tenancy may be duly 
entered in such reoord, so that it can furnish oonolusive evidenoe on the matters dealt with 
by it. 
_ -Appraisement proceedings.-In such cases the levy ofRs. 2 for each petition is too high. 
It is suggested that if a number of petitions is filed for appraieing crops levy of annas 4 per 
petition subjeot to a minimum ofRs. 2 forea~h village may be levied. 

(e) The remedy must be simpler, speedier, and less oostly than at present. In the caee 
of suits for rent settled, rent suits may be abolished. For recovery of rent, provision should 
be made for the following. On the application of the landholder to the revenue authorities, 
they, 8'UO mota, initiate proceedings under the Revenue Recovery Aot to recover the arrear 
of rent from the defa.ulter and pay it to the landholder or adjust it. towards ihe GGvernmem 
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if any due after deducting the expenses incurred by the Government, i.e., to My tlmt the 
~vernmeDt should help the l&ndholder. Rent is m&de a first oh&rge. There are provisions 
in the Act to the effeot that the ryot is entitled to the possession and custody of the crop. 
The landholder is entitled to a sh&re in the produce and he is not authorized to t&ke posses
sion of it unless it is paid voluntarily by the ryot or obtained through process of Courts. 
If the ryot removes the orop without paying the rent to the.l&ndholder there is no penalt.y 
for suoh olandestine removal. It is said, if there is dishonest intention it will constitute 
an offenos. Whether suoh removal is dishonest or not oan be considered only by a Court.. 
If the ryot removes the crop and does not pay the rent to the landholder even after a very 
long time suoh removal is dishonest or not, is not defined. Even if he does not pay for three 
years there is no penalty for such non-payment of rent. The landholder is driven to the 
neosssity of filing a suit which is very costly. Provision should be made for such removal 
of the orop from the thrashing :floor without the oonsent of the landholder. It must be made 
an offenos if the ryot does not pay the rent t.o the landholder on the t.hrashing lIoor itself 
or within a reasonable time after h&rvest or at least before the end of the fasli, provision 
should be m&de for summary eviction of the ryot. If he remains in the l&nd after the close 
of the fasli, without. paying the rent to the landholder, he must. be deemed to be a criminal 
trespasser. 

IV. (a) Yes. Rights ofthe tenants to water-aupply is inherent and appurtenant to 
the l&nd. It is not a matter of contract, but is a matter of right of the tenant. 

(6) Yes. The landholder has got a superior right in the water souross. He is the full 
owner and has got the right to maintain the irrigation tank control, supervise and regulate 
the water souross. The custom&ry repairs and m&.intenanos of the supply and drainage 
·ohannels should devolve upon the ryots. The fishery rights of the irrigation tank should be 
enjoyed by the landholder who is responsible for its proper maintenanos. 

V. (a) Yes. All estates must be surveyed and record of rights maintained. 
(6) In the oase of the inam villages, initial cost must be borne by the Government 

&8 they have heen doing hitherto and subsequent m&intenanos of survey stones, etc., 
should be borne by the ryots only. 

VI. Landholder should not dem&nd anything exospt ceases and kaval fees in addi
tion to rent. 

VII. (a) The ryots are not. now entitled as a m&tter of right to graze oattle, collect 
-green manure or wood for agricultural purposes. They must be given a right in suoh 
matters. 

(6) At present they do not have any inherent right. If they use it for agricultUral 
purposes it should be free of cost. If it is for domestio purposes fees m&y be levied. In 
-either oase, the sanotion of the landholder should be obtained. 

(e) :Both the landholder and the ryot have equal right of use in communallanda. 
VIII. (a) If the D.P.W. authorities certify that the irrigation souros should be 

repaired, the landholder should do the same. 
(6) " (e) Provisions oontained in Ch&pter VIII of the Estates Land Act m&y con-

tinue and it need not vest in the Provincial Government. 
IX. Annual jamabandis is not neosssary. 
X. (a) tI: (b) Nil. 
XI. (a) No such special tribunal is necessary. The Board of Revenue oan continue to 

be the final authorities. 
(6) If the rent is settled for a certain period, Revenue Courts oan continlle to 

have jurisdiotion. If the rent is not settled except in the case of appraisement proose
. dings, actions and proceedings may be taken in Civil Courts. 

XII. (a) A ryot who is in arrear for a consecutive period of three yea\-s! must be 
deemed to be in unauthorized occupation of land and he should be evicted through Revenue 
<lourts. 

(6) Existing provisions will suffios. 

OtAer 8~41ioM. 

Merger.-Originally the Act provided that in the case of acquisition of kndivaram 
interest in any land by the landholder in the case of an estate falling within section 32D, i e., 
in the case ofinams, thateu'oh l&nds did not form part of the estate. But now that provision 
has been abolished. NoW' if the inamdar l&ndholder aoquires the kudivaram interest by a 
court ssle or otherwise and if he lets it into possession. to any third party, such third party 
is now deamed to be the ryot. The 18 ndholder is forced to recognize him as a ryot. The 
third party thus IOCquiresall the statu! of a ryot. All the proceedings taken by the land
holder oooome- futile. 'lnstead of the original ryot the third party gets the occupancy 
right. This is of no advantage· at all. to the landholder who acquires the kudivaram right 



for ~a,!O~able cOlll'ide~ation. The inamd~ will be driven from post to post and in no way 
theU" pO.,tlOn will be unproved. &> the orlgmal exception to sectIon 8 should be restored. 
In such C ... 08 there must bo merger of ocoupancy right with the llll1dholdor. 

E~ptWn to section 8.-" Notwithstanding anything contained in this section where 
~efore or afte7 t~e commencement of thil> Act, tne k?divaram interest in any land comprised 
m an estate WIthin clause (d) of 8ub-sectlOn (:.l) of sectlOn 3 has been or is acquired by inamdars 
such land sh&ll cease to be the part of the estate." The point is the maxim onco a ryoti 
&lways ryoti must apply only to the casos of z&mindaris and not to the illaDls. 

2. LefinitWn oJ private land.-If in any patta or mucbilka before the passing of Estates 
~d~ Act, 1113;', the tenant admits the right of the landholder. it must bo recugnized &.q pri v ate 

K. G. SRINIVASA MUOALIAB. 

Memorandum by Mr. S. Ramachandra Ayyar, PreSident, Executive Oommittee of U1& 
Mirasidars of Perambur and Mullaivasal iDam villages, MSDDargudi t&luk Tanlor. 
district, on behalf 01 those mirasidars. ' ' 

1. (al The ownership of and the rights to the lands in the Perambur lind Mullll.ivasal, 
villages vest only in us, the mirssidars. ,,' 
f (b), We ,1!a.v~ as much ~ight to, ~e le:nds liS the mirllSidars have. in ryotwari villages. 
rhe Tan)ore DIstnct Board IS adm~stermg these two villages in ItS capacity lIS la.nd. 
holder under'the Estates Land' Act. We request that the Government may be plea.sed 
to take steps for converting these villages into ryotwari villages by excluding them from 
the scope of the Estates Land Act, for bringing them under their direct control like other 
ry'otwsri villages and for directing the payment of only a portion of the kist towards the 
Chatram Funds. ' 

II. (a)' Statutory provision should be made fixing the kist payable by os, on the same 
temB as in the ryotwa.ri villages iD the neighbourhood~, ' 

(b) If this cannot be done, we request that statutory provision may be made for 
reducing exactly by 50 per cent. the 84 kalams of paddy which we lire paying as rent in 
respect of eilch veli of land. fOr the conclusion, of a. 'contract for about ten yellrs for the 
payment of the rent in cash calculated on the basis of the average price of samba and 
kuruvai, paddy,· &8 recognized, by the, Gover-ament, during the !le,n years preceding 
the date of tht! contract after deducti1)g 80 per cent thereof. 'The average price during 
these ten years should be calculated with reference to the prices prevailing between the 
1st and the 15th February, in the case of samba paddy and between the 1st lind ,the 15th 
November in the case of kuruvai paddy. . , 

(e) As it is esseotial to remit the kist in tho years ill which unforeseen failure of 
crops, floods, famine and fall in prices occur, the kist to be paid by liB should be remitted 
proportionately. In any year in which anyone of the aforesaid ,calamities occurs, the 
authorities should conduct an enquiry immediately and Q.nnounce their decision regard
ing remission. There should be statutory provision for granting remission in thia. 
manner.' 

IV. (a) The duty of supplying water to our wet and dry lands rests ouly on the' 
landholder. If water-cess is levied by the Government, it should be collected only from 
the laI1dholder (the District Board). Statutory provision should be made on this basi~. 
There is a contract under which the landholder should repair every' year at his own co~t 
both irrigation and drll.inage channels in these two villages up to the boundary. of the w'" 
lllnds in the respective villages. As the landholder does not carry out the repaU"s properly 
every year, we request ~hat statutory I?rovision may be ~ade for compelling him to do RO 
and for giving in due tlDle contracts 11\ respect of repall"S to these channels only to the 
mirasidars of the villages concerned. -

VI. Neither the landholder nor anybody else should collect from us any levy other 
than the land-tax. 

VII. (a) We should have absolute rights to pasture lands. public paths, communal 
lands, porambokes, etc., since these are indispensa.ble to those carrying on agriculture. 

VIII. (a) The landholder should attend to all work connected with irriga.tion. 
(b) The Government should have' reserve powers to attend to it if he fa.ils to flo-

so. 
, IX. There should be a. yearly jamabandi. 

General demands in 1"espect of roral uplift· 
We. the mirasidars, are losing all our income by paying the rent to the landholder. 

COI1lleqllently. we are unable to undertake an~ ~lIage nplift wor~. R~ finan~ial. 1I88ista.nce
is essential for this. These villages lack faCilities for com~u~llcatlon '. dnnlrin/!" water, 
lighting and medical aid. As village nplift is indispensable, It IS e."entl~l tha.t the land
holder should make a contribution every year to each village thron/!"h th~ VI1la/!"e Pancbaya.t 
'Board at the rate of three snnas for every rupee of rent collected by hIm. We, therefore. 
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request the Government to enact a law immediately in this behalf realizing the necessity 
lor village uplift. The villages can prosper only if the landholder pays the uplift cess as 
provided by the statute. We are experiencing hardship in several directions on a.ccouni 
.of the Estates Land Act. Everybody is well aware of this. We, therefore, request that 
the Act may be repealed and that the villages coming within its scope may be converted 
into ryotwari villages. 

S. RAYACRANDRA AllAR. 

Note.-The term I miraaidars J means tllose who enjoy permanent kUcllvaram and other rights. 

Memorandum by the Zamincbr of 'O'dayarpalaiyam, dated 4th December 193'1. 

I. (a) I am the proprietor of an ancient Military Raj which was restored to one of 
'my ancestors. Submitting to the vicissitudes of fortune, my ancestor was compelled 
to accept a ' Sannad Milkeyat Istimirar' or deed of permanent property under Regula
tion XXV of 1802. 

Zamin signifies land and zamindar is one who .possesseBland; who pays some 
acknowledgment to the Emperor; but who is notwithstanding, the free lord of hill 
tnheritance. The zamindar and jaghirdar both possess lands: but by very different titles; 
for, the former is a free-holder and the latter a tenant at will, by the grant of the Emperor: 
Dar signifies a possessor: that is to say, one who holds or enjoys anything. 

Sir John Shore in his minute quoted in the" Fifth report," observes:-
.. I consider the zamindars as the proprietors of the soil, to the property of which 

they succeed by right of inheritance. The privilege of disposing of the land 
by sale or mortgage is derived from this fundamental right and was exercised 
by them before we acquired the Dewanny." 

2. Udaiyarpalayam was once in the nature of a principality held by a single chief
tain. He was expected to do Military .Service: the term 'Udaiyar' signifies, .. Gov
'-ernor of s. district." Sir Thomas Munro classes him among Military zamindars 
in 1815. An inscription of 1714 A.D. speaks of the .grantor as "Samasthanadhi
pathi .. of Udaiyarpalayam. 

Another inscription runs tnus:-
.. Muthu Vijaya Rengappa Kalakka Thols. Udaiyar Avargal who is the grandson 

of. srimath Kachi Rengappa Ks.lakka Thola Udaiyar Avargal, and son of Nallappa 
Kallakka Thola Udayar Avargal, who is· the terror of hostile kings, the sound 
of whose nine kinds of drums pervades all directions so as to drown the 
sound made by those of the enemies, who possesses a bell-metal dundubhi 
(a kind of pipe) to proclaim his success in war, in whom Rajiya Lakshmi 
dwells, whose insignia is a re·d umbrella with a golden handle, to whom a 
double chamaram with golden bells clinging was presented by the Rajah reign
ing at Senjipuram, who is the head of the army shining like several lights 
in several directions, who IS a moon protecting the Kachi family ,who has 
earned the name of U ddhandapandya by his deeds in war, the Bag of whose 
army bears the sign of a Makara, whose gift of the two kinds of properti81 
(movable and immoMble) is countless, whose fame is wide-spread, whose 
glory is proclaimed by the title of Kalakka Thola and several kinds of insignia 
has executed the deed of gift of land for charity." 

3. In the case reported in 24 Madras Series, page 562-' The Udaiyarpalayam 
·oCase '-the whole history of my ancient Palaiyam as a . Military Raj , is set out. 

. It will. be gleaned from the historical account embodied in the judgment that on 
2nd January 1817, the value of the villages to be then given ove, to the Samasthanathi
~athi of Udaiyarpalayam was to be equal to the average gross amount of the palayagar's 
moome from whatsoever source derived. '.rherefore 65 VIllages were given to him 

. on ZlLmindari tenlll:e. A conditional sanna"d was issued in 1817 and he· was put in 
possession. 

In 1823, he was 'again recognized as the representative of An ancient Samastha
'''IJm. This settlement was further in lieu of certain villages relinquished by the Samas
-thanam and the .. Kaval" fees theretofore enjoyed. The terms .. Kavalgar" and 
.. Palayagar" were misunderstood as offices remunerated bv fees or lands. However 
this was how the sixty-five "illages were granted by a .. Sannad Milkeyat Istimirar .. ...,: 
which means .. In absolute proprietorship" to my ancestor. 

4. In the forms of sannad before 1870, it was recited that the British Government 
'bad resolved to grant to zamindars and other landholders, their heirs and successors a 
permanent property in their land for all time to come, and to fiz for e"er a moderate 

<J8sessment of public revenue on such lands which shall be never liable to chan"e under 
any circumstanoes, advi.sed them to enter into engagements with their ryots either for 
t'<mt in money or. in kind, .. and being confident of enjoying the fruits of his industry, 
he should co.nduc~ himself with good. faith to his ryots whose prosperity was inseparably 
oOOnnected With hIS own; he was adVISed to treat them with tenderness, encourage them 
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to improve and extend the cultivation of the land and lay the foundation of his own 
happiness and the permanent prosperity of his zemindari.' , 

My Samasthanam holds the Sannu-di-Milkeat !stimirar or deed of permanent pro
perty in lieu of all former prif)11eges in which are recited .. the rights and privilegea of 
zamindar .. under Regulation XXV of 1802. 

Paragraph 6 of the Sannad reads as follows:-
" Sensible of the benefits conferred on you by this sanoad, yOl! shall conduct 

yourself with good faith to your ryots, whose prosperitv is inseparably con
nected with your own; you shall treat them with tenderness, encourage them 
to improve and extend the cultivation of the land and lav the foundations of 
vour own happine88 in the permanent prosperity of your- eamindari." 

5. The history of poliems settled and unsettled, is reviewed in Lekkamani tlerRUI 
Puchaya Nayakkar (6 Madras High Court Reports, page 208) which related to the 
unsettled poliem of Marongapuri, in this district from which I make the following 
extracts bearing on the proprietary rights of the paligar or zamindar. The conclusion 
arrived at by Scotland, C.J., was" that the Government in respect of lands held by 
:ryots, in which private intermediary interests have never existed or once existing have 
been completely terminated, and lands lying waste; and zamindars and poligars, in 
respect to the lands within their zamindaris and poliems, now po88e88 rights of property, 
as well as the tenant cultivators of snch lands." 

.. Rights of property vary in extent with the degree of dominion: however the 
,dominion over land be circumscribed by the creation of special obligations and modi
fying rights in others; so long as some substantial paramount dominion remains, the 
possessor of it has a proprietary interest in the land." 

" And that the Government and zamindars and poJigars are possessed of such a 
,paramount dominion, and consequently a property in the several lands just specified, ia 
"a matter, we think, now put beyond question." As between the Government and the 
zamindar, .. the Government has a title to the rent or Jamma. By whatever name 
it be called, the right and title are to the rent substantially; it does not include a right 
to the: PQssession of the land." 

.. The review of the salient points of the history of Poliems found in the Report 
'of the Select Committee, confirms the impression derivable from the reported cases in 
which titles of poliems have been contested and we think that it is sufficiently apparent 
that Poliems, before the passing of Regulation XXV of 1802 had been acknowledged 
to be what they have since been treated as -Proprietary Estates held under the Govern
ment by either a hereditary tenure, or a life tenure." 

6. The question I have to answer raises points which are but of academical interest: 
it bears on a controversy which had raged around Rent VERSUS Reoenue and proprietary 
interest VERSUS the occupation of the soil: it is a very old one. I may therefore refer to 
the views which have prevailed on the relations of the proprietor of an ancient :Military 

. Raj to those who had been admitted by my ancestors to the occupation of our lands 
and did cultivate them. I cannot state better these relations with the cultivating occu
pants of the soil, than by quoting the following from Diwan Bahadur Srinivasa Raghava 
Ayyangar's .. forty years progress in the Madras Presidency." 

.. For a better understanding of the relations between zamindars and ryots, it ia 
necessary to briefly glance at the state of the case before the permanent settlement was 
carried out in the beginning of the last century and to form some idea as to how far 
the relations then subsisting have been affected by subsequent legislation and judicial 
decisions. Ancient Hindu law recogBized only two beneficial interests in the land. 
viz., (1) that of the Sovereign or his 1"epresentatifJe and (2) That of the cultivator8, holding 
the land either individually or as members of a joint family or a joint village community." 

Neither the sovereign nor the cultivators had Unlimited proprietary right or full 
ownership in the modern sense. The Sovereign's right consisted in his power to collect 
a share of the produce of the cultivated lands, known by the name M eltlMlJm in the 
southern districts of the Presidencv; and this M e/oaram is not Rent in the strict signi
fication of the term. The share of the Ryots or Cu/titlator8 is known by the name Kudi
tlaram; and by ryots is to be understood .. the cultivators who employ, superintend and 
assist the labourer, and who are everywhere the farmers of the country, the creators 
and \?ayers of the land revenue." The Ryot's right to land arises from mere occupation; 
awi 18 not derioed from the SOf)ereignin the manner in which the right of an English 
~nant is. under modern English law, derived from his landlord. The relation between 
the Government and the ryot may perhaps be described as one of co-partnership, but it 
is certainly not ihat of landlord and tenant. The ancient Hindu law books clearly 
establish this position. 

Thus according to the common law of the country there are two distinct interest. 
in land recognized, viz., the meltlaram and kudioaram. M e/tlaram belongs to the 
Government or the assignee, the zamindar; and the kudivarsm to the ryou. 
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1'here are also two distinct classes of land. viz., one Pannai, Kamaf', homefarm 
or private lands and the other Ayan, jeroyiti. In the first class of lands, both th8" 
kudifJaram and melfJaram rights belong to the zamindar; and in the second only' the 
melvaram right. The bulk of the lands belong to the latter class and so the presump
tion must be that land not proved to be p1'i1Jate land must be peasant land: that is to· 
say, ~ultivable land. There were also uncultivable lands. In 26 M:adras, page 257, 
their Lordships observed .. Two of. the exhibits filed maintained the rights of the 
zamindar to trees grown on the tank bunds and waste lands of the zamindari. In 
re,::ard to waste lands, the zamindar is no doubt the proprietor by virtue of Regulation 
XXV of 1802 and his claim to the trees growing on the waste lands was rightly allowed." 

! may here state that U daiyarpalayam is in the schedule of Impartible Estates. 

In the Madras Impartible Estates Act II of 1904, "proprietor of an impartible 
.Btate." means the person entitled to posseSSion thereof as single heir under the special 
custom or the family or locality in which the estate is situated or if there be no such 
familv or local custom, under the general custom regulating the succession to imparti.
ble estates in Southern Ind~ . 

• Estates' means any permanently settled estate whether a zamindari, jagir, mitta 
or palayam. 

7. The effect of legislation on the rehltions between the zamindar and ryot cannot· 
be better expressed than in the' excellent summary of it by the Hon'ble Mr. Forbes in 
his speech introducing in Council the first Bill of the Estates Land Act of 1908 :-

.. Now let us hold the scales evenly, distributing the benefits which the Bill pro
poses to confer and remembering that the value of a thing to a person does not depend 
on it. intrinsic cost. On the side of the zamindar, if this Bill passes into law, he will 
be given a right or hypotheca over the ryot's holding, a first charge indefeasible by any 
encumbrances; he will be given the right to enhance' with reference to the prices; he 
will be empowered to enter and measure the ryot's lands and have the shist altered 
accordingly; he will have the b6:lefit of survey and a record of rights; he may sue 011 

a patta which is substantially correct and the patt .. may be for more than a year; he can 
sue for the whole of the recoverable arrears before the Collector without the expense of 
a civil suit; and last but not least, he has been given a ryot, who, secure in his holding 
and a free man, will have every encouragement to extend and improve his cultivation 
and so add to the landholder'. prosperity. It is a unifJersal proverb in this country tha' 
the prosperity of the ryot is the prosperity of the liaja . 

.. On the other side, the ryot will be confirmed in his ancient rights; he will be 
.e~ured in the occupancy of his holding for which he cannot be ejected so long as he 
pays his "hi1lt; nor can his shist be enhanced except by suit before the Collector; and 
he i. given the right to have the irrigation of his fields secured; to haye the communal 
lands of his village saved from wanton usurpation; the user of his lands has been defined; 
HUll hi.s right to make improvements declared." 

8. The present relations of the landholder in ryoti land proper, non-ryoti land, 
privllte land and communal land and those of the ryot in ryoti land are set out in tha
Estates I.llnd Act of 1908 which has been amended by Act VIII of 19311 and Act xvm 
of 1936. 

9, I shall now proceed to answer the first question in the questionnaire. The 
zamindar is t.he proprietor of the soil. The nature of the interest which the tenant has 
in the land as distin,::uished from that of the landlord is well indicated in the judgment 
of C. J. Scotland, in the Marungapuri case; it is the tenant's occupation of the soil 
which circumscribes and modifies the plenum dominium of the proprietor by the crea. 
tion, by statute, of special obligations like that of entering into an agreen/ent with the 
occupant of the soil and so forth. 

Chapter III of the Estates Land Act enacts general provisions relating to the 
rate of relltpayable by ryots. The rate of ."ent for t.he time being lawfully payable by 
a ryot, shall be presumed .to be faIT ~nd e.qUltable until the contrary is proved. (Section 
28.) 'I'he rates of rent m my zammdl1rl hl1ve been unvarying so far as records show 
for over half-a-century. They are embodied in what is called the" thil'l1ai chattam." 
The .. Thirvai chattam" fixes the rates according to the nature of the soil, kind of 
crop and the original condition of occupation as that of an ulkudi. pirakkudi cowl
pirakklldi or .piravadi mah'ljanam. There have been fixed rates so far as our 'records 
show for over haIf-a-century. Fixed rates also rule for trees like mango, iluppai, coconut, 
orange. lemon. palmyra, goa, pomegranate woodapple, jack and tamarind. Some VIl
lages have !lot kattu·guthagai without reference to the crop. The whole thing seems to 
have been worked out with meticulous care from before the permanent settlement and 
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,.t no time were these rates questioned as inequatable or unfair either under the old 
.A.et 1~5 or the new Act of 1~08. They are thus fixed money rents varying with th" 
crop ~sed, the. nature of the so~, the tenure under which the ryot was originally admitk-J 
from time to time by the zammda.r to occupy and cultivate the land in the y.aminIIBri. 
·:rhe Madras Estates Land Act makes proviSIon for the enhancement of rl'nt \"~choo. 
lII, 32 aod 36), reduction of rent (Section 38), commutation of rent (sectioo 40). altem
tion ot rent (section 42), and remission of rent (section 39-A). They have not been 

·enhanced by me, nor has any ryot till recently claimed reduction of the mt"s. 'rhe 
rates indicate fairly the .proportions taken by the proprietor and ryot as mdvaram and 
·kudiflaram. After all this is the main consideration in arriving at a fair and equitnble 
·rent. The term 'rent' is a misnomer. I am not a landlord, nor the occuPllnt of the 
soil, a mere tenant. I have indica.ted the true and jural relationship between me and 
tile cultiva.tor of the soil in my a.nswer to the first question. 

II. (b) It follows that the rent pa.id by ryots in settled areas cannot be viewed I&S 

Economic rent as understood in western countries or changed in accordance with any 
·supposed economic or politica.l considerations. The' Varam' which is not • Rent' 
will change even from village to village as is seen from the .. Thirr>ai Chattam" above 
referred to. Still we have to get on with the term • rent' and Chapter III of the 
Estates La.nd Act indicates the method of calculating the fair fixed rent in cases of 

·commutation which so far as it goes is a sensible one. 

(C) The answer to this question is in the negative. The Sannnd Milkeat-T sti
wirar prescribed payment of the Jamma or PeishkWJk without any reference to the 
failure of seasonable rains or to famine or flood. The zamindar has never been per. 
mitted to enter into any contract which would have had the effect of reducing the 
·revenue due on the land. These factors in the equation must have been taken into con
sideration when the fixed money rents varying with the crops were settled; and ... 
.already pointed out, these were the rates prevailing even prior to the permanent settl&
ment according to which my ancestor to whom was granted the Sannad.Milkeyat.] stl. 
Jnirar got a renewal of his ancient palaiyam very much diminished in ('xtent, but with 

.& nominal PeiskkWJh. A statutory provision for remission will be difficult to devise for 
all time, to suit various contingencies, in all cases. Therefore section 39 (A) of the 
Estates Land Act limits the provision for remission to specified cases which do no~ 
.fall within the category of rent or revenue already levied at a uniform rate. The enact
ment of any other provision for remission is bound to furnish a fruitful source of strife 
and discord between the landholder and the ryot and certainly not likely to relieve the 
latter in any beneficial manner. The best thing is to leave it to the good sense of the 
·landlord in the promotion of good relations between the landholder and the ryot. Relief 
in such cases must be dictated by principles of humanity rather than rules of law. We 
must eliminate the feeling of distrust in the landlords. Why should they be the sinners 
,and the ryots saints? I cannot get on without the ryots: and the ryot call not get on 
Without the proprietor of the soil. I have built a school and endowed a hospital not for 
my family: but for the welfare of my ryots. Trust begets trust. Let us leave it at 
that . 

. The prescription by statute of 8 rule of remission will inevitably lead to lin inquisi
tion generating dire consequences to the landholder and the ryot alike. 

(tl) The fixing up of a money rent in lieu of the sharing system is assailed as bad 
when the price of food grains falls. In the cllse of my zamindari, the rates fixed more 
than a hundred vears ago, have been accepted without demur; recently owing to adven
titious causes some ryots have petitioned for the fixation of a money rent in lieu of 

·one varying with the crop; this move is certainly not beneficial to the ryo!: the averal(e 
worked out under section 40 of the Act would lead the ryots into a situation bad for 
them and good for me. I wanted, however, to prevent this catastrophe. But had legisla
tion got the. better of good feeling. The ideal is to share the crop in a particular propor
tio!! at melvaram and kudivaram. If this can't be done, the next best thing is to fix 
·8 money rent on the nature of the crop raised on the holding, calculated so as to benefit 
the zamindar and his ryots alike. 

(e) It is against the principle of the permanent settlement with the istimirar 
holder. contrary to the just and generons spirit which prompted the restomtion of hiB 
Palayams to the ancient hold of a 111 ilitary Rai, opposed to the terms of sannad which 
aevised the landholder to deal with the ryot so as to reap the fruits of industry and 
improve the estate for the benefit of himself and his ryot, for the Government to, in 
"Rny manner interfere by ~xecutive action ~th the r~l~tions .obta!ning between them; 
indeed it would be & manifest breach of faith and dlStlDct VIolation of the aasuranc.-. 
conveyed to the proprietor in the Sannad :M;iIkeyat Istimirar. Instead of strengthening 
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the bond between them, this would be introducing a wedge which must create nne! 
gradually widen the cleavage between the proprietor and the occupancy tenant, injurio118, 
60 both of them and to the State alike. 

, Ill. (a) The tender of patta, which hardly results in a muchilika in sixty.'five
villages to many thousand ryots is a meaningless formality entailing vast labour and 
expenses and giving rise to uncalled for the vexatious situations. Yet this tender or. 
patta is needed for the process of distraint being used by the landhold~r without going 
to suit. The process itself is attende~ with risk and owing to the growing reclacitrancy. 
of ryoto, due to causes various, at the present time, the utility and potency of distraint, 
proceedings are uncertain. The produce and the movables often disappear or are placed, 
in other people's possession and claimed by them. To guard the cattle and the grain. 
from being thus dealt with, a simple, safe and inexpensive procedure must be devised_ 
1'ne firat charge for rent on the holding and the produce thereof, must be safeguarded. 

Olle potent source of trouble to the landholder and the ryot alike is the peculiar posi. 
tion occupied by the village officers who are amenable to nobody's control: dual control> 
means no control. The cultivation account is essential in mv zamindari to arrive 3t· 
and determine the rent on each holding every year. I am left to the tender mercies of 
these people who must furnish the needed particulars for an efficient jamabandi. 

This adds to the difficulties of the situation engendered in tendering pattas :within
the fasli and in time to enable the rent paid in the instalments entered in the patta, 

The agency of a revenue official in distraint proceedings makes for delay, The rules' 
regarding distraint should be so modelled as not to necessitate the aid of the Police; 
still to assure the safety of the distraining a'gency and the avoidance of a rioL 

The procedure prescribed for the realization of the rent by sale of the holding is, 
inefficacious and fraught with trouble and expense. By the time proclamation is made 
in the Gazette and fees are paid and the Collector moved to bring the land to sale, 
much dela.y ensues and often for want of a bidder, the proprietor bas to bid for it anet 
tte land so bought is still ryoti land. Thus much good money is thrown after bad, and 
the proprietor and ryot are both alike in a deplorable situation which could be more' 
imagined than described. All this complicated procedure must be simplified, if the: 
proprietor has to collect the rent hereafter and render his dues to Government as: 
Peisldcus" and local cesses amounting in my case to a sum of about Rs, 22,000, and 
the ryot not be ~urdened with an additional load of debt in the shape of meaningless 
coste. 

" Attempts to recovel lent are easily bafiled. The landholder cannot transfer his. 
rent decree with advantage, for the High Court has rightly or wrongly declared thai; 
uu as.ignee cannot enforce the charge which, their Lordships say enures only for the
benefit of a decreeholder Qua landholder under the Act. He cannot probably institute· 
a suit for rent during the pendency of any summary proceedings in distraint or sale of 
holding and by the time these proceedings come to an end, many years latter, and often, 
plOve futile, the time limited for a suit may be barred." 

'l'he zamindar is thus holding many unexecuted decrees for arrears of rent and the 
ryot hoping to have them written off as unrecoverable arrears. The ryot is apparently' 
winning and the proprietor losing having regard to the trend of things in the present day. 
Th .. whole system moves in a vicious circle. Supposing I write off these arrears, the 
deplorable situation will still continue. Let us have some sure, sensible and equitable 
procedure calculated to cure the ills which are in existence. While I do not want to.. 
bl' hard on the ryot, I, as the zamindar must be enabled to make hoth ends meet. 

IV (a) and VIII (al. The permanent land settlement in the Madras Pregjd~ncy pro
('ceded on the footing that whatever might have been the interest of the zamindars and other' 
landholders prior to the British occupation. the Government would grant them and their 
heirs a permanent property in their land for all time to come and would fill' lor ever a 
Dlod('mtc assessment of public revenue on such lands, the amount of which would never be' 
liable to be increased under any circumstances. 

(See Section I of Madras Regulation XXV of 1802.) 

1'he Government, therefore, came under an obligation not to raise the jumma or as 
it is sometimes called pei.<hkush fixed at the permanent settlement in respect of the 
hUlds t hen granted. Under these circumstances, the Government could not impose 
a ces, for the use of water, the right to use which was appurtenant to the land in 
I',!spcet of which the jumma was payable without in far-t, if not in name, increasing' 

,t1,~ umount of such jummaoand thus committing .. breach of the obligation undertaken. 
at the time of the permanent settlement. 

Thus obser\"ed Their Lordships of the Privy Council in the Urban case. 

1-20-4 
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In Their Lordships· opinion there can be no real doubt that the etlect of the perm .. 
.;I1I·nt settlement was to vest the channels with their h ... &d sluic ... s and branch and 
subsidiary channels and the tanks or reservoirs, in the zamindaris through or within 
whose zamindars the 88me respectively passed or were situate. As pointed out hy the 
High Court, this would be in full accordance with the policy enunciated in the well. 
known fifth report. 

Again in another place they observe, that it does not follow that the as""B.<>OrB in 
fixing the proportion of the annual value which should constitute the jumma or pei.hkush 
did not take into full account the possibility of improving the cultivation of the lands, 
the subject of the grant, by means of the irrigation system comprised therein. Again 
it does not follow that all which is not brought into account in fixing the jumma is 

·exeJuded from the grant. On tlus footing many things of great importance to the enjoy
ment of a zamindar would not pass by a zamindari grant, for example, waste land, 
larDl buildings, tanks, or as in the present CBse, irrigation channels. As poiuted 
out in the recent case of Rajah Ranii~ Singh Baliadur v. Kali Dasi Debi, the pro
perty taken into account in arriving at the jumma is by no means necessarily the same 
-as the property upon which the iumma is chargeable and all that is chargeable with the 
jumma or peishkush is included in the grant. 

The definition of • Ryoti land ' and • Rent' and the provisions of Chapter vm of the 
Estates Land Act indicate the true position of the landholder and the ryot with 
reference to these questions. Ryoti lands does not inclu.de Beds and Bunds of !<lnk, 
lind of supply, Drainage, Surplus or Irrigation Channels . 

• Rent' includes whatever is Lawfully payable on account of water supplied b" 
.th.e landholder or taken without his permission for cultivation of land where the charge 
for water has not been consolidated with the charge for the rise or occupation of the 
land_ 

Chapter VITI-Irrigation work-gives effect to the immemorial duty of the zamin
·dars to maintain public tanks for general benefit partiCUlarly for facility of irrigation and 
.. rogress of cultivation. .. The public duty of maintaining existing tanks and of con
stmcting new ones in many places was originally undertaken by the Government of 
India and upon the settlement of the country has in many instances devolved on 
zamindars. " The Select Committee observe as follows on the provision of this 

.chapter. .. The substantial amendments we have made in these clauses are designed 
to make it clear that the duty of repairing an irrigation work can be enforced under this 
chapter only in respect of a work which the landholder is .. bound to maintain" and 
we have made it a distinct preliminary issue to be tried by the District Collector 
whether the landholder is so bound. When the Collector is satisfied on this point and 
find~ it also proved not only that the state of disrepair materially prejudices the irriga
tion of the complaining ryots' land, but further-what is the new-that the inefficient 
condition of the work is not dne to the wrongful acts of the ryots or their neglect to 
~3rry cut Kudimaramat, then only can an order be made against the landholder. These 
safeguatds, we consider, will remove the material objections that have been taken to 
the oz-;g;nal provisions of these clanses." 

The omission of reference to Act I of 1858 in Section 137 is not significant. Wider 
words are used now as .. which the ryots are b" law or custom bound to carry out." 
Whereas formerly the obligations under Act I of 1858 were alone referred to now all 
obligations that may be found in any Act or· by CUST.orn are expresRed. Therefore what
.ever pflwers are available under Act I of 1~58 are still IOvaiiable. 

Regarding repairs and minor works which a ryot has ·to do the law as it stood before 
the Amendment Act is still there. If the ryots can be compelled to carry out those 
repairs under Act I of 1858, that right has not been in any way abrogated. Instead 
·of being specifically stated there, it is now included under the word .. Law." 

All the rights and liabilities that were in existence before the amendment are 
atill tl .. "re and they are only enlarged, generally by the amending Act." 

5. The provisions of the Act noted above make it abundantly clear that the legisla
ture recognized the right of landholder to receive rent for water used with or without 
his permission by the ryot and that the right of the tenant to water-supply is because 
of his occupation of ryoti land. Having regard to the provisions of Chapter VIII, it 
appears unnecessary to make any further or new provision for the maintenance of 
major or minor irrigation works in the zamindari. 

V. (a) It is to th~ advantage of the landholder and th.,. ryot to have a survey ana 
.record of rights. It Wlll put an end to the uncertainty that prevails r~garding the extent 
()f holdings, when as in my zamindari it is easy to encroach and bring into cultivation land 
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"adjacent to, but not included in the holding. It will likewise llllDlmIse rent disputes 
"and enable both the landholder and ryot to appeal to a record of great probative vaJue 
"in the determination of the nature and extent of a holding. 

Chapter XI is devoted to this subject in the Estates Land Act and also provides 
for tbe survey and record of landholder's private "md. But little advantage is taken 

"of these provisions owing to the prohibitive cost of the survey and the difficulty in 
meeting it. Landbolder and ryot must in the nature of things meet the charge in 

-equal moieties. 
Neither of them in existing condition can defray the cost. It would be imposing a 

terrible strain on their resources to enforce the survey and record of rights compulsorily. 
The circumstances in which the Government mav make an order, direct that a survey 
be made and a record be prepared by the Collector in respect of the estate without appli
cation from the landholder or ryot are set out in section 164, clause (b). Such a state 
of things does not exist and no Government action need be taken; and a compulsory 
survey need not be impu.ed on the landholder and ryots. 

In cases in which a survey is undertaken on their application a provision for tI,e 
.collection of th" cost apportioned in easy instalments may perhaps enable them to 
take advantage of the provision in Chapter IX uf the Act. 

VI. It is not easy to give an answer to this question. Much must relate to tradition 
and usage which alone must determine the relations between the occupant of the soil 
and the proprietor as for instance in the case of a quondam Military Raj. In my estate 
is levied a small fee for charges for collection of rent known as " Kattalai.' , This has 
been recognized as legal by the High Court. I do not levy any other fees. 

VII. (a) 1'he definition of .. Ryot " and .. Ryoti land" in section 3, clauses (15) and 
(16) have to be considered in furnishing answers to this question . 

.. Ryot " means a person who holds for the purpose of agriculture ryoti land in an 
-estate o!, condition of paying to the landholder the rent which is legally due upon it. 

Exp/anation.-A person who has occupIed ryoti land for a continuous period at 
twelve years shall be deemed to be a ryot for all the purposes of this Act. 

" Ryoti land" means cultivable land in lin estate other than private land, but dOell 
not include-

(a) beds and bunds of tanks and of supply, dr .. inage. surplus or irrigation 
channels: 

(b) threshing floors, cattle-stands, Village-sites and other lands situated in any 
a.tate whIch are set apart for "the common use of the villagers; 

(C) land granted on service tenure either free of rent or on favourable rates of 
rent if granted before the passmg of this act or free of rent if granted after 
that date, so long as the serv~CjI tenure subsists. 

lf the purpose of holding land is not agriculture, a person occupying land is not 
-a ryot. Holdings for building, mining, quarrying or fish-rearing will not come nnder 
the Act. Pastw'age is not an agricultural purpose and the holder is not a ryot. This 
IS the gist of the decisions of the High Court under section 3, clause (15). The effect 
of section 3 (16) excludes from the category of ryoti land, all private land, communal 
lands, tank beds, etc. 

Section 3, clause 161 (b) refers to the threshing floors, cattle-stands, village-.ites 
and other lands in any estate which are set apart for the common use of the villagers. 
Sections 20 to 22 make provision for the determination of questions regarding lands 
excluded from the category of ryoti, the eviction of persons occupying (,pmptpnal lands 
contrary to rule and the application of provisions of the Madras I,and Encroachment 
Act to orders for evictIon. 

t;ection 12 declares the right of the ryot to trees in his holding on the date of the 
Act and those which come into existence after the passing of the Act. In the former 
o1ass the ryots' right is controlled by the right reserved to the landholder bv contract 
or custom. .. 

1 have been leasing out the collection of .. Avarambark" in all the 65 villages. 
Certai~ tracts have been reserved as ~orest reserve. The trees on holdings are enjoyed 
acconhng to custom and rent thereon IS collected according to the tariff in the .. Thirvai 
Ch~tt8m '.' already referred to. The condition in the patta is that .. iu respect of trees 
fr~llt-bearl1lg ~nd: others that stood before July 1908 in your occupation, you shall not 
WIthout permls8lon and agamst Ma.nul do anything to injure them." This was upheld 

·as a proper term within two years of the passing of the Estates Land Act. 
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This is how matters stand in my estate. I have allowed the free pasture of ca.ttl& 
and the coUection of green manure from poramboke under my control except "fares' 
reserve" for the grazing in which permits are issued. Wood for agricultural impl&
ments is likewise permitted free except from "Reserved forest" for removal of wood 
wherefrom permits are issued. There is so far as I know no grievance in connexion with 
green manure nor in the use of communal lands. 

(b) Dealing with the inherent rights of a ryot in an estate in such matters. I must 
observe much is determined by usage not by law. It has been already pointed out that 
t.he ryot's right is to ocCIl1JY the ryoti land in his holding. His use of lands set apart 
for communal purposes. has nothing to do with his occupancy and when such lands 
cease to be used for comII1unal purposes. he has no right of reversion in them: nor 
when they are acquired for public purposes any right to compensation exists in respect 
of them. 

(e) Neither an easement nor a right in gross can be acquired by prescriptive user or 
by way of presumed grant by a large indefinite class of persons such as ryots in " zamin. 
dsri land in villages granted by Sannad Milkeyst Istimirar to the zamindar and Regula
tion XXV of 1802 already referred to. The question amounts to this. can' the publio 
acquire a profit Aprendere by prescription or the presumption of a lost grant? I hav& 
always recognized the right of free pasturage; this usage obviously does not confer the 
rigllt of pasturage on any particular piece of land nor impose the obligation to set apart 
any portion or a sufficient extent of land for free pasturage. The same considerations 
apply to the removal of wood for agricultural implements. 

IX. This is neceosary. This will terminate the farcical procedure of exchange of 
pattas and muchilikas; it will enable the landholder and the ryot to have a settlement 
with regard to the nature and extent of the holding. IJikewise it will elinlinate useless 
littgation and laws' delays and the inevitable waste of energy which is the inevitable 
concomitant of existing procedure. 

x. The under·tenant cannot havE' higher rights than those of the pattadar. But 
some pattadars are absentees. Their neglect to pay the rent due on the holdy,g may' 
cause hardship to the actual cultivator. Safeguards must be introduced to prevent 
this. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue may continue as heretofore. There is no need to· 
constitute a special tribunal and the experience of the past does not advocate a change, 
in the existing machinery. 

(bJ Revenue Courts generally. 
XII. (a) For eviction of unauthorised occupants or trespassers the existing remedy 

is fruitful of expense and delay. A summary remedy, by recourse to the nearest Revenue 
Officer may be devised. The limit of time now fixed as "two years continued occupation 
uuauthorisedly of a land in an estate" should be recognised, bears heavily on the land. 

holder. Even if the ryot cultivates such a land in the first year and is proceeded against 
for eviction the remedy for the, landholder depends upon an unassailable evidence in a 
court of law and such evidence now being solely the record maintained by the karnam is 
controverted by interested evidence on the part of the encroacher with the reRnlt that 
very, often the rights of the landholder are lost. Frequently suggestions are thrown out 
from the court that the occupation. unauthorized though it be. may be recognized as· 
the party had entered on the land. To obviate the possibility of injustice. inherent in 
the present law. with regard to encroachment on zamin porambokes. it is necessary 
that the law relating to encroachments in zamin porambokes should folio'" that preto
cribed for encroachments on Government porambokes. 

(b) I have no views on this matter. 

Memorandum by Mr. M. S. Raghunatha Thatbachariar, zamindar, iDamdar and 
landholder, dated 29th November 1937. 

I. (al The zamindar is the proprietor of the soil. (See 21 Weekly Reporter, 
page 358. 51 Indian Cases. page 899.) 

(b) The tenant has only the right to cultivate the land purely for agric.ultural·' 
purposes. He has no right to the minerals underneath the surface or for any treasure 
trove. 

ll. (a) &; (b) This is the mo.t difficult question to solve. In some of the zamins. it is·. 
said, that a high rate of rent has been levied. for the new l,,:nds brought into cultivation, 
subsequent to the permanent sanada. Wherever such arbitrary rent has been levied, 
tha.t must be brought down to the level of the adjoining or neighbouring lands as i*" 
existed at the time of the sanad to zamindars. The soil should also be classified accordinjl' 
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-to quality. The rent tor such new lands should bear certain ~lop<)rtion to an estimated 
Det yield. One·fourth of the net yield may be fixed as a fair rent.. Rents should be 

,ftvised wherever the rate for the punja exceeds 3 or 4 rupees a ea WDi for dry lands and 
more than 8 rupees for wet lands. . The fixed money rent is highly advantageous in the 
interest of hoth parties c,?ncerned. (Landlord and tenant.) 

(e) Remission has hitherto, probably, not been granted except perhaps in case 
· of a few very harsh and deserving cases. The ryots do deserve some remission in the 

case of at least two successive failures of crops. In such cases proportionate rent. may 
be reduced, if a local committee appointed, by the Local Government, on application by 

· ryots, decides that such a remission is necessary. The ryots have all along been crying 
· .fOI' such relief. 

(d) The rent should be settled once for all. 
(e) The interference of the Government to revise or alter the rent. is detrimental, 

--IlOstly, and uncalled for. 
m. (a) No. 

(b) No. 
(e) The procedure requires modification. Notification, in the district gazette, is 

-costly and should be done away with. As rent is first charge, the procedure to sell th .. 
· holding without attachment should be made clear. Notice to settle proclamation should 
be issued in the first instance, and the value of the holding to be sold should be tixed on 
the very first hearing, after personal service, wherever possible, precauticn beinfo taken 

· to inform the ryot about the date of sale in all possible ways, postal notice being included. 

IV. (a) The right to supply water may be regulated by custom and if there is llO 
Buch custom the matter may be made .to depend on cont.ract. The prineiples obt{linillg 
in ryotwari tracts may also be applicable in regard to the supply of water. 

(b) The question will arise only in a few cases where landholder has got pannai 
· landa side by side with the lands belonging to the ryots. The landholder Dlay be placed 
in the same position as the Government in ryotwari trac~s. 

V. (a) This can only be gradually done as it is a costly affair. Provision must be 
made whenever disputes arise. . 

(b) If a survey is rendered necessary the cost must be borne equally by the landlord, 
· tenant, and Government. 

VI. No. Rent alone should be collected, of course with cesses payable by statutes. 
VII. (a) May graze in forests with permits. 

(b) Permission to ryots to cut wood for ploughs may be granted by free permits, 
'but for green manure permits should be charged. 

(e) Pathways and roads should be measured and the ryots should be allowed to use 
· them for traffic and pathways to their lands. . 

VIII. (n) Zamindars are bound to repair their tanks feeder·channels and inlets. 
~Ryots should make minor repairs to field kannars on the line of kudimaramat. 

(h) No. The existing provision in the Estates Land Act is sufficient. 
(e) Ryots or Government may take the initiative to get the irrigation works 

· repaired. 
IX. J ounabandi is necessary as the rates of rent vary often according to crops. Ryots' 

n~.plication, complai.ning about. wr?ng .entries by karnams, should be enquired into hy 
the landlords. and, if the ryot IS dissatisfied, he may move the Collector for an enquiry 
10r which an application should require no stamp. ' 

X. The ryots have the status of occupancy rights and the lessees unddr'the ryot. 
'<have no place in the Act. 

XI. (a) Revenue Board jurisdiction is not necessary. District Collector's powers 
under the Act should also be abolished. District Judges only should act as courts of first 

· appeal. Jurisdiction under the Act may be given to District M:unsifs. 
(b) In special tracts where zamin litigation is on the increase. or where zamindari 

villages preponderate, special revenue courts, presided over bv judicial officers trained ill 
· ~ivil law. should be established. • 

XU. (a) Ejectment on failure to pay rent and premium fixed by court is the proper 
·.remedy. 

(b) The procedure to collect jodi, etc., from inamdars must be made similar. to 
'.the one to collect rent. 

M. S. RAGH1JliIATHA THATHAClIARIAB. 
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Kemorandum by lIIr. G. XrlshDaswami A)')'8IIgar, proprietor of Erlshnapuram pm'D; 
lJdaiyarpalaiyam Wok, dated Srirangam, &he 29th November 19a'7. 

I. (a) The zamindar is the proprietor of the soil. (See Weekly Reporter page 858 
51 lndian cases, page 899.) , , 

(bi The tenant has only the right to cultivate the land purely for agriculturul 
purposes. He has no right to the minerals underneath the surfooe or for any treasure
trove. 

n. (a) & (b) This is the most difficult question to solve. The tenants want rent 
to be redu('ed so that it may be equal to the adjoining ryotwari lands. In some of the 
zaID:ins,. it is said that a high rate of rent has been levied for new lands brought into 
cultlvatt~Il, subsequent to the permanent sannads. Wherever such arbitrary rent has 
been levlod, they must be brought down to that of the adjoining lands or neighbouring 
lands as it existed at the time of the sannad zamindars. The soil should also be classified 
according to quality. The rent for such new lands should bear a certain. proportion to 
an estimated net yield. One-fourth of the net yield may be fixed as a fair rent. Renta . 
should be revised wherever the rate for punja exceeds 3 or 4 rupees a kawni for dry lands 
and more tl,an 8 rupees for wet lands. The fixed money rent is highly advantageous in 
the interest of both parties concerned (landlord and tenant.) 

(0·' Remission has hitherto been unknown to the zamindars except perhaps in the 
case of few benevolent and highly sympathetic landlords. The ryots do deserve some 
remission in the case of at least two successive failure of crops. In such case 50 per cent 
of the rent IDay be reduced if a local committee appointed by the Local Government on 
applicatiorJ by ryots to decide that such a remission is necessary. The ryots have all 
along been crying for such relief. 

(d) 'rhe rent should be settled once for all. 
(e) 'l'he interference of the Government to revise or alter the rents iA detrimental, 

costly and uncalled for. 
m. (a) & (b)-No. 

(0) The procedure require modification. Notification in the District Gazette is 
costly and .nould be done away with. As rent is a first charge. The procedure to sell 
the holdings without attachment should be made clear. Notice to settle proclamation 
should be \9sued in the first instance and the value of the holding to be sold should b, 
fixed on the very first hearing after personal service wherever possible. Precantion being 
taken to iD.form the ryot about the date of sale in al\ possible ways. Postal notice being 
included. 

IV. (al The right to supply of water may be regulated by custom and if there i. no 
such CUS~OJ!l, the matter may be made to depend on contract. 

(b) ']:he question will arise only in few cases v;here landholder has got pannai 
iands Slde by side with the lands belonging to ryots. The landholder may be placed· 
in the .ame position as the Government has in ryotwari tracts. 

V. (a) This can only be gradually done as it is a costly affair. Provision must be 
made whenever disputes arise. 

(bi If a survey is rendered necessary, the cost must be borne equally by the land
lord and t'O'nant. 

VI. No. Rent alone should be collected of course, with cesses payable by statutes. 

VIT. (a) & (b) May graze in forests with permits and permission to ryots to cut 
wood for I,loughs may be granted by free permits and for manure permits should be 
charged. 

(0) l'athways and roads should be measured and the ryots should be allowed to 
nse them f"r traffic and as pathways to their lands. 

VIII. (a) Zamindars are bound to repair their tanks, feeder channels and. inlets. 
Ryots should make minor repairs on the line of kudimaramat. 

(b) No. The existing provision in the Estates Land Act is sufficient. Ryots ar 
Government may take the initiative to get the irrigation works repaired. 

IX. Jamabandi is necessary as the rates of rent vary often according to crops, ryoh' 
application complaining about wrong entries by karnams, should be enquired into 
by the lalldlords and if the ryot is dissatisfied he may mOve the Collector for an enquiry 
for which tbe application should require no stamp. 

X. The ryots have the status of occnpancy rights and the lessees under the ryota. 
have no place in the Act. 
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, xr. (a) Revenue'Board jurisdiction is Dot necesstlry. District· Conector's powers. 
under the Act also be abolished. District Judges only should act as courts of first appeal .. 
Special l'0wpr should be given to the High Court to revise proceedings if the Deputy: 
(}oilector snd questions of law on important matters. 

(b) In special tracts where zamin litigation is on the increase or where zamindari; 
villages re.ponderate special Revenue courts presided over by judicial officers trained. 
in civil law, should be established. • 

XU. (a) A ejectment of failure to pay rent fixed by Court is the proper remedy. 
Tho procedure to collect jodI, etc., from inamdars must be made similar to, the one to. 

·eollect 'rent. 
G. KBISRNASWAJII AnANGAB. 

Memorandum by M.B.By. V. B. Rajagopalac:hariyar Avargal, B.A., B.L., Proprietor,. 
Manakkal village, Ariyalur zamindari, Tric:hinopoly district,. and Advocate, Tanjore, 
dated 27th November 1937. 

I. (a) and (b) Though at first sight it might seem tMt the tenant who has the
right to occupation and the right of alienation should be deemed to be the proprietor, 
he cannot be said to be so. as he has not got all the rights of a proprietor in the land. 
A proprietor can ordinarily deal with his land in any manner he pleases. such as erecting 
buildings even on cultivable lands. working mines, etc., whereas a tenant has got only 
a r~.tricted right of user in the land. Secondly. when the tenant relinquishes his 
land. the landholder immediately steps in as the ultimate owner and takes possession 
of his land. Again. with respect to the cutting and planting of trees in a holding, a, 
tenant has not got absolute rights. These and similar circumstances go to show that 
the proprietorship in the soil vests only in the zamindar. 

The occupancy ryot, in addition to his right to be in occupation of the land, 
possesses in the land a heritable and alienable interest of a permanent character. He 
has not, however. the sole interest. while the landholder has got the proprietory right 
in the land. which includes th .. right to recover rent. etc. 

II. (a) & (b) A third of the gross-yield will be a fair and equitable rent. Allowing 
a third of the gross-yield ordinarily for cultivation expenses. the remaining two-thirds 
may be divided equally between the landholder and the tenant, giving the landholder a.. 
third in the gross-yield. 

(c) No sto.tutory provision for remission is necessary os the rate of rent is fixed 
on the basis of the average yield for ten years. which would include one or two famine 
years as well. 

(d) It is always feasible and convenient to fix the rent once for all, as in the 
case of ryotwari villages. The average yield per year for the last ten years may be 
commuted into a money rent as the average prices obtaining in the last ten yenrs and 
a third of tho income so commuted may be fixed as rent for the land. It is most desirable· 
to settle tI,e rent once and for all on the lines indicated above, instead of driving ths 
landholder and the tennnt to litigation year after year. 

(e) It is not at all desirable that the Provincial Government should have powers 
to revise or alter the rents by executive action. as the proposals mentioned above for 
fixing the rent take into account the average yield of ten years, inclusive of famine years, 
anJ the average prine. . 

TIl. (a) Powers now given to the landholders for collection of rent are neither too· 
much nor too little and do not require any revision. The present Estates Land Act 
proviMs sufficient safeguards from the landholders misusing the powers giv"q to them 
for collection. 

(b) Does notarise, in view of the answer to que~tion m (a). 

(c) Instead of resorting to Revenue Divisional Officers by filing summary suits 
for recovery of rents. in the case of recalcitrant tenants. a simpler remedv will be to· 
allow suit.s to be filed in civil courts fixing a nominal court-fee for such s;'its, so that 
it might not act as a bnrden on the tenants. Sales of holdings might be conducted by 
a special offic~r appointed by the Government in that behalf on receiving nominal fees 
from the landholders, which may be eventually included in the bilI of costs. 

TV. (a) The right of a tenant to water-supply is inherent as being appurtenant to 
land. and the landholder is bound to provide the tenant with the customary supply of 
water for his bolding. If the landholder invests money in big schemes for wate>r
supply he may contract with the tenants for the supply of water under the new sch~me· 
on .. regulated scale. 

1-21 • 
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(b) The landholder is bound to give the clJ8tomary supply of water to the tenants· 
from the existing water-sour0e8, and subject to this obligation, the landholder haa got 
all rights in the water-soorees in the estate. 

V. (4) It is absolutely necessary that all the eststes should be surveyed and •. 
register of record of rights maintained. As the Government survey is neceBSarily costly 
the landholder may be given the option to have the lands surveyed privately without the 
intervention of Government, initially at his cost. But it must be made obligatory on 
the landholder to have the estate BUl'Veyed. 

(b) In every ease the cost of survey shonId be borne by the landholder and the 
ienant in moieties and provision should be made for the collection of the tenant' s share 
4)(the sarvey charges by the landholder. 

VI. The landholder can claim, in addition to the rent, all customary levies which 
:be was receiving from the tenants from time immemorial and not new ones. 

VII. (4) The tenant shonId have the right to graze his cattle in all uncultivated 
poramboke lands in the village and to collect green manore therefrom for his lands. 
Cutting of wood for agricnItoral implements is not easily controllable and is likely to 
~ misused by the tenants and hence ought not to be allowed. 

(b) The tenants have got such a right to graze cattle and collect green manure 
from poramboke lands, only as appurtenant to their holdings and not otherwiae. 

(0) Public paths are common to the landholder and the tenants and they may be 
used by all the villagers. By commonal lands, I mean, poramboke lands which e1:

-elusively belong to the landholder, in which the tenants have no right, except for grazing 
cattle and other purposes mentioned above. So also in the case of hill and forest 
porambokes. 

VIII. (4) The landholder is bound to repair and maintain such of the irrigation 
tlOIll'Ce8 in the village as have been customarily supplying water to the kudikani lands in 
the village. If he fails to do so, the tenants may compel the landholder to execute 
the necessary repairs by suitable action. 

(b) It is not necessary that any rights shonId be vested in the Provincial Govern
ment to. undertake repair or maintenance of irrigation works. If the landholder fails 
to carry out his duties in this matter, the tenants may be given rights to compel him 
to do so, as provided by Chapter VIII of the present Estates Land Act. 

(0) Does not arise in view of the answer for VIII (b). 

IX. The yearly jamabandi is necessary as the rent in most villages now depends 
~n the nature of the crop raiaed in each year. Even if the rent is to be permanently 
fixed, jamabandi may be necessary for other purposes such as recognizing transfer of 
holdings, levying assessments on encroachments and for irrigation from unauthorized 
~ur0e8, etc. 

X. The pattadar is the real ryot and the undertenant will only be in the position 
~f a lessee onder him. The ryot alone should be responsible to the landholder irre
spective of any arrangement between him and the undertenant. 

XI. (4) The Board of Revenue shonId be divested of all powers of revision and 
appeal with respect to disputes between landholders and ryots. All disputes shonId be 
settled by civil courts, both original and appellate, as in the ease of ryotwari lands. 

(b) Proceedings between landholders and tenants should be tried only in civil 
courts. No special tribunal is necessary and the existing civil courts will be able to 
-cope with the additional work, especially as litigation is rapidly falling in civil courts. 

XU. (4) The landholder is entitled to levy penal rent for unauthorized occupations. 
He can also eject the occupant peacefully or by reeoorse to courts, if nece888ry. 

(b) The existing provisions may continne. 
V. R. RuAGOPALACHABIAB. 

Kemorandum by V. R. 'Ramaswaml Ayyangar. Proprietor of ElaDdangucU samIn, 
Perambalur taluk, dated Srlrangam. UIe 29th Bovember 193'1. 

1. (4) The zamindar is the proprietor of the soil. (See Weekly Reporter, page 358,. 
-61, Indian Cases, page 899.) 

(b) The tenant has only the right to cnltivate the 1and purely for agricuJtnraI 
pwpoee& He has no right to the minerals underneath the surface or for any tr_ 
1iIOve. 
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2. (a) tI: (b) This is the most difficult question to solve. The tenants want rent to be
reduced so that it may be equal to the adjoining ryotwari lands. In .some of the zamina. 
it is said that B high rate of rent has been levied for new lands brought into cultivation 
subsequent to the permanent sanads. Wherever such arbitrary rent has been levied 
they must be bronght down to that of the adjoining lands or neighbouring lands as i~. 
existed at the time of the sanad zamindars. The soil should also be classified according 
to quality. The rent for such new lands should bear a certain proportion to an estimated. 
net yield. One-fourth of the net yield may be fixed as a fair rent. Rents should ba 
revised wherever the rate for punja exceeds 3 or 4 rupees a cawny for dry lands and more 
than 8 rupees for wet lands. The fixed money rent is highly advantageous in the interest 
of both pe.rties concerned (landlord and tenant). 

(e) Remission has hitherto been unknown to the zamindars except perhaps in the
case of few benevolent and highly sympathetic landlords. The ryots do deserve some
remission in the case of at least two successive failure of crops. In such case 50 per cent 
of the rent may be reduced if a local committee appointed by the Local Government on. 
application by ryots to decide that such a remission is necessary. The ryots have aU. 
along been crying for such relief. 

(d) The rent should be settled once for all. 
(e) The interference of the Government to revise or alter the rents is detrimental,. 

oostly and uncalled for. 
3. (a) tI: (b) No. 

(e) The procedure require modification. Notification in the district gazette i&
costly and should be done away with. As rent is a first charge. The procedure to sell 
the holdings without attachment should be made clear. Notice to settle proclamation 
should be issued in the first instance and the value of the holding to be sold should be
fixed on the very first hearing after personal service wherever possible. Precaution 
being taken to inform the ryot about the date of sale in all possible ways. Postal notice
being included. 

4. (a) The right to supply of water may be regulated by custom and if there is no· 
such custom the matter may be made to depend on contract. 

(b) The question will arise only in few case where landholder has got pannai 
lands side by side with the lands belonging to ryots. The landholder may be placed in 
the se.me position as the Government has in ryotwari tracts. 

5. (a) This can ouly be gradually done as it is as costly affair. Provision must be
me.de whenever disputes arise. 

(b) If a survey is rendered necessary the cost must be borne equally by the landlord 
and tenant. 

6. No. Rent alone should be collected of course with cesses payable by statutes. 
7. (a) tI: (b) M:ay graze in forests with permits and permission to ryots to cut wood 

for ploughs may be granted by free permits and for manure permits should be charged. 
(e) Pathways and roads should be measured and the ryots should be allowed to use· 

them for traffic and as pathways to their lands. 
8. (a) Zamindars are bound to repair their tanks, feeder channels and inlets. Ryot&

should make minor repairs on the line of kudimarsmat. 
(b) No. The existing provision in the Estates Land Act is sufficient ryots or 

Government may take the initiative to get the irrigation works repaired. 
9. Jamabandi is necessary as the rates of rent vary often according to crops ryots' 

application complaining about wrong entries by karnams, should be enquired into by the
landlords and if the ryot is dissatisfied he may move the Collector for an enquiry for 
which the application should require no stamp. 

10. The ryots have the status of occupancy ryots and the lessees ¥~er the ryots 
have no place in the Act. 

11. (a) Revenue Board jurisdiction is not necessary, District Collector's powers under
the Act also be abolished. District Judges only should act as courts of first appeal. 
Special power should be given to the High Court to revise proceedings if the Deputy 
Colleotor a.nd questions of law on important matters. 

(b) In specia.l tracts where zamin litigation is on the increase or where zamindan 
villages respondemte special Revenue Courts presided over by judicial officers trained in 
civil law should be established. 

12. (a) A ejectment of failure to pay rent fixed by court is the proper remedy. The
procedure to collect jodi, etc., from inamdars must be made similar to the one to collec'
~n' 

V. R. RAKASWAHI AnAJIoAa. .. 
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:'Jlemorandum b;y Mr. II.D. Subbaraya .Anar, Proprle&or of Selor .. tate, Ifamekkal 
. taluk, Salem district, dated 25th If01'embar 1937. 

Preliminary • 

So far aa the S~em distnct was concerned the zaaundari areas or the permanently 
-eettled estates were Introduced at a time when the administrative system was not perfee' 

cand the collection of revenue was precarious. The zamindars were made responsible 
for so muc:h of revenue with liberty to appropriate the excess they collected from ryota 
on th~ basIS of settlement .then fixed per acre of land. 'l'hfl settlement is !lenerally known 

. &S pWIDash and the zanundars are restrained from increasing the rent fixed therein. 
Whatever may be the motive or the necessity to introduce the system it is a misfit to 
modern condltlons and growing ideas of people. 1Jl these days of perf~t administrative 

,1XI1ltrol ~nd effi?iency the system of collecting revenue through the middlemen, namely, 
the 2amlndars IS not only unnecesaary but IS also cumbrous, from the point of view of 
Government. From the ryots point of view they feel rightly or wrongly, genuinely or 
otbfJI'Wlse tbat they will be better off directly under Government than under the zamm. 

·-dari system. From the zamindar's point of view many of tbem would certainly be glad 
to be rid of the worry of a heavy responsibility. While the demand of Government 
for peishkush is peremptory on the appointed date, the collection from the ryots is 
slack and dilatory, so much so that very often the zamindar bas to borrow and pay 
Government. The village officers who are directly under the Government control wllile 
being deligent and prompt in the collection of Government dues such sa irrigation cess, 
korambu lees, etc., are slack, careless and indifferent in the matter of collection of renl. 
As a class the village officers in zamindari areas are incorrigible and never obey the 
propnetor. Any representation on tlJe matter is far from being effective. The law 
regarding the collection of revenue is highly defective, dilatory and cumbrous. In these 
·circumptance~ the zamindars would welcome the taking over of the collection of revenue 
by I,he Government if only they are assured of an annuity of the average of last five 
years net income after paying the peishkush. cess and village officers contribution. 
Nevertheless there may be some who feel that their prestige is lost by Government taking 

-over the area. We may leave them apart. Therefore, I would suggest that in the 
firs~ instance an enabling bill to em power the Government to take over estates when the 
proprit'tor expresses his willingness in writing or when 75 per cent of the ryots desire in 
writing that the estate be biken over on condition that as a sort of compensation the 

'-Government agree to pay an annuity of the average net income of five years to f,hs 
proprietor and his heirs in perpetuity. Thus at first an option may be given and the 
experiment tried before compUlsion is made. With these preliminary remarks I shall 
,p ... ~ceed to answer the questionnBlre. 

I. (a) This is purely an academic question. It matters very little by what particular 
appellation each is called. It is neither necessary nor expedient to tackle the question 
so long as the respective rights of the proprietor and the tenant are clearly defined. 
At present through in name the zamindar is said to be the proprietor of the soil for the 
purpose of mineral rights, if any; and for the collection of rent he exercises no control 
Whatsoever on the soil in effect. The tenant subject to his paying the rent treats the 
soil as his own with powers of' lease, mortgage, sale and other alienations. He c ... n 
make improvement on the land to his heart's content without any interference from 
thl' r.roprietor. In no way are the rights of a tenant curtailed. I see no difference 
b .. tween a ryotwari tenant and zamindari tenant so far at! the rights of ownership are 

-concerned except in the case of minerals. In practical working the zamindar is only a 
middleman and a collector of rev"nue tholl/Zh he IS called by a dignified name liS proprietor. 
The word" proprietor" may if necessary be removed and some other name be substituted 

. with rights clearly defined. 
(b) The tenant has all the rights of an owner now. There is only one 

restriction. namely, that he must use the land as an agricultural holding and 
not use it for any other than agricultural purpose lest the value of land and the rent 

-&hoold diminj~h. The landlord exercises no control whatsoe-rer except in the csae of any 
conve:-sion partly or wholly of the agricultural holding. I am not able to see what. 
emctl y is the grievance. 

n. (a) A lourth ol the net income' of the land alter deducting the necesPllry 
-and incidental expenses of cultivation will be fair and equitable in my opinion. 
I believe tlJat when the rent was settled at the time of paimash it waa' 
-fair and equitable and was based on !lOme standard. the price of the produce, 
-etc. Since then tbe prices have increaRed and the rent remains the same. If anv, it 
is the tenant that profits by it. Nevertheless it is not expedient to enhance it and the 
-Guestion of reduction is an impossibility so long as the peishkush payable to Government. 



, .. emains stationary. If rent has to be "revised by· way of reduction the peishkoshalsO 
.haa to be revised in that direction in fairness to thezamindar. Whatever may be the 
· state of affairs in the north 80 far as S.alem district is concerned I the peisbkush payable 
to the Government including ces8, and village otlicers contribution works at very much 
1D0re than 50 per cent almost reaching 60 per cent in BOme cases. The lion's share ia 
being paid to Government. Incidenta.lly it may be mentioned that contrary to the 
terms of the regulation that no more than the permanent settlement originally fixed 
will be demanded from the zamindar, ·indirectly the cess is enhanced and collected. While 
the ryotwari tenant pays cess at the rate of Re. 0-1-9 per rupee the zamindari ryot pays, 

· only at half the rate, the other half being contributed by the zamindar. In effect tbi1l 
is nothing but an enhancement of demand. It is illegal, improper and unjust and 
ultravires of the legislature 10 my opinion to pass an Act in contravention of the original 

· .olemn agreement and on the strength of it impose additional burden. 

(b) ;M'ainly the rent should be based on the income actual or estimate4 
.in consideration of the advantages or otherwise the field enjoys by way of 
natural water-supply, richness of soil, marketing facilities, etc. Very oft",n larg~ 

.acre'! or cultivable fields are turned into pasture land to enable the cattle to feed on them. 
In those cases the tenant feels that from his point of view it is more ad,'antageous to 
keep the ground as pasture rather than cultivate it. The' rent nevertheless "ill be the 
same. A particular piece of land cannot always be cultivable nor always pasture. They 
vary according to the circumstances and the fancies of the ryot. If however the rent 
should be reduced on pasture land for the purpose of encouraging cattle breeding thea 
tte peishkush as I said should be correspondingly reduced in the necessary proportion 
so as to cause no pecuniary 10RS to . the zamindari. 

(e) Frankly speaking I have no faith in the remission of rent except 
in very extraordinary circumstances such as inundation of flood, complete 
titoppage of water by breaches, or breaking of land by e!trthquake, etc. While the reduc. 
tiol1 say at 2 Ilnnns per rupee does not in the least affect the tenant who spends perhans 
many times the amount on labour, household and other items the sum total of such 
reductions considerably upset the administrative calculations and take away a very appreci
able sum that could be utilised for industrial enterprises or national improvements under
taking and schemes. Reduction of rent or revenue apart from creating a display of 
relief tloes not and cannot in the least give the ryot a real relief in my opinion. A 
teDlUlt paying a kist or rent of Rs. 10 has a holding worth say Rs. 1,200 from which 
he gets a net income of Rs. 60. Will the reduction of Re. 1-4-0 from the kist give 
him any substantial relief. ).\1'y answer is an emphatic 'no.' He would on the other 
hand get a substantial relief if his son, wife and daughter are made to earn a Rupplemen
tary income by reason of a village industry encouraged and financed by Government 
with the help of the sum total of such reductions to be ear-marked annually for such 
industry. This will enhance the national income. 

(d) Fixing of rent once for all is the best. It ought to be constant and invariable. 
Permanency of rent is an important element in the promotion of improvements of agri-

· culture. The ryot must be made to feel that nothing more and nothing less than the 
· amount fixed will be demanded at any time under any circumstances. He ought not 
to be made to feel precarious that at any moment it might be enhanced and he be 
left to face the litigation at some expense. Besides, however well thought out and 
reasonable the principles enunciated for enh:wcement or reduction may be they are a 
temptation to litignte and litigation is ruinous. 

(e) Yes. The reserve power is not only expedient but also necessary to 
give a sense of security to the ryots and the proprietor need not only have 
no objection but should welcome it. It is an effective safeguard ~nst allega
tions of helplessness on the part of ryots and fancied extortions of the proprietor. 
While I am dealing with the question of fairness of rent, I may with 
appropriateness point out in this connexion the exorbitant amounts collected from 
the ryots b~ way of water-rate by Government in Cauvery fed areas. I refer to the 
paimash garden lands in zamindari area. The tenants for these lands pay to the zamindar 
about Rs. 9 per acre for the facility of taking water from the channel plus cess be.ides 
paying Rs. 3 ns korambu fees. Over and above this the Government levy water-rate 
at Rs. 8 or Rs. 9 per acre 90 that the total contribution paid by the tenant with cess 
works at Rs. 21 per ncre. There i~ abllOlutely no justification for the Government to 
treat the paimash garden lands entitled t.o channel water as dry and levy water-rate for 
the mere renson that the garden land has been lowered in level to admit of gravity 
irrigation. The tenants feel the hardship very severely. I have dealt with this aspect 

-very elaborately in my letter to the Minister in charge of revenue. The rednction made 
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ill the water-rate for baling Ianda is not commlmsurate with the trouble. worry ana. 
expense involved by lifting the water. Again the recent inereaae of water-rates by the 
alleged steadier supply of water in the channel by reason of ;Mettm dam is unjustifiable, 
as neither the quantity of :flow of water is inereased nor the period of flow extended. 
In all these ways drastic action by way of giving relief to groaning ryots is necessal"1' 
and the irrigation rates and methods warrant a 'thorough overhauling. 

ill. (a) <I (b) Yes. The powers now given are highly defective. No doubt the' 
power of distraint for arrears of rent is given to the proprietor but it is wholly futile. 

Section 87 of the Estates Land Act lays down an obligation that when security 
is offered after distraint the distrainer shall withdraw the distress forthwith. There is. 
no alternative to the proprietor. It is obligatory on his part to release the distrained 
property. Then how is he to call upon him who offers security to produce the distrained, 
articles. There is no provision for it in the Act. Of course there ie the general remedy 
of proceeding againsb the surety by civil action. But it ie the policy of the Act to avoid 
dilatoriness incidental to a civil court for the purpose of recovering arrears. What ill· 
sought to be avoided is affirmed indirectly. 

Section 92 recites that the distrainer shall apply to the sale officer for the sale of 
property specified in the list. Supposing he applies and the surety does not produce 
them what is the remedy? There is no provision to force the surety to so produce. 
Both the proprietor and the sale officer are helpless. The result is that we revert to 
the condition before distraint. It is surprising that in all the several amendments the 
Act has undergone this big gap calculated to render distrsint futile ha9 not been perceived. 
If we compare the provisions of the Revenue Recovery Act we find there is no similar 
obligation on the part of the distrainer to release the distrained property on security 
being furnished. In fact the defaulter under the Revenue Recovery Act is not gi.en 
the option eillher to pay money or give security to get the property released. He hall 
necessarily to pay money. Compare section 87 of the Estates Land Act and section 10 
of the Revenue Recovery Act. The distinct is rendered nugatory by making it optional 
for the defaulter to furnish security and obligatory ~r the distrainer to release the 
property on such furnishing. 

Either the option must be removed or effective provision must be made to gel 
the distrained property produced by the surety. 

(c) The village munsifs must be made primarily responsible for the collection 
of rent in his village. If coercive process by way of distraint is necessary to that end 
he ~hould ~ek and get the authorisation from the proprietor in writing without waiting 
for the. proprietor to take the initiative. It is a notorious fact that the village officers 
in proprietory estates are very slack and indifferent to collections and sometimes !D
subordinate. If authorisation is given to him to distrain he does not obey but gives 
some excuse or other to evade the unpleasant task. The dual control of the village 
officers both by the Tahsildl).r and the proprietor leads to endless troubles. He must 
be made responsible to the one or the other. I would suggest that the proprietor ie 
given power to fine, suspend and dismiss the village officers and they may be given the 
rig ht of appeal to the Deputy Collector and the Collector also if necessary with powers 
of revision to the Board of Revenue. It is undeniable that it is this fear of fine. suspen
sion and dismissal by the revenue authorities that makes the village officers prompt 
and alert in Government collection9: Secondly the power to distrain and bring the 
distrained property to sale must be rendered effective as indicated above. Regarding 
the sale of holdings the procedure is very elaborate, cumbersome and costly. It is based 
evidently on the belief that the proprietors as a class are heartless and extortionate with 
a tendency to hoodwink the ryot. Otherwise I cannot account for the insistence of 
gazette notifications at a very hoovy and prohibitive cost. I can't divine any resson 
why the postal intimation by registered post is rendered insufficient. It is donbtful after 
&II whether the ryot living in a far off village gets the gazette Bnd if he does get one in the 
village whether he looks at it. Thie formality may be dispensed with and unnecessary 
cost saved. The interval between attachment and sale of holding may be shortened. 
The stamp payable on the applications may be reduced. 

IV. (a) The rights to take water are certainly inherent to land subject to payment of 
water-rate either to the Government or to the proprietor whoever may the owner OJ" 
supplier thereof. The question of contract cannot come in except it be that a particular 
·rate is agreed to be given for a particular l:iuantity. 

(b) This dependa entirely on the other question whether the landholder is the
proprietor of the estate or only a rent collector. In the former case he will be entitled· 
10 the waters as well and can deal with them as he desired but not in the latter. 
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V. (4) Compulsory survey will lead to hardship especially when the cost is 
'heavy. The cost -of survey must be made cheaper a.ud option given to proprietors. 
In these hard days it is exceedingly difficult for proprietors and ryots to spare money. 
It is certainly expedient and prudent to have the estates surveyed and record of right • 
.maintained. But if it is made compulsory then the Government should be able to do 
it and take the cost from the proprietors and ryots in 20 annual instalments along witi!. 
-the kist. , 

• 
(b) The present system of the proprietor and the ryot sharing the expenses half and 

,half will be fair. 

VI. No. The feudal system of tenants contributing money or grain on 
·occasions is an anachronism and should be dispensed with. Anything other than rent 
· and expenses incidentaJ to the collection thereof is neither fair nor proper. It is incon
sistent with the growing ideas or democracy. 

VII. (4) At present the propriebor being the owner of all poramboke pasture and culti
vable lands, forests, etc., he has a right to control. Nevertheless the tenants must be 

_ given opportunities to use them on Bome basis to be arrived at in fairness to both parties. 
However natural the facilities may be they are likely to be exhausted if attention is 

· not bestowed on them and some money invested for replenishing what is exhausted. 
Hence the control must be in the hands of the proprietor or the village panchayat and 

-6 reasonable fee levied for the use of such facilities on some standard. But in the 
·<lase of heavy investments made by the proprietor for creating facilities for his own 
lands, it will not be fair for the tenants to claim a right. For instance where a big 
.pasture land or an artificial forest is. brought into existence with the money of the 
_proprietor or his predecessors-in-title tor their use the tenants cannot be permitted to 
.,put in his claim to graze cattle or cut leaves or wood in that area. 

(b) I would answer • No.' Ordinarily such natural facilities are very limited 
in zamindari areas. An indiscriminate licence to cut leaves and wood will 
wipe of the facilities in course of time. Where a large body of people are let in 
indiecriminately the responsibility is less. The indifference and lethargy on the part of 
people even to remove a small obstacle on the road is an impediment to let them free 

-on growing forests. I would therefore propose a reasonable fee to be imposed. As in 
the case of Germany the planting of two plants in the place of one tree taken may be 
insisted on. Even for this some control and supervision is necessary entailing some 

-<lOst which should come from people who utilise the facilities. 

(e) So far as public paths and communal lands are concerned, the tenants and 
proprietor and the public generally have a right to use them free and I don't know if any

.ilody can claim exclusive right to prevent others from using them. But the trees standing 
· on either side of the path, and on communal lands should belong to the proprietor. In 
the case of hill and forest porambokes the right of use may be given to the tenants on 

· payment of a nominal fee. 

VIII. (4) The irrigation tanks in the zamindari area in the Salem district are in a most 
.deplorable condition. I believe they are so in other districts as well. Some have 
,breached and some have been silted up. They were never cared for by the proprietors 
-but grossly neglected. There is no use of blaming them because with the money they 
·collect in driblets they can hardly make a saving. Further to meet Government demands 
.they have to borrow at heavy interest and the debt accumulates. The tenants are hardly 
..alive to their rights. The difficulty of combining to enforce the rights and the costs of 
litigation are important factors to be counted from the point of view of the ryots. There 
is a tendency to allow things to drift and all this enures to the advantage of the proprietor. 

· The provisions in chapter VII of .. The Estates Land Act .. have never peen to my 
knowledge brought under operation. They remain a dead letter. Educ'ation must 

..advance. The ryots should be made to realise their rights and liabilities. Till this is 
done on a mass scale, I would suggest that a compulsory contribution to an irrigation 
fund from the proprietors be insisted on and added to the peishkush so that the Govern
ment/ may do the irrigation work under the supervision of their own engineering stal! 

· giving the contract to the proprietor himself or his nominee so that he may have the 
· satisfaction that his contribution is spent _ by himself. 

(b) Yes. The Government ought to undertake inasmnch as it is the duty 
· and privilege of Government to shape the policy to increase the production of the country, 
'private agencies must be goaded, encouraged and if necee.sary compelled to see that pro
.duellon i8 augmented. To that end Government must undertake the repair and main
~ance witbout depending on the off chance of proprietor doing it. 
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(0) There is no use waiting for the' a.pplioation of peorties. 'Applioatiou
may not come. It requires an effort for a ryot to go to.. petition-wri'-" 
and ask him to dra.ft a petition which mea.os 80me expense for him howev.' 
negligible it may be. In addition the idea inva.riably comes to his mind: "Why 
should I incur expenditure and ta.ke the initiative in .. scheme which will henefi. tb 
generality." However repugnant the sentiment lI\IIoy be, we have to count on existing 
factors and state of alfa.irs. 'Xhere fore I wouild suggest that the repairs and maintena.nce· 
the proprietor may be to afford facilities to his ryots, he is unable to do 80 on a.ccount 
of various calls on his purse and the impossibility of framing a budget. Where a man 
cannot do a beneficial thing himself the I::!tate must step in, in the interest of the mass. 
The repair and maintenance of irrigation work in zamindari area.s must form a branch. 
of Government activities. 

IX. No. J amabandi by Bev\!nue Officers in za.mindari a.rea. is nothing but .. 
survival of old fashioned custom. It serves no purpose. It seems to be a time-honoured 
mamool that the village officers in the zlilllindari area are not expected to maintain 
&11 the registers that his colleagues in Government villages do. At the time of jama.bandi 
Only water-rate levies and collections are checked. The amount me.y come to a few 
hundred but the village officers are made to go a number of times and compelled to stay 
at a time 15 days or 20 days. The village officers spend much money by way of 
travelling expenses, hotel charges, contributory charges and entertainment of jamabandi 
clerks and they are forced to replenish this in a number of objectionable ways. The' 
little work that village officers are expected to do for Government may be supervised by 
Revenue Inspector or the Deputy l.'ahsildar while camping at the village. 

X. TJ nder tenants step into the shoes of major tenants and they should be recognized' 
as such. As for payment of rent since the land is primarily liable for the rent it can be 
collected either by one or the othf'r and in default the holding mlly be brought up for sale. 
The power of distraint of immovable properties should avail against both with powers to· 
recover what each paid on behalf of the other by way of damages. 

XI. (a) The authority of the Boa.rd has not been found to be unsatisfactory. Further 
the scol'e is very limited and the subject less. A special tribunal being a costly one I 
would avoid for the present. . 

(1,) Any court with speedy justice where delay can be avoided should be satisfactory. 
The civil court is out of question. The revenue court is good enough but the Deputy 
Collector may be ordered to try the estate cases in the respective villages while camping 
there instead of at headquarters. Special courts compared to the number of cases that 
come for disposal will be an unnecessary and costly appendage. 

XII. (a) The right to eject the occupant through the Collector should be given to· 
the laLdholder in addition to compensation and damAges. Otherwise the nuisance will 
be irremediable and discipline and control shattered. 

Collection of Tent and payment of kist. 
I take it that the contemplation of the amendment of the Act is intended not only 

for the benefit of the ryot but also for the proprietor. The collection of rent is spread' 
over e;"ht months beginnning from November to June payable in instalments. The 
period l~ay be reduced from eight to sixth months beginning from January. November and 
Decemher are slack seasons. The cultivator spends all the savings in the initial expenses 
of cultivation and finds no money to pay rent. The proprietor has necessarily to wait 
till J auuary to get a decent proportion of rent from the tenant while he has to 
pay thn Governmen t dues for which there is perero ptory demand. The result is that 
in order to avoid harassing the tenant by coercive proce9S of distraint be has necessarily 
to borrow money and pay the peishkush. This is really a hardship. There is a good 
deal of force in the article contributed bv the Zamindar of UrI am in the Hindu of the 
27th Ootober 1937 at page 7 and I would strongly commend it to the consideration at 
the Enquiry Committee. # 

U. D. SOBBAIlAYA Ann. 

Memorand~ by G. F. F. l"'mlkes. Eso .• Zamlndar of Salem, 
dated 27th November 1937. 

t. (a) The word "Tenant" has been used" throug-hout the ouestionnaire. It is not 
appropriltte. Tenant means persnns hnldin!!' the hnme-farm lands (private lands) of th,,· 
landholder as well as those actually cultivating- rvoti lnnd under a ryot, i.e., tenants anet" 
sub-tenants of a ryot. Ryot means a person who bold. for the purpose of agricnlture ryoti 



labd~in' aD estate oD coridiiiOli'-ofpaynig'to the lanilholder 'the rent-Iegan; 4ue' f11J11U:j£.:: 
The. z~mindar is the owner of the soil ; ~he ryot possesses only the occupancy rig~~ ~ occnpy 
aolang as he pays the rent; The proper word that should have been used here 18 rydt' anel 

"1IOt tllnant. :. w,' • 

." (b) The ryot has got the permanent right of occupancy heritable and transferable 
.lIoIld the landlord has all the other rights. The ryot has. the right to till the surface soil. 
to sow whatever he likes and harvest it. so long as he pays the rent. The.1ands should be 
nsed only for agricultural purposes. 

. li. (a) This question does not a.rise in estates where the record of rights, hal been 
made out by survey and settlement. In other cases the fair and equitable rent will be 
theamoun t which the ryot has been paying to the zamindar all along without fluctuation. 
In case of dispute, the fair and equitable rent should be determined according to the
nature of the soil or one-half of the produce of the land should be taken as the landlord' .. 
quota . 

. . (b) The considerations to be taken into .account are-
. (1) Irrigation facilities; . I 

(2) easy approach; 
(3) nature of th,9'lIoil; 
(4) level of the Tand ; 
(5) nearne.s to village or town site; and 
(6) the yield. 

(e) The rules relating to Government ryotwari lands in regard to remission may
be applied to the zamindari lands, provided the amount of remission for zamindari lands. 
is set off from the amount of peshkash payable to the Government by the landholder. 

(d) It is advisable to settle the rate once for all for a particular area. 
(e) If the rent is fixed once for all for different areas there is no necessity to vest 

any power with the Government to interfere with. 
m. (al Certainly. The present system is laborious, troublesome and costly both to thtt-

ryots and the zamindars anil requires revision forthwith. . 
- (b) The Revenue Recovery Act in force in Government villages should be extended 

to zamindari villages also. 
(e) If the above Act i. applied everything becomes simpler. 

IV. (al This question will hold good only to wet lands. If there is water· in thlt 
irrigation source the wet lands will have water. 

(b) The zamindar has the absolute right, ownership and control over all the water
sources i.JI his estate existing now or to come to existence hereafter and he can make ~tt-
best use oC them as he likes. . 

V. (a) Yes. All unsurveyed estates should be surveyed and record of rights main
lained compulsorily. 

(bl Each party bearing half. 
VI. Excepting the customary levies nothing new should be collected. 
VIT. (a) The existing custom of every estate may continue. 

(bl The same IInswer to Vli (al might be taken for this. 
(0) The answer to VII (a) might be taken fOf this also. 

VliI. (al The existing legislation seems to be sufficient guide and any more legialation.. 
wiJl complicate the matter. 

(bl The existing legislation has full scope over this question. 
(q) It can be applied on the application by parties only as the existing legi.lation 

directs. 
, IX. Yes. But it must be done by the zamindar. 

X. He can have no status other than a lessee from a ryotwari landOwher. The-
zamindar has all the rights against him as he has against the ryot. In either _, the 
question of adverse possession should not vest with the under-tenant • 

. XI. (a) The entire power should be &bifted to the civil courts. 
(b) In all matters, whether as between Government and zamindaf or za.mindar 

and ryot, actions ~hould be taken in civil and civil court alone; because the present system 
of tr~Tg Buits or application in revenue courts has not been helpful to the zamindars. 
The jurisdiction of Collectors should be completely taken away as, in some cases, the 
CoJlector is the plaintiff or applicant and is also the Judge. 

Xli. (a) In cases of unlluthorized occupation of zamin lands by the ryots or anybody. 
the Land Encrol\Cbment Act should be extended. 

J{b) In th~ case also, the Revenue Recovery Act should be extended. 

a..: - G. F_ F. FOULKES 

1-22 
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Xemora.odum b1-ULa Sal&.m-_D.lB~U[i\ta :ayote' 'BIOClatioD, dated 29Ulll'oftmber 193'l .. 

~::',:Onbehalf 'of the Salem district mitts. ryota I'beg to submit the followin( lor the 
Committee's consideration :- ~ - ' , 

~'j. ~ 

'.' , 

.i'; 

I : 

(1) -At present the zamindar is considered as the proprietor of the land. If s. ryol 
enjoys a. land for 12 yea.rs a.nd po.ys kist, tha.t ryot must be considered a.s the
proprietor of the land for a.ll legal purpcses. The landlord must have no other" 
intflrest except collecting rent for and on beha.lf of the Government. 

(2) Rent ought to be fixed, by taking into consideration the yield, and the prevail
ing prices of the grains. 'fhe fertility of the soil, the labour facilities in the
area, water conveniences and other natural facilities. In my opinion, fixing 
rent with these considerations will be fair and equitable rent. There must he 
provision for remission of rent when (a) water-supply fails, (b) the price of the
commodities falls very much, (e) severe drought in the area. 

Permanent settlement is desirable; but the ryot must have provision for applying 
for remission. Revenue officers must ha.ve power to interfere in the matter. 

(3) The zamindars must be ordered to collect rent through the village headman. 
Then only the Government will have a check in the revenue collection. There 
a-re at present many discrepancies in collection and the receipts grauted by the 
zamindars are quite against the principles of the Estates Land Act. I have 
got many such receipts. 

: The measures adopted in ryotwari villages for collection and sale can be introduced 
in zamindari areas. ' 

(4) A ryot pays rent for land in his possession and it includes the water interests 
he enjoys. The landholder enjoy8 a superior interest now which he is not a.t 
all entitled to. A zamindar sells the lakes and tanks reserving only the bunds. 

:(5) All the estates must be surveyed and the record of rights must be maintained. 
The zaminda.rs must be forced to carry out this vital necessity. The zamindara 
muat be asked to bear the entire COIIt. At present the zamindars are only doing 
collection work. They have no other duties to discharge. They are not 
contributing any sum for the civic needs of the zamin villages. 

(6) In some zamindaris the zamindars are collecting customary levies. This 
must be made illegal in the new Act. 

-(7) In some zamin villages the ryots a.re enjoying the natural growths for grazing. 
cattle, collection of green manure, etc., but in some other zamin &reas the zamiodara. 
use them as their own private property and at times sells them to private indivi
duals. There are instances wherein the zaminda.rs use these facilities to create 
factions in the villages. 

I consider that legislation must be made making it illegal under any circumstances
for za.mindars to misuse public paths, communal lands, hills, and forest poram
bokes. 

(8) Panchayat courts may be formed in zamin villages or in groups of villages and 
cases of wrong collections, over collections patta applications, maintenance of 
tanks, and lakes, cases of failure to repair the watering channels and drainage 
canals, etc., may be lef~ to ~hem and revenue officers may be asked to.frame rulee, 
for these Committeea and also give powers for supervening these COmmittees. 

(9) The yearly jamabandis in zamin villages like the ryotwari villages is very 
much desirable. Then only the ryots who are now ignorant will have an opportn
uity of bringing to the notice of the authorities the discrepancies committed in 
that revenue year. 

,<10) A tenant under a pattadar must be recognized as a cultivator and must have 
the status of a tenant. He must be entitled to voting franchise. This tenant is 
only responsible to the pattadar and through him only tD the- zamindar. 

(11) Cases arising be~ween the pattadars and their tenants may be tried in the 
village panchayat courts. The appellate a.uthority in these cases must be the 
Collector. 

(12) The Government may grent any relief to the zamindar which they think fit. 
and proper, considering the extent of unauthorized occupation of lands by the 
ryots. A9 far as I am aware, the agents appointed by the zamindars for collec
tion work are illegitimately colleCting illegal gratification which is not at all' 
acc~unted. . I~ may be possible that zamindars may not know this or they pUll-

. 'over these things as trivial·matters. 
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When an'inamdar in a zamindari enjoys an mam he pays 'a' rent to !.he· GoverDmentJ". 
';Most of these inams are for carrying out certain specified duties or for carrying out pujas in 
temples. Zamindars must not collect jodi, etc., from the inamdars./ 

If, I am asked to give evidence before the Commission I will be able to produce many 
-Tecords which will clearly.impress !.he present deplorable state of· the· ",amindari areas and 
-records which will clearly impress the present deplorable state of the z9-mindar. If satis-
factory settlement is not formulated by the Congress Government, the :.amin ryots. will 

.have no opportunity of getting redres; from their vital grievances. 
Our as.ociation thanks the Revenue Minister and the Committee for having giveJ;l 

.their thoughts to a full enquiry. I request the Committee that when they tour the Sal~ 
-.district to kindly summon the remarks of the Salem District Mitta Ryots' Association and 
.to submit their statements which will be very much useful for the Committee. 

N. RAMASWAMI REDDI, 
SaCf'eurg • 

. :lIemorandum by Mr. T. D. Thlruvengada J4udaliyar, mittadar, Royakota, Rosur taluk, 
Salem district. 

I. (a) Zamindars in csses where the tenants have no occupancy right. In all other 
~ses the tenant is the owner. 

(b) The landholder (proprietor) is entitled onJy for rent from the occupancy ryot .. · 
II. (a) Rent fixed in po.imaish in vogue now. 

(b) Rate of adjoining land with reference to soil. Where not fixed average rate 
.for village fixed in paimaish. 

(c) If the zamindar is given remission, it follows that the zamindar in return will 
grant remission and the statutory provision has to be introduced. 

(d) Principles to determine fair and equitable rents may be enunciated imd' fu 
-1)aS8 of dispute the party aggrieved may have it settled before a court of law. 

(e) No. Where rent had been fixed in paimaish the interference of the Provincial 
·-Government is not desirable. 

m. (a) No revision is required. 
(b) Nil. 
(e) The provisions of Act II of 1864 will facilitate the collection and the sale 

· of holdings. Any other procedure will be complicated and will entail large expenditure 
'both to the tenant and landlord. 

IV. (a) The rights of tenante to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant to 
the land. 

(b) The regulation of the distribution of water and the granting of permits to other 
>than the actual wet ayacutdars as already in vogue may be continued. • 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) Zamindar and tenant half share each. 

:VI. The customary right of nazarana, tree-tax, grszing fees, etc., in vogue may be 
, continued. 

VII. (a) Such of the privileges in vogue in ryotwari tracts may be adopted 
(b) Yes to a. limited extent. • 
(c) As rega.rds paths and communal lands public have rights which is now being 

· enjoyed u.s regards hill and forest porambokes on permits. , 
vm. (a) The rules in force under the Estates Land Act may be continued and in 

• ca.se of breached tanks where heavy cost is required the tena.nts must be made to sbllolW 
.half the cost. 

(b) Not neceasary. 
(c) Nil. 

IX. Not neceBBary. 
X. It is left to him. 

The. pattadar is primarily responsible to the z~indar and he has nothing to d 't'" 
'*he zannndar. . . a WI u 

XI. (4) The existing maChinery' is. quite enough. 
(b) Revenue courts.'" . 

XII. (a) Estates Land, .Act ~. do. '; . 
(b) Civil l)Ourts as usua.! to. be ·Continued. 

, .. . . I ~: .' ., 

T. D. TWRUVBIIOADA MUDAI.IlrAL 
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}IenIoraDdum by Keam. 11. Rama lI.ao and olhera, cenam mlHacIan ID Salem dIa\rIct. 
. .. c1awd 30th 11 oYember 1931.' . 

In response to the questionnaire issued by you, we beg to submit the folloWing . 

. The questions that &ore DOW the subject of enquiry &ore very important and especiall, 
a any legislation is contemplated 88 a result of the enquiry, it is of utmost importance to 
bave a clear notion of the juridical interest of the landholders and tenants. 

In this connexioD it must be remembered that for a proper administration of a terri. 
tory every part of it must be vested in some definite person. If it is not the case then 
nUmerous litigations will arise and it will be next to impoBBible to de6ne the rights of any 
indiVidual in property. From very ancient times it has been recognized that the property 
mnst be vested in some one, and in all caaes where property eould not vest in any indio 
~dua1 it shall vest in the Crown. To quote a simple instance we might mention the law 

-(If escheat. This is not a new doctrine. It has been laid down even under the ancient 
HiDdu law, that the Crown is the ultimate residuary. The idea being, that Crown owns 
."n lands over which printe rights have been crea.ted and when private rights are extin • 
. guished, the land will be restored to its original status and vest in the Crown. 

There are other instances also which clearly indicate that the Crown alwa.ys asserted 
;proprietary rights over the soil. We have heard frequently of trea.ties whereby territories 
~f one Raja have been conveyed to another. It is common knowledge that the districts 
·~f Salem, Coimbatore and North Arcot were conveyed to the British by one such treaty. 
n the Crown had not asserted proprietary rights in the soil it was not open to the Rajas 
to convey the territories in that manner. Again we find that the Hindu Rajas were eol. 
lecting rents from the people for the use and occupation of land. All these instance~ 
clearly indicate that the proprietary right in the soil vest in the Crown and not in the 

.tenant. 
Then coming to the more recent times we find that the East India Company having 

investigated the question of proprietorship of the soil have come to the conclusion that the 
tenants were not the proprietors of the soil. On this basis the East India Company whicij 
originated the permanent settlement declared that all persons who have purchased village 
·or groups of villages from the company under a permanent settlement and zamindars and 
palaigars who were recognized by the said company and whose estates were .also perma
nently settled, were the proprietors of the soil . 
. . . , The company was exercising sovereign power over its territories and the declaratio~ 

'being in exercise of its sovereign power has DOW settled the questiou once for all that the 
,ptoprietary right in the soil is absolutely vested in the zamindars and the landholders. 

. Since then there has been several attempts to ascertain and define the nature of the 
right of the tenant. The matter has also been investigated in a few caaes and it has bee. 
held that the tenant has only right of occupancy, i.e., if a tenant has been admitted to 
,poSE<ession of land, or he and his ancestors have been in possession of the land for the 
purpose of agriculture from time immemorial, he will be entitled to continue to occupy the 
land for the said purpose of agriculture. He has no right to alter the purpose or tbe 
natnre of the land. Further, he not being the proprietor of the soil has not the right of 
destruction of the soil or tbe subsoil. Hence it is clear that the tenant cannot have any 

-of the subsoil rights or any right to the waste lands, porambokes, etc., in thjl village. 

The zamindar is under an Obligation to eat apart some lands for the bene6t of the 
'Village community. These are the Village sites, tank-beds, grazing grounds, threshing 
'floo~, burial or cremation grounds and pathways. These provisions are necessary for the 
,well i>eing and prosperity of the people in the Village. The residents of the Village are 
·equally under an obligation to see that the things that are set apart for the common us6 
of the villagers are properly maintained. We have now set out in brief the juridical 
relationship between the landholder and tenant, so far 88 their general duties and obliga

·tiODS are concerned. 
Now we will proceed to answer the other questions set out in the questionnaire in 

-emler. 
'L (a) By immemoriai custom which has been recognized by the Government autl 

given effect to in the permanent settlemen~, the zamindars and the owners of the proprie- . 
tary Villages in this district of Salem are the proprietors of the .soil. 

(b) The teuant has DO interest in the soil. He has aD in.terest only in the crops 
raised by him with the permiBBioD of the proprietor ot the- soil, i.e., where the land has 
been assigned by the propr;i~tor. to a pattadai" for agricultural purposes. The pattadar gete 

• .t.' ... : •. L!--: .• t.·.· •. ' ..... - ~.-
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-Uy a nght to be cultivating the land according to the terms of the contract entered into 
by bilil WID the prOl'netoi:. He has no right" to render the land';"ifit T~r agricu1t,ifrall'~;
poses. In ·the event of 'such a contingency arising the teriant's'mtetest m the land ceases, 
and he is liable to be ejected. l'hese prmciples have been ·retogruzed by the l""aislature 

-&00. This interest of the tenimt has been made heritable and~ transfetable by the legiS-
lative enactment. This provision of law only helped· the tenants, who invariably s;re nOli 
anDOUS to retain any of the benefits conferred on them, to get some money equivalent of 
tileir rights and transferred their rigl1ts to others. l'his tendency of the tenants has been 

· responsible for creating a large body of 'Wider-tenants. . 

n. (al The rents that are prevailing in thia district at present are fair and equitable. 
To our knowledge the rates of rent that have been fixed at the time of permanent settle
ment are being followed, and we may submit that those rates are low. .. : 

(bl In fixing a fair and equitable rent for a Iarid the quality of the soil, natural 
advantsges, the average yield from the land, the rate of rent· prevailing in lands with 
sunilar advantages, may be taken into consideration. 

(e) We do not think that there should be any statutory provision for remission of 
.rent, as it will conflict with the terms of the permanent settlement. On the other hand,we 
1IUggest that in extraordina.ry cases such as famine, flood, earthquakes, etc" the LoCal 
Government may by an order remit any portion of the peshkash payable by the PFoprietor 
and direct him to make corresponding remission to the tenants to that extent. 

(d) We think that fixing of rent once for all is advisable in the interest of both 
mmindar and tenant. If the rate so fixed is not appropriate owing to changed conditionB', 
principles may be enunciated to determine what enhancement or reduction as the case 
may be, are to be effected. 

(e) Having regard to the reply for question n (d), this question does not arise. 

m. (a), (b) ct (0) The powers now given to landholders, and the modes of exercising 
those powers under the Estates Land Act of 1908, require some modification. At present 
there are two summary powers and also a right of suit. But in the matter of procedure 
th~ Act is not at all clear. There is a procedure prescribed for execution of decrees in the 
Estates Land Act. At the same time the procedure prescribed for execution of decreea 

· u'lder a Code of Civil Procedure is made applicable. Thus the revenue courts have 
been compelled to follow both procedure for execution of decrees, which leads to many 

· complications. There is also considerable delay and expense to the parties, which has 
· dflfellted the object of legislature giving jurisdiction to revenue court. 

Regarding saJe of holding, the power given to the proprietors are fettered with so 
JIlany conditions under the guise of safeguards to the tenants' interest. By the time the 
whole procedure has been followed, the cost incurred by the landholder is at least 20 to ao 
times the rent payable on the holding in a la.rge majority of cases, This expenditure is an 

· nnnecessary burden on the tenant. The complicated procedure of collection creates enor
mous delays to the proprietor from realizing his rent; and at the same time there isi}o 
provision for realising the rent of land while the proceedings are pending. l'he provisions 
relating to the puIJhclltion in the gazette serves no purpose except it be to burden the 
tenant with additional costs and delay the proprietor even in the proprietor getting his 
rent from out of the sale-proceeds. 

IV. (al ct (b) The zamindar being the full owner is entitled to all the water on his 
,estate. The tenants' right to water depends on the contract, express or implied. 

V. (a) ct (b) It is no doubt desirable that all estates should be surveyed. In some 
_ the Government survey has been made, and in some others there is only a privatll 

. survey, and in others there is no survey at all. Some time may be allowed to proprietor. 
of unsurveyed villages to have them surveyed. If they fa.iJ. to do so then tftJ~y may btl 
«Impelled to have it surveyed. In villages that have been surveyed privatsly. the same 
may be recognized. In cases where the Government is obliged to compel a survey the 

. east may be collected from zamindars and tenants in proportion to the area held by each, 
. VI. Ordinarily the proprietor is not entitled to collect any amount in addition to rent. 
With regard to so-called levies customary or otherwise mentioned in the qnestionnaini. 

·their legality depends on tile facts of each ease. No general rule call be laid clown iJI 
.reapect of that. 

VIT. (0) In every village a CeriaiD area is set apari for the cornmoll iIse of the vilhiglin1. 
The tsnants are utilizing this area for grazing of eattle, 'COllecting of 8fBen manure fir 
wood for e.gricultunW implements. The tenants haV8 DO rights with regard to the utilizatiri* 

-d local Daturrd facilitis. -
•. '"-. ;:iJ. 
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(b) Within the limits mentioned in our answer to question No. VII (a), the tenailta 
bave bc,en customarily enjoying their rights subject only to supervision charges. 

(e) The public paths and communal lands are lands set apart by the proprietor for the 
use of the village. The villagers are bound to maintain it in good order. The hill, the 
Jorest, poramboke are the exclusive property of the zamindar. 

Vlll. (a) For the purpose of maintaining the irrigation sources and works in good 
working order, there are two systems now prevailing. With regard to some tanka, the 
.. daaabandam inamdars" are responsible for their maintenance. In other cases the 
village community itself are doing " kudimaramat." These systems may be continued. 

(b) We do not think that the ProvlOcial Government should be vested with any 
}lOwer in this matter. 

(e) This question does not arise. 
IX. Yearly jamabandi is unnecessary. If the same is held once in three years it .8 

ilufiicient. 
. X. The status of the under-tenant in relation to the pattadar is only that of a hired 
labourer. In relation to the zamindar he has no status except as the servant of the 
JIIIttadar. To give him any other legal status would only complicate the system of tenure. 

XI. (a) There is no necessity to constitute a special tribunal to take the place of 
Revenue Board. If a change is contemplated we may suggest the abolition of the Board 
-of Revenue itself and transfer the final appellate and revisional authority to the High 
Court. 

(b) The civil courts are preferable. 
XII. (a) In all cases of unauthorized occupation of the land in an estate the proprietor 

g entitled to eject the trespasser and also claim compensation or damages. 
(b) The law in respect of collection of jodi, etc., require revision and the prooedure 

prescribed for the collections of rent may be applied to these cases also. 

N. RAIlA RAo AIID OTHBRS. 

Memorandum by the Zamindar of Berlgal, Salem district, dated 
13th December 1937. 

I. (al The proprietor of the soil is the tenant so long as he does not render the 
'land unfit for cultivation by digging pits, etc., and so long u.s he does not allow it to be 
'BOld for . arrears of rent. The zamindar is the proprietor of the soil in respect of assignable 
~aste land3 not held on patta and lands that have been bought in lor arrears of rent. 

(b) The tenant can cultivate the land, lease and alienate it to others; but the 
landholder has got the right to levy rent. 

II. (a) The paimaish rate is now being adopted for the lands. The fair and 
-equitabl~ rent is the assessment fixed for similar lands in ryotwari villages in the taluk. 

(b) The same considerations as are taken into account when raising the rates 
of assessment at the periodical settlement in Government villages. 

(e) Yes. The seasonal remissions should be granted ~ the case of wet lands 
on the Finciples contained in the Board's Standing Orders. 

(d) It is not advisable to settle the rate or share of rent for a particular area 
(IDee for all. When the rate of rent for all occupied lands is fixed by a Settlement 
Officer, the question of determining rate of rent for unassessed lands become ell8y. 
This may be left to the court or officer as and when a question arises. 

(e) Yes . 
. m, (a) Yes. The provisions of the Board's Standing Orders regarding transfer 

Clf Revenue Registry should be made applicable to ryoti lands in the estates so that the 
pattadara may be actual owners of the lands as far u.s possible. If this is done, the 
village headmen and estate subordinates can easily get demand notices from the land
holder to o.ttach the movables of the defauher' 8 landed properties. 

(c) The landholders must be empowered to sell holdings for arrears of rent altai 
pnblic8tion 'of :notiees. A· provision maybe made-in the. Act to the. effect that the 
aggrieved parties may resort to Rilvenue courts· to have the sale set aSIde. Of course, 
the purchaser, will have to go to Revenue' mort to get possession Of the land on the 
certificate iseued by the landholder, if there be any difficulty .in. 'gettingposseBBion of 
the land. 



~,~Via~t The rights ofthll, tenant~,~, water·supply ,il':t1!erent ,as being: ajlp~~ 

,:" (b) The landholder has a superior right in the water, sources in the estate:: ii~ 
has go, the right to repair the abandoned water sources such as tanks and anicuts when 
h,e has got funds for the purpose. ' ! -

" 'V. (al The Berigsi estate has been surveyed and land registers have beenprepaled: 
in 1902. l{esurvey may be done. Government and estate bearing costs. ' , , 

" (bl III the circumstances stated against V (a), the question of cost does not arise. 
'VI. C )Jstomary grazing fees and plough rents are collected. 
YII. (a) The Madras Forest Act is in force in Berigsi zamindari. The conce~siona 

enjoyed by the ryots in regard to 'grazing and the cutting of grass, etc., under Rule 6-
of the' Forest Rules, published in page 658 of the Fort St. GeOf'ge Gazette,Part I" 
dated 11th July 1922, may continue. The same Dlay be existing in several estates also. 

(b) Yes. 
, ,te) The, zamindar cannot interfere with public paths, etc., 80 long as they are-, 

oseil for the purpose for which they are set apart. If they are misused, the landholder 
may' apply 10 the Re'l'eliue' Divisional, Officer for necessary action; Final authority , to' 
settle thi. must be the District Collector instead of Board of Revenue to avoid delay: 
and costs.' 

virI. La) The existing provisions ,regarding the maintenance and repair of irriga., 
$ion souree& are sufficient. 

(bl Yes. The Government may arrange to get major irrigation source~ inspected 
by an officcr of the Public Works Department annually and consult the zamindapl o~ 
the ,matter regarding action of zamindars. If the repairs are not carried out , the, 
Government may interfere and lend money to repair the same and recover from ,the. 
estates with reasonable interest. This sbould be done in cases where no money is 
available in the estates. 

(el Such powers should -be vested in the Government to be applied suo moto. , 
IX. Yes. The janlabandi check memorandum should be prepared with reference

$0 ,provisions of the Estates Land Act, 
X. (1) 'rhe pattadar should not lease out the lands permanently for higher rate 

of rent. 
(2) The existing rights between the zamindar and pattadar may continue. 

XI. (al The Board of Revenue may continue to be the final and revisional autho
rity .. 

(b) In Revenue courts oniy. 

XII. (a) The existing provisions of law in respect of unauthorized occupation of 
~ds by l'yots are not enough. Tbe zamindars should be empowered to issue qui" 
notices lionel take possession of encroached lands. If any objections and appeals are 
required by the ryots, Revenue Divisional Officers should be the final authorities- to. 
settle same. ' 

(bl The Revenue courts may be authorized to try suits for the recovery of jodi. 
etc., as the procedure is less costly and simpler. 

Additional Suggestions. 

'xm. l<~ncumbered estates, should be brought under the superintendence of the
Court of Wards, where the zamindars of the concerned zamindaries are unable to liqui-
date the debts contracted by them. ., . 

(al Now, Court of Wards does not take any notice of the highly encUmbered. 
estates and the reasons for rejecting voluntary applications of the zamindars of concerned 
estates whAllapplied for, are not mentioned. 

XIV. To abolish the system of attaching personal properties of the zamindara, 
such as, carB, elephants, horses and other domestic articles, gold, jewels, and silverware
alld other paraphernalia for the arrears of pesbkist by tbe Revenue authorities. 

\4) Instead of the above to proceed against the Revenue collections, attaching 
rents, etc., due on lands and forest, by the Revenue authorities, authorized to dem~cl 
pe~hkists. Thereby the Revenue Inspector should collect first Government dues. With 
the help nf estats officials or his own staff at the cost of the estate concerned. ZamlDdad 
ryote ais.) .hould not be bothered ,by the estste officials by attaching the~ personal ~ro
perties by entering their hou!;es and carrying oft their utensils, hedding. ploughmg 



iDit\femenls:, ; 18ading away cattle and bulls and other ilomeetic goods. Their standing 
and harve~ted crops on the fields and wet lands should be attached and their lanc3~ 
brought to &Ble for a.rrears of kists due to the estatee. This occurs only in rare C8888. 

XV. Zamindars of all estates should be empowered to fine village officers in slscknesa,. 
of their duty and withont the above powers, village officers will not turn out proper 
collec'ion work and will not maintain and submit accounts in time. 

Much delay ia caused by taking action against ,amindari village officers in their 
sla.ekness of duty by reporting to the Revenue Divisional Officers and Tahsildars and" 
Buch correspondence take at least 2 or 3 months by fining them or suspension. 

; . The limit of a. zamindar's fine to be fixed at Re. 2 in extreme cases, raiaing from· 
annas four. The present existing fine amount by a zamindar up to Rs. 3 authorized by the 
:So!!l'd of Revenue is to be altered. 

XVI. To abolish the hereditary village officership in the zamindaris only passed 
()BIl.didates to be appointed. Because in almost all hereditary caBeS, the village officers. 
haVf,l not passed the required examinations unfit to perform their duty without the aid 
q£ a passed candidate. Such passed person is to be brought from some other tarslf to, 
perform the concerned persons duty (especially) this is the case in karnams. 

XVII. Zamindars should allow their ryots of their estates to UBe free of sny charge, 
futll and any other forest produces, etc., required for their use with previous permission. 
If any such fees are collected to give them up now, will be fair. 

XVIII. Zamindars may give up the habit of collecting sny msmools, i.e., presents, 
olsny kind during Dasara and other important festivals, etc., in the areas where plougb 
rents and grazing fees are collected. Ea.ch zamindari has its own way of colleoting 
mamools. 

Memorandum by M.R.Ry. T. V. Margasagaya Mudaliyar Avargal, mlttadar of ][onf,lrl
, agram,' and M.R.Ry. T. V. Tlrugnanasambanda J4udaUyar Avargal,mlUadar of 

BanganapalU, Bosur taluk, Salem district, dated 27th November 1937. 

'J. : (a) 'Zamindars in cases where the tenants have no occupancy right. In all other 
cases the tenant is the owner. 

The landholder (proprietor) is entitled only for rent from the occupancy ryot. 
n. (a) Rent fixed in paimash in vogue now. 

(b) Rate of adjoining land with reference to soil where not fixed average rate 
per village fixed in paimash. 

(e) If the zamindar is given remission it follows that the zamindar in return will' 
gra~~ remission and statutory provision has to be introduced. 

(d) Principles to be determined fair and equitable rents may be enunciated and' 
in' cases of dispute the party aggrieved may have it settled before a court of law. 

(e) No. Here rent had been fixed in paimasb the interference of the Provincial
Government is not desirable. 

m: (a) No revision ia required. 
(b) Nil. 
(e) The Provisions Act II of 1864 will fa.cilita.te the collection and sale holdings. 

Any other procedure will be complicated a.nd will entail large expenditure both to tb& 
tenant and landlord. 

IV. (a) The rights of ten\lDts to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant 
to the land. 

(b) The regulation of the distribution of water and the granting of permits tit 
other than the a.ctual wet aya.cutdars as already in vogue may be continued. 

V.(al Yes, 
(b) Zamindar and tenant half share each. 

VI. 'l'he customary right of Nazarana, tree-tax, grazing fees, etc., in vogue may 
be continned. 

vn. (ai Such of the privileges in vogue in ryotwari tracts may be adopted. 
(bl Yes to a limited extent. 
(e). As regards paths and communal lands public have rights which is now being' 

enjoyed. As regards hill and forest porambokElll on pennits. 
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VIII. (a) The rules in force under the Estates Land Act may be continued and 
in case of breached tanks where heavy cost is required the tenants must be made to share 
half the cost. 

(b) Not necessary. 
(c) Nil. 

IX. Not necessary. 
X. (1) It is left to him. 

• 

(2) The pattadar is primarily 
to do with the zamindar. 

responsible to the zamindar and he has nothing 

XI. (a) The existing machinery is quite enough. 
(b) Revenue Courts. 

XII. (a) Estates Land Act will do. 
(b) Civil courts as usual to be continued. 

T. V. MARGASAGAYA MUDALIYAi&, 

T. V. TIRUGNANASAMIlA..'iDA MUDALIYAR. 

Mitta Zamindarl. 

Same set of copies have been received from (1) M.R.Ry. T. N. Manickavelu 
MudahYbr Avergal, mittadar of Kadagraram and Ulagam. Hosur taluk, and (2) M:.R.Uy. 
Munisawi N ayudu Garu, Solinayakanahalli, Rosur tal uk. 

Memorandum by Mr. D. V. Krishna Rao, Port owner of Dharanisamudram mam village, 
E.rlshnaglrl taluk, Salem district, dated 30th November 1937. 

I beg to enclose for your kind perusal aud for placing before your committee. a rough 
memorandum on the questionnaire, issued by the committee in their Press Communique, 
doted 5t.h October last. It was not expected that the opinion of the villagers and laymen 
would be called for. What is wunted is apparently local conditions, so far as the local 
con~ns in these parts are concerned. there is practically no hitch between the zaminaaf 
and the tenant. Seve .... l of the inam villages in these pnrts are divided into shnres and the 
proprietOl'ship of the SOli is vested in the inamdnr. My object in submitting the enclosed 
ulemol'andum is more to represent to the committee, the local grievances of the zamindars 
and tbe tennnts than anything else. This memorandum may not be of much use to the 
committee. I have not therefore submitted ten copies of the memorandum. Nor have I 

'J,od l.llllch time to do so. The Press Communique reached the village on the 24th evening 
and it came to my hanos on the 25th instant. I had therefore to prepare the memorandum 
in a hurry for submission of the same in time. It may therefore lack coherence and 
sequence. To prepare 1m exhaustive memorandum, touching on all points with reierence 
to present inactments. rulings and practice. the time at my disposal is too short. Couped 
up as I am in a small village for the last two months, I hnve neither reference books or 
papers to guide me. I shall be happy if the memorandum prepared as it is in a hurry will 
be of fame use to the committee. 

J. lal It is not known why this question is troubling the Government. Nowhere is 
it the cn~e that the zamindar is debarred from owning some extent for his private use 
;,S battai, combatam, home-farm or private land either for his own cultivntion or to lease 
out for certain periods or from year to year: We have to look into the original grant or 
aannad to see whether it was the land or the land revenue alone that was granted; In the 
case of land grants the presumption is that they were fallow at the time of grant. The 
pressure on land is of recent growth owing to the contraction of other ROurces of income 
becililse of the foreign competition. Even in the case of the revenue grants slode the law 
did not then prevent acquisition of proprietorship of the soil. To taboo all Ruch acquisi
tions cannot but be expropriatory in effect. To declare now that proprietorsh ip can only 
reat in the tiller of the soil and not in the zamindar may not materially affect the big 
zamindars. But in the case of small zamindnrs Rnd in the case of inam villages which 
by the recent le,nslation has been declared as zamindari, the effect would be very adverse, 
because. most of the inam villages have bpen divided into shares so much so that there 
are inamdars not owning more than three or four Rcres. r believe, it WI\S oriainally proposed 
to reseI'Ve about 60 acres as privntl.' land to eRch individun.l inamdnr. The lat~.t amendment. 
I understand. is much more liberal Rnd for assertaining whether such lands hBve been 
lea.~d ont as private lands or so: whatever mnv be the extent.. There are zamindnrs and 
JlBminnnrs Rome of them more veI'V weH with their tenants while others ,nve all sorta 
of tmuhle to t.hem. 90 nl.o in the caRe of tennnt.. To continue to keen them in the l .. nd 
is detrimpntRI hoth tn t.he v.nminoBT nnd to the tennnt. Whatever le!1islative me ... nres 
may be adopted, individual factors cannot be eleminated. I can understand hardship to 

I-U 
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the tenants in big zamindari areas, by declaring that all the lands belong to the zawindllt 
and the tenant has no proprietorship in the sod. To avoid such hardshlps and to be lair 
both to the 'zamindar and the tenant and taking into consideration the eXIsting male mem
bers in a zamindar's family including both miuors and majors, a reservation of 100 aerea 
in each individual case would greatly relieve the existing tension. 'l'he present legislation 
about inam villages has greatly upset the small shares of inam villages. It is hoped that 
the committee Wlll come to their rescue, and compensate them adequately, if they are to 
lose proprietorship in the soil. 

(b) The answer to this question depends upon who the proprietor of the soil is. 
If the landlord is the proprietor, the tenant's iuterest is regulated by the terms of the lease. 
In the absence of any lease, he becomes a tenant at will. 'l'he interest of every tenant must 
cease at the close of every year unless the landlord chooses to retain him for another year 
or so. If, on the other hand, the tenant happens to be the proprietor of the soil, the interest 
of the landlord is confined to the receipt of land revenue, etc., alone, as in the case of 
ryotwari villages. 

n. (a) This depends on local conditions, density of agricultural population and the 
capital invested on the land. There are cases where two-thirds of the gross produce is 
taken away by the landlord as his rent. 'l'here are also cases where the tenant pays only 
land revenue or less than the settlement rate. The prevailing rates in these parts is pay
ment of one-fourth of the gross produce together with land revenue and some personal 
service not exceeding three days in the year. I believe payment of half the gross produce 
as rent without any personal service, etc., would be fair and equitable. Payment of rent 
is beset with some difficulties. If the zamindar is the proprietor of the soil it operates to 
keep the tenants straight. On the other hand if it vests in the tenant, he will have ample 
opportunities to cut down the rent of the zamindar. In such cases equivalent money rental 
would be the only solution, having regard to the average yield of crops in each tal uk. 
But to make the rent payable in money affects small zamindar who cannot afford to loose 
their grains for their yearly consumption. 

(b) The consideration that could govern in this case is the capital invested on the 
land, the demands upon the land, agricultural population in the locality, etc. But this 
question does not arise in these parts having regard to the fact that !here are more lands 
tha.n there are tenants to cultivate them. 

(c) Permanent settlement prevails in most of the zamindari tracts. The zamindar 
has got to pay a certain amount to Government as paysh kist. If the zamindar gets any 
remission from the Government the ryots become equally entitled to a proportionate 
reduction in times of scarcity. If the zamindar fails to get any remission the ryots ought 
not to expect any. But in the case of small zamindars getting their rent in kind this 
question does not arise, as the scarcity effects both the zamindar and the tenant. But 
in the case of those who prefer to pay land revenue together with one· fourth of the gross 
produce, in times of scarcity, they may not be made to pay more than half the gross 
produce. This, while beneficial to the tenant, will affect the landlord as he loses his 
money. As a set off the tenant should be prepared to pay half. the gross produce in the 
year following also whether there is scarcity· or no scarcity. The tenant can resume the 
old rate after two years. 

(d) When the parties are too vocal and unyielding gomg into the court cannot be 
avoided. It is therefore advisable to inunciate principles &8 to what is a fair and equitable 
rent, etc. 

(e) When the Government inunciates principles to determine an equitable rent, 
the courts are guided by such principles. The decision of the court is binding on both. 
Neither the zamindar nor the tena.nt can go behind it. It is not therefore clear what 
purpose would be served by reserving some powers, etc., to Government. 

ill. (a), (b) tI: (c) The present procedure of recovering rent appears to be somewhat 
cumbersome and causes a good deal of delay and expense. We, laymen, cannot be expected 
to offer any simpler and less costly solution. We pitty zaminda.rs feel it extremely d1llicult 
in several cases to recover our rents from our tenants so 118 to pay our dues to Government 
in time. There are cases where rents are not paid for several years. We have to meet 
Government demands from our private pockets and recover our rents from our tenants 10 

small instalments. A provision that if the rent is not paid before the end of the following 
year the tenant is liable to ejectment, would act as a wholesome fear. 

IV. (a) tI: (b) This depends npon the nature of the tenancy. Generally the sonrce 
of water-supply is situated at a distance from the land irrigated. The tenant cannot have 
any inherent right to the water-source. If all the tenants interested in the irrigation of 
their land apply to the zamindar for the restoration of water-sonrce and if he fails to 
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restore the source, the tenants ou«ht to be empowered to restore the water-source. By 
doing so, they become entitled to the remission of wet rate. If one of them applies with 
tbe consent of other tenants he ought to become entitled to the water-rate from tbe tenants, 
the zamindar being entitled only to dry assessment. Generally the cost is far greater than 
the yield that can be expected. It is therefore the owner of the land will be more benefited 
by such restoration than zamindar. He therefore is entitled to some contribution from 
the tenants if he himself chooses to restore the water-source. Independent of the zamindar 
the tenants ought not to be empowered J;o restore the water-source, ignoring the zamindar 
altogether. 

V. I do not think that any useful purpose would be served by surveying or mainten
ance of record of rights where the zamindar is the proprietor of the soil. If he part~ with 
his proprietorship, the rights of the successor is governed by the terms of the transfer. 
If, on the other hand, the proprietorship of the soil is vested in the tenant wholely or mostly 
in a village, these record of rights becomes essential, in order to prevent encroachments, 
etc. The benefit accrued by such rights is mostly to the tenant. He ought in fairness 
bear a greater share of cost. The apportionment of cost in the ratio of 1 : 3 between the 
zamindar and the tenant would appear to be fair. 

VI. It is in practice with the zamindars where the proprietorship of the soil is vested 
with them, to demand some periodical free Il1bour from the tenants, for his domestic 
purposE' or for communal purpose. Such labour has been defined in certain regulations as 
part of the rent. If it is contemplated to do away with such customary service, its value 
m money should be added on to the rent. But in the interest of village sanitation and for 
communal benefit, to do away with such customs is harmful, such small service renuered 
to the zamindar is indirectly and directly also beneficial to the tenant. It all depends on 
individual factors and local conditions. No hard and fast rules can be laid down. After 
all, the zamindar can only demand three days' personal service. 

VII. (a) ch (b) It has been the practice till recently whether the proprietorship of the 
soil is vested in the zamindar or the tenant to have free grazing of cattle, collection of 
green manure, or wood for agricultural implements and for domestic purpose in uncultur
able, unRSsessed waste lands, hills, wood lands, banks of streams and streamlets, etc. 
Latterly all culturable unassessed wae.te tracts have been apportioned and cultivated by 
the zamindars. With regard to unculturable waste lands and woods, some zamindars 
levy grazing fees or lease out even wood lands to individuals so as to prevent other VIllagers 
from grazing their cattle, etc. This works as a great hardship to the tenants. There are 
also cases where all the forest tracts have been declared to belong to Government as no 
quit-rent or peshkash is paid for these tracts. The Forest Act also contemplates obtaining 
previous sanction of Government by the zamindari before he can introduce Forest Act 
into the forest-tracts in the zllmindari for levying grazing fces, etc. Ignoring such a 
provision they are collecting fees. There are several cases where the cattle of one village 
graze in the forest-tract of another from time immemorial. In big zamindari areas where 
there are extensive forest-tracts there can be no objection to have the Forest Act introduced 
into the zamindari. Introduction of Forest Act means employment of rangers, guards, 
~tc. This is not possible in a small inam village and yet the inamdars prevent the villagers 
from exercising their immemorial rights (right of grazing, cutting wood, etc.). The absence 
of any penal provision in the Forest Act for unauthorized reservation of forest tracts in 
the absence of any Government Ordet· is a great handicap. Whatever may be the final 
decision, an immediate circular order to the effect that the ryots are free to graze in the 
unreserved areas and the inamdars and zamindars ought not to levy grazing fees withont 
the previous sanction of Government would greatly ease the situation and would be 6 

great blessing to the tenantry in general. This prayer is not contrary to any provision of 
Government. This immemorial right of the tenant ought to be recognized whe!,JJa- the pro
prietorship of the soil is vested with the zamindar or the tenant. As regarda eutting of 
wood for domestic and agricultural purposes the conditions have greatly changed owing 
to the introduction of charcoal for domestic eooking, etc. To prevent iniliscriminate 
denudation eaoh individual tenant should obtain previous permission of the 2oaminda.r to 
have the required quantity of wood free of cost. The Forest Act also contemplates setting 
apart a certain tract of forest land for free grazing and for fuel purposes, etc., for a village 
or villages before reserving some area. 

(c) The zamindar is entitled to remove and sell away whatever timber or wood 
there may be. As regards the tenant hi. rights can only be to take onlv such Quantity for 
his annl1al requirements for domestic and agricultural purposes. Onlv what he wants 
is nvni1nhl~. A. N!/lRrd. grazing in thp.e tracts. he ol1ght to be /!iven free faeilitipo. A. 
Te!!ltrds Tmhlic paths Rnd comml1nallands, the zamindar DS the superior holder and manager 
of the vill.ge is entitled to see that these paths and lands are put to no other purpose thnn 
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that for which it is intended. If they cease to be of any benefi$ to the villagers he oan 
conver$ them into whatever purpose he likes. 

VIII. (a), (b) d: (e) I have already touched upon this question in my memOl'1lDdum on 
question No. IV. If the zamindar fails to repair the water-works at the represwtation of 
the tenants even after recovering some contribution from them, all the tenants interested 
or one of them at the instance of others should be entitled to restore the works and get 
remission of wet-rates from the zamindar. If the zamindar fails to repair the works tl.e 
Government interference is not likely to improve matters, unleBB the work is remunerative. 
The Government are not likely to do the work gratis. If they undertake to do the work, 
they become entitled to the wet-rate on the land irrigated. The Governmt'nt i. not 
expected to move in the ma.tter 8UO mota unless the major portion of the lands nnder the 
wa.ter-source is in the Government tract. If the tenants are prepared to meet the cost a.nd 
want the Government to execute the work it may be done. There can be no objection. 

IX. Who is to do this? Is it the Government or the zamindar? What purpose it is 
intended to serve, is not clear. The ryots are free to a.pproach the zamindar or the Govern
ment at a.ll the time of the year to ma.ke representa.tions. The introduction of this annual 
function ma.y not therefore be of much use either to zamindar or to the tenant in my view. 

X. (1) t1: (2) The legaJ status of undertenants in zamindari area ought to be the same 
as that of undertennnts in the ryotwari tracts of Government villages. The underteDants 
should have the same right as the pattadar ss regards and the use of public paths, com
munal lands, free grazing of cattle, etc. There ought to be no difference in the interest 
of pattadar and undertenants. 

XI. (a) t1: (b) What is wanted is a simpler and speedy procedure. They may not be 
sufficient work for a special tribunal if one is constituted for each taluk. To add thi. 
work either to the civil or criminal courts would cause unnecessary delay. To constitute a 
board under the chairmanship of a Revenue Inspector for certain areas would simpliry 
matters seeing that the matter involved may not be complicated. The appeal from such 
a board may be either with the Tahsildar or Sub-Collector. 

XII. (a) The zamindar is entitled to get back the land evicting the unauthorized 
occupier. He is also entitled to some compensation for tbe period of unauthorized occu
pation together with some line in. CBBe of intentional mischief, etc. 

(b) This is a legal aspect of the question. I am not in a position to offer any 
suggestion. All I can say is the zamindar ought to be given facilities for the speedy 
recovery of his legal dues from the holders under him. 

D. V. KRISHNA RAo. 

Memorandum by M.B.By. Xesava Reddl Garn, landlord, Bachchuwan v1I1age, 
Rayadrug taIuk. 

I. (a) The proprietorship of Rachchuwari villag~ is in the ~ands of. M. SeshapPII 
who is rl~o one of the shareholders. M. Seshappa IS the proprietor durmg the whole 
year and at the end of the year, all the shareholders meet together to share the rent due 
to each of theIll. . 

(b) M. Seshappa is the senior proprietor of the soil; and therefore, he takes much 
more intere.t in the management of the estate than any of the rest of the shareholdel1l. 

n. (a) The proprietor collects rent due to him according to the 'tara.m· of the 
land. 'l'!:lia is a fair and equita.ble rent. If he collects one rupee of rent, he retains 
six annas for himself and the rest for the shareholders; and the remaining ten annas, he 
pays to the Government as quit-rent. 

(b) The rent should be decreased by one-fourth. Four aonas in one rupee of rent 
should be decreased. 

(e) The proprietor of the soil is not in the habit of allowing any remission in the 
rent due to him. The proprietor would not be willing that tbe Governmert should 
interfere in the affairs of the proprietary to pass any laws for remission "of rent. 

(d). It would be adviRable for the Government to fix a fair and equitable rent by 
means of some principles, rather than settling rent for a particular specified area. 

(e) It is not desirable that the Provincial Government should have any reserve 
powel1l to alter or decrease rent through their Revenue Settlement Officers. 

In. (n' Powers of collection of rent given to the proprietor of the soil under the 
Madras Estates Land Act require no revision. . 

(0) Nil. 
(el in collecting rent, the proprietor should auction the movable property of the 

tenant, JeI>Vlng a provision for his subsistence. 
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IV. ~a) The tenants ought to have an inherent right to water-supply, as they are 
the cultivators of the soil. 

(b) The chief water-source for the village is the Hagan channel. The ryots daily 
toil hard in digging the canal for the free passage of water and therefore, they ough* 
to have a superior right over the water-source~ 

V. (a) The cultivable lands of the village have not been surveyed. If the estates 
were surveyed and if a record of rights were maintained by the Government, it would 
be beneficial for the ryots. • 

(b) Neither the ryots nor the proprietor are able enough to bear the cost of sur
veying the land. 

VI. 'l'be proprietor could not demand any levies, either customary OJ: otherwi~ 
from the ryots. 

VII. (a) The ryots have full rights in using the local natural facilities. 
(b) 'l'he tenants have the right to get wood from the near forest for agricultural 

and dOlLesti" USB" free of any cost. 
(~) ~either the proprietor, nor the tenants have JDY rights to obstruct free passes 

in pommboke lands. 
vm. (a) It would be beneficial for the ryots if the Hagan channel were repaired 

by the Government annually. 
(b) The Government may undertake to repair the Hagan channel. 
(e) The Government may undertake to repair the water-sources, when either of 

the partie~ request them to do Bel!" 

IX. Y ~flrly jamabandi is necessary as in ryotwari villages. 
X. Nil. 
XI. (a) The Revenue Board may continue to be the final appellate and revisional 

authoritj in the proceedings between the landholders and the tenants. Or a special 
tribunal muy b~ appointed. But the only thing needed is that work should he done in 
favour of the ryots. 

(b) The revenue and civil courts are sufficient to settle disputes between the ryota 
and the proprietor. . 

XII. (a) If the ryots occupy unauthorized lands, the proprietor levies additional 
rent. 

(b) The law in regard to collection by the proprietor of jodi, poruppu,kattubadi 
from inamdars require no revision. 

KESAVA REnDI. 

Memorandum by the mirasidars of Neerambam, Thalapalll vtllage, Erishnaglrl. taluk, 
Salem district, dated 29th November 1937, 

1. We, the undersigned mirasidars of Talapalli, a permanent lease village of Bellara
palli mitta in Krishnagiri taluk, Salem district, humbly submit our grievances and 
humble suggestions for your kind notice and favourable considerations. 

2. The permanent lessee of the said village is one Mr. B. Nagaraja Raa residing 
at Krishuagiri. 

~. The tank-bond of Thalapalli was damaged in the year 1910. In 1912 we requested 
the present lessee's father, the late Mr. Balaji Rao, to repair the tank-bund. And on 
his refusal to comply with our request, we applied to the District Collector who was 
kind enough to inspect the place personally and asked Balaji Rao to repair the break in 
six months' time. In spite of the Collector's order, the said Balaji Rao did not repair 
the tank-bond; hence we appealed to the Collector once again on 30th November 1916. 
Then the District Collector prepared an estimate for Rs. 470 and ordered th~ the ryots 
should repair the bund for themselves. Since we are in a poor state we have not repaired 
the tank-bond till now. Nor ths present lessee is willing to do it for his ryots. 

4. On account of the breach in this tank-bund, lot of wet lands are barren and pits 
six feet deep are foond here and there in the lands. Though the lessee is personally 
aware of these facts, he compels us to pay the full kist with water-rate. If we refuse 
to pay the full kist he files summary suits agaiust us and collects the kist along with 
interset, vakil's fees and court expenses. If at the time of the auction sale of our land 
we co-operate and deny to bid, he appoints two aliens to bid and finally knocks down 
in his name. If the landowner wants the land again for himself, he is made to pay the 
thE' full value of the land and a fresh patta is issued. 

5. Due to the abovesnid reasons we have been suffering and have incurred a great 
loss for all these twenty-seven years, and so we have become debtors. The Almighty alone 
·can estimate our sorrowful plight with no grains to feed ourselves and with no proper clothes 
to hide our nakedness. 
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6. Now we feel that the Almighty himself ha" taken the fonn of the Zamin InvestI
gation Committee. We are immensly glad and for a time forget our miseries to kuow 
that after all we have found a place and men who have a sympathizing view on us. 

7. We submit below our suggestions for the correction in the Madras Estates Land 
Act:- , 

(a) Tank-bund repairs, etc., must be undertaken by the Government directly. 
and the incurring expenditure be collected from the le.gee or zamindar on 
demand. 

(b) If for want of rains, the wet lands are not cultivated for Wet land produce, as 
in amani lands kist must be collected at the dry land l'ate in the zamin villages 
also. 

(c) Since the summary suits are expensive to the ryots in the mitta villages, the 
Tahsildar may issue demand notices, as to in amani lands, and collect the 
l'evenue which will lighten the burden of the already poverty-stricken ryot. 

8. We most humbly request the committee that it should be gracious enough to 
cause the speedy repair of our tank-bund as they are very essential for the welfare and 
progress of the suffering peaeanW!. 

9. Hoping that this our humble petition to your esteemed honour will be favourably 
considered. 

Memorandum by the UttukUli Zamin Omee, CoImbatore district, dated ls& November 
1937. 

Under instructions from the Zamindar of Uttulrllli, the following memorandum is 
prepared by his manager in response to the requests made by the mtlmhers of the 
committee appointed by the Madras Government to enquire into conditions in zamindari 
and other proprietary estates with a view to ascertain if any legislation is necessary for 
the settlement of the several disputes alleged to have cropped up in some of the zamin
daris in Madras Presidency. I shall briefly state in the following few lines for the 
elucidation and proper understanding of the questions referred to as it affects the Uttukuli 
Zamindari. 

2. Before going into the subject proper, I would. at the very outset, bring to th .. 
notice of the members of the committee that they should not sit for the enquiry with 
a prepossession that the zamin ryots are being considerably inconvenienced by all possi
ble means by the zamindars. Strictly speaking, the complaint of the ryots that all 
their troubles are caused by the rack-renting of the zamindars is not fully correct. The 
unprecedented economic depression and the very low level of prices must also have 
contributed much to the deplorable condit.ion of agriCUlturists. The prices of agricultural 
produce and of lands have very much decreased so much so that the ryots have now become 
unable to make both ends meet. It is also known that most of the ryots are heavily 
indebted. Defeated at every point to improve their condition, they have now recourse 
to hold conferences and to submit resolutions to the Government with a view to set 
right their imaginary grievances that appears to have caused to them by the zamindaFe. 

3. The work of the committee should not therefore be unduly hurried at the sacrifice 
of its thoroughness. Undue curtailment of the period of enquiry will nullify the object 
for which the committee was fonned. The economic depression all over the world has 
reached such an acute state that the best brains are puzzled in finding a way out of the 
impasse. It is therefore humbly suggested that the members of the committee should 
sit to enquire into all matters connected with the relationship of the landlord and hill 
tenants with an unbiassed and impartial mind so that the result of the enquiry may 
eventually enable both to live a life of bappiness and comfort. 

4. The subjects dealt with in the. questionnaire were gone throngb carefully. I shal1 
deal with each question seriatim. 

Answer8. 
I. (a)-

5. Proprietorship of the soil. Under the authority vested in the zamindars by the 
permanent settlement, the zamindars have become the proprietors of the soil. The 
genesis of the introduction of the zamindari system of administration will clearly bear 
IIlstimony to the above fact. The ryots now existing in the zamindari area were ryot
wari ten:J.nts paying assessment direct to the Government. The lands adjudged to the 
zamindars for the collection of assessment were in the possession of these ryots from 
time out of mind. The Government were collecting from each ryot the revenue due 
by him (as is now the practice in the ryotwari villages of the east coastl. The Govern
ment, (or reasons of its own, resolved to allow an intermediary to collect all its dues 
within certain limits, and pay it over to the Government in a lump sum. The amount 
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to be annualh' collected from the ryot& was fixed with reference to the accounts, and 
out of the sum fixed, a portion was allowed to be retained by the intermediary as com
pensation for the trouble of collection. It being subsequently found that the remunera
tion thus fixed was not sufficiently lucrative to induce them to discharge their eng&lt6-
ments with the Government, the Government resolved further to give the intermediaries 
the whole of the waste lands within the zamindari, so that the waste lands may he 
improved and the income derived from the same may be taken as part of their remunelll .. 
tion. Thus the lands in the zamindaris were held by ryots directly under the Govern
ment of the day from time immemorial and happened to come under the control of the 
zamindal's at the time of the grant of the permanent sannad to them. It will be seen 
from the above that the zamindars were created by the Government subsequently for 
the convenience of the Government with directions to levy from the ryots the revenue 
usually paid by them, but not anything more. By this arrangement, the ryots had to 
change their master. The proprietary right of the zamindari tract originally possessed 
by the Government has been out and out transferred to the zamindars. What the 
Government possessed over the land at the time of the creation of the zamindari system 
is now being possessed by the zamindars. It therefore follows that the zamindars are 
the proprietors of the zamindari tract, and a ryot under that tract cannot claim by virtue 
of his long poesession and enjoyment under the Government prior to the creation of 
the zamindari system, proprietary right over the area in his occupation. In support of 
this contention, tht' following extract from a minute of the Board of Revenue un<}er 
date. the 5th of January 1818, is quoted below for ready and easy reference:-

.. 66. In every Tamil village, the exclusive right to the hereditary possession and 
usufruct of the several description of land situated within its boundaries WjlS 

originally vested in the Vellalars, one of principal Sudra castes of that nation, 
by whom it is termed ' Cawnyatchi ' or free hereditary property in the land. 
It would now be of little utility, were it possible to attempt to trace the different 
gradations, by which in the course of time, this right has been partially trana. 
terred from the members of this caste to the various other tribes in whose 
possession it is now to be found. It is sufficient to show that in all parts of 
the Tamil country, it is still retained principally by the Venalars, but is now 
frequently held by the Brahmins also who distinguish it by the Sanskrit term 
'Swastium: signifying anything peculiarly one's own, and partly by other 
Hindu tribes, by Mussalmans, and sometimes, by Native Christians. among 
whom, as well as, among Europeans, it is now generally known by the name 
of Meerassy, a word of Arabic derivation. denoting the hereditary property in 
general, and apparently introduced and applied to this right, by the Muham
madans, soon after their conquest of the Deccan." 

" 128. While these and many other important benefits, expected to be produced 
by the permanent zamindari system, are fully allowed to have resulted from 
it, it has been argued that the private rights of the ryot have been infring-ed, 
by the declaration that the zamindars are vested with the proprietary right 
of the soil. There can be no doubt that at the time the settlement was made, 
the rig-hts of the ryots were not so well ascertained, as tIJey have been since 
that period, and this, with the circumstance of the ryots in the ancient posses
sions of the company in Telingana, possessing no ostensible right in the soil, 
may have led to the erroneous conclusion that the Government or their repre
sentative, the zamindars, were the proprietors of the land, and thus given
rise to the expression quoted ab~ve. but that the proprietary right transferred 
by the Government to the zamlDdars was nothing more than their own 
proprietary right, in other words, their right to receive and apprppriate the 
public dues payable by the ryot, is sufficiently evident from this circumstance, 
that the same regulations which ga.ve what is perhaps incorrectly termed 
, proprietary right • to the zamindar restrict his demands on the ryot to the 
customary rates of assessment in money, or division of the produce in kind 
or in case of dispute to the rates prevailing in the cultivated lands of the 
zamindari in the year preceding the permanent settlement; the Government 
in short transferred to the zaminda.rs nothing but what they were competent ~ 
transfer, viz., the right to collect the public dues from the ryots; and as the 
amount of these could not be fixed, they limited the rates of assessment to 
those which were payable by the ryot at the period the permanent settlement 
was introducd." 

.. 129. By these provisions, the rights of the ryots. both in Telingana and the 
Tamil country. have not only been preserved under the permanent zamindari 
system, but by the establishment of regular courts of judicature, introduc:ed 
along with that system, they have been confirmed and upheld, in a manner 
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before unknown under the British rule; and the privileges of the cadeema in 
the northern and of the mimsdars in the southern provinces, as beCore described 
have oCten heen preserved by the courts from inCraction, not only by zamindara, 
but what it is to be feared, have often proved of much more serioua injury, 
the overzeu.l of native revenue servants, and sometimes of their superior 
oflicers. " 

6. It is clear from what has been stated above, that the za.mindars hold their zamin 
area under a permanently settled sannad which authorizes and empowers them to hold 
such lands in perpetuity. They are therefore the proprietors of the soil. 
I. (bl-

'1. By the tmnsfer of the proprietary right of the soil by the British Government 
&0 the zamindars, the zamindars have obtained the kudivaram right and the me1varam 
nght over the land. BV giVIng occupancy right to the ryot, the zamindar conferred 
on the ryot his kudivaram nghts, that is to say, a tenant under a zamindar posses.es 
the kudivaram right of the zaminrlar who retains only the melvaram right. In the case 
in I.L.R., 20 Madras, 299, the High Court (Submmania Ayyar and Benson, Justicea) 
say as follows :-

." There is absolutely no· ground for la.ying down that the rights of the ryota in 
~he zamindaris invariably or even generally had their origin in express or 
implied grants made by the zamindar. The view that in the large mnjnrity 
of instances, it originated otherwise is the one most in accord with the history 
of agricultural landholding in this country. For, in the first place, sovereigns, 
ancient or modern, did not here set up more than a right to a share of the 
produce raised by ryots in lands cultivated by them. And whether rendered in 
service, in money or kind, and whether paid to Rajas, Zamindars or to Govern
ment Officers, such as Tahsildars, the payments which have always been made 
are universally deemed the due of Government. The ryot or ryots came into 
nistence mostly not under any letting by the Government of the day or its 
assignees, the zamindars, but independently of them. It thus seems unques
tionable that prima facie, a zamindar and a ryot are holders of melvarllm and 
kudivaram rights, respectively. In a snit by the zamindar to eject, l\ ryot, the 
zamindar has to prove that the kudivaram right in the disputed land has been 
vested in him (zamindarl or his predecessors and that the land subsequently 
passed to the deCendant or some persons through whom the defendant claims 
under circumstances which give the plaintiff a right to eject." 

8. It will thus be seen that the tenant in a zamindari owning a. ryoti land has only 
the Imdivaram interest on the land in his posse98ion and the zamindar cannot also eject 
him subject to certain conditions and so long as he pays the dues of the zamindar. This 
theory does not apply to the Pannai or Home Farm lands of the zamindar and held by 
a tenant under him. These afe his private lands. He has right both to the mel\'Qram 
and kudivaram of the same. He can let in a tenant to any of these lands without giving 
occupancy right to the tenant. He can afterwards eject the mun thus let in 
and resume possession or he may give possellaion to a third man whom he may 
subsequently deal with in the Bame manner. He must be considered to be a ~ala\iar 
janmi 80 far as his Pannai or Home Farm lands are concerned. 
II. (a)-

9. The term' rent' is used when assessment is payable to a landholder and the term 
• ::Land Revenue' is used when the assessment is payable to the Government. The 
ryots were paying land revenue assessment to the Government what they now pny as 
rent to the zamindar. It is therefore clear that zamindar's claim on his ryots and the 
Government's claim on their ryots must be identical. that is to say, the rates of aSReos
ment to be levied from a ryot under a. zamindar and the Government for similar lanrle 
from their own ryot should be the same. It should on no acconnt vary. As the rights 
possessed by the Government over the lands have been transferred to the zamindars, the 
zamindars are precluded from adopting a different rate of assessment for similar lands 
uilder the Government !Totwan s'<'stem. So far as the 8RSe8sment to be impmed on 
the lands within the zamin limits 'is concerned, a zamindar must only be considered to 
have stepped into the shoes of the Government. By • rent' is generally understood 
the share of the produce of land to which under the ancient law of the country the ruling 
power is entitled. This share of the ruler of Rajabhogam is stated by ancient law givers 
to be one-sixth of the gross produce. Whether in practice, the rulere have exacted 
from the land only this portion of the produce is not a question which I need diB<'IIRS 
in this note; but it may be generally stated that at all timeR good and henevolent rulers 
always recognized the fact that their demands from the cultivator of the soil should be 
moderate and equitable 80 that sufficient margin may be left to him to provide for his 
own :wants. 
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10. Now as regards ilia share which a zamindar &8 the representative of the Govern-
• ment, may reasonably take in the produoe of the land, it will, be seen from what has 

been submitted above, that the share has to be determined with reference to the probable 
yielding capacity of the land. On abstract principles of fairness to the cultivator, it 
may perhaps be argued the best method of demanding the share of the zamindar is 
with reference to the actual outturn of the land every year. But this has unfortunately 
the objection of being neither a practicable one nor an expedient or desirable method 
either in the interest of the zamindar or the cultivator of the> soil. After a series of 
long trials of various methods, the Madras settlement authorities found that the best 
and most practicable one was that of classifying the soils, ascertaining their respective 
yielding capacities and after making allowances for expenses of cultivation and climatic 
and other vicissitudes, the zamindar and the cultivator dividing the net assets equally. 
This is what has come to be known a.s the' half-net' principal of assessing lands to revenue. 
I think that the principle enunciated in the ;Madras settlement manual for fixing the land 
revenue assessment can be made applicable to fixing rents on zamin lands also &8 it 
appears to be fair and equitable. 
n. (b)-

11. In arriving at a fair and equitable rent, the provisions of the Madras Settlement 
Manual may be followed. The nature of the soil, and the crops raised on the land 
are generally the criteria for fixing the rate of rent. 11; is desirable to have a settled 
and defiuite scale of rent and to provide for a revision of rent, whether for enhancement 
or for reduction, once in thirty years as in Government villages where fixed money rent .. 
prevails. The Madras Settlement )'<lanua! amply provides for such a revision. ~-6 
other consideration appears to be necessary for fixing a fair and equitable rent. 
n. (0)-

12. No provision, either statutory or otherwise, appears to be necessary for i the 
remission of rent in ordinary years. In exceptional cases, that is, when there is Wide
spread calamity or failure of crops owing to drought or when crops are flooded and crops 
damaged in consequence thereof, the zamindars will have the option to grant remil!
sions. In such cases, the peshkash due to the Government will also have to be pro!¥'f
tionately reduced. In the Uttukuli zamindari, the rent was fixed more than 100 years 
ago. Neither the present zamindar nor his ancestors had made any attempt to increatie: 
tbe rate of rent originally fixed. All the :fields in the Uttukuli zamindari have been'·, 
classified in the paimash accounts as punjai or dry. There are several wet lands now. 
Considering the nature of the soil and the crops raised thereon at present, the present 
rate of assessment is very low. Even in extraordinary years of drought and inundation, 
no remission of rent in the Uttukuli zamindari will be permissible or necessary. When 
the prices of the staple food grains run very high, and the season good, the ryots have 
plenty of money and they do not pay the zamindar more than what was due from them 
nccording to the old rate. Unless the zamindari is settled according to the present state 
of ground under the provisions of the )'<ladras Settlement Manoal, no remission of rent 
in the Uttukuli zamindari need be thought of owing to failure of crops due to inundation 
or drought. On the other hand, if a zamindari is subjected to periodical revision of re,., 
remission may be granted to the ryots in that zamindari according to the discretion of 
the zamindar. Even in that case, the grant of remission cannot he enforced by legisla
tive enactments. A zamindar cannot he compelled to grant remission if justice and 
fair play are to take prominent part in the proceedings of Legislative Council, 
In consideration of the fl>ct that the rent he receives from the ryots Was :fixed 
years ago at the rate prevalent at the time of permanent settlement. Subsequent to 
the permanent settlement, the assessment on ryotwari lands was revised several times 
by the Government at each settlement. Further, the Government have several sources 
of income to fall back upon in case of necessity, whereas, the zamindar hIlS! to count 
upon hi. income from the zamin lands alone to meet his necessities from which he has 
to pay a certain percentage to the Government also. In the matter of granting remis
sions, tbe position of a za.mindar and that of Government are entirely different. The 
Government cannot therefore be allowed to sit in judgment over the action of the zamin
dar in this respect. The question of granting remission cannot, on any account, he 
legalized. A za.mindar has got certain status and position which the Government have 
recognized. If the crops in a zamindari have failed and if the attention of the za.mindar 
has been drawn into it by the ryots affected, I 8m sure that the zamindar will never 
turn a deaf ear to what the ryot say. To allow the Government to interfere in the 
zamindar's prerogative is an unwelcome measure and C8nnot be tolerated any longer. 
Further, the zamindars do exist onder a contract with the Government and the Govern
ment cannot therefore interfere with tile vested interests of the zaminda.rs in such 
matters. I am therefore of opinion that no statutory provision is necessary for the grant 
of remission of rent in case of necessity. The question may entirely be left to the 
diecretion of the zamindars. 

1 ..... 1' 
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n. (d)-

13. It is not advisable to settle the rate or share of rent for a particular area once 
for all. The rent once fixed is liable to revision, either for enhancement or reduction 
according to sections 30 and 38 of the Madra.a Estates Land Act I of 1908. The rent due 
from the ryota for a particular area or for the whole zamindari cannot without detriment 
to either party, be permanE"ntly fixed. If the conditions imposed in 'section8 30 and 88 
of the Madras Estates Land Act, either for the enhancement or reduction of rent, did 
not arise for a pretty long period, provision should be made in the Estates Land Act for 
the revision of rent after a. certain time-limit, say for 30 years. Such revision of rent 
should be undertaken by the Government only on the motion of the zamindars and not 
otherwise. The modlU 0p,8randi o~ the procedure to be followed by the officer deputed 
to revise the rent may be IDserted ID the Madras Estates Land Act by amending sections 
30 and 88 of the Act. As suggested in the latter part of the question, it would be 
enough if the principles for fixing a fair and equitable rent be fixed in the Act leaving it 
to the officer or court concerned to arrive at the figure on the basis of the evidence placed 
before them. If the revision of assessment every 30 years ha.s become a settled {a.ct, 
the interim revision of assessment provided in sections 30 and 88 of the Act may be 
dropped and the provisions deleted from the Act itself. 
II l8}-

'14. It is not desirable to invest the Provincial Governments with powers to revise, 
alter or reduce the rents wherever they are inequitable. The Government need not take 
8UO mato action in this matter. For revision, a.lteration or reduction of rent, the provi
sions containing in sections 30 and 38 of the Ma.dras Estates Land Act are I'm pie and 
they do not require to he altered or amplified further. The party adversely affected at 
the Collector's decision must have a right of appeal to the Board of Revenue. Observa.
tions given in paragraph 15 8upra may also be read along with this. 
ill (a) and (b)-

15. Powers granted to the landholders under the provisions of the Madras Estates 
Land Act for the collection of rent in respect of all ryoti . lands in the occupation of the 
ryots do not require revision. The rent may be allowed to be collected by the land
holders themselves a.s heretofore. The burden of throwing the collection work upon the 
shoulders of Government servants Its Tahsildars will entail on the zamindars consider
able inconvenience and annoyance, whereby the zamindars will be reduced to the position 
of old chieftain who now receives Malikhana, from the British Government. To 
reduce the zamindars to such a position and status will be very much resented by the 
zamindars. The rent due from a ryot is the property of the zamindar and the Govern
ment servant deputed to collect it cannot be expected to bestow a9 much attention as a 
zamindar would pay in the matter. The zamindar has no control over him. Even 
now, in spite of orders from the Sub-Collector, the village officers do not pay adequate 
attention to collection work. A case against a village monigar in the Uttukuli zamin
dad is still pending with the Sub-Collector of Pollachi. The present arrangement of 
allowing thf~ z'Lmindars to collect their own rents need not therefore be disturbed. But 
to facilitate collection work, it is absolutely necessary to strengthen the hands of the 
zamindars by giving them powers to punish the village officers who show laxity in collec
tion work. The repealed Regulation of 1802 granted to the proprietors of permanently 
settled estates, powers of nomination, punishment and dismissal of village officers under 
their control and the Madras Act II of 1894 did away with the powers of punishment 
and dismissal and retained that of nomination subject to the veto of the revenue authori
ties. The powers of zamindars were thus curtailed and the entire control over the 
village officers now rests with the revenue authorities. It is alleged that the causes 
that prompted the Government to effect the change was the abuse of powers by the 
zamindars. 1 think that when the change was proposed and effected, the Government 
must have forgot the maxim that .. One who has got a. glass 'window should not 
throw stones at others." There appears to be no ground for the remark that the zamin
dars will abuse the powers given to them as if the subordinate revenue authoritites "re 
free from such abuses. Instead of entirely taking away the powers of punishment 
without the lea.t consideration for the welfare of the zamindaria, the Government should 
have done well if they had reserved only the powers of appeal against the decision of the 
zamindars. To err is human. whether he be a Government servant or a zamindar; and 
it being so to invest the one with the power and to deprive the other of it, does not seem 
to be equitable. The powers of punishment over the village officers of the zamin belongs 
to the zamindars by right under the cOhditions of the Istimrer Sannad given to them 
and inasmuch as the whole e~tabli~hment of village officers are maintained and paid 
entirelv from the funds contrihuted bv the zamindars. I fail to see how the revenue 
al'thorities are justified in usurping th'e powers leeit.imatelv belonged to them, I may 
say that. with all the safe!!unrds of appeal to the hi!!her revenue authorities, some, if not 
most, of the cases in which the village officers of Government villages were punished are 
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found to be due to the fact that the village officers- concerned had offended in some way 
or other the powers-that-be and not for any dereliction of duty on their part. 

16. The depriving of the zamindars of the power of punishing the village officers 
nnder their control h!l.s already upset the smooth working of the revenue administration 
of the zamin offices. The village officers have grown insubordinate and insolent and 
alway~ attempt to neglect the orders of the zamindar. 'l'hey know that they could not 
be punished by the zamindars and that, for every misconduct, they are to be reported 
upon to the tal uk and Divisional Officers. There are now in the UttukuIi zamin two 
cases of embezzlement of zamin collections against two village headmen. It is now 
more than six months since the cases were reported to the Divisional Officer for necessary 
action. The village headmen are still in service. The eqnuiry is being conducted very 
tardily. If the embezzlement had been committed in any of the Government villages, do 
you think that the Tahsildar or the Revenue Divisional Officer would sit quiet and ponder 
over the matter for all indefinite length of time without closing the enquiry and bringing 
the delinquents to book? Such is the nature of treatment meted out to the zaruindars by 
Government servants in the matter of village administration. Representations from the 
zamindars to the Taluk office are seldom taken notice of and any zamindar who has the 
boldness to take it to the notice of the Collector, gets into the ill-graces of the taluk 
a.uthorities, who then fume, fret, wait and watch for an opportunity to annoy the offend
ing zamindar. 

17. Another thing tha.t emboldens the zamin village officers to disregard the zamin
dars is that all communications between the taluk officers and the zamin village offic~rs 
a.re carried on directly without ·the intervention of the zamindars. Even the changes 
in the personnel of the village officers are not communicated to the zamindars. Strictly 
speaking, the system adopted in the Taluk and Revenue Divisional offices in respect of 
the administration of the zamindari areas is not uuiform and is opposed to public policy. 
Rome Tahsildars have taken into their heads not to recognize the existence of the zamin
dars at all except for the remittance of peshkash and for the receipt of certain returns 
from them. Others consider them as veritable mill stones round their necks. No doubt, 
so long as the zamindars exist, they cannot he ignored. An instance of the na.ture 
pointed out above recently occurred in the Uttukuli zamin. One village karnam died. 
The village headman reported directly to the Tahsildar who appointed somebody to 
officiate for him until a permanent incumbent is appointed. The Tahsildar, however, 
with some courtesy, asked the zamindar to submit proposals for filling up the vacancy. 
Proposals were accordingly forwarded to the Tahsildar for transmission to the Revenue 
Divisional Officer. I am surprised to find that the final orders passed by the Revenue 
Divisonal Officer on the subject were not communicated to the Uttukuli z!IIIlindar. The 
village officers received direct the order of the Revenue Divisional Officer and the new 
incumbent began to work without the knowledge of the za.mindar. The non-receipt of 
the order was brought to the notice of the Divisional Officer who forwarded a copy of 
the order to the zamindar and also promised that in future, suchanil similar orders 
would be communicated to the zaminda.r. I am sorry to note that this promiss of the 
Revenue Divisional Officer is not being kept up even now. 

18. The unsystematic method of dealing with the zamindars as described above has 
placed the zamindars in a very awkward predicament so much so that a zaminda.r finds 
it very difficult to work his office systematically and he is hampered every wa.y in his 
administration. Let the Tahsildar of a taluk think for a moment how he would be 
ha.mpered in his work if he is deprived of his powers of punishing his subordinates and 
if direct communications are held between the Revenue Divisional office and the village 
officers without caring for the Tahsildar. Instances are not wanting to prove the above 
ata.tement a.nd space forbids me to enumerate them. This question is of vital importance 
to the proprietors of the permanently settled estates and if the disabilities the 'zamindars 
a.re labouring under and pointed out above are not removed and set right to the f!Jll 
satisfaction of the zamindars, the Government of the day must be characterized &8 

nothing but selfish.· 
19. Another grea.t evil at present is that the zamin village officers have to serve tw~ 

me.sters. Noone can serve two masters as the old adage goes. They must chose to 
Berve one or the other. Now they generally choose to serve the stronger party, the 
Government officers and they neglect the weaker party, the proprietor. This is most 
cruel indeed. The village officers are paid out of the village service fund contributed 
bv the proprietor for which act of charity, the proprietor receives with the help of the 
Government nothing but disrespect from the village officers. Most of the village offieers 
are not true to their salt. It is therefore urged that in order to facilitate collection work 
and to carry on the zamin administration smoothly and efficiently, provisions connreted 
with the following points should be embodied in the Madras Estates Land Act (a) nomina
tion of village officers, (b) grant of leave, (el communication of all orders from thetaluJr 
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office to the village officers through the proprietor and (b) punishment by fine. The 
present system of appointing village officers by the zamindars and reporting the fact 
to the Divisional Officers for approval may be allowed to continue. Modification of the 
existing practice in other respects is absolutely necessary. 
m (c)- , 

20. Collection. ~f rent through coercive processes is hardly resorted in the Uttukuli 
zamm. The proVl8l0ns of the, Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865 are very laborious. The 
Act, may be allowed to remam, on the ststute book, but its provisions should be very 
spanngly used to enforce, collectlon of rent. . CollectlOn of rent should, as far as practic
able, be done by persuaslon and not otherwuoe. The law should be set in motion only 
against most refractory tenants who cannot be persuaded by reasonable methods. Such 
tenants are unworthy to remain as zamin ryots and they must be made to suffer the 
evil consequence~ ,of coercive processes under the A~t. Such tenants may be very few 
and when muchilikas are executed by them agreemg to the payment of rent in the 
prescribed instalments it is not likely that they would create any disturbance and delay 
payment of rent. When once a fair and equitable rent has been fixed, I am sure the ryots 
would pay rent without any demur as they know that the rent has been impartially 
fixed by t~e higher authorities. Opportunity to resort to legal process for the recovery 
of :r:ent will never crop up when once the ren,t has bee~ fixed on a fair and equitable 
basls. The ryot na.turally looks upon the zammdar as hls patron and entertains a kind 
of traditional respect and reverence towards him, while the zamindar in his turn reci
procates this feeling by being sympathetic towards them. I therefore wish to observe 
that it is hardly necessary to make any change in the provisions of the present Act 
which may tend to mar the existing harmony of feeling between the zamindar and his 
ryots and create a spirit of estrangement and distrust between them, No attempt to 
improve the Act need be contemplate now. 

IV (al and (b)-
21. I must answer this question in the negative, The tenant's right to water

supply is not inherent in the right of occupancy granted to him. It is purely a matter 
of contract between the ryots and the landholder. Natural source of water-supply are 
abeent in the Uttukuli zamindsri. Some of the lands are being irrigated by wells sunk on the 
lands by the ryots themselves. For such irrigation, no cess is levied here. In zamindaris 
where there are natural sources of water-supply, the zamindars have a right to levy 
water-cess if the ryots take water for irrigating their lands. The fact of the imposition 
of water-cess and the amount to be collected on that amount should be noted in the 
pattas granted to the ryots. The landllOlder ha.s a Buperior right to the water-sources 
in his estate as he is the proprietor of the estate. Prior to the introduction of permanent 
settlement, what the Government possessed over the eotate must be considered to have 
been transferred to the zamindar. The nature and extent of the right possessed by the 
zamindars to the water-coursea in their estates are the same as those originally posseesed 
by the Government. 
V (a) and (b)-

22. The survey of estates, the preparation of record-of-rights and settlement are 
necessary preliminaries to an efficient land reveune administration. The primary 
object of a cadastral survey is to determine the exact areas of holdings, etc., with a view 
to settlement. The survey and settlement records must be considered to be substruc
tures of the Land Revenue Department. The Land Revenue Department can regularly 
commence its work only after the survey and settlement records are supplied to it, The 
aims and objects of a survey and record-of-rights appear to be putting an end to the 
uncertainty that promotes rent disputes, the efficient protection of' the ryots, and the 
improvement of local knowledge, which would enable revenue officers and civil courts 
more effectively to examine and deal with the various interests and difficulties arising 
out of the relations of landholder and ryot. Another object of survey and record-of
rights was to secure that officers of Government should understand the rural economy 
qf. their districts, in order that they may be properly equipped for their frequent contests 
with calamity or wrong, The survey and settlement of an estate cannot therefore be 
dispensed with. (Please see the Government of India Despatch to the Secretary of 
State for India, No.6, dated 21st March 1882.) The expenditure required for theRe 
operations should be recovered equally from the landholders and the ryots. This expendi
ture should first be defrayed by the Government and then recovered" subsequently from 
the landholders and ryots in instalments and not in a lump. It hae to be pointed out 
in this connexion that when survey is undertaken by the Government at its own instance, 
it is hard that proprietors should be reqnired to pay for it, In this respect, Madras 
Act IV of 1897 which lays down that the expenses of survey undertaken otherwise than 
on the application of the proprietor should be borne by the Government, shonld be 
brought prominently to the notice of the Government. 
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23. Regarding the survey, settlement and the future maintenance of survey land
marks, the following points that suggest themselvea to me may kindly be noted. All 
the above three operations must follow one after another. Otherwise, it is not neees
aary to enter into the survey work at all. If the survey work is undertaken, the 
settlement work must neceasarily follow it. Some of the zarnindars appear to have 
suggested that provision in the ,M,adras Estates Land Act for a settlement is not required 
and uncalled for. I am afraid that th~ have no idea of what a settlement is. A settle
ment is required only to fix a fair and equitable rent, the fixing of which is absolutely 
necessary for the welfare of both the landholders and the ryots. Some of zamindars and 
ryot9 appear to possess a wrong impression about the settlement operations. They seem 
to think that settlement means raising of rent. This is not so. At every settlement, 
the assessment once fixed will be revised according to the nature of the soil, the crops 
raised therein, the price of the crops so raised, and. nautral.facilities for irrigation aud 
other incidental causes. If the lanas have deteriorated since the last settlement, surely 
the rate of rent will have to be lowered. 

24. Coming to the point, I would suggest that a revenue survey which does not 
prominently keep in mind the probable requirements of the settlement department is 
bound to be a failure. It is, however, much easier to state the general propositiou than 
to carry it out in practice, because no final scheme of revenue settlement can be framed 
except upon the results of a survey; and it comes to this, that to frame a scheme of 
revenue settlement, it is necessary to have before us the results of the survey; and to do 
a satisfactory survey, it is necessary to determine beforehand on what lines generally the 
revenue settlement is to be. To meet this object in view, it is necessary that the 
demarcation rules should be framed very carefully so that the survey work may be cop
ducted very minutely and the survey land register prepared with the greatest care and 
caution. This minuteness of survey work is absolutely necessary for settlement pur
poses. If the survey had been done very perfunctorily, the settlement department would 
be severely handicapped in getting any progress in their operations. For an instance 
on the point, I understand that in British Malabar, the settlement department experi
enced greatest difficulty in introducing settlement in consequence of the fact that the 
survey there was done without a clear apprehension (probably without any apprehension 
at all) of probable settlement requirements, and partly also to the fact that the revenue 
columns of the land register (which forms the basis of the operations of the settlement 
department) were in many cages carelessly filled in, as the survey 9taff was composed 
mostly of men utterly unacquainted with ;Malabar and its land tenures, and, a9 a result, 
a lot of work had to be done by the settlement department in rectifying the error9 and 
mistakes made by the survey department. To obviate these evils, it is necessary firstly 
that the demarcation rules must be framed very carefully and secondly, that the "revenue 
columns in the survey land register should be filled in by information supplied by the 
Normal Land Revenue Department through fheir village officers. It is therefore 
suggested that the survey work should be conducted as thoroughly and efficiently as 
practicable with a view to facilitate settlement operations. 

25. After the survey and settlement of an estate is over, the next important thing 
to be attended to ia the maintenance of survey marks and the bringing of the land 
records up to date. It seems doubtful if the proprietor of any estate has made any 
arrangements for this item of land revenue work without which the survey and settle
ment records would be rendered useless in course of time. As the civil and criminal 
jurisdiction over these estates rests with the Government, the Government have 
inherently a moral right to see that the survey marks are kept intact and the land records 
are brought up to date. When disputes connected with the lands in an estate crop up, 
the only documentary evidence that discloses the true state of things is the village 
records. If such records are not brought" up to date, they get themselves .. aJatiquated in 
course of time and will not be of any use whatever for the settlement of the disputes. It 
has therefore to be noted that the Government as the respeotor and protector of proper
ties and pellSone should take the initiative and come to the rescue by undertaking the 
muiutenance of land records and landmarks by their own Revenue Inspectors and the 
Land Record. Department. Though the existing law on the subject empowers the 
Government to do this item of work, the Government entirely neglects to attend to it. 
Section 21 of the ;Madras Act VIII of 1923 which deals with the subject in question is 
-quoted in extenso for ready and easy reference . 

.. When an estate or a portion of an estate or a boundary in an estate has been 
surveyed in pursuance of a notification issued under section 17, the survey officer 
sha.JJ report the completion of the survey to the Di9trict Collector and to the 
proprietor. and the following consequences shall thereupon ensue :-
(l) Subject to such conditions as may be prescribed in this behalf, every tenant 

of the land surveyed, and where there is no tenant, the proprietor shall bs 



bound to maintain, renew and repair the survey marb on or within .the 
boundaries of his holding, and in default of his doing so, the Collector may 
after giving notice to the tenant or the proprietor as the case may be in the 
manner provided in sub-sections (2) and (3) of section 15, at the cost of the 
1JOca1 Governwent, maintain, renew and repair such survey marks and lW'.over 

the cost of so doing as an arrear of land revenue. Such COBt may include the 
cost of all operations incidental to 9Uch removals or repair but not any charges 
on account of survey officers and supervising establishment. 

(2) It shall be the duty of the headman and of the accountant of every village 
the whole or a part of which has been surveyed-
\a) to prevent the destruction, injury, removal or "lteratic>n of Bny survey 

marks on or within the limits of his village; and 
(b) when he becomes aware that any such mark has been destroyed, injured, 

removed or altered, to report the fact to the proprietor of the estate and 
to the Collector as the District Collector may, from time to time, direct." 

In respect C?f the sam~ matter, the Board of Revenue has also issued certain proceed
lOgs for the gmdance of Its officers for carrying out the provisions of the statute. The 
most important of them is B.P. No.5, Revenue Settlement, dated 9th January 1918. 
The relevant portion of the Board's Proceeding is extracted below :-

.. 5. Lastly, there are estates which have been surveyed on the application and 
at the cost of the proprietors or the tenants. Government have no interest in 
maintaining the marks planted in the ecurse of these surveys and it is only the 
proprietors or the tenants or both who will be benefited by their maintenance. 
The Survey and Boundaries Act, however, lays no obligation on the proprietors 
to arrange for the maintenance of these survey marks. The tenants are of 
course liable for their maintenance, but this liability can be enforced only bv 
the Collector under section 21. It therefore follows that only Governmen"t 
Agency can be employed on the work. The Board considers that no arrange
menta need be made by Government for the maintenance of the survey marks 
in any estate unleBB such maintenance is desired by the proprietor or, in cases 
where the survey has been made on the application of the tenants, by tenants. 
If it is decided to undertake maintenance work in any such estate, the following 
procedure should, the Board considers, be adopted :-
(i) In large estates in which maintenance is desired by the proprietors where the 

work cannot be carried out by the exi.eting staff and where a special establishment 
will be required for the purpose, the proprietors should be required to prepay the 
cost of such establishment, including suitable contribution on account of the 
supervision to be exercised by the Land Record Tahsildar, the Land Record 
Superintendent and the Director of Land Records. The fees collected under 
rule 6 (2) of the rules prescribed in G.O. No. 682. Revenue, dated 4th March 
1914, on account of the time and labour of the Government maintenanpe 
staff may then be paid to the proprietor annually. It will be ·the duty of the 
special establishments employed for maintenance work in estates to over
check the stone inspection done by karnams and to renew or repair the 
stones which are miBBing or out of repair as the case may be. The proprietor 
should also be required to open stone depots and to maintain stocks of stones 
of the prescribed size and descrtption. They will thus be practically advanc
ing to Government the stones required for effecting replacements and the 
cost thereof will be paid to them after it is collected from the tenants. If 
any proprietor does not accept these conditions, Government need not nnder
take the work in his estate. Where maintenance is desired by tenants, an 
advance of the costs cannot and need not he expected. The fee mnst be fixed 
at such a rate to cover all charges of maintenance and the whole of the fees 
will be retained by Government." 

26. A perusal of section 21 of the Act, a.long with the Board's Proceedings ~xtrscted 
above makes it abundantly clear that in indicatin/! the procedure to be adopted lD carry
in~ out the specific provieions of section 21, the Board of &venue ha.ve departed 
completely from the principle of section 21 of the Act. In fact, the Board 1D some very 
ml,terial partiCUlars have taken up a position diametrically opposed to the provisionll of 
the statute. They are indicated below:-

(1) In B.P. No.5 it is said that Survey and Bonndaries Act .. lays no obligl\tion 
on the proprietors to arrange for the maintenance of these snrvey marks. The 
tenants are of course liable for their maintenance." But section 21 (1) cate
gorically imposes a.n obligation on the proprietors in spite of all that the Board 
may say to the eontrary. 



(2) Under section 21 (1) the cost to be recovered from the proprietor is to .. include 
~he cost of all operations incidenta.l to such renewa.ls or repairs but not any 
charges on &CCO.wt of survey officers and supervising establishment." But 
according to the Board's Proceedings the proprietor has also to make a. suitable 
con tribu tion on a.ccount of the supervision to be exercised by the La.nd Recorda 
Tahsildar, Land Records Superintendent and the Director of Land Recorda. 

(3) 1n respect of the collection. of costs, the Act makes no distinction between a. 
proprietor and a. tenant, But the Board's Proceeding requires a.dvance pay
ment from the proprietor, whereas, in case of tenants it sa.vs .. an advance of 
the cost cannot and need not be expected," • 

(4) The Act makes no distinction between estates .. Large and small." But the 
Board's Proceedings draws IIDch a distinction without defining what constitute 
large estate and what small. 

27. Whilst the Board's Proceedings intended to carry into effect the provisions of 
the Ar·t .. re thus diametrically opposed to those very provisions, the interpretation placed 
upon the Board's Proceedings hy the Revenue authorities and the Board of Revenue is 
still more arbitrary. Though the Board's Proceedings does not contain any definition 
of large Iond small estates, the passage occurring therein, viz., .. In large estates where 
the work canuot be carried out by the existing staff and where a special establishment 
will be required for the purpose .. seems to indicate that estates where the work can .be 
carried out by the existing staff and where a. special establishment will not be required 
my be classified as small. But the revenue authorities refused to clssify such estates 
aa email and in the teeth of the Proceedings of the Board of Revenue, demand advance 
paymeut. And further, such advance payment should, according to section 21, be con
fined t) t.he cost of such operations incidental to renewal or repair of survey marks. But 
the reveIlue authorities demand advance paymeut which is out of all proportion to the 
cost, of Il'newal or repair making it impossible for the proprietor to have the survey 
marh lO:tintained in proper condition. 

28. It would appear from the above that, even when measures favourable to tbe 
zamindars are pointed out to the Government through their servants, they seem to close 
their eyes to them and put all sorts of obstacles in the way of not carrying them out flO 

much so that the hue and cry made by the zamindars for the satisfaction of their legiti. 
mate aspirations has become practically a cry in the wilderness. It is an admitted fact 
that, for ascertaining; the revenue due to the state as well as for defining the rights of 
i\,dividuals in property, survey of lands and settlement of boundary disputes are essential 
fadors. In fact, the absence of survey and fixing of boundary marks are in many parts 
<lfour country a fruitful source of litigation. In many proprietary estates, the absence 
of such marks cause considerable inconvenience to the efficient administration of the 
8&1lI~. Only a few of the proprietors can realize the above. Those who realize the 
importance of survey have their estates surveyed at a pretty heavy cost. As such, it 
ought to be the plain duty of the Government to help the proprietors by affording them 
all facilities to effectively maintain the survey marh instead of imposing hardships, if 
estate 8urveys are to be encouraged. It is very sorry to note here that the most beneficial 
provisions of the statute have been rendered nugatory by fiat of the executive. 

29. If the Gov!'rnment really intends to preserve the zamindaris from deterioration 
Ilnd eventual destruction, the rules regarding the maintenance of village landmarks 
should be relaxed a little. The Government Revenue Inspectors have to attend to this 
item of work in the Government villages. They can with the least difficulty attend 
to this work in the zamin areas also. The zamin village officers are not GovernmenT 
'Village officers. Still, the Government makes them work for them. In the same way 
should not Government servants be made to work for the zamins? If necessary, the 
Government may arrange to levy a certain percentage from the zaminda.rs' as contri. 
bution for this extra labour. Without making some such arrangement, it may not 
be fair for the Government to· sit quiet after pa.ssing stringent rules on the subject 
which are beyond the powers of any zamindar to carry out. The difficulties set forth 
above are being felt in the Uttukuli zamindari. The zamindari was surveyed seven 
years ago. When settlement also wanted to be done, the Government demanded an 
advance deposit of Rs. 20,000 for the expenditure required for the same. The deposit 
Ilsked for is simply arbitrary and no data have been furnished as to how the amount 
WI\8 fixed. An advance of Rs, 20,000 "'as made for the survey operations. After the 
elose of the survey, a. portion of the amount was refunded to the zamin. A sum of 
Rs. 438-12-2 is still pending to the credit of the zamin with the survey department. 
It is therefore clear that the deposit asked for by the Government was without any 
data.. Owing ~ financial stringency, the settlement was not conducted. Abou,t the 
recovery of survey charges, from the ryots, the orders of the Government are not umform. 
In Ramapatnam zamindari, the whole survey charges were ordered to be recovered from 
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the ryots. When a communillation was Bent on the same 8ubject from the Uttukuli 
zamindari, only a moiety of the expenditure was allowed to be recovered from the ryots. 
n is high time to set right theBe anomalies of the Government and the Madras E.tates 
Land Act should be so amended as to meet the requirements of the zamindars in every 
·respect, especially, in respect of survey, settlement, division of expenditure between the 
landholder and the ryot and the maintenance of survey marks. 

30. It is, therefore, suggested that all zamindars should unite and suggest ways 
1I.nel means to set matters right and to remove this obnoxious proceedings of the Board 
from practie&l application. This proceedings appears to have been passed evidently 
under a misapprehension under a repealed Act of 1897. It cannot be made t.o apply to 
the. provisions of an Act passed in 1923. The attention of the Government should be 
drawn to this anomaly. A drastic change has been effected by the Act of 1923 over the 
Act of 1897. Under the Act of 1897, no obligation was imposed upon the proprietor to 
maintain the survey marks in his estate. But the Act now in force impoBes such an 
obligation on the proprietor. Evidently, the Board's Proceedings appears to have been 

. ·passed on the assumption that no statutory obligation has been imposed on the proprietor 
.and that the maintenance work in his estate is a sort of lUXury to him for which the 
proprietor must pay. If this is so, may I know to whose luxury the maintenance work 
is being done in Government villages? Such observation has no foundation whatever. 
The same Board's Proceedings states that since it is obligatory under the statute on 
the tenants to maintain survey marks, they cannot and need not be expected to pay in 
advance. It has to be pointed out that the obligation is no less on the proprietor than on 
the tenant and that the former also cannot and need not be expected to pay in advance. 
Again, the costa to be recovered from the proprietor should be arranged to be fixed on 
a definite data and should not be claimed arbitrarily out of all proportion to the work to 
be done. 

31. It is therefore suggested again that in order to carry out efficiently the provision~ 
of section 21 of the Madras Survey and Boundary Act of 1923, the discretion vested 
in the Collector under that section should be arranged to be exercised properly and that 
such discretion should be hedged in by proper safeguards so that the Collector as 
well as the proprietor might be clear as to (1) the agency that has to do the mainten~nce 
work, (2) the terms on which the said agency is to perform the work. (3) the apportion' 
ment of the cost between the tenants and the proprietor, and (4) the mode of recovering 
the cost from the tenants. The Act has to be amended embodying these suggestions and 
other suggestions that may be deemed necessary. 
;vI.-

32. The landholder cannot demand any levies, customary or otherwise. from ryote 
in addition to rent. A ryot cannot be compelled to contribute his mite for any cere· 
mony or other function in the zamindar's family or for any special or annual ceremonies 
in the temples attached to the zamindari. Voluntary contributions from any ryot for 
any function in the zamindari may be accepted. 
(b)~ 

33. These may be answered together. The right possessed by a zamindar over 
cattle.grazing grounds, old wllste and other porambokes which are not communal is 
indefeasible. The ryots have no power over them. To allow the ryots to graze cattle, 
to collect green manure and to cut wood for agricultural implements is entirely left to 
the discretion of the proprietor of the land. There are no, paddy field~ the Uttukuli 
zamindari and therefore the necessity for coIlecting green manure is hot seen felt by 
the ryots. There is no forest growth also close by, so that the ryots may be in a posi. 
tion to cut wood for agricultural purposes. Strictly speaking, the ryots in the Uttukuli 
zamin make their own arrangements for the grazing of cattle and making agricultural 
implements. I do not think that any ryot has any inherent right to use the forest 
growth, if available in the zamin, for their domestic and agricultural purposes. Such 
free use of zamin porambokes and forest growth ",ill be considered as an encroachment 
upon the right of the zamindar. A ryot must obtain the previous permission of 
zamindar to use such porambokes and trees thereon for domestic and agricultural pur. 
poses. It is left to the option of the zamindar to let it free or not temporarily for 
the purposes required. 

(c)-
34. Public paths and other communal lands situated in any estate are intended 

for the common use of the villagers and such lands cannot be interfered with without 
the written permission of the CoIlector (see section 20 of the Madras Estate. Land 
Act). So long as such lands are treated ·as communal lands, the landholder and a ryot 
have equal rights over them. Their rights differ only when snch lands are not required 
for the purpose intended. Lands set apart for commnnal purposes prior to the intro
duction of permanent settlement, when no longer required for the purpose originaIly 
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intended, will not revert to the landholder. Lands 80 set apart subsequent to the 
permanent settlement by the landholder himself shlrll revert to the landholder when, 
in the opinion of. the Colle~tor, they are no longer required for communal purposes. 
(See the explanation to sectIOn 20 of the :Madras Estates Land Act.) No alteration ill 
the existing relationship between the landlord and the tenant 80 far as these lands are 
concerned appears to be necessary. 

35. Hill and forest porambokes are to be treated as porambokes other than com
munal porambokes. A ryot has no right over them. The landholder is the proprietor 
of these porambokes and he can let these porambokes on contract for temporary culti
vation with agricuJ.Wioral crops. The respective rights of such temporary lessees and 
the landholder shall be regulated by contract between the parties. 

VIII. (a)-
36. The determination of the irrig-able area and the maintenance of the irrigation 

80urces and works have been fully dealt with in Chapter vrn of the Madras Estates 
Land Act. Any deviations from the provisions contained therein do not appear to be 
necessary. The newly amended Madras Estates Land Act VIII of 1934 contains ample 
provisions for the maintenance of all irrigation works. The principle to be borne in 
mind when the repair of a minor or a major irrigation work is undertaken is that 
the repair should benefit both the parties and should also not interfere with the other 
existing irrigation works or with the rights of the ryots holding lands close by. These 
appear to have been guarded when drafting the amended Act. The existing provisions 
need not therefore be altered. 

(b)-
37. Under section 138 of the Madras Estates Land Act, proVISIon has bee-. made 

for carrying out the repairs to any irrigation work through the Government if the 
landholder declines to undertake the repairs on the application of the ryots whose landa 
are a.fl'ected by the non-repair of such irrigation works. No amplification of the provi
sions contained therein appears to be necessary. 

(e)-
38. The Government need not take 8UO mota action in the matter of repairs to 

irriEtation work.. Tbe aggrieved partie. will surely apply to the proper authorities for 
remedy, as, otherwise, the cultivation of their lands will be seriously affected. It would 
be enough if the Government take steps to undertake the repairs on the application of 
the parties. 

IX-
89. The object of the jamabandy is to ascertain, record and fix the land revenue 

demand of a taluk. The zamin area should be considered as a taluk for ascertaining 
and fixing the dues to the zamindar from the ryots. I am inclined the think that every
thing connected with the administration of Land Revenue in the ryotwari villages 
should be conducted in the zamin villages also, especially, the inspection of the collection 
registers. The statistical registers in tbe zamin villages have, however, been looked into 
by the Revenue Inspector and the Tahsildar and tbe inspection of those registers is 
being conducted every year by the Divisional Officers at the time of the jamabandy. As 
the jamabandy officer has nothing to do with the zamin collections, he does not care to 
go through the collection registers of the zamin villages. As the amount collected from 
the zamin ryots IS to be paid to the zamin treasury, it is certainly the lookout of the 
zamindar to see that his demands are fully realized-and remitted to the treasury in 
the year of the demand itself and steps should be taken at the close of every year to 
bring the refractory ryots to book by resorting to coercive measures. It is therefore 
absolutely necessary that a jamabandy by the zamindar himself assisted by pis office 
staff should be conducted every year and that it should be taken as an opportunity 
for a thorough overhauling of all the accounts and registers in connection with the 
zamin demand. If this item of zamin administration is neglected and allowed to fall 
into arrears, the administration of the zamin will be considered to have been conducted 
in a haphazard manner. To satisfactorily conduct the jamabandy on the lines of the 
jamabandy conducted by the Divisional Officers and District Collectors, it is necessary 
that the zamindars should have full control over the village officers. By piecemeal 
elimination of the zamindar's powers, originally exercised over the village officers by 
a series of illegal legislations against which no protest appesrs to have been made during 
all these years, the village officers have grown rude and recalcitrant so that most of tbem 
have become unmanageable. To report to the Revenue Divisional Officer each and 
everY case of delinquency would be an arduous task and would be considered as want of 
tact ·on the part of the zarnindar. In this connection. it may not be out of place if I 
were to insert in this memorandum for the consideration of the zamindars' associatioD 

1-25 
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the relat~on between the zamindara and thei!: village officers as depicted by . Truth • 
recently ill one of the Madras dailies. I am sure that the man who wrote the article 
must bave had bitter eXl'erience in dealing with these village satraps. 
. ., .. Now! tha~ a Commission has, been appointed to go into the question of the 
JnndicaI, relatIonship betwee~ the ~dars an~ ryota, a few remarks on the position 
of the village office~ tll8 a tll8 the zammdars will be In point. As against charges of 
exo~bltant rent or il!egal exactions agBlDst zammdars, the latter bring counter chargee 
agam~ ryots of deliberate non-payment of rent for a number of years necessitating 
litIgation on payment of heavy court-fees. The troubles of the zamindar are redoubled 
after getting decrees for rent for the reason that execution is a tortuous and laborious 
a.tfair. Now the question arises, why should the collection of rent be so difficult in 
zamin areas, while it is just the reverse in the case of Government lands. The answer 
is simple. Village munsif in Government ryotwari tracts is efficient and is a true servant 
of his master, the Tahsildar, whereas, in zamin areas, the village munsif is in theory 
a servant of two masters one of whom is the Government Tahsildar and the other is 
the zamindar. But in practice, he does not care a two penny half penny for the latter, 
whose peremptory orders and threatened penalties cannot harm him. The karnam 
bas got more duties to perform for the zamindar than for the Tahsildar of the taluk. 
In the event of the village munsif and karna.m not performing their duties, the zllmindar 
is reduced to the helpless position of having to appeal to the Tahsildar and the Revenue 
Divisional Officer for redress against the otfending village officers. The result is that 
the zamindar and the village officers appear as com plainan t and accused, a proceeding. 
encouraging mutual recriminations by the one against the other. In many cases, owing 
to want of appreciation of the difficulties of the zamin administration on the part of 
the Revenue authorities, the village officers escape on the plea that properties have 
not been given to them by the zamin staff and if collections fall into arrears or the 
revenue work of the karnam is inadequate, the order is that it is open to the zamindar 
to make his own arrangements for the purpose. Consequently, the zamindar is reduced 
to the necessity of appointing his own vasooldars, surveyors, Revenue Inspector., etc., 
who do the work normally carried on by the village officers in Government villages, 
In the meanwhile, what is the work of the village officers in zamin tracts? In very 
many cases, they do nothing but foment qua.rrel. and create trouhles between ryot and 
proprietor. They can safely depend on the underlings of the taluk office for protection 
against any action on the proprietor's part. No doubt some zamindars are vested 
on application by the Board of Revenue, with powers to in1lict a fine up to Rs. 3 on 
the zamindar. But in practice, he does not care a two penny half penny for the latter 
village officers. But this power is subject to the restriction that the action should be 
approved by Revenue Divisional Officer . 

.. All this trouble arises from the dual jurisdiction conferred on the proprietor 
and the Government Revenue authorities over the village officers. The punishing 
authority is different from the authority to whom services are to be rendered. Such a 
system is bound to cause friction. The result may be avoided by the revenue authorities 
developing a consciousness that the proprietor is trying to do in his area what the 
revenue officer is doing in his own. As a matter of fact, it takes months and years to 
enuqire into a complaint. Then finally comes an order wherein the proprietor 18 
informed that all was not well with the proprietor's own staff and that the offending 
karnam or village munsif is severely warned. No wonder that the offending village 
officer twits his fingers at the zamindar. The better remedy would be to legislate in 
view to placing the village officers completely under the proprietor's control." 

40. It is certain that it is not desirable to place the zamindars in such an awkward 
position as between the devil and the deep sea. They are being put to considerable 
hardship by the village officers on the one hand, and by the ryots on the other. There 
has of late been a growing volume of opinion adverse to the interests of the zamindars 
on the presumption that the ryots under them are being subjected to severe trouble. 
and vexations. This observation is a. one-sided view and is the result of the repeated 
agitations and demands made at the rvota' conference in certain zamins, such aB, 
Kuppam, etc., north of the Madras Presidency. Mr. Cheruvakada Narasimham Pan
thulu, a congressman, addressed the other day a large gathering of the zamin ryots of 
Kuppam and dwelt at length on the hardships of the zamin ryots and even went to the 
length of saying the need of t!:te abolition of the zamindaris, Such appears to be the 
mentality of the public towards the zamindars. I hope that these and other considera
tions would weigh with the Committee pow formed who, I am sure, will leave no stone 
unturned to set at rest once for all the supposed hardships experienced in the several 
zamindaris, both by the zamindars and the ryots, and close the door permanently by 
amending the present Madras Estates Land Act and other Acts a.tfecting the interest. 
ef both. 
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x-
(1) and (2)-

41. A pattadar is an occupancy ryot, that is to say, that he has a. permanent right 
of occupancy in his holding. He possesses in his la.nds a heritable and alienable interest 
of a. perma.nent character. An under-tenant is a non-occupancy ryot who is a sub
lessee ha.ving no stake in the land in his possession. He is only a tenant-at-will liable 
to eviction by his lessor at any moment Th!ll"e are two classes of non-occupancy ryots 
under the Estates Land Act. A tenant under a pattadar is a non-occupancy rvot a.nd 
a. tenant of old wa.ste under the landholder is also a non-occupancy ryot. A la;;dholder 
has nothing to do with a tenant under a pattadar who has been given occupancy right 
over his ryoti land. They have no mutual statutory obligations to perform. If the 
pattadar dies intestate and his sub-lessee continues to be in possession of the land under 
a contract from the pattadar, the land will surely revert to the la.ndholder as the pro
prietor of the soil and the sub-lessee mayor may not be allowed to continue as a 
lessee directly under the landholder. He will only become the landholder's tenant-at
will liable to eviction at any moment. A tenant of old waste holds his l"nd under a 
contract from the landholder as an ordinary lessee. The position of a tenant under 
a pattadar, that is, a ryot holding a ryoti land, does not allpear to fall within the 
purview of the Madras Estates Land Act. It doe. not seem to be necessary that their 
status in relation to a pattadar and the zamindar does not require any legal recognition. 
It would be a serious blunder if those under-tenants holding ryoti lands on simple 
lea.se for a. number of years, say for 30 years or more, were to be given fixity of tenure 
a.nd their position lega.!ly recognized. Such a.n act would be a deathblow to the 
agricultural improvement of the country if improvement of agriculture is the idea. 
underlying that grant. It should be borne in mind that actual cultivators of the 
soil may not be the pattadars, but the low class people who prefer cultiva.tion as their 
profession. It gives them work and enables them to earn just about what they 
would ha.ve earned as day labourers doing other daily work. If any real agricultural 
improvements are to take place, they should be done by the zamindars only. These 
are the persons who are likely to comma.nd the necessary money for it. They ha.ve 
only to be shown practically the benefit to be derived from the agricultura.! improve
ments. But the za.mindars have been deprived of the opportunity of effecting agricul
tura.! improvements in the zamindari area in view of the fact that a. zamin ryot holding 
a ryoti Ia.nd possesses a. heritable and aliena.ble interest over it. He is not a. tenant-at
will. The landholder's interest over such lands ceases with the grant of occupancy 
right to another man. Of course, the landholder can make improvements on the land 
under the authority vested in him under section 13 of the Madras Estates Land Act. 
I do not think that any zamindar will take advantage of the provisions contained in 
that ssction and work conjointly with the tenant to make improvements and then fight 
with him for the enhancement of rent. No doubt the section itself is derogatory to the 
zamindar's position and status. The conferment of perma.nent occupancy "lights to 
the ryots themselves had already sounded the dea.th-knell of the agricultural advance
ment of the country. If proper representation had been made before the legisla.ture 
at the time of passing the Act, such a piece of drastic enactment could not have 
blotted the pages of the statute book. The blunder already committed would be COD
lidered to have committed in an aggravated manner if the nnder-tenants, who are 
$enants under the zamin ryots, are also given any legal recognition of their position. 

XI (a)-

42. A specia.l tribuna.! is not nscessary for the final appella.te and revisiona.! authority 
III proceedings between landholders and tenants. Some zamindars prefer civil courts 
for the tria.! of a.ll ca.ses between the zamindars and their ryots. There is a. genera.! 
opinion that Revenue Officers, however conscientious they may be, may not pe able to 
view things judicially. The absence of judicial mind may some time go wrong in arriv
ing at the truth of the case. It is therefore suggested that a provision may be made 
in the Act empowering the High Court to take cognizance of review petitions preferred 
against the decisions of the Board of Revenue. The party adversely atlscted by the 
decision of the Board of Revenue must be given an opportunity to present his case 
before the High Court a.lso. That is to say, a. judicial pronouncement of his case may 
also be found necessary. In other respscts the present system may be a.!lowed to 
continue. 

XI. (bl-
43. No speciaJ courts are necessary for the trial of actions and proceedings between 

)"nilholders and tenants. Tbe Revenue Officers are the best judges to dscide suits. ~n
nected with settlement of enhancement of rent and the exohange of patta.s and muehllikas 
and all matters which are more or less intimately connected with the procedure of 
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distra.int and recovery of properties. No changes appear to be necessary in this respect. 
I hope the present tribunal will satisfy the ends of justice. Cases falling within the 
~ategory of this question are worthy of being handled by executive revenut officers 
who are expected to be well acquainted with the locality. Further, such cases require 
prompt disposal. I therefore prefer the existing system. 

xn. (a)-

44. According to the Madras Land Encroachment Act of 1905 provision has been 
made for removal of encroachments on Government lands alone. Encroacbments on 
zamin porambokes are excluded from the operation of these provisions. This rule works 
very hard on the zamindars. The taluk authorities have got copies of settlement 
regi.ters and fieled measurement books of the zamin villages. When these registers are 
available to them, they can very well attend to the removal of encroachments on zamin 
porambokes also, for which legal sanction is required. According to the existing law, 
the zamindars are to seek remedy in civil courts to get the encroachments removed. 
This is no doubt a tedious process. In introducing the ;Madras Estates Bill before the 
legislature, the member who introduced the Bill has cleverly remarked that provision 
had been made in the Bill for the disposal of cases affecting the zamindars and the 
ryots through the revenue courts as remedy through civil courts was very expensive 
and tedious and that remedial measures·- through revenue courts were inserted to 
facilitate speedy disposal of cases as the revenue officers could be expected to possess 
local knowledge which was necessary for the disposal of such suits. The very same 
member has advised the zamindars to seek remedy in civil courts for the removal of 
encroachments, as if, the disposal of encroachment cases will be speedily done in civil 
courts. In this respect, no difference should have been made between the Govern
.ment and the zamindar. When the zamin records are with Tahsildar, he can very 
well order his suborilinates to attend to the removal of encroachments on zamin poram
bokes other than communal lands. As there is no provision in the Madras Land En
croachment Act to attend to that work, the revenue authorities csnnot do anything 
now. The Act should be so amended as to contain provisions for the removal of en
croachments on the zamin porambokes also. If the Act is not amended as suggested 
above, I am sure the zamin porambokes will all be found occupied in course of tIlDe. 
It is therefore absolutely necessary that the Government should be pressed for the 
amendment of this Act in the light of the remarks made above. 

xn. (b)-

45. In this zamindari, no such cesses as jodi, poruppu and kattubadi are being 
Collected. Quit-rent alone is collected here and paid to the Government at the time of 
the remittance of the peishcush. Powers should be given to the zamindars who collect 
these items of revenue for collection through coercive processes also. The existing law 
requires revision. 

Memorandum by 

MAlrAGBB D. 

the President and Members of the Southem Districtl LaIulholdera' 
Association, Madura, dated 21st November 193'1. 

Preliminary. 

Before furnishing its views on the basic problems mooted in this questionnaire, 
this Association craves permission to ventilate its just grievance about the spirit of dis
trust of the zamindar in which the Madras Estates Land Act has been conceived and 
which pervades its entire scheme. While it may reasonably be expected that the law of 
landlord and tenant should concern itself mainly with working out the legal implica
tions in that relationship, it is matter for profound regret that the statute, as embodied 
in this Act, evinces an unhealthy jeolousy about the rights of the tenants and ruthlessly 
ignores the lawful rights of the landholder and denies to him that prestige which alone 
could conduce to the smooth running of the relations between him and his tenants. While 
this Association feels alive to the necessity for all judicial safeguards provided by the 
Act with a view to control and standardise the mutual dealings between the landlord and 
tenant, it cannot but condemn the provision for executive interference at various stages 
of the transactions arising out of the relationship of landlord and tenant which must legiti
mately be allowed to be handled by the parties themselves without the intervention of an 
extraneous agency. The deleterious consequences of such a state of affairs do not require 
much of an elaboration. The law wherever it is based on a suspicion of the landlord 
cannot but lead to unhealthy bickerings between him and hiB tenants. It places a premium 
on costly litigation very often indulged in by the tenant to his own ruination. It detrocts 
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from the efficiency of the management of his estate by the landlord and by repeatedly 
placing him in dltlicult and aWkward situation jeopardises his position. 'J:llis Associa
tion therefore craves leave to record an emphatic plea for the immediate revision of the 
existing law of landlord and tenant in the light of the above observations so that it might 
be laid out in a spirit of broader sympathy and generosity as regards the position of 
the landlord. The causes for distrustment of the zamindar which were the rellcs of 
unsettled Medimval India have long since disappeared and enongh of enlightenment has 
penetrated into the village to justify an assurance that the ryot has become quite capable 
of looking to his own interests by working out his jural relationship with his proprietor. 
The force of the principle that trust begets trust cannot be lost upon this essentially 
human institution of landlordism and tenancy and the adoption of this principle in the 
law governing this institution cannot but conduce to the prosperity of the parties con
cerned in it as well as of the country at large. 

I. (a) The uncertainty that subsisted on this question before the Permanent Settle
ment Regulation cannot be set forth in better language than that of Professor Radha
kamal Mukerjee in his well known work on .. Land Problems of India," He says: 
.. Landlords' estates in more recent times arose in India from many causes, such as 
from revenue farmers being recoguized as landlords (as in Bengal, Bihar, North Madras, 
parts of the United Provinces and Bombay, Khots of Konkan); from territorial chiefs 
where tributes were converted into revenue (as from the Poligars of Madras and 
Gond Chiefs of the Central Provinces); from grants of jagirs for military or other 
services (as many of the Oudh Taluqdars) and, lastly from acquisition through 
purchase or mortgage of estates by bankers or capitalists. The landlords with whom 
settlement was made by the British Government accordingly differed not only in social 
position but also in the title by right of which they held their lands. Some were in 
fact not only revenue collectors. but also hereditary territorial magnets. But, generally 
speaking, the result of the settlement was to place all landlords on a uniform legal basis 
and to obliterate the differences in the customary status which had grown out of differ
ences of origin." According to this learned author the result of the settlement was 
to place all landlords on a uniform legal basis. The Regulation XXV of 1802 invests 
landholders with the proprietary right in the soil by its enactment in clause 2, viz., .. In 
conformity to these principles, an assessment shall be fixed on all lands liable to pay 
revenue to the Government; and in consequence of such assessment, the proprietary 
right of the soil shall become vested in the zamindars or other proprietors of land, and 
in their heirs and lawful successors for ever." One of the principles referred to in 
"this clause is laid down in the Preamble Section of the Regulation as .. to grant to 
zamindars and other landholders, their heirs and successors a permanent property in 
their land in all time to come." In the face of this statutory provision there can only 
be one opinion on this question and that is that the zamindar is the proprietor of the 
soil and the courts have also uniformly been acting on this position. 

NOr can it be doubted that the legislature and the courts have done a service in 
letting at rest this vexed question. A glance at the reports relating to the investigation 
as to the nature of the tenures held by the poligars and similar landholders recorded in 
the Fifth Report will convince anyone about the irreconcilable deversities of the tenures 
under which each one of these landholders held his estate, and" the legislature by l;'ang 
up the right of the landholder in the soil as a proprietary one has orlce for all set at rest 
the intricacies in the solution of the question as affecting each individual estate and 
has savecl;much of money and heart-burning. 

What the legislature has done for the landholders is only bare justice. The follow
ing extract from the Fifth Report will" clearly show that whatever might be the origin 
of their title the poligars were the "undisputed owners of the soil. ' , 

.. The poligars are military chieftains of different degrees of power and consequence, 
who be1lol" a strong affinity to the zamindars of the Northern Circars. Their origin may 
also be traced to similar events and causes. Those whose poliams are situated in jungly 
and frontier parts of the country, are represented to have been for the most part, leaders 
of banditti or freebooters; who, for the preservation of internal order in the country, 
had been either expressly entrusted with the charge of the police, or had been suffered 
to take upon themselves, that kind of service. Some of them, derived their descent 
from the ancient Rajahs, or from those who had held high offices of trust under the 
Hindu Government; whose ancestors had received certain villages in ran om , either 
as a personal allowance from the State, for the support of their rank. or the reward of 
their services; or partly for those objects, and partly on the feudal principle of support
ing a body of horse and foot, which were to be at the call of the Sovereign, whenever 
they might be required. Others had been renters of districts or revenue officers who 
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had revolted in times of public disturbance and succeeded in usurping possession by 
encroachments on the territorial rights of Government or of individuals, during those 
conjunctures of public affairs, which rendered the ruling authority weak and inefficient. 
It does not appear that any of the poligars, except those of the ancient aboriginal stock, 
bad ever been regarded by the difterent Sovereigns, who had governed the cowltry, as 
holding any independent authority ... 

The point about the matter is that before the Permanent Settlement it was a 
question always of disputed right between the Crown and landholder and never as 
between tb" landholder and ryots. As observed in paragraph 4 of the instructions issued 
to Collectors as to permanently settling the lands (reported at page 169 of Volume III of 
the Fifth Report), .. At present the zamindars hold their zamindaris by a tenure so 
precarious as scarcely to convey the least idea of property in the soil." In paragraph 5 
of the same document it is proposed to make the zamindars .. actual propriet.,r. of the 
soil or lands composing their estates." It seems to have been always and uniformly 
assumed that the status of the tenant was always that of a tenant and never that of a 
proprietor. By the Legislative Enactment of 1802 the points at issue as between the 
Crown and the landholder found a statutory disposal. The proprietary right of the land
holder has been consistently recognized by the judicial decisions also. In 26 Madras, 
252 it has been laid down that " In regard to these wlIAlte lands the zamindar is no 
doubt, the proprietor, by virtue of Reguation XXV of 1802." Speaking of waste lands 
and jungle lands in proprietary estates in 40 Madras, 722. His Lordship Justice Sir 
John Wallis says " With regard to land of this character in a zamindari .. , the presump
tion is tilat the zamindar owns the kudivaram as well as the melvaram rights." In the 
well-known Urlam case (40 Madras, 886) 1'heir Lordships of the Privy Council say" In 
Their Lordships' opinion, there can be no real doubt that the courts below were right in 
holding that the effect of the Permanent Settlement was to 'Vest the channels with their 
head slnices and branch and subsidiarv channels, and the tanks, or reservoirs, in the zamin
dars through or within whose zamindari the same respectively passed or were situate. As 
pointed out by the High Court, this would be in full accordance with the policy enun
ciated in the well-known Fifth Report ... 

I. (b) If the zamindar is the proprietor of the soil the tenant also cannot be such. The 
Hon'ble Mr. Forbes in his speech introducing the Original Land Estates' Bill observed 
that .. That ryot has been confirmed in his rights; he is secured in the occupancy of hia 
holding from which he cannot be ejected so long as he pays his shist." This admirably 
summarizes the legal title subsisting for the tenant in his holding. Section 10 of the 
Act draws a clear delimitation as between the land and the right of occupancy therein. 
As observed by Professor Radhakamal Mukerjee at page 331 of his .. Land Problems in 
India," the zamindars being declared to be proprietors of the soil, and " landowners .. 
it follows as a natural consequence from this and from the introduction of English ideas 
that the ryots ha'Ve come to be looked upon as their tenants." 

n. Ca) and (b) An eminent critic of the existing land tenure systems furnishes this 
idea of what should be a fair and eqnitable rent. "The State," he says, "in estimating the 
net produce, should make a. liberal allowance for tile true and full expenees of cultivatlOD, 
the labour of the cultivator and °his family, depreciation of agricuJtura.1 capital, and insu
rance against the inevitable risks of agriculture in the Indian clima.te." This ciPfinition 
coming as it does from such a relentlessly a.dverse critic as Professor Ra.dhakamal Muker
jee must be deemed to give a fairly accurate idea as to what tests should be aa.tisfied for 
rendering any settlement of rent fair and eqnitable. From time immemoria.l in India 
the produce from the soil has been looked up to as the source of the land revenue. This 
question therefore reduces itself to one of the proportion to be divided between the land
holder a.nd the ryots, of tile net produce from the Ia.nd, and it is submitted that the 
considerations suggested by Radhakamal Mukerjee a.re quite adequate to ensure for thlt 
ryot his due return for his labour a.nd toil while a.t the aa.me time guaranteeing to the 
landholder the wherewithal to meet his obligations to Government and keep himself in 
a. position of prestige. Once the net produce is arrived at on these lines the proportion 
between the landlord and the tenant should be one of equa.! moieties. The system of 
waram division is one that ha.s been univeraa.lly in vogue in tilis country to determine 
the rent in all cases in which tile parties enter into a contract of lease, and this mode 
of calculating- the melvaram is therefore bound to prevail in all fair and equitable 
settlements of rents. 

(0) A fsir and eqnitable rent fixed upon the considerations above stated must 
exclude the necessity for temporary remis..noDs and render them unjust also. Once the 
landlord is given the right to have his share from the net outtum of crops calculated 811 

indicated a.bo'Ve, with all possible allowances in favour of the ryet for the vicissitndes of 
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agricultural operations, it is but fair that the landholder should not stand exposed to any 
further statutory obligations to grant remiBBions. Wher~ an ascer~ained jumma has 
furnished the basis for an ascertained peishkush as it has ill the Permanent Settlement, 
there is a manifest injustice to the landholder whenever a remission is forced out of hun. 

(d) There can be no standardization of rent for all areas. But the basic prin
ciples for the determination of the rent must apply for all areas. History tells us that 
while in India successive rulers always agreed as to the produce being the source of 
land revenue they have successively differed as to the method by which they calculated 
the royal share. The Permanent Revenue Settlement is the achievement of the British 
rulers in this line. In a sense the question under answer puts in issue the correctness 
and justice of the Permanent Settlement and the case for its snrvival. In all probability 
the Legislature has perpetuated the resuits arrived at as regards the quantum of rents 
payable in the Permanent Revenue Settlement operations whether in the form of cash rent 
or whether in the form of rents in kind. In defining rent as "whatever is lawfully 
payable in money or in kind " in recognizing the presumption that " the rent or rate of 
rent for the time being lawfully payable by a ryot to be fair and equitable, " and also 
in recognizing a further presumption that "the amount of rent payable by a ryot shall be 
the same as in the last preceding revenue year," the legislature must be deemed to have 
evinced its eagerness to conserve settled rates. [Vide section 3 (11) and sections 27 
and 28 of the Madras Estates Land Act.] 

The system of rents evolved by the Permanent Settlement is evaluated by Professor 
Radhakama.l Mukerjee in these terms: "An examination of the papers relating to the 
Permanent Settlement will convince any fa.ir-minded inquirer tha.t it was the intention 
of the Government to render the rent paya.ble by the ryots precisely as stable as the 
revenue payable to the zamindar. Indeed, the evidence is overwhelming that the a.uthors 
of the Permanent Settlement intended that the cash rents paid by ryots for lands in 
actual cultivation under the cash rents system' a.t the time of the Permanent Settlement 
could not by any means be enhanced, though the total income of a. zamindar would 
naturally grow with the extension of cultiva.tion. The Permanent Settlement endea.
voured to substitute a system of declaratory leases (patta) for the system of customary 
rates. Such I"""es which would sta.te the exact amount of the cultivators' rent were to' 
be duly enforced by the Collectors. The a.mount of rent was not to exceed the established 
pa1gana rates for the crops grown on it and it was not to be raised excepting on the 
ground that the cultivator ha.d ma.de a. change to more valua.ble crops. " 

As to how far this ideal was maintained in working out the rates of assessment 
Professor Radhakama.1 Mukerjee seems to have a. doubt. He states, "In Madras and 
especiaJly in Burmah the product ba.sis of assessment has not been worked out fairly and 
8wtably for a.1fording a. true indication of the economic surplus of the small holders." 
But in another context he would concede tha.t -.. In Madras as well as in Burmah the 
assessment ha.s been based on the net produce, but whereas in Burmah no allowance has 
been made for home labour, in Madras an endeavour has been made to ascertain the full, 
cost of cultivation." But whatever might be the views of a.dverse critics there ca.n be 
the least doubt that those who were responsible for the spade work in connexion with' 
tbe Perma.nent Revenue Settlement had the high ideal indica.ted above as tha.t of a. faa' 
and equita.ble rent as their guida.nce for working out the actualities of the system they 
evolved. In paragraph 36 of the instructions to' the Collectors the Board of Revenue 
are anxious to set forth that it was their objective to extend protection to the ryots and 
under-tenllllts a.s it was equally their object to ensure the dues of the sircar of proprietor 
of the estate (Fifth Report, Volume ill, page 178)." The reports of the various Collectors 
as to how these instructions were observed in the prepara.tion of their estimates is 
interesting reading and throw considerable light on the modus operandi by flvhich they 
secured their data for their estimates. There can, therefore, be no doubt that the rents 
fixed at the time of Permanent Settlement were fair and equitable at the time they 
were fixed. 

The proof is convincing that the rates perpetua.ted by the Permanent Settlement and 
affirmed by the legislature and obtaining for over a century are equitable, the more so be
cause the tenants distinctly stand to gain by being fixed up to cash rents worked out at a time 
when money was far dearer than what it is at present and when the possibilities for the 
development of improved methods of agriculture obtaining in these times always conduce 
to more favourable outturn of produce. It· is universally conceded tha.t the position of 
the zamindari tenants in Madras Province is much better than what it is in Northern India 
where there is such a stampede of illegal exactions sanctified by immemorial custemary 
user grinding upon the ryots. In speaking of the economic distress grinding down the 
peasa.nt it is unfair B8 it is equally incorrect to ascribe it to the heaviness of the land 
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assessment. There are more causes than one for the grinding poverty of the peasanl 
and they lie deeply imbedded in the mentality of the pe ..... nt and his family and not in 
the heaviness of tbe assessment of his land which was fixed up for him in money values 
obtainIng when money was so dear and which are hedged in by every statutory restnc· 
tiona imposed against enhancement of rent. 

So much for cash rents fixed up by the Permanent Settlement. 
As for waram rents obtaining by immemorial user the safeguard provided by section 

i9 of the Act is the surest guarantee against such a rent being rendered unfair and in
equitable. And as for new tenancies created subsequent to the passing of the Act, section 
25 enacts that the ryot shall not .. be bound to pay rent at a rate exceeding the rate 
prevailing for similar lands with similar advantages in the neighbourhood, or, in case 
such rate cannot be ascertained, exceeding such rate as the Collector may on applica! ion 
decide to be fair and equitable." Section 27 enacts .. If a question ari~es as to the amount 
of rent payable by a ryot or the conditions under which he holds in any revenue year. 
he shaH be presumed, until the contrary is shown, to hold at the same rute and under 
the same conditions as in the last preceding revenue year." This is a rebuHable presump
tion. (Vide 29 M.L.J., 362.) In the face of such drastic safeguards providfld by the legis
lature, it is futile to argue that the rent" lawfully payable" as defined in section 3 (ii} 
can be anything, but fair and equitable and there should be no hesitation in holding that 
the presumption laid down in section 28 of the Act is a justifiable one. 

(e) For the reasons adduced in the previous discussion it is quite unnecessary that 
any powers should be reserved with the Government to revise, alter or reduce the rents 
wherever they are inequitable by executive action. Chapter III of the Estates Land Act 
is quite adequate to meet the case whenever a revision of the subsisting rents is called for 
owing to unforeseen permanent causes. The Collector figuring as a Court of Law is likely 
to be an impartial tribunal. 

m. The legislature while making it oliligatory on the landholder to maintain village 
officers deprives him of all control over them. The landholders' powers over his village 
officers are but a travesty of executive control. Although the village officer is deemed to 
be the servant of the zamindar, the Government through its Revenue Officers is constituted 
arbiter between the landholders and the village officers, whenever any disciplinary action 
has to be taken by the former against the latter. The de lacw masters of the village officers 
are the Revenue Officials. The zamindar is helpless to deal with the delinquencies of 
the village official then and there but has to look up to another tribunal for getting him 
punished. He is consequently the victim of delays and errors of judgment on the part of 
the Revenue Officials. The position of the zamindar is reduced to that of a suitor pleading 
for justice. As to what sort of discipline such an anomaly could maintain it is needless to 
elaborate upon. Very often the village officers are not slow to take advantage of the 
helplessness of the zamindar to deal with-them and neglect of duties and insubordination 
is rampant amongst them. The Government for their own reasons would seem to have 
reserved this sort of control over these village officers. But it does not seem to be realized 
that this system plays havoc upon the efficiency of the collection machinery provided for 
the zamindar. This is one of .the glaring instp.nces where the zamindar is distrusted as 
alluded to by this Association in the beginning of this Memorandum and it requires urgent 
legislative modification. Unless all the shackles which the Legislature has imposed on the 
zamindars in the matter of the appointment, punishment and removal of the village officerA' 
are removed, the landholders are bound to experience unspeakable difficulties in the matter 
of realizing their dues from their ryots though so far as their dues to the Government are 
concerned the zamindars are made the victims of drastic action. 

(a) The powers now given to the zamindar in the matter of collection of rent are 
adequate. But the procedure provided for the use of those powers requires thorough over
hauling. 

(b) II; (c) The procedure provided for the distraint and sale of the ryots' movables 
and for the attachment and sale of his holding is too costly and complicated. It requires 
drastic modification on the following lines :-

(1) The intervention of the Revenue Official in the matter of the landholder 
prosecuting these remedies must be minimised as far as possible. 

(2) The expenditure involved in working out these remedies must also be mini. 
mised. 

(3) The procedure in regard to the bringing about of a sale must be simplified and 
quickened and more direct methods of intimating the ryot of his default and 
the intention of the landholder to distrain or attach and at the subsequent 
stages of the proceedings, should be devised, such as service by post or by direct. 
service. 
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(4) l£lfective measures should be pr' vided for evicting the defaulter from hi& 
holding after the sale. 

(5) The provision for the realisation of arrears by decree of Court requires no 
revision, but the Court-fees payable for this remedy might be minimised. 

IV. (a & b) It will be more convenient to d.iscuss question (b) in order to arrive at II> 
conclusion on question (a). In I India!! Appeals, 364 Their Lordships of the Privy Council 
have made it clear that the landholder has the superior right over the water. ,. The tanks 
are ancient and form part of what may be termed a national system of irrigation, recog
nized by Hindu and Muhammadan Law, by regulations of the East India Company, and 
by experience older than history as essential to the welfare and indeed to the existence 
of large portions of the population of India. The public duty of maintaining existing tanks 
and of constructing new ones in many places was originally undertaken by the Govern
ment of India. and upon the settlement of the country has in many instances devolved on. 
zamindars. The zamindars have no power to do away with these tanks, in the mainte
nance of which large numbers of people are interested, but are charged under Indian Law, 
by reason of their tenure, with the duty of preserving and repairing them". The same· 
view has been reiterated in 40 Madras, 886 at page 913 : .. There can be no real doubt that 
the Courts below were right in holding that the effect of the Permanent Settlement was to 
vest the channels, with their head sluices and branch and subsidiary channels, and the 
tanks, or reservoirs, in the zamindars through or within whose zamindaris the same 
respectively passed or were situate. As pointed out by the High Court, this would be 
in full accordance with the Policy enunciated in the well-known Fifth Report ". In 34 
Madras, 82 there is an observation at page 84 :-" It may very well be that the Govern
ment when handing over large tracts of the country to zamindars at the Permanent Settle
ment laid upon them an obligation to preserve and repair the irrigation works handed over 
to them at the same time, and consequently, that there may lie on .. zamindar an obli
gation more oneroUs than any that is upon the Government, and that what is discre
tionary in the Government had been made by the Government obligatory in the case of 
the zamindar ". At page 86 in the same case, constructing the decision in I.A. 864 it is
laid down " that the extent of the public duty which lies on the zamindar is to be ascer
tained on the analogy of those public duties cast upon persons or corporations by reason. 
of tenure or by statute" . 

E£!ect is BOught to be given to the implications of this position by Ch. vm of the
Estates Land Act. This Association begs leave to submit that, in the stringency of its 
expectations from the zamindar, and by its provision, for a judicial arbitration by the
Collector, it is a complete safeguard against the neglect to the repair of irrigation works by 
the zamindar. But with all this it is regrettable that the zamindar is not invested with 
definite statutory powers for regulating in the public interests the collection, retention and 
the distribution of water in natural or artificial sources within their domains as in the case
of Government. It is quite clear that the zamindars have stepped into the shoes of the 
Government as the owners of the water. And the Legislature while strictly holding them 
to their duties as regards maintenance of irrigation works and providing drastic safeguards
against the breach of those duties has completely ignored the necessity for specific statutory 
provision as to the rights of the zamindar in the matter of controlling the supply of water. 
This Association begs to urge therefore _ that the Act should be so amended as to bring out 
the specific rights of the zamindar over the water sources in his estate along the lines 
indicated. for Government by the Madras High-Court in its latest pronouncement on the 
subject, viz., in 54 Madras, page 793. The only reference to the right of the landholder in 
the matter of water supply lit present is in section 3 (11) which speaks of water taken with
out the permission of the landhoder, but this certainly admits of much impli1ation. 

(a) It follows from the above discussion that the zamindar being recognized as 
the proprietor of the water his tenant gets the water required by him only under the 
contract which he enters into with. his ,landlord. A contractual right is only a right in 
p .... sonam and cannot amount to a nght In ~em. In 54 Madras, 793 their Lordships of the 
Madras High Court observe "It has never been very definitely laid down whether this 
right is of the nature of a proprietary right or a contractual right". This with reference 
to the right of the ryotwari holder to water-supply by Government. When such is the 
case in re~pect of a tenure under which the ryotwari holder is recognized as the pro
prietor of the soil, this Association is emboldened to submit that in the case of landlord 
and tenant, the relationship between whom can purely be one of contract onlv, the 
tenant can urge no better claim for his right to have his land supplied by water than' under 
a contractual basi.. This Association may be permitted that on this point also the statute 
might be improved to the clear advantage of the landlord and thl' tenant. It is true that-

1-26 
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$he argument is implemented by the provision bringing within the term rent .. WlII'~ 
ever is lawfully payable on account of water supplied by the landholder." But this 
Association may be, permitted ~ submit that the statute ,might afford to be more explicil 
.and more detailed ill such an lDlportant matter as the nght under discussion. 

V. (a) The advantages to all parties concerned of the Estate being surveyed and • 
J:ecord of rights maintained are too manifest to require any reasons being adduced in sup
port of the sam~. 'l'he pro,vision laid down in Chapter XlI of the Act are quite adequate 
.and do not require any reVISion except one to the effect that wherever civil court is 1I1en
.tioned it might be altered into special tribunal. 

(b) The cost of the survey proceedings will have to be borne by the landholder and 
the tenant in equal moieties as both parties stand to gain by it. 

VI. Anything in addition to the rent •. lawfully payable ., is held to be an ill .. gal 
exaction under section 135 of the Act. .. Rent" is stated to include also a 8um .: law
fully payable to a landholder by a ryot as such in addition to the rent due 1J,('('ording to 
Jawor usage having the force of law" Vide section 3 (ii) (a). The courts have con
siderably differed as regrads recognition or lion-recognition of the so-called customa1'\' 
levies. It is impossible to reconcile these conflicting decisions. Each case would seeIi. 
.to have depended on its own merits. Contribntions which could be made out to be surns 
lawfnlly payable within the meaning of section 3 (11) (a) can alone be collected bv the 
landholder. -

VII. (a) The extracts from the decisions of the Madras High Cow·t furnished in the 
.answer to quetion I clearly make out that the landholder is constituted proprietor of WIlNt" 
lands and jungles and forests within the zamin and that the presumption is that the 
.zamindar owns the kudivaram as well as the melwaram therein. It follows, therefore, 
that the zamindar is the owner of the facilities alluded to in this question. 811ms Illw
fully payable to a landholder by a ryot as such on account of pasturage fee. Ilnd fishery 
:rents are recognised as rent. [Vide section 3 (ii) (b).] Section 6 (2) of the Act "peak. of 
.admission to waste land under a contract for the pasturage of cattle. P·rima facie, thcre
tore, the landholder is the owner of all natural facilities recognised by law. It is very 
doubtful whether the ryots could acquire any rights over what is recognised by I"w to be 
the landholder's property, by customary enjoyment, Tbere is no question of any ea..e
ment right or customary enjoyment in this case. Wherever a customary enjoyment is .et 
up .it would seem to be only a mere euphemism for licence, and a licence ('an not crrate 
or validate 8. right. It is therefore futile to speak of any rights in the tenant. with ref.!ard 
to the utilization of local natural facilities. But all the same, it is true that the ryot. lmve 
to depend upon these facilities. As it is equally true that these facilities have to be COIl

served against devasting onslaughts of the ryots, a standardisation of these rights by legis
lative recognition with special regard to the proprietorship of the landholder t.herein will 
~nduce much to harmony between the ryots and the landholder. 

(bj The discussion under question (a) sufficiently brings out that there can be no 
inherent right in the tenant for the utilisation of local natural facilities. The enjoyment. 
of these facilities is essentially based upon licence. 

(e) Communal lands are stated to be .. threshing floors, cattle-stands, village sites, 
and other lands situated in any estate which are set apart for the common URe of the 
wlagers." [Vide sectior. 3 (10) (b).] Section 20 (a) provides that the District ColIacToOl' 
may if called on, declare that a communal land is no longer required for its origina.l pllr. 
pose and by order in writing direct that the land so declared may be used for u ny otber 
epecified communal purpose or if such land is not required for any cornmunlll purpose. 
that it may be converted into Government ryotwari land or landholders' ryoti land 
according as the reversionary rights in such land vest under the tern ••. expressed or im
plied, of the sanad, title deed or other grant, in the Government or in the landholder. 
Careful provisos are also inserted in this section to conserve the customary rights of the 
landholder or the ryots in the user of such land. The object of the legiRlature wOllld SeNTI 
to be to exclude communal lands from the category of ryoti lands and to provide for their 
reversion to the owner if no longer required for a communal purpose. It is cI,-ar there
fore that communal lands are in the nature of lands earmarked for the ryots i fl recogni
tion of their customary user of those land. for communal purpose.. It i. equally deRr 
that when the communal land is no longer required for a communal purpoRe the reversion 
vests in the landholder or the Government according 3S it is included in _ or excllld .. d 
from, the grant to the zamindar. The right which the ryots possess to exercise acts 
of their customary user over communal lands are therefore statutory, Equally is tbe 
right of the zamindar to step into the reversion in communal landR when they are DO 

longer required for c{)mmunal purposes statutory in all cases in which Rucb commnnal 
la.nds have not heen specifically taken out of the grant in their favour. This Association 
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begs to submit that no cases of communal lands having been reserved ont of the grant,. 
have come to their knowledge and that the distinction sought to be maintained between 
communal lands included in the grant and those not included in the grant seems. to be 
unnecessary. This Association would therefore recommend the deletion of this distinction 
from the statute. 

In 1936 Madras, 919, Justice Varadachariar lucidly discusses the rights of the land
holder in the land over which a public pathway or a river runs. He quotes 55 :Madras, 
268 (Privy Council) as reaffirming the 'Proposition .. that a public right of way over land 
stands on the same footing as a public right of navigation over 1\ river and that in respect 
of a river I1S well as of a highway, the bed or soils is presumed to belong to the proprietors. 
of adjacent land." 

Ultimately he comes to the conclusion that .. whether ~he punt/la was in existence 
prior to the Permanent Settlement or came into existence after the Permanent Settle
ment the zamindar, as owner of the adjoining Innd, will also be the owner of the soil of' 
the puntha and of trees growing upon it, subject to the right of the public to use it as a 
highway." It is impossible to improve upon the wording of the learned Judge as regards 
the rights of the landholder in the public highways. And this Association prays that this
conclusion may therefore be treated d.8 its own answer to the question in respect of the 
pathways. 

The rights of the landholder in hill and forest porambokes have been sufficiently 
brought out by this Association in its answers to questions (a) and (b). It is sufficient 
merely to sdd that the landholder is the owner of these tracts and the tenants can have 
any rights over these tracts only as licencees. 

VIII. (a) The amended provisions in the Act as regards irrigation works are ade
quate and even drastic as against the zamindar. These provisions should be amended 
on the lines indicated by this Association in its answer to question IV. 

(b) & (cJ It is quite unuecessary for the provincial Government to interfere after' 
the irrigation sources have been made over to the zamindar. 

IX. The yearly jamabandi is a necessary institution for the. sound administration of 
the estate. 

X. The under-tenant is a creature of special contract as between himself and the 
ryot. The relations between himself and the landlord are contractual. The zamindar' 
cD.n recognise the under-tenant only if the under-tenancy is notified to him and permitted 
by him in writing, regitsered, in which case, the zamindar may have the option of pro
ceeding against the under-tenam for the realisation of the arrear of rent, though the ryot 
(pattadar) himself is not absolved. 

XI. (a) & (b) No change in the existing system is called for. 
XII. (a) The remedies in sections 163 and 163 (a) are inadequate. The landholder is 

entirely powerless to deal with the innumerable cases of unauthorised occupation in hiB.
estate and the civil court is prohibitive in its cost and in the special inconveniences it en
tails. This Association submits that a more summary remedy by way of eviction to be
carried out on application to the Collector may be provided for the landholder. In all such 
cases sufficient damages must also be made recoverable from the trespasser. 

(b) Special provision authorising the landholder to have his collection of these dues 
effected through the civil court by suit must be introduced. A charge has to be createll 
on the lands concerned for the payment of these dues. 

SeCf"etary and Zamindar, Idayakottai. 

Memorandum by the Zamindar of Ayakudi, dated 22nd November 1937. 

1. (a) The zamindar is, in my opinion, the proprietor of the soil. ' ! 

(b) The nature of the interest wbich the tenant has in the land in his occupation 
is a right of permanent occupancy_ right to hold ryoti land for the purpose of agriculture
.ubject to the condition of paying to the landholder the rent which is lawfully due upon it. 
A description of such interest of the tenant or ryot is given in section 3 (15) of the ·Madras 
Estates Land Act under the definition of .. ryot ". 

II. (a) It is not possible to define what would be a .. fair and equitable rent". The 
.arne would vary according to local conditions, the nature of the soil, the facilities for 
cultivation and irrigation. and several other circumstances which cannot be accurately 
or scientifically defined. Further it wonld always be n matter of eternal controversy between 
the tax-gatherer and the tax-pnyer. What may be deemed bv one as fair. will he deemed 
aM unfair by the other. • 

1-26-4 
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In my opinion, it would be dangeroua to interfere with the existing rates which have 
long been obta.i.Ding in the various zamindarie. Such rates ha.ve come to exiet as a. ma.tter 
.of mutual a.djustment between the landholder and the ryot. The exietence of such mtea 
for a. long number of years in the past ie abundant proof of their being fair and equitable 
rent. In thie connexion section 28 of the Madras Estates Land Act may also be llSefully 
.adverted to. 

(b) In cases where no faisal rates obtain or where no permanent rate of rent haa 
been already fixed what would be a .. fair and equitable rent" may be fixed with reference 
.to the following considerations :-

(1) The rates charged on similar lands in the immediate neillhbourhood. 
(2) The productivity of the soil. 
(3) The existing irrigation facilities for cultivation of the land in question. 

(e) I think there need not be any statutory provision for remission of rent. The 
.circumstances under which a tenant may be entitled to remission vary in the ditIeren$ 
~indaris. In certain zamindarie the tenant ie not as a matter of right entitled to 
remission in view of the fact that the rents already fixed are very low. I should tberefore, 
think that the question of remission should be left to be decided in each zamindari accord
ing to the practice and custom hitherto obtaining. In any event, no remission should be 
.given .,xcept in cases where the land had to be left waste for no fault of the ryot but on 
account of lack of water-supply in the tank. 

(d) In my opinion, it would be preferable to settle the rate of rent for a particular 
area OIlCE' for all especially in cases where the zamindaris have been settled permanently. 
If rules are contemplated for varying the rents payable by the ryots there must be pro
vieion also made for varying the pesh-kist payable to the Government by the znmindar. 
Otherwise it would work a serious hardship on the zamindar. 

(e) 1t would be extremely inadvisable to invest the Provincia.l Government with 
.a.ny reserve power t.o revise, alter or reduce rent. Section 38 of the Madras Estates Land 
Act contains ample provision enabling the ryot to seek reduction of rent through the 
:Revenue Divisional Officer. It would be dangerous a.nd inequitable to authorize a.ny 
interference with the existing rates or rent by mere executive action. 

m. (a), (b) &: (e) There can be no doubt that the existing modes of collection and the 
procedure to be a.dopted, in connexion therewith are highly unsatisfactory both from the 
stand'point of the landholder as well as that of the ryot. The formalltles now reqUIred to be 
observed under the provisions of the Amended Ac~ I of 1908 only serve to increase the 
burden of costs that has to be ultimately borne by the ryot. They do not help the land· 
holdeI to realize the rent with ease or expedition, and without saddling the ryot with 
unnecessary costs of realization. Gazette notification now required under the Amended 
Act should be dispensed with. Most of the ryots live in villages where Gazette does not 
reach and no villager looks into the Gazette. It would be desirable to introduce somIS 
provision by which the ryot should be made to feel a greater responsibility in due paymem 

<of rent and thereby obviate unnecessary costly proceedings such as sales, suits, etc. I 
should think the la.ndholder should be mvested with larger powers in the matter of ruR· 
traint of movables. The plough and the plough-cattle now exempted under th" Act must 
also be made available for distraint. 

IV. (a) The rights to water-supply must be deemed as a matter of contract between 
them and the landholder. There can be no question nf any riparian right except in re"pee$ 
-of wet lands abutting a natural stream or river. In my opinion, there can be no inherent 
right to water-supply in respect of lands under a tank (which is the property of the zamin
dar) or in respect of Ia.nds which do not pay a wet rate whether they lie under a tank or 
'Datural stream. 

(b) The landholder has in my opinion a superior right in the water sources in the 
estate. Subject to such rights as may have been granted to or acquired by the occupancy 
Tights in the neighbourhood, the landholders must be deemed to have full powers of control 
and disposal of all water sources in the estate. 

V. (a) &: (b) I do not think that any compulsory survey of all the estateR is called 
for or is necessary. The benefit to be derived from survey are not in many CIIJI6S com. 
mensurate with the a.rduous trouble and the heavy costs that bas to be incurred. It is 
-common experience that every survey gives rise to a crop of unnecessary litigations. 

VI. No. 
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VII" (4) It (b) The rights of tenants with reference to pasture and collection of greeo 
· manure of wood for agricultural implements are not uniform in the various estates. They 
· are, in each case, regulated by a definite custom or a well settled practice. There is DO 

need for any legislation in the matter. . 
(e) Section 20 of the Estates Land Act defines rights over communal lands. Hill 

or forest porambokes are not communal lands but are the property of the landholder. 
VIII. (a) It is not possible to lay.down any hard and fast rules or any general scheme. 

All steps necessary for keeping the irrigation works in reasonable repair must be adopted. 
(b) There will be no harm in vesting in the Provincial Government a right to 

undertake the repair or the maintenance of irrigation works where the landholder wilfully 
-fails to take necessary and proper steps. 

(e) The Government should be authorized to undertake the repair or maintenance 
· only on the applications of the parties concerned. 

IX. Quite necessary. 
X. The under· tenant should not be entitled any recognition unless he applies to the 

.landholder to recognize his right and the pattadar also consents to the same. The princi
ples underlying sections 146 and 147 of the Madras Estates Land Act are in my opinion 

just and necessary. 
XI. The existing arrangements have not been found to be inconvenient. 
xn. (a) The remedies provided for under the Estates Land Act are quite sufficient. 

(b) No. 
Zamindar of Ayakudi. 

Memorandum by Mr. R. Ranjeedoss Ayya.r, ZamiDda.r of Xamlivadi. dated 
Dlndigul. the 28th November 1937. 

I. (a) Without going into the history and the fundamentals of the zamindari land 
. tenure, it may be stated at once that the proprietor of the soil is the zamindar and the 
tenant has the right of occupancy. This is the basi. on which the tenancy law of the pro
vince (The Madras Estates Land Act) has been framed and is acted upon. 

(b) The definition of .. ryot " is given in section 3 (15) of the Madras Estates Land 
Act, i.e., a ryot means a person who holds for the purpose of agriculture ryoti land in an 
estate subject to the condition of paying to the landholder the rent which is lawfully due 
upon it. The definition sets forth the limitations of tenancy of a ryot. He has kudivaram 
as distinguished from the meZI)aram interest of tbe zamindar. 

n. (a) 'An exact and scientific definition of "equitable rent" is not practicable. 
· Controversy on this point is bound to exist at all times between the tax·gatberer and the 
tax·payer. What is deemed to be fair by one will be unfair in the view of the other. But 
there are rates wbich, in practice, have long been charged and paid by mutual adjustment 
between the landholder and the ryot and section 28 of the Estates Land Act expresses 
the presumption that this is fair and equitable. 

(b) 'l'he following are amoI!g the chief considerations that sbould be taken into 
account in fixing a fair and equitaWe rent :-

(1) The nature and condition of the soil; 
(2) irrigation facilities; 
(3) facilities for marketting the produce; 

, (4) grazing facilities; 
(5) immunity from ravage by wild animals; and 
(6) vicissitudes of season, etc. 

(e) Remissions are given on account of failure of crops by absence 'ot supplies in 
· irrigation sources. It is now entirely optional and is given as a matter of grace. If it 
i8 regularized, it must be on the lines laid down in Board's Standing Order No. 15, and 
in that case all the ronditions laid down in that Board's Standing Order will have to be 
8atisfied. Assuming that all zamins are surveyed, this will involve prompt and thorough 
field inspection by the karnams and over.inspection by the landholders' staff. Kamams 
e&nnot be trusted to carry out tbis and otber duties of a like nature as pointed out in 
another part of the replies to this questionnaire. The ryots will have to make timely 
applications. There is bound to be considerable addition to scriptory work. Under the 
circumstances, conclusive legal evidence to justify the grant of remission in eacb case 
might not be available. Statutory provision in this respect is bound to lead to a crop 

· nf litigation. Sneh .. course is therefore undesirable. 
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(d) SettJing rents once for aU, will lead to unwholesome rigidity. The procedure 
indicated as the latter alternative to this questiou \\ill conduce to elastiCity and reasonable 
adj:Jlltment of rates aocording to the changes in the condition of agriculture. It. is therefore 
much more desirable. 

(e) It is unnecessary and inadvisable to invest the Provincial Government with 
reserve powers to revise, alter or reduce rent. Section 38 of the Estates Land Act enables 
the ryot to apply for reduction of rent to the Revenue Divisional Officer. If any further 
provisions are considered necessary to meet unforeseen cases, suitable provisions may be 
made in the Act itself. If Government reserve such special powers, they will be need
lessly bothered by representations from all sides without heing able to deal with the 
representations in a judicial manner. Redress must only be through district officers con
cerned and their (Government's) inquiry could not he more prompt and just than action 
by Revenue Divisional Officers sitting as revenue courts. 

m. (a) Yes. ' 

(b) According to the present Act', the powers given to the landholder for collection, 
of rent faU under three heads--

(1) by distraint and sale of movable property; 
(2) by attachment and sale of holding; and 
(3) by filing rent suits and taking execution proceedings. 

Each of these require to be amended and simplified. 
(1) By distraint and sale of mOf)able pl'operty.-Although the landholder is 

entitled to distrain the movable property of the ryot by section 77, such a power is 
restricted in its application by section 77 (f). This section exempts certain articles from 
distraint au exemption which is not made by Act II of 1864. The E'xemption of plough. 
cattle in particular is a great impediment as it is almost the only valuable movable pro. 
perty, the seizure of which will make the defaulter pay at once. Leniency shown to the 
defaulter by this section does him great harm. Loopholes provided to put off payments 
land him in increasing difficult situations. He has to face suit and land sale proceeding. 
which are annoying and expensive to him and to the landholder. 

(2) By attachment and sale of ryot'S holding.-Under this head, the procedure 
indicated in the old Act was very simple and less costly. The provisions introduced in 
the amending Act are cumbersome and ,ronecessary. They have alao made the sale 
proceedings a very costly affair, which ultimately adds to the burden of the ryot without 
any advantage to him. The following are the new provisions introduced, which may be 
omitted without any serious hardship to the ryot or landholder :-

(i) Postal notice by landholder to defaulter under section 112 with certificate of 
posting; most of the ryots are illiterate and the pustman does not always 
deliver them. 

(ii) A second notice under section 116 (1) and an elaborate enquiry by the 
Revenue Divisional Officer about tbe lots to be aold, etc., very few ryots 
appear on this date and object to the lot, etc., for the simple reaaon that they 
have none. The enqujry is more a farce than anything else, at any rate, as far 
as this estate is concerned. It alao gives a handle to certain recalcitrant ryota 
who raise some lame excuse alleging sale to a third person whom they want to 
be impleaded as parties in the sale proceedings, although palta stands in their 
names and they take no action to have the same transferred in the name. 
of bona fide purchasers, if any. Adding other peraons as parties to the 
Mle proceedings causes further delay and swells the ultimate cost. 

(iii) A second postal notice of proclamation and order of sale is prescribed' 
in section 117 (1). Tbe same section alao specifies that both should be 
published in the District Gazette. It is submitted that this insistence of 
pUblication in the gazette is the bane of the whole of the sale proceedings. 
The pUblication is insisted upun not once, but three times. viz., under SE'.{l

tions 117 (1). 123 (3) and 124 (3). The ryot lives in his village wbere there 
is no District Gazette and what benefit pUblication in a remote comer of 
t!Je District Gazette will confer on him or how it will save his lands being 
sold, is not understood. The only effect it has is to swell the costs of sale 
and add to the burden of tbe ryot. The Government collect at the rate 
of Rs. 11-11~ per holding for all the three notifications in advance from the 
landholder. Representations to collect for each publication of the holding 
then and there have proved futile. The figure Rs. 11-11~ is said to be 
the cost incurred by Government Press for printing 811 the three notifications. 
if onlv 8 single holding is brou!!"ht to sale. But it usuallv happens in this 
and other estates that not one holding bllt a numher of holdi-n/!s are brougM 
to sale for each village, and when a number of villageR are pub'jsheil in one' 
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the holdings published underneath, thus ,reducing considerably the total.C081i 
of publicatIOn. 'At the rate of 1 anna 3 pies per line of double column, the. 
average for each holding is not likely to be more than Rs. 4. It .was repre
sented that the actual e'xpenses alone may be collected from the landholder 
who was ready to furnish ample security to discharge demands of printing 
charges. But the Board llf Revenue has declined to take the above sugges
tion and insists upon collecting Rs. 11-11~ per holding. 

If after taking all the above steps, a holding is brought to ... le, it invariably 
, happens that there are no bidders a8 there is great combination among the ryots to defeat 
,the purpose of sale. 'l'he landholder, to save this, is forced to purchase the Jand for .. 
nommal price. Even after he purchases the land and obtains a certificate of saJe, he is 

· really not in possession as no effective possession of the land with all its appurtenances' 
is given in practice by the Revenue Department when giving delivery of possesbion. 
Moreover, as the lands purchased are comprised in different holdings, they are situated 
far from one another and even if they really come into the landholder's hands, there 

· it< considerable difficulty for him to find lessees or himself cultivate such stray plots. Many 
of the ryots who are aware of this handicap of the landholder, rejoice over it and say 
that they will pay only when they find it 'convenient and the landholder must needs wait 

· till then. 
As pointed out in another pars,,"1'aph below, village officers do not care for these 

zamin bougbt-in lands and no steps are taken by them to evict trespsssers. Hence, it 
is very desirable and necessary to introduce a clause in the Act, that such persons who 
squat on the land after the lands are sold and delivered, without the permission of the 
landholder, should be deemed to commit a11 offence punishable under the Indian Penal 

,Code. In any event, the power to evict them summarily under the Madras Land Encroach
ment Act without resort to civil court, should be provided for. 

In all proceedings under the Act, the question of reducing court-fees is well 
worth consideration. The actual expenditure on account of suits and land 880les comes 

,only to a small fraction of the money collected in the shape of court-fees. Whether 1\ 
would be just to claim the balance .on account of the work devolving on the Revenue 
Divisional Officer, is not quite so clear. In any case, these costs considerably add to the 

,burden of the ryot and a reduction will be a great relief to him. 

Sales under section 112 of the Act are now challenged in civil courts. It is uow 
· assumed that civil courts have jurisdiction to question the validity of sales under section 112 
.n C!lSes where personal service of notice is not proved. (Vide 69 M.L.J., 850.) Provision 
18 made in the Act itself for setting aside sales in e:cecution of a rent decree for fraud or 
irregularity in the conduct of the sale. Section 192 of the Act does not render inapplicable 
the provisions of Order XXI, rule 90, of the Civil Procedure Code, whicb apply to cases of 
.",ecution sales. (See the corresponding provisions of the Bengal Tenancy Act, sections 
143, 148 and 170). But sales under section 112 are not e:cecution sales. Therefore such 
Mles cannot be set aside under Order XXI, rule 90, read with section 192 of the Estates 
Land Act. So, a provision should be introduced in' the Act itself whereby sales under 
sedion 112 could be set aside by a proceeding in the revenue court itself, for irregularity 

,or fraud. It is also necessary to make a provision barring civil courts jurisdiction on the 
-matte. 

Further,. in serving notice of sale upon the defaulter, instead of entrusting the 
process to the revenue court process-servers, the services of the village staff can be 

· indented . upon. For this purpose, the proprietor must be vested with powers of control 
ovet the village staff. The Proprietary Estates Village Service Act should ~~ suitably 
amended. 

'What happens at present in practice is, a number of special process-servers of 
no qualification are temporarily appointed by the Revenue Divisional Officer for the purpose 
of serving the land sale notices. As they are not acquainted with any of the vill"!!'es or 
the ryots, and are not responsible for the consequences of their actions. service of the 
not.ices is not done ·properly. But according to the latest decisions in civil courts. the 
proprietor who has absolutely no knowledge of such service is considered responsibl .. and 
-even ,though all the formalities prescribed under the Act are strictly observed, th .. civil 
courts give latitude to anyone (not necesssrily tbe pattadar concerned) to question the 
validity at the rent sale, on the plea that personal s .. rvice of the notices has not been 
effret .. d. This causes considerable heartburning and loss not only to the landhold .. r but 
also to such of the ryota who may have an interest in the property and purchase the same 
at rent sales. There are three such cases now pending before the High Conn in whie!:> 

,this estate is concerned. It is, therefore, absolutely necessary to insert • provision in 
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the Act prohibiting civil courts from entertaining any suits in which personal service of 
uotice is disputed or in any other maDDer questioning the validity of rent sales once it 18 
conducted in the revenue courts. 

m. (c) The difficulties in working out the provisions of the Madras Estates Land 
Act in regard to. distraints and land sal?s have been pointed out in answer to question. 
ill (b). SuggestiOns regardmg change 1D the .enactment and in statutory and depart
mental rules can be Itlade. but the real problem is how to avoid coercive processes provided 
by the Act. Land revenue collections in ayan tracts afford an object lesson about the 
success with which collections could be made by the village agents. The elaborate provi
~ns of Act II of 1864 or the instructions in the Board's ::;tanding Orders are very seldom 
mvoked, and still the collectlOns come to cent per cent of the demand in Government 
areas. The truth is that the collecting agency-the village headman and his assistant 
the karnam with the village menials--makes it its sacred duty to see that no pie of arrear 
is left, month after month and practically very little is left over when the fasli expires. 
The rigour of collection is so great that the village headman is given little opportunity 
to give excuses and is severely punished for slackness. Suspensions or dismissals for bad. 
collection work are very common. Indeed, it is not uncommon that in some cases the 
headmen' pay the arrears from their own pockets and reimburse the amount by collecting 
subsequently the arrears from the ryots. Such a rigour is absent in zamin areas and 
headmen are inclined to think that the duty of collecting rent is not their statutory func
tion and that they do it more or less as an act of obligation to the zamin and that slackness 
of collections is a matt.er of no consequence to them. Power of punishment is in the 
hands of the Revenue Divisional Officer and it takes inordinately long time to get the 
offender punished. An article contributed by a correspondent in the .. Hindn .. of 1st 
October 1937 under the heading" Village Officers in Zamin areas" is well worth perusal 
in this connexion and a cutting of the article is enclosed. It wiLl be seen therefrom that 
unless legislation is effected to place the power of punishment of village officers in the 
llands of the proprietor, collection work is bonnd to be in the same chaotic condition as 
it is at present. For, it will be seen that this nphappy state of things is not a featnre 
of one zamindari, but of all zamindars as a whole, and all of them are amicted by the same 
evil, viz., the absence of control over village officers. If suitable punishments are awarded 
in deserving cases, the resnlts are bound to be salutary and it is certain that perceptible 
improvement can be looked for. Tinkering with the law and the rules could not by them
selves serve as remedies. 

Jamabandi officers of Government villages take partiCUlar care to scrutinize the 
sta.te of collections in each village as it comes Up for settlement and take notice of the 
headman whose work is found to be unsatisfactory. But when the same officers do the 
l'6ttlement of zamin villages, no snch scrutiny is made regarding zamin collections 
because it IS none of Government's concern. All the same, it is a matter which gravely 
affects village economy and by interesting themselves in this matter, jamabandi officers will 
only be promoting pnblic good. So also in regard to maintenance of accounts by karnams 
and timely inspection of the fields and the writing up of adangals, inspection of water-rate 
cases, etc., no notice is taken by the officers of the Revenue Department though they 
are responsible for the correctness of the agricultural statistics furnished to them bv the 
zamin karnams and which they submit to the Collector and the Board of Revenue. Negli
gence on the part of the karnam, materially affects and delays zamin iamabandi. Instruc
tions contained in the Board's Standing Order, the Village Officers' Manual and elaborate 
printed circulars issued by the zamin officials remain a dead letter. No wonder that 
patta transfer work is left to accumnlate heavily resulting in all sorts of complication in 
rent collection. 

Survey maintenance work is yet unkn~wn to zamin karna!Ds. Subdiv~sion8. of 
holdings and detection of encroachments are 1D heavy arrears. Village admlDlst.raYlOn 
could not be improved if village officers are not under the complete control of propnetors. 

IV. (a) Although law recognizes snch a thing a riparian ownership, it is better to 
consider the question of water-supply as a contract between the landholder and every 
individnal ryot that takes water. In the csse of wet lands, the landholder is bound 
to supply that quantity of water which is necessary for the raising of one crop. In the 
case of dry lands, if the ryot takes water either by virtue of the situation of the land to 
an irrigation source or by its lying in the midst of other irrigated lands, it is better to con
sider it as a. case of contract entered into by the ryot with the landholder that for water 
taken for such dry lands he is liable to pay the lawful water charges. 

(b) The landholder has certainly a superior right in the water sources in the estate. 
Although he is bonnd to give water to an mamnl wet lands, which have an inherent right 
thereto and dry lands to which he undertakes to supply by contract, he can ntilize any 
ell;cess water remaining in any manner he likes. He can construct new dams across 
nvers or build reservoirs or in any other manner tap the natural resources of hills antt· 
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atl'eams and conserve these to the best advantage he deems fit. To . carry out improve:
ments of a far-reaching character like these, tne landholder is the best agency and i~ lJI. 

~erefore necessary to recognize his supreme rIght in this matter. Again dIsputes arise 
very frequently between ryots on varIous matters like immersion of foreshore landa 
when the tank is at full level, or distribution of water in seasons of low supply. These 
disputes cannot always be settled by the ryots among themselves and it is therefore neces
aa.ry to recognize the landholder's superi<ft' right in the water course. There are no legal, 
provisions to define the rights of the proprietor to check irregular irrigation. When there 
is scramble for water, it is not possible to enforce economic distributJon. In the interests 
of the ryots themselves, such provisions as those contained in the Madras Water Cess 
Act must be made applicable to zamindaris. ! 

V. (a) It is necessary that all estates should be surveyed, because survey is the basis fo~ 
a rat,ioual revenue administration. But it is not necessary to maintain a record of rights 
for each estate compulsorily, because preparation of record of rights is apt to raise contro
"ersy on many points. However, such of the estates as desire them may avail themselves' 
01 this course. 

(b) It is but just that the landholder and the ryot are made to share the cost of 
lurvey. The Survey and Boundaries Act provides for the apportionment of cost being 
made by the Collector and he may continue to be the deciding authority. What is 88 

important ns survey is the maintenance of a survey once made. If Government rules for 
survey maintenance a,re not adopted in surveyed estates, money spent on survey will be
a waste. Government should afford all facilitiell for the work being done by proprietora 
without undue financial burden. 

VI. Except the collection of premium for letting the ryot in possession of waste 
land and the collection of subdivision charges, there is no reason why the landhoUer should. 
demand any levies from ryots in addition to rent. 

VII. (a) tb (b) It is not clear what exactly is meant by local natural facilities contem
plated in this question. If they refer to rights in forests, the custom in this zamindari is· 
to lease the right of collecting minor forest produce in the zamin forests to a contractor 
who levies a small fee on every headload of green manure or fuel. Time and again, the 
right to take fuel and green manure free of cost is put forward, but it has not been possible' 
to work it out in practice. There are villages which lie adjacent to the forest area and 
many more lying away from it. The questIon is whether proximity to the foreBt will give' 
a superior claim over those ryots whoee villages are more remote. 'I'here are agaiD 
opportunities for people who live in the zamin villages to sell zamin forest produce to'ryots 
in the ayan villages which are adjacent to theirs. There are again people from ayan 
villages who resort to zamin forests for fuel and manure leaves. If all these demands 
on the foreBts are left unchecked, there will not be much left for the ryots to utilize for 
agricultural and domestic purposes. Indeed, reckless fellings in the past, have impoverish
pd zamin forests to such a degree that the hill slopes are barren and their resources are
exceedingly poor. In the interests of the ryots themselves, it is necessary to conserv. 
the growth not only against reckless fellings but also against punakad cultivation which 
inrolves complete burning of vegetation in large blocks of forest area. The ryots and' 
those who plead for them forget that the conservation of hill slopes is beneficial to them 
a,nd that the truth of " No forests-No fields" is completely lost sight of. It is therefor ... 
witb the object of benefiting the ryots and not from the point of view of the zamindar'p 
r"venue, that application has been made to the Collector for extending the provision9 
of the Madras Forest Act to the zamin forests. As regards grazing, no fee is chargecJ
and even goats are not banned. For fear it might be cOllsidered as a hardship, it is not 
proposed to place any restriction on free grazing when the provisions of the Forest t\ct 
are applied. But the question remains whether it would not be well to so regulat, gr&zinll' 
ri4lhts as to conserve fodder growth and whether such regulation and prevention of tbe 
evils of overgrazing will not be in the best interests of the ryots themselves. 

(0) Communal lands should be reserved for lhe purposes for which they have beeu 
set apart. When they cease to be used for such purpose, they revert to the landholder, 
tiection 20-A provides for the procedure to be adopted in such cases. The question whether 
the reversionary right is with the proprietor or the Government arises in each case. The 
settlement of this question cnuses an amount of correspondence and delay not commenrn· 
rale with the amount of revenue involved. I invite attention to a copy of my letter tcJ 
the Revenue Divisiollal Officer, Dindil!l1l, on this subject. It is worthwhile considering 
whether all these small hits o[ IIIlIIls II'hich cease to be used for communal purposes may 
not be deemed to ryoti lands. Otherwi.e, the maintenance of records relatin~ to theoe 
.scattered bits in a zamin area is not worth l1ndel'takin'l' bv the Government. The in"pooo 
tinn, accounting and revenue co11eetion of these lands will add to the difficulties which 
now arise on acoount of dual administration in znruin villages. 
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-" .~s regards hill and forest poramboke, unlike communal lands, tbe zamindar 18 ~ 
Ab~rty to c;onserve them in the best manner he thinks fit. In suitable easel!, he lDay al~ 
.S&gn them on Plltta. 

vnr. (a) The principle is tbat ordinarily the proprietors should keep in order irrigation 
aources from wbich wet revenue is derivetl. 

(~) Provision of sections 138 and 139 seems to be sufficient in tbe matter. Nd 
change IS necessary • 

. (e) Action by officers BUO moto is not desirable, as tbey will not have the opportunity 
~. ascert~lD all the facts necessary for a. just decision which an enquiry on application 
will prOVIde. . 

. . IX. Quite necessary, provided the landh~lde~s are given effective control over the 
village officers. 

_ X. 'l'he under-tenants lIeed not be recognized by the laudholder. He has no legal 
.status. 

XI. (a) and (b) Appe~18 and r~vision arise very seldom. The existing armugements 
hJ!ve not !Jeen found to be mconvement and they may continue. 
. XTI. (a) The proprietor's officials come across encroachments in the course of their 
InspectlOn. They have to content themselves with orderillg the karnam to prepare 
B 'memos. ~'hey could not ascertain whether B memos are actually sent and whether 
the.'l'ahsildar took actio~ thereou. Indeed, there . are heaps of cases "which lIobody tllkea 
JlotlCe of, though accordmg to the present theory, the Government is the trustee of com. 
munal lands. in proprietary .areas. The powers vested i.n the officers of the Revenue 
Departm~nt m regard to eVI?tJon, may therefore be given to proprietors. This power 
must'be extended to unauthorIzed occupation of all lands in estates including thoBe' bought 
in'by proprietors at rent sales. 

(b) Jodi, poruppu, etc., must be brought under the definition of rent. 

lIT'. (e) Now that a commission has heen appointed to go into the' question of the 
Juridical relationship between zamindars and ryots, a few remarks on the position of 
the village officers vis-a-vis the zamindars will be in point. As against churgeR of 
exorbitant rent or illegal exactions against zamindllrs, the latter bring counter-char~-eB 
,against ryots of deliberate non-payment of rent for a number of years necessitating 
litigations on payment of heavy court-fees. The troubles of the zamindar are redoubled 
after, getting decrees for rent for the reason that exe~ution is a tortuous and laborious 
affair. Now the question arises-why should collection of rent be so difficult in zamin 
are"s, while it is just the reverse in the case of GovernmeLt lands. The answer is .imrle. 
Village munsif in Government ryotwari tracts is efficient and is a fme servant of hiB 
master, the Tahsildar, whereas in zamin areas, the village munsif is in theory a ."rvant 
of two masters one of whom is the Government Tahsildar and the other is the zamindar. 
But in practice he does not care a two penny half penny for the latter, whose peremptory 
orders and threatened penalties cannot harm him. The karnam has got more .luties 
to perform for the zamindar than for the 'rahsildar of the taluk. In the event of the 
village munsif and karnam not performing their duties, the zamindar is reduced to ~he 
helpless position of having to appeal to the Tahsildar and the Revenue Divisional O)licer 
for redress against the offending village officers. The result is that the zamindul' and 
the village officers appear a8 complainant and accused-a proceeding encouraging mutual 
recriminations by the one against the other. In many caselt, owing to want of a'ppreci"tion 
-of, the difficulties of zamin administration on the part of the revenue authoritiefi, the 
village officers escape on the plea that properties have notheen gi,-en to them by the 
zamin staff and if collections faU into arrears or the revenue work of the karnam is 
inadequate, the order is that it is open to the zamindar to make his own arrangements 
for the purpose. Consequently the zamindar is reduced to the necessity of appointing 
his own vasuldars, surveyors, revenue inspectors, etc" who do the work normally carried 
-on by the village officers in Government villages. In the meanwhile what is the work oC 
the village officers in zamin tracts? In very many cases they do nothing but foment 
quarrels and create troubles between ryot and proprietor. They can safely depend on 
the underlings of the taluk office for protection against any action on the proprietor's 
part. No doubt some zamindars are vested on application, by the Board of H("VPnue, 
with powers to inflict a fine up to Rs, 3 on village officers, But this power is s"hject 
to ·the restriction that the action should be approved by the Revenue Divisional Om,,,,r. 

All this trouble arises from the dual jurisdiction conferred on the proprietor and 
the Gov(>rnment revenue authorities OVl'r the village officers. The punishing authority 
is different from the authority to whom services are to be rendered. Such a svstem is 
bound to cause' friction. The result may be avoided by the revenue authorities'develop
ing a consciousness that the proprietor is trying to do in his ares what the revenue 
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officer is doing in his own. Ail a' matter of faCt it takes months and years to enqmr~ 
into a complaint. Then finally comes an order wherein the proprietor is informed that. 
aU was not well with the proprietor's own staff and that the offending karIiam or village 
munsif is severely warned. No wonder that the offending village officer twits his fingers 
\lot the zsmindar. 

The better remedy would be to legislate in view to placing the village officer1f
completely under the proprietor's contro"l. 
22nd September 1937. " TRUTH." 

Memorandum by the D,iwan, Eannivadi Zamindari, dated 18th June 1937. 

VII. (c) The only document in our possession relevant to the above question is the
Sanad-i-Milkiyat Istimrar granted by the Government to the Commercial Bank of Inditlil 
Limited, from whose successors-in-title, the present zamindar purchased the zamindari: 
This Banad which is dated 20th September 1905 is.of the usual type printed at pages 267 
to 269 of the first volume of the Board's Standing Orders 1931 edition. The earlier 
so.nads must have been the same. Under clause (ii) of the sanad certain items were len 
out of account in fixing the permanent assessment or peshkash. Among them are 
lakhiraj lands, i.e., lands exempt from payment of public revenue. Obviously, thes., 
lands included lands used for communal purposes. Under this category come (a) belh 
and bunds of tanks and of supply drainage, surplus or irrigation channels; (b) threshing 
11oors, cattle-stands, village sites and other lands situated in any estate which are set. 
apart for the common use of the villagers. 

2. First in regard to the tank-beds, I invite your attention to the commentary at 
page 158 of Mr. V. Ramadas's commentary of the M"dras Estates Land Act, 1908, irl 
which the observations of the Board of Revenue in Revision Petition No. 1 of 1911 
have been quoted. Till 1934 when important amendments were made in Act I of 1908, 
tank-beds were at the sole disposal of the zamindrur. 'It will be seen therefTom that iM 
revp.rsionary right in respect of tank-beds, etc., continues to be with the zamindar. Thll 
same principle applies to bunds and beds of channels of whatever description. This hag 
also been the practice in the zamindari as there are numerous instances of the zamindat 
having assigned tank-bed bnds. It is not uncommon in the zamindari for streams to 
frolquently change their courses. Old beds are silted up and left unused; while adjoining 
holdings are scoured and become beds of streams. It is only in cases of this kind, that 
applications for changes contemplated under section 20-A are likely to be made for. IB 
these cases the obvious course will therefore be to treat the lands proposed to be converted 
to ryoti as lands in respect of which the zamiIidar is entitled to collect rent. 

S. Next as regards village sites, threshing floor, cattle-stand, etc., it cannot' now 
be said which particular bits of lands were included under this head at the time when 
the sanad was issued, i.e., 32 years ago as no schedule of lands so excluded was appended 
to it. Villages have been expanding and it is not improbable that on ryoti lands cOn~ 
tiguous with village nattam new ,houses had been built and these extensions were 
treated as village sites at the time of the survey of the zamindari which was carried out 
in the years 1929 to 1928. The' mere fact that according to the survey records certain 
survey fields were classed as communal poramboke cannot be a conclusive evidence ,at 
the fact that any bit of land which is not now used for that purpose and which is, 
assignable on patta. was included under the term lakhirai lands. 

4. In regard to the paths again, it cannot be always stated that the paths now in' 
existence were exactly tbe same as those existed 32 years ago. Several topographical 
changes are taking place; new roads are opened; old roads are abandoned. There is no, 
clear evidence to establish which lands have~een cla.ssed as paths or really Ilakhiraj. 
In regard to cattle-stands, the same difficulty arlSes for 10 oue clear case where I thought 
that the land was actually cattle-stand having regard to the long user of the land by 
the villagers, the land was by mistake classed as waste in the zamin accounts and the 
Collector? ~as, in his L. Dis. No. 10299/36, dated 4th December 1936, refused to apply: 
the proVISions of the Land Encroachment Act. Please see correspondence ending with, 
my Reference No. 199/36, dated 6th May 1936, and your N. Dis. No. 4851/37, dated' 
17th May 1937. 

5. As regards burial ground, I have corn& across .10 number of cases where old places' 
are abandoned, .new pla~es t~ken uP? these places agllln abandoned and fresh places again 
sought. The difficulty 10 thiS case IS to trace Up the records. 

6. But cases In which recommendations Ilre made for conversion from communal 
to ryoti land will be comparatively rare. In those cases, the special circumstances iIi 
each case, will be placed before the Collector o.nd it will be for him to decide the question, 

1-27.\ 
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d reversionary right considering snch evidence as might he available, or more commonty 
the probabilities of the case. 'l'hus I am unable to indicate any general line of action or 
ready Jormula. 

7. On the question of presumption, 35 I.e., 121, it was held therein th"t the burden 
of proving exclusion from the assets at the time of permanent settlement lay on the 
person asserting it, in these cases-Goveroment. Ago.in in 20 M.L.J., 728 it was held 
that the burden of proving that any land }Vas lakhiraj at the time of permanent ""ttlemen' 
was on the Government. -

8. ]'ino.lIy, I wish to take this opportunity to place before you the logical ""'luence 
of the recent order issued by the Board of Revenue requiring karnams to enter in the 
village A register all lands classed as porambokes. These proceedings have not been 
eommunicated to proprietors perhaps for the reason that the primary concern in regard 
to porambokes vests in the Goverompnt as trustees. Obviously, the object of thi. order 
is to maintain communal rights unimpaired and to take prompt action under the Land 
Encroachment Act in deserving cases. Vigilance in the inspection of poramboke lands 
and prompt submission of B memos. are therefore contemplated. Failure ".. laxity 
on the part of the karnams in carrying out this duty will have to be noticed by the 
inspecting staff of the Revenue Department and the defaulting karnams will hllve to be 
punished. Otherwise unauthorized occllpation of lands in which Government mlly 
happen to possess the reversionary right will, among other things, result ill 10 •• of 
Government revenue. I do not know whether any departmentu.l in~tructions hll\"" he~n 
issued to attain this object. -

9. I see no provision of law in the Madras Estates Land Act making the proprietor 
respor.sible for encroachment on communal lands. But I have been isslling circlllllr after 
.circular which the karnams do not care to carry out. Cases of encroachment in eacb 
village are enormous in number. Zamin villages lie outside the scope of the Governmen\ 
Revenue Inspector for purposes of intensive field inspection. It is not therefore" matter 
for surprise that between the zamin and Government matters regarding encroachments 
have bep.n as bad as they are found to be. I request you to be so good as to go into the 
aspect of the matter and issue orders for a regular inspectio!> of porambokes b~- klima",. 
;md over inspection by Government Revenue Inspectors. 

O. N. RAMAswAMI AYYAR. 
Diwan. 

lrtelDOraudWD 1I1 Inamdars and Landholders' Branch Association, Tlrumugur village, 
Madura taluk, Madura district, 

I. (a) The zamindar or the inamdar. 
(b) The tenants have the right known as the kudivaram. 

II. (a) One·sixth of the produce or its equivalent in cash as determined with reference 
IiO the average current prices. 

(b) That share of the income derived by the tenants at present which is allotted 
~ melvaram must be taken as the basis for fiXIDg the rent. 

(c) There should be statutory provision for the remillllion of reut wheu there ia 
a failure of crops in wet lands in the rain-fed areas. 

(d) It is advisable to settle the rent as suggested in paragraph II. (a) lO"wad of 
leaving it to the court to settltl it. 
- (e) Settlement is necessary. 

III. (a) The powers require revision. 
(b) The right to collect rent by distraining cattle, produce and movable properties 

under sections 77, 78, 79 and 80 of the Madras Estates Land Act without the help of the 
Government shollid be conferred. The' costs which, under section 112 of the Act, the 
ienants have to bear in connexion with the distraint of immovable property should be 
~educed. 

(e) The suggestion made in the preceding paragraph shollld be adopted. 

IV. (a) The responsibility of supplying water rests with the Government and that of 
affording the necessary facilities therefor rests with the zamindars and inamdar._ The 
tenants have the right to take water (or irrigation. 

(b) The landholders have the right in respect- of water sources. 
_ V. (a~ A record of rights should be prepared in respect of tho"e villages which d. 

not have It- at present. 
- fb) According to law. 
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,VI. It depends upon'the practice in the villages concerned. 
Vl1. (a) The tenants have the customary rights under section 

Estates Land Act. 

',,, .. 
20 of the Madru 

(b) It depends upon the practice in the villages. • 
(e) Public paths and hill and forest porambokes belong only to the landholders'. 

VIII. (a) Irrigation works shoul<l, be only under the control of the, Revenue aullia'
rities. 

• (b) Repairs to irrigation works belonging to the landholders should be done at their 
cost and the .Provincial Government should have the power to make them undertake such 

_zepalrs. 
(e) Such powers should be exercised on application by parlies. 

IX. J amabandi is necessary. 
X. It is enough if the tenants have the right of obtainingpaltBB and executing 

mucbiliku. 
XI. (a) A special tribunal is necessary. 

(b) In special courts. 
XII. (a) There should be provision for trying and evicting unauthorized occupant.. 

I, ' ,Ib) 'l'be exillting procedure may continue, But there must be statutory ,provision 
,for the collection of jodi, poruppu and kattubadi ill six instalments. • ' " , 

Memorandum by the Zamlndar, ldayakottal, Madura district, dated 
12th November 1937. 

1. (a; The zamindar is the 1'1'oprietOl' of the soil of all lJw.llalllcluaiveof sub-aoil 
minerals, etc., wltn.lJl'the zamlnd .. ri (panhai, ryoti, assessed waste, ainanam, hills, forest.. 
and poramboJf.es, etc.;. 'l'he tenlODt, to whlchever class of tenlODts he may belong, has no 
rigbt to the SOli, and is therelore not the proprietor of ' the soil. (Vide sections 5 (1), " 
1U (\I). il, 14\1 and 161 of the Madras Estates Land Act, the Permanent Sanad and the 
Madras .Permanent i:!ettlement Hegulation XXV of 1802, Madras Acts II of 1894. II of 
1904, III of I\1U5 and XIV of 1920. , , 
I '(:a) 'l'he zaniindar can eject even an occupancy tenant for impairing the lJw.d. 

(il) If an occupancy tenant dies intesta.te leaviog no heirs except the crown, h.il; 
, occupancy right ceases and the land reverts to the zamiodar who can admit whomsoever 
he pleases. 

(4) The zamindar has absolute po\\"ers of assigning waste and amanam lands as 
his pleasure. 

(5) 'rhe zamindar's proprietary l'ight has been recognized by anciens N asiva 
Kings. and subsequently by the British Government. Vide (a) the Marungapuri ca.se 
1 Indian Appeals ~t!2. recognizing the proprietary rights of the zamindar. (h) 61 M.L.J. 
532 and 61 M.L.J. 6S2, regarding the rights of the zamindar to minerals. 

(b) The permanent occupancy tenant of ryoti lands can cultivate the same, subject 
, to the condition of payment of renl (melvaram) to the proprietor. He should not materially 
impair the value of the land and render it unfit for agricultural'purposes and if he does so' 
he can be ejected, as the zamindar has got proprietary right to the said land. (Section 151). 

n. (a), (b) <ted) In the first place, the conditions of tenure. rent, etc .• differ from ont! 
distriot to another and from one estate to another in one and the same district. In certain 
places, the -rent is in kind and in certain other places it is in cash. In certain estates, 
soilwar taram and cash rents are fixed on the basis of fertility of the soil. the number and 
nature of various crops raised, the classification of land, and its yield. with speClaJ rate. 
for commercial crops such as, betels, sugarcane, turmeric, chillies, onions, cqttqn, tobacco, 
ground.nut, gingeUy, grams, etc" at' the time of the permanent settlement in the year 160'l 
and on this basis the' peshkash has' been' fixed feir the estate. In certain ,esta~es, kind 
rent has been commuted to cash rent' unde,' 'the Act and' in certain places an enhancement 
of two annas in the rupee as provided under section 30, has heen availed of. In certain 
estates, cash rent fixed at the time of the permanent settlement as stated above, has been 
continuing without any interruption either by the landholder or by the ryot. Hence. U, 
adopt a common rate of rent for all the estates will be inconsistent with the terms of 
permanent Banad and it may he injurious to the ryots themselves in general. If the .... 
have been no disputes about the rate of prevailing rent in any of the estates no interferen.,.. 
on the part of the Government is necessary, and the existing rate of rent shall be treate.! 
88 fair and equitable, It would be bt'tter to leave the matter to the courts concerned to 
determine whl\t i. a fair and equitable rent, wherever and whenever any disputes arist'q 
on the matter. The provisions now contained ill the :Madras Estates Land Act 88 to 
what is a rair and equitable rent are sufficient. 
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(e) n is suggested that there should be no ~tatutory provision regarding, remisaion _ 
01 nnt smce there is no such provision in regard to peshl<a.sIl. 

(e) It is conSIdered not desi.mble. 

m. (a) d: (b) Yes. It is necessary that the proprietors should be entrusted with adD
quate powers to facili~ate ,collet:tion of rent, lest they should be put to much trouble in 
payment of peshkash m tIme. Though the rules framed under section 32 of Act 11 of 
18W enjoin' that the rent due to the proprietor should be collected and remitted by tbe 
headmen, they never do it properly and so power of suspending village officers and servants 
,for slaclmess or neglect of duty and other remissness may be conferred on the proprietor-. 

(e) I have noted below the actual difficulties experienced and the measures to be 
adopted for remedying them. 

(i) Section 77-Suits to recooer arrear 0/ rent._The existing practice in trying 
rent suits by the Sub·Collector may continue. Ilome suitable measures may be taken to 
dispose of suits, etc., as expeditiously as possible. Reduction of court-fee is necessary, 
as the present rate is high. Rs. 6-4-0 per hundred, will be a moderate fee. 

(ii) Distraint of sale of mailable property.-(a) The cost of court-fee stamps comes 
to, RB. 3-4-0 for recovery of an arrear of even an anna in respect of a holding, which is 
prohibitive IlIld a heavy burden on the defaulting ryot 88 well as on the landholder, since 
ebe latter has to deposit the cost firs1;. 

Particulars of costs. 

(a) Notice for service on a single ryot in a holding 
'(b) Application for sale ' 
(c) Proclamation of sale 
(d) Fee- for sale 

Total 

RS. A. P. 

080 
o 12 0 
1 '0 0 
100 

3 C 0 

(b) Though the sale officer is the Tahsildar, he invariably -delegates his poweri 
to the firka Revenue Inspector, who generally takes some months' time to conduct the 
sale' of movables· distrained and such delay causes great inconvenience and loss to the 
ryot by way of feeding charges of distrained cattle.' Sectiol! 98 empowers the distruinei 
to sell the crops, etc., if they are perishable and to deposit the sale-proceeds with ,the 
selling officer and if this procedure is extended to all cases of movables distrained, it will 
not only be simpler but also save the ryots from undue expense, delay, and the fee far' 
sal!' (~., 1) wiU becQme unnecessary. 

(ill) ,Sale of ryot's holding.-The Amendment Act VIII. of ,1934 has .rendered the 
procedure under, this head more cumbersome and costly resultlDg ID a heaVIer burden on 
the defaulting ryot and a penalty on the landholder who resorts to a sale of the holding for' 
the recovery of an arrear of rent. For instance, a landhold~r has to deposit first a sum of 
Rs. 15-7-{) in the shape of court-fees, etc., even for collectmg an arrear of rent, say, OJIAI, 

anna in respect of a holding. 
Particulars of c08ts. 

(a) SerVice of notice on a single ryot in a holding (section 
112) 

(b) Application for sale 
(c) Notice under section 116 
(d) Proclamation of sale 
(e) Fee for sale 
( f) Publication charges 
(g) Postage 

Total 

as. A. ,.. 

0 8 0 
012 0 
0 8 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 

11 8 0 
0 3 0 

15 7 0 

(/I) Mode of service of notices onder section 112 is also ineffective. 'A simpler and ' 
more effective method of service of notices is very necessary. It is an admitted fact that 
the headman of the village is not in any way inferior in status and respon~ibilities to that 
of a process-server, and it is therefore suggested that, after getting a hst showing the ' 
correct address of the defaulters from the headman, notice by registered post (acknowledg. , 
ment due) may be sent to the defaulters by the Inndholder. forwarding two Inore copies, 
of the notieea to the headman for being affixed on a conspicuous place iu the village and ' 

., , 
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-on the house oC the ryot concerned as the onus of proof in regard to irregularities or se:r'w1re. 
-of noticcs 18 cast upon the zamindar in civil courts. 

. (b) Further, there has been abnormal delay on the part of the selling officer m. 
conducting sales and in making delivery of possession of the lands purchased in auction_ 
Some remedy is necessary to avoid such delays. Another difficulty is that the possession 
taken through the Revenue department is considered by a civil court as inconclusive' 
and so, it is necessary to make some euitable provision in the Act to treat such delivery 

· of possession as conclusive and effective. 
(e) Practically service of notices through the Sub-Collector under section 116 and 

pl!blication of notices under sections 117, 1il3 and 124 in the District Gazette involve 
heavy expenditure, though no useful pW'pose is thereby served. Instead, the sale officer 
may be asked to send a notice of sale by registered post (acknowledgment due) to the 

· defaulting ryot, as proclamation of sale is intended for publication ouly and not for 
service. By adopting this procedure there will be a saving of Rs. 12 in costs. Further, 
45 days' time limit allowed for depositing rent under section 131, is long and so thirty 

. days' time limit may be fixed as before. 

IV. la) &: (b) (1) The zamindar as proprietor of the zamindari has got sole right 
from time immemorial over the water sources and courses, waters natural, ru:tificiai, 
perennial and occasional, within the ambit of his zamindari and the ryots are permitted, 
if required, to use such water for irrigating their dry lands on condition of payment of 
the usual ordinary water-rate and this right has been duly lecognized by various decisions 

· of the High Court and Privy Council (vide the Privy Council ruling in the Urlam Case, 40 
¥ad., 886). 

(2) '!t'e soilwar taram and rent on the dry ryot lands are fixed on the number 
and nature of crops raised, the yield and fertility of the soil in fasli 1212 and so, dry land,; 
have no right to water-supply as appurtenant to them; but in case of garden and wes 
lands, water-supply is taken into consideration in fixing the taram and rent along with 
other facts as stated above, according as the lands are single or second crop registered 
.wet. 

V. (a) (i) Survey and preparation of a record of rights in estates are necessary, bUG 
it i. Bugge.ted that it shollid Dot be mnde compulsory as the cost of Burvey is prohibitive 
and it would not be possible for many zamindars and ryots to bear its cost owing to want 
of funds and it ma.y therefore be taken up, as at present, on receipt of applications under 
section 164. 

(ii) Survey, etc., may be made compulsory, if the cost of survey is fixed at not 
exceeding 6 annas per acre for all ryoti and cultivable lands and at three anna.s per acre 
for all unoccupied lands such as zamin wastes, forests, etc., the cost of the latter to be 
borne exclusively by the landholder, and the share of cost due from the landholder lR 

allowed to be paid in instalments extending from 15 to 20 years. 
(b) It would be fair, if the landholder and the ryot be made to bear the cost of 

survey of ryoti land in equal shares (excluding the demarcation stones which will be supplied 
by the ryots concerned) and the amount of share due from the ryots may be recovered bv 
the Government direct as they do in quit-rent collections. -

VI. So far as this zamin is concerned, no fee customary or otherwise ia demanded 
or levied from the ryots in addition to the legal rent specified in the patta. 

VII. (a) .t (b) The ryots are permitted to graze their cattle on waste amanam and 
poramboke Ilmds and also to take green manure and dry wood required for domestic and 
agricultural purposes from the above lands ou free pass. According to long establisb .. d 
.usage prevailing in this zamin, the ryots have not got any inherent right to do 80. 

(c) (1) The ryots use public pat.hs and communal porambokes for the purpose for 
which they are set apart and if they use it otherwise they will be ejected. 

(2) As regards the hills and forests, the zamindar is the absolute owner thereof 
from time inlmemorial and large sums of money have been invested on them from 
generation to generation in plantst,ion of trees, etc., and in maintaining a permanent forest 
estllbli.hment for conservancy and to prevent stealthy removal of trees, etc. 

(3) The ryots are permitted to graze their cattle, excepting goats, on unreserved 
bills snd forests on payment of a nominal fee. 

VIII. (a) The Amendment Act VIII of 1934, Chapter vm, and rules framed there
under elaborately euunciate the principles to be followed regarding the irrigation works. 
The rules are very stringent and some more time may be allowed to see how they 
work. 

(b) " (e) It seems too early to adopt sucb a course. 
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IX. (i) Yearly jamabandi is very essential for the sound administration of the estate. 
During jamabandi all the village accounts are checked to see whether all ordera relating 
$0 assignments of lands lind house-sites, palla transfers, powlhi, relinquishment, etc., 
iBsued during the fasli are duly carried out and the total beriz is correctly entered for 
furnishing rental statements to the Collector under section 80 of the Madras Local Boards 
Act. 

(iiI It is necessary to make clear provisiolls by amendment of section 52 that 
exc:hange of valid patta and muchilka made in a particular fasli shall continue to be in 
force for ill proceedings under Chapter VI of the Madras Estates Land Act so long aa 
there are no changes of any kind. This will Slj.ve a good deal of trouble and labour in . 
writing up all pattas and muchilikas every year during jamabandi, since it really serves· 
no purpose. 

(iii) To get the above works done, the services of the karnam are indispens"ble. . 
Un hun proprietors have no direct control and they are really at his mercy and so it is . 
necef8ary that proprietors should be empowered to suspend the village officers and st'rvanta 
ftt b'ast for a period not exceeding three months subject to right of appeal to the Collector. 
If the Government really want that proprietors should get on with the admin istmtion of 
their estates satisfactorily in order to fulfil their solemn engagements, there should not be 
any hesitation in granting the above modest request. 

X. (a) Any person who nritifies himself to the I.ndholder that he is the cultivator 
of Ii ryot's land can be recognized as such. Section 79 (2). 

(h) Any person who cultivates on lease the private land of a landholder, may be 
stvled as lessee. \ ," .,,' 

(c) Under-tenants should have no legal status whatsoever. 

XI. (a) It is suggested that the High Court should be the final and appellate authority 
in all proceedings arising between landholders and ryots and there is no need for the 
constitution of B special tribunai for the purpose. 

, (b) All proceedings between landholders and ryots (schedule, Part A and B) may be 
tried in revenue and civil courts ,,8 at present. 

Xli. (a) It is suggested that unauthorized occupiers of lands in zamin must be' 
ejected through the Sub-Collector on an application made to him by the landholder. 
The trespasser shaH be liable to pay as damages three times the annual rent payable 
on the land or on the adjoining land of similar extent and quality in addition to the 
value of trees cut and appropriated by him, if any, from the said land. Necessary provi. 
sions .hould be made in the Act since it is essential to put a stop to such unauthorized' 
QCcupations which are rife and which many persons carry on with impunity. 

:b) There is no such item in this zamin. 

Memorandum by Hr. T. V, E, ·KamaraJa Pand:!,_ Nayakar, Bo4lnayakanur, Periyakulam' 
taluk, Madura district, dated 20th November 1931. 

I. (a) Without going into the history and the fundamental basis of the zarnindari 
land tenure, it may be stated at once that the proprietor of the soil is the zamindar and 
not the tenant. The zamindaries were originally granted by ancient rajahs and nawabs 
with absolute rights in the soil in the area granted to zamindars. The zarnindari 
of Bodinayakanur is an ancient one in the Madura district and has a long hi.tory 
behind it. 

Whatever uncertainty that existed prior to the permanent settlement the resuU 
of the settlement was to place all Landlord~ on a Uniform legal basis and to obliterate 
the . differences . in thEl customary status which had grown out of differences of origin. 
The Regulation XXV /1802 invests landlords with the propri"tary right in the soil by its 
enactment in clause 2, viz., "in conformit:v to these principles, an 8SsesBment shall he 
fixed on all 1/LD,ds liable to pay revenue to the Government; and in consequence of such 
assessment the proprietary right of the soil shall become veste1 in the zamindars or 
other proprietors of land and in their heirs and lawful succeSllors for ever." One of the 
prihclples referred to in this clause is laid down ill the preamble section of the regulation 
as ·'to grant to zami~dar an~ other Inndhol<1er9, their heirs a!,d successors a ~rmanenC 
property in their land m all bme to come.". In I."" face of thIS statutory provIsIon there 
can be only one opinion on this question and that. is that the znmmdar is the proprid"l' 
of the soil and the Courts have also nnifom.!y be .. n acting on this position. 
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~or can it be doubted that the legialatllre and the courts have" done.80 service in 
settlmg at rest thiS vexed question. A glance of the reports relating to investigation ae 
t~ the nature of. the ten.ures held by the poligars and similar landholders recorded in the 
FIfth Report Wlll conVillce anyone about the irreconcilable diversitied of the tenurea 
under wluch each of these landholders held his estate, and the legislature by fixing up 
the ~ight of th~ landholde: in the soil as a proprietary one has once for all s~t at rest 
th" lutrlCaCIes ill the solutIOn of the question a. affecting each inmvidual estate and has 
saved much money and hea.rt-burning. What the legislature has done for landholder is 
only bare justil·e. . 

The point about the matter is that before the permanent settlement it was a questiou 
always of tlisputed right between the Crowu and the landholder and never as betweeu 
the l8Jldholder and ilie ryots. As observed in paragraph 4 of the instructions issued to 
the Colle.ctors as to permanently settling the lands (rep~rted at page 169 Volume III 
of the Fifth Report). .. At present the Z ... mindars hold their Zamindaries by a tenure 
so precanous as scarcely to convey the least idea of property in the soil." In paragflph 5 
of the 'same document it is proposed to make the Zamindars .. actual proprietors of the 
soil or lands composing their estates." It seems to have been always and uniformly 
8ssumed tbal the status of the tenant was "Iwa,'s that of a tenant and never that of a 
proprietor. By the Legislative enactment of 1802 the points at issue as between the 
Crown and ilie 18Jldholder found a statutory disposal. ' 

I. (b) The definition of a ryot is given in section 3 (15) of the Madras Estates Land 
Act (i.e.), a ryot means a person who Lolds for th~ purpose of agriculture ryoti land in 
an estate subject to the (londition of paying to the landholder the rent which is le~alIy 
due upon it. This shows the nature of the, interest and limitations which the tenant has 
in the land as distinguished from that of the landlord. If t.he zllmindl1r is the proprietor 
of the soil the tenant also cannot be such. Section 14{l, of the Act says that a ryot 'can 
relinquish his land by giving notice to the landholder if he does not require it. Section 7. 
preserves to the landholder mining rights in ryoti land. Section 6 ".BYs that a ryot has 
to be admitted by a landholder to possession of ryoti land to avail him of a permanent 
right of occupancy in the holding. Section 163-A lays down that a ryot who has not 
been admitted to possession of ryoti land could be Pjected by It landholder as 11 trespasser. 
Section 10 of the Act draws a clear delimitation as between the land and the right of 
occupancy therein. The Hon'ble Mr. Forbes in his speech introducing the original Land 
Estates Bill observed that ., I.he ryot has been confirmed in his rights; he is secured iIi 
the occupancy of his holding from which be cannot be ejected "0 long as he pays his 
Bhist." This admirably summarises the legal title subsisting for the tenant in his 
holding. 

II. (4) and (b) These two questions may be answered together. Nobody can give an 
exact and scientific definition of fair and equitable rent. Neither is it practicable. The 
rent varies with different esta.tes. Customs anef considerations differ in all estates. For 
example the'rent that exists in Bodinayakanur zamindari for wet. garden and dry lands 
is very low and is not even half of the rent in ryotwari lands adjoining this estate. Besides, 
this has been in force from the time of settlement without anv enhancement or alteration. 
The rent in this estate is charged from time immemorial on the particular crops raise<l 
CIIl the 18Jld and is cash-rent. The rent was fixed according to ilie nature of the crop~ 
raised, description of the land and yield 'Yith special rates for commercial crops such as 
betels, tobacco, sugarcane, etc., at the tIme of the permanent settlement. . 

History shows that the produce from the land was looked up to by the rulers iIi 
Iudi&. from the very early times as the main basis for the assessment of the Land Revenue.: 
Various methods appeared to have been adopted in fixing the share of the produce. The 
permanent settlement was effected on a scientific basis and a fair and equitable rent was 
evolved for each estate. The proof is therefore convim·ing that the rates perp<Jtuated 
by permanent Bettlement and affirmed by the legislature and obtaining for over century 
are equitable, the more so because the tenant. distinctly stand to gain by being fixed up 
to cash-rent worked out at a time when money was far dearer than what is at present 
and when the possibilities for the development of improved methods of agric~lture. obtain
ing in these time always conduce to more favonrable outturn of produce. It IS uDlver.ally 
conceded that the position of the zamindari tenants in Madras Province is much better 
tbsll. what is in northern India where there is such a stampede of illegal exactions 
~8nctified by immemorial customary user grinding upon the ryots. In speaking of the 
economic distress grinding down the peasant it is unfair as it is equally incorrect to ~sc~be 
it to heaviness of land assessment. There are more causes than one fnr the gnndlD!!' 
poverty of the peasant and they lie deeply embeded in the m.entality of. the peasant and 
his family and not in the heavmess~. of the assessment of hlB land w~lCh was fixed ,!'P 
for him in' money values obtaining when money was so dearer and whIch are hedl!ed ID 
by every statutory restrictions. imposed against enhancement of rent. 

1-28 
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As for waram rents obtaining by immemorial user the safeguard provided b, 
aection ~\I 01 IDe Act is the surest guarantee ag,unst such a rent bewg rendered unfiW' 
IWd . inequitable. As for new tenRllcies created subsequent to the p.asing of the Ac&. 
sectIOn ~a enacts that the ryot shall not be bound to }HIy rent at a rate exceeding the 
rate prevailing for similar lands with similar advantages in the neighbourhood or 811 'hos 
Collector may decide to be fair and equitable. 

In the face of such drastic safeguards provided by the legislature, it is futile to 
argue that the rent .. lawfully payable .. as defined in section 3 (11) can be anything but 
fau: and e,!uItabl~ and there should. be no hesitation in holding that the presumption 
ISld down lD sectIOn 28 of the Act M a justifiable one. I may also state that sections 
24 to 41 of the Act lay down an elaborate procedure to determine what is fiW' and equit. 
able rent. To adopt a common rate of rent for all the estates is neither practicable nor 
fair and may be injurious to the ryot.s themselves. 

II. (c) The above discussion clearly indicates that in a settlement of II- fair and 
equitabl~ rent. there should be an in.urance agamst the inevitable risk of agriculture in 
the Indian climate. Due allowanc~ has already been made for vicissitudes of season. 
It follows therefore that the contingencies that make out a case for a remission have 
already heen taken into account in the determination of the rent on a fair and equitable 
basis. The injustice of a claim for remission after reut is once so fixed is obvious. 
Moreoter where an ascertained jumma has furnished the baRis for an ascertained peish. 
eush as it has in the permBnent settlement, there is a manifest injustice to the land· 
holder whenever a remission is forced out of him. Statutory provisions for remission 
while being a fruitful source of costly litigation to which the ryot might very often be 
tempted, is a grcat detriment and raise other difficulties also in the case of unsurveyed 
estates. The karnam's accounts and his field inspection are not correct and may not 
be trusted. At present the proprietors have no control over the kanuoms w bo cook up 
all sorts of accounts. Then there are estates like Bodinayakanur whpre the ryot pays a 
very low one assessment though he cultivates two crops. In such casea failure of one 
crop may not justify remission. Besides, if statutory remission i~ given to the ryoh, 
proportionate reduction peishcu~b pay~ble .to the ~overnment. sho~d b~ al1o~ed to 
the landholder. The procedurem zalDlDdan areas hnstles WIth practIcal ddncultles. It 
lfi submitted that sections 3S and 39·A are adequate provisions for reduction of rent. 

II. (d) The advantages of a permanent settlement system have been too long and 
lmpressively enjoyed to admit of any doubt in the matter. One can but shudder at the 
horrors that might be let loose by an unsettled assessment of rents. It is a call for the 
ryots to be deluged by litigation and -to be victiI?ise~ by an etem.al train of adv~se forces. 
Enunciation of the principles as to the determmatlon of wha~ 18 fau- aud eqUItable ren' 
might sound nice but i~ is a. qu~stion as to h~,,! far the ryot WIll be enabled to have those 
pl'inciples worked out lD actuality. The poSItIOn of the landholder. under. such a system 
of eternal uncertainties, will be anything but tolerable. From all vIew powts the perma
nent settlement is the more to be desired. 

(e) It is unnecessary and inadvisable to invest the Provincial Government with 
reserve powers to revise, alter and reduce rents. This may lead to unhappy r~sult~. 
There is likely to be impartial justice in courts of law. The tre~d of executIve actIon 18 

too much dependant upon the individualities of the offic~. Sections ~ and 39·A of the 
Act provide for reduction of rent. If any further proVISIons are conSl~ered necessary to 
meet unforeseen cases, suitable amendments may be made to the Act Itself. I! Govern
ment reserves special powers, they will be needlessly bothered by representatIOns from 
all sides without being able to deal with them in a judicia.! manner. Redress must b" 
had only through district officers. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) According to the present Act the powers given to the landholder for collec

tion of rent are classified under thrPe heads :-
(1) By distraint and sale of movable properties. 
(2) By attachment and sale of holdings. 

. (3) By filing. rent suits and taking execotion proceedings. 
Each of these reqwres to be amended and simplified. 
. . . By distraint and sale of 17I.01Jable properlie8.:-Though the landholder is entitled to 
distralD m.ovable property of the ryot under sectIon 77, hi~ plough~cattle is exempted 
under section 77 (f). Almost the only valuable property of the ryot theseiznre of which 
win make the defaulter 'pay at once. ;s his plough-cattle.. Such a provision is not found 
in Act IT of 1864. LeDlen.cy shown to the defaulter by this section does him great harm 
as he has to face costly SUIt and land sale proceedings which are detrimental both to th 
ryot and landholder. After the distraint 'the proprietor laB to ·a.pply to the ssle otIice: 
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lmder section Ill! for sale of the movable properties. Ther~ is no reason why the pro
pn~tor shonld t;iot be invested with tb,s power. He should be empower~tl to sell the dis., 
~d p~opertie.s to avoid unnecessary delay and annoyance. 1'roper safe"uulds ruay b~ 
prOVIded In the mterests of the ryot. ". 

By attachm~nt and Bale. of holdings.-Under this head the procedure indicated in 
the old Act was Blmple and less costly. The amendments introduced in the amending 
Act have done great disservice both to the ryot and the landholder. 'l'he procedure has 
become very ~nmber~me and very costly which ultimately adds to the burden of the 
~ot. To reali86 a. kist of one rupee, the landholder has to spend more than 15 rupees 
ill sale proceedings and it takes more than .'" year for the sale proceedlllgs to conclude. 
A~ every stage ,:"e are asked to take out notices and make three pUblications in the Dis; 
trlCt Ga.ze~te which are not at all looked into by the ryots. How can a ryot who is unable 
~o pay ~ kist of one ruP":e, aa:ord to pay 15 rupees as cost.? To give 8, concrete example, 
ill Bodmayakkanur zammdan land attachment under S('ction 112 for arrears of rent for 
fasli 1342 was applied for on 30th June 1934 to the Revenue Divisional Officer. But the 
sale~ were actually he~d from 26th .December 1936 to 10th January 1937. The sale 
certificates h~ve b~en Issued o~ various dates the last date being 24th September 1937. 
There are still delivery proceedmgs to be taken. For arrears of rent for fasli 1343 land 
Bttachment was applied for on 2nd July 1935. But the sales took place from 25th Au/tust 
1936 to 12th September 1936. Sale certificates have been issued on various dates the 
last date being 19th June 1937. Delivery proceedings have to be taken hereafter. III 
the above cases there have been no latches on the nart of the landholder to conform to 
the provisions of the Act in the conduct of the sales: In the light of the above instances 
can anyone say that this is a summary remedy to collect kist? 

On account of this enormous delay and ruinous expenditure, no land attachment 
alld sale proceedings have been resorted to in this estate for the last two years. 

The following are the new provisions introduced :-
(i) Postal notice by landholder to defaulter under section 112 with certificate of 

posting; most of the ryots are illiterates and there is no proper delivery by 
postman. 

(ii) A second notice under section 116 (1) and an elaborate enquiry by the 
Revenue Divisional Officer about the lots to be sold, etc. Very few ryots appear 
on these dates and object for the simple reason that they have none. The 
enquiry does not serve any purpose at all except to give a handle to some 
recalcitrant ryota who protract the sale proceedings by frivolous objections. 

(iii) A second postal notice of proclamation and order of sale. is provided under 
section 117 (1). The same section provides that they should be published in 
the District Gazette. It is pointed out that this insistance of publication in 
the District Gazette is the bane of the whole proceedings. There hItS to be 
three publications, viz., under sections 117 (1), 123 (3) and 124 (3), How 
these pUblications are useful to the ryots, is not clear. There is not a single 
ryot who looks into the District Gazette or is ~onversant with the District 
Gazette. The only effect is to swell the costs of the sale and drag on the 
proceedings. The Government collect at the rate of Rs. 11-11-6 per holding 
for all the three publications in advance from the landholder. Represent .. -
tions were made to th,. Collector and the Revenue Board to reduce the amount 
and to collect for each notification of the holdin!( then and there but this 
reqnest has been refused. 

, If after taking all these proceedings a holding is brought to sale, it invariably 
happens that there are no bidders as the ryots combine together to defeat the purpose of 
Bale. The landholder is forced to purchase for a nominal price for the estale. Even aftel' 
he purchases the'land, and obtains certificBte of sale and delivery of possession; Ite is ,:,o~ 
really in effective possession of the land as the Revenue Depart~en~ does not ~ve 
effective delivery. Besides as the lands purchased a.re compnsed In different holdings 
and Bre far apart from one another, there is consid~rable diffi~nlty Tor the landholder 
even if there is effective delivery, to find lessees or himself cultIvate stray plots. Ryots 
who are aware of this handicap, rejoice over it. 

The village officers do not care for these estate bought-in lands and no steps are 
taken by them to oust trespassers. It is most demo~alizing ~o ... these esLate bought-in 
landa are being squatted upon by the ryots who practically enJoy the land rent free. 1t 
is absolutely necessary to Introduce a clause in the Act to make such persons who squat 
on the land after it is sold and delivered, without the permissio~ of the landholder shall 
be deemed to ,commit a criminal offence punishable under the Indian Penal Code. Unless 
lOme such thing ia done, the position of the landholder is utterly hopeless; In such case. 
power to evict them summarily under the Madras Land Encroachment Act should be 
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provided for. It is also pointed out that after att;..,hment, there ahould he a provision for 
the deprivation of the defaulter of his occupancy right. If a summary remed.v for thtl 
deprivation of the occupancy right is provided it ruinunises worries and cost while at the 
aame time it serves the purpoae. 

By filing Tent suits and taking execution proceedings.-ln the matter of rent anita 
the question of reducting the court fee should be considered. 'I'hese costs considerably add 
to the burd.m of the ryot. The reduction will be a great relief to him. Rent "uits also 
are unnecessarily protracted in the office of the Revenue Divisional Officer where one or 
two clerks only are employed to deal with the estate work. Considering the enormous 
money that the estat.e pays by way of court fees, the Revenue Department should employ 
more staff to deal with tbe rent suits as expeditiously as possible. 

(c) The following suggestions &re submitted in the interests of both the rvot and 
the landholder in the matter of collection. The real problem 18 how to avoid coercive pro
cesses proVlded by the Act. Land revenue collections in ryotwari areas afford an object 
lesson about the s~c~ess with which collections could be made by the village officers. 
The elaborate provlSlons of Act II of 1864 and the instructlOns in the Board's Standing 
Orders are very seldom invoked and still the revenue collection ill the Government tructa 
come to cent per cent of the demand. The truth of the matter is that village officers make 
it their sacred dnty to see that no arrear is left. The rigour of collection is so great that 
the village headman is severely punished for any slackness in collection. Suspensions Ilnd 
dismissals for bad collection work are the order of the day. Indeed it is a matter of 
ordinary knowledge that the headman pay the arrear~ from their own pockets and after
wards reimburses the amount by collecting subsequently from the ryots. Such a. rigour 
is absent in zamin areas and headmen are inclined to thmk that the duty of collecting 
rent is not their statutory duty and that they do it more or less as obligation to. the 
zamin. No action is taken against them for slackness ill collection. Power of punish
ment is in the hands of the Revenue DiviHional Officer, and it takes inordinately long 
time and trouble to get the offender punished. Uulees legislation is effected to place the 
power of punishment of the village 0fl!-~rs in the hands of. t~e proprietor, ~llection work 
is bound to be in a heavy arrears as it is at present. This 18 a. matter which affects all 
zanundaris. If suitable punishments are awarded in deserving cases, the results are bound 
to be salutory and there will be a great imprGvement in collection and ot~er matters. 
Tinkering with the law and rules could not by themselves serve as remedies. Proper 
eil.feguards may be provided to control the powers of punishment invested in the landholder. 

J amabandi officers of the Government villages take particular care to scrutinize the 
collection in each village IlS it comes up for settlement and take notice of headman whose 
work is found to be unsatisfactory. But when the .ame officer~ do the aetLlemen, of zamin 
villages no such scrutiny is made of zamin collections because it is none of Governmenf8 
concern. Rut the demand of peshcash by Government is very promptory and inexorable 
and its payment cannot be delayed by the proprietors. 

All the same it is a matter which gravely affects village economy and by interest. 
ing themselves in this matter. jamabandi officers will only be promoting public good. 
So also m regard to maintenance of accounts by karnam and timely inspection 0(. the 
fields and the writing np of adangals, inspection of water-rate cases, etc., no notice is 
taken by the officers of the Revenne Department thongh they are responsible for the 
correctness of agricnltural statistics furnished to them by the zamin karnams, which a.re 
submitted to the Collector and the Board of RevenlJe.Neg!if!ence on the part of the 
karnam materially affects and delays the zamin jamabandi. Instructions contained in 
the Board' s Standing Order, the Village Officers' Manual and innumerable circulars issued 
by the zamin officials are not observed at a.ll. The proprietor has no control over the 
karnam. Though he has a close admini.trative tonch with him and thongh he is aware 
of the several frauds committed by the karnam. the proprietor is help1es.. No wonder 
that patta transfer work is left to accnmulate heavily resulting in all sorts of complication. 
in rent collection. Innnmerable encroachments are not reported and no acbon is taken 
by the kamam. Village administration conld not be improved a.s the village officers are 
not under the complete and immediate control or tht' propriptor. The new provisions for 
sale of holding introduced by Act VllI of ]934 ahould I>e altered in many re.peets in the 
light of the actnal working of the Act. . 

IV. (a) The idea of tenancy negatives anything in the nature of inherent right to 
water in the ryot. A contractnal obligation alone is recol(Ili.zed as between the Govern
ment a.nd the ryotwariholder and the same must follow as between landlord and tenant. 

(b) The landlord has certaInly the snperior right in ·the water sonrces in the 
estate. He is the cnstodian of all irrig-ation SOllrces. Under the permanent settlement 
the landlord is invested with the proprietary ri!!ht over th~ entire estate and this incIodea 
the right over the sources irrigation a.lso. The landholder is charged with the duty 
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of ma.int~iJ)ing the tank i~ his domain and all ot~er irrigation works in good repair and 
the duty IS a statutory obligatlo~. It c&rrys with It the right to regulate, control and dis
tribute water-supply as obtams In the case of the Government. Although he is bound to 
give water to all mamool wet .lands and other dry lands to wluch he undertakes to supply 
water by contract, he can utilize any excess water remaining in any manner he likes. 
He Can construct new dams across rivers and build reservoirs or tap Datural sources of 
hills and streams and conserve. it to the best advantage possible. For all these things 
the landholder .18 th~ bes~ m~um and it is therefore necessary to recognize his interest 
and supreme nght m this direction. In the case of disputes between ryots on various 
matters like immersion of foreshore lands when the tank is in full level or distribution of 
water at low supply, the landlord is the best person to settle these disputes and therefore It 
is necessary to recognise the superior right in the water course. 

V. (a) It is essential that all estates should be surveyed. Because survey is the basia 
for rational understanding of the area and position of land and the assessment due on each 
land. Maintenance of record of rights involves lots of difficulties and controversial matters 
and therefore they need not be made compulsory. 

(bJ It is on account of the prohibitive cost of survey charged by Government that 
man) estates remain unsurveyed. The cost .mould be reduced. As to the apportionment 
of the cost of survey both the ryot and the landholder should be asked to shllre the cost 
Iince both parties stand to gain by it. It would be a fair apportionment if the ryot is asked 
to bear the entire cost of surveYlDg wet lands, half the cost or .urveying garden and dry 
lands, the balance of such being borne by the landholder including the entire cost of survey
ing all waste, communal and poramboke lands. 

VI. Except the collection of premium for letting the ryot in possession of waste land, 
no levies customary or otherwise are made in this zomin in addition to the rent. 

VII. (a) and (b) The rights of the ryots with regard to the utilization of local, natural 
facilities are customary and local. A standardization of these rights by legislative recogni
tion will conduce much to the harmony between the ryots and the landholder. The cus
tom in this zamindari is to lease out the collection of minor forest produce in the zamin 
forests to a contractor 'Who levies a small fee of 6 pies and 3 pies on every male or female 
headload of dead fuel. Cat.tle grazing on waste and poramboke lands and in forests and 
collection of green manure and fuel for domestic purpose should not be completely free, but 
it should be made compulsory for the ryots to obtain free permits or on payment of a small 
fee for bona fide pattadars of ench estate. At present no fee is charged in this estate for 
cattle grazing and a small fee is charged for sheep grazing alone. This is collected by the 
1'Yoto giving one sheep or goat for one" mandai" or pen per annum. The above restric
tion is necessary to prevent fraud by way of removal for sale, etc., and bringing in cattle 
from outside the zamin area.. Ryots do not realise the importance of conserving the forest. 
'l'he zamindar is the absolute owner of hills and fore.ts from time immemorial and he 
.pellds a large sum of money annually on the forest staff to protect the forests. If all the 
-demand made by the ryots on the forest lire left unchecked, there WIll lIOt be much left 
for the ryots to utilize for agricultural and domestic purposes. 

The ryots forget that the conservation of forest. is beneficial to thf'm. The zamindar 
never COllsiders the forest as a source of revenue. In fact the expenditure is greater than 
the income. The chief worry of the zamin officials is to prevent illicit and wreckless 
tellings clandestinely done by the ryots. 

In Bodinayakkanur zamindari it is on account of the forests that the fields are fertile 
and we have seallonable rains. The following quotation from Mr. L. R. Sabhorwal, I . .I!'.S., 
in the November 1937, Modern Review, is very enlightening and appropriate in this con
nexion: .. Repeated observations and experiments have proved that the presenc;e of masses 
of trees modifies climatic condition in a very atriking ruanner. The forests protect the 
-eountry to the leeward against prevailing winds and thus raise or lower the temperature 
.as the wmdd themselves are moist, dry, hot or cold. It is beyond doubt that foreste make 
a land more temperate less subject to sudden changes. A forested countl'Y is neither 80 

hot in the day nor so cold at night. The [orest" also prevent the great damage sometimes 
c,..lsed by sand dunes, those areas of shifting ~ds which blown .b~ the wind move acroas 
the country destroying farm lands and cover~g roads and bUildings. In all northern 
districts which form watersheds of all of the liVers, forests are not merely ornamental or 
~usble only as producing u.eful pr?ducts, but are ~tually necessarr, to securit.y sn.d 
existence of inhabitants both of the hills and of the plams helow them. If any light 18 
to be granted to the ryot it should be ~trictly regulated and the forest should not under any 
-eircumstances be allowed to be denuded. 

(cl The zamindar is the proprietor of the soil and as such the owner of the 
public paths, the communal lands and porambokes and hills. The public have prescriptive 
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right to enjoy the public pathways. The communal lands are also earmarked in the recog. 
wI iOD of thol customary UAer by the ryots as such. When they are no longer used .. aoeb 
their complete reversion to the landholder is provided for by the statute. ~he ryot call 
have no right whatever to porambokes except where there are natham m which case they 
are enabled to secure them as house-sites. 

As regards hills and forest porambokes unlike communal lands the zamindar is at 
liberty to conserve them in the best maDner as he thinks lit. In suitable cases he may also 
assign them on patte.. 

VIII. (a) The amended provisions in the Act as regards irrigation work are quite ade
quate to meet the case and they canuot be improved upon. 

(b) It is unnecessary. Section 139 (3) Beems to be sufficient. 
(e) Action by officers BUO moto is not desirable as they will not have the 

advantage of ascertaining all the facts necessary for a just decision which on enquiry on 
application will provide. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is necessary. But exchange of pattas and muchilikas every 
year may be dispensed with. In cases where there are changes in pattas, intimation to the 
pattadar should be given. The yearly jamabandi is useful for checking the village 
accounts and all orders of assignment of lands, patta transfer,;, powthi, etc., ilIsued during 
the fasli. As pointed out, a. lot of difficulties Ito felt due to the negligence of the karnam 
who should be plact;d under the immediate con trol of the proprietor. 

X. The under-tena.nt is a special creature of contract as between himself and the ryot. 
The relation between himself and the la.ndlord a.re contractua.l. The under-tenant may be 
made directly lia.ble to the landlord for rent. 

XI. (a) and (b) The ·existing arrangements have not been found to be inconvenient 
as appeals and revision arise very seldom. But a special tribunal functioning judicially 
will yield distinctive advantages to all parties concern~d. 

XII. (a) The proprietor's officials come across encroachments in the course of their 
inspection. At present so far as communal lands are concerned they have to content them
selves with ordering the karnam to prepare B. memos. They could not ascertain whether 
B. memos. are sctuaJIy sent and whether the Tahsildar took action thereon. There are 
ever so many cases which nobody takes notice of though according to the present theory 
the Government is the trustee of communal lands in the proprietary areas. The powers 
vested in the officers of the Revenue Department in regard to evictiou may be given to the 
proprietors with regard to unauthorized occupation of communal lands as well as lands 
bought-in by proprietors at rent saleR, and other lands in the zamin. There should be II 
summary remedy to vacate unauthorized occupations. 

(b) The collection should be under civil court's jurisdiction. A charge for the 
llame should be created on the lands. 

In conclusion it is submitted that all zamindars are not tyrants. There are many 
estates where the zamindars and the ryots have been living in perfect harmony. This 
estate is one of such. The ryot here is many times better off thin the adjacent ryotwari 
ryots. It should be borne in mind that the poverty of the ryot is not due to the zamindar 
or the land assessment. It is due to several other causes oppressing on the ryot. The 
mentality of the ryot also should change for the better. The landholders realise that pros
perity of their ryots is their prosperity and they are always amenable to redress the 
reasonable grievances of their ryots. Many zamindars have done many ch • .rltable and 
philaothrophic acts involving great expenditure of money to better the condit,on of their 
ryots. It is unnecessary to recount all the charitable scts which the present zamindar here 
&nd his ancestors have d'one. The Committee is requested to take oral evidence .to explain 
!!pecial conditions and particular points that may reasonably arise for elucidation on the 
memorandum submitted. 

T. V. K. Ku£.mAJA PANDYA NAYAKAR. 

Zamindar, Bodinayakanur . 

• 
Memorandum by Mr. B:rlshoaswami Xoolappa 1'I'ayakar, ZamiDdar of Sandalyur, 

Madura district, dated .19th 1'1' ovember 1931. 

I. (a) In cultivable land ryot is presumed to be the owner. For waste lands the
zamindar ill the owner of the soil. 

Ch) Landholder takes the place of Goverrunent. Both are co-owners. 
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n. (a) Ha.lf the net rield, deducting labour and costs of cultiva.tion will be the 
fa.ir and equita.ble rent. 

(h) The value of the produce (yield) and the cost of cultivation have to be ta.ken 
into"considera.t10n. 

(e) Yes. The principles that govern ryotwari lands to be adopted. 
(d) Rate or share of rent for a particular area should be settled, subject to the 

lame being revised once in 12 years in· view of the fluctuation in the market in the price 
{If crops. 

(e) No. 
m. (a) Yes. 

(h) Procedure for collection of rent must be the same as under the Revenue 
Recovery Act. Summary suits and attachment proceedings are very dilatory, and it is 
impossible for the landholder to wait till the rent is recovered for paying peishkash. If 
peishkasL is not paid in time, the landholders are 'put to disgrace of. an amin going 
to him with a warrant of attachment. In some cases the landholders have to borrow 
~Isewhere to pay peishkash owing to tenant's failure to pay rent. My suggestion 
is that the procedure under the Revenue Recovery Act should be made applicable for 
recovery of rent from the tenant. . 

(e) Same as answer to (h). Gazette publication under sections 117, 124, etc., 
ehould be dispensed with. 

IV. (a) Matter of contract. 
(h) La.ndholder is the owner of all waters subject to the right of tenants in respect 

of wet lands. 
V. (a) Yes. 

(h) Half to be borne by landholder and half by the ryots. 
VI. Customary dues in relation to the holding of the ryots can be levied. 
VII. (a) Forests should be preserved. That is the main consideration. Subject 

to that, the tenants' rights will have to be regulated. They cannot be given any right. 
to the detriment of the existence or growth of forests. 

(b) No. 
(e) Hill and forest poramboke belong to the zamindar. Public paths and com

munal lands to be kept as such. 

VIII. (a) Irrigation works to be repaired once in ten years and earlier, if neces
.ary. Kudimaramat should be made compulsory. 

(h) Yes. 
(e) Only on application. 

DC Yes. 

X. Rights same as sub-lessees under law. 
(l) and (2) The under-tenant should be directly liable for rent to the land. 

holder in addition to the liability of the original tenant. Section 146 to apply for hill 
recoguition as an under-tenant. 

XI. (a) Special tribunal necessary. 
(b) Civil courts to try all proceedings between landholder and ryot. 

XII. (~) Provisions of Land Encroachment Act to apply. 

(h) No; 

Sugge8tions.-1. The position of village officers in the zamilldari traetJ will have 
to be greatly modified. The village officers are paid by the Government and their 
appointment, suspension and removal vest only with the Government. The land
holder has po~er merely to recOl:nmend "",me one for be~g appointed and nothing else. 
Ilo that the vtllage offioers are lDsubordmate and work 18 not done satisfactorily. He 
is not answerable to the zamindar for proper collection of rent and very often he il 
indifferent and kist falls in arrears to a large extent. They do not care for the land
holder though they are supposed to serve under him. The landholders should be giVeD 
the power of suspension and removal of village officers for misconduct, etc., subjecl 
·of course to the final decision of the Government on appeal. 

II. The exchang .. of pattas and muchilika.s should not be a condition precedent for 
oollection of rent by attachment and sale, etc. Exchange of patla and muchilika each 
year should not be compulsory, unless there is any variation in the extent of the holding 
(ll' ~b", rent due. 
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a. A presumption should be drawn that all proceedings taken by the landholder 
under the Act are regular and legal and the onus of proving that the proceedinga are 
irregular or illegal should be cast on the ryot. 

4. The right of the landholder to the use of the water of natural streams flowing 
through his zamindari should be recognized. He should have rights to store the 
wa~r lor the use of wet lands in his zamindari and levy water-rates (or each user. 

KRISHNASWAMI KOOLAPPA NAYAKAR. 

Ji[amroan..iwu byllJ:r. S. Xothandaraman, Senior Proprietor of the Aiyuwkulam vI1Iage. 
Ramnad district, dated 15th November 1937. 

1. (a) In my opinion the zamindar is the hereditary proprietor of the soil_ 
(b) The tenant has the occupancy right, i.e., the right of tilling the soil permanently. 

The landlord has the right to a certain percentage of the produce as melvaram. 
n. (a) &; (b) Forty-five per cent of the income for the landlord and 55 per cent for 

the tenant. The difference, viz., 10 per cent is given to the tenant for his labour and to 
meet other expenses and this is the consideration which prompted me to give 10 per cen' 

. more of the share to the tenant. 
For dry lands the produce should be divided in the ratio of 2 to S. 

(c) If the produce is taken in kind in the above proportions, there is no necessity 
for statntory provision for remission of rent (wu,ram). Remission is necessary where money 
rent is coJlt"cted instead of in kind. Remission of money rent should be granted only wheD 
the failure of crops is widespread and there is distress in the locality. 

(d) It is better to leave the question to the discretion of the landlord. 
(e) I do not think this is necessary. The landlord is there to look after the welfare 

of the tenant. 
m. (a), (b) &; (c) Enormous liberties are given to the tenants through legislations, 

but the landlords are thrown in the background. Therefore it requires urgent and imme
dill. te revision. 

Sale of holdings lor arrears due should be quickly done and the costs should not 
exceed Rs. 2 (two) only in each case. The tenants who are unable to pay rent itself, will 
find it very difficult to pay enormous costs in bringing the land to sale as per existing rules. 

A simple notice through the Collector to sell the land is enough. The hevenoe 
Inspector or ameen in due course may himself bring the land to sale. 

Distraint of movable properties generally leads to complications. So, sale of holdinvB 
is the only best and safest method for both the parties. 

IV. (a) &; (b) The landholder has the absolute right over the tn.nk which holds t~ 
water and the sources tbrough· which water comes to the tank. The tenants nave _ 
right. 

If the landlord supplies water, the tenants are bound to cultivate wet laDds and pay 
waram (Q17aw), etc., in the abovE' proportion. 

V. (a) All the estatea should be surveyed and a record of rights maintamed_ 
(b) Landlord is to bear i of the expenses incurred and the tenunt is to bear 1. 

VI. The customary levy other than the rent should be collected. 
VIT. (a) No right for the tenant except the right of cultivating the occupied IaDOS. 
The landlord is the rightful owner of the whole village including trees and other 

vegetations. 

(b) The tenants have no right to use anything free of cost except with the expre88ed 
sanction of the landlord. 

. (c) The tenants and the landlord have the right to use them for their personal coo-
"emencE', but the landlord may allow the waste lands to be cultivated on contract basis_ 
In hill forest, etc .. the &enants have no right. 

vrn. (a), (b) &; ee) In the interest of the landlord, he will naturally maintain th .. 
irrigation sources and works. If it is not . properly maintainE'd, the mcome for the lanil
lord will be very low. Therefore no interference is necessary. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is necessary. 



X. Either the pattooar or the under-tenoot should be responsible for rent to en. 
landlord. 

XI. (a) tt (b) It should be convenient and economical to give jurisdiction to civil couns 
only. 

XII. (a) Tbe tenants who occupy unauthorized lands should at once J:>e evicted and 
penal damages should be made to pay. 

(b) No ;rSTisipn ia nece8s~. 

S. KOTHANDABAHAN. 

Memorandum by M.B.By. D. B. Chandr&mouleswara Rao Garia, mittadar of Ammlganur, 
and M.B.By. M. VenkaplIayyaGaru, mlttadarof GummigaliipaUi,'l'iruppaUur taluk. 
dated 27th November 1937. . . 

T. (a) Zamindar. The tenant is theprqprietor of the soil for which he pays rent. 
(b) The tenant is the landlord of the portion of the land for which he pays renL 

II. (a) and (b) A rate hns been fixed during the old. paimash and the same is being 
continued now. The amount that is fixed with reference to the prevailing prices of 
the produce, arrived at on the avemge of fair yield for five years may 'be considered to 
be fair and equitable rent. '. 

(e) If the zamindar gets remission the tenant should also get it, alld a statuto;ry 
provision is but necessary. 

(d) It is advisable to settle it pnce for aU. 
(e) Vide reply to (d). No reserve power~ ·seem necessary. 

III. (a) Yes. The village subordInates consid<jr in some places. tha:t they are 
Government servants and do not do their duty properly under the zammdar. They' 
are enjoying pension without any substantial work. The zamindars should have control 
over them. 

(b) In regard to collection of rent, the application of the' rules, applicable to 
revenue collections in Government villages will, be a great help to the za.mindars . .if they 
are ~lIowed to exercise those powers. " 

(el Rent suits may be allowed to be tried by properly constituted' e$qient pan
chayat courts. 

IV. (a) Yes. They get their supplies by turns. Any complaints are reported to 
the zamindar, who settles their disputes. . 

(b) The landholder, viz., zamindar, is the owner of the irrigating tank, as such 
he has superior rights. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) Strictly by the tenants, but two-thirds by the tenants and one-third by the 

zamindar seems reasonable. 
VI. It is customary to demand free labour by turns, in a year from. each ryot 

for the supply of carts for the use of the zamindar, ploughing of zamindar's private landa, 
etc. The zamindo.r collects also fees, miacellaneous, first rent, patta.-transfer (naza
rana), etc. 

VII. (a) For the collection of the above 'fees, they are allowed free grazing anil 
wood for agriculturaJ implements with the permission of the zamindar. 

(b) Not for domestic purposes. , 
(e) They belong to the zamilldar and the tenants have nothing to do with them. 

VIII. (a) The rules applicable to water-supply in Government villages may bit 
adopted in zamindaris. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) On application by zamindara and tenants. 

IX. There is no obje~t served.in such jamabandis, unless the question of remission 
of rent crops up, and thiS can be done only when the zamindar gets remission from 
his peishko.sb. 

X. (1) The under.tenant, although directly responsible to the pattadar, he sboul" 
IIlso be responsible -to the payment of rent to the zamiudar before removing the harvest .. 
OD the patt& land. . 

(2) The zamind. baa a' claim over the relit on thll land of t!1e under-tenant. 
1-119 
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. XI. (0) In my opinion a special tribunal will be demllbl~. 
(b) The special courts referred to in reply to question ill (c) above, will do. 

XII. (0) Power to evict or to assign as the zamindar desires, under the existing 
circumstances. 

(b) Yes, They should be under the control of the zamindar, wherever such Ianda 
exist in zamind&nB. 

D .. B. CHAlfDRAHOULBBWAlU RAo. 
:M:. VBNKAPPAnA. 

_emorsndum by the Diwsn of Sivagsnga estata. 

1. (0) The zamindar is·the proprietor of the soil and not the tenant. This is not 
a matter of opinion, but a fact based on the previous history of this zamLndari and the 
clear orders of Goverument. There are of course authoritative interpretations 8S to 
what this proprietorship of the soil connotes. Under the sunnad, the zamindar was given 
a permanent property in the soil. Thili was only a continuation of the right which ttl .. 
zamindar had been exercising under the Government of the Nawab of Csmatic who 
was his Feudal Sovereign and from whom the British Government acquired the sovereignty 
oC the territories. The sunnad granted by the British Government sets forth the scope 
and limitations of thp. fIghts confirmed therein. It must be under.tood that t,he zamil:dll.ll 
was the owner of the entire country constituting the zamindari, no matter in what maDner 
he came by it. 

(b) The tenants are the cultivators of the land UDder the zamindar and they buy!! 
no more rights than those actually recognized in the engagements actually entered into 
between them and the zamindsr.l'hese engagements are now represented by the pattas 
granted by thezamin-lar and the muchilikas executed by the ryots in favour of the zamin· 
dar ip. exchange. The interest of the tenant. in the land for which a patta has bepn 
ilisued to him is thus confined to the right of occupancy subject to his fulfilling the 
eonditions of the engagement including the regnlar payment of the rent due to the zamin.dar. 
This is what is known as the kudivaram right. Thus, whereas the zamindar is the prop
rietor of the soil, the tenant is the occupant of the land in respect of which thE' zawlUdw: 
~. entered into an engagement with him. 

2. (0) A fair and eqvitable rent may theoretically be defined as reut which i~ 
filted on a consideration of the rights and liabilities of both the landlord and the tena at 
so as not to prtlss heavily on either parties to the engagement. In other words, the 
rent we fix and the revenue which we thereby derive must be sufficient to enable 
the kmdholder to defray the cost of collection, the maintenance of the landholder in 'such 
I/< state of comfort as befits positioa and status in life. and the payment of the peiBhcush 
due to Government. On the part of the tenant, the rent payable by him must not be 
a source of burden 1.0 him and must enable him to retain. after the cost of cultivation 
h:ls been met. a fair proportion of the landlord's share of the produce. 
,.,' (b) WithrefPrenCe to, the general principle mentioned in the previous Clause we 
have to determine the share of the produce on lands to which the melvaramdar will 
be entitled. As the condition and the history of the zamindaris differ widely from 
each other, a universal rule cannot be a.pplied in the matter of fixation of rent. Taking 
this mmindari, the zamindar has been the immemorial·'owner of the country, Rubjec. 
on;~' to the payment of a tribute to the overlord who was at one time the Nawab of 
~e Carnatic and then the British Go~ernment. On the assumption of contr,,1 by the 
British Government, -thll' peishcush previously in. forCe was 'reVIsed and fh",d at 5n per 
cent higher, viz., from 50 ,OO~ Rtv pagodas to 75,000 star pagodas. The latter was 
against a gross revenue of 124,626 star pagodas. The peishcush :fixed was thus three
fifths of the gross rPvenue realized by the zammdar from bis zamindari, thus le'l,·ing 
one two-fifths for meeting the cost of collection and the maintenance -<If the zamindar: 
The CO"t of collection includes the cost of the agencv for collecting and the cost of 
maintaining the irrigation sources in proper order. These factors have to be taken into 
~~t in .fixin~ the rent on I~~d.s!lr _ the meJvar~. The long recognized practice 
iD this zammdan has been the dIVISIOn of the produce m equal shares between the land. 
lord and tenant, after deducting certain items of expenditure. such as kanganam (super. 
vision of ~arvest), kulavettu (repairs to irrigation work), swathantharam (payment to 
village artlZans) and mahamai (payments to religious and charitable institutions). The 
eEcluded item!! are parmarked tor the purposes for which they are collected. The lanl!. 
lord's share thus represe~ts half the net produce after the above deductions have been 
made. Rent fixed on thIS basis would be a fair and equitable rent in kind and would 
satirjfy th~ requirements mentioned above. If a cash rent ,has to be fixed it mn~t i'el>reRent 
the commuted value of the above half net produce, the commutation raie being fixed 
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on the-· basis . oftha 'average. pril'ea of the food, grains. doripg II> pel'iod. of past years. In 
ryotwar settlements., a period .of 2Q non-famine years is generally taken as the basis .ani! 
the 8IIme may perhaps be adopted in the zsmindari tracts, also. ' 

(c) It 1S dl.sirable to have statutory provision for the grant of any remission of 
'rent to which the ryot 'will be eligible, though in this zamindari, a liberal policy in ,.hiS 
Tespect has goncrally been followed. Where rent is payable in kind, no question ·of 
're!Ilission arises inasmuch as the shar& of the landlord is only a portion flf the actual 
produce. If the rent is in 'cash, waste and shavi remissions may be granted on principles 
Imrilar to those followed by Government in ryotwari tracts. ' , 

(d) It is advisable to fix rents once for all. Periodical revision for whatever causes 
mould be deprecated. 

(e) When re-nts are once fixed on certain definite prillciples, they shonld not be 
revised under any circumstances. The Provincial Government should not be given allY 
reserve powers to interfere with the rates once fixed by a competent authority. 

S. (a) The powers of collection now given to the 'landholders are inadequate Cor 
ilie quick and effective collection of rent. The remedies now provided in the Act involv, 
a great deal of trouble, delay and cost and in the long run they are ruinous to the ryet. 
and to the landholder also. 'I'he Act may be revised so as to give fnller powers to the 
landholders and the provisions of the Revenue Recovery Act may be made applicable 
in the case of zamindaris also with necessary safeguards against oppression of the ryotl 
by the landholder and agamst any,posslble .abuse of his powers. 

(b) Revision should be in the direction of giving increased powers to the landholder 
and his servants. . 

(c) Three remedies are now open to t,he landholder for the realization of the rent .. 
All of them involve considerable expense and trouble. It is very essential to revise these 
provisions to make the procedure less costly, but more effective and speedier. Some C'f 
the more ilnpGrtant measures that may be adopted to achieve this end are dealt with below; 

Suits .-At present, the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code are made appli
cable to the trial of suits filed under the Estates Land Act. This resnlts in an elaborate 
trial as in civil courts. The ryots are also enabled to plead every sort of defence to rent 
suits thereby protracting the trial beyond ~ea8pnable limits. The trial of rent suits must 
be of & summary character. This has been recognized by the Government also. But 
jn the absence of any special provisions for the speedy trial of rent suits, the trial 
takes a long time as in civil courts. Apart from the plea of discharge or limitation, 
the ryots should not be allowed to plead any other defence in suita for rent based ot. 
a subsisting tenure 'evidenced by an exchange of patta and muchllika or by 80me other 
agreement or by established custom. Special pleas must. be excluded .from the scope 
of the trial of rent suits and the ryot and landholder must be left to agitate such questions 
in separate suits. Special provisions for the speedy trial of rent suits may be introduced 
in the Estates La~d Act i.tself and the application of the Crinlinal Procedure Code ~y 
be excluded as a w 1101e or m part. ' 

This leads us naturally to the procedure to be adol!ted for executing the decrees 
obtained for rent. Under section 132, the provisions of Chapter VI, Estates Land Act, 
regarding distraint and sale of ryot's holdi,ng have been made applicable to execution of 
rent decrees. At the same tilne, the provision of. the Crhninal Procedure Code are alllO 
applicable generally. 'l'ho application of two sets of rules necessarily leads to several 
anomalous situations. Here also, the provisions, of the Criminal Procedure Code may 
be excluded and th~ special provisions introduced in the Act itself for the quick anll 
effective tlxecution of the rent decrees. Of course, when these rent decrees are tran ... 
ferred to the civil courts, the ordinary procedure under the Crinlinal ProcedIlll8 /Code may 
be made a.pplicable. '. ' 

1 At present court-fee at Hi' per cent is being charged for rent suits. Such a high 
rate. for suita which are to be tried summarily, is velY unjust. In the interest of the ryots 
on whom the whole costs of the ~uits are ultimately charged and of the landholder 
who has to find the money for the litigation in the first instance, it is eminently desirable 
to fix the rate of court-fees at the small cause rate, viz., 7, pt'.r cent, it Dot at a specially 
lower rate of. 5 per cent. . 

Disbainta by the landholde,..-The provisious as to service of the demand and dis
traint notices require revision. At present, the notices have to be affixed to the land even 
in cases where movable pmpplty is distrained from the. defaulter's house. In such 
cases, it should be m~de sufficient if the notices are affixed to the premises whprefrom 
the properties mny have been distrained (please see provisions of $he Revenne Rec<>very 
Act). 

1-29A 
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Land attachment.-Aa per amended Act of 1934, publication of the proclama~, 
.w., in the gazette baa been made compulsory thereby increaai.ng the cos, of the already 
costly procedure. The printing charges for the publication are found to be 110 UeBvy 
that the prices fetched by the sale of lands in many cases will not be even sufficient to 
cover the costs. This ~ disastrous both to the ryots and the la.ndholder. The publica. 
tion serves no useful purpose as it will be admitted on all sides that the ryots do 11'" 

have any chance of looking into the gazette. As the entire sale proceedings are con
ducted by the Government, Revenue Department, there can be no fraud and the publi
cation in the gazette i6 quite unnecessary. 'rhe provisions &8 to publication may be 
advantageously deleted from the Act. . 

4. (a) The ryot has an inherent right to water-supply only for land registered as 
wet. For lands of other descriptions, the supply of water for occasional UIlO is only 
• matter of contract between the tenant and the landholder. 

(b) As the landholder is responsible for maintaining publie source8 of irrigation 
for general benefit, puticularly for facility of irrigation and progress of cultivation, 
he has got a superior right over water-sources. This right consists in his po" el' to 
control and regulate the water-supply. In this respect, his position is that of a trustee 
on behalf of his ryota. 

5. (il) Survey and prepat'aticn 01 a record of rights must be made compuIs<.ry. Tbe 
re'1"rds sbonld alllO be compulsorily maintained. 

(b) The ryots and the landholder shonld defray the cost of survey and the prepara· 
tion of record of rights in equal sbares. In the case of unoccupied assessed waste, poram
bakes, hills and forests, the landholder must pay also the kudivaram share of the costs. 

6. Landholder can demand customary levies in addition to rent. These customary 
levies do not represent the assets, of the landholder. They are only, his lialJiliLiel 
which have developed upon him, Their collection therefore forms part of his trust. 
Such levies are (1) swathanthram (customary payments.to village artizans) (2) kuia.vettu 
or cess for repairing tank, (3) kanganam or cost of collection and supervisIon of hUI vest 
and (4) mabamai or contributions to religious and charitable institutions. These pay
mentsare recoverllble along with rent. 

Rights of tenants. 

7_ (a) Facilities for grazing c:~ttle are allorded to ryots by setting u part lands a .. 
grazing grounds. Tank-beds when dry are also used for the grazing of cattle. For 
&he . collection , of green manure and wood for agriculture implements, it is open to ryots 
to seek the permission of the landholder for enjoying these facilities in the forests of 
the zamindari which are under the control of the zamindar. In unreserved forests, ryots 
ean with the permission of the zamindar, graze their cattle and collect green manure. 

(b) Tenants can 'have inherent rights to natural facilities only in lands de6nit..ly 
-set apart for common' pUrposes. In other lands, the exercise of any rights can only 
be with the permission of the zamindar, who by virtue of his position and rcsponsibtllty 
~ay provide for all such facilitie. to the ryots as far as could reallOnably be done. 

{c) There is confusion in this question. Public paths are communal lands, bnt 
not hills and forests; Forest poramboke is a contradiction in terms. Forests are not 
.porambokes. Porambokes are lands set apart for coromOI1 purposes. Forests are not lands 
80 set apart. Forests and hills are actual and potential sources of revenue to the ?amin
dur and are entIrely under his control. Any rights to the. tenants in these lands CRn 
only be granted by ... cxpress order ot the zamindar at his discretion, subject to such terma 
.and conditions liS he may impose. As regards lands set apart for common purposes, 
ryo\s are at liberty, subject only to public discipline, to use the lands for the purposea 
~or which they are set apart. The zamindar' as the trustee of the tenant's rights m 
s.uch lands is responsible for seeing that the lands are -not misused or appropriated. 
Under the existing law, presettlement porambokes when they are not required for com • 
.mnnal purposes, revert to Government. while under similar circumstances post settlement 
pPrambokelJrevert to the zamindar . 

. S. (~) Rainfall m ~e 'zamindari is very limited and almost all the tanks are rain-fed, 
there bemg no perenmal sources of water-supply. An annual expenditure of 10 per 
-ce.t;lt.of the ~ revenue would b~ adequat:e to ~eep these'irrigation works in good repair. 
For any large unprovements, special prOVISIon Wlll have to be made. It is the usual prac
tice to carry out these works by giving co,Qtracts to the ryots themselves. 
,(b) tf: (c) It se~ms, to be quite unnecessary to vest any powers with the Provincial 
~overnment. Accordtngto the' Estates Land Act. the Collector of the district holS ample 
powers to compel the landholder to effect repairs and to order works to be execnted 



and the costs to he r~covered from the landholder. The landholders 81'e nowadays "ot 
un8ware of the import.nce of. keeping the irrigation BOurees in good repair a~ otherwise 
there is no hope of their c'lllecting their rents. I would like to point ou~ that in these 
days, ryots are quite unwilling.to do the ordinary kudimaramat works and seem to 
think that the landholder must pay for every bit of VI ork done. It would be very dcmable 
to make BOme provision m ',he Act for enlorcmg kudimaramat labour. 

9. Yearly jamabandi as in ryotwari. tracts is absolutely necessary in zamindar1s also 
for the same reasons. '£he advantageous are too numerous, to require mention. ' 

10, U ndertenants are defined by Government as persons who hold or cultivate tbe 
land by meaDS of II> leaf'e or cowie oral or documentary under ... ryot paying rent direct to 
the landholder or under a ryot' paying rent direct to Government. Such undertenants 
have no legal status nnd'!r the Madras Estates Land Act. Both in ,the interests of the 

'landholder and in those of the under-tenant themselves,' it is desirable that the under
tenants should have a legal s~atus in relation to the zamindar. At the same tlme, it 
is not advisable to recognize leases or cowles for very short periods as their recogl'.itioo 
would involve consulerable v(;uble to the zamindar in having directly to deal with them. 
'Ryots may be required to bring to the notice of the landhc.lder all sub-tenullcy for a 
period of not less than five years, a.nd the landholder may be required by legislation to 
enler into direct engagement with such sub-tenants for the period of, their ~en~ncy by 
means of a.n exchange of pattas and muchilikas with them. There should be no annual 
change of patta.s and muchilikas but only a single patta and much.ilika for the entire 
period of the lea.se. By tl!is means the sub-tenant will during the period of the sub
tenancy enjoy the samA legal status as the tenant, for all purposes. E?tatus involves both 
rights and liabilities. 

11. (a) At pre.cnt, the Board of Revenue does not exercise any app~lIatc rowers 
over the Collectors in. suits tried by the latter. On tho ethcr hand, th~ District Conrt 
and High Court do not have any revisional powers over the revenue courts. 'rhus the 
appellate powers are exercised by courts which do not have revisional powers while the 
revisional powers in suits are vested in officers who have no appellr.te powers.. This 
is an anqmalous state o[ law and will lead to conflict of decisions and conlusi"n. It is, 
therefore, desirable to vest the revisional powers also in the courts having appellate power~. 
Thus, the highest appellate authority, High Court-may be vested with the revisional 
powers also. A speciel tribunal does not seem to be necessary. 

(b) Special courts presided over by experienced, revenue officers are best suited 
to deal with the proceedings, betv.:een the land~older' and his ryots. 

12. (a) At presellt, Imauthorized occupation of lands set apart filt common purposes 
.can be dealt wit.h un<ler the Land Encroachment, "\'ct., through the agency c'f. the, Rev61111e 
Department. Powers in 'this respect should be given to the landholder by legislntion. 

(2) There is no provision in the Estates Land Act, fvr d~aling with unauthorized 
.encroachment on other lands olassified as porambokes for example" temple ,porambokes. 
Encroachments can at present be eVicted only by a civil suit instituted by the lan<lhoMcr. 
It is desirable if powers in this respect are given to the landholder to d~~l with' such 
~ncroachments under the Land Encroachment Act. . " , ' 

(3) Unauthorized occupation of assessed wastes can be dealt with, under the 
Estates Land Act. Where the occupation is for agricultural purposes~ the landholder is 
entitled to the rent fixed for tbe land and damages not exceeding one year's rent as 
may be awarded by the Collector on application to be made within one year of the 

'Occupation. If the landholder recovers any payment, he can file a suit for eviction' within 
two years of tho first receipt. If no payment ha.s been received the landholder can 
tile a suit for eviction w.ithin '12 ye~s, It appears that the provisioi::isin the A(·t cover 
onl:r ea,ses of. unauth~mzed ,occupat10n for agricultu~l . purposes. Where, !\Ucb occu
pation IS for non-agrloultural purposes, e.g., for buildmg purposes quarrYing etc. 
the provisions of the Estates Land Act do not apply and the landholder can' Ii Ie ~ 
Buit for eviction, :a~d damages in the civil court under the general law. It is desirable 
to make the provIsions of the Land Encroachment Act applicable in all ca.ses of trespass 
-on all classes of land. ' 

12. (b) Under the Estates. Land Act of ~908, as it originally stood, kattubadi, jodi, 
poruppu, e.tc., payable by an 1namdar were mcluded in the definition of rent. But by 
the amendmg Act of 1909, they were excluded from the definition of rent and this has 
made ~t necessary for the landholder to file ~i~ suits for their recovery. It is desirable 
to reV1se the Act BO a.s to make the prov1s10ns of the Estates Land Act applicable 
'for the recovery Ql knttubadi, etc. 

,B. M. Sl1lfDARAM:, I.C.S., 

IlitDG,ttll--';-.. 



J4elllOl'&lldum by J4r. V. Alagappau. ChliUlar, landlord, and fourleeD others, pa\\acIars 
of Palayampattl aamiD., AruppukkoUai taluk, B emned dlstrlc\. 

1. (a) The tenants are the proprietors of the soil. 
(b) The teuants arl' entitled to culti~ate the lands aa they like. tlnioy the produce 

and dispose of tho lands by gilt or sale. 
II. (a) It is equitable to collect a rent of Re. 1 pel' acre in resl'tlct of dry laads Bud 

Rs. 4 per acre in respect of wet lands. The Govenlment lIlIould have the right to reduce 
the rent when there ill a fall in prices. 
· (b) A fixed rate of rent lIlIould be adopted as in the caae of Government lands. 
When-the tenants irrigate their lands from wells sunk at their own cost, the land-tax alone 
shoulJ becollt'cteol. 

(c) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent when the crops Me 
damaged on aCColmt of drought or when the lands are left unculth·ated. 

(d) The Government themselves should fix an equitable rent from time to time 
· with reference to the seasonal conditions and the price of produce. 
· (8) As the rents are inequitable in zamin &reaa, the tenants should have the right 
to reduce them by taking action through the Rovenue Department. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) Provision should be made tor le\"ying II tax here as in ryotwari areas. 
(c) It is equitable and customary to pay a tax of only one-sllo;th oC the produce. 

IV. (a) There should be statutory provision tha~ at least one-fourth of the total rent 
collected for a year should be spent on repairs to irrigation sources and works. 

(b) There should be litatutory provision for remission of the entire rent when there 
is a failure of wet crops on account of insufficiency of water-supply. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The cost should be apportioned as the Govrenment deem fi~. 

VI. No. 
VII. (a) One-tenth of the extent of the estate should be set apart for the grazing of 

.cattle. 
(b) No tax should be levied in respect of places which are used in common by the 

people for domestic and agricultural purposeR. 
.. (c) The ten3.Dts should have rights with regard to all the places mentioned herl'. 

VIII. (a) ArraLgl'menta should be made through the Government for providing suffi
cient water-sources. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) The Government should exercise Buch powers .uo tlWto. 

IX. Yes. 
X. In zamin areRS the pattadars should ha.ve equal status. 
XI. (a) A Special Tribunal should be constituted. 

(b) In special courts. 
XU. (a) The zamindar should seek remedy through specia.l courts. 

(b) The ia.w should be revised so as not to affect the inamOOrs adversely. 

AdditiOflllJ auggestio1l8. 
The practice of distraining lands for arrears of rent should be stopped and arrangements 

should be. made for collecting· only the rent. The Government tiliould see that one-fourth 
of the amount of rent ("ollected in II> village IS spent for providing sa.nita.ry fa.cllities in the 
village. 

ALAGAPPAN CBBTTIAB & 0TlIEBII. 

Memorandum by the Zamindarinl of J4elmandal, 'l'innevelly dis\rlc\, 

I. (a) The zamindar is the sole proprietor of th.e za.min mnds. 
(b) The landlord is the absolute OWDer of the property, of which the tenantR enjoy 

the rights of cultivation on a permanent basis of OCCUp3DCY or enjoyment, by which the 
tenant has got a permanent right of cultivation, in the land he enjoys and as such. 
the landholder and thp. tenant have equal interest on the land. 

n. (a) and (b) The rent should depend upon the quality of the soil and also taken 
as a whole the average income for a period of twelve years; Further 1\ deduction i.; to 
be made for the intemst .on capital investecl oan the mud by the tenant and also the cul
tivation expenses. The remaining sum is to be divided e<Jually behr.een the landlord r.nd 
tenant. In addition, the latter is to pay to the landlord his proportion of the peisbknsh, 
and this fo.rms the entire rent. 
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(0) As the rent bears an average for 12 years, there is no ... """.siLy for any 
atstntory provision for 8.!'y remission. Emergent and deserving cases may be decided as. 
occasions arise, but this should not be made mto law. 

(d) The wove ruentioned uniform r80te in rent can be permanently fixed,. except 
when waste lands a.re gIven for cultivation purposes; where a. lower rent is fixed in view 
of the uncultivated soil. 'l'he landholder is entitled to enhance the rent of the· 8ob<.ve 
land, according to the cultiv8otion 80nd inceme of the lands. 

(e) When onl}e the rate of rent is fixed, there is no need to reserve a.ny powers 
for the Provincia.l Govprnment, to revise, reduce or 80lter the rents by executive a.ction 
through the Revenue Settlement officers, the disputes &rising out of the question of rent, 
c80n be conveniently cettled by the civil and revenue courts. 

m.(a) and (b) In the matter of collection of rent and taxes, in a.ddition to the 
fa.cilities enjoyed under the present system, the assistance rendered by govel"lunent officials 
especially in a case of distr80int (of immovable properties) should be m80de easily acceSSIble. 

(c) The expenditure and the avoidable delay in the matter of conducting the saJe 
of holdings 80S well pos the excess time-limit mentioned in the saJe notices found in the 
a.mendment to the Est80te Land Act, in the year 1934, should be minimized. It is proper 
to minimize the eXpE'nditure incurred by W80y of batta paid to process-servers and amins. 
By conferring full rights on the landholders in conducting sale of holdings, the inCIdental 
expenses incurred on .,mins and process-servers can be cut down. A copy of the detailed 
proceedings of the 9ale, should be sent to the revenue authorities. Fifteen days' time ill 
sufficient for demand notices 80nd sale notice. 

IV. (a) Perma....,ent lease-holders have got a right to use the water froUl the irrigation 
sources only for the lllnds they use or enjoy. The pattadars have absolutely no right 
to water, except on payment of water-tax. 

(b) The landholder has got the absolute right OVer the i)Tigation sources, as he. 
has to distribute the water to all the neighbouring tenants equally. 

V. (a) and (b) All the estates have to be surveyed and a. record of rights should be 
m8ointained. But in cases, where the zamins and the tenants are unable to bear the costs 
of such compulsory survey f80ils to produce the desired· effect. If on the other hand, a 
compulsory survey is made, the expense. of the survey i. to ·be borne by the tenant and 
the landholder in the r8otio of II :1, i.e., two pa.rts by the tenant, who is 1'eally benefitted 
by such a survey anol one pru't by the landholder who will have to keep the necessa.ry 
record of rights. . 

VI. Usage and cllstom permit the landholder to collect some cesses and also such 
taxes levied by the Government from time to time, for t4e benefit of the general public_ 
As the tenants enjoy the benefits more than the landlord derived by payment of ~lIch 
ta.xes, they are bound to pay their portion of such taxes 80nd customary levies, in addition 
to the rent. 

vn, (a) So fa.r as this zamin is concerned, pattas of large extent of lands on a 
minimum rate of reut have been granted to the tena.nts in ea.ch village for grazi.ng pur
pose.. Collection of green manure and wood for agricultural implements a.re taken 
from the forest trees on these patta. lands. The remaining forest as a. whole, on the ... 
patta lands belong to the zamin. 

(b) As the pattll8 a.re granted on a low rate of rent, there is no exclllsive right as 
Bny to the forests to use them for their domestic and agricultural purposes. But they a.re 
,Howed to use them on permission for agricultural purposes free of cost_ 

, If the tenants convert the low-rated patta lands into cultivable land. after obtaining 
permission from the zamindar then an additional higher rate of rent shall be le'liedupon 
aucn Janda, 

(e) Refer 7 (a) with regard to public paths, it is provided as public paths in the' 
accounts and the tenants are entitled to use them only as public paths. They Ql'e not 
a.llowed to lise them otherwise. 

vm. The za.minda.r is the proprietor of all the water-sources in the zamin, ('fhe 
necessity and the right have been explained in paragraph IV (b).) If there is mutual 
goodwill and co-operation among the tenants and the zamind8or, and also if the Gove~n·
ment helps by giving loa.ns wherever needed for improvement of irri!!lltion sources the 
landholder ca.n maintain these water-sources in 80n efficient condition" and thus he' can 
relieve the poor tenant a. great deal. 

. (b) and (e) It is not right for the Gov~rnment to encroa.ch llpon the rights of the 
landholder ,where the landholder has got the absolute right to the water-sources. If the. 
IIIndlord falls to takE' the necessary and proper steps to repair or maintain the irrigation 
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sources, the tenants are entitled to do the necessary repairs and claim the cost from 
the landholder and thus it must be left between th.e tenant and landholder. 'l'here ill 
no necessity for the Government to interfere in this matter. 

IX. The jamabandi of every year is a necessary one. 
X. U ndertenanLs have no 10CU8 standi in this zamin and the landlord hlloll no direm 

relations with them. 
XI. (a) So far as zamins are concerned, there is no real beuefit from the Revenue 

Board, as it is constituted at present. Hence a special tribunal is recommended. 
(b) The present civil, criminsi and revenue courts are sufficient to deal with the 

cases that arise between the landholder and the tenant. But in cases, where disputes 
arise in the matter of jurisdiction, a special tribunal composed of revenue, civil and special 
officials, may be constituted to examine and settle the question. 

XII. In cases 01 WI authorized occupation of lands, it is 8uggested that the zamin is 
entitled to have comflt'ntlBtion. 

(1) Three years .income from the land and hand over the land iii question 
or 

The value of the land, three years land-tax, and compensation for the unauthorized 
occupation of the land. 

For purposes of rent calculation. 
II. (a) and (b) }o'or wet lands one-fourth of the total income. For dry lands, OC8-

sixteenth of the total income may be fixed. 
In calculating the total income, an average for 12 years may be taken. 

The palmyrahB. 
Apart from the questionnaire, we propose to draw the attention of the Government 

. regarding the ownerehip of the palmyras in the zamindaris, and the palmyra tax which 
exists (rom time immemorial. In this connexioll we are quoting some extracts froUl the 
Tinnevelly District Gazetteer for reference. 

Early hIStory • 
.. From the day~ of the- Nawab and probably from a much earlier period, all palmyr:\s 

had been asseBBed spparately from the land and the Government had full right~, to the 
timber of the trees. Under the Nawab, these trees were: leased out over large tracts for 
a lump sum to the head inhabitants who were left to collect the amountA from the inferior 
ryots." .. Mr. Lushington had the palmyras counted classed and assessed at so much 
a hundred and there seems little reason to doubt that many of the curious rates which 
at the time of the recent settlement, were still found in various villages actually dated 
from those early times. The' palmyra tax' formed from the beginning of the com
pany's rule an important item of the revenue and they were classed . Ready money 
collections ' contributing over a lakh of rupees a.nnually." 

More informat;on can be had about the palmyras and the pa.lmyra-tax frorn pag('~ 
306-309 under the heading " Land Revenue Administration .. from the Tinnevelly District 
Ga.zetteer.· -

Tbis custom of taxing palmyra exists from immemorial time, even long before the 
Nawabs' administration, and still it is continued in some zamindari areas, as well as our 
own. There is no clear and delinite provision in the Estates Land Act, as regard. po.\myras 
and palmyra. tax. In 1874, Mr. Puckle was appointed to ilct as Director of SettlemE"llt. 
He classed the palmyra tax as a revenue income. In the zamindaris also the palmyra 
tax is recognized as " ltevenue Income" all these years. But for some years past, ""me 
disputes are going on between the tenants and the zamindars about the title of the palmyra 
and also the palmyra tax. Even the courts find it difficult to decide the disputes without 
any definite statutory law in the Estates Land Act. Under these circumstances the 
landholder is at a disadvantage to move with the tenants in an amicable manner and 
he is unable to adjust the matter between bimself and the tenant. By these di'"pntes, 
the zamindar and the tenants alike have wasted enormous money in the law courts to 
decide these issues without any result. So far they have lost confidence in ench other 
and thus whatever good might have been to the village, the co-operntion of both have 
been wasted. The provi.;ons of the Estates Land Act of 1908, and also of the amend
ments of 1934, ~re vague, insufficient and indefinite as regards the ownership and tax 
on palmyras, which have a past history of their own. To prevent all these irregulariticH. 
the Government should l'ecognize the landholder as the owner of the palmyrss, K8 in 
th .. past and the pa.lmyra tax as the rent through the statute book. -

. We ea~estly: de~ire and suggest that·. special attention shonld be given to thi&_ 
snbJect, keeplDg 1D View or the facts mentIOned above-Reference: Pages 3~09 of
ilie Tinnevelly District Gazetteer and Chadwick's ndmini.tratiOl' report of 1908. 
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Memorandum by the zamindar of Sevvalpatti, Nalll Chatram, Konpattl Post, 
dated 27th November 1937. 

All the accounts about the year 1803 are in cadjan, it is very rare to find people who 
-could read them freely at present and hence I cannot send the figures within the time 
.fixed by you. 

By " pattabandi .. I believe that YOT! mean the year of permanent settlement. 
I believe the rates of rent must have based on approximate yield and the value 

that then prevailed: As I perused the old accounts forty yeal'S ago, from what I recollect 
.1 quote the follOWIng figures :-

Bame or artIolet, Quantity or weight. 

"Grains-Paddy-One kottah of 96 
Madr .. 1D8a8Ul'8B. 

Sa.jj~lu or ownbu-On8 kottah of 96 
:Madras measures. 

Prloe that p1'l!lvalled 
aboot the flrat dCOllde of &he 

nlnetoenth centUl'Y. 

ODe Poun plus olle·fourt.h-

Approximate pdoe 
at present. 

About Re. Z-8-0 .• About RH. 6-8-0. 

About Ro. Z-8-0 . • About Re. 8-10-0. 

{)otton-One pothi of 240 lb. About Ro. 6-0-0 .. About Ro. 19-0-0. 

BeDwkB. 

III my estate the rent per acre of wet land is ordinarily as it is in the Government 
"dlages in the neighbourhood and in some cases it is far below that in Government 
villages. So far as the dry lands are concerned there was almost no variation in rents 
of dry Ia.nds within sixty years. They also compare favourably with the rents in 

·G ovunment villages in the neighbourhood. 
I. (a) Generally the zamindar and the tenant are the joint proprietors of the 

soil. 
(b) The tenant has a right to cultivate the soil impl'oving the land by way of 

..digging wells, ridging, etc. 
The zamindar has a right of collecting rent for lands other than his own pannai 

lands, mining, treasure trove, constructing channels passing through lands of several 
tenants. 

II. (a) Rent fixed and being paid for decades together without variation. In ease 
where rent has been fixed for lands under sharing system and the same has been com
-muted on the price of grain then prevailing, the equitable rent should be fixed according 
to the current prevailing rate. 

(b) Same as II (a). 

(c) There should be no remission of rent. 
(d) Better to allow the Civil Court to determine what is a fair rent. The officers 

should not be allowed to have their own way in determining the rates. Some principles 
must be enunciated without affecting either the zamindar or the tenant. 

(e) The Provincial Government should not be allowed to revise, alter or reduce 
the rents. 

m. (a) No. But the procedure should be simplified. 
(b) The right to attach movables of defaulters should continue. 
In cases where lands have to be attached for arrears, a subordinate officer like 

a Tahsiidar might summon the defaulters at suitable centres to enquire the defaulters 
personally and if the rent could not be paid immediately on that date the subordinate 

-officer or Tahsildar himself should issue notice of attachment of landed property, notify 
that in the village by tom·tom and sell the land in about six weeks if the arrears could 
not be paid within that period. 

(e) Se.me as m (bl. 
j , 

IV. (a) In cases where the la~ds are w~t cultivated and the rents that are being 
·collected for the land are on the understanding that water should be supplied by the 
landholder for cultivation, the right of tenant for irrigation must be recognized as 
appurtenant of the rent. 

(b) Yes. The landholder has a superior right in the water sources in the estate. 
The landholder by improving the irrigation sources could increase the extent of wet 
~ultiva.tion by using the excess quantity of water without prejudice to the existing 
cultivation. 

V. (a) Yes. But in cases where. the landholder is not in a condition to pay the 
~ost, the Government must lend for his share of the cost and recover it by long instaI
mel't as in twenty or thirty years. 

(h) Both the landholder and the tenant must each bear .. moiety of the cost. 
1-30 
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vt. The landholder should demand levies when they nre cnstomary Bnd reasonable, 
viz., a charg~ for temporary and urgent repairs for irrigation works as it existed eveD 
in ryotwari villages and of mamool if they are in consideration of extra expenses by 
enquiry for the transfer, etc. 

VII. (a) It is not uniform in all the estates. Village cattle are in these parts graze
free in borders of small porambokes and lands when not under crop. 

Grass, babul parts and manure leaves in porambokes and waste lands not assessed 
are le:tBed out by landholders. 

(b) No. 
(c) People use public cart-track free but in footpaths passing through patta lands 

the pattadar usually closes it when the lands are under crop. 
In communal lands as cattle-stand or manthai, the landholder does not interfere 

But trees in all communal lands belong to the landholder. 
In the hill and forest porambokes it appears that unless tenants have prescribed 

rights in certain tmcts for grazing or removing wood for agricultural pnrpOHes, they 
belong entirely to the landholder. 

VIII. (al First an enquiry should be instituted whether it is customary that the
landholders or tenants should repair the irrigation works in particular cases and there
should be no undue interference by courts. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) Only on application by parties. 

IX. No. It is superfluous. 
X. III dry tracts in these parts, there are no under-tenants system. If the under. 

tenant or his family continuously occupies the land for over sixty years, he might be 
given full right of tenant over 20 per cent or 25 per cent of the land he had been 
occupying. If he had occupied the land for periods below it, but exceeding twent.v 
years he might be given compensation equivalent to one year's rent for every ten years. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue might continue with restricted powers. 
(b 1 Both in revenue and civil courts. 

XII. (a) There should be simple procedure in ejecting an unauthorized occupation. 
of the lands by the ryots and others. 

(b) Yes. 
SUUBA NAIKER, 

ZamindaT. 

_ Memorandum by M.lt.Ky. S. Sankaranarayana Ayyar Avargal, M.A., B.L., 
Zamindar of Sankaranagar, residing at Vannarpet, Tlnnevelly. dated 26th November 1937. 

1. (a) The zamindar is _ the proprietor of the soil. This is borne out by (i) the 
terms of the grant, (li) legislation. (iii) judicial decisions, (iv) custom immemorial. 

For (i) the ietimrar sanads should be perused. For (li) the wordings of some 
or the sections of the Proprietary Village Services Act and the Madras Estates Land 
Act may be noted. For (iii) the decisions of the Madras High Court in certam cases 
regarding resumption of inams and some decisions of the Pri vy Council regarding dis
tinction between ryotwari and zamindari tenure may be noted. For (iv) the fact that 
then was no occupancy right for the tenant prior to 1908 may be noted. Authorities 
and details for the above will be cited by me at the time of my examination as a 
witness. 

(b) The tenant has permanent right of occupancy in the land and right to transfer 
the same subject to the payment of rent to the landholder. He has simply limited 
rigMs to occupy the land for agricultural purposes alone. (See section 151 of the 
Madras Estates Land Act.) Impairment in the value of the land and rendering it unfit 
for agricultural purposes will be grounds for ejectment. 

II. (a) As is the basis in the ayan tracts 50 per cent of the gross profits will be 
fair and equitable rent. 

(b) From this 50 per cent of the gross profits which the proprietor gets, he has 
to pay tax to the Government irrespective of the lands being cultivated or otherwise 
which percentage of tax varies with different estates. In some estates the tax is halC 
the collection. That means the zamindar shares half the rent with the Government. 
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{)ut of the 50 per cent gross iucome which the tenant gets his cultivatiou expenses have' 
to be taken into acccuut which will in no CIlJl6 exceed 25 per cent. Really speaking the 
income. fmm the zamin lands is practically taken in four shares-one by Government, 
one by the zamindar, one by the teuant and one speut for cultivation. 

(e) Under the present circumstances there should not be any statutory provision 
for remission of rent as (i) the peshkash is not depended upon the coll~ction or. 
remission of rent; (ii) there is no provision for reduction of peshkash on any ground;, 
(iii) any. reduction could not be thought of without a corresponding reduction on the 
peshkash due to the Govermnent. 

(rt) To settle rent once for all is only advisable course, because (i) there will 
be an incentive on the part of the tenants to increase their income by proper cultivn-_ 
tion; (ii) it will. put a stop to litigation between landholder and tenant; and (ill) i* 
will secure hannony between landlord and tenant. 

(el Section 38 of Act I of 1908 itself requires revision. The grounds of soil 
deterioration and fall in staple prices cannot be grounds for r!lduction. Soil deterioration; 
can be rectified by the tenant and the fall in the market price is one for which the 
landholder should not be made the victim and the loss should be shared equally by all 
the four sharers-the tenant's and the labourer's share being made to be borne by the 
tenant and the other half equally by the Government and the proprietor. 

III. (al Yes. 
(b) The village officers who are supposed to coUect rent for the landholdep in 

prllCtice do not obey him as they think that they are the subordinates of the revenue-· 
officers. Any complaint about their dereliction of duty is to be met with by an enquiry 
before the Tahsildar in which the zamindar figures as a complainant, the ultimate 
power of punishment vesting only in the revenue officers. 

In some estates eveu to.day the zamindars are made to contribute half the pay 
of the village officers, the said am.t being collected along with the peshkash while 
the proprietors have really no effec~e check over the village officers in their duty to 
the landholder. 

(e) Under the existing amended Act the process is very cumbersome and expen· 
sive. The proceedings for collection of rent take nearly a year in the Revenup Divi. 
sional Gffice. 'fhe cumbersome procedure is attendant with pUblication in the Gazette·. 
at, each stage and the tenant has finally to bear the whole burden. 

Insistence on sale certificate engrossed on stamp paper failure to take whieh en •. 
tails 10 times the penalty should be done away with. The procedure for collection of· 
r(,l1t by the Government as in the Revenue Recovery Act may be copied in the Madras 
Estates Land Act. 

IV. (al Water·supply is matter of contract between landholder and tenant. 
Evidence-(i) Distribution, (ii) entry in pattas, (iii) supply in seasons, (iv) increased 
'lrater ch3lges for unauthorized use, (v) recognition of water channels. 

(hl Yes, (i) Be ~o.Jld grant water for any purpose but subject to the conditions of 
his contract with the ryots; (ii) he is the owner of the water-there are a number of 
d,cisions to this etIect; (iii) he can grant water to nania mel punjas and puuja mel 
nanjas, etc., on conditions. 

V. (a) There are already olugo and adangal accounts. Those also are survey con
duct('d in those times. There are also record of rights. Re.survey charges are heaVY 
and not nec~ssary. It need not be compulsorily done. If survey should be" c~nducted 
.lD modern hnes, the landholder should not be made the victim. 

(b) If modern survey is made compulsory then the charges for surveying occu. 
pancy lands should be borne by the ryots and for other lands bv the zamindar-the. 
apportion merit being on the principle of .. four·sharers .. enunciated by me in my reply 
to question II (e). 

VI. y ~s. The amool. have dwindled to a small amount that is paid at the time 
of transfer of pattas. This cannot be considered out of the way as the landholder 
has to keep an establishment for the specific purpose. 

. VII •. (a) :.renants have. no rights e:,~ept by express. permission. This permiasion 
cannot be tWisted Into a right or IUl orlUlll for the creatlOu of a. right. Even in ayom 
tracts there i. no such right. 

, (b) No. The public paths and communal lands can be used by the rvots strictly 
for t.h .. limited communal purposes for which they are granted. They cannot 'be enlarged 

00" el>tended. The zamindar has the right of reversion where· there ie no use for them. 

1-31 
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Hill and forest porambokes are in the entire discretion and diHJlOsal of the zamindar. 
The ryota have no right over tbem. Neithu have the tenants in the ayM tracts any 
auch right. 

VIII. (a) It is an admitted proposition that tbe irrigation sources must be well 
lfJaiJltained. But in working out the same the landholder should not be penalized. The 
tenants must bear half the cost of tbe irrigation works and the zamindar half. That 
is the mamool in many estates even now. There are contracts registered recognizing 
this mamool in many estates. This is also in consonance with the zamindar and the 
ryot sharing tbe produce in equal halves. 

(b) Provincial Government may int .. rfere only in such cases where the ryots 
fully tender their half and the landholder fails to do the irrigation work. There is no 
provision in the Estates Land Act to collect the tenants' contribution eveD when the 
landholder wishes to make the improvement. Even in cases of registered leases where 
-thP. ryot has expressly contracted to pay his quota. there is no provision for speedy collec
tion and- the work suffers hecause of the detect in collection. 

(e) Such powers should be exercised only on application by parties a.nd hearing 
tl.e other party on the merits. Speedy and summary procedure must be made available 
for appealing against the same. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is necessa.ry but it should conform to the Government jama
bandi. In the Government -jamabandis the chief principle is collection and nothing 
remains uncollected. In zamindaris only the amounts are noted which are in many 
cllses constructive and not real. In this connexion also it must be said that there 
mUB' be easier and cheaper modes of collecting rent. The village officers must be made 
-directly responsible to the zamindar as already stated and provisions must be made for 
the landholders to check the village officers as the Tahsildar has over the ayan ryotwari 
village officers. As in ayan tracts the zamindars should be given full statutory powers 
to realize their due~ speeclily leaving the ryot to sue the zaminda. for excess payment or 
irrel1"!arity if any. 

X. At present the undertenant is responsible ~ the pattadar who in turn is res
ponsible to the zamindar. Any payment to the zaminda.r by the undertenant is deducted 
by the undertenant in his dues to the pattadar. Really the pattadar is an intermediate 
landlord.· Such a position is inconceivable in zamindari areas and may be put a stop 
to by legislation. 'rill then the intermediary landholders should. be treated under. law 
as ryote and the undertenants having no legal status. The recovery of rent from the 
intermediate landholder has to be m&de by a civil suit under the existing law, and the 
provisions of the Madras Estates Land Act are not made available to the lanclholder 
against them. Such an anomaly should be done away with. 

-Xl. (a) In view of-
(i) the intricate questions of law and fact that arise between landholder and 

tenant; 
-(ii)· the already hea~ routine duties that the Board has at present to perform; 

-(iii) the non-existence of the necesRary legal training to the officers that manage 
the staff at present; a special tribunal is preferlLble. 

(b) For the same reasons special courts should be constituted with jurisdiction 
over specific areas as itinerent courts. 

XlI. (a) There is no relief provided now in the revenue courts. The only remedy 
in a civil suit. Otherwise he hilS to acquiesce in the_ encroachment and treat him as a 
ryot and can claim only additional rent under section 42 of the Estates Land Act .. 

Specific summary provision should be made to eject them from the lands. _ It is, 
in my opinion, quite within the purview of the Estates Land Act as much to enforce 
prohibition against the non-tenants as to speeifyrelationship between landholder and 
tenant as the land concerned is a land of the estate. 

Want of drastic provisions is also detrimental. to tank and channel beds when -they 
are encrollched upon. Non-provision will lead to several auits and inconvenience the 
landholder as these are liable to be encroached upon b~ many. 

(b) The law should be revised. The procedun. ~hould be the same 88 collecLion 
flf rent from a ryot notwithstanding anY' contract to the contrary. 

S. SAliKARAl'IARAYANA A ,fA •• 
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Memorandum .by the Zamindar of Etalyapuram., dated 28th November. 1931. 

,I. (a) The zamindar is the proprietor of the Boil of all lands inclusive of'sub-soil~ 
minerals, dc., within the zsmindari. The tenant, to whichever class he may belong, 
bas no right to the soil, and is therefore not the proprietor of the soil. (Vide sections 5 (1)~ 
7,10 (2),11,149 and 151 of the Madras Estates Land Act.) 

(b) "The tenant of ryoti lands can cultivate the same, subject to the condition ot 
payment of rent to the proprietor. He should not materially impair the value of the 
land and render it unfit for agricultural purposes and if he does so, he can be ejected. 

II. (a) The condif.ions of tenure, rent, etc., differ from one district to another and 
(rom one estate to another. Oue-third of the net income mav be a reasonable rate. So· 
far as this estate is concerned, the rates were fixed more than 60 years ago and were 
never again revised. It is much lower than those for similar lands in the adjoining Govern. 
menli villages and may therefore be continued. Complaints of excessiveness of rate of 
assessment hILs not been put forward in any area except one (Golvaripatti) where the ren' 
has been reduced very considerably. 

(b) Market conditions: facility for taking produce to the market and agricultural 
expenses. 

(e) It is better to have statutory provision for remission of renlr-
(i) The ryot should apply for remission in time before the crops are removed, 
(ii) remiesion may be granted if the- yield be below 3 annas in wet areas, and 
(iii) there will be no reIDission for dry lands. 

(d) The principles ought to be defined. 
(el Not necessary. Chapter III provides sufficient remedy where necessary. 

III. (a) d: (b) The proprietors should be given adequate powers to facilitate collection 
of rent lest they should be put to much trouble for payment of peishkush in time. Though 
the rules framed under section 32 of Act II of 1894 enjoin that the rent due to the pro
prietor should be collected and remitted by the headman, they never do it properly and 
80 the power to suspend village officers and servants for slackness Or neglect of duty may be 
conferred on the proprietors. Besides the proprietors may be empowered to attach mova. 
bles including crops to the extent of arrears and to have them sold in public auction. 

(e) There are three methods by which arrears of rent could be collected-
(i) attachment and sale of movables, (ii) attachment and sale of land .... and 

(iii) by rent suits. 
(i) Distraint and sale of motlable property.-The cost of court-fee stamps oomes 

to Rs. B-4-O for recovery of an arrear of even an anna in a holding, which is prohibitive 
and a heavy burden· on the defaulting ryot and the landholder, since the latter has to 
deposit the cost first as below. 

Particulars of costs. 

(a) Notice for service on a single ryot in a holding 
(b) Application for sale 
(0) Proclamation of sale 
(d) Fee for sale 

Total 

This is considerable 8um and this must be avoided. 

BS. A. P. 

080 
o 12 0 
1 0 0 
100 

3 4 If I 

(ii) Sale of ryot's holding.-The Amendment Act VIII of 1934, has rendered 
the procedure under this hen.d more cumbersome and costly reSUlting in a heavier burden on 
the defaulting ryot and a penalty on the landholder who resorts to a sale of tM Iwllding for 
the recovery of an arrear of rent. Simpler procedure must be laid down and gazette publi. 
cation avoided, thereby reducing the expenditure iuvolved. 

(iii) Section 77-Suits to recover arrears of rent.-The existing practice in trying 
rent suits by the Divisional Officer may continue. Some suitable measures mav be taken 
to dispose of suits, etc., as expeditiously as possible. Reduction of court-fee is 'also neces
aary. 

I-3lA 
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IV. Cal The zamindar has got sole right from time immemorial over the water source. 
and courses, waters natural, artificial. perennial and occall1onal, within his zamindari and 
"'e ryots are permitted, if required, to use such water for irrigating their dry lanca on 
condition of paym~nt of the usual ordinary water rate and this rignt bas heeu duly recog-
nised by various decisions of the High Court and Privy Council. , 
: . (b) The supply of water to the ryot is a contractual obligation when there is water. 
Subject to thIS, the landholder has a supenor right. 

V. Ca) Snrvey and preparation of a record of rights in estates are necessary. 
Cb) It would be fair, if the landholder and the rvotbear the cost of survey of ryoti 

land in equal shares, the cost of stones being exclusively borne by the ryot. 
. VI. So far as this zamin is concerned, one customary fee known as sandippu of U 
,annas for 100 nlpees is levied from the l'YOts in addition to the rent specified in the patta. 

VII. (a) Grazing on unreserved lands are allowed free. Green manure is leased ou' 
.from a very long time. Collection of wood for agricultural implements is also freely permit
:ted on applications. In reserved forests where a special establishment is maintained, grazing 
olmd collection of green manure are permitted on payment of fixed fees. These rights are 
generally leased out. There are no grants for 8./!1"icultural implements in reserved faresta. 

(b) The tenants have not acquired any inherent right of usage. 
(e) The ryots use public paths and communal porambokes for the purposes for 

which they are set apart and if they use it otherwise, they will be ejected or otherwioe 
dealt with. 

2. As regards the hills and forests, the zamindar is the absolute owner thereof 
"from time immemorial and large sums of money have been invested on them from gener&
tion to generation in plantation of trees, etc., and ill maintaining a permanent forest esta.
blishment for conservancy and to prevent stealthy removal of trees, etc. 

VIII. Ca) The amended Act VIII of 1934 contains complete provision for all such 
i:ases and no further action is called for. 

(b). This is unnecessary. 
(e) The question does not arise, for reaSOns against Cb). 

IX. (i) Yearly jamabandi is very essential for the sound administration of the estnte·. 
'During jamabandi all the village accounta are checked to see whether all orders relating 
·to assignments of lands, patta transfers, powthi, relinquishment, etc., issued during the 
fasli are duly carried out and the total beriz is correctly entered. 

(ii) It is necessary to make clear provisi"ns by amendment of section 52 that exchange 
of valid patta and mucllilika made in a particular fasli shall continue to be in force for 
all proceedings under Chapter VI of the Madras Estates Land Act so long as there are no 
,changes of any kind. This will save a good deal of trouble and labour in writing up all 
pattas and muchilikas every year during jamabandi, since it really serves no purpose . 
• :J:t will also avoid lot of other complications. Where and when a party applies for patta it 
should always be issued. 

(iii) For jamabandi and issue of pattas the services of the karnam are indispensable. 
But proprietors have no direct control over him and they are really at his mercy and so 
it is necessary that proprietors· should be empowered to suspend the villllge officers and 
servants at Il!ast for. a period not exceeding three months subject to right of appeal to the 
Collector. If the Government really want that proprietors should get on with tlJe admini
stration of their estates satisfactorily this concession should be allowed. 

X. (1) the pattadar, and 
(2) the zamindar. 

(il Any person who notifies himself to the landholder that he is the cultivator 
of a ryot's land can be recognised as such. 

(ii) Any· person wh~ cultivates on lease the private land of a landholder, may be 
styled as lessee. 

(iii) Undertenants should hav.~ no legal status whatsoever. 
XI. (a) Yes. 

(b) The present system of proceedings between landholders and ryots being tried 
iii· revenue and civil courts may be continued. 

XII. (a) All unauthorized occup,ers of lands in zamin must be ejected through the 
Revenue Divisional Officer on an application made to him by the landholder. The. tres
passer should be made I;able to pay heavy damages. 
. (b) At present, the law is very infeetual and unenforceable. Legislation .definilljl 

Vlese items at rent collectable under the Estates Land Act must be undertaken. 
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Memorandum bJ C. Vemba Ayyar. Mitbdv. Vainvan'lulam, T3n~lI,1 bluI. dated 21st 
November 193'1. 

1. (a) The mittadars are the owners of the lands. 
(b) The ryots have the right to enjoy the crops paying the tax fixed for the land. 

They have got the right to sell the lands. The mittadars have the right to collect th~ 
ta.xes in the capacity of the owners of the landa. The mittadars have also got the 
rjght to issue pattas to the ryots. 

• 
2. (a) As far 88 our mitta is concerned the ryots have been paying and the mittadars 

have been collecting taxes for 8 long time according to the permanent sale dt>ed ilntered 
-into between the ryots and the mittadar of their own free and will. 

(b), (e), (d) and (e) This can relate onl.) filr the lands to which taxes ore no' yel 
permanently settled. The ryots and the mittadars in the mitta have come to ana.,nree
ment of their free will as to the to.xes to be levied after taking into consideration the 
income of the lands for ten years and after executing registered documents to the eti~ct 
that the taxes should neither be reduced nor enhanced and the same IS followed by both 
po.rties. So there is no necessity for any legislation for newly settling the taxes to be 
levied. 

3. (a) &: (b) The accounts are prepared by the village munsif and karnam and the 
taxes ore collected through them. If the mittadars have full authority either to, retaiu 
or to dismiss the preoont village officers ll'Om office no new person need be o.ppointed. ' 

(c) As matters 'at present stand, since three kinds of proceedings are to be ,taken 
to collect the balance of kist due from the ryots under section 77 of the Madras' Estates 
Land Act before the Collector, unnecessary expenditure has to be incurred both 
by the mittadar and the ryot and since the officers before whom proceedings are 
to be taken are touring officers, they are also put to much difficutlies and loss. 
Further, if auctions are not conducted by the revenue o.uthorities strictly adherir.g 
to the rules under the Act such auctions are set aside by civil courts. It will be very 
convenient and profitable for both the mitta.dars and the ryots if the proceedings unddr 
the E.tates Land Act are conducted by a special non-touring officer appointell for the 
purpOlle. In the alternative the civil courts of the respective divisions may be empowered 
to try those suits and that also will be profitable and convenient. 

4. (a) In this mitta the land tax includes water-tax. If irrigation is conducte<t 
through improper sources water-tax is levied. 

(b) The mittadars are responsible for the supply of water for nse for' irrigation 
,purpose;- hv the ryots, In times of water scarcity the mittadars have got the ri/{ht to 
fix certain hours for ellch ryot to use the water according to the extent of land which 
he holds. 

,5. (a) Survey is necessary. 
(b) But in this mitta such espenselt 'are to be borne by the ryots themselves as 

~er the telms of the agrep.ment between the mittadars and the ryots. 

6. It is usual in this mitta. to collect cess. kaval fees, fees for the person in ch'l!ofge 
of the regulation of water-supply, fees for the thotti and barber, and contribution to 
the temples, Amma.n temples and Sastha temples and appropriate the same for the 
respective uses. 

7. '(a) 'l'he ryots have got no right over the grazing lands in the possession 'of the 
mitia and th,e other things necessa.ry to agriculture found in places belonging to th~ 
mi~ . I , , 

(b) There is no placo for free use in this mitts. from generation to generation. 
Snch plaoesare to be made use of only with the previous permission as was done' m ,the 
pllst. 

(c) The ryots h8venot got any right over common pathways communal lands; 
hills. Rod forest poramhokes lands. They belong only to the mittadars. Ryots are 
using the comon pathways as usual. The ayan ryots have got n() right to enternYBD 
fore,.ts and take green mauure in such forests such as leaves, etc. In the same way 
Kamin ryots have got no right to use such a,,"J'icultursi manures DoS may be found in 
tho zamin forests. 

, 8. (al, (b) If (e) The repairs to the tanks, etc., are conducted by us after the petition 
from the ryots to that effect and the cost of the same is collected by eustom fro\ll th~ 
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ryotB proportionately. If repairs are not effected by the mittadars the ryots may petition 
to the Government and if the mittadars do not repair the same after notice being serve<l 
on them by tbeGovernment, the Government llIay interfere. 

9. Annual jamabandi is not neceBBary in ryotwari villages. By such IInnual jam ... 
bandi th" ryots have to' undergo much difficulties and incur losses. 

10. There is no legal relation betwe.en the mi1tadar and the tenant of a ryo'. 

ll. (a) d: (b) It is not profitable to get relief in case there lire any disputes between 
the mittadar and the ryot through a. Bpecial Officer. appointed as per pamgraph S (c) or 
through civil court. 

12. (a) It is enough if there were to be remedy through the Special Officer in caBe 
the ryots use lands illegally. 

" 

Memorandum by Mr. R. Eanakasabathl Chettlyar, Kittadar of Gundalore and Tlruvetta-
Dallore, Sankarankoil taluk, TiDDevelIy district, dated 21st November 1937. 

I. "<11) The zamindar, or the proprietor Df the estate is the proprietor and owner 01 
the soil., (Vide preamllie and sectioD 2 o( Regulation of 1902.) . 

. (b) The tenant has the right to cultivate the land assigned to him by the proprietor 
and' p~y rent or waram on the land to the zamindar .or proprietor who. is entitled to 
the same. 

n. (a) According to ancient custom based on dharma, one-sixth share of the gross
income from the land goes to the landlord or proprietor. But this has gone owing to 
several ,changes in this country where the proprietor has a right to half share of the pro
cluee. 

(b) The considerations for fixing a fair and equitable rent are ;
(1) the produce, 
(2) the nature of crop. staple or commercial, and 
(3) the social obligations or duties devolved on the proprietor can claim hilif 

Df the share as a maximum. 
(c) Yes, remission should be granted for failure of crops, Dr damage thereto, due 

to natural influences, such as, drought, floods and pests affecting crops lind any local 
defects ,in the"maintenllnce of irrigation works by the proprietor. Proprietors 11180 should 
have a proportionate reduction Df peshcush. 

(d) Permanent settlement of rent is not advisable for a particular area. 
(e) Yes, the Provincial Government should intervene in the matter wherever there· 

is inequity in the matter and render justice to parties. 
n. (a) cf (b) Yes; on the lines which the Government possess in the class Df ryotwsri 

land. There can be no IIrrears of land revenue on any account in the Estllte. Sale of 
land for arrears should be made less cumbersome and costly to proprietors. 

(c) The same me3l'ures as are adopted in the case of ryotwari lands, by the 
Government. [Vide answer to (b).] 

, :,:v. (a) The rights are exercised as a contract between the tenants and the pro
prietor Df the soil. The proprietor gets considerations annually Dr perpetually from 
the tenants in the share of water-rate or rent, Dr assessment or even voluntary labour . 

. (b) Yes. He is the rightful owner and custodian of the right. 
V. (a) SU1'fIey. and RecO'Td of Rights.-Yes, survey and record of rights should be 

maintained. At present the cost thereof collected by the Government is prohibitive 
and h~nce several landholders have not taken advantage of survey and record of rights. 

(b) Equal shares by the landholders and tenants. 
VI. Le1Jies fTom f'yots in addition to f'ent.-No extrll levies should be made. 

A mutual consent should be provided for. 
VII. (a) Utilization of local natuTaI facilities.-The tenants should have free grazing 

of cattle and collection of green manure and wood for agricultural implements on permit 
within the estate by paying a nominal price within the means of the resident tenant Dr 
cnitivator t9 .the proprietor 80 as to provide for the establishment for the conservancy 
of hills and grazing grounds. 

(b) Thcy have no inherent right to such use. 
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(e) The public paths and cemmunaJ lands have been intended for common use 
for a cemmon cause based on dharma or a sound custom. Hill and forest porambokes 
are estate Jands and the proprietor is the owner who can exercise full centrol regarding 
their utilization; tenants have to obtain permission from the landholder for any considera
tion for the use of such hill or forest porambokes. 

VIII. (a) Maintenance of ItTigation wOTks.-The present principles according to 
the Estates Land Act suffice well. • 

(b) Yes, the Government can do the work and recover the cost thereof, from 
the landholder if there be wilful neglect by him. 

(e) See answers to previous questions. 
IX. (a) Yes, tbis will keep on the Revenue Administration of estate, on a sound 

.tate. But at any rate, there should be a settlement in cases where changes have occurred. 
X. (1) An undertenant who is a cultivating ryot of a pattadar, who receives patta. 

is a wage earner or labourer for agricultural purposes, employed by the pattadar annually. 
Hence, cultivating tenant is an agricultural labourer, who has no vested right in the 
land. 

(2) The zamindar should treat the cultivator or undertenant of his own or pannai 
land for the purpose of agriculture in the same manner as a pattadar would treat him. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue is no good as it always acts on Collector's reports 
and sometimes justice fails. So, a local special tribunal should be constituted to mini
mise expenses incurred by both parties. 

(b) In a court where the Judge or deciding authority is a Subordinate Judge or 
District Munsif or a Deputy Collector specially appointed for the purpose. 

XII. (a) The zamindar or the proprietor should have power to evict the encroaches 
~n pain of penal assessment, but at the same time, he should have discretionary powers 
to assign such unauthorized occupation to the tenants and treat them as ryoti lands. 

(h) ·No revision of existing law is. necessary. There has been no disharmony among 
the inamdars and zamindars, or estate in which they are enjoying such inams. 

R. KANAKASABAPATHI CHETTIYAR, 
Mittadar . 

. Kemorandum b, Mr. T. S. Plramanayagam PiI1ai, Mittadar and Bench Magistrate, 
Tinnevelly, dated 2nd December 1931. 

I have adopted the answer given to the cemmittee by the Southern District Land
holders Association as it closely approximates to my own views on the matter. Ther.. 
are however two things on which I would like to express myself more fully and they 
are (1) the power of distraint of movables of a defaulter and (2) the necessity of a 
survey of estates. 

Though the power of destraining movables of a tenant in arrears has been given 
to a ll1ndholder, mittadl1rs in this district are unable to exercise this power and are put 
to considerable hardship in realising their just dues-as the other remedies-suit before 
the Collector and sale of the tenant's holding are cestly and involve delay. It is neces
sary therefore that the mittad(trs should be clothed with the ptlwer of destraining movables 
of a defaulter. 

I also feel th~ imperative necessity of a survey of all estates as the landholder often 
finds it difficult to distinguish between a trespasser on the land and a cultivating tenant. 
If a Burvey is made and as a corollary a reecrd of rights is maintained the laudjord will 
not be faced with this difficulty nor with the task of settling quarrels hetween the rival 
~nts to the same land. 

T. S. PmAlIlANAYAKAlIl. 
M ittada~ and Bench MagiBt,ate. 
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PREFATORY NOTE 

The Memoranda contained in these volumes were received by the Committee 
in response to the questionnaire issued by it. 

Part I contains Memoranda submitted by Landholders. 

Part II contains Memoranda submitted by Ryots and Ryots' Associations. 
Some Memoranda contained several signatures, in some cases numbering about 
two hundred, most of which were illegible; and some persons affixed only their 
thumb-impressions. It was thought, therefore, advisable to omit the names of 
the persons signing the Memoranda. The first name alone was taken and the 
Memorandum is printed as from him and other ryots. 

Part III contains Memoranda from other members of the public and organi
sations who have taken interest in the problems under enquiry. 

Where the same or identical Memorandum was submitted by different 
persons or as from different villages, only one of them has been included in this 
"VIlume. 

"A supplementary volume will be issued containing Memoranda received 
aft.er time and which could not. therefore. be incorporated in these volumes. 

MADRAS. 27th "June 1938. T. VISWANATHAM. 
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236 " K. Ramaswami Reddi and others, GumV'srsmpaUe 
237 .. Sripuram Muniswami Chetti, Tirupanambedu . . . . . . 
238 .. K. Venkatasubbayya Nayudu, ChengareddipaUe, Karskambedu 
239 .. Yelamarti Subbannacbarlu, Vadamala Firka 
240 Zamin Ryots of RayacberuV'u, NarayanaV'anam talnk . . . . . • . . 
241 Mr. Sambol, Narayana Das, Ryots of 149·A and B V'iUages, Narayanavanam talnk. 
242 .. G. Rami Reddi and "thers, Chennampalle 
243 .. Muthu Marappa Reddi, Agooru V'iUage, Karv-etinagar .. 
244 Ryots of Tirupathi Tirumalai Estste .. 
245 Mr. G. Rama Reddi, Pennagaddsm . . . . . . . . . . . . 
246 .. D. RagbaV'a Reddi, President, Kalahasti talnk, Zamin Ryots Association 
247 .. G. Chinns Puma Reddi and others, Chittoor 
248 .. Bokkasam Ank; Setty and others, Muehivolu 
249 .. Jalagam Subbs Nayudu, KonnaIi .. 
250 The Said. pet Rate'pPY"ra A.Rociation .. 
251 RyotR of Kachinad division, Tiruvallur 
252 The Congress Sa bha, Tinnanllr .. . . . . . . . . 
253 Mr. Poda.v-ur Venkatasubbayya and others, PQdav-ur V'iUage 
254 " V. Masilamani Nayak and others, Sernmancheri .. 
255 " Nagsrajs Sarms, Minjur, Chingleput . . . . • . •• 
256 " T. Dek..hinamoorthi Gramani and othel'!l, Shrotriyam Tiruvadanai 
257 " A. K. Venugopal, General Secretary, Chingleput. Landholders Aaaooiation, 

Triplicane. • 
258 Ryots of Natham V'il1age, Tirupattnr talllk 
259 Ryots of Appanallur Ara!)i Estste .. 
260 Mr. A. Periaswami Kavandar and othel'!l, Sbrotriyam Kuttambakkam 
261 "T. L. S.mdararama Ayyar, Achcbamangalam 
262 Pre.ident, Taluk Congress Committee, Polur .• 
263 Mr. Nana KaV'andan, EraV'aIam V'ilIage 
264 "ChiuD8swami Pillai and othp,.., Vengur. South Arent •• •• . • 
265 .. M. K. Sub",hmania Ayyar, Manager, 8hrotri}'l!m Pillali. Sonth Arnot 
266 .. R.KeaavaRaju andothers,RyotsofNeedsmangaJam,Tanjore ..... 
267 .. S. Singaram Servai and others, Patteeawaram Padugai, Knmbakonam talnk. 
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268 Mr. T. Vadamalai and others,Andagattura.i,MaharajapuramKilpadi 
269 " S. Guruswami Mudaliar, KuJittalai Taluk Congress Committee •. 
270 " N. Subramania Ayyar, Pleader, Ariyalur .. 
271 Zamin Pappsyambadi village Agricultural A"ociation, Kaduvur Estate 
272 Mr. R. Chinuaswami Udayar, Unniyur "-Wage 
273 " Ayya Nadar and others, Tayilpatti, Sattur 
274 " P. K. Virappa Mudaliar and others, Unniyur 
275 Zamin Ryo!s of the Udayarpalayam Zaminda.ri .. 
276 President, Trichinopoly Di.trict Congress C.,mmittee 
277 Kannikuruchi Zamin Ryot. Association .. . . 
278 Ryot. of Singalandapuram Mitta .. 
279 Ryot. of Sh,vapet 
280 Yercaud Rate-payers' Association, Yercaud 
281 In abitants of Saptur village 
282 Ryots of Manjanaickenpstti 
283 Ryots of Kod,kulam village, Saptur Zamin 
284 Bodinaickanur Zamindari Agriculturists Association 
285 Ryots of T evaram Zamindari 
286 Mr. N. Sankar Lal, Viraganur 
2117 " Ayyadurai Pillai, KulT8igUlldu 
288 Ryots of Doddappana.ickanur Zamin 
289 Kannivadi Zamin Tenants Association 
290 Seithur Zamin Villagers' Agricultural Association, Muha voor 
291 Mr. Sankar Lal, Sivaganga Zamin 
292 Zamin Ryots Association, Sivaganga 
293 Mr. C. Chidambaram and others, :kJ::gapatti .. . . 
294 Secretary, Peasants Assooiation, ttai. . . . 
295 President, Village Congress Committee, Muthusamipuram 
296 Mambers of the Congress Committee, Seithur 
297 Mr. Sudalaimani Nadar and others, Agaram village 
298 Chatram Ryots Association, Thirukarangudi 
299 Tonant s of V aira vankulam and Chokkampatti .. 
300 Ryots of Ettiyapuram 
301 T~nant. of Sivngiri Zamin 
302 Mr. V. Siv!\linga Nadar and others, Agaram village 
303 " T. L. Sundararama Ayyar, Secretary, Mitta Ryots Association, Aohoha-

mangalam 
304 Mr. S. Sami Nadar and others, Servaikaranmatam 
305 Secreta.ry, Chatram Ryot. Association, Turukurungudi 
306 Saugam of the Urkadi Zamindari .. 
307 Tinnevelly Distriot Zamin Ryot. Association 
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PRESS COMMUNIQUE 

PARLIAMENTARY COMMI1'rEE TO ENQUIRE INTO THE CONDITIONS PREVAILING 
IN ZAMINDABI APND PROPRIETARY AREAS. 

On the 10th and 25th September 1937, respectively, the Madras Legislative Council 
·and the Madras Legislative Assembly a.,o-reed to the constitution of a Committee consisting 
of six members of the Assembly and three members of the Council, to enquire and report 
·on the conditions prevailing in zamindari and other proprietary areas and any legislation 
that may be considered desirable in connexion therewith, with particular reference to the 
,following matters :-

(1) The juridical interests of the ryots in relation to the landholders; 
(2) Collection and remission of rent; 
(3) Survey, record of rights (including water rights) and settl'ement of fair rent; 
(4) Levies from ryots in addition to rent; 
(5) Utilization of local natural facilities by tenants for their domestic and agri

cultural purposes; and 
(6) Maintenance of irrigation works. 

2. The Members of the Committee are as follows :
(1) The Hon'ble Mr. T. Prakasam (Chairman). 
(2) Mr. B. Narayanaswami Nayudu, M.L.C. 

(3) Mr. V. V. Jogiah Pantulu, M.L.C. 

(4) Mr .. A. Ramaswami Ayyangar, M.L.C. 

(5) Mr. P. S. Kumaraswami Raja, M.L.A. 

(6) Mr. M. Pallam Raju, K.L.A. 

(7) The Zamindar of Mirzapuram, K.L.A. 

(8) Mr. B. Venkatachalam Pillai, K.L.A. 

(9) Mr. Mahaboob Ali Baig, M.L.A. 

The Committee resolved to have Mr. T. Viswanatham, Parliamentary Secretary to 
!he Hon'ble the Revenue Minister, as its Secretary. 

3. Although it has been laid down that certain specified aspects of the problem should 
receive particular attention, the Committee feels that in order to discharge satisfactorily 
the task entrusted to it, the whole field of the existing legislation governing the relations 
between landholders and tenants should be surveyed, and as a first step towards this, the 
'Committee will be glad to receive suggestions from the representatives of the interests 
involved. 

4. In order to indicate to the public, the full scope of enquiry, the questionnaire appended 
hereto has been formulated by the Committee. All those who are interested in th'e pro
blems affecting the tenants and zamindars are requested to prepare memoranda on the 
questionnaire, as also on points which are not mentioned in the questionnaire, but which 
may fall within the scope of the resolution and send the same to the S'ecretary of the Com
mittee on or before the 1st of December 1937. It would greatly facilitate work and add to 
its expeditiousness if those who intend sending memoranda could Send ten copies of the 
same to the Committee; where a memorandum is in a vernacular, an English I;rljoIlslation 
of it may also be sent with advantage, if it does not cause inconvenience. The Committee 
will decide after receiving the memoranda, its future programme with regard to the taking 
of eviden~ from those who offer themselves as witnesses. The Committee trusts that 
it can look forward with confidence to the receipt of valuable suggestions for the solution 
·of the problem that it has been called upon to solve. 

(The address of the Secretary is .. T. Viswanatham, Parliamentary Secretarv to the 
Hon'ble the Revenue Minister, Fort St. George, Madras.") • 

FORT ST. G80BGB, 
5th Octob/W 1937. 

T. VISWANATHAM, 
Secretory. 
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ANNEXURE 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON WHICH THE PUBLIC ARB REQUESTED TO SBND MEMORANDA TO THB COMMITTBB. 

I. (a) Who in your opinion is the proprietor of the soil; is it the zamindar or the tenlUlt? 

(b) What is the nature of the interest which the tenant hos in tbe land os distinguished 
from that of the landlord? 

II. (a) What is a fair and equitable rent? 
(b) Wbat according to your are the considerations tbat should be taken into occount 

in fixing a fair and equitable rent? 
(e) Do you think that there should be statutory provision for remi •• ion of rent and if 

so. on wbat principles? 
(d) Do you think it advisable to settle the rate or sbare of rent for a partieular aro& 

once for all or do you· thinl, it advisable to enunciate the principles to determine wbat is a 
fair and equitable rant leaving to tbe ·officer or court concerned to arrive at tbe figure a8 Imd 
when a quet)tion arises? 

(e) D" you think it desirable tbat the Provincial Government should have any reserVA 
powers to revise, alter or reduce wberever tbey are inequitable by executive oction through 
their Revenne Settlement Officers? 

Ill. (a) Do you think that powers of collection of rent now given to landholders under 
th~ Madras Estates Land Act require any revision? 

(b) If so, on what lines? 
(c) What in your opinion are tbe measures to be adopted witb regard to the coIlce

tion of rent and sale of holding, etc., in order to make tbe procedure simpler and less costly 7 
IV. (a) Are tbe rigbts of the tenants to water-supply inherent os being appurtenant to 

tbe land or are they a matter of contract between them and the landholder? 
(b) Has the landholder a superior right in the water-sources in the estate, and if so, 

what is the nature and extent of tha.t rigbt? 
V. (a) Do yon think that all the estates should be surveyed and a record-of-rights 

maintained compulsorily? 
(b) If so, what is the portion of the cost to be borne by tbe two parties concerned? 

VI. Can the landholder demand any levies, cllstomary or otherwise, from ryots in 
e.ddition to rent? 

VII. (a) What are the rigbts of tenant. with regard to the utilization of local natural 
facilities such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for agricultural 
implements? 

(b) Have the tenants got any inherent rigbt to nse them for their domestic and agri
cultural purposes free of cost? 

(e) What are the respective rights with regard to the public paths, communal land. 
and hill and forest porambokes as between the tenants and the landholder? 

VIII. (a) What, according to you, are the principles to guide the parties or courts to 
arrive at a suitable scheme for the purpose of maintaining irrigation sources and works? 

(b) Do yon think that any rights should be vested in the Provincial Government to 
undertake the repair or maintenance of irrigation where the la.ndholders fail to take neees
SBry and proper steps? 

(c) Do you think that such powers sb9Uld be vested in the Government to be applied 
lUO moto or on applica"\ion by parties? 

IX. Do you think that yearly jamBbandi sa in the csae of ryotwari villages is neces
sary? 

X. What should be the legal status of the undertenants in the zamindari areas i,n relation 
to (1) pattadar, and (2) the zamindar? 

XI. (a) Should the Board of Revenne continue to be the final appellate and revisional 
authority in proceeding between landholders &nd tenante or ryots or should a special tribnnal 
be const.ituted for the purpose? 

(b) In what courts, whether revenue. civil or special courts should actions and pro. 
oeedings between landholders and tenants be tried? 

XII. (a) What are the reliefs and remedies to which the zamindar is entitled in respect 
of unauthorized occnpation of la.nds by the ryote? 

(b) Does the law in regard to collection by landholder of jodi, poruppu, kattubadi from. 
inamdars require any revision? 



PART U. 

Memorandum by Manipatrunl Suryanarayana, President, Byots' AssocIaUo!?-. 
Budiarslngi Estate, Vizagapatam district. 

I. (a) The tenant. I., 

(b) The tenant should have all the rights. Mining, etc., rights should vest iD 
the Government. 

II: (a) A fair and equitahle rent is one which is not hurdensometo the tenant. 
(b) One·sixth of the net produce' after deducting cultivation expenses. 
(e) Yes. 
(d) Once for an. 
(e) Yes. 

III. (a) Distraint of movahle property should go. 
(b) Land sufficient to fetch the arrears should alone he sold. 
(e) Zamindar should have power to hring to sale, lands of ryots who own more

than five acres or the panchayats under contemplation to he entrusted with the work. 

IV. (a) Inherent as being appurtenant to the land. 
(b) The zamindar should have no right over water sources. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) '1'wo-thirds of the CORt to be borne by the zamindar and one-third by the

tenant. 

VI. No. Anything in excess of rent now collected should be forhidden. 

VII. (a) They should have such rights. 
(b) Yes. They should have the right to use them free of cost. 
(e) Communal lands, porambokes, etc., to be enjoyed jointly by all. They should 

be under the control of the Government or the panchayats. 

VIII. (a) The zamindar to have no rights over irrigation works. 
(b) The panchayat or Government Public Works. Minor irrigation department 

to effect repairs to irrigation works. Two annas in the rnpee of the revenue should be
recovered from the zamindar and an irrigation fund started to meet the maintenance
expenses and cost of repairs. 

(e) No answer. 

IX. Yes. There should be uniformity in the system of maintaining accounts. 
1'pnants to be supplied with copies of accounts on payment of a fee. 

X. The under-tenant to have only the right of cultivation, but not the right of sale' 
01' gift. 'l'he land should not be leased out to other ryots in the event of the pattadar 
be"oming an insolvent. ':j'he tenant should be evicted in case he does not pay the rent 
0" share or does not cultivate the land consecutively for three years. 

XI. (a) The Miuistry should have the final appellate and revisionaI authom}, even 
though the board may continue to exist. 

(b) Special itinerant courts should be constituted or the Deputy TahsiIdar to try
cues up to Ra. 500 and civil courts to try cltses exceeding that amount. 

XII. (a) The zamindar should not have the power to evict the tenant or other 
right.. The darkhast rules in Government villages should be applied. 

(b) (No relevent answer.! 

Additional matter. 

1. Water facilities should be provided, as there are no tlLIlks. 
~. Remission should be granted, as rents are high. 
3. Zamindar should be prevented from levying duty on the Savara caste who .boulel 

ee1I their produce. brooms, umbrellas. etc., made hy them. 

II 1 



Kemorandum bj Pat. TekkaJl ZamiDdarl :&10&1' ANOCIaUOIl, Icbcbapuram, 
VlIagapatam dls\rict. 

I. (a) The tenant. 
(b) The tenant should have all the surface rights. The Government to have 

mining, etc., rights. The zamindar has only the right to collect rent. 

II. (a) A fair rent is one which is not burdensome to the ryot. 
(b) The economic condition of the ryot, fertility of the soil, irrigation facilitiea, 

labonr involved to the ryot and cattle. One-sixth of the net income from land after 
-deducting cultivation expenses should be the rent. This should not exceed the rates 
prevailing in the ryotwari villages. 

(e) Yes. Remission should be compulsory when the crops fail and the prices fall. 
(d) Once for all. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) The powers should be revised . 
. (b) The zamindar should be entitled only to attachment and sale of only so much 

-of land as would cover the arrears of rent. He should not take any proceedings to evid 
.a tenant having less than five acres. 

(e) Village officers under the control of village panchayats should attend to 
-oollection work. 

IV. (a) The right of the tenant to water-supply is inherent as being appurtenant 
to the land. It is also held by courts to be a matter of contract. 

(b) All the rights of the zamindar should be taken away from him and these 
should be vested in the panchayats or Public Works and Minor Irrigation departments. 
The right of distribution of water should also vest in the panchayats. A sum of annas 2 
in the rupee in addition to pe8h/,ash should be collected from the zamindar and a separate 
-fund started. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindar or the Government should bear the entire cost. The ryot 

.bould bear the cost of subdivision and the subsequent maintenance charges. 
VI. No. 

VII. (a) tl (b) The tenants are entitled to utilize them free of charge. Statutory 
provision should be made enabling the tenants to exercise this right. 

(e) These should be commonly enjoyed but should not be monopolised by anybody. 
VIII. On a five-year plan, the Government should inspect all the irrigation works, 

~ffect the necessary repairs and recover the cost from the zamindar. The works should 
then be entrusted to irrigation pBnchuyats having representatives of ryots. An irrigation 
fund should be started to improve the works. 

IX. Yes. 
X. A separate and comprehensive enquiry should be instituted to determine the 

status of the under-tenant in :tamindaris as \\'e11 as the leaseholders in ryotwari. inam 
villages. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should not h&ve these powers exclusively. The 
Provincia.l Governmellt should have the powers. 

(b) Special itinerant courts with an adequate representation of ryots' associations 
thereon and presided over by judicial officers. 

XII. (a) The zamindar should haie no right to evict the tenant: Such lands should 
be granted on patta to the encroachers as per darkhast rules. 

(b) Revision is necessary. The zamindar should collect from persons, only their 
share of the kattubadi. He should not collect the entire dues from one person only. 

Additiona! matter. 
1. Separate registry should be made and only the amount due for land in actual 

possession should be collected. 
~. The right over trees in the holdings should vest in the ryot. 
3. A sum of annas 4 in the rupee to be paid by the zamindar to the panchayats for 

tillage improvement. 
4. Ryots' associations should be recognized both by Government and zamindars. n. 

ahould be lawful for ryot representa.tives, to conduct cases on beha.lf of the ryow. 



Jlemoranudm by TaDkaIa Vankatapa77a Naidu and other 1'7ota of TaDkaIa DugglvalaD
village, Chlpurupalle taluk, Vizianagram Estate, ViAgapatam district. 

1. (No answer.) 

II. (a) A rent levied on agricultural income on the lines o{ the tax levied on the
income from other professions. 

(b) Irrigation facilities, prices of· grain, and the economic condition of the ryot.
. should be considered. Half the net income after deducting the cultivation expenses and. 
the domestic expenses of the tenant, should be the rent due to the zamindar. 

(e) Yes. 
(d) Cash rents should be fixed once for all, subject to the grant of remissions in. 

the event of failure of crops owing to seasonal adversities. An officer not below the rank 
of a Tahsildar to grant remission when the yield is eight annas or less. 

(e) Yes. 

m. (a) Revision is necessary. 
(b) Powers of collection should be withdrawn from the zamindar and entrusted to

village panchayats or ryots' associations. 
(e) Sale of lands and transfer of registry should he effected in villages by touring 

Suh-Registrars. 

IV. (a) The right of tenant to water-supply is inherent as being appurtenant to the
land in the case of wet lands. 

(b) The zamindar through his influence has secured superior rights by legislation_ 
They should now be vested in the tenants by legislation. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindar should bear the entire cost. 

VI. At present the zamindar is collecting fishing rents, grazing fees and leasing ont. 
trees on the tank bunds, etc. This practice should be stopped. 

VII. (a) The tenant. do not enjoy these right •. 
(b\ They should be entitled to these rights as they are appurtenant to a"ariculture. 
(e) The zamindar has no right. over communal lands, etc., but he has usurpect 

them with the sanction of the Government. ~'he rights over them should vest in the
royts alone. 

VIII. The Government should inspect irrigation works and effect the necessary: 
repairs through their staff, the cost being recovered from the zamindar. 

IX to XII. (No answer.) 

Additional matter. 

Lands irrigated by big channels and lands depending on rainfall have been assessect 
to the same rent. The rent charged for the latter should be reduced. The enhancement 
of two annlls in the rupee made as a result of resettlement in certain villages should b& 
reduced. 

Memorandum by Xameswara Baa and others of LlngaIa VaIasa village, via,~lam, 
Bobblll Estate, ViAgapatam district. 

I. (a) The tenant. 
(b) The landholder is entitled only to the collection of rent, while all the other 

rights belong to the tenant. 

II. (a) The rent is ohtaining in the adjoining Government village of Sirlam would 
be a fllir rent. 

(b) (No answer.) 
(0) There should be statutory provlSlon for remlSSlon of rent, as the zamindar 

does not grant remission even when there is total failure of crops. 
(d) The same procedure should be adopted as in the adjoining ryotwari village oC 

Sirlam. 
(e) Yes. The Government should ha.ve reserve powers. 

II-1-4 



4. 

in. (a) Yea. 
(b) The powers of collection should be withdrawn from zamindara and entruated 

to village panchayats with some modifications. The village officera should collect and 
remit the amount as per instructions of the panchayatdara. One anna per rupee should 

,be paid to the panchayats for collection work. 
(el Movables like gold, boxes, agTicuitural implements, oxen and carts should be 

exempt from attachment. Village pancharats should be entitled to take posaession of 
the crops, to harvest the same, sell at the market rate and remit the same to the zamindar 
after deducting the cost. If there is no standing crop on the land, nor produce sufficien' 
$0 cover the arrears in the thrashing field, the land of the tenant should be attached and 
sold in auction after giving the defaulter one month's notice. If the tenant fails to pay 
the arrears together with costs, the sale of land should be notified in the village by tom
tom a week before the sale. The rent should be collected in four monthly instalments 
,beginning with November. 

IV. (a) The right is inherent in respect of irrigation by rain-fed tank.. But in 
respect of irrigation through channels of river water, the right is governed by contralC' 
,between the zamindar and the tenant. 

(b) The zamindar should have no superior rights. 
V. (al Yes. 

lbl The zamindar should bear the entire cost as the ryota are very poor. 
VI. The zamindar has been auctioning fishing rights in the tank and grazing rights 

-on the tank-bund. These should be stopped. 
VII. (a), (b) tI; (e) There are no forests adjoining our village. Hence we can give 

no suitable answer. 
vm. (a) The Government should bear the responsibility and the zamindar ahould 

have no hand in the matter. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) These powers to be applied by Government 8UO motu. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is not necessary. Village panchayab should represent the 
·conditions of the ryots to Revenue Divisional Officers who should make necessary enquiries 
.and issue orders to zamindars. 

X. The under-tenant is responsible to the pattadar. The village panchayat should 
have powers to take action against the (lrOp" raised by the under-tenant for the collection 
-of rent. Land should be sold only after due intimation being given to the tenant and 
the under-tenant. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal is necessary. The High Court should have the final 
appellate and revision .. 1 powers only in respect of certain important matters to be decided 
by the Government. 

(b) In revenue courts. The Tahsildars also should ha.ve some powers. 
xn. (a) As all the lanq is already occupied, this question does not arise. 

(b) Revision necessary. Village panchayats should conduct 8D enquiry into thell6 
matters. A suit should be instituted after the close of the fasli. Crops or movables should 
not be distrained. The land should be sold after the decree is passed. Collections should 
be made from inamdars individually but not collectively. 

Memorandum by JIrIr. Ka.rnayuni Chiranjeevl Naidu on behalf of &he ryots of CbaUkanl
vaiasa village, Bobbill Estate, Palampeta post, PaJakonda taluk, V.lzagapatam 
district. 

I. (a) The tenant. 
(b) The zamindar is only an agent of the Government for collecting the rent. 

II. (a) A reut which does not exceed half the produce from the land excluding the 
ilUltivation expenses and the cost of the tenant's labour in the case of paddy crop, leaving 
-other crops out of account. 

(b) The following should be the considerations for fixing a fair rent:
(1) Fertility of the soil; 
(2) irrigation facilities; , 
(3) the price of the yield per acre; 
(4) the price of grains; 
(5) existing rates on similar lands in the adjoining Government villages; and 
(6) economic conditions. 



,; 

(c) Yes. Remission should be granted 88 a rule, whenever the yield is len thau 
·.8 annas. 

(d) The rent should be settled now. 
(e) Yea. 

III. (a) Yea. 

(b) The powers of collection eh'lUld be withdrawn from the zamindar and vested 
in village munsifs, and Government officials or in village institutions. The estate officisls 
.hould have no hand in the matter. 

(e) The procedure laid down in the Rent Recovery Act should be adopted. 
IV. (a) The right is inherent as being appurtenant to wet lands. 

(b) The landlord has no superior rights in the water sources. They belong to 
t.mallt. as a whole. 

V. (a) All the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained compul
sorily. 

(b) The zamindar should bear the entire cost as he has been collecting exorbitan$ 
rents. 

VI. The landholder cannot demand any levies in addition to rent, though he is 
· collecting them at present. 

VII. (a) The tenants are entitled to utilize them, as the right to use them is implied 
in agriculture. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) These should be commonly enjoyed by the tenants. 

VIII. (a) The village organizations and in their absence, the village headmen, should 
have the powers of maintaining irrigation sources in good condition. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) The powers to be applied by Government BUO mot.. or on application by 

parties. 
IX. Yes. It should be conducted by the Revenue Divisional Officer. 
X. The under-tenant is concerned only with the tenant and should have nothing to 

· do with the zamindar. 
XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should not continue to have these powers. These 

should vest in a special tribunal to be constituted one for each district consisting of the 
District Collector and two other members elected by the members of the Assembly in the 
district from among themselves. 

(b) In the special tribunal mentioned above which should have touring powers. 
XII. (a) The single rate usually charged for that class of land should alone be 

levied. 
(b) No revision necessary. 

A dditional matte~. 

1. Provision should be made for the disposal of patt& transfers. 
2. Payment of kist by instalments should be from March. 
8. The tenants should get disputes settled by the tribunal through the ryot associ .... 

. ,tiona . 

. Memorandum by :Mr. Vljju Appalaswamy and others, lIrIaradam viJlage, Bobblli taluk, 
Vlzagapatam district. 

I. (a) The zamin ryot in the case of jirayati &nd inamdar in the C&se 01 mams. 
(b) The tenant should have the cultiv&tion rights. 

II. (a) Rent based on the taram and the irriga.tion facilities and a.ccording as the 
land is irrigated wet or dry or rain-fed wet or dry. 

(b) The same 88 in clause (a). 
(e) There should be statutory remission as otherwise no remission will be granted. 
(d) Should be settled once for all. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (0) Revision nol; neceSS&ry. 
(b) (No answer.) 
(0) The cOst of proceedings should be mexpensive, a stamp duty of one per cen\ 

for the sale of land and 12 annas for registration fees being charged and a reduction made 
in postage. Transfer of patta should be effected free of charge. For proceedings con-

· ducted in the courts, the stamp duty should not be high and postage eould be redll<led. 
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, IV; (a) The right of the tenant to water-supply should be inherent as being appurt.-
Il&Ilt to the land. 

(b) The landholder and the inamdar are now supplying water as they like. The1, 
&bould no longer have the right over water-supply. It should vest in the tenant. . 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The landholder or the zamindar should bear the cost. 

VI. No. 
VII. (a), (b) d: (e) The ryot has not 80 far been enjoying these rights. He should 

hereafter have these rights. Waste lands should not be granted on darkhast by the zamin
dar but should be given to ryots on lease at reasonable rates. 

vm. (a) The zamindar or the landholder should alone be made responsible for effect
ing repairs, etc. The ryot should not be held responsible for carrying out the same. 

(b) Yes. On report from the ryots, the Provincial Government to give notice to
the zamindar to effect the repairs. When the latter fails to effect them, Government 
should do the same and recover the cost from the zamindar. 

(e) On application by parties. 
IX. Yes. 
X. The pattadar has permanent rights in the land. The under-tenant should nol· 

have them. 
XI. (a) The Board of Revenue to continue to have these powers as tenants will nol 

obtain justice in special courts. 
(b) No special courts are necessary. Revenue or civil courts are enough. 

xn. (a) The rate for adjoining lauds should be charged without any penalty. 
(b) Reduction of not less than 25 per cent should be effected in respect of kattubadi 

due to the zamindar and in respect of rents paid by ryots. 

Memorandum by Purljala Venkataramanayya, Presldenl of Byots' AuoClatlOll of 
Chlntada vi1\age, Bobbill taluk, Vizagapatam district. 

I. (a) The tenant. 
(b) The tenant has all rights in the land. 

n. (a) A rent equal to one-sixth of the net income on land after deducting the cultiv .. 
tion expenses and cost of maintaining the teuant's family. 

(b) The crops raised, and irrigation facilities should be considered. 
(e) Yes. 
(Ill Once for all. 
(e) Yes. They should bve such powers. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) The powers should be withdrawn from the zamindar and vested in the village 

panchayats. 
(e) The right to the collection of rent and aale of holdings, etc., should be vested in 

the village pllnchayats. 
IV. (a) The rights to water-supply should be inherent as being appurtenant to the 

land. . 
(b) The zamindar should have no rights. All the rights should vest in th&· 

tenant. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindar should bear the entire cost. 

VI. No. 

;vII. (a) The ryot should be entitled to utilize them. 
(b) Yes, the ryot has such rights. 
(e) The zamindar has no such right. All the rights belong to the ryot. 

VITI. (a) The panchayat board should be empowered to collect irrigation fees and
maintain the irrigation works in proper condition. 

(b) The Government should see that one-half of the balance of rent paid by ryota. 
which remains after deducting the sum representin,g collectione.~n ,dry,lands at Rs. 2 per 
acre is deposited in the Government bank for effectmg repaIrs to Imgatlon works. 

(e) On the report of village pauchayat boards, Government engineers should, 
inspect and prepare estimates of repairs. etc.: and entrust the .work to panchayats. 

IX. Jamahandi should be conducted as 10 Government villages. 
\X. The under-tenant is entitled to ilie same rights 88 the .pattadar. 
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. XI. (a) The Board of Revenue ma.y continue to be so. 
(b) Civil courts are enough. Special courts are not required. 

XII. (a) Action should be taken in courts in such cases. Panchayat boards should 
~ect the separation 'of the lands encroached. 

(b) Revision is necessary. 

l!ell1Orandum by K. Satyanarayanamurthy, President, Kyots' Association of Nanuj1am, 
Burjavala8a and Sa~vada villages of Vizianagram Estate, Vizagapatam district. 

I. (a) The tenant. 
(b) The tenant has the permanent right of cultivation. 

II •. (a) A rent equal to one-sixth of the net income from lands after deducting the 
-eultivation expenses and the cost of maintaining the tenant's family. 

(b) Nature of the soil, irrigation facilities and the crops raised should be considered 
in fixing the rent_ 

(e) There should be statutory provision for remission, in the event of failure of 
-crops, due to seasonal adversities. 

(d) The rent should be settled once for all. 
(e) The Government should have reserve powers. 

m. (a) Yes. The powers should be withdrawn from the zamiudar. 
(b) Only the land in respect of which arrears of rent are due should be proceeded 

against. The movables, the other lands of the ryot and dwelling houses should not be 
. dlstrained. . 

(e) Village panchllYats should be entrusted with collection work. 

IV. The tenants have all the rights over water sources. The zamindar has no rights 
'whatever_ 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindar should bear the entire cost. 

VI. No. He cannot demand. But zamindars have converted pasture lands into 
'(lultivable lands and are collecting high rents for them. This should be stopped. 

VII. (a) The ryots are entitled to utilize them free of cost. 
(b) The ryots have a natural right to use them for such purposes. 
(e) The ryots have the right to enjoy them. 

VIII. (a) The Provincial Government should have the power to inspect and maintain 
the water sources and irrigation works, in good repair through panchayat boards. 

(b) The Provincial Government should have power to collect one-half of the rent 
'paid by the tenants on lands and utilize the same for repairs to irrigation works. 

(e) To be applied by Government 8UO motu. 

IX. Should be conducted every year by GovernlDt~nt offidal~. 

{
x. The under-tenants should have reasonable rights on the same footing as the 

pattadars. • I 

XI. (II) Special ct)urts necess:u-y. 
(b) Sp~ciul cffi~er~ should tour in the villllgeg to settle such disputes. 

XII. (a) One year's TEnt shontd he levied and tile lund shollld be granted on pa.tta 
-to the encroacher himr,elf on a fair rent. 

(b) Revision is necessary to prevent the zamindar from collecting jodi. etc., from 
iDamdars. 

Additional mott.r. 

The Ryots' Association requests the Government to make legislation preventing the 
samiudllr from causing hardships to the ryot in the matter of the above rights, pending 

.the present enquiry and its result. 



Xemorandum by the Secretary, Srlpuram Vlllage QODgress Committee, Srlpuraa Eatate,_ 
Palakonda &aluk, Vizagapatam d1atricl (Petition No. 260). 

I. (II) The te."IlWt ebould be the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The tenant should be entitled to all righte above and under the surface of U1e 

land. The zamindar .hould have 110 other right bllt the right of collcctiug rent. 
n. (a) A fair and equitable rent should not exceed one-eighth of the net income 

from the mnd which remains after deducti ng all the cultivation expenses. 
(b) In fixing a fair rent, the following factors should be considered :

(1) Fertility of the soil. 
(2) Irrigatiro facilities. 
(3) Aggregate ptOduce yielded. 
(4) Marketing facilities. 
(5) Prices. 
(6) The economic condition of the ryot. 
(7) The ryot's family. 
(8) The rate of income-tax. 

Ie) There should b~ statutory provision for r~mi,;sion on the ground of selWlnal 
adversities or fall in prices_ Due consideration should be given by the District Collector 
to the representations· of ryots and village panchayats and he should tender advice to 
zamin ryots and see that a reasonable remission is granted to them by the zamindar. 

(d) The principles for levying a fair rent llIay be enunc·iated an<' nn iLinemnt 
court should be c;mstituted for t,he convenience of tne ryots, in order to lIrl'ivc nt the 
figure as. occasion arises. 

(e) The Provincial Government should have such powers to save time and money 
to the ryot. In the event of the matter bemg represented by the ryot to the zamilldar 
and then by the zamindar to the Government, the ryot would sustu,in much loss of time 
and money. 

III. (a) ReviSIOn is necessary. 
(b) The zamindar should collect rent in the same way as on ordinary creditor does 

his dues. Even as a hetter alternative than this, will be the constitution of itinerant 
law courts. But the best course should be to entrust rent-collection work to village 
panchayats. 

(e) Village panchaynts should be constituted Rnd vested with statutory authority 
in IIOme respects including rent-collection. 

IV. (a) The right is appurtenant, in our opinion, to the leaee of the land. 'I'he 
zamindar's present monopoly of irrigation works is improper and the ryot is entitled 
to an ade'lllate wa.ter-supply for all the crops he /,'1'ows. 

(b) At present the zamindar enjoys superior rights over itTigation works. He 
collects fees for the supply of water to a second crop and exercises fishing rights. 

V. (0) Yes. 
(b) The zaruindar should bear the entire cost. 

VI. There are no mam.lds ill thi. zamindari. But the zamindar is collecting wott'T
rates ranging from Rs. 4 to Rs. 9 per acre, if any crop is cultivated in the land in any 
year by the ryot even after paying the full rent thereon, though he may nnt irrigate 
the crop with tank-w~ter. In some places, wet rates are collectpd on wa.te lands. 'l'b11J 
is unjust. 

vn. The right has not been recorded in favour of the ryots but he has been enjoy
ing the same as a matter of usage in certain places, subject to the mercies of officials. 
The ryot should have the right of usufruct of trees in w""te lands. He should be given 
rights in hiU and forc.t porambokes, etc., also. 

vm. The zamindar should be held solely responsible for the proper upkeep ·)f 
irrigation works. If he fails to take the necessary action, the Provincial Government 
8ho~ld have the power to effect the reqnired repairs.in time, withOllt can.ing a11Y I,,"s 
-of tIme and money to tbe ryot, and to recover the entire cost thereof from the zamindar. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is essential. 

'

x. The under-tenant should have the samp. Ktatuo 8S the pnttadar. A fair and 
equitable compensation may be given by the nnder-tenant to the p£ttadar in view of the 
fact that the latter had made the land fit for cultivation. 

XI. (n) The Boarel of Revenu~ should not have this authority. There should be 
constituted a Special Tribunal for this purpose. . 

(b) The Board of R","cnue and the civil eourts sllOuld have no powers in "this 
re"Pect. Special itinerant courts holding sittings in villal!cs should be constituted to the" 
advantage of the ryot~ as weI! as zamindars from the stand-point of economy and the. 
interests of justice. 
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XII. (a) 'rhis question does not arise if the proprietorship <4 land vests in the Jryot. 
The usual rent should be charged on the encroached land. , i 

(b) Collection work in this connexion should vest in village pnnehayat. on, behalf 
of the Government. 

OthlJ1' matteT8. 

Patta·transfers should be effected as per actual enjoyment, to avoid undu .. hardships 
in several cases. • 

2. Quick disposal of patta.-transfer applications is essential and a lllonth's time~ 
limit may be set for the same after intimation ·is given to the officials ofthezamindar; 
beyond which the zamindar should forfeit his elaims to the rent. " : 

3 The zamindar should bear the entire ceases and no stnmp dut) should b~ levied 
in suits arising under the Estates Land Act, these being treated 'as petitions. .' 

4. The Government should abolish permanent settlement, graduaJly Lake up all tbe 
zamindaris under their own administratlOn and effect rerairs, etc .• to ungatipll' wllrks. 
collect rent, etc., and hand over to the zaminclar the net income after deducting the 
running administrative expenses and the peshkash.' 

:Memorandum by Payidi AppaIaewami and other ryots of Gobbur v1llage VIa Rajam, 
Vizagapatam district, (Petition No. 257). ' 

I. (al The tenant is the proprietor of thl' soil. 
(b) The zamindar is entitled only to collect rent. All the other rightsbeIong 

to the tenant. 
II. Ca) A fair and equitable rent is that which is equal to one-fowth or the net 

income from land that remains after deducting the cultivatio'l and other expenses. 
(b) The same conbidel'ations as are laid down III ,B.S.O. No. I, namelv, fertiiity 

of the soil, irrigation faciitties, prices of the produce, marketing' facilities, and the 
present rates on adjoining Government h.nds and the economic condition of ryots. 

(e) OccasionaJ remissions should be granted, on the application of ryots or Ryots' 
Associations by the Dep1).ty Tahsildar who should' consult the ryot-representatives and 
the representatives of the 7,amindar, and the Revenue Di\'isional Officer should he the 
final authority 10 these matters. 

(d) The rate shOUld now be settle(1 permanently in all the zlLIlllDdaris. 
(e) It is necessary that the Government sl)ould have such reserve powers. 

III. (a) Revision is necessary. 
(b) Collection of rent ho.s 10 be effected by means of suits filed in civil. cOurt. as 

is usually done in the case of collectu)ns by mamdnrs from their ryots. 
, '(e) Collection of arrears of rent "hyuld be made ill the ".ual way hy proceeding 

against'movable and immovable properties. T!1e distraints, revenue suite anti executions 
of decrees now in vogue are not fair, these being highly elIpensive. The' lands, knocked 
/lewn, in revenue sales should be restored to the defaulters without any penalty, on p~y_ 
ment being made by them of the an'ears within silt months of the sale., ,Arrears 
accruing beyond a taali should not 'he made recoverable frolU a ryot. Colled,ion lwo\'k 
may be entrusted to village panchayats I\nd some remuneration may be given L\' them. 

IV. (a) The right of water.supply is i1IherE!n~ as being appurtenant to ~he 'land. 
The responsibility of maintaining the water-sources in good order rests with the', zamio
dar. The power to regulate water-supply should vest in the representatives of the ryets 
but not in the zalJlin<1ar. ' • 

(b) Agreements upholding the superior rights of the zamindar, are usually not 
found. If there ara any, these should not hold good. 
" V. (a) Survey snd settlement are quite essential. Subdivisions as per adtuhl enjoy

ment should be effected and pattas must be granted to the parties concerned. 
(b) The zamindar should bear the entire cost of sUl"'ey snd settlemen~' This 

cost should first be advanced by the Goverument and then reco,"ered from the zamindar 
'in instalments. ' The cost of demlU'!'ation s~one~ alone should be borne by the'l'}ob. 

VI. No. 

, . . ;VU. Pasture,lands 0tended for the gr~zing of cattle hne been monopoli.ed by 
zammdar. ~ho are lovymg fees thereon unjustly. l'he~ should he placed under the 
control of VllIage f'l\,,~?ayat.s for the com\Tlon· use of the ryots, e'Ven before the su\,\'ey 
and settlement of zammdans ar~ effected. The ryots' should be entitled 'to the uliliza-
tion of wood for agriculturaJ implements, free of coat.' , 

VITI. On app'licationbeing made by !yQt. or Byots" 'Associations, the Government 
shonld efl' ... ct urltent repairs through I.heir Public Works Departmonl O\'erseers and recover 
the" cost!rom the zamind!U'. The Government, may also ta.ke action in respeet of new 
tIom'CeR, 'if any. 

II-\! 
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IX. Yearly jawab..ndi is neCeSAal'y. The Dllltrict Collector should conduct jam .... 
bandi once in live years. 

X. The under· tenant. hus no dealings with the l<ILmin.lar. Ue should have all the 

\ 
rights except the occupancy right. 'I'he under·t,enant .hould not be el.pelled withou\ a 
notice being given to him. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should not have the powers as at present. A speciul 
court for eu.ch Illstrlct should be constitnted and it should be presided over by the Districl 
Collector. It should conSl.t or one memher of the Pro\ incisl Legislature trcOl the 
district and two representatives of ryots. 

(b) The court referred to above should be the finul authority in such matters. 
XII. (a) In respect of encrollr.hments \\1Iich do not affect public intE'rests, rent at the 

r:.ate on the adjoining land. should be charged without uny penalty. 
(b) .. J\.uttubudi," <lte., should be collected from movuble and immovahle proper. 

ties on a suit being mstituted against the defaulter. The zamindar should hear the 
costs of the suit, in case the suit is instituted without a notice being given to the party. 

Othp., maLtera. 

1. The rent coll"cted by the 21lmindars should be rayuble in four equul iu&talrul!nta 
from January to ApI·il. 

o 2: 'l'his year the . crops have failed to the extent of ov~r sixty per cent. 'Ihero is no 
drinking·water and the public and the cattle are therefore suffering very much. 

3. 'l'he zamindars are pressing us hard for payment of o.rrears of relit und the money. 
lenders who had advanced loans are also pressing us. We are suffering abject poverty. 

4. Our village, Gobbur, belongs to Bobbili Estate and the village is a II1okhal>B 
village meant for Sri Jaganru.tdha Swami of Puri. About 40 years ago, we were pa)lllg 
only Bs .. 800 annually and this wus subsequently raised to Bs. 1,800 by the Raja of 
Bobbili as the hereditary trustee. :For the last four years. he has heen collecting Bs. 3,tlOl). 
Unable to pay up the arrears of rent, we Ilre hard presRed for tood sud raiment. No 
repairs are being elIe~ted ouce ]u two or three years at least, although aunullI repairs 
are imperative. Cl'OpS are failing. Suits are instituted in respect of inalll lanil! and as 
against Be. 1-4-0 assessed before, a kattubadi amount of Rs. 32 is now levied. 

Memorandum by Mr. GottimnkkaJa Venku Sitaramaraju, etc., OD behalf of the ryota of 
Slderamapuram, Eatb&tam, Xandipudi Sathyavaram, Pedaramabhadrapuram, M-nga
varam and Aratlakota villages and zamln estates of Chemudu and lfakkapaJll, 
Vizagapatam district. 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) Our ancestors had in the past cleared the forests and brought the land under 

cultivation. The zamindars did not grant the lands fit for cultivation clearing them of 
forest growth. 

II. (a) A fair and equitable rent shouM be based on rates similar to those prevailing 
in Government villages. 

(b) Lands to be divided' tharamwar' as in Government villages and fair rent 
fixed. 

m. (a) &; (b) (Answers not given.) 
(e) Collection of rents and sale of holdings, etc., through village panchayats would 

be less costly and easier. 
IV. (b) The zamindar has full rights in water.sources as matters stand at present. 

Water is supplied only to the lands of those whom the zamindar likes. 
V. (a) Estates should be surveyed ani a record of rights maintained compUlsorily. 

(b) In certain estates like Pittapur and Vizisnagram, zamindars have borne 
the whole cost of survey. Similarly zamindars to bear all the cost. 

VI. The landholder should not demand fees other than land·rent from tenants. 
VII. (a) The zamindar has full rights with regard to the utilization of local natural 

. facilities at present. Such rights should be given to the ryots. 
(b) Tenants have no such inherent right as matters stand at present. 

VIII. (a) Engineers should he appointed as in Government areas to supervise and 
maintai; irrigation sources and works. 

IX. There should be yearly jamabandi for zamin villages as is the case with Govern· 
ment ryotwari villages. 

X. U nder·tenants should have rights along with pattadars with regard to water-supply, 
cultiVlition and using natural facilities for domestic and agricultural purposes. 

XI. (a) There should be cons.tituted a specisl tribunal for tbepurpose. . 
. (II) Itinerant special courts should be constituted to try disputes between tenants 

and zumindars. , 
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XU. (a) The zamindar should collect land-rent on the land occupied unauthorill:edly. 
at the prevailiing rates and grant pattas to the ryots concerned for such lands. 

Memorandum by the North Vizagapatam District :8.yota' Asso::iatioD. 

On behalf of the North Vizagapataru Di.trict Ryoto' Association, we beg to submit 
the following memorandum of grievances in ad,liLion to the answers already sent, for 
favour of your kind cousideration and immediate redress. 

This association was started in 1933, for the economic uplift and social welfare of 
the peasantry in this part of the district. Every zamindal'i area has got its own ryots' 
association and the ullnor proprietary villages have formed themselves into a separate 
organization. Each have on their rolls hundreds and thousands of members and are all 
affiliated to the parent organization. It has its own pre~s ann hus its own officiul organ,· 
a nationalist Telugu Weekly (Prajof)anl) to can'y its message to the remotest corners· 
of the district. Thi~ brief history of the association whos" interests we have choden to 
represent seems to be Ilecessary to impress upon you the strength 'lIld rightiollsnCllS of 
the cause we represent. 

Before preparing this report our association organized an intensive tour from the 
15th to 24th November. Many zamindari ryots' meetings were held in every estate to 
ascertain their grievances and gather material for the preparation of this report and 
for SUbmitting answers to your questionnaire.. At all places visited by us, the ryots 
in their thousands aSBPmbled to narrate their tale of woe. Besid~s public meetings we held 
informal d.iscussion~ with representative leading ryots on tho various issues raised in 
the questionnaire and have recorded their opinions on each one of them. 

Our answers to the questionnaire and the present report is a true reproduction· of· 
the most important of their grievances which we have noted down with a good deal of 
caution and accuracy. You will kindly notice that only matters of vital intere~ts and 
immediate importance are being submitted to you in this memorandum. 

At every celll.re a number of petitions cataloguing their grievances were presented t(} 
us, which have duly heen submitted to the c.ommittee. 

Every information embodied in this report is therefore based on solid and sterling 
facts which can stand any special enquiry which you may deem fit. The geI!e1'll1 trend 
of the feelings of the ryots may be gauged from the several answers and reports submitted 
by the various ryots' associations before the committee. 

We request you to kindly bear all the facts and information In mind and incorporate them 
in any report that you may finally snbmit to the legislature and the Government. 

The Parlakimedi eatate.-This estate is the largest and most important in North 
Vizagapatam, consisting of 526 villages, divided into 24 muttas, covering an area of 639 
squru"e mJles paying an yearly pesbkash of Rs. 87,825-4-0 to the Government and deriving 
an income of over five lakLs, besides forests and other revenue from the tenant."" 'fhe 
zamindari was in the administration of the Courts of Wards, several times, since 183U, 
until the prespnt I{aja assumed the administrat,ion of the estate. "The zamin,]ari 18 

full of hills, betwepn which are numerous extensive and fertile valleys." "The VaUl
sadhara and Mahen~l'aLbanaya r,ivers Bow in t~e estate and Captain Randal "'as sug
gested the constructIon of a navlgahle canal which would at the FJame time be a"ailuble 
for the irrigation purposes between Bathili and great salt depot at N aupada." 

'l'here are many tine tsnks of large size in this estate among which are the Rama
sagaram, Sitasl1garam, Brundavansagaram, Krishnasagaram, Chitanyasagaram Raclha
sagaram and man~' other tanks which at pre .... ut are in a bad state of repair though at 
one time regular lIOurCflS of water-supply to vast fields under the ayacut. 

, , 
Resettlement opentions. 

Enharwemenl of ri., annas if! the" rupce.-About the year 1862, the Court oC 'Wards 
see!!, to have fixe~ tue cas~ rp.nt~ In thiS estate taking the settlement rates of th .. adjoill;ng 
Chlcscole talu~ Into consideratIOn. About the same period the estatp seems to have 
been surve-yed In block system and Mr. Forbes, the Collector of Ganjam a. repres~ntati'l'e 
of the Court of Wards, proposed Rs. 2 to Rs.7 per I!o('re of wet land just on the same lever 
fixe!l by the settlement officer for the Government taluk of Chicacole. These rates were 
introduced in 1868 and are being uniformly paid and accepted without trouble till this 
date • 

. These .lon~ estqblis?ed rstes were so.nl!ht to be disturbed under section 30 (1); anc! 
SUits were Instituted 8!!&lDst the ryots of ell'(hteen villages and decrees obtained. The nots 
ollpo"ed and lost their case because thev could not prove a contract not to enb'IDC8 rent oS. 

The ryots had no !'eC;)fda to prove and they had no access to the records. 
n-2-A. 
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Ad the zamiI..dar felt it difficult to institute suits against everyone of t4e ryota 
numbering about two lakhs, he applied to the Government to sanction .. settlement of 
rents under Chapter Xl. This W88" in 1925. He stated clearly in his application that 
he is entitled to an enhancement of 2 annas in the rupee only. In 1926, following the 
decision of the Madra. High Court in 49 M.ad., 499, he put in another petition to 
the Government, that liccorrling to thu.t decision, he would be able to have some mistakes 
in the. old classificatiou l"eclm.,d in a settlement. 

Subsequently before the Settlement Officer, he pra:/ed for a i!OO per cent enhancement 
over the existing rntee of rcnt. 1.'he Settlement Offi.::er held that, undul: ChapLt!l" XI 
he could fix any rat~ which he thinks fair and equitable and gave 100 per cent enhance
ment on the ground of rise in prices. On appeal, the 8ettlewent ComOli.sioner held that 
when matter for consideration were only ~uch 88 would arise ill a suit under Chapter 111, 
the Settlement Officer is restricted to the limits laid down in the said chapter and sa.nc
tioned an enhancement of two annas in the rupee. 1.'he majority of the full Boord held 
thaL the restriction'J and limitations of Chapter ill do not apply in proceedinga under 
Cbapt~r XI and gave an enhancement of 37. per cent. The High Cowt was moved for 
writ of certillrari, but they aJso held that the interpretation of the BOUl"d, of the lu.ngnage 
of section 168 was corroct alld that no writ could issue. 

"Tbe words ". Neighbouring land of similar description with similar advantages·' 
were not intended to exclude the Government area. 1.'hey only take into accounL the 
clm,titions of the soil, the irrigation facilities, the climatic changes, the means of accel!
sibility, the difficulties of cultivatio!l. etc. '.But the~e are heing interpreted ." "" to mean 
Illnds in the neighLouri:.Jg zammdari and not the neighboUI"lllg GovernOletlt land •. 

These adverse interpretations are arising out of the want of definiteness in the language 
of " the" section of the Estates Land Act as it stands. The defect can be rectified by 
clearly defining that .. l!'air and equitable rent" is the rent which Governmcntwould 
taka for such land and" Neighbouring land" means neighbouring •. Government Jand.'" 

imgation sources neglected.-Since the time of the rendition of the estate not a 
single tank i. improved. Big breaches, if any due to heavy floods are being attended to. 
But the feeding channels, etc., are being ne!(lected. 'l'he channel leading water into 
Sitasagaram Ilear Parlakimedi town has gone into breaches and the e.tate has not 
attended to it. The ryols are put to the necessity of covering lip these breaches and 
when the ryots approached the estate for the repairs, we are told that the ryots generally 
were asked to go to the mell to w hom they htl '"" ,"oted dw·ing elections. These ryotl 
were .driven to the necessity of spending from their pockets for repairing breach6l!. 'The 
<lhannel leading water from Sitaoagaram (Parlakimedi town) to Papascri and other aeries. 
Pathapatnam and other villages, and towards the Pinnacheruvu lands, is almost entirely 
encroached UpOIl and even the remaining part is silted up. No water is flowing through 
this, and it is not being attended to. There are any number of instances of this kind
vide pages 42 and 43, Economic Condition of the Zamindari Ryots, Part I, published 
by the Andhra Zamindari Ryots' Association, Kovvur. 

The tanks in tl)e estate have never been properly surveyed. Their capacity is not 
correctly appraised. 'I'he silt deposits iu them have never been cleared since the time 
when they were constructed some hundred or more years back. The ayacut which 
they are supposed to be irrigating is not correctly estimated. To add to these most of 
the tank-beds are being given out on pattas; sometimes at exorbitaut rates. 

Second-crop water-rate.-When joint pattas are issued to all the villagers after 
the block survey of 1867, no mention was ever made about a second-crop water-ratoe. 
Individual pattas were issned in W06 aud 1007, but even then no mention of a second
crop water-rate was made. A clause was for the first time introduced in the pattns 
of 1913, that water-rate would be charged when second crops were grown with water 
from estate sources. Therein, it was clearly stated that the ratcs so levied would not 
exceed Government rates. But in 1923, .a. schedule of rates which were far in excess 
of the Government rates was introduced into bhe patta. When the ryots oppesed such 
a schedule, iL was removed", but a clause WaR introduced to the effect that rh'lsc who 
wan~ water for second crop should put in written applications agreeing 10 the rates that 
would be fixed by the Diwan and take water after obtaininga wrltten permiRsion. A prir.ted" 
application form was insistedupen in which the schedule of rates that was deleted uom 
the path. '\Vas incorporated. 

"Meanwhile the estatss';ed· soine . ryats for second-crop water-cess at rate aa per their 
schedule. "The summary court, the District as well as the High Court held that "Ube" 
condition in the patta was vague and not binding on ryots and decreed only according 
tp GClv,':'1Iment rate~. 'I'hell this ~i\~leg~ was" not extended ·to . all the ryots but only 
those" wno. contested· m courts are en)oymg It. A number of representations that in i"otice 
only" ~overnmeut rates should be collected" from all the ryots were made, bnt estate 
asid that all those that agreed to pay the rates could nat uow break the contracc. " 
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'rhe estate is not prepared to respect either the deeisions of court or the suggestions 
of Collectors. l.'he grl~vances of the ryots 0IIJl only be redressed by su~table JeglsllltlOn. 
In the meantime tile Divisional Officer of Chicaccle and the Deputy ::>ul'ermtendent of 
Police, Parlakimedi., arranged a compromise betw~n the ryl'ts and the zami"dar in 1!130. 
'I'he conditions of the agreement are (1) that the ryots should pay half the a~s~s.lllent· 
as fixed lly the Diwall, in advance, and the other half wheu due; (2) th .. t, the estate 
.hould keep the money only as a deposit and repay such part of it as m .. y be held by the. 
High Court to be inadmissible; and (al that the estate .nonld supply wate~. Both the 
ryots and the zamindar signed the agleement. But in 11l31, the .estate refu:;ed. to abide 
by the condillOns of llle agre~llJellL allli iusisted upon the prmted apphcat:ons. In 
]933, the District Collector of Ganjam drafted another agreement on the ba~lB of the 
forrner agreement, but the Raja Saheb did not agree to it. l.'he ryots were dnven to the 
necessity of giving np growing the second crop. 

The estate refused to supply water to those ryots who did not put in the written. 
application a{,>Tecing to the rat~" fixed by the Diwan. When the ryots .of Sarav.akote 
tried to take water, the estate prayed the District Munsif's (;ourt, Chkacole, to pa.8li> an 
inj u~ti(J!l order on theW' restraining them f,·om taking. water. Since the estate contested 
.that they have the right of even refusing water, if they liked, the learned Munslf held 
that the estate had no such right and refused to give the injunction, but expressed clearly 
that the .• estate cannot refuse water on the ground that the ryots did not agree tp 'pa~y, 
rents that would be fixed by a Diwan .. and that .. if the estate wanted to enforce this 
{londition, they should bring a suit under section 55 of the Madras Estates Land Act." 

Rent collection--Highhanded methods.-The right of distraint which the Act gives 
to the zamindarR is being uscd as a weapon for oppression. ThOde th .. t dare to diller in 
opinion from the Raja 'u'e the most victimi~ed in this instance as in the c,'.e of lal1nch~ 
ing of forest cases. Forest guards are being uRed in the revenue collections and distraints 
thus. terrorizing the people into the belief that they would be Drosecuted under forest 
<>ffences, if this did DoL imDlcdiatdy pay. 

Interferenc p with .1cctiotl8.-The interference of the Raja in Local Boards and Assembly 
elections is highly inconveniencing the people. The inhabitants of many of the villages 
that did not vote for tho ,. Raja's party" m the taluk board elections were persecuted. Per
mits to fetch wood and ether matel"lals fr'lIn the forests are refused to them. Repairs to 
their tanks and channels are not attended to. Th~ir cattle are not permitted to graze 
in the forest. I·'orcst. cases are launched against many of them. In short the forest 
administration of the Parlakimedi estate is now a weapon to persecute and ten'oriz~ the 
people. 

Police requisitions.-The estate generally makes alarming repurts to the Government 
saying that a no-tax campaign is being preached or that the forests are being destroyed 
aud so forth and misrepresent that there is going to be a breach of public peace. These 
are merely attempts to get police aid and Government sympathy, and then terrorize the 
people into subjection in all matter. even in instances where the estate has n,' legal 
rights. l.'hese are attempts to get the leading persons, who oppose the unjustifia!)le 
·demands of the est.ate out of the way, so that they may afterwards extort frnm the 
people whatever th~y like, brandishing the fate of these leading person in their eyes. 
Some of the leading ryoLs were prosecuted under the seeuri ty sections. 

FOl'est grievlltlces.-During the time of the Court of Wards, in the P~rlakimedi estate 
all people, irrespective of their being pattadars or not. were freely enjoying the fore"ts. 
But subsequent to the passmg of the Estates Land Act, the Parlakimedi estate began 
allowing this right only to the pattadars. 

Rule.5 of. the rull's framed by the Governm~nt for the management of th/} fotests 
in Parlakimedl estat~ says that all p~ople who live 1D villages around any (otest (not. 
reserved) have the right of free grazing of theIT cattle, free gathering of fuel oreen 
leaves. thorns ~nd ~h? frep.. collertion of timbe~ req'.1ired for agricnltural alld dC'mesii; pur
poses. But thiS prlvtlege. IS nowhere nl!owed 1D thiS estate. When forests were reserved~ 
a system of tokens WIIS Illtroduced whICh allowed only pattadars to enjoy such facilities. 
Subsequently eveil these tokens were removed from many places. Where they are in 
existence, they are only nominal. . 

Fo~ests in the very vicinities of inhabited villages and cultivated lands are reserved. 
The Wild heasts fro~ the forests cause. any lIJIlount of havoc to the villagers, their 
cattle, as well as .thelr crops. If any villager dares to shoot a wild beast. the forest 
guards prosecute him on the false charge that the game was shot in the ·reserves. Some 
nameless fellows !"ho ht\ll~ on t.he gllards would he cited as witnesses. The guard 'will 
not send a. first mformation report to the magistrate or to the police. CasIls will be 
filed somptlmPB aft~r months or ~ven after on~ or two years. In the meanwhile the 
ase would be mampulptcd according to the whllDs of the forest· officers. 
i 'j • \ ~ 1 



These reserve forests being interspersed all over the taluk, villagetl being situat.edall 
IOund them, there is no possibility to know whether the people are gettlDg their wood 
from the reserves or unreserves. There are 110 thanas where the forest produce can 
be checked. 'fhe guards catch hold of people getting wood on the road Bnd challenge 
them that the wood is fr'>m th~ reserv~s lind prosecute them. It is a custom With these 
guards to go rour,d the villages in the neighbourhood of reserv<lO, look at some fencing 
or other and then prog~cute the ryot With the charge that he stole the matbrials (roll1 the 
reserve, and prosecute him, if no private adjustment can be ani' ,ed at. 

The number of kindR of trees that should not be cut down even in the unrellerVCB :s. 
47. Some of these kinds themselves ate not to be found even 10 the reserves, wuch 
less in the unreserves. If so many kinds of trees are prohibited, there is nothing else 
irJ many of the forests which the people can cut down excepting thorny bushes. 'l'he 
guards in the estate recognize these kinds of wood and in the result, people will be 
prosecuted even though they cut the right kind of wood. The raLe~ of seiglliC'rage now 
in vogue are too high. The estate charged at the rate of 9 pies per head-load of dry 
wood. The Savaras are getting at the most one and a quarter anna for such a head-load. 
(In tbe town, they a little more.) For his labour of whole day, he may not get 
even half-lID-anna as wages. 

The estate is le'lSing out its right of collecting of seigniorage to Cl>ntract..,rs. 'l'!tese 
contractors collect rates as they please far in excess of the authorized rates. For instance, 
the rate for one bandy load of green wood is Re. 1-4-0. But in some cases, the con-. 
tractors are said to be collecting five annas for bis clerk as they say. Local differences 
are being augmented by tbis kind of leasing out. In order to get the muimum amount 
the estate will set up a competition between parties in the neighbouring villages. To 
satisfy their private revenges, these contractors, with the help of the estate staff, put their 
opponents to any number of difficulties by not allowing the people of those villages te> 
get IIDY forest produce, by preventing even sellers from selling even in 8uch villages. 

In tbis connexion, it is most necessary to refer to the condition 0/ the Ballarat lIS 
related by some of them, who met us at some places during our tours. Originally, they 
were charged at the rates of one rupee for every .. Podu" they cultivated. They used 
to enjoy the produce of trees like mangoes, tamarind, which were situated in thpse podu~. 
It was and still is obligator" on them to discharge the lolluwlog duties, free of wages 
(called vetti), (l) s!lpplying two head-loads of fuel to the neighb\lurlDg tempi" on e"ch 
full-moon a.nd new-moon day; (2) supplying two head.loads of fuel to the palace on BUY 

festive occasion; (3) bringing wuterials reqUired for the constmctiona of pandalp for the 
Raja and constructing them; (4) cutting and carrying wood for the estate 8ale depots; 
(5) supplying fruit and otltf'r vegetables, currys, etc., to the camps of tho eAtate; and 
(6) doing free service on the estate farms, besides carrying luggages. etc. Some of these 
vettis. they have to do lor the forest guards and the contractors ns well. If at all, they will be 
given one·half " Adda .. of rice and one-fourth of an anna per head of these occasions. when 
they have to be outside their homes. And now the right of collecting mangoes, tamarind, 
etc .• is taken out of their hands and being leased out to the Rellies. So, even the little 
remuneration that the Savaras were getting is now denied to them. Even in cases whEre 
the Savaras are permitted to gather the mangoes, etc., they have to pay seigniorage in addi
~ion to the " Podu fees." The Rellies have also to pay seigniorage to the contractors in 
addition to the coJ'tr!lct fees. S~igniorage will be collected from them every time th~ 
are accosted, though with the same mateIjal which was once paid for. 

Therefore it is necessary that reserves wherever they are in the midst of habitcd 
villages should be converted into unreserves and the right of inhabitants for collection 
of necessary material from forests should be reC'ogmzed by statute. 

'l'he tenant,s have got the inherent right to use the forest produce for domestic and 
agricultural purposes free of cost. 

Public paths, communal lands and hill and forest porambokes are meant for the 
nse of the villagera in general. The Government held them for the benefit of the vil
lagers. All these belong te> the community and hence to the Government and not tl} 
the landholder. 

Therefore, all the forests for agricnltural nse shall be transferred to the control 
and management ot village panchayats as in Govern ment area. and all communal lands. 
and properties also placed under the village panchayats. 

Before. we conclude the case of this estate, we cannot but mention the universal 
sense of discontent anil alRrm of the ..ryots, as regard. enhaDcinll the present rents 
by 37l per cent. Apart from the reasonableness or otherwise of the demand or the 
legality or il}~alityo~ th~ clai,? ~his is a time most inopportune for any enhancement. 
The economic depreSSion IS welghmg heavilv noon the coDntry. Ryots are not able to 
pav their existing rents. They are heavily indebted. Even the Government have ecm& 



to the conclusion that a. remission of rents is necessary even in the case of Governmen," 
jirayati area. Year after year, the Government ha.d thought Ilt to grant r~mis.lOn& and 
this year 75 lakhs of rupees are being remitted, while in this estate an enhancement of 
six annllf in the rupee is being enforced. The Marjoribanks report further recommend 
to suspend settlement operations in ryotwari areas considering the deplorable economic 
condition of the ryots in Government jirayati areas. 'rhe condition of the ryots in 
zamindari areas is no way Letter and ,be same benefit should in fairness be extended 
to the zamindari areas as well and suspension of all recently enhanced rates and settlement 
.operations now going on III severa.! estates should immediately be ordered. 

M andasa estate. 

This estate is approximately 132' square miles in &rea. consisting of 166 villa.ges paying 
a yearly peshkash of Rs. 14,035 and deriving an annual income of Rs. 3 lakhs from 
tenants. It is now under the management of the Court of Wards. 

" The founder of the family Pa.chendra Bamman Singh is said to have directed in 
the vision to settle in the Mahendra Malayas of the Kalinga circar and the tra.dition i~ 
:that he came from Northern India., the Punjab." 

Burdened with "eaf)Y cash rents.-The old pra.ctice of the estate was to collect rents 
-only in cash as some pattas and receipts pertaining ,to that period clearly show that in 
the period between 1906 and 1912, the then zamindar insisted for half thll share of produce 
-as Raja. bhagam nnd there were a series of troubles, disputes a.nd civil litigations between 
the zamindar and the ryots. About four years after the advent of the Madras Estates 
Land Act in about the year 1912, the ryota themselves applied for settlement of cash 
rents. The present high cash rents ranglDg from !'ts. 14 to Rs. 28-8-0 is only the 
result of that requisition. But a perusal into the prices between the fasli 1322 and fasli 1331 
<In the basis of which those cash rents were fixed will show that they were of a. perIod 
when the prices after deducting 5 per cent was at no time less than Rs. 41 and went 
~ven as high a.s Rs. 73 per bundy. But to insist upou these reuts e\ eu nudel' the present 
deplorable market conditions when the price of paddy per bandy is oulv !'ts. 25 is not 
only unbearable, but highly unjust. The taramW11r rates for wet and dry a.ccording 
to the seLtiement in 1922 and the present demand compared with the demand prior to 
sel t1ement and the arrears of rent and decrees outstanding in some of the villages in tliese 
estates is shown below In the tabulated form. This by ilself will sholV that the demand 
in each village is incroased by many folds and heavy cash rents fixed by the settlement 
in 1922. In the result, the tenants were unaLle to llleet the demands of the estates aud 
-have fall in arrears to the tune of several lakhs of rupees. In spite of the liberal remi.
sions amounting to about rupees one lakh and eighty thousand granted by the Court of 
Wards, the ryots are still groaning under the burden of heavy arrears of rent. 

VIDaP. 
T.ramwarl nte •. DemRnd prior to Prelent . • Arrean otreat8 

Wet. D",. let< lemoot. d ..... 4. and other decree.. 

aB • .&. 1". BS ..... P. 1\8. .... P. Ba. 

Pidimand .... 23 0 0 1 20 0 0 
18 0 0 r 1,600 0 0 3,600 About R •• 10,000 
B-lin fod. 80 oart load. paddy. 

8 0 0 
8 0 0 J 

Devllpuram •• 

It aripuram •. 

Ambagam .• 

Xurtilipalem 

22 0 0 2 0 n 600 0 0 17 0 0 I 8 2.500 About Ra. ,,010 
18 4 0 2 8 0 In 1878 R •. 2.300-~· } 16 8 0 In 1891 Re. 3.070-~. 8.033 .. 3,500 
18 8 0 I I'" 0 In 1895 Re. 4,519-4-0. 
18 13 0 8 2 H In 1893 Re 2,3 O} 
17 S 0 2 1 In 1905 R .. 3.070 6,800 About Re. 8,000 
J5 8 0 1 0 In 1912 Re. 4,519 
2B 8 0 1 
21 1~ 0 I 8 0 
16 8 0 
I' 0 0 1 III 0 
RaiD fed. BLa3,U8 10,300 About Re. 2,800 
12 0 0 1 1 0 
9 0 0 
8 , 0 
7 , 0 

II 8 0 
20 11 0 III 1896 Re. 940 2,240 About Bo. 2,000 19 " 0 
n , 0 
16 8 0 
14 11 0 " 0 0 In 1833 a.. 1,2110 ',129 lIlI. 13 0 0 I " 0 
10 8 0 
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In the year 1921-22, when the Settlement Officer fixed these rates, the story guca 
that the Special Revenue Officer in the first instance fixed far lower rates \llan 
what have been subsequently settled by him and in the Madanapuram alias Hinnala 
village, rough pattas were also issued fixing the rates at Rs. 13-8-0, Rs. 12, R ... :l.l)4H). 
Rs. 9 for wet lands and Rs. 4-tHl for rainfed. Subsequently God alone knows what 
influences were brought to bear upon the officers these rough pattas were cancelled and 
very high rates far in exceB8 of the previons rates were fixed. The following table will 
show how the rat&! originally fixed in the rough pattas were subsequently enhanced:-

Jl,ate .lb.ed &CD!>td lnI btu 
&0 wblcb rougb IOboIeI.IUf'otl,. 

pauu were Iuued. enhancod, 
VllLaae. 

... ... P. M. ... •• 
{ 

13 0 0 23 10 0 
IS 0 0 21 0 0 
10 8 0 U 6 0 

9 0 0 17 6 0 
• • • • • 

Rainfed.. 'SO 800 

This wonld c1eo.rly show that the Settlement Officer in the exercise of his discretion 
has almost doubled the rates originally fixed by him in the case of Maclanapuram village . 
.. Documentary el1idence will be let in at the time of enquiry." 

Amani fJillagl',.-ln the case of amam villages also, the demand from each village 
was enhanced to a large extent year after year in the cow-se of appr&lsement of crops. 'I'he 
inordinate delay in the appraisement of standing crops and the high appraisement ma.lc by 
the estate officials is causing great hp.rdRhip to the tenants. 

Coercifle melhud8 of collection.-Even with regard to the methods of coercion and 
oppl'ession adoeted by the estate officials under direct instructiuns from the ex-Diwan 
himself, there have been many petitions to the District Collector. Allegations have 
been made of the grobS abuse of section 77 of the Estates Land Act in the matter 01 
illegal and arbitrary way of distraining movables, doors of houses, etl'., prohllJited by the 
9~d section. 

With regard to thp rent suits filed in batches at Chicacole in the Revenue court, in 
'most cases the ryots concerned do not even know for what amount. thcy ar~ "elug .ued 
a"d for what amount e't parte decrees are given against until actual execntion procood
ings are launched ag'illlst them, The practice of actually sprving of 8uuomOUSe" ~uu lIoti~ 
even without taking thumb-impressions and on the mere .. Nishani" of the illiterat 
ryots suppo"6d to have been taken before the village headman who are either in' tI.e l1irec 
payor under the influence of thp ectate is pernicious. 

In spite of all thcse coercive methods of collections adopted by the eAtat,e. t.he very 
fact that arrears of rent have accumulated to several lakhs oC rupees clearly indicate • 

. of the deploIable condition of the ryots and their utter incapacity to bear tbe burden of 
heavy caRh rents in this estate. It is thereCore necessary that all arrears of rent .holJ Id 
be written off ns irrecoveral.olp. bad ilebts of the estate, and that the exist inA' heavy cash 
re~t~ ~hould be subrtantially reduced to a level very .Dear to the rates obtaining in the 
adJommg J alantra estate; . 

Repair8 of irrigatiun "J1trres,-No care or attention seems to have been be. lowed on 
the normal duties of thp. estate such as attending to r"pairs of the irrigation "Ollrce. from 
fasli 13,30 down to the present day. The, ryots of Palem, Patarakonda. Mulipadu and 
other Vlllages have conSIderably sulTered tb,S year for want of proper irrigAtIOn facilities. 
Their main irrigating channel in the Mahendra Thaua)'a has becn considerably Bilted up, 
The water in the river could not be diverted into the channel which is in's Car higher level 
than the river-bed and consequently hundreds of acres were left waste. It is reported 
that tbe p"tition of the ryots Cor the construction of the masonry dam at the mouth oC 
the cbannel across the river is so far not heeded by the Court of Warda thout;'h th"y 
have personally represented their case to the Secretary, Court oC Wards. at Madra., 
The longstanding demand of the ryots of Govindapur and VenkatBvaradaTajapuralJl (or 
~nstructing a masonry dam across .. Sunnamudya Gedda" and to cloll6 t.he breaches 
,m. the ,same has 1'0 Car been, neglected, . The repeated prayers of the Balajipuram ryots 
requestmg the estate to repaIr the Chakirevu Gedd!l is 80 Car leCt withont repairs. 

This estate has no proper irrigation Cacilitiea and during the years of scanty rainfall 
or failure of the monsoons, there is diminution of' water-supply and consequent failure 
of crops. The ryota feel that an irrigation project with a reservoir at the top of the h;lls 
·near .. Padlgam" or some other convenient place. would be a great boon not only to 
Mandasa estate but also to Jalantra estate and some of th~ Budarisinpi villages. We 
therefore reQuest thnt the Government would be pleased to Investigate the MCheme and 
prepare detailed plans :lod estimates for its execution thus to afford proper anof regulated 
irrigation facilitiM to tbe ryots in these estates. 
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, .. , FIWest. g;ie~/J1Ice.'.-In the application of the rules for the .management of· the !Dre.;t!r 
the estate is said to have been arbitrary and the rules are bemg used mostly as mstru-, 
ments of coercion and oppression. The seigniorage collected being as high as Re. 1-4--0: 
besides other illegal mamuls is prohibitive particularly in comparison with the adjacent: 
existing rate of 8 ann:lS in the neighbouring estate of Budarisinghi. 

We beg to point out that as many as 40 other villages have applied for survey, record.., 
of-rights and settlement. Some of them were surveyed and none of them have yet been, 
settled although eight years have elapsed and petitions after petitions have been put in, 
by the ryots. The snme difficulties of paying varam rents continup. still even thuughthe 
ryots have paid hard cash for settlement. 

la/antra estatf. 

The Jalsntra estElte in the Sompeta taluk consisting of 78 villages is appr(lximateli, 
100 square miles in area paying a yearly peshkash of Rs. 7,384, with an income of ovez; 

·80 thousand rupees from the ryots. . 
JalantTa-D,:~titute of water.-" This zamindari said to have been founded hJ 

Sri Purushotama Gajapati Deo who halted in a jungle near Mahendm mountain when. 
returned to Cuttack utter his victory Gt Conjeeversm.. After subduing the neighbouring 
Savaras he nominat"d his son Govindo Choitonyo Deo to be Raja and then called the pla~ 
, J alantra' the circumstances of its being a track devoid of wateT. As an emblem of. 
his having overcome and rednced the hill people to obedience the king further ordered tbeiJI 
pet ' U ria Zalo • with which they were a.ccustomed to catch wild beasts to he used as 
.,. sign by t he Raja:' 

This est"te app~ars to have been surveyed and settled along with Parlakimedi estate 
about thEl year 1868, when it Wit" undp.r thp. mltnagp.ment of the Conrt of Wards. The 
rat.es fixed ranging to R$. 3 to Rs. 6 on nn average wet and Re. 1 to Rs. 2 dry are qnit" 
fIlVOIll':\o!e th<lui:h tb~y a.e little far in excess of the l'lltes prevailing in the adjoining 
Govemu.ent tllluk ul Ichl"lmpuram. 

lV al.tT-.!Iupply and Irrigation 8ources.-The estate is full of mElny big hills. Adequat~ 
amounts are never sanctioned for their repairs. The tank-beds ;n many eases are 
encroached upon by ~he ryot. and they are being given on patta on paymen~ of high 
premiums. Consequo!ltly the capacity of the tanks to hold sufficient quantity of wa!·er 
i& diminished and the lands under the ayneut had to suffer for want of sullicient supply 
of water. Often duo to scarcity of rainfall, there has been failure of crops almo.t every 
year and the ryots are forced to pay their dues even if the crops have completely failed. "In 
this estate the ryots never had the benefit of any remissiolls in any year. .'. 

The Vizianagraru samasthanam some years back in order to afford irrigation faci~ 
\if,iaR to the ryots started a project nnd had dug a channel up to the Padignm .,.;Ilage. 
Subsequently, this irrigation scheme was abandoned and so far it is not taken up in 
spite of several petit!ol1s sent to the estate authorities and to the Court. oC Wards. III 
Oc·toher 1937, the ryots went to Madras and urged on the Hon 'ble Revenue Minister 
and t.he Secretary, Court of Wards, on the immediate necessity of taking up the Padigam l'ro-' 
ject in right earnest. The Estatp Collector demanded a deposit of Rs. 50 theusands fot 
undertaking the scheme. This year due to the scarcity of rainfall and want of propet 
irrigation faciliti~s, crops have failed ~ompletely in many villages and It is not pc.sihle 
for the ryots to advance or deposit an amOU!lt of Rs. 50 thousands as demanded by the 
Estate Collector. 
. The ryota therefore pray that the Government should use its good influence fib' 
somehow aUot funds for undertaking this irrigation scheme forthwith thus to afford 
everlasting irrigntbn facilities to the ryots in this ('state. 

Indiscrirnin,.te forest prosecutions.-Recently after the Court of 'Wards Ils;'umecl th~ 
adUllnistJ:ation of the Vizianagram mmasthanam, a series of prosecutions for aUp.neJ in
frill~eme"t of Fo~est Rules have be~n filed i~ the beginning of this year, particulil';.ly'for 
graz10g of cattle 10 an unreserved hill belongIng to the est~te and in almost all the case 
the ryots were sentenced to heavy fines and in many cases were obliged to compound fo; 
large sums of m'llley. 

Still there are hnndreds of cases pending trial ill the Sub-Magistrate's Court, Sompeta., 
and the ryots. sub~\lt lhat tho Government should re-examine ~bis question in th" ligtot 
of facts and 10 cU'Culllstances stated below and ordered the Immediate withdrnw~l of 
all pending Ca&!ij 1l!ld grant free grazing rights to the tenants in the villaO'e r.djoininl7 
lalantra forest. b .. 

, The estate in pursuance. of its· genera~ policy of increR~ing its forest revenue has
taken reconrse to )au.dl a Stones of prosecut.ons against all those rvots who h,,,"o not bpen 
PI'':l'lI'lf the fees PNl'Crihed f01" the j!razinl( of cattle' even thou~h their cuttlu did noS 
&respas8 into the Jalllntra Corest limits. The forest guards and "village officers \Tho a~ 
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tnere'lool& in the haud$ of the estate after the Court of Wards assumed the adl1lini.trntion 
of tbe estate, in order t.> support tbe above policy of increasing ·lae Corest revomue, """m 
to be making indisctiminate complaints even without actually going to the scene of 
alleged offence in thE' f'lrest area even though tbe alicged (,ff~Hce was not committe·1. 

, Under the aboye ciICumstances in the absente of indcpendent disinterest",d c"idence 
cllrroborating the tc"timony cf the forest guards and village officers and other witnE'ssea 
who 'are sub;ect to tile intluence of tbe estate ant,horitif's anof who ore under varlout 
(lbligations to them, the trying magistrates ougbt not convict tbe ryots indiscriminately. 
, 'Vhen the ryot. were cODvicted in the first batch of N arayanapur cases to hea\)' 
fines, tbey were terrified tbat the forest cases will automatically end in convictionb irres
pective of the truth or falsehooti of the 'Offence, 'alleged and there Core ha,'f' ab.tamed il'Om 
ta,king .tbeir cattle to tbe estate forest area, but have been grazing their cattle in, ti,e 
grazing gronnds and commun"1 porambokes and on 'field bunds lIud ficlds anjolning thl'ir 
~iI1l1~es andtlae fvrest OI'CII of the Suriapalli and Kauchili mutt,. 

:)l:ven under section 26 of tbe Forest Act, it ,was necessary that all rights leglllly 
vesting in individuals and comumnitie. slaould have been enquire,l into at the time of 
makillg rules for the enforcement of the provisions under the same. Under rule 5 of 
'he said rules of the J nlantra estate, it was obligatory upon tbe Collector to mnlet! a 
thorough enquiry into the rights legally vp.ting iu individlllils and '.:ommun.ities parti
cula'rly with re.pect tn f,he right of pasturage. Dut no such enquiry wa~ mad" by the 
(:ollector. The ryots of the Jalantm estate have been grazing their cattle in the foreHts 
area from' time immemorial even alter framing of the rules under section 26, of the 
Madras Forest Act uninterruptedly and without paying any grazing fees t.o' the e.tate 
till' 1936 when thc csLate forest authorities began to persecute them with nUincrous 
prOllecutions. Jhom Lhis long enjoyment RR of right, f,he ryols I,ave nequired a valid 
prescriptive right of pasturage which would have beeD certainly conceded and declarrd 
and notified bad the Collector undertaken a thorough enquiry before the framing of these 
rules .. The abSClle,; of collecting any w"zina fees or, 'proser:ntion fOT dt'l'anlt. dl1rir~ the 
last about 20 years from the time of framing of theDe rules is proof positive of the 
prescriptive rights of the ryots. The estate forest authorities have begun for the first 
~i!:ne in 1936 to exercise the rules framed 20 years back without due notification .. 
required hy law and no opportunity W.8 afforded to the ryots to contest the validity of 
f.ueb levy of fees for grazing. 
,," ,The non-compliance 'With the preliminnry procennre rt'garning due enquiry reluti"ll 
~., fhp. right.s of innivinl1als ann 1'0mmllnit.ies hp.fore the framing of the rules tng-ether 
with the absence of any notification proper in the vi Uage before the enforcement of these 
rules renders tbese prosecutions void, illegal and nnsustainable in the eye of law. 
· -E4tate ojJi~ials.-The high-handed and unfair methods adopted b) the estate afficials 
in the matter of collection of rents, distraint proceedings and in the distribnt ion of 
}vater is being greatly resented by tbe ryots, and at a recent conference beld at Buragam 
they demanded the transfer of the amin Mr. A. D. PatI'o wbo was managing tlae PAtate 
8S the supreme authority since the last ten years. The amin is said to interfere invariahly 
in all elections to the local boards and legislature and the ryots Bre 'lflen threatened with 
JOany conseqneot:e., if they I'efuso to obey 'his directions, and instances are not wn"ting 
~ suhstantiate this charge. Thus the right of free exercise of franchise is seriouql} 
~ailed in this estate by its amie. 

The granting of all communal lands like that of tank-beds, porainbokes, grazing 
lands, banjar and bought-in lands as patta. to the 'ryots on payment of higb premiums 
1s curtailing the rights of tIle community to frt'e pasturage and other common neceRsities 
(so~e bought-in land • . "l'I'. free from assessments and are bt'ing enjoyed by mBuenti"l rvots 
whIch seem to be ('cnvmced by the estateoflicials). 
· This state of maladministration and julum of the e.tate officials sbnuJ.1 be rcm~dicd 
stonce. 

P. SYAHASUNDARA Rw, 
Pre8ident. 

Memorandum by the ryo\! of Valluru and Rajupalem village of Anakapalle Wuk. 

· Our villa/!'e is siluRten in Anakapalle talule in the di.tnrt of Viz8{!apatam. It is in 
Chemllifu estntp, . The maj,?r portion of the land in the village is dry and a minor part ill 
wet.. The tank IS the maID source of water-supply and it lacks proper attention and 
l'ep~arA. 

I (n) The rvot, who cultivates HIp. lanil and wnrkR nndpT the """ all fht' vear rnund 
is tl,e real master nr the land he cultiv.teR ann fro", hi. I"bonr< h .. (E't'II. him,,,lf. hi~ 
family and tbe landlord. A share of the land should be given to the king Cor ,the purpose 



of. I'!'.:tcction . andadIniIUs~ration· of' 'justice.' ~h~ zamindar is the mediator to ('~Uect; 
'roll/. the ryot for. the l<ing. But the zamindar is usurping the rights of the ryot in. tha~ 
L .. TPeerves for himself the right over. the mines that might at any tiIne come into 
existence. 

(b) The zamindar collects the l<ing's part and his right is subservient to the Provi~ 
.cia! Government. The ryot possesses all the rights over the land he cultivates hut pays 
the l<ing's dues.. . .. 

II. (a) d: (b) The reasonable l<ist is one levied on the basis of due calculations "fJhe 
income and expenses on the land after consultmg the soil, the irrigation facilities. the sur
roundings and the size and volume of attention and labour and investment. . .. , 

(cl Remissions should be governed by legislntion and given in accordance with 'the 
value and nature of the crop, and the investment on the crop. 

(d) Kists should be fixed in accordance with the conditions of the market and the 
aeasonal conditions. But, if reasonable mtes are fixed on the basis of soil and other' condi-
tions, they may be fixed once for all. . 

(e) When the assessment is not properly made, the Provincial Government'ahouIct 
have full control' to exercise their discretion. 

ill. (a) The present method of collection of kists should be given up and the zamin
Gar should collect the kist as was usual formerly. 

(b) Kists should be collected in instalments from March to July ending. Thekist& 
'shouid be collected as Government quit-rents. If the ryot cannot pay due to circulI?-
Itances, a simple interest at 3 per cent per annum may be charged. .. , : 

(c) . The procedure ndoptcdby the Government in the collection of kist! may be 
followed. The stamp duty and the attachment of the ryots' dwelling houses may be 
avoided. 

IV, (a) .The supply of water to the \"yot is the primary responsibility of the zamindar 
and the ryot sbould have tbe right for the sufficient and good supply of water for the land 
he tal<es from the landlord. 

(b) The zaminda.r has . got the right over the water-sources. Bnt he ehould see 
~hat even distribution of supply is made to all the ryots according to the extent of the 
land and the necessity for the particular crop. The most influential man should not 
usurp the rights of enjoyment to. the masimurn 39 is often the case now. No right or 
control shall be invested on any local ryot possessing land under the water source. 

V. (a) The land should be surveyed. The ownership of the land should be settled 
to the ryot. The rights of ownership of. the trees in the land should be possessed 
by the ryot. The trees near canals, the tanl<s, etc., the fish in the tanl<s and otner water 
~urc~s should be' di~tributed to all the ryota in the village, as otherwise such rights are 
enjo?ed by a few influential men only at present. No separate rents should be collected 
by the zamindar on the trees, fish, etc. 

(b) Tho zamindar should bear the cost of survey. 

VI. The zamindar should not demand other taxes than the land l<ist. In some 
ca8es at present, tho zamindar is levying water-cess, which should be given up. 

VII. (a) Tho ryot should freely use the pasture. the firewood and the manure. 
There should be a common pasture land, extending over not less than fiCty acres even 
(or a small village as the wealth or prosperity of the village is dependent on the cattle 
and their food. At present, this need is greatly and gravely felt and this may receive 
the immediate attention of the C-.overnment. No one man should have any control over 
tbtl pasture land. There should also be one tanl< for the cattle. There should also be 
a common tank very near the village to serve good many demands of the villagers. 

(b) Tbe ryot has got every right to use the pasture, the firewood nnd the manure 
~tc., for solf-dependence, and also for seIC-subsistence. He should have the rilrht to tak~ 
firewoM fMID the fore.t.. He must also be allowed to take wood and thatch from th" 
forest for implements and his sheds. 

(e) The ryot CRnnot claim a right over the hill. nnd forests, except for the purposes 
mcnti(>"~d Aupra. He has a ri~ht over the footpaths, pornmbokes and common lands. 
The tlncronchme!lts ~f these ~hould be carefully. Rvoided.a.·.they nre primarily lePonoible 
lor the worst CTlme In the vllIn!(es and for ti,e fteouent altercatinns amon" the families. 
The .. mage officers' reports will be self·sufficient for action in these case~. 

VIIT. (a) The Mmindnr ohould I!ive !!oo<t water racilities, Tennir nnd con~trnc' nni
~"t •. tanks, etc. A "ort. 0' f~'" p.nmi~dnr's in"(>~e ~I,~"l<t he n1lnt.tpt! fOT onch nnrro.as 
and t.hl! work •• ho"l~ hp .. nrrled out In consultahon With the villa"e pnnchavatdars ana-
the P!lhlio Works De[lartmenl, " • 
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Cb) cI; (e'l When tbe :oamindar fr.;b 10 j:Et 1ho water lOarcea bpt in good order. 
the Provincial Government should have full control to enforce such attention 01' epend auch 
amounts they deem fit to keep them in good order, and such expenditure as may be involved 
may be collected from the zamindar. The Provincial Government should also have fuD 
control to enforce sufficient supply of water either from tanks, or wells or other lOucces. 

IX. Zamindari system should he given up and there should he jamabandi hy' the 
Government every year, so that injustice done to the ryot may be rectified or amelia
'rated. 

X. The zamindari ryot should have as many facilities as the Government ryot. 
Tile suh-tenant has no concern. 

XI. (a) The power to settle dispute$ between the zumindar and the pattadar shoulcJ 
be eetf.led in a special panchayat court of the villa.ge without stamp duty and not, by the 
l"evenue court. . 

(b) The special ('onrt ~hould conduct the cases in the villsge itself where the dispute 
arises or where the Ia.nd is situated. 

XII. (a) When a land is occupied for cui tivation by a ryot, the zamindar should asse .. 
~he land on the basis of the taram of the adjoining lands. 

Cb) Some of the inam lands are being assessed at different rates in the same loclllity. 
;Reasonable rates and uniformity should be considered. The same difficulties existing in 
the jit-ayati pattas are being cxperienced in the inam paLtas also and the Government 
should consider these difficulties, and rectify the same. 

(1) There &bouJd be facilities to construct tanks on the dry Jands and convert them 
into wet lands wheresoever possible. . 

(2) There should be village panchayat courLs. 
(3) There should be vacant land around the village for sanitary and' other con

siderations. 
(4) There should be total prohibition of toddy and arrack. 
(5) The sm.-cnr system should receive careful attention of the Government. 

The high rates of interest charged by the sowcar is a tremendous menace to the 
welfare of the ryot and serious hindrance to the progress of the village. 

(G) There should be roads constructed to villages containing 2,000 and more 
population. 

(7) Educational facilities in the villages may be made compulsory. 
(&) The stamp duty may be reduced. 
(9) The Thadivaka-Gedda (a terrible streamlet) hus spoiled about 400 acres of 

cultivable land in our villng-e. The condition has not been attended to by the 
zamindar during the past fifteen years and yet kist is collected annnally from 
the ryots concerned. 

RYOTS OF VALLURU AND RAJAPALEld VILLAGES. 

Memorandum by the ryota of Tobda village of Priya mlnor estate. 

. We. are the ryots of the Vizianagram zamindari. We are paying nearly Rs. 600 
(rupees six hundred only) as shrotriyam to that zamindari. In tue year 1880 the 
proprietor of Priya agraharam bought the 'I'otada village and from thence we are paying 
the rents to the Priya proprietors. From thence forwards our proprietors incrBUlled our 
rents. It is going on like this from the last six decades. The rents in cash were sub-
1iequently turned into rents in kind and we are all paying nearly 60 garces of paddy. 
Every year, besides taking rents in kind regularly by allowing rerniSBions now and then 
they are now taking greengraru hayricks, coercive labour, not allowing village·sites for 
our use and such other methods. The usual amenities required by a human being 
like raiment and food are forbidden to us and though we are the people who are res
ponsible for the production of these cereals, our mouths are being closed and our 
proprietors are taking the produce to their house and living sumptuously. The p~esen' 
.minor proprietor is paying Rs. 400 towards water-rate and quit-rent and Rs. 176 to the 
Vizianagram estate. Hence we humbly beg your honour to enquire into Our affairs snd 
see that our old rents and mamul. are restored. Besides these, our proprietors are DOt 

at all paying proper attention for the repairs of the tanks and lands. They are badly in 
need of repairs. 

All our village ryot.s. are paying Rs. 5-6-0 per acre as jira~~ kists. Our villsge • 
under the direct supervISIOn of the Sreekurmam thana of the V lZlanaqam estate. 



Soulfl other villages, viz., Kanugulavalsa and llebmam, which are under the supervisloa 
of the SreGkurm~m thana are paying Hs. B-9-0 per acre "8 rents. l'he Davadl propri&
~ i. also in the ~me level. .hoven the cattle-grazing banzar land. are being gIven few 
p80Lt.aS to some ryots and there are no grllozmg grounds lor our cattle. 

Hence we, the ryots of the Totada village, earnestly pray your honour to ordet lor 
liD early enquiry and relieve us from the zamindari oppresSlon . 

• 
SECRETARY, TOTADA RyOTS' ASSOCIATION. 

lIIemorandum by the ryots of Nllavathi and MekannapalU of lIrIandasa estate. 

1. We are the ryots of MandaBa estate. The said estate is under the control of 
Court of Wards. 
. 2. We hold dry and wet lands and pay rent in cash. It is commonly known to 
all that the rents in Mandasa estate are greatly high. We pay at Rs. 5 to Rs. 22 per 
acre to the estate on dry and wet lands from which we have been getting nothing .ince 
three years owing to failure of crops. We become paupers and several people of our 
village went to Rangoon giving up the cultivation of lands entirely. There is no estate 
In the Presidency to compare with Mandasa in demanding highest rents from th~ ryols. 

3. Having come to know that the Government are pleased to make enquiries into 
the affairs of the ryots versus estates in the Presidency we are hopeful that our position 
will certainly be improved, but we beg to submit that we canno~ meanwhile pay rent. 
to the estate at such highest rate as mentioned in paragraph 2 supra. 

4. W. pray that your honour may be pleased to interfere in this matter .. nd get 
the estate obliged to reduce the rents up to date .. t 50 per cent and issue early ordeB 
w the eshato to .stop the collection of rents pending decision of the Government in thia 
matter till the proposed Ryots Mora.torium Act comes into force. 

RYOTS, NILAVATI AND MAKANNAPALLI OJ! MANDASA. 

Memorandum by the .Jahntre Taluk RyotsT ASsociation, dated Sompete, 
. . the ls' ,November 1937. 

The Moratorium Bill in its present form is incapable of coming to the resClle of 
wany of the tillers of thS' soil whose agricultur .. 1 income is supplemented by other kind 
of labour nnd also of non-a!,'I'iculturists such as fa·rm servants and labourers who have 
not got lands of their own and are poorer than the agriculturists that come within 
the purview of the Bill. We therefore pray for modifying the Bill. 

2. The association views with disappointmeut the delay in the formation of the 
Andhra Province the agitation for whIch began more than two decades ago whereas the 
Oriyas who started agitation long .. fter the Andhras, succeeded, within a short time, 
in achieving their object of' securing a province of their own in spite of backwardness 
of its popUlation and its deficit revenues. }.fay we, the ryo~ of this Andhra country, 
appeal to the Andhra leaders to best~r themselv~s to secure. a p~o~ince ~or. the Andhras. 
The countty's approval of the forma~lon of Provmces on a lIngUIstIc b8S\S IS patent from 
the resplutions of the Indian Nation .. 1 Congress; and an Andhra province would have, 
bv this time, been a reillity but for the indifference of its leaders. The association 
e~rnestly prays that the Andhra Ministers now in the Cabinet along with Andhra legis
lators do take up the subject for discussion by a resolution in the Assembly and see 'that 
the long-cherished hopes of the Andhras in the matter of a seperate Province are realized 
and that .the Andhra language and culture are protected and improved in the best manner 
possible. ' 

·Ou~ g~ievances in J alant~a estate. 
3. 'the plight of the Jv.1antra ryo~ is particularly miserable because of the scantv 

existence of irrigation sources. The ryots have petitioned to the Estate Collei:to~, 
VizianagrBm samo.sthanam, the Court of Wards and, in person at Madras, to the Honour
able Revenue Minister for the Government, for starting the long-neglected" Padhi"!l.m 
Project" for irrigating th.e lands in the est~te, but; the Estate Collector puts forwn:'d a 
novel propoSGI by demandlDg the ryots to raIse Re. 50.000 by way of advance kist coli.",. 
tion. and water-rate. This proposal of the Estate Collector is impossible of execuU
and is calculated to hamper the progress of the project. The ryots request the Goveru.
ment to pass necessary orders for providing irrigation facilities by bringin<t into exislo 
ence the long.contemplated .. PadhlgatD Project" of irrigation. b 

4. The ryots have been, from time ou. of miud .. grazing their caUle in J'alantra 
forests and getting. deRd firewood, fenaing matt'rini,green leaf manure and timber 
required for agricultural implements from the forest without obstructioD at any .Ume-



130tllfter the IIdvent of the Court of Wards management, the elltate oothorities ha~. 
withou~ proper notilication or enquiry regarding tbe rights of ryots in the forest lUI 

provided .Cor in the Forest Ac', begun to file numerous prosecutions against the ryota 
.. lleging it I1S a ground, that the cattle grazed in forest area. l'be estate authorities 
run'e. collected thousands of rupees from the ryots by way of compounding fees lind lines 
levied by tbe magistrates and seem to be bent upon continuing the same course of. 
coercive action in respect of the· ilUmerous cases which are still pending.· The ryots 
have passed resolutions and presented memorandums to the Government, Court of W~rds 
and estate authorities. 'l'be ryots request that, till the Estates Land Act and Forest 
Act are "mended so as to maintnin the free grazing and other rights of the agriculturists 
to 1)le forest produce, the Government may be pleased to issue necessary orders for with
drawing all the pending prosecutions and permitting free grazing and· free exercise of 
other rights to forest produce, . 

, .1l: The association regrets to add that this year most of the lands in this taluk were 
left without transplantation for want of timely rains and even the crops in the few places 
wbere transplantation took plal'e, bave withered for want of water-supply and do not 
promiSe even' a two-anna crop. The ryots therefore pray that necessary reruission of 
kist moy be ordered. 

; e.' At the ·timeof the abolition in 1932 of the Ichapur Deputy l'ahsildar's office to 
be absorbed ill Sompeta Deputy Tahsildar's office, a bench court was formed at lcha
pur; when owillg to the insufficient accommodation in the Deputy Tahsildar's office 
building 5t Sompeta, the office was transfened in 1933 from Sompeta to lchapur a bench 
court was similarly formed at Sompeta fot trying offences in the locality consequent on 
the removal of· the Deputy TahRildar's office. But, nfter the restoration of the Deputy 
Tah~ilda.r's office at Sompeta in October this year, the need for the bench cOl1rt at 
Soinpeta no longer exists, not to say {'hat people prefer having their coses tried by M:agiS' 
trates baving knowledge ·of law and sufficient experience of court work to hearing n~ 
judges persons void of legal knowledge or good experience. The association therefore 
prays thnt the unnecessary Bench Court at Bompeta may not, in the intel'est of justice, 
be allowed to function any longer. 

MALLA ApPALASWAMY, 
SCl'f'cfilry, Ryots' Association, Sompeta. 

Memorandum by the North Vizagapatam District RvoW Association, dated 
Chlcacole, the 28th November 1937, 

We tbe members of the North Vizagapatam District Ryots' Association feel it our 
duty to get to your notice the plight of the ryots in Tekkali, Narasannapeta, Patapatnam, 
lind a portion of Chicacole talnks due to failure of monsoon this year, resulting in complete 
failure of paddy under the channel bnd tanks. The ryots in zamindari area are much 
worse olf, unless the Provincial Government ex Lend tbeir helping hand. giving remissions 
in ryotwari area and influence thl' zamindars to suspend the collection of revenue for 
tbis lasli tbe ryots would be bit bard. 
,Theryots ill this division have not yet recovered from the recent famipe and there

fore tbe Government without furtber delay waiting for the reports from the officials should 
at once order not to collect the instalments of takkavi loans which are dne in this 
month, and give at least the already thought of remission i.n ryotwari. 

The Hon'ble Minister is quite aware of these facts, for, during his tour in this 
division thousands of ryots made representations to bim personally. 

Tberef';re we fondly bope tbat tbe Government would take action urgently. 

P. SYAHASUNDARA RAO, 
Prc8idcnt. 

Memorandum by the Eandra eastemQll of Tekkall talule, Vizagapatam district, 
dated 1st November 1937. 

We, tl,e undermentioned signatories and marksmen of the Kandra caste of the 
Tekknli tnluk in the Vizagapatam district, most humbly and respectfully beg to bring 
the following few lines into YOllr Honour's most benign and sympathetic conqideration. 

We beg to state that fishery is the onl~ BOorce of onr m"intenance. There nra 
about a dozen tanks and brooks in the I'\Itha-Tekkali and the Nnndigam estates of the 
Tekkali talnk. our ancestors o,;eli to have the opportunitv of enioving' all the. fifth in 
tbe abovementioned tanks nnd hrooks. without lln~i"g ""V amonnt \\,'lnt~oe\'er to the 
"3mindam of the snid estntes .,ut used to attend to the calls of the zamindars to execute 
any· GDloiint of menial work. . 



" But' now due to our great misfortune the custom has been quite reversed', 'The 
zll.Illindars ,put a stop to the above custom and began to tax us heavily, They demand 
large and enhanced amounts of money for allowing us to have the lease ,for Qne year. 
In' case we fail to pay it, we are taken to legal action due to the heavy amounts that 
ive pay; we are fQrced to sell the fish for heavy prices. This is objected to by ~he 
local people. In this connexion we beg to' state that in the Parlakimedi estate, 'our 
brethren are enjoying the privilege as oor ancestors used to do, 

In tl)is ~~exion we beg to say that even in Government brooks and streams, th .. 
-Government has enhanced the amount of lease and thereby disabled our profession in 
that, aspect also, ' , ; 
I In" this 'connexion we beg to state that ours is one of th!! poorest communities' of 
the Tekkali taluk. In such a case we feel it quite impossible to enjoy the temp~rary 
leases, on payment of heavy amounts, say, any amount at all. 

We cannot have any other source of maintenance. So we beg Your Honour to'b~ 
pleased to order the zamindars of the said estates to bring into force the old metJ;!o~ 
I1ol1d 'for which act of charity and benevolence we shall as in duty bound eVer, pray, 

' .. 1. 

KAJODRA CASTEMI!N 01' 'fHS TERRALI: TAL1JK. 

Memorandum by the ryots of the BobbUi lamindari, dated GuUavilli, the 2nd 
November 1937. ' 

" The memorialists beg to submit that the aSS89Sments in the Bobbili zamindari area 
are abnormally high being ns. 30, Rs. 40, Us. 50, etc., per acre as compared ,with Nelli.; 
parthy, a Government village just by th~ side of the BoJ?bili area and, Cheetlivalasa of 
lVizianagfam estate village where the rates are only Us. 5, Rs. 6, Rs. 7, etc., even 
though, the lands in Bobbili area arein no wayauperior to those lands. 
I' The memorialists, therefore, submit that the survey and preparation of, records of 

,rights have to be done early at the expense of the zamindar as in the case of Govern
.a,ent villages. As regards classification of' fair rents the; principles adopted by' the 
settlement in fixing assessments may be followed. ' 

, ' ,~'he memorialists' fnrther' SUbmit 'Mlat' irrigation sources are hopelessly ifTegular in 
fsmindari villages. They 'hope thaI defect would be rectified soon. Necessary -pro
visipn may ,be made fop the grant of' the remission in the event of failure of crops in 
lhe zamindari area as is being done in the Government villages and for the ryots making 
use of the forest free for building and domestic purposes. 

An another .fact' whicb is' 'equaMy important' is that it has not been the practice 
anywhere in the zamindaris to look ,after the well-being of ryots by, way of making 
any' provision for health, education, etc., as is being done in Government villages. 
I The memorialists, theretore, pray that Your Honour may be pleased 'to redress 
their grievances early. . 

P. N. AppA,R,o, PREsInENT, RYOTs: ASSOCIATION, GUTTAVILJ,E. 
( 

Memorandum by' the, Vlravilll 'l'aluk ZainlJidari Kyots" AssOCiation, dated Chodavaram; 
th, 26th November 1931 • 

• ' t • , 
I. (a) Ryot and not the zaminda.r is the proprietor of the soil. ,', i 

(b) A tenant has the right to cultiva.te the soil and appropriate the profits subiect 
to the liability of paying some reasonable compensation to the landlord. . 

II. (a) o! (6) One-sixth of gross produce may be taken as fair lind equitable rent. 
Two shares of the produce may be set apart for the investment (seed, manure, etc.). Two
shares of the produce may be set apRrt for the wages of the ryots and his family. One 
shiue may be set apart as a sort of insurance against risk. The remaining one-sixth share 
Jillay be set apart for rent. 
.. (c) There must be an enactment for remissions. Otherwise landlords do' no~, 
!oluntarilygrant remission in times of failure of crops or fall in prices, etc. 
, (d) There should not be a permanent settlement of rates ot rent. There mav be 

periodical settlement of rates of rent with a view to better the condition of the ryot. This 
right may be vested in the Law Courts with appropriate provisions for guidance. 

(e) There must be some rescue power in the Provincial Government. 
m. (a) If (b) It is desimhle to adopt the prccedure ohtained in the ryotwari tracts.' 

'1J.'.be method 111I1St be simple, effective and less costly. The Estates Land Ad must be 
auitably amended. ' . 

fe) The work of collp.rtion may btl. dE!Je.,au~cllto 'the panehe.yat boarde to be for'med 
in a village or group or villages. ' . 



IV. (II)IrrigatioD 80urces are not independent of the holdings. Th~ rights are 
iuhe.rent and appurtenant to them alnd they are not the resuU of any contract. 

(b) No. The landholder has no superi:>r right in the water sources. 

V. All the estates must be surveyed and record of rights should bo prepared, .1) 
'hill should be done at the expense of the estate. 

VI. Only rent and nothing in addition should be taken by 0. landlord . 

. VII. It is ahsolutely necessary to allow free grazing of cattle in the forest. Th. ryot, 
sbould be enabled to take timber freely for the use of agricultural implements. All lho 
forests should be under the direct control of the Provincial Government and \lnuonn 
policy should be adopted. 

VITI. Tbe whole irrigation department must be taken under the management Gt the 
Provincial Government and the cost of repairs, maintenance, etc., must be met. out or 
revenues of the estate. A fixed proportion of the revenue of the estate must be ~et apar~ 
for this. Minor repllirs may be done by the ryots themselves and tho cost paid by tho 
landholder. 

IX. I~'is desirable to have jamabandi every year. 

\ 

X. The rights of 0. pattadar and his sub-tenllnts must be regulated by contracts in 
writing. If a ryot lets out .0. holding to Bub-tenant continuously for 0. period of more 
than 12 years the Eub-tenant may be granted permanent occupancy rights. A sub. 
tenant should pay reasonable rent to his land. The zamindar may be granted a rij:(hl 
to eollecIJ rent from a. sub-tenant in proportion to the area held by him. 

XI. There is no need for the existence of the Revenue Board. There m:ly be BpeCinl 
trihunal or the High Court may be empowered to do this work. The civil cO'llrta may be 
giyen jurisdiction to try the proceetlings between a landlord and his ryot. Thera should 
be nominal court-fee for this litigation. 

XII. (a) The ryot should be granted a patta. with a liability to pay rent at a rate which 
is fair and equitable. 

(II) The ,,-illoge pant'bayats may be enabled to collect the kattubadi. pl'Mlppu. etr.., 
&8 in the case of fent in a ryotwari t",ct. Proportionate kattubndi, may he r.ollectAd 
from the alienees from the inamdars. There should not be joint and several liability to 
pay kattubadi. 

Additional matter8 to be considered by the Committee. 

1. The kistbandi now prevalent in the estates of this district (Vizagapntam\ is 
very hard, as the ryots are required to pay the rent in July, August, November and 
December. Before the ryots are able to realize any money on the crops they are rorcu\ 
to pay by coercive steps. So it is desirable that rents for dTY lands be payable in October 
and for wet lands in J anuary ~o March. 

2. Village communal lands should be exclusively set apart for the' b~nefit of the 
village community and the landholders should have no rights over such lands. 

N.B.-The above replies will be elaborated at the time of the enquiry by the 
Parliamentary Committee. 

PIUlSIDENT, THE ZAYIND!l.Rl RYOTS' ASSOCUTION, Vm.~VILLI ~',U.UK. 

:M:eniOl'8ndUIll by Mr. X. Satyanarayana, B.A., L.T., Secretary, ParIakimecll Taluk 
, Ryots' Association, dated 29th Novelllber 1931. 

I. (a) According to history, the earliest system was that all property belonged to 
the clan. ~ But when notions of private property were developed the ruler was given a 
share to look to the safety of the clan or ·community. According to Jaimini. the king 
has no right to the proprietorship of the soil (13 land tenures). According to Nilakllnta. 
.. 'l:~e ruler has only to take the taxes" (14). 

Whether the za.mindars be the creation of the Muhammadan Government or whethe, 
they be descendants of ancient settlers. the fuet remains that they were never there as 
cultivators or clearers by themselves. They can, at best. be said to be heads of 'clan 
of clearers, who were to take a share from the cnltivators and to protect them. They' 
can never be said to have any proprietorship to the soil. 

. The tenant alone is the proprietor of lite soiL , , 



. ;..,:[ !(w ~he histol'yl (jf'll'lirl&kimedi lilhowa. ttbat rther~ .... eJ'Jl :QllW.Yr ,-i9i1l~.~~el!; in th .. 
lfamilies· "f the tlamindar ..... a.:resuit. of 'w.h,ich .they JlIIIld .to; ..".:vagE! ;t,lje villages ..• ~ut,tAt 
tenant population always:held. the. ground :and ,they ~Jlnev:e~. b,~ Jai!J, to' have. iQat ~peiJ'
proprietol'llhip., The. landlorjl·.e intel'e$t ill. land, }'138. ~n:I)t the collectiollof re~t. All 
other .iJlterests belong~d to the ten~llt81 . . . , . 
. n. (0) '& (b)' The rent or a8Bessment .which GCilYernmellt ·would receive 'for · ... imilBr 
l&n:da with·similo.r advanta.ges, in ryotw~ri &reas may ·be·taken as the fair and equitable 
rent, in the case of zamindar land, pellding a. thol'Ough revision of the whole land revenll& 
polley of Government. . 
.. ' The question of (air arid' equitable tent-s in zamindaris is very closely. allied ~ 

,the question of what the position of a zainindar wa.s with reference ·to the Government 
a.t' th~ time of the p~rmanent settlement and prior to' it. . There does not appear tio· be
even thE! slightest justification 'for the rents in a zamindari area, being higher than those 
~f the neighbouring and· similar lands in &rea owned.by the Government directly. ;ItiB 
,a.lso significant that ,ill areas which were' formerly zamindari were resumed' by the. 
~vernment eubsequel\t' to t\le permanent settlement,. assessments were settl~d on tli~ 
ryotwari tenure basis. . . 

. . It was beldby every eminent -",utqority on the subject that during the regime of the, 
IMoghuls. andsubse9ue1'tly undertlie GO,vernment o.f tqe East In~ia. ~o!Dpany, the zamill~ 
llars-;whatever. thell' oogms were treated only' as fanpers of puhhc revenues. (Pleasit 
/!88 extracts from some,of these opinioQaiJ;i fi.ppimdiX.Iat the 'eodof,this note.) . 

. '" ... , '. ' '" . - ' \ 

, 'It 'Was IIlso,h~ldthaUhe'·per~~t settlement ldi~not give them ~ny ne'll: rig~~'Jo 

If it is granted that at the time of the permanent' settlement the zamindars ·were 
id!Iiy, farmer&,of ,public ·,revenue. it,foUow8 that the ' rept which they ,are .e~titled to collect 
.are only ·the rent w.hich the Government ~o)ll.d colillCt if. it collected the revenuee direc~. 

,,', , At a.ny rate it is clear that ~t the time <if the permanent s'etilement 'the same lihallt 
'of'the produce was' being taken at least from th~ ryote both in amin as well as in zamin
dari &reas. The terms of permanent settlement made it clear that this rate of asseSll
·ment· should· not be increased on any account or under RDy name (sectibn vn of Regula
·tion XXX of 1802) •. Mr. Hodgson observed· in 1806 that. this prohibition involved the 
lrecognition of an old and ltnowntax which was not. tq jle. exceeded. 

What this share wae which the, ry'Ot >Nas to pay is worth considering. As clearliY 
.. the time of the first DraVidan settlement the share of the king was said to· be one
·sixth of the produce or income ... (1) A number of codifiers in the e&rlier times of Aryss 
have held the same view. According to Manll "A King- may take of grain an eighth 
part. a sixth or a twelfth according to the difference of the soil, and the labours uecei

'Mry' to cultivate ·it ... •·· Yajnyavalkya' -fixes' the King's sh&re as •• one-sixth," . Gauthama 
..... one-tenth. one-eighth or one-sixth," Nanda as, the" sixth of the produce, Vehnll'l!9 
'a sixth part of the yield ear of the grain." (2) This rate of Kings' share obtainedeve~ 
'up ~ the Muhammadan' times. nistodans have said that even in time of Akbar one
sixth was considered "Rajabhngam." At anr rate, it is mil known, tll1lt when lIdi\b
mttas collected a fourth .. couth " ~t was' consIdered. inhUJ:pan and exhorbitant .. 
. When, the, questil'll of tlae· settielDent of this very Parlakimedi zamindllri itself 

; arose., a member of the Bo~rd of ,Revenue remarked in. Court's Pro("eedingsNo,. 7434, 
,dated 5th November a.S63. Mr. Forbes hilS not explained what' in his opinion would 
'be a moderate assessment. Have we IIny information as to what proportion, the ra~e 
· hitherto levied on dry and wet has, borne,to the gross produce? Let this proportion fie 
'in futur~ twenty per cent for wet and dry;" . . . 

It is very significant. that in the remarkeof the member of .the, Board. of Revenue, 
quoted above. the word .. assessment" is used. It is also significant tha.t.at the'time of 
the settlement of the Parlakimedi zamindari in IS6()"o7 the rates proposed and approved 

i for the zamindari 'were the salDQ 118 the' rates proposed by the settlement officer for 
• Chicacole (ryotwari) taiuk; and that the rates then' introduced were 'considered to· be 
· permanent ahd:unalterable.· . But subsequently the Board of Revenue turned down thl! 
rates proposed for Chicacole tal uk on. the ground that ~hey .were very high and reduce!! 
them. (The rl\te. of. r~nt fQr. c'l:!ic&(l9letaluk even after .enhancement or resettlement in 

"1916; are 8tHI lower than the, rates bed for Parlakirnedl zamindari.) ."', . 
· " Up to th& end of .the last pentury, or even up to the time of the introduction 6f 
the Estates I;.and Bm ill the early part .of this century, the idea of eve!) members 0, 

,the Government and the BoaTd of Revenue was' that· the zamindars were only fartneqJ 
.of: publi!ll'evenue, IWd that the rentain zamindari' areas should be similar. to the ren~ 
obtaining for similar lands in th!ll!eighhp~ng Government, vil!agesj '" -. ' .. :. "::1 

11-' 



';, ~ : . Bat this idea .was left ngue in ille Estate. Land Ac$ and was lila' clearl, defined. 
'Phr~ like • the established varam of village,' • fair and ,equitable .rent' were ,lliUId' 
~hieh were capable of being interpreted so as 10 work liard upon the ryota. 

It was recognized on an hands that the zaminds1'8 did push up v«y high :reD • 

. against all principles of the permanent settlement and the subsequent enactm8D$ 
,(pleasesee Appendix lll. It was accepted by .the Government itself that the zamindara 
foreed up the rents under threat of evicting the ryots from their ancestral homes, and 
lit "Was to safeguard the ryots against this threatened eviction that the Estates Land 
Act was framed and passed. It was with this intention of placing a limit upon the 
,demands of the zamindars,that the limits were fixed in the CMes of enhancements of 
,rent while no such limits were imposed in cases of reduction of rents [cf. sections 80 
,(1) and 38 of the Act). In their proceeding of No. 53, dated 2nd December 1864, the 
.Board of Revenue remarked "the Board maintain that the whole tenor of this regula
;tion (Regulation XXX of 1802) is consonant with the expressed intention of the frameril 
;Of the permanent settlement, to put a limit to the demands of the zamindar on the ryots 
and to preclude the zamindar from arbitrarily determining his demands or modifying 
them at pleasure, except to 1'elaz them for a specific purpose which was equally to his and 
.his successors' advantage and to the benefit of the ryots." 

. This very same idea was prominent when Mr. Forbes introduced the chspter for 
,settlement of rents in the Estates Land Act. Having made it that the zamindars had 
pushed up the rents very high and that as a result there are tendencies of .revolt among 
the ryots, he says .. 1 may however refer for a moweut to clause 187 (now station 'HId) 
~hich enables the Government to make a settlement of shiots when the intMe.t of publio 
.fIBace "lid order de1tl.alld lIuch a course," 

Under these circumstances the intentions oC the framers of the chapter cOUld 
never be to enable the settlement officers to enhance the rent, hut to reduce them if 
.they are found to weigh heavily upon the ryots.But the unfortunate indefiniteness in 
..the language used has given scope for the enhancement of the prevailing rents at the 
.bands of the settlement officers. 

There is aiso the neceesity to define that a • fair and equitable rent' in the 
"Estates Land Act. It may be defined as • the rent or rate of rent obtaining for similar 
lands with similar advantages in the neighbouring or nearest ryotwari area' and to amend 

othe allied provisions of the Act accordingly. It should also be made clear that rents 
<should not be deemed to be unfair if they ,do Dot exceed the rents on similar Govel'Q
"IIlent lands. Provisions have to be made to have the rents wherever they have been 
talready fixed exceeding the neighbouring Government rates, to be reduced on applica
tion by the ryots. 

It must be remembered that the Taxation Enquiry Committee recommended only 
. 25 per cent of net income and even \,he 1937 Madras Land Revenue Enquiry Committee 
'accepted this view. Even this method of fixing rents taking one-fourth net income will 
weil(h too heavilv upon our peasants. Therefore in fixing a • fair Bnd equitable rent" 

-Government has· to take the following considerations into BCcount:-
(a) It ought to exceed one-sIxth of net income. 
(bl Net income can be arrived at only after deducting cultivation expenses, i.e., 

<008t of seedlings, trans(Jlantation, harvest and other charges including minimum 
maintenance of peasants and livestock and provision for merchants' profits and viciBSitudea 
~f seasons. 

(c) Rents should be settled once for all in all the zamindaris on the lines stated 
above. 

(d) Provincial Government should have powers to rednce rents where they were 
.fixed unduly high, but not to enhance them aD any account. 

Parlnkimedi zamindnri consists of 526 jirayati villages (in addition to inam) Bnd 
'ilther villages. The peshkash was fixed, on an estimated average income of Rs. 1,20,000 
at Rs. 80.000. The present revenue income of the estate is reported to be nearly fi.,e 
'lakha of rupees, besides, forest and other revenue. 

The e.tate was under the management of the Couri of Wards for 8 very long 
.period from 1806 to 1830, 1832 to 1880 and from 1895-1913. During these periods order 
.. nd syst.em were introduced in the zamindari. The early history of the estate caD be 
tr&ted from the various adminu.tratioil reports of the (,<purt of Wards. (These records 
'relate not only to the zamindar but also to ryot inasmuch as they relate to matters in 
iIIe zamindari. But unfortunately the ryots are denied BOOeIIB to these records while the 
..uudar is supplied with copies of the entire records.) I 



~. 

, " ,It is. not defuri*ely known whether., w&ram· reats existed at any I.1lD6 'lIl tlUll; estate:
"bot !Doney rents seem ~ ~ave ,been introduced. at least,. during .the second period,s{, 
the C~urt of W ards ~lIU8t~tiolll referred to above.. It IS not clear on what basis, or; 
_ding to what pnnclple the~ money J'Btes were introduced. There is evidence lQ 

- show that as early as 1862 definite notione of a rate (in cash) per BOre reporting in 
1861' on the conditions prevailing in the 2;amindari. Mr. Forbes. Collector of Ganjam,. 
states that rates varying from Rs. 2 to :ai;. 5 per acre were in vogue. '" 

A dllfinite scheme of fixing rents was evolved between 1861 and 1868. As wa& 

then the system in vogue even in Government villages, where joint' village rent system 
prevailed, the villages were surveyed in blocks each block consisting of a separate kincJ 
of soil. A plan of classification of soils approved by the Director of Revenue Settlemen&: 
wsa adopted for the assigning of yield to the various classes, and the rates of rent approved 
hy the Court of Wards were settled for the various classes. ' 

The Government taluk of Chicacole was being settled by th~ Government settl.,.. 
ment party at that very time (1860 onwards). The rates of rent which Mr. Forbes" 
Oollector of Ganjam, as the representative of the Court of Wards, proposed were· Rs. 9j 
to Rs .. 7 per acre of wet land and Rs. (?) for dry. " 

Later the settlement officer for Chicacole proposed exactly those very rates fem 
Chicacole. The Board of Revenue turned down these rates as being high and 80 lower 
mtes were approved and adopted. 

Probably Mr. Forbes, who, as Collector of the district, was in communicatioa 
with the settlement party ascertained from him the rates he arrived at, and proposeclr 
those rates for Parlakimedi Estates to the Court of Wards. The Court of Wards who· 
were more interested in the ward than the Board of Revenue were in the ryots, acceptect, 
these rates with a slight modification in the case of dry rates. 

These rates were introduced in 1868 and are being uniformly paid and acceptea 
without trouble till this day. Unfortunately for the ryots the apple of discord WBII! 
thrown by section 30 (1) of the Estates Land Act which was passed in the teeth of 
opposition of every non.official member in the council then. And the predictions of 
Hon'ble Mr. Krishnaswamy Ayyar made in the fioor of the Legislature Chamber co~ 
eut only too true. 

The long established rates were sought to he disturbed under section 30 (1). But, 
suits were instituted against the ryots of 18 villages and decrees obtained. The ryots: 
opposed them on the ground of 7 Mad. But they lost their case because they could 
not prove a contract not to enhance rent. The ryot had no records to prove. and they 
h80d no access to the records. 

As the zamindar felt it difficult to institute suits against every one of the ryota 
numbering about 2 lakhs he applied to the GoverlJment to sanction a. settlement of 
rents under Chapter XI. This was in 1925. He stated clearly in his application that hO 
w80s entitled to an enhancement of As. Il in the rupee only. In 1926, the following th.t 
decision of the Madras High Court in 49 Mad., 499, he put in another petition to the 
Government that according to that decision he would he able to have some mistakes in the 
old classification rectified in a. settlement. 

Subsequently before the settlement officer he prayed for a. 200 per cent enhanc~ 
ment over the existing rates of rent. The settlement officer held that, under Chapter XI 
he could fix 80ny rate which he thinks fair and equitable and gave 100 per cent enhanc&o 
ment on the ground of rise in prices. On appeal the settlement commissioner helet tbat 
when matter for consideration were only such as would 80rise in a. suit under Chapter III 
the settlement officer is restricted to the limits laid down in the said chapter 80nd 
sa.nctioned an enhancement of As. Il in the rupee. The majority of the full Boar4 
held that the restrictions and limit8otions of Chapter III do not apply to proceedin~ 
under Chapter XI and gave an enhancement of 37i per cent. The High Court wa.a 
moved for writ Df Oef'ti'orari, but they also held that the interpretation of the Board or 
~e language of section 168 waa correct and that no writ could issue. 

As' early as 190B Ron'ble Mr. Krishnaswamy Ayyar said" Whnt is the fair renl 
according to Collector may not be a. fair rent according to the Board of Revenue Qr 
80ny other appellate 8outhority." (page 1l23, Fort St. George Gazette, Part IV. dated 
17th' March 1908). This prediction W1lS amply justified in this instance. No two 
authorities 'agreed a8 to wh80t a. .. fair and equitable rent" is in the cue of Parlakimedl 
Estate. There arB no provisions in the Act by which the decisions of the Board c4 
Revenue can be tested as to its fairness and equity. 

The words .. neighbouring land of similar description with similar advantages" 
'were not intended to exclude the Government area. They only take into account U. 
Gonditions of the soil. the irrigation facilities, the Ciim80tic changes, the means .. Qt" 
aiCceasibilitv. th. difficulties of cultivation, ete. But these are being interpreted so 11& 
&0 mean lands in the neighbouring zamindari and the neighbouring Gov~ent lands. 1 

I!-4 .... 



fliese advoe..seiriterpretlitioDs ,Me, arising' outi J oi ,the _tof 'detiniteDe88 'in lh. 
ltinguage of the section in the' Estatea LaRd Act 88 it'stands, '1'he defect can be rectified' 
by' clearly defining that .. fait and equitable reil'" is the rent which Government Would 
take for Buch land and .~ neighbouring land" Ineana" Beighbouring Gov8I'nment land.", 
, , n. (d) ~he indefinite.ness'iIi the language of the Act has led, to 'the 'fixing of very 

heavy rents 10 estates whIch Wllre settled after'the AJ:t. Those that are not settlecl are 
lulIering under many disadvantages as to the' shares of payment (kind) to tUSUUlS to be 
p'a.id; the free labout. etc. These can be rectified only by a settlement of aU the eatatee 
Gbce for all. H principles are enunciated and left for future settlement the zamindanl 
would not move for it and the ryots would not be able to move and th~y have already 
been r~duced to a state of utter poverty iLnd consequent' disunion. ' " 

II. (e) The Provincial Government should have power to interfere with the ratea 
'fIf settlement; but t~is power, should be only to reduce the rent where in its opinioB 
the settlement officer has been led away by zamlndars who would be able to command 
any kind of or any amount of evidence. They can also buy brains. But the ryots have 
neither'the means 'nor the ability: to adduce evidence to satisfy the settling officers. It 
would always be a case that the settling officer would be on the side of the zamindar, 
and not on the side of the ryot. So the Government should have powers only of reduction 
and. Dot, lIf enhancement., ' , ' , ' 

II. (r.) In spite of all he doea, the ryot ia still at the mercy of the season whioh h~ 
maIlyvicissitudes. ,It wDuld press too, hard upon him if he is asked to pay in a year 
:When, the crops fail and he is at a loss to know how to maintiUn himself and family. ' , 
• He should always have the right of remission, in times of 'failure. An Act that' 

dOes, not provide for such a·relief cannot clain! to be humane. Instead of the village 
karnam the village panchayats ought to be authorized to prepare crop-estimates,' make 
Jiecbmmendations as regards .remissions whelIever the' crop is less than 4 annas, remission 
~all automatically follow in accordance to the extent of loss of crops in different areaa., 

There was the custom of granting remissions in the Parlakimedi mmindari. Ii 
is only after passing of the Estates Land Act, and that after the rendition of the estate' 
that ,this relief is denied to the ryots. 

, ", m. (a) The powers of collection of rent need modifying to a great extent. Al£er 
1!1lCh . an alteration,' they mu~t be vested in' the village panchayats. 

L; m. (b) (1) The . kist months are very inconvenient to the ryots. The paddy crop 
(:which is the main crop in these parts) cannot be completely harvested till the middle
,of January. '1'he ryot will not be in possession ot paddy till the end of January. By 
being asked to pay a kist in advance, he is being obliged to sell the future income at an 
~xorb;tantly 'low price-"sometimes even to half or a third of the normal price. ' 
" , The first kist should begin in February and. not earlier and the collection made 
in ,four instalments. 

(iii) There ought not to be any provision for the distraint of the private' pro-
perty of the ryot. '1'Le sale of holding should suffice and no distraint of movable 

1 
properties, lOcluding grain, be allowed. There are no distraints in England. Indeed a 
minimum extent of land also must be exempted from attachment. Wrongful attacb
ment of movable and non-attachable properties ought to be made a criminal otIen~e. 
.. (iv) 'fhe provision to arrest a ryot for, arrears of 1-"ent is relic of the feudal age 
~nd was given up by civilized nations as a barbaric custom. There should be' IIO 
provision for arrest for arrears of revenue. 

· 'm. (e) As in the case of Government villages, the village officers should be made 
responsible for the collection of the rents provided sucb officers are placed u~der the 
control and supervision of village panchayats. In cases of demand or sale notIces and 
'summons must be sent to the parties by regJ&tered post in addItion to the usual procedure. 

1n cases of dispnte the ryots should not be dragged to distant courts. The 
establishment of the village touring land courts would facilitate matters and would also 
ieduce the cost to the' ryots who are not able to pay even the rents. There are many 
instances in which the .. Cost" went up to twenty times the balance due. 

The present procedure enables the zamindar to sell away the ryots' property ,witl.
'out any notice to him. 'rhe demand notices get returned from tbe zamindari's office 
itself. The concerned village officer having been present at the zamindar's office by 
previous arrangement would write any endorsement, which the zamindar dictates, on 
-the snmmons. The peasant does not knew the date of hearing even. 

The cases come up for hearing at some distant place, and at a time when the 
ryot's presence on the lillld ia essential. The journey to the court and back would mean 
• number of days which he cannot afford and almost every case goea against him ex parle. 

The notice by poat, and the hearing in the villil.ge c;ourt would enable him t.G 
represent his case' to the conn. . 



11' . IV .. VI) T,' he, r.ightll:,o! ~~, .t~':ft> ''lV, a,ter"SUPPly Meinhe!e, nt.l.and· n, ot a "matt'll" 01 
~ntract;, 1J:ie very, .~rm wet 1aD4)n.ciudes .that the land, has the right of getting wa~. 
u:r~spectiv!l of the ~bims, and fanCies of the 1a~lord, Th.s was recogDlZed in this. esl./l.~;i 
II!I ,early as 1883, ."'h~nthe Court of Wards sanctIOned the amounts needed for the repairs. 
,~tanks to be met frol!1 the esta~e: funq,;;' '. . . . . . .. ., , 

, ,'Froin the earlie~t times the <:fots had been paying only one assessment, even thoUgh! 
~any crops they raised upon thell. hotdings. When joint pattas were Issued to all the· 
villagers after: t~e. block .survey of 1~67 no., mention was ever made about a second-crop 
;water-rate. IndiVIdual pattas were ISSued IU 1906 and 1907, but even then. nolmention, 

· of,a IIIlCOnd-crop water-rate was made. ,A clause w.as for the· first time introduced in. IIhe, 
pattas of 1913 that water-rate w~ul~ be changed when second crops. were. grown. 'witbj 
,water from estate sourc:es,. ~llere1O A was clearly stated that. :~he rates .so. levie~ :wpuld 
not exceed Government rates. But 10 1923 a schedule of rates which were far in 'exceS6 

·citfiha Government rates was Introduced into' the patta, 'When the'ryota oppo~ed 'Buuh 
a' achedula, it was removed but iL clause was introduced to the effect that those wh\l'i 
",ant' we.ter for' 'second'crop should put in written applications agreeing. tbthe'rates: 
that would be fixed by the Diwan and take 'water' 'after obtaining a 'writtenl'ermission:' 
A. Ilrintedapplication form was' insisted upoa in which the schedule of rates that was 

·deleted from the patta· was incorporated. . . :'. 

Meanwhile the estate sued' some ryots for second-crop water cess, at rat~. as, Per: 
their schedule. The sUlIlmary Court,. the. District as weU as the High Court held 'th&t 
the' condition in the patta was vague and Dot binding on ryots and decreed obly .accord •.. 
ihg' to Government rates. Even then this privilege was not extended 'to all' the ryots' 
but to only to those who contested in c6urts are enjoying it. A number of reprell'entaJ. 
~ionli were that in justice only Government rates should be collected from all the"ryots 
I?ut the estate said that all those that agreed to pay the rates could not now bteak the: 

,eontract. . . . " . 

, The estate is not prepared to respect either the court or the suggestions of CoileCtOrs.', 
· 'fhe grievances of the ryote can only be redressed by' suitable legislation. In tLe' mean
time the bivisional Officer of Chicacole and the Deputy Superintendent of Police, Pari 11.
klmedi, arranged a compromise between the ryots and the zamindarin' 1930;' :,The' 

· eonditions of the agreement are (1) that· the ryots would pay half the assessment.·as 
fixed by the Diwan, in advance, and the other half when due, (2). that 'the estate should' 
keep the money only as a deposit and repay such part of it as may be held by the' High' 
Cow-t to be inadmissible and (3) that the estate shouIa supply water. Both the ryots 

· and the zamindar signed the agreement. But in 1931 the estate refused' to abide ~y 
the conditions of the agreement and insisted upon the printed applications. In'1933, the' 
District Collector of Ganjam drafted another agreement on the basis of the fomid 

· agreement but the Rajah Sabeb did not agree to it. The ryots were driven to the 
necessity of giving up growing the second crop. ' . . 

The estate refused to supply water to those ryots who did not put in the· Wri~te~ 
· application agreeing to the rates fixed by the Diwan. When the ryots of Saravl!lIota 
tried to take water the estate prayed the District Munsif's Court, Chicacole, to pa~ ~ 
injunction order on them restraining them from. taking water. Since the estate 'cOn~ 
tested that they had the right of even refusing water if they liked, the learned Munsif 
held that the estate had no such right and, refused to give the injunction. In appeal 
the District Judge gave the injunction but expressed' clearly that 'the .. Estate Ctqnat • 

. tefuse water on the ground that the ryots did not agree to pay rents that would be fixed 
by the Diwlln," and that if the .. ~:state wanted to enforce this condition they should bring 

... ,uit under section 55 of the M Ildras Estates Land Act." . 
(b) That the zamindars have no superior right in the water-sources except the 

Tight to control the distribution among various villages and ryots is manifest from. the 
judgment of Mr. Happel, District Judge, Ganjam, in h.is judgment (refer to in .P~a. 
graph 5 above) and subsequently confirmed by the. High Court. 

V. (a) There should be a compUlsory survey and record of rights maintained jor:' 
all the estates. But the present system of having the work carried out by temporary 

,e-stablishments ia very costly, as the establishment tries to prolong its life as much as 
possible. These operations can be carried on at a less cost by fixing a time-limit to 
.. temporary branch of the permanent establishment in wh.ich time it should be asked, t<> 
-eomplete the work. 

(b) The su"ey and record of rights facilitate the work of the "landholder for 
.upervision as wen as for collection and so the whole east of the operations should be 

'lIome by the landholders themselves. Or' inasmuch as these operations. are ' necessary 
in the interests of good government of the locality Government may contribute a ~ 

-of Ule cost. But in no cases should a ryo' be asked to pay the eost. 



VI. The landholders have no right; to demaml any levies ltom the ryota in additiOllo 
to rents:. In this estate landlord is attempting to collect' fodder for the cattle maintained 
by- him from the ryots. This started as a sort of request from some of the officers of 
the' estate on behalf of the landlord for a small contribution of straw. It is now reach
ing absurd lengths of issuing orders to villagtt officers not to issue forest permits ot 
ta refuse water to those who first do not supply the said straw. The legislature mua$ 
make it penal on the part of the landlord to make any such demanda. , 
. Ry:ots as well as ~,)r~ers are oblige~ to provide fo~ labour and for tilling and tran. 

plantatIon and harvestmg 10 the cultIvatIOn of the zammdaris home farms. The zamin
dar also tries to use all the water in, the tanks needed for his own lands befOl'll &he 
paaeants are allowed to draw off any water. 

AlI such inhuman levies and privileges ought to be penalized. 
VII. (a) Forests were never vested in the zamindar for his purpose. He holdl 

the~ in trust f~r the c.ommunity. Thi.s ~ an inherent right of all people to enjoy the 
truits of the nelghbounng forests. This IS also recognIZed by the Government in the 
rules made for the management of forests in the zruuinda.ris. 

During the time of the Court ot Wards,. in the Parlakimedi Estate all people, 
irrespective of their being patta.dars or not were freely enjoying the forests. But sub
sequent to the passing of the Estates Land Act, the Parlakimedi Estate began allowing 
this right only to the patta.dars. 

(ii) Rule 5 of the rules framed by the Government for the management of the 
forests in Parlakimedi Estate ssys that all people who live in villages around any forest 
(not reserved) have tbe right of free grazing of their cattle, free gathering of fuel, green 
leaves, thorns and the free collection of timber required for agricultural and domestic 
purposes. But this privilege is nO'l'ihere allowed in tbe estate. Wben forests were, 
reserved, a. system of tokens was introduced which allowed only pattadars to enjoy such 
facilities. Subsequently even these tokens were removed from many places. Where 
they are in existence, they are only nominal. 

Forests in the very vicinities of mhabited villages and cultivated lands ar6 
reserved. In some cases the reserrell forb.tot are within a furlong of villages. Tbe wild, 
beasts from the forests cause any amo.mt of hsvoc to the villagers, their cattle as well as: 
their crops. If any villager dares to shoot a wild beast, fibe forest guards prosecute him' 
on the false charge that the game was shot in the reserves. Some nameless fellows who· 
ha.ng on the guards would be cited as witnesses. The guard will not send a firse' 
information report to the Magistrate or to the Police. Cases 'l'iill be filed sometimes, 
after months or even after one or two years.' In the meanwhile the case would be. 
manipulated according to the whims of the forest officers. 

These reserve forests being interspersed all over the taluk, villages being situate~ 
all round them, there is no possibility to know whether the people are getting tbeir w~ 
from their reserves or unreserves. There are no • thanas ' where tbe forest produce can, 
be checked. The guards catch hold of people gelling wood on ti,e rood slld cballenlO;e 
them that the wood is from the reserves and prosecute them. It is a custom with 
these guards to go round the ·villages in the neighbourhood of reserves, look at some 
fencing or other and tben persecute the ryot with the charge that he stole the material 
from the reserve, and prosecute him if no private adjustment can be arrived at. 

The number of the kinds of trees that should not he cut down even in the un~ 
'~serves is 47. Some of these kinds themselves are Dot to be found even in the reserves, 
much less in the unreserves. If 80 many kinds of trees are prohibited, fibere is nothing 
else in many of the forests which the people can cut do'l'i n excepting thorny busbes. 
The guards in the estate alone are supposed to be able to recognize these kinds of wool! 
and in the result, people are prosecuted even though they cut the right kind of wood. 
The rates of seigniorage now in vogue are too high. The estate charge at the rate of 

11 pies per head.load of dry wood. The savaras are getting at the mORt one Bnd a. 
quarter anna for such a head-load. (In the town they get B little more.) For his labonr 
of a whole day he may not get even half an anna as wages. 

The estate is leasing out its right of collecting sei~iorage to contractors. These 
contractors collect rates as they please far in excess of the authorized rates. Fot 
instance the rate for one bandy load of green wood is Re. 1-4-0. But in some c:Isee 
the contractors are said to be collecting five annas more-four annas for the contractor 
and one anna for his clerk as they say. Local differences are being augmentecJ 
by this kind of leasing out. In order to get maxim 11m amonnt the est.'lte sets up .. 
edmpetitioll between parties in the neighbouring villages. To satisfy their private 
tevenges these contractors with the help of the estate staff put their opponents to Bn' 
bUrilber of difficulties by not allowing the people of tho!18 villages to get any forest PI'''· 
auee by preventing even sellers from: selling UI: web villages. . > 



-v:.... . .In thiS .CQIlllenOD it is ·moet:.nlllleBsary to :refer 'to ~e lCOn<Ution of lib", So.~ 
_ .related by BOme ,of them whomd us .at some places during .0Ur. ~8rch ... Origirod\r 
dlbey were charged at the rates .of ODe rupee.lor .every • podu 'they cuitivated.Xheo' 
II8ed to enjoy the produce of trees like mango, tl!dDarind which were situated ~n ,thlll\e 
:'P"~u. It was and s~1 is obligatory on them to discharge ,the following duties free of 
,:wages (called vetti); .(1) suppl:ving .two loads of fuel to .the neighb!,tiring ,tempI!! on' ~ 
fuUmoon and newmoon day, (n) supplymg two head-loads of fuel to the palace .on ',an1' 
lestive occasion, (iii) bringing materlkls required for the constructions of pandals"(or 
"the Rajah .and constructing them, (iv) cutting and carting wood for the estate sale 
~epots, (v) supplying fruit and other vegetable curries, etc., 10 the camps of the . estate 
.and(vi) doing free service on 'the estate farms besides carrying luggages, etc. SOInl
.elf these .. vettis" they have to do for the forest guards and the contractors as weI!'. 
'n at all, they will be given one half .. adda .. of rice and one-founh of an anna p~ 
head on those occasions when they have to be outside their homes. And now 'the 
'right of collecting mangoes, tamarind, etc .• is taken out of their hands and being leased 
-lout to the Rellis. So even the little remuneration that the Savaras were getting is DOW 
~enied to them. Even in cases where the Savaras are permitted to gather ~he mangoes; 
etc., they have to pay seigniorage in addition to the • podu 'fees. 'The Rellis have also 
to pay seigniorage te the contractors·in addition to the contract fees. Seigniorage wiIU;>p. 

__ Hected from them every time ~hey. are accosted though with the same material :which 
.was once paid for. 

, On account ·of .these restrictions to get fuel .from the forest the ryots are bei.nll 
·.oompelled to utilize the whole or tbe farm-yard manure as fuel. This is .the canse .fQ1 
the deterioration of the soil and the yearly failure of the crops: ,'1 

Reserves, wherever they are in the midst of habited villages, should be converted 
into unreserves and the right of inhabitants for collection necessary material from forests 
Gould be recogruzed statu teo 

(b) The tenants bave got the inherent right to use the forest produce for domestic 
· and agricultural purposes free .of cost. 

(e) Public paths, communal lands and hill and forest porambokes ,are .lI\ea\lt for 
the use of the villagers in general. The Government hold them for the beneflt·Of the 
.villagers. All these belong to the community and hence to .the Government and not to 
· the landholder. 

ThereforA, all the forests for agricultural use shan be transferred to the control 
.and management of village panchayats as in Government areas and all communal lands 
and properties also placed under the village panchayats. .' '. 

VIII. (a) Landholders are not in the habit of maintaining irrigation works 'pro
iJerly. In this estate subsequent to the handing over of the estate by the Court of W~qe 
the irrigation sources, which used to be in good condition had deteriorated. Many tank~ 
were silted up. The channels eannot even be recognized. Tank-beds and channels I!~v" 

.,been given away on patta in many cnses. Even where repairs were undertaken, the 
AlOnt .... ctors are not paid for years, together consequently, nobody is willing to take. ~e 
eon tract under the estate. There is a report to the effect that a clause is inserted in t.t\e 

· 4lOntract form restricting the contractor from demanding payments. .. 

Such defects can be rectified by taking over the whole of the irrigationwor\l:s i{I 
amindaries by Government. The statute should provide that the zamindl\1' shoul!! 
.deposit a portion of the land revenue, not less than 4 annas in the rupee with .the Gov~ 
-ment ear-marked for irrigation purposes. These funds may be kept at the disposill ,of. 
-the village panchayats and spent upon repairs subject to the Bupervision of Puhlic Work!; 
Department whose business it should be to maintain the irrigation worka in.BO)ln~ 

--condition, any extra cost being realized by the Government from the landlord, 

(0) Power should be vested in the Government to undertake repairs of irrigation 
'Works BUD motu as well as on application by parties. An annual jamabandi is an eccasion 
:which enables the ryots to place their grievances before the concerned officers as -in: :the 

· ease of the ryotwari villages. This should be carried on by the Government itself. 

The undertenant m zamindari areas suffers from the same disqnalifications .a 
ihose in Government areas and therefore, their whole problem must be tackled separatelY. \ 
in II co~prehensive Bill. We agree that the undertenant has to be protected, fl'ODl 
t1lck-rentlDg and assured of a decent tenure and a living wage. But to insert any ·clsu8:8 
in re/!1lrd to him in the legislation concerning the zamindar vice tenants, without tryinl( 
jo tackle the problem of the Government sub-tenant. will only be creating an unneQeSBal1 

-eomplication. Our association is in favour of Ute.minimum . demands of such sub-tenantJli 
. . ..... ~, .. ,_ . . .... ,,_ .r--"'''''-- " 



U' 

tE aDd passed by,'the SouthlndiaD' Federau01l,of PeBeaiIla a.nd:Andhi-a; Ryola' Aaao-, 
iation. Therefore. we do not favour any kind of attempt to create a clasa of mia.n

between zamindara and actual cultivatol'a.' Indeed.· it -shall be the duty of the Sta'-." 
discourage she growth of absen'-e landlordism. ' , ," 

X. '(a) Appellate and revisioneJ authority in proceedings between landholdersanB 
''Yots shoul~ .vest in a. specia.l tribuneJ which consists of judges 'who are given sp8cillJ 
revenue trammg. ' , • 
, , (b) Proceedings betwee~ landholders and tenants should be tri~d' by 8peci~1 la4 
courts who have no other buslDess to attend to. They shall consist of a judicial officer 
a representative of ryots' associa.tion and another of zamindar. In any case, a ryot should 
not :be ,obliged to be, abse~t from his fields. to attend the court for more than half a day 
.,jUld thIS ca.n be a.chieved If such courts are made to hold their hearings at the places of 
.peasants concerned. " 

. , . • "l 

XI. CuitivatorB bve the inherent right to extend cultivation. This right has bee" 
recognized even from the days of Manu. Such cases of extension can never be ceJle4 
.unaut~orized, cultiva.tion and th~ zamindar is not entitled to any remedy except th' 
·collectIon of the rent ,due from It: No nazaranas shall be allowed. But whether any 
ryot shall be allowed to settle upon any land, or :nO~ .haa to.be decided by the local paI:t 
ch&yat ,and the Collector and preference has always, to be given to small ryots and landleBi 
workers. without. of course. the right of alienation. . " 
, . Ryots' associations must be statutorily recognized and ryots must be permitted to 
be represented, by their ryots' associations just as the zamindlLrs is now allowed to be 
represented by his a.gent. Peasants must, be entitled to claim severally and jointly ant' 
benefit according from any decision of land COUl·ts, through their ryots' association. ' , 
I 

K. SATYANARAUNA, , I 

, Se~tt"'V~", 

Memorandum by the President, Zamin Ryots' Associa.tion, Guttavllli and Labham"" 

, '1.'(4)4 :(b) ,The cultivator istheowner'of tl\e soil, subject only to the payment of' 
taxes' or rents to whomsoever they are due to the zamindars. " • 
'.' Cl):According to HindU conception. the kind is' only entitled to a tax a.ndnot til 
any share of produce. This means that the subject is entitled to an absolute interes\ 
in ,th~ lands. He receives taxes to carry on the a.dtninistratioD and to protect his subjeds. 
Lanp-4;ax is on!, species of taxes. Bodayana says, .. Let the king protect his subjects. 
receiving a sixth share;" Parasara says .. ~'he king receives taxes; and therefore. mus, 
he protect his subjects from thieves 'and robbers." ' 

(2) ·That the Bindn kings never claiined' ownership in the soil is also clear' from 
the numerous instances, recorded in authoritative documents of the kings having pm:
~hased lands from their subjects and then made a gift of them to others. Kalidas refers 
'to a like sha.re to the king (in the produce of the land as tax and not as rent). . 

, (;3) ::t'hough there was some divergence of views among the Muhammadan 'jurista ' 
me $e early days with regard' ,to the rights of the cultivators of the soil" the Hinda 
notion 'Wa.s accepted and' the 'cultivator' was recognized as th~ owner later on. • 
, , (4) In the early days of the British administration, it was wrongly thought that 

the idea. of the individual' ownership' in' land' was foreign to Indian notion also as in 
England. They regarded the zamindars as feudal lords; and conferred upon them rights 
to which they (the zamindars) could'Deverhave laid any legitimate claim. This wrong 
notion led the early British Administrators' to ,pass the regulation. regarding the pel>
inanent Settlement of 1802. ThUs., iheearlv British Administrators ignored the, jun 
elaims of the tenants a.nd purpOrted to confer absolute proprietary right on the zaminda.rB 
and landholders, tor getting that the' latter ,are only intermedia.ries. who are onl, 
assignees of Government revenue. " ' 

(5) Immediately preceding the Britisha.dvent, many'local chieftains arrogated 
to themselves absolute rights, more on 'account oUhe weakness of the later Muhammadal,l 
rulers. The British Administratol'll seeing this, and' being accustomed to the feuda} , 
system a,t home, blundered, into thinking that the feudal sy.tem is the normal state 
of affairs and nota stray phenOmenOIl of a mighty empire in its last stages. .. U nfortu~ 
nately. the just claims of the ryots were altogether forgotten in settling the questioJi 
of the proprietary rights and strange to' say,' viitoout evidence, without proof and witbont 
investigation. , 'The British Legislators ,have delivered as 'tenants-nt-will; millions of 
free proprietors to the tender mercies of a race, of tax gatherers nnd speculators. 10M 
tilough ,I!'!t p'os~ssi~g a foot, of, I~n~; ~av~, beeilby 8 s~roke.,of ,pen .we~ conve,rted inU 
~ltclasive 'propnetorsand ' Bignonal' lords . of 'the' PrOYlIlce, ' ., .:" ' '" 



, . . (6) This mi!ltue·wll!l dillllo,veted 20 years later.&nd..:~lI>tio.n4 of. 182!a,,... 
passed in Madras. Its ,effect wBS,tjl f.educe the righ-ts ot, t~ zamWda.rs. 'to tha$, ,CIt .• 
hereditary agency vested with proprietary right in the land revenue alone. .. ;_~ 

(7) Thus, we see from early tim4s,: the' state divested itself of all. rights: in the 
BOil. and contented itself by collecting, the Iand·tax. The zaminda.rs are only intermedi.a.-, 
rie,,,either created orcol\tinu,ed~, .lu, either case, being only creatUJ"es of the State, they 
can't cla.im more than the State. itself.· °Thougll it too~. some time ,for· the recognition: 
of the inherent right of the cultivator to the soil, about the year 1896, the ~adrasHigh 
Court decided in favour of the'tyot (vide 20 Mad., 299) :- .. . , 

.. To treat such a paYU;ent by ~ui.tivators to' zamiridars as rent in the stricl. 
sense of the term, and .to imply therefrom the relationship of landlord ana: 
tenant SO as to let in the presumption of law, that the tenancy in general ill 
one from year to year, would be to introduce a, mischievQus fiction destructiv~ 
of the rights of a greater number of cultivating (tenants) class is in this Pre.si; 
dency, who have .. held possession from gelleratiolls. .' • It thus . seems' 
unquestiollable that' prima facie a zam.iJadar alld a ryot are the hoIaers. or;: 
the ,melvaram B,lld .the kudivarain' rights, respectively." ' , , , 

This case saved the ,ryots till the passDigof the Estates Lalld Act ill 1908. 

(8) In the Estates Land Act, one discovers a spirit of compromise· alld ta.ctin: 
declaring the rights of the tenants to avoid a direct coDflict· with a powerful class of 
JJ8IiJ.indars in the 'iDitial stage of a benevolent legislation •. The intentioll appears to be' 
to further amend it alld brillg the tenants to the level of the ryotwari tellants. . : 

II. (a) A fair .ind equitable rent is that' ~Illch 1eaves a 're~sollable inargin of profit 
in cultivation of the holdiDg for a tellallt. No tenant should be left to cultivate, as at' 
presellt without allY share of profit. The average annual yield per acre in a particular: 
village should be first ascertained. Out of it; 25 per cent should be deducted for the: 
viciesitudes of seasons, carta,ge and markets .. The costs of cultivation as met in the' 
preseut state of affairs is only 25 per cent. But if 40 per cent is allowed for this, there' 
would be reasonable prospect in adopting some improvements in effective cultivatioll. 
Deducting these two items, there will be a baIsnce of 35 per cent. If rent is fixed ah 
6 per cent of the net yield, it will be fair and equitable. Rents should be assessed on, 
income·tax basis. Till that is brought about, at least the zamindari tenants should no'· 
be compelled to pay more than what the Government ryotwari tellant is goiDg to be. 
made to pay as per the Tenancy Enquiry Committee. and the Mortgage Bank Com-. 
mittee has recommeuded. The rate givell by the Maba Bharatba should not be exceeded. 

(b) (i) Consideration.-The lands should be divided into wet, dry alld gardell.· 
;Wet must be classified into four classes. First-class land must be either river or' 
channel·fed and must be situated in,. a villa,ge, which must be, near a railway station. 
Rupees 8 will be a fair rate of rent per acre. Secolld-class land must be river·fed or: 
channel·fed situate in a villa,ge which is not near a railway station, but which is road., 
side. Rupees 7-8-0 will be a fair rate of rellt per acre. Third·class lands must be riveI'-fed 
or channel.fed situate in a villa,ge' unconnected with any railway statioll alld which is. 
not even roadside. Rupees 7 is a fair rate of rent per &ere. Fourth class must be neither. 
raiD·fed nor channel· fed and may be situated anywhere. Rupees 5 per acre is reasonable., 
rate of rent. 

, The dry lands mllst be divided into. three classes. First-class dry landlJ ~, 
garden lands must be situated in a villa,ge which has g~t a railway stutioll nearly. Rupees 4' 
per acre is reasonable rate of· rent. ·SeMnd~class must be situated in a village which' 
is at least connected with roads. Rupees 3-8-0 per acre is a fair rate of rent. Third class' 
must be situated in village whlohis not connected with any' railway station or. :road. 
Rupees 3 per acre is a fair rate of rent. 

(ii) ConMet"ati01l.-The average prices in the staple food crops in the zamin-, 
dari or in the taluk should be tuell for the last seven years excepting famiDe yeanr, 
alone for fixing the· yield per acre. One-eighth of the produce is a fair rate of rent.' 

If at least these two considerations are 'had in miDd a fair and equitable reri~ i 
cau be fixed.' ' ' 

: (<') If the rent is. fixed ,with due consid~ations there need ,be also provision for 
remission of rellt in cases of 'Wis maj~ctiDg the land the viIIa,ge, panchayat should 
decide. . .. , , 

Cd) It is always advsllta,geous to· hBve' the i'ilDttifixed Oncefor:e.ll. ThelBndlo!'d i 
knows what he gets .·and the, te1l1ante>,J/:noW' wbat tbey have'to ,pay. "Bothef them. 
i( th~y art> ecOIlOHlical, will cut ,their ~oa.t a.ccordiDg to their' cloth. They need",~, 
ruin tb~us ... lves in Iitigatio, .to :SEjt~~ :,tb~ ;{Ilte f)f f8D~!l: ;r~ ~hould ,t!o~: ~fI..J:ft .to _ ":~9.~" 
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JitigatiOD .any offi~~ for it would en~il a. hardship to either of the parties due &0 
_vera~ thIngs. If It 18 left to & Court, litlgatlon will become compulsory and both partiea 
get rwned. 

, (e) The provincisJ Government should have reserve powers to revise or alter 
-0.. reduce the ~ents aft.er the rents .are also ~ed as i~ charge' of soil, flood eroeion, ete. 
If after, any megulanty of rates 18 complaIned of, It should be decided by land court 
410ne. There is no use in leaving anything unfinished. 

m. (a) The powers of collection of rent now given to landholders under the Estat.ee 
Land Act, require serious revision. There is no justification for giving any special powera 
to the landholders-the zamindars. Without the special powers of distraint and sale of 
movable property or of the holding given to other kinds of landowners, the latter were able 
to collect their dues, without .any clamour for reforms granting these powers. It is these 
e~tra powers tha~ are haraSSIng the tenants. Whenever the landlord is displeased with 
bls tenants, he Will resort to one of these methods. The right of suit is sufficient for the 
-collection of rent; Thus 'hese special powers should be abolished by amendment. 
Chapter VI of the Estates Land Act should be deleted. 

(b) The Estates Land Act should be amended so as to place the ryots in the 
same position without extra burdens as Government ryots with rights of occupancy. The 
landlord should collect his rents, by filing a suit. There should be no difference between 
.' landlord coming under the Estates Land Ad and a land-owuer coming under the 
'rransfer of Property Act. Village panchayata should have all powers. to decide disputes 
between landlord and tenant. 

(e) If the landlord is directed to file a suit for recovery of rent, he must also 
execute the decree like any other decree-holder, who has a charge decree. He need not 
attach. He need not file any encumbrance certificate as no encumbrance created by 
tenant will bind him. In salea of holding, poundage fees may be lowered down. When 
the judgment-debtor deposits the warrant amount, he need not deposit 5 per cent for 

-extra payment to the auction-purchaser for setting aside the sale. 

IV. (a) The tenants are entitled to a reasonable supply of water as being an inherent 
right and as being appurtenant to their land. It is an easementary right. The water' 
_urees belonged to the owner of the soil. They can never belong to the intermediary 
who is created or continued by the State. The State should take hold of all irrigation, 
works, and charge tbe tenants for the up-keep of the works. They should not be len' 
80 as to be regulated by contract. The landlord, with his staff of high sounding name8' 
and hirelings will be in a position to exercise undue influence, coercion and even fraud. 
Tbe Public Works Department must determine the ayacut of the several tanks and 
nobody should disobey the directions. 

Cb) The landholder haa no right, much less, a superior right, in the water-sources' 
iir the estate. He has usurped rigbts in water-sources. He may be divested of all hi. 
supposed rights. This divesting of rights in water-supplies is not 8. real 108s to the' 
landholder because he failed in his duty. He was not entitled to make any profits in 
water-supply and if he made previously it WBS illegal and so, it would be highly proper 
to declare the absence of such right in him. If the State does not like to take over 
eharge of these water-works, a reasonable rate per acre may be fixed up once for aU, 
with due provision Cor repairs. 'l'he water-cess so collected per year should not exceed 
the amount of expense per year. Rents may also include the water-ceas. Like Govern
ment there should be tank restoration or repair fund and 4 annas from water-rate 
income to be paid to it. This must be handed over to the village panchayat which also be 
controlled by Public Works Department. 

V. (a) All the estates should be soon surveyed and a permanent record of riahta 
maintained compulsorily. Without survey, the tenants are experiencing all sorts of mis
fortunes. Whenever the landlord is displeased he would say, tbe patta with rack. 
renting shows a lesser area and threatens with proceedings for enhancement of rentB. 
'rbe, tenant will be afraid and thus coerced to appease the landlord. If a tenant feela 
he cannot pay the beavy rate of rent, he would find that his potta gives inaccurate area. 
'rbuR, what is gained in rate is lost in extent. Non-surveyed ZaDlindari villagea are 
the breeding ground for all sorts of litigation. 

(b) Because the landlords made & good deal of profits due to the absence of 
eurvey and record or rights, it is just to ask tbem to bear the whole burden. The State 
may help the zamindars by lending the necessary funds or effecting the operatioll8 by' 
itaell and recover' the amount from the zamindar. 

VI. It should be made illegal for any landholder to demand any levies' euetomary' 
elr otherwise from ryots in addition to the rent. As the tenant labours and pays the 
rente agreed upon, it is unjust to burden him with 8Zl1 other thing touching his pocke~, 



'. It shoul~ ·be made 'a cognizable, offen~ if any ZIIoI!Iindar 'violates th~. ·T.b.cpgil: I~ 
· is fixed.at Re. 66-10-8 at commutation, now the za.pllndars coilec.t Ba. 7 to?ia£da iIIemJ 
levies in Siripuram and Bobbili za.mindari. . I 

VII. (a) Previously , the tenants were having natural facilities in the matter !Ill 
· grazing their cattle, collection of green manure, ·or wood for agricultural implement&. 
· The landholders were making large profits from pasturage fields and Wresta ·andhilla. 
by leases and fines. In these days of speedy transport, the general tendency. is mr 
personal aggrandizement and profiteering. 'rhe weak will not have the same advantage 
in village commons or common forests or hills. There must be control for equal distrj
bution according to the needs of the several tenants. At present, it is better to graJ1l 
licences for each village user, to the whole village. The village will take lease 
for an unalterable term, and divide the fees payable among the villagers. Or the village 
munsif should be directed to collect a nominal fee from each village according to ·t1ie 
extent of hie land. Though it is desirable to throw open these pasturage grounds and 
forests and hills for supply of manure, pasture, fuel, etc., we should see that, .the mo~ 
greedy would not make a profit to the detriment of the weaker by making it an oppor
tunity for aggrandizement. If the State declares itself owner of all uncultivated lands 
and leases on nominal fees all evils will be cured. Forest and grazing lands must 'be 
handed over to the village panchayats. 'l'he villagers should be allowed to have arms tit 
kill wild animals. When tbere are no grazing lands in the village thezamindar should 
u.cquire and give them to the villagers. : 

(b) The tenants had some rights to use banjars, hill and forestporamboke", 
These were the common grounds in days when there were no easy means of transport. 
But when the means of communication were improved, and when the zamindars· hail 
more voice in the Government, the rights of the tenants were usurped. As the zamindarli, . 
. were only formers of revenue, it is hard to conceive any right for them in non-agricul
toral lands. It is a fiction of law to exclude non-agricultural lands from the assets .of 
the zamindari at the time of the settlement of the peshkash payable to the State. n 
is another fiction of law to give power to the zamindar to enable him to cbarge nazlirans 
or premium when he lets out any banjar to a tenant, who will have to invest a good 
lot of money to reclaim it. It is sufficient consideration for the zaminda.r if heia 
allowed to collect fair rents for new lands reclaimed. He loses nothing if a land is 
~eclaimed. On the other hand, he makes a profit. Some time officials also deceived the 
tenants to reclaim the baniars to collect premiums and fines, and ingratiate themselv~ 
to their zamindars. It is reclamation by tenant that enables the zamindars to increase 
their annual incomes several" times. ' 

VII!. (a) Where a villnge has no channel to feed its lands the Public Works Depar~ 
ment or the requisition of village panchnyat must decide whether that village has got 
lufficient number of tanks, and whether those tanks have not falleu into repairs .. Th~ 
deficiency of the tanks should be made up. Propbr rolpail·. should be eO'ected. l'hereafte~, 
as in Government taluks annual statistics should be tak~n and if any deficiellcy in· water
lupply is detected, water sources mu~t be increased. 'Vh~re it is not possible. some of 
the wet lands should be ordered to be converted into dry lands. '1'0 supervise the water
resources, in the zamindari area, the Ooverument should appoint sufficient number of 
overseers to be styled .. irrigation overseers" with frequent transfers in the same taluk 
and with strict supervision over them by the superior engineers. 

(b) The power to effect necessary' repairs should be· vested in the Government. 
10 be applied BUO moto and also on application. If that is left to application al<JIle 
the landholder can get it dismissed with hi. powers. I 

IX. Annual jamabaodis as In ryotwari area will be quite benefidal to the tenants iD 
the estates. They will afford ,a forum for ventilating the grievances of the villagers. 

X. The legal status of t.he undertenants slH>uld be that of tenants from five years.tp 
ten years, They should be protected from rack.Mnting. They should not pay more 
than two times the rent payable by his lessor to the zamindar. He should be only a 
tenant of the pattadar with no connexion with the ?nmindar. 'l'he znmindar should have 
no right to attach, or distrain thA crops, in the po,ilion of the undertenant. T'he zamin
da.r should not implead the undertenant in any s1lit between himself and his tenant. The 
Transfer of Property Act should govern the ryot. and their undert.enants. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue ~hould flOt continue 10 be the final nuthority in pm
eeedings between landlord. and their tennnts. 'l'here should be special tribunal. heNl
after to all land courts conoisting of the judicIDry, representntions of ryots nnd znminda,r 
a!l8Ocialions. In the Bonrd of Revenue not to spenk of the absence of jud,!!es. with tb,e 
best of judicial training. the be.t legal tnlent CIlnnot be availed of. It i8 not possible tc> 
take the best advocnte to the Boord of Revenue office. On account of it not being pnrt 
of thl' Hi<'h Court bl1i1riin!!!<. CnReR feebly ar!(ued or argued by mediocre ahility in ·tllit 

!Board of Revenue have brought mistakes in some of the judgments. Thera ~8 no. chance 
U-lI-& 



'aa 
"Gr'the mistakes being rectifiEicl. r.rFhe- cheal i& the other way. !l'he latter judgment. 
'follo~g ·the previous judgments · ... ould perpetuate the mistakes. It is better, therefore. 
to dIvest the Board of Revenue of this jurisdiction. It is alao not good to establiah 
'.~a.! tribuna.!s. The suitors will have to go long distances. They can't alao alford to 
.have the best legal assistance in. a.fSf off itinerant court. The land courts should try 
'caUB88 in the villages in which the ryots IiV!l,. Appeals should alao be heard by a.!1 courts, 
· ~th &8.seS801'L. 

:. (b) All. actions ,and proceedings should be taken in the land courts between land
~rd8 and their tenants. The »8.rties need not roam about the division after the Bub
.divisional magistrate, who would feel more at home with the clerk's notes, than with the 
· arguments, of a legally t~ained va.lril, The tensnt will be a.!ways at a diFllldvantage in II 
.re.venue court, for he haS to take his witnesses and go to strange places and put up some 
· times under the shade of trees in all sorts of seasons. The zamindar will file a batch of 
;JI1lits and sends a single vakil, 'With 8 single set of witnesses to give evidence for every 
)latch of suits. For the presiding officer of a revenue court, it will be often difficult to 
,clisplee.se the Dewan of an estate who would be equal if not superior to him, and give 
· justice to the poor tenant. If the rent suits are also transferred to the land courts much 
, j)f the harm can be avoided. Though the Dewans try to make all sorts of mischiefs with 
i the lower civil courts, yet on account of the presence of a greater nnmber of vakils and 
people in attendance, some mischief can be avoided. If the Government establishes the 
civil courts in Government or nlln-zamindari villages or m bigger towns the estates and 
their higher officials cannot inOuence any officer. After declaring the civil court to be 
:fornm the provisions with regards to appeals in the Code of Civil Procedure may ~be 
'applied. 

· XII. (a) The zamindar must be entitled to collect a fair rent only after proof in 
respect of unauthorized occupations of lands by the ryots. What WIUI not yielding any 
income, would yield extra income in the shape of rent. The landlord should go to the 
.eivil court for establishing his case of oooupation Rnd get the rate fixed up if it is no' 
:adjusted outside. The civil court would determine the rate of rent having regard to the 
·rates for the neighbouring lands. 
. (b) The inamdars are put to a good lot of litigation, due to suita by zamin
'lian for recovery of jodi, pornppn and ~attubadi on the J?rinciple. of joint. and severa.! 
1i8bility between the several owners of mams. The zammdar WIth his big staff can 
eaeily know the liabilities of the severa.! !-n~m~a:s an~ C?~ect .their se~era.! atU?unts. 
The inamdars if they are allowed to pay their mdivldua.! lialiility WIll pay WIthout swt and 

eOsts. All suits by zamindars should precede '!' lI:otice to the. inamdars to pay, so. as to 
"entitle the zamindars to costs of ewts. If It 18 not poSSlble to ask the zammdars 
'to' collect from' the individuals their separate shares of kattubadi, the Govern
'ment should collect it directlv from the inamdars. Much litigation-kattubadi and 
:eontribution suits with their off euits-will be avoided. 

P. N. APPA RAo, 
President, Zamin Ryots' Association, Gutwtl,lli and Labhatn. 

lIemorandum by the !Jots of 1I0guda village, Bobbin Wuk. 

I. (a) The ryot. Because he has cleared the land and made it cultivable. 
(b) The zamindar is only entitled to rent. The ryot must be vested with all rights. 

II. (a) Fair rent is that which is fixed on the value of the yield after deducting a.Il 
expenses incidenta.! to cultivation. 

(b) In fixing a fair and equitable rent, the following factors may be considered :-
(1) Fertility of the soil. (5) Prices. 
(2) Water facilities. (6) The ryots' economic condition. 
(3) Total produce. (7) His family. 
(4) Marketing facilities. 

(0) Yes. On application by the ryot. The district authorities. should investig~te 
into the matter and consult ryots' representatives and make the zammdar grant remlSo 
· mon ; or statutory provision should be made for district autborities to conduct investigation 
· an the recommendation of the village panchayat board. 

· (d) Principles sbould be enunciated and an itinerant court should be vested with 
the power to determine a fair rent, whene.,er necessary, in zamindaria. 

(II) Yes. , , ., 



" :: .m . • (a) Yes. , 
(b) The zamindar should not have any more power ini-the matter of. collecting :limt 

.ahAa,aereditor hlWl in. the matter ,of realWng,the a.mountsdue to him. ,In.case an.itinerant 
-court is established, the zamindar can have justice meted out to him by suell· .. ,~. 
,He;lIlight re~uce his rentthroug~:tb,e,;'I'illage pll-nchayat, board. He should ~o~ attach 
'the poor ryot s property, drag him to.court a,nd harass him. , . ." , 

(e) If vil1a.ge panchayats "fe <:on~tituted and vestE;d with full powers with regard 
to registration, collection ,of rent; etc.,'·and they carry on the village adminis,tratillll, the 

: procedure can be made 8lIDple. 
: lV. (a) The right should be inherent. Special' agreements also are necessary." 

(b) The zamindar, at present, has a superior right. For supply of water for'rai.slIir; 
ae!iond IltOP, the rate determined by the zamindar has to be paid: fishing right· also is 
annually auctioned. The ryot is supplied with;water free of special rates only for ,a siDgle 
.paddy crop. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zaminda.r should bear the entire cOst, the ryot being too 'poor. 

:vI. No. 

Vil. (a) The ryot has no right.of !.Iny kind, though the rights are a nl!-tUra1l!dlimqt 
to agriculture. The zamindar has, at present, the exclusive right to hill and forest 
,porambokes, etc. As a rule, the ryot should have the right to the utilization ,of natural 
.facilities such as grazing of cattle, collection of wood for agricultural implements, etc; 
, vm. (a), (b) .t (e) Maintaining irrigation works in good repair ought 'to 'be tlie 
'exclusive duty of the zamindar. If he fails to maintain them in good condition, t/le 
'Government may effect repairs and, realize, the expenses from him. In the .. interest,: of 
'the poor ryot, the Provincial Government should be vested with powers. t!J, undertake 
'Tepairs on their own initiative. 

IX. Yes. 

X. The under-tenant should have the same legal status as the ryot-pattadar. But 
inasmuch as ouly cultivable land is leased out by one ryot to another, provision. should be 
:made for payment by the under-tenant of compensation to the ryot-pattadar for' having 
'rendered the land fit for cultivation. ' , , 
· XI. (a) A special tribunal should be constituted to act as the final' appellate and 
;revisional authority. 

(b) In special courts which should go on circuit. The jurisdiction of civil courts 
and the Revenue Board should be removed . 

. XII. (a) The zamindar should take the matter to the circuit court and the compens&
'tion for unauthorized occupation should be fixed at the rate of rent charged in thecas~ of 
lands contiguous to it. 

(b) Yes. Collection should be transferred exclusively to the village panchayat or 
· the zamindar should realize his dues as any creditor would realize his debts. . 

, , 
Memorandum by &he ryo" of Xomatipa\le, Bobbm estata. 

I. (a) The ryot. 
(b) The ryot should have a,ll the ,surf~-rights over the lands. The mining rights 

'belong to Government. The za.mmdar 18 entitled only to the prescribed rent. . . 
n. (a) A fair rent means one-sixth of the produce after deducting the cultivation 

. expenses. ' . 

· (b) The fertility of the soil, the yield per acre, water facilities, the number of crop. 
,'raised every year on the land and the value of the crops raised should be the considerations 
for fixing the rent. , 

(e) Yea. There should be statutory ·provision for: remiasion. Rent proportionate 
: to the yield in the village as a whole should be collected and the balance remitted.: 

(d) Yes. Rent should be settled once for aJl on the lines indicated above. The 
1J6Ilchayata should be given the power to determine rent. A committee consisting of 
,officials may be appointed temporarily to supervise this work •. 
· (e) The Provincial Government need not have any apeciaJ powers 118 there wonld be 

'DO disputa. when the above procedure ia adopted. . ", ~ 



·ss 

m. (a) The village boards to collect rent in the 88me way 88 village oOiC8l'l coli .. 
.quit-rent due to Govemmel)t. 

(h) H the village boards oollect rents, there would be no need for exeaao
proceedings. 

(e) H panchayat courts have the power to collect rents, there would not be ,tamp
duty, court fees, etc., or other expenditure. 

IV. (a) Yes. It is inherent 88 appertaining to land. 
(h) The zamindar has no superior rights. He should not auction the right of Dhing 

in the tanks, of collecting grass on tank-beds and of removing ailt in the tank-beds. AU 
thia should belong to the ryots under the ayacut-tanks jointly. 

V. (a) AU estates should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained compulsorily. 
(h) The entire cost of survey should be borne by the zamindar. 

VI. He cannot demand anything in excess of the rent. 

VII. (a), (h) d: (e) There nsed to be no obstacles to ryots in grazing their cattle, 
collecting green manure and wood for agricultural implements free of cost in the past. 
The ryot should have the ssme rights in future. The forests adjoining villages should not 
be reserved. The ryots would suffer, if the zamindar should have a right over public paths, 
etc. So such places should be thrown open to the public. 

VIII. The final authority over irrigation works should rest with the Government, 
The village boards should effect minor repairs on the report of the ryots and intimate the 
88me to the Government. As regards major repairs (the Government) Engineer should 
inspect the concerned works on receipt of a reFOrt from the village board. prepare estimate. 
and get the repairs executed by the village board. The cost of these repairs should be 
,ecovered from the zamindar. The responsibility of maintaining the irrigation works in 
good repair should rest with the Government. Government should not apply powers 
.ua mota as that would involve unnecessary expenditure. 

IX. There should be yearly jamabandi 80 that Government may know the real 
conditions. 

X. The under-tenant should cultivate the land and give the tenant his share of the 
produce. Provision should be made to enforce this, in case of neglect on the part of the 
under-tenant. The tenant should have the right over trees which should be maintained 
by the under-tenant. The latter to pay rent at the S8me time as the tenant pays the same 
to the zamindar. The under-tenant to meet culivation expenses from his share of the· 
produce while the tenant should pay the rent to the zamindar from his share. 

XI. (a) Not answered. 
(hl In village panchayat courts with BOme appellate and revisional authority which 

may he determined by the Government. These will do. All other courts are unnecessary. 

XII. (a) There should be·a statutory provision subjecting the ryot to punishment in 
_ of encroachment of communal land. 

(h) Yes. It requires revision. The jodi paid to the zamindar should be reduced_ 

Memorandum by XuppW· Satyanarayanamurthi, President 01 Kyats' Assoclationa of 
NemaIam, BoorjavaIasa and Sstivada villages, Vlzlanagram estate, VJugapatam. 
district. 

I. (al Ryot is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The landlord has only the right to collect a fair rent. The tenant has all rights. 

n. (a) A fair rent means one-third of the present rent. 
(h) A fair rent should be determined with reference to the rates of rent prevailing 

for the Inst forty years. . 
(e) There should be a. statutory provision for remission. 
(d) A fair rent should be fixed permanently once for·all. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) The existing provisions relating to collection of rent in the Madras Estste. 
Land Act should be revised.. ; 

(h) Provision should be made for collection of rent in four instalments (kistB) from, 
J)ecember. . ; ., 



~ IV. '~a} The zsmindar alone should be responsible for execution of repairs to' water-
101l1'C81 and irrigation works. . 

(b) The landholder has rights over water-sources. He has also the right to maintain 
· &hem in good condition and to execute repairs to them. 

N. (a) Such estates as have not been surveyed should be surveyed . 
. (b) Two-thirds of the expenses 'of survey should be borne by the zamindar' aiuI' 

· one-third by the tenants. 0 

VI. The landholder should not demand. fees other than land-rent, from tenants. 
VII. (a) Tenants have the right to nse natural facilities for the purpose of grazing 

cattle and for agricultrual implements. 
(b) Tenants have the right to use them for domestic and agricultural purposes. 
(c) Tenants should have rights to use footpaths, porambokes and communal lands; 

VIII. (a) One-eighth of the rent paid by tenants should be utilized· for the' maint8- . 
,lIance of water-sources and irrigation works. . 

(b) If zamindars do not execute repairs properly ,the Provincial Government 
shOUld have the power to execute them. 

(c) Such repairs should be executed by the Provincial Government BUO moto. 

IX. There should be yearly jamabandi for zamin villages as is the case with ryotwari 
villages. . 

X. Under-tena.nts should have reasonable rights along with pattadars. 
XI. (a) There should be constituted a. specia.l tribuna.l for the purpose. 

(b) All disputes of ryots should be tried in special courts. 
XII. (a) Zamindars should institute proceedings in courts for the eviction df ryots 

:who have occupied lands unauthorizedly. . 
(b) The provisions relating to collection of jodi or kattubadi should be revised so sa 

to rnBke them equitable. Besides these, sections 6, III and 30 of the Madras Eststes Land 
Act should be amended. 

Memorandum by Mr. B. Venkata Redd! Nayudu, President of Ryals' Assoclation, So.,... 
konda village, Anakapalli taluk, Vizagapatam district. 

I; Ca) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The zamindar has only the right to collect rent. The tenant has all other inter

-eats in the land. 
II. Ca) A fair rent is that which prevails in the Government ryotwari villages. 

(b) On account of economic depression and agricultural indebtedness, the tenant 
finds it very dillicult to maintain his family and meet the cost of seed and labour. These 
factors, to be taken into account when assessing rent. 

(c) Yes. Whenever the rains are excessive or when the monsoon fails or when 
there is economic depression, remission to be granted. 

Cd) A fair rent should be fixed permanently. Or principles to determine a fair rent 
.hould be enunciated aod some special officers may be deputed to apply the same in ~g 
• fair rent, BS occasion arises. . 

(e) Yes. 
III. Ca) Yes. Revision of these powers is necessary. 

(bl Costs pertaining to auction of lands wben the ryot bas failed to pay tbe rent, 
In exressive. Such costs should be reduced. Pdundage and withdrawal fees that have to 
be "aid when the ryot pays back the arrears of rent with a view to getting back bis lands, are 
~oo heavy. The Government should see thnt such fees are not levied on the ryot. 

(e) [Answer to Cb) holds good here also.] • 
lV. Ca) The rights to water-supply are a matter of contrn.ct between the ryot anel the 

· landholder. 
(b) The landholder hos .. superior right. 

V. Cal All the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights should be prepared and: 
maintained as- " rule. . 

(b) The poor ryet cannot bear the cosL 
~VJ. CollectiOll of leviea by the landholder in addition to rent, is sheer injustice and the· 

o OO'l8mment should make regulations to prohibit collectloa of B1ICh levie •• 



, 'VII. (a) Ryots shouldbave the ~igh. of grazing the,cattle OD paaturea and d. CIlttina. 
trees for fuel. Care should be taken that the ryot does not enjoy the above rights over and. 
above his actual needs. 

(b) The tenants have an inherent righ$'in. this respect. 
(e) The tenants should co~tinue to enjoy ~ightswith regard to public. paths. eo~u. 

Dal. Jands, porambokes, etc., which they h~ve been eDjoying from tiJneinlmemorial. 

J[emoran(lum by JI(r. V. Appa Rao, Secretary, The South Palakonu :Byota' AIIocIaUon. 
lIrIagantena, Pondur Post" Vizagapatam district. . 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil. 
,(b) The landlord has only, therighf; to col\eot a fair rent. The tenant baa &II 

rights., .' ,: ' . 
n. (a) A fair rent is one-fourth of tile net j.ncoIlle that remains after deducting the 

cost of cultivation. . " j. 

,(b) When fixing a. fair rent, the following factors should be taken inoo accolUlt ;-
Fertility of the soil, irrigation facilities, the kiIld of crops grown, roads 00 p1a.ces, 

where the crops Ilre tranBpol1ed, rents prevailing in the adjoining ryotwari 
villages and the economic condition 'Of the ryot. (Vide Revenue Board's Stand
ing Order No.1,) 

(e) Ryots or ryots' associations should apply for remission to the Deputy Tahsilda.r 
Mthin the 15th of November. He should confer with the representatives of the ryots' 
association and the zamindar and then settle the ' issue. 

(d) Rent should be fixed once for all. 
, (e) Yes. 

in. (a) Yes. 
(b) Panchayats should be given power in this respect. Rente f;o be collected through 

• land courts ' or in the same manner as the inamdars colleot rent from their ryots by 
filing suits. 

(e) Distraints, revenue suits and execution of decrees as in vogue at present are 
",ery unjust and their costs, very high. ,If the ryot pays the decree amount for the lands 
sold in court auction within six months, the land should be returned to him. Arrears of 
rent for more than one bsli should not be allQwed to accumulate with the ryot. Village 
panchayats may be entrusted with the work of collection of rent and a little remuneration 
may be given to them for their service, ,:" ' , 

IV. (a) Toe, rights of Tyots to'Water"supply are appurtenant to the land. 
(b) The landholder has no superior right. 

V; (a)' Estates should be Surveyed 'and' a record of rights maintained compulsorily. 
(b) The cost to be borne by the'Government and then recovered from the zamindar 

-in instalments without interest. Ryots should be required only to pay for the demarcation 
stones supplied to them. , .. 

VI. The landholder' cannot demand' any such levieil. 
VII. (a), (b) & (e). Ooce the tenants were enjoying such rights. But at present, 

these rights have been usurped by the zamindars. Legisilltio~ sbould be madl! to ensble 
the ryot to enjoy those rights along with the landholder . 

• VIII. (a), (b) & (e). Water sources are badly in need of ' repairs. The Government 
should ask the Public Works Department to examine them and carry out the necessary 
repairs, The Government should .take suth RCtion on the' IlpplicBtion of the ryots,or the 
ryots' :association or panchayats. A' tank reserve fund 'of four annas in the rupee should be 
collected from the income of the zamindar find its maintenance should be entrusted to {he, 
panchayats. When new irrigation workS are to be executed, the Government should 
undertake to do it on the Tecommendation olthe panchayats. 

IX. J amabandi should be held by Revenue Division&l Officers every year and by the 
District , Collector once in, five years. 

·X. The pattadar and not the under-tenant should have the occupancy right. Remis
sion should be granted to the under-tenant whenev.er the pattadar ie granted the same. 
There should be !l9,rel~tion, bet'\'leen the uQder-,tenant and. tile zamindar. . , 

"-,. - .. - '... . . ,.. . ... ; 

XI. (a) The High Court and not the Reveuue Board should be the final appellate and 
TeVisional authority. . , 

(b) A' lan<l court ',should be estabJished'fPT fb~ p.urpose lind It,should'copsist Q( JIIe 
Coliec'tOi oUhe district. oneinember of ,the l;iegislativl! AssemblyfrolI\ the,llistrict concerned;, 
and one representative of the ryots of'the' di8irict;: ,; ,.. " ", , , ' ' , " , 



XU. (a) When the encroacluhent causes no inConvenience -to the public; the Janils iD 
question should be granted on- patta at rates applieable to adjacent lands to the pereOIi 
eoncerned. If the encroachment has been on communal lands, the land occupied shoulell 
be resumed at once and handed over to the village panchaya~. ; 

(II) Yea. 

• 
Ilemorandum by Mr. E. Ramamurtl, ete., ryots of Potnur village, Bimllpatam~ 

Vizagapatam district. 

I. (a) The zamindar and the ryot are proprietors.. _ . . _ 
_ (b) The ryot possesses all rights exCtopt in the case of flm rent and responSlblhty foa 
water.supply. . 

II. (a) One·fourLh of the net income. 
(b) Nature of the land, water.supply, the crops raised, prices, etc. 
(e) Yes. Whcn crops fail, remission should be granted in l'),oporLlon to the loea. 

sustained. 
(d) This may 00 detflrmined as occasion arises. 
(e) Yes. 

III. (a) Yes. 
(b) Summary IILto.chmeuLs sheuld be dispensed with. 

IV. (a) RIghts accrue to the ryet with the leaore. 
(b) No'. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) Three-fourth. of the cost should be met by the zamiridar and one.fourth bi 

the ryot. 

VI. No. 

VII. (a) 'I.'he ryot should be vested with all the rights in this respect. 
(b) The ryot should have thes~ rights also. 
(c) The lalldhold~r and the ryot must have equal rights. 

VIII. (a) Water facilities, irrigation, repairs, etc., are to be provided by th"; 
zamindar. Ryots should use the said water for their lands. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) On application by the ryots. 

IX. Yes. 

X. The under· tCIJant also should have the right to land. 
XI. (a) The Revenue Board should continue to be the final appellate and rcvisional 

authority; otherwise a Special Tribunal may be appointed. 
(b) Either in revenue courts or special courts. 

XII. (a) A fair l'entshouhl be lixed and collecte.l for the years of unauthorized 
oDCupation and pat,tlls should be granted to the ryots cOllcerned. 

(b) No. 

, 
Memorandum by Mr. P •. N. Apparao, President of the Kyots' Association of Guttavilli 
- . on behalf of tbe ryots of Lavbham and Guttavllll. ete., villages, BobbiU estate .. 

Vlzagapatam district. 

I. The ryot. Mining rights also belong to the ryot. 
II. (a) One.eighth of the net income from the yield after deducting cultivution; 

expenses. 
(b) The ex;stmg rents were not fixed in zamindaris accorliing to any pnnciple. 

By force or persuation. the zami.nOOr enhanced rents. Owing to illiteracy. lack of mfiucn<» 
and of means of livelihood, the ryot bas accepted the r.mt fixed by the zamindar. 

(e) Statutory provision should exist. Remission should be compulsory m the
case of total failure of crops. All- aifairs regarding remission should be settled by 8Jl 

officer whORe status id not lesa than that of a Deputy- Tabsildat·. The result. of mel 
enquiry sbould be notified to the people in the village bv be:!.t of tom·tom within twenty-
four how'S after the enql1iry. - .-

(d) Cash.ren' shuuld he fixed once for all permanently. 
(e) Yea. 
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ID. (II) ',l'he zamindar'8 power to attach movable properties for realizing ren~ 
tihould be removed. The power to take arrest-warranLs In execution of decrees cho.dd 
lie removed. . Only lands should be attached, and that, too, only that plot of land in 
respect of which rent h~s fallen into arrears. No other plot of land shuuld be attached. 

(b) The zamindar should realize ,,""ean; of reut every year, only by attaching 
.immovable property. He should not realize it by means of aoy other kind of action. 
'The s,.id processes should be executed through land c:ourLE, and an appeal should Ii" to t be 
~gh Court. 

IV. (a) The right.s are mherent in the C3&e of wet lands. 
(b) The zaminclar has no other right than repairing and maintaining wakr-sourcea 

Jar utilization by the TVot. The right i.o apl'ortlanmenL of water has been with till' ryota. 
'That should hereafter be vested in pa.Dchayats. 

y. (a) Yes. 
(b) The za.nllndar should bear the entire cost. 

VI. No. 
VII. The right of grazing cattle, gathering w.x>d and collecting green J'l6nure, ~tc •• 

-free of cost in forests, JlB-qture lands, hills, etc., has been exercised by we ryot a.~ n time
honoured custom. Agriculture implies thia right. 

Porambokes and unoccupied lands 'Ue communal lands. 
. VIII. Water-sol1rees in estates are generally in utter ruin. The Government should 
take power to repair bnk3, channel., etc., and construct new ones as a duty witbollt apl'li • 
.cation from ryots and recover the cost from the zamindar. It should be enacted that, 
till then, the zamindar should waive rents and should also be responsible for the loos that 
may .accrue to the ryot. 
. IX. Yes. Zamabandi should be conducted by Government officials. 

X. The under· tenant in zamindaris should have the same legal relationship that 
the under.~enant in ryotwari villages has with the pattadar, and with the Government. 

XI. (a) A civIl court and not the Revenue Board should be the final appellate and 
revisional authority. 

(b) In "Land Courts" only zamin ryots' associations should have representA.
tion in them. An appeal should lie to the High Court. Ryots also should have the 
Tight to have their C:1Ses conducted by their own representatives as zamindars du. 

XII. In respect of unauthorized occupation of lands other than ' Swada Lank lands,' 
the zamindar should be empowered only to collect such rate as i8 charged in the CS8P of 
.adjoining lands. 

(N.B.-Under the head .. other facts" two paragraphs are added and thp.y embody 
representations similar to those contained in many petitions dealt ""th above I . 

Memorandum by Mr. Kochcherlakota VeDkataramayya and others, Deemantunlgudem 
estate, Deemantunigudem vi11age, Kovvur taluk, West Godavari district. 

I. The ryot has t.he right of kudivaram (i.e., the right to enjoy the surface of the 
land in every way without rend~ring it unfit for rultivation). The zamindar has mining 
rights in the land in addition to his melvaram right (the right of collecting rent from 
ehe ryot in return for the latter's enjoyment of the surface thereof). 

II. (a) .t (b) Rent should be fixed in zamin villages in the same manner as in 
'Government villages. Rent has been fixed all this tune in this as well as in the other 
zamindaris under threats of eviction. Rent should be fixed for each land, the fertility 
of the soil, rains, water-sources, price of seed and all other aspects of the matter berog 
taken into consideration. 

. (c) Statutory provision should be made for remission on t·he same principles a.s are 
applicable to Government villages. Remission should be granted b the case of wet lands 
when there is no water-supply and in the ease of dry lands when rain fail and famine 
eonditions prevail. 

(d) Fair rent should be settled once for all, all lands being suneyed, taram fixed and 
~bts recorded. 

(e) Yes. 

ID. (a), (b) .t (c) No, because it would be safe both for the zamindar aDd the ry~ 
tilat the rent should be very fair and that i& should be paid up when it falls due. If i~ 
falls into arrears, let a:loDe the zamindar, the ryot would be the greater sufferer. Role&

. Tehrting to rent-collootlon may, therefore. oontmue to be as they now stand. 
IV. (a) J: (b) 'VITe have no water-faci1itiell in our estate. Hence, we have no expErience 

of them. 
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V. (a) All estates should I;!e compulsorily surveyed, a record of rights m&mtainecl 
and a fair rent fixed. The system of payment of rent in the form of a share in the produce 

.. should go, because it leads to many &Il unjust act or a corrupt practice and very adverself 
affects the ryot·. .! 

(II) It is fair that the ryot should bear ouly one-third of the cost • 

• 
Memorandum bylllr • .Anu Appala Nayudu and other aamin ryots of Bamabhadrap1llllla 

JlrayaU village, SaLur Wuk, Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioners pray that (1) pasture lands, hill.porambokes, public paths and ta.nk
beds granted on pattas by the estate officials to- their friends subsequent to ., the Land 
Act No. II of 1908," m'lV be converted into unaeseSEed waste land~, (2) that the enhanced 
rents which were leviel on the lands subsequent to the prival.e survey and settlement 
recently effected by the zamindar may be reduced to their 'normaL levels, and the Govern
ment may be pleased to provide for grant of remission for loss of crops according. to
their discretion, (3) that the Government may be pleased, if necessary, to have the 
village surveyed by their own officials and the lands classified taramwar a·fter excluding 
the p ... ture lands, public paths, etc., mentioned in (1) above, (4) that as there haa· 
been .. a total failure of crops thiS year" .. the exce&s amount that h ... been unauthrrizedly 
collected from the tenants" mav be <lrder .. d to be refunded to them, (0) that the tenantl!'· 
may be given the right to enjoy the usufruct of the forest, and to graze their cattle in 
it without any fee, (6) that thp wat .. .r-sources. which are badly in necd of repairs ma:y
be repaired by the GoYernment, through iheir own officials. 

Memorandum by Ule village ryots of Bamabhadrapuram, SaLur estate, 
SaLur Wuk. 

The petitioners suhmit that seveu or eight y'ears ago, the Salur zambdar had th~ 
whole village surveyed by his own surveyors lind enhanced the doul (revenue) of their 
'fillage from Bs. 4,000 t'1 Bs. 7,000 that the estate officials collect rent from them accord. 
ing to the revised doni without granting them cowles, that. on account of their POVCtty, 
they are not in a position to verify the accuracy of the survey made by the estate by 
going to a court of law, aud that th~y do not know exactly even the rent to be paid' 
by each of them. The petitioners urge that the Government should undertake to repair· 
their tanks, that pasture-lands should be provided for gIazing their cattle, "since thE> 
zamindar h ... gIven away every bit of waste land avaih.ble, on lease" and that they shonld 
be permitted to usp. the natural facilities of £Crests for their domestic and agricultural 
purposes, that tanks which supply water for drinking should be kept "lean prohibiting 
the auction of fishing.right in them and that abkari revenue should be abolished. 'I'hey. 
pray that their grievances in the dll'ectlons sta.ted above may be redressed. 

Memorandum by the Members of the Makkuva Congress Committee, lIrIakkuva f1rka, 
SaLur taLuk, Bobbill, Vlzagapatam district. 

The memorial, which is not digned, is in the form of a welcome addrea" to the Hon'hle
Mr. T. PraklLsam. It expresses the hope that the Hon'ble the Minister will visit '\l;1e 
Agency tracts " which are totally lacking facilities like those of education, health and 
medical aid and help to improve the condition of the people there, .. unlike other leaders " 
who visited them previously. . 

Memorandum from Ponduru VeDkanna and others of EuraLrnlapeta, Bamabhadrapuram" 
SaLur ilamIn, Vlzagapatam district. 

The petitioners suhmit that the jirayati lands in their village consist only of dry 
lands, that they were surveyed seven or eight years ago, that increased rents are being 
collected on tho ground that the actual exteut under cultivation is more than what it 
was supposed to be, th,tt they -io not know for what rea~ons cowles (lease-deeds) hav" not 
been given to them up to this day and that though the people in the viJinge doubt thE> 
correctness of the meRsuremcots, they have uo scope for having the lands Tesurveyed. 
They further say .that a rent of nearly Rs. 20 per acre is being charged and that they 
have no right to utilize the local natural facilities in the Corem for agricultural purposeS' 
and pray that the Hoo'ble the Revenue Minister may. enquire into these matters and'. 
PfOvide thern with the necessary facilitill6. 
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Memorandum by \he Zamlndad Byota' "'OCIaUoD, Salur • 

.. The petitionera submit in .. poetic atyle that their condition in the zamindari ia 
intoletable, that the zamindar collects rents from them even if crops fail, that his high
handedness is indescribllble, his manner of collecting rent and innumerable fees being .. 
matter of life and death to them, and that the Government should not brush a,ld,· tbeir 
ease saying thllt .. ignorance of law ill no excuse .. and aupport the officials of the e.late. 
They pray thllt the GOVoll'UIlle1lt should enquire into their gnevances and fulfil tho prom i_ 
made on the eve of the general election • 

. ' Memorandum by Mr. Maddu Banyas! and othen of Pachlpenta, Balur WuIi:, 
Viugapatam districL 

The petitioners submit that their village bei<Jngs to four estates, t,hat, the fOle" 
1)ffi.ciala of Vizianagram estate, take money from ~hE>m for grazing their goat~ in the 
forests without granting them receipts, that the for~"t guard, Pamu Payiditalli, dClT'an.led 
:Rs. 50 and took Rs. 30 from them for allowing them to graze their goats, that a few 
&ys Illter, Mr. Nidlld~volu Ramadasu, "he, was on special duty callie witb another {omsl 
guard and impounded their goats wluch were grllzing on the bunds of fields alld they 
bad to pay Rs. 15 to release their gO.lt~, that compounJing feed of nellrly Rs. I!OO are 
being levied in addition to this, and that cases are instituted in def~ult of payment. 
They add that royalties are being collected. on minor fore&t produce, that hip,h rents are 
charged oil lands, and that they :!d'e put to several c.ther h8J:<1ships. Tbey rray thr.t an 
enquiry may be made and their grieyances rerlresse:i . 

.-
Memorandum by the zamin ryota of Lakavarapukota flrka, Vizagapatam diatric,. 

The petitioners represent that there are no proper irrigatiop sl)nrc~s in the es'.ale, 
that repairs are not executed to even the existing ones with the result that there i. failure 
ilf crops and the ryots are put to suffering, that as the rem. art! higher in zami'ldnris than 
in Government villages, and as the prices of grain are low, the ryots find it difficult· to 
retain the land after meeting cultivation expense~, rent, etc., and that the zamindar 
has been levying a tax even for wood taken from forests for agriCUltural implements. They 
add that though there is scope for the con.truction of an irrigation work "ear Chil!talapudi 
:which would supply 100 villages with ",,,ter, the zamindar is indifferent in thl' matter. 
It contains So prayer to the enect that their \lrievan~es may be redressed .. now that there 
is responsible Government." 

Address presented by &he Congress Committee of Chlttuvalaaa, Vlzagapatam 
district. 

The address repl'esents that the tanks in the village have /..ot been repairt:d for the 
past 25 or 30 years, that the ryots are put to loss by failure of crops !lue to look of ",ater· 
Bupply, tha.t the ryots are con~equeutly lo.mg all their pr.Jpertie., and that ever, in these 
circumstances, they are charged an additional rent of 2 annas in the rupee by the Vi7-i ... 
nagram estate to which their vill~ belongs. It contaIDs II prayer (or the execution 
of repairs to the tankq imml'diately and for r"duction of rents. 

Memorandum by Bavada Appalasuri and othen of Mathulapeta, hamlet of 
l1rlam • 

. The petition era state that their village which belongs to the Urlam estate i. far 
away from the water-source, that though ~he estate colltlCta rent at the rate of abont 
Rs. 23 per acre, it neither provides water-supply to their lands nor reduces the rent, and 
that there is no adequate supply of drinking water in the village. l'bey pray that the 
zamindar may be aaked by til!> Governnlent. either to provide the landa with sufficient 
;wa.ter-supply or reduce the rents. They furt,her pray that the Government .may sanction 
the construction of a well in the village for 'he supply of drinking :water. 

Memorandum by Mr. Mipala Venugopallm and other ryota of E1nU1all. vlllage, 
. Siripuram estate. 

Tracing the history of the gradual enhan.:ement of rent in their village since 1908. 
from Rs. 20 per garse originally, to Rs. 66 per garse at present, .. which nlouG' with 
other unlawful cesses comes to RB. 7I per garse," tbe petitioners flUbmit that the r~ntc 
ill excessive, that the unit extent of land subject to this rent-garse which ill C;Jmputed 
at three acres for purposes of fixing rent--is practically two acres only, that the price 
of paddy being not more than Rs. 45, it is extremely hard to pay the rent of Re. 71 aud' 
failure to PIlY would result in their propertie9 being attached. that the four unnatural 



instalments fixed for paymen~ of rent, namely, July, September, November and DeceIII;
ber, are not a period in whlCh the tyot would have money, and that, thuc(cre, It 18 

(' impossible" for the ryot to pay rent during that period. 'l'hey further represent. that 
section 12 of the E.tl1t"b Land Act haa been .causmg hardship to them; In respect 0( 
their procuring wood from thea gardens for agricultural implements. that if they cu. 

· one rupee's worth of wood, it is estimated at Rs. 20 by the officialb of thc eS',atc; .and 
that they are sued ll1 court. Turning.to the arlgation facilitIes in their zamin. th"j 
state that though the zamindar ha~ boon collecting mm them some contribution fot 
repairs, in respect of a river fourteen miles away, no work has been done in .the river 
and they have not had water supplied to them in proper time and that they ha~e to 
depend solely on rain. Finally, the peiltioners pray that the Govenlmp,rt may first 
get the land surveyed and fix for the arolS, as an'iveJ at after the .urvey, the rate charged 
In the case of ryotwari villages. 

Memorandum by Mr. Pydi Jagannadham and other ryots of XintaU village, 
Chipurupalli taluk, Vlzagapatam district. 

. The petitioners submit that I.heir village belongs to the Siripuram: estate, that the 
source of water-supply to !.heir village is the river Langulya, effectmg repair. ill the river 
and the irrigation channels on the eve of ih" rainy season and supplying w •• Ler to the 
village having been the usual time-honoured practice in the estate, that "OW, however, 
repairs are not done and water is not supplied to them, that they have been experiencing 
~eat hardship in paying their kists under the circumstances, that the unit of laud (garse) 
IS not three acres in extent as it has beeu stated by the zamindar and as it ollght to be. 
but only two acres aud one acre in some cases, that the actual mte per acre comes:tq 
Rs. 35, and tha1!- the nctual yield per unit of alleged three acres being only fifteeOl puttis 
~hich is less than one garse, Rs. 72 per garse is still forcibly collected from them .,,·hile 
the price of paddy is only Rb. 50 at the time of harvest. ~'hey further say that as sooli 
as November sets in, the estate authorities and the police come in, prevent the cutting 

· of crops, attach and bring lands to sale, and harass them. They pray that th .. e,tate 
authorities should be made to supply water to their village in time and collect only· fair 
and equitable rent from them, taking into account tile present-day condition •. 

Memorandum by Mr. ltelU Chinnababu and other ryots of Ellamanchili, 
Paltalagam f1rka, Srikakulam taluk, Vizagapatam district. 

~'he petitioners suhIilit that the rate of Rs. 1+0 or Rs. 1-12-0 per acre, they had 
been paying on dry lands for sixty or sev811ty years was increased in the immediate past 
to Rs. 10 per acre, the present zamindar has been harassing them by filing snit, against 
them and forcing th"m to pay at the rate of Rs. 10 per acre, that the five tanks and other 
sources of water that irrigate the wet lands in the village have been in a state of utter 

· desrepair for sever. years past, and that on account of lack of repair., and of water-mpply, 
the entire populatIOn of the village undergo enormous trouble for procuring drinking 
~ater for themselves, and for their cattle during summer. They pray that the GOVCnl
ment should fully enquire into the matter and make the zamindar do justice to them 
with regard to wator-supply to the village and reduction of the preserot enhanced rate of 

·Rs. 10 per a.cre, on dry lands. 
, 

Address presented by Mr. Raghupatrunl Suryanarayana, Cha.Irman, Agraharam Ryots' 
Association and other agraharam and IBmin ryots of ltotabomalli and surrounding 
Villages, VilBgapatam district. 

The petitioners submit that they are heavily involved in debts, by reason of the 
fact that the interest far exceeds the principal, that if their creditors take action against 
them, they will have to lose their movable and immovable properties, alld go to jail, 
that there are no watel'-fac.ilitics in their village, that repairs are not effected even 
to the existing water-sources, and that the rate charged despite lack of water-Bupply is 
Rs. 15 to Rs. 16 per 'tere. They urge that they should be vested with the right of kudi
varam, that they should be provided with water facilities, that they should be relieved 

-of their indebtedness, and that a fair rent should be fixed. 
In the course of their address, Ronanki Coormayya and other ryots of Gangaram 

and etc., agrnharama, .... y, that the condition of agraharam ryots is worse tban the 
· condition of zamin ryots, that a rate of Re. 15 to RB. 16 per a.cre is charged, that rents 
are not given up even if crops fail. suits being filed for ~he same against them in.courts. 
and that they are not provided with water-facilities. They pray that the matter should 
be enquired into, Rnd arrangement made for remission being granted for the curren~ 

.year and the past &hrec years. 
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Memorandum by Jotr •. Payidl Eamayya &lid other ryoll of I'arldpet YlUage, 
. Shermllbammadpuram eetate, Chlpurupall1 \&luk, VlIagapatam d1a\r1c\. 

The petitioners submit that the rate on wet land is R.. 16 and on dry land, Rs. 10-
per acre, their .. only water-source" being" rain," that the yield from lands is madequate 
and scarcely sufficient for their subsistence, that the big tank of Shermuhammadpuram 
which is the main BOurce of water-supply to their village, got breached ten years ago, and 
has not been repaired since, that on account of bad crops owing to lack of wuter for 
the above reason, they have not been able to pay the rents due to the estate Hnd have 
been suilering without food and raiment. They pray that they may be relieved of· 
indebtedness and that arrangements may be made for reduction of the rates of rent and 
for repair of the tank expeditiously. 

l/Cahazar by the Pathapatuam Taluk Ryoll' Aaeoclatlon, Parlakimedl eatate, 
Vizagapatam dis\r1ct. 

1. The memorial alleges that advantage is being taken of the defects m the Madras 
Estates Land Act, t.o abnormally enhance the present rents in the est.ate and urges thal 
the Act should be so amended as to define fair and equitable rents for the estate l1li 
being only those which the Government themselves would have charged, if they bad 
been in charge of the ('statc, and that suitable arrangements may meanwhile b~ made 
to Bee that th~ excessIvely cbarged rents are not collected. 

2. It complains tbat water-supply is being refused by tbe estate authorities to a second 
crop .. in spite of defiuite decisions of the High Court that zamindars have no right to 
refuse water-supply to a second-crop or to levy "ates in that respect accorlling to their 
will and pleasure," ann prays for redress. 

3. With referenco to the forests in the estate, it is pointed out that, 'although accord. 
ing to the rules issued by the Government for the management of forests in Parlakimedi 
estate, the tenants of the villages adjoining the forests are entitled to take free of co.t 
wood for fuel and agricultural implements, grass for cattle and green manure, etc., 
from the said forests, these rights are, in . practice , not enjoyed by the tenants who lire 
not in the good books .)f the e"tate officials. It is alleged in this connexion that ryot. 
of Sarvakot .. village are prevented by the estate authorities frOID obtaining wood on 
account of private grudge and that the Hindu ryots among them are conep.quently burying 
their dead instead of cremating them as enjoyed by their scriptures. The memnrial 
finally alludes to " t"e manner in. which suits are filed against the ryots in court. and 
frequent adjournments thereof are taken to the great inconvenience of the ryots in tbe 
cultivation. season," 'tud prays for reli~f from "such harassmcnt." 

Memorandum by Jotr. Byreena Viswanadham, etc., ryoll of Sarvakotamutha, Pllth&
patnam taluk, Parlakimedl estate, Vizagapatam district. 

Making allegations .imillU· to thoee contained i!l the memorandum above, 
tbe petitioners pray for freE' water-&upply to the second-crop, levy of fair and erluitable· 
rents, reservation of power for -tbe Provincial Government to execute repairs to the estate 
irrigation sources and work., whenever necessary, statutory provision for grant of remis
sion and conferment of rights to uti~e local natural facilities, formation of itinerant courts 
to try and settle di~putcs between zamindars and tenants and for resumption by Govern
ment of mismanaged ebtates. 

Memorandum by Jotr. Sunkari Ramanna. etc., ryoll of Shlkharghals village of 
Vizianagram estate, Bobbili taluk, Vizagapatam dis\r1ct. 

The petitioners pray for-
(1) permancnt exemption from rent of holdings up to an extent of five acres, 

holdings of mol''' than five acres in extent being charged II rent not exceeding· 
one-sixth of the value of their yield; 

(2) remission for three years' rents already charged, " no rent being charged from 
tbe current fasli onwards till the present famine conditions disappear; . 

(3) assignment of not less than five acres each to persons owning no land, W1t1i 
rights to the utilization of the adjoiuing {orests free of charge for cattle oUlel, 
other agricultural and domestic purpose.; 

(4) grant of irrigation facilities to lands depending on rainfall ; 
(5) prompt execution of repairs to irrigation tanks: 
(6) reservation of waste lands Jor the free grazing of cattle; 
'(7f postponement of collection of ren* till the tenant ill in II position to pay·) 
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(8) advance of loans by the <l~;v~rnment with~ut interes~to be repa.id in instal-
ments; . ' 

(9) provision of facilities for -eGucation and sanitation· in ·villages; 
(10) power for village panchayats to try ordinary civil and criminal cnses ·without 

demanding feps; . 
(11/ early commencement of rtHal reepnstruction work by the Government; and .. 
(12) for levy of rents, at the Go,yernment settlement rates. 

Memorandum by Mr. Sarimella Narayana Rao, on bebalf 01 tbe villagers 01 GarimeDa. 
Narayanerajupalem village, Palakonda taluk, Vlzagapatam district. 

After stating that out of nearly 250 agraharalDs and mokhasas of Palakonda. ta.!Uk, 
.. bout 100 villages have been receiving water-supply from the Nagavali project, the peti~ 
.$ion prays for the total repeal of water-rate in the case of mamul wet lands irrigated by th • 
. laid project, on the ground that the mst-class water-rate of Rs. 4 and land-cess As. 8 peE 
-acre which is now pa.id by the ryots is .. unjust .. and that it has been pa.id for the lase 
twenty-five years practically. 

j,ddre.sl presented by tbe Bobbill Ta.!uk Zamln Byots' AsSOciation, Therlam vIllagej 
Bobbill taluk, Vlzagapatam district. 

The address prays that the Moratorium Bill with the amendments suggested by the 
Andhra Provincia.! Ryots' Association may soon be passed into law, that the same measureS 

-of temporary protection meant for·ryotwari tenants may meanwhile be extended to the. 
zamindari tenants also, and that the minimum demands made by the said association in its 
manifesto may be conceded by means of suitable legislation. 

Memorandum by tbe ryots of Gopaleroyadupet, Venkataroyadupet, Raiupet, Narasim
hunlpet, Kannammapet, etc., villages, Bobbill zamin, Vlzagapatam district. 

Memorandum by the ryots 01 Tekkali taluk, Vlzagapatam district. 

The ryots of the abovementioned villages represent that they are charged high rents 
for their lands, though there are no irrigation facilities, that the estate officials collEicii 
rents in a high-handed manner, that as the forest adjoining their villages has beell 
reserved by the Bobbili zamin and they are not permitted to take wood even from trees 
in jirayati lands, they have to obtain wood from distant places for agricultural purposes, 
that they cannot graze their cattle in the forest without paying fees and that though wild 
,beasts in the adjoining forest cause damage to their crops, they are afraid even to scare 
them away, for fea" of the estate officials. They pray for the redress of their grievances. 

Memorandum by Mr. S. Subba Rao, PreSident, Inamdars' Association, Tekkali, 
Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioners submit that the application of the Estates Land Act to inamdars is 
unjust and consequently requires revision, that the inamdar is a ryot, that he is entitled 
to kudivaram and melvaram rights by reason of the fact that he has provided watel' 
sources and cleared and made the land cultivable, that he has only let out lands year)y 
to under-tenants on condition that they should give him the landholder's share of the 
produce, that he has practically purchased the melvaram and kudivaram rights by spend
ing labour and money, that he is a pattadar and pays land-cess, shrotriyam, quit-rent, 
Board, etc., cesaes, which approximate to the assessment paid by the ryot in Govern
ment villages, that fixing compensation for kudivaram right at two years' rent is too 
inadequate, that the inam ryot being only a sub-tenant, the inamdar's interests should 
not be sacrificed for the interests of the inam ryot, that the inamdar is poor, having 
staked his all on the improvement of his in am-lands and is absolutely dependent for his 
existence upon them. It is prayed that absolute rights of ownership should be retained 
for the inamdar. that thousands of acres of land still available for cultivation might be 
granted to the inaw ryot, that inams less than 50 acres in extent might be left to the 
inamdars, who could do cultivation themselves, that in the case of inability on the part of 
inamdars to cultivate the land themselves, ryots might be permitted to cultivate the same 
as per conditions originally prevalent or the ryot might be made to obtain the kudivsram 
right by payment of thllt part of money which may be determined as its proportionate 
price in the total wlue of. the land, lonl!-~e~ I?,!ns being advan~e,;r to hi,;" either. by 
~vernment or some bank lD the event of hiB mabihty to pay the Briid proportionate prICe. 
The IInal request of the petitioners is that the recent Madras Estates Land (Amendment) 
Act 1"1 btl modified in liClCOManee with the suggestions made above. 



Memorandum by the ryot.s of TekkaD taiuk, V iaagapa\am 41Blr1c\. 

This petition is in the form of an addreu to the Hon'bIe Mr, T. Prakas8ID, It state.. 
~hat the zamin ryots entertained great hopes that the Congress Ministry would do them 
immense help, that It is regrettable that the Ministry which has sanctioned 75 lakha of 
rupees for the grant of remission to the ryots in the Government areaa and .topped 
aettlement operations in the future should have done nothing to provide similar, immediate 
relief to the zamin ryots, that though being aware of the agitation carried on for the last 
six years for the abolition of the zamindari system and for the introduction of the system 
obtaining in the Government areas, it is a matter for regret that the Hon 'ble the Revenue 
Minister should. have said that the condition of the zamin ryots would be considered after 
the. enquiry of the Committee appointed in that behalf, was completed. It says that 
the· IIiinimum demands of the zamin ryots as set forth by the Andhrllo Provincial Ryots'· 
Conference should be granted Bnd that the Estates Land Act Enquiry Committee may 
eonduct their enquiry near Tekkali as it is 11011 zamin area. Referring to the failure 01 
crops in that taluk, the petition contains a request to the Government to postpone colloo'
ing this year's instalment of· loan due to Government from the ryots to next year and to· 
use their influence with the zamindar to postpone likewise ·the collection of this year'. 
rent. It complains that repairs are not executed even to the few irrigation sources in 
the taluk, and that the ryots are thereby put to hellovy loss and contains a prayer to the 
eff~t that the Government may construct a dam across the Mahendrathanaya river near 
Meliyaputti, and provide irrigation facilities to the taluk. The petition expresses gratifi:
cation at the introduction of the Moratorium Bill and requests that its scope may be 
imb~rged so as to include zamin ryots paying a rent of Rs. 1,000, that loans may be 
granted to them by the Government, the Imperial Bank, Co-operative Societies, etc., 
and that the provisions of the Bill may be made applicable to village artisans as well. . 
!: 

Memorandum by Mr. Jagannatha Panigrahi and other ryot.s of Raghunathapuram, 
old 'l'ekkali estate, 'l'ekkali talnk, Vizagapatam 41Btrict. 

The petitioners represent that their lands do not yield good crops, that unable to· 
maintain their families, cattle and farm-coolies, they are heavily involved in debts and 
are suffering hardships at the hands of the zamindar and moneylenders, that .. heavy" 
rents in kind are collected on their lands .. for which receipt. are not granted," that 
they are always said to be in arrears to the zamindar, that for want of repairs to their: 
i,rrigation sources they are unable to raise more than one paddy crop during the rainy 
aesson and are consequently becoming indebted, that the zamindar charges" exorbitant .. 
fees for grazing their cattle and collecting wood, fuel, etc., for agricultural and domestic. 
lise in the forest. They pray that their irrigation sources may be improved, their rents,· 
reduced, and they be relieved from .. the clutches of the zamindar and the money-, 
le!lders." 

Memorandum by Mr. S. S. Rami Nayudu and other ryotIJ of DamUada, Nandigam 
estate, 'l'ekkaU talnk, Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioners complain. that though they do not enjoy irrigation facilities, the 
~nts on their lands range from Rs. 15 to. Rs. 8-4--0 per acre, that as they never have. 
good "rops, they happen to be very poor, that the zamindar distrains their property when' 
they fail to pay their rents and obtains decrees against them if he does not realize the 
amount due, by means of such distraint and thus harasses them. They pray that col
lection of loan-instalments due to Government from them may be postponed and fresh 
loans granted .. in view of the dismal failure of their crops in the current year" and"" 
provision made for reduction of rents and regnlar water-supply. 

Memorandum by Mr. B. Appalaswaml and other ryotIJ of trddavolu village, 
Jayapuram Xumarika estate, Parvatipuram talnk, Vlzagapatam 41Btrlct. 

The petitioners state that their village which was once a mokhasa village has now' 
ber.ome a zamindari, that the rent is very heavy, that the water sources of their village, 
are not repaired in spite of tlo.eirrepeated requests, the ryots being faced with total' 
failure' of crops owing to lack of water facilities and consequent poverty, and that the: 
eS~te authorities are subjecting them to many troubles such as institution of legal 
proceedings against them and attaehmentof their movable and immovable properties to 
recover' an'ears of rent. The petitioners request that, in view of these facts, the Govern-' 
ment 'should make the zamindar grnnt remission of 1and-rent for fasli 1347, that the· 
rents may be brought to the level of the 'rates prevailing in the adjoining villages and tha~' 
the water-sources should be repaired. . They further state that the zamindar is harassing \ 
them in the'matter of collection of Rs. 8,000 beingt"he arrears of rent due from them,' 
taking adva.utage of the Budtienpostp(lU"ement· of the' ':MoratOrium Bile and pray: that the'! 
Government ma.y be pleased to take immediate steps for their relief. 
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Kemorandum by :Mr. lWturu Adlnarayana and other ryots of Ravaoa zamln vI11age, 
Anakapalle ialul!;, Vizagapd.:~:n c:istrict. 

The petitioners state that the tanks of their village are badly in need of repairs,· tha~ 
they have consequently no irrigation facilities, that full rents are collected even when there 
if' a total failure of crops, that they are obliged to emigrate to Rangoon and other distant 
places to find money in order to pay arrears of rent and that the rates of rent of their 
village are very high. They further say that in view of the failure of crops, they and their 
families are starving without food and pray that their water-sources may be repaired and 
that their lands may be surveyed and a fair rent, as obtaining in the adjoining villages, 
may be levied. 

Kemorandum by :Mr. Ramanna and others, members of Amadalavalasa Agraharam 
Village Congress .Committee, BobbiI1 estate, Vizagapatam. district. 

The petitioners state that the Raja of Bobbili got 100 acres of land on lease from 
the G<)vernment for 100 years at Rs. 1-10-0 per acre, out of which he gave 50 acres to 
the ryots of Amadalavalasa Agraharam village at a rent of Rs. 48 per acre. They say that 
the zaruindar is attaching their houses and lands and selling them in auction to realize th~ 
heavy arrear. of rent. The ryots humbly request the Government to save them from th~ 
abovementioned trouble and make arrangements for the stability of their tenure and for 
reduction of the rents. 

Memorandum by :Mr. ChInthade Chittiabbayi and other ryots of Patheru vI11age, 
Bobblli talult:, Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioners represent that the lands of Paltheru village .which belonged originally 
to the relatives of the Raja of Bobbili were handed over to the Raja. in the year 1927, 
that the Raja had raised the beriz from Rs. 6,000 to Rs. 7,000 by having the lands 
surveyed and that he has turned a deaf ear to their repeated requests to reduce the land
rent. They Bay that the rent on wet lands has been enhanced from Rs. 12 to Rs. 80 and 
that on dry lands from Rs. 2-8-0 to Rs. 4 and pray for the reduction of rent on wet and 
dry lands. . 

Kemorandum by :Mr. Plndlprolu Venkata Rao, Xarnam and Mirasldar of Xomatipalle, 
Bobblli taIuk, Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioner complains that the zamindar has been harassing him in so many 
ways, that he finds it impossible to continue his stay in the village, that though the: 
amount of Rs. 20 allowed to him by the estate is being adjusted towards the jodi payahle 
by him to the estate, a. decree has been ohtained for the amount" as heing arrears due 
from him," that his inam lands and gardens have been surveyed and he has been asked to 
executt' agreements in respt'ct of them as if they were jirnyuti lands, that he is threatened 
with litigation in the event of his failure to do so and that he has been prevented by 
estate officials from cutting trees in his inam lands. He further adds that he has a large 
family to maintain, that as a result of the. attitude of the zllmindar towards him, he i& 
not able even to raise a loan on his lands or to sell them, that the troubles to which he is. 
subjected, could be explained fully only in a personal interview with the Hon'ble tke 
Minister and that aU the troubles which he is put to by the zamindar are due to his 
(petitioner's) Congress leanings and the support he lent to the Congress party in the 
last elections. He finally prays that the Government may be pleased to purchase his 
lands which are worth Rs. 7,500 and enable him to leave the estate and eke out his livelihood 
elsewhere. He also remarks that in the existing circumstances, a Brahman cannot remain 
peacefully in the estate. 

Kemorandum by :Mr. V. Appanna and other ryot., of Jaggarajupeta, etc., vI11ages, 
Vlztanagram estate, Vlzagapatam district. 

The petitioners submit that owing to the reservation of Naravakonda in the Pedagam 
thana of the Vizianllwnm estate. the people in their villages which adjoin the said reserve 
are not allowed by the forest officials to graze their cattle, sheep, etc., in the forest, tha' 
on ,,",count of this fa.ct they are forced to dispense with cattle, sheep, etc., with the 
result that they are not able to I!et mnnure for their lands and th.t due to the proximity 
of the forest reserve, wild animals kill cattle, sheep, et.c., and people are afraid to pass 
alone on the rond nenr the forest. Thev pray that the Government mav see that no 
l!1'8Zina: fee is chnTll'ed for grazing cattle: sheep, etc., in the forest n.nd thllt the scant 
~f wild animals is removed. 

11-7 
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Memorandum by the Congress Committee 01 Jrladugula, Jrladugula, V1agapatem 
districL 

The petitioners submit that the authorities of Madugula estate are conducting setUe
ment operatlous 11.& •• the present juncture," .. when the people are suffering on accoun' 
of poverty': and pray that those operations may be stopped and the rights to b'l'aze cattle 
free of grazlOg fee and to gather wood for agricultural purposes from unreserved forest be 
granted to the ryots. 

Memorandum by Hr. D. Chlnama Na;rudu and others, inhabitants 01 Bhudevupeta '1Wege, 
and jirayati under-tenants of l'4arupalle village, Vizianagram Wok, Vlsagapa&am 
district. 

?-,he petitioners submit that they have been grazing their cattle in the waste landa 
beanng survey Nos. 172, 173-A and 184. for the past twenty.five years paying a rent of 

-Rs. 24--1-{) per annum to the estate having obtained a patta for the same in tbe name of 
D. Chinnama. Nayudu and otbers, that the said wa~te lands are th~ only available pasture 
lands for their vIllage, there bemg no fores~ or hIll and that OWlOg to privllte grudge, 
D. Yellama N"Y1J<1I1, hlA Aon AppalaRwarm NaYlldu Rnd othArR of llhudevupeta hllve 
appliAd to the estate authorities for the grant of the said three survey numbers to them
selves deliberately with a view to deprive them of fodder for their cattle and inconvenience 
them. Saying that if the lands are granted to the applicants, they would have to sell 
away their cattle and leave their village and that the estate authorities are about to auction 
the lands, they urge that the Government should enquire into the matter and, meantime, 
issue orders immediately to the estate authorities to hold up the auction, till after the 

-enquiry is finished, and should prevent a patta being granted to the abovesaid party. 

lIIemorandum by lIIr. G. Venkatasitaramaraju and other ryots of Srlramapuram, I'thatam, 
Kandipudi, Satya'laram, Pedaramabhadrapuram, :M.angavaram and Aratlakota 01 
:M.angavaram thana, Chemudu and Nakkapalle estates, Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioners say that the zamindar (Sri Raja Vairacherla Narayana Gajapathi 
Raju Bahadur Yarn) has lea6ed out all the tanks in their villages and does not e!fecl 
TApair. to the tanks with the result that no water remains therein, that the "'lid leases 
should be cancelled and the tanks so repaired as to serve the needs of lands in their rea
pective ayucuts, that the source of water for the tanks being the river Khandava which does 
not always flow, the tanks should be compulsorily filled during the flood season, all the leases 
to which they have been subjected being cancelled, that the supply-channels which are 
in a state of disrepair should be repaired and maintained in good condition, that the method 
of collecting rent is unjust. and that the instalments for payment of rent are now 90 fixed 
as to expire even before the harvest time. They pray that the instalments for payment 
·of rents to the zamindar mlly be made to correspond with those in Government villages, 
tha: if they raise houses on their lands the estate authorities may be prevented from 
interfering with them and that their grievances generally may be enquired into and 
redrtssed. 

Petition (clubbed with the above petition though not separately numbered) by Jalli 
Ramaswami and other ryots of Kandipudi village of Mangavarnm thana of the same 

·estate. 
The petitioners submit that there are two tanks in their village which are .. nomi

nally .. repaired once in four or five years, that the tanks do not have water and are leased 
out· and that the channel which supplies water to their villages from the tank at Srirarna
pumm and also from the river has got silted up and water flows through the channel only 
when there is extensive rush of water. owing to tbe fact that a bund has been put across 
the channel to divert water to Mangavaram for irrigation purposes. They, therefore, 
urge that Mangavaram should be supplied with water by some other arrangement" which 
is possible" and the bund across their supply-channel, removed. They further complain 
that the tank at Sriramapuram has been leased out, that it does not contain much water 
owing to want of repairs, that though a channel had been dug to supply water to Palteru. 
Kandipudi and Ethatam villages forty years ago and a fee of 8 annas per rupee nnjustly 
collected from them towards the eosl of dig!l'ing, water is not supplied through the channel, 
that petitions to the Raja and even suits a!;.linst him have borne no fruit, that some of 
them have had to relinquish their lands owing to failnre of crops, that the e"tate authori
ties demand rent even before the harve.t. post thpir men to keep watch on the fieWs and 
~.ol1ect the cost of keeping watch from trem bv deduetin!!, the amount fTom the Il<'tual Tent 
paid, that every rvot has to pnv Re. 7 in the fonn of miscellaneous ChaTl!'eS over and 
lIbove the rent. and that this injustice i. poMible becauAe the kist seaAOn bel!'in8 in .July. 
The netit;on cOI'1r\unes with the praver Ih"t t1leir pre<lpnt kist s ... son may be discontinued· 
.nn the kistbandi syqtem in vogue in Government villages be adopted. 
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Memorandum by Mr. Boyeena Appalaswami Chetti and other ryots of Sanakota, etc.~ 
v1Ilages, Parlalumidi esta~, via Pathapatnam, Viaagapatam district. 

The petitioners represent that when th~ estate was under the Court of Wards. they 
enjoyed the same facilities as those enjoyed by Government ryotwari ryots, that they 
have ceased to enjoy the same since the advent of the present Raja and that water
supply is being denied to their second,. crop, • although they are entitled to it at the 
Government rate as per decisions given by several courts, and although some of the 
tenants actually remit the second-crop rate. in advance by money-order.' They pray 
that the Estates Land Act may be so amended as to insist on the adoption, at the time of 
settlement in zamin areas, of the rates prevalent in adjoining Government villages, 'as 
rents in their zamindari are unfairly being enhanced from time to time, on some plea or 
other: and that statutory provision may be made for the free utilization by tenants of 
the local natural facilities such as taking from forests wood for agricultural implements 
and building houses, and grass for cattle, for the levy of reasonable fees from vendors of 
fuel, etc., for the transfer of Mntrol over the estate irrigation sources from the zamindar 
to the Government, Public Works Department, for the grant of remission in the same 
manner as in Government ryotwari villages, for the trial by Special Courts or Civil Courts 
instead of by Collectors or by the Board of Revenue, of disputes arising between zamindars 
and tenants, for the vesting of only the right of collecting rent in zamindars and all other 
rights in tenants, for the taking up by the Provincial Government of the administration 
of any zamiudari which is grossly mismanaged, for the assignment on patta, without any 
nazarana being taken, of waste or poramboke lands encroached upon by tenantR at the 
latter's request and at rateR applic"ble to adjacent lauds and for prevention of any inter
ference of the zamindar with a tenant in respect of the latter's manner of keeping his 
holding provided the rent fixed thereon is being regularly paid. 

Memorandum by Mr. AIlu Appalaswami and other ryots of Makkurathari Saravals& 
village, Vizagapatsm district, through the President of the Andhra Provincial :Kyots'· 
Association (petition No. 103). 

The petitioners represent that they are in abject poverty as their daily income of 
7 pies does not suffice even for bare necessities of life, and that, unless it be decide.d 
not to levy any kind of tax on ryots whose annual net income is not more than Rs. 500, 
SIl per cent of the tenants would be left without any relief. ~'hey urge that, before 
this principle is given effect to and a graded tax is imposed on agricultural incomes of 
Re, 500 and above, the resettlement rates of all kinds should be abolished altogether 
everywhere and the old rates should be permanently reduced by 50 per cent, that no 
higher water-rate than Rs. 2-S-O per acre should be levied for any crop or field and that 
the same scheme as indicated above should be applied to zamin ryots also. Turning to the 
question of agricultural debts, the petitioners suggest that interest should be charged only 
for hail the period elapsed ever since the principal was advanced when such ·period doe~ 
not exceed twelve years, no interest at all being charged for period. exceeding twelve 
years, that interest should be allowed at only 4 per cent per annum for the period for 
which interest is admissible, that when the amount periodically paid toward. the principa, 
should equal or exceed the principal, interest at only 4 per cent per annum shoald be 
calculated on the balance outstanding after the last instalment was paid, that the 
principal together with interest as calculated above ~hould be reduced in proportion to {he 
fall in the prices of food-grains and paid to the creditors by the Government themselves. 
the sums 80 advanced being recoverable in sixty equal annual instalments at not more than 
3 per cent per annum as interest by Government, that in the case of ,!ots desirous of 
clearing their debts by disposing of a portion of their lan:led property, snch lallds should 
be disposed of at a price 25 per cent higher than their market value and that facilities 
should be afforded to ryots for advances from the Reserve Bank for cultivntion expenses 
at 3 per cent per annum as interest. With Tef~rence to the zamin ryots in plllticular, It 
i9 urged that the rates of rent ill zamindaris should not exceed t·he adjoininl( rvotwari 
rateR, that all the irrigation works should be under the joint control of the Public' Works 
Department and the local Ryots' Associations, that the exi.ting grazing fees !lmmld be 
reduced by 50 per cent, that local natural fllrilities liklO tukinlf wood from forests for 
agricultural purposes, grass for cattle. etc., ~Lould be freelv allowed to the tenants· who 
should also have the c;u.tomary common rights in tanks, forests. valleys. etc., that 
statutory provision as in the case of ryotwnri Ip.nds should be mode for \"e":' i .. ion of rent 
in I·he event of loss of crens, for survey 8n~ rero.i] of ri.,.ht. nt thp zamindar's "".t.. ran
cenation of the arrears of rent that accnlPd so fnr, W"nt of single paL.as. el<emption of 
movables and J!TIIin .tored for fnod from distraint, prohibition of pavment of tr1"mtlob of 
any kind other than the fixed rent and cesses, to zamindars, constitution of • Land Courts • 

n-7-A 
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-COlllpot.ed of represelltative~ of Ryots' Associations to try all dlSpULes pertaming to &amiD 
lands With a rIght 01 appeal the1'elrom to only the high Court and for resumption by 
Government of all I'rivaLe lands owned by zam1Udars and mokhasadlLrs as defined by the 
• Estates Land Act, 19a4: 

Dealing finally. with the rights of ,ryots in forests in general" the petitioners suggest 
&hat at least one-tll1rd. of the lle.erve .l! o~ests should lie. converted lDto ' ryotwari ' forests, 
nue re(lr~sentatlOn bemg given to Ryots ASSOCiatIOns In the manarrement of the remain
ing lorests and that r~ot. should Ile allowed to take wood, fu:l, leaves, etc., from 
le~rve forests free of cost for domestic or agricultural purposes. 

Memorandum by :Mr. Xelli Banana, etc., ryots of Ye1!amanchlI1 village 
CD.icacole t&lw[, VUdgapatam district. ' 

. The petitioners represent that in the matter ~f the dry rste of rent of Rs. 2 per acre 
,which they had been paymg SlDee 19m:! and which was subsequently in 19i8 enhanced 
,til Us. III per acre, the appeai preferred by them against the orders of t.he Sub-Collector 
,is pending in the District Judge's Court. They complain that the rents and cease. b";ng 
,compulsorily colle~ted at present are unfair, that remissions are not granted and that the 
tanks are badly in need of repairs. They hold that the tenant is the proprietor of the soil 

. with surface as well as undergroulld rights therein and that one-third of the net income 
from land forms a fair and equitable rate of rent. l'hey suggest that the GovernmenL 
,wet rate may be adopted and that dry rates at Re. 1-4-0 and Rs. 1-8-0 and wet rates at 
Rs. 3-0-0 and Rs. 3-8-0 may be adopted forthwith. They urge that estimates of repairs 
to tanks should pass through the Public Works Department and that the hereditary rights 
~f village officers should be retained, • as the ryot-population has full confidence that the 
said officers would be able to understand their ueeol. and interests.' 

Memorandum by Mr. Ch!nta Simu Nayudu, etc., ryot! of Chlntagabada village, 
Parvatipuram taluk, Vizagapatam district. 

, The petitioners represent that the '37 acres of communal waste land towards the 
north·wesL of th~1f Village lormer.y used lor the grazing of catLle has been leased out by 
the estate offiCials SlUee August last and that tuey are thereoy put to severe hanbhip, 
.' as there is no lorest or pasture land Within 110 to ao miles of distance from the Village: 
They request that the piece of land relerred to aoove way be regerved lor cattle-grazlDg 
'and the cattle of the village, .aved from ruin. 

Memorandum by:Mr. :Mrityunjaya Panigrahl and other Banjar (waste land;) ryota 01 
Haruva ·es..a.e, Nor..a Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioners submit that the uncleared. forest lands of Baruva est"te brought under 
-cultivation were assessed permanent rent rangmg from twelve, annas to two rupee~ per acre 
when the estate was under the administration of the Court of Ward~, that the Hanjar 
ryots have at their own expense dug a canal from the channel runnlIlg frofU the 
Mahendrathanaya river with a view to improving their irrigation faciiitie., and that they 
(lontinued to pay the above said rent to the Court of Wards for SOlUe time and then to 
'the proprietor of the estate. l'hey further state that after sometime, the proprietor filed 
'suits against the ryots, when they declined to pay the royalty demauded by him in 
'addition to the rent stipulated in the patta, that having failed to obtain a favourable 
-decision from the District Coller tor' s Court, the proprietors had not only cut otT the 
water flowing in the canal which they have dug but also acquired the • ])omalabanda ' 
,tank, the main water-source for their lands, . thus making cultivation impos.ihle.' The 
'petitioners add that the original rent which wag enhancpd at the time of survey waR subse
'<\uently reduced as a result of the appeal they made to the Revenue Board, th3t the 
'ryots were impoverished on account of their dealings with the Settlement Department 
and the Board of Revenue nnd on account of the enhanced rents for which the zamindar 
(lbtained derrees by filing suits in the District Judge's Court against them, with the 
.,,-emiit that many of them lost their lands and migrated to Rangoon nnd other places • 
. ' that they are unable to fight out their callse in a court of law 3p-nin.t the rich and 
. influential proprietor. Thpv finally pray for the rednction of rent and (or the restoration 
·of thell lost irrigation facilities. 
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· Memorandum by Mr. Teppa Laksbmana, President, and Mr. Bandalu Laksbmin&r8Y_ 
.Avargal, "lce-l'reS1l&~nt, :t.am.n .... ~ots' Associat.on of Barllva and Peta 8&l&tea, 
1II0rtll Vlzagapatam district. . 

In the beginning of the petition, it is stated how the Baruva and Peta estates have 
· alm~ into the hands of the present prbprietors, having changed many hands and under
gone many vicissitudes. Urging that the Government should investigate into the origiu 
and history of the estates in Hriknkulam division • particularly those creet.ed on the basia 

,of a long-term-Iease after the Fermanent SeUlement, Baruva and Peta estates being 
8uch ' and bring them under the administration of the Government and that special legis
lation, if neceseary, should be made abolishiug these estates. the petitioners proceed to 
represent their grievances under various heads. 

Regarding the land-rent, the petitioners allege that the proprietors of the estate 
collect • unbearably heavy cash-rents as high as two-thirds or three-fifths of the yield,' 
that the proprietors are taking Rs. 2 on every cart-load of grain the tenants have to pay 

,to them, that out of Rs. 45,Oll0 realized as income by them Rs. 7,800 only is paid as 
· peshkllsh to the Government, that ryots are obliged to raise heavy loans or go. to foreign 
· countrieH like Burma for their livelihood. on account of the heavy rents demanded. They 

request the Government to conduct a close investigation into the present' abnormal rents ' 
.and bring them to the level of the laud-revenue '1.8sessments obtaining in the adjacent 
· Government villaged. 

Turning to the u;at/!1"-SOllrOes, the petitioners submIt that the canal from the Mahen
.drathanaya river, which is the main water-source for their lands, has long been left 
· neglected . with the result that their crops fail every year on account of insufficient water
supply' and that the estate authorities have never paid any heed to their request to have 
the canal repaired. The) urge the Government to undertake the required repairs a.nd 

· recover the cost thereof from the proprietors. 

As regards communal lands, the petitioners represent that the landholders are leasing 
out all waste lands, tank-beds, etc., to be converted into arable lands, thereby d~priving 
·them of pasture-fields. They request the Government to resurvey th~ estates, demarcate, 
· and set apart all the communal bnds as per paimash and gudikattu accounts for tha 
· use of the village community at large, placing them under the control of village panchayats. 

Referring to arrears of rent, decrees, distraints, sales, arrest warrants aud other 
coercive proceedings the estatedars take in collecting arrears of rent, the petitioners pray 
that the estste authorities should be prevented from resortin~ to such coercive steps 

,towards the tenon ts and that landholders should be empowered to proceed onlyagain.t 
the land in respect of which the rent has not been paid and attach only so much of land 

·as can be fairly taken 8S a. cover for the amount due as arrears. They further urge the 
. ca.nc~llation of their presen t debts and arrears of rent and the extension of the benefits 
.sbove mentioned to I{orlam, Burkili and Pottangi villages which belong to the estates 
_ under reference. 

Memorandum by Mr. Balaga Buchchi Appala Nayudu and other agraharam tenants 
of Doaaramlnayuduvalasa Agraharam, PaIakonda taint, Vizagapatam distrlcl. 

The petitioners represent that theirs is a mokhasa village about five miles west of 
Rajam village, that the four tanks on which their lands depend for water-supply have 
not been repaired for a long time, that while the mokhasadar had enhanced the Dowl 
(revenue of the village) from Rs. 1,600 to Rs. 2,500 he has not done any repairs to the 
snid tanks, in spite of the repeated representations made to him and that owing to frequent 
failure of crops, their rent had fnllen IDtO arrears. They ndd that the mokhasadar would 
·not redure the rent, in spite of the failure of crops and low price of the corn, that' they 
'hove no other go but to mortgage or .ell away their lands to clear the arrears of rent and 
debts and that the mokhasndar has instituted ~uits against them without the least com

"punction and is ready to attach their properties at any moment. The petitioners prav 
·thn~ /l"enerally all their SITf'ltrs or rpnt and particnlnrly thoRe in respect of faslis prior to 
bsh 1346 may be cancelled. that the ",ater-sonrces may be repaired, that the present" 
·rent. mAV be redllced to their ori~inl\l level wIlen the Dowl wns Rs. 1.600 and that all"" 
may be granted loans at a low rate of interest. to redeem the mortgaged lands. 
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Jll[emorandUlll by Itr. Grlmalla liarayana Rao on behalf of Mokhasa and .A.graharam 
ryots, Palakonda taluk, Viaagapatam cUskld. 

The petitionere state that there are about 250 mokhasa agraharams in rnlakonda.. 
tal uk, that the Government have made block-survey of these agrnharam9 to find out tho 
total extent, that the said suney has not belped the ryots to know the nctual extent of 
land under their occupation, that the village mira.idars are collecting tlitIerent rates of 
quit-rent and water-cess, as maIJY times as they please and that their appeal to the 
Tahsildar and the Revenue Board in t,his matter have proved 'utterly useless.' The 
petitioners pray that eac~ agraharam may be surveyed separately and the ryots Baved 
from unnecessary expenditure_ 

Memorandum by Itr. G. Venkataswami and other ryots of Vellankl village, 
Bimlipatam taluk, Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioners submit that the estate authorities of Vizianagram have conducted re
settleme~t ~n~ enhanced the existing wet rate of Rs. 12 per acre by two annas per rupee 
and are mSlstmg on payment of rent at the enhanced rate for the past ten yeal'S, during 
this year, that the tank on which their wet lands depend for irrigation has no water
source for which reason dry crops only are being raised in such wet lands, and that even 
payment at dry rates is hard. They pray, therefore, that the enha,ncement in the rates 
as per the estate resettlement may be ortlered to be dropped. The petitioners further 
represent that the village officers who are answerable to the Revenue Department, the 
Police Depnrtment and the estate authontles have to do heavy work and also to maintain 
accounts, that their salaries are' too low' and that the service inams given to them have 
changed hands, owing to the right of sale, etc., in respect thereof havmg been vested in 
them, and pray that the inams having been meant for service, may be transferred to the 
perean actually doing service, or adequate saiarieR be paid to the village officers. 

MemorandUlll by Mr. Lakkoju Venkatesam Acharl and other ryots of Pollada village, 
Pata Tekkall estate, Tekkali taluk, Vlzagapatam distrid. 

The petitioners submit that the tanks have been in a state of disrepair for thirty 
years past, that crops have been failing owing to want of water-supply and that rents are 
hi~h and pray that the estate authorities may be directed to remit in full the rents for the 
faslis when crops failed and create facilities of water-supply. 

Jll[emorandum by the ryots and inhabitants of Baruvapeta, Baruva estate. 

The petitioners submit that the reut per acre in their estate is Rs. 30, that the yieU 
per acre, however, amounts only to Rs. 2IJ, tha.t, owing to economic depression, high rate~ 
of rent, and low prices for their produce for seven or eight years past, they have suffered 
intensely, that crops have been failing for want of water and that this defective water
supply is due to the fact that the mulkadar does not repair the channel branching from 
the river. They urge that statutory provision for remission, as In the CBse or ryotwari 
villages, should be made. The petitioners further represent that having obtained decree .. 
for lease-amounts including unjllRt, cesses, the mnlkarlars of the estate have been taking 
out warrants against them and attaching their properties, that encroaching on communal 
pasture-lands the mulkadars have been CUltivating them and that owing to the snid 
encroachment, they have no grazing facilities for their cattle. In conclusion they pray 
that the mulkadars may be prevented from executing decrees against them and be made 
to set apart the encroached lands for grazing purposes as usual. 

Memorandum by the people of the E,tate of Mandasa, Sompeta taluk, 
Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioners ""bmit that the rutes of rent in the Mandasa estate are unjust and 
high, ranging from TIs. 20 to Rs. 28 per acre, that when they are not able to pay the 
heavy rates, they are subjected to various penalties Bnrl the rates collecterl from them, 
their 'wives being deprived of their thali, that the zamindar spends aWAY all the revenue 
and has run into debt and that they have T,either fooil nor raiment. Thev pray that the 
heavy rates may be removed and such rates as prevail in (}nvernm~nt vill"/res be lel;ed, 
thqt reTlai .... m"V be effected to the water-sour"es and an nni"nt ""n.tructed across the river 
Mahenarathamiya which is the sanrce of water-supply to their lands. 
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Memorandum by :Mr. G. Xrishnamma and other inhabitants of (1) Eartallpakam an4 
(2) Potrakanda villages, Mandass, Sompeta taluk, Vizagapatam distric&. . 

The petitioners submit that that the administration of the zamindari is bad, that the 
rates of rent are high and range between Rs. 20 and Rs. 24 per acre, that adequate water
sources are lacking, even the existing water-sources not being reptLired and that the 
administration of the Court of Wards is'beneficial to the people. They further state that 
they are now in a poverty-stricken condition and have had to sell away their wives' 
• thali • too •• as they have to pay the abnormaJly high rates of rent ranging between 
Rs. 20 and Rs. 24 per acre which were unjustly imposed by the zamindar,' that an 
anicut of brick and mortar should be built at tbe source of the irrigation channel from 
the river Mahendrathauaya, which is the source of water-supply to their Villages. as the 
channel has become silted up, and that they sent representatives to Madras and submitted 
petitions on 29th June 1937 to the Board of Revenue, etc., in this connexion. The 
petitioners pray that arrears of rent may be written off. that such rates of rent as prevail 
in Government villages may be fixed, that remis,.inn nt the rllte of Re. 0-12-0 per rupee 
be granted in respect of the rent for fasli 1347 aud that an anieut of stone and mortar 
may be constructed at the source of the irrigation channel from the Mahendrathanays. 

Memorandum by Mr. Gokarla Xristamma, etc., ryots of (1) Palavalasa, (2) xarthaIi
palem, (3) Pothrakhanda and (4) Mulipadugopalavaram villages of Mandasa estate, 
Sompeta taluk, Vizagapatam district. 
The petitioners represent that tor want of an anicut and proper repairs to the 

Mahendrathanaya river, they are sustaining heavy loss of crops in their lands which are 
. imperfectly irrigated and that the low yield of two to four annas crop having been inflated 
by the Rstate Uflicials in their estimate at 12 to 16 annas, . a very unfair rate' of Rs. :20 
to Us. 24 is being collected from them. They further represent that whereas they 
formerly enjoyed the privilege of utilizing the wood of the adjoining forests for their 
agricultural implements, etc., free of cost, a 'levy of Re. 1-0-0 and sometimes Rs. 2-0-0 
per cart-load is being unjustly collected and that they are therefore obliged to go to the 
forests of other taluks where the rate collected is Re. 0-3-0 to Re. 0-4-0 per cart-load. 
They pray that the grievances referred to above may be redressed. 

Memorandum by Mr. Marupu Padmanabham, on behalf of aU the ryots of Madanapuram 
village, Mandasa estate, Sompeta taluk, Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioners represent that due to failure of crops, fall in prices, and tl?e present 
abnormal rent of Rs. ll,700 as against the former rent of only Rs. 1,150 for their village, 
they have run into debts and are experiencing abject poverty. They complain that while 
they were formerly allowed to take fuel and wood from the adjoining forest for domestic 
and agricultural purposes free of any levies, now high levies are being imposed on them 
for the same. They further represent that for want of an anicut and proper water-snpply 
from the Sunamudi river, their crops are failiug. They pray that the arrears of rent and 
the court decrees prior to fasli 1347 may be cancelled, that the rates of rent may be revised 
on the basis of Government jeroyati rates or of principles to be incorporated in an amend
ing Act, and that their hardships in regard to water-supply and utilization of the fur,st 
rlihts, referred to above. may be removed. 

Memorandum by Mr. Rani Narasa77a on behalf of an the ryots of Venkata Varadaraja
puram village, Mandasa estats, Sompeta taluk, Vlzagapatam district. 

The petitioners represent that due to failure of crops, fall in prices, and the present 
abnormal rent of Rs. 2.750 as against the former rent of only Rs. 950 for their village, 
they have run into debts 11nd are experiencinl( abject poverty. The rest of the petition is 

practically s copy of petition No. 65 de.~lt with above. 

Memorandum bv Mr. Lakkoju VenkatBsam Achari, etc., ryots of Pollada village, 
Paths Tekkala estate, Tekkall taluk, Vizagapatam district. 

The J)etitioners represent that their crops have been failing. dne to repairs to the 
tanks having been nel(lectetl for the past 30 years. that t.hey are hardpressed for food oq 
account of the high rntes of rent now in force and that their crops have totally failed during 
thia year. Thev nrav that rents for faslis marked by failure of crops may be altogether 
wiped off and that they may be provided with irrigation facilities. 
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JIIemorandum by Mr. S. A. Padmanabhaswami, etc., ryots of BrahmanatJwla, Bantu-· 
koUur and I·aksbmlpuram vl1\ages, 01 Tharla estate, Vlzagapatam dJauld. 

The petitioners represent that about 1918-1919, the Zamindar of Tharla managed to 
arbitrarily fix an annual rent of Rs. 4,500 for Brahmanatharla villll.ge, Rs. 3,800 for 
Bantukottur village, and Rs. 3,600 for Lakshmipur:Lm village, "nd that due to the subse
quent fall in prices, about 70 to 80 per cent of the ryolB ha,'e alienated their lands, they' 
being unable to meet the unfair demand of rent, that some of them had emigrated to' 
Rangoon and such otber places and that otbers staying at home and depending on agri
culture as their primary occupation have become heavily indebted to the zamindar and· 
other sowcars during tbe past 10 or 12 years. They complain that they have not been 
aware of any permanent and substantial repairs having been done to their tanks which 
are the irrigation sources in the zamindari, the zamindar only attending to very urgent' 
repairs of an ordinary nature with great difficulty. They pray that the Government may be 
pleal't'd to assume control over the irrigation works, revise the existing higb rates of rent, 
adopt the Government rates, redeem z'1min ryots from their indebtedness and provide 
livelihood to their poor families. 

Memorandum by Mr. Magubarl Chencu and olhers, ltomaralathodu village, 
Tekkall taluk, Vizagapatam dJatrict. 

~he petitioners submit that their village is a zamindari jirayati dry village with 
4.00 acrea of land, tbat tbey have been paying a rent of more than Rs. 7 per acre to the 
znmindar on condition of tbe latter providing water-supply to the lan<ls, that thougb IS 
or 6 ,acres of land are rendered unfit for cultivation by the accumulation of sund due to 
wind and rain. every year, the zamindar has been charging tbe same rent for them also, 
that though it IS more than four years since their lands have been surveyed, the zamind,,,' 
has been collecting the old rents without effecting a settlement and granting them patlas, 
and that due to failure of crops and tbe troubles to which tbey are subjected by the' 
zamindar, many have left the village for distant places like Rangoon. They further stata' 
that there is no adequate supply of drinking-water in the village and pray that dry rates, 
of Rs., 3 and Rs. 2 per acre as obtaining in tbe adjoining villagcs of l:'atha (old 'fekkali· 
and Pollada) may be fixed for tbeir lands and they be charged the same rates as in the 
adjoining villages when they raise crops witb well water. 

Address presented by the Mandasa Zamin Kyots' Association, BaIlgam, on 
1st November 1937. 

The address submits that the Estates Land Act ' which is crushmg tbe ryot ' may be 
repe!iled and iresh legislation embodying the minimum demands set forth by the Alldbru. 
Provincial Zamin Ryots' Association be enacted, that the ryots of the estate may he 
"ffered protection by bringing into force tbe Moratorium Bill • as the zamindar has been 
harassing them with execution pl'ocef:dillgs,' that they are cbarged Rs. 6 per acre of dry 
'and and up to Rs. 25 per acre of wet land, • while 1 rupee and Rs. 6 respectively, are 
charged for dry and wet lands in the adjoining village of Jalanthra,' tbat they du not have 
irrigation facilities, the water-~ources not having been repaired for tbe past ten years, and 
that. they are denied tbe use of natural facilities' owing to severe restrictions imposed by 
the zamindar ' though there is a big forest adjoining their village and prays for the redress 
of th3 grievances stated above. Urging in conclusion' the commendability of the principle 
of redistribution of Provinces in British India on a linguistic basis approved of by the 
All-India Congress Committee,' the association requests that when the new Andhr .. 
l'rO\-ince is formed, Berhampnr. Parlakimedi and other places which have been unjustly , 
included in the Orissa Province may be restored to the Andhra Province. 

Memorandum by Mr. Aiji Simhadrl and others 01 ltasi Bugga, Tula, Vizagapatam. 

The petitioners submit that the site on which they have constructed their houses and 
have been living for a very long time has been granted on patta to an outsider. that they 

are being put to much trouble by the latter who has been trying to evict them {rom their 
sites and to enuanger their lives. that the zamindar has granted the site to that perRon on 
acccunt of spite against one of them in connexion with elections, and that thougb they had 
submitt<"d petitions to the Collector • ever so many times' no enquiry has been made. 
They aud that the person who has obtained p,dla for the Bite is nn influential person and. 
th'lt he Las won over the Police to his side. Stating that the v are too poor and helpless to. 
take legal action, they pray that the matter Dluy be enquired into. and they be permitted. 
to continue to remain in the site3 ari houses now occupied by them. 
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Memorandum by lIU. Gana Narayana, on behalf of the ryota of Dabaru village, 
Mandasa esate, Sompea \&Iuk, North Vizagapa\am distrlc\. 

The petitioner submits that the zamindar was formerly collecting a yearly permanent 
cash l'el2t of Rs. 600 for the iirayati lands in the village, that in fasli 1316 the zamindar 
illslsted that the ryots should pay him the landholder's share in kind with the result that 
they were ruined, that they submitted petitions to the zamindar that their rents should be 
fixed as in the adjoining Government villages, but that in fasli 1332 the zamindar granted 
them pattas fixing the rent at Rs. 23 per acre on the basis of the " control .. prices of food
grains then in vogue and that when they submitted petitions subsequently pleading their 
i!lability to pay 'such unbearably high rents' no action was taken thereon. They add 
that instead of the original cash-rent of Rs. 600 a rent of Rs. 1,350 including land-cess has 
to bu paid by them and that in the result they have become greatly indebted, that whil ... 
their forefathers were utilizing natural facilities such as collecting wood from the forests 
free of ~harge, they are now paying exorbitant f~.es for the same, that they have no good 
water-sources and that though there is scope for providing them, the zamindar does not 
do it. They pray that rents may be fixed for their lands as in Government areas and that 
,,11 their arrears up to fasli 1347 and the decrees obtained against them in respect thereof, 
may be cancelled. 

Memorandum by the ryots of ReddipaI1l Agraharam, BhimIlpatam taluk, 
Vlzianagram zamIn, Vizagapatam district. 

The memorial states that the village depends entirely upon rain for its water-supply, 
that even when there are timely rains and good cropa the yield is not appreciable, that 
very little is left to the ryot after meeting the cultivation expenses and paJlng the rent, 
that the ryot is therefore compelled to borrow even in years of good harvest, with the 
result that he has become heavily involved in debt and that many have thus lost their lands 
and emigrated to distant countries. It adds that when the ryot is unable to pay the rent 
on account of famine, failure of crops and other reasons, the zamindar obtams decrees for 
arrellrs of rent and executes the same ' mercilessly • and prays that the Government may 
Bee that the zamindar-

(1) reduces the existing rent; 
(2) provides good irrigation facilities: 
(8) grants remission in the event of failure of crops: 
(4) writes-oli the arrears of rents accrued up to date; 
(5) does not lease out land set apart for communal purposes in the settlement for 

use of cattle; and 
(6) grants relDlSSlon of rent for this year espeCIally, owing to failure of crop~ 

Memorandum by Mr. AppalaBwaml and other jlrayati ryots of Pomur village, 
Vlzianagram estate, Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioners submit that their lands have no proper water-sources like a eanal, etc., 
but depend entirely on rain for water-supply, that the rent assessed on the wet lands 
taramwar is high. ranging as it does from Rs. 18 to Rs. 14 per acre. that while the value 
of the yield per acre amounts to Rs. 35 the expenditure they incur in cultivation together 
with the rent comes to Rs. 38 and thus the ryot is a loser by Rs. 3 even when there has' 

been a bumper crop. They add that owing to frequent failure of crops, the ryots could 
oot pay their rents regularly, that they had to give away their lands to the sowcars from 
whon'. they were obliged to borrow heavy amounts, that the estate authorities are threaten
ing them with court decrees and distraints and that they are unable to get justice in courts 
as against the rich and influential estate authorities. The petitioners finally urge that 
their rents should be reduced. that proper irrigation facilities should be provided for them, 
that remission of rent should be granted whenever crops fail. that execution of decrees 
should be stopped and that some land in the village should be reserved for grazing cattle. 

Addr8sa presentad bl the Village Coogresa Committee of Nadupur, Vlzagapa\am \&Iuk, 
Vizagapatam dlstrlct. 

It is stated io the address that the policy of the estate in reserving the forest areas 
withiu its jurisdiction is causing much hardship to the people of twenty villages, that 
whilf' the estate is not benefited in the least by reserving forest, it is causing great hardship 
to the villagers and cattle and that the petty-estate officials are harassing and troubling the 
ignorant villagefolk. To illustrate • the atrocities perpetrated by the estate Revenue 
Officials,' the address cites • an incident of four shepherds being. tied to pillars and flogged' 
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recently in the presence and at the instigation of Mr. Yerramilli Perraju, Amin of 
Auandapuram B. Division, Vizianagram Estate • as confirmed by the President Bnd the 
Secretary of the amalgamated North and South Vizagapatam District Congress Committees 
after due enquiry.' Finally, .the addresa contains a prayer to the effect that the ryota may 
be protected from the atrOCIties of the Estate OffiCIals, that grazing-lands may not be 
allowed to be leased out for cultivation and that the ryots may be saved from the 
harassment of sowcars by passing immediately the Moratorium Act. 

Address presented by Mr. lIrIantri Xesava Rao, the President and TekumaUa Varahalu, 
the Secretary of Nadupur Village Congress Committee, Vizagapatam \aluk, Vizaga
patam cUsWct. 

The address represents the zamindar as having reserved the adjoining hills and 
underwood where the cattle of the village used to graze. It states that the action of the 
zamindar is in no way profitable to him and that the ryota and their cattle suffer very 
much thereby. The address contains an appeal to the Hon'ble Minister requesting him to 
take measures to prevent zamindars from reserving hills and forests, • which have nothing 
else than undergrowth.' 

Memorandum by Mr. Tala Subhavannarayanamurti and other ryots of Udayapuram vll
lage, Tharla \aluk; North Vlzagapatam district, through the President of the Andhre 
Provincial :ayots' .Association. 

This petition is identical with petition No. 103 (memorandum by Allur Appalaswami 
and others of Makkuvatteri Saravara village) . 

. Memorandum by Mr. Pyla Simmannl and other ryots of Ganuvada v1I1age, Tharla 
estate, Tekkali t&luk, Vizagapatam cUstrict. 

The petitionera submit that the water-sourcea of their village (Addupoonu and 
Chintagaya), which irrigate nearly 200 acres of wet land have not been repaired' for nearly 
thirteen years' • with the result that the crops have been failing during al\ these years,' 
that on representing this matter to Tharlapattu Rani, who is the present owner. of the 
lands, she has promised to have the necessary repairs carried out to the water-sources, on 
condition that the land-rent is enhanced from Rs. 1,200 to Rs. 1,400 and that though 
they had paid the enhanced rents for two years, the Rani has done no repairs. They add 
tJIat they have been representing their gri~vances to the Rani, the District Collector of 
Ganjam and Tarla Estate authorities for the last thirteen years personal\y and through 
their legal representative but to no purpose, and that their representations to the Collector 
and the Sub-Collector of Vizagapatam made in 1937 by registered post owing to their 
pecuniary inabaility to go in' person have met with the same fate. The petitioners further 
say that many of them have sold their lands to pay the rent, owing to the failure of crops 
.year after year for want of water, that in their present miserable condition, they cannot 
file a suit against the Rani. They pray tha.t steps may kindly be taken for the immediate 
repair of the water-sources of their village, • failing which they have no other alternative 
than to leave the village.' 

Memorand1im by Messrs. Peddinti Sambaslvudu and Peddintl Appadu, etc., of 
Pinapenki village, BobblU estate, Vlugapatam cUstrict. 

The petitioners represent that the Raja of Bobbili has purchased Vadada village from 
the Raja of Salur, and that the Raja of Salur in fasli 1272 (1863) had fixed Re. 1 jodi 
in the. inam statement of Palakonda and bestowed the inarn lands permanently on the 
petitioners' forefathers and that the latter's descendants have been enjoying them ever 
since. The petitioners complain that having enhanced the amount of one rupee (jodi), the 
'Raja of Bobbili has been unfairly collecting Rs. 9 and that no remisaions are being granted 
for failure of crops and that no repairs to irrigation works are being effected. They urge 
that in view of the contents of the ~am statement and the nature of the soil, the jodi of 
one rupee which alone is fair may be confirmed and pray that the Raja of Bobbili may be 
directed to collect from .them Re. 1 which was the jodi originally fixed, foregoing the 
'excesa of Re. 8 whioh he has begun to levy. . . 
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Memorandum by Mr. Nanda Ad! Narayana and other ryota of Xammetta. village, 
East S!lermahamadpuram, estate, Ohipurupalle· taluk, Vizaga.,atam _dis~~." 

The petitioners represent that due to lack of repairs to th/l irrigation works af the 
estat", their crops have b~en failing for the past fi.ve or six years and_ that, tperefore, being 
unable to bear the rents due to the estate and the cost of maintaining their families, they 
have run into heavy debts. They reque~t that the Moratorium Bill may soon be 'passed 
into law to wipe off their arrears to the estate· as well as their debts to the co-operative 
banks. They complain that the dry rates of Rs. 8, Rs, 10 and Rs, 12 per acre now being 
collected on lands which entirely depend on rain-water for irrigation are . abnormal' and 
• are crushing them to death ' and pray for a . drastic ' reduction of rents m the estate'. 
They request that steps may be taken to see that repairs to irrigation works are executed 
by the estate authorities. 

Memorandum by Ill. Muhammad Yusuf and other ryota of s&1ur taluk, 
Vizagapatam district. 

'rhe petitioners represent that • certain landholders and zamindars of whom the 
Zamindar of Chemudu is the foremost: have formed a clique with a view to involving the 
poor ryots in litigation by setting up their creditors against them and dispossessing them 
of their lands by bringing about their sale for low amounts towards arrears of rents. They 
pray that the high rates of rent formerly levied when the prices were high may now be 
reduced and that 'stay' orders may forthwith be issued in respect of all the legal 
proceedings against them referred to above and a moratorium declared in respect 'of their 
debts. 

Memorandum by Mr. XaIlgatla Perayya, President of the Ryota' Association, Penugollu
Dharmavaram Agraharam, Sarvasiddhi taluk,Vizagapatam district. 

The petitioner, on behalf of the ryots, represents that for the last 30 years they have 
been paying a wet rate of Rs. 15 and a dry rate of Rs. 10 per acre and that the inamdars 
have subsequently enhanced the rstelr on the plea of rise·in prices and: are now collecting 
·the- enhanced rates by resorting to coercive measures. . They further represent that the 
adjoining Government rate happens to· be Rs.' 6 per acre and pray that the Government 
may be pleased to fix their rents at fair and equitable rates and rescue them from the 
attempts being made by, the inamdars to drive them -away from the village. , . 

Memorandum by the Ryota' Aasociation- of Santa Lakshmipuram villiige,. Chlcacole tlIuk, 
Vizagapatam district (Petition No. 455). 

I. The tenant. 
n. (a) The rate obtaining in r;Yotwari vIllages. 

: (b) Not more than one-sixth 'of the net incO!De . from land: 
(0) There shoilld be statutory provision for remission on the same principles gov

erning remission in Government villages. 
(d) If (e) (Not answered.) 

m. (a) Revision 'necessary. / 
(b) The power of distraint should be withdrawn from the zamindar and vested 

in the Revenue Department- (Government). It should be exercised by aD official not 
below the rank of a revenue inspector. 

(c) Transfer of registry should be effected more efficiently than at present. 
Estate officiale themselves should coilect rent. 

IV., (a) Inherent as being appurtenant to the land. rt is also a matter of contract 
with the zamindar subsequently. There is no documentary evidence in regard to thig 
in our estate. 

(b) The landholder should have no superior right. 
V. (a) Yes. 

(h) The zamindar should bear the entire cost. 
VI. (Not answered.} 
VII. The tenant has a ril!ht over trees in his land and the right over trees in 'pomm-

bokes should velrt in panchayats., .. .. 
VITI. The authority should be vested in the Revenue and Public Work .. Depart

ments and the repairs should be effected by Government without any application from 
the parties. 

fi--8-A 
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IX. Yea. 
X. There should be no legislation m regard to this matter at present. 
XI. (a) The High Court should be tbe ftn&l appellate and revisiona.l authority. 

(b) • Land courts' should be constituted. 
XU. (a) Adjoining rate should be collected. 

(b) Thorough revision is nece1!8&lJ'. 
In a preamble to the answers to the questionnaire, the signatories represent that 

the zamindar was exacting heavy rent from them in kind prior to 1908 when they filed 
a cor:nmutation suit, as a result of which it was decided that they should pay a cash rent 
rangmg from Rs. \!6 to Rs. 36, that unable to pay this heavy rent, many of them had to 
dispose of their properties, as the zamindar was taking all the produce from the land and 
adjusting it to the rent or arrears of rent, and that he has taken possession of their lands 
in lieu of arrears. They pray that provision should be made for the collection of rent 
based on tbe rates obtaining in the adjoining Government villages for the time being and 
the restoration of lands which have been unlawfully ,aken from them by the zamindar. 

In addition to the answers to the questionnaire the signatories want that
(1) rent should be collected in instalments as in Government villages; 
(2) zamindars should be recoguized as Government ryots; 
(3) the system of home-farm lands should be abolished; 
(4) separate registry should be made compulsory; 
(5) the stamp· duty on suits under the Act should be reduced: and 
(6) the zamindar should contribute a portion of his income towards the improve

ment of tbe village. 

Memorandum by Gond! Sitaramaswam! and others of Chlkkavaralll and Royyuru estates, 
BobbiU (PeUtion No. 453). 

I. (a) 'fhe tenant. 
(b) The tenant has all the rights including the mimng nghts though it is stated 

in the muchilikas that they belong to the zammdar. 
II. (a) A dl1l10rm dry rate of Rs. l-s-{) should be levied and for wet lands for whicb 

the zamindar provides water-supply, water-rate should be cha.rged at Government rates. 
(b) (Not answered.) 
(c) When the crops fail, the dry rate &lone should be collected. 
(d) A uniform dry rate should be fixed for all lands. Nothing in addition should 

be conected. For lands to be granted hereafter, the same dry rate to be fixed by Gov. 
ernment through tbe agency of the local ryots' association. 

(e) Ryots' associations should have powers to revise the rent through settlement 
officers. 

m. (a) Powers of distraint should be revised. 
(b) Distraint of movables should not be valid. 
(e) Execution proceedings in respect of arrears of rent should be conducted by 

vil.lage panchayats and the collection of rents should be made by village offioers. 
IV. (al The right of the tenant to water-supply is inherent as being appurtenant to 

the registered wet lands only. 
(b) The zamindar has no superior right. He is only entitled to effect repairs to 

the water-sources and to see to the proper supply of water. 
V. (a) Yes. All the estates should be surveyed. Joint pattas should be replaced 

by single pattas as per actual enjoyment. 
(b) The zamindar should bear the entire cost. 

VI. The estate officials collect under miscellaneous revenue a fishing rent for fishing 
in public tanks and fees for grass and produce of trees in waste lands unjustly. These 
porambokes should be reserved for communal purposes. 

VII. The tenant is entitled to utilize natural facilities free of cost. Porambokes, 
etc., should be used for communal purposes. 

vrn. When the zamindar fails to effect repairs to irrigation works, the ryots should 
be entitled to effect these repairs themselves and dednct the expenses thereof from the 
rent due to the zamindar. The Provincial Government should have full control over 
irrigation works. 

IX. The Government should conduct yearly jamabandi in zamindari villages also. 
X.CNot answered.) 
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XI. (a) A special tribunal is necessary. 
(b) Special courts should be constituted. 

XII. (a) The zamindar should be entitled to 
respect of unauthorized occupation of land. 

(b) (Not answered.) • 

the rates prevailing in the village in 

Additional infOTmation. 

Provision should be made for the annual transfer of pattas, for the payment of rent 
by instalments from December to July, not chargIng interest for balance of kist, for pre
venting the zamindar from encroaching on porambokes, etc., for releasing such of those 
as have been previously occupied highhandedly, for the settlement of disputes between 
the landholder and the tenant by village "ssociations, for the removal of cesses like rail
way cess, for collecting a portion of the zamilldar's income for communal purposes, and 
for payment of water-rate at the Government rates. The zamindar is alleged to be com
pelling the ryots to make over the right of fishing in one of the tanks, which has all the 
time been enjoyed by the tenants. 

Memorandum presented by Mutnuru Venkata Sastrl and other ryota of Kavitha thana, 
etc., villages of BobblJi estate, Palakonda taluk, Vizagapatam distric' (Petition 
No. 351ij. 

Alleging excessive greed and bighbandedness on the part of the zamindar ever since 
the advent of the Madras Estates Land Act in the matter of collecting enhanced rents, 
the petitioners request-

(1) that the rents may be fixed as in Government ryotwari villages? 
(21 that survey and settlement may compulsorily be effected for all the villages in 

the zamindari and the entire cost recovered from the zamindar, • as the tenants 
are too poor to bear the same • ; 

(3) that separate registry may be effected to replace joint pattas; 
(4) that fallows and auctioned river-bed lands may be provided in every village 

for cattle grazing; 
(5) that irrigation works may be repaired by the Government and the cost recover· 

ed from the zamindar; 
(6) that rents may be collected in four instalments from March; 
(7) that all decrees of arrears prior to fasli 1346 should be made void; and 
(8) that forests, porambokes, waste lands, etc., may be thrown open for public 

nse. 

Besides the above requests. the memorialists complain that the zamindari officials 
• having been enraged at the holding of ryot conferences in the past in Vavam village 
under the presidentship of Professor Ranga: the zamin officials have withheld water
supply to villages like Vavam and Vuvvampeta for the last two 01' three years, the tenahts 
having been reduced to poverty thereby on account of failure of Cl'OpS and that as the 
zamindaJ: has leased out the river-bed lands of Kavitha Mutha, Regadi and Marrikotha
valsa villages, the tenants of the said villages are experiencing failure of crops due to 
impaired water-supply. They pray that the Provincial Government may be pleased 
to inspect the holdings of tenants in the zamindari and • decide what remission they 
deserve in fairness, paying as they do such unjustly high rents as Rs. 35 per acre when 
the Government themselves have thought fit to gI'ant liberal remissions in respect of 
ryotwari lands under their control, which were assessed on sound and equitable principles,' 
that statutory provision may be mad~ for remission as in Government villages, that the 
survey and the record of rights in respect of Kavitha Muth.. and Adavaram villages 
undertaken in 1922 and still going on even now may be stopped and declared void • as 
the Government officials have conspIred with the zamin servants and as their joint opera
tions are opposed to all principles of justice ' and a fresh survey may now be made and 
a record of rights prep&red on fair principles at the zamindar's cost and that the village 
name, • Adavaramt may be ~.hanl!ed into • Gandhivaram ' sa has been desired by the 
people since 1922. The memorial concludes with the request that lands and houses 
knocked down in auction sales for IIIT6a1'8 of rent subsequent $0 the fan in prices, may be 
restored to the tenants unconditionltolly and free of all compensation. 



PeUUon No. lIM. 

N.B.-This petition does not contain the signature or address of any person or 
association. 

I. (a) The tenant iathe proprietor. 
(b) The tenant has all the cultivation rlght.. in the land as well as the rights of 

gift and sale. ~'he zamindar has the right to treasure-trove in the land of the tenant, 
right of collection of rent in respect of cultivated lands, Wid all rights in lands under their 
own cultivation. 

II. (a) In the matter of the collection of cesses in pl'Oprietary villages, the rent 
including cesses should not exceed double the taram rate fixed by the Government for the 
collection of cesses. While in the case of zamin villages, it should not exceed one and a 
half times. The rent may be collected in four equal monthly instalments beginning with 
a month earlier than in Government villages and a monthly interest of one per cent may 
be recovered on arrears outstanding at the close of the fasli. 

(b) Nature of the soil, crops raised, irrigation facilities, and the net yield should 
be the considerations for determining rent. 

(0) Yes. There should be statutory provision for remission of rent. Except when 
failure of crops is due to the negligence of the ryot, it should be three-fourths remission 
for 0 to 2 annas crop, half remission for 3 to 5 annas Cl'Op and one-fourth remission for 
6 to .8 annas crop. 

(d) If rent is received in kind, the proportion of rent to the yield of the land should 
be fixeq once for all. In cases of cash rents, these should vary from time to time as in 
Government villages. 

(e) Yes. The Government should have such powers. 
m. (ti) Yes. The powers of the zamindar require revi~ion. 

(b) Revision of the Act may be made to render the collection easy and less ex
pensive. 

(0) Th\l zamindar on the advice of his agent who collects rents should issue ft 

.notice to the defaulter demanding payment of arrears within fifteen days_ If payment 
is not made within the time, he should send a decree for the amount together with a list 
of properties to be distrained, to an officer not lower in rank than a Deputy Tahsildar 
with instructions to collect in excess of the decree amount, Re. 0--8-0, being the expenses 
Incidental to this procedure. If the amount is not recovered, the fact should be intimated 
to the zamindar by the said officer. Arrears of rent should be the first charge on the 
land and the crops thereon. 

IV- . (al Inherent. as being appurteIiant to the h.nd and belongs to the tenant; the 
right of control over irrigation works vests in the zaruindar. 

(b) The zamindar has the right of regulating water-supply. When water is 
used without permission or when lands entitled to irrigation from one source are irrigated 
by. another source, the zamindar is entitled to levy' penal rates not exceeding twice thp 
water-rate. 

V. (a) Yes. 
'(b) The zamindar and the tenant~ should share the cost ·of the original survey 

equally between them and the cost of any sub~equent survey should be borne entirely 
by the tenants. 

VI. No. 
VIT. (a) The tenants have right to all such local natural facilities. 

. (b) The ryots have the right to graze cattle, collect wood, etc., free of cost, in 
certain specified areas. . 

(e) The rights over public paths, etc., are common both to the zamindar and the 
tenants. If the forest area is 1,000 acres, it should be under the control of the zamindar 
on favourable conditions. If the forest al"ea exceeds 1,000 acres, s fee of one-rupee for 
every 3 acres should be collected and after deducting SiX annas therefrom for watching 
'expenses which should he made over to viUage panchayats, the balance shonld be paid 
to the zamindar. The estimate should be prepared and ~he amount paid to the zamindar 
in advance. If the forest area is 100 acres it should be left .free to the tenants. 

VITI. (a) One-eighth of the zamindar's income should be compulsorily spent on 
irrigation works. The sources of water-supply to· tanks irrigating less than 1.000 acres 
should be repaired by the ryots. In the case 6f bigger tanks the ryot and the zamindal' 
should jointly effect repairs to the sonrell6 and in' the case of tanks irrigating nrore than 
10,000 acres the zamindar alone should bear the cost of repairs. The zamindar should 
artteud to the repl!.irs of channels irrigating more than 850' acres and Of all bunds and 
sluices of tanks whether big or amalt . 
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(b) The Government should undertake repairs and recover the cost thereof from 
them (zamindars). 

(e) On application by tenants owning one-eighth of the extent of cultivable lands. 

IX. Yes. as in the Government villages. 
X. The rent due to the zamindar should be the first charge on the crop raised by 

the under-tenant. The rent due to thE> zamindar should be a. charge on the land of the 
tenant and the crop raised thereon. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal may be constituted with such powers temporarily for three 
years after which the Board of Revenue may have these powers. 

(b) Civil courts. 
XII. (a) The zamindar may levy a penalty of four times the rent for objectionable 

and twice the rent for unobjectionable cases of unauthorized occupation of lands. 
(b) The collection from inamdars should be on the lines suggested above for ryots. 

A dditional matter. 

1. In proprietary lands, the jodi should not exceed one-half of the taram rate. 
2. Shares in the proprietary villages should be sold only to the other shareholders 

or they may be purchased on behalf of any zamindar. 

Memorandum by Gottumukkula Satyanarayana Raju, etc., ryots of Gol1alagunta viJlage, 
.raggampeta A. estate, II Xatravalapalll Estate File," Peddapuram taluk, East Goda
vari district. 
I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil. 

(b) (Not answered.) 
II. (a) The original land-rent on the ham of which the zamindar's peshkash was 

determined, is the fair rent. 
(b) The original rents referred to in (a) above were unjustly enhanced to unbear

able levels both before and after the advent of the :M:adras Estates Land Act and have 
made paupers of tenants, most of t.he latter's lands having been taken possession of by 
creditors and zamindars. 

(e) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent. Remission should 
be granted when there is loss of crops owing to excessive rains or drought. 

(dl Rate of rent should be fixed once for all. 
(el Yes. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) Rent should be collected as land revenue is collected in Government ryotwari 

villages. 
(e) Village panchayats should be formed with the power to collect rents and 

register free of charge subdivisions a.nd sale of zamin lands. 
IV. (a) Tenants' rights to water-supply in the case of wet lands are inherent as 

being appurtenant to the land. It is not a matter of agreement between the ryot and 
the landholder. 

(b) The landholder is at present enjoying superior rights in water-sources ~d 
in rega.rd to tank such lUI auctioning of grass in the tank-bed, fishing rights and usufruct 
of trees on the tank-bund. These should belong to the village community for its 
convenience. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b \ Ryots cannot bear the ~ost of SUI'vey on account of their poverty. 

VI. Zamindars' are collecting water-rates for wet cultivation made with rain-water 
8 nd forest fees in respect of fuel taken from forests for domestic purposes. 

VII. Zamindars took possession of forests and hills and are collecting royalty, etc., 
from the tenants, in respect of fuel and timber taken for their a"aricultural and domestic 
purposes. This is illegal. 

vm. Repairs to water-sources should be carried out immediately when the ryots 
ask for it. When the zamindars neglect doing repairs, the Provincial Government 
should carry out such repairs and recover the cost from the zamindars. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is necessary. 
X. The under-tenants should l'njoy the same status 8S the pattadars so far 88 

payment of rent is concerned. ' , 



XI. (a) & (b) There should be only one final appellate court for each district to 
decide cases between the zamindw: and the tenant. Such courts should be stationary 
in a particular place .instead of being itinerant. 

XII. (a) When the ryot occupies a ryoti-Iand unauthorizedly, rent as per rates fixed 
for lands adjacent to it should be levied on it and a patta for it should be granted to 
the ryot by the zamindar. If encroachments a.re made on communal land, the zamindar 
should ha.ve the right of evicting the person concerned. 

(b) Jodi, etc., are not being collected in thiH estate. Where' Jodi' is to I>e 
oollected, it seems very desirable that it should be collected I>y one authority 1I10ne. 

Memorandum by Bhairavavajhjhula Veerabhadra Rao and othel. of Paidlkonda village, 
Pittapur lamin, Tuni taluk, East Godavari district (Petition No. 466). 

I. (a) The tenant is thE' pl'oplietor of the soil. 

(b) The tenant has now rights in the surface only of the land while the zamindor 
has underground rights, Huch liS those in mines, treasures, etc. The tenant alQne should 
have these underground rights also in the land. 

n. (a) That which the ryot can pay without difficulty from thE' yield after meeting 
all expenses incidental to cultivation, is a fair end equitable rent. 

(b) Irrigation larilities in the case of wet land and the condition of the SOIl in 
the case of dry land -hould be taken into consideration in fixing a fair rent. COb! of 
grain, economic condition of the ryot and kinds of crops grown shonld also be considered. 
The existing rents are unbearably high Ilnd were fixed high-handedly by zamindars under 
threats of eviction. In 1931, in the face of economic depression, rents in zamin 31eas 
which were already unbparable were enhanced by Re. 0-1..u in the rupee. 

(e) There should be statutory provision for remission. Remission should be granted 
on the fair principles which are to be applied by the panchayats constituted by Bovem
ment in villages. 

(d) The rate of r'lnt should be now settled once for all. 
(e) Yes, Buch reserve powers for the Provincial Government are very essential. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) It sbould be collected on immovable property through civil courts. 
(e) Itinerant courts should be established in order to facilitate collection of rent 

without making the ryot mcur heavy expenses. 

IV. (a) The rights to water· ~upply are inherent as appurtenant to the land. 
(b) Landholders are E'xercising superior rights over the water-sources in their 

estates, though the latter are entirely dependent on rain water and though the landholders 
do not guarantee water-sllpply and do not execute repairs to them properly. 

V. (a) Our estate has beEm surveyed. Joint pattas have not been divided. They 
should be divided ani" record of rights should be prepared and maintained. 

(b) The zammdar to bear the whole cost. 

Vi. ThE landholdel' cannot demand such levies. 

VIT. (a) Ryots have no such rights now and zamindars are claiming them to be theire. 
(b) We think that the tenant has an inherent right in this respect as it is implicit 

in agriculture itself. 
(a) Ryots should be given the right to use public paths, communal lands, forests, 

etc., for their conveniences and for grazing their cattle. . 

VIII. (a) The Government should assume control over them and distribute water 
among the ryots impart.ially. 

(b) Yes. The Provincial Government alone shonid have these rights. 
(c) To be applied BUO motu. 

IX. Yearly jamabsndi is necessary. 

X. Zamindars should not interfere with pattadars or undertenants Be long Be the 
pattadars and undertenants get on amicably. 

XI. (a) A Special Tribunal should be constituted for the purpose. 
(b) Itinerant courts shonld be established. 
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XII. (a) The zamlUdar .. hould have the power to evict the ryot concerned or to claim 
from 'hlm compensation with regard to encroachments other than those that wcr" made 
before the Act came into force. 

(b) No such inams exist in our zamindari. 
The petitioners pray that the kistbandi system (the system of paying rent in 

instalments) that is in vogue in Governlllent villages ahould also be introduced iu zamin 
villages. They request that irrigation facilities be created by digging channels from 
Godavari oonals. They state that rent on wet and dry lands in their villages should 
be reduced and t~at .puntas and roads are in very bad condition and pray that these 
means of commurucatJOns be improved and the tank from which their crops are irrigated 
be repaired. 

Memorandum by the East Godav&r1 District Ryots' Association, dated Bajahmundry, 
the 29th November 1937. 

Replies to the questionnaire. 
I. (a) The ryot. 

(b) Zamindar is only the agent of the Government created for the sole purpose 01 
collecting the revenue but the ryot has got the 80le right of the land as long as he pays the 
rent. 

n. (a) The fair and equitable re!lt i& one which will be fixed on the net income of 
the cultivator. . 

(b) Rents on lands in zamindari villages are to be fixed considering class, taram, 
Boil lind other principles that are considered in ryotwari villages. The rates are to be 
altered and fixed along with the ryotwari lande from time to time. 

(e) Yes. Remission must be granted, when the groBB inCome is less than the sum 
of expenses for cultivation and the water tax on it. 

(d) It is advisable to enunciate principles to determine what is .. fair and equitable 
rent leaving it to the officer or court concerned to arrive at the figure in consultation with 
the ryot representatives. 

(e) The Provincial Government must have reserve powers to revise, alter or reduce 
only by legislation. 

m. (a) The powers of collection of rent now riven to landholders under Madras 
Est:Ltes Land Act require revision. 

(b) The villago panchayat (elected on adult franchise) must collect the rent. And 
after deducting the (1) expenses for collection, (2) cost of maintaining irrigation sources 
and works, (3) peshkash and (4) local·cess and etc., the remaining sum must be given 
to the zamindar. If the total rent collected is less than the sum of (1), (2), (3) and (4) 
remission of peshkash ahould be granted. 

(e) The procedure will be simple and less costly only when it was handed over to 
lhe village panchayats. 

tv. (a) The rights of the ryot to water-supply inherent as being appurtenant to the 
land. 

(b) The landholder has no right at all in the water source. He was onlyI' merof 
trustee, entrusted with the duty of equitable supply of water to the lands under the source, 
but now the Government must take the charge of all water works. 

V. (a) All the estates should be compulsorily surveyed and records of rights main
tained. 

(bl The cost should be borne by the Government and its agent1n proportion of the 
peshkash and the net income to the zamindar on the estate. 

VI. The zamindar should be prohibited by statute, from demanding any levies, 
c\1stomary or otherwise from ryots. 

VII. (a) Cultivators should be allowed to utilize free of cost the local natural facilities 
such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure, wood, for agricultural purposes. 

(b) The cultivators have got inherent right to use them free of cost for their 
domestic and agricultural purposes. 

Agricultural labourers have got the right to bring head loads (firewood) free of 
cost even for selling. 

(e) Publio paths, communal lands and hill and forest porambokes were intended 
for the use of all vill&J!8S. Neither the ryot nor the zamindar has no right to enc."Il8Ch 
upon such lands. All the villagers have got collective right to use. 

n-9 



vm. (a) The Capacity and the extent of the irrigation sources, condition of the 
a!1lpply-channels, the extent of the ayacut and etc., the principles followed by the Govern
Clent in ryotwari JIhould be the guiding principles for the purpose of maintaining irrigation 
source and workS. 

(b) The Provincial Government should immediately take control of all irrigation 
sources and works in all the zamindaris and proceed as in ryotwari villages. 

(e) Such powers should be vested in the Government to be applied suo motu ann On 
application by parties. 

IX. Yearly zamabandi is necessary. 
X. The cultivator of the land must have the sole right of the land 3S long as he pay. 

the rent. He must be given pattI'. The legal status of the undertenant in zamind .. ri 
village must be the same as in the ryotwari village. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should not be the final appellate or revisional authority 
in proceedings between the zamindar and the ryot. A special tribunal consulting the 
ryots' representatives must decide the issue finally. 

(b) The village panchayats should be empowered to try all snits existing between 
the zamindar and the ryots. 

~n. (a) Zamindars should not possess any cheri lands, they must be given to ryots 
OD permanent pattas. 

(b) Yes. Those amounts may be recovered from the ryots, and the lands concerned 
will be subjecttd to liability till the amount is discharged. 

Othe1' things. 

1. The kists in zamindari villages must be charged as in ryotwari villages. 
2. The cultivators must have full right on trees in his land even though they "xis' 

before 1908. 
3. Ali ASa1'a and Cheri lands must be given to the ryots without N azarana. 

4. All inam villages, mokhasa villages, mutas hoth in agency and plains including 
Nugur taluk, which was transferred to East Godavari in 1909 from Central Province must 
be brought to the same level as ryotwari villages, and the system of joint pattas may be 
thoroughly dispensed with. 

6. Zamindars must give some ·portion of their income to the village panchayatB. 
II. Government must recognize ryot associations as agents to ryote. 

[Illegible] , 
P,esideni. 

Memorandum by the members of the Pithapuram Taluk Zamlndarl Byots' AsSOciation, 
dated 25th October 1937. 

I. (a) The proprietor of" the soil undoubtedly is the tenant but not zamindar. From 
Immemorial times, the king merely claimed some assessment on the land but not the 
land itself. Even the British Government merely claims only an assessment on the land 
in ryotwari tracts but does not claim the land itself, except the assessed! wastes and 
crown bought-in-lands, etc_ The proprietor cannot stand in a. better footing than the 
British Government. 

(b) The landlord does not feel that he has any liability with regard to the landa 
in his villages except the right of collecting the rent. There are very few proprietors, in 
fact almost none, 8JIlong tbe proprietors who care to visit all the villages in the zamindari 
area and most of them do not visit some of the villages even once in their lifetime. 
They do not attend to the improvement of the economic or socisl or political or edu
cational conditions of their village.. Whereas the permanent occupancy tenant lives in 
his field from morn till night throughout the year in his fields. He manures it in time. 
attends to the levelling of the fields and looks to proper water-supply, repairs the irri
gation channels also at great expense, though he pays higher rates to wet crops raised 
in zamindari lands. The zamindar does not raise even his little finger for the improve
ment of his villages. The tenant has the right to improve the land, raise its level, 
properly manure it, raise improved crops of garden, turmeric or wet crop, dig wells in 
it and instal pumps and raise sugar. In fact he can change it into a garden of Eden. 

n. (Il) The ryots in ryotwari areas are complaining that the assessment in ryotwari 
areas itself is much higher than they can bear. In return to the payment of the asseS8-
ment, they are getting a lot of amenities, village schools, protection of property and life, 
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irrigation facilities, tanks, wells, in fact all the blessings conferred by the present day 
Government. But in the zamin areas, the rents are much higher than in the ryotwari 
tracts. The whole amount goes into the private pockets of the zamindar who plays ducks 
and drakes with the money burning the candle at both ends on all sorts of luxuries and 
vices. There is no corresponding benefit for the ryots. The proprietors will prefer to 
enjoy the civilized life of the metropolis or even the luxuries in foreign countries, but 
never care to look to the comforts and ~ants of their ryots who always live from hand 
to mouth on the verge of starvation. Hence there is absolutely no justification for 
considering the higher rents in zamin areas as fair or equitable. The rates of rent on 
the adjacent Government areas may be considered as reasonable and equitable and may 
be adopted. To show the inequilaties in Government and zamin areas. the following 
statistics are submitted;-

Cia .. orland. Rate per acre In CorrtapondlnR rate! of 
_ment In Government proprictarJ' vtUape. vUIagCI. 

B8 .... P. BS. A.. P. Be. A. P . ... A.. r . 

Lan cl ... of dry land ••• 1 4 o to 2 8 0 0 6 o to 0 12 0 
Nezt 01 ... 01 dry iaDds 2 8 o to D 0 0 1 2 o to 2 6 0 
Wet Jand. .. .. 16 0 0 6 11) Oto8 4 0 
Dry la.m.1. yielding vegetable erop 13 0 Oto 15 6 0 
Pati paradul aDd Zarib landa 10 0 Oto 20 0 0 4 0 0 

Five to ten per cent of the value of the produce may be considered as fair and 
equitable rent. At least 20 per cent more will be required for making annual improve. 
mentd, for manuring the field and for incurring the cost of trausplantation and BOWing 
and tending the crop for cutting and harvesting them. Thus the total expenses of 
realizing the crop and the rent due to the zamindar or estate should not in all exceed 
20 to 30 per cent of the value of the crops raised over the land. 

(b) The only consideration is that the ryot will have to pay some assessment for 
. being permitted to cultivate the land and enjoy its produce on the same principle as the 
Government charges assessment on ryotwari patta lands. Only there is this disadvantage. 
While the Government spends its revenue on the people, for their own benefit, the 
amount paid to the landlords goes into the private pockets of the landlords who do not 
spend any appreciable amount for the benefit of the ryots. Of course, they pay a certain 
amount as peshkash to the paramount Government but that is only a small portion of 
what they collect. If the zamindar contributes in any way towards making the land 
more valuable and profitable (e.g., if he constructs an irrigation channel or construct a 
tank, then such facts also may be taken into consideration). But in the absence of any 
such contribution, the facts that the Government effected these improvements should not 
enure the benefit of the landlord to enhance his rates of rent. 

(c) I strongly advocate that there should be statutory provision for remission of 
rent on the same prInciples as in Government areas. It must be said that the remission 
principles are very drastic and hard even in Government areas against the ryots--please 
see Board's Standing Order No. 13 and they will have to be liberalized to a certain 
extent, e.g., according to strict letter remission will have to be granted only when the 
crop is one anna and less. Of course some liberal officers give remission even for 2 annas 
crop but it is not a matter of right but is of grace only. It is submitted that if the crop 
is less than 4 annas there will be nothing for the ryot after deducting the taxes and the 
agricultural expenses. Hence remission will have to be granted in all cases where the 
crop i. less than 4 annas. In zamindari tracts also remission principles may be made 
statutory. But it is very difficult to enforce them. Some petty zamindars have no 
regular Revenue Inspectors to inspect the crops. As the Revenue Inspectors depend on 
the zamindnrs for their salaries, they canno~ write favourable remarks to the ryots for 
it means loss of appointments to them. 

Cd) The determination of rent for all eternity on the soil is barmful from the 
~tand point of the Government, zamindar and the tenant. Becsuse with the lapse of 
time, .everal new facts may contribute to enhance the value of the lands, to increase its 
produce and to enhance the prices of the crops. So also several circumstances mav 
contribute to the lowering of the value of the land, (al cyclone, (b) sudden cslamity, (el 
depopulation and (d) deteroirity of the soils. Such facts will have to be taken into 
consideration. Hence periodical settlement of rents once in thirty years is the best plan 
only the settlement 'must be reasonable, but not arbitrary, based on the consent of the 
people. Again mere enunciation of principles witbout fixing the rent, leaving the matter 
to be brought out in civil courts or revenue courts is to place a premium upon' litigation 
and hence is not likely to be successful owing to the ignorance of the people and the 
unpopUlarity of the courts and the delay in the matter of adjudication of the rights of 
the partie.. Hence ryotwari seWement is the best policy to be adopted. 

II-9-A • 
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(e) It is unnecessary that either the Provincial Government should have any 
reserve powers or that the civil court should have any such powers. The ryotwari settle
menl will also be introduced into the zamin areas and as there is no provision investing 
the civil courts with jurisdiction in these matters, it will not be necessary either in zamin 
areas to give any such powers. In fact such powers will be uncalled for, if the settlement 
rates are approved by the legislatures. 

m. (a) The provisions in it require drastic revision. I would place the whole 
matter in the hands of the Revenue Department making it compulsory for the proprietors 
to pay a certain per cent to the Government for undertaking the collection work after 
working out the rate in the Government villages. This change is absolutely neceSBafY 
for more reasons than one. The ryot will pay the amount claimed with great confidence 
with no suspicion. It will not give any handle to petty zamin officials to extract mamule 
and illegal gratifications. The zamindars themselves can rest themselves with no 
anxiolty as the Government undertake to collect the amount. It will be more or less 
on the same basis as if the estates have been under Court of Wards jurisdiction. The 
illegal cesses, zazaranas, mamuls, etc., will go. The provisions of Land Revenue 
Recovery Act may be introduced for the collection of the estate rents also as far as 
possible. If that is not followed, then the present provisions of Estates Land Act may 
be applied. As fresh defects come to light, they may be remedied then and there but 
for the present, they may be followed. 

(b) In answering question III (a), I submitted that all provisions of Land Recovery 
Act may be applied to this and that the Government may take up the question of collection 
of rent, just in the same way as land revenue. 

(e) Now taking coercive steps, through courts depends upon the sweet will and 
pleasure of the zamindar's agents and subordinates. If they are annoyed against a ryot, 
be the amount of arrears however small and negligible, they resort to the court and 
bring the tenant's holding for sale. They get it knocked down without proper publicity 
and for nominal value and in most cases without the knowledge of the owner of the 
land. The costs of execution and sale are unnecessarily swelled and magnified. All 

f:
hese things should be brought to a stop. The right of bringing a land for sale every year 
or each arrears of rent is a source of needless harassment to the ryot. In almost all 

cases, the value of the land will be at least twenty times the value of the rent and hence 
it is quite sufficient if the landlord is given the right of bringing the land for sale only if 
the arrears are left unpaid continuously for three years. The right of filing a suit on 
payment of stamp duty is unnecessary and uncalled for. The zamindar will cheerfully 
pay the stamp for, it can be recovered back from the ryot. The ryot does not pay the 
rent, not because he wished to defy the landlord but because of his financial poverty 
and economic starvation. When he is unable to pay the rent, it is nothing short of 
inhuman brutality to saddle him with the heavy costs of suit including stamp duty. 
pleader'S fees, witness batta and processes. In case he contests the suit, the tenane 
himself incurs heavy cost to prove his plea. If he fails in it, he is doubly ruined because 
he spent a lot to prove his plea and he will bve to pay the higher rate and amount of 
rent. Whatever it is, if it is intended to alleviate the misery of tenant, the burden of 
law costs, whether he fails or succeeds should not saddle him. Another reform is that 
up to a certain amount, i.e., if the rent is Rs. 50 or below, _pI'C!CesB.iees, proclamatign 

.,:.ud..aal.e._,~harges and_n9~taJl).R4utY.Jleelibe imposed. The Revenue Divisional Otli""rs 
can get the' summons served through taluk and village establishment and this work may 
be got done through them. Moreover when the village panchayats have been established, 
all such claims of Rs. 50 or even Re. 100 whether it is land revenue, estate rent arrears 
or private debts, there should be scope for the adjudication and settlement of such 
disputes or claims before those panchayats. In this matter, I will suggest the following 
reforms :-

(i) That village panchayats should settle these arrears of rent questions when 
the amounts involve Rs. 50 or less. 

(ii) That when the amount is less than Rs. 50 no st~mp juty, process fees, 
p.!.'.Qclam.at.!!tn..JlQargeS~!lal~_ Jlatta, etc •• .Ileed...he. S:<ll.1ecJ;ea. ---

(iii) That no interest on such amounts need be charged. 
(iv) That courts should be resorted to only when the arrears for three yearl 

are outstanding but not for only a single year. 
(v) That there should be reduction of stamp duty and court-fees throughout. 
(vi) That the tenant should not be saddled with costs where the court considers 

that there is a bona fide dispute between the landlord and the tenant though 
the tenant may fail eventually. ' 

IV. (a) If impartially considered, it must be said that both the landlord and the 
tenant have both a share in the water facilities for the land. The landlord would n"* 
have dug the tanks in his villages or laid out the irrigation channels. The ryots must 
have contributed labour for the work either in digging the ta.nk or in the' construction of. 
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the channels. Hence both have equal right to the irrigation facilities. But in certain 
villag~s, the Government, a third party erected irrigation facilities but the zamindar has 
not contributed even a single pie. In such villages, there is not the least justifica.tion 
for th" zamindar to collect any enha.nced wet rate. In such cases, the enhanced rate 
will have to be lowered to the dry rate. Again though the tanks might have been 
originally dug by the proprietors, sin .. e then they have not contributed anything for 
tbeir improvement and maintenance and yet the proprietors collect enhanced water-rates 
which are much higher than the rates under first-class delta water sources. In such 
cases also the rates will have to be reduced. Though in certain cases, the enhanced rates 
may be due to contractual relations, even then the contract may be hard and onerous 
having been brought into existence under undue influence, threat to litigation, fear and 
ignorance if .the ryots. It is up to the present Government to examine such cases and 
see that the contractual rates are reduced to reasonable rates. 

(b) There is no question of superior or inferior rights of landlords and ryots to the 
natural water resources. A natural stream is as much the property of the zamindar as 
of the ryot. But perhaps in this respect, the Government vieW appears to be different 
inasmuch as Government treats all natural streams as property of Government and not 
of the people. But the same analogy need not be applied on all force in proprietary 
areas. Hence it may be taken that both of them have equal rights over such streams. 
If an.. of them are harassed and brought under control and diverted for irrigation 
purpo~es, that person who undertaking the expenditure and labour should be given some 
remuneration for his labour and money. In such cases. the rates fixed should be 
reasouable and not arbitrary and where such rates are found to be arbitrary, it is up to 
the Government to reduce them to reasonable rates. 

V. (a) This is absolutely necessary in the interasts of the landlord and the ryot as 
well and the expenditure also should be met equally. This is being done whenever the 
"amindars' estates come under Court of Wards management. This survey and record 
of rights engenders a spirit of confidence and certainty and removes suspicion and 
enemity and bad hlood between the zamindars and the tenants. 

(b) As stated above the cost should be borne equally by the proprietor and the 
ryots at a certain amount for each acre of cultivable land. I think this is the rate and 
system adopted by the survey party and it may be adopted. Of course, it may be done 
on the most economic principle hereaiter. 

VI. Rent as defined in the Madras Estates Land Act. section 3 (ii) (a) includes 
any sum lawfully payable to a landholder by a ryot according to law usage having the 
force of land. But this definit'ion is a source of litigation and annoyance to the ryot 
while it is a powerful handle in hands of unscrupulous landlords to impose all sorts of 
illegal exaction, e.g., kavalgars' fees. nirganties charges, village officers' charges, etc. 
Formerly there used to be demands on ryots for the birth, marriages and ceremonies in 
the houses of the landlords or his relation but those days have passed away. But still 
all other exactions except the land rent should be put a stop to and hence no other levies 
custom or lawful or otherwise should be permitted to be imposed. 

VII. (a) Now in almost all zamindari villages in Tiruvur, Nuzvid and Nandigarua 
taluks the ryots are deprived of all these rights except on payment of fees. Especially 
in N uzvid mluk villages, the proprietors charge very high rates of rent ranging from 
Rs. 5 to Rs. 20 per acre subject to the conditions of supplying green manure for sdch 
lands. Though the proprietors have forests, they do not supply the firewood. manure or 
building materials without payment of fee.. Where a tenant is in the bad looks of the 
proprietor, woe is to that tenant for he cannot get firewood or even palmyra leaves from 
the forest and the cattle cannot graze in it even on payment of licence-fees for it is left 
to the sweet will and pleasure of the proprietors. 

(b) For the protection and improvement of the forest, it is necessary that the 
proprietors will have to incur some expenditure annually and monthly. The forest will 
have to be improved, new trees useful for the community will have to be planted, 
mustered and protected. Hence it is necessary that some licence-fees should be collected 
from the villagers. I would suggest that the forest rates adopted in the forest panchayats 
should be followed;-

Llo('Doe ..... 
D . .l. P. 

J'or oart-Ioad. . 

Oruing 1(0_ '01' oow-unit 0 8 0 foJ' head 
Do. flll'tlheep 0 "0 Do. 
Do. for bull.. .. 1 0 0 Do. 

Stone . . 0 1 0 for cart.load 
B'lildiDg materia1e As in reserved foreats 

though for bona fide domestic use free supply of the articles cannot be recommended. 
Separate and higher rates may be &dopted for those persons who are not residents in the 
villages where the forest is situated. 
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(e) Public paths, communal lands, are lands belonging to the public and the 
community and every member of the public and community is entitled to use them 
subject of course to the condition that their use will not defeat the general public and 
communal purposes of those porambokes. But the hills and forests cannot be treated as 
the general property of the public. Even if they are, they are to be protected, in order 
that they may not be damaged and deteriorated. The landlord is expected to protect 
the interests of the public and the village in protecting and safeguarding these valuable 
porambokes in order that they may not be damaged. Licence-fees will have to be collected 
at least for the purpose of defraying the costs of protection and improvement of the hills 
and forests. 

VIII. (a) The only irrigation sources under the zamindars are some petty tanka 
which stand on the same footing as the minor irrigation tanks. But they are woefully 
neglected in all the estates except in some very rare zamin lands. ID some cases, ths 
zamindars are not even in a financial position to repair them. For some tanks, the 
supply sources will have to be diverted and improved. As the ryots pay the water-rllte, 

. it is the bounden duty of the zamindars to supply the water to the ryots and hence they 
will have to keep it in good condition. Where the zamindars are not in a. position to 
repair such tanks, the <k>vernment as the paramount power and in the interests of the 
ryots should take up the tanks, after paying compensation if any and improve the tanb 
and collect water-rate themselves. If not, in the Madras Estates Land Act, there are 
provisions to compel the landholder through court to improve the water-supply and those 
provisions will have to be resorted to. But the difficulty is, there are no combined efforts 
on the part of the ryots in this direction with the result that practically in no village, 
are any attempts made in this direction. The zamindar may be allowed to charge water
rate 3 or 4 per cent on the outlay invested for the repairs of the tank. These tanks have 
been constructed several hundreds of years ago and must have been dug by the joint 
efforts of the Rajas and the tenants at that time. Hence both of them have rights over 
these tanks. But now the zamindars cannot be permitted to charge very enormous and 
exorbitant rates of water considering that they are sole proprietors to the tank and ita 
waters. 

(e) I beg to submit that it is highly desirable that, where the zamindar fails to 
execute those necessary repairs within a stipUlated time, the Government should have 
the right of getting the repairs done at their cost and recover it from the zamindars. 
Or better still the tank itself may be acquired and repaired and the necessary water-rate 
collected by the State itself. The zamindars, by their inclinations and habits cannot be 
persuaded to spend certain amounts periodically- for the repairs of the tanks. Hence it is 
highly desirable that these works should be taken up by the Government. Where it is 
not remunerative to restore or repair some of the tanks, the zamindars may be compelled 
to give up charging water-rate and the tank may be abandoned and sold to the ryots and 
ryotwari pattas may be granted. 

IX. If the work of collection of the rent and all the powers now exercised by the 
zamindar are transferred to the Revenue Department then, it will be necessary to 
introduce annual jamabandi. Even if otherwise, in the interests of the zamindar and 
the tenants, it is necessary that jamabandi should be introduced. The chief object of the 
jamabandi is that the rulers and the ruled, the zamindar and the tenants will have an 
opportunity of meeting each other and the tenants will have an opportunity of making 
representations to their landlord. The landlord should have sympathy to alleviate the 
miseries and difficulties of the tenants. Otherwise the object of the jamabandi will be 
frustrated. 

X. The general law and the Madras Estates Land Act does not provide for any 
right to the under-tenants. The under-tenants are not permanent lessees or tenants and 
it is doubtful whether any special right can be conferred upon them. There will always 
be UDder-tenants who will be 50 per cent of the permanent ryots because a ryot is likely 
~ own land in several villages. In some cases, there will be change of tenants annually. 
lD some for three years and in others for five years and in a very few cases for ten years. 
There may be some facilities provided for under-tenants who enjoy the lands from 5 to 10 
years, but for others there does not seem to be any necessity for such recognition of 
any right. 

(1) The under-tenants should have the following rights and liabilities:-

(a) He will have the right of raising any crop he pleases provided he himself 
pays any water-rate, if he utilizes the State water for his crops. 

(b) Neither the landlord nor the pattadar should be permitted to claim special 
rates but should be permitted to collect the stipulated amount only. 

(c) The under-tenant should have the benent of all the improvements of tlwt 
lands by special manure. etc. 
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(2) The zamindar and the tenant should have the following rights and liabilities :-
They should have the right of collecting rent. If any crops are iost by act 

of God, like firA or flood or accident, they should remit the rent. The tenant 
should never be compelled to pay interest on the rent at more than 4 to 6 pel 
cent and no suit should be permitted to be instituted against him, where he 
possesses other property Il\'less he defaults payment of rent for three years 
continuously. The following properties should be immune from attachment: 
his dwelling house, wearing apparel, brass utensils, food grains, one set of 
ploughing cattle or ploughing instruments. The under-tenant should not be 
mulcted with costs of the suit unless it IS proved beyond doubt that he wilfully 
evaded the payment. 

XI. (a) It is not known whether it is proposed to have separation of judicial and 
executive function. If such a separation is introduced the whole litigation under Estates 
Land Act may go into courts. But if there is no such separation, then the Magistrates 
may be invested with powers to decide these questions of petty dispu~es between the 
landlord and the tenant and the first appeal may go to the Revenue DIVISional Omcera 
and the revision powers may be conferred on the District Collector helped by a personal 
assistant. These disputes will be of a simple nature and the Collectors may as well 
decide these questions finally. If such reform cannot be introduced, the Board of Revenue 
may continue to be final revisional and appellate authority in the proceedings between 
the landlord and the tenant. 

Then 8S regards the formation of special tribunals, they may be constituted as 
liberally as possible. Nowadays we have several District Munsifs, Sub-Judges and 
District Judges settling in ·the mufassal. Special tribunals may be constituted with thell" 
help and they may be invested with jurisdiction to dispose of all disputes under tLe 
Estates Land Act. 

(b) The cursed blame of these law courts is their awful delay in the disposal ot 
suits and the faIse evidence produced in these cases <>0 both sides. These special courts 
may be empowered to hold their courts in the rural areas so that they come into personal 
contact with the villages and decide the disputed matters. The revenue courts also may 
continue to exercise the jurisdiction in these matters. After all, the disputes will not be 
complicated involving questions of law and fact that will be sinlple enough to be handled 
by Magistrates. 

XII. (a) If the Revenue departmenb IS put into the management of these estate 
villages, then they can effectively put a stop to such encroachments. Even otherwise, 
the landlord just stands u. the position of the Government with regard to his estate 
villages and he can apply the provisions of the Land Encroachment Act, if the Act i. 
extended to those areas as well. Moreover the Government has the right of protecting 
the interest of the community with regard to communal lands. The same provisions also 
may be applied to waste, unoccupied and mamul banjer lands. This will also prevent 
the parties from resorting to unnecessary litigatIOn. 

(b) It is unnecessary to alter the rules or change them with regard to payment 
cf kattubadi from lands and to landholders as it is subject to those other conditions tha& 
ILe gifts of lands have been made. As the gift is much more valuable than the onerous 
conditions imposed on those gifts, the inamdars have no reason to complain that these 
!Jilts were made subject to these conditions. , 

M. PARTHASARATHI. 

Memorandum by the ryots of Xuyyeru village (Plthapuram Estats) , Cocanada talok, 
datsd 26th November 1937. 

I. (al Ryot i. the real proprietor of the land. 
(b) .Zamindar is the age~t to the Government in collecting tax on land produce, 

Except tIllS he has no other right on land. The ryot has got the complete ownership 
of land. Even before the Estates Land Act the • kudivaram ' right is poasessed bv th .. 
~~. . 

n .. (al The r~te due to the za~inda~ may be .fixed at not more than one-eighth of 
the total productIOn. The expenditure lDvolved m collection work repairs of tanka 
and bunds, etc., should be borne by the zamindar. ' 

(b) (l) Nat,;,re ~f the soil and it~ productivity; neighbouring ryotwari land rates. 
(2l ContributIOn made by zllmmdar for irrigation or improvement of land 
(al Tenant's cultivation and other expenses. . 
(4l Existing facilities for water. 
(5) Present prices of the produce usually grown on the land. 
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(6) Sufficient margin should be left to the tenant for purchase of implements 
and seeds for coming year,. . . 

(7) A little margin agains\ famine and to encourage him to practlll6 a BubBl
diary industry like spinning and weaving during idle time for unemployment. 

(e) In case of !JtilJ1'isti, anallristi, pests, etc., and failure of water-ijupply. on the 
part of the zamindar, remission should be given. Whole rent should be remltt~d. ill 
case of total or three-fourths failure of crop for no fault of the tenant. Half remission 
to be allowed if crop is 50 per cent. . . . 

(d) Rent settlement need not necessarily be permanent; but the pnnclples for 
fixing should be clear and simple enough to appraise the tenant what he is to pay.. The 
power of adjusting the amounts according to special circumstances should be lD the 
hands of independent officers or courts. 

(e) Government should have revisional powers, to be exercised on well-defined 
principles and subject to appeal to civil court or an independent tribunal. 

Ill. (a) Powers for rent collection should be revised. 
(b) Power to distrain produce or movabl~s should be cancelled; in sale of holdin/! 

safeguard~ should be introduced, notices should always be given by personal service or 
registered post to a.Jl the pattadars, other joint owners, mortgagees, lessees, etc., of 
whom the zamindar has postal or other notices. Collection of rent according to ryot
wari villages should also be considered. 

(e) (1) Due notice should be given in the village as to who is the authority to 
receive rents as zamindar's agent. 

(2) Postal money order payments sllollld be encouraged, also payments througb 
Government offices (treasury). 

(3) Rent should be collected in three kists, the first fasli commencing from the 
middle of January. 

(4) Where a person in possession of a separate field in a patta has paid hi .. 
fair quota, zamindar should be directed to proceed in the first instance against the othN 
items of the patta for collection of the balance. 

(5) Payments should be credited only towards dues of current or last faslis, 
except with the written consent of the tenant. 

(6) Tenant should be supplied with amount of payments by various pattadars 
of a holding, whenever the tenant demands and pays reasonable charges (postal, etc.). 

(7) Jurisdiction for rent and other suits should be only to civil courts. 
(8) The suits should be treated as small causes, with the Jesser court-fee for 

plaints. 
(9) Suits below Rs. 50 should be allowed to be filed in village courts. 

(10) Where zamindar purchases in the rent-sale, tenant should be given option 
to buy back the land on payment of the arrears and the minimum damages incurred, 
within one year of the sale. 

IV. (a) Right of tenant to take necessary water is appurtenant to the land if it 
i~ adjacent or almost so; as regards lands at some distance for which special channels 
are necessary, it may become a matter of contract; but equitable conditions should be 
imposed, so that the rate is not high: and it should not be the mere will of the zamin
dar as to supply or refuse water. Whether a certain land comes within the ayacut or 
not should be determined by Government or civil Court. 

(b) Zamindar has no superior rights; he is now treating them as though it. 
is his own absolute property, which is unwarranted; for convenience, the duty of con
serving and repairing the water-resources may be continued in the landholder; he may bp 
allowed to collect only such rates for supply of water for lands other than mamool 
wet as may be quite necessary to cover his expenditure for repair and upkeep of th" 
water-system. But he should not be allowed to make profits out of them, nor should 
the rIght to water or to priority be left to the mere will of the estate officials; there should 
be clear rules defiuing all rights in the matter. 

V. (a) All unsurveyed estates should be surveyed and record of rights prepared. 
The extents now shown in the pattas and registers of the estate and in local cess 
ac~~nts ~o not even approximately tally with the actual state on the land. The des
cription glv~n for the holdings is totally insufficient for fixing or identifving the land. 
Frequent disputes arise also as to water and other rights. People Bre· now generall\" 
at the ~ercy of t.he est~te officials whose oral statements are now supposed to be the 
best eV1den~~ aVRllable ill such disputes. So surveys should be effected compUlsorily. 

PrOVISion should be made in the act to divide joint pattas and register their 
transfer. 

(b) As the ryot is iDdebted and unable to beal the burden, the zamindar and the 
Government should bear the cost of the survey. 
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.: VL Customary or. other additional· ~ ahould. not be allowed. When . ~e. ;I:~ 
...!&r'B income .W&8 lower . even tha.Jt their peishc~h to Govel:nment, and. colleQtiOn ... ~8oiIJ. 
more. difficult, the ryots. were ,not .subjected.to. 110 ma.ny .t&xes.&$· now for new .&IJlew.ti~ 
and comforts of modern life. Now, these peoples' wants are met otherwlse.,of$eU 
accompanied with fresh tantion, on the public. Whatever dues 1m! claimed. should 
be the sum included DB rent in the patta. } 

VII. (a) and (b) Tenants used to grlze and collect manure and fuel from commo~ gi'&Z! 
ingfields &nd jungle plots in the estate previously. After the Madr&s Estates Land 
Act zamindars treated them all· as waste lands, and as their own property; they begaD 
to lease them mostly for cultivation, etc., and reserve a few as forest for pastim~, et~ 
Thus, the tenants have ·been unjustly deprived of their rights, and in severalvill&!(e •. 
there are no such facilities now. Where they are still available, such grounds should 
be aUowed to be grazed &nd manure. collect~d by the tenants; preference should in
variably be given to the poor who. have no pastures of their own. The use of trees for 
agricultural implements should be allowed, but should be regulated and prefere~c" 
given to the reaUy poor cultivators. Tenant's right in them is an inherent one, and 
they should be allowed the use free, a small hcence fee being charged from those tha~ 
oould afford to pay, this money should be .utilized for the upkeep and development of 
the pastures, etc. 

(c) Tenants should have full· rights with regard to utilization of communal lands 
and poram bokes. The zamindar also can use them. The village panchayats should 
manage these so as to avoid disputes. A landholder's representative may be co-optelt 
when questions concerning them are disposed. off. 

If the reserve affects more than one viilage, such big tracts should be und~r the 
oontrol of the District Boards or Government. bnt not of the zamindar. who mayonl, 
be given special facilities, on payment of proper licence fees, to be utilised so as no •. 
to affect the tenants' rights. 

VIII. (a) Irrigation works should be treated as communa.l; big works and sources .... 
of tho State; zamindar may only be allowed right. of man3gement. Now zamindars 
are treating them as their own which is unjust: if. at all, the landholders are only 
trustees for the pedl!antry. They can only utilize the works along with the ryots
for their own Kamatam lands, jf any. in the ayaont. 

(b). The ayacut extent and right of particular lllnds for water from these work .. 
should be determined by the Stat·e. and not left to the discretion of estate officials as. 
now. As trustees, zamindars should be bound to keep the works and sources in proper 
repair: if the ayacut lands' crops suffer, owinl! to zamindar's faillU'f" to get them· 
repaired, the tenant should be allowed to plead remission of rebt in any rent suit 
or summary sale proceedings. It should not be sufficient that tanks are kept in thlt 
Bame state as before. Improvements should be effected, wherever feasible, even if" 
the zamindar is unwilling, whenever ryots make a reasonable request. 

(c) Government should effect improvements and repairs through Public Works 
Department staff also suo motu. Unfortunately, at present zamindars are not getting: 
them done; and tenants being ignorant and illiterate are not alive to their rights and 
are often timid and afraid to move the Government lest they incur displeasure of" 
eatate officials or powerful people in the neighbourhood whose personal interests might 
be affected thereby where additional improvements are affected landholder may be allow,cr 
to collect such rate as would only be sufficient to cover his expenses and charges of 
maintaining the works. 

IX. If yearly jamabandi should be held several questions will have to be settled 
then like encroachments, failure of crops, disrepair of tanks, unjnst claims, disputes. 
as to the extent, wrong claims for arrears, etc. The fact that jamabandi takes place
itself would act as wholesome chedli to oppression or unjust claims, and infuse con. 
fidence and self-reliance in peasantry ,-zamindars will become alive to their duties. 

X. Under-tenants should be given protection against unjust rack-renting and evi~ 
tion by pattadars. Eviction by pattadars should be allowed only if the existing sub
tenants fail to ~ay a!'fears within reaso~able time or is unwilling to pay existing fair ren~ 
on the land or 18 guilty of waste committed on the land, or has become insolvent. Pay
ment by under-tenant to zamindars of the cist due to him shall invariably be set 0 

against rent due to the pattadars from under-tenant. . 

XI. (a) The Revenue Board should not be the final authority in proceedings 
between landholders and tenants or ryots. Only civil oourts· should have jurisdiction 
to determine all ordinary suits and execution and similar applications between ·landt 
holder and tenant. 

(II) If a. special t.ribunal is eonsidered necessary its personnel should have proper 
jndicia! experience. .. . . . . . .. , 
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; . ,JCll. (0) A persoR in unauthorized occupation.(If land, bot. in. another WIIMlta 
pot!Iellllion.lbouid only be liable to· pay fair ~ent,.buS Dllt to eviction. Village WIka. 
jIotallllbokell, etc., pertaining to the. village, should bf udal: the OODtrol of the panchayate, 
lint,not .under-tenants. '. .. . 

(b) Zamindar maybe }lrovided... statutory. charge for jodi, kattubadi, etc., 
estate officials or powerful people in the neighbourhood whose peraonal interests migh& 
:y1ayable on inam) on the land itself.. , . , 
.' . Gene1'al.-Agraharams may be. treated as estates only if the whole inam is sub
"tantially owned by the same pereon or institution. Where the village ia subdivided 
~e inamdars are the owners only of small bite of land that often paid hard considera-

1ion for both varams and are often dependent on them for livelihood; they should be 
.$reated as pattadars and not as landholders. 

Small inamholders should be treated as pattadars owning kudivaram rights too. 
1 Minerals are quarried froD! jirayati. lands; in such cases the jirayatidars should 
bave equal rights with zamindars. 

Independent cheri ryots should have also jirayati rights. 
Communal property encroached upon by the zamindar, should. be handed aver to 

the tenant. 
THE EYOTS OP KUYYI!RU ,VILLAGE. 

; Memorandum by Ch. SatyaDarayana Dar General Secretary, Ramachandrapuram 
ialuk, Kyots' AssoclatloD, East Godavari district, dated ltorumUU, 30th November 193'1. 

I. (a) The ryot who cultivates the land. 
~ (b) Zamindar is only the agent of the Government created for the soiepurpose 
-..f collElctiug the revenue but the ryot has got. the sole rij(ht of the land as long as hI! 
pays. the rent. 

ll. (a) The fair and equitable rent is one which will be fixed on the net income of 
~ge cultivator. 

(b) The net income (i.e.), after taking away the agricultural expenditure and 
$he maintenance of the cultivators' family from the gross income, of ·the cnltivators is 
~. be charged in gradation.' • 

. (c) Yes, rent should not be collected when the gro .. income is less than the sum 
-of the agricultural expenses and the cost of maintenance of the cultivators' family . 

. (d) It is advisable to enunciate principles to determine what is a fair and equitable 
rent leaVing it to the officer or court concerned to arrive a,t the figure in consultatioll 
with the ryot representatives. 

(e) The Provincia,l Government must have reserve powers to revise, alter, or 
~educe only by legislation. 

III. (a) The powers of collection of rents now given to landholders under Madrae 
Estates Land Act require revision. 
, (b) The village panchayat (elected on adult franchisel muot ~.ollect rents 
1tnd after deducting the (1) expenses for collection, (2) cost of maintaining irrigation 
'sources and works, (3) peishkUsh, (4) local cess and etc .• the remainmg must be j(iven to 
the zamindars. If the total rent collected is less than the sum of 1, 2, 3, ·1, remi89ion of 
~eishkush should be granted. 
: . (e) The procedure will be simple and less costly wh8ll it was handed over to tbe 
:village panchayats. 

IV. (a) 'rhe rights of the ryot to water-supply inherent as being appurtenant to the 
land. 

(b) The landholder has no right at all in the water source. He was only a mere 
trusty, entrusted with the duty of equitable supply of water to the lands under the 
'SOurce. 

V. (a) All the estates should be compulsorily surveyed and records of rights maintained. 
(b) The cost should be borne by the Government and its agent m proportion of 

the peishkush and the net. income to the zamindar on the estate. 
VI. The zamindar should be prohibited by statute, from demanding any levies, cnsto

!Dary, or otherwise from ryots. 
VIT. (a) Cultivators should be allowed to utilize free of cost the local no.tt1l'B1 facili

ties such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure, wood for agricultureal purposes. 
. (b) The cultivator have got inherent right to nse them free of cost for their 
ilomestic and agricultt1l'B1 purposes. Agricu ltural labourel'll have got the right to bring 
head-lots (fire wood) free of cost even for selling. 

(c) Public paths, communal lands, hill. forest and porambokes were intended' for 
Ule use.of aU villagers. Neither the ryot norzaminw has right to encroach upon 
-nch lands. All the villagers have got collective right to use: ..... 
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vm. (a) The capacity and the exten~;,o,f' ij)il; hlrigati01l;;spun:ea ... 4loDdition of the 
wpply channels, the extent of the ayacut and etc., the .' principles dplloweciJ by the
Governme.nt ,iII. n'pt.waq lIhowd be.tha guiding principles for the purpose of mllintaining the-
i~r,ig~$iop .I,OQfC6, lloll,fl, WO~k8.. "'" " " '. " , , , 
. (b) The provincial Government lIhould, i,rum~diatelll take control of all irriga.tioD 
sources and works in all the z8mindariea and proceed as in ryotwa.n villages. , ' 

, '(c) ~uch'powers should be'veeted'mtbe G?V~~l\t,tp bEl a.pplied suo moto and 
on application by parties. ' 

IX: Yearly jamabandi is necessary. ";c.? 

, X.' The cultivator of the land must have the sole right of the land as long as he-
pays the rent. He must be given patta. , '" " 

Xl. (a) The board' of revenue'should not be the final appellate or revisiona! 'al,ltho~iY 
in proceedings between the zamindar and the ryot. The High Court of Judicature-
should be the such final tribunal. ' 

(b) Thevil\age panchayst should be e\Dpowered to try all auits existmg betweeD 
*he zsmindMs and ryots. cn 

Other things. 
I. The cists in zamindari villages must be changed as in ryotwari villages, 
II. The cultivators must have full right on trees in his land even though they exist 

before 1908. 
m. All asara and chavi lands must be given to the ryC)ts without nazarana. 

Ch. SATYANARAYANA .DAB" 
Gene,.al Sec,.eto/,y, Ramachand,.apuram Taluk .1lyots' Association. 

Memorial by Mr. X. VfI!!kaDDa and others styling themselves as .. East Godavari Zamln
dar! Village Kyots " of Nedunuru village, Amalapuram taluk, East Godavari district. 

The memorialists allege that excessive rents a.re being collected from them by 
.. their zamindar" by all sorts of coercive processes, that he is troubling them about 
every tree ,in .their lands on the plea that all those trees which existed prior to the
Madras Estates Land Act belonged to the, zamindl\l' while those which grew subsequently 
should belong to the tenant and that tbe zamindar has been assigning .. auction lankas .. 
and newly formed natural lankas to his relatives and rich tenants already owning con. 
siderable landed prope.rty. By ,way of r~dress or these grievances, they urge1 that fair 
rents on lands should be fixed in conformity with the assessment rates on adjoiuing 
Government ,lands, the relief afforded to them in the form of remission, etc., being the
same as that given by Government. to their own ryots, that all the trees in the land ahoullt 
be decll\l'ed to be the property of the tenant, " since they were planted and grown by the 
tenant and not by the zamindar" and' that all .. auction lankas" and newly formed' 
nsnal lankas should be assigned to Adi·Andhras and labourers of all classes by the zamin. 
dar. In addition to the above remedial measures, they also request that lands purposely 
left as .. waste" for grazing cattle should be rent-free so long as they remain as .. waste
lands" or only one-fourth of the rent on cultivated lands should be charged for them, 
that village.sites,. tanks" streets" burial grounds and such other public places should be
placed in the possession of Government (Revenue Department), the sale proceeds, of' 
trees and their products, fishing rents. etc., pertaining to such public places being 
utilized for the benefit of the people, and t,hat the village officers attached to zamin vil. 
lages should be broul!ht under the control of Government,' Revenue Dpnartment, the 
zamindar havinl!. nothing to do with them and, the relevant Acts should be amended 
accordingly so that the said village officers may not be influenced by the zaminda.r ancf 
cited as witnesses in his behalf in suits filed by him against the tenants. 

Memorandum by Mr. GangiaetU Sri Ramulu, Secretary, Kyots' AssoclaUoD, 'Vallur, 
Xothaili estate, Peddapur taluk, East Godavari diIItricl. . ' 

1. (a) .t (b) Substantially same as in petition No. 9.4 above. ' 
II. (a) A fair rent. may be fixed on tl)e hlIsis ot one.eighth of the produce on land al> 

is 'being ddne itltlie case of taram rate in Government villageS, If eltpeI)ses relating 
to collection and repairs to irriglj.tion works ,are.noi to be borne by the zamindaE; these 
may be deducted from the rent. 

(M In fixing a fair rent, 
(1) the type of the land and the rate on adjacent Government lands, 
(11) the zsmindar's contribution to the improvem8Dta of water sources, 
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. (3). cultivation ez~ of Uae 1'10t, 
\4) izrigatioll 110_, . . 
(6) prwea of &g1"!cu.ltural products, marketing, kaDaport, eta., facilitiao, 
l6) the net amollDt (ryot'. income) after deducting cultivation IUId familT, 

expenses for the ~ year, aDd 
l7) relief done in times or famine by means of .. takavi," aeeds, advlUlceS, eto.,. 

may be taken into IICCOllDt. 
(e) Yes; when there are flWllDes, seasonal adversities· and disrepair of water 

.aurces owing to the neglect of the zamindar. 
(d) '!'he rate of rent ehou.ld not be fixed permanently. Statutory provision shoUld 

be made for the determination of fair rent, the 'power to do it being vested in the Govern. 
lOent or courts and such legislation being made known, to teDants. 

(e) Yes. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) Ii (e) Attachments of movable property should be reduced. Aa regarda auo

·Iion of immovable property there should be statutory restrictions. N oticea should be 
aerved OD p&ttadara and mortgagees. Rent should be collected in the same manner as 
reyenue is collected in Government villages. 

'1) The authority entrusted with collection of rent on behslf of the zamindar 
should be registered and made known in advance in the village. . 

:2) There should be increased facilities for payment of rent through post or 
.through Govenlment. 

(3) Rent should be collected in three kists in each lasli from January onwarda, 
one-half of it )Jeing collected 111 the Drst two kists and the other half in the 
Jast kist. . 

l) When one of the joint pattadars pays his legitimate share of the rent, the 
. balance of the rent on the joint patts should be collected from the remainIng 
ioint pattadars, their properties be1llg held liable lor the same. 

(5) The money collected from the ryot should be credited towards the curren1; 
rent amI not towards arrears. It may be credited towards arrears when ther& 
is documentary sanction. 

(6) On a request from the ryot, the zamindar should specify the deta.ils of coI1ee
tion and the proportions in which it is made. 

(7) Rent suits and proceedings should be instituted in civil courts and the stamp 
duty should be reduced. . 

(8) Rent auits, the amount of which is less than RI!. 50 may be referred to 
panchayat courts for disposal. 

(9) When the land is purchased by the zamindar in auction, provision should 
be made to enable the defaulting ryot to obtain the land again on payment of 
the arrear of rent and auction, etc., expenses. 

IV. (a) Rights· to water·supply are inherent, they being appurtenant to the land 
imder ayacut; in the case of other lands, contracts may be made, reasonable water·ratea 
being fixed. 

Y. (a) Yes. . 
(b) The whole cost iihould be borne by the landholder, the ryot being unable to 

~~. . 

VI. None. 

VIT. (a) Prior to the Madras Estates I,and Act, the tenant used to have facilitiel 
as regards utilization of pasture lands, leaves for manure and wood for agricultural 
implements. These tacilities have been gradually withdrawn since the promUlgation of 
the Madras Estates Land Act. There should be provision for these facilities to the ryot 
as regards utilization of pasture lands, leaves for manure and wood for agricultural 
implements. 

(b) HiI1 and foreat porambokes, village sites, etc., should be turned into com· 
munal lands for the village. 

(e) (Answer not given.) 

VITI. (a) Water sources should be unc1erthe management of estates and nnder tb. 
supervision of Government. 

(b) The provincial Government should have sucb rights. 
(e) These rights should be exercised departmentally by Government. 

IX. Yee. 



.,., 
X. (Answer not given.) . 
Xl •. (a) The speclll.l courts and· High· Courts should be the' final appellate ·and revi-

<8Wnal autbonty. . 
(b}·In civil courts. 

XII. (a) As regards unauthorized occupation of lands by ryots, the zamindar niay 
'be enabled to obtain the legitimate rent on the land in queshon without demandIng any 
'nazarana, the ryot concerned not being made liable to· evictlon except in extraordInar,y 
<lases." . ' . 

(b) No revision is necesBllry, 
N.B.-In addition to the above answers, the Petition urges that the zamindar and 

the tenants should have equal rights ,to underground minerals, the portions of vilIage-site 
.~cupied for dwelling purposes and. no'W unjustly assessed and included in' pattas should 
'be excluded from the lstter and provision should be ·made to reserve land not less than 
.1.& acres m extent for each village. to !!erve 88 a communal land for grazing of cattle and 
other purposes, and i$ ahould be exclusive of the existing village. . 

Memorandum by Hr. Batchala Subbaraju, etc., ryots of lJDduru, CCicanada taluk,' . 
East Godavari diatrid. 

I. (a) Ryot.. . 
(b) The tyot has all tlie rights. The zamindar is entitled only to rent. 

II. (a) One-sixth of the net income from land after deducting all cultivation '0-

.1JlenBes. would be a. fair and equitable rent. 
(b) In fixing the rent, the following factors may be considered:

(1) The nature and fertility of the soil. 
(!.!) Provision made by the zamindar for irrigation and land improvements. 
(3) . Cultivation and other expenses connected with it. 
(4) 'l'he prices of grain, marketing facilities, transport facilites, e~. 

(e) There must be statutory provision for remission. Full remission in the caae 
. (If total or three-fourths fsilure of crops, on account of seasonal adversities and half reDllB
aion in the case of half failure. 

(el The Government ahould have such powers and they ahould duly exercise 
,them. An appeal should lie to civil or special courts. 

m. Cal Revision is quite essential. 
(b \ Powers ahould vest in the civil courts. 
(el Suits connected with rent should be free from stamp duty. Distraint and sale 

of land ahould be conducted through civil courts in such a. way that they involve no 
.batta, poundage, etc. There should be no summary distraint of movables and crapa . 
.Notice of attachment and sale should be given to all the pattadars, mortgagees and ryots 
to the best of the zamindar's knowledge. The rent should be collected in four equal 
,instalments from January. If one of the joint pattadars fails to pay rent, proceedinga 
should be taken only against the land of the defaulter and the amount recovered. The 
amount paid by the ryot should be credited against the fasli for which it is required to 

'be credited. Provision should be made for filing suits of sums not exceeding, Rs. 60,in 
village courts. Notice of attachment and sale should be served on a.ll parties interested 
in the land. The ryot should have the right to have the land restored to him from the 
purchaser in sale. in case the ryot pays the full arrears of rent together with reasonable 

·.mtsrest and expenses within one year. 

IV. (al Yes. The rights to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant to the 
land. The right to water-supply should accrue to the ryots through the village 
panchayatB. 

(bl The landlord has no superior rights. As melvarnmdar. the right to maintain 
.the water sources may vest in the zaminclar. The amount required for tillS purpose alone 
may be levied on wet and dry land. The right of distributing water should not vest in 
.the zamindar. It should belong to the village pancbayats. 

V. (a) The estates should all be surveyed and a record of ril!hts maintained 
. "COmpUlsorily. The zamind8l'll do not take interest in the matter of smey. Survev and 

I18ttlement should be done compulsorily. Separate pnttas should be !!1'8nted whpD th& 
'!"yOt asks for tbem. Statutory provision should be made for the registration of pattiii
:transfers. 

(b) The DOSt should be borne 'by the zamindar himself. 



VI. No right whatever to demand anything in exce8& o( ~~ rel).t. 

, "YJl. (a) It . (/1) The ryots hav~.a right to th~. ~ of local Ilatural fa<:ilitiea hut the
zamindars have' been preventing the ryots from eitercising that right. I:lta~u$ory prov~ 
should be made enabling the ryot to exercise that right. The. zaQlindara who act iG. 
violation of this right of the ryot should be liable to pnnishment. . 

... {o)'rhe ryot'should have the full right to· make us8 of public paths, communal. 
'tand,,; etc. The zamindar, too, may make usa of 'them. They should be placed under 
~he cOntrol of panchayats. The' zamindar also should pay the necessarj fees. . 

vm. (a) Irrigation panchayats elected by the ryots should he constituted. 
(h) l!'ull rights in this respect should be vested "in the Provincial Government. 
(0) To be applied BUO mota. . 

Ix. There must be yearly jamabandias lIr'm~tter of IIrbsolute necessity. 

I :!t. The' present rights of the under~tewi.nt shoDId bl! made permanent, the pattadar' 
Dot .being permitted to eVlC.· t his under-tenant.. The, pattadar should have the right to. 
evict the under-tenant in the. event of the latter's failure to pay his dues ill time. 

XI. (a) The High Court and not the llilvenue Board should be the final appellate 
and revisional authority, so long as the Provincial GoverJ;lment is not fully responsible to· 
the people. 

(0) Civil courts. There should be' no fees for suits. 
XU. (a) Pa~ta to be granted only to the person who pays rent on the land at the 

rate applicable to adjoining lands. Communal lands should be entrusted to the village· 
panchayats.. . 

. " (b) The zamindar should not have the right to collect jodi, etc., separately. That. 
right should vest· in the Government itself. 

FrOm Messrs. Dasari Sanyasl and others, Residents of Balaramapuram Mokhasa, 
.' Peddapuram ta11111:, .East Godavari district (Petition No. 553). 

I. (a) The ryot. 
(b) The ryot haS all the rights. The zamindar has only the right to collect rent. 

·n. (a) A fair rent means one-third of the net income from the land. , 
(b) Though the principles of the ryotwari system are also not satisfactory, the' 

8/Lme principles governing the ryotwari sYiltem in the adjoining places should be adopte4 
temporarily and any subsequent changes made in the ryotwllri system should apply 
equally to zamindaris. 

(c) There should be a statutory provision for remission as in ryotwari villages. 
llilmission of fifty per cent in the case of seasonlll conditions and in other cases pro
portion~te remission according to the yield. 

(e) Yes. 
Ill. (a) &: (b) Distraint of movables should go. Even in regard to immovable 

properties, the minimum land necessary for the maintenance of the ryot, a. house to dwell 
in should be exempt from distraint. 

(c) The right of collecting rent in zamindari villages should be transferred to the· 
panchayats. 

IV. Cal They were originally inherent ss being appurtenant to the land. The tenants· 
have a.equired subsequently rights of contract also with zamindars who have taken over 
the duty of supplying water. 

(h) No. 
V. (a) Every zamindari should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained 

compulsorily. 
(h) The cost .to be borne bv the Government and the zamindars in view of the· 

present plight of ryots. • 
VI. No. 
VII. {al &: (b) The ryots have the right to use natural facilities for the purpose of 

grazing cattle and collecting green leaves for manure and wood for agricultural implements 
h8fi of cost from'time immemorial. 

(0) Communlll lands, etc., should be under the control of the panchayat boarda for 
communal purposes. 
. . VIn. (a), (b) .t. (e) Government should in!!pec$ all irrigation source. in . zamindaris· 
on '8 'five-year plan, effect the necessary rep~irs and recover the cost from zamindars. The 
works ~hould be ·thereafter placed under the control. of irrigation panchayBts. Those· 
:requiring further improvements may be taken np by the Government subject te the· 
conditlon of supplying water to the ayacut of the zl\mindar and improvementa,efEe.cted. 



IX. Yes. Annual jamabandi ill l!tCelSa.t1. 
X. (No answer). 

• XI. (a) The High Court to be ihe' appellate and final revisional a.utbority so long '&51 

"he. Government is responsible to the people. '. . .' . 
· (b) Itinerary courts presided over by officers of not below the rank of a. distric\l. 

.munsif to decide cases between zamindar and the ryot in the villages themselves. 

Additional in/ormation. 
1. The ryot to have right over tree. on lands 'in 'possession of the ryot before and 

.after the commencement of the Estates Land Act. 
2. Payment 'of kists to be in instalments as in ryotwari villages. 

· 3. Provision for easy and quick disposal of patta-transfer applications zamindar no~: 
to have the right to collect rent for any year, unless thepa.ttas are tendered. 
· 4. To give effect to permanent settlement and to ·make zamindar pay two aDllas· in' 
the rupee to the psnchayats, Government to recognize' ryot associations as agents of th6' 

.J:yots. Statutory provision to be made to enable the ryot associatiolls and their repre·· 

.86ntative& to have a voice in the administration of zamindaris. ,. 

Memorandum by M.B..B.y. Voota Venkataraju and others, Bogapuram village, . 
Gollaprole Estate, Pittapuram taluk, East Godavari district. 

I. (a) The ryot. 
W~~~d~ .\ n. (a) One-sixth of the net· income' from land' after deducting the" cultivation , , 

.&penses of the ryot. 
(bJ Nature of the soil and irrigation facilities to be taken into consideration fop 

.fixing the rent in cash or in kind. . 
{el There should be statutory provision for remission of rent. 
(d) Rent should be fixed perma.riently. 
(e) Yes. The Provincial Goverllment should have such powers. 

lIT. (a) Yes. 
(b) The rent should be collected in four inst!!.ltnents beginning with January. 
(e) The panchayats should be given the power to collect rent and the 6P.st. 01 

-collection to be recovered from the zllmindars. 1'he stamp duty in respect of s>ile' 'of 
holdings should be reduced and the power of registration to be vested in the pancb,ll;yats 
themselves. -. -' 

IV. (a) The right of water-supply should· be inherent as appertaining to 'the land. 
The panchayats shOUld have contr'll over water-supply. At present the zamiudars have 
(lOntroi over water-supply and the ryots do not have justice. So this should be changed. 

(b) No. But owmg to .the 'ignorance of. the ryot, the zamindar is unjustly 
. exercising power in this respect. 

y. (a) Yes. 'fhey should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained. ' I 

(b) 'l'he zamindar should bear the entire cost as the ryots are too poor to. share it. 

:VI. l.IIo. 

VIT. (a), (b) ce (e) The right of grazing cattle, collecting green manure and wood 
for agricultural implements free of cost is implied by dgriculture. The community as " 
whole to have right over porambokes communal lands, etc. 

VITI. (a), (b) rt (e) The Government should provide facilities for water-supply, 
(lOnstruct and repair irrigation works 8UO' motu and recover the cost from the £amindars. 

IX. There should be jamabandi to enable the ryots to ventilate their grievances and 
the authorities to ascertain the condition of the ryots. . 

XI. (a) Special courts should be instituted. 
(b) There should be spe~ial pan~hayat boards and enquiries should take place in 

:rillages as villagers cannot alIord to and fro expenses to courts. 
xn. (a) The zamindar should be entitled to twice the ·&.mount of' mear rent then 

~tatanding as compensation in the case of unauthorized occupation. 
(II) YeB. It requires revisioll. _ 



Jlemorandum by UIe Peddapur 'l'l'luk Kyoll' Commi\_,. Pe44apur • 
• 

I. (II) .t (b) The ryot ie the owner of the BOil. The zamindar ie the aaeignee of'" 
the .public I~nd revenue. He is the agent of the Government to collect the King's 
ahare of the produce. Apart from thie, he bas no Bpecml right over the BOil. Theryoll 
has all. the rights in the land as long as be paya a portion of the produce called land 
revenue .. 

II. (a) &: (b) The rents prevailing in the zamindari areas are neither juat nor' 
justifiable. The State ie entitled to collect only one-sixth of the net produce. The 
zaJIlindar as the agent of the State ie entitled to collect only one-sixth of the net pro
duce. But the rents prevailing in zamiudari area. range from Ra. 20 to Ra.ilO pel: 
acre for wet lands and Rs. 5 to Ra. 20 for dry lands. Whereas the rents in the adjoin
ing ryotwari villages range from Re. 12 to Re. 5 f\lr wet lands and Rs. 2--S-{) to 5 annu 
for dry lands. The assessment in thl' zamindari areas is not based on any principles. 
By frequent revision of rent, creating factions in. the villages and encouraging one ryo. 
to. bid against another, the zamindars brought the rent to the maximum level they can. 
Ignorant . and illiterate as he was, the ryot could not set up and sustain his rights &gains' 
the rich and all-powerful zamindar. The present rate of assessment cannot be justifiecL 
on any ground. No doubt the rates of rent in the Government areas are &Iso high anel 
need revision but they can be taken as the basis for temporarily fixing the rate of 
assessment in the zamindari areas. The lands in all estates should be classified on the 
taramwari basis and aSBessed accordingly. All the changes that take place hereafter 
in the Government ryotwari assessment must be effected in the zamindari areas alao. 
In no case should there be any difference in reassessment between a zamindari laud and 
adjoining ryotwari land of the same taram. 

(e) When his more lightly assessed brother· ryot in the Government ryotwari 
&re&8 is getting a remission in cases of failure of crop, there is absolutely no justification.. 
for not granting remission to the zamindari ryotin cases of failure of crop. If the 
grOBS ·outturn is 50 per cent or less, the zamin ryot should get proportionate remission of 
zent. Revenue officers of the Government should be authorized to grant remissions of rent. 

(d) The rent need nat be fixed once for all time. The rate of assessment should 
be brought into consonance with the rates prevailing at present in the adjoining IImd.· 
held under ryotwari tenure. The rates should be revised only when the ryotwari rates 
are revised and the same principles must be applied in both the cases. The power to· 
fix or revise rent should be vested in the officers of Government. There must be an 
appeal to the civil court on the decision of the Government officer . 

. (e) The Government must have reserve powers to interfere when they think. 
that the assessment in any particular area ie not fair and equitable. 

m. (a) Change is desirable. 
(b) The collection of rent should be undertaken by the Government. 
1/ /0'1' any reason the zamindaf' is allowed to collect the rent-

(i)· the procedure of summary attachment of movables and standing erop' 
should go; 

(li) before any attachinent is made or a sale takes place, the fact mast be 
made known to all the pattadars and all other persons who had got any, 
interest in the holding; 

(iii) it must be publicly made known in the village who is to be the age~ 
of the zamindar for collecting the rent; 

(iv) it must be obligatory on the part of the zamindar to receive renta lent, 
to him by money order or paid into Government treasury; 

(v) the present season of collection of rents should be changed to January. 
February and March; 

(vi) to make it obligatory on the part of the zamindar to recognize with au' 
possible speed every devolution, division' and transfer of the whole or any 
part of a holding and exchange pattas and machalkas, with the new owners 
thereof as the present system of joint pattas has been most unfairly and' 
grossly abused by the zamindars; 

(vu) the zamindar should first proceed only against the portion of land oC, 
the defaulting joint pattadar. In no case should he proceed against a joint 
pattadsr who has paid his quota of rent hefore he proceeds against the de
faulting joint pattadars and shows that there is no way of realizing the rent 
from them; 

(viii) if the ryot so requests him, the zamindsr should furnish him with a 
detailed information of the payments lI1&de by ,the various pattsdars on, tJ., 
payment of postag~; and . ' . . 

(ix) the stamp duty ill rent awts must be reduced by half. 



VI. (4) Every iand has gut certain inherent water-rights. The zamindar has n~ 
power to alter them. By allowing a higher rate of rent on wet lands, the law mak ..... 
it obligatory on the part of the zamindar to keep the work. of irrigation in good repait:. 
Hut the zamindar's neglect of irrigation works is proverbial. He stands to gaia or 
lose anything by such neglect. The rent is fixed and is not to be altered by neglect of 
irrigation works or otherwise. The existing law makes it no doubt obligatory on the 
part of the zamindar to maintain all "the irrigation sources. In cases of neglect, the· 
remedy suggested by the Act is useless. The poor ryot cannot go to a court of law: 
against the rich landholder and enforce his claim. So much so, this neglect of the land
holder has been the cause of the ruin of hundreds of thousands of tenants. It will he' 
an act of humanity if the maintenance of irrigation sources is undertaken by the Govern
ment. Water-cess should be separated from the rent and must he applied to the maiD':' 
tenance. of irrigation works_ .• 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindars and the Government should bear each one-half of the cost:: 

The burden should not be thrown on ryot who is too poor to bear it_ 
VI. No. 
VII. (a) 'rhe ryots must have the unrestricted right of using pasture lands, green· 

manure and wood for agricultural implements in the adjoining hill and forest porambokes. 
Vill. (a) The Government must tllke over the management of all the irrigation

sources in all the zamindaris and improve all of them and hand over their management 
to the respect.ive panchayat boards. 

(b) If the existing system is allowed to continue and if the zammdars neglect ~o· 
maintain any irrigation source, compensation must be given to the ryot for the loss he
sustains. The ryot should be enabled to refuse to pay the rent if he sustains any loss 
owing to the neglect of the zamindar. 

IX. J .. mabandi is essential for zamindari areas also to settle disputes between the 
zu.mindar and hi. ryole. 

XI. (a) In disput"s between the ryots and the zamindars, the appeal shall Ii ... 
with the High Court. 

(b) All disputes between the ryota and zamindars should be decided by circuit 
courts. presided over by officers of the rank not infel'ior to that of a Subordinate Judge. 

XII. If any ryot occupies a land without the permission of the zamindar, fair 
and equitable rent may be fixed and collected from him. 

Special.-The zamindars and the ryots must have equal mineral rights over mines. 

Memorandum by the Z&IIIiDdarl ryots of Venkat&krlsbnarayapuram village, in the 
1'1ttapuram Z&IIIiDdarl. 

I. (a) The tenant or ryot is the real proprietor of the soil. 
(b) Zamindar is only an agent oC the Government to collect the Government share

in the yield of the land. So long as the ryot pays the Government· share, the ryot is 
the full owner of the land. Prior to Estat,es Land Act, the kudivaram right belonged to 
the tenant only. , 

II.- (a) The King, as protector of the soil claimed a certain share of the produce as
his quota or tax. This varied from 1/10 to 1/6 of the produce. At that time there were
no other taxes to worry the cit,zen as now. Taking all these things into consideration 
t.he rate due to the zaminda.r may be fixed at not less than 1/8 and not more than 1/6 of 
the total yield. 

(b) Considerations which should weigh in fixing a fair and reasonable rent:
(1) Nllture of the soil and its productivity. 
(2) Contribution made by zamindar for irrigation or improvement of land. 
(3) Tenants cultivation and other expenses_ 
(4) Existing facilities for water_ 
(5) Present prices of the produce grown on the land. 
(6) Fair provision has to be made for the subsistence of tenant's family, forth ... 

purchase of implements, cattle. manure and seedlings. 
(7) Provisi~n should be made against famine_ 
(8) To lJrOvide the tenant with funds for ." snbsidiary cottage industry lik ... 

spinning and· weaving during idle hours 1)1' bours of unemployment_ 

II-ll 
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. . (c) Agriculture here is very precarious There JR' of teD f-!1 f l1f ti . ti . . . <wure' 0 crop on SCCOUD& 
a vru; or anavn8~,. pes.ts and Itibadhas and the tenant has to be relieved a sinst. 

Bence statutory proVl8l0D IS necessary for remission of rent dUrin those b d g 
;Whole rent should be remitted in case of total or 3/4 fail f g H If a ye~. 
should be all d if th . 50 ure 0 crop. 11 remISSion 
if fail f owe. d e crop ';8 ,per cent. Remission of rent should also be grantell 

. ure 0 crop 18 ue to zanundar s negbgence to repair irrigation sources. 
(d) Clear and definite rule~ should be framed for the settlement of rent so that 

the tenant may know on what p~nclple the rent is fixed. Government Officers or conna 
idIo~d hav~ the power to determme the rent according to these principlep. 

'.. (e) Gove~n~ent should ~eserve powers of revision in the settlement of reut on 
=:n:~~ed prmClples and subject to appeal to a civil court or an independent special 

m. (a! ct . (b) Powers for collection of rent require revision. Therp should b .. no 
power. to. ~Istram produce ~r movable property. In sale of holdings, more safeguards 
.sho,:,id be mtroduced .. Notices should always be given by personal service or through 
regI~tered post to .all the pattadars, other joint owners, mortgagees, lessees etc. of whom 
,Zammdar has notICe. ' , 

. (c) Procedure for collection of rent:-
.(i) Due ~otice generally should be given in the village as to who is authorized 

to receive rents on behalf of zamindar. 
(ii) Postal money order payments should be encouraged, also payments through 

Government offices. 
(iii) Due notices to be given not only prior to intended sale but also of the sale 

date to all the persons int,erested as noted above. ' 
(iv) .Where a per~on in possession of a separate field in a patta has paid his 

fair quota, zammdar should he dIrected to proceed in the first instance against 
the other items of the patta for collection of the balance. 

(v) Payments made should be credited only towards dues of current or last fsalis 
except with the written consent of the tenant. • 

(vi) Tenant should be supplied with sccount of amount ot payments made by 
the various pattadars of a holding, whenever the tenant demand. and paY" 
reasonable charges (postal, etc.). 

(vii) General jurisdiction for rent and other suits should be onIy to civil court ... 
(viii) The suits should be treated as BDlall causes (with the lesser court-fee for 

plaints). 
(ix) Rents should be payable in three monthly instalments beginning only from 

middle of January of each fasli. (At present they begin even from September. 
,when tenant has to invest on the land and crops have not even become ripe.) 

(x) Where zamindar purchases in the rent sale, tenant should be given option 
to buy back the land on payment of the arrears and the minimum damages 
incurred, within one year of the &ale • 

. (Xi) Village panchayats may be given jurisdiction over suit& for R.. 50 or fiO 
. and below. 

IV. (a) Tenant's right to water-supply. Right of tenant to take n6Ce&B8I'Y wIlter is 
appur,tenant to the land if it is adjacent or almost 80; as regards lands at some distance 
~or', which' special channels are necessary; it may become a matter of contract; but eqUIt
able !lOnditions should be imposed, so that the rate is not high, Bnd it should not be 
mere viill of the zamindar to supply or refuse water. Whether a certain land come. 
within the ayacut or not should be determined by Government or civil court. 

(b) Landholder's right to water pources, if superiol' . 
. Z~mindar has no superior rights; he is now treating them as though they are h~" 

own absolnte prop"rty, which is unwarranted; he is the farmer of revenue;. for co.nvem
ence, the duty of conserving and repairing the water sources may be contmued m the 
landholder; he may be allowed to collect only such rates for supply of water for land. 
other than mamnl wet as may be quite necessary' to cover his expenditure for repair and 
upkeep of. the. water-system. But he should not I)e a\lowe~ to make profits ou~ of them, 
'nor should the right to water or to priority be left to the wdI of the estate officIals; there 
should be clear rules defining all rights in the matter. 

V. :a) SurfJey a.1d recoTd of right~.-AII unsurveyed estates should be at once 
sUrveved and record of rights prepared. Now, many estates are left unsurveyed. Dispute. 
between adjacent ryots, between 'inamdars and zamindars and zamindar and· ryot are 
common 88 to the actual extent ana even for localization of the lands. The e:<tent~ now 
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:hown . in ~f pattas ";Dd registers of the estate lLUcl in local cess accounts do not evell" 
hPf:m~ 1 tally WIth the actual state on ground. The de!!(:ription given for th4t tl: ~~ l~ t e patta.s and regIllters, etc., is totally insufficient for fixing or identifying 
e e ,requent disputes anse also a~ to water and other rights.. .l:'eople are now 

: n:all~ at th~ mercy of the estate officials whose oral statements are now supposed to. 
e e est eVidence available in such disputes. Landholders are not now anxious to 

have surveys affected;. nor IS umtecl action found in ryots; so survey should be effected 
compulsorily. Otherwise the present" chaotic ~nditions will continue. Joint patta& 
should ~e separated as soon as the pattadars reqUIre. Transfer of pattI' holdinas or par. 
of holdings should be effected immediately and the transferees should be re.ristered all 
pattadars. . 0-

. (b) Cost of 8urlley.-:-The C?sts of sll;'vey should be borne by the zanundar and th,l 
Government. The tenant IS not m a position to bear the costs of survey. ' '. , 

VI. LellY of additional d1les .-Customary or other additional levies should not be 
allo~ed. Even the. old Regul":tion XXVI, XXIX of lS0-2, and Regulation IV of lS2:i. 
restncted all such rights; but In practice, zamindars mcome then was lower even than 
the~1' pelshkash to Government; collection was more difficult, and ryots were not then 
8ubJected to so many taxes as now for new amenities and comforts of modern life' 
Zamindars, fun:her, used t'? occupy patri~chal position in the olden days; they used t~ 
personally- enqull"e and eqUItably settle disputes among the tenants, dispense medicines 
free, mamtrun pandlts and scholars who freely taught the people, round up thieves, etc., 
and spent this wealth to encourage arts and crafts in the estate villages or in the neigh
bourhood. Now, these wants of the people are met otherwise, often accompanied with 
fresh taxation on the public; most of the zamindars are now l,iving far away; a large 
portion of their wealth is spent in other directions, as a drain to the country. Whatever' 
dues are claimed should be the sum included as rent in the patta. 

VII. (a) <l' (b) Use of natural facilities. Tenants used to graze and collect, manure
and fuel from common grazing fields and jungle plots in the estate previously. After the 
Madras "Estates Land Act Came zamindars treated them all as waste lands,and as their 
.:Jwn property; they began to lease them mostly for CUltivation, etc.,~ and reserve a few 
"6 forest for pastime, etc. Thus, the tenants have been unjustly deprived of their rights 
>md in several villages there are no spare grounds for giving such facilities now. Where 
thev are still available, such ground should be allowed to be grazed and manure collected 
by the tenants; preference should invariably be given to the poor who own no pastures of 
their own. The use of trees for agricultural implements shonlabe allowed, but should 
be regulated and preference given to the really poor cultivators. Tenant's right in th~fil' 
is an inherent one, and they should be allowed the use free, a small licence fee being 
charged from those that could afford to pay, this money should be utilized for the upkee~ 
and iI"velopment of the pastures, etc. 

(c) Rights in communalla.nds /Iud po·rambokes.-Zamindar is now treated as owner 
of hills and forests; this is quite unjust; till 1905, tenants and labourers used to t'ake 
mllnure and fuel wood from hills and jungles freely and adjacent villagers had no difficul
tie~ in purchasiug them at small cost. Now these tracts are .reserved by zamindars : 
"rdinary people are left without fuel or grazing lands except with the special pa tronage of 
raminda!". Though the landholder may also use them, all tenants should have access to 
"tId inherent right to use them, subject to control to prevent waste, and ensure equitable 
,listl'ibutiou among all to meet their requirements. These and all other communal lands 
",nd trees, etc., should generally be under the management of village panchayat boal"ls'; 
" landholder's representative may be cu-opted when questions concerning them ar .. 
~ieposed of. 

If the reserve forest affects more than one village, such big tracts should be under 
the control of the district horu'ds or Government, but not, of the zamindar, who may only 
be given special facilities (on -payment of proper licence fees) to utilize so as not to affect 

the tenants' right,s. 
VITI. (a) Maintenance of irri(latinn works.-Irrigntion works should be tTeated as 

communal; big works and sources as of the State; zamindar may only be allowed right of 
management; now zamindars are tr .. ating them as their own which is uniust; if at all, 
the landhnlders are only trustees for the peasantry. They can only lltilin t~ works 
along with the ryot. for their own kamatam lands, if any, in the ayacnt. 

(b) OOl)ernment to inte.fe.p..-The ayacut extent and right of particular lands for 
water from the wCFks should be determined by th .. State, and not left to the discretion 
of estate officials as now. As trustees. ,.amindars should be bound to kepp the works and 
sources in proper repair; if the Ryacut lands and cro-ps suffer "win!!' to "amindar'. failnre 
to get them,repaired, the tenant should be alloll'ed to 1>1ead remission of rent in any rent 
anit, Dr snmmary aale proceedings concerning the land. It should not be sufficient that 
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tanks are kept in the same .tate o.s before (in fact, in mOll~ estates, 1.anks, ek:., have 
been" in I> bad state of disrepair for a long time). Improvements should be elfec~, 
·wherever feasible, even if the landholder is unwilling, whenever ryot makes a relWlOnable 
zequest. 

\e) 8uo moto or by applleatkin.-Government should be enabled to repair and 
effect improvement. through Public Works Department staff also suo moto. Unfortu
nately, at present zamindars are not getting them done generally; and tenants being 
.q;norant and illiterate are not alive to their rights and are often timid and afraid to move 
~he Government lest they incur di~pleasure of estate officials or powerful people in the 
nClgl:boDI'hocd whose personal interests might be atfected thereby. Where additional 
improvements are effected landholder may be allowed to collect such l'ate as would only 
be suflicient to cover his expenses and charges of maintaining the works.' 

IX. J amabandi.-Yearly jamabandi should be held; several questions will have 
to be settled, then like encroachments, failure of crops, disrepair of tanks, unjust claims, 
disputes as to extents, state of communal lands, wrong claims for arresl'l!, et". Tbe 
lact that jamabandi takes place regularly would itself act as wholesome check sgainst 
oppression or unjust claims, and infuse confidence and self-reliance in peasantry zam(udan 
.""iIl become alive to their duties too, as they are now particular as to their priVilege. and 
rights. 

X. Undertenants· rights.-Undertenants ahould be given protection against unjust 
rack-renting and eviction by pattadars. Some wea.Ithy pattadars with extensive lands 
are getting accustomed to exploit the poverty and unemployment of cultivators and 
squeeze them to get as much as possible to further enrich themselves. Eviction by 
pattadars should be a.Ilowed only if the existing sub-tenants fails to pay arrears wi thin 
reasonable time or is unwilling to pay existing fair rent on the land or is guilty of W!lste 
committed on the land, or has become insolvent. Payment by undertenant to zamindal'l! 
of the cist due to him shall invariably be set off against rent due to the pn ttadars from 
undertenant. 

XI. (a) tt (b) Revenue Board .-Hevenue Board ahould not be the final .tuthority 
in these matters. It has no proper judicial equipment or knowledge of rural conditions. 
Only civil courts should have jurisdiction to determine all ordinary suits and execution 
and similar applications between landholder and tenant. 

Jurisdietion.-Present Revenue Officers have neither the time nor necessary judicial 
equipment for proper consideration of snch cases. H a. special tribunal is considered 
necessary its personnel should have proper judicial experience. 

xn. (a) Unauthorized occupation.-A person in unauthorized occupation of land not 
in another tenant's possession should only be liable to pay fair rent, but not to eviction 
unless the landholder requires it for legitimate needs of himself, and sues for recovery 
within two years of occupation, and has not acquiesced meanwhile by receipt of rent. 
The rate of rent should be the same as the prevailing one of adjacent lands of similar 
quality value of any benefits which the zamindar is compelled to forego by reason of the 
occupation may be taken as premium. Tank-beds, village sites. porambokes and com
munal lands should be removed from the occupation of tenants and they should be handed 
over to village panchayats for the common use. 

(b) Jodi, ete.-Zamindar may be provided with a statutory char~e for jodi. kattu
badi, etc. (payable on the inam) on the land itself. 

Other points of general interest--
(a) Agraharam may be treated as estate if the whole inam is owned by a single 

individual or institution. Where the village is subdivided among various people 
and several portions are held by different persons as slienees, the position jij 
different. At present the inamdars are owners only of small bits of land who 
paid hard consideration for both varams and nre olten dependant on them for 
their livelihood. They should, therefore, be treated as pattadars and not ag 
landholders. 

(b) Small minor inam holders, inclusive of Darlmell inam holders. should be 
treated as pattadars owning kudivaram rights. 

(c) Mineral right ... -Stones, quartz and mangenese. etc., are quarried from jim
yati lands. In such cases the jirayatidars should have at least equal rir,hts with 
the landholders as regards mineral fund in that bolding. 

(d) Rights in trees standing in patta hol<linY8.-Madras Estates I.and Act provides 
that trees prior to the passing of the Act belong to the zamindar and the treeo 
wbicb were planted subsequently belong to the tenant. When the soil beloll!!," 

. to tbe tenant it is an an~moly to say that the trees which /!'tow on it belong to the 



zamindar. One practical diJliculty of this provlBlOn in the Act is til» the 
ze.mindar has been putting the tenants to several hardships, taking advantage 
of this provision by claiming every tree. 

(l\ Ven.katakriahnar&yapuram is a village in the Cocanada taluk belonging to 
·the J:>jth&puram zamindari. 'rhe village is 1,400 acres in extent and the Godavari Canal 
known as the Cocanad& Canal, is the main irrigation source. Of the acres 1,400 nearly 

.1,000 acres are subject to submersion aqd· they yield a crop once in four years. These 
&CI'es 1,000 are mamul wet lands and the assessment on these lands ranges from Rs. 9 
to Rs. 15. The submersion is due to the diversion of West Yeleru drain after the canals 
were introduced and the absence of a proper drainage channel to meet this change. 'fhis 
fact was brought to the notice of the Maharajah of Pithapur&m several times but the 
Maharajah did not render any redress. On the other hand, the Ma.l1araja.l1 not only 
collected the rents from these tenants to the last pie during all these years but he inIposed' 
additional periodic&l enhancement of annas two per rupee promising to inIprove the 

'lands by providing a drainage channel. During all these years the Maharajah never 
spent even a single pie towards their improvement. 

(2) Very recently, the Maharajah out of ill.will, reduced the period during which 
,th" canal water should flow to Venkatakrishnarayapuram from four d&ys in every fourteen 
days to two days in every fourteen days. The Ma.l1araj&h is not authorized to interfere 
with & right which has been in existence and enjoyed by the tenants of Venkatakrishna
rayapuram from time immemorial. 'rhese griev:tnces have to be redressed immediately 
otherwise the tenants who were already mooe to live from hand to mouth will further be 
impoverished. 

Memorandum by the ltyote' Association of Irripak& village, Jaggampet.a estata of lb.e 
Peddapuram taluk, East' Godavari district, dated 5th November 1937. 

I. (a) Ryot is the owner of the l&nd. 
(b) Ryot possess all rights over the land. The zamindar has only right to claim 

.• reasonable rental from the land and no other right are possessed. 
ll. (a) One·fourth of the average produce after deducting the cultivation charges haa 

· been considered to be the reasonable rental. 
(b) An average amount of Rs. 1,350 has been estinIated to be the income annually 

as Seshl1bus in the year 1802 and out of which two·third, i.e., Rs. 900 is settled to be paid 
to the Government as Seshabus. Ever since the rental is being raised every three years. 

· though no repairs is being raised every three years though no repairs or made to l&nds for 
fertilization. Now an amount of nearly Rs. 7,000 is being collected. The zamindars 

,possess no right whatever to r&ise the rental in this way. The zamindar has no right to 
collect an amount, above Rs. 1,300 on the whole of our village. 

(e) The question of refund of cist should be in the Act. The ryots should possess 
Ihe right of appealing to the Collector on the question of refund of cists when crops fail. 
The Collector should be authorized to judge whether the refund is necessary or not and in 
C8"e of the former the amount of refund should only be judged by the Collector. 

(d) It is better to settle the amount of cist at one time only at a place. 
m. (a) It is absolutely necessary that this should be altered. 

(b) The Government officers should only collect by instalments in January, Febru. 
ary and March as done in the Government villagers. I 

(e) The right of the ryot over the land and the crops therein should be injected 
and in no case the ryots own movable or immovable properties should be included in the 

· action. The land on which the ryot is a defaulter, should be published in the respective 
village by tom·tom. After six months of the injection, the zamindar himself should 

· personally conduct auction in the village office shed. To publish in papers and to publish 
in the village by means of hand notices before a month of actual auction &re the easy 

. methods. 
IV. (a) The rights for water.supply belong to ryots by le&ses and no further agreements 

are necessary. 
(b) The landowner has only right to store water in an estate and to supply the 

water. No other rights are possessed by him, i.e., the rights of fish in the said waters, 
the plants that grow on the bunds, etc., the green grass, etc., should be possessed by the 
ryots only and 1l1olldowners are in any 'Way concerued. If landowners are enjoying such 
righte anywhere, they should be granted to the ryots only. 

V. (a) Yes! They should be necessarily surveyed and rights attested. 
(b) Since the ryots are in a poor condition, the charges are to be borne by the land

owners. 



VI. Should not demand. 
VU. (a) There is right. If such right is not in force anywhere the 88me may be· 

pnted to such ryots. 
(b) There is right. If such right is not in forces anywhere the 88me may be gl'anted 

to those ryota through acts. 
(e) The zamindars possess no right or whatever. The whole rights belongs to tbe 

ryots. If such rules are in force anywhere they may be passed in favour of the ryots· 
through acts. 

VITI. (a) Proper steps may be taken to store sufficient water even though the ryot fails 
to demand for it. The zamindars are held responsible to store sufficient water for 
cattle in summer. Repairs, etc., should be attended to without the ryots approaching the 
zamindars. 

(b) The Government should attend to the proper condition of the water sources by 
undertaking repairs and recover the repairing charges on the zamindari estates. 

(e) The Government is authorized to use such rights of their own accord and allD. 
when required by the parties. 

IX. Bamabandi should take place. 
X. When the patta ryot receive remission from the zamindar the remission right. 

should be moderate. 
XI. (a) There should be a separate court to decide upon theBe things. 

(b) All the litigations should be tried in the special courts. 
XU. (a) Such ryots should be removed by filling snits in separate courts. 

(b) Rules to collect ciBt from patta ryots should be applied to collpct zodi, porappu 
:and kattubadi. from inamdars. 

Memorandum by the ryots of Dangeru, Kuyyeru and other villages belonging \0 the 
Pithapuram estste. 

We the ryots of Dangeru have inam lands in that village. For the8e illnms, pattas 
were given by the Inam Commissioner in 1870 or thereabouts. To these inam lands 
we have been paying quit-rent, local cess and water-tax and kattubadi. Among these 
taxes kattubadi goes to the Baja of Pithapnram. In the inam lmttns it was clearly 
atated that the owners of pattas had nothing to do with the zamindari taxes. All the 
while the zamindars have been collecting this illegal tax called kaUubadi (f~"a). 
For the collection of this tax there was no pl'Ovision in any Act or pattas of the Govern
ment. 

So, we humbly pray that your honour will be pleased to consider the matter seriously 
and cancel this abnoxious and illegal tax, for which act of kindness, we shall in duty 
bound ever pray for your honour's long life and prosperity. 

Memorandum by Mr. Bods· Peda Satyanarayanamurtl and others, MaDleru village, 
Cocanada taluk, East Godavari district. 

I. (a) Ryot. 
(b) All the rights vest in the ryot, the zarnindar being entitled only to rent. 

iI. (a) Not exceeding one-eighth share of the produce, basing it on the rates pre
_lent in ryotwari villages. Cost of collection, repairs to irrigation works, etc., should· 
be deducted from this, if they are not done by zamindars. 

(b) (1) The nature of the soil, fertility, the classification of adjoining ryotwari 
lands; (2) arrangements made by the zamindar for irrigation and improvement of land: 
(3) <:ultivation expenses; (4) water sources; (5) prices of foodstuffs, marketing facilitie~· 
and communications; (6) allowance for family expenses and purchase of seed, imple
ments, etc., these should be considered in fixing a fair rent. 

·(e) Yes. Bemission to be granted in case of famine, lack of water-supply dUl' to 
neglect on the part of zamindar, complete remis.ion in case of failure of three-fowth. 
or entire crop and half remission in the case of half failure. 

(d) Yes. Principles to be enunciated later on and Government officers or courts
to determine rent according to them. 

(e) Yes. 
m. (a) Yes. 
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(b) Summary distraint of movable property and grain should go. More restriotions 
should be placed in the matter of sale of lands. Zamindar to give notices of attachment 
and sale of lands to pattadars, joint pattadars, ryots and mortgagees. 'rhe system pre
vailing in ryotwari villages in the matter of collection of rent to be adopted :-(l) The 

,per!lOn authorized to collect rent on behalf of the zamindar to be notified in the village. 
(2) Facilities to be given for payment of rent by post or through Government treasury. 
(3) Hent to be paid in three equal instaltnents from the middle of January. (4) If rent 
is paid by one of the joint pattadars for his share of the joint holding, ot.her shares alone 
should be proceeded against for arrears due on them, (5) Payment should be credited for 

. eun'ent and previous year and not for arrears of rent, unless so desired by the ryot in 
writing. (6) Zamindar to inform the ryot on payment of pasturage, etc., as to the 
amounts paid by each joint pattadar in respect of the holding. (7) All proceedings in 
respect of rent to be taken in civil courts. (8) Suits for rent should be treated as small 

. Can"e with reduced stamp duty, (9) Rent·suits for less than Rs, 50 should lie with the 
village courts. (10) Attachment and sale notices to be served on all the parties referred to 
in paragraph (b). (11) Ryot should be entitled to recover the land purchased by the 
zamindar in sale on payment of arrears of rent, reasonablp interest and expenses within 

·one year. 
IV. (a) Yes, for lands adjoining the water source; contract to be entered into in 

,re"pect of lands supplied with water by newly constructed channels. 
(b) No. 

V. (al Yes. 
(b) Zamindar to bear the entire oost. 

VI. No. 
VII. ta) These rights were enjoyed before the Estates Land Act came into force. 
VIII. (a) Big irrigation sources to be under the Government. Small ones under the 

. panchayats. Zamindars may have powers of management as trustees. 
(b) Yes. . ' 
(c) To be applied /IUO mota; 

IX. Yes. 
X. Pattadar not to evict a tenant so long as ,he pays rent. 
XI. (a) No. It should be vested in the special tribunal and High Court. 
XU. (b) There should be no kattubadi ou inama. 

_Memorandum by Kr. Mandiga Naganna and other zamiDdari ryots oJ Polavaram taluk, 
East Godavari district. 

I. Neither. The rights of both are co-existent with the land. The zamindar haa 
melvaram and the ryot kudivaram rights. 

II. (a) The rate fixed for the adjoining Government land at the first settlement. 
(b) The same as those applicable to Government villages.-Fertility of soil, irrigation 

facilities, prices of grains, the economic condition of the ryot, etc. 
(c) Yes. Based on seasonal conditions, faU in prices and disrepair of irrigation 

sources. I 
(d) Once for all-Officer or court not to ohange these subsequently. 
(6) The Provincial Government to reserve powers only to reduce rates, if any, 

which happen to be in excess of the operation of the above principle of settlement. 
III. (a) Yes. 

(b) The zamindar should be entitled to distraint of movables only after obtaining 
a decree on suing for arrears of rent, but not otherwise. 

(e) Estate officials alone to the exclusion of others should attend to collection work. 
The stamp duty for execution of warrants should not exceed an year's rent. 

IV. (a) Appurtenaut to the land, In the case of new sources and lands not included 
in the old ayacut, agreements should hold good. 

(b) No superior rights. He is only a trtlstee of the ayscutdars. 
~.(a) Yes. 

(b) The tenant to bear two-thirds and the zamindar one-third of all expense •. 
VI. No. 

yn. The tenants have a right to utilizl' the local natural facilities free of cost. 
Pubhc paths. communal lands, etc., should be left common for public U!!e and should 
neither be leased out nor occupied by anybody. 
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vm. l'he Government should take up control over all the sources, carry out .uch 
Dpaim 86 deemed essential by Government ollicialll without the need. for application by. 
parties, a.od recover the coat of repairs from the zamindars. 

IX. Yes. 
X. The status need not be legalized. It should be leCt to mutual contracts &8 before,. 

according to the condition of lands and tenallts. 
XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should not exercise the right. The High COUI", 

should have it. A special tribunal is unnecessary. 
(b) Civil courts subject to the appellate authority of the High Court 88 at present 

are enough. 
XII. (a) The zamindu may evict the encroacher only aCter suing in a court and no 

enhanced powers are necessary. 
(b) No. 

Oth6f' matt61's. 

1. Transfer of registry should be effected as per enjoyment. 
2. 

date. 
The tenants should be granted pattas in respect of lands in their possession up to. 

3. The Government should provide drainage facilities and recover the cost thereof 
from the zamindar. 

4. Collection of water-rate on lands long pince irrigated, which due to inferior soil or 
remotp.ness from irrigation facilities or low rate of rent are unfairly treated 88 dry lands. 
and on wet cultivation exclusively by rain water, should be prohibited. 

5. The cases of tenants expelled without proper grounds should be reviewed and the 
lands restored to them without limitation of time. 

6. Rent should be paid in money and not in kind. 
7. The tenant should have the right of enjoying usufruct of trees. 
S. Every village should elect a panchayat to advise the Government in matters 0' 

irrigation, etc. 

Memorandum by the Kyots' Association, Chillur village, Plthapuram Estate, 'RamachancJ.ra.. 
lIuram taluk, East Godavari district. 

I. (a) The ryot. 
(b) According to custom, permanent settlement and judgments of courts, the ryo, 

possesses the proprietary right. The zamindar is only an agent of the Government. 

II. (a) Rent determined in the light of the condition of the ryot. 
(b) The ryotwari system is itself defective. Rents fixed arbitrarily in zamindari • 

. must be revised. All the changes that may be effected in ryotwari villages must be made 
to apply to zamindari villages. 

(e) Yes. On the ryotwari principle. 
(d) The Government should review the rents in all zamindaris simultaneously in 

the light of the above principles. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) Attachment of movable properties shonld go. Even in the matter oC attach· 
ing immovable properties, ,.he ryot's hOllse and the minimum extent of Isnd required for 
his maintenance should not be attached. 

(b) The power to collect rents in ?,amindans should be transferred to panchaynts. 

IV. (a) Appurtenant to the land. The ryot ip entitled to water-supply by contJ'act 
also. . 

(b) No. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindar should bear the entire cost. 

VI. No. 

VII. (II) and (b) The ryots are entitled by long n88ge to local natural facilities free 
oGf cost. 

(e) The rights should be common. Neither should occupy the land. 



VIII. (a), (b) If: (e) The Government should prepare a. five-year plan, examine all 
the eourcee, carry out the necessary repairs and recover the C09t from the zamindar. 
IrrigatiOD; sources should be entrusted to panchayats composed of ryots' representatives. 
Further Improvements may be made by the Government subject to the condition of 
supplying water to the ayacut of the zamindar. 

IX. Yes. 
X. The same as in Government villi/ges. 
XI. (a) Yes, .. eo long a. the administra.tion by Government continues to be res

ponsible to the people." 
(b) Circuit judges of status not below that of district munsifs" to hold sittings in 

villages and decide disputes. 

lIiIemorandum by the Zamin ]tyots 01 Isukapalli village, Gollaprolu estate, Pithapuram 
division, Peddapuram taIuk, East Godavari district. 

Land-tax. 
Ranges from Rs. 18 to Rs. 26 per acre. The lands are cultivated with the help of the 

water from the Yeleru channel. The Yeleru will be watering the lands only if there are 
rains. In the circumstances an Act may be passed to the effect that one-sixth of the net 
income may be remitted to the zamindar. 

SUN!ey stat,ement. 
The lands were not surveyed. The ryot is not in a position to bear the survey charges. 

So the lands may be ordered to be surveyed at the expense of the zamindar, and an 
Act may be passed fixing the taram according to the fertility of the soil. 

Joint pattas. 
The pattas were prepared in fasll 1346 in the year 1936. Hence no necessity. 

I zara (auction) lankas. 
None of the eort. 

J irayati lankas. 
They are under the control of the ryots of this village. 

W ater-supplies. 
This village has a " Panta cheruvu." The said cheruvu has no repairs since a long 

time and there is no. facility for the storage of water due to the heavy deposit of earth. 
Hence much loss is incurred. Also instead of storing even the limited water will summer, 
as it is being auctioned for " Pyru crops" by the time of " Kartika Suddha Purnima," 
there is no water even for the cattle in summer. A. there is no storage of water owing 
to failure of rains it is not possible to lay the seeds. Therefore orders may be passed to 
repair the tanks and facilitate for the storage of water to be useful in summer. 

(b) The zamindar is not taking proper care for the repairs of the channels and 
tanks. Hence the irrigation of the lands may be controlled by the Provincial Government. 

Kists. 
These are being collected in September, October, November, December by instal

ments. As such the crop has to be utterly undersold for a handsel to the merchants. Hen~ 
the kists may be conveniently changed to those of March, April, May and June. 

Erriors. 
The erriors are very small in this village and as they are wholly due to the failure 

of the crops, and as there were no remissions from the zamindars, the outstanding erriors 
may be ordered to be written off. 

Grazing of the cattle. 
A. there is no " Baljeru " land for the grazing of the cattle, a small portion of the 

land may be reserved for the same. 
FMe8l ... 

There are no forests in the village. 

Puntas. 
These are under the control of the village p8nchayat. 

There are no such in this village. 
11-12 

Ballij8f"l. 
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Grama kantMm.t. 
These are under the control of the zamindar. They may be ordered to be transferred 

to that of the panchayats. 
Burial ground8. 

These are under the control of the panchayat. Besides, 8B the water-supply of tbe 
village is under the control of the zamindar it may be transferred to the village panchayas. 

RyOTS OF ISUltAPALLI VJLLAGB. 

Memorandum by Nadimpalle SatyanarayllD& Balu, PreaideDt of the Village ZamlD :ayota' 
AssOCiatiOD, Isukapalll, J!(ayudu bomaraju, PresideDt, Bhogapuram and la.ogll1 
:aamamurtl, PresilleDt, Gollaprolu, East Godavari district (PeUtiOD No. 459). 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of tbe soil, . 8B every creature depends upon 
him '. 

(b) He should have permanent and fully indepeDdent rights in the land. Else, 
the lands would become barren. 

II. (a) Fair rent is one-sixth of the net-income that is left after deducting tbe 
expenses incurred by the ryot. 

(b) The present rents are not fair as they were not fixed on the basis of the quality 
of water-sources, soil, etc., but imposed ¥igh-handedly by zaminda.rs under threats of 
eviction at unbearably high rates. As evidence in this respect, the registered deed 
executed by tbe late Rajah of Pittapur Estate in favour of Sri Raja Ravu Venkats 
Mahipathi Venkata. Baa Gam on the 8th December 1869 may kindly be perused. 

(c) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent. Remission should 
be granted when crops are washed a.way by 1Ioods, when crops become sarli owing to 
failure of rains or when crops are destroyed by insects, etc. 

(d) Rate of rent to be settled once for all for a particular area. 
(0) Yes. 

III. (a) Yes. 
(b) Collection of rent to be ma.de in the months of January, February, March 

and ApriL 
(c) Collection of rent to be entrusted to the panchayats and the cost thereof to 

be recovered from the zamindar. Sale proceedings relating to lands should be entrusted 
to the panchayats and stamp duty reduced and the panchayats should also be empowered 
to register these sales. 

IV. (a) The rights of tenants in respect of water-supply should be inherent. But 
as matters stand at present, zamindars have control over water-supply, etc. The 
present position should, therefore, be modified. 

(b) Zamindarshave assumed superior rights in the water-sources owing to the 
ignorance of the ryots, though they are not entitled to the S8me. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The whole cost must be borne by the zamindar as the ryots are too poor to 

bear it. 
VI. The landholder cannot demand any such levies. 
VII. At present the tenant has no right of utilizing Datural facilities. But such 

facilities should be provided for him in future. The public as a whole should have 
rights in hill and forest porambokes, communal lands, public paths, puntas (by ways). 
etc. 

VIII. (a) & (b) Repairs to irrigation-sources and works to be execotea by the 
Government and tbe cost recovered from the zamindar. 

(c) To be applied suo mota. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is necessary. 
X. The under-tenant should act according to the agreement he lias executed to the 

zamindar and pattadar jointly. Under-tenants also should get remission of rent. With 
regard to rent also, he should be treated on a par with the tenant. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal to be constituted for the purpose. 
(b) There should be special panchayat boards for the purpose. Aa the rvots 

eannot bea.r the travelling charges involved in going to courts, rases should be tried 
in their respective villages. . 

XII. (a) The zamindar to get double the amount of the rent then' prevailing, as 
compensation for the land which has been occnpied unauthorizedly. 

(b) Yes. 
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Memorandum by P. V. Kondiah, Secretary of Coringa Island Zamin Committee, 
Eaet Godavari District. 

I. (a) The ryot, who brought the land under cultivat.ion and made it yield revenue 
is the proprietor of the soil. 

(b) The zamiudar iii only an agent between the ryot and the Government to ~ll~t 
rent and as such he has only the right. of "ollecting rent. The ryot has been enJoymg 
the kudi~aTam right from time immemorial. 

II. (a) <i:. (b) A. fair rent is tha~ which corresponds to the land assessment in Govern
ment ryotwari villages and the principles by which it should be lixed are the .ame as 
those governing Government land revenue assessment. 

(c) There should be a statutory provision for remission. Remission should be 
granted whenever there are seasonal adversities or water-supply is not made thre,ugh the 
carelessness of the landlord and whenever crops .are spoiled by stagnation of water. 
Full remission to be granted when there is total or three-fourths failure of crops and 
half-remission in the case of lifty per cent of failure. 

(d) The Government should settle the rate of rent once for all, after enunciating 
principles on the basis of rates prevailing in the ryotwari villages and such periodical 
cha.nges as may be made in the Government's land revenue assessment phould apply to 
the rents in zamin areas also. 

(e) Yes. 

III. (IJ) Yes. Their reVl8lon is absolutely necessary. 
(b) Rent collection should be made by village panchayats or by village officers if 

the rents are based on the ryotwari system. Village panchayats and village offi"ers, in 
such a case, may be I(iven a percentage of the rent colleeted as remuneration. 

(e) Distraint and other proceedings should b.. entrusted to pa.nchaya.ts and laws 
enacted for their guidance. If this is done, the ryot will be relieved of much expenditure. 

IV. (II) Where the land is under wet cultivat,ion, the right to water-supply is inhe
rent as being appurtenant to the land. The fact wheth~r a land is under an ayacut oc 
not, should be determined by the Govel1lment or a. civil court and not by the zuminda.r. 

(b) 'I'he landle.rd h~8 no superior rights. Bllt 8S he is the melvaramdar he has 
to maintain in good condition, all the water-sources. 

V. (a) All the estates should be compulsorily surveyed and a record of rights main. 
tained. Pattas should be granted to th~ concerned ryot for the land be own~ nnd joint 
pattas should be divided, if so desired. 

(b) The Government and the zaminda.r should bear the cost equally. 

VI. The landholder should not demand any levies, wha.tsoever, In addition to the 
rent as pel' patt,a. 

VII. (a) a. (b) Before the Estates Land Act the ryots had Pilch rights in forests and 
porambokes, but subsequently they were deprived of those rights and thenceforward, 
with the advent of the Madras Estates Land Act, forest. and porambokes were deemed 
to be the private property of the landholder. The old rights should, therefore, he restcy.·qd 
to the zamin ryoL. 

(e) Both the ryot and the la.ndholder should ha.ve the right to lise cOlnwllnal lan'}s, 
forests, porambokes, rtc. Such lands, however, may be placed under the control and 
management of village panchayats. If they appertain to many villa.ges, they shollld be 
under the management of the distrIct board. 

VIII. (a) Major irrigation works should be under the Government's control and minor 
ones ullder village panchayats' control. The zamindar may De allowed to manage them 
as a trustee. He can take water for bis private holdings just in the ""me way as it IS 
taken for the other lands in the ayacut. -

(b) If tbp y.amindar does not execute repairs, the Provincial Govfrnmert should 
have the power to ex~cllte them. 

(r.) 8»ch powers to be applied 8110 moto us the zawindar has no mterest, as the 
ryot is ignorant and 88 estate officials lack cOl1l'lll:e. 

IX. Yea. 

X. The lNttadar has full righta in the land. The undertenant who holds land under 
certain cooditions .hould act IlAlCOrding to the condItions of the cnw/e (lease-dcedl. He 
Cl6n enjoy the common rights along with other ryots. 

II-12-A. 
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XI. (a) The Revenue Board should not be the finlll appellate and revision"l authority. 
The Special Tribunal IIJld the High Court should have Auch power. 

(h) Disputes between landholders and ryots should be tried in civil courts only. 
If special courts are to be constituted, only those huving legal experience should be 
appomted to them .. 

XII. (a) Lands, when encroached upon in tank-bedA, village-sites, porumbokcs and 
other communal sites ghould be taken back from the occupation of ryots and entrnste1 to 
village panchayat •. 

(b) The kattubadi, etc., amount may be made a first charge on the land. 
Mter having answered the questionnaire, the petitioner narrates the history of 

Korangi Island, the villages constituting the Korangi Island zamindari and the difficulties 
the tenants experience at the hands of the present landholders. 

Memorandum by Messrs. Chelikani Suryanarayanamurty and brothers, Arya
vatam villagt' pertaining to the Estate of Pithapuram, Cocanada taluk, 
East GodavarI district, dated 26th November 1937. 
In the village of Salapaka pertaining to the Pithapuram Estate, Cocanada tllluk, East 

Godavari district, we have a land of extent 138 acres and 38 cents under the patta bearing 
the survey No. 69 of the above village, for which we have been paying on the whole 
Rs. 2,154-8-0, of which Rs. 1,484-8-0 is for the Estate rent and the remaining sum of 
1t~. 670 is for the Government water-tax, and thus the average rent per acre is Rs. 15-10--0. 
The total extent of lands of the ryots in that village is 1,029 acres excluding ours, and 
they have been paying on the whole Rs. 5,363-S-0 as for rent and tax together, the average 
rent per acre of those lands being thus only Rs. 5-3-0. . 

The rent for our lands is Rs. 10-7-0 per acre in excess over the other lands belonging 
to tbe ryots of the village. Our own lands are low unfertile and they are suffering totlll 
loss by damages due to submersion. The surrounding Government lands are under the rent 
of only Rs. 5 per acre. Therefore we humbly beg your honour to kindly get our lands 
examined, and to decrease the rate of rimt on our lands together with the neighbouring 
Government lands. 

CHELIKANI SURYANARAYANAMURTI AND BROTHERS. 

Memorandum by Bommaganti Perraju, etc., ryotl of VegavaramvlIlage, Chlntalapudl 
taluk, Godavari district. 

I. (a) The tennt is the proprietor of the soil, he havlDg the kudivaram right. 
(b) The tenant should have all the rights of kudiva.ram, while the zamindar has 

only the melva.ram right to collect the rent on the land. 

II. (a) A fair rent is that which is determined by the Settlement department taking 
into account the nature of the. soil and the sources of irrigation. 

(b) Answer to question (a) holds good here also. 
(e) There should be a. statutory provision for remission. 
(d) Rent should be fixed in accordance with the conditions prevailing in the .rcr.

pective localities. at the beginning. Mterwards it should be determined by the Govern
ment officials as occasion arises. 

(e) Yea. 

m. (a) Yes. The powers of the landholder in this regard require complete revision. 
(b) Village officers should be asked to collect rent every year and one anna per 

rupee should be collected in addition to the rent proper. Out of this amount and out of 
the peshkash and local cesses collected from the zamindar by Government, remunemiion 
may be paid to the village officers for their services in this directioD. 

(c) Officers appointed by the Provincial Government should try to collect lanel-rent 
for every year in that year itself. In c~se of default, they should first proceed against the 
lDovable property and then agalOst the unmovable property of the tenant in default. This 
procedure should continue until the lawful owner pays back the arrears and claims bis 
land. 

IV. (a) The ri/:ht to water-supply goes to the tenant along with the carole • 
. (b). ~he landhold~r has ab~lute rights. in the wa.~r-80urces. He has the right 

1)f ma~talDmg and k~plDg the~ 10 gOOd. repairs and distnbuting water among the ryots 
as he likEs. These rights exercieed by hIm at present should be withdrawn. 

V. (a) Estates should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained compulsorily. 
(b) The landholder to bear the whole cost. 
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yr. The landholder cannot demand any levies exce{lt half the portion of the local 
ce •• , viz:, As. 1-9 ill the rupee, which the Provincial Governmen~ have fixed. The 
zamindar should pay the other half as per rules. 

VII. (a) Tenants have no rights with regard to the utilization of local natul'al faciii~ 
ties. 'l'hev should be accorded to them henceforward. 

(b) "fenants hllve no right at present. They should be given these rights here-

after. h . d .. II 
(e) Tenants have no right in the public paths, etc., t e za~lD ar enJo~lDg ~ 

absolute rights therein at present. Tenants should be enabled to enJoy these rIghts 1D 

future according to the rent paid by them. 
VIII. (a) The Provincial Government should have rights to maintain the irrIgation 

source. and works. 
(I>, Ye •. 
(c) 'fhe Provincial Government may exercise them 8UO moto and sha.ll exercise 

th~rn on application by parties. 
IX. Yeal't.v jamabandi is necessary. 
X. 'Th~ under-tenant to act according to the agreement made between him and the 

origin31 hllldlord.' He should take one-half of the produce. He must not do any damage 
to the land nor can he l.'tldel'take to do works of a permanent nature therein. 

XI. (a) 'fhe Revenue Board should cOlltinue to be the final appellate and revisional 
lIuthorit~·. 

(b) Such disputes to be tried only in revenue courts and not in civil and. spedal 
court~. 

XII. (a) Cases of encroachment should be brought to the notice of the District 
Collector by the landholder. 'fhe Collector should grant the land on patta to the tenant 
concerned or evict him from it, through the village officers, according to the nature of 
the land under unauthorized occupation. 

(b) Yes. 

Memorandum by the ryotll of Gollaprolu esta.te. 
We feel it our duty to bring it to YOllr notice, on the occasion of your visit to l?ith .... 

puram carrying the message of peaceful and orderly democratic government, to represent 
to you some of the grievances and disabilities under which we labour in 0UI' relations 
with the zamindar, and in the regular conduct of our communal life. 

During the past district board and assembly elections we had the misfortune to 
differ from the zamindar 89 we had all decided to support the Congress candidates. 

1. Presumably as a result of this, the zamindar has begun to cla.im the site where
on washermen are carrying on their occupation as his, and recently estate servants have 
come in force and dug up the washermen's oveils throwing the pots and other vessels 
into the canal nearby. 

2. The weavers have been accused of siding with the Congress, and prevented from 
.izing their warps or otherwise carrying on their occupation in the spaces within 'tIle 
streets; as they have been doing from a long time past. 

3. Finally the public latrine ground that has all long been.in use .siuce time within 
the public memory has been declared and proclaImed by tom-tom to belong to the zamin
dar; and he has placed watch and ward over it preventing any of the villagers from 
using it for the purpose. A criminal charge brought against one of our respected citizens, 
Muthinti Gavarraju Garu, a longstanding Congress worker. has been dismissed by the 
Suh-Magistrate; but it appears an appeal is contemplated. 

4. Finally the dry rice (Budama) crop standing on the fields is prevented from being 
cut down or harvested by the ryots on the ground that rents are due to the zamind8r. 
The landholder wants to enforce his own order that the ryots should not harvest their 
crops in lieu of proper proceedings for distraint, etc., in courts. 

We therefore appeal to you that the present practice of demanding instalments of 
rent (fl'om September to December) is most unfair and inequitable, because neither the 
dry nor the wet crops will have been completely harvested by that time; and we request 
you to see that proper and convenient instalment preferably March to June are arranged 
by the zamindar for our paying rent. We trust this r.rying evil will be remedied 
immediately. • 
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Memorano.um b3 the ryota of GaddaDBpal1i, Vaeravaram B and 0 88taW, Peddapur talull:. 
East Godavari disUlct. 

The petitioners represent that a dry rate of Rs. 8 per acre and wet rates ranging 
from Re. 30 to Re. 50 per acre are in force in the village and that a aerious lOBS of crops 
is being sustained for want of repairs to the irrigation channels from the Yelati river. 
by the zamindar. They further represent that the Harijans have no drinking-water 
facilities, they not being a.Ilowed to use the local tank. It is also repreaented that the 
zamindar who used to give annually Re. 800 for the upkeep of the temple having failed 
to do so for the last five or six years, the temple is in bad repair and that there is no 
amity betwe'en the people and the estate officials •• as no facilities are provided for the 
ryots." They request that the joint pattas may be split up into single pattas, that 
changes in the registry of pattas may be made then and there and that the Government 
may be pleased to take necessary action for the execution of repairs to irrigation works, 
and to prevent the ryots from becoming bankrupts on account of failure of crops. 

Memorandum by Mr. Gunnam Virra:v:va and other ryots of Pandalokota village, Plttapur, 
Ramachandrapur taluk, East Godavari district. 

The petitioners represent that three years back the present Maharaja. enhanced 
the old ratle of rent by 1 a.nna and 6 pies in the rupee and that he has sued them in 
court in this connexion, summons being issued by the court since the 1st December 1937. 
They request that they may be protected from further proceedings against them, by a sta.y 
order being issued by the Government. 

Memorandum by Mr. J. Virraju, President of the Congress Committee, 
Somavaram village, Peddapur taluk, East Godavari district. 

The petitioner represents that dry crops alone are raised in the village and that the 
uultivation expenses of Rs. 15 and the estate rent of Rs. t! come to Ra. 23 per acre, while 
the maximum yield comes to only Rs. 18 or Rs. 20 per acre with the result that the 
people are poverty-stricken. He further represents that there are 1,200 people in the 
.illage owning 700 acres of land and paying Rs. 5,000 in the ehape of rent and that their 
total indebtedness comes to one lakh of rupees. He requests tha.t the lands of the village 
may be compulsorily surveyed and the rent fixed as per the rate obtaining in the Govern
ment villages, and that the rent may be made payable in five instalments from February 
to June. He suggests withdrawal of the powers vested in the zamindar in regard to the 
distraint of movables and requests that the estate authorities may be prevented from 
troubling the ryot in the matter of payment of rent till the date of the last instalment. 

Memorandum by Mr. Inuganti Narayanarao and other ryots of Thondangl, Srungl
vriksham, etc., villages of Tunl, Plllayur estate, Tunt dlv1sion, East Godavari 
district. 

The petitioners represent that there are no irrigation facilities to their villages and 
that having taken up a vindictive attitude against them for their havinll" voted in favour 
of the Congress in the recent Legislative Assembly elections, the zam10dars have been 
harassing them ever since. They further represent that the Moratorium Bill is unsatiS-) 
factory and that the zamindars have been distraining and BeIJing their lands 8ubsequ«:nt 
to the pUblication of the Bill, and request that the Bill may be given restrospecttve 
effect from the 23rd September 1937 and made applicable to all ryots and labourers. 

Memorandum by Mr. Jonna.da Rama:v:v .. and other ryots of Madhavapuram vIl1age, 
Pittapur estate, Pittapur taluk, East Godavari district. 

The petitioners represent that their village has often bleen inundated during the 
rainy season and that there is danger to life 10 their trying to escape from the village 
in the flood season, the village being surrounded on all the four sides by canals. They 
further represent that in the absence of a bridge over the Vajjari canal, they are obliged 
in rainy season to travel along the railway line to proceed to their talnk headquarters, 
Pittapur, and that they are being fined or imprisoned in default of payment of fine for 
thus walking a.long the railway line, as. a result of the criminal proceedings instituted 
against them by the Madrae a.nd Southern Mahratta. Railway Company. They request, 
therefore, that a bridge may be constructed over the Vajjari canal to enable them to lea.ve 
their village during times of inundation and that an embankment of about two furlongs 
10 length may be constructed from the mango garden of Ra.vula. Venka:v:va. right up ro 
the burial ground, to effectively protected the village from inundation. 
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Memorandum by JI[r. Maddall MaUugaraju and other ryota of Veldurthi village, hamlet 
of Dontsmuru, Peddapur taluk, East Godavari district. 

The petitioners compUrin that the rates of rent they are paying to their zamindar 
are abnormal, these ranging even up to Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 per acre and that their crops fail 
for want of repairs to irrigation works. They pray that the rates of rent may be 
reduced and the rent made payable in thrae monthly instalments beginning from January, 
that the GO'l'6rnment may assume control over irrigation works and that a land mortgage 
bank may be provided for their village and other villages of Peddapur talnk. 

Memorandum by S. Ch. Subbaraju and other ryota of Viraraghavapuram village of 
Kolanka and Viravaram estates, Plttapur division, East Godavari district. 

The petitioners represent that in spite of the fact that the zamindar gets an income 
of over Rs. 7,000 on the village, he has failed to effect any repairs to .. Ceddakurimidi tank 
for the past twenty yl!ars and that, certain urgent and minor repairs to .. Chinakrinda
kurimillu" and .. Gorrikhandivaradhikattu" having been neglected, serious loss has 
been caused to crops by inundation. They further represent that by holding out the 
threat of expelling the tenants from the lands, the zamindar has enh"anced the rates of 
rent up to Rs. 20 to Rs. 26 per acre. They complain that the zamindar through his 
influence has .. unfairly" occupied certain vacant house-sites, raised coconut gardens 
therein and leased them out and that he has likewise monopolised another elevated site 
which would be highly useful as a public grazing ground for cattle, for an orange and 
mlLngo garden. They request (1) that the Government may effect the necessary repairs 
to irrigation works as the zamindar has failed to effect them promptly, (2) that provision 
may be made for the grant of remission in cases where cropa fail due to drought or 
inuudation. (3) that the rent may be reduced to a rate of Rs. 12 per acre, (4) that the 
collection of rent may be made from January onwards. (5) that joint pattas may be split 
up into single pattas according to actual enjoyment and that (6) the sites of the coconut 
and orange gardens referred to above, together with the income derived therefrom by the 
zamindar ever since his encroachment on the same, may be restored to the public. 

Memorandum by Mr. Slmhadri Appanna, ryot of Chintalur village, Thotapalle estate, 
Peddapur taluk, East Godavari district. 

The petitioner represents that in the year 1874, the grandfather of the present 
zamindars granted the lande as inam lands to the petitioner's forefathers to be enjoyed 
free of rent and that subsequently at the time of the inam settlement the then holder 
of the inam lands was dissuaded from obtaining a patta in respect of his lands from the 
authorities by the zamindar 'who told him that the Government would exact servic~sl 
from the applicants for pattas if the latter be granted by them in respect or-inam lands 
and assured him that he would not interfere with the said lands.' He further pro
ceeds to say that the inam lands having been accordingly retained in the name of the 
zRmindars, these have been under the sole enjoyment (free of rent) and possession of 
the petitioner's forefathers down to the petitioner, that the present zamindars persuaded 
him to ostensibly enter into registered muchalikas in respect of his own lands to serve 
as an inducement to other tenants to submit themselves to a general enhancement of 
rents contemplated by the zamindars and that though the petitioner was assured orally 
of the continuance of his enjoyment of the lands in his possession free of rent even after 
his entering into such muchilikas, and though he was in the alternative threatened 
with several hardships, he refused to execute such muchllikas in respect of his land. He 
alleges . that .the z~ind~ having :won oyer .his y?unger. brother Simhadri Ramayya 
by havmg given hun a lob and retamed him m thell' sel"Vlce ever since have manaO'ed 
to get a muchilika written by him nob only for his own share of I~nd but also b in 
respect of .the petitioner's share of land. In conclusion, the petitioner asserts that the 
muchilika written by another person for the lands in his possession, which have been 
enjoyed free of rent or tax for the past 70 years is void and prays that the Governmenc 
may be pleased to declare the muchilika executed in respect of his ahare of the inam 
lands null and void and pass orders upholding his hereditary right over the lands. 
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lIemol'llDdum by 1Ir. Simbadri Venkayya, Chint&pur vI1Iage, Peddapur Wok, 
EaR Godavari dlatrict. 

This petition is identical with petition No. 116 except that the present petitioner 
etates that under the threat held out to him, he had executed a muchilika and that some 
years later the zamindar on the strength of the same obtained a decree in a revenue 
court against the petitioner. He expressed the fear that the present Receiver managing 
~he zamindari may at any moment involve him in trouble by using the muchilika and 
the decree and prays that his hereditary claim to the free enjoyment of the lands may 
be upheld by Government by a specific order. 

Kemol'llDdum by 1Ir. C. ChinnaredcU and others of the Ryots' Association, NagulapaUe 
village via Plttapur, East Godavari dlatrict. 

The petitioners represent that the service levies and kattubadies introduced by 
the zamindars from time to time have no justification and request their cancellation 
after enquiry. They further state that thirvaijasti (water·rate usually charged on 
irrigated dry lands) is unfairly levied on the dry lands brought under wet cultivation 
by the tenant's own efforts without any help from the zamindar and on dry lande 
irrigated by baling. They urge the need for drainage channels, complain of the lack 
III repairs to irrigation works, and request that the grazing, usufructuary and fishinll 
nghts pertaining to irrigation tanks, • now the monopoly of the zamindars,' may be vested 
in village panchayats. Pointing out that the present collection by the zamindar of 
water·rate on crope like gingelly, chillies, onions, etc., grown "fter paddy crop is har· 
vested is unfair, they urge that the same should be stopped. They stated that in rea
pect of certain lands included under the head • Darimila inams ' for which cesse" alone 
were formerly charged, • unbearable peshkash' has subsequently been levied and 
request that the said peshkash may be reduced • as far as possible' by the Estates 
Land Act Enquiry Committee. In conclusion, they represent that kattubadi which is 
being collected by the zamindars on quit.rent inams and service quit-rent inams in 
respect of wet lands alone to the exclusion of dry lands, looks like water-rate and seems 
to be • unfairly' colleced in view of the fact that the levy made by the mmindara 
on inam lands of the Government and mamul wet lands, etc.. i. improper and pray 
that the same may be cancelled. 

Memorandum by Mr. Yadiglri Venkayya and other ryots of Thetagunta vlJ1age, 
Xotham estate, ThuD! zamlndar1, East Godavari dlatrict. 

The petitioners submit that the poramboke lands lying from the north of the burial 
ground up to the village site of billavaka have been assessed and granted on pattaB, 
that the zamindar has encroached upon all the communal lands claiming the tree .. 
thereon, as his own, that while they were obtaining fuel, wood, earth and stone free 
of cost from time immemorial they are now forced to obtain permits for the same, 
that they do not enjoy the benefit of the forest and that separate registry is not done 
with the result that the lands of joint pattadars are attached for arrears of rent of 
defaulters among them. They complain that there are about 20 tanks in the estate 
whose beds and channels are on a level with the surrounding lauds due to want of 
repairs. that the estate is indifferent to their representations to effect repairs to them, 
that even when the estate sanctions some thousands for the repaIrs, the estate officials 
spend a few hundreds and make • a show' of having done the repairs, • misappropriat. 
ing the rest,' that water sources to the tank are obstructed by the people of villages 
situated higher up and utilized for wet cultivation with the result that they do not 
have sufficient water in their tanka. They pray that the matters stated above may be 
enquired into and justice done to them. 

The file contains another petition from A. Narasimham and others, jeroyitidars and 
holders of service inams of Thetagunta, Timmapuram and Venkatapuram villages 
belonging to Kotham Estate, East Godavari. 

The petitioners submit that the Venkatasetti tank which irrigates their lands receives 
its supply from the hills and waste lands above the tank, that one Appalaraju has 
obstructed the supply channel to the tank at about three furlongs above the tank-bed 
and has been diverting the water to his dry lands and raising wet crops thereon to the 
detriment of the mamul wet lands under the ayacut of the tank, that as the ""id 
Appalaraju could ~ot be dissuaded from obstructing the supply, they submitted two 
petitions to the Diwan of the Kotham Estate in vain, that they have not been able 
to niSEI crops for the last ten years, that the estate has, however, been collecting full 
rente'Irom them by subjecting them to innumerable troubles and tiu"t the laJ?ds under 
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the ayacut of the tank have not been cultivated this year as it is not profitahle. They 
represent that though they pay Rs. 3,000 to the zamindar and Rs. 400 to the Govern
ment for lands under a single tank, the zamindar does not care to effect repairs to it 
and prevent" obstruction to the water sources by the said Appala.ra.ju, that they are too 
poor to give bribes to the Diwan and others to make them evince interest and that 
when they tried to prevent the obstruction themselves, they were threatened with 
murder. They pray that the tank agd the channels may he inspected and remission 
granted to them for this year. (Copies of the petitions submitted by them to the 
Estate and the Deputy Collector, East Godavari, in respect of the obstruction to the source 
of supply to the tank are enclosed in the petition.) 

Memorandum by Eurlmella Ramarayanam anll other ryots of ~udur village, Plttapur 
estate, Cocanada taluk, East Godavari district. 

The petitioners represent that, the survey and settlement of the village having been 
effected about 20 years back, hardship ie caused by the rent being collected as per the. 
extents of a.zmaish accounts, • though the extents, as per survey, work out to only a. 
half of the azmaish area.. , They complain that the cultivation expenses come to Rs. 20 
per acre and conveyance charges for marketting come to Re. 0-2-0 per bag, that the 
kist instalments begin so very early as to inconvenience the tenants a.nd that • while 
practically nothing is left to the tenant,' the village officers • prompted by animosities' 
.ake advantage of joint pattas and collect rents over and over exclusively from certain 
pattadars. leaving alone the others in the joint patta. They allege that the za.mindar 
is showing his high-handedness as regards regulation of water-supply and the 'easing 
out of the grazing and usufructuary rights, etc., contrary to the wishes of the people 
and has been withholding the grant of the customary dues towards the celebration of 
festivities, etc., to the local deity. They further complain that repairs to irrigation 
works are meagre in some cases and nil in other cases and that the incidental rep8dt" 
"harges of breaches, etc., • which ought to be borne by the estate' are • unjustly' 
cnllected from the villagers. They urge the need for widening culverts and providing 
drains and protest against the lack of provision for remission in the event of drought 
or inundation and against the levy of six pies per cart-load of sand or· mud removed 
by tenants from waste and poramboke lands. 

N.B.-Tho petition is addressed to the Secretary. East Godavari District Congress Committee. by the ryots 
of Ponumarthi village. Pittspur estate. Cocanada tsluk. East. Godavari district, and does not bear any signature. 

It is represented that the cultivation expenses of ryots of the village come to Rs. 32 
per acre, thll.t the market for agricultural produce is 7 miles off and that the rent on 
the land is being enhanced and coercive measures are being adopted in the collection 
of arrears of rent. It is complained that among joint pattadars ~ven if some happen 
to have paid up their rents, the outstanding Il.rreaJ:s and collection expenses in respect 
thereof are being collected from one and an of the joint pattadars. It is further stated 
that in spite of several petitions from the villagers, the village does not get the share 
of water-supply due to it from the irrigation tank and that thereby loss is being caused 
to the crops • due to the neglect of duty on the Pll.rt of the esate.' . 

Memorandum by Mr. Saglralu Subbaraju, Raparthi village, Eolanka estata, 
East Godavari cIlstrict. 

The petitioner represents that the village shares water-supply by turns from a. 
oommon source with its sister village Gokivada of Kolanka Thana and that about 40 
years back at a jamabandi nominally held for the purpose, the rent on Raparthi village 
was enhanced by Rs. 1,500 on the grounds that some repairs were effected to the irriga
tion tank and that ever since the rent has been enhanced by Rs. 1,000 once in every 
tnree years at a jamabandi • nominally held' when two or three persons were fed with 
hopes of participation in the management of the village affairs. It is stated that in 
this manner, the demand of the village has been enhanced to Ra. 8,000 by the time the 
Estates Land Act came into force, and that at the same time no repairs worth the 
name have ever been made to irrigation works except in 1904-05 when the feeder 
channel named' pamu ' supplying water to Raparthi tank was cleared of the accumulated 
silt. It is alleged that subsequently the Estate officials, having received some gratifica
tion from the villagers of Gokivada. had closed up the feeder channel of Raparthi village 
to a length of about four furlongs and that on a criminal charge being launched against 
the villagers of Gokivada, the case was dismissed on the evidence tendered by the 
Estate authorities with promises to provide water-supply to Raparthi village through 
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t.he Gokivada. ta.nk. In conclusion the petitioner sta.tes toot being tired of going to 
court, the villagers of Rapa.rthi have been putting up with the ha.rdships in rega.rd to 
the receipt of water.supply which is e&id to be meagre for want of repairs and that one 
Garaga Venkanna has encroached on the old channel area, and prays toot the old channel 
supplying water to Raparthi village may be ecrutinized with reference to records and 
restored. 

liI:emor&ndum by Mr. Pendem Nae;anna and other ryote of Panasapadu, Atcbampeta 
and Xoppavaram villages, Pitta.pur estate, COC!ll!8da taluk, East Godavari district.. 

The petitioners request that the present rents which are excessive may be reduced, 
that the attitude of indifference on the part of the zamindar in the matter of effecting 
repairs to irrigation cl;lannels and drains may be checked and that the old system of 
the zamlDdars advancing money to the tenants for a.gricultural purposes to be recovered 
On the yield may be revived in the interests of both the parties. They urge that provi. 
sion should be made for the grant of remission to meet seasona.l adversities and that 
.. s the present kist months from September are inconvenient, the tenants being then 
hard.pressed for money, the kists should be collected from January onwards. Thev 
wist that notices demanding rents may be issued to all the persons concerned (pattadars. 
undertenants, leaseholders, etc.), and that the distraint of movable may be dispensed 
with. They complain that the water·rate has been enhanced from time to time from 
Re. 2-S-O to Re. 6-4-{) (Rs. 6--11Hi inclusive of cesses) and that a rate of Re. 12 is being 
collected for inam lands and demand their reduction. They pray that adequate drainage 
facilitie# may be provided by widening and deepening the existing drainage channel and 
by digging another to drain away the water to the sea at Vakalapudi. 3 miles oft'. In 
conclusion, they represent that their villages being situated at the tail·end of the channel 
supplying water to Sama.rlakota, Bhimavaram, Vundur and Mamilladoddi, etc., 
villages, they are experiencing difficulties in ihe matter of securing proper water.supply 
and request that a side channel may be exclusively provided for their villages and that 
water may be supplied to them by systematic turns. 

Memor&ndum by Mr. J. VeukateBwarlu, Burugupudy, Jaggampe\ P.O., Peddapur taluk, 
East Godavari district. 

The petitioner represents that formerly when the local tank named Apparayasaga
ramu waa constructed, the lands needed therefor were taken from the ryots of Burugu
pudi either by paying for. them or by giving other lands as compensation for them on 
the understanding that they would be entitled to the free use of the tank water for 
their lands in the village and that contrary to this thirwajasti at varying rates, ae per 
instance 11 maunds of jaggery per acre of sugarcane cultivation, are now being unfairly 
collected. He complains that in spite of all this, the tank-water is drawn out only 
when it is needed for the zamindari seri lands at Katravulapalle, 7 miles off, instead 
of whenever the village ryots are in need of it. He further represents that the ' Kandi ' 
channel formerly meant for clearing away the surplus water of the tank is now utilized 
as the drainage channel of Burugupudy village and as the supply.channel to the zamin
cari lands at Katravulapalli. He compfains that the channel originally being 1~ feet 
deep served well for the clearance of surplus water but that due to disrepair it is not even 
a yard deep at present, that the surplus water of the tank flows over the fields and spoils 
the crops, gives rise to several feuds, contlDues to flow for ten to fifteen days at a stretch 
even after the rains are over and involves a 1088 of Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 15,000 to the 
village. He prays that the necessary repairs may forthwith be effected to the channel, 
that it may be always maintained in good condition and that the village may be enabled 
to receive water-supply whenever needed, free of cha.rge. 

liI:emor&ndum by Mr. Bol1ina Kamayya and some other residente of Xbandrlka Sada 
Kamavaram, Chintalapudi taluk, Chintalapudi Post, • liI:okhasa.' 

I. (a) The ryot is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) (Not given.) 

II. (a) That which is assessed in accordance with the price of the Foduce. 
(b) A fair rent should be determined on the basis of the net income that is left 

after deducting the cost of cultivation from the value of the crop yielded. 
(c) There should be statutory provision for remission. 
(d) A fai .. rent should be fixed permanently onc~ for all 
(e) Yes. 
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ill. (al Powers of collection of rent need not be revised. 
(b) This question does not arise. 
(e) Collection of rent and sale of holdings, etc., to be done through Village 

Panchayat Courts. 
IV. Ca) Tenant. should have inherent rights to water-supply. 

(h) No. 
17. (a) 1[es.. • 

(h) Government should undertake the work and then recover the cost from th(l 
landlord. 

VI. The landlord should not demand any such levies. 
VII. (a) Tenauts aL present have no right to lise natural facilities for the purpose 

of grazing cattle and for agricultural implements. They should be given these rights. 
(h) Tenants should have rights to use them for domestic and agricultural pur-

poses. 
(,,) Both zalllindars and ryots should have rights. 

VIII. (al l'he Provincial Government should maintain irrigation sources and worka 
and recover the cost from the landlord. 

(b) l'he Provincial Government have the power to execute them. 
kl Such power. should be applied by the Government SfIO moto. 

IX. There should be yearly jamabandi. 
X. Undertena~ts should have DO lights. 

(al Yes. 
(b) Disputes of ryots should be tried in special courts. 

XII. (al l'he ryot should be eVICted by instituting proceedings in specio.! courts. 
(b) The law does not require allY revision. 

Memorandum by Mr. Penupotla Sat yam, etc., ryots of Subbampeta village, Plttapur 
estate,. East Godavari district. 

1. (al Society is the real proprietor of the soil. As the Government is the agent of 
society, it has become the proprietor of the soil. The tenant should, therefore, get full 
rights from the Government without any obstruction of intermediaries. 

(bl The ryot should have all the rights connected with the cultivation of the soil 
such as growing trees, cutting them, constructing houses and sheds and digging of 
wens, etc. 

II. (alOne-sixth of the net income on the land is a fair and equitable rent. Net 
income is arrived at by deducting the cost of seeds, labour, work done by the members of 
the ryots' own family, maintenance of cattle, etc., from the value of the total produce 01 
the land. 

(bl A fair rent should be fixed with reference to the nature of the soil, irrigation 
facilities, nature of rainfall, i.e., whether the fainfall is too much or too scanty, the extent 
to which the land depends for its water-supply upon rainfall, the prices prevailing, market
ing facilities like roads and distance from towns. Rents in za.mins may be compared with 
the rates prevailing in the Government ryotwari villages. Since the productivity of the 
soil depends upon the solvency or otherwise of the ryot, the economic condition of the !Jot 
should also be taken into account. 

(e) There should be a statutory provision for remission. Remissions should be 
granted in accordance with the following procedure :-

(1) Whenever there is failure of crops, Government officers should, on the recom
mendation of village panchayats, personally visit the places and send their 
reports. The zamindari officials should bave neither the power of making 
enquiry nor of granting remissions. The Provincial Government to have such 
rights. Zamindars cannot be impartial in these matters on account of self. 
interest and political bias. 

;2, What a full crop is in respect of every land should be determined on the 
basis of • tharam.' If the yield is only a half of this full crop or less than 
a half. remission as a rule should be granted. 

(d) A fair rent should be fixed permanently once for aD. 
(8) Yes. . 

m. (a) The present provisions relating to collection of rent need revision. 
(b \ Power of collection of rent should be taken away from the rent collectors of 

zamindars and entrusted to Government officials and village panchayata. Very often 
four or five ryota possess lands under one patta and the zamindar worries the ryot who 
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has paid the rent for the default of another. It is therefore a.dvisable to carry out settle
ment operations and issue separate pattas after determining the actual extent of each 
ryot' 8 land. 

(e) l'he Government to take over the responsibility of collection of rent and rec.). 

ver the cost thereof from zamindars. 
IV. (a) Lands registered as • wet' have an inherent right to all natural water

sources. But in the case of those lands which have to depend completely upon rainfall, 
the ryots occupying such lands may make agreements with the zamindar, if they require 
water-supply from the estate water projects and canala. 

(b) l'he landholder has no superior right in the natural water-sources. The right 
of the landlord in water-sources is only to the extent of maintaining them and keeping 
them in good condition and repair. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) Since the ryot is not in a position to bear even a portion of the cost, and since 

the zamindar also stands to gain very much, the whole cost is to be borne by the zaminda.r. 
VI. The landlord cannot demand any such levies in addition to the rent proper. 
VII. (a) The zamindari ryota should have such rights. Ryots are not allowed to 

cut trees planted and grown by themselves on the ground that all the trees in zamin 
lands belong to the zamindar prior to 1908. 

(6) The ryot should have an inherent right in this respect. 
(e) The landholder claims all right over burial-grounds, tank-bunds, canal bunds, 

porambokes, etc. Properly speaking, rights over public paths, communal lands and forest 
porambokes belong to the society (the public). Village panchayats should, therefore, be 
.entrusted with full control over them. 

vm. (a) (1) All minor irrigation works should be placed under the authority of 
village panchayats. (2) All the major works should be taken over by the Government 
and maintained and repaired by experienced Public Works Department officers. All 

. -charges incurred in this connexion to be recovered from the zamindar. 
(b) The Provincial Government should posse!lS such rights. 
(c) Such powers should be exercised by the Provincial Government BUO moto. 

IX. There should be yearly jamabandi for zamin viUages as is the case with Gov
.ernment ryotwari villages. 

X. The undertenant should be granted remission of rent in proportion to the land 
rent he pays to the tenant. He should also be permitted to pay rent in instalments like 
the tenant. The crops cultivated by the undertenant should also be subjected to the 
.zamindar's rent. 

XI. (a) If (b) Special courts consisting of Government officers and popular repre
sentatives of the area concerned should be constituted and disputes between landholders 
'and tenants tried therein. 

XU. The lands under unauthorized occupation should be assessed a.t rates of rent 
applicable to adjacent lands and pattas should be issued to the tenants con~emed in 
respect of them. As a sort of punishment, double the rate of rent should be collected 
for the first year. No other relief need be given to the za.mindar. 

In addition to answering the questionnaire, the petitioners request that the follow
ing points may also be considered :-

(1) Rents are now being collected in instalments from September to December 
in most of the estates. This system should be changed and rent collected from 
March to June in four instalments. 

(2) Huge arrears of rent are due to the fact that zamindars did not grant remis. 
sion when crops had failed. These arrears should either be writ, ten oll' or 8 

moratorium declared until the Government pa~sed tbe Agriculturists' Debt Relief 
Act. 

(3) Zamindars let out water from tanks in the month of K"rtika (Telut!"11 month 
corresponding to N ovemberl and thereby cause weat hard~hiJ> to villager. and 
their cattle during summer. It is therefore requested that arrangements may 
6e made to stock water in tanks throughout the year. 

Memorandum by the zamID ryots of Sirlpuram vlllacre, Siripuram estate, Palakonda WIlk, 
V'lZ8gapatam district. 

(Note.-This petition is exactly identical 'with petition No. 260 dealt with above.) 

Memorandum by the ryota of Gobburu village of Rajam 'l'ana, BobblH zamlnc!arl. 

(Note.-This petition is exactly identical with petition No. 257 dealt with above.l 
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Memorandum by the ryota o!
I. (a) Byot. 

(b) A zamindar is otherwise an agent that collects a legal share which befalls to the 
Government, out of the crop produce of the field. A zamindar has no other righti except 
the right of collecting such rents. So long as the ryot remits the Government's shartl 
out of the crop produce, he has an inalienable right over the land. The" kudivaram " 
right belonged to the ryot before the Estates Land Act came into being. 

II. (a) It is justifiable to fix the rate of rent not exceeding one-eighth of the whole 
produce of the field, taking example of the ryotwari rent rate_ 

.\b) (i) The nature of the land, soil, the status of the adjoining ryotwari lands, 
and the class. 

(ii) The measures of improvements which the zamindar made with regard to 
the water-supply for the irrigation purposes. 

(iii) The expenses which the ryot has to meet with for his cultivation. 
(iv) The sources of the water-supply. 
(v) The market rate of the various produces of the land, convenience of markets 

to deliver the produce, roads and the other necessary comforts. 
(vi) The family expenses of the ryot, seeds for the coming year, the amount of 

money which should necessarily be not aside to purchase the irrigation implements. 
(vii) A subsidy to avoid scarcity of provisions and to invest upon khadi and 

other rural industry to be occupied during the period of rest from cultivation. 
(e) Yes. The land rent must be refunded when the cultivation is utterly ruined 

either owing to. excess of floods, or either from scarcity of water or when the water is 
not supplied by the zamindar's sheer negligence. The rent is to be dismissed completely 
when whole or more than three-fourths of the crop produce goes to ruins. If half the 
produce is ruined, half of the rent is to be refuuded. 

(d) The amount of kist need not be settled once for all. But some regulations or 
rules can be framed to decide a reasonable rent. That must be known to the ryot. 
The power of rating the rent according to the rules or regulations must be vested either 
to the officials of the Government or to the court. 

(e) The Government should reserve for itself such rights. They must be 
promulgated subject to some conditions. The appeal over them must be either to the 
civil court or special court. 

III. (a) An amendation is indispensable. 
(b) The right of distraining a movable property together with crop produce must 

be dispensed with. Some more rules must be framed in connexion with the field auction. 
Either personal or registered notices must necessarily be served at the time either of 
tlistraint or of auction, to the patta owners, joint tenants and mortgagees. The method 
"fcoll~cting rents may be considered to effect the method of ryotwari villages. 

(e) (i) The legally authorized agent of the zamindar must be publicly declared 
in the Villages. 

(ii) The privileges of remitting the rents through posts and through Government 
t1·e ... uries must be multiplied. 

(iii) 'fhree equal kisties must be arranged for every fasli in the middle of 
January with regard to the instalments of paying the rents. 

(iv) If the owner of a separate piece, in a joint patta remits a legal or reasonaV16 
!"ate of rent to that particular separate piece of land, the zamindar, in order to collect 
the Lltlance of income of the whole patta, must take action against the remaining share
holder,; holding the respective places of that pattas, beforehand. 

(v) The payments must be credited to the current year and also to the year 
pl'cvious to the current year; and the collected rent should under no circumstances be 
tredited to the past faslis unless the ryot concerned complies to the same, in writing. 

\ vi) The zamindar must inform the ryot if the latter requests him, paying the 
postal, and other needful expenses, concerning the details as to the remittances of rent 
made by the various ryots enjoying the possession of the respective pattas. 

(vii) Suits against rents must be filed only in the civil courts. 
(viii) The rent suits must be of reduced stamp duties to effect a small cause 

nature. 
(ix) All the rent suits not exceeding Re. 50 must be arranged to be filed in 

the village courts. 
(x) Distraint and auction notices must be served to all 88 mentioned in 

paragraph (b). 
(xi) If the zamindar happens to purchase a land, in an auction sale, the ryot 

must be allowed to reserve the right of preserving the land for himself, provided he paya 
the overdue rent, interest, and other legal expenses within a year. 
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IV. (a) The w&ter right ie insep&rable with the land right of the ryot that cultivat9 
just by the side ot water resources. Contr&eta may be &rr&nged to supply water by 
means of speci&l new canals, to the mnds situating &t some dist&nce. But the contr&et 
rates must subject to certain conditions to &void fluctuation and request enhancement of 
r&tes. The question &s to whether a land includes in the ayseut must be independent 
of the &uthority of the zamind&r. They must be settled either by the Government or 
by civil court. 

(b) Zamindar has no, more rights. It i8 wrong on the part of the zamindar to 
claim that right. The improving of the water sources is incumbent on the zamindBr 
simply because he is reg&rded as a benefactor. He can collect in the manner of rents 
for the expenses from the I&nds that have not been regarded as the ordinary wet mnds. 
The zamindar should not attempt to draw any profit over them. The water rights must 
be settled strictly &eeording to the conditions provided in the Act inste&d of &llowing the 
z&mindari employees to exerciee over them. 

V. (al Yes. 
It is necessary to proceed to survey and to settle the records of rights. M&ny 

estates h&ve not been surveyed even to this day. It is the origin of many a dispute. In 
such c&ses the disputes &re being settled by the employees of the zamindar and their 
decieion is final &nd without appeal. The zamindars have not been taking care to survey 
their estates. The survey must of course be introduced and the survey settlements must 
be made forthwith. 

Joint pattas must necessarily be sep&rated when the ryot desires, and necessary 
&rrSngements must be made in the Act to effect the tmnsfer of pattas. 

(bl The zamindar and Government must bear it. It is not necessary that the 
ryot should be&r it, nor &re they financially in a state to be&r them. 

VI. No. In olden days when the income of the zamindars is too low the ryots used 
to enjoy many privileges when the income of the zamindar used to reverb&te into tho 
villages. The circumstances of now&days are far from being such. There ie IlO rea.aon 
to collect additional commission as &part from the rents fixed in pattas. 

VII. (a) There used to be a right for the ryot, before the Estates Land Act came 
to function, to graze his cattle, to get manure &nd wood for the implements of cultivation 
from the forests as well as from the meadows of the zamindar, gratis. Since the advent 
of Estates Land Act, the zamindars usurped the old said rights of the ryots and made 
them their own property. Therefore, for the ryots, cert&in rights must be reserved 
decisively to use the forests and meadows as they used to do in old times. Some rules 
may be imposed on the ryots to guard the trees and forests from being damaged. Certain 
privileges should be shown to the poor ryot that does not possess a meadow of his own. 
The forests, meadows, uncultivated and barren lands must be left for the common benefit 
of the villagers. 

(b) The ryot must have a full right to use them, and the zamindar may use them 
along with the ryot. To avoid disputes and the consequent ruin of them; and to make 
certain arrangement by framing some rules; so that the privilege of them may be enjoyed 
1D common; and to vest those powers in the absolute authority of village panchayats. 
In the event of certain matters, pertaining to the zamindar, called on to be decided, the 
privilege of allowing the representative of the zamindar in the board, may be granted. 
If a forest belongs to many villages the powers of managing over it must be vested to the 
authorities of the district board or to the Government. Thp zamindar may use them 
for themselves, subject to a condition (paying & probable licence fees), as may safeguard 
the rights of the ryot. 

,vm. (a) The big water sources and small water sources must be under the control of 
the Government and village panchayats, respectively. The zamindars Dlay assume powers 
of managing over them as trustees only. The z&mindar may water his fields situating 
within the ayacut, along with the other fields. 

(b) The rules and water rights of an ayacut must be fixed by the Government 
only. The zamindar needs must, &S a trustee repair the water sources. In the event 
of his failing to do the same, the consequent failure of crop must be made good to effect 
refund of rent. The ryot must have a right to collect such refund of rent. The Govern
ment must reserve fo~ itself. certain special powers to repair the water sources, if necessary. 
even though the zammdar IS reluctant of it. 

(c) The Governmeut must exercise through the officials concerned, in person. 
At present the zamindars are not taking an adequate intere.t in the same. The 
ryots have neither the knowledge sufficient nor the courage. They will be afraid oC 
the est&te employees. Fresh arrangements may be mati'! for the convenience and 
benefit of the ryot and expenses thereof may be collected from the ryots to whom 
the benefit accrues. In this the zamindar should not desire any profit. ' 
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IX. An annual jamabandi is indispensable. In the annual jama.bandi the encroach. 
ment. of lands, intended for common benefit, the loss of crop, the measures to ba 
taken for the annual repairs of the tanks and canals, and disputes arising from overdue 
rents, may be dealt with and decided. The annual introduction of jamabandi will keep 
close the ties and foment the faith of ryots and consequently the zamindar w.ill have 
an occasion to realize and have the consciousness of their responsibilities. 

X. Some of the patta-owners possessing large areas of land are like the zamin
dars. Certain wise rules must be frained against their untimely and unreasonable 
attempts to increase taxation and removing their tenants from those lands which they 
do not, on such an event, mean to reserve them for self-cultivation. 'l'he landowner 
must have a right to remove a tenant only when the latter iucurs trouble to the ll!.ud
(>wner by way of eluding to pay the rent in time. He mllst be allowed to reserve the 
right of pa.ying the rent to the zamindar on hi. behalf and the balance to the patt .... 
owner. He must be allowed to reserve the usual privileges along with the other ryots. 

XI. (a) This power ought not to be vested to the Revenue Board. In this con· 
nexion the power of finally deciding a matter must be vested either to the special 
tribunal court or to the High Court. 

(b) They must be decided in civil court. If a specia.! court is intended to be 
sta.rted, the court must be of veteran la.wyers or men of great experience in law and 
justice. 

XII. (a) If II ryot encroaches a land belonging to the estate, the zamindar may 
collect from him a. legal and reasonable rent from that ryali, The zamindar should 
not ask such ryots to quit the land unless for special adequate reasons as reserving that 
particular land for him to be cultivated. 

The tank-beds, barren and other uncultivated lands must be removed from the 
occupation of the ryot and handed over to village panchayats. 

(b) Such amounts may be given as the first mortgage on the land. 
When the agraharams· happen to be under the control, either of an association or 

Some two or three people, they can be considered as estates. When they are alienated 
and happen to fall into possession of small inamdars, it is not reasonable to deprive 
such inamdars of the " kudivaram " right. 

The ryot must have an equal right with the zamindar over mines that may be 
found in the jirayati lands. 

Memorandum by Mr. D. Hanumanta Ran, General Secretary, Rajahmundry Taluk Ryota' 
Association, dated Undeswarapuram, the 27th November 1937. 

I. (a) The ryot who cultivates the land. 
(b) Zamindar is only the agent of the Government created for the sole purpose 

of collecting the revenue but the ryot has ~ot the sole right of the land as long as he 
pa.ys the rent. 

II. (a) The fair and equitable rent is one which will be fixed on the net income of 
the cultivator. 

(b) The net income, i.e., after taking away the agricultura.l expenditure and 
the maintenance of the cultivator's family from the gross income. of the cultivatori i" 
to be charged in gradation. 

(e) Yes. Rent should not be collected when the gross income is less than 
the sum of the agricultural expenses and the cost of maintenance of the cultivator's 
family. 

(d) .It i~ advisable to enunciate principles to deter~ine what is a fair and equitable 
rent, leavmg It to the officer or court concerned to arrIve at the fi!!Ure in consultation 
with the ryot representatives. b 

(e) The Provincial Government must have reserve powers to revise alter or 
reduce only hy legislation. ' 

III. (a) The powers of collection of rent now given to landholders under Madras 
Estates Land Act require revision. 

(hi The vi~lag" panchayat (elected on IOtlult franchise) must collect the rent. 
And after deductmg the (1) expenses for colle.ction, (2) cost of maintaining irrigation 
sources an~ works, (3) peshkash, (4) locaJ C:88, etc., the remaining Bum must be given 
to the zammdar. If the total rent col1ected IS less than "the sum of 1 2 3 4 remission 
of peshkash should be gTanted. ' , , • 

(e) The procedure will be simple and les8 costly only when it was handed over 
to the village panchayats. 
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IV. (a) The rights of the ryot to water-supply inherent as being appurtenant t.o 
the land. 

(b) The landholder has no right at all ill the water-source. He was only a 
mere trustee entrusted with the duty of equitable supply of water t.o the lands under 
the source. 

V. (a) All the estates should be compulsorily surveyed and records of rights 
maintained. 

(b) The cost should be borne by the Government and its agent in proportion 
of the pesbkash and the net income to the zamindar on the estate. 

VI. The zamindar should be prohibited by statute from demanding any levies, 
customary or otherwise, from ryots. 

VII. (a) Cultivators should be allowed to utilize free of cost the local natural 
facilities such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure, wood for agricultural 
implements, etc. 

(b) The cultivators have got inherent right to use them free of cost for their 
domestic and agricultural purposes. 

Agricultural labourers have got the fight to bring head·loads (firewood) free of 
cost even for seIling. 

(c) Public paths, communal lands and hill and forest porambokes were intended 
for the use of all villagers. Neither the ryot nor the zamindal' has no right to encroach 
upon such lands. All the villagers have got collective right to use. 

VIII. (a) The capacity and the extent of the irrigation source, condition of the 
supply channels, the extent of the ayacut, etc., the principles followed by the Govern
ment in ryotwari should be the guiding principles for the purpose of maintaining irriga
tion source and works. 

(b) The Provincial Government should immediately take control of all irrigation 
sources and works in all the zamindaris and proceed as in ryotwari villages. 

(e) Such powers should be vested in the Government to be applied 8UO moto und 
on application by parties. . 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is necessary. 
X. ~'he cultivator of the land must have the 801e right of the land as long a8 he 

pays the rent. He must be given patta. 
XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should not be the tinal appellate or revisional 

authority in proceedings between the zamindar and the ryot. The High Court of 
Judicature should be the such final tribunal. 

(b) The village panchayats should be empowered to try all suits existing between 
the zaInindar and the ryots. 

Other things. 

t. The kists in zamindari villages must be changed as in ryotwari villages. 
2. The cultivators must have full right on trees in his land even though they exias 

before 1908. 
3. Zamindars must be prohibited from cultivating more than 50 acrea of land. 
e. All aBaTa and cheri lands must be given to the ryots without nazarana. 

P. liANUMANTHA RAo, 
General Secretarr. 

Memorandum by Mr. Mattapalli Gangarow and others, zamlndari ryota of Samarlakota, 
Bhimavaram, Jagammagaripeta, etc., villages, Cocanada taluk, East GGdavari 
diStrict. 

I. (a) The tenant. 
(b) The zamindar is only the agent of the Government for collecting the rent. 

He hilS no other rights. The tenant has every right so long as he pays the rent. 
il. (a) A rate not exceeding one-eighth of the total produce from the land as in the 

ryotwari v:iUages. If the zamindar does not undertake the work of collection and repairs 
to iIrigation works, the expenses connected with them should be deducted. 

(b) (1) Nature of the soi) , its fertility and the class and taram of the adjoining 
Government lands. 

(2) Irrigation facilities provided and improvements t.o land made by th" 
zaInindar. 
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(3) Cultivation expenses, etc., of the ryot. 
(4) Water sources. 
(5) Prices of crops and marketing and transport facilities. 
(6) Ryot's family expenses, cost of seed, implements, etc. 
(7) Provision for famine times and cottage industries dunng leisure hours. 

(e) Yes. Remission should be ~anted on account of seasonal conditions and 
failure of water-supply due to the negligence of the zamindar. Full remission should 
be granted in the case of total or three-fourths failure, while half-remission should be 
granted for half-failure. 

(d) Need not be seWed once for aU. The principles guiding the fixation of equitable 
rent may be laid down. These should be made known to the ryot. The power to fix 
the amount of rent may vest in tbe Government officials or the courts. 

(e) Yes. The Government should have powers to take executive action through 
their settlement officers. An appeal should lie to the court or special tribunal_ 

ill: (a) Yes. Require revision_ 
(b) Aummary distraint of movables and crops should go. ReRtrictions should be 

placed in the matter of distraint of land. Notice of attachment and 9ale of land should 
be given to all those interested in it to the knowledge of the zamindar,by registered 
post. The system of collection on the lines obtaining in Government villages may also 
be adopted. 

Also, (1) The person authorized to collect rent on behalf of the zamindar should 
be notified in the village. 

(2) Provision to make remittances through post and Government treasuries 
should be made. 

(3) Rent may be collected in three equal instalments beginning from the middle 
of January. 

(4) If one of the loint pattadars pays the rent for his share in the patta land, 
the zamindar should proceed only against the other shares of the patta for arrears due 
on those shares. 

(5) Payments made should be adjusted to the current fasli and the fasli imme
dnt~ly preceding it. They should not be adjusted for the arrears of previous faslia 
without the written consent of the tenant. 

(6) On request from a tenant and on payment by him of postage, the zamindar 
should give him particulars regarding the amount paid by each of the joint pattadars 
towards the rent due on the patta. 

(7) All proceedings in rent suits to be conducted only in civil courts. 
(8) Rent suits should be treated as small causes and bear reduced stamp duty. 
(9) Provision may be made for instituting suits for petty rents not exceeding 

Rs. 50 in village courts. . 
(10) Notice of attachment and sale to be served on all the parties mentioned in 

the previous paragraph (b). 

(11) If the zamindar himself purchases the land in sale, the tenant should hav~ 
the right to have the land restored to him on payment of arrears, interest and reasonable 
expenses within one year of the sale. 

IV. (a) The right of t.he. tenant to ~at~r-supply is inherent a. heing appurtenant to 
the land, when the land IS m the proxImIty of sources of water-supply; but in other 
cases the tenant may enter into contract with the landlord. Statutory provision should 
however be made that excessive rates lire not charged. Whether or not a land should be 
included in an ayacut or near to it should bl!> decided by the Government or a civil court. 
It should not be left to the discretion of the zamindar. 

(b) The zamindar has DO superior right. As the melvaramdar, he may be made 
responsible for the maintenance and repair of irrigation sources. He may collect the 
amount necessary for the same by charging water-rate on lands which are not mamul wet. 
He should not !'lake any profit out of this. Distribution of water should be governed by 
clear, statutory provisions. 

V. (a) The estates. should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained oompulsorily_ 
(b) The Government and the zamindar should share the cost. 

VI. No. 

II-I' 
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VIT. (a) The tenants had the right to utilize the local natural facilities such .. 
grazing, etc., free of cost before the passing of the :Madras Estates Land Act. But snbse
quently the zamindars have encroached upon this right. The right previously enjoyed 
by the tenants should be restored to them. The zamindar may be permitted to levy a fee 
on such tenants, to meet the expenses of guarding the forests, etc., but the poor rvots should 
have the right to use the natural facilities free of cost. Forest and hill poran".bokes and 
-communal lands should be made to serve the community in the village as a whole. 

(e) The tenants as well as the zamindar may WUl them in common. Hill and fores& 
· porambokes may be managed by village panchayats. If they are common to several 
v'Jlages, they may be managed either by the district board or the Government. The 
zamindar also may use them on payment of a reasonable fee, without infringing the rights 
of the tenants. 

VITI. (a) The major works should be controlled by the Government and the minor 
.ones by village panchayats. Zamindars may only have powers.of management as trustees. 
Like other ayacutdars, they may also use the water to irrigate their own lands. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) Government to apply such powers suo motu as the ryots are ignorant and timid 

and are afraid of the estate officials. 

IX. Yes. 

X. Yes. Tenant should have the right to evict the under-tenant, only when he fails to 
pay the rent. He should be allowed to enjoy all rights in common with the other tenants. 

XI. (a) No. The Board of Revenue should not have such powers. These should 
; vest in a special tribunal and the High Court. 

(b) Civil courts. If special courts are constituted, they should be presided over by 
· persons possessing sound knowledge of law. 

XII. (a) The zamindar is entitled to charge a fair rent. The tenant should not be 
'evicted unless the zamindar really wants the land for a bona fide private purpose. 

(b) These may be made the first charge on the land. 

A dditional matter. 

1. Agraharam villages may be treated as estates when they belong to one or two 
persons or bodies. When they belong to several inamdars, each owning a small portion, 
.it i~ not just that the inamdars should not have the kudivaram right. 

2. The ryot should have equal mining rights in the jirayati land with the zamindar. 

Memorandum by Mr. Abbireddi ItaJlgi Reddl and other ryota of NaguIapaIIe vll1age, 
Pittapur taluk, Pittapur Estate, East Godavari district. 

I. (a) The tenant. 
(b) The tenant should have all the rights necessary for cultivation. 

II. (a) A fair rent is a rent which does not exceed one-sixth of the net income from 
land. Net income means the income after deductmg all cultivation expenses and the 
cost of maintaining the tenant's family. 

(b) The considerations are-
(1) Taram of the land with reference to the kind of soil and irrigation facilities; 
(2) amount of rainfall and seasonal adversities in respect of lands depending on 

rainfall; 
(3) prices and ma.rketing facilities; and 
(4) the ra.tes obtaining in the adjoining Government villages and the economic 

condition of the ryot. 
(e) Yes. Remission should be granted when the crops fail. On the recommenda

tion of village panchayats, Government staff should inspect the affected pJaces snd report 
to Government. The estate officials should have no power in this matter. Remission 
should be granted as a mle, when the yield is eight annas or less. 
· (d) Should be settled once for aD. 

(e) Yes. They should have such powers. 
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m. (a) Revision necessary. 
, (b) The powers of collection should be withdra",n from the zamindar and vested 

in the'Government officials who should take the help of village panchayats. 
(e) Th~ G~vernment to take the responsibility of collection and to recover the 

expenses of distraint, etc., from the zamindar. , 
IV. Ca) The right .to water-supply is,.inherent as being appurtenant to wet land. In 

the case of dry land llTlgated by proJects newly constructed by the zamindar, it is a matter 
of contract. 

(b) No superior rights. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindar should bear the entire cost. 

VI. No. 

VII. (a) The tenants should be entitled to the use of natural facilities free of cost. 
The, tihould have the right over trees in their holdings. 

(b) They should be allowed to enjoy them free of cost or on payment of nominal 
hcence fees. 
, (e) These should be reserved for communal purposes and full control over them' 

&hould vest in village panchayats. 

VIII. (a) The minor irrigation works should be under the control of village panchayats, 
",hile the major irrigation works should be under the control of the Government through 
the Public Works Department officials. The C)Ost of repairs should be recovered from 
zamindars. 

(b) The Government should pass legislation bringing all irrigation works in zamin
,laris under their control. 

\e) '1'0 be applied by Government SUO 'motu. 

IX, Yes, as in the Goyernment villages. 

X. The tenant should 'grant 'the undertenant remIssIon similar to that which he 
himself secures. The undertenant should be allowed to pay the tenant in instalments, 
ill the SRme way as the tenant pays his rent to the zamindar. The crops raised by the 
under.tenant should be liahle to the rent due to the zamindar. 

XI. Special courts composed of Government officials and' representatives of peOple' 
lillit''ba '~onstituted to decide cases; 

XII. (a) The adjoining rate should be charged and the land should be given on patta 
to the encroacher. A penal rate of twice the rent should be charged for the first year 
alone. The zamindar should have no other relief. • 

(b) (No answer.) 

Additional matter. 
1. Rent should be collected in four monthly instalments from March. 
2. Arrears of rent to be written off, or their collection to be suspended until legislation 

,R made in the matter. I 
S. Water is now let out by t,he zamindar and the tank-beds are leased out for culti\'a

tion to the detriment of standing crops and cattle. This should be, stopped. 
4. Collection of taxes levied on certain service inams should be stopped. 
5. 'Provision should be made for the removal of tirvajasti charged on certain, dry landa 

brought under wet cultivation, by ryots' own efforts. 
6. Tirvajasti levied on dry lands irrigated by baling should be removed. 

Memorandum by the IImlndari 1'1ots of P. Vemavaram, Cocanada tsIuk, East Godavari 
dlstricl, dated 29th November 193'1. 

T. (a) Ryot. 
(h) Zamindar is the agent who collects the lawful .hare of the Government· 

from the produce of the land. Excepting such right of collection, no other right hB8 
the zamindar for him. As long as the Government's share is paid, the ryot has every 
,;ght over his land and before the Fstates Land Act the right of kudivaram belonged to 
the ryot ouly. 

'n-I4-A 
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n. (a) In the ryotwari villages it is proper that the revenue should be taken ... 
rates ~nd determined at the rates of one-eillhth of gross produce. If the burden of 
bearing the cost of collection, water-supply, etc., does not rest upon the zamindar. then 
that must also be deducted. 

(b) (1) Nature of the soil, fertility of the soil, class of the ryotwari. lands near 
and their capacity. 

(2) Arrangements made for the irrigation by the zamindar. 
(3) Expenses for cultivating the fields. 
(41 Water facilities. 
(5) Conveniences for traffic and sale of goods and the prices of commodities. 
(6) The total sum that can be deducted for the family dxpenses of the ryot, 

buying seeds for the next year and buying tools. 
(7) To help him to be rid of fllmine and to help him to work cottage industries 

in his leisure time when he hilS no work . . 
. (e) Yes. Remission of revenue should be given in cases· of drought, floods, 

and want of water-supply by the zamindar. If the crop fails fully or three·fourths then the 
remission should be given to the full extent; in cases of haIf failure remission to be 
given only to the extent of half. 

(d) Thetotlll tax need not be fixed once for all. But principles for lawful and 
reasonable fixation of tax should be formed. That must be known to the rvot. The 
power to determine the amount of tax accordmg to the ahove principles must be invested 
either in the courts or Government servants. 

(e) The Government must be invested with such powers and they must be 
enforced through proper channels. Either the civil court.s or official courts established 
for this purpose must have power to hear appeals over these. 

m. (a) Change is required. 
(b) The right of attaching the crop and the movable property must go and strict 

rules should btl followed in auctioning the lands. In cases of attachment and auction 
of lands, the pattadars, jointdars, those who took the land as mortgages and the ryotR 
known to the zamindar must be notified either by registered post or in person. 
MethoJs of collection of tax in the ryotwari villages must be considered. 

1. It must be clearly announced in whom the authority of collecting the tall 
on behalf of the zamindar is invested. 

2. The oonveniences to pay the tax through post or Government trelllDry muM 
be .increased. 

3. The tax to be paid in three equal instalments from the middle of January 
in every fasH. • 

4. If a jo.int holder of a land pays his share of tax, for the remaining tax, the 
zamindar to proceed against only· on the remaining joint pattadars and their holdings. 

5. Collections to be credited for the arrears of the past and present years. 
With the written consent of the ryot, the payments should not be credited Cor the paat 
year's arrears. 

6. When the ryot deserves and pays for postal expenses, the zamindar ill to 
supply the details as to which pattadar has paid and how much he hili paid. 

7. The suits for revenue to be filed in civil courts.only. 
8. 'I'hese suits to be oonsidered as small cause suits on decreased stamp duties. 
\!. Arrangements are to be made to file Suit8 of this sort for amounts les8 

than Rs. 50 .in village munaif.' court.. 
10. Attestation notices and auction notices to be issued to all the people 

mentioned in the B paragraph. 
11. If the zamindar himself buys the lands, the ryot must have the power 

to get back the land if he pays the arrears, .interest and the expenses incurred legally. 

TV. (a) Those that are by the side of water-streams, have the inherent right of 
enjoying the water. When water is supplied to the lands a .little far off by special 
canals then oontract system can be arranged, but the ratee must not be bright. Whether 
a land CBl1 be placed in the .... yacut .. mud he determined by the Government or civil 
~ourts and not by the zamindar. . 

(b) Zamindar has uo greater ryots. It is wrong to count it as his own but he 
must look after their welfare and keep them safe. The expenses incurred for that can 
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be collected in the shape of tax from lands which are not law. The zamindari sho~d 
not. get any profits out of it. These rights of water-supply must be enforced by stnd 
rules and not according to the whims and fancies of zamindari officials. 

V. (a) Yes, surveying and recording of rights is necessary. In many estates 
no survey has taken place till now causing money disputes in consequence an~ then 
the word of the zamindari official onlx is the deciduary factor in settling the dISpute. 
The zamindars are not taking care to have the lands surveyed and so compulsory survey 
must take place. 

(b) Conveniences must be made in the Act to separate and approve the joint 
pattab when desired so by the ryot. 

VI. No. Long before the zamindar's income was little and even that income was 
returned back in doing good for the villagers. But there are no such circumstances. 
So there is no right to collect any additional taxes. 

VII. (a) Before the Estates Land Act, the ryot had the ptivilege to enjoy freely 
the forests and falJows for manure, grazing and agricultural implements. But from 
the time of thA Act, the zamindars are enjoying them as their own giving no privileges 
to the ryot. 

So the above rights or privileges should be confirmed. Rules must be framed 
to stop competition and to BtOp the spoiling of the trees and forests, etc., and for the 
upkeep of these forests, trees. etc., a smalJ licence fee can be collected from the rich. 
For those who have no porambokes for their animals to graze must be allowed fre.ely and 
I,hese ·pommbokes, etc., must be the common propertv of the village.. . . 

(c) The ryote must have full rights to use them and along WIth them the zamm
dar can make use of them. The village panchayats must manage these forests, 
porambokes, etc., and keep them in good conaition after the rules are framed for such. 
Arrangements can be made for the r~presentative of the zamindar to take part in the 
meeting of the board when it discusses matters regarding the zamindars. When the 
forest belongs to many villages, it must be managed by the Government or the district 
board. Without loss to the ryots, the zamindars can make use of them after paying a 
licence fee. 

VIII. (a) Big water streams must belong to the Government and the small and 
the villa/!,e panchayats, zamindars must have authority only to manage as trustees. 
Along with the other lands in the ayacut the zamiudar can take water for his canals. 

(b) The Government only should determine the rules for the ayacut, and water
dupply. As trustee, the zamindar· should repair water resources and if it is not done so, 
nnd if the crop fails 8S a result, the ryot should be given remission. Even if the 
zamindar is not willing, the Government should have the special powers to repair them. 

(c) Either through their officials or the Government itseli should enforae their 
authority. At present the zamindars have no care about these, while the ryot, having 
IJO courage, is afraid of the estate officials. Expenses incurred in making these con
veniences should be recovered in the form of rates from the ryots profited by this. By 
this the zamindar should not expect any profit. 

IX. Every year there should be jamabandi when the disputes regarding encroach-· 
ments, failure of crops, tanks, canals, encroachment of group-lands, etc., must be 
decided. By the zamindari the confidence of the ryots increases and the zamin<1ar 
will devote more care. 

~..:. Some pllttadars, with wide lands, are like zamindars and arrangements should 
be made not to increase the revenue, and not to dismiss the lease-holders from lands 
which they find unnecessary for own cultivation. The lease-holders must be dis
missed only when they do not pay in time and cause delay. The lease-holder should 
be empowered to pay the tax to the zamindar and to pay over the remainder to the 
pattadar. He must have the privilege of the group along with other ryots. 

XI. (a) This right should not be in the Revenue Board. The final word in thia 
matter should be in a special tribunal or the highest court. 

(bl These must be only in the civil court. If special court is established onl" 
I'Xperienced people sbould be appointed. • 

XII. (a) If any estate land is encroached the zamindar can extract the lawful tall. 
from him on that encroached land. Unless the zamindar requires it for his OWJ\ nse 
really, he must not diamiss such holders. 

The tank-beds, village fallows, porambokes, etc., must he handed over to 
the village psnchayats. 

(b) Such taxes should be the first liability in that land. 
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Othet' 8ubjecu. 

(al When agraharams are in the management of ODe mBn and institution, this 
should be consIdered BS esta tes. But when such pass on to the ot hers and when piotR 
are. in the hands of small inamdars it is not right that they should have no right of 
kudivaram. 

(b) In the minerals any from lands, the jira.yati lands, the ryots have the same 
rights as the zamindara. 

te) Those who are cultivating by themselves also must have jirayati rights. 

(d) The property passed on to the others must be recovered. 

Memorandum by lI.R.Ry. CheJikanl Dharmaparayanlm Garu, 8 lamlndarl ryot of Ary .. 
vattaIn village, Cocanada \&luk, East Godavari district, 26th November 1931. 

I. (al The zamindar is the owner of the land and the ryot ha.s only the right of 
enjoyment just as his right on Government lands after the Estates Land Act was p6ssed. 

(bl The zamindar is the owner and the ryot can have all rights if the zamindar 
gives the land to the ryot. Such land only can be called the ryoti land and such a person 
only is !Jailed the ryot. One who is not direct ryot to the zamindar but a ryot to another 
ryot he can have no right of any kind. 

1I. (a) The settlement of rent on all lands in accordance with the minimum rent on 
lands in a village is lawful, and such rent is lawful rent. 

I d) The rate of rent in a locality should be settled once for all. But when one i. 
incapacitated. to pay such rent on account of fioods and submersion and the settling dOWD 
of waste bunds in lands, it would be better to get the rate resettled by a Government 
officer. 

(e) No. Neither the Provincial Government nor others can have any authority 
hereafter to alter or to decrease the rate of rents according to this question. 

TIL (a.) No. This right need not be changed. But the instalments (klsteeS) should 
be altered to be begun from January just like the Government kistees. 

IV. (a) All the rights of water-supply to the delta lands belong to the ryots. Owners 
call have none. 

V. (al Yes. It is our hearty request that all the estates should be surveyed and that 
sepl1rat(' r:ghts should be affixed. Joint right should never be had, for they breed suits. 
easements, irregula~ payment of taxes and expulsion from lauds. 

(bl The total survey expens~B should be borne by the landholders, the zamindars, 
but nothing by the ryots. 

VI. No. The land-owner can have no right to demand any rents other than the usual 
ones and the land rent from the ryot. 

YII. (al Yes. All the rights of enjoyment of the natural f~cilitieB such as the grazing 
of cattle, grass and wood for tools of cultivation, etc., should be confirmed to the ryot alone 
but not to the land-owner. 

(cl The zamindars can have no rights even over the footpaths, common lands, 
punthas and other porambokes. 

VIII. (a) Nil. 
(b) When the landholders do not keep the water-supplies in good order. the 

ProvlDcial Government should have full rights to get them repaired and to keep them 
in good order. . 

IX. Yes. There should be annual jamabandis in zamindari places. 

X. In zamindari vicinities there exists only the relation between the zaminliars and 
the putts-holders, but the sub-ryot has no legal rights whatever. 

Xl. Cal Nil. 
(b) ~he civil court only should settle the disputes between the landholders and the 

.-vots. 

CJlBLJXAm DHABHARAYANDlRAll. 
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Memorandum by the Secretary, Plthapuram Taluk RyotB' Association, Eothapalle via 
Pithapuram, East Godavari district, dated 25th November 1937. 

. I. (a) The community, represented by the State, is the rightful proprietor of the 
sod. 'fhe tenant should derive full powers from the community or the State without 
mterieJ"ence or obstruction from any middlemen. 

(b) ~'he tenant should have cllmplete rights of occupation and uninterrupted 
possessIOn 10 the land. He should have the right of building sheds and houses upon it, of 
raising and cutting down trees, and of enjoying the fruits of his labour without being 
called upon to pay more by way of kist or cist than arranged at the outset. That is, 
the settlement should be permanent. He should have all such rights as are essential 
for and incidental to the full and the uninterrupted possession, improvement, and use of 
i he land which is in his charge. 

II. (a) One-sixth of the net produce of the land should be fixed as the rent. This 
is fair and equitable rent. Net produce means total output minus all costs of cultiva
tion. Namely, (1) seed, (2) hired labour, (3) manure, (4) labour of the tenant and his 
family members, (5) charges of cattle, and (6) farm-servants. 

(b) The followin!: e.ircumstances should be taken into consideration in fixing fair 
Dnd equitable rent :-. . . . 

(1) Classification by nature of soil and irriga.tio~ sources and facilities. 
(2) Rainfall for each year, its character and distribution, inundation or drying 

up of crops. 
(3) Prices. 
(4) Situation of the land in regard to marketing of produce, conveyance by road, 

nearness to market, town or city, etc. 

The above should be considered in the order of importance in which they are 
placed. 

Comparison may profitably be made in fixing rent with neighbouring or similar 
la"ds settled in ryotwari Government areas. 

The present indebted state of the tenantry in general" should also be borne in mind 
in fixing a fair and equitable rent; for, otherwise, cultivation will not properly be carried 
on, or in the best interests of the community. And the maintenance of the tenant and 
his family including marriages, ceremonies, festivals, and other charges, etc., should also 
be token into consideration. 

(e) Remission of rent should be provided for by statute, and not be left to the 
discretion of the landholder. 

Regulations for remission shoultl be made on the following Iines;-
(1) The average full crop should be calculated according to taram, etc. 
(2) Half or less of the average full crop should be entitled to remiesion on a 

graded scale. 
(3) Investigations for remission should be carried out by Government officers, 

who should be empowered to grant remission on the recommendation of the 
village panchayats concerned. , 

The zamindar or his servants should have nothing to do with remission as, on 
account of self-interest, political or other differences with the local ryots, he will be not 
willing to provide the remission found necessary in each and every case. 

(d) The assessment of rent should be made permanent. Rent should not be 
capable of being varied or increased oy t.he decision of the zamindar or the courts or any 
."ttlement officers at the instance of the zamindar. 

The Provi1lcial Goverument should permanently settle all occupied land in the 
proprietary areas with the help of .their settlement officers on. the principles above men
tioned, i.e., in (a) and (b) of question II. The reasons for thiS are-

(1) The ryot should have a reasonable expectation of his profits of cultivation 
with due regard to the rent charged to his land. 

(2) It has been found on experience that the ryot is too poor, too disorganized 
and too ignorant to put forward his case in the law courts, as against the 
inftuentw. zamindar, or prosecute his suit in the appellate courts.' 

(e) Yes, the Provincial Government should have necessary reserve power to revise 
renta in every case where there is a prima facie' case, for reconsidering them, and for 
reducing them by executive' action through their Revenue Settlement Officel'B. 
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m. (4) Yes. Collection of rent should be not in the hands of the landholders or the 
zamindar who is likely to and is, as a matter of fact, abusing his powers in that behalf; 
but the power of collection should be in the hands of the Government Revenue officers 
v: be, should be made to proceed in the matter with the assistance of the village pancha
yats. Landholders are apt to indulge in mlum against political or other opponents on 
she pretext of reot collection. Moreover, parties are formed in villl\ges and the harmony 
of village life is constantly threatened by the zamindars entrusting their powers of rent 
collection to some infl.uential villager or other called pattandar or head who is paid SOIUW 

annual remuneration ranging from Rs. 30 to Rs. 100 according to his status or the amount 
to be collected by him. 

(b) One other evil needs to be remedied in this connexion. Village officers to 
whom the wo~k of collection of rent is also entrusted are in the habit of being paid suma 
annually ranglDg from Rs. 20 to Rs. 60 by the zamindar. This puts them at the obliga
tion of the latter, and on his prompting they are generally prepared to assist him even 
ir, some of his personal activities such as elections. This is all the more reason why the 
power of rent collection should be taken away from the hands of the zsmindar. The 
Government should also stop this practice of the village officers receiving presents from 
the zamindar which acts in a way detrimental to sound revenue administration. The 
Government should instead recover from the zsrnindar, IJ, sum calculated to make up the 
expenses of rent collection. 

There are other injustices connected with the present system of rent collection 
whir.h need to be set right. Several ryots holding all in one patta are m&de jointly lisble 
for arrears of rent. and invidious distinctions are made B8 between one ryot and another 
in the actual process of collection. This evil can be met by regular settlement on Govern. 
ment lines, as also by the regUlation that pattas should be subdivided on the basis of 
actual possession bv parties. 

(e) The expenses of collection, the costs of attachment, etc .• can all be minimized 
by the GOllernment taking olle" the task of ,ent ,eccllery charging the zamindar an 
adeouate sum for the purpose. Instances ara not wanting where ryots have been made 
to pay larger sums by way of costs than they are liable for under-rent. 

IV. (a) Riehts of the tenante to water-supply are inherent in their possession of land 
classified as wet, and appurtenant thereto; and are not .. matter of contract between the 
tenants and the landhoMAT. 

Natural sources of supply like the Eleru are not to be regarded as forming any 
haRis of contraet or negotiations between the zamindM and the tenant. Where. bowever, 
irrigation projects are executed by tbe landholder carrying B8Sured water-supply to areas 
hithert.:> depending entirely on rainfall, the tenants may enter into an agreement witb 
the zamindar for the pUl"p<lRP. 

tn the case of rents prl'\'ailing now such conditions do not seem to have been 
pre-sent; anil charges for elllsting facilities seem to have been fnUy included in the present 
asses8meDli. 

(b) The landholder has. no superior rights whatever to existing water-sourcea 
whicb are natural sources. Water-rights go along with land that bas been m continuout 
8!.d uninterrupted enjoyments of them from time immemo>:iaI. The landholder hB:s lI?t 
only such equitable right over the water-sources as enable him to protect them, malDtam 
them in good condition, and keep them ummpalfed. . 

In support of this it mar be pointed out tha:t ~t is u~i,v~rsally r~g~zed that the 
zamindar has no right of closmg up any of the eXIstIng faclhtles, or dlvertmg the supply 
of water from one part of the estate to an()ther against the well-established prescriptive 
irrigational rights, recorded in most cases. 

V, (a) Yes. all tbe estates should he compulsorily surveyed. and record of rights 
maintained, Otherwise a nnmber of irregularities are bound to occur. 

(b) The costs of such survey should be entirely borne by the zamindar, as the 
tenant is not in a position to meet any portion of the coat. The zamindar stands no 
ll'ss to benefit by such a regular survey. 

VI. The landholder sbould not be alowed to demand any levies in addition to renl 
from the tenants. No civilized Government allows this. 

VI. (a) The tenants sbould have rights of ntilizing local natnral facilities sucb as for 
grazing cattle, collection of green manure BIld wood for agricultoral implements. 

The zamindar at present is denving the rieht to fell down trees to the "'nante OD 

the plots on which the tenants are in full possession and occupation on the ground that tlw 
Estates Land Act gives him su~b rights over trees existing prior to the year 1908. 
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(b) Forest produoe for domeeticand agricultural purposes should, as in the CIISI 

of Government forests, be allowed to be used by the tenants free of cost, or on payment 
of a nominal licence fee. 'l'he tenl1nts have got an IDherent Ilght to use local ni>tur,.! 
fo.cilities, as. they have been doing from time immemorial. 

(e) The public pathways, communal lands, hill and forest porambokes; etc., 
belong I1S a matter of right to the community, and complete rights over them should be 
vested in the village panchayats concerned. Burial grounds, bunds of tanks and canals 
and other public pnrambokes are now in defiance of these natural rights, being appropriated 
by the landholder. The bunds of tanks. fishery rights in drinking-water tanks, etc., are 
alRO being abused by being let out by the landholder against the best interests of the 
tenants who are the party affected hy theme These irregularities need to be stopped. 

VITI. (a) Irrigation sources should be maintained in an efficient condition on the 
following principles:-

(1) Minor irrigation works such as irrigation tanks and channels and distribu
tion of water to the fields therefrom should be in the hands of village pancha
yats. 

(2) Major irrigation works should be taken over by the Government and 
administered by a separate Government department. The cost of maintaining 
both should be recovered from the landholder, on the basis of costs calculated 
by experienced Public Works Department admini1trators appointed by the 
Government. <;; 

(b) A separate and cOllsolidated Irrigation Act should be ntroduced by the Govern
ment, empowering Provincial Government to take over and administer 1111 irrigation 
Bources and works in proprietary areas. 

(e) It should be provided that the Government's powers may be exercised entirely 
on their own initiative, and not necessarily on application by one 01' both the parties. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi as in the case of ryotwari areas is absolutely necessary in order 
to investigate revenue conditions and bring defects constantly to light. 

X. The under-tenant should have the benefit of proportionate remission, when it is 
enjoyed by the tenant. His instalments of payment should be arranged to coincide with 
those of the tenant. This is as between the under-tenant and the tenant. The produce 
of the holding should be liable for payment of zamindari rent. Otherwise there should 
be no obligation on the part of the under-tenant to the landholder. 

XI. Legal proceedings between landholders and tenants or ryots will necessarily be 
limited in number when control over irrigation, rent collection. and granting of remis
sion is nil vested in the ProvlDcial Govel'llment as proposed above. But where disputes 
OCCllr, they should be tried by special courts consisting of representatives of the people 
and Governruent officers. Here again local representatives chosen for each individual area 
should collaborate with Government officers. 

XII. Unauthorizod occupation of lands in the possession of the landholder by the 
ryots should be dealt with by assessing them nt rates prevailing in neighbouring areas and 
granting them on patta. The first year, double the rent should be collected as pennlty. 
~'he landholder should not be entitled to any other reliefs or remedies in such a caRe. 

The following matters not expressly mentioned in the questionnaire deserve 
immediate consideration :- , 

(1) Instalments of rent col1ection. These in several estates are timed for paymen' 
in September, October, November and December; that is, tenants are made to 
pay rents at a period when the crops are bardly underway. This has to be 
chonged immediately, and instalments of rent should be made payable in March, 
April, :May and June, becanse produce would have been harvested and stored by 
then, and reasonable prices may be expected to prevail. 

(2) Arrears of rent in many cases due to failure to provide remission in fonner 
years should immediately be written off. or collection may be stayed pending 
further enquiry into or legislation on agricultural indebtedness. 

(3) Irrigation sources like tanks are at present being drained of water in November 
or December in order to let out the tank-beds for pairu-crop in the winter-senson. 
The water is necessary in several cases for rice and other crops and in others for 
cattle drinking purposes. This practice of draining away water from the tanks 
at a period when it is most required by the cultivators or the villagers is detri
mental to the best interests of the community, and should be immediate Iy 
replaced in favour of storing the water for the benefit of the ayacut lands, in 
pursuance of the purpose; the irrigation tanks are intended for. 

RAo VENKATA JAOOA R.o. 
SCCTc/ary. 

n-16 
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Kemorandum bl J[a.gan~ Veerabrabmam, Prasiden,- 2)'0\1' +"O".laUcm, 
SOJDavarappadu, Ellore \&luk. 

I. (a) The teIl&Dt. 
II. (a) A fair rent is that which is levied upon the net income which remains after 

meeting cultivation expenses. .. . . . 
(b) A fair rent should be determmed Wlth reference to the fertility of the soil and 

cost of cultivation. 
(e) There should be statutory provision for romission. Remissions sbould be granted 

when crops fail owing to excessive rains or drought. 
(d) The rent to be settled once for all. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) Yes. They should be completely revised. 
(b) The Government themselves should collect rent and psy it to the zamindal'll 

after deducting therefrom the expenditure incurred in collecting it. 
(e) The measures that are followed in Government villages should be introduced 

. in zamin villages also. 

IV. (a) Tenants should have rights to water-supply. 
(b) As matters stand at present, the landholder has a superior right which is being 

exercised by him autocra~· &1. ly and to the serions deti~ment of the tenants' interestd. It 
should, therefore, be tek ~way. 

V. (a) All esta.tes sh Id be surveyed by Government as a rule. 
(b) The whole cost should be borne by the zamindar. 

VI. No. 

VII. (a) The customary rights enjoyed by the tenants are being restricted at the will 
of the zamindar. 
. (b) Tenants ha.ve inherent rights, the exercise of which is being prevented. by 
zamindars by force. Tenants are put to & great hardship in this respect. 

(e) The landhclder has the right of maintaining public paths, commun:Ll landA, etc., 
and he should see that they are not occupied unauthorizedly. 

,vm. (a) Irrigation sources and works to be handed over to the Public Worke 
Department. 

(b) The Provincial Government should be vested with such rights. 
(e) Such powers to be applied suo moto. 

IX. Yes. 
X. The under-tenant should not have complete independence. 
XI. (a) A Special Tribnnal to be constituted for the purpose. 

(b) They should be tried in special courts. 
xn. (a) The :z.amindar to establish his claim by filing suits in special courts. 

(b) Yes. The law requires revision. 

¥emOl'al1dum by the representative of the ryOY of Muggol1a. Agrah&rem, Tadepalllgudem 
\&luk, West Godavari dlstrict, dateil 23rd October 1937. 

When the GOvernment proposed an amendment to the Estates Land Act in 1933, 
tnelandholders wanted somehow to eject the tenants from the lands and housea and take 
possession. of the -same. If the ryots are persistent in safeguarding their possession 
they resort to all possible measures in harassing them. For example where the rents are 
d)l.e by sharing system the Ia.ndholders refuse to be present at the time oC harvest in 
spite of repeated requests and later on they put the criminal law into motion against the 
poor and illiterate ryots. Alao they refuse to repair the lands and thus the ryots are put 
to. much 1088, injury an~ annoyance. Therefore I request you to enquire into these 
gnevances also and proVlde BOrne legislation for rectifying the same. 

I. (a) The ryot is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The landholder is entitled only to the rent on the land and all other rights 

vest in the ryot. 

II. (a) Fair and equitable rent means rent which is considered to be reasonable by 
prudent agriculturists. And it will be reasonable only when it is the same as the tax 
levied by the Government. . 

(b) EconomiC! <lODditiona and the nature of the soil may be considered in fixing the 
rent. 
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(e) There must be 'statutory provision' for remission of rent',' and it Should be on 
considers.tion of· dises.ses, inundations, etc. 

(d) The rate of rent should be settled once for all for a particular ares.. 
(e) The' 'Prrivincis.l' GOvernment shouid have reserve powers. . 

m. (a) Nil. 
(b) The collection of rent should be'made by the landholder himself withoht; resoli-

ing' to' ~rcive', measUres. . , , '. ',' 

IV . . (q.) The rights to water-supply are appurtenant to the land and ar'; vest~dr i'n 
the \'yots ouly: ' , , . - . . . 

(b) The landholder hs.sno superior right. 

. V. ,(a) J !lB., 
, . (b) The ryots should bear the cost of stones only while all other expenses should 

be borne by the landholder. . 

., " V~, 'The' IanlTholder cannot demand any sort of levies. 
VIT. (€I) . The : tenants have got all proprietary rights over, grazing-fields, pasture 

lands. etc'. . . , 
(b) Yes. The ryoh have inherent powers t'o use them for domestic a!ld agricultural 

purposes. 
(e) The landholder and the ryot should have equal rights over public paths, and 

burial-grounds only. But in the rest, viz .• hills. porambokes, etc .• the ryots,'should have 
absolute rights. 

VIII. (a) The landholder should keep the water-sources and irrigation works in pro-, 
per order., 

(b) The Government should undertake and repair the irrigation works, in case the 
landholder fail~ to maintain: them and the exp~nses should lie recovered from the land-
holder. . 

(e) Such powers are to be exercised on the application of the parties. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi should he conducted. 
X. The relationship between the zamindar and the under-tenants should be tile 

same, as that between the zamindar and the tenant. 

XI. (a) There should be a special tribunal; , 
, (b) Disputes with regard to' wster-sources and irrigation works should be. decided 

by revenue courts whi!e all other matters should be decided by the special courts. '" 

XII. (a) By suit in the special courts. 
, (b). No revision, is, necessary. 

[Same copy has been received from the villages of Muggola' Agraharam. ChemJru.l 
ganl'ljla 'Agrs.hs.rs.m, -Valur, Vaka\aIIi. Vaks.ps.lli Mukhasa and V, Sivapuram.] 

, . .' . - ~ -' - .' , .' . . 

Memorandum by the residents of RamaDDapaiem Agrahs.ram, No. 93, ChiDtaiapudl'IBl1*, 
Weal Godavari district, signed by lot. RanIa,.,.. and others. 

I. (a) The tenant should have the kudivaram right, i.e., the right of sale, gift;!etc., 
s.n~ the ~a~in~ar;,shO\li~. ha~e the melvaram right. _. . " . 

(b) .'.l'he}el),ant, ~4o is !l9t.a landlord should have all the rights referred to abov~ .. 
. n ... (a), :Rent. as. det!'l"mined by the Settlement department of ilie Provincial Govern.; 

Qlent,. ',.~J ,'.1 .... ". 'r ' .. , I. I. -.". 

(b)'N .. tnre of the 'soil and source of irrigation. 
(e) Yes. 

, ; 

(d) Initis.lly rent must be 1i.xed taking into consideration the conditiQll of every 
particular area. In the case of a revision stlbsequentIY. it 'must be provided that the 
Revenue department should fix the mt-es. 

(e) Yea. 
, m. (II) Yea; in toto. 

(b) As in ryotwari villages, village officers should be vested with'the power to conect 
rente and 111 fee of IUl anna per rupee should be collect-ed from the tenants and paid to the 
~~~~ . 

(e)' The procedure in vogue in ryotwari yillages must .be adopted. 
11-111-.1. 
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IV. (n) Tb. rights to water-supply are not inherent. They are to be • matter of 
contract. They mus, be vested b1 speciJic registered agreements between the koanta and 
the landholders. 

(b) Yes. All the rights belong to the landholder to the fullest extent. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The landholder must bear the entire cost. 

VI. No. Besides rent, the landholder should demand nothing but the tenants' share 
of the local ce88. 
. VIT. (a) No such rights ever existed in the paat, nor do they exist now. They must 
be accorded hereafter. 

(b) No. But it must be accorded to the tenant hereafter. 
(e) The tenant has no rights at aU. The landholder has all the rights. Hereafter 

«he tenants must be afforded the right to use them with reference to the particular require
ments of each tenant. 

VIII. (a) The tenants should see that no damage is done to irrigation works. If any 
damage is done accidentally, it should be brought to the notice of the Provincial Govern. 
ment authorities and the latter must do the necessary repairs and recover the reasonable 
cost thereror from the landholder. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) Yes. The powers should be applied as a duty on application. 

IX. Yes. 

X. Under-tenants should have some of the rights like cultivating the laud, gromng 
crops and taking half the portion of the yield, inrluded in kudivaram. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should continue to be the final appellate authority. 
(b) (No answer.) 

XII. (/11 UnnlltllOrized encronchments sIJould be reported to an officer not below the 
rank of a Tahsildar and he should effect the eviction of the ryot concerned through the 
village officers. 

(b) Yes, without faj). 

Memorandum by the ryots of Tbyalampudl B:U1'1IJIoor 911lage, B:ovvur k1uk. 
I. (a) 'I'he ryot is the proprietor of the soil. 

(b) The zamindar's interest in the land is ouly to the extent of collecting the 
rent. 

n. (a) tl: (b) Rents prevailing in the adjoining Government villages. 
(e) Yea. According to the agreements existing between ~he ryots and zamindars 

from time immemorial. 

m. (a), (b) tl: (e) Zamindar's exiating rights of distraint and selling; of lands in 
Buction should go. 

V. (a) Yea. 
(b) Zamindar to bear the whol& cost. 

VI. No. 

Vill. (a) Government to investigate all irrigation sources and works snd carry out 
necessary repairs. The total cost of repairs to be recovered from the zamindars. After. 
wards, irrigation sources and works to be entrusted to a panchayat consisting of repre
sentatives of both ryots and zamindars. Zamindars should be gwded by the panchaYM 
in matters connected with repairs and eost. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) To be applied BUD moto. 

IX. Yes. 

XI. (a) Board of Revenue should have no power in the proceedings between the 
zamindars and ryots. 

, (b) Itinerant courts should be established with officers not below the rank of 
district munsifs; stamp duties to be very light. 

{el The 88me as those applicable to Government village-fertility of eoil, irrigation 
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Memorandum by Deerapalle N&raSayya and other tenants of l1ppalapad, ChlDtalpudl 
taluk, West Godavari diatric&. 

I. (a) The zamindlllr has the melvaram right and the tenant the kudivamm right in 
the soil. 

(b) The tenant should have all rights in the land. 
o • 

II. (a) Rent based on the class of the soil, its nature and irrigation facilities. 

(b) The rent fixed by the Government through their Settlement Officers based on 
the taram of the soil, its nature and the irrigation facilities it has. 

(0) Yes. There should be statutory provision. 

(d) At first it should he fixed according to the respective localities. When revision 
is necessary subsequently, the rent should be determined according to the then existing 
conditions, by Government Officers alone. 

(8) Yes. 

m. (a) These should be thoroughly revised. 

(b) The village officers should have the power to make the collections and receive 
for themselves one anna per rupee therefor, from the ryots. From the total rent collected, 
a sum of 4 annas in the rupee after deducting peshkash and cesses should be taken by the 
Provincial Government. 

(c) The procedure obtaining in Government villages of distraining movable property 
fQr rent due annua.lly by village officers, should be adopted. In years when the rightful 
owner does not take the produce, the village officer should auction the produce due to him 
and recover the rent. They should lease lands to other undertenants on condition of 
paying the rent. 

IV. (a) They should be governed by agreements. 

(b) At present the landholders have all rights. But they should have none of these 
rights. All the rights should vest in the Government officia.ls. 

V. (a) Yes. 

(b) The proprietor should bear the entire cost. 

VI. He cannot collect anything in excess of the tenant's share of loca.l cesses, i.e., 
half of As. 1-9 per rupee of the rent. 

VII. (a) The tenant is not at present enjoying these rights. He should be a.llowed 
to enjoy them hereafter. 

(b) No. But they should have these rights hereafter. 

(0) The landholder has now monopolized these rights. The tenants should hereafter 
be entitled to these rights according to their respective status. 

vm. (a) The proprietor is responsible for the proper maintenance of irrigation work •. 
An officer not below the rank of a Tahaildar, to make enquiries when ryota interfere with 
their proper maintenance. 

(b) All the rights should vest in the Provincial Government. 
(0)' Government to apply the powers BUO mota and invariably on application by 

parties. 

IX. Yes. 

X. The relation between the under-tenant and the tenant should be governed 'by 
a contract. The under-tenant should cultivate the land and share the produce. He should 
neither cause damage to the land nor make permanent improvements thereto. 

XI. (0) The Revenue Board should continue to be the 1ina.\ appellate and revisiona.l 
authority. 

(b) Revenue Courta. 

XII. (a) The zrunindar to report cases of unauthorized occupation to the Collector who 
should order the village offieers to evict the concerned. ryot. 

(b) The Jaw should be thoroughly revised. 
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Memorandum, by lIIr. Xotclwlakota Venkataramiah and othera 01 DhumanluD!gu4a1ll 
estate, Xovur Wuk, Wes' Godavari. dJstrict. 

L ,This petitiOIl is identical with petition No, 216 received with J)Iemorandum No. 5925-
ti-37-4, Revenue, dated 18th December 1937. ' , 

Memorandum by lIIr. Rachapolu China Rillnudu and other Mokhasa teDaDta of ,Anapa
neDi Varim Gudem village, hamlet of Gokavaram, Ch1ntalepudt Wuk West 
Godavari dJstrict; " , " ' " : 

, 'The' petitioners' submit that they have lands in the mokh8ltl& village of J eelakarra
gud~, that patta~ are not ~anted for their, lande, that they cannot'remove or dispose 'of 
the y,eld of the ~d lands WIthout the permIssion of the mokha.sadar and that the present 
re~ts ar~ very high. T?ey add, t~at they cannot cut the ~ees ,growing on their lands 
Without the 'mokhasadar 8 permISSIon, that they have no nght m the water-sources of 
their lands lind, ,t~at they are severely punished, if their cattle grazed in the poramboltll 
lands. The petItIOners finally pray for the removal of tbe abovementioned di8l!.bilities: 

Memorandum by lIIr. Nidamarthi Venkata Subbar&yadu of V&Iluru village, Nldadavole 
estate, West Godavari district, Bhaharzalll Parg&D&. 

The petitioner Bubmits. that there are about 76 mokhasadars of various communities 
m the VakapJl,1Ii village which ,formerly belonged to BhaharazalliPargana of Nidadavole 
estate, ~he majority of them having 5 acres of land, that until 1916 he and his brother 
were' cultivating the soil by themselves, that afterwards owing to certain family cala
mities they were obliged to give their lands on lease subject to the payment by the 
tenants concerned of one-half of the produce (grain) and hay together with some cash 
payment for rent, that the said tenants were faithfully discharging their obligations to 
the landlords, the landlords in their turn treating them kindly, until the Estates Land 
(Amendment) Act came into force in 1933, that ever since that year, dominated by a spirit 
of revolt the tenants have begun to hold that they have an absolute right in the land 
in accordance with the provisions of the Act, systematically failing to discharge their 
obligations to th'e landlorde and refusing to give them the stipulated share of grain and 
1!.ay, and abusing them when they entered into their lands for inspecting the crops, that 
the police, refusing to take. cognizance of high-handed behaviour of the tenants, ask thetq 
to go to civil courts to settle their disputes and that they are mortally afraid of the 
physical and numerical strength of the tenants. The petitioner further adds that as the 
landholders got no rent from the tenants, they had defaulted in the payment of tax to 
the Government, that the Government Revenue officials subject them to many troubles 
by attaching their movable properties and selling their lands in auction, that they are 
unable to raise aliy loans, that there is no fodder for their cattle and that they have, 
b~me paupers. Asserting that it is sheer injustice to make the said Act applicable to 
poor :im<l small landholders, like themselves along with rich and influential zamindars. 
he finally prays that the Estates Land (Amendment) Act, which, has caused so much of 
misery to them may either be repealed or amended in such a manner as to exclude poor 
and petty landholders like themselves from the scope of the Act. ' 

The'petitii>ncontains a note at the end, in which the petitioner submits that he is 
prepared to give evidence before the Estates Land Act Enquiry Committee when it goeli 
there (to West .Godavari). 

Kcimora.ndum' by,3'4r~Sreem8th][anthadi Appan VedaDtaclwyulu, reslden' of, 
Ellore village. 

The petitioner submits that' the rent of Rs. 16-14-0 ciollected on 4 acres of jiraysti 
dry ,land 'situated in Mvlavarapuvarigudem, Vuyyur estate,in which there are some 
mango trees and the rent of Rs. 8-14-2 collected on 8 acres and 48 cents of jirayati dry 
land in the same village, in which cholam is cultivated, are very high when compared 
to the income he gets from the lands. He therefore humbly prays for a reduction of 
the rent. 

'Memorandum by Mr.' Pullabhotla 'Naraalmham and other A!ra!wamdars of 
Polasanapalll, Ellore taluk, West Godavari district. 

The petitioners advance 'the' followin/1: arguments to prove that they have" complete 
rights (both kudivaram and melvaram rights) " in the agraharam, "while the ryots have: 
no snch rights " :-

, (1) A Brahman named ,Pullambholtu was the first to pet this &/!!"IIharam in the 
past and the Mnads and other titlf'-dpedR e'rnntt-d to him are lost or des~roved. 
by fire, etc. Then the Nawab of Hyderabad converted the agraharam mto II' 

~hrotriyam village. 
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(2) m the year 1860 the maw Commission investigated the title-deeds, etc., of 
the agraharam and .gl·anted patta, in favour of the agraharamdars with full rights. ' 

(3) 10 a. suit that was first filed in a. civil court and subsequently went as far 88 

the High Court, it was decided that both the kudiva.ram and the me1varam 
rights belonged to the agraha.ramda.rs, that the ryots of the village had no rights 
whatever and that the agraharam cannot be cla.ssified as an estate under the 
Estates Land Act. • 

(4) When lands pertaining to the agraharam were acquired by the local fund 
authorities and the Government in 1890 and subsequently by the Labour depart
ment in 1913 for public purposes, agraha.ramda.rs received compensation in res-' 
pect of both the kudiva.ram and the melvaram rights, the ryots concerned getting 
none. 

(5) When road-metal was removed from a tank belonging to the agrah&ramdars 
about the year 1890, they got money as compensation of the metal removed, 
by filing a suit against the Collector of Godavari. 

(6) The Government granted a patta. in 1916 to the agraharamda.rs aJone, in. 
respect of a garden of 1 acre and 40 cents in extent situated in the village which 
was owned by the agrahararodars and which was converted into a public garden 
by the Government, the ryots having nothing to do with the transaction. 

(7) When the residents of I Bhimadolu submitted a petition to the Head Assistant 
Collector in 1881 that the agraharamdars took possession of the Puntas belonging 
to the village, the said Collector endorsed the view that the Puntas belonged tQ 
agraha:amdars. 

Having. put forth the above arguments, the petitioners submit that they have .been 
cmltivating the soil by themselves (own kamatham) that the ryots should have 110 right 
whatever in the lands and that the agrahara.m should not be treated as an estate und .... 
the Estates Land Act. 

J[emor8lldum by J[r. N8Ilduru RamakrishIla Rao, resident 8Ild jlrayatidar of GollapaUi, 
in Gollapal1l Estate, Nuzvid Zamindarl, Xistna district, dated 23rd November 
1937. 

With reference to the Press Communique issued by you, dated 5th ultimo, I beg to 
submit the follOWing memorandum to the questionnaire issued by you to obtain informatiol1 
about the conditions prevailing in zamindari a.nd other proprietory areas in order to frame 
a legislation to redress the long standing grievances of the zamin ryots. ; 

I: (0) In olden days before the advent of the British rule,for administration purpoS/lS 
and for military assistance, the Muslim Nawabs and the Hindu Maharajas used to entrust 
certain tr .. ots of their territories to some important persons in those territories and these 
individuals in their turn used to pay tributes to the Nawabs or Maharajas and render assist" 
anoe by supplying men and money in times of war. The ancestors ofNuzvid Zamindars 
aoquired this zamindari in this way by offering military assistance. They uEed to collect 
rents either in kind or in coin from the tillers of the la.nd and they never cultivated the lands 
themselves. So the tillers of the land who are called tena.nts or ryots were always on the 
land. Even though' dynasties changed, kiligs dethroned,kingdoms conquered, wholfYa
might be the Monarch, the ryot was alw:a.ys on the land· oarrying on his peaccful':vocation, 
of .. grioulture and his avocation was never interfered witll. So age-long tradition has given 
the ryot de fado and de jure rights of ownership althe land. And. ,further in the sannad 
of all zamindars mention was made about the eXistence of the ryots in the territory Whose 
interests were entrusted to the care of zamindar by the ancient kings or na.wahs. Hence 
the ryot is \I1ore .. ncient tha.n the z&mindsr. 

I. (b) Tradition has established that tbe ryot, baing the tiller of the la.nd and the maiD. 
producer, is the owner of the Ia.nd .. nd the zamindar has got tbe right to colleot the rant from' 
the ryot. A.long as this rent is paid, the tenant has got the permanent rights in his holdings. 
But the question is, in whom the rights of mines or hidden treasuras in the l .. nd are vested' 
Is it the z .. mindar or tbe ryot! Answer to this aJso is simple. Tradition alone establishes 
the fact tha.t those rights also .. re vested in the ryot. The zarnindars are entitled to only, 
rent from the ryct. The righte of the za.mindar for mines and other hidden treasures were 
never reoognized by ryots in any age. In support of this, I cite the evidenoe of very many 
registered sa.le-deed& of forty years or even more wberein it was mention~d that 
are " ":l.> ~" ~,,~~~<t.1> ~._\>w~"", 1:"" '(:,Ir .,," vested in the ryet only. 

II. (0) Before the passing of the Madras Estates Land Act, the tenant was put in 
Constant danger of getting onsted from his holdings a.nd the za.rnindar used to take advan· 
tage of this in increasing his sha.re abnorumlly .. nd the ryot, for fear of losing hi~ only meBll8 
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of livelihood. in spite of his inability, used to agree to pay even half the produoa per acre. 
Till about 1875, in Nuzvid zamindari the share of the zamindar th'lS fixed by foroe was 
half the produce and it was ~ k.ind. During the ~gimt' of Sri Raja Narayana Apparao 
Dahadur Garu, the payment m kmd was changed into coin, only on the principle of half to 
half. In t.hose days ten bags of paddy were sold at Rs. 20 &8 suoh invariably the rent for 
an acre of wet land was fixed at Re. 10 or even more in BOrne cases, &8 the average yiold per 
acre in tbose days was only about 10 bags of paddy. There was only one alternative to 
t~e ryo~ in those ~ys. Eith~r he must agree to pay exhorbitant rent or he must give up 
hIS holdings and die of starvatIOn. Of course. he would not figbt against the most powerful, 
influential. and wealthy zamindar in a court of law. Similarly in the oase of dry lands, the 
rent was filCed with0.u~ any consi~ration of relief to the ryot. Generally in fix:ing a rent 
for any land, the fertility, the sufficlenoy of water supply, the prices of the grain, the expt'n'!e8 
of cultivation and finally the ability of the ryot to pay should be con,idJred. But all th""" 
just ('oMiderations \\'ere thrown to the winds in those days and the ryot was compelled to 
sign a "l\1u~Ju:ika" (.s,.,;;!~~V'"). As a consequence the ryot is suffering from ohronio 
pow'rty, and majority of 1'YOts are going \vithout one full meal a day. Rena 1 am 0/ 
opiniun ITt"t" II/ir and equilable rent is to be jixe4 80 as not to exceed tme-aizth 0/ the net produce 
(after deducting expell8e8 of cultivation). 

II. (b) COll$iderations that should weigh in fixing an equitable rent are :-
1. Rent should be charged only on land that is cultivated. 
~. Such ofthose lands that are kept separate by the ryot for the grazing of the cattle 

should be exempted from talCation. 
3. The rent should not be charged according to the crops that the ryot raises on the 

land. 
4. The land should be divided into two clasees, wet and dry, and there should not 

be any third denomination ofland. " 
Note.-In Nuzvid Elmkdari. rents are chaTgrd according to the crops miSf>d but not accordin" 00 the natuftt 

or Cl88Sifioatioo of the Boil. 'J"heTe is a third dec..omiration ram(d ZU'lbu which i. neither W"tt roor dry. Thia 
should be abolished. The ryow improve th('lir lar.ds by rliggi.-.{l' welle at th( ir own cOS't and thua incnmae the 
value of the land and the volume of the yieltt. Lands call(d zrlribu wpre improved in thiP WB.V by til£' ryota. 
Simply because on aCCOunt of the enortf" of the ryots by raisiog any corr.mercial crop lik , toh6cco. the ryot (letA 
more yield, such OCCll810n o11ght not have been utilized for lncwuslDg the rent or the land. 'rho s ~mindll~ hav" 
~ed Re. 40 P*'r q,cre of s..nbu land which W88 improved by the ryot and thf' • :.min.dBr·s hand jl'll nowhere t,o 
bts seen in ita improvement. But the nmt of Re. 40 per acre C!'harg£d by th(.m 18 out of all proportiOIA to the 
income of the ryot. Even if the ryot gives up raisiT.g of the tobacco crop, on account of the wa.ter in the well 
not being sufficient or unsuitable for the healthy growth of the crop, the s .mir.dara continue to collect tho uaul 
rent of Re. 40 per acre and the entreaties of the ryots for remission are of LO avail. 

5. No tax should be impoRed on second or a third crop on dry land or on wet land, 
unless watered by the irrigation sources not belonging to the ryot. 

6. The expenses of the cultivation should be taken into acoount while fixing the rent 
of the land. 

7. The rent must be fixed in such a way that it does not exceed ODe-sixth of the ne~ 
produce. 

S. Due consideration should be had regarding the fluctuation of prices and failure 
of rains in fixing a.n equitable ront. For this purpose at least the yield from a. particular 
land for the previous 25 yearn should be taken into oonsidera.tion. 

9. In taking into account the yield of the particular land for th9 preceding 25 years, 
at least a ooncession of 33 I per cent of the market value of the produce in all the years 
should be given credit to the ryot, in order to provide against the market fluctuation of the 
prices. 

10. Minimum living expenses of the ryot should also be given oredit to in aniving 
at the net income. 

II. (e) I am of opinion that the remission of rent in times of failure of crop is a moral 
right of the ryot but not a matter of graoa or a matter of contract bAtween the ryot and the 
zamindar. It is the inherent right of the ryot. There should be statutory provision for 
remission of rent notwithstanding any recitals in the agreements that might have been 
entered into previously by the ryot and the zamindar. In our village in those days of 1908 
and 1909 in the early days when the Madras Estates l.and Act came int.() force, when we were 
given the rr.alimum trouble by the zaminrlar, who wanted to oust us from the lands, we. on 
account of our inability to prolong the litigation against him, were ('r-npelled to enter into 
an un:UShfiable and suicidal agreement with the zamindar that WP ""O"lld pay rent without 
fail irrespective of faihu'I) of crops. Since this important right of remif.8ion is denied to us, 
in my particular case during these sixteen years of my management of my properties from 
1!l21. I paid 711 per cent of my annual income in the shape of rent to the zamindar and it 
is the case with every ryot in Nuzvid zamindari; I strongly plead tb,,, f those unjustifiahle 
contracts should be declared void, and the right of claiming remiuioll in times of failure of 
crops for the ryots should be statutorily provided. 
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Princip/u of Gronting Rllmission. 

1. Remission should be granted in the case of wet lands when the lands are not 
cultivated on account of failure of rains and the water does not come to the tanks in the 
proper Se8hon that is before 15th August (~1~" ""3, 6-\>!l> ...... ""). 

2. If rains .. re plenty in proper 118ason and tanks are full .. nd even tbougb trans
plantation in tbe case of wet lands is successful and afterwards if the rains fail as a consequence 
of which ~rops fail and do not give a.n estim .. tion of .. t least one·third of the Dorma.l full 
crops (I mea.n if tbe yield per acre of wet land does not exceed five bags weighing 166 lb. 
net), remission of rent should be granted in full. 

3. In Nuzvid zamindari viIl .. ges in certain exceptional cases where remission is 
granted by the zaminda.r dry r .. te ofrent is being collected for wet lands even though there 
is practically no yitlld for the ryot. This is not justifi .. ble and also against all principles 
of equity and justice. 

4. There is the general notion that the remissions should be granted ouly iii the 
oase of wet lands. But I am of opinion remission of rent should be given in the case of 
dry lands also if they are not cultivated or if cultivated on acoount of the failure of the 
rains, the crops fail and do not give an estimation of one·third of the normal full crop. 

6. Estimation of crops for granting remission as mentioned in clauses 2 .. nd 4 supra., 
should be recorded by the village p .. nohayat and their decision in recommending remis
sion of rent should be fin .. l. 

6. The ryot must apply during the month of November for remission to the zamindar 
as well a.s the panchay .. t. 

II. (d) There should not be periodical settlement of rents. The Provinoial Govern
ment should order for a permanent settlement now taking into oonsideration the prinoiples 
enunoiated in the foregoing paragr .. phs to determine fair and equitable rent and when this is. 
lettled once for all there will be no occa.sion to dispute further. The rent· thus permanently 
settled should not exoeed one-sixth of the net produce after deducting the expenses of 
cultivation. The rent should always be in coin but should not be in kind. 

(e) After the permanent settlement on aooount of certain acts of vismajor. once 
cultiv .. ble land is rendered unoultivable and the repairs cannot be advantageously under
taken hy the ryot, the rent on such lands should be totally suspended for ever. Hence taking 
into consideration the above point, the Provincial Government should have reserve powers 
to revise, alter or reduce or cancel the rents wherever they are inequitable by executive 
action, through their Revenue Settlement Officers, wherever such inequities are brought 
to the notice of the Government by the ryot. Of course, since a permanent settlement 
is suggested, it can be a.ssumed that there can be no occasion whatsoever for the eD.hanC<!
ment of rents. If the powers of the Provincial Government are invoked, it would be only 
for reduotion or for total cancellation but it should not be for enhanoement. 

III. (0) The powers of colleotion of rent now given under the Madras Estates Land 
Aot to the zamindar do require radical revision. 

(b) and (e) The revision should be on the following lines so as to be less costly fnll 
just :-

1. The power of collection should be taken away from the landholder totally 
and must be vested in the village pa.nohayats whioh should be elected on the principle of 
adult franchise with the help of seoret ballotting by introducing ooloured boxes. 

2. The zamindar can settle the demand every year just before the collection 
season commences and a list of ryots showing the amounts due for eaoh kisti ehould be given 
to the village panchayats for oollection. 

3. Tht' Provincial Government must make a statutory provision fixing the percent
age of expenses for colleotion by the panchayats. 

4. No movable properties of the ryot suoh as cattle, agrioultural implements, 
crops and paddy heaps ("ell>(,'.l"') should be attaohed, as thia procedure entails terrible 
loss to the ryot and inoonvenience to the zarnindar. 

6. The patta land can be attached. 
6. The powers of a.ttachments should vest in panchayats only. 
7. The panchayate should be h~ld responsible for expeditious colleotion of 

rent, supervised by the officials of the Revenue Department. 
8. The attschment of the land oan be made for every kisti without waitiug for 

the end of fasli and it can be in the discretion of the panchayats. 

II-J6 
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9. Notice of distra.int should be served personally on the defaulter. Secondary 
methods of service of notice should not be resorted to. If for personal service the defaulwr 
is not amenable, service through post offices should be resorted to. Thirty days should 
be eJIowed, from the date of service of the distraint notice, for paying up the arrears. Mter 
the expiry of thirty daYf, sale notice should be served again on the defaulter personally or 
through post offices. The auction should be held in the village where the land is situated 
by giving proper publicity continuously for seven days in the village by beat of tom-tom 
just before the date of auction. After the auction is over, the sale should be confirmed 
after the expiry of 60 days. Just before the confirmation of the sale, another notice of 
confirmation sbould be served personally or through post on the ryot and if the arrears are 
paid, sale should be set aside. 

IV. (a) lIB far as I know the conditions prevalent in our village Gollapalli and other 
villages of Nuzvid zamindari, we, the ryots POl!8E'ssing mamul wet lands, have inherent 
rights to the water-supply from the irrigation tanks; and it is not Be a result of any contract 
with the landholder. 

(b) The zamindar in our villages has no superior right in the water sources. He 
is concerned with the proper maintenance of the sources ouly. 

V. (a) Some ofthe villages in Nuzvid zamindari are not surveYl-d till this date. Some 
villages were surveyed forty years back but no proper records are maintained to be sure 
of accuracy. The difficulties resulting out of this state ofalfairs for the ryot in partioular are 
obvioW!. Without knowing the exact exwnt of the holdings of the ryot, rent is Iwing 
charged by the landholder, so much so, that the ryot is in miserable ignorance of the exmnt 
of his own holdings and how much he has got to pay by way of rent. Instances are not 
wanting where the landlords are collecting four times the legitimam rent from the ryot. 
Hence it is absolutely essential that all the estates should be surveyed and proper records 
should be mainta.ined showing the extent and the number of survey stones planted around 
every field and the ryot should be made responsible to guard these stones, and if any stone 
is lost the ryot should get it replaced or should he made to pay for it. The zamindar or his 
agents or the officials of the Revenue Department not below the rank of the Revenue 
Inspector ehould periodically check these stones and proper remarks should be made in the 
village "Adangal" about the maintenance of the survey stones. 

(b) The cost ofsurvey must be borne by the za.mindar a.nd not by the ryot. 

VI. In most of the villages in Nuzvid zamindari the zamindars are collecting certain 
levies in addition to rent called 'Meralu'. The rate of this levy genereJIy rauges from 
one a.nna six pies to five anua.s per every acre of wet land owned by the ryot. It is often 
said that this levy is distributed among the village artisans namely carpenter, potter and 
wa.sherman. There are some cases where the zamindars misappropriated even this amount 
without distributing among the artisans. The question for consideration is: Is it justifiable 
to collect this levy from the tenants! It may be argued that because this amount is distri
buted among the village artisans whose services are indispensable to the ryots, it is but 
.proper to collect these levies .. Now the question is to whom are these artisans rendering 
service free of cost. Is it to the zamindar or the ryots! The conditions prevailing in the 
villages are the artisans are rendering free service to the zamindars. The potter is supplying 
free of cost' the necessary pots and earthen vessels to the zamindars for use in their gardens. 
The washerman without receiving any wages is rendering free household Ioervice to the 
landlord in the Villages. The carpenter is repairing or making agricultural implements to 
the landlords free of cost for the use of his 'swantakamatam', but all there artisans are 
receiving necessary wages from the ryots for the services they render. Hence it means 
thi&, it is the ryot that pays for free rendering of Be.rvice to the zamindar by the artiBans. 
Hence I am of opinion that there is no equity and justice in collecting these clI8tomary levies 
from the ryot. 

In Tiruvur and Nuzvid taluks in oertain mokhasa villages levies like • Karanam 
SeIagalu " 'Sharabu Rusumu' and 'Devudu Rusumu' are being collected by the 
mokhasadars in addition to the rent. There cannot be two opinions about the fact that 
they are unjustifiable and inequitable and statutory provisions are es.ential, prohibiting 
the landlords from demanding or collectir>g levies customary or otherwiBe, from the ryot 
in a.ddition to the reut. 

VII. The tenants have inherent rights in all public paths, communal lands, bill and 
forest porambokes for grazing tbeir cattle, collection of green manun., or firewood or 
wood for agricultural implements and for constructing cattle -sbeds. and houpes all free 
of cost. In the stone quarries also, the tenants have inherent rigbts for taking away cut 
stones for constructing their bouses. The tenants have inherent rigbts in utilizing the 
forest bushes aud shrubs (f Co.:» for having fences around their fieWs. Unlesa eJl these 
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natural facilities are afforded, the ryot cannot carry 'In his agriculture. It i< a matter of 
dire nece.qsity and auy fOOf. impoeed on the ryota for .thi. will still impoverisb tbem. Of 
cour.e tbe ryot. need not be allowed to sell tbe out stone. of tbe quarries or firewGod or 
fenoe and tbus carrying on trade for profit. The ryots sbould be allowed to utilize tbem 
for tbeir domestic and agricultural uStJ only. 

The zamindar is enjoying proceed, put of the sale of all forest produce sucb as fruits 
nuts and leaves like ~eJ"O~e>~?rrd»~, rtS"'b-dflro, ,:)~"oe!.\), ;6,., ~d ,"oasel), -£ii)i\oaJa:I: 
':)oif-rC1lO, 'l!.,~V"C1lO, .,..!S~~, ..... .",..~, li"'o!l;S,o",,~, ;S,~~, e,.,.~~~, "o~ Ilfo 'iilll/r-
1:511""" etc., and the tenant has nc;>tbing to do "ith them. - .As things are, zamindars have been misusing their control over the forests and the 
distribution of these agricultural uses of the forests in order to coerce the pe8Santa into the 
acceptance of many undue and unjust imposts, such as illegal cesses, periodical enhancement 
of rents, forced labour ('l!:5i:!'lo), etc. Therefore all such forests of agricultural use 
should be placed under the control of the village pancbayats. 

Hence agricultural labourers ard poor peasants should be allowed to gather free of cost 
aud sell tw.. forest produce to be utilized by them as means of tbeir liv"lihood ~ince nine 
montbs of the year they have no employment and consequently there is starvation. The 
zamindars should not interfere with this ~spect. 

vm. (a) The principles tbat sheulv be observed in evolving a suitable screme for tbe 
proper m..mtenance of tanks are as follows :- . 

1. The extent irrigated under a tank should be double the tank bed and should 
not exceed under any circumstanOO8. , 

2. Whenever any ayacut under a tank is increased comparatively the tank bed 
and the bund also .howd be increased. 

3. Before increasing tbe ayacl't, it must be found out whetber the supply of water 
by the tank is lIWre than necessary for the irrigation of mamul wet. 

4. A referendum sbould be taken from all tbe ryots of mamul wet lands under the 
tank whetm,r ayaeut should be increased or not and whether the supply of water is more 
than sufficient. 

5. Every year an amount equal to one-fourth of the total rent collected on the 
lands irrigated by a particular tank should be set apart for repairs of the tank and tbis 
amount should be in the hands of the village panchayats to whom the repairs should be 
entru.ted every year. 

6. Any income derived froD' the trees stan1ing in the area of the tank or from 
any sale of fi.slo should also be kept sepllO'a.te to be utilized for the maintenance of the tank. 
and this amount should be in the hands of the village panchayat. 

7. The tenanta should be allowed to take cart-loads of silt from the tank bed free 
of cost. 

8. The landholders baVo no right to lease out or alienate the area in the tank bed 
nor bave they right to cultivate the tank bed, t-o raise any crop after the irrigation season 
is oVor. 

(b) If tbe statutorv powers are vested in the village panchayats for the mainteqat\OB 
of irrigation tanks wit!> the necessary funds as mentioned iD the foregoing paragraphs, the 
Provincial Government need not be clothed with any extra powers except to the extent 
of supervising the panchayats ill this connexion through their officers of the Public Works 
Department. If the village panchayats are not given these powers, then it is absolutely 
essential for the Provincial GoV'ol'nment to undertake the repairs or maintsnance of irriga
tion works 88 experience has shown that Eamind81'S are hopelessly averse to undertake any 
repairs of the tanks. 

(e) Such powers should be vested in the Provincial Government to be applied 8UO 

molo, as well as on application by parties also. Where the Provincial Government is 
moved by the parties there should not be vexatious protracted trial but it must be deemed 
sufficient for proof of the failure on the part of the zamindar if it is found out that one
foul'tb of the rent colleoted on the irrigated lands and income from the trees and aale of fish. 
etc., is not spent for the repairs and upkeep of the tank every year. 

Z.uu.B.AliDI. 

IX. At present no zamindar is having yearly jamabandi worth the name. Hence 
the ryots are denied their fundamental rights to represent their grievances before the 
officials. So jamabandi should be held every year on the 88me lines 88 the Government 

n-l~ 



jamabandi of the ryotwari tracts .... laid down in B.S.O. No. 12. But the point of con
sideration is by whom the jamabandi is to be held' Is it by the zamindar and his agents 
or by the Revenue Divisional Offioor every ye&l' and by the DiRtrict Collector onoe in five 
years' I am of opinion that the latter should be the case, if the jamabandi should be 
held on soWld lines. 

UNDER-TENANTS. 

X. The question of under-tenants should not be taken at this stage as the p08iticn 
of the tenavts itself is not stable. When the question relating to tenants is Aatisfactorily 
solved, then the question of WIder-tenants can be taken up. At present this point must be 
dropped. 

XI. (a) & (b) The dispute between the zamindar and the tenants should be tried 
and solved speedily with less cost. For this purpose if ordinary Civil Courts are given 
powers to try them, the trial is always very vexatious, costly and protracted for years together. 
The stamp duty is exceedingly heavy. If the Revenue Courts are given powen;, the subtle 
legal matters involved in these disputes cannot be affectively thrashed out by these officers, 
.... the majority of them are not law graduates and after all the trial i8 summary. Hence 
special courts should be established for this purpose and they must be touring in the zamin
dati areas and the stamp duty should be reduced to an irreducible minimum and the justice 
should be meted out at the ~ery doors of the tenant. The appellate court should be the 
High Court but not the Revenue Board. 

XTI. (a) It is but natural that a ryot occupi<'JI the waste land adjacent to and com
munication with his own land. If such adjacent lanw. are public paths or donkas or commu
nal porambokes, naturally the village panchayats or local boards take care of them and the 
ryot will not be permitted to occupy. But if the landa adjacent to the landa of the tenants 
are ouly waste landa 1& ¢-lIo> .... <'III" 1)0,,/1> ¢-as.. ... not being public paths, the zamindar 
can charge rent at the rate of the adjacent lands and such occupied landa should be incluw.d 
in the patta of the tenant in the jamabandi. No nSZ&l'anas or any other ooruideration 
can be justifiably charged by the zamindart'. In this connexion the zamindar is not 
entitled to any relie& or remeQies to oust tl>e tenants. 

(b) In Nuzvid zamindari, so f&l' as miner I"nfranchised inama are concerred, a levy 
called' Icam Gattitum' whicb is gfIDeraUy Re. 1 per acre .... d in sorne c"""", even more. 
The rate of the quit-rent per acre of wet land in the case of 8uch ina= is Rs. 5-12-0 or 
even more aud to add to this, this "Inam Gattitum" (OOO"".,.oKt! 1iro15oo) at Re. 1 per .., 
acre is being collected. The rate of the quit-rent itaelf is very high as such this additional 
levy of Re. 1 must be cancelled. Some suits were instituted questioning the validity of this 
levy and judgments were pa..<oSed by the High Court eetting .... ide this revy. Such of those 
inamdars who carried the litigation t" the High Court got this relief and othel'!' who are 
not able to oontend with the zamindars are still payirg t.his levy_ Hence statutory provision 
should be made preventing the zamindar from colwcting tm.. levy. 

I may be permitted to submit a few lines more about certain other points which are IlGt 
tra~ersed by your questionnaire .. 

Patlas and patta tra1!8:fer8.-A patta should be granted to every ryot free of coot if re
quired by him at the time cf jamabandi showing all changes in his holdingA that take place 
by way of alienation.., etc. This need nd be rene\\ed every year unleas there are any 
changes. The question ofafft'!cting changes in the holdings under a pattI' h .... become a 
very vexing problem.. Though the Sub-Registrar invarisbly collects patta transfer too. 
at the time of the registration of sale deeda and submits them to the zatnWdar for affecting 
the transfNs in the village accounts the zarninda .... are showing scant courtesy to them 
and no transfers are affected on some pretext or other. Hence statutory provision should 
be madt'! making it imperative on the Palt of the zamindar to regieter a transfer when it is 
forwarded by the Sub-RegiE.tr&l' . 

. KiBlB.-At present in Nuzvid zamindari ateas, the kists are from October to March. 
We are agitating for a change from a pretty loug time. We cannot get any income from 
any land in the months of October, November, Derember and it is very trying period for 
the ryot. Nowadays failure of punasa dry crops has become unavoidable every y"ar • 
.All garden crops like tobacco and mango gardens, etc., yield only in April to JWla. Hence 
I strongly plead that the kists should be fixed from January to June. 

Right of trees.-The Nuzvid zamindars are incol-porating a clause in the patta that the 
trees standing in the holdings of the ryot on 30th June 1908, belong to them and the trees 
rai..ed subsequently belong to the ryot. This was never accepted by the ryot as Buch we 
are refusing to take.th08e pat,tas from the zamindars and the zaminda .... are resorting to a 
process called 'Tendering of pattas' without the knowledge of t1>e ryots. This is often a 
cause of dispute or litigation between the. ryots and the zamindars. There is no justification 
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in this demand of the zamindars and it is ccntrary to traiiticn. These trees were never 
raiEed by the zamindara and they were ne"er interested in growing them. Therefore 
statutory provision should he made preventing the zamindars from interfering with the 
rights of the ryots in enjoying these trees. 

Village-site8.-Vacant village·sites not occupied by the ryots sho~d vest in the village 
panchayats but not in the zamindar. Hence statutory declaration should he made to this 
effect. Vi\lago-sites owned by the ryotsJt cultivated should not be assessed. 

Powers of regulation of water from the irrigation sources should vest in panchayats. 
Unauthorized occupation of the public paths, communal lands and tank beds either 

by the zamindar or by the ryot should be penalized. 
RentB in ryotWllll" "illagC8.-·The ryotwari village VatIur whioh is on the border of 

Gollapal\i estate in Nuzvid zamindari may be taken as an example to judge the vast 
disparity in the rents for mamul wet lands between the zamindari and ryotwari tra.ct8. 
The rent p"r acre of mamu\ 'o{et land irrigated by tank is &s. 3-8-0 and for this also remission 
is granted by the Government in case of failure of crops. Hence I invite the attention of 
the committee to this important point. 

ForeJJt reJJertJeJJ.-I have explained the respective rights of the zamindars and tenants 
in forest and hill porambokes in my answer to question No. VII. The forests should be 
kept as reserves and the zamindars even after allowing certain portions for the utilization 
of the ryots have no right in selling the fuel or the timber. The tendency of the zamindars 
is to lease out the reserve forests for cutting and selling the timber and fuel. And there are 
practically no reserve forests in Nuzvid zamindari areas; all have been oonverted into 
plains on account of this misuse of the reserve forests there is constant failure of rains. 
Thirty years back almost all the forests were kept as reserves and they were never cut and 
Bold, and there was no failure of rains in those days, but nOWRdays failure of rains has 
become the order of the day in Nuzvid zamindari areas. So statutory provision should be 
made to the effect that forest should be kept as reserves. 

Interest on twrears of rent.-The Nuzvid zamindars are charging interest on the arrears 
of rent at the rate of 6 per cent. We desire that no interest should be charged and the 
Zamindars sholild be prohibited fro'n collecting interest on arrears of rent. 

Water-tax.-Water-tax is being charged in the Nuzvid zamindari areas without stioking 
to any prinoiples. The minimum rate oharged is Rs. 8 per acre and the maximum knows no 
limit. The principles observed by the Government in ryotwari tract should be ohserved 
by the zamindars also and those principles should be embodied in the statute. The mari
mum water-tax that should be charged per acre should not exceed Rs. 3 subject to remission 
if the crop does not give estimation of one-third of the normal produce. (I mean five bags 
of paddy each bag weighing 166 lb. net.) Generally water oomes to the tanks in the 
month of July and transplantation season will be in full swing in this month and will be 
over before the middle of August, whereas in ryotwari tracts water is given to the ryots 
from last week of May. Therefore in ryotwari tracts the paddy crop has an advantage of 
long life of sir months and the results are very good hut in Nuzvid zamindari areas, since 
the water comes to the tan '{S in July, the paddy crop will not have the adva.ntage of long 
life of sir months and the results of the crope also are not. good. Even then a heavy 
water-tax is charged. Hence statutory provision should be made fixing the water-tax at 
Re. 3 under a tank in the zamindari areas. 

Constitution of special courIB.-I have . suggested in reply to question No. XI (a) and (Ii) 
that special oourts should be constituted for settling the disputes between the zamindar and 
tenants. So a word ahout the constitution of such special courts will not be out ofpl&ee. I 
suggest that these special courts should consist of three judges, (1) a Judicial officer of the 
Government not helow the rank of a District Judge, (2) a representative of the peasants 
and (3) a representative of the zamindars. Acquisition of lands to he used as "manda. 
bayallu .. 1:\oOIr&ldli:~. In rainy season, when all the fields are under cultivation, there will 
be no space in the villages for tending the oattle and Hocks of sheep and goats. For 
instance, in our village, GoUapaIIi, there is not even an inch of vacant land around the 
village. There is no space to move about for the cattle, sheep and goats. On the one 
side tank. have to be oro.sed to go to the foreets. If those tanks are full, it is not 
possible to go to the foreets. On the other side, there is small river called Tammileru, 
and we have to cross this to go to this side of the foreets. When this river is full it 
will be unoro.sable_ Then the cattle and sheep have to die for there is no vacant space'to 
herd them. So vacant lands around the village used for herding the cattle in rainy season 
are called .. mandahayaIIu .. ~OIr&ldSltt;~. Hence certain lands should be acquired for 
setting apart to be utilized for the.above purpose, and the compensation for acquisition 
Mould be borne by the Z&mindar, as he is responsible for a1ienstingsuch lands previously 
for personal gain. Statutory provision should be made to this effeot.· .. . 

N. R. KBrSHN.A. &0. 
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Memorandum by ParvaUiinenl VeDka\asubblah, Secretary of Byota' Association, 
Nunld &aluk, Dbla district, 

1. (a.1 The tenant is t.he proprietor of the soil. 
fb) The tenant has the right of cultivating the soil and of enjoying the fruits of 

cultIvation. But as he has not right to sell the land in certain villages, he should be 
accorded all the rights which the landholder is now enjoying in the land, 

II. (a) The lawful amount that ca.n be collected on the net income of the soil that 
remains after deducting the cultivation charges is a fair rent. 

(b) A fair rent should be determined taking into consideration the cultivation 
charges, family expenses and loss of crops from seasonal adversities such as abnormal or 
defective rains. 

(c) There shonld be statutory provision for remission. Remission should be grant-ed 
when prices have fallen and when famine occurs owing to seasonal adversities. 

(d) Rates should be settled once for all. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) The Government themselves should collect the rent and return the halance to 

the landholder after dedncting from the rent the expenses for the rent-collection and 
the zamindar at his own cost, a Syst of three rupees may be charged in respect of lands. 

(c) The measures adopted in Government ryotwari villages to be followed in 
zamindaris also_ 

IV. (al Tenants should have inherent rights in this respect. 
(b) The landholder is enjoying a superior right in the water-sources, though all 

the tanks were constructed by ryots themselves. As landholders happen to have private 
holdings under the ayoout of tanks, they do not allow the tenants to have water for 
their crops, until all their own fields are irrigated. They may even refuse water-supply 
altogether. . They would not permit ryots or their cattle to use the tanks for drinking 
purposes, if they were so minded. They will not do repairs to tanks which are now lying. 
ina dilapidated condition. In the result, frequent failure of crops and famine conditions 
are experienced. Though they have no special rights over the water-sources in their 
zamins, zamindars have been exercising them autocratically. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The landholders should bear all the cost. 

VI .. The landholders cannot demand any such levies. But zamindars are fordbly 
collecting such levies. Legislation should be passed making such collection~, a criminal 
offence. 

VII. (a) Ryots have rights to utilize natural facilities but they are being forcibly 
deprived of these rights. These facilities should be under the control '.If village panchayats 
and be enjoyed by aJl the people of the village. 

(b) Tenants. have an inherent right in this respect, which is being highhandedly 
violated by the zamindar. 

(c) Though rYo~s alone are entitled to use these public paths, etc., jointlv, the 
zamindar has illegally taken them into his own exclusive possession. • 

vm. (a) Irrigation sources and works should be entrusted to Public Works Depart
ment and they should carry out repairs at the ryots' request. 

(b) Irrigation ~onrces and works should never be under the control of tbe zaminnars. 
They should be under the control of the Government, who must have the contemplated 
statutory powers with regard to their repairs. 

(c) Such powers to be exercised suo motu or on application by parties. 
IX. Yes, as a. rule. 

I X. The same kind of rela.tion that exists between the pattadar and the zaroindar should 
also exist betwen tbe under-tenant and the pattadar. 

XI. (a) A Special Tribunal (Land Court) should be constituted for the pumose. 
(b) They should be tried in Special Courts which must consist of one repre~p.ntati,'e 

of ryots, one repre.entative of the zamindar and one Government officer, SU"h court"l 
should. be. established in ~ac~ district and taluk of this Presidency. The Special Court of 
each distnct should tour In Its appropriate area. a.nd decide cases free of all court .expensee 
to ryots. 

XII. (a) Zamindars should grant pattas to the ryots concerned for such lands and 
collect rents from them ~ccording to the prevailing rates. The ryots should not be evicted 
from the lands occupied ~mauthorizedly. '. 

(b) Doing a.wa.y: WIth !he syst~m of zamindars and mokhasadars, the Government 
should take all such villages mto theIr own possession. 
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Other matter •. 

, Grama kantams' (village sites) should be given away as house·sites on applica
tioJl by ryots, without demanding any compensation. 

The receipt given for the payment of the rent should contain demarcation and 
patta numbers. 

• • Zamindars should not have the power of attaching movable property. The procedure 
followed with regard to the attachment of immovable property should be observed in the 
case of movable property also. 

The land rent for wet cultivation in dry lands should not be more than the rate levied 
on wet lands irrigated by delta canals. 

New pattas ha.ve been granted with regard to forests, waste lands and village 9ites 
with a view to bringing th~m under the control of the panchayats. All these pattas should 
be cancelled. 

Memorandum by the ryots of Xa.za village, Dlvi taluk, Kistna district. 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The interest in land between the landlord and the tenant is that of a drone 

lind bee. The tenant works day and night in the fields to feed himself and the para. 
sites. 

n. (a) One·twentieth of the net income got from the lands. 
(b) The expenses of the cultivation, the fertility of the soil, the yearly yield of 

the land and the means of the ryot shou)d be taken into account in fixing a fair and 
equitable rent. 

(e) There should be some statutory provision for remission of rent especially 
during the failure of crops on the principles that are being now adopted by the Govern
ment in giving remission of water-rate and land revenue. 

(d) We wish to settle the rate or share of rent for a particular area once for all. 
(e) The ProvinciaJ Governments should have reserve powers to revise, alter or 

reduce the rents where they are inequitable by executive action through their revenue 
settlement offieers. 

m. (a) The powers of collection of rent now given to landholders under the 
Madras Estates Land Act require revision. 

(b) At present for an arrear of one anna the landlord has got the power to attach 
immovable property. This is a very expensive process. The poor ryot has to bear all 
these expenses. In addition to this, the zamindar is not keeping the up-to-date records 
of rights. So much so, the ryot cannot identify his arrears and his confiscated immovable 
property. In this way some of the ryots lose their lands. . 

Another detestable process to collect the arrears 'is to confiscate the standing crop. 
The zamindar posts watchmen at the field before a fortuight of the actual harvest. 
Until the crop is thrashed the watchmen are there. By this time more than a month 
elapses and the ryot has to bear all these expenses. 

We are giving a heart-rending incident in this respect. A shepherd did not give 
his mamul (annual tip) to a samudar. To take vengeance against him he managed to 
keep him in arrears of As. 8 rent. The expenses incurred to collect this small 
eum are Re. U-8-{). ,Two acres blliY~!!~~Il.\,,~ta"-hedt()r~alize,l't~:.1..~!!:~m t~, 

The ryots have no idea. of their arrears. They are in ignorance until their lands 
are confiscated. Partly due to the not keeping of up-to-date records of rights by the 
landlords and partly due to the revenging spirit of collecting officers the ryots are sub
mitted to intolerable difficulties in paying their rents. 

So much so, in the interest of the betterment of the lot of the famishing ryota, it 
is better to abrogate the power of the landlord to, confiscate immovable property for 
triviaJ arrears and also to coHact wa.tchman's coolie when the standing crop is attached. 
In case the immovable property had to be attached for big arrears it may be done as 
per the rules that are being foHowed by the Government in attaching the lands. 

IV. The rights of the tenant to water-suppy are inhel-ent as being appurtenant 
to the land. 

V. (a) The estates must maintain a record of rights compulsorily. 
(b) The ryots should be exempted to boar the cost of land survey and the zamin

dar should be compelled to adopt the land survey system of the Government. 
VI. Unthinkable to cherish anI idea of allowing levies, customary or otherwise, from 

ryots in addition to rent. ' . 
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VII. (a) There should be full liberty to the tenants to graze their cattle, to collect 
green manure and to take wood for agricultural implements free of cost. 

(b) The tenant has got inherent right to use them for their domestic and agri. 
cultural purposes free of cost. 

(e) With regard to the public paths, communal lands and hill and forest poram. 
bokes the landholder should have no right and these should be given to the panchayats. 

VITI. Three decades back we were giving a rent of Rs. 2 per acre. Our Zamin
dar of Challapalli got hold of the leaders of the village, fed them sumptuously in his 
fortress for a month, gave them a under cloth, upper cloth and a head-dress and finally 
influenced over them to write muchilkas to pay a rent of Rs. 3 per acre on the condition 
that he would ~epair all the bodis (sub-channels) in the village limits. Subsequently 
the other sheepIsh tena';1ts also we~e easily allured to write muchilkas to pay a rent of 
Rs. 3 per acre. Our VIllage contaIns 6,000 acres and the zamindar increased his rent 
to this extent by this transaction. At the most Rs. 2,000 are enough to keep the bodia 
in good condition. Long long ago he violated the contract and only three years back ht' 
revived it due to the agitation of ~he Ryots' Association. At present he gives only Rs. 700 
or Rs. 800 to the ryots to repaIr the bodls for themselves. This Bum is quite insuffi
cient and it depends on the whims and fancies of his officers. So much so, we wish to 
take the repairs or maintenance of irrigation works BUO moto by the Provincial Govern
ment where the landholders fail to take necessary and proper steps to repair them. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi in zamindari villages is quite necessary. 
X. (a) The under-tenant is responsible to do with the zamindar. 

(b) The under-tenant has nothing to do with the zamindars. 
XI. (a) Revenue Board should be abolished and the civil courts should be invested 

with those powers. 
(b) In civil courts the action and proceedings between landholders and tenants 

should be fixed and there is no need to constitute a special tribunal. 
XII. (a) The ryot is unusually occupying the uneconomic waste lands. These are 

not cultivated by the landlord as they are beyond bis power to bring into cultivation. 
If the ryot does not occupy it they will remain uncultivated for ever. In the beginning 
the ryot does not get any yield from the land. It hardly meets the expenses. After 
intense manuring for years together it becomes an economic holding. In this state the 
price of the holding equals that of the expenses incurred in fertilizing the plots. So 
much so, the landlord cannot claim any relief or remedy for unauthorized occupation 
of lands by ryots. 

RYOTS OF KAZA VILLAGB. 

Memorandum by the ryots of Muktyala estats otherwise known 18 Chlntalapati Vontll 
estate, Nandigama taJuk, Xistna district, 

I. PToprietoTship of the 80il.-The State proprietorship in the soil has underwent many 
changes in India. Saniti Parva in Mabsbharatam and the very first chapter of Sukraniti
saram relate that the origin of kingship in ancient India is divine. Out of chaos and ruin 
the kingship is evolved. When the whole country was in a ruinous anarchic condition 
and when people took to heels in all directions, the Brahma, the. Almighty! cre'.'ted 
the king to receive tributes from the people and to protect them from mternal dlBsentlOns 
and external dangers. Hence paradoxically Sukra says that the king was the lord of the 

. people and at the same time their servant. The king was all in all and became lord-
paramount who is the sole proprietor of the soil and who can do away even with the lives 
of the people. The king strengthened his position by collecting loyal subjects round 
him and posting them through the length and breadth of the land and his royal repre
sentatives to look after the people and to safeguard his own interests. 

As people settled themselves peacefully and as civil government advanced, they 
began to realize their own vested interests in land and property and claimed their rights 
unbeeitatingly by paying tribute to the sovereign for maintenance of the government. In 
his book .. Corporate Life in Ancient India," Mujumdar quotes from .. Bribsspathi 
Dharmasastra" of sixth or seventh century A.D. that .. should any such partner in 
trade happen to die through want of proper care, his goods must be shown and deliverect 
to officers appointed by the king." This quotation establishes that t.he king can claim 
any person's private property after the person's demise and if the deceased had no heirs. 
Sma's division of private property into the heads of Sahaja and Adhika which connotes 
the ancestral and Adhika self-acquired by means of salary, interest, profit and such other 
means. Such a clear distinction is an exact instance in point. Not only the eminent 
Hindu kings recognized individual proprietary right Oil all forms of wealth but they 
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decidedly recognized the institution of private property including on land. Kantillya gave 
10 &ever .. warIWlg to the king not to interfere with toe property rights of Ius subjects all 
.. a man will sooner forgive the slaying 01 his rather than the coutiscation of hiS patri
many." All these references clearly indicate that the ancient Indian State had 'clearly 
accceded to its people the individual proprietary right. ' 

Speaking of wholesale confiscation of the ecclesiastical property in France, Burke 
exclaims in his .. Retlection on the French Revolution": .. If this exClusive and lawful 
right prevailed, fo.r different would be the real riches of the sovereigns of Europe 
and the loyalty and the fidelity they are served. They would 800n reign over solitude and 
deserts over mendicants and barbarians." The Hindu sovereign realized the dangers 
iuvulved in not granting the individual proprietary right of the land. If the case had 
beee otherwise, they would have found the ruin of the kings and the nations. . 

The case had been otherwise during the Moghul period. There was no steady policy 
followed. Nominally the Moghuls claimed all the lands as their khalsa. Land revenue 
policy was not systematized and rights of either of the parties were not clearly defined. , 

Man is by nature selfish and seltless people are saints. It is hut human nature to 
hoard up and hand over to dear darlings the fruits of industry which is the very foundatio~ 
of everytbing excellent and beneficial in the sublumary state. The prosperity or otber
wise of the various kingdoms in the world mostly depend on the prevalence or neglect of 
this principle. 

Tbe British Government very soon recognized the elementary right of the people to 
enjoy tbeir hard-earned fruits of labour in perpetuity witbout State interruption. By 
paying royalty to tbe Government the ryots bave even tbe mining privileges. But iIi 
zamindari areas tbe zamindar often evicts innocent ryots on the plea of digging small pits 
complaining that the land has been utilized for non-agricultural purposes. The provision 
should be completely eradicated from tbe Estates Land Act so that to enable the ryot to 
build cattle-sheds or even his own house, to dig some baskets of earth to fill up the pits 
in tbe cattle-sbeds. It was even decided by the Privy Council in some Mr. Sethurathnam 
Ayyar's (zamindar near Mayavaram) case !>. Secretary of State for India against the 
zamindar when he contested for mining rights in his estate. Such being the case, the 
provision to evict the ryot even for pitching up a small hut for guarding the fields and 
on tbe basis of rendering the field for non-agricultural purposes, is purely against sense 
of justice and a favour to the zamindar to harass the ryots. Even now tbe Government 
will weigh the pros and cons of the provisions and come in rescue of the ryot and extract 
him from the clutches of the zamindar. 

The condition for not digging pits and for not constructing even temporary sheds iii 
absent in the pattas given by the Zamindar of Mirjapuram wbich is almost equivalent to 
a patta granted by the Government wbich is almost ideal wben compared with otber 
pattas wbicb are full of avaricious demands. Please refer to the printed draft· of the 
patta enclosed. 

Tbe grant of occupancy rights in 1908 and regulations governing the tenancy problem 
in this Presidency prove tbat tbe proprietor of tbe soil is tbe ryot. Recognizing tbe prin~ 
ciple of fixing of tenure and judicial rent, the Government passed statutory legislation for 
giving oo!"pensation to the individual proprietorsbip of the soil when the particular plot 
of land is required for public purposes. 

Such being the state of affairs in the twentieth century, it is a sorry spectacle that 
a zamindar in Nandigama.-a nook and corner taluk of Kistna district--:-dismisses tbe 
sanctity of the individual rights of property into a nominal rate of compensation of Rupees 
30 per aCre which ordinarily costs tbree hundred rupees by including a separate clause 
in the previous pattas of 1906 and 1907 and also in the current ones which the zamindar is' 
bent upon to get the pattas and muchilkas registered for a limitless period ratifying the 
so-called customary demand of the zamindar which is to evict a ryot from hiB acre of land 
by paying thirty rupees as the nominal compensation. The pattas • are enclosed for kind 
perusal of the committee. . 

II. (a) Remissio1l8.-The raia is India and India is the raja. Without the raja 
neith~r Coimbatore can boast of Manchester of Southern India nor Madras as one of the 
best cities of the world. Without him there is no Pycroft's road and Surajmul Lallubhai 
'" Sons. It is he who can square the Government budget though he cannot square his 
own. 

The settlement of land rent con.ists in the determination of the shore of the produce 
o~ rentnl to wbich tbe State is entitled and in the r~cord oC all private rights and interests 
in the land. Berore determining the Cnir and equitable rent, one should bear in mind 
that nn exact estimate of tbe average nnnunl vulue of the produce of the plot to be 
assessed should be made by an elBbornt.e system of classification of land according to 

• Not printed .. 

U-17 
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fertility and by experimenting the average yield on trial plota and by thol'Oughly enquiring 
.int.O tue conwLloDs of fertility ot tile Boll, (11 ~l1e ec(lUOWIC cou<1luon (II tu" l",Yot, of tile 
market values of the produce, and of lhe viciasltudea of season. Alter CBrelui invesu
gatloD on the above basis the cost of cultivation should be deducted and large a1lowancea 
sho,uld be made for the distance from the markets in carting the produce, lor hiS family 
mamtenance illcluding a decent habitable honae and one-half of the net prolit IS assumed to 
be the land rent or revenue of the Government? . 

II. (b) The primary consideration that should be taken into consideration in fixing 
• fair and equitable rent are (1) the remuneration for intellectual and phySIcal labour 
for ploughing, sowing, reaping, weeding, bowing and for general SUpervision, and (1I) 
allowance for capi~aI,invested in ploughing cattle, agricultural implements, seeds, manure, 
etc. The next prmclple of assessment of land rent which is notrung but the periodic pay
ment for natural differential advantages of the soil is the tenants' economic capacity to pay. 
To a tenant who is overburdened with debts and whose holding does not Yield even the 
minimum produce owing to several factors-changes in the monsoon and the depletion 
of the soil, the land rent will be an additional calamity on his head. The immediate 

. ~tep for his ruin will be the sale of hi~ holding del'rivrng him from eking out his Iiveli
bood. 

II. (c) Undoubtedly there should be statutory provision for remission of rent in the 
Es~nt-es Land Act. Necessity will arise for remission of rent only during extraneous cir
cumstances and unhappy occurrences like famines and cyclones. There will be no fear 
that request.s will be made during days of opulence and ordinary circumstances. The 
claim of the tenantry for a statutory provision for remission is neither revolutionary nor 
confiscatory. Even Crown representatives like Viceroys and Governors have foregone 
80me percentage in their salaries during bad economic days but the zllmindllrs who happen 
to be a parennial source of opulence did not even care to reduce a pie of their land rent 
in spite of the repeated requests of their tenantry and of the sound and mild advices of the 
British administrators. Not only that when his neighbour who had the benefit of remis
pion granted by the Government during depressing years like 1933. 1934 and 1935. the 
estate ryot had to pay old assessment in full plus the accrued arrears with interest multiplied 
even at times by the mischief of the zamindar's clerks. Is there any zamindar to his credit 
ill our Presidency who gave at least some real concession to his tenantry and shed 
a sympethetic tear for their miserable plight during day9 of depression and despondency? 

Is it a crime if the tenants do crave for such a provision to be recorded in the statute 
book? There are instances where the Court of Wards granted such concessions when 
they took up the administration of some estate. ' 

The zamindar's contention is that the discretionary right should be plac'ed in their 
hands to grant concessions, Perhaps to make use of such a boon during electioneering 
eampaign and for confining special favour for their loyal and obedient SUbjects. 

The guiding principle to have a statutory provisi~n for. remission are that ~hen there 
is absolute failure of monsoon and consequent total fallure lD crop. when the pnces of the 
commodities have fallen. when the crops are damaged by floods and cyclones. It is a com
mon thing during jamabandi when the tanks are not overfull and the crops consequently 
fail the Government grant full remissions for minor irrigation schemes. But op~~ite 
is the picture in the zamin areas. The landholders not only refuse to pay remlSSlOD 
where tanks fail but they should have the first benefit for utilizing the tank water for 
their kamatam lands whenever they have very rarely filled up with water. 
, Village accountants generally submit to the higher auth~lriti~s the c~litivation account 
.. sagubadi .. and also note the total crop or percentage of Yield ill the village. It ~Ill be 
of immense use if they follow the method of village accountants of Government VIllages 
who prepare a separate account shllwing percentage of yield of each patta and reasons for' 
the failure of crop and submit it to the Tahsildar and Sub-Collector who are the final 
authorities for ordering remissions. It is better if the ,same thing is cop,ied in estate villages 
ap the village accountants' karnams prepare sa."aubadl and thus acquBmt the Government 
officers the percentage of yield in the villages. 

In the zamindar's include a provision in the pattas /riving no I!COpe fo!, realiza-
tion of Tent either for the hardships attributed to God or for the hardships attnbuted to 
the State. 

II. (d) The tenant used to pay to the landlord in two following ways by surrendering 
to the landlord into a share of the crop and by cash payment which does not vary with 
the harvest. The substitution of money rent for rents in kind may in a great meaRUre· 
remove the abuse by making the landlords demand more certain. In the last century 
money rents were uncommon. But witlt the incomin~ of the vast hoard of silver, the 
substitution of money rent is becoming more prevalent. Aloo the grnwing of such rich 
oolDmercial croos like cotton (not now) but gronndnut and turmeric bv more enter
prising tenants have made the institution of money rent more and more common. 
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Though perm&Dent settlement has its advantages it has no drawback t.nat it may no. 
protect tw, Len&UWI durlng tne days of lamille and days of econOIlliC depreSSIOn. It 
would be surely very dtlhcult for the ryot w pay the amount settled and uses to pay during' 
palmy days wnen unfortunately during any lamine year. Provided protection 18 given ·for 
such famine and unhappy years and statutory provision is made for leduc.ion of L'Ourse per~ 
Dlent settlement is better. No doubt if the permanent settlement is extended to temporarily 
settled tracts, the expense &Dd harasslllent of the present assessment operations would bl! 
avoided and the tenant would have a mere happy and contented life. l'he landed prD-' 
perty would greatly rise in value by leaps and bounds. To quote Dr. Pattabhi from the 
History of the Congress, .. l'he Congress in 1896 adopting the temporary policy prayed 
for at least an interval of sixty years from one revision to another. In 18\12 the Congress 
pleaded for fixing and permanance to land revenue demand so as to permit capital and 
labour to combine to develop the agriculture of the country. In 1903 the Congress 
demanded judicial and legislative restriction on over-assessment. In 1908 the Congress 
virtually gave up the subject in despair," when our Madras Estates Land Act had been 
passed. it is in the fitness of things that national government shouldered by eminent 
leaders of the Congress sitting in judgment to solve the rent problem and ameliorate the 
condition of the God-forsaken tenant in the zamindari areas. 

Though the ryot has no henefit of fixing of tenure but the zamindar and by permanently 
settling their estates, began to exact from the peasantry. From times immemorial the 
tenants enjoyed the right of permanent tenure and fixity of rent and were owners of the 
soil while the zamindars' rigbt was insecure and depended generally on tbe prescription 
of enjoyment. Lord Cornwallis in 1793 permanently settled the estates of the zamindars 
who were the farmers of revenue till then to tbe highest bidder. With a view to enSure 
definite amount of revenue, and to confirm the loyalty of the most substantial classes. 
As Mr. M. Ratnaswami daringly in his lecture on land revenue system obsen-ed tbat 
.. Tbe expectation of tbe creator of the permanent settlement that the zamindari system 
would conduce to statutory were not realized everywhere." By this enactment the 
people were left to the mercy of the zamindars. There was regular topsy turvy of the 
position of the zamindar and the present peasant as well. The farmers became tenants 
at will until regulations were passed by the Government to safeguard the interests of the 
peasants from eviction. The Government then allowed not exceeding ten per cent to the 
lamindar of the economic rent which he has to collect from ryots. As times advanced. 
population grew and occupies more land and consequently prices rose. Competition for 
lan,l increased and rack-renting became rife. Rent lands and Tenancy Acts were passed 
iu 1908. The Madras Estates Land Act was passed establishing the ryots' occupancy 
right in land. An opportunity is created bv popula.r government to tackle the vexed ques
tion and it is proper to abolish further settlement of revenue and thus place the zamindari 
ryot on an equal footing with the Government ryotwari ryot in every respect by reducing 
t.he overburdened taxation and by clearly defining the relations of the tenant and land
holder. 

(e) By all menns the Provincial Government should rescue powers to revise, alter 
or reduce the rent wherever they nrc inequitable by executive action through revenue 
settlement officers. This reservation of power would immensely help the ryot population 
during famine years and during years of economic depression when the zamindar fail to 
gi ve remissions as the Government can interfere and can know from the village accountants, 
karnams and other qubordinate officials the real state of affairs and thus compel the zamin-
dar to suspend rents for the year and thus to copy their example in Buit. , 

While the rents in Government ryotwari areas are low the neighbouring zamindari 
areas hn.ve to pay abnormal rents. Tbe zamindars enhanced rents three times during two 
half century let alone the previous enhancements. 

To set right such exigencies and to interfere with periodical enhancements so that 
justice may be done to the ryots and to compel the zamindars to grant remissions, such 
reservation of power by the Provincial Government is an inferior necessity. , 

III. Rent collections.-A cultivator in z .. mindari ares mav claim to Itave his rent fixed 
by a rent court and to remain in secure possession so long as he pavs the amount which the 
rent court. not the landholder, considers equitable. He is virtually It peasant proprietor 
paying a judicial rent for the enjoyment of his land. 

The powers ~ven to the landholder to collect his rent shan require immediate revision. 
As it has been mioused for harassing the ryots with the relnllar nuisance of ioint pattas. 
It is II pity that the procedure presr.ribed by the Act is to formal to be beneficial. Form 
and ceremony became an unwelcome encumbrance. Fraud graduallv enveloped the 
observance of the minor directions of the procedure. To cite. for example the sad tnle of 
pt'asnnt.ry in the e.tatps in Nandil[ama taluk. is enough in this connexion.· The zamindar 
j!ot pattns and muchilkas registered for nearlv a le8'e of thirty years. Even the le •• e haa 
been over and there have heen so many sales of lands registered, the zamindars did not 
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recognize the real owners of the land and did not grant proper plltloas till, now •. Tbe 
~wllldar's agent grant receipts for Lbe pllyment With !.be nU1lllJer of extmct pllttas Wlt.h
out noting demarcation numbers. bven such useless receipts are granted On IIlUIIJI slip. 
of paper without even attaciung signatures of the collection clerks who are not the aUlllo
rized agente. When requested to grant proper receipts, the responsible officers BUy thal 
there is no such custom and there is no provision in the Estates Land Act to note the 
demarcation numbers of the land in the receipt and to give printed receipts. !:ioule of 
the receipts granted are herewith enclosed for kind perusal. One can write a volume 
of horrors and nuisance of joint pattas. The zamindar puts a plea through his agent that 
according to the Act no holding of live acres extent cannot be recognized as a single patta. 
~e bent upon to get ti;le pattas with most harassing conditions registered for unlillli ted 
period with the ryot's cost. In addition to im~roper receipts the condition in the palta 
when summarized result that the ryot has no right even to construct a shed in his lllnd, 
to dig a pit, to take earth to clean his ground and mud walls, to evict his land for Rs. 30 
to accept whatever receipts are given by whomsoever he appoints without authorization, 
:got to dispute the receipt given and with such penalizing boons from the ryots. 

(b) Hence, the powers of collection require immediate revision on the following 
lines :-

There should be a standardization of patloas and muchilkas. The draCt should be 
included in the Act. 'l'he patta and muchilka should not contain no other condi. 
tious excepting the proper extent and proper rent to be paid by the ryot. When 
tendered through revenue court, such pattas only are enforced. 'l'he Govern
ment pattas for Government ryotwari lands have no conditions attached in it. 
When there is the Act binding between the landholder and the ryot, what neces· 
sity is there to include conditions in the patta? Is not the Zamindar of Mirza,. 
pur who do not include any other condition excepting the rent to be paid and 
schedule of ryoti land, collecting hiS rent. Not only tbat, there should be a provi. 
sion in the Act that entire registration of pattas for long leases should be dis· 
pensed with when there is no necessity for it. If all the estates are compulsorily 
surveyed and the record of rights are preferred, one can dispense with the patta 
and muchilka as the Government have done. The revision survey had been ullder
taken during 1929 and the collection work was going on without interruption, even 
wi thout pattas in Government areas. Even the Rent Recovery Act provided that 
the exchange of these documents might be dispensed with by consent but the 
Estates Land Act has gone retrograde in giving a. great predominance. In this 
respect legislation is at least a century behind the times. In eststes, therefore, 
where a record of rights which must be made compulsory is ready, pattas and 
muchilkas can be conveniently abolished and any alteration in the terms of the 
tenancy may be duly entered in such record, 80 that it can furnish conclusive 
evidence on the matters dealt with by it. 

The draft of proper receipt should be included in the Act. The item in the previous 
draft of the receipt in Estates Land Act. The description of land should be clearly 
defined as the patta of the holding with the demarcation number and its extent 
80 that to safeguard against'the horrors of joint pattas. 

The right of recognition of transfer and sale of holdings should be in the hands of 
the Tahsildars and subordinates as in Government areas. A copy of every such 
recognized transfer may be sent to the zamindar. Even though copies of transfer 
of sales of holdings are sent through register office according to the amended A~t, 
the zamindars are not recognizing the transfers and do n~t w;ant to part WIth 
joint pattas a weapon to harass the ryots. So the best thlDg 18 to transfer. the 
right of recognition of sale of holdings and register the owner to the TahsJ!dar 
and to prepare No. 10 section account as in Government areas. Zamindars may 
be informed of such recognized transfers periodically. 

(el The measures to be adopted with regard to the collection in order to make the 
pi:ooednre simpler are as follows:-

The collection work should be entrusted to the village officers and when sending 
money to the zamindar duplicate copies should be prepared by village officera 80 
that one should accompany the money or • irsal • amount to the zamindar and 
the second copy should be sent to the Tahsildar in the village ta ppal. The 
zamindar should send the receipt for the payment sent throngh the Tahsildnr to 
the village officers. Now the services of the vettis or talayaris in zamindari 
areas are ntilized by the zamindar for carrying the amount of money from the 
villages to the zamindar. In return for lending the services of the village officers. 
the zamindar should contribnte three·fourths or even full of the Balaries or the 
village officers and talayaris. The same thing was done through a court compro
mise in Venkatagiri estate very recently. By this method, the zamindar may 
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utilize the wary of this collection clerks to the village officers or to the panchaya, 
it establlBb.ed ID luture ana. CaD be sure of ellsy collecuon and tne uov~rWll"u~ 
also l<Dow wnat amount is sent througn an iru..unawa copy If sent by tile vlllage 
omcer to the 'l'aJllK omce so tbat tbe village olDcer may be safe trom tile :<anunu/Jol 
and at the same time a cbeck on the villag" otllcers towards nus&ppl·oprll~tl0n. 'l'U8 
ryot aJso can rely on the persons WIth uovernment autbority to t"l<.e receIpts froID 

tbem. The method of coilectien will be simplified and the ryot can be satisfied 
that they are getting receipt from the village officer who I¥'e responBlble to the 
Government and to the zamindar equally. The Government can c18l1lJ three
fourths or full as it may deem fit from tbe zamindar to whom his amount will 
not be an additional burden a.s he has to expend for collection work. By this 
method the Government can reduce a portion of their expenditure a~ far as village 
administration in zamindari areas is concerned, the zB1nindar may not feel any 
additional burden and moreover, he has recognized authority over the village 
officers and servants and can collect; ren~ more easily and the people may have 
relief to get receipts for the payment from the man responsible for the Govern
ment as well for the zamindar alike. 

As regards sale of holdings, the nuisance of joint pattas should be immediately 
dispensed with. Now the ryots are kept wantonly ignorant of the sale. In 
joint pattas, if a ryot does not pay and is in default and if the other does not 
happen to be a loyal subject of the zamindar, it is sure that the other man 
who happens to pay holding will be attached and sold simply to avenge. Every 
notice of sale of the holding should be personally served by the talayaris or 
vettls of the village through the officer of the Taluk office to the defaulter and 
0.8 well to all the joint holders of the patta so that tbey may take care of them
Elves. For this no extra payment should be made for process summons of tile 
revenue court. When there are thalayaris and vettis responsible to the Govern
ment, the way of sendmg notices through the peon of the subdivision is simply to 
impose extra burden on the ryot. Whatever notice the zamindar and the Govern
ment want to serve on the ryot they can do through the vettis and thalayaris 
through the Taluk office through the offices of the Tahsildar, Revenue Inspector 
and village officers. This method simplifies the cost to the ryot, to the zamindar 
and as well to the Government. 

IV. (a) The right of ryot to water is never a contract With the landholder. They 
are inherent and are apportioned to land itself. If the popular Governmen t think of 
creating any undue and unwise favour to the zamindar the ryots will not have even a 
drop of water to drink. 'l'he zamindar even begin to obstruct digging of private wells 
in the land for purposes of gardening for which there is no restriction in the present 
Estates Land Act. 

(b) The zamindar being the farmers of revenue and a recent creation by the 
Moghul are simply intermediaries hetween the Government and the governed. Their 
position as an ijardar is just like a mad occupant Without monthly salary but with a per
centage of the income for his maintenance and livelihood and as a return for his services 
for collection of revenue. Do the Government set apart any taluks for the Tahsildars 
for their periodical enjoyment? Can the Tahsildars of present day command waters and 
ntilize the sources of water for their own ben~fit. The water right belongs to the state 
and no intermediary has nothing to do with it. The native states have sovereign pow~r8 
and they are the descendants of ancient ruling sovereigns. Hence there are a quite 
clliIerent footing with the zamindare. 
. V. (a) No other est.ates excepting those that were under the Court of Wards manage
ment for a pretty long time were surveyed. The reason for such non-intervention and 
on part the Government is hitherto that the entire administration was either in the 
hands of the zamindars or controlled by them. It is a sorry spectacle that even during thiil 
twentieth centurv that some portIons of land are not surveyed and record of rights are 
not prepared. The zamindars in general did not care for surveying the estate and thE! 
ryots have to suffer from all sorts of trouble of joint pattas, shortage of acreage, no check 
for encroachment. One of the necessary re_ults or survey and prepnring record of ri"hts 
is the prevention of litigation and of crime. In the words of Mr. Thompson, the Settle
ment Officer" comes among the people 8S their friend and peacemaker rather than as their 
judge." The nature of work of the settlement officer or survey is that of arbitration. 
He reduces the terms of agreement to rE-cord and ~ves to the record the stamp of judicial 
authority. Every field in the villa~e is marked in the map and it has a nllmber corre
sponding with a re!lister or a field book. In this are entered the area of the field, the 
crop, the rent payable for It and names of the lnndhold~r ond the tenant and other pnrti
culora. A rent-roll is prepared for pvery villnl(e ~howing the fields and are .. of eneh ,)f 
cultivator's holding; the lenl(th of time for which he has held the rent which he has to • 



pay o.nd the person to whom it is payable. A list ·is also drawn up ahowing the pro
prietors of land in the village the share of each and the amount of revenue for wlucb each 
is responsible. 

When all the Government ryotwari ryoh are enjoying Kuch privileges with peace of 
mind, it is gross injustice to deny such rigbts to the tenauts in the zamindari areas when 
store account is carefully preserved and constantly supervised in Government riparian 
o.reas. Oue cannot find a single F.tore on any side of the field or on any side of tbe village 
boundary what i11·fated and unhappy is the lot of the zamm tenants? Even the Tahsil. 
du and Hevenue Inspector cannot recognize the number of the fields when they visit the 
villages and ha~e to depend entirely on the Village officers as there is no map nor Bny 
proper o.ccount 1D the taluk office. Hence they simply see the crop in the fields lying on 
either side of the Government donko. or a field lying by the side of & minor inam and then 
Bttest their signatures in sagubadi account. We hope that the national Government 
will thoroughly go into the question and at least confer this boon on the helpless ryot&. 
The natIOnal Government is no friend of the people if they fail in making thiN paltry 
reform. 

(0) As per the proportion of cost to be borne it is better to fix it as 2 : 3. Though 
it is the duty of the zamindar to prepare the repord of rights and get them registered by 
paying necessary fees to Government they failed in their personal intere~t to harass 
the ryot from at least a century. Moreover landholder is generally in a convenient position 
~nd in opulance a slight higher than his tenants. 

VI. The prevalence of extra. levics dates back to the Moghul period. The AbwabR 
a.nd Nazars etymologically mean allowance granted more than the settled rates of 
revenue. They have gradually degenerated ~nd they arf' the ex"dions demanded by 
the local authorities for thcir own benefit. and their prevalence iR B sure mdk'ation of 
slackening of imperial control over the subordinate authorities. N azars or presents are 
wa.rranted by age, long custom of etiquette. Such things encomage immorta.lity in the 
administration a.nd will be somce of getting persona.l favours. 

Such being the case, why the zamindars should be given almost a. licence fer collect
in!l' such illegal exactions in addition to their vast resource. from the poor a.nd poverty. 
striken ryots. 

The most wonderful thing in an estate m that ten to twenty per cent of sale value 
of the lands sold is demanded as N azarana from a person who is in need of a plltta 
transfer. This sort of Nazarana will be slightly reduced 8S a concession if an enhanc~" 
ment in the rent is agreed by the ryot. In 80me villages the estate pc.ttas are not trans· 
ferred for non-acceptance of above N azarana. 

Hence there is no justification to allow the zamindars to demand extra levieR in addi· 
tion to rent which is abnormally higher than the Government rate of assessment. Such 
things lead to extra expenditure exploitation and harasRment and troubles for the ryot •. . , 

VII. (a) The services of the intermedia.ries dming the Mogul time has become an 
imperious necessity for speedy collection of revenue previous to the establishment of 
halmonious and beneficent rela.tionship with the people. Constant change of dynasties 
a.nd the unstable nature of central authority gave rise to the zamindars who were en· 
trusted with an area to form out revenues into a. fixed percentage as a. remuneration for 
their services. The British also with a political motive did not change the social order 
but to a great extent limited their powers. As population grew the foreRts were cut and 
turned out to pasture and arable land. by the p~asantry on payment of rent. The rest of 
the forest which was left uncultivated was the common property of the villagers to get 
fuel and to graze their cattle. As civilisation advanced and as value increased for land 
the zamindars gradually usurped the tenants from the right. in the common land. All 
on a sudden they could not. acquire the rights in the communal property managed by 
villa/1e commonwealths. Hence thf'Y began to establish their claims in forests by laying 
.nominal fees and step by step issuing permits to get fuel and io graze ca.ttle and finally 
by selling in public auction the forest produce. Even to.day there are some commC'n 
.pasture lands with vast acreage as the common property of the ryots in some znmindari 
villages. The zamindars have an eye on them and want to claim gradually as their 
own by creating divisions among poor ryots and by favouring one against other. Hence 
the peasants had full rights ~ graze their cattle. to collect leaf and dune manure. nnd toO 
get fuel from the forests which were. treated as common land under the supervision of 
viUage commonwealth. 

(b) Such being the case the tenantry had suffipient inh"rent right to URe the fore.t 
produce for domestic and .. mcultural purposes. But neither the zamindar nor th" 
tenants have personal and individual rights to claim it as one's own. At the nreopnt ilAy 
such common rights of the tenantry were c?mpletely disregarded by the la.ndholders. 
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The villages in the forest vicinity have to (luffer untold. troubles an~ to submit to tb:e 
tyranny 01 the zamiudan clerKS. In the eyes of pure Justice the Go.verument ,,:ho ~, 
earnest to enquire into the helpless conditions of the outcaHt ryots ln the zammdarl 
areas should consider esta.blishing forest pa.nchaya.ts as in Government areas a.nd transfer. 
the administration of the forests to the Forest Panchayat limiting the numher of re
presentatives of the zamindars if deem to be necessary. 

(0) The Government claimed b1 registering the Donkas, Porambokes, village 
streets, communa.J Ia.nds such as burial grounds in A register and the Tahsildar and hid 
8Ilbordinates supervise during their round of visits. But the zamindars began to claim, 
all the porambokes as all their own and filed suits for recovery of the porambokes and 
communal Ia.nds a.ccording to A register in the civil courts. The zamindars of unsurveyed 
~sta.tes also grumble tor including communal lands in the A register as belonging to the 
Government but trying slowly to establish their right here and there by claiming vacant· 
spaces as their Own in public streets. It seems there are innumerable snits filed by 
most of the za.mindars in the Kistna district against the Government for acquiring vacant 
grounds. 

II the Government accede to the zamindar for any rights in public paths and 
communal lands it will be an Himalayan climber on the part of the paramount power. 
;whose duty to protect the people in general and see that they should enjoy their civic 
rights. On the very moment the communal lands will be handed over to the zamindars 
there will be such harrowing tales of blockading pUblic pattas a.nd donkas even with 
-cement walls so as to cart his tenants and to make them obey to their .weet will and 
pleasur~. It is the fervent prayer of the ryots to keep such public places above all poJiete. 
and politics and to guard the interests of the people in general unimpaired. 

VITI. The estates whether big or small neglected to repair all the tanks in the 
estates. As it is, excepting few big zammdars rest of ('mall zamindars who get a lakh 
and over above did not mind to undertake all the tanks in the estate to repair urgently. 
It takes large revenues to repair one tank only. So a plan ranging a decade and a decade 
Bnd half should be followed. The ryots nnd as well as the Government first of all plan 
B programme extending for fifteen years devise ways and means and force the zamindar 
to contribute yearly the amount necessary for tank restoration scheme where the Gov
~rnment stretch their helping hand by giving loans they may take the entire management 
and maintenance of the scheme giving normal compensation for a(lquiring tank-bed and 
allowing original tharam of dry rate on the field. There is a tendency on behalf of the 
zamindars to repair such tanks where they may not be benefited by their kamatam 
lands. They generally give water to the ryots after their necessaries for Kamatam lands 
are carefully looked after. To safeguard against proverbial and traditional malpractices 
of the zamindars there should be an irrigation committee for the zamindari areas with 
full representation of the peasantry. The DiRtriet Collector and Puhlic Works Depart
ment Engineers and their representatives .honld serve and supervise the work of the 
·Committee. 

(b) The provincial Government should appoint district committees with Public 
Works Department Engineer and District Collector or their representatives as members of 
the Committee with a full consultation and co-operation of the ryots and the zamindars 
and chalk out a programme and del·ise way. and means and enquire the possibilities. aDd 
~en organize a regular campaign to re.t.orl" the lanks iu bad condition. If the zamin. 
·elar persistently disagrees to repair a particular ta.nk which is beneficial to the people 
at large not his own lands than the provincial Government should take up the responsi
bility and recover the costs of the scheme as lard revenue and maintain the tank. Even 
for those tanks the zamindar undertakes to repair he should do entire to the. satisfaction' 
of the expert opinion to the wishes and benefit of the people. . , 

, (c) On application of the p:Lrties who suffer greatly it is better to Undertake to 
repair and maintain the tanks by the provincial Government. Even the provincial Gov
ernment is vested with powers without anybody's intention the Government also may' 
fail ~ ~pair all the. ta.nks in the Presidency. But the Gover~ment should not reject an 
appiJcatlOn for repairs and should resume all powers for replLll" and maintenance of the 
tanks concerned. 

IX. The yearly jamabandi as in the case of the ryotwari villages is certainly essen
tial. If we understand what jamnhandi means we know why is it 80 necessarv? It is 
a woeful fact that annual jarnnbandi by Divisional Officers and triennial inm~bandi bv 
District C lllpctors was completely done awav with for the zarnin~ari vina~es. Yearlv 
the tBlnlr office peonle surnmnn the ".mams of the zamindari villages and nominallv 
check the amounts of the zamindari villages. -
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Before tracing the disadvantages of abolishing jamabimdi it is better to know thli 
object with which it is conducted. Accordmg to bow'd's btanding Orders the jamabandi 
or annual settlement compllses a detailed scrutiny of the village and taluk registers and 
a~'Counts with the object of ascertaining whether all items of land revenue including the
demand of permanently settled estates. inam villages and minor lDams hus been properly 
determined and brought to account, and whether statistics prescribed for economic and, 
administrative purposes have been correcily COlD piled. l'he opportunity should be taken 
to see that all the taluk authorities from the Tahsildar downwards have during the Insti: 
b~en doing all that is expected of them by Government particularly in respect of the: 
following subjects: the careful inspection of cultivation and poramboke. the prompt an<1 
proper disposal of the encroachment and of dark hast for and relinquishments and tranJl.. 
fers of land, the examination oC cash accounts. claims to remission. the collection of kists. 
88 they fall due and to refund of overpayments. 

When the Government go thoroughly in respect of their ryotwari ryots and safe.' 
guards their interests on whom there ill no immediate landlord, they neglect the inter. 
ests of the zamindari tenants by even not caring to have a glance at the accounts which 
will be in a rotten condition on account of no survey operations. The Government have 
no idea even to set right things and I!ot even mind to check the improprieties happening. 
1'here is no wonder if we do not find some broad donkas that lead to neighbouring villages 
on account of the encroachments and of the zamindar allowing such things. Likewise 
ill UUVcTlIDIelit villages changes occur every year under nearly nil t.he heads of the record 
whirh the village officers have to prepare. Fi"ld boundaries will be altered. waste land· 

. will be brought under cultivation. parts of holdings will be relinquished by tennnts. 
tenants will be ejected. new tenancies are created; prllprietors will die and their lands will 
be divided among the heirs. sales and mortgages take place. irrigation and crops vary 
perpetually with season and mnrket, There is no scope for the village officers to note, 
all such changes in the annual records aR the znmindars themselves are not willing to 
grant pattas and to recognize sales even informed by the registration officer. The agri. 
cultural resources of the zamin villal(es who are not surveyed cannot be Ilscertained, 
Even the tnhsildars do not know which number belongs to which field. They generally 
sign the cultivable fields lying on either side of the donkas and finish their inspection, 
They are certainly helpless as there is no map of the village. The Government cannot 
know what extent is included into zamin area from the neighbouring forest or from 
ryotwari tract. If compulsory settlement of unsurveyed estates takes place the Govern· 
ment detect the wonders. To render the village accounts accurate and to enforce their 
punctual preparation for the benefit of the people at lar/Ze a very rigorous system of 
supervision and testing is necessary as in ryotwari areas, Is it Karma or any fate hang·· 
i"l! over the heads of zamin ryots for meting out euch diff"rential treatment from the 
hands of the Government who is expected to be viewed with equnl justice. 

Are not such accurate records for zamin trncts necessary? Is not jamabandi essential 
under the supervision of the Divisional Officers and District Collectors? After giving 
up very recently chaos will soon prevail for lack of no proper acconnts. God even does 
. not intervene if a man's house is encroached by the mighty zamindar. The houses that 
happen to be patrimonial properties of the ryot. may not have conclusive proofs as sale 
deeds just like the properties purchased for which sales will be registered. The Govern. 
ment also out of despair might have abandoned jamabandi for zamin villnges. Is there 
no limit for sufferance and sacrifice? For how many centuries still more they have to' 
sink into oblivion. Is there not one single Minister who is representative from the 
zamin area in the present national Government. The people will look to him for deli.: 
verance and with folded hands they crave for his help to rPRtore and conduct jamahandis 
on the equal lines the Government favours the ryotwari villages. 

X. The legal status of undertenants in zamindari areas in relation to pattadar is the 
same as an undertenant in ryotwari area. 'fhe growth of undertenantry is the cause 
of absentee landlordism in Government ryotwari areas as well in zamin areas, The 
evils of absentee landlordism are of course well known. First of all the" undertenant does 
not care for the improvement of the land and the pa.ttadar wants to get as much as p0s
sible on his lands by leasing out. Hence depletion of poi!. On this plea an Act which 
did not benefit and satisfy anybody was passed aQ1linst the agrabnramdars which paved a 
way to rocialism. Before passing' such Acts sufficient time would have been given and 
impose limitations step by step firstlv thai one -hould possess propertie!\ in his native 
di.trict and then in his native taluk, Imtend of that the Act was expecteil by the original 
authors of the Bill as a bolt from the blUE" on 81'rnh.rnmdars. The effect was contrary 
to some extent. Even the ryota did not favour this Act. 

, 



As regards the legal status of the undertenant in relation 10 the za.mindar is tha~ 
of the same as with tl:overnment in ryotwa.ri are!>. Some of the z .. mindars who own 
kamatam lands issue pattas in favour of their wives sO that to be free from occupancy 
rightb and create their wives as their tenants. At some places the zamindars cultivaiie 
such lands and at some other places they lel>8e out the lands to some undertenant in ,the 
name of their wives 1>8 any tenant under him or under Government does. This is a new 
creation of undertenantry. . • 

XI. (a) In proceedings between landholders and tenanti or ryots the final appellan~ 
Il,uthority should be the civil courta with equsl representatives from the two sides as 
assessors. 

It is &.ll established fact that the zamindars favour litigation against the ryots who 
cannot be in a position to afford to contest and unity among the tenantry is a practical im
possibility. When a zamindar is not granting proper receipts for the amount paid how. 
many ryots can go for relief and for how many years. If by mistake some portion of the 
villagers assume a stubborn attitude they have to come 'down one day or other. It is Olo 

past tune for the zamindars to fal"our litigation. One man's sauce is another man's 
poison. 

(b) In order to save the ryots and to place zamindars on the same footing the dis
putes between the aristocracy should' be tried in the civil courts with equal number of 
representatives from both sides as assessors. The District Munsif should preside as he 
presides as Election Commissioner and disposes the cases without law's proverbial delay 
and should .dispose the cases quietly. In adjudicating the disputes between the zamin
dar and the tenants he may be termed 1>8 the president of the land court. The appeal 
lies with the district land court presided over by District or Sessions Judge and the High 
Court should dispose of final appeals of the district land court 1>8' the supreme appellate 
authority in disposing of the cases coming under the Estates Land Act in our Presidency. 
The judges in all. the courts after hearing from the asse~sors on both sides deliver judg
ments, they may not be misled by the zamindar's counsel. Moreover the stamp duty 
for rent suits is 11 per cent whereas for civil suits 7 and below 7 if the amount is increased' 
in the latter case. A ryot who is suffering from not paying his rent can naturally not 
go to the court and his award will be an ex parte decree with interest, costs and the 
higher rate of stamp duty. The stamp duty should be considerably lowered for suits 
to recover rents. 

In case the zamindar lends the services of' the viilage officers and servants in collec
tion work they can reduce their expenditure and can have special collection 1>8 the men 
in the viJlage who are also responsible to the Government work ·on the Jines of Govern
ment method with the instructions 'and under the supervision of the Tahsildar. The 
zamindars may save the ryots to some extent by not constantly launching suits for rent 
recovery against ryots. 

XII. (a) The zamindar's absolute right on old waste lands on one side and the age
long and customary rights of the peasants to security of his holding by any uncultivated 
waste on the other side seem to be hypothetical. The definition of private h.nd in 
section 185 of Estates Land Act is not clear. It should be specifically stated that land 
cultivated or let before the 1st July of 1898 iF. to be presumed as zamindar's private land. 

When introducing the Bill in 1908, Han. Mr. Forbes said that the main divisions of 
land is into two-private or ryoti. If we leave aside tank-beds, communal lands aitd 
minor inama, judicial controversy haa been raised 1>8 determining the question of old waste 
and in some cases full relief· was granted to the zamindar. But the endeavours of the 
legislators are otherwise. They want to reclaim the old waste land for which sufficient 
relief may be granted and claimed. 

(b) The law in regard to collection of landholder of jodi, etc., from inamdar does 
not require any revision. The inamdar i~ usually a perSall not in amuenee and his only 
title is the traditional conscionsness of an ancestral herihge of a rent free grant which was 

at some day beyond memory the manifestation of generosity in some roY1l,1 personage. 
In most cases the origin of grant is lost in obscurity and with all their care and influence 
the Government of Madras were una.ble to have a sati.fact{)ry account in their inquiries 
in the twenties of the last century. Inam Commissioner Mr. Roberts caml' to Kistna 
district and recorded the statements long long ~o and it seems his report was withheld 
6y the Government on the ground as an IIDpublished records of state. It is indeed nece.
~ary in the interests of sta~e not to revise the l~w in any 'Wa.y in regard to collection of 
JodI or pampu or kattubadl by landholder. It IS better to leave the incidents of l.nd. 
tenure to be determined bV customary law as before when the zamindars are entitled 
to bill estates and are rolling in riches why there shOl\ld be anv revision on pasupn antI 
kattubadi of the inams which were granted to poor and ordinary people by their Roval 
patrons. Even now the inamdars are not rich and bM'ely subsistent on the inam lands. 

RVOT!I OP MtJKTYALAERTATR (OTR1iRwl~e' !mOWN AS C~.u;,\PATI VONTII ESTA'I'B, 
NANDOAlII1I TALUIt. XISTNA DISTRICT.) 
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¥emorandum br \he Riots' Association, Potharl&Dka vUlage In U1e eatata 01 Challap&lll, 
Div1 WIIk, X18tDa dlBtric\ • 

. . r. . in our opinion the tenant is the real proprietor. The zamindar is only to collect 
tax in return of which he should render certain benefits to the ryot constitutionally and 
ethically; but he cannot claim the ownership of land. The ryot had existed long before 
the zamindar. The principa.l material concerning the ryots' profession is land. As he 
has to f~ the world besides himself through land, he is the real owner of the land. 

II. (a) Such is the equitable rent that is not burdensome and troublesome to the 
tenant so far as his economics governed by his profession as an agriculturist is concerned.' 

(b) In settling an equitable rent chance should be given to the tenant in terms 
of productivity of land to live as a man. Allowances must be made for his self-mainte
nance with due margin to religious and social observances and for the maintenance of 
his agricultural establishment. Allowanoes or assurances must be given a!(lLinst famine. 
accidents and diseases also. The settlement officers should follow their discretion and 
sense in the matter of settling equitable rent. 

NOTE.-In thio viUage of the eotate of ChallapaUi there had been in vogue .yotem of partner-
8hip in the produce till fasli 1285 when the la.nd was measured and rent settled monetarily at RB. 2 
(two) per kunta, i.e., 63 centa. Now tha.t fate is unbearable. It will be evident if one would "lance 
at the number of easel under execution at court for realization of arrears of rent due from. the l'7ot:a. 
There is in force what is called palm-tax which conveys no meaning. The existing rate of rent. OD 
land must he reduced to " bearable limit, while the palm·ta~ ohould he totally Quaohod. 

(c) There must be compulsory remission. It is moral too. In the event of & 

failure of crop, remission to be granted must be arrived at, by finding what proportion 
does the present yield bear to the estimated maximum yield and applying the same 
proportion to the tax in question. That is, balance of the rent to be paid aCter n.m\&o 
sion will be in the same proportion to the tax in force &s the present yield will be to the 
maximum yield. In case of complete failure, the tax must be completely remitted. 
The remission should be settled by an officer not lower in rank than a Tahsildar on .. 
formal application by the tenant. 

(d) The rate once settled should not be permanent. Tax in the shape of grain 
is not in vogue in this village. So the ryots claim no experience of evil. thereof. 
Arrangements may be made for revision of rat.e whenever necessary to be undertaken 
by any officer or court free from prejudice or partiality. 

NOTB.-In Potharlanka Ro. 2 (two) per kunta (53 cental wao levied when the lando were fertile. 
Now certain fields are not capable of turning out even half a rupee. They are completely damaged 
by an overspread of barren sand carried by floods beyond scope of any reparation by a human ha.nd. 
The tenant crumbles down under the heavy weight of the old rate which he is unable to pay. The 
pity is the zl\-mindar is relentlessl, demanding taxes for eroded lands which are no more. There 
can be no more striking and unjust thing. There ia no food for the ryot here. He iJ with a 
Bickering life. 

(e) Certainly necessary. 

3. (a) Yes. We want change. An institution to be directly more responsible to 
the Government may be established in the village and collection of tax may be entrusted 
to it. 

(b) Lands must not be made a charge for arrears. In regard to distraint of 
distrainable movables a responsible Government officer should undertake it. There 
should be absolutely no system of costs. In bringing the land for sale, in the event of 
DO pruvision to the contrary, care should be taken to proceed against a true defaulter. 
There should be a sub-account of sub-tenants under each patta. The Government 
system of revenue affairs should be followed. The clause relating to the defaulter 
making a deposit for cancellation of sale within the appointed time in the revenue court 
may be removed. In this connexioD the depositor and God only know the liability and 
labour and humiliation the depositor experiences at the so-called Government offices. 
Only such portion of the land as would cover the arrears must be brought to sale but not 
the whole plot. The time for confirmation of sale must be extended from one month to 
two. There should absolutely be no costs. The system of costs is improper. Some
times they exceed the original amount. The village abounds in instances. There are 
also many instances of one's land being sold foraJlother's arrears and fJice fJ6r8a. This 
village experiences all the above evils apd wrongs. 

4. (a) Yes; it is no matter of contract. 

N()'!1I.--()ur village is a .dry village and the answer is given ... per COIIlIIlon 1IeD88. 

(b). ae has no rights but responsibilities.. To repair, to' conserve and to prevent 
abuse of water or irrigation. sources-are hill responsibilities as .. trustee. 
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o. (a) Every inch in every estate should be surveyed. Survey is the sign of civilized 
administration. It is maladministration which goes without surveyor account. 

NOTB.-There are certain insular villages in the estate of Challapalli. The villages being un
surveyed the people are experiencing inhuman difficulties. No demarcation numbers to the fields. 
They are known by names. Some of them are synonyms. There is no comparison whatever between 
the feature. on land and the so-called accounts in force. No end for field boundary disputes. They 
are convenient for the mighty and evil-minded to be aggressive and troublesome to the Innocent and 
finaHy conquer their neighbours i and the atrocities they resort to thereof are 8S horrible as the 
imperialistic aggression of Italy in Abyssinta l and of Japan in China. The mighty and evil-minded 
always scrape out from underneath the nelghbour's boundary. Sometimes they may stride over 
the neighbour deliberately and highhandedly. All this is due to the fact that there are no accounts 
and r.lao capable of demomtrating boundaries by facts and figures. Some donkas (thoroughfal'88) 
camp etely diAappeared on account of encroachment. Some are subject to gross and abnormal 
encroo.chmenta of a partial nature. Extensive cRttle-stnnds useful for cattle to stand in floods, and 
communal topes are no more j some bear shadowy appearance due to abnormal encroachments. 
Streeta also bhare the same fate. In rainy season the so.-called donkas are filled with mud and 
thorns anti thus uDJ?888ahle by cattle or men. Devils can a.t least make use of them. The predica.
ment of the people 18 inexpressibly bad and de;l?lorable. There is no change in the revenue registry. 
The J'Yota do not know the extents of their holdmgB. The ryots have to become bondsmen of kamams 
i.n thiS respect. The kamams also have to depend upon hackneyed accounts. The present accounts 
are useless. .A lot of lands in this village suffered erosion. The ryots find it difficult for want of 
.. plnn to locate their fields where there took place accretions. For want of proper accounts, the 
troubles and turmoils the ryot undflrgoea in connexion with tax collection is but inhuman. 

(b) The zamindar should bear the costs entirely. He is not in any way requiting 
the ryots for the cist he receives. 

6. No. 
7. There is a right. The tena.nt may go beyond his genuine needs in respect of 

valuable material like wood. Arrangements may be made to ascertain his genuine needs. 
The zamindar has only limited right as trustee over hills, forests and porambokes. He 
can neither assign nor arrogate them. The ryots should enjoy them without causing 
any damage to the features or form. 

S. Principles guided by equity and conscience. If' the zamindar shirk his duty 
nf repairing the irrigation sources and keeping them in good order, the Government can 
interfere. The Government can proceed suo moto. 

9. We mean by jamabandi, yearly enquiry into the conditions. Such jamabandi 
is essential. 

10. By undtll'-tenant we do not mean a lessee. We mean a sub-tenant owning 
land under a single patta which may run in one man's name only. In such a case the 
sub-tenant has got .. s mucQ a legal status as the pattadar. ~".!'Eoa.s .got Il:.ILIl!l~ie,!!!:,_ 
Eng right ~~~!!I!i,:a.~iE!l,. 

11. (a) The Revenue Board should not be the final appellate authority. There 
should be a special tribunal of judicial heads. 

(b) The revenue courts are not at all desirable. They are imbued with exe
cutive spirit. So will be the conclusions. There must be special judicial courts, pre
ferably touring ones. 

12. (a) Levying a reasonable cist is the only relief. 
(b) May be revised. (We have no experience.) 

Additional. 
Arable lands which could be termed gold mines, pastures. orchards of several kinds 

of fruit trees diffusing exquisite, natuml beauty, wells, indigo vats, the source of colour 
industry then nourishing, were all eroded, and the ryot stands destitute of land .tootill. 
Those chirpings and melodious bursts of songs all sank into the splashing waves. Only 
the yell of the God of Destruction resounds. • 

As per Mr. Newels' Report of 1850, the zamindar had almost no land within the 
limit. of t?is v~lage .. Now thousand. of acres stand to his credit. Evidently the so
called zammdan land I. an unwarrunted encroachment upon the rvotwari lllnds formed 
out of erosion. • 

So a legislation must be forged on the anvil of the r. .. egislative Assembl\" to the 
effect (i) that the accretions out of erosion lapse to the ryots, (ii) that no cess 'is levied 
on eroded lands that are no more, (iii) that the zamindar is compelled to assure the ryots 
deficient of ~ough land to cultivate of land. Other measures also may be undertaken 
Boon. 

May there be no much ado about nothing in the Congress Government. 
Vide Mr. Newels' report of the year of 1850 which is a printed book available 

with the Survey department and which will solve in question of ryotwari land of our 
village, alld view present things from that stand-point. 

(In Telugu) ROLLI SUBBAYTA, 
President. 

V. M. RAo, 
SecretIJ'1I. 



Memorandum by 1'10ta 01 Paritlpadu Agraharam, Gudlvada &aluk, JCa\D& clIstrid, 
dated 6th December 1937. 

1. We beg to submit that the agrah8ol'SlIldars of Puritipsdu have got onlr melvsrsm 
right in the Isnds of the ~haram and ",!,e the ryots, have always been en),:,ymg. kudi
varam right in the Isnds with nghts of inhentsnce and &lienatlon from time unme
moria!. 

2. Prior to the year 1920 the sgraharamdsrs had always collected rent from the ryote 
at Rs. 1-14-0 per &ere on both bapat and mamul wet lands. 

3. Taking advantage of the Kurraguntap'&lem and Billapsdu Privy Council csse, the 
agraharamdsrs of our village filed a batch of suits against the ryots for ejectment in 
1921. We contested the suits claiming occupancy rights in the lands both under the 
Madras Estates Land Act and the general Isw and that the agraharamdars were not 
eutitled to clsim rent more than the rate above mentioned. The subject-matter of these 
suite is about 400 seres of land. 

4. As the sgraharamdars were well to do, and we, being very poor and having no 
other lands except the lands in the suits and being unable to carry on the litigation 
up to the Privy Council, were compelled to enter into a compromise with the agrahsram
dars agreeing to pay rent at Rs. 12-10-0 per acre for bapat wet and at Rs. 18 per acre 
per mamul wet. 

5. The lands yield not more thah a putti per acre, but the price of the paddy pre
vailing at the time of compromise was at Rs. 80 per putti. and on the basis of the 
price then prevailing and due to our inability to carry on the litigatIOn we agreed to 
the rate thinking that the price of paddy would never fall to the level to which it has 
fallen after depression. 

6. The. cultivation expenses have increased considerably during the past six or seve .. 
years. The e>.penses of cultivation woud not be less than Rs. 15 per acre. No .econd 
crop could be raised in the lands except fodder for cattle. Under all these circumstances 
the net income derived from the lands would be practically nil after deducting the rent 
payable to the agraharsmdarB, water-rate to the Government and the expenses necessary 
for cultivation. 

7. We, being agriCUlturists have no other occupation to eke out our livelihood and 
so we hsve stuck up to the Isnds, hoping that the prices would rise and that we would 
be relieved from the high rate of rent and that one day or other the condition of the 
ryota would be taken up into serious consideration by the Government and that relief 
would certainly be given to them. 

8. We have also been groaning under debts incurred for the purpose of cultivation. 
9. The rate of rent. viz., Rs. 1-14-{) pel' acre which prevailed before 19:)0 is fair 

and equitable and the rate now beng is exorbitant and unbearable. 
10. In fixing fair and equitable rate of rent the revenue payable on the lands in 

the adjoining ryotwari villages may be taken into consideration as s proper guide. The 
rent payable to the agrahsramdar and the water tax payable to the Government together 
must not exceed the amount of. revenue paya!>le to the Government on the land with 
similar advantages in the adjoining ryotwari villages. 

11. Our village is situated at the t/til-end of the channels and consequently repairs 
have to be made very often both to the irrigation and drainage channels. The aln'a
haramdars have not been helpful to U9 in the matter of repo.irs and consequently the 
channels fell into disrepairs and it is just and proper that the agraharamdars should be 
made liable to bear a portion of the expenses for repairs. 

We beg to submit that we have not overwhelming documentary and oral evidence 
to substantiate our grievances and are ever ready whenever ,:alled upon to do 80 wllell 
the committee starts the enquiry. 

RyOTS OF PURlTIPADU. 

Memorandum by jirayati 1'10ta of Sankhrshanapuram Agraharam vI1Iage, G..uvada taluk 
Xistna district, dated 30th November 1937. ' 

This village has been known as the Agraharam village since many years. Ever since 
it was converted into an agraharam village we have been cultivating the lands of agra
haramdars on lease and depend on these agraharam lands. After the Estates Land Act 
has come into force the agraharamdars wanted to take possession of these agraharam 
lands by increasing the rate of kattuba.di~. Further we are paying the kattubadis to 
the agraharamdars without any arrears. These agraharamdars t<Jld us that the Estate 
Land Act will apply to these landa they began to take possession of these lands by hook 
or crook and some two of us were murdered in connexion with these landa. These agr .... 
haramdsrs have ,instituted oome civil and criminal proceedings in order to frighten us and 
to take possession of these landa. Some of us were afraid of the agraharsmdar,e and gave 
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possession to them. Since then we are, undergoing several difficultl.es _ we have no footing 
in the village. Some of'us have abandoned the vIllage and Bome of us wanted to leave 
this village as these agraharamdars are giving us trouble and annoyance since the passing 
of the E.tat.s Land Act in 1933. Now the village is in a dilapidated condition. The 
Government may inspect this village and see how many people abandoned this village. 

Twenty years back we used to pay ~s.14 towards cist on these agraharam lands. After 
the passing the Estates Land Act m 1908 the ryotshave fixed a certain rate of kattubadi 
whwh we are paymg regularly. Ev~ry year they have increased tne rate of kattubadi 
on these lands from ij bags to II bags per acre and We are ieMng It ClJfIicult, to pay th!. high 
rats ot' kattubadi. Tn..tr Idt.a ill to drive WI from these lands by mc.reasmg the rate of 
kattubadi. This is unjust and Illegal. We are in a poor state. 

Memorandum of the tenants of the lIil1age of Potarlanka In Cha1lapalli Estate, Din \aluk, 
. dated 16tt1 N 01l8mber 1937. 

We beg to subl'nit according to our experience and commonsense the following matten 
which comprises answers to such questionij of the questionnaire as .would relate to our 
village. We hope you would be pleased not to nullify Our attempts but to' emancipate 
us from this present constitutional and economical downfall of ours. 

Conditio.ns of the tenants are disastrous, owing to relations ,between, zamindar and 
tenants being subject to enormous legislative defects. ~'he foUowing are, the ite!I1s for; 
consideration, peculiarly regarding this village:-

(1) Survey, 
(2) remissions. 
(3) burden of iax, 
(4) joint pattas, 
(5) ways and means of realizing the arrears of rent by tbe zamindar, and 
(6) want of cultivable lands. ' 

The purport of our discussions of the above six items coinprises answers to the ques-, 
tions 80 far relating to our village which is a dry island. 

I. SU1'1)ey.-Our village is unsurveyed. It is admitted on all hands that survey is 
the sign of civilization. Survey of land9 and preparation of accounts is the bounden duty 
0,£ the Government,. The existing Act leans more to the landlord. So the ryots have no 
access to any means of pressing the zamindar to take to proper administration. Hence 
the zamindar has abandoned all administrative responsibility. The zamindar no longer 
treats himself as the head of an institution, but behaves like an ordinary individual citizen. 
It is the duty of the Government to establish uniform administration all through British 
Indian territory. The zamindar won't assume any responsibility other than collection of 
tax. Owing to want of survey and proper accounts, all ways, doukas, cattle-stands, 
streets, etc., are encroached upon to the utter inconvenience of the public. Interfield 
disputes are countless. They are helpful to the mighty to be aggressive and troublesome 
to the innocent. The Government is Ileld responsible for our miserable state. It is 
a negligence worthy of censure. The responsibility of getting these islands surveyed 
heavily rests on the Government. The zamindar must and ought to bear the costs of 
survey. It is a constitutional law or principle that there should be no tax without 
l'E:'presentation or remuneration. The tenant is not in any way required by the zamindar 
for the tax he (zamindar) receives. ' 

II. Remission.~.-There are no w~vs und means of civilized administration in the 
estate. That there should be no provision for remission in the estate while the tenants in 
the adjoining Government villages are enjoying such provision is an indication of despotism 
und want of civic ideas. The Government is bound and responsible to establish the 
I1niformity of administration. So there should be provision for compulsory remission. 
When the crops fail on account of phenomenal and other causes, is it humanity to bleed the 
r~'ots? Wherefrom can he get the amount? He should evidently organize robbery. 

III. Burden of rent.-A part of the balance of an estimated yield of the lan!I after 
allowin/{ a probable status to the ryot to Jive as a member of the human community should 
be fixed a8 rent, i.e., allowances must be made for the maintenance of the tenants' 
family; for the maintenance of farm-servant and cattle herd and cattle and bulls and for 
l-eligious and social functions and against diseases, accidents and famines. 

Th~ tenant is not cultivating the land with a particular idea of paying the zamindar. 
He is doing it to feed himself and the world at large. He is not ethical on the part of, 
the landlord to exact as before the same rate of rent even when due to certllin natural causes 
the lands lose permanently their productivity. In Potarlanka village, due to a overspread 
of bllrren s!lnd carried by floods, the lands are deteriorated and turn ont not even a handful 
of l/l'Bin per acre. So, the rate of rent should cha~e from time tQ. time a!,cording t~ ~he 
productivity of the soil. ' ' 
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IV. Joint pattas.-Accounts must be in accordance with commonsense and civilization. 
There may be so many sub-tenants under one and the same patta and it is admittedly a 
bulky affair to issue pattaB in the name of each and every sub-tenant. So there should 
be a subsidiary account which would go to tell about the respective sub-tenants lind their 
respective holdings. Care should be taken to issue process for arrears against the true 
defaulter only as per the patta. In this estate, the process is being taken with reckless 
indiscriminatIOn. It should be arranged to disengage the existing tangle of accounts 
lind to place within reach of every tenant sub or chief infol'lnation about his mnd, i.e., the 
system of Government villages should be followed. The accounts of this village are 
damnably rotten. . 

V. Procedure to Tealize arrear8 of rent.-By charging the fieMs for arrears the ryot is 
being deprived of the nucleus of existence. This is improper. Suppose a tenant inevi
tably becomes a defaulter and loses his land for arrears, how can he get on? Naturally 
he should fall into immoral grooves of life. So morality of people will be lit stake if the 
means of livelihood itself is taken away. The system of imposing costs for realization of 
arrears of rent must be done IIway with. Sometimes the costs may be greater than the 
Qriginal rent. This is preposterous in human thought. So the system of costs as well 88 
the system of. charging the fields for arrears must be done away with. 

VI. Want of enough areable land.-The tenant's profession is cultivlltion. He i8 
dependent upon land which is the chief means. In the event of no enough land he becomes 
a failure in his· profession. The real proprietor of the land is the tenant. He personally 
deals with the land. He originated when the earth originated. With the dawn of Rense 
the idea of tilling dawned. The zamindar made his appearance in thtj arena of human 
society in the middle time. There is no profession as zamindari profession. The business 
of the zamindar is only to collect tax. So it is improper on his.pan to possess countless 
lands touching the horizon, while the ryot is distracted for want of .enough land. Within 
the limits of estate, there should be exclusively what is clilled ryotwari land with the 
exception of those that are communal but not zamindari in nature. Here in this village 
of Potarlanka besides heavy taxation a lot of ryotwari land is eroded, and the ryot is driven 
to the verge of starvation and death. The zamindar has taken possession rather adversely 
of all the lands that formed ouf of accretion in places where there stood once ryotwari 
lands; blocking the ryots against any entry. There should be II definite legislation by 
which such lands should lapse to the ryots. To deprive the tenants of the means 
of their profession is to engender a kind of revolution. It is hut natural that the aggrieved 
person would aim at the object responsible for his grief. 

So, may the committee be pleased to visit this place during their tour and see things 
personally. 

Memorandum .by Mr. V. M.Rao, Agricultural Specialist and the Secretary of Pothar
Janka Zamin Ryots' Association (Challapalll Estate), dated 30th October 1937. 

(a) There is no survey in these islands and the zamindar has to pay the costs of survey 
and get the islands ~urveyed. . The zamindar has neglected his duty and thus suffered the 
just claims of the lanka ryots. The evils are too many to mention here and a due enquiry 
will reveal them also. 

(b) There is no proper account or any annual jamabandi done. The zami1ldari 
accounts are all mischievous, improper and unworthy to be called accounts at all. The 
result. of this is bribing, corruption, degeneracy and negligence. The ryot is put to 
untold loss. So the zamindar should be made to maintain proper village accounts; other 
wise he has to forfeit his rent. 

(c) In the matter of collection of rent, we are reminded of pindarism and other bar
barous acts. The evils of joint patta system are multifarious. Now we are liVID/( in 
a stone-age for the land stands in dead man's name and the rightful owner has no patta. 
The consequences are very terrible. Why should not the zamindar issue separate patta? 
This is a criminal negligence. The ryot is made a slave to the zamindar and his heartless 
servants. The ryot has to pay often and often, at times and many times to the zamindar. 
The zamindar plunders the ryots through this joint patta. 

(ll) Bribery is much rampant among the zamindar servants under the name of mamulus. 
The zamindar is responsible for this wretched corrUption, for he ascents to this corruption 
of the samudars. 

(e) The zamindar is responsible for the worst crimes that are being done bv his sarnu
dars for they interfere in village politics and create village parties and thus to perpetuate 
the zulum·. The taxes are too high and according to the fertility of the soil the land-tax 
is to be reduced to half. There are almost sand tracts formed due to river floods. 
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.. IJ) There ·are very important la.nka villages in this estate; SuguIa. Lanka, Chintala 
La.nka, Gazulu Lanka, Potharlanka, Tippalakatta, Turakapalem, Kishkindhapalem, Tadi-. 
kilapudi, Zulapalem and Amudula 1anka consist of 10,000 population. Before 1850 
there was no zamindari own lands except patta lands, forest. lands and communal lands. 

(g) Now the position of the ryot is extremely miserable. After the formation of the 
east bank and west bank bunds to the river Kistna, many of the old lands of the ryots were 
bwallowed by the river and when ne .. ~ands are formed, the zamindar unjustly occupied 
lands. The rent.collector (z .. mindar who has no right) thus usurped the lands. The ryot 
being poor falls prey to zamindari zulum. Ftom the time of erosion of the land till the 
time of the new formation of the islands the rent due to zamindar for that land could not 
be paid naturally, for there is no land but water. But the zamindal" wants rent for water. 
See the injustice of it. This period should be considered as concession period and the 
newly formed islands should be restored to the ryot. Almost all the islands on which the 
zamindar now unjustly gets Rs. 60,000 annually by sale of grass, nanal grass for leases, 
ete., were all patta lands of the ryot and communal lands and forest area. We request 
the authorities to restore all the lands to the rightful owners and spare the cows' lands 
and pasture lands to the poor villager. Thus the Committee has to learn that the zamin
dar gets without any right over Rs. 60,000 from .these lands .. 

(h) The air We breathe, the water we drink, the sand we use, the bird that flies, etc;, 
are all clHimed by the zamindar·servants as his. Thus we are made to live in a world of 
absolute slavery. Economically we are exploited. All our cattle-grazing areas (Lalavari 
lanka, )\fangala lanka and some of the highways too go under the name of sontakamatam). 
The zamindar does no duty here except collection, collection, collection-even our votes 
by zulum. 

We pray to make a thorough enquiry and restore our rights. 

V. MUBAHARI RAO. 

Memorandum by Ml: VallabhaneDi Venkata Rao and others, Gandigunta village, 
Vuyyur P.O., G&Dllavaram Wuk. 

I. (a) The ryot. 
(b) The one who labours hard and doe~ cultivation is entitled to the land. 

II. (a) One·sixth or one-eighth of the Yield after deducting cultivation expenses. 
(b) The fertility of the soil, the crop and cultivation expenses should be taken into 

eonsideration. 
(0) Yes. Excessive rains and drought aud pests should be taken into account. 
(d) The rate of rent should be fixed once for all. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) Yes. The Government should collect the rents for the zamindar. Other. 
wise the zamindar's zulum (high handedness) would increase. 

(b) Government officials should collect the rents and the Government should reo 
eover the expenditure incurred for such ccllectlOn. 

(0) The ancient panchayat should be revived and vested with power in this re~aljd. 

IV. (a) The ryot has an inherent right. 
(b) No. If the landholder has superior rights, the ryot would be a loser. A body 

composed of representatives of ryots should be constituted and the landlord should supply 
water after consulting that body. 

V. (a) Yes. Immediately. 
(b) The landholder should bear the entire cost. 

VI. No. 
VII. (a) The ryot has this right. 

(b) Yes. 
(0) Both have equa.l rights in this respect. 

vm. (a) Government may take steps, if ryots inform them that irrigation work. 
and sources are not in a sound condition. 

(b) Full rights must be vested in the Provincial Government. 
(0) Powers might be applied in both ways. 

IX. Yes. 
X. It is di1\"ult to define the term • under.teDlmt • in the absence of written proof 

like cowie, etc. This question is Dot in the proper fonn. . 
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XI. (a) The final appellate and revisional authority should ~e a civil court or • 
special tribuna.! and not the Board of Bevenue. 

(b) If justice is to be meted out, actions &nd proceedings should be tried in civil or 
specia.! courts. 

XU. (a) The zamiodar ml!.y. go to a civil court. 
(b) No. 

VALLABHANBNI VENKATA RAo AND OTBEBS. 

Memorandum by the Secretary, The Byota' Association, Po&urlallka village, 
Vellatur Post. 

At the outset I beg th&t you may be pleased to place this communication before the 
committee at its first meeting when the programme of tour will be settled. 

The village of Poturlanka is a typical village on an island in the Biver Kistn&, under the 
estate of Challap&lli. The vill&ge can provide the committee with each type of public 
mconvenience or disorder that results from the maladministration of the z&mindar. 

Most of the evils here pert&in to the unsurveyed condition of the village and in conse
quent conglomeration and confusion of village accounts which have .wrought great havoc 
in the ranks of the tenants. 

The village will provide also instances of glaring inconsistency existing between the 
productive capacity of land and the rate of rent prevailing. 

Failure of harvests, the unbearable rate of rent, the relentless procedure on the part of 
the eS.tate claiming its pound of flesh at the heart of the tenant, want of enough land on 
the part or the tenantry to cultivate, owing to enormous erosion of the ryotwari holdings, 
and so many political and uncompensated phenomenal causes all combined have set the 
tenant on the rack. He is just a skeleton. 

;Now·! request. on behalf of this village which is a parent village of five hamlets, and 
which leads so many other insular villages of the estate, that the committee may set down 
our village as one of their c&mping grounds, for our village will provide all sorts of evils 
under ~hich the poor te1).ant is destined to labour or suffer. . 

In the alternative the . committee may be pleased to select Challapalli as a campmg 
centre that the villagers of experience in the adjoining villages inay .easily proceed and 
Sive evidence. If the committee so unwisely fix a distant place, the poor ryots cannot 
afford to undertake the exertion and expense of a long journey. 

V. MURAHA:Rl RAO. 

Memorandum by Mr. :r.I&la VeDkayya and other lnhebltanta of Chekkapal11 village, 
Nuzvid taluk, Xistna· district. 

The .petitioners submit that their mokhasadar has not repaired the tanks that Rupply 
water to their lands, for fifteen years, that he has been collecting the usual rate, without 
grantil"g remission despite failure of crops on account of want of water-supply, tbat they 
submitted petitions to the District Collector to visit their villages, inspect the condition ~r 
the tanks and sanction the repairs to the tanks, estimated at Rs. 29,100, that theIr petI
tions went in vain, and that they would have justice only if the District Collector visited 
their village. They pray that the tanks may be repaired at the estimated coat of Rs. 29 ,100 
before the close of March, so that their crops may not suffer and that remission may be 
granted to them for the damage caused to crops this year. 

Memorandum by Mr. BhaW Govlndarajulu and others, ryots and lnhebltanta of Nuzvld, 
Xistna district. 

The petitioners submit that there are three tanks in Numd for purposes of irrigation, 
that the tanks are in need of repairs,. that if repaired, they can supply water for two or 
three years, that they do not have water during S1lJIlmer for drinking either for themselves 
or r"f their ca.ttle. on account of the bad condition of the tanks, that they have to depend 
solely on rains for water for their crops, that the rates of rent are high and that they have 
.l\D- pasture~land8 for th<;i!. cattle: They.pray that the tankli be repau,a, the ratea or 
rent be reduced, and facIlitIes be afforded ID respect of pasture lands. . . . 



"lIemorandum by Mr. lIraray&D8Swaml, ryot, SUDkonu ElamaDur estete, Nilnid,Kia~ 
dis&rict. 

The petitioner submits that he owns thirty acres of land in Sunkollu village. thall 
the tank in the village has been in a st!lote of disrepair, that rent is collected though crops. 
fail by filing suits and that he has absolutely no scope to gather wood for fuel or graze 
cattle in the forest, etc., and prays that .arrangements be made for the rep!loir of the tank, 
Ilnd facilities be created for gathering wood for fuel and for grazing cattle in the forest. 

Memorandum by Mr. S. Durgayya and others,: ryots and Inhabitants of Kapileawara
puram estate, Nuzvid, KiatDa dis&rict. 

The petitioners submit that wet-rates are collected from them whether or not the 
harvest is good and that paying wet rates is a hardship to them, and pray that provision 
may be made for the grant of remission when crops fail. ' 

Memorandum by Mr. M. NaraaimIaam, Secretery and members of the Congresi' 
Committee, Cheemalapadu, Nuzvid teluls:, KiatDa dis&rict. 

The petitioners submit that their village forms part of the estate now managed by-, 
the zamindarni (proprietrix) Inuganti Challayamma Rao Garu, on behalf of the minors" 
that their village 1;las got a' ruraJ dispensary, the doctor in charge of which is ODe-, 
Mr. Ramanu)achariyar, that this doctor is deputed by the zamindarni to ,do other work, 
away from. the village, that as a result of other work, the doctor does not render medical 
!l.id to the villagers and is always away, that the dispensary is virtually closed, that when 
th~ petitioners wrote a complaint against the doctor, the zamindarni got wild, and has 
been harassing them since by filing complaints of various descriptions against them, 'that 
'hey are afraid of being prescribed to by the doctor, that on their refusal to sign a peti
tion for the continuance of the services of the doctor in their village, the harassment has. 
increased (the petitioners cite several instances of harassment like beating some of them, 
rioting, etc.), ,that the harassment increased also on their refusal to listen to the lIlamin
dllrni's advice not to become members of the Congress, that the village officers do not submitl 
reports on these matters, • having been won over by the estate authorities' !Iond that the
reports sent by the village officers, if any, are only garbled versions, that they are being 
harassed, several charges being foisted on them, because they have become members of 
the Congress and that though their village has been resurveyed, they have been refused 
copies of pattas, which if furnished, would enable them to compare the old and the new 
measurements of their holdings and pay rent accordingly. They pray that the Govern
ment may be pleased to enquire into their gnevances. 

Memorandum by the Kyots of the mltta village NarisampatU, Narlsampattl, da~d 
29th November 1937. 

1. According to our opinion ryots are the proprietors, of the soil; 

II. The fair and equitable rent is Rs. S &'0 Rs. 5. Because our tanks are not ~ 
broad as they were in former days. There was a kayam which supplied water now 
dried and no use. The nature of tbe soil is .. kallar." So we are begging to re-sUrvey 
and re-establish the rent, etc., according to the water convenience' and soil. 

(0) We !lore suffering much by the failure of the rain. We should get remission .. 
a. in the ryotwari villages. We had not got remission to this day. , 

(e) We are in the conclusion that the Provincial Government ,must reserv& 
special powers to reduce or to alter the l'l!bts, etc. 

4. (b) On account of the mittadars' own survey mamool, ayacute are reversed the-
water goes to lands which are nominated by the mittadar. ' , 

5. It is the most important thing to be done quickly. 
(/» Since four or five Yellors, the rain failed. qur tanks are very small in are .. 

and dry. Our wet land crops are very poor. So we are not able to assure the share iu 
the re-survey expenses. If only we know the amount we will be able to assure you. ' 

7. There is no any piece of land in our mitta as grazing the cattle or 110M basthi. 

8. With reference \0 the village panchayat, the' special committee should decide the 
.schemes. 

'U-19 



r(b) It ill.. lJloat important that the .Ptcmncial Government ·ahould .'t&Iie .. apeoiaf 
cares to maintain the water-sources because .mittadara are taking no oare about the 
wate,.-8!1Pply, but takes care only in _the. rent,. The power of repairing and jD~tain
i?g ~ter-8Upplie8 should be .iiI the .ha.nda of the Provincial Government . 

. . 9. Tpe. jamabandi is to beheld neCessarily, 
" ·1J. A specia.I·c'lQmmittee1lhould·bs. the 1inaJ appe11a.te authority. We are in the. 

conclusion that the.re should be; special. courts. . 
12. When the re-survey takes place, the said jodi porup" are to be reduced or raised 

118 the case may be. 
TirUppa.ttur taluk is not provided with goodwater-supply. There ie·no either ta.nb 

·or rivers. Rain ie very poor.' So, if the Government be kind enough to save the poor, 
they .hould. bring a channel from: the Pennai river from Krishnagiri. via Kandikuppam. 
Bar~or Velakll.lnatham to '.' taluk tb,ere should be enough water for this tal uk. 
Approximately 25 years ago a pl~ was adopted by tile Government to build a tank near 
'Thalaithopu kuttai to Muthurayankoil medu. But it was stopped. If the present 
Government build such tank and bring that said channel to thie taluk would well be 
provid/ld w~th water-supply • 

. There should be an agricultural demonstrator and a-flifla8aI/G panna& in every 
talu~. If possible in every . panchayat there should be a. panchayat land hvo or t.mee 
acres where their agricultura is to be made by the officers of agriculture as a model for 
the villa.gers, Every month ·there should be meeting about this at the Jand. The officers 
must 8li:pJi\in theinodern modes of agriculture. If thie thingie done, it would be mo~ 
.¥u1 for the villagers. 

; . -
RyOTS OF Mrrl'A NABlSA¥l'ATTJ. 

'Kemoraliduuibjthe I)'ota iinl!:uttan8palll Agraheram, lfarasaraopet ia.1uk, Gutur 
. ..' . district. . 

I. (a) The proprietor. 
(b) 'The collection of rent is the right to the landholder and all other rights to flIII 

~t. '" . . 

ri:(a) Same as that of settlement. 
(b) The same- princjpl~~' ihose' employed for . fixing eet~lement. 1&tes. 

"(c) Yes. According to the harvest of"the particular year. 
(d) . The settlement Bhpuld. be permanent. 
(iI) Yes. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) Collection should be e.ntruste.d to village pfficera and or~ procec1nre to 

follow; ..." 

(c) Nil. 

IV. (a) Yes. Theyappurtaining to land.: 
~b) No. He has no superior ~hts. 

·V.(a) Yes. . 
'(b) One-Courth, tenant, three-Courth, landholder. 

YI. No. 
VII. (a) The ryots·should ha.e absolnte rights. 

(b) Yes. 
(0) Equal rights. 

vm.(ai PrOvisions in 'thepresent Actm;e ~eqUate.· 
(b) Yes. . 
(c) On applicatioD o~ parties. 

'rio Yes. ' 
X. (1) The relation of zamindar and tenant. 

(2) No legal relationship. 

XI. (a) Special. tribunal be constitute~ .. , . 

(b) :Revenue or special courts. 

/ 



. XII. (a) Collectiol/.- of ~t. 

. (b)~e~"" .... ;, 

[Same copy'''has: been reeeived'ftom. :Ryots· :nepreeentatives, KoppBrapp&lem Ap. 
'hara!,,', N&r&8&I'&Opet,]" ,. . -' . . -,. ... , ... ;- ,; 

, Same copy ~&II bee~. receivedfr0lll.the Ae,raha.ra~daraof ChellIl&yaJl&lemA~baram .. 
Palnad taluk.] '. -

, .' ~ , . , . 
. [Same copy. has been received from· Vippsreapsl\e Agraharam, NarBsaraopet talok.'J .' : , - ~ 

. 
Memorandum. br.Mr. P. Sitaramayya, Vice-President, PellUl''l'&luk-Village:B.JO'" 
. . . ' . AHot;latiOD, Ongola. 

, .#, . 

I. (al Ownership of. the land rests. with. the~ots: 
{h) Ryote claim over the surf .. ce of the land &nd the lower strata has' been :";'pheld. 

by the highest tribunals of the country in conformity with age·long custom. ., I 

II. (a) Legit rent is the proportionateaniount not exceeding ~ne-8i~h ~o)l~c~4 i~'in 
'. the ryot on the yearly net income of his holding. . : , • . . . ". 
.' .. (h) In fiiting the rent. regard should be given to'the conditions of\he soil. relia1!i1if)y 
of the water-sOllrces, expenses incurred for cultivation; frequency of· 'dre.uglits and· the 

. financial cqnditio~ of the ryote.. But the present rVote .oftaxation is based·orttJ:!.e: aSsumed 

. 'ments and predisposed ~onsiderat.ions of the ze.mindars., Ry.ot,. l(oioe is completely il?l0red. 
and 'by a deliberate attempt the 1'I'nt fixed mostly vary same tune with.:lUt the least. Justifi-
cation. Taxes are being subjected to huliscrimin .. te enhancement. . 
.:.: (0) The .\\uesti?n ~rre~io~ sh~illdbe ,sp~cifiraUidealtwith in th'1.AQt it:;e1f: 

In setting it, state of the tank, the ayaout of the tank corresponding to the bed. 
of the t .. nk, rain conditione, Ilegligen~e of ryote and proper and timrJy ajalOaish -f>f the 
-officers concerned. '~hould be·considered'thoroughly .. It should also bt,-the conccnlofthe 
authorities as to how far the water-s01lrces have been -saf~guarded,.1'epaired. guaranteed 
and maintained to the adv .. ntage of the ayacut ryote. ..... . , ., 
.. (iii Tax~8 shduId "be permanently Bettl~d' after due investigation and settlement 
oftarams of the soil and the peculiar nature of the tanks if the lands are wet. ." . 

Such pents may hoWeVl;lrLll.(altered by" thE! ,I 'gisl";ture_ .:wh.never 'an,.: untb1'eseen 
exigencies or other suitable circumstances neoessitates a change or alteration. ' :; 
· (e),The l.gfsla.uieby !Ioppointil',g,standir.g comIDitt~8'should be in·tou~h(with the 
estates and their administration. The gri~vanrE's. rogardir.g· taxaticon, (ltc." s1-.ould 'lie
elUluirnd intI) 1!oU!i,brought to the notice of the logislature to which power to deal with 
them promptly should be reserved . 

. m.(a) Yea .... Tho·col\ectionshould be tranilurl1!dto the control entrusted to pan
ohayats. 

(h) The preAAnt kists could be alt;ered in'cOnformity withryotwari·· kistscommencing' 
j·from February to. May-in. four in~taJments. . .,. .. . 

. . . ..• . .. , . ,. I. d 
((l) Rmt arrears'on a'survey field .hould berestricwd.and confirD,~d tid·hat field. 

· alone. The 'chan~s in.holding should be forthwith i'ecogri'z~d 'and prorr.pt aeti"n: tak~. 
Protection to ryote mean extent of land forbear maint;enance. and the dwelling hOlise 'oe 
freed from any liability . The last lE'gal oW'ner of the fiold ehould bll implraded in the 
exeoution prooollrlings,.lastly, the arrears ohent shoul9. be forthwith. 'collected on the crops 

· raised by the defaulters. .. . . _ . . , 
. . ' ',' '. .' . - . . 1 

IV. (ar i"1I'indal'!l'rightover t.he .h.nkR is liIDit~dto the ext~nt·that he suppliE's 'Wa~ 
· W the ayacutarea as ·~rpatta. Tl).e regulation of water should rest with tl.e panoh,ay.,t • 

. (h) Zamiridari h'ke the trusieto· ofttui;t propifrty 'h~illd' keep in· pjy\pe~ (.rder and. 
· improve the-tanks in good faith and in the oostintereeta oHhe'ryots~· 'I'h .. owners-hip how-
· ltvu.PeIll~ga, tp. ,he ryot. subjecjlto ~ust. conditions..··.. ."." ,-' 1 

:. V. (II) 'Yes.~, ~81iohld'~eooSsariiy tt,llpw Blitt,l~nie~t as. in'~ve~ment ...,;as. 
The' perroiWnt l1loo'td shOllldbe' prepared linder Jln:>p<;r~uPflrvj.i(ml1l)d pla?ocl ~thin th& 
easy reach oftha ryot ; copies of the record should' oo'grsnted whenever re<tuired on payment; 

,of.roasonablefoos. The·reoord sMuld'be brought tip to date; • . '. .. .. 
f' • "~' • • .' ,. ~". • - -, ~ .• • •• , '.' I' -.-. ..', .. " ...• ~. , 

. . ..' 'lh)' Tho 'cost ofs~y' is to'!>e" bornE! I}n~i.rely ~ ,t.\ul.zaTt'in4ar. ~ special fee .DIlIty 
-bioolllloted wh&riever Copie.!\~~ PlCl'!-i~4f.ot:~fjlrenue., ," ...•... '." ,._',' . " 
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VI. Yes. Ryots being illiterate, m.a.muls &re being ·colleoted on eachpatta, when 
~nted and at the time of the collections and alao during the times when d&rkhasts are 
graJ)ted. With the liberal presents even valuable records are being tampered with. The 
remedy suggested is to maintain proper check and control, the records being brough$ 
-up to date. 

VlI. Yes. Nature's free gifts to the holdsrs of land should not be withheld by illegal 
restraints. Every ryot hss a hold over the forest aress, donkss, porambokes, hill sites and 
oolJUl!unal lands to satisfy the ablolute needs of his life. Free gre.as, wood, stones, eto., 
should be allowed to ryot and this privilege CBnnot be questioned by the zamindar. Adminis
tration over communal lands should be vested with the panchayats. Zamindar is to enjoy 
the reserved portions after excluding areas for the above privileges . 

. vin. As proper maintenance of the tanks is the only means of security to the ryot, 
the administration should be in the hands of the Government and proper checks placed over 
the zamindars in the maintenance of tanks and supply of water sufficient to cultivation. 

By conjoint action, the zami~dar should be made to bear the costs of their improvemen$ 
by fresh project.s whenever they are considered necessary by the Government. A definite 
scheme to improve irrigation works bssing on a five years' scheme is advisable. 

XI. Yes. Zamabandi is in absolute necessity in zamin aress to settle disputes of 
rents and to formulate means for co-operation and well being of the ryot. This system waa 
in vogue but was given up. Hence there should be provision for it in the Act. 

X. (IJ) The tenant under a ryot should work in conformity with the terms of agreement 
.-or lease and a free choice to ma.ke good his losses during abnorm.a.l or providential losses 
should be allowed. 

(6) As between the tenant and the zamindar, there should be no stipulation regarding 
vested ryots nor should the tenant be deprived of the benefits in the land for the wrongs of 

.""the lease. 

XI. (IJ) The final authority should be in the hands of a highest court of the country 
whether provided exclusively or incorporated in the existing ones in the same way as the 
-election courts are functioning. . 

(6) l\finor complaints regarding exchange of pattas, etc., ma.y be referred to revenue 
-courts. 

XII. (a) The rules applicable to ryotwari holding m.a.y be enforced likewise in the 
2lamin areas. 

(6) Jodi, etc., should be accepted individually and they are to be free in the execution 
'proceedings when joint action is taken. 

P. SITABAMAYYA. 

Memorandum by the Secretary,Palm Zamln :ayom' Sangam, Ongole, dated 29th 
. November 1937. 

I. (a) Ownership of the land rests with the ryots. 
(b) Ryots claim over the surface of the land and the lower strata has been upheld 

by the highest tribunals of the country in conformity with age-long custom. 
n. (a) Legal rent is the proportionate amount not exceeding one-sixth collected from 

the ryot on the yearly net income of his holding. 
(b) In fixing the rent regard should be given to the conditions of the soil, reliability, 

i)f the water-sources, expenses incurred for cultivation, frequency of draughts and the 
financial conditions of the ryots. But the present rate of taxation is based on the assumed 
merits and predisposed considerations of the zamindara. Ryots voice is completely ignored 

. and by a deliberate attempt the rent fixed mostly vary same time without the least justifi

.imtion. Taxes are being subjected to indiscriminate enhancement, 
(c) The question of remission should be specifically dealt with in the Act itself. 
In settling it, state of the tank, the ayacut of the tank correapending to the bed of the 

tank, rain conditions, negligence of ryots and proper and timely ajamaish of the officers 
eoncerned, should be considered thoroughly. It should also be the concern of the authorities 
as to how far the water SOU1'OO8 have been safeguarded, repaired, guaranteed and main
tained to the advantage of the ayacut ryots. 

(d) Taxes should he permanently settled after due investi/!'3tion and settlement or 
tarams of the soil and the peculiar nature of the tanks if the lands are wet. Buch rents 
may, however, be altered by the legislature whenever any unforeseen exigencies or oth~ 
tmitable circumstances neceeBitatea such a change or alteration. 
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"(e) -The legislatUre by" appointilig_ standing. committee should. be _ in touch :with the 
..estates and their administration. .The grievances. regarding taxation , etc., should be 
-.enquired into, brought to the noticl!o~ the .legislature to which power to deal with them 
.promptly should be reserved. 

,m.-'(a) Yes. The collection. should be transfonned. to the control entrusted to 
panchayats. 

-. . . 
(b) The present kists should be altered in conformity with r,yotwati kists .commen· 

.eing from February to May in four instalments. 
(e) Rent arrears on a survey field should be restricted and confirmed to that field 

_alone. The changes in holding should forthwith be recognized and prompt ac~on ,taken. 
Protection to ryot& mean extent of lll,!l.d for bear maintenance and the dwelling house 
should be freed from any liability. The last legal owner of the field should be impleadell 
in the execution proceedings. Lastly, the arrears of rent should forthwith be collected 

"on the crops raised by the defaulters. 

IV. (a) Zrunindar's right over the tanks is limited to the extent that he supplies water 
to the ayacut area as per pattas. The regulation of wate~ should rest. with the panchayat. 

(b) Zamindar like the trustee of trust property should keep in proper order and 
improve the tanks in good faith and to the best interests of the ryots. The ownership, 
however, helongs to the ryot subject to trust conditions. 

V. (a) Yes. Survey' should necessarily follow settlement as in Government areas. 
The permanent record should be prepared under proper supervision and placed within the 

·easy reach of the ryot; copies of the record should be granted whenever required on pay
ment of reasonable fees. The record should be brought up to date. 

(b) The cost of survey is to be borne entirely by the zamindar and a special fee may 
· be collected whenever copies are required for reference. 

VI. Yes. Ryots being illiterate, mamuls are being collected on each patta-, when 
· granted and at the time of collections and also during the times when dharkasts are 
· granted. With liberal presents even valuable records are being tampered with. The 
remedy suggested is to maintain proper check and control, the records being brought 
up.to.date. 

VII. Yes, Natures free gifts to the holders of land should not be withheld by illegal 
restraints. Every ryot has a hold over the forest areas, donkas, porombokes, hill site. 

: and communal lands to satisfy the absolute needs of his life. Free grass, wood, stones, 
etc., should be allowed to ryot and .this privilege cannot be questioned by the zamindar. 
Administration over communal lands should be vested with the panchayats. Zamindar 18 
to enjoy the reserved portions after excluding areas for the above privileges. 

vm. As proper mainteuance of the tanks is the only means of security to the ryot, 
-the administration should be in the hands of the Government snd proper checks placed 
· over the zamindars in the maintenance of tanks and supply of water sufficient to cultivation. 

By conjoint action, the zamindar should be made to bear the costs of their improve
ment by forest projects whenever they are considered necessary by the Government. A 

-definite scheme to improve irrigation works basing on a five years scheme is advisable . 
• IX. Yes. J amabandi is an 8D801U"" necessity in zamin areas to settle disputes ofrentB 

-and to formulate means for co.operation and well-being Df the ryot. This system :was in 
vogue but was given up. Hence there should be provision for it in the Act. 

X. (a) The tenant under a ryot should work in conformity with the terms of agree
ment or lease and a free choice to make good his losses during abnormal or providentW 
loases should be allowed. 

(b) As between the tenan~ and.the zamindar, there should be no stipulation regard
ing vested ryots, nor should the tenant be deprived of the benefits in the land for the 
wrongs of the lease. 

· XI. (0) The final authority should be in the hands of a highest court of the coun&ry 
provided exclusively or incorporated in the existing ones in the same way as the election 

-courts are functioning. 
(b) Minor complaints regarding exchange of psttsa, etc., may be referred to revenue

"courte. 
XII. (0) The rules applicable to ryotwari holding may be enforced likewise in tile 

,_min areae. 
· (b) .Todi, etc., should be acce¢.;ed in~ividually anel they are to be free in the exectJ_ 
· tion proceedings when joint action ie'tUea~ 
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-"I[emorall.ctam by POU CheW Pikllayya.CheW .... ~!Ift of ~\lUlalapIlr1l' 
-. '" ". . NeUon dJslrlct, dated2liUl Xovember193'l •. '. _ ... 

'1. (a) The ~nant and not'the zaminds;i'iil th8ptopriew of the soil. 
(0) Ancestrally owned. . , 

n;- (a) . and (0); One-fourth of ·the·price ~f . !let . produoe fIom the Ian4 after Wid
ing all the costs of cultivstion from the gross value of the produce. 
". . EC) . Statutory pJOvision,is necessary. 

(d) To be settled once for all . 
. (t) Yes •. 

m.· (a) Yes. " '. , .. 
(0) The Government may charge them as they think~nly the chargee muaL 

-be ·equitable to the tenant.. . . . 
,'. -(e) Existing rules and restripijons are n~~: 

IV. (a) Right of water-supply inherent. . 
(0) No. 

V. (a) .Yes. . 
· _(bfThe zamindar must bear: the whole :coiIt. c 

VJ. No. 
VII. (a) The. tenants must have free . .roPe, 

(b) Yes. . . 
(e). The' Goveriunentmay liettle it.' 

Y.rn. (a) Tha. zamindar must do the repairs. 
(0) Yea. . 
(e) Suo. molo. 

- IX. Y".s. ' 
",X .. : No. legal, si;atus is necessary. 
:.xI. (al No _ special tribunal is neecs~. 

· ~o) .. Reven1,le co1!rls. will. do. .. _ 
'XII._ (a)' The zamindar can .0Dly; levy cess .lorunaathomea~upstion. 

(b) No opinion to offer. 

Memorandum by Hr. MadduruVenkat&cbalamiah, Piuetilpalllvillage, Eandukuru taIuJt .. 
,,- . _. . :N eUore district. . , 

I. (a) The tenant.is the proprietor of the soil, .'. . 
, ... . (b) The tenant hss the rip;ht of cultivation and the right of 88le or gift WIth regard 

'to:-land, ·the· zamindar having <:>nly the right to scrUtinize land registers snd determine-
the tenant's rights and 'to collect'rent from him. J 

'. n. (a) A faii rent means one-fourtb of the produce of lsnd. .J 

· (b) In fixin~ II fair rent: the average price of crops' for ,sixty 'years in the past 
'should be computed and one-fourth of such an . average value of the Cl'QpS .should be deemed 
'a fair rerit. Tiiwa. should not· be levied upon irrigation from private wells. Tirwajaati 
shO!l!d be levied upon lands which are irrigated from wE!11s eonstructed and repaired by 

,thee ,landholde~ at his own cost. Onlyone-hllif of the amoJlnt of thensual water-cesa· 
should be levied upon lands' where water is irrigated bylirting. The'rent on wet land. 
should in no case'exceedtlu'ee'tiiries the rate on cfrVlanali:- -. ., 

- '{c} There sbouW be J!tatutmy :provision for.'ie'!'ission_· Fnll remission should be 
'grimted-in thecase.·of .. dry cuiti .. ationi,when ~he yield.ja.below one-fourth of the normal 
yield. Full remission should also be given in respect of wet cbltivation. when there. ja 
.8C!U'~ity ~f "!Vat~r, owing to failure,of.mon800n, snd. in·,the case of garden ·lands, when 
,~e~~. ~ ,iIJ.sufii~ill"tllupply, of ~~t~r; o~t<> w~~· of ~l'!lirs to ~he wells. ., J 

(d) tAnswer no~ to the pomt.) . ' . 
.... " (e), T~e ,r~nt once .fixed stlould not be ,alt.er~4. e~cep*. when disCrepancies occUr 
. between .\he· ongmal measurements of the land and Its· ~resent area.. In such cases the . 
. Goveinimin't 'should 'have the cOntemplated 'reserve Powers. . , 

<._ ... :q:I., (a) The e~stin~ p~visio~,r~la~ing.~ ~!ll!Ction.~f. rent in the Madra~ Est&& 
-I.-and' Act"sbould be reVised. ' '-. "" ., ,,_ .. , .. . . _ 

(b) The ryot should be granted patta before tbe first instalment in a fasK.' :The 
,.village rinmsil should-start collec~g·the rent before fifteen 'Cl33s prio~ to· the fixed date. 
Special case should be taken to collect the rent of a particular fasH in tiu).i fasli itsell 

. ,~:,~.~ o~ 4e.£au}l, .)lI:pce!ldjngs Jor;allCtion.o~ di8~' .ahou\d, be taken at' o~. Tb-

.. :-." . ~ . - " .. 



-ioaluedfthe property 4ttachedlihouldo~otexce!ld the fdIlonnt. qfarrean. 'l'~ ryota· 
-ewelli:ng houses;cattle-she,iai gmlllU'iu.agricultm:a1~mplements and seed,s should n~ ~ 
.attached. The cost of attachments slIp,u1d.,beJIPl:IllIby the, l~dhplder.:himllelf, '" _, ' 

(c) Cases of arrears where there 1»'8 nQ disputes sho~d: be tri~ in -Village munsif's 
,courts and panchayat .courts anc;loth!)r cases in the court 'of the Revenue Divisiona,l Offic;er. 
In all cases, an appeal should lie to the District Muilaif's Court. . 

IV. (0) When the tenants wanted to convert a dry land under their ocCupation inio 
wet, they used to construct a tank and enter into a contract with the zamindartO the 

-effecttha,t· he' should do repairs to. 'it and collect a fixed water.rate from' them. fox: regular 
'l"srer-supply for six months for ,:a :w.et ·crop. : The zamindar, however, has been collecting 
~e ~. wit/lout giving .the :stiplll~e4' water~,supply'. . If the landholder does not ,execuU! 
repairs and give the six months' water-supply, he should grant po remission of the :ren~ 

,and the tenant should ,have .the right to reco,\,er the value of. the crop he has lost, from the Z8.mihdar's property. H :Water~~\Ipply could not' be had owing to:want of: rain or 
,clwing to famine, remission' Of :rentaIone should be granted. (From the abOve:; 'the 
petitioner's idea seems to be that the tenants' ,rights in the water soUrces are the:,result 

-of contracts, that the landholder does not maintain and repair them as stipulated and, 
that he &bould be made to do. it.): 

(b) (There is no answer.) .-',: 

V. (a) Yes.,. .". _, , 
(b) The '!andhblder'to heli:rthe)'wlii)~~cost. 

, ." 

VI. The landholder cannot demand ~.Y such levies. 

i \ 

VIT. (0) Though tbe iefiU;t 'hacI'theserights with regard to utilization :~f tlatural 
-facilities from time immemorial, the landholder hss,be&l!-,autooraticallywithholding,tjlem. 

(b) Tenants have inherent rights. ,'. . " '.'.' ' .' ' 

.' (c} Neither ,the tenantnor"the landholder should have any rig"t over pub~, paths, 
.eommunlll.lands,ete; . Government should have, cpntrol over .them. . " 

• VnI. (0) Whenever repaus to water sources and works are found to be of immediate 
'Dec8ssity, the Government should prepare all tlstinmte and ask the landholder to, execute n. 

, (b)' Yes. . ' . .' ," . ' .'. . . ". 

(c) (No answer is given.; :', 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is necesB!lry~, 

X. If the ryot gives his land on lease for more than thirty years continuousJy, bill 
,mould forfeit his right to cultivate the soil and he 'should take the lease', amount only. 
':fhe, l&!lclholder~nnotgive th,e ,~ot, lalld .9n ,cowIe. He must only receive ren*. . '. -, . ' - , - . 

XI.' (0) rI: (b) Cases involving disputes shoUld be 'tried by, rilvenuecoiltt8' 'and ~_ 
involving no disputes mould be trie~ by, village cour1;s or pBIlchayat boards. . Tb", Pistricl 
Munaif's Court should be the fiiuu appellate 'authority. ' . 

XII. (a) A tenant who occupies porsmboke lands unauth~riiedly should be evicted 
I by· Gqvernment, ,The landhpl~er-ll40ula, h4ve \lO powers in this Tespect .. If'the land is a 
.waste land, it should be granted on !,latta, to the. tenant con~ned:. ~ithout lit premium., 
If the occupation has been for three yeara continuously rent being regularly paid! a 
statement should be taken from the tenant concerned and Plltta inued to him for the 
land. 

(b) The landholder should not' ha~e "the power to take any further proceedinga 
,.againstinama nor tp enhllDC& tjJ.."q~t.rentthereoD" 

, , , 
. J(em9r&1ldum bJ Mr .• Bottlagudur Subba Bao, Secretary, Zamln !trots' Als'OdaUOu, 

EaD1gIrI &aluk, lfeller. d1s&ric&.' . " ' 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietOr of 'the soil. 
(b) The landholder has only' the right to collect the rent. The tena1t 'bas all 

rights in, the land. ' ' --, 

. II .. (a) One·sixth part of the income that remains after', dedlictingthe Cost ~f 
,·cultivation. • .' .' .. ',. ." " ,':'1' , 

(b) The rents in zamin villages to' be determined on'the basia of,· the' IIlDd.revelIlM 
__ ment rates prevailing in Govemmept .ryotwari villages. Whenever a change, in the 

,assessment is eJrected in Goqnunent. ryot"'~ villages; tjle '!Bme should be. done ill ~ 
~lIages 1Ilao. ' .. , , '" ,,', ". 
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; (e) There should be statutory provision for remi88ion. If the yield is estimated'. 
from 8 BnDBB to 12 annas, a remission of half an 'anna in ren~ may be granted. If i' ja. 
below anuM eight, full remission must be granted. 

(d) A fair rent should be fixed once for all. , , 

(e) The Provincial Government should have reserve powers to reduce rent when
ever the need for it arises. 

m. (a) Yes. 

(b) M;ovable property should never be distrsined. The landholder should proceecJ' 
against that particular piece of land on which rent has not been paid. The land which is· 
necessary for the maintenance of the ryot's family and his dwelling house should be· 
exempted from attachment. 

(e) Village panchayata which should be formed on the election system can be 
entrusted with the collection of rent. Suits should not be filed for the realization of 
arrears of rent. On the other hand, village panchayats should be asked to collect arrean
on lands. 

IV. (a) The rights of tenants to water-supply are appurtenant to the land. 
(II) The zamindar has no superior rights. 

V. (a) Estates should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained. 
(b) The zamindar must bear the whole cost. 

VL The landholder should not demand levies other than rent. 

VII. (a) Tenants should have full rights. 
(b) The tenant has the fuU right. 
(e) The tenant should have a free and full right' of enjoyment in respect of public 

paths, etc_ It should be the duty of the landholder to protect these rights of tenants. ' 

vm. (a) The Government should repair all the irrigation sources and works within 
a short-time and recover the cost from the zamindar. As regards future repairs, a separate 
fund for it should be created from water-cess collections and repairs executed. 

(b) The Provincial Government should have such powers. 
(e) Such powers should be exercised 8UO moto. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi necessary. 

X. Under-tenants and tenants should have 'mutual rights' as in Governmen~ 
'lIilIagcs. There should be no relation between the zamindar and the under-tenant • 

. . XI. (a) A special tribunal should be set up for the purpose. 
(II) In special courts. 

XII. fa) The zamindar should have tbe riglit to only collect rent on lands under
unauthorized occupation at "Hamsa.i' taram rates. 

(b) Yes. 

Other matters. 

1. Ryots should have mining rights and the right of cutting trees in the land. 

2. Facilities to pay rent by instalments as in Government villages should be afforded. 

3. Patta transfers tti· be promptly effected within the fasli in which they are necessi
tated by relinquishment, etc., transa.ctions. 

4, Part of the zamindar's income should be handed over to, village pauchayats for 
the Village Development Scheme. . 

5. There should be statutory representation of Zamin Ryots' Associations in the
~istration of every zamindari. 

6. The Provincial Government should cause irrigation works to be' constructed b,. 
tP~ zamind8l" in suitable localities to be selected by them. 

, . 1 .. The' zam'indari ~ystem which now· sta.nds between the Government ~ ryot. and; 
:al1iich' has Bucked the life-blood of l'yots, should be abolished completely. _ " . J 
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Memorandum by Ule .Tolnt Secre~ry, ProviJlcial Agricultaral Labourers' .Aaaocia\lOD, 
NeJlore, dated SUI October 1937. 

By the Joint Secretary, Provincial Agricultural Labourers' Association, Nellore. 
I request that the following matter may be considered by the committee appointed 

by the G01lemment to inquire into the conditions in the zamin areas. 
The plight of the agricultural labtlUrers in the zamin areas is worse than that of 

the ryots. In addition to the general disabilities in respect of securing firewood, 
grazing, feudal levies, compulsory free labour which are common to the ryots 
and the labourers as well. The latter have additional grievs.nces caused by the 
ryots themselves like: 
(a) Usurious rates, grain interest on advances of paddy loans ranging from 25 

to 100 per cent which practically enslave the labourers to the tenants. 
(b) Wages are invariably measured with false cave measures differing from 

house to house and village to village resulting in a loss of I to 1/3 of the total 
daily wage. This evil is scandalously widespread. 

(e) Untouchability is observed to such an ex/,ent in the matter of using public 
wells, schools, and other institutions as to perms.nently desirable the Hariia~ 
labourers from improving ,their condition. 

(d) The locsl boards invariably neglect the needs of the agricultural labourers 
in these areas and where they are presided over by zamindars, their condition 
is much worse. 

(e) The wage paid to the agricultural labourer is very meagre and rediculously 
insufficient to sustain him. 

(f) Ignorance, illiteracy, insanitation are appalling. 
(g) Ahnost all those labourers are landless. 
(h) The zlIIIlin ryot with all his a.wakening derived in the struggle with the 

zamindars is still a bully and tyrant so far as his under dog, the worker 
is concerned. 

(i) The labourers' tloice is drowned in the ryots' agitation for, redress. 
It is therefore requested that your committee will be good enough to enquire into 

the aforementioned matters also and take such steps as are necessary for securing redress 
to the a!!ricultural labourers of this province whether it be in the matter of applying 
moratorium. scaling of debts, creating occupancy rights, securing free grazing and other 
facilities. 

V. RAoHAVIAlI, 
Joint 8 ecretary. 

Memorandum by ryots of Malotivarlpalem village, Xandukur taluk, Nellore dlstrict. 

1. (a) The ryot should be the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The ryot has all rights. The zlIIIlindar is entitled only to the rent. 

11. (a) The same wet and dry rents and land-cess as prevail in the Govern~eql; 
villa.ges. 

(b) There should not be any fees or cropwar rate and other customary levies. 

(e) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent. Full remission or 
partial remission should be granted in the case of dry lands when the crops fail either for 
want of rains or other providential causes. Full remission should be granted in the case 
of wet lands in the absence of rains and when there is no water in the tanks. Dry rates 
alone should be charged when dry crops are raised. 

(d) Rent should be settled once for all for all lands, with reference to their extent 
and yield. 

(e) The Provincial Government should have reserve powers to revise, alter and 
reduce rents. Statutory provision should be made against the levy of unlawful dues which 
should vest in the village officers as the institution of summary suits, stamp duty, vakil's 
should also be provided for in the Act. 

m. (a) Yes. They require revision. 
(b) tf (e) The powers of distraint and sale in connexion with the collection of rent 

.hould vest in the village officers as the institution of summary suits, stamp duty, vakil'. 
fees oome to four or five times the rent. . ,. 

U-20 
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. IV. (II) The right to water-supply iii not inherent, as appertaining to .he land. In case 
there iii to be water-supply, it should be a matter of contract between the tenant and the 
landlord. 

(b) The zamindar has the right to keep the tanks in the estate in good repair and to 
charge water-rate on lands supplied with water. 

V. (a) All estates should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained. But the 
ryot should not be charged rent for any extent of land nnder hiB occupation, that may be 
found in excess of the area as stated in the patta. 

(b) The ryot is not responsible to bear the cost of survey. (The zamindar to bear 
the entire cost.) 

VI. He cannot demand anything in exceBB of the fair rent due to him. 
VIT. (II) Il (b) The ryot should be entitled to graze his cattle, to obtain green manure 

and also wood for domestic and agricultural implements from waste lands in the vi\lage 
free of cost and without any permit. 

(e) The ryot should have all rights over such lands. The zamindar should have 
no rights whatsoever over them. 

vm. (a), (b) &: (e) The Go'V'ernment, on the report of the ryota, to inspect the tanks 
and channels, prepare an estimate for their repairs and execute the &&me after giving notice 
thereof to the zamindar and recover the cost from. the latter. 

IX. There should be yearly jamabandi, a8 otherwise there will be no scope for tb.e 
grant of remiSsion of rent in respect of crops in the ayacut of the tank. which have become 

81111i. 

X. (Not answered.) 
XI. (II) Revenue court, not necessary. 

(b) Village panchayat boards should decide disputes and proceedings between zamin
dare and tenants. Civil courts should have appellate and revisionalauthority. 

XII. (II) The zamindar should levy H 111fI8alli rate on such lands. 
The following general note is added at the end of the memorandum :-

The ryots in the zamindari village should have all the rights enjoyed by the ryots 
m ryotwari villages. So, we pray that the Estates Land Act should be repealed 
and that what is stated above may be given effect to. 

Memorandum by the ryota of Thalakondapadu and of the .. Hams&! " vI1lag81 connected 
therewith, namely Vijayagopalapuram, N arapareddipalle, N aJIareddlpalle, AUavarl
paIll, CbirladlllJla, Muddapadu, Pedannapa1le, Marekimtapa1le, Bhattupa1le, etc., 
vi11&ges. 

I. (II) The ryot is the proprietor of the soil. 
(g) The zamindar is only entitled to collect rent. 

n. (a) Fair rent means the rate as charged by the Government for the different classes 
of land. 

lb) &: (e) Classification .of the soil to be made by the District Collector in consulta.
tion with the Settlement Officers on the basis of the classification in the adjoining Govern
ment villages. There should be statutory provision for remission of rent in the event of 
failure of crops owing to seasonal adversities. 

(el) &; (e) Settlement to be effected at the request of the ryots through the Govern
ment Settlement Officer in order to fix tarams for all zamin lands. 

m. (a) &: (b) The Government, to have distraint powers. It would be disadvanta.
geous to the ryot, if the zamindar poBBesses the same. The Act requires to be revised in 
regard to matters relating to distraint. 

(e) Panchayat boards to be constituted in villages and they should be entrusted with 
the collection work. 

IV. (a) Yes. The right is inherent as being appurtenant to the land. 
(b) For lands irrigated with water from tanks and wells constructed by the zamin

dar, rent may be charged at the rates fixed by the Government. There are no wells con-
@tructed by the zamindar. For lands irrigated with water from private wells and with .' 
rain water from streams, the usual dry rates should be charged. Extra charges should 
uot be levied in the name of garden rates (mulum). 

V. (a) <t (b) As the ryots have borne the cost of survey stones, cart-line, cost of plant
ing the stones during the survey of these villages in fS81i 1326, all these costa should be 

. borne by the zamindar, if villages are surveyed again. The cost of settlemel1t also should 
be borne by the zamindar. Copies of field-plan, etc.. to be supplied to ryota on psyment 
()f the requisite fee. 

VI. Land-cess and (varavadi rate) should be completely abolished. 
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VII. The right of grazing .cattle, obtaining greell manure and we urge that the ryots 
mould have it. Hill and forests, porambokes, etc., mould be for the benefit of all the 
ryots alld the zamindar mould have 110 righ\ over them. 

VIII. The right of grazing cattle. obtammg green manure and loall for agricultural 
implements are implied m agriculture and we urge that the ryots should have it. Hill and 
forests, porambokes, etc., should be for the benefit of all the ryots and the zamindar should 
have no right over them. ' • 

IX. There should be yearly jamabandi as in the Government villages. 
X. (Not answered.) 
XI. (a) There should be a special law court besides Revenue (Board ?). 

(b) Special courts to be constituted to settle disputes, etc., betweell ryots and 
zamindars. 

XII. (a) All application for the land in question should be obtamed from the ryot and 
the land granted to him on patta at the rate fixed for it. 

(b) (Not answered.) 
Additional mattef'. 

1. The ryot and not the zammdar to have the right over trees m his holding. 
2. Patta-transfers .should be made within two months of the sale of the land, failmg 

which the zamindar should make good any loss resulting to the ryot. 
3. Arrears of rent due m respect of a particular plot of land should be realized from 

that particular plot and not from any other movable or immovable properties. 
4. Land contaming wells, indigo vats, etc., mould be charged dry rates. They should 

be shown as separate subdivisions and separate pattas granted for them. 
There is scope for the construction of a big tank in the village which .would irrigate 

more than 800 acres. There was a proposal to construct the tank ten years ago, but it 
has not materialized as yet. As the construction of the tank is essential, it is requested 
that the work may be taken up. 

Memorandum by UtI.&palli Nagana and others of Yerrarsddipalem (hamlet Chundi 
AnavaripaIIe), Kandukur taluk, Nellore district. 

I. (a) The ryot. 
(b) The ryot has special mterest in the land according to age-long custom and the 

decisions of the High Court. 
n. (a' A fair and equitable rent means the rent fixed, takmg the condition of the 

ryot cultivating the land into consideration. 
(b) 'I'hough the principle of taxation m the ryotwari system also is defective, still 

it may be adopted in zamindaris wher~ rents are arbitrary. All the changes that may 
hereafter he effected in the Government ryotwari system mould be mtroduced ill zamm 
areas also. Rent should be one-sixth of the net mcome from the land. 

(e) There should he statutory provision for remission as m the ryotwari system. 
(d) Rent should be .settled once for all in addition to Jaymg down the principles of 

taxation. 
(e) The Provincial Government should have reserve powers. 

m. (a) tt (b) As powers relating to distraint of movable property are abused very 
often, they should be removed. Even as regards immovable property. sufficient land tor 
the maintenance of the ryot and a house to dwell in should be exempt from distraint. 

(e) The collection of rent in zamin villages should be entrusted to village pancha-
y.. . 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenant to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant to 
the land. They should also have the right to enter mto a contract with the zamindar. 

(b) The zamindar has no superior rights m the water sources of the estate. 
V. (a) Every estate should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained compul

!orily. 
(b) The zamindar to hear the entire OO8t in view of the bad condition of the 

ryot. 
VI. The landlord should not colleot anythmg more than ~he rent. The customarY 

levies now in vogue in zammdaris should be stopped. . 
VII. (a) If (b) The ryots have been enjoying the right of utilizing natural resources 

for agricultural purposes free of OO8t according to the conditions existing from time to 
time. 

(e) Both the zamindara and the ryots should jointly have the right to see that pnblic 
paths, communal lands, hill and forest porambokes are used for communal purposes and 
Bre encroached npon by neither of them. 

U-IIO-A 
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:vm. (a), (b) tl ee) The Government should inspect the tanks in the zamindaris and 
effect repairs to them on a five-year pla.D and recover the cost from the za.minda.rs. There
after irrigation panchayats consisting 01 elected representatives of the ryota should be 
entrusted with the work of maintaining the irrigation works. The zamindar should give 
a portion 01 his annual income for the maintenance of water sources. At the request of 
these panchayats, the Public Works Deps.rtment should effect the necessary repairs or the 
Government may take up the sources themselves and improve them on condition of 
supplying water to the aya.cut of the zlIJIlinds.r. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is neceBBary. 

X. The same relationship as exists in the ryotwari system. 

XI. (a) The Revenue Board should continue to have appellate and revisional authority 
'tIO long as the Government is responsible to the people. 

(b) Disputes between zamindars and ryots to be decided by itinerant courts presided 
over by officers not below the rank of a District Munsif. 

XII. (al The zamindar should have the power to grant sucb lands on patta at the 
u~ual 'bamsai' ta,rllJIl rate. 

(b) (Not &l18wered.) 

Theryots of the same village in a letter represent that the tank in their village which 
is the only source of water-supply had breached 12 or 13 years ago, that it has not been 
repaired ever since, that the ryots have been thereby put to much loss and inconvenience, 
that they are compelled to pay Rs. 70 for Jangamreddi kandrigai, a pasture land for 
which they had from time immemorial been paying Re. 20 and that they are otherwise 
put to much hardship by the zamindar who charges exorbitant rates for grazing their cattle 
anel prevents them from obtaining fuel, etc., from waste lands, which they had previously 
been obtaining free of cost. They add that the zamindar has been raising dry crops in the 
tank-bed since the tank had breached and enjoying the produce, that the cattle belonging 
to the village which graze in the tank-bed after the crop has been harvested are taken to 
the residence of the zamindar instead of to the cattle-pound and exorbitant charges are 
demanded for their release, that the zamindar demands the same rent for garden lands 
as was charged when they were irrigated with tank water, that they find it difficult to do 
their fields as a result of the breach in the tank, that though they have sent ever so many 
petitions for the last thirteen years to the za.mindar to have their tank repaired, nothing 
has been done so fa.r. They further say that a boys' school is necessary for their village 
and pray that their requests may be granted. 

Memorandum by Hr. B. Suryanarayana, etc., ryo&. of Guntupalle, Venkatagirl estate, 
ltanigirl taluk, li ellore district. 

I. The ryot is the proprietor of the soil. The mining rights also belong to him. 

n. (a) One-eighth of the net income from land a.fter deducting cultivation expenses. 

(b) There is evidence to show how the villages were leased out origina.lly in 1863. 
there being no direct collection of rent by the zamindar and how the lea.se-holdel'll (ija,a
dq,s) fixed arbitrary rents and collected the same from the ignorant ryots who ha.d no 
other go but to accept them. These rents were raised very fnuch by the zamindar subse
quently at will. Remissions were not granted even when crops failed. The old rate of 
Rs. 4 for one • gorro ' now stands at Ra. 20. Exorbitant rates have come to be levied 
on kanchas (pa.sture lands) also. Kanchas were freely used before the ijara system was 
introduced. The highbandedness of the zamindar and the helplessness of the ryot have 
been the principles governing the fixation of rent in the zamindari bithertc. (N.B.-The 
petitioners' request seems to be that a fair and equitable rent a.s defined in (a) should now 
be fixed on all zamin lands by the Provincial Government themselves on principles which 
they consider to be fair and sound.) 

(c) There should be statutory provision for remission. RemiBBion should be granted 
as a rule in the case of sa1Ji. Remission cases, to be decided by Government officials not 
below the rank of .. Tahsildar. The result of the Tahsildar's enquiry should be proclaimed 
in the village by beat of tom-tom within twenty-four hours of its declaration by the Tahsil
dar. 

(d) Cash rents to be fixed once for a.1l. 
, (e) The Government should have reserve powers to revise,alter or rednce the rente 
in any zamindari, which they consider to be exorbitant. with the help of tb,eir Settlement 
Officers. . 
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m. (0) Distraint of movable property by zamindars sbould go, as also the right to 
obtain arrest warrants in execution of decreed arrears. Lands alone should be attached' 
for arrears and even then, only the lands in respect of which there are arrears sbould be 
attached. 

(b) The zamindar should recover arrears of rent by attaching only the immovable 
property and not otherwise, the whole procedure in this connexion being conducted 
through • land courts.' An appeal agaiJls"t the order of these courts should lie to the High 
Court. The system of filing suits by the zamindar for rent recovery should )Ie abolisbed. 

(c) (Not answered.) 

IV. (0) The right of the tenant to water-supply is inherent as being appurtenant to 
wet cultivation. 

(b) The zamindar has no superior right except that of maintaining the water 
sources in good repair. The right of distributing water has till now vested iu the ryot. 
It should hereafter belong to village panchayats, along with fishing rights. 

V. (0) All the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained. 
(b) (Not answered.) 

VI. The laudlord cannot demand anything in excess of the rent on the land. 

VII. (0), (b) tI; (c) The ryots had the right of using local natural facilities free of cost. 
But fifty years ago, a tax had been levied on kanchas (pasture lands) which was subse
<j<lently increased. The right of grazing cattle, collecting fuel and wood is implied in agri
culture. But the zamindars have usurped this right and have been levying tax for the 
use of pasture lands and also for the use of hill and forest porambokes which they have 
been Iatel) converting into kanchas. Communal lands are still used by the villagers for 
communal purposes. 

VIII. (0), (b) tI; (c) As the zamindars have wantonly allowed lDany irrigation sources 
to go into disrepair, the Government should take upon themselves the duty of repairing these 
sources and constructing new ones, where necessary and should recover the cost from the 
zamindar. Till then, the zamindar should not only forego bis rent but should also be 
made to compensate for the loss of the ryot. The Estates Land Act should be amended 
to this effect. 

IX. There should be yearly jamabandi as in the ryotwari villages, by Government 
officials. 

X. The same legal status as exists between the ryot and the Government in the ryot
wari system. 

XI. (0) The civil courts and not the Board of Revenue to be the final appellate and 
revisional authority. 

(b) • Land courts' should be constituted and zamin ryots' associations should be 
represented on them. Appeals should lie to the High Court. The zamin ryots should have 
the right of appointing their own representatives to conduct cases on their behalf. 

XII. (a) If the unauthorized occupation is not in respect of communal land. the zamin
dar should only have the right of collecting rent not exceeding , hamsai • rents. 

Additional matter. 
. , 

1. Patta-transfers should be effected according to enjoyment, compulsorily. Statutory 
provision should be made tha.t unless patta-transfers are made by the zamindar within one 
month of the registratiou of the connected sale-deeds, rent should not be collected by him 
on such land. 

2. The zamindar and the ryot a.re now jointly paying the local ceSS6S. The zamindar 
alone should pay them hereafter. 

S. Rent should be collected in insta.lments as inryotwari villages. The present sys
tem of collecting rents should be abolished. 

4. Statutory provision should be made for disputes under the Estates Land Act to be 
Ilisp!lsed of in the manner of petitions without the need for stamp duty. 

5. Zamin land should be classified as wet and dry as in ryotwari areas and the present 
system of classification in zamindaris should be abolished. 

6. The permanent settlement system should be abolished and the administration of the 
zamindaris shuuld be taken over by the Government who sbould pay the zamindar wbat 
remains after meeting the establishment eharges, expenses of improvements and pesbkash 
due to Government_ ' 

.,. No !Assessment should be made for crops raised for me.nure and fodder. 
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8. A fee of Ea. 10 is being collected for every indigo vat. which is unjust. If an 
indigo vat is on a patta land, no special chluge should be levied for it. 

9. The ryot should have the right of using the cuhivable land for constructing hou_ 
or for any other purpose. 

10. If wet or dry land or garden land is used for cattle-grazing, it should be given on 
patta at the dry rate. 

n. The ryot should have the right over all trees, including date and palm trees in 
his holding. 

D48abandham tank •• 

The dasabandham tanks are in disrepair as neither the dasabandhamdar nor the 
zamindar has effected any repairs to them. The wet lands under them are in the enjoyment 
of dasabandhamdar. The Government may do the necessary repairs and recover the 
cost from the dasabandhamdar. 

The village officers should be under the control of the Government. They may attend 
to the zamindar's work also, if law permits it. 

Memorandum by the ryots 01 PoDkaJapadu, AatbaJamittaputhur, Panagallur estate, which 
origlDally belonged to the KaJabut.t amlndarl, 

I. (a) The ryot is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The zamindar's responsibility consists in providing water facilities to the lands. 

facilitating the ryot to graze his cattle and obtain green manure, fuel and wood from the 
forests and in repairing the irrigation sources. The responsibility of the ryot consists in 
paying him an equitable rent. 

n. (a) Wet land should be classified into five tarams and assessment of Rs. 5; 
Re. 3/12; Ea. 2/8; Rs. 1/14; and Ra. 1/4, should be levied according as the taram is cl 
class I, 2, 3, 4 or 5 respectively. Dry land depending upon rains should be chsrged As. 11) 
per acre and dry land irrigated by means of baling should be charged Rs. 1/14. This is a 
fair and equitable rent. 

(b) The fertility of the soil, water-sources and the labow' involved in bringing the 
land under cultivation should be considered in fixing a fair and equitable rent. The 
zamindars have, however, been collecting exorbitant rents by holding out threats to the 
helpless ryots. 

(e) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent. Remission should be 
granted if the rent levied is too high for the soil or when there is water-supply for less than 
six months or if the ryot has no facility to obtain green manure, fuel or wood free of cost 
from forests or hills or when there are no pasture lands for the cattle to graze. 

" (d) The rent should be settled once for all. If the zamindars wish to enhance the 
rates that may be settled now, they should obtain the sanction of the special agricultural 
panchayats. The courts should not have this power as the zamindars are likely to infiuence 
them. 

(e) The Provincial Government should have such reserve powers. 
m. (a) Especially, the powers relating to distraint require to be revised. 

(b) The landlord should proceed against the particular land in respect of which 
there are arrears due and not against other lands or individuals. 

(e) If the procedure laid down above is followed, it would be possible for the 
panchayats to collect the rent. If the panchayats are entrusted with the collection work, 
there will be no need to resort to courts and the expenses would be minimized greatly. 

IV. (a) The right of the tenant to water-supply is inherent as being appurtenant to 
the land. 

(b) The zamindar has no other right than that of collecting an equitable ren~ 
provided that he keeps the water-sources in good condition, does repair. to them and affords 
other necessary facilities to ryois. 

V. (a) Mayor may not be surveyed compulsorily. 
(b) If surveyed, the cost should be borne by the zamindar. 

VI. Many levies are made in addition to the exorbitant rents prevailing in the 
zamindari which i. unjust. 

vn. (a) if (b) The ryots are entitled to the use of local natw-al facilities such as 
grazing cattle, CQllecting green manure and wood for agricultural implements, etc. ; but the 
Z&IIlindar has gradually encroached upon "their rights in this respect and has been levying 
fees for grazing cattle, etc. 

(e) The ryots had full rights over hill and forest porambokes, communal lands, etc .• 
but the zamindar has encroached upon their rights and has bee. levying fees. 
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·Vill. (a) If (b)' The Government should ellect repairs on the reports of village 
panchayats and recover the cost from the zamindar. 

(0) Such powers should be vested in the Government to he applied suo mota. 

IX. There should be yearly jamabandi, by Government officials, when the representa
tiom of the ryots also should be considered . 

• • X. The under-tenants are responsible only to the tenant and not to the zamindar, 

XI. (a) Disputes under the Estates Land Act should be settled in special courts. 
(b) Special courts. 

XII. (a) In the case of unauthorized cultivation, the zamindar may evict a ryot 
within 30 days of the occupation. After that period, he is entitled only to take rent on it 
according to the rates on adjacent lands. 

(b) The original kattubadi of As. 10 per acre was abolished, fifty or sixty years 
ago IIIld exorbitant rates of assessment are being charged. The original kattubadi should 
be restored. 

Note.-Medical aid, achoola, village sanitation and village panchayats are matters which require 
the attention of the Government. 11he introduction of the Moratorium Bill has caused the t;aminda1"8 
to take emergent a.ction againet the ryots to the great hardship of the latter. The Bill ahould be 
brought into force early to give some respite to the poor. 

Memorandum by :Mr. B. V. Ramacharlu, XArnam, ][ondasamudram village, Xandukur 
taluk, Nellors district. 

I. (a) The ryot. 
(b) Paying the rent to the zamindar, the ryot has all rights. 

n. (a) A· fair rent means rent not exceeding ·one-sixth of the yield, calculated on the 
basis of the natural productivity of the soil and not on the basis of the improvements 
effected by the ryot. 

(b) The prices of paddy for the last sixty years nearly should be taken into con
sideration and a fair rent fixed taking into account one-sixth of the value of the produce. 
Dry rates should be charged in the case of lands irrigated by water from wells, when such 
lands have been made cultivable by the ryot. In the case of irrigation facilities created by 
the zamindar at his own cost, a ci8t of three rupees may be charged in respect of lands 
which are subjected to a taram-rate of one rupee. Two rupees may be charged in the case 
of baling only. 

(e) Yes. Full remission should be given, when the yield from dry cultivation falls 
below a quarter of the usual yield and when water is not available for wet cultivation for 
want of rains. 

(d) Except when the ryot complains that the yield has diminished owing to deterio
ration of the land owing to natural causes, rent should be fixed once for all. 

(e) The Government· should have the contemplated statutory power to revise rents, 
only after inspection and when such revision is necessitated by any cause other than that of 
variations in the measurement of the lands. 

. Ill. (a) Yes. , . 
(b) Village officers in zamin villages should be vested with power to att·ach movable 

properties without the need for a power of attorney. 
(c) If the panchayat board of the village is vested with power to sell holdings, the 

execution proceedings can be made less costly. If rent for a fasli is not paid by the date 
fixed for the purpose and if tbe ryot bas no movable property, the said (ryot's) immovable 
property should be attached forthwith and the rent realized. If on account of defective 
ilnpervision on the part of the zamindar, the rent is not fully realized by the end of the 
fasli, the zamindar should simply write 011 the a.rrears entirely during the next fasli and he 
should have no right whatever to collecq the same. An appeal should lie from the 
panchayat boards to the District Munsif's Court. 

IV. (a) II: (b) The right is inherent and no agreements are necessary to obtain the 
..ame. The zamindar has the right to collect tirwajasti and faslijasti on the water-sources 
()f the estate. 

V. (a) Yes. 

(b) The za.mindar should bear the entire cost since he does not make over lands to 
the ryots according to correct measurements while issuing the patta to him. 

VI. No. 
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. VII, (al t1: (b) The ryot has been enjoying the right to use pasture lands and wood 
for agricUltural implements free of cost. 

(el Neither tbe za.minda.r nor the ryot should ha.ve the right of posse88ion in respect 
of public pa.ths, etc. The Government should exercise supervisiona.ry power in this respect. 
Hill and forest pora.mbokes should be a.llowed to be used free of cost to the extent they a.re 
required for the villa.ge communa.! purposes. 

vm. (al The Government must take repa.irs to ta.nks under their own superviaion 
a.nd compel the landholder to effect necessa.ry repa.irs a.ccording to tbeir own estimates. 

(b) 1[es. . 
(e) The Government should a.pply such powers BUO moto. 

IX. 1[es. 
X. Under-tenants holding leases for sixty yea.rs without revision of rent should bave 

the right of occupancy. The zaminda.r has no right to lease out ryot's land. He should 
be entitled only to rent. 

Xl. (al A specia.l tribuna.l should be constituted. 
(bl Special courts. 

XII. (al In the case of poramboke lands, the Government should have the power to 
demand compensation from the ryot concerned and evict him from the land under his 
una.uthorized occupation. The zaminda.r should ha.ve no power whatever to do so. If it 
is un&ssessed land, the za.minda.r should have power to collect tara.m sist (assessment) 
only. If the ryot asks for patta, patta. should be given to him without a. premium being 
demanded from him. 

(b) No. 

Memorandum by Hr. Bedamsetti Veerayya and others, Potlapadu, Xurichedu P,O" 
Donakonda, Donakonda P ,0., Darsl division, Bellore diatrlct. 

Ab8t~act. 

The issues raised in this memorandum a.re quite different from those contained in the 
committee's questionnaire. The main requests ma.de by the petitioners relate to the 
estate irrigation works, the rents collected by the zamindar, the tenant's rights to the use 
of local natural facilities and the provision of conveniences such as wells for drinking 
water, markets, etc. It is alleged that the zamindar is ' utterly indifferent' to the proper 
maintenance of tanks and other irrigation sources in the estate, that the income of the 
village is now nearly seven times more than what it was in the pre-pattaba.ndi days, owing 
to the a.bnorma.l enha.ncement of ra.tes of rent on the va.rious cla.sses of za.min land, that 
when every na.tural facility wa.s freely enjoyed in the pre-pa.ttaba.ndi time, fees ha.ve now 
to be pa.id for· cattle grazing and for permits to take firewood, mud and stone from fores~ 
a.reas and tha.t there ia no provision for drinking water by means of wells, for lighting and 
bazaars and for sepa.rate burial grounds to the various communities. It is further com
plained that the ryot is groaning under heavy indebtedness and relief is urged by wa.y of 
discharging the ryot's loans keeping in his possession enough land for his maintenance and 
enabling him to pay the advances made to him by the zamindar for the purpose in easy 
instalments. Redress of' the grievances mentioned in the petition would, it is stated, 
conduce to the security and well being of the ryot. 

Memorandum by Avula Xotlreddi and others, ryots 01 ChlDavelapadu, Peramgudipalle 
villages, Harella taluk, Venkatagirl estate, Nellore diatrlct. 

I. (a) Ryot. 
(bl The ryot has all rights. The zamindar has only the right to collect rent. 

II. (al A fair rent means one-sixth of the income from the land after deducting the 
cultivation expenses. 

(bl The same principles governing land-revenue assessment in the ryotwari villa.ges, 
with all changes that may be made hereafter. 

(el Remission of half the rent in the case of crops between eight annas and twelve 
anuas as yield and full remission for lesser yields. 

(dl d: (el Should be fixed once for all, the Government reserving the right to reduc& 
it if necessary. 

m. (a) 1[ es. They require revision. 
(b) Movables should never be distrained. Arrears of rent should be recovered from 

the p8f!;icular item (land) to which they relate, leaving the necesaary land for the mainten. 
ance of the ryot and a house for him to dwell in. 

(e) Panchayats should be constituted with full powers to collect rent and to recover 
arrears by' sale of holdings. 
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IV. (a) The rights of the tenant are inherent as being appurtenant to land. 
(b) No. 

V. (a) Yes. They should nil he sUl'veyed and a record of rights maintained. 
(b) The zamindllr should bear the entire cost. 

Vl. No. He cannot demand anything in excess of the rent. 
VII. (al The ryot should have ful/lights. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) The ryots should have full rights to enjoy them and the zamindar should -

that these rights are not infringed. 
VITI. (a) The Government should repair the existing irrigation sources and recover 

the cost from zamindars. For subsequent repairs, they should open a separate fund and 
execute repairs as the necessity arises. 

(b) Such powers should be vested in the Government. 
(el Such repairs !!bould be executed by the Government suo moto. 

IX. Yes. There should be yearly jamabandi. 
X. (a) The same relation as exists between the tenant and thepattadar in the 

'Government villages should exist between the under-tenant and the pattadar in zamin 
villages. There should be' no relationship whatever between. the under.tenant and the 
zamindar. 

XI. (al The Revenue Board to be the final appellate and revisional authority so 
long as it exists and the High Court when it ceases to exist. 

(b l There should be special courts. 
XII. (al The zamindar should be entitled only to charge taram assessment in respect 

of unauthorized occupation of lands. In the case of other lands, there should be eviction. 
(b) Yes. Revision is necessary. 

'A ddiLional matte~. 

1. The ryot should have the right to trees in his holdings, contraets to the contrary 
made before or after the Estates Land Act came into force not to be valid. 

2. Payment of rent should be in instalments as in ryotwari villages. 
3. Provision should be made for easy and quick disposal of patta.transfer. 
4. Zamindar to pay a share of his revenue to the panchayat. for imprl'vement of 

the village. ' 

5. Ryot associations and agents of ryots should be recognized. 
6. There should be statutory provision for the representation of ryots' associations 

in the administration of the zamindari. 
7. The zamindar should be held responsible for the construction of new irrigation 

works wherever possible. 
S. The zamindari system should completely go out of existence. 

Memorandum by the ryots of Palluru, Thalakondapadu, Vadimarugu, GosaIapadu and 
Xodigurlapadu villages, :Marella taluk, VeDkatsgiri estate. ~ 

The petition of Talluru ryots gives the different rates charged for wet and dry land 
in the village, the grazing fees per head of cattle in the forests adjoining the village, the 
population of the village, the condition of the tank and such other information. It 
allel/es that the zamindar ia 'very indifferent ' in the matter of proper maintenance of 
irrigation sources and that the village tank is likely to breach in the absence of immediate 
repairs. 'rhe petition says that the Christian residents of the village are put to much 
inconvenience for want of drinking wa.ter and tha.t a well is quite essential for their 
uae. It suggests that rents may be collected in instalments as in Government villages of 
Kanigiri taluk. It complains that remission ia not granted even in the event of failure 
of crops, dryas well as wet and that the ryots have no right to use any natural facilities 
even to take earth or stone without a permit. ' 

While . giv~ng similar particulars in regard to Thal~kondapadu village, another 
representatIOn m the same file says that the system of paymg rent in instalments as in 
the ryotwari villages should be introduced; that there is scope in their village for the 
construction of a big tank which would irrigate SOD acres and that though the ryots have 
been agi tating for the last 30 years for the p>Dstruction of the tank the zamindar haa 
not taken any steps in that direction. It further savs that for want of water-fllCiliti811 
and due to heavy taxation, 20 families have left the villa."ae to Rangoon. 

II-21 
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The statistics of Vadimarugu, hamlet of Vepagumpalle are likewise given and it ia 
said that as even the private wells have dried up, as there are no water-facilities and as 
the rents are high, some of the families have migrated to foreign places. 

A third representation relating to Gosalapadu and Kodigurlapadu villages says that 
there is no yearly jamabandi, that rent is not collected in instalment system, that though 
the ryots have a right to the use of local natural facilities, the estate officials put them 
to trouble and that there is no school in the village • which is quite essential.' 

Another representation relating to Chinagirlapadu, while complaining about the 
absence of yearly jamabandi and of the instalment system of collecting rent, about the 
failure to grant pattas and about the dilapidated condition of the temple in the village 
due to neglect on the part of the estate, prays for the introduction of the system of 
collecting rent in instalments. 

Memorandum by the 1")'0&1 of Kakopalle, Chevedi estate, Kandukur talule, 
N ellore district. 

I. (a) Ryot. 
(b) The ryot has all rights. The zamindar has only the right of collecting rent. 

II. (a) A fair and equitable rent is that which hilS been determined according to 
the nature of the soil. 

(b) One-sixth of the produce of the land liS in Government ryotwari villages. 
(c) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent. 
(d) If (e) Legisilltion should be made and powers reserved for Government on the 

lines indicated above. 
m. (a) tI; (b) Distraint of movable property is disadvantageous to the ryot. Cattle 

and seed necessary for agriculture and a house for the ryot to live in should be exempt 
from distraint. 

(c) In summary(?) courts Re. 0-4-0 per suit and Rs. 10 per . . . (illegible) 
are being collected. Provision should be made for collection so as to obviate such loss 
and wastage. 

IV. (a) Yes. The right vests in the ryots who have constructed their own tanks. 
They belong to the zamindar afterwards and he should maintain them. 

(b) No. 

V. (a) They should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained. 
(b) The zamindar should bear the cost, as the ryot is too poor and also as the 

survey would enable the zamindar to have accurate accounts. 

VI. He has no right to levy anything in excess of the rent. But he has been 
collecting the same by means of highhandedness. 

VII. (a) tI; (b) The ryot has the right to utilize the natural facilities free of cost in 
respe<·t of porambokes and unoccupied lands. 

(cJ Neither the zamindar nor the ryot should encroach npon them (public paths, 
etc.). They should be used for communal purposes. 

·vm. (a) The Government should compUlsorily cause the irrigation sources to be 
maintained in good condition. 

(b) Yes. The Government should be vested with such powers. 
(c) On report from ryots or by inspection or on report by thanas, the Government 

shoulil see if repairs are necessary and effect the same, if necessary, 8UO mota, without 
waiting for further explanations of any sort. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi quite essential. 

X. The same relationship as exists between the ryots and the Government in ryotwari 
villages. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue to continue to have such authority, so long as the 
Government is responsible to the people as regards administration. 

(b) It is necessary to constitute special courts. . 

XII. (a) They should be granted on pa tta and assessed at the rate usually charged 
on • Hamsai ' lands. 

(b) Revision is necessary. Jodi, etc., should be determined according to ayan and 
taram classification lands. . 

The petition contains a note at the end to the effect that the tank in the village 
has breached and the ryots are consequently put to • much loss and inconvenience' • as 
the proprietor has not repaired it.' ' 
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Memorandum by PlngaU Venkatasubbayya and other ryots of Podill taluk, 
Venkatagiri estate, Nellore district. 

The petitioners submit that the estate authorities have already began collecting 
rents, that as they have not harvested the crops they are not able to pay the rents, that 
due to the fear that a moratorium will be declared, moneylenders are not advancing loans, 
that estate officials are not prepared to extend the time for payment of rent up to 
January 15th and that they woald be. put to immense trouble if such extension of time ia 
not granted. They add that while the Venkatagiri Estate authorities have been making 
a reduction of Re. 0-2-0 in the rupee in the rent for the last five years due to economic 
depression in other taluks, they are not given the same concession and pray that the 
Government may pass orders to the effect that the z .. mindar should collect rent in instal
ments as in Government villages and deduct from the rent 10 annas in the rupee, being 
the concession due to them for the past five ye .. rs. 

Memorandum by ChimlU Xondappa Bayudu and B:ilarI. Subba Bayudu of Ganugapenta 
Mutyalapadu Varim, ltavali taluk, Bellore district. 

(This petition is attached to petition No. 125 and hears no separate number.) 
The petitioners I!1lbmit that their village which origin .. lly helonged to K .. lahasti 

Estate was purchased by the ;Muthyalapadu zamindar, who had their lands surveyed 
and ch .. nged their classification, that the lands heing poor in quality, the yield therefrom 
is not sufficient even to meet the enhanced rents which have to be paid to the present 
zamindar, that the estate, though strict in collecting the rents due from them, is 
indifferent in the matter of effecting repairs to irrigation sources .. nd other improve
ments, that remission is not granted to them in the event of failure of crops and that as 
their lands and movables are attached and sold for arrears of rent some of them had to 
le/Lve the village to distant parts. They complain that the zamindar has converted all 
waste lands into reserves and has thus prevented their cattle from grazing in them, that 
he claims the trees in the ta.uk-beds and even in their holdings as his own and does not 
allow them to utilize them for their own use, that receipts are not granted to them for 
the rents they pay, that pl).ttas are not granted to them and that .the rents paid by them 
ar~ adjusted to the arrears of previous faslis without their knowledge. They pray that the 
Hon'ble the Revenue Minister may pay a personal visit to their village, inspect the lands, 
the crops, the rates prevailing now, the condition of the ryots .. nd scrutinize the snits for 
arrears of rent .. nd see that their rents are reduced and that a correct· a.ccount of their 
dues is given to them. 

Memorandum by Chlnnappa Reddl and others, ryots of Rachaveripalle, & shrotriyam 
vllJage, lJ"dayagiri taluk, Bellore district, 

The petitioner submits that high rents are charged for their lands by the proprietor, 
that repairs to their tanks are not effected in spite of repeated requests, that as a 
result of ' wrong survey' their rents have been enhanced and that the proprietor levies 
duty on we8lVers and persons engaged in dyeing in the village. They state that if their 
tank is repaired, it will irrigate not only the shrotriyam lands in their village but also 
Government lands of 400 acres in extent, that as the village officers .. nd menials are not 
paid by the proprietor, they themselves are paying miras to them and that as there is 
no road from their village to the forest which is one mile away, they .. re put to much 
trouble during the rainy season. They pray that the lands in their village may' be 
surveyed again and charged at rates applicable to Government lands. 

Memorandum by .Tafter Sahib and others, Sompa1le zamln village, lJ"dayagiri talok, 
B eUore district. 

The petitioners submit that having had to pay the high rates of rent for their lands 
and of grazing .fees, they have been reduced ~o poverty and the population in the village 
has depleted, that they were for a very long time paymg Rs. 20 for the waste land in the 
village for which they are now forced to pay Re. 50, that the ryots of Polemgaripalle, to 
whom it was leased out some time back, put them to immense trouble with the result 
that they themselves took it on lease at an enhanced rate, that even now the ryots of the 
abovesaid village claim the right of grazing their cattle therein and are daily picking up 
quarrels with them and that they were forced in the circumstances to file a complaint 
against them before the Sarishtadar-Magistrate of Udayagiri. They complain that they 
were paying water-rate to the zamindar for irrigating their lands with the zaminda .. 's 
tank,wRter, that the Government are now charging them tirvajasti saying that the 
water is supplied from their sources and that they are thus forced to pay water-rate to the 
Government as well as to the zamindar. They pray that their abovementioned grievances 
may be redressed. 

II-21-A 



lIemorandum by U1e ryots 01 Naredupalli, Marella taluk, Nellore 41at.rict. 

The petition which is unsigned gives the vita.l statistics of the village and particulars 
of the rates cha.rged for the lands and the grazing-fees levied and the number of hand. 
looms, spinning wheels, ploughs, etc., in the viIla.ge. It represents tha.t high rates ere 
charged for the lands, that no repairs ere effected to the tank, that even when wet cultivu.
tion is not done for want of water, no remission is granted, that rents are collected even 
when no crops are raised, tha.t pattas are not granted, that exorbitant grazing-fees are 
charged, and that rents are collected in full before the 5th December. It complains that 
the ryots find it hard to pay the entire rent in one instalment, that the zamindar harasses 
them by preventing their oxen and men from going to fields, that unable to bear these 
troubles, about 40 ryots have migrated to Rangoon, that the temporary bunds raised by 
them for diverting stream water breach every year and silt is formed over their lands 
rendering them unfit for cultivation and that there is no one to heed the prayers of the 
ryots. It states that the temple in the village ha.s an annual income of Rs. 36 and the 
expenses come to nearly Rs. 100, the deficit being borne by the ryots and that though 
there is a grant-school, the boys go to an adjoining village as fees ere cherged in the grant. 
school of the village. It prays that a Board school may be opened in the village, repairs 
executed to the tank, a.nd Government rates charged for lands irriga.ted with wa.ter from 
private wells. 

lIemorandum by lIIr. Xeldin ChennaY)'a and others, Narspaguntla v1llage, 
Marella taluk, N ellore 41atrict. 

(Thill petition is addressed to ;Mr. Battuni Perumal Naidu, M.L.A.) 

The petitioners submit that while dry lands and garden lands belonging to the 
Government in their village are charged Re. 0-10-0 per acre, thoee belonging to the 
zamindar are charged from Rs. 12 to Rs. 18 that as most of them are unable to pay these 
rents, their cattle are being attached by the zamindar and that as they had not taken the 
waste lands on lease for grazing-cattle, the estate officials came to their village, remained 
there for three days and after causing much trouble to them succeeded in compelling them 
to apply for the same. They pray that their grievances may be redressed. 

Memorandum by Muthireddi Pedda AmhaY)'a and three" other ryota of Marapaguntla, 
Marella taluk, N ellore district. 

The petitioner submits that he has fiv& acres of dry lands in the village, that th& 
Venkatagiri zamindar had been charging rent for it at Rs. 6 per gorru while the lands 
adjoining it are charged only Rs. II per gorru, that he has been paying at Rs. 2 per gorru 
only and that the zamindar has filed a suit for the difference of Re. 4 per gorru for all 
these years, and also obtained a decree for the amount. He complains that the karnam 
whom he has refused to bribe is responsible for cherging this excess rate and prays that 
the decree against him may be cancelled and only the ordinary rates of Rs. 2 per gorru 
charged, as he is a. poor man. 

Relam ROlli Reddi of the same village, while ma.king a simila.r compla.int as the 
a.bove petitioner, states that their village was burnt four years ago when they lost all 
fodder for cattle, that they have constructed sheds at a distallce, that the Ta.hsildar has 
forcibly taken applications from them for grant of pattas in respect of those lands and 
that they were forced to take the pasture-land in the village on lease. The petitioner prays 
that these matters may be enquired into and justice done to the ryots. 

Relam Venkatasubbiah of the same village submits that a similar charge (of Rs. 6 
per gorru) is made on his lands and that on his refusal to pay the same, he is prevented 
from cultivating the land. He prays that the unjust cherge be removed and he be per-
mit,ted to cultivate his land in time. . 

The fourth and the last petition in the file is from Ravuri Gangi Reddi of the same 
village. He submits tha.t he is the biggest ryot in the village and has the largest number 
of cattle, tha.t as there is no drinking water-facility for the ca.ttle in the village, he has 
constructed a. pond in his private land for the nse of all the cattle in the village tha.t the 
zamindar has been cherging a. high rate for the land covered by the pond which is 
meant for a. charitable purpoS&, that high rates are charged even for lands irrigated with 
~tsr from private wells and. that the villa.gers are forced to take the Kancha (pastore
land) on lease for such high amounts as Rs. 200 on the threat of their cattle being 
impounded in the event of their failure to do SIl. He prays tha.t the rent now cha.rged 
for the land containing the pond be removed and that he be charged for the lands under 
his occopation at the mtss prevailing in Government villages. 
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Memorandum by Mr. Adavi Reddi and others, ryota of Chodavaram village; 
Marella taluk, VeDkatagiri estate, Nellore district. 

The petitioners submit that there are no irrigation facilities in their village, that 
they have been cultivating lands with water from wells constructed by them at a very 
heavy cost, that the zamindar has been charging them high rates of rent for such lands, 
that they are put to much trouble for their inability to pay these rents, that in the name 
of • Varavadi ' they are being chargecf hs. 1--4-4 to Bs. 1-14-9 for lands which depend 
entirely upon rains and which are very poor in point of fertility and that the zamindar 
has been filing suits against those who fail to pay it and putting them to immense trouble. 
They complain that the zamindar has, by preventing them from taking their cattle out 
of their homes for five days, compelled them to apply for waste lands for grazing cattle 
and pray that their abovesaid grievances may be redressed. 

Memorandum by Marthala Subbayya and others, Ammapa1alyam, Chundi 
estate, Kandukur taluk, Nellore district. 

The petitioners submit that though it is 12 years since their tank has breached, 
the breach has not been repaired yet, that though wet crops are not raised for want of 
water, wet rates are . charged , and that in some pattas, the ryots are granted permanent 
right in the land, while in some others such rights are not given, with the result that 
the ryots do not know what rights they possess in the land, however long they might 
have been cultivating it. They complain that the estate people claim as their own pro
perty the trees planted by the ryots on the bunds of their lands, sell them to others and 
when the ryots prevent the cutting of those trees, criminal cases are filed against them, 
that the estate authorities have leased out the waste lands in the village as pasture-lands, 
that the zamindar compels them to obtain permits from him for cutting wood, etc., that 
owing to the breaching of the tanks and ponds which are situated above their village and 
which are the sources of water-eupply for their lands, they have been reduced to poverty, 
that the wells in the village have dried up for the same reason, that the zamindar has 
heen raising wet crops in the tank-bed, that the taram-rates for lands under the tank 
range as high as Rs. 20 and Rs. 24 and even Bs. 28, that half-rent is charged for these 
lande, whether or not there is any yield from them and that if they fail to pay the same, 
their cattle are impounded and criminal cases are filed against them by the zamindar. 
They pray that a. personal enquiry on behalf of the Government may be made into their 
condition and their grievances redressed. 

Memorandum by Mr. Sanlvarapu Naraslmham and others of Polnenlcheruvu, 
Garugupalem, etc., villages, Ravi Tirupathinayudu estate, Nellore district. 

The petitioners submit that the proprietor coJlects grazing fees for cattle-grazing in 
the hill porllmbokes, that during the Dasara he takes a goat or sheep from each herd and 
one or two fowls from each family in the village whether or not that family owns land, 
that tanks are not repaired, that tank-beds are leased out for grazing a.t high amounts, 
and that waste lands in the village are converted into pasture-land by the proprietor who 
compels the ryots to take the same on lease. They complain that though the ryots irrigate 
only one crop with tank water and raise subsequent crops with water from their private 
weJls, they are charged water-rate of Rs. 6 per acre in addition to the rent of BSI 94, 
that though tank-water is not supplied to the lands under its ayacut, the taram-rent is 
coJlected and that their c~ttle are not allowed to drink the tank-water. They add that 
the proprietor auctions the fish in the tank, grants on patta trees on the bunds of the ryots 
lands, to others, prevents the ryots from collecting fuel, etc., for dometsic and agricul
tural purposes from waste lands, t?at he insists uP.on. their obtaining permits for taking 
stone and earth for house COLostructlOn, etc., that crlmmal cases are brought against those 
who f"il to do so, that for want of sufficient pasture, they are forced to send their cattle 
and herds of sheep and goats to the Nallamalai forests, and that they are thus put to ever 
so many troubles. They pray that their grievances mentioned above may be redressed. 

Memorandum by Mr. G. Daniel and others, Xotlpalle, Kanlgiri taluk, Nenore district. 

The petitioners submit that the Venkatagiri Estate charges B". 50 or Rs. 60 per 
gorru, though their lands are irrigated with water from their private wells, that they are 
not abl.e to. pay ~uch high re~t~, that a sum of Bs. 2 i~ c?ar~ed by the zamindar in respect 
of cultivation Without permiSSion, though such pemllsSlon IS askea for subsequently and 
whether there is yield or no yield in such lands and that an exorbitant pullari (grazing" 
feel is colJected from them. They pray that .the. pullari rate may be reduced and that 
they be charged for their lands at the Government rates. 
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Memorandum by Jotr. Jrtadhav&bhoUa Subr&bm&DY&11& and oUier ryo .. of Eakitalpolr 
shrotriy&IDI vill&ge, Nellore taluk, Nellor. dlskld. 

'l'be petitioneiil'submit that their village, 3,629·29 acres in extent haa four tanks, 
that 611 acres were under wet cultivation till some time back, that due to the bad condi
tion of the tanks, only 211 acres are under wet cultivation now, that their village is divided 
into 60 shares and that the holder of each share pays Re. 24 to the shrotriya.mdar, them
selves bearing the jodi and the contributions to the Road Fund due from the shrotriyam. 
They complain that the shrotriyamdars who were hitherto allowing their cattle to graze in tbe 
waste lands free of cljarge are now levying a fee of one rupee per head of cattle, that their 
tanks are in a bad conditio.n, some not having sluices and some others weirs, that they are put 
to the trouble of either raising artificial bunds in order to prevent wastage of water when 
~here is no rain or to cut open the bunds to let out water when the rains are heavy and 
that the shrotriyamdars do not effect repairs to the tanks even in this condition. They 
further state that the shrotriyamdars refuse to take the cash-rente hitherto paid by them, 
that they insist upon payment of 7 thumua of grain per acre instead, that their agents 
go to the village at the harvest time and compel them to pay them the abovesaid rent 
in kind with the result that there is left verv little for them to maintain their families 
with and that many of them have left the village unable to live under these conditions. 
They pray that the Government may be pleased to send their officials to the village to 
enquire into their condition and do justice to them. 

Memorandum by Jotr. Rachakonda Xottay& and oUiers, I8IIlIn ryote of Darsl r&Dg', 
N eDore district. 

The petitioners submit that in order to meet the present zamindar's coronation ex· 
penses, the Venkatagiri Estate officials had 20 days previous to the coronation collected 
one half of the rents due in some viIIages and the full rent in some other villages, that 
they have started collection again before they (the petitioners) have even raised any crops 
and they are thus put to immense trouble. They pray that the Government should issue 
orders for the immediate suspension of this system of collection and for the introduction 
of the system of collection prevailing in the adjoining Government villages. 

Memorandum by Jotr. V. V. XrlBhnamurti, Honorary Secretary, Taluk Congrl!ll8 
Committs., lIarkapur. 

The shrotriya.mdar is a ryot in relation to the zamindar. 

There are many agraharams in the Venkatagiri Estate. These agraharams are divi· 
ded into many shares and each share-holder cultivates his share of the lands and pays 
his share of the jodi due to the zamindar. But when some of these sh~re-holders fail 
to pay their share of the jodi to the zamindar, the latter files suits for the recovery of the 
dues against all the share-hohlers and takes execution proceedings. Orders should be 
p"ssed to the effect that he should only proceed against the defaulters alone, for the 
recovery of amounts due from them. 

2. There are about 100 acres of wet land under the ayacut of the two tanks in Chanda
varam Agraharam, Darsi division, Venkatagiri Estate. The zamindar coIIects water-rate 
on these lands, in addition to the jodi. The previous zamindars used to grant remission 
of this water-rate when crops failed. But now the estate officiaJs collect the same even 
when the crops fail, by making misrepresentations in their reports. Full remission or 
partial remission should be granted as the condition of the crops deserves. A Govern
ment official should be appointed to report on the condition of the crops. 

3. Of the two tanks in the Chandavaram shrotriyam, one is completely damaged. 
Even under the other tank, onIy II> few acres are cultivated once in three or four years. 
The zamindar is interested only in collecting the jodi but not in repairing the tanks. 
This, the second tank, also is about to be da.maged. The Government should depute an 
engineer to effect annual repairs to these tanks and the cost thereof should be recovered 
from the zamindar. 

Answers. 

II. (ti) Rent should be determined as occasion arises according to the then existing 
<IOnditions. 

(e) The Provincial Government should have power in the matter of fixing rents. 
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VIII. (a) if (b). Reply is given in the_last 'pa.ra.graph above. 

(c) Government should repair irriga.tio~ sources 8140 motu, a.~Q, ,ecover the cost 
from the zamindar. 

IX. J amabandi should be conducted by Government officials. 

XI. (a) Power to decide disputes Alfould only vest in Special Courts. 
(b) They alone should have the power to try cases between zamindars and tenants. 

These Courts should be itinerary. 

XII. (b) Jodi should be collected by zamindar from persons from whom it is due 
and not from all jointly. Inamdars or shrotriyamdars should not be made jointly res
ponsible for such dues. Proceedings for the recovery of such dues should be conducted 
through Specia.l Courts. 

Memorandum by Mr. Chinna Beddi VeDkatanarasimha Rae and others, ryo'" of 
Aravallipadu, Darsi division, N ellore district. 

The petitioners submit thst their village which has an ayacut of nesrly 2,700 acres 
and psys a rent of Rs. 2,000 of which one-half is in respect of wet lands, belongs to the 
Venkatagiri Estate, that though the Dasabandham inam tank in their village, which has 
an ayacut of nearly 120 acres, hsd breached in 1925 and has become completely damaged, 
the zamindar has not effected any repairs to it, in spite of several representations made 
by them and that the zamindar has all the same been collecting Rs. 1,000 every year 
ill the shape of water-rate. They complain that though there have been good rains this 
year and the tanks in other places are full, their wet crops are about to dry and the same 
fa.te is about to overta.ke the newly sown crops and seedlings due to lack of water in their 
tank. They pray that their grievances may be redressed by a.n enquiry being made and 
that o.rra.ngements may be made for suspending collection of rent and for grant of remis-
sion. ' 

Memorandum by Mr. Dega Muniswamy Nayudu, ryot of PeDkalapadu village, PanagAl 
estate, XaJabasti teluk, Chittoor district. 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soiL 
(b) The zamindar should receive only a fair rent from the tenant. 

IT. (ai Equitable rent should be fixed with reference to the fertility of the soil, 
irrigation facilities, taram, etc. 

Per acre. 
B8. A. P. 

I rate (tllaram) Iabcla 5 0 0 
U D •. 3 12 0 
III Do. 280 
IT ~ 1 H 0 
V Do ... , 140,1 
Dry Janda depending on rain [or water·supply 0 15 0 
Lancia obtaining water,"upply by lifting 1 4 0 

(b) A fair rent should be fixed with reference to irrigation facilities, fertility of 
the soil. wet or dry cultivation and labour necessary for cultivation. Rents prevailing 
in Government ryotwari villages should also be ta.ken into account. 

(e) Yes. Remission to be granted, if: (1) the rents are far higher than what the 
fertility of the soil warrants; (2) crops are liable to destruction by pests; (3) lands lie 
fallow in certain cases; ,(4) famines break out for want of rain; (5) facilities rega.rding 
grazing of cattle are lacking and (6) ryots cannot obtain fuel, timber, leaves, etc., from 
forests and hills. 

(d) A fair rent should now be fixed permanently. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) Revision of these powers is necessary. 
(b) Rents for. a. particular land should be collected only on that land and no 

charges should be made on other property or person. 
(e) Village panchayats should be established and the power of collection of rent, 

.etc., to be entrusted to them. , 
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IV. (a) Rights of tenants to water-supply are inherent, tltey being appurtenant , .. 
the land. 

(b) Zamindars have no other rights except keeping the water sources in good 
repair and collecting rent. 

V. (a) Estates mayor may not be surveyed. Rent should not, however, be enhanced 
when the extent of land is found to exceed the original measurements. 

(b) Zamindars to bear the whole cost. 
VI. The practice of demanding levies other than the fixed rent, now obtaining in 

zamins, must go. 
VII. (a) t!: (b) Originally tenants had rights with regard to the utilization of natural 

facilities. But these rights have been usurped by the zamindars at present. The rights 
of tenants referred to above are inherent. 

(0) The t~lJant's rights in regard to public paths, communal lands-hill and forest. 
porambokes are fundamental and essential for their livelihood. Zamindars are only 
entitled to the right of hunting. 

vm. (a) Village panchayats should be asked to report on the condition of irrigat.ion 
sources and works. 

(b) Government should carry on repairs in the light. of their reports and tho 
necessary cost to be recovered from the zamindar. 

(0) Powers to be applied suo moto. 
IX. Yes. 
X. The under-tenant should be answerable to the pattadar. Zamin ryots should 

have dealings with the Government, the zamindar having nothing to do with them. 
XI. AIl disputes arising under the Estates Land Act to be tried by • agricultural 

courts ' consisting of not less than five persons connected with the Agricultural depart
ment. 

XII. (a) The zamindar to proceed within thirty days' against ~hose .teiiants who 
have occupied lands unauthorizedly. Such tenants can be evicted, after reports have 
been sent to the Government. When this time-limit has been exceeded, taram-rent 
should be received (In the land from the tenant and he should not be evicted. 

(b) Yes. 
The petitioner says that ryots are being rack-rented by the zamindars without any 

facilities being provided for cultivation. He prays that the provisions of the' Moratorium 
Act ' should be put into force • at a very early time.' He further states that the zamindar 
pays the same amount of peshkash to the Government which had been fixed a century 
and a half ago, while the rate of rent they (the ryots) are paying ha.s been enhanced to 
double the original amount. 

Memorandum by lIIr. L. Ramireddi, etc., ryots of Kandadu village, Yerpedu post, 
Ka'labasti taluk, Chittoor district. 

I. (a) The tenant. 
(b) The tenant should have aU rights in the land both inside and outside of it. 

TI. (al Rent fixed according to the land revenue assessments in Government ryotwari 
villag~s IS a fair rent. Tirwajasti and fasljasti should not be collected. 

(b) Rents in any place should not exceed the rates prevailing in Government 
ryotwari villages. 

(e) There should be statutory provision for remission. 
(d) The rate of rent should be settled once for aU; but the power of reducing rent 

whenever the prices go down should be given. to special officers or panchayats. 
(e) Yes. 

TIL (a) Yes 
(b) The power to collect rents should be given to panchayats. 
(e) Movable properties should not be attached. Only those lands whose value is 

equal to the arrears of rent should be attached and three months' time should be given 
for claiming it. On the expiry of this time-limit, panchayats should auction those lands 
and realize rents. Wet lands of one acre and dry lands of two acres should not be 
auctioned. 

IV. (a) Rights to water-supply are mherent as being appurtenant to wet lands. 
(b) The landholder has no superior rights in the water sources. 

V. (a) Yes. 
Ib) The total cost to be borne by the Isndholder. 



, ,VI • ..<a) 'lhe, bmclhQldt\!', il6.nDQt <de~an4. levies of' any ~inaddii.iOD ~ \~e, rent. 
If he demands such levies, it should be deemed a criminal oiIenc.8.,. 

vn .. (a) Ryots should have the right of grazing cattle, and use the forest for 
·obtaining timber. They should have the right of obtainiD,g timber from forest wiiliou&. 
. mafi-peTmita and of grazing cattle without pullen (grazing fees). 

(b) Tenants have inherent rigNs in this respect. 
(e) Panchayats should have full control over public paths, comIDunal .1al!ds anI' 

hill and forest porambokes. Half the income from forests should go to the zamindar 
. and the other half to the panchayats. 

VIII. (a) ZamiDdars should maintain irrigation soarces and works. 
(b) Yes. . 
(e) . Such powers to be applied suo motu. 

IX. There should be yearly jamabandi as in ryotwari villages. 
X. Under-tenants should have equal rights with pattadars. They should also have

the voting power. The zamindar should comply with th'1 application of cowledars for 
.eultivable waste lands. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal having representatives of ryots' associations shoUld' blt 
.constituted to serve as' the final appellate and revisional authority. '. 

(a) Such disputes should be tried by itinerant courts having representatives "Or 
Zamin Ryots' Associations. 

XII. (a) 'fhe zamindar should collect double the amount of • Hamsai ' rate for only 
that fasli on the lands occupi~d unauthorizedly and then grant him pattas for. them. 

(b) The law requires revision. 
Under the caption • other matters,' the ryots state that the enquiry should be 

conducted very coufidentialty , since witnesses on behalf of the zamin ryots hesitate 1'& 
appear before the committee out of fear,' that zamiDdaris should be abolished without. 
giving the zamindars any compensation, that till their abolition, the minimum .demands 
of the Andhra Provincial Ryots' Association should be complied with, that 25 per cent o,f 
the zamindars' (revenue) income should be given to panchayats, that the above provisionS. 
should be made applicable to the ryots of inam villages also and that the system of collecting 
• korn • (that is collecting half th~ portion of produce yielded) should be abolished., 

Memorandum by Mr. V. Munuawami Nayudu, Secretary, Xallurpalaiyam Zamjn RY0tl!'; 
Association, ChandragU'i taluk, CllltUlOl' district. . 

I. (a) 'fhe ryot is the proprietol·. 'Ihe zamindar is entitled only to rent. Th& 
xyots of the village should be vested with proprietary rights in respect of uncultivated 
waste lands and porambokes. Forest porambokes and communal lands ,should be made 
available for the community. The ryo~ should have both the surface and the nndel'< 
ground rights in the land. 

(b) 'l'he ryot who is not a landholder is entitled to a share in the yield. 
II. (a) It would be fair if rent is fixed in zamiDdaris according to the principles

that are observed in the case of ryotwari areas. The said l'ent should be assessed on thlt 
basis of the price of paddy prevailing from year to year and if the price faIls below the 
average price either the rent should be reduced in proportion to the faIl or remission ehohld 
be granted for the succeeding ye81'. ' 

(b) Fertility of the soil, water facilities, prices in the village and the expenses or 
the ryot should be taken into account in fixing the rent. 

(c) Yes. A statute for zo.mindaris embodying the principles governing remission 
in ryotwari villages should be enacted. 

(d) Rent should be determined for a partiCUlar area oll~e for all by Government 
officials alone and the system of having rents determmed in courts now and then shoul<f 
be discontinued. Zamin villages should have the same facilities that ryotwari areBS 
have iu the caae of revision of rent. The Government should have the entire power. 
The zamindar should have none. 

(e) Yes. 
III. (a) Yes. The landholder should h9V6 no power to directly attach movable pro

perties. Only Government officials ~hould do the work of attachment. The right to filS' 
Tent suits in courts should be removed. 

(b) Nil. 
(r.) Onlv Government village officers should collect rents in zamindaris 81so. Sal.,. 

ofholdin!!l! .I!IO should he conducted through them. The Deputy Tahsild~r or Suh
Magi_trate shnllli! he emnowered to receive applications for sale of lands. The pTesent 
practice of puhJishin/l notices of sale in newspapers is unnecessary. ' 
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IV. (a) The 'right is iDherent in the case of wei; cultivation aDd a doe. IIOt accrue 
by virtue of a contract. 

'J' (b) The ryot ,is entitled to water-supply to ,~he usual extent for, wet cultivation. 
(l'he right to give any supply in excess of this exten~ for dry cultivation or for single
~p lands may belong to the landholder. The zamindar should bve no power to collect 
laslijasti for irrigation from dasabllolldham tanka. 

y. (4) Yes. 
(b) The landholder should bear the entire cost. 

VI. No. 
VII. (4) The ryot has had a right from time immemorial til the utiliZation of such 

local facilities. But influential zamindars are by force tskrug away tbese rights and un. 
justly levying a tax. Zamindars must, therefore, by legislative enactment be forbidden 
to interfere with these ancient rights of ryots. 

" (b) Yes, 
" (c) Collectively the ryots alone have the right in respect of public paths and com-
munal lands. The ryots' time-honoured right to graze cattle, gather leaves for manure, 

,.etc., should be made statutory. 
vm. (a) The zamindar should be re~ponsible for the maintenllnce of irrigation 

)sources IIoIld works. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Government should apply such powers suo motu. 

IX. Yes. 
X. The 'korn' or the lease amount taken from an undertenant by the pattsdar 

'1!hould not exceed twice the actual rent amount due on the land. 
, XI. (a) A special tribunal should be constituted for the purpose. The Revenue 
'Board bhould have no appellate jurisdiction. 

(b) Disputes between landholders and ryots and suits in respect of taram-rates 
'should be tried by revenue courts and dhputes regardmg jodi, etc., concerning inams 
should be tried in special courts or civil courts. 

XII. (4) In the case of unauthorized occupation, the zamilldar should grant a lea88 
and collect rent at the rate charged in the "asp of adjoining lands. 

(b) It is very unjust on the part of zamindars to collect jodi from inamdars who 
'pay quit-rent. Revision of the present law regarding the collection of jodi is unnecessary. 

AdditiotllU matter8. 

1. The zamindar is now very indifIerent in the matter of patta transfers and this 
is causing many hardships to the ryot. It is urged that patta transfers should be effect
-ed immediately after lands are sold and that a patta should contain all the details con
cerning the land, such as rent, paimash number, extent, tirvaJa.ti and faslijasti. 

2. It. is suggested that the water of the Mogilammavanka Bnd the Gogulavanka in 
Kallurupalem during the flood' season, which goes waste, should be diverted by meanl 
-of channels til tanks, since the latter would thel! always have abundant supply of water 
for cultivation. It is urged that the work in this connexion should be started soon in
asmuch as the tanks in the village have not been full onco at least for ten years past 
and the people of the village have to depend upon rains only. 

lotemorandum by Mr. B. MunlramakrishDayya, VIce-President, Congr8S1 Ryots' Associa
tion, ][uPlJambadur Paramba Jaglr, Puthur division, Chittoor district, dated 29th 
March 1931. 

I. (a) In my opinion ryot is the proprietor olthe soil for the following reasons :-
History tells UB, that more than 2,000 years ago man lived in forest caves, eating 

leaves, fruits, and raw flesh of wild animals. Mtsr a period of this beastly life, he learnt 
to cultivate the land here IIoIld there, and became a ryot. Again th~re came a period, when 
he found out that agriculture could be made more easy and profitable, if worked o')llectively 
&ad not individually. So, they (our ancestors), formed into small groups of agricultures, 
TIlBorted to such plaoes, where nature afforded them th'l facility of improving natural _tar 
8Ouroes, and where nature afforded forest convenience from where th')y oould have wood for 
90nstructing cottages and agricultural implements. When th'3y have thus learnt to live ae 
agriculturers in groups, there came the necessity of a group-head, who would look after the 
welfare of agriculture, and safeguard the interests of all of th'Jm. 80, each group of cuJti
-vators chose amongst them, one who WJ08 intelligent, hard-working, IIoIld broad-minded .. 
,heir head, spared him the trouble of tilling the land along with them, gave him something 
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1;0 eat from their own produoe, and also kept 80methfug with him in:reserve for the pUl'pOlle' 
.of their agriculturo.l improvement, and ma.de him work for all of them. Hence, the present/
day zo.mindar first came into. existence, many yea.rs after a ryot existed. ,Rent oame.into 
existence, only after our ancestors thought it necessary to have a head for them, and paicl 
him for his maintenance, and also paid him what they thought reasonable for the purpos& 
of their common agricultura.l improvement. 

It is clear that the main cause fbr every kind of improvement in civilization, adniinia
tration, industry, socisl reforms and religious reforms o.lso, whieh the present day sees, is. 
agriculture, and thus, the ryot. So, it is clear tho.t a. za.mindar is there to coUect a portioD 
of the excess produce from all the ryots to whom he is the head, o.nd to spend the same n~ 
only for his own maintenance, but also in 0.11 possible ways for the betterment and improve
ment of both the ryots and agriculture. 

(b) The nature of interest which. the tenant has in the land is to cultivate it well 
without laziness, pay some portion of his produce to the Ila.mindar, who has got to spend 
most of his time to look after him and his land without giving prominence to other kind of" 
avooations, o.nd also pay to him something so as to ena.ble him to spend for the improvemen. 
of agriculture, for meeting his cost<! of establishment, for the purpose of maintaining correct 
accounts, for a fair collection of rent, and to po.y something to the Central Government 
in his turn. After paying this rent, the ryot has to so.tisfy li.imself with what little there
remains, without aiming o.t a luxurious way of living by .. beg, borrow or steal" policy. 

Zamindar's interest in the land is to oollect a rea.sonable rent from the ryots, and 
spend it for difierent heads as sto.ted above. 

II. (a) A fair o.nd equitable rent is, that which does not dsstroy the one who pays it. 

All the purposes whioh the rent goes to serve have to be adjusted acoording to tb.& 
collection ohuch a kind of rent (fa.ir o.nd equitable), and the purposes should never be multi-
plied on o.ny ground whatsoever for the simple rea.son, that one has got to out the ooat. 
according to the cloth. 

(b) The considera.tions for fixing a fo.ir and equitable rent are-
(i) The average produce a pa.rticuiar olass of land yields per year or crop. 
(ii) The o.vero.ge reasona.l:le expenditure for producing that yield in an acre ~ 

gunta of a particular class of land. 
(iii) An o.vero.ge reasona.ble so.vings for the ryots who oultivate an acre of a. 

partioular olass of land. 
(iv) The avero.ge existing market rates for the yield. 
(v) Expenditure o.bsolutely necessa.ry every year for maintaining or improving the 

wo.ter sources, if there a.re any, to irrigo.te th.e land, and what is the dividend of 
expenditure per gunto. or aore. 

(vi) Absolutely necessary esto.blishment oost of the zaminda.r. 
(vii) Reasonable allowo.nces for the zo.minda.r. 
(viii) The fact that ancient Hindu Sastras -while dealing with the duties of a. 

king towa.rds his subjects states that he should oollect one·sixth of the produce
from th.e ryots. . 

(e) There should be a sto.tutory provision for remission of rent under the foilOlWislg 
oiroumstances :-

(i) A reasonable remission should be given, when a particular orop owing to pes~ 
does not give the average yield for which. it is raised. 

(ii) Full remission should be given wb.eJl. a orop for want of .su1licient water doe. 
nO~ give any yield at o.ll. 

(iii) Full remission of rent when erops raised on tank·beds get immersed in water. 
(iv) When the market prices fall down abnormally. . . 

(d) It is advisable to settle the rate or share of rent for a particular area once for all. 
as against the alterna.tive the question s.uggests, to avoid litigation which would ClaUS& 

unnecessary expenditure fur both the parties. 

I humbly suggilSt the fullowing pfan to achieve the settlement as wished above. 
Let partioula.r plots of lo.nd in "ll the varieties of land the r:&mindar has, be chosen for 

the purpose uf det.mnining rent. Both the z..mindar and the ryot with a sense of justice· 
will ohoose suoh pluts befun> the bt'ginnillg of the next fasli year. Both the parties wiIf 
record the eXMt yield of &11 the crops raised in those chol*n plots, and' also m .. intainan· 
aooount ofexp<'llditure f"r r •• i.ing the- crops. ' Both the p&rties after giving due consideratiolL 
in llxing a fair and equitable rent, Will fix a re.asonable rent f~r all. the varieties. of land~ 
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twhichwill be recorded, and a copy tJf which record will be in pose888ion ot both the partieil. 
-duly signed by both of them. In thia way, if every zamindar and ryot work in co-openr
rtionwith each other, by the end of next fllosli year, this plan Will have been o&rried lIut in 
iall the zamindar villa.geB. , . 

'ie, on the other hand, the work iii thrUsted upon. third party, expenditure and delllo), 
· ie inevitlloble, to which the poor ZIIomindari ryot cannot commit himself. 

· If it is proved thllot either party had no time or mind, to work out on thie plan, law should 
· be provided for the Government to intervene, and the expense of the Government for execu
tion of this work should be borne by the party, which neglects to do its duty within the end 
.of the next fasli year. 

(e) Though it Will prove unneceseBry if the aforesaid pilion is carried out to fix the 
'rent, the Government should. have re8!lrve powers, to revise, IIolter or reduce the rents when
:ever they are ineq11itlloble, by executive action, through their Revenue Settlement Officers. 

· m. (a) &; (b) Yes, it requires a revision to make it simpler and lese costly. 
(e) Powers of collection should be given to Village Panchayats. 

When a ryot finds it diffioult to pay the rent in ooin, he should be enabled to pay it in 
kindaleo. 

A ryot should be asked to pay kiet in four instalments every year. 

If by the end of the fasli year, he flloils to PIloY, 110 Ilotice should be served upon him by post 
(lIooknowledgment received), to pay the same within a month. Even then if he fails, the 
'Zamindar should apply to the Revenue DiviBionalOfficer for sale of a reasonable plot ofland 
and, within two months, the whole procedure of selling the land should be finished. Thirty 
4ays of time after the date of sale should be given to the ryot for payment of rent together 
.With QOsts, 

There should be no provision to distrlloin movlloble properties. 

IV. ~a) The rights of the tenants to wlloter-supply is inherent IIond not 110 contrlloot between 
.the parties. This water cannot be utilized for any other purpose exoept for irrigation of 
lands. 

(b) The landholder has no superior rights whatsoever in the water sources. 

V. (a) All the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights should be maintlloined 
-oompulsorily. 

(b) The cost of survey can be greatly minimised if the following plan is adopted. 

The karnam of eaoh village is supposed to have qualities himself fully 80 as to enable 
him, to prepare correct collection and sagubadi accounts, as well as measuring the lands. 
'The present karnam of a zamindari village has not got many accounts to prepare, and 
generally he does not work IIot his IIoccounts, for more than two months in the year as a whole. 

So, if he is made to measure all the lands for which he is the karnam in the presence 
.of the ryots, working in the fields daily for 4 hours at least, within a year the survey will 
be complete With very little cost. After the survey of lands is over a record of rights may 
be easily drafted if the ryot and the landholder work in co-operation With each other. 

. The cost of measuring implements, paper and demarcation stones, should be borne 
1Iy the zamindar himself. For, suppose a zamindar demands from a certain ryot rent for 
~o acres, it is the zamindar's look-out to see that his statement is true. The Zamindar 
has no right to say, that beoause some old unqualified and half-eduoated karnam of his 
had prepared ignorantly a false account a hundred years ago, he is free from any responsi
lrility for the correctness of his accounts. 

VI. No. 

VII. (a) &; (b) The tenant has got a right to utilize the same free of oost. 
. (e) These lands should not be given away to anyone for cultivation, but they 

ahould remain as they are to serve the purpoee for whioh they are intended. 

vm. (a) The landholder in oonsultation With the ryot will first know the probable 
amount required for this purpose, and a reasonable amount Will be kept every year in • 
Government bank from Where it will be available whenever wanted, for, it will be 1lDBafo 
in the hands of small landholders. 

(b) Bights should be vested in the Gove~. 
(e) They should be applied 11&0 fJI0414 
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IX. It is necessary. to. . 

X. Any giveillega.lsta.tus to the imder.tena.nt ca.nnot better his situation. 

XI. (a) The Revenue Boa.rd, should remain as the fina.l a.ppellate andrevisiona.l 
~uthority. 

(b) In suoh to~ing courts ha.v~ powers not less tha.n that of a present District 
Munsif's. • 

XII. (a) Such reliefs for which he is entitled in respect of a tenant's patta lands: .' . (b) it does require revision on that. ground of consideraing the duties of a. za.m.m. 
dBr, as per custom or inam deed's terms to his inamdars, whenever jodi, or poruppu or any 

, other cess is collected from theJ!l. 

, I draw the' attention of the Hon'ble Committee to the following eXisting facts, in the 
zamindari of Sri Karvetnagar of Chittoor district, and I sincerely Wish for a separate Act 

·exolusively for this zaminda.ri estate for the following reasons :-

(1) The zamindar's able and generous a.dministration has ceased to function since 
about 50 years, owing to his running into debts, and all the villages in the estate have been 
'either mortgaged or sold out to different rich people. So, the estate has hWldreds of pltty 
'proprietors whose interest in the estate ~hey own, is merely business-like, and not an interest 
of a noble zamindar who would really care for a good administration and welfare of his 
'ryots. 

(2) The village karnams, the proprietor's agents who have no powers other than 
that of colleotion of money, and.the monegars are all bent upon doing two main things. 
(1) Preparing accounts, whether correct or incorrect to collect as much money as possible. 
(2) Finding out methods to collect the money without a.ny opposition on the part of the ryots. 
These officers do not oare if the water sources are going to dogs in 'their villages. They do 
IIlOt oore if thewee leaves of the forest is given away free or not to the ryots who are entitled 
to it for manure, as against supplying the same to other people rea.lizing some money . 

. ·They do not oore if the forest leaves and wood are being sold out to merchants for manu
.faoturing "beedis" and oharcoal respeotively to be sold out in towns. They do not care 
~o think that the ryots have an inherent right to use the leaves for manure and the wood 
:Cor cottage building and agrioultural implements. They even do not care to think that a. 
lIense of morality requires them to give some remission of rent at least, whenever a crop 
fails to give a.ny yield absolutely. Their ouly excuse is that they are doing this without 
opposition from any side for the last ever so many years. They are always bent upon 
m .. king as muoh money as possible and plea.sing their respective proprietors in order to win 
~heir favour &!Id make their own office stable. This is the administrative condition of this 
,amindar. . 

. (3) Water sources have been totally neglected for the pa.st fifty years. The very 
'minor repairs, such as oontrol of slnice of tanks also is neglected. For instance, the very 
meohanism of sluice control of .. Royalcheruvu" tank, is unknown to the human mind 
for the past fifty years. Many breaches in the tank bunds mostly in every place in the 
estate remain Wlbuilt. Floods ooming out of such breaohes are making cultivable la.nds 
sandy and endangering villages ruse. , 

(4) Forests are not being utilized for the purposes for whioh they are intended. Even 
on hill-tops there are patt .. s which en .. ble rioh p .. tt .. dars to monopolise the rights of all the 
ryots. Under these ohaotio oonditions of this Zamindari, I feel that I am not avaricious 
in sincerely wishing for the following by-laws in relating to this zamindari ;-

By,Laws, 

(1) All repairs of water souroes should be taken immediately and be finished within 
·~ne year. 

(2) Immediate appointment of neoossa.ry staff to oontrol and distribute the water 
in all neoessary oa.ses, as against ryots doing the same which aotion leads to discord and 
quarrels amongst the ryots. 

(3) The survey &!Id settlement should not be entrusted to a third party if it is going 
to be a matter of expenditure to the ryot. 

(4) The survey and settlement should be finished by the end of the next fa.sli year 
.11 per pla.n herein aforesaid a.nd the rent oolleotion for the current fa.sli ,also should be, in 

.. aooorda.noe with suob a fresh I18ttIelll8nt of rani.. 
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Furt"Mr BeqUUl8. 

(1) The proprietorship of aU trees in the lwd of a pattadar should be to the pattadar
himaelf. 

(2) Zamindar· sliould give a portion 'oC his collections towards Village Panchaya~ 
funds. 

(3) Byots' Association should be accepted as agents to the ryots. 
(4) There shoud be a statutory provision that every village should oompulsori17 

have a Byots' Association o£ite own. 
(5) There should be a statutary provision to enable the representatives of a Ryota·· 

Association to take part in the administration of ~aniindari villages. 

B. M11NIBAMAltB'BHl'AY'rA, 
Y ice-President. 

Memorandum by Mr. Soorapaneni VeDkawWaYaD& Garu and oUiers, ryota 01 
GarlkaP&ml· 

The petitioners submit that the zamindsr collects a wet rate of Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 per acre 
in 'he village surrounding theirs, while he collects Rs. 6-12-0 per acre in their village and 
that, owing to the changed economic Conditions, it is' hard for them to pay this rats ot 
Rs. 6-12-0 and urge that the Joint-Select Committee should enquire into the matter and dC), 
thl'm justice. 

Memorandum by Mr. D, Srinlvasa Al1angar, President of ltaDgundl Brota' 
Association, Xuppam, Chlttoor dlatrlct. 

The petitioner on behalf of the ryots' association suggests that the zamindari sywtelD. 
itself, which he characterises as .. the middleman's system," may be abolished. He· 
complains that the rents have often been enhanced since 1802,· with the result that the 
present rates are unbearable, that the irrigation tanks have been in utter dinrepair and tha' 
the ryots are encountering several obstacles in enjoying. their customary rights of utilizing 
the adjoining forests for grass, green manure, fuel, timber, etc., and urges the need for 
statutory provision for the grant of remission to meet seasona.l adversities and famines which 
are often experienced in that region. He complains that a group of 30 zamindari villages 
forming part and parcel 'of their 300 zamindari villages having been included in the North 
Arcot distrid where the district vernacular is Tamil and where they have a separate Court of 
Law, the ryots of the 30 villages are unable to co-ordinate their activities with the zamin ryota 
of Chittoor district for their uplift and requests that the 30 villages may be amalgamated wit. 
Chittoor district. He further requests that the Deputy Tahsildar's office formerly existing 
at Kuppam and amalgamated in 1931 with Venkatagirikota Deputy Tahsildar's office, 21l 
miles off may now be restored and that a District Munsif's Court also may be opened at 
Kuppam as the present District Munsif's Court at Chittoor is very far off, at a distance of 
72 miles from Kuppam. In conclusion, he prays that co-operative credit societies and land 
mortgage banks may be provided for each village', that ' B ' class roads at least may be 
laid to the villages, that stud-bulls may be supplied to the zamin villagers by the 

·Government and that the Moratorium Bill may soon be enacted. 

Memorandum by the ryots ofPunganool taIuk, Chlttoor dlatrlcl. 
. , . 

N.B.-This petition does not bear any signature. 

It is represented that prior to 1860, the zamindars were merely" revenue lease-holders," 
that later on in view of the meritorious services they had rendered to the Government and 
on their request for proprietorship of the soil, they were granted only the right of collectioq. 
of rent on cultivated lands. It is alleged that in spite of the fact that there is no forest in the 
neig-hbourhocd, hardship is caused to the ryots .. by their having to pay rent even for waste 
lends used merely for the grazing of cattle" and that justice is not meted out to the ryots in 
the matter, when cases come up to magisterial courts. It is further stated that even for' 
leaves, fuel, etc., remove.d fr~)[I~ the forest for sale in the villages, le~es at 3 pies per head
load are charged, for whIch It IS understood to some extent that neIther the zamindar nor. 
the panchayat board is responsible. The petition submits that .. this looting .. has been' 
going on wi thout let or hindrance fo~ .the lest.40 yearsv " though the police promise to enquire
into the matter wbene~er complwnts .are .made, to : them. '.. He. finally prays tbat the' 
Goveniment may he pleased to take the nece,ssaIJ'·JICtioIt:8Dd Tedress $heir grievances. ; 
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Kemorandpm:brlhe Euppam'ilam.ln ryoti, ElIppain,"chiUoor district:. 
N.B.-This petition does not bear' any signattlre.' , 

" It is represented that, due to the Considerable faU in prices, the ryots are hard' pressed' 
'in maintaining their fa.milies after paying the rents and it is requested that implements, etc:,
~eeded for agriculture on modern lines which ensure better yields m'ay be'supplied tathem! 
·either freely or on easy terms. ,To en8bl~.them to utilize their leisure hours and the three or 
.four slack months in the year when they are free from agricultural pursuits and to supplement 
their meagre income through the pursuit of handicrafts, the ryots request that the Govern" 

lU)ent may be pleased to give them the necessary training in some convenient crafts, supply 
,pinning wheels to them at cheap prices to be recovered in instslments and create marketing 
facilities for their products. The ryots submit that the need for zamindlm which might 
,have been felt during the initial stages of the advent of the British, now no longer exists an'd 
~at the zamindari system should be abolished. They point out that out of the gross-income 
-of about one lakh of rupees derived by the zamindar, the net amount of 77 thousands left' 
,after deducting the 23 thousands due to the Government as peshka.h may be better 
utilized for the uplift of a good numberof ryot-families than by being monopolized by thll 
Ilamindar. They complain that the rates of rent, as for instance Re. 30 per acre, are 
unbearable and request that the power to ooUect rents may be withdrawn from the zamindan 
and vested in village panchayats, subject to the statutory provision that only 7~ per cent of 
the value of the yield shoilld be collected .. They, pray that the ryots may be afforded grazing 
rights and the right of removing green manure, timber, fuel, etc., from the adjoining forests 
free of any levies, and that the Government may be pleased to effect repairs to the irrigation 
works • which have been badly neglect~d for the past 20 or 30 years' and recover the cost 

;thereor from the zamindar, issuing orders meanwhile to the effect that the, dry rate of rent 
alone shoilld be collected in respect of lands in the ayacut of tanks whose bunds have 
breached. They suggest that survey may be effected at the cost of the zamindar or the 
'Government and request that the hardship involved in joint pat.tadars being held responsible 
for the defaulters in the joint patta may be remedied by splitting up joint pattaB into single 
Ipatta8 and urge the need for quick disposal of patts-transfers. They further request that 
the reduction of taxes, given effect to in ryotwari areas, may be extended to zamin 'Villages 
also. They seek protection from the hardship caused to them by their creditors by way 

,of court-decrees, executions, etc., ever since the publication of the Moratorium. Bill, urge 
the immediate enactment of the Bill, want that the rate of interest should not be higher 
than 4 per cent, that the properties ryots owning less than 5 acres of wet land or 10 acres 
,of dry land should not be distrained and pray that the Government may be pleased, tQ 
provide them with credit facilities at cheap rates of interest. They state that they are in 

,s. state of object poverty and request that at least those among the ryots who are not 
.ssessee~ of inoome-tax may be exempted from payment of arrears of rent for 1344 & 1345 
faslis. In conclusion the ryots welcome the formation of village panchayats, the inaugura
tion of free and compillsory education, drinking water facilities, and medical-aid as being 
.highly desirable and request that the Prohibition Act may be introduced in the Chittooi' 
-district in the ensuing year. 

Memorandum by l'4r. S. Gundu Rao, PreSident, the Eangundi Zam.ln Vlllage 
Panehayat Boards' Association, Euppam, Chittoor district. 

The petitioner expreRses gratification at the endeavours beiug made by the Governmelnt 
10 oarry on the administration by replacing district boards by village panchayats and 
urges the formation of a panchayat in each and every village. He suggests that rent-suits 
in respect of amounts below Rs. 200 may be instituted before 'Village panchayats instead of 
before the Revenue Divisional Officer' as the latter is irksome to the ryots,' that panchayat 
courts ma.y be replaced by village panchayats which should be vested with civil, criminal 
,and revenue powers, and that the Madras Forest Act may be annillied and the management 
of forests vested in village panchayats. It is requested that the Deputy Tahsildar's office 
at Kuppsm which was abolished as a measure of retrenchment may now be restored, that 
the responsibility of executing repairs to irrigation works together with the amounts given 
by the zamin~ar or recovered from him bY' the, Government for the purpose may be 
,entrusted to village panchayats, and that as zammdars and sowcars are troubling them 
very much ever since the publication of the Moratorium Bill, the necessary legislation may 
be P","ed, soon to redeem the ind~btedness o~ th~ ryot: In ~nclusiOD, the petitioner prays 
that ID Vlew of the fact that ryots are expenencmg difficultIes on account of the existence 
of separate Acts in respect of village munsifs' courts, village panchayat courts and district 
tloards, thl' Government may be pleased to consolidate all have relating to villages into a 
Bingle Act, and also grant the facilities required by the Kangundi Zamin Panchavat Boards 
A88OCiation in thll reso1utiona passed at its Fourth Annual Conference held on 2Qt1i 
November 1987. ' 



.,. 
lIe~dUlll bl Kr. \ S. AdiDar&JaD& CheW ad IlUw ijaelllplo,e4 JllUUW 01 

Jtuppam, Chi""", disttlct. 

The petitioners allege that while many educa*ed youtha have been idling away Uleir 
time lor want of employment in the village and for want of means w aecure any job 
elsewhere, .M,r. S. V. lIiayudu, Deputy COllector, who is now the Dlwan of tile Kanjlllndi 
Estate and who is holding the l!:state office at Kuppam, consisting of 12 clerks, haa 
recruited mostly persons from his native district, Cuddapah, to these posts. They complain 
that this was not the state of affairs during the regime of the present zamindar's father 
wheu out of 13 clerks, I sarishtadar and 1 manager, with the exception of the sarishtadal' 
and the manager whose services were lent by the Government, all the rest were local people., 
They regret very much that even in the case of peons on Re. 8 per mensem, the DiwaD 
who as a Government servant must be aware of the problem of unemployment, should 
ignore local candidates and bring in his own men. They refer to the present head clerk 
10 the DiwlIn's .office, aged about 70. years. 'who happens to be a retired Governmen' 
servant of the Government of M;adraa drawing a pension of over Rs. 50 ' and who is • 
favourite of the Diwan. In conclusion, they pray that the Government may be pleased 
• to undo the gross injustice of outsiders being appointed to the posts in the estate,' , whit" 
&be rate-payers are left without any means of livelihood.' 

Memorandum by 1Ir. BOODa Chenga11a and oUler ryots of Sri 'rlrumalal-'rlrupa\t 
DevasUlanam, Chi""'" distrle1. 

Expressing gratification at the appointment of the Zamindari Enquiry Committee, the 
petitioners pray that the committee's report may be expedited and the necesaary legislation 
passed at the ensuing session of tl!e legislature. They protest against the rates of rent in 
their estate as being 'unbearable' and 'unparalleled' and demand that remission a' 
As. 4 in the rupee may be granted this year instead of As. 2 in the rupee which, they 
understand, has been aduaIJy sanctioned, ' as the Devasthanam Committee have for some 
years been granting them a remission of As. 4 in the rupee and as in the case of even 
Government landil where the rates are only about one-fifth or one-sixth of the zamindari 
rates, the Government have resolved to grant remission at As. 4 in the rupee.' 

Memorial byl!4r.Kampalle Bodappa Na;yudu and oUter ryota of CheUlnadu estate, 
ChIttoor district. 

. The petitioners submit that the rates of rent in force in their estate are several times 
higher than the rates prevailing in the adjoining Government ryotwari villages and are, 
~herefore, unfair. They request that survey and settlement as in Government villages 
may be effected, that fair rents may be permanently fixed, that the ryots may be entItled· 
kl all the common rights needed for them without any obstruction from the proprietor, 
that statutory provision may be made for the grant of remission to meet seasonal conditIOns, 
and that the Government may be pleased to effect repairs to irrigation work~ themselv611 
or through panchayats of ryots and recover the cost thereof from the propnetor. They 
further request that recruitment to, and control over, all the estate services may vest In 
authorities like the Collector, that suitable statutory provision may be made to protect the 
poor ryot against the will and pleasure of the proprietor in the matter of old decrees, tote., 
~hat all village mamools, leVIes, etc., charged on manure and fOdder crops and unialf 
ilesses may be abolished, and that the proprietor alone may be made to bpAir the entire cost. 
of survey and settlement. 

Memorandum by Mr. Y. Chenga11a and other' Payachattu .. ryots (uDder-lenantl) 
of Chettinad estate, Jtarvetinagar zamindari, ChItoor district. 

Congratulating the Congress Government on the endeavours which they have been 
making for the amelioration of zamindari ryots, the petitioners represent that while their 
neighbouring ryots of Tirumalai-Tirupati Devasthanam have been enjoying remission at 
As. 4 in the rupee, they have had no such benefit and that their agitation in this respect 
has been a cry in the wilderness. They further state that they are being subjected to 

l coercive processes and involved in litigation by the proprietor in the matter of collecting' 
rent from them. Complaining that repairs to irrigation works have been grossly neglected 
and that contrary to the decisions of the High Court, abnormal water-rates as nsual are 
being charged on paddy irrigated under private wells. constructed after the commencement 
of tbe Estates Land Act, in the case of certain ryots ' to whom the said privilege of Higb 
Court decisions should have been extended,' the petitioners submit that a well-known 
temple of Siva and another of Vishnu in theheadqnart.ers village of Karvetinagaram, which 
had been endowed with inam villages by ihe previous proprietors, have been in a vert 
neglected condition for many years past and pray ~hat the Government may be pleased to. 
enquire into these matters. 
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Memorandum by lIIr. Pochlneni Subbanayudu and other ryots of Pennalapadu village .. 
Xalahasti &&lok, Chittoor distr:ct. 

The petitioners represent that their villo.ge belongs to Raja Panuganti Venkata-
ramarayanam Gam, that formerly an annual rent of Rs. 472 was collected besidee
six csndies of grain ear-marked for repairs to tanks and other village amenities. They 
allege that for the past 20 years, during the present Baja's regIme, they have been 
subjected to severe hardships consequent on the enhancement of the . rent to Bs. 1,500. 
They further state that being innocent and illiterate ryots they have been made to attes' 
their signatures to documents by which they are bound, to pay abnormal rents, whether or 
not the fields yield any produce, and that rents together with interest and expenses are 
being coercively collected. They complain that repairs to tanks have been altogether' 
neglected as a result or which, t.hey have been reduced to abject poverty, and that they 
have no lands to graze their cattle in, and pray that their grievances may be redressed. 

Memorandum by lIIr. Saruppur Ellappa Nayudu and other ryots of Xammakottur, 
Akkurtl estate, Kalahastj division, Chittoor district. 

The petitioners submit that their village belonged to the Kalahasti Estate until 
fasli 1326 when it was purchased by the Venkatagiri Maharaja's brother, that the village' 
which was till then paying koru was surveyed in rasli 1335 and pattas were granted to them 
charging taram-rates ranging from Rs. 11 to Rs. 7-8-0 for wet lands and Bs. 12-Q-() for 
mango topes and Bs. 6 per acre for dry lands and that when they were unable to pay even' 
the old rates, the new rates were collected from them by the proprietor who turned a 
deaf ear to their representations to reduce the rents. They add that they managed to pay 
these enhanced rents as the prices of grain were high, that the proprietor has subjected 
some of those who were even then unable to pay the rents, to trouble by filing snits against 
them, that when they requested the proprietor to reduce their rents, he began to harass 
them by obtaining decrees against them and attaching their properties. They complain 
that tbere is no waste land in the village for grazing purposes, that they are charged Rs. lZ 
8S gmzing fees for grazing their cattle in their wet lands, that they have to obtain fuel" 
green manure, etc., from the forests of other villages on payment of fee, as there is no
forest attached to their village and that while they were giving 20 putties of grain and 
Rs. 100 to the KalahDsti Estate, a sum of Rs. 1,900 is being collected fl'Om them now. 
They pray that these high rents may be reduced. 

Memorandum by Mr. Thirumanyam Yenadi Reddi and others, ryou of ObuJapalem, 
J[aIabasti division, Chitoor district. 

The petitioners submit that their village which was paying koru belong-ed to the 
Kalil 'Jasti Estate till twenty years back when it was purchased by the Zamindar of Venkat ... 
giri who did away with the system of koru, and granted Fattas charging rates ranging 
from Bs. 11 to Rs. 6 and thus increased the beriz of the village from Bs. l,UUO to Rs. 2,300, 
that their ignorant predecessors were forced to accept these pattas, that they are similarly, 
charged high rates for crops raised with water from private wells, that remission is not, 
granted either when crops are not raised or when crops fail due to lack of water in the 
tank, that they are not allowed to obtain green manure even on payment of a fee and thali 
they are denied the right of obtaining fuel from the forest free of cost, ' which they hl'd 
enjoyed from time immemorial.' 'fhey complain. that they are compelled to take 
on l006e and pay Rs. 122 for the pasture-land f~r which they had previously been paying 
Bs. 40 and that when they represented theIr grIevances to the Estate officials, the latter 
reduced them to utter penury by obtaining decrees against them for arrears of rent and I 
attaching their properties. 'l'hey pray that they may be saved from ' the clutches of the 
Venkatagiri Maharaja: 

Memorandum by lIIr. VaYJ'Bla Rami Reddi and other zaJDin ryots, Akkurtl, 
J[aIabastl division, Chittoor district. 

The petitioners submit tbat their village which belonged to the Ka lahasti Estate was 
purchased twenty years ago by the Zamindar of Venkatagiri, who in spite of their protests 
increased the taram-rates with the re~ult that the present tnram-rates range from Bs. 15 to' 
Rs. 6, that the village was surveye<j in fasti 1336 and the enhanced taram-rates were 
charged Cor the excess extent Cound n.s " result of such survey, the beriz of the village, 
rising from Re. 5,719-10-4 to Bs. 6,83:r-7-11 and that a sum of Rs. 68 per acre is charged 
ss tirvajasti for gardens of betel-leaves. and other crops. Thev add that thou.,.h somB 
managed to pay to some extent these hi~h rents till six veal'S before now owing to the higb 
prices of grain then prevailin~. some others found it difficult even then to p\Y them, that 
the proprietor harassed BUch defaulters by instituting suits and attaching their properties 

n-2S 
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-and that all of them are unable to pay these rents now owing to the abnormal fall in the 
prices of grain and seasonal adversIties. 'rhey complain Ih"t there is no waste land fur 
grazing their cattle, that a grazing fee of BR. 40 is being unju.tly levi .. d on l-h~1U for 
grazing cattle in their own wet lands and that as there is no forest attached to the yillu.ge, 
they have to obtain fuel, etc., from other places on payment of a fee. They pray that the 
rents now collected may be reduced and the tirvajasti and grazing fees removed. 

Memorandum by Mr. Nattam Gangi Reddi and other ryota of Gnanabalrbandrlka aliaI 
Kotbalrhandriga, Ka'labasti division, Chittoor district. 

'I'he petitioners submit that their ancestors cleared the land ltlld lIIade it ,·ultival..le, 
that they have been CUltivating the dry lands with water from well. constructed by them
selves and that though the yield from these lands is not suJlicient to covel' the cultivatIOn 
expeu!les and the rent due to the proprietor, the latter has been levying cropwur ruted. 
They complain that the mUIJavari wet lands in which horsegraw, paddy and oth,·r crops 
arc. raised with rain-water are charged rents higher than those which are charged lur 
similar lands in the adjoining villages, such rents being collected whether or nut ther" is 
any yield, that there is no waste land for the use of their cattie, that they Imve IlO fadilties 
to obtain fuel or wood for agricultural purposes, that though there are nearly 100 hOIBes 
in the village, they have no road to go to and come back from the town with Ihe l'esl11& 
that all of them, adults and children alike, have to go in knee-deep lIlire during the ramy 
season and that their children are spoiled by being idle as there is no schoul in the villagl" 
1.'hey pray that their abovesaid grIevances may be redressed. 

_Memorandum by lrIr. Ohinnasegatalu Sidda Reddi, Venkatareddigaripalle, Nadigedda 
village Punganur taluk, Chittoor district. 

The petitioner describe how owing to his refusal to help VumoaBi Uughuuadha 
Reddi, etc., at a recent election, Baghunadha Beddi and otiters have been harassing him 
making it too hot for him to get on in the village. He says that they got his crops mown 
-down, that he has petitioned the District Collector and the Dislriet Superintendent of 
Police in vain, that everybody in the village is afraid of incurring Baghunadha Heddi's 
displeasure, and that, listening to the advice tendered by Baghunadha Reddi, etc., the 
zamindar of Punganur has been saying that he has grantcd the petitioner·, lands on 
patta to others, they being claimed to be ' private holdings.' lIe prays that iliR grievances 
be redressed and his life saved from ulter ruin at the hands of th~ said Rnglwnadha 
Beddi, by immediate investigation. 

Memorandum by Mr. P. Govindaswami and other ryots, Punyam village (now belonging to 
Chettinad estate) and situated in Karvetinagar estate, PalUpat taluk, Chittoor 
district. 

The petitioners submit that their village has been endowed for the maintenauce of 
the temple of Venugopalaswami, that the village came two years ago into the posscHsion 
of the Baja of Chettinad, that-the new proprietor has not ,,·paired tank,. that r(,III;",ioll 
to the extent of 25 per cent of the rent used to be given by the Endowment Comlllittee 
(Hindu Reli;;ious Endowments Board?) and by the previous proprietor. that 11 odeI' the 
new regime no remission is granted even in the cage of shavi, etc .. and that Ihe (,3tala 
authorities have been filing rent suits, etc., against them and humssing them (ot· I/o" 
reason that they had voted for the Congress at the general election. They pray that tIwir 
grie~ances be enquired into, and the estate authorities made to deal \\;th tl"-1I1 I,. 
adioining estates deal with their ryots. 

Answers. 
I. (a) The ryot. 

(b) According to custom in this country and according to the decisions of High 
-Courts, proprietorship of land vests in the ryot. The zamindar is only un ag"nt of the 
Government and has to collect the Government's share of the produ('e. 

II. (a) Fair and equitable rent is that which is determined on the basi. of the natu .... 
<If the land and the condition of the ryot. 

(b) The principles governing the ryotwari system at present are not aU right. The 
rates of rent antocratically fixed in zamindariB should be revised. All change. that mav he 
made ill ryotwari villages in future should be made in zamindaris al..,. -

(r.) Yes: as in the case of rvotwari lands. 
(J) Besides enunciating principles and making a le,nslative enactment, a. deRCrihed 

.bove Government should revise the rates in all the zamins once for all. 
(e) Yes 



Ill. (a) di (b) The power to attach has been often abused. Attachment of movables
must go. In the case of attachment of immovables, the minimum extent of land necesBBrJI 
for the ryot's livelihood (that must be determined) and his house should be exempted from 
attachment. 

(c) The power of collecting rents in zamins should be transferred to panchayats. 
IV. (a) At the beginning, the righ"t was an inherent one and wet cultivation implied 

it. Subsequently, it became contractual also by reason of the stipulations entered into by 
the zumindar in t~at behalf. 

(b) The zarnindar has no superior rights. 
V. (a) Yes. 

(b) The zamindar and the Government should bear the cost in view of the present 
condition of the ryot. 

VI. No. 'fhe zamindar should not collect any levies other than rent. He should 
have no right also to do so, i.e., illegal customs should not be valid. Levies are made 
illegally in several zamins. 

VII. (a) The ryot's right to graze cattle, and gather manure and wood, free of cost fat: 
agricultural purposes, is a time-honoured right. 

(b) Neither the rvot nor the zamindar should encroach on communal lands. The· 
people of the village, the ryots and the zamindar should jointly have power to enforce 
enjoyment of the lands for exclusively communal purposes. 

vrn. (a), (b) d'; (c) The Government should chalk out a five-year plan for the inspec
tion and repair of tanks in zamindaris and recover the cost of repair from the zamindars 
concemed. 'Vater-sources should be kept nnder the control of irrigation panchayats con
sisting of ryots' representatives. The Government should also take over such water-sources 
as admit of further improvement and improve them on the condition of supplying water to 
the usual ayacut of zamindars. 

IX. Annual jamabandi is essential. 
X. The same legal status that exists in ryo~wari villages. 
XI. (a) As long as tbe administration of Govewment continues to be responsible to the 

peopla, the Revenue Board should be the final appellate and revision",1 authority. 
(b) Circuit courts composed of judges not below the rank and capability of a district 

munsif should visit villages and settle all disputes arising between ryots and zamindars. 
The State should terminate the zamindari system and purchase all zamin lands. 

Miscellaneous points. 
L The ryot should be vested with the right over all trees standing on his lands, 

whether prior or subsequent to the advent of the Estates Land Act., All agreements 
entered into so far in this respect should be void. 

2. Ryotwari kistbandi should be introduced in zamindari areas also. 
3. The process of patta-transfer should be made simpler and more expeditious. If the 

zamindar fails to record transfer of patta on being given notice thereof, a suit. filed by him 
for rent in respect of the land affected by the transfer should not be entertained and his 
right of attachment also wit·h regard to the land should go. 

4. Tile z810indar should plar.e a portion of his revenue in the hands of village pancilayata 
for the improvement of villages. . 

5. 'fhe Government should recognize ryots' associations as ' agents' of ryots. 
6. Provision should be made by statute for representatives of ryots' associations to be 

associated in the administration of the zamindari. 

Memorandum by Mr. G. Nagayya, Punganur, Chittoor district. 

Expre •• ing at the outset his.' gratification' . at the opportunity he now has to place 
.. t the disposal of Government hiS personal knowledge of the grievances of ryots of the 
various localities in his taluk, which he has gained as a dictator of his district congress 
bodies during the Civil Disobedience movement in 1931. following the resignation of his 
office and later on as the taluk organizer appointed by the District Congress Committee,' 
the petitioner submits that the ZamlDdar of Punganur has left the administration absoultely 
in the hands of his Diwan and officials, tbat with selfish motives. the officials of the estate 
bave been fomenting unrest in the estate by promoting dissensions between the zamindar 
and the tenants and that the zamindari officials are opposed to the policy of the Congress 
Ministry in respec.t of helping the ryot. He urges th"t the ryots of the zamindari should be 
protected from the abovesaid 'reactionary' elements. . Observing that the ryot. are not 
allowed to represent their grievances directly or indirectly to the zamindar, the petitioner 

n-23-A. 
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.ya thai the officials influence rich ryots and money-lenders and make them unjustly 
encroach on tbe lands o[ poor ryots and create otber trouble to tbem. l<'Drthermore, he 
submits that the ofticials have been promoting hostility between tbe village ofticers and the 
ryots and jealousies between Ryots' Associations and Congress Committees, and that the 
ryots have no complaint against the zamindar, wbo is ' an excellent genUeruan.' Baying 
that tbe troubles described are special grievances over and above the usual bardsbips caused 
by the Estates Land Act, he prays that the ryots' grievances way be enquired into and 
redressed. 

Address '" the Bon 'ble the Bevenue lIIiDister by the Inha.bltanta 01 Chembukar and 
RAmpss mudram. 

Tbe address states that even water for drinking is not available in tbe two villages, and 
prays that Government may sink wells at various places. It says tbat the tanks in tbe 
za.mindari have not been repaired for years and that conaequently, the ryots have been 
.aenously suffering, aDd expresses the hope that the Estates Land Act Enquiry Committee 
wouh] devisp. suitable means in this behalf and that the Hon'ble Mr. Prakasam would 
enable their proposals to be put on tbe statute book. Finally, the address commends the 
• scheme of village autonomy' propounded by the Hon'ble Minister and hopes tbat the 
-Government will give effect to the scheme at their earliest convemence. 

Memorandum by l!4r. E. Doraiswaml Ayyangar Illd other ryota 01 Veerakavarajapuram, 
Shrotriyam, Tiruttani Wok, Chittoor district. 

The petitioners submit that their sbrotriyam has no tank, that a tank seems to have 
existed a hundred years ago, that they are involved in debt and that they are not able to pay 
the assessment. l'hey pray that just at the site where originally a tank had stood, another 
t.1nk may be cunstructed and tbeir sbrotriyam may be retained as • an independent village 
and sbrotriyam witbout being merged in otber villages.' 

Memorandum by the ryota 01 Punganur zamiDdari, Punganur, Chittoor district. 

The petitioners submit that remission which used to be granted in the past wall 
-discontinued thirty years ago, and full rent has been collected for these thirty years, though 
lands have been fallow, that the arrangements in· respect of remission prevailing in ryotwari 
villages should be introduced in zamin villages too, tbat private lands are not generally 
shOUld be granted to all, patta-transfers being made whenever such transfers are necessary, 
that village officers should be deprived of their hereditary right to office, that the water
sources are in di'lepair, that even if tbey raise dry crops the rates applicable to wet landa 
granted on pattas, that if at all they are granted, they are so granted as to suit the couvenience 
of the well-to-do, that such lands should be reaerved for grazing cattle and tbat pattas 
are cullected from tbem, tbat if they raise wet crops with water from the ponds constructed 
by themselves, fasljasti and tirvajasti are collected, tbat owing to the ausence of grazing 
fee in the pa!;t, they bad acquired goats and sbeep to procure manure for their lands with 
their help, tbat a fee o[ 2 to 5 annas per goat or sheep has been charged for twenty years 
past in poor villages letting off ricb ones, tbat if they fail to pay the mouey, they are 
.dragged to court, that they are consequently forced to sell away their goat. and .'Jeep, and 
that on that account tbey bave not been able to procure manure for their lauds. 'fhey urge 
that provision should be made for the discontinuance of this levy. Representing that they 
used to get wood, bamboo, etc., for their agriculturoLl requirements from forests free of 
cost, the petitioners allege that a substantial fee is collected from tbem for the sallie now 
and ask [or the abolition of this fee. They pray that the benefit of the remission of 75 lakhs 
announced by the Government may be extended to zamin ryots and tbat tbeir grievances 
be redressed. 

Memorandnm by the Members 01 the Congress Byots' Association, Xuppamvadur 
and Parama jagbir, XarvetiDagar estate, Chit&oor district. 

The memorial wbich is not signed represents that the ryots have been Dut to untold 
auffering for tbe past thirty years. that the zamindar who is bound to - provide th" 
necessary comforts to the ryots and take a rea"Onable share of the produce from them 
to meet the expenses o[ CC11struction of irrigation oonree. and of repairs t"eret<l and 
also of other improvements to the Ian.} has forgotton hI. dntie!1 to the rvat and has 
been content merely with collecting the rent from him, th&t cash-rents -which were 
fixed at a time whe~ the prices of grain wer .. hi~h continue to be ,,,,lIected ao per agree
ment. entl't'ed into 1D those days. that for many years DO remission has been granted 
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,10 them even when their crops have failed for want of rains or a9 a result of pests, ete., 
and that the ryots unable to pay these high rents have lost even their lands, the few 
.till in posses.ion of them not being likely to retain them for long under the existin!! 
('.anditions. It contain" .. prayer to the elf ect that the ryots' representatioll may he 

. carefully considered and justice done to them. 

Memorandum by Mr. Chokkareddig\rl Xrishna Reddi and others of Nadaraluru, 
RayaJacheruvu Payacut, Puttur division, Chittoor district. 

Thl' petitioners suhmit that their villag-e i. under the administration of the Tiru
malni, Tirupati, etc .. devasthanams, that it enjoys lesser facilities than other villages 
under the .ame ,.·lmipistration In the matter of rents, irrigation sources and green 
manure, that thoul(h there is a Hyut Advisorv Board, it is onlv the influential rvot and 
llOt the poor ryot that I!'eta thl! benefit of reduction in rent' and remission, ou"ld that 
tbough the devasthullIlIc authcrities assure them thnt they would reduce their rents 
and ufford them faciliti~c, they are troublillg the r.vots in the matter of colkt"tion of 
ren'iS at nn enormous expense to the <1evasthanam, that the present admlliistration has 
not improved thell' condition any morc than the previolls zamindars or the mahc.nt and 
that though the present authorities say th.·t they have reduced the rents by converting 
the rents in kind into cash-r'l!lts, t.hey have been colle(,tillg- three times the rates pre
vailing in Government areas. 'fhey complain that though such high rent~ are collected, 
their villages are not provided with good roads, light~, schools, dispensaries and sllch 
other amenities either by the district ooard or the Government. l.'hey pray that the 
Tirupati De"aothanam Act. mRy be amended in such a mnnner as to e!labie the Govern
m"nt to take over the villag-es now under the devasthanam into their 0 .... ' hUilds and 
.~harge rents for theIr lands on the basi. of rates prevailing in Government villages. 

Memorandum by Mr. Dudala Chenga Reddi and others, ryots of MaUavaram, 
ltumarapalle and Gutturinpalle villages of ltarkambadu estate, Chandraglrl 
taIuk, Cilittoor district, 

The petitioners suomit that they were paying rents in kind 3t' yearo back, that c8Bh
rent. were fixed in bsli U1l2 by dividing the land into four classes. that in msli 1319, 
the rent was increased by one rupee per cawn. and that m fa.li 1328 the proprietor had 
the villages surveyed privately by his own ollicialg without obtaining the p~mjgsioQ 

. Df the Collector and without cousulting them and further increased the rents, that he 
has been colliding in addition to the rents, tank mera (cess) at two annas in the rupee 
and al.o road-cess and that due to the absence of timely rains. want of irrigation faci
lities and the low prices of grain, they afe unable to pay these rents with the result 

"that the proprietor bas bee!! filing suits against them and rp.d,](·ing them to povert,y. 
'rhey complain that the proprietor does not care to effect repairs to ·and improve the 
irrigation sources in spite of many representations, that even when he ."nctions . a 
few rupees' for the purpo.e, the amount is misappropriate(\ by hi. servants, that 
they are unable '0 PW the hiah rents, that th" servants of t.he proprietor take away the 
produce from the threslung floor itself in lieu of the rents due to him leaving nothing 

. t.o them .. that as sevell marakkals of gmin per cltwne are charged for their l'mds ill 
Tummalagunta Agraharam and as they are unable to pay this, th,)ll' produce from other 
lands i. nttached a1J~ thev are thns pnt to immense tmuble. 'flley pm)' that the privl'te 
Rurvey made by the r;r"prietor may be cancelled, that steps mav be taken t.1 have the 

-"tanks and sluices repaIred and other improvements to the water-sources ellected, that 
fees to the karnam, rn~r.iam, talltiyari and vetti whioh are now collected from them 
may be cancelled, that they may be charged rates as Government villages, that tirW3-
jasti and fasljasti now cbarged may be stopped, that th.,y may be permitted to take fnel, 
""ood and l!I"een manurp fmm the forest. of Krishnapul"all'palcm, that cash-rents ma.y 
be rollected for koru land. in Tl1mmalagunta Agrnha.ram and that rent mny be eolkcted 
in February instead of in December. 

Memorandum by Mr. Subba Reddi and others, Guttivaripalle, attached to 
ltrlshnapurampaIem estate, Chandragiri taluk, Chittoor distric~ 

Th" petitionern submit that t.heir "ilIage which belona-ed t.o "Kri.hllaPlll'Rm Pole"ar 
waR pUITbased bv th .. Proprietor of Karkltmhn<l\, B.tnt,e, who had their land. privat;IJ 
.urveved lind in~,..,n.ed th" rents, that the pre"ent pmprietor is collecting 11 pies in 
the rupee II" Innd-cesR while G pieR W"8 ch31'ged previo11.ly. that as there is only one 
tank in common for three villages, thAir crops suffer badly for want of sufficient waw
lupply, that improvement" to irri~tion sources are not effected oy the proprietor in 
epitl! of sev .. ral represent.ations from them. that they arp llrevent.ed from 'lhtaininsr free 

. Df cost fuel, wood a!ld b'Tpen manure from tile forest of Krishnapurampalem. which right 
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ihel' had been enjoying for .. lonl( time, as the proprietor bas mold .. it ol resel"\e and 
baa been leasing it out, that no reduction is made in the rent, in "iew ,,( tile p"'..,'" 
economic condition as has bpen done even in the case of the reasonullle 1'8(". If'vied 
hy Government in the ryotwari villages. and that the proprietor reCuoes to li.ten to their 
repre.enbltiona to reduC'e the high rent~ charged by bm I'onlr:u-y to th", \.Iro\ ision.. 01 
the Estates Land Act. They pray that the high ren:s now dUlrg<!d may be reduced, 
their irrigation facilities improved, and the local natural resources be utili7.ed by them 
free of cosfi. 

Memorandum by Kr, T. MUBi Reddi and other ryots, Isakathsgala village, Earkambadl, 
XrishDapuram Poleyam ests\e, KalabaaU taluk, ChlUoor district. 

The petitioners submit that their lands and kom lands, tbat their crops are barvested 
m the presence of the estate offi<Jl'lls and stacked in the threshing floor, th~t til" e~t·nle 
officials do not afterwards ~ome for four or live months with the result thdt .he harvested 
·crops have to remain Oll the threshing /loor, all the tane, th"t much 10." is """sec to 
them by allowing the crops to remain like that witbout Ileiug thre.hed, that the estate 
officials take 2 tlmmu8 of grain for every putti and of the remaining 18 thulUus. 
9 are taken as the share of the proprietor while they have to give 1 thumu as l!Jedipalu 
and also road-cess out of their share of 9 thumu.. They complain thet durillg the t,mB 
the harvest is kept in the threshing floor, much loss is sustained thmugn thie,e. a!ld 
animals, and that very little is left to them after giving the propriptor his share and 
paying road-cess, et~. They complain that the tank auJ the supply chanllels i!l Ihe 
village are in disrep31r, that they are aCraid of allowing the tank in its pr ... eni. condJ
tion to be fnll as the tank is situated just above the village, that there is thel"'.(ore DO 

adequate supply of water to the lands and that as there i. no forest cr pas~ure land in 
the village, they are put to much tronble. They pray that necessary repair~ may be 
effected to the tank lUld supply ch'\illlels and cash·rents determined for their land,; on the 
basis of rates prevailing in Government villages. 

Memorandum by Kr. x. Ramaswami Reddi and other ryots of Guruvarampalle, 
Xarakambadipalem, Chandragiri taluk, Chlttoor distrid. 

The petitioners submit that their villages ... ere orlginallv kU1'U villa:res, thai abom 
twenty years ago, cash-rents were mtroduced, that since then they have been Fa)· ing 
these rents together Wlth a fee of two alllJas in the rupee, and that owing to the"" 
high rates of rent, failure of crops, lack of repairs to irrigation sources and the rigour 
with which arrears of rent are collected by the proprietor, they have been reduced to 
utter penury. 'l'hey pray that the o-"veruruellt lllay be 1'Ie,,~d to eliect r"pairS to their 
tank and the supply challDels and reduce the rents on their lands. 

Memorandum by Kr. Sripuram Muniswami Chetti and others, ryota of PeDumalla1ll, 
Tirupanambedu, Ravilla'O'ari Eandriga, etc., villages, belonging to P8IluganU 
Parthasarathi Rayanamgar. 

The petitioners submit that their village is enjoyed in halves by two proprietors, that 
high rates of (cash) rents and grain.renth, under·leases, are collected from them, that ,he .. 
rates of rents and leases are unreasonable, tbat supply and irrigation channels have been 
in a state of dispair for 25 years, that their tank got breached five years ago 
and has not since been repaired, that though crops fajl for want of water, rent is colIeeted 
from them, that the lands have not been properly surveyed, th"t lands which measure actu
alIy 26 guntas are estimated at 32 gunlas and rent is collected as per this estimated extent, 
that a proper survey shonld be conducted, that waste lands and pasture lands which tbey 
had been esing for grazing their cattie have been lea Red out for cultivation, that such 
lands should be releasetI and that even in the case of shavi, remissic n is not granted. 
They urge that arrangements should be made for grant of remission, that fees other than 
:-ent which are now being levied should be cancelled, that as they are not allowed to 
l!8~her green manure and wood for agricultural implements in the forest tbat stand. four 
or five miles away from their village, facilities should be created in this respect and that 
iamabandi should be conducted in zamindari villat!es annually. The petitioners further 
state that though jodi f"r their villa!!'e is only Rs. 240. the revenue amounts to Rs. 2 000 
tbat this is dne to ~he .h~gh.rates of rent anti the lea!<Cs now in force, that shavi ~ 
every year, the fasl1asti IS charged whenever a AeCOnd crOJ) is rRilled, th~t water is nei 
snpplied properly and that they are ha."aBsed on the plea that they have no right even· 
O..-ef their houses in the village. 
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. .JrIemorandum by Mr. :It. Venkatasubba Nayudu and another 1'1ot of ChengareddipaDe. 
etc., hamlets of ltarakambadu. . 

The petitioners submit (1) that the proprietor collects rent. in excess of the specified 
rate, (2) that he collects wso tirwajasti and fasljasti, (3) that over and above the .extent 
of wet land as per paimash, the proprietor leases out even B-class lands for wet-cultivation 
and collects rent, the lands entitled to water being deprived thereby of sufficient supply 
of water and rents having to be paid as t>er terms of their tenure irrespective of the condi
tion of their crops, (4) that he supplies water from the tank to dry lands and collects 
water-rate, (5) that supply-channels have been in .. state. of disrepair, petitions and 
personal representation to the proprietor being of no avail and (6) that the proprietor has 
cancelled their right to the utilization of the forest free of eost--a right which was granted 
by his ancestors. They pray that their grievances may be enquired into and redressed. 

Memorandum by Mr. Yelamarti Subbannacbarlu and others, 1'1ots of Vadmala flrkA, 
Itarvetinagar estate, Chittoor district. 

The petitioners submit that they are charged for their lands rates as high as Rs. 16 
for dry and Rs. 60 and sometimes Es. 90 per acre for wet lands, and that unable to pay 
snch high-rents. they had to sell their lands. houses, cattle, etc. They hope that under 

. the Congress rule. their troubles would be removed and their rents fixed on the basis of 
rates prevailing in the adjoining Government villages. 

Memorandum by the Zamin 1'1ots 01 Rayacheruvu flrka, NaraYan&vanam Wok, 
Tirupati Devasthanam , Chittoor district. 

The petitioners submit that their villages which originally belonged to the Karveti
nagar estate are at present owned by the '.rirupati Devasthanam, that the proprietor ha .. 
been entirely neg.lecting the water-sources, that their villages have not been surveyed, that 
rents are collected in a high-handed way by holding out threats of attaching the properties 
of ryots and by taking execution proceediugs against them, that maniyagars and karnams 
arA removed from service at the will and pleasure of the Tahsildar, that karnaIDs are not 
¢ven meTll8 by the proprietor and that remissions are not granted according to seasonal 
conditions but at the pleasure of the proprietor. They pray that their lands may be 
surveyed and rent. determined at the rates prevailing in Government villages, that the 
irrigation sources may be repaired and th0 cost recovered from the zamindar, that the 
ryot he giveu the right to the use of local natural facilities free of cost. that statutory 
provjoion ior remission may be made. that att,achment of movables should go, and even 
in the cn"~ of immovable property, the minimum land necessa,ry for the maintenance of the \ 
ryot and a house for bim to live in should be exempted from attachment, and that the 
power of collection of rent should be vested in the village panchayat. They further pray 
that itinerant courts presided over by officers not below the rank of a District Munsif may 
decide disputes between the landlord and the tenant in the villa!!e itself, that the zamin
dari system may be abolished and zamindaris taken over by the Government upon 
pitying the zamindar concerned compensation. that SoH the znmindnrs and money-lenders 
hOLve been bringing pressure to bear upon ryots as a result of the introduction and subse
quent suspension of the Moratorium Hill. the said legislation may be brought into force. 
that as ryots will not be able to raise loans after the Bill comes into force. provision lIlay 
be n,ode for the grant of loans by the Government at a low rate of interest, and that t.he 
Guvernment themselves may discharge their debts nnd recover the sums advanced tor 
zhe purpose, in easy instalments from them. 

Memorandum by Mr. Sambo} Narayan&daa and Bandaran Pedda MUIIUSWami, ryots of 
No. 149-A and B vUlages 01 NaraYan&vanam talok, ChiUoor district. 

The petitioners submit that the rents charged for wet, dry and manavari lands are 
very high, that the produce from those lands is not sufficient even to meet the cultivation 
expenses. and that they have, therefore. to borrow money mortgaging their lands and 
hOURAS in order to pay these hi!!h-rents. They complain that the proprietor files suits ( 
for arrears of rent and otherwise haras.es those who are nnable to pay the abovementioned 
rents. and pray that the rents for theIr lands may he fixed at the rates prevailing in 
Government villages. 

Memorandum by Mr. G. Rami Reddl and others of Chennampalle, Kalahasti 
division, Chittoor district. 

The petitio,?-era submi~ that there are no irr!gation facilities for the village. that they 
depend upon rams and prIvate wells. thnt the mamdars take no interest in the matter. 
tbat the rents for these lands are high and that the inamdars file suits for a;"'ears of J'l'ot. 
and attach their movable properties. They further state that previously the inamdars 
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used to meet the cost of baling water, that pattas were not being granted to them for 
nearly thirty years, that for the last four years, the inamdars have been granting them 
paUas with 17 columns and with several cond,tions, that they have enclosed specimen 
patlas granted 30 years back and those which are granted now. and that though they 
object to the conditions set forth in the paUas recently granted, they are too poor to 
resort to courts for justice. They pray that Government rates may be fixed for their 
lands, that agreements entered into and rclinquishments made by their predecessors may 
be cancelled, that pasture lands, roads 3lld water facilities. etc .• may be provided to them, 
that the Estates Land Act may be amended, that irrigation sources may be placed under 
the control of the Government who should effect repai" t·hereto, that provision may be 
made for remission and that ryots may be permitted to obtain fuel, etc., from the forest, 
free of cost. 

Memorandum by 1111'. Muthu Marappa Reddi, etc., ryots of Agooru village, 
Karvetinagar estate, Tiru\tani taluk, Chlttoor district. 

The petitioners submit that both cash and grain rents prevail in their villalre. that the 
ratea are high, that the tank and the irrtgatIon channels are in a state of utter disrepair 
and that they find it very hard to pay the rect ' which amount. to Rs. 80 per cawni.' 
They pray that the tank, the channels. etc., be l·epaired. and that the grain-rent be 
changed into cash-rent and a fair rate fixed. 

Memorandum by the ryote of Tirumalai-Tirupati DevastaDam estate, Tiruttanl taluk,. 
Cbittoor district. 

Commending the appointment of the Joint Select Committe" to enquire into the 
working of the Estates Land Act and urging that the Committee should submit their 
report to the Government early and that the Government should introduce legislation in 
accordance with the recommendations of tlie Committee in the next session of the legis
lature, the petitioners submit that the ratcs of rent in their estate are the highest in all 
estates, that having recognized that fad, the Devasthanam Committee have been giving 
a remission of (?) anna. in the rupee and that they hear that for the current year the 
remission is to be reduced to annas (?) in the rupee. Questioning the propriety of reducing 
the rate of remission ' especially ill an estate wherein ratt's are fiv/! or six times greater 
than Government rates,' they pray that the mattt'r be enquirpd into and steps taken to 
tiring the injustice of the proposal to the notice of the estate authorities and to see that 
ihe • usual ' remission continues t{l be granted. 

Memorandum by 1111'. G. Rama Reddi, on behalf of aU the ryots of Pennagaddam, 
Xottakalva and Chennampalle villages, XalabasU, Cbittoor district, 

The petitioners submit that they are inam ryots, that they had been cultivating the 
land even before it was granted as an inam, that what was wanted as iroam was not the 
land but rent, that the jodi, the peishkash. etc., paid by the proprietors, inamdars, or 
zamindnrs who are owners of the land are low, while the rent collected by them is ten 
times that amount, that proprietors lease out pastllre lands, etc .. for cultivation and make· 
mnch mOlley, that in the case of laods irrigated from water-BOurces created by themselves. 
a uniform dry rate should be charged, lands irrigated from the water-sources of the pro
prietors being charged only at the Government rates. that statutory provision should be 
made for remission, that the method of demand under the Estatcs IJllUd Act should be 
amended and collection of rent entrusted solely to the monp.gar who should collect it in 
three instalment. for the year, and that arrears of rent should be collected and paid to the 
proprietors by village panchayats. that the proprietors should maintum and repair water
sources and that ryots should do kudimaramat, that, the land shonld be .urveyed. the cost 
thereof being" met by the proprietor, that the proprietor should not demand and levies 
other than the fixed rent from the land, that r"cilitie~ should be provided to them in respect 
of the use of paths, pasture land. etc., and of forests for the purpo~ .. of g3thering woo", 
for agricultural purposes. without permits. that the Go,·emmp.nt should maintain control' 
over water-sources, effect repai,.,. on application by the ryot and recover the (,ORt or 
repairs from the landholder and that jamnb:tndi should be conducted everY year in lanil
holders' vi11lll!es iust as it is done in Government villalres. They pray that their grievances 
may be redressed. 

Petition No. 173 fmm Akkllnalle Yed~.vva and others of Gnl\namRmbannram alias 
Gnanammnkhanflri<m. Ra1ah.ti Division, Chittoor district, is substantially the sawe as 
petition No. 1,2 dealt with above. . ' . 
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J[emorandum by Kr. D. Raghava lI.eddl, Presidenl, Xalabasti laluk, ZamIJl ]l.yo\l. 
Association and two othan, J[alabasU, Chittoor district. 

. The petitioners sublnit that the villages in the taluk originally belonged to the Kala-; 
hasti Estate, that now each village has a sepsrate proprietor, that rents have not been fixed' 
on any definite principle, that the rents in kind were changed into cash-rents when prices 
of grain were high and they now range. from Rs. 15 to Rs. 25 and that remission i. not: 
granted even when the crops fail. They request that the villages may be surveyed and' 
settled and the rents reduced at lesst to the level of the rates in Government villages, that' 
statutory provision may be made for remission, that village administration may be carried: 
on on ' modern Jines ' , as otherwise, rural reconstruction is not possible,' that koru should" 
be replaced by cash-rents, that rents should be determined on the nature of the Boil ' as: 
cropwar rents impede the progress of the ryot ' and that collection of rent should be in four: 
monthly instalments from February as in Government villages. They add that levies such' 
as karnam, monegar, vetti, etc., fees made in excess of the rent proper should be abolished, 
that control over water-sources should be taken over by the Government who should elfect 
repairs to them and recover the cost thereof from the zamindar, that irrigation funds should 
be started by collecting one-fourth of the rent due to the zamindar and repairs to irrigation
sources effected systematically, that the power to' attach movables which is now vested in I 
zamindars should be withdrawn ' as it is abused by them,' that a minimum land for the 
maintenance of the ryot and a house for him to live in should be exempt from attachment 
and that a uniform rate of half the first-crop rate should be charged for second crops raised· 
in wet, dry, and garden lands • as the full first.crop rate or three-fourths of it is being 
charged in some places.' They further state that the zamindars are compelling the ryots 
to pay fees for utilization of local natural facilities' which they had hitherto enjoyed free 
of cost ' and request that that right may be restored to them by abolishing these fees 
wherever they may be found to exist. 

:Memorandum by Kr. Geddam Chlnna Puloa ]l.eddi and others, Chittathur, J[alab"ti 
division, Chittoor district. 

The petitioners submit that though there are two tanks in the village, they have, 
become useless for want of repairs, that if the sluices, etc., are repaired, they could have, 
enough water to raise at least one crop and that Mr. Raghava Varma, the Madras Couiicw 
Secretary. who is their proprietor and to whom they made several representations in thia' 
matter is • indifferent.' They add that the late proprietor enhanced the rates by six annas 
in the rupee on account of the high prices of grain and compelled them to pay a nazar of 
Rs. 10 in addition, that unable to oppose the proprietor they accepted the rents and have 
been paying the same whether or not there was any yield, and that the present rates in the 
village range from Rs. 1~ to Rs. 4-8-10, exclusive of As. 4 per acre for hay. Complain
ing that though they pay Rs. 3,000 in the shape of rent, they have no waste land reserved 
for the use of their cattle, • all waste lands having been converted into pastqre-Iands and 
grazing fees collected from ryots for the use thereof' and that all requests for reduction of, 
rentd have been unheeded, the memorialists pray that they may be charged rents as in 
Government villages and that grazing, etc., fees for cattle be dispensed with. 

:Memorandum by Kr. Bokkasam Ankt Setty and others, ryots of :Muchivolu att&che~ 
to Xa!avagunta estate, RaJahast! division. 

The petitioners submit that their village which originally belonged to Kalahasti :Ji:state 
w .... given 88 dowry to Bangaramma Garu, wife of Panuganti Seetharamaroyaningar, 45. 
years ago, that they were paying rent for patta lands at rates varying from Rs. 5-15-9 to, 
Rs. 2-2-7 per cawni for kattubadi land, jodi at Rs. 3 and land-ceas at As. 4 per cawni 
for ",anyams (inams) and koru for other IllJlds till fasli 1307 as per psttas then granted tq. 

them, that subsequently in 1308, the proprietor filed suits for koru fOr the kattuhadi landa. 
that as t~ey lost their ~anB:ds and other recor~s in a fire that oc~urred in the v!llage, they 
had 10 give up contestmg m the court and YIelded to the proprIetor by acceptmg to give 
koru, that patlas were granted in fasli 1310 to them charging koru even for lands held by 
them on cash-rents, that as they refused to accept them, .. summarv suit was filed bv the 
proprietor in the Aasistant Collector's Court, Ranipet, that the Court decided that cash
rents alone should be charged and that the levies made in excess thereof should be dis
continued, that they sustained heavy loss on account of this litigation, as the court allowed 
th~m only Rs. 4,000 as co.ts • while the~ had spent Rs. 25,000, that though the proprietor 
said that he woult) charge rates accordmg to the court's decision he had included the 
levie8 disnllowed by the Court, that when they refused to take thes~ pattas criminal cases 
were filed against them on false charges to harass them. that when thev filed commutation 
suits nnd when high rates were fixed in view of the then prIces of !imin, they appealed 

U-24 
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against tbose rates to tbe District Court and that in the mea.ntime the village was tl'&ll8-
ferred to the Venkatagiri Mabaraja, whose Dewan • by luring some ryots in the village' 
effected a compromise by which a tlat-rate of Rs. 9-8-0 per acre was fixed. 'l'hey add that 
the present proprietor had the village surveyed, that as the original extent of 400 acres 
was fuund to be 550 acres as a result of the survey, they were charged the abovesaid rate 
for tho difference in extent, that as prices were high, they had some how managed to pay 
the enhanced rates, that suits were filed by thEl present proprietor against them for rents of 
faslis 1323 to. 1325 which they had paid to the previous proprietor and which were evidently 
not entered 1D the accounts, and they were harrassed by their properties being attached 
and BO~d, with the resu!t tha~ many o~. them had to leave. the \illage for towns. 'l'hey 
compllLlD that the tank, Its slwces, etc. bave not seen repaU"B for the last two centuries .. 
and aU representstions on their part have been in vain, that remission is not granted in the 
event ?f ~ailure of ~rops, that there are not pasture-lands in the village, and that they have 
no ~aC1bties to o~tsln gr~n manure, .fuel, etc. They pray th~t their debts may be cancelled, 
their tanks repa1red, their lands whICh were taken from their possession restored to tbem 
rents fixed as in Government villages and forest facilities affDrded. ' 

Memorandum by lIrIr. Jalagam Subba Nayudu and other ryota of tronuaU, 
KaJabasti division, Chittoor d1atric&. 

The petitioners submit'that for want of repairs for' many generations,' the tanks in 
the villsge are in a bad condition, that their crops dry up for want of water and thllt high 
cropwar rates are charged for cultivation with well-water. They complain that though 
Ule tSJ;k.'I'Iater does llut irrigate their lauds. wet·rates at Rs. 16 for the first crop and at 
RB. 10 for the second crop are being collected from them and pray that their rents IIIIIJ' 
be reduced and their irrigation sources repaired. 

Memorandum by the Saidape& Ratspayers' Saswaa Sangam, da&el Saldape\, 
UIe 11th November 1931. 

1. (i) (a) and (b) We have therefore no doubt that the tenant is the proprietor of the 
soil, and he is entitled to the kudivaram, and the zamindar, the melvaram only. We nre 
not here referring to the .. Private .. lands of tbe zamindar. We think that the definitions 
of .. Ryot .. and .. Ryoti land .. given in the Madras Estates Land Act are correct and 
eqUitable. ' 

(ii) (a) and (b) We may state that there should be only two special tribunals for 
deciding cases under the Estates Land Act-one original and the other appellate, having 
the powers of ordinary civil courts. We think that the decision of the Appellate Court 
(three judges may be appointed) should be final. This will give the parties cheap, speedy 
iustiC6. Honorary retired Judges and Collectors may be appointed wherever hone.t gentle
ment can be got for the original court. But for the Appellate Court paid J uelges only must 
be appointed. The Collectors, Board of Revenue and ordinary civil conrta should be 
divested of jurisdiction in.cases under this Act, as we know that some of tbem are tonring 
officers and all of them have very little time to hear them. Tenants find it very difficult 
to follow touring officers, and delay in civil courts is proverbial. It is the prevailing opinion 
that justice is not obtained in most cases in tbe Board of Revenue as it finds very little 
time for going deeply into those cases. We are therefore strongly of opinion that special 
tribunals should be created. 

2. (a) and (b) We have shown bow rents were fixed in the times of Sher Shah and 
Akbar. That may be our guiding principle. We think rent at a rate not exceedin~ the 
rate prevailing for similar lands with similar advantages in the neighbourhood Will be 
eqnitable. When the tenant has to pay rent according to tDa~am it may be calculated 
according to the market rate. If there is difficulty in settling it, it may be settled by the 
special tribunals. We think it proper to settle the rate or ahare of rent once for all, as 
there are provisions relating to increase or reduction of rent. 

. (e) and (d) There is statutory provision for .. reduction .. of rent in certain cases. 
Tht're moat be a provision for .. remission .. of rent in times of drotll!"ht. It should be 
in proportion to the actual yield from the land taking into consideration the inability of 
the tenant to get the proper yield in spite of his diligence on account of the drought, and 
any other act of God. 

(e) Yes. The Provincial Government may get it done in proper C8IIe8 by the special 
appellate tribunal-this tribunal exercising power in this case by execntive action. 

S. (a) to (c) Powers to recover rent are !!iven in sections 71 to 134 of the Act. We 
do nof. think that they reqnire any material modification excent ia one case. and it is 
this. The special tribnnals may be invested with powers under these sections. 80 that these 
matters may be disposed of expeditionsly. 
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9. Yes. It should not be costly. It may be done by an officer of Ii rank JlDp 
less than Ii Deputy CoJlector with the aid of zamindari officiais. 

4. Ca) and (b) and 8 (a) to (e) It is lega.! and equitable to hold that ryots have a 
right to get au irrigation work, in the ayacut of which they own lands, repaired by tho 
zawlDdar if it is in a state of disrepair. ~'hat right is appurtenant to the lands. It is 
therefore the duty of the zamindar to see that the existmg facilities for irrigation are 
I'roperJy maintained. 1'his must be nated in the annua.! zamabundies. A Judge of the 
Appellatel:\pecial Tribuna.! may make an inspection once in three years and submit a report 
in this matter to Government. The Government may suo moto or on application of 
parties take IIction. If the zamindar does not do his duty, after notice, the Governmen~ 
may get it repaired and recover the cost from the zamindar. The tenant must effect 
clearance of supply and distribution channels. They must remove the silt from the tank. 
They may be allowed to remove the mud for making bricks and for their own domesti~ 
use. 1'he state of disrepair ahould be such as to materially prejudice the irrigation of lands. 
It should !lot be due to any wrongful acts of the tenants. 

The original specia.! tribuna.!. on an application by not less than 60 per cent of the 
tenants of that IIYBCUt may. lifter inspection and taking evidence pass such orders as it; 
thinks fit. We do not think that the zamindar has any superior right in the existing water 
sources in the estate. 

5. (a) The sections relating to survey are 164 to 167. They are complete. We state 
that all estates should be compulsorily surveyed and a record of rights maintained. It is 
the absence of this in estates that is the real cause of much trouble. There can be no 
proper settlement of rent if there is no record of right/after survey. The paimash records 
are not of much real va.!ue. 

(b) The landlord must undertake the cost of survey. Of course the expenses o( 
planting demarcation stones must be borne by the tenants. 

6. Rent is defined by section 3 (11). 'rhe case law is full regarding cesses, etc .. 
allowed and disallowed. We do not think we can add anything more on this point. If 
any question arises on this point, the special tribunals will decide it. 

7. (a) and (b) The ryot has the right to graze his cattle for reasonable pasturage fees. 
He has the right to take from the forest, free of cost, timber sufficient for his agriculturl\l 
implements and for his building purposeij when they are destroyed by act of God, and fuel 
for domestic use as in ryotwari villages. He may collect green manure from forests 
lind publio places. He must take permits from the zamindar in such .cases. All this must 
ba noted in the pattD. and muchilika. 

(e) Publio paths.-All tenants have a right to usa them properly. Communalla?f~ 
and hills not T8seTfJ8d (J8 jOTests. 

All tha tenants have a right to use them for grazing purposes and for purposes 
for which they ara by custom intended. 

Hl1ls and jOf'est porambokes .-Prior to the permanent revenue settlement the .tate 
was the owner of these. These were included in the sanads granted to the zamindars after 
the permanent revanue settlement. We think that the tenants can acquire any new rights 
in them only by agreement with the zamindar. 

10. The . legal status of under-tenants must arise. only by agreement evidenced by 
patta and muchilika. 

12. Ca) The words in the question are .. Occupation of lands." These lari.d~ ~ay 
include-

(i) Waste lands (" Old waste "). 
(ii) Ryoti land. 

A suit in ejectment from old waste lies only in a revenue court. But in· tha casa of ryoti 
land such a suit has to be brought onlv in a civil court. Wa stata thlltaJI these suits 
should be brought only in tha specia.! tribunals. 

C. V. SAMPATH AYYA"'DAR, . 
SeCf'8taryJ, M unieipal CouncillClf' and Retired Jud911. 

Hemoran4um by the ryots of the Eachll184 division, Tlruvallur talui:, Chingleputdlstrlct. 

I. (a) The tenant. 
(b, In this Presidency when the En.t India Company was called upon to take 

charge of the vast extents of territory without any previous experience in revenue II~
mini.trst.ion, the zamindari system wns introduced in some places ns nn experimental 
measure h':!! fnrhlOnt. .. )v it did not spread over a largJl area but gave plnce to other 
exp~rimental moMs of .... nt collection fil\l\1\y giving place to the rvot.w •• i syatem. The 
zamindam came into existence very largely to assist in the collect.ion of rent for the 
company. The only interest of the landlord in the land is that of Ii first chargeholder. 

lI-lI4-A 
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The interest of the tenant is that of the owner of the soil subject only to the IIIlid 
charge. On this broad principle and with this inter-relation other statutory and eua
tomary rights have grown up very often to the disadvantage of the weaker of the two 
partIes, VIZ., the tenant. 

II. (a) A fair and equitable rent is 10 per ceut of the annual gross yield of the 
land, taking paddy as the standard crop. 

(b) (il The general guiding principle ought to be to leave the land-tax at a rock 
tiottom level. to serve as an effective incentive to unremitting endeavour on the part of 
the'ryot to increase the agricultural output. 

(ii) Special crops ought not to be charged special rates because both the labour 
and the soil are that of the tenant. The annual rent should not vary with the number 
of crops in the year. In view of the answer to 2 (a) there should be no second crop 
charges. 

(e) Yes. Whenever the yield is less by a moiety or more, due to failure of raine. 
insect, pest or other natural causes. The remission may be in proportiOD to the extent 
of the failure. 

(d) The rent should be settled once for all. It should be a certain share in the 
pnlduce. (Say) one-tenth of the gross yield. The rent should be always payable in 
money and, there should be a deciennial fixation by a special tribunal of the money 
value of such share_ 

(e) Yes. 
m. Ca) Yes. 

(b) Arrears of rent should be made realizable only by the sale of the holding. 
The right to proceed against the crops or other movable property of the ryot or t,he 

\ person of the ryot should be taken away. Transfer in full or in fractions by ryots by 

\ 

registered documents should forthwith be recognized by the landlords and all pro
ceedings taken by them for realization of rent without impleading such transferees 
should be declared void. For the said object the definition of the word .. defaulter .. 
in Estates Land Act may be suitably amended_ 

(e) (i) The moment the tenant falls into arrears he may be deprived of all 
advantages accruing to him under the subjects covered in questionnaire VII, and this 
rule may be enforced by village panchayats. 

(ii) The present procedure for the sale of holdings contain just the minimum 
safeguards against fraudulent sales and cannot be varied without increasing the scope 
for rent collectors to hurry up sales to the detriment of the ryot and often without hil 
knowledge. 
, ' (iii) The la!ldlord should be statutorily compelled not to alienate the holdingB 
purchased by him for arrears of rent for a period of three years. At any time within 
such reriod he should be bound to assign the holding to the original defaulter on 
payment of the sale price subsequent costs and interest thereon at 6 per cent. 

IV. (a) The tenants have an inherent right to water-supply_ 
, ' (b) Tile, tenants' right, in the water sources in the estate is limited to his bare 

agricultural' needs_ The landlords' right in the water sources are residnary though they 
may be abundant in some cases. ' ,His rights are not superior in the sense that he can 
Use 'tliem' to the disadvantage and to the deprivation of the ryots' needs. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindar and the Government should share the expenses in mOJetiee 

as the "meas~e:. is; intended only more to faciUtate p~oper ,collectIon of rent in which 
~1.'lIl11meDt' IS ,mtereeted.·,' , ' 

VI. None. 

, vn. (alT4lDimta are entitled to use the local natural facilities to the extent of their 
needs and not wastefully. 

; • _ (b) Th~ village (l()~munityas such has an inherent right to use the local natural 
~aCJhttes for .ltS. ~omestlC and agrIcultural purposes free of cost but the conBictin 
mtere~ts . of. I.ndiVlduals and the scramble and competition among individual tenant! 
to- gam mdIYIduat. adv,,;ntal(P Rhoold be sternly e,ontrolled and the use regul ted b 
.trong and ImpartIal VIllage panchayat. a y a 

. (e) Hin and for€st porambokes belong to the landlord and he can use them as 
he hkes. The tenants can only have from them the use of the natural f Tf 
tioned in vn (a) and (b)_ The landlord has no more ri,e-ht than the t lICltI!eB 'ba
paths and communal lands which belong to the community. enan 10 pu C 
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VTII. . (a) The guiding. principle ot.'ght to be the responsibility . of the . State to 
maintain in proper condition !I'll the lrl'lgatlon. 800rces and work~ btg or small. The 
zamindar should be compelled lust as they contribute to the education fund anel the ~ 
fund at least 2 annas in the rupee from the wet ayacut rent. 

(b) The Public Works Department should supervise all t.he irriga~ion 80urcea 
and works in· zamlDdari areas and undertake the necessary repau- or mamtenance of 
irrigation works. Where the landlords .fail to do them after due notice. 

(e) Powers shonld be exercisable 8UO motu 
IX. No, if it is intended only to be by estate officials. 
X. The legal status of the under-tenant in relation to the pattadar should be 

determined by the contract between them. In cases where such contract is in writing 
and registered the zaDiindar should be bound to give the under-tenant .. Iso· notice of 
all proceedings fur the recovery of rent. 

XI. (a) No. The civil courts ue enough for the purpose. 
(b) The civil courts. 

XTI. (a) Whereva the nnauthorized occupation is not of commonal porambokes 
or communal lands or public paths, and are not the private land of the landholder, 
the landholder should have the right only to collect a fair and equitable rent and not 
to eject the ryot. 

(b) No. 
ill. (e) The village officers in zamin areas should be brought exclusively and 

completely under the control of the Revenue officials of the Government which will 
'facilitate very greatly the collection of rent. 

[IlIegible) ] , 
for THE RyOTS OF THE KACHINAD DIvISION. 

[Same copy has been received from the Cnltural Association (Regd.), Tiruvallur.] 

Memorandum by·the TImianur Congress Sabba, Tinnanor. 
I. (a) The tenant is the propljetor of the soil. 

(b) The tenant has a saleable interest in the soil, with Wldisputed right to alienate 
it; as and when he f<leis necessary, whereas the landlord has got interest, only to the extent 
of the am<Junt of kist due on it. 

iI. {a) A rair and equitablo rent is ith of the net income of the land. 
(b) In fixing a fair and equitable rent the consideration that Monld be taken into 

·aocount are-
(i) the nature of the soil. 

(ti) the nature of the adjacent soil. 
(Iii) the facilities for water-supply. 
(iv) the oost of cultivation to gat a fair yield. 

(e) Yes. There should be statutory provision for remission of l'ent. The main 
principl!>s that should govern the statutory provisions shonld be-

(i) A tribunal has to be appointed. 
. (ii) The tribunal shonld be oonvinced that there was nothing wanting in thh 

'Oultivation by the tenant for the loss of the yield. 
, (iii) Due to want of rain. or excessive rain, 
.'. (eI) It is advisable to enunciate principles for determination of rent, leaving it to the 
pfficer or oourt concerned to arrive at the figure, as and when a question arises. ' 
, (e) Yes. The Provincial Government. should have reserve pOWers to revise alter 
!>r reduce the rents, .wherever they are inequitable and unfair. ' 

ITI. (a) Yes. The powers of collection of rent given to landholders under the Madras 
Estates Land Act require a drastilJ revision. 

(b) and (e) The system existing now in ryotwari villages may well be adop~ , .. 
. IV. (a) The rights of tenants to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenrui.t to the 

land.and not a matttll" of contraot between them and the landlord. 
(b) No. The landholder has no superior right in the water sources in the estate. 

. V. (a) All the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained compul-
sorily. 

(b) The survey should be done by the Goveimnent at the entire expellS<> uCtbe 
srunindar. . , 
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VI. ZamiDdars or landholders should not demand any levies, ouatomary or otherwise 
from the ryots in addition to the rent, except those aIre.dy recognised by Gove1'lUlll>Jlli in 
ryotwari villages. 

vn. (a) Tenants should have a right to util:ze the local natural facilities, such .. 
grazing uf cattle, collecting green manure or wood fur agricultural implements. 

. (b) Yes. The tenants have got the inherent right to use the natural faoiU:es, only 
for tho agricultural and domestic purposes free of oost. Bllt such rights should be exercised 
with the permission of the village panchayat. 

(e) The landholder should have no right in public paths, oommunallands, and poram
bokl)s, but these rights should be vested in the village p&nchayat. 

VIII. (a) The principle8 to guide the parties or court to arrive at a suitable scheme for 
the purpose of maintaining irrigation souroes or works. are--

(il The landholder should be made primarily responsible for the maintenance 
of irrigation sources and works. 

(il) The tenants should have a duty to perform, such as, cleaning of irrigation 
channels. 

(iii) Landhclders should see to the cleaning of the feeder channels to water sources. 
(iv) The construction of the Kalingals, Sluices, Mathagu (w.a><!5), etc., wherever 

necessary should be done by the landholder at his expense. 

(b) Yes. The Provincial Government should be vested with powers to unw-rtake 
the repair or maintenance of irrigation works whenbver the u..ndholders fail to take lleCOBS&ry 
end proper steps. 

(e) Such powers should be vested in the Government to be applied I/fJO motu. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi, as in the case of ryotwari villages, is absolutsly necessary. 

X. The lE'gal status of the under-tenant.s in zam:ndari areas in relation to (I) pattadars 
and (2) zamiDdar should be that the under-tenant is respcmrible to the pattadar to the 
extent of proper cultivat;on and yield of the land; and liab.lity fur the kist equally dt,vo.ve8 
on him, as his principal, viz .. the pattadar who is primarily responsible to the zam:ndE.r. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal should be constituted fur the purpose of proceedings between 
landhulders and tenants or ryots and the Board of Rt,venue as w"ll be abolished. 

(b) Actions and proceedinga between landholders and tenants should be tried by 
~peClal courts. 

XU. (al The unauthorized occupation of lands should be seriously condemned. The 
powers ~hould be vested in the zamindar to eject the occupier. 

Memorandum by :Mr. Y. VeDkatasubbayya (President of the Podavur VIllage Congreu 
Committee) and 41 others, mirasidara of Shrotrlyam Podavur village, Srlperumbudur 
taluk, Chinglepul districl. 

[Note.-They have answered only some of the questions contained in the questionnaire.] 

n. (a) The assessment is a fair and equitable rent. 
Cb) Facilities for water.supply, the income derived Irom land. the fertility of the 

80il and the rates of assessment in the adjoining ryotwari villages should be taken into 
account in fixing a fair and equitable rent. 

(e) There should be statutory provision for the remission of rent on account. of 
failure of crops and famine. Remission should be proportionate to the loss of produce 
.resulting from drought or excess of water. 

V. (a) All the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights should. be maintained 
compulsorily. 

(b) The entire cost should be bgrne by the landholders. 

VI. The landholderS should not demand or collect from the tenants anything in 
addition to rent. 

VIT. (a) The tenants have already the rights to utilize local natural facilities and 
they may continue to enjoy that right. 

(b) The tenants have got an inherent right to use them for domestic and 
agricultura.I purposes. 

(e) We are 0' opinion that the tenants and the landholders may have common 
right with regard to public paths and communal lands. 
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VITI. (b) Rights should. be vested in the Provincial Government to undertake. the 
repair or maintenance of irrigation works where the landholders fa.il to take the necessary 
steps. If possible, the Provincial Government may undertake permanently the. repair 
and maintenance of irrigation works by collecting a fixed amount for the purpose from' 
the landholders in addition to the peshkash. 

(e) Such powers should be exercised by the Government suo motu. 
IX. J amabandi is necessary for zamin villages also. 
XI. (a) A special tribunal should be constituted. But it should not enta.il additional 

expenditure either for the tenants or for the landholders. 
(b) Actions between the landholders and the tenants should be tried only in civil 

courts. 
XII. (a) For unauthorized occupation of lands by the ryots, a. rent at the rate 

prevailing in the neighbourhood may be fixed and collected. The landholders may take 
action through. the Provincial Government in respect of encroachment on lands intended 
for public use. 

Additional Ifuggestions. 

1 .. The rates of assessment prevailing in the neighbouring ryotwari villages should 
be adopted generally in respect of zamin and other villages. 

2. The cost of distraint, sale, etc., should be reduced so as to make it possible for 
the ryots to bear it. Further, the landholders should not distrain or auction the holdings 
the value of which exceeds the arrears of rf)pt due to them. 

Memorandum by Mr. V. Masilamoni Nayak and 14 othere, tenants of Shrotriyam 
Semmancherl village, Chlngleput taluk, Chlngleput district. 

1. (a) The shrotriyamdar. 
(bl The tenant pays rent to the shrotriyamdar in respect of the lands which he 

holds, and enjoys the benefits thereof. 
II. (a) Classification should be made as in the case of Government lands and rent 

coIlected a.ccordingly. 
(b) Rent should be settled permanently. 
(e) Remission should be granted when crops are damaged by drought, heavy 

t1ooda, etc. 
(d) It is advisable to leave it to the court concerned to determine a fair and 

equitable rent as and when a question arises. 
(e) The Provincial Government should have reserve powers to revise or reduce 

the rents and they should take action through their Revenue Settlement Officers. 
m. (a) A simpler method should be adopted. 

(b) This should be settled as assessment. 
(e) The procedure adopted in Government villages should be followed. 

IV. (a) The rights are inherent as being appurtenant to the land and are not a 
matter of contract . 

. (b) The. landholders have no righU in the water sources. These belong to the 
land. The landholders are responsible for repairing them. 

V. (a) All the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights maintaine! 
permanently. 

(b) The entire cost should be borne by the landholder. 
vt. No stich jevies should he collected. 
VII. (a) During the time of the previous landholder the tenants had .the facilities 

for collecting green manure and grazing cattle. But the present shrotriYlundar has 
~thdraWD these facilities. They should be restored. . . 

(b) The tenants have the right to use them for their domestic and agricultUral 
purp.lses. 
, (e) Public paths are common to all. A major portion of forest porambokea should 

be set apart for the tenanta. . 
VITI. (a) Nirgantis should be appointed for the purpose. 

(b) Irrigation works should be under the control of the Provincial Government. 
(e) The Government should exercise such powers 1U0 motu. 

IX. Jamabandi aa in. the case of ryotwari villages is necesaary. 
\ X. Under-tenants should have the same status as the pattadar and the zamindar. 

XI; (a) A special tribunal should be constitu.ted. 
,(b) They should be tried in special courts. . 

• 
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XU. (a) Action should be taken as in ryot,wari villoges. 
(b) These should be collected in the same manner III which they are collected by 

the GoverllWent. 
The Governmeut should assign to the shrotriyamdars only that portioo of the 

Jands wlllch is sUlDClent tor their lUIWlteoance and a.,"go tile rellul'D"'g lIOrtwu to tile 
&enan1.B. 'l:hey sl10uld also reduce tl1e burden of land-t.t.I.. 

lIemorandum by Mr. II. Nagaraja Sarma, Public Worker, llinjur POll omce, 
Chmglepul diamcS. 

The following points are submitted for consideration ;-
'(1) The reot in zamindari areas should on no account be in excess of the assess
, ment on the neighbouring Government lands. 
(2) In all the villages governed by the Madras Estates Land Act, the Government 

should uuderta.ke survey, settlement of revenue, repairs to irrigation works aod 
collection of rent and recover the costs from the zamindars. 

,(3) The system of cropwar assessment should be discontinued immediately. 
(4) There should be statutory provision for rem.iasWn of rent for failure of crops 

in zamiodari areas as in ryotwari areas. 
(5) Pasture lands, porambokes and forests, wherever they exist, should be left for 

public use as determined by the village panchayats and the agriculturists' 
associations of the respective villages. 

(S) The agriculturists should have the right of taking whatever they want for their 
domestic and agricultural purposes from the neighbouring forests and poram
bokes.' 

(7) The 'power of distraiuiog movable properties for arrears of rent should be 
cancelled and only the concerned land should be distraioed and brought to auction 

, after giving notice to the agriculturist by registered post. 
(8) Separate pattas should be granted to agriculturists at the expense of the zamm

dar according to the original occupation. 
(9) Unless the collection of rent due for a particular year is suspended, the period 

of limitation for the collection of that rent should be the very same year. 
(10) All arrears of rent due up to date from the ryots to the zamindars should be 

written off. 
(11) The zamindars should not collect from the ryots any levies other than those 

expressly provided for in the law. If they do so, the Government should enquire 
into the matter and inflict punishment. 

(12) No irrigation sources or pla<'Als intended for public use should be under the 
, control of the zamindars. 
(13) Total remission of rent should be granted in respect of areas affected by floods, 
(14) Courts consisting of the representatives of agriculturists' aRsociation. should 

be constituted for settling disputes arising under the Estates Land Act and the 
High Court alone should be the revisional authority in respect of the decisions 
arrived at by such courts. 

0,5) All the irrigation works should be under the control of the Government Bnd 
should be maintained jointly by the Irrigation Departmeot and the agriculturists' 

, associatiOIlII. 

Memorandum by Mr. T. Dakshinamurtl Graman! and el"hteen oUters, patta4an, 
Shrc!triyam Tiruvadanal village, Chlngleput laluk, Chlnglepul dJstrIcl. 

I. (a) The shrotriyamdar. 
(b) The tenant pay. rent to the shrotriyamdar in respect of the lands which he 

holds and enjoys the benefits thereof . 

• ,' . II. (a) Classification should be made as in the case of Government lands and rent 
Collected IICcordingly. 

(b) Rent should be settled permanently. 
(c) Remission should be /!:l8nted when crops are damaged by drought. heavy 

floods. etc. -
(d) It is advisable to leave it to the court concerned to determine a fair anll 

equitable ~ent as and when a question arises. 
(e) The Provincial Government should have reserve f)OWIII'S to revi .. or rednce the 

rents and they shonld take actIon through their Revenue Settlement Officers. 
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m. (a) A simpler method should be adopted. 
(b) This should be settled as a88e88ment. 
(0) The procedure adopted in Government villages should be followed. 

IV. (/I) The rights are inherent as lieing appurtenant to the land and are nol a. 
matter of contract. 

(b) The landholders have no rigllt in the water-sources. These belong ·to· ilie 
land. The landholders are responsible for repairing them. 

V. (a) All the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained per
manently. 

(b) The entire cost should be borne by the landholder. 

VI. No Buch levies should be collected. . 
VII. (a) The tenant should have the right of cutting leaves and grazing cattle. 

(b) They have every right. 
(e) The public paths are common to all. Everyone should have the right to. take 

atones for building purposes from hills. 

vm. (a) Nirgantis should be appointed for the purpose. 
(b) Irrigation works should be under the control of the Provincial GOvernment. 

(e) The Government should exercise such powers suo motu. 

IX. J amabandi as in the case of ryotwari villages is necessary. 
X. Under.tenants should have the same status as the pattaa.ar and the zarnindar. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal should be constituted. 
(b) They should be tried in special courts. 

XII. (a) Action should be taken as in ryotwari villages. 
(b) These should be collected in the same manner in which they are collected by 

the Gcvernment. 
The Gcvernment should assign to the shrotriyamdars only that portion of the 

lands which is sufficient for their maintenance and assign the remaining portion to the 
tenants. They should also reduce the burden of land-tax. 

Kemorandum by Mr. A. E. VenugopBI, General Secretary,. Chingleput District Land
hOlden' AsSOCiation, No.1. South Mada Street, Triplicane, dated 1st December 1937. 

I. (a) Zamindar. 
,. (b) The right of cultivation without ejection so long as he pays without default the 

rent llDder II (a). 

II. (a) Twenty-five per cent of the net produce. 
(b) The fertility of the soil together with improvements effected and the average 

yield of the land-marketing facilities. The present method of settlement may continue. 
(e) Yes. On grounds of failure of crops due to extraordinary circumstances as 

failure of monsoons, heavy floods and similar unforeseen causes. I 
. (d) Settlement may be made once for all as principles enunciated. however cleat. 

might lead to disputes and conse9uent never-ending litigation. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) No. 
(b) and (e) Does not arise. 

IV. (a) Right of tenant to water-supply inherent as appurtenant to the land. 
(bl Yes. To the extent to which he has made improvements. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) I would suggest to the Gcvernment 1/12; the tenant 4/12; and landholder 7/12 

BB the Government also is benefited by the survey and the survey is introduced compu!. 
80rily by the Government. 

VI. He should not. 

:vIII. (a) These rights should be given freely and specified in the statute. 
(b) Yea. 
(c) . Common to both. 

n-2li 



vm. (a) The tenanta should be responsible for \he upkeep and ml1.int.euomce of irri
gation eourcea and &IlIluai clearance of Blit and minor repwra. It sIloUld be obligatory on 
the part of a landholder to etiect major repa.irs. 

(b) Yea. In cases of major repairs only. 
I,· '(c) Should be applied 8UO motu by Government. 
IX.. Yea. 

\ 

" '. 'X~' Under-tenants should have occupancy righta eo long Ilo8 they pay rent to patta. 
da.rs. They should have nothing to do with zam.inda.rs. Pattadars should be responl1.ible 
to' .tlaollndars. ' , 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should continue to be the final authority Ilo8 it hllo8 the 
necessary experience which a special' tribunal may not have. Moreover there may' be co. 
ordination also in the Board of Revenue. 

(b) Revenue courts as that ch!psrtment is best fitted by its experience of the affair. 
and 1lo8' the Revenue courts are les9 costly to both the parties and speedier than civil or 
special courts. 
',I !XiII. (a) Pena.lties may be fixed according to the extent. The zamindars should co\. 

lect and appropriate these penalties, if necessary through Revenue courts. The zamindlll'l 
sbould also have tbe right of ,lIummary ejection of unauthorized occupiers. . I , .,' 

(b) No.' , 
.. :;- . 

A. K. VENUGOPAL. 

Jlemllrandum by the 'l)'ota of :Natham village, Tlruppattur taluk, :North Arco& dlaUlct, 
datad 24th :November 193'1. 

We, the undersigned ryota of Natham village, Natham mitta, Tiruppattur taluk, 
North Arcot district, do hereby submit our replies to the question issulld by the Press 
Communique on 5th October 1937. 

,i iI.; (a) d; (b) In our opinion whatever might have been the legal origin between land. 
lord and the teuant in former times, now, at the present day, the tenant must be deemed to 
be: ,tb owner of tbe soil so long as he pays the fixed rent to the landlord, namely, the 
.II:~llar. The zamindar bas got only the right to collect the fixed rent. There.llBnnot 
be any arbitrary eviction of the ryot by the zamindar and the right of the landlord in 
caee of non-payment of the fixed rent must be deemed to be the corresponding right of the 
Government in ryotwari villages. The tenants' rights must be made heritable, partible, 
tiaIiefersble and permanent. 

. '"".. .' 
, 'II. (0.) The olden rule of one-sixth of the net income of the land must be considered 

as equitable and fair rate of rent even at the present day. 
" (b) In fixing any equitable rent as fair the following grounds may be taken into 

consideration :-(1) The fertility of the eoil, (2) the amount required for purposes of culti. 
vation, ploughing and reaping and harvesting of the crops, (3) the nearness and nature 
of the water-supply and irrigation sources, (4) the average rainfall of the locality, (5) the 
fJearness or otherwise of the market for selling the crops, (6) the amount of labour and 
skill spent by the ryot and his family, and (7) the minimum domestic wants of the labourer 
and his family without running into debts and after giving a fair margin for the above 
costa, tbe average mesne' profits that might accrne may be Ilo8Certsined and a gross half 
average value of the same may be fixed as being a fair and equitable rent. According to 
the above calculation for dry lands, Re. 3 to 5 per cent. and Re. 6 to 10 per cent ob tbe 
average for wet lands per acre every yeer may be deemed to be a fair and equitable 
rent. 

(e) In our opinion, the law Ilo8 regards remission of rent for wet and dry lands in 
mittllo8 requires revision. We think that the rule observed by the Government in ryotwari 
"'illages 'at, .preSent must' be observed also in cases of zamindari lands. 

(d) It is advisable;:bOth in the interests of the mittadar and the ryots in order to 
avoid unnecessary litigation often, to fix the rent once for all as in ryotwari ~age8. 
',' r', r ",(e) It ishigbly necessary and expedient in the interest of justice that an act ,hould 
b~,fl~8ed 1'esef'fI'ng to the P1'ot>'ncial GOllernment the righta to interfere and to revise or 
alter or reduce the rents in CIlo8eS of hardship whenever and wherever they are coIisidered 
to be unjust and harsh, by executive action through their Settlement Officers. , 

m. (a) Y~s. 1'hepowers to pollec~ rents by landholders under the Madras, Estates 
Land Act reqwre amendment. . 

(b) The rules observed in mitts villages to collect rents must be similar to the rules 
ebserved in ryotwarl villages. Suits for rents in summary courts must be abolished. 
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(e) The power to transfer patta.s, oompulsorily as is observed in ryotwari viUage& 
by the Sub-Registrar's intimation to the Te.hsi.ldar must be followed, a.lso in case of trans
fer of ~e ryou holdings in ;tnitta villages and the mittadar must be made compulsorily to 
recogn~e any transfer D! a.lienation of patta by the Sub-Registrar's intimation of' transfer 
of holding. For oolJection of re~t~ by the. mittadar, the procedure may be simplified by 
author1ZlIlg the Revenue authontles to distrain and sel!l any movable and imII1oYl'obl, 
property after due notice and proclamaijon after one month from the date of default of 
payment ~f rent at the end of e~ery faeli on requisition in writing by the mittadar\vithout 
any oosts m snmmary courts as IS now done under the Madras Estates Land Act. ,,;:; .'1; 

IV. (a) The right to water-supply is appurtenant to the land and is not a m:~tter of 
oontract in our village. ' , . 

, (b) ,The mittadar now has g~t the right to maintain the irrigation sources'm'lIlt/-
per .eondition ~d has ~so got the nght to supervise and regulate the water-supply' to the 
nan)a and pun)a lands m the mltta., " 

V. (a) In our opinion a record of rights in all mitts. villages must be maintainedooiDi 
pulsorily after due survey and settlement. ' ," 

L b) In our opinion the mittadar must be made to bear three-fourths of the costs ,and 
the ba.lance one-fourth by the ryots in the village. 

VI. No. No other customary levy of rent is prevalent in our village. 

VII. Ca), (b) 4 (e). Nil. 

. In our opinion a uniform procedure regulating the above may be fixed for ~I.l ~tt" 
villages so that the hardship now felt by the ryots for want of oommon free pasturage 'and 
for green manure and for common public pathways and oommunal lands and porambokea 
may be mitigated. Any alienation by the mittadar of any common or oommunallecllr and 
pasture,.' poramboke and tank-beds, eto., may be set aSide compulsorily for the common 
good of the people in the village and these common lands and grounds may be marked.in 
the plan of the record of rights to be prepared for every mitta village. 

VIII. (a) We think that it is highly necessary that an officer not lower than the, ,rank 
of an Executive Engineer would be appointed separ .. tely by the' Government hi 'aider 
to supervise, prepare plans and estimates and inspect the irrigation and water sources.of 
the mittlJ,s so thlJ,t they may be kept in proper condition and to see that the necessary repairs 
are undertaken every year by the mittadars under Government supervision and to keep'the 
water sources in proper good condition. 

(b) Yes. In our opinion the Provincial Government must have the right'to see, 
examine, inspect and supervise and maintain, if neoessary, at the mittadar's cQsts. the 
irrigation sources if the landholder fails to repair or maintain them in proper, condition. 

(e) The power of the Government to interfere 8UO motu or on application,,by the 
parties concerned should both be retained and exercised in case of irrigation disputes in 
mitta villages_ . , 

IX. Yes. We think it highly necessary that the jamabandi for mitta villages must be 
beld every year as in ryotwari villages. 

X. N 0 leg~l statuB is necessary for defining the relation between the under-tentints and 
the zamindar. ' " 

XI. A special civil tribunal should be constituted for each revenue division and the 
District Juolge may be the first appellate authority and the High Court may be the tidal 
appellate authority for disputes arising between laudlords and ryots in mittll villages; , ,: 

(b) Proceedings in special civil courts to be constituted for every revenue division may 
be authorized to be instituted for disposing of the litigations that may ariee betw~n landlmd 
and tenants inter 88. 

XII. Ca) The provisions of the Madras Land F..ncro&ehment Act as being observed in 
ryotwari villages may with advantage be followed in the mitta villages also lind the '!Ditta
dare may requisition the Revenue authorities to dea.l with such matters if he is II€gril.l:o'ed 
instead of d/laling with them himself arbitrarily as is now done inmost of the mi,ttas,. 

(b) The law as regards kattubadi and jodi from inamdars requires, revision" IIP-d 
alteration in our opinion and should be made to conform to the ordinary rules of the ~venue 
Code and the Madras Estates Land Act should either be ended or mended suita.blY, .to .. thr 
above requirementa. ' , 

General.-Besides the above questionnaire submitted to us, we think that the Pights 
DOW vested in the mittadars to grant tree pattas lleparately from land pattas should be 
abolished and a uniform procedure may be followed in abolishing the diBtinctionb'etwt>eD 
bee and land pattadare and both the pattas may be 'V6~ted in one and the same person. 

RYOTBOPTJrB N&TBAK VILLAOIL 

II-25-& 

• 
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Memorandum b1 \he l'Jota of Appllll8llur vl11age, Ami estate, DlIIlupuram P(J8', North 
Arco' diamc', dated 7th December 1937. 

I. (a) Tenant. 

(b) Tenant can cultivate the land according to the circumstances of the local 
paris of the country and the monsoon conditions. 

Tenant can dig out wells to bale out water and commence seasonal cultivation in 
time and also to avoid ahavi or failure of crops. 

Tenant can alter the land by levelling the surface. 
Tenant can .as at present can mortgage his lands and borrow money to his urgent 

needs and also effect sales, etc. 
Tenant can plant trees suitable to the soil: the landholder has at present a righ~ 

to collect rent of the land only and he has his superior charge over the land so fM 
as the rent is concerned. 

II. (a) Fair and equitable rent arrived at in adjoining ryotwari areas at the time 
of revisional settlement, after several considerations of water sources, manuring facili
ties, grazing areas for the cattle, fertility of the soil, capacity of the tank or reservoir, 
situation of villages, market advantages, cost of carting manure and cultivation, etc., 
should be the' basis and the rates printed at page 33 of the Chapter IV, clause 47 of the 
Settlement Code may be taken for to arrive at a fair equitable rate of rent and also 
rule II (a) and (b) at page 16 of the Manual of Settlement Department under Chapter 11 
may be adopted. 

(b) Dry land8 and wet lands.-We wish that all the lands are treated a8 W, 
lands and rent fixed according to its classified tarams and where water facilities are 
given permanently under a system of irrigation sources which could supply water 
unceasingly for at least one full crop, water-rate should be added to classify nanja lands. 
Considerations should be made out of the sources of supply, perennial, seasonal, occa
sional or short-period supplies with due considerations being given to river and forest 
facilities and also of the soil of the villages and whether the crops are often supplimented 
by ryot's own well water and the total beriz fixed at the time of permanent settlement 
(Regulation, 1802), and what amount of peshkash the jagirdhar or zamindar pays to 
Government which would be the approximate expenditure of annual occasional repairs and 
emergency repairs, the cost of landholder's office and domestic expenditure, etc . 

. (c) Yes; in cmses of total failure of monsoon and water-supply from irrigation 
sources, full remission be given, in cases of inadequate supply of water for a crop and 
the crop has to be matured and reaped with private well supply half remission be given. 

N.B.-If this is Dot found favourable, a condition ahould be added that whenever rent is realized 
by the landlord, when sufficient water is not supplied to 8 crop, the tenant &ball be made to recovp.r 
damagea for such failure of supply. 

This condition will make the landlord to maintain the sources in sound condition 
and any negligence on his part would result in to pay heavy damages to the tenants. 

Dry lands need not he given remission generally bull on total failure of monsoon 
full remission he given. 

(d) The object of the present Government seems to relieve all the tenants from 
litigating in courts on such matters before executive officers, not well versed in estate 
matters where the matter is not fairly decided and such be the case no use of leaving 
the matter to contest in courts even after this method. Therefore pe1'manent settlement 
once fOl' all for any number of C1'ops is preferable to aooid unnecessary litigation. 

Unless a particular village in an estate is endowed to feeding of poor or party 
for temples no other than cash rent be fixed permanently. The .ystem of sharing and 
fixed grain rents should be put an end to in spite of several decisions. This would 
cause deletion of section 40 in the Estates Land Act. Sections 24 and 30 will be of no 
avail when all the lands become permanently settled once for all. 
. (e) Yes; to avoid coort-goings. But in all cases of difference of opinion the rates 

of rent should be fixed by judicial bodies and not by Revenue Settlement Officers. 

m. (a) Yes. All the zamin village staff are paid by the Government through the 
revenues collected from such quit-rent inams "ince enfranchised in each of the villages. 
They maintain quit-rent accounts distinct from estate accounts now. So rar as the 
quit-rent accounts are concerned there is nothing to be misguided by the influence of 
landlord. because there is the Revenue Department of the Government to check the 
aoeounts- and punish the karnruns and monigars in case of mischiefs. 
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That is not the case so far &8 the zamin or estate accounts are whatever the 
JRndlord dictates to the karnams and monigars they have to carry out their instructions. 
More to say, as against the tenants in the estate records can be prepared and main
·tained. To avoid this sort of trouble .. e suggest that the karnams, monigars and staff 
may be made directly responsible to the Government even in respect of zamin accounts. 
All charges may be defrayed from the zamin accounts. Balance may be paid to the 
landlord with sufficient percentage of amount being retained with the Government 
annually for the purpose of maintaining the water sources and its emergencies, till it 
reaches to a substantial stage. 

(b) By the Government themselves as that of ryotwari arrears. By this method 
the conflicts between the tenants and the landlord would not arise at all. 

(e) Similar to ryotwari villages. 
IV. (a) Yes. Lands when cfa'ssified as nania or ~et lands under a system it is 

incumbent that water should be supplied for crop or crops as the case may be. The 
oontract to pay nanja rent to the landlord cannot be enforced without supplying 
required quantity of water for a crop or crops. Further, no lands should be classified 
88 nania when water-supply is not certainly assured Uilder a system of irrigation. 

The landholder has no superior right but on the other hand he is bound to 
maintain all the irrigation sources for the .. elfare of the agricultural tenants and it is 

80 stated in the treaty conditions of all zamindaris and partiCUlarly in the Ami zamin
dari, that any negligence to this or anyone of the eight conditions of the treaty, will 
entail the whole jaghir to be annexed to the British control. It is also stated in 
several of the Privy Council decisions that the zamindars always bonnd to maintain 
irrigation sources in proper condition, etc. By this we presume that the tenants have 
greater rights to see all the water sources are kept in good repairs and the landlord 
and the tenants will not suffer; former in revenue latter in paying it. Up till now these 
fa.ets remain unknown to the .villages at large and now they should be so made as rigid 
as a rule a8 possible. Further, the landlord cannot utilize the water or take away the 
water as he chooses from the registered ayacut lands or stop supply to them. 

V. (a) Yea. This will remove fruitful sources of litigation regarding extent bound
aries and .. ncroachments. 

(b) The landholder shall bear all the charges less cost of survey stones to. be 
provided for by the respective tenants. 

VI. No. They could no~ do so. The levy and collection of any other amount 
other thn settled rent is inequitable and antiquated and oppressive ",ith no correspond
ing benefit to the tenants. Rent itself remains very heavy in all the zamindaris and 
most particularly in Arni jaghir. Please refer North Arcot District Manual, Volume II, 
page 814, where it is stated the soil is chiefly sand mixed with red clay and the assessment 
charged aTe extremely high, etc., and also at page 315. "The soil is poor and leaf 
manure not generally procurable so that the outturn cannot be very high." 

VII. (a) & (b) Grazing lands are one of the most vital things for villages to get 
.their cattle graze unquestioned and collect dungs. 

Green manures are the main requirements to nourish the plantation and aoil 
.and wood for ploughing apparatus are essentIal to till the soil. 

These things should be made available to tenants at a very nominal rate wi\Jun 
easy reach of the locality. . 

(c) Carts, animals, and all passersby can avail the public path to go to intended 
piaces without causing damages to others land or crops thereon. The landlord is 
bound to keep the pathways in good repairs at his cost. He may be permitted to 
appropriate the entire avenue produce himself. 

Communal lands for villagers' purposes to use as thrashing place, get their grain 
dried, make their cattle st,and and hold any annual festivities, etc., they are absolutely 
essential. 

Hills and forest porambokes if remain within a village limits the tenants can get 
all dried wood for domestic use, cattle can graze, stones may be cut and quarried for 
buildinl( wells, houses and temples, etc., if necessary on a nominal fee payable to the 
landholder. • VITI. (0) To meet this question please refer to answers given in paragraph 3 (0), 
(b) and (e) above. 

II our suggestion is viewed favourably there is no need to answer this question. 
However, 'in case oui' view' is not followed then let not this question remain UD

answered. So we suggest in the alternative that in case the landholder continues to 
~lIect rent from tenants, whenever one-fourth ayacutdars of a village mahazars to the 
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District Collector who shall after inspecting the spot, order Public Works Deparlmen~ 
authorities to inspect and prepare estimation for the purpose, and on his satisfaction 
order the work to be commenced and completed 8S early as possible 8S they do in the 
ryotwari villages. The cost of such works may be recovered from out of the revenue 
of the village or villages concerned, with instrucLlons to the monigars that all. the 
money collected from tenants from that date may be depoSIted in the Government. 
Treasury till the complete payment for the work is paid. 

(b) Yes. Now alone in several villages they have not repaired, since a very long 
time, and no time should be given to the landholders to do these works by themselves 
after such steps have been taken by the present administration and therefore steps should 
be taken to inspect every zamin village and the required repairs are promptly attended 
to. 

(e) 8uo motu. 

IX. Jamabandi system would be in vain if the Government undertakes to manage 
the estates. All wrongs done by the supervisi11g or village omcera may be represented 
whenever necessitated at places Dearby where authorities visit or through post. If the
Government does not take over the function of collection, annual examination of accounts 

,ill absolutely essential. 

X. Ti) & (ii) They are the tillers of the soil, they are answerable to the land
holder direct, but to the ryot alone. His services are not permanent. It is the ryot, 
whether patta stands in his name or not, is alone answerable to the landlord. 

XI. (a) A committee of three appDinted by the Government of whom at least one 
is of. the rank not below the District Judge may be the final authority to decide matters
of such cases. 
. (b) The proceedings should be transacted through civil courts. If the civil courts -

cannot find time special courts should be created to be. presided over by men drawn 
from active legal practice with special knowledge of the Estates Land Act. 

XII. (a) In case of ryoti land, the occupation of the person may be recognized by 
exchange of patta and muchilika with settled rent imposed on it. In case of private
~nd the landlord may be either evict ()t'.cupation or accept rent for him with penalti5 
for' the firat time, i.e., one year ren'. . 

RYOT8 o:r APPAIULLVB VILLAOB. 

Memorandum by :Mr. A. Periyasami Kavan dar and fourteen others, ryote of ShrotrlJam. 
. Xuttambakkam village, Vellore talllk. 

I. (a) The ryots are the proprietors of the soil. 
(b) The ryots have the right of sale, mortgage and alienation and the inamdara. 

have only the right of collecting rent. 

II. (a) A rent at the rate. of Rs. 10 per kani for double crop wet lands and Re. 1 
for single crop wet lands, irrigated by rivers, Rs. 2 for lands irrigated by wells and 12: 
annas for rainfed lands is fair and equitable. It is desirable that the Government 

. themselves settle the rent. 
(e) Remission should be granted when the land is left uncnltivated for want or 

rain. 
(e) Yes. 

IV. (a) The rights are inherent. 

Y. (a),All the lands in the estate should be surveyed. 
(b) "1'he cost may be apportioued reasonably between the zamindar and the ryots. 

VI. Additional levies are collected in respect of the crops grown on rainfed lands. 

VII. (a), (b) If (e) The inamdar has now deprived DS of the right which we had been
enjoying for a long time of Dsing a poramboke for grazing cattle, collecting manure and' 
c~tting wood for agticultural implements. It should be restQred. 

VIII. (b) Yes. 

IX. Yes. 

XI. (al The Board of Revenue shoDld be the final appellate authority. There shoulct 
. 'be a special tribunal for trying such cases. 

(b) The actions and proceedings may be tried in revenue, civil or special colllU. 
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][emotandum by" Mr. T. L. Sundararama AT1al, Secretary; Kitts. Byots; AssoCIation, 
Achchamanga1am vi1Iage, Tlruppattur taluk, North Areot district, No. '13, Katcherry 
·Slreet, Tlruppattur. 

I. (a) Tenants.' 
. ; (b) The right to cultivate the land permanently. 

n. (a) One-fourth. of the net produce. 
(b) The amount of rainfall, the' current pn'ce of produce' and the nature of the 

land. 
(e) There should certainly be a statutory provision for remission of rent. The 

re~ssion of rent should be made with reference to the deficiency in rainfallanl1 t,he evrrent 
.prlce of produce. . , 

(d) It is advisable to settle the rent once for all. ' 
. (e)' The Provincial Government should have the power to revise or reduce rents. 

'm. (a) YeS. 
(b) Summary proceedings should not be instituted for any reason whatever. 

, (e) The rent should be collected as in Government villages by the issue ofdeJDand 
notices. . ,,' 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant 
to the land. There should not be any' edDtract whatever in this matter. 

1/. (a) Yes. .' , . 
( b) All the expenses lDcurred in this counexion should be bomeonly' by the 

2amindar • 
VI. No. 
:vn. (a) The, tenants have the rigbt to utilize local natural facilities. 

(b) The tenants ehould not utilize them for ~eir own purposes free of cost. 
(e) Public paths, public places, hills, forest porambokes, open spaces, cremation 

-grounds, porambokes, etc., are common to the tenants and the zamindars. 
',VIII. (a) The courts may order the zamindar to maintain properly all water-sources, 

(b) If the zamindar fails to do so, the Provincial Government may carry out the 
work and collect the cost thereof from the zamindar. 

(e) The Government may exercise thes~' powers BUO motu., 
IX. It is better if there is a yearly jamabandi. 

, X. There is '00 counexion whatever between undertenants and the zamindars. 
XI. (a) It is better to abolish the Board of Revenue. 

(b) In special courts, ' 
XII. (a) The mittadar may measure such Jands, levy a suitable rent therefor and 

-either evict the l10t or give him a patta. 
(b) There IS no need for revision. 

Memorandum by the President, Taluk Congress Committee, Polur, North Areot V 
district. dated 29th November 1937. 

,I •. (al Tenant is t4e proprietor of the Roil. , 
(6l Tenant is the direot being who is much affected by the fluctuations in the system 

-0£ Jand .i;tplure. So the interest is more of a ownership nature than that of a Ia"dlord. , 

D. (al Deduoting the doses of capita! and labour expended on the land, the net. pro. 
<iuce deduoting from the above equal halves of the net produce. ' 

(b) The tenant shall pay only in kinds, if ooiDS according to the market rate. 
(e) Yes. Statutory remission prevailing in the ryotwari area. . 
(d) It is advisable to settle the rates or share of rent according to fertility of the 

,soil or tarams in the nature of a permanently settled area. The officer or the court con
cerned ehould reserve the powers to settle disputes. 

(e) Yes. If the executive, i.e., Revenue Settlement Officers are invested'With 
exeoutive powers the language of whioh is clear and not ambiguous (giving room for ;V;&r:ied 
interpl'Btations).. ',.: 

m. (al Yes. If once the rate or ehare of rent is permanently fixed the change in 
that ehould be by a statute by the Provinoial Government. , 
• '; (b) The Collector should not be the Banot.ioning authority of enhancement.' The 

-oollection of rent should be like that of ryotwari area. . . 
, (e) Procedure of oolleotion of taxes and eale of holdin;i& prevalent in ryot~ &rea 
~ :ma"v bett.er be adopted. ", 
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IV. Cal It is only on the system ofwater-aupply alone can '!f9 f.alk of remission espeoi
ally for wet. 

(b) There should be no difference in the right of water source. of t.iIII estate betwoon 
the tenant and the landlord. Both must be guided by the same rule. 

V. Ca) Yes. Compulsory survey is O88Ontiai. 
(b) Three-fifths by the landlord and two.fifths by t.iIII tenant. 

IV. No. Ifsemce inama for which quit-rent alone is payable by the tenant the landlord 
shall demand communal service. 

VII. Ca) As obtained in the ryotwari area. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) The landlord may be invested with powers of controlling the publio pat.illl, com

munal lands, hill and forest porambokes, but the landlord cannot restriot or prevent ita 
public utility. 

VIU. (a) Legislation is desirable to arrive at a suitable scheme. 
(b) Yes. 
C e) On representa.tion from tena.nta ""' mot". 

IX. No ja.mabandi even for ryotwari area is wanted as is now in vogue. 

\
X. (a) No subletting right should prevail. 

(b) If it should preva.il the same right tha.t is entitled by the landlord. 

XL (a I The very existence of the Boa.rd of Revenue is a superfluous one. The Govern
ment in its routine way may be the final appellate and revisional authority. 

(b) In special court. of non-officiale constituted by the Government. 

XII. (a) As the rules that are controlling the porambokes (unauthorized la.nds) in 
ryotwari areas; so also with the za.mindari unauthorized porambokes. 

(b) Yes. The very system of za.mindari should be converted as a ryotwa.ri. Almost 
all the zamindari estates are created by the mere faot of their forefathers of the existing 
zamindars were happened to ha.ve discharged certain duties a.ppa.rently private. As this 
duty the present owners do not discharge and they are not even wa.nted. as such they have 
no lega.l cla.im over their esta.tes. Pha.rga.nas (title-deeds) granted by the Na.wa.bs. etc., 
if perused ma.y well elicit the truth. 

Memorandum by lIrIr. N. Nallakavandall and 39 others, tenants of Zamin Eravalam 
village, TirukkoyUur taluk, South Arcot district. 

I. (a) The tena.nt is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The za.mindars gra.nt pa.tta.s to the tenants a.nd obta.in muchilika.s from them. 

Thereupon the tena.nts enjoy the holdings paying rent therefor. They ha.ve the right of 
sale a.nd purcha.se. 

n. ta) Ao the rent for wet and dry lands is higher than the assessment in Govern. 
ment villages. it should he fixed properly. 

(b) The rent should be fixed as in Government villages. 
(e) RemiBBion should he gra.nted if there is a. failure of crops. 
(dl It is a.dvisa.ble to settle the rate of rent once for a.ll. 
Ie) Executive a.ction may he taken through the Revenue Settlement Officers. 

m. (a) The powers of collection of rent do not require a.ny revision. 
(e) In view of the present financiaJ stringency. rent should be colleoted a.fter a.llow

ing sufficient time. 

IV. {a) The tenants Bre entitled to wa.ter-supply while the responsibility of repairing 
irrigation works rests with the zamindar. 

(b) The tena.nts a.re enjoying fishing rights in the wa.ter-source&. 

V. (al They should certainly be surveyed. 
'(b) We are willing to pay such portion of the cost of survey as the Govemmen\ 

may reasonably fix. 
VI. The tenants are not willing to pa.y a.ny levies in a.ddition to rent. 



VII. (a) The tena.uts ha.ve no rights. The necessary ,rights should be conferred on 
them. 

(b) The tenants have no right at all. 
(0) The tena.uts have no rights with regard to public paths, etc. 

vm. (a) Irrigation sources and 'works should always be mairltained in good order. 
(b) The necessary powers should be vested in the Government. 
(e) The provincial Government m~y exercise such powers &1£0 mota. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi may be held as in the case of ryotwari villages. 
X. The tenants are bound to act in obedience to the zamindar in importa.ut ma.tters. 
XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should continue to be the appellate authority. 

(b) Actions between landholders and tenants may be tried in a.uy court. 
XII. (a) The zamindar may be empowered to take action similar to that taken by 

the Government in respect of unauthorized occupation of lands. 
(b) We have no objection to the landholder collecting jodi, poruppu and kattubadi. 

Memorandum by Mr. Chinnaswaml Pillal and 28 others, tenants of Shrotriyam 
Vengur vUlage, Tlrukkoyilur talult, South .beot dIIItrict. 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The shrotriyamdars grant pattes to the tenants and obtain muchilikas from 

them. Thereupon the tenants enjoy their holdings, paying the rent therefor. They have 
the right of sale and purchase. 

II. (a) The rent collected by the shrotriyamdars is higher than the assessment in 
Government villages. 

(b) Rent should be fixed as in Government villages. 
(e) Remission should be granted if there is a. failure ef crop •. 
(d) It is advisable to settle the rate of rent once for all. 
(e) Executive action may be taken through the Revenue Settlement Officer,. 

III. (a) The powers of collection of rent do not require any revision. 
(e) In view of the present financial stringency. rent should be collected after allow

ing sufficient time. 

IV. (a) The tenants are entitled to water-supply, while the responsibiI1ty of repair
Ing irrigation works rests with th .. shrotriyamdars. 

(b) The shrotriamdars have Do right to the dharba or cuscus grass growing in the 
water-sourc~s. 

V. (a) It is quite essential to survey them. 
(b) We are willing to pay such portion of the cost of survey as the Government may 

leaBonably fix. 

VI. The tenants are not willing to pay any levies in addition to rent. 

VII. (al The tenants have no rights. The necessary rights should be conferred 'on 
them. 

(b) The tenants have no right at a.ll. 
(0) The tenants have no right with regard to public paths, etc. 

VITI. (a) Irrigation sources and works should always be maintairled in good order. 
(h) The necessary powers should be vested in the Government. 
(e) The provincial Government may exercise such powers suo moto. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi may be held as in the eBBe of ryotwari villages. 

X. The tenants are bound to act in obedience to the shrotriyamdars in important 
matters. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should continue to be the appellate authority. 
(b) Actions between the landholders and the tenants may be tried in any court. 

XII. (a) The shrotriyamdars may be empowered to take action similar to that taken 
by the Government in respect of unauthorized occupation of lands. 

(b) We h&~ no objectio1' to the landholders collecting jodi, poruppu or kattubadL 
11-26 
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ltemorandum byltr. K. X. SubJ'abmania Ayyar, Kanager of ShloUiyam PIl1aU, Kanttl· 
paliem, ponnianlruppam, Vettulru1am and Xumarappanalckenpettal of Cuddalore \aluk 
In South Arcot disUict, dated 14th September 1937. 

1. That the petitioner feels glad that time has come to enquire into the condi. 
tions in zamindari areas and that the Hon. the Revenue Minister has rightly thought 
tit to move this long.neglected and so-called complicated matter in the commence· 
ment of the discussion. 

2. That the matter is complicated and long.neglected one is just the rpason why 
it should be taken up first and settled soon without more delay. The Committee that 
has been formed should be requested to hurry on the business to bring the same to its 
-end very soon so that the tenants and landed proprietors may get suitable and just 
redress on their numerous memorials submitted from time to time without proper redress 
till now. 

3. That it is highly necessary in the interest of both zamindar and tenant that 
judicial treatment is very necessary in the interest of justice between the landlords 
and tenants. 

4. Tha.t of late, the concession allowed to ryots in ryotwa.ri villages, by way of 
granting annually small reduction of revenue on account of prevailing high rates of 
assessment was not extended to tenants in proprietary villages. Remission of rent to 
tenants in proprieta.ry estates will involve renuction of peshkash payable to Govern· 
ment by landlords. I venture to submit that no distinction should be made between 
a. ryotwari ryot a.nd tenant. in proprietary estates. Heart burning on this account will 
add to the already existing ill.fp.eling of tenants against their landlords in many cases. 

o. Tha.t it is very necessary that for the well being of the ryots and tenants irri. 
gation sources should be maintained satisfa.ctorily. A ryot will not mind paying hi, 
dues to Government or the proprietor if sufficient arrangements are made for thd 
'imely repair and upkeep of their irrigation sources. There must be a definite under. 
standing on this point between the tenants and the proprietors. This item is most 
important among the points ~ be take~ for consideration. for t~e well being and pros
perity of the country. Puttmg off thIS matter for conSIderatIOn later on will mean 
continuance of dissatisfaction for zamindars and tenants and I am sure that the pr~"ent 
Ministry will not and shall not allow the same to continue. 

6. The petitioner in conclusion hopes that the committee will expedite the businc6iI 
m a. most successful manner in view to give relief to the zamindars and tenants labourinll 
nuder disadvantages for several years. 

The petitioner prays for long life and prosperity of the members of the committep 
for their onerous duty they have before them for discharge. 

M. K. SUBRABllANlA AYYAR. 

Memorandum by lIrIr. R. Xesava Raiu and 11 others, ryot.l of Nidamanga1am, 'l'anJore 
district. 

We have to pay melvaram to the Chatra.m department a~ the rate of Rs. 18 per acre 
per annum. But the kist payable in respect of first-class Government lands is only 
Hs. 9 per acre. Unable to pay this high rent we are experiencing great hardship. The 
lands belonging to some of us are distrained and auctioned for a.rrea.rs of rent. We humbly 
request you to fix a. fair amount as melvaram IlUd direct the Chatram department of the 
Tanjore District Board to receive it either in kind or in cash a.ccording to the current 
prices. 

Kemorandum by Mr. S. Slngaram Serval and nine others, agrlculturlst.l of the Mokhasa 
Pattiswaran Padugai village of the Knkbasa 'l'eDanlp&dugai yaUam, XumbakoJlanl 
taluk, Tanjore distlict. 

We have for a long time been holding land on lease in the aforesaid village and eking 
out our livelihood by cultiva.ting it. This village forms part of the Tanjore Palace estate. 
The lessee is now ha.rassing us very much. We are obliged to eke oot our livelihood only 
by cultivating the land in the aforesaid padugai. We are peying to the lessee the entire 
amount of the rent. We therefore very humbly reqoest you to remove the hardshipe caneed 
to us and to afford relief to us in respect of the lands which we have been cultivating for a 
longtime. 
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Memorandum by Mr. T. V.damaJa! and f01l1" others, ryots of the villages of AndagaUurai 
and Jrlaharajapuram Kilpadi, TirutturaipUlldi taluk. 

I. (a) The tenants are the proprietors of the soil. 
(b) The tenants have every right in the land. 

II. (a) Fifteen to twenty per cent of the net income or an e.mount which ie equal to 
the kist collected for Government land. in the neighbourhood. 

(b) The irrigation and drainage facilities, the classification of the land, the cost 
of cultivation and the current prices. 

(0) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent in proportion to the 
deficiency in produce. Remiesion should be granted when the produce falls short of 
18 kalams per acre. 

(d) It is advisable to settle the rate or share of rent once for all. 
(e) Yes. 

III. (a) Yes. 
(b) It should be laid down that suits for the collection of rent should not be filed 

so long as there ie no exchange of pattas and muchilikas and that action should be taken 
for recovering the arrears of e. particular year in the same year. 

(e) Rent should be collected in the same manner in which land-tax is collected 
in respect of ryotwari lands. 

IV. (a) The rights to water-supply are appurtenant to the lands. In some cases 
they are a matter of contract between the inamdars and the tenants. 

(b) The landholder has a superior right. It is the duty of the inamdars to carry 
out the repairs to the irrigation and drainage works outside the village limits. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The cost should be borne entirely by the landholder or in proportion to the 

rent fixed. 
VI. No. 
Vil. (a) The tenants should have the right of grazing cattle and collecting manure 

free of cost in the pasture lands and forests of the estate. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) The tenants have the right of using unconditionally the public paths, corn. 

munal lands and hill and forest porambokes. 
VIII. (a) The irrigation and drainage works should be maintained as at present by 

the Public Works Department. 
(1)) Yes. 
(e) The Government should exercise such powers suo moto. 

IX. Yes. 
X. The under-tenant should be subordinate to the pattadar and there should be no 

direct contract or other dealings between him and the zamindar. 
XI. (a) The High Court may be the final appellate and revisional authority. 

(1)) In civil courts. 
XII. (a) In r~spect of unauthorized occupation, it is advisable to grant a patta and 

collect the rent. 
(1)) Yes. 

Memorandum by Mr. S. Guruswami Mudallyar, President, XulIttaiai TaIuk Congrssa 
Oommlttee. on behalf of the tenants of the· zamln vlllages lD. the XulIttaiai taIuk. 
Trlchlnopoly district. 

I. (/I) The lands which the tenants have been enjoying hereditarily or which they 
have purchased belong to them. 

(1)) The tenants have the Bame rights in the land as the ryotwari pattadars have 
in Government villages. The zsmindar is the wholeo;ale lessee or the mirasidar. 

II. (a) Annas 8 per acre on an average is a fair rent. The rent on dry lands should 
be fixed as in the neighbouring Government villages without reference to their e1assifi
cation. Water-cess may be paid with reference to the facilities afforded for the supply 
of water to wet lands. 

n-26-.A. 



(b) An amount not exceeding one-si.xth of the net income from land should be 
fixed as the &IlIlu&i rent. 

(c) Yes. The rent should be remitted on an equita.ble basis and with reference to 
the preva.iling economic conditions. 

(d) The rent should be fixed once for all for & particular area. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) Yes. 
. (b) The powers of collection of rent should be simila.r to those in Government 

villa.ges. 

I 
(c) The cost of collection of rent will be reduced if p'uch:lyats are established in 

villages and the rent is collected through them. Arrears of rent should be realized by 
selling only the movable properties. The immovable properties should be left in the 
possession of the tenants themselves. 

IV. (a) No water-cess should be levied in respect of water-supplied from the water
sources which are not maintained by the Government. When the tenants acquire rights 

. in the land, they acquire rights in the water-sources also. 
(b) Formerly, the zaminda.r had no right in water-sources, but he is claiming 

rights now. As a result of this, the ryots are put to hardship and lose. 
V. (a) Yes. 

(b) The zamiilda.r should bear the entire cost. If, however, the tenants are willing 
to bear the cost, they can bear only one-third of it. 

VI. No. 
VIT. (a) The tenants should certainly have rights with regard to the utilization ot 

such fa.eilities. They have no rights at present. 
(b) They have no inherent rights. 
(c) Public paths, communal lands, hill and forest porambokes and shandy poram

bokes should belong to the panchayats. 
. vm. (a) Provision should be made for enabling the panchayats to maintain the 
irrigation works. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) These powers should be exercised by the Government 8UO mota. 

IX. Yes. But as a large amount of money is wasted on the jamabandis conducted 
now, they should be conducted in firka centres without expenditure to anybody. 

X. The undertenants have no statutory rights in zamindari a.reas. The pattadar ILnd 
the zamindar should have equal rights. 

XI. (a) There is no need for the Board of Revenue in this matter: nor is a special 
tribunal necessary as everything is settled in the jamabandi itself. 

(b) In Revenue Courts. 
XII. (a) Rent alone may be collected in respect of lands occupied in an unauthorized 

manner. 
(b) No. 

Genera! grieflance8. 

Although coconut, goa, tamarmd and other fruit-bearing trees have been assigned 
to the tenants, separate levies are collected in respect of these trees. These should be 
abolished. Further, if the aforesaid trees in patta. lands are cut down, a. levy of Rs. Ii 
and Rs. 7 is collected in respect of trees the rent on which is 40 pies and 60 pies respect
ively. This should be stopped immediately. As far as the Kada.vur zamin is concerned, 
the zamindar is rapidly surveying the zamin at his own cost and is taking steps to take 
over the lands in the occupation of the tenants. The Provincia.! Government should 
render immediate help to the tenants in this matter. The aforesaid survey should be 
suspended. Cart-tracks should be 80 links in breadth. According to the rapid survey 
conducted by the zamindar now, he is making these tracks very narrow and is thereby 
annexing the lands. The rent of Rs. 9 per kuli levied in the Kadavur zamin is high. In 
the !Uranur and Pannappatti villages in the Kadavur zaminda.ri, the rents are in a.rrears 
for the last ten years on account of the inability of the tenants to pay them. Accounts 
are now being written up in such a manner 89 to make it appear that amounts equal to 
the arrears of rent due to the zamindar have been paid by him in cash to the tenants on 
promissory notes. In the aforesaid zamindari, the majority of the pattas are kept as 
joint pattas and rent in excess of what is actually due is collected from the tenants 
without giving them particulars regarding acre'U(e. If the rent for' the \qst ten years has 
not been collected, a charge-sheet is mmed against the village munsif concerned and the 
amonnt is recovered from his pay. 



Xemorandum by X.:a.By. N. Subrabm&DY& A77Ar Avargal, Pleader, Zamin 'Byot, and 
Secretary, l1dayarpal&iyam Taluk Zamin Kyo18' Association, Arlyalur, dated 16th 
November 1937. " 

In response to your questionnaire published in the" Hindu," I &ubmit the following 
answers for the Bame. 

I. (a) The ryots are the owners of the aoil, neither the zamindar nor the State. Even 
if the ownership of the State is assumed, there is not much difierence as the ,Government 
is always by the people for the people., But the zamindars have really DO right to justify 
their eXistence and are contlDwng oWlDg to the ignorance of the ryots. They were 
originally farmers of the tax due to the Government, but, they have turned, out to be 
otherwise. ' 

(b) The ryots have got a heritable and transferable interest in the land" i.e., the 
'entire ownership of the aoil subject to the payment of a' fair, and equitable tax to the 
zamindar. 

II, (a) A fair iwd equitable tax is one-sixth of the net producieof the land. 
, (b) It can be fixed with reference to (i) the nature of the soil, (ii) the natural and 

artificial advantages for water-supply and (iii) the economic conditions. 
(e) There should be statutory provision ,lor remission of rent and the principles 

adopted in the ryotwari tracts may be adopted. ' , ' 
(d) Principles may be enunciated for fixing the fair and equitable tax. Settlement 

once £0\' all will wOI'k hal'dship to both 'parties. For the present; the tax now levied in 
the surrounding ryotwari lands may be taken as 'the fair anyquitalrle' tax, with all 
fluctuations. ' /' 

,(e) The Provincial Government should be invested witt( reserve powers by executive 
action through their Revenue Settlement Officers, wher~er the tax is found ,inequitable. 

m. (a) The powers of collection now given ,~' the landholder require, radical 
change. , ', 

(b) (i) The power of instituting suits as well as arrest of persons should be 
('emoved. 

{ 
(ii) The movable distraint should be limited to the growing crops &lone, raised 

in the same fasli or in the succeeding faslis. 
(iii) The cost of the sale of holding should be considerably reduced. But suffi- \ 

cient safeguards for the service of notice and tom-toms and the fixing, of upset price should 
be provided. " " 

The above two summary procedures should be through the District Munsif's Court 
under the Civil Procedure Code. An application for distraint and sale (court-fee' thereon 
being exempted) with tbe muchilika, should be made to the civil court,as soon as the 
arrear is due, which court will realize the tax by execution proceedings. All questions 
relating to the liability, excess, discharge and the like shall be determined by the court, 
as if in a proceeding under section 47, Civil Procedure Code. The process fees shall be 
levied at one-balf of the usual rate. Upset price shall be fixed at ten times the rent 1 
thereon, but shall not be below one year's rent. Service of notice by pfocess establish
ment shall be made personally on the defaulter. A landholder is not entitled to apply for 
summary procedure if it is found that he has not transferred the registry on application 
of the ryot. 

N .B.-It wonld b. ,.a{e if t.hp col1~otion of tax is taken up by the Government levying 5 vrr 
~ent D8 commisaion on thE" tot.al collet..-tlon. . t , 

IV. (a) The right of the ryots to the water-supply is inherent as being appurtenent 
to the land, provided the source has not been procured by the landholder out of his own 
money. ' , 

(II) The landholder has a. right to the SOlll'ce tapped, but the n'ots are entitled to 
'Use it on payment of water-rate, not exceeding the ryotwari supply. • 

V. (a) All the estates must be compulsorily surveyed and a record of rights should 
be maintained and be available to the ryots for sale from the taluk or the zamin office. 

(b) The costs of the stones alone should be collected from the ryots, while the oth~r 
expenses should be borne by the landholder. 

VI. The landholder should not demand a.ny levies in addition to the tax, not even the 
eollection cbo.rges. 

VIL(a) The ryots are entitled to all natura.! facilities for the purpose of agriculture. 
Every village not adjoining a. forest within a mile should be provided with a grazing ground 
MCording to the needs of the cattle. Forest and porambokes should' be available fO'i 
procuring ~cultural implementa and green manure subject to nominal payment. 

(b) For all agricultural purposes excluding domestic use, the ryots have a right to 
nse them', Rulijeot -... afores.id. ' '" '" 

(0) 'Both the zammdar and the' TYota' should ha.ve equsirights in public paths. ete. 
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vm. The irrigation matter should be taken up entirely by the Government and the 
:repairs and maintenance should be done through the Irrigation department and the costs 
should be recovered from the zsmmdar. 

IX. Annual jamabandis are absclutely essential and it will prevent the unauthorized 
occupation immediately. , 

X. The legal status of the undertenants with the pattadar should be governed by 
contracts and tbat with the zamindar by the provisions of the Estatea Land Act. 

XI. (a) There should ~.~ a special tribunal consisting of (i) the District Judge, (ii) 
the District Collector and (m) the Government Pleader of the district. 

(b) All matters excepting the realization of the tu by the summary procedure shall 
be determined by the special tribunal. 

.XII .. (a) The zami~da~ is entitled to eject tJ:te unauthorized occupier, by a suit in the 
!'pectal tnbunal or admit him as a ryot on receipt of one vear's tax due thereon which 
shall be fixed on application by the landholder to the special court. ' 

(b) No revision is necessary. 
N. SUBRABUANYA AYYAR, 

SSC1'stary. 

lIemorandum by the ZamjD Pappayambadl village Agriculturists AIIoclatlon, Kadavur 
estate, K:ullttalai taluk, TrlchiDopoly district. 

I. (a) The tenant. 
(b) The interest of a pattad,ar. 

II. (a) The ayan assessment is 9 annas per kani. In the zamin a sum ranging from 
8 annas to Rs. 2 is collected in excess of this for both wet and dry lands. This is for one 
kuli of 59 cents. 

m. The Madras Estates Land Act must be amended. 
IV. There is no irrigation iu this area. 
V. A record of rights should certaiuly be maintained. 
VI. No. 
VII. (a) There are 00 rights. 

(b) There is no right to use them free of cost. 
(e) There is no right with regard to anything 6xcept the public paths. 

vm. There is no irrigation in this place. 
IX. Yes. 
X. The under-t,enant has no rights. 
XI. In civil or special courts. 
XII. (a) Unauthorized occupation should be penalized. 

(b) The law requires reVIsion. 

:Memorandum by lrIr. II. B. CbinnMwami 'Udayar and 43 others, tenants of 'UDDlyur 
village. Kattupputtur mitta, lIusiri taluk. 

It is not known when thiJ< village was surveyed. Boundaries have not been fixed. As 
there is no place where we can answer calls of nature during the harvest season, we are 
obliged to do it in the interior of the village itself. Conse!J.uently, we have to experience 
much suffering during the rainy season on account of the outbreak of cholera and other 
epidemics. The population of this village is nearly 1,600. The cremation ground will only 
be 20 cents in extent. Mud taken from the surrounding wet lands has been dumped there. 
Further, the entire route to this cremation ground is cultivated. When we have to go to 
the cremation ground, we have to cross a channel which is neck-deep. We therefore 
humbly request you to visit the place, redress our grievances and see that things are 
restored to their former condition. 

lIemorandum byllr. Ayya l!Jadar and 40 others, pattadar of Tayllpattl village, Gollapatti 
zamiD, Sattur taluk, Ramnad district. 

We request 
(1) that the garden lands, etc., mentioned in the pattas of the aforesaid zamin may 

be surveyed and the extent thereof under the occupation of the respective individuals 
determined in acres and cents and patta~ granted accordingly; 

(2) that the excessive rents levied in respect of some of the garden lands in this 
zamin may be reduced and made equal to the kist collected in respect of Govern
ment lands; and 

(3) that the rent for the garden lands and dry lands ma;v be fixed with reference to 
the nature of the soil on the same seale 119 that adopted in ryotwari afeBl!. 
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Memorandum- by M.B.By.P. K.Vlrappa MudaliyarAvargal and 61 others, telUlllta Df 
Unnlyur village, Kattupputtur zamiD, Musiri taluk, Trichinopoly district. 

. The roads, cattle porambokes, pasture lands, cremation grounds _and other places, 
which were formerly jlsed in common by the villagers, have been assigned to the holders of 
lsnds near the respective places or other persons and rent is being collected therefor. __ 

Those who have no fields of their own are not able to keep cattle. Great hardship w 
experienced in this village for want of rdalls. There is no poramboke for answering calls 
of nature during tlie rainy season; nor is there any facility for draibmg the rain water. The 
owners of fields block as much water as they want for irrigating their fields' and the re
maining water stagnates in the village and affect. only the poor peopl.e living in- low-lying 
areas. There seems to have been originally several polamboke lands·in· this village. As 
this is an unsurveyed village, all of them have been occupied by influential persons. 

The rent collected by the zamindar for one acre of irrigated land is Rs. 20 and a sum 
of Rs. 10 is collected for irrigating the land once or twice with· the surplus water flowing 
from the Salem district. Thus the ryots pay Rs. 30 in all and have to ekt' Gut their livelihood 
only with the help of what remains after paying that amount. 

Hence, we request that the Government may be pleased to fix rents with reference to 
the clat!sification of the land and on a scale similar to that prevailing in the Government 
villages, tJirect .the return oLco.tn!!!!!.!!.":!..!I1!l~s_ fC)~p.1!blic u~_e and place the zamin ryots on 
a par with the Government ryots. .. . 

Memorandum by the zamin ryots of the Udayarpalalyam zamlndari, dated 7tli DeceD1ber 
1937. 

You are well a.ware of the present deplorable state of the zam indari ryots. We 
think, we have the honour to be the worst of the lost. The Udayarpalaiya.m zamindari 
comprises mostly of dry la.nds depending fully upon the whims of natural elements for 
their yield. The past decade has been one of continued draught. N'either the intolerable 
burden of the land rent which is more than double the rate of assessment in the adjoin
ing ryotwari area·, Dor the ta.ctics of the money-lender have been relaxed' during these 
yea.n. The cumulative effect of these two factors all these years have robbed the poor 
peasant of his meagre sustenance and involved him hopelessly into· debt. 

Most of the ryots have not been able to pay the rent to the zamindar for the past 
three years in spite of the unusually coercive methods of exaction both legal and' other
wise of the zamin officials. Only this year the elements seem to, be a. 'bitmercif~ and 
we are expecting to get a fair harvest of at least the cereals; though our main money· 
crop, the graundnuts, have been almost spoiled by excessive rain. 

Now the news has come all of a sudden that the zamindar has proceeded against the 
d~faulters for the faslis 1344, 1345 and 1346 in the revenue court and is going to execute 
decrees by the summary powers vested in him of sale of holdings, distraint of movables, etc. 
Some of us have been served duly with notices also. The dates for the revenue auction 
have been fixed about the middle of this month for the various villages. T~e crops 
have yet to be harvested about the end of the next month and marketed after at least 
three months hence to realize a part of the money to pay the kist. ' 

The action of the zamindar if it is to proceed unchecked will inevitably result in the} 
alienation of lands from the ryots. As none of the ryots have the means to buy the 
lands in auction, the lands are sure to pass into the hands of the zamindar· directly. 
The zamindar will take the lands as his priva.te possession and .classify' them under the: 
category known as Pannai ( u,..,~ ). The ryots shall be reduced to the unenviable, 
status of under-tenants thus becoming aliens in their own land and paying still higher i 
rents. ~ 

This calamity has to be averted at any cost. Under the present circumstances, 
the Revenue Divisional Officer, the District Collector and the Revenue Board are 
unable to come to our help in any way. Hence we, are. requesting you to come to our 
hel p and pass a stay order to the effect that the zamindar should stop all proceedings 
against the ryots until the present enquiry into the zamindari areas is finished and 
the necessary legislation is enacted clarifying the relation between the zamindar and 1 
the tenants. Such an action, we learn, have been taken by the Provincial Government 
in United Provinces. 

The Zamindar of U dayarpalaiyom is coUecting nearly three lakhs of rupees annually 
as land revenue from the ryots while the ryots are henfited to the extent of not eVeD 
8 single pie by the zamindar. He is paying only a.bout RB. 600 as peishkash to the 
(fflvernment. Unde~ these circumstances the zamindar haa· accumulated immense 
fortunes which he is investing in the wet lands in Ta.njore district. Hence no one need 
harbour any fear about the financial solvency of the zamindari· if ·the·,-stay: order, we' 
pray for. is pa.ssed. As the ma.tter is very urgent it deserves your first and Qeetattontion. 
Hoping to get a. kind response. 



118m_dam by Mr. Minnend. Swami, PnaideD.&. TricI1lnopolJ IJlakie' 00qnII 
Oc.>mmjUee. 

I. (a) Only the ryots and not the zamindars. 
(b) The ryots have all the rights of alienation and inheritance and the zamindar 

has only the right of colleeting rent. 
n. (a) (1) Rupees 7 and Rs. 5 per acre for double crop and single-erop wet la.nds 

respectively which Me irrigated by tanks or channels constructed and repaired by the 
zamindar a.t his own cost. 

(2) Rupees 2 per acre for single crop or double-erop dry land on which wet cropa 
Me grown and which is irrigated by the tenant with the help of the water from the spring 
found in zamin poramhoke lands. 

(3) A fla.t rate of Ea. 1-8-0 per acre for &l.I kinds of crops cultivated in glll1'deu 
land irriga.ted by the wells in the land. 

(4) Rupee 1 per acre for tirst-cla.sB dry mnds. 
(5) Anna.s -12 per acre for inferior lands. 

(b) Either the above classifications or the average income for five years and the 
economic condition of the tena.nt should be taken into account. 

(e) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent when damage is 
caused to crops by drought, famine, floods and pests. 

(d),A .fa,ir anc! equitable rent sl;lOuld be fixed once for all. It may be revised once 
in 25 years if necessary. 

_ _ (e) The settlement of rent should be entrusted only to the Revenue Settlement 
Officer~. . . 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindar should have the right to sue for lII'rearB of rent. But the decree 

should be executed only through the civil court by diBtraining movable and immovable 
properties excluding agricultura.! implem·ents and without 8.rresting the person concerned. 

(e) The collectioJ;l of reut should be . entrusted .to responsible village headmeu. The 
rent should be collected in five equal instalments from February onwards. 

IV. (a) The rights are inherent as being appurtenant to the land. 
(b) The water-sources in porambokes belong- only to the z .. mindars. But the 

tenant should be permitted to use the water from such sources. If he UBes the water 
in contravention of the settlement scheme, a penal levy equal to the rent may be collected. 
collected. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindars should bear the entire cost. 

VI. No. 
VII. (a) ct (b) The ryots have the right of grazing cattle and collecting green manure, 

etc., for domestic and agricultural purposes free of cost. 
(e) The ryot!l have the right of using public· paths, communal lands and hill and 

forest porambokes. _. ... 

vm. Ca) The zamindars are responsible for maintaining irrigation sources and works 
at their own cost. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) The powers may be exercised either 81£0 moto or on application by the a1feetell 

ryots. 
IX. Yes. 
X. So far as the zamindar is concerned, he has no direct relationship with tile 

undertenant. But the zammdar has the right to proceed against the land in his occupation 
and its produce for arrears of rent due in respect of that mnd. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should no longer be the final appellate and revi.nonaI 
authority; nor is there any necessity for constituting a Special Tribunal. 

(b) Only in civil courts. 

xn. (a) In the case of unauthorized occupation and cultivation of uncultivable land, 
a penalty not exceeding the rent levied on the adjacent land can be imposed aud the 
occupants may be ejected; in the case of cultivable land, a premium not exceedlDll" three 
times the rent on the adjacent land can be collected in cBsh and the laud may be assigned 
on application by the occupant. 

(b) Yes: ' . 
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AddItional 8ugge8tiom. 

1. The existing provision in regard to tr~e. in me patta lands of the ryots should be 
alIIended so that tile ryots llIay have the right to sell or cut down all kinds of trees, nG 
matter whether they existed before llllitl or were planted after that year. 

2. It should be statutorily provided .that the zamindars should set apart every year 
sufficient funds for laying roads and providing medical, crewt and other facilities. 

3. Statutory provision should be made for setting apart 121 per cent of the total beriz 
of the village for the salaries of the village officer ... 

4. The zamindari system should be abolished and all zamin villages should be con
verted into ryotwari villages and brought under the direct control of the Government. 

Memorandum by Kannankurlchi Zamin Ryots' Association. Kannankurlchi. 
Salem taluk. dated 30th November 1931. 

I. Ca) Property is the creation of law. According to Hindu jurisprudence the owuer
ship of the soil vests in the subject and the king is entitled only to a tax for the protectIOD 
that he affords to the subject. Whereas in England a subject CaDDot be the absolute 
owner of land but only a tenant. We need not go into the minute details of tbe growm 
and developms.nt of the zamindari system of land tenure. The zamindars are merely the 
agents of the I:ltate to collect the tax due to the State. The foreigners being full of the 
ideas of feudalism in their country, when they passed the regulations regardlDg the perma
neut settlement cODlpletely ignored the rights of the ryots, and delivered over as tenants 
at will. millions of free proprietors to the tender mercas of a race ,.f tax gatherers and 
spt'culo.tors Who, though not possessing a foot of land have been by a stroke of the pen 
converted into excl usive proprietors seignorial lords of the provinces. This blunder was 
sought to be remedied by subsequent regulations and Acts, but the just claim of the ryots 
have not yet been recognized. Their claim is long overdue. It rests with the present 
legislators to restore the ryots to their original status. By doing so they are granting 
nothing more or nothing less than what the ryots of justly entitled to. The ryots are the 
proprietors of the soil. 

(b) The ryot (tenant) is the full owner of the land including the mining rights. 
He is entitled to peaceful possession, enjoyment, right of transfer, use, etc. The ryot shall 
be entitled to use the land in his holdillg in any ruunner he likes in conforruity to his 
rights of full ownership. He is bound to pay the tax due to the State. In case the ryot 
relinquishes the holding after baving rendered the same useless for agricultural purposes 
by opening and working of mines or quarrying, he may be directed to deposit about 20 
times the rent with the special court constituted for the purpose to be paid to thE' State 
l~ss commission due to the landholder. The zamindar is the assignee or agent of the 
State. He is only 8 middleman between the State and the subject employed for collection 
of tax dne from the ryotM. The landholder shall be entitled to neither the mining rights 
in. nor the acquisition of the holding of the ryots for purposes of opening and working of , 
mlDes. 

II. (a) Before goin~ into the question of rent we should bear in mind that regula.
tions lind Acts relating to land tenures had introduced several terms which had caused 
great havoc on the ptatus of the individual proprietors of the soil. Tenant conveyed the 
idea that such person was not the owner of the soil and presumed that there was some 
other person who is the owner. So also rent connoted that whllt is paid by the individual 
proprietor is a payment to the owner of the soil; but whereas what he paid and intended 
to pay was only a tax due to the State. From this point of view it is quite clear that wha.t 
thA individual proprietors plly is on Iv II tax just as any other tax that was paid by citizens 
to the State in obedience to law. The individual proprietor pays tlJe due to the State not 
by way of discharge of a contract but in obedience to the demand made by the St,ate. 

The individual proprietor always means and includes the ryot, the pattadar (tenant) 
and mirasdar. A ryot shall always be nnderstood as a person who is the owner of the soil 
who lea!les Ollt the lands or who carries on the cultivation by himself or by employing 
labourers. The individual proprietor shall never mean nor include the zamindar the 
mittadnr or landholder, inamdar or jagirdar or poligar. ' 

The ryot is the person who investa capital and lahour a.nd CRmeS on improv"ment 
anil who i8 in actl10.1 enjoyment nnd posRe.sion of the lands. No doubt the "at shAll have 
to ahare the bl1rden of the oost of administration of the State: and the State shall Dot 
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oppress the ryots with too heavy a burden; left to itself the State would Du' cast ~ crush
ing load on the ryots. Unfortunately in between the State and the ryot there is a middle
man-zamindar, etc., whose sole Idea 18 to save &8 much as possible for himself neither 
carmg tor tht welfare of the ryots nor the State. l'he ryots are like children at the banda 
of a step-mothet. 

Under the present circumstances the zamindars, etc., always think that they are 
the owners of the soil and the ryots are their tenants or lessees who are bound to pay rent 
for the use and occupatIon of the land and forgetting all the while that they are merely 
agents or assignees of the State to c311ect and remit the dues to the State less commission. 
Hence the zamindars, etc., try to collect as much 8S possible in various ways. 

Whether lt is termed &8 rent or otherwise we shall always bear in mind that when 
we are dealing with the question of the amount payable by the ryots, the question &nsel 
:what is the fair and equitable amount due to the SLate. It is obvious that the burden of 
taxation shall not be too heavy on any section or class of subjects and especially it is 
desirable that the ryots shall pay a smaller proportion of the whole national charge. 

The tax or rent shall be fixed not with reference to the owner or occupier of any 
particular land; but it sha.ll be determined after taking into consideration the nature and 
situation of the soil with other surrounding circumstances. 

The dry lands surrounding hills or forests within a specified radius, say about a 
radius of three miles shall be &8sessed ranging from six aDDBS to twelve annas per acre. 

Dry lands on the plains shall be assessed between six annas to one rupee eight 
annas p~r acre, according to the nature of the soil. Wet lands shall be assessed at six 
pies per cent of land. 

(b) So far as lands surrounding hills or forests are concerned they are generally 
malarial or unhealthy for the cultivators to reside and carry on the cultivation. Further 
the crops and cattle are liable to be damaged by the wild anima.ls. So a lower rate i8 
intended to be assessed on such lands. 

So far as the dry lands on the plains are concerned they may be assessed on R 

slightly higher rate. 

As regards the wet lands there is no irrigation system in its proper sense in this 
district. But the so-called wet lands depend for its water-supply from the tanks bee.om
ing shallow day by day which in their turn depend upon the rainfall. Rainfall is very poor 
in this district. People are suffering for want of even drinking water. Nothing more 
ntled .be said about the scarcity of water for WOlt crops. 

Wet cultivation carried on by the ryots with water baled or pumped from the wells 
shall not be assessed separately as garden rates. 

(e) There shall be statutory provision for remission of rent, in cases of droughts, 
inundation or other calamities of the season and pests. 

Remission may be granted on the basis that is followed by the Government in the 
ryotwari areas. 

(d) It is advisable that the rate of rent shall be fixed in money once for all as stated 
in answer to question n (a) above. It is dangerou9 to leave the question to the officer 
or court to decide the rate of rent. The individual ryot will be at a disadvantage in get
ting redress in deserving cases. At times the litigation may prove too costly and even 
beyond his reach. It cannot be denied that the ryots are already suffering on account of 
economic depression due to appreciable fall in prices of food-stuffs, without the correspond
ing reduction of rent by the zamindars. On the contrary the zamindars werp, and are st.ill 
collecting mercilessly to the last pie from the ryots. 

If it is left to the officers to determine the rate of rent the ryots will be at a great 
disadvantage in the sense that the influence of the zamindars, etc., will have a grE:/l~ 
weight upon such officers. 

(e) The Government shall have reserve powers to revise, alter or rednce the rents 
in deserving cases and .that too within the scope suggested to in answer to question n (a). 

m. (a) The powers of collection of rent now given to landholders under the Madras 
Estates Land Act may be revised to certain extent so &8 to make it easier for the land
holder to realize the amount without harassing the ryots or the ryots being mulct with 
unnecessary cost. 

. (b) The landhoJiler shall resort to the collection of rent from defaulters bv wav of 
distraint and sale of movables at the first instance. . . 
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If he fa.ils to realize the amount by way of chstraint and sale of movables he may 
either proceed to sell the holchog or lile a suit under StlCtlon 77; the Jatter method sllall bo 
reserved only in cases of absentee ryots living beyond a radius of five miles from the hold
ing. 

'i'he landholder shall tender the patta through the special court constituted. for the 
purpose before ever he proceeds to distrain and sell the movables. The pattadsr shall 
be at liberty to raise any objection before· the special court as to the correctness or other
wise of the pattI' and have it rectified. In view of this provision the present section 77 (b) 
may be deleted. 

IV. (a) The rights of tenants to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant 
to the land in so far as they are the owners of the land and it is also a matter of 
contract where artificial irrigation system exists. In cases of artificial irrigation system 
the landlord shall not be entitled to wet rate unless water is supplied sufficiently to 
carry on wet cultivation. 

Ib) The landholder as euch has no any superior right in the water sources in the 
estate than what the ryot has The landholder's right is subject to the claims of the 
ryots over the water sources in the estate. 

V. (al It IS most essential that all the estates shall be surveyed; and a settlement 
shaU also be arrived at has been suggested to by us in answer to que~tion II (a). Record
of-rights shaU also be maintained compulsorily. There are cases wherein survey alone 
has been carried out without having r~cord-of-rights. It is desirable that immediate 
steps be taken to effect the compulsory maintaining of record-of-rights and settlement 
of rent. . 

(b) We submit that it is better that the Government undertakes the work, one
third of the cost may be borne by the Government, one-third by the ryots and one-third 
by the landholder and this will be a fair share of contribution by each of the parties 
interested. 

VI. In addition to the rent the landholder shaU not levy and coUect any other 
,um cu~tomsry or otherwise from the ryot •. 

VII. (a) Grazing of cattle. coUection of green manure and wood for agricultural 
implements are some of the essential adjuncts of agriculture. The ryot shaU be afforded 
as much facilities as could be available in the locality in respect of the above matters. 

As a right the ryots are entitled to free grazing of cattles on hills. forests, plains, 
tank-beds, etc., in the surrounding localities. The ryot shaU also be entitled to collec
tion of green. manure or wood for agricultural implements from forests, hills and tank 
bunds. betIs, etc. 

(b) The ryots have got inherent right to use them for their domestic and agri
cultural purposes free of coste. This right is being sought to be curtailed slowly to 
the great detriment of the agriculturists. 

There are extreme cases where certain landholders go to the extent of collecting 
taxes for the drinking water by cattle and men. Being the gift of God no Government 
can levy such taxes. To safeguard the interests of the ryots it is desirable that such , 
cases shall be dealt with severely. 

(c) P"blic paths.-The public paths whether in ryotwari, inam. or zamindari, 
etc .• villages shall vest in the Government as trustee for the benefit of both the ryot 
as well as the landholder. Either of them shan be entitled to free use of the paths 
without any restrictions whatsoever. 

In certain cases the landholders are in the habit of levying and collecting toIle 
from pedestrians. cartmen. cattle. etc. Tbis system of collection shall totally be prohibited' 
and defaulters shall be dealt with severely. • 

Communal lands.-Communal lands shall mean and include. threshing-Boors. ca.ttle 
stands. village sites, burial grounds. beds and bunds of tanks and of supplv, drsinaae. 
surplus of irrigation channels, grazinl! grounds and etc. These lands shall be prese";ed 
for the common use of the ryots. The landholder shall have no ril!ht in or over these 
lands. The tank-beds shall never be cultivated or assi/!lled for cultivation. or leased 
out for any other purpose. If it had been assigned. leased out such lands shall be 
acquired at the cost of the landholders. for communal purposes. A, few remarks about· 
conditions of the tl!Dks will not be out of place. 

The tanks are hecoming shallower and shallower due to natursl causes; and if 
tank-h~dR are allowed to be cultivated. the proceS9 is aecelerated and the tanks are 
beooming almost useless for the purpose to which they are intended for. More silt 
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is deposited in the tank-beds when water washes down the ploughed loose soil to the 
lower level. 1'hereby the depth of the ta~ 18 reduced frow loIme to time and the 
storage capacity decreaoeu. 

lnterested cultivators of tank-beds are in the habit of diverting the flow of water 
to the tlUlk so far as it lies in their power to save their own crops that they might 
have raISed in the tank-beds. Conliictmg interests are created in that; by the ayacut
dars desmng to store more water for their legitimate use and the tank-bed cultivators 
wli!blng that no water is stored. 

Grazing grounds shall not be leased out or cultivated or assigned for CultivatlOD 
by the landholder or any other perl!On. 

Hill and forest poramboke.-The ryots shall be entitled to avail themselves of tbe 
nataral facilities afforded by hill and forests free of cost. The ryota may be permitted 
to gather fuel for domestic purposes, take green manure, and wood for agricultural 
implements and graze. 

VIII. (a) Mainly tanks ore our irrigstion works. They have been neglected through
out and left in a stnte of disrepair as Dl ueh as it could p098ibly be done. There is no 
effective provision obligatory enough on the part of the landholders to have the irrigation 
sources and works in a state of good repair; on the contrary there are ample provisions 
to check the ryots from seeking any remedy either from the landholders or from the 
Government. The obstacles placed in the way of ryots are of a prohibitive character. 

It may be said that the landholders are immune from any action being taken 
against them by the ryots even for groesly neglecting to maintain the irrigation BOurces 
and works. In cases of existing tank. though in a very bad state of disrepair and 
ceased to serve its purpose for which it is intended, there is no end to the collection 
of wet rate made by the landholders from the ayacutdars. 

8ecure of their position the landholders are able to collect wpt rate mercilessly 
to the last pie from the once ayacutdars even in cases where the tank had totally dis
appeared long since without even any traces of its existence, and the tank-bed and 
bunds having been assigned for cultivation, assuming for their purpose that there existed 
tank. 

There is no way out for the ryots to escape from this unjustifiable collections 
made by the landholders. As regards the fair !Lnd equitable nature of rent the presump
tion-which is a dangerous presumption-is also in favour of the landholders; and get 
a decree against defaulting ryots from revenue courts as a matter of course. We submit 
that for purposes of levying and collecting wet rate the ayacut area shall not exceed 
the fun tank level area. 

A thorough survey of an the irrigation works shall be conducted with particular 
reference to the area of the tank-beds the length of the bund, the full tank level, the 
dimensions of the supply, drainage, surplus and irrigation channels, and the catchment 
area. of the respective tanks., The respective landholder shall bear the entire cost of 
the irrigation survey. The irrigation survey records shall be maintained and preserved 
by the Executive Engineer, the Superintending and the Chief Engineer, respectively 
shall also have a copy of the said records. 

The Provincial Government shall be vested with the rights to supervise, and to 
undertake the repair or maintenance of irrigation works. Once in a year the irrigation 
works in the estate shall be inspected by an officer of the Engineering Department not 
below the rank of a Subdivisional Officer, who shall send an inspection report to the 
landholder through the District Collector. 

The report shall contain the detailed estimates of the repairs to be carried out and 
the time required for the same. Within a fortnight of the receipt of the order, the 
landholder shall commence work and intimate the same to the Executive Engineer and 
the District Collector and complete the repa.ir mentioned in the report to the satisfaction 
of the Executive Engineer within stipulated time. 

, If the landholder fails to carry out snch works, the Executive En¢neer shall 
ondertake and complete the repairs as per estimate with the funds provided by the 
Provincial Government for the purpose. The cost shall be recovered from such land. 
liolder by the District Collector as land revenue. 

, Such powel'!! should be vested in the Government suo-moto. 

IX. Yearly jamahandi is absolutely net'eSS8ry as in the case of ryotwari vJ1JllgeB. 
to enable the ryota to obtain redress of their grievances. 
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X. l'he status of under-tenants to the pattadars depends upon contract as between 
them. Duch unaer-tenants do not geuerally attach themselves to the same pattadar for 

.any Jengtu of time. We SUbmit tuat they be granted the slUDe status as the under
t"u"uta ot the ryotwari pattadars. 'l'he zamindars shall have no cl&im or power over 
the under-tenants. 

Xl. (a) It is desirable that a speci~1 tribunal be constituted for the purpose. 
(6) Specu..J courts shall be constituted for trying actions and proceedings between 

the landholders and the ryots. 
'l'he revenue courts have neither time nor inclination to try such actions and 

·cases. It is humbly submitted that the poor ryots could not hope to get justice done 
to them. They have to wait from morning to evening and cannot be sure about the 
time when their case will be taken up for trial. They are deprived of the service of the 
council for sllch ooses are taken up only in the absence of any other matter and the 
·courts have' neither patience nor sympathy to hear and decide cases involving civil 
rights. 

XII. (a) In re.pect of unauthorized occupation of .Iands by the ryots, the zamindaro 
shall have no ri,gh~ of evicting the ryots. He shall he entitled only to collect rent from 
such ryots at the lowest rate obtained in the adjacent holdings. 

Unless consent in Wl'iting is given by the adjacent ryot the landholder shall not 
assign such Ia.nd to any other person. 

Such lands shall be assigned to the adjacent ryot without any premium whatsO
-ever. 

If such lands are assigned to or had been assigned to strangers to the detriment 
·or inconvenience of the adjacent ryot, such 81Ssignment shall be void. 

Any person found tl' be in continuous occupation of unoccupied land other than 
communal land in an estate for a period of six years prior to 1st of January 1937 shall 
be entitled to the grant of a patta to him with respect to such lands and shall not be 
liable to ejectment by the landholder by reason of any decree or order of any competent 
court passed previous or subsequent to the 1st January 1937. 

All such evictions aCter the 1st January 1937 shall be oC no effect and all persons 
who have been admitted by the landholder to be the ryots of such lands shall be deemed 
to have acquired no interests in such lands adversed to the persons who have been evicted 
therefrom in contravention of the provisions mentioned above. 

On t,he application by the evicted persons within one year from the date of 
commencement of this Act the landholder shall be bound to grant a patte and place 
them in possession. 

Such evicted persons who have been a.dmitted as ryots under the foregoing provi
sions sltnll be bound to compensate the outgoing ryot for all the improvements effected 
by him on such lands as determined by competent authority. 

(b) The inamdars may be directed to pay jodi, poruppu or kattupadu direct to 
<lovernment instead of paying to the respective landholders. 

We also beg to plar.e ROme of our grievances before the committee as follows :- , 
(1) 'fhe Ian dholder by himself shall not be empowered to impose fine on the 

village officers. 
(2) The landholders are in the habit of collecting tree taxes from the ryots even 

though there is no tree existing. Snch collection shall be considered as illegal 
I\nd ootally abolished. Trees when they become dry are fall down shall belong 
to the ryot. The landholder shall thereafter have no manner of right in it 
or on account of it. 

(3) In case the holding of a'ryot is brought for sale for arrears of rent, the land. 
holder nor his staff or the village officers shall be entitled to bid in the sale. 

(4) The holding of a ryot might have passed several hands by transfer or assign
ment, but the patta is not promptly transferred in the name of the present 
owner. The landholder shall be directed to enquire and issue pattas in the 
name of the present owner of the holdin,g. 

(5) The landholder shall not be entitled to" collect wet rates from the dry areas 
in ~.ase rain water is used fot wet cultivation. 

(6) There i. economic waste of lahour and time and increased co~t of cultivation 
dne to want of proper roRds and pathways. The existin!! roads are in a v .. ry 
had .t,nte of disrepair. We submit that Drovision mav be made for maintain
ing the roadway in good repair and also new roads and pathways mav be; 
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constructed to facilitate agriculture. It is a pity that every ryot is asked to 
pay road·cess; without providing him with proper road ways to carry on hi, 
avocations profitably. Whereas other sections of the public have the comfort 
of uSing good roaas. 

(7) The ryot shall be entitled to take silt from the tank.beds and river beds, free 
of COS\. 

We therefore request the committee that they will deeply consider over the humble 
8uggestlons made by us and strongly recommend to the :Madras Government to take 
emergent legislative measures in the lines suggested to by us and mete out bare Justice. 

Seoretaf'J/. 

Memorandum by the ryota of Sing&landapuram lWttll, Baalpuram \&Iuk, 
Salem dlstric', 

'1'he Memoranda submitted by the ryots of the Singalandapuram mitta, Rasiplll'lWll 
-taink, Salem district, through their representative and legal adviser, M:r. O. R. Partha. 
sarathy Ayyangar, B.A., B.L., vakil, Salem, for the kind consideranion of the Parliamentary 
Committee. 

1. (a) It is the tenant that is the propriet{)r of the soil. The tenants do not derive 
any title from the zamindar: The tenant has already been on the soil even before the 
zamindar came into heing. The zamindar is only the collector of rent as Sir Thomas 
:Munro calls him, • a farmer of rent'. There is ahsolutely no ground for laying down 
that the rights of the ryot in zamindaris invariably or even generally had their origin in 
express or implied grants made by the zamindar. The view that in large majority of 
instances, it originated otherwise, is the one most in accord with the history of agricultural 
landholding in this country. For in the first place sovereigns, ancient or modern did not 
here set up more than a right to a share of the produce raised by the ryots, in lands culti· 
vated by them, however, much that share varied at different times. And, in the language 
of the Board of Revenue which long after the Permanent Settlement Regulations were 
passed, investigated and reported upon the nature and rights of ryots in the various partA 
of the Presidency" whether rendered in service, or in money or in kind and whether paid 
to rejass, jagudars, zamindars, poliagars, shrotriyamdars, inamdars or to officers of Govern· 
ment,. . the payment which have always been made are universally deemed the 
due of Government." (Proceedings, Board of Revenue, dated 5th January 1818, quoted 
in Diwan Bahadur Srinivasa Raghava Ayyangar's Progress of the Madras Presidency; 
see also paragraphs 75 to 78 of the observations of the Board as to the relative rights 01 
zamindars and ryot in the Board's Proceedings, dated 2nd December 1864, appended to th9 
second report of the Select Committee on the Rent Recovery Act, 1864.) Therefore '0 
neat such payments by cultivators to zamindars as rent in the strict sense of the tenn and 
to imply therefrom the relation of landlord and tenant, so as to let in the presumption of 
law, that a tenancy in generalise from year to vear, would be to introduce a mischievous 
tic, ion destructive of the rights of great number of CUltivating classes in this province who 
have held possession of their lands for generations and generations. In support of this 
view that there is no substantial analogy between English tenant and Indi .. o ryot, it i. 
enough to cite the high authority of Sir Thomas Munro. Writing in 1824 he observe •• 
.. -the raiyat is certainly not like the landlord of England; _ that neither is he. like the 
English tenant" <Arbuthnotes Selection from the minutes of Bir Thomas Munro. Volume I, 
page 234) and why is this so? It is for the simple reason that the right of the ryots came 
into the existence mostlv not under any letting by the Government or its assignees, the 
zamindars, etc_, but independently of them. According to the native authorities. such 
rights were generally acquired by cultivators entering upon the land, improving it, a.nd 
making it productive. Manu and other Hindu writers have rested private property on 
occupa\ion as owner and right to possession of land is acquired by the tirst person who 
makes a beneficial use of the soil. Hence the well known division in these parts of thl' 
great lDterest in land under the ma.in heads of melvaram and kudivaram interest. Sir 
Thamas Munro puts it very cleariy. He says" a ryot divides with the Government .. n 
the rights in the land. Whatever is not reserved bv the Government belongs to him. He 
is not a tenant at will or for a term of years. He is not removable, because another 
ilffers more." 

I. (b) As stated above, the tenant has the absOlute right in the land. He has the 
right to alienate the land by sale, gift. mGrtgage or otherwise anil interest continue. 80 

long as the rvots pays rent to the landholder and he can use the land as he pleases without 
ir. any way impainng .the land fo~ agricultural purposes. But under cover of this principle, 
the zammdars try their be.t to eject the tenant, became he ha. dug some pits, or quarried 
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aome stone or made some brwks out of the mud excavated for levelling the ldolld. The Act 
js in tlus respect very defective. The landholder does not loose anything. So as the 
tenant pays tbe rent the landholder IS not a looser. 'l'he Ja.nd may be dry land and tbe 
tenallt lD order to improve the same by dlgglDg a well and gives irrigation facilities to the 
land, SlId if the tenants make an econOUlIC U&e of the mud, by making them int.., the 
bricks, the landholder rushes to ""urt to eject the tenSllt. The rock and stones and mud 
belong to the ryot. The landholder should nc.t be allowed to eject the tenallt,unless 
the ryot has permanently mad .. the land unfit for agricultural purpose. The right tbat 
the landholder bas in the land is tbe melvaram interest that is right to collect the rent or 
the Iring's snare. 

II. (a) Fair and equitable rent has not been defined in the present Act. Some deCl
tions lay down that the pajmajah rate is the proper rent. There are other decisions whlch 
go to the extent of laying down that contract rate may also be the proper rent, in spite of the 
fact that the contracts between parties are invalid if they are not in accordance with law. 
Section 24 of the Act lays down, that rent cannot be enhanced and as such contracts 
increasing the rent are unenforceaille. But under Act VIII of 1864 (the Rent Recovery 
Act) aJl contracts whether express or implied were enforceable. The fair and equitable 
rent has therefore to be fixed and fixed permanently without giving any room for the land
holder to enhance the same under some pretext or other. For the ryot is still helpless in spite 
of all the tenancy laws whlch tries to secure fixity of terms. It is no .. close upon a century 
a.nd a half since the late Sir Thomas Munro, expressed his apprehenslOns regarding the 
position of the ryot 6lld the zamindari. In his evidence befoTe the House of Commons 
Gn the 15th April 1812 he said as follows :-" The authority of the zamindar is so great 
that he will always find means, while they exist, to levy extra contribution on ryots in spite 
of the utmost vigilance of the officers of Government." Whatever might have been the 
motive of the aforesaid far-sighted statesman for the apprehensions in those days, their 
effect has oocasionally been felt of late in the enhancement proceeding. I must say that 
the fear of enhancement of rent by landlords does exist in thl. district in one form or 
another. In the Salem mitta and Singalandapuram mitta situated in the same district, 
a separate rent is charged on the trees raised by ryots lands wbo pay land-tax as well. 
This attempt led to a series of suits between the zamindar and the ryots which went up 
to the High Court whlch final1y held, the tree-tax separate from the land-tax as a va.lid 
one. 

The decisions were based on proved custom. The above decisions ha.ve up.et the whole' 
existing order of things in Salem. The evils arising from the unfavourable position of the 
zamindari ryots under the existing law in consequence of the omission to define therein 
their rights and liabilities in clear and positive terms cannot be better described than in 
the words of Sir 'l.'homas Munro. In his minutes of 31st December 1924 he says" he (th~ 
zamindar) might raise the assessment. If he were an old zamindar or a hill raja he fear 
of violence would deter the ryot from complaining. If he were a new zamindar the ryot 
would nine times in ten submit quietly to the loss not from fear of personal injury but 
from the well-founded fear of losing his cause in court." 

The prophesy of Sir Thomas Munro was realized in Salem. Since then there is an 
attempt at introducing the system of tree-tax Beparate from land-tax for all the trees grow! 
ing upon the ryots holding in the other zamins. Hence there is fear of enhancement of 
reut, in the shape of double rent in cases of mango, coconut, plantain, betel. areca and 
other crops. 

In some zamindaris, the enhancement of rent in the shape of wet and garden rates 
is levied by the landlords of the ryots on the ground that the ryot raised wet crops. Some 
zo.mindars occasional1y levy contributions on agricultural and domestic implements taken 
from jungles as also grazing fees although the tenancy law does not expresslv authorize. 
The position of the ryots under the Tenancy Law can be best described in the words of 
Sir Thomas Munro " The ryots by being placed under hlm (the zamindar) sink to the 
rank of tenants of the ~overnment to that of the ~nants ?f an individuaJ. They are 
transferred from a supenor,. to one whose IDterest IS to enlarge hls property at 
the expense of theirs, who seek, by every way, however, unjustifiable to get into his 
own l611ds C?f the vil1ages and whose situation affords hlm m611Y facilities in depriving the 
ancient possession of them." Hence, al1 protection must be given to the ryot so that 
his position ma.y be secured and there may be fixity of rent and tenure. Any amendment 
must be towards the fixity of the tenure, leading no room for doubt. 

n. (b) The considerations that should be taken into account for fixing the fair and 
equita.ble rent are the imJ.>rovement affected by the tenant on the soil, the improvement 
effedRd by the landlord, by which the tenant's land gets some extra benefit. In case the 



,land J0.JSe8 the benefit, there should be a corresponding reduction rent. Further the rate bed 
10 tile nelgllbourwg IIwds 10 tile IIodjllCent VUl"Ge8, Wlt1l BIIIII"., IMIV.nt.ages botll 10 Z&DlWe 
alld (Zovernment Vlllilges should be tliken into ..ccount along with the nature of the soll, 
tile tUC1lJ.tles for tranHport IWd the yield in the locality .nd tile pnce of tile tODd gnuna. 

lej There allould be a statutory reductiOns of rent us III uovernmellt vllIagea. The 
Revenue D,vlBlonal Olbcer snould bold j.nlUb.ndi .nd sa in Government villages reductIOn 
every year of rent on wet l.nds should be ordered by the .itevenue Divisional Otlicer In 

years of drought sa and famine. This power should not be given to the zamindurs .nd the 
reWlBSlon Which are applic.ble ~ Government villages, should mutatiB mutandiB be applied 
to Z&IIllndarl Villages al80. 

(b) The rent us has already been fixed at the time of paimash, there.is a recortl 
called the kayam tirva account of Durmathi year and the rate should be fixed once for all 
in any area after taking into consideration the various items mentioned in II (b) above 
and not leave the matter to be determined by lWy officer of court as it not only gives room 
for unhealthy litigation but also saps the vitals of the poor tenant. The rate should be 
lixed once for all and not leave the matter to court! to decide. 

(e) Of course the Provincial Government should have full powers to revise the
orders of the Revenue Settlement Officers in the matter of fixing the rate of rent. 

ill. (a) The powers of collection of rent now given to landholders under the Estate
Land Act require revision, both in procedure and substantial rights. 

The power of the landholders to bring the property to sale by distraint and attach· 
ment of tbe land is a cumbrous procedure. That the expense now incurred by the 
landholder is so heavy that the poor tenant is unable to beur. The procedure of notifying 
the same III the wstnct gazette 18 very costly. Tbere are court sales onder the Civil 1'ro
cedure <.:ode and the procedure adopted for court sales may also be applied for the proeeed
ings of sale under section 112 of Estates Land Act and rent decrees. 'fhere is no ditliculty 
now, as the whole of the Civil Procedure Code is made applicable under the present Act. 
A copy of the sale certific.te may also be sent to the Sub-&gistrar for being filed in his 
office and thus the fact of sale will be notified to the public. With regard to the procedure 
under section 11i1, the Collector should first insist on the copy of the patte. exchanged or 
which is in force, to be produced along with the application under scction 112. 

Distraint is a thing which is unknown to the Indian law and the procedure now in 
force is so very complicated that it not only entails a long delay but also a heavy loss. To 
avoid all these, the landholder should have power to apply to the revenue wspector, as in 
the case of ryotwari tenure, to authorize the village munsif to distrain movables such us 
c.ttie, etc., of course other than those exempted under section 60, Civil .Procedure Code, 
and sell them after 15 days of the attachment. This would give great relief to both the
ryot and the landholder, with all its safety and also Speedy and less costly machinery for 
the recovery of the arrears, of course with the eight kiats for payment. 

IV. The right of the tenants to water-supply depends upon the classific.tion of the 
land and is inherent to the land and it is not a matter of contract. The sources of irriga
tion at the time of the permanent settlement has been fixed. The area cannot be increased 
by the landholder by contract with parties, as by increa..ing area for irrigation, the supply 
for the painlash wet lands become precarious. The landholders, in their greed to increase 
their income are ready to convert the dry Jands into wet and some tenant also agree to pay 
increased rate for the landholder agreeing to allow the use oC water. In case tbey are also 
allowed to use the water from the source to the dry lands, the original wet ayacutdars' 
supply is dinlinished. By such increase of the ayacut the real holders of wet lands are put 
to heavy lOBS and thus there is not only loss but also the mutual strife in the village is 
increased. 

The landholder has no superior right in the water-sources, except bis right to preserve 
the same for the benefit of the lands which are entitled to the right of irrigation. In case 
the landholder increases the rute, which increase cannot go higher than return of six per 
cent on the outlay. This rate must be fixed by the Collector of the district, after the 
inlprovement has been registered. After the registration of the improvement, the Collec
tor shQuld also fix the area which will be irrigated by the said new sources or the old one 
improved. Further the ryots who are entitled to the source of irrigation mu~ also b& 
-directed to preserve the channels and Ceeders of the source. 

,. V. (0) All estates should be surveyed and a record-of-rights compulflOrlly maintaine<1. 
'This will1eave no room for any doobt about the rights oC the parties. This is very import
ant. Thouj:(b the SYRtem is called a permanent settlement, there is neither any settlement 
nor permanency as hptween the landholder and the rvot. Forther, the wet ayacut onder 
each source mORt he fixp.d and should not be inereased at any eost. 
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AS for the cost of the ~\Il"Vey andrecord-of-rights, the landholder shoulel bear the 
whole coat of s\ll"Vey and the tenant the price of the demarcation stones.. The reason 18 

that the landhold~r by simply keeping quiet in his house collects the rent from ryots, 
whereas the ryotwho has to toil all the year roun~ without su1licient recompense, for hie 
labour and outlay, with this unsettled state of the land law on the one hand and the greedy 
money-Ieneler harassing him at every step, and above all the precarious rainfall in .these 
days staring in the f&ce. , .• 

. VI. The landholder is Dot entitled to levy any customary or other fees on the ryota 
under any name whatsoever. 

VII. The tenants should be allowed rights of free grazing 'which alone will make him 
maintsin good cattle and the right to cut green leaf and wood for bona fide agricultural 
and domestic purposes free' of cost. Otherwise, the tenant is not able to improve the land 
or manure the same. 

Public paths and communal lands should be preserved and the landholder should not 
assign them for cultivation or convert them for any purpose other than the one for which 
the same was reserved. The landholder should preserve the forest; by which alone ra.in 
could be ensured. It is only on account of deforesting that the ra.in in these parts ha.ve 
become sca.rce and in one estate Singa.landapliram, wa.ter.even. a.t .the depth of 60 f~e.t ~s, 
Bcarce though they are forced to pay Rs. 15 per acre and m. thiS VIllage. All tanks, hills, 
tank bunds, are all assigned on patta to ryots. 

The tenants should be allowed the full benefit of the natural fllcilities such as grazing 
of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for agricujtura.! implements. Ca.ttle breeding 
was formerly a part of the occupation of the agriculturists. Since the introduction of the 
forest la.ws or forest rules all fa.cilities for this industry are cut short, and Sa.lem cattlll 
ha.ve therefore lost their reputation and attraction and are now decidedly deteriorated, 
in spite of the Cattle Breeding Station at Hosur. The famous Alambadi and Tiruchengodu 
breeds belong to the district.. Salem was once supplying the neighbouring diatricts wi th 
its superior stock, as tilling' and draught cattle; but there. has been a rapid deterioration 
in the qua.lity and decr~ase in the number owing to the constant attack of cattle disease 
and forest laws,. ~ believe there e.xist obsta.cle.s to the extension of irrigation arising from 
insufficient supply 'of cattle suited to the cultivation of irrigated land for the following among 
other 'grounds :~ . , 

'. '(alThe want of introduction, cultivation and preserva.tion of fodder crops in. the 
, district to enable the ryots to meet tile required, demands of their stock through, 
. out the year . 

. (b 1 The absence of the formation,' extension and maintenance of cOmmon frf:e . 
grazing grounds a.nd jungles to meet the existing demands. 

,(c) The existence, maintenance of specially protected reserve forests, reserve an& 
the proposed' reserved land, wherein grazing is rendered doubly penal, (il by' 
iinposition of a. fine levied under Ca.ttle Pound Act, and (iil by prosecuting th~ 
owner and convicting him again under the forest· rules and.la.ws; a. double punieh~ 
m~nt .inflicted fora. single ofl'ence.F?rest rules, no doubt, a.llow ~zing on per, 
mlts Issued 01'1 payment of the prescribed fees. But these permits a.re. often, 
offered much hardship to' the. 'ryot population. In my opinion, .the forest law, !'9' 
it no~ works for will in the lo~g r~n exte~inate the valuable speCIes; no special 
a.re .. 18 set apart for the browsmg m the neighbourhood of places where they are, 

. kept by agriCUlturist. . 
'In the case of zam'inda.ri tra.cks, the za.mindar, who is the owner ef all hills, da.les and' 

porambokes assigns every nook and corner leaving no spa.ce for the ca.ttle to graze. For 
instance, in the, Singala.ndapuram mitta in Salem district the zaminda.r has &Bsigned all 
the hills, tank beds and channels and. a.ll porambokes. The za.mindar has a.ssigned the old 
tank bed which is at a.bout 200 acres ,in extent now converted into wet lands and put up 
a. new tank with a.n area. of, 50, acres. Thus when the villa.gers ha.d 200 &Cres of tank bed, 
for grazing their. ca.ttle, ,they a.re now, depri~eli,of -it and even the slopes of hillocks ha.ve. 
been assigned. . .. 

The efficienoy of a farm is admitted on all hands, to be due to systematill' rDannriilg' 
But wjthout keeping ill a. stock II sufficient number of cattle, sheep 'and goa.ts, this aemand 
~a,!nn! he .uIlPlied.. In order to ma~tain a fold successfully. common hee gi'a.zing ground 
\s mdlspensable. . ' ..... . 

'Rut this i, virtually denied bv· the fnrest laWs' a.ncl' forest rilles. Further owinli .;; 
e ... w ... oultivat.ion in· recent yea.ra·in the villages,'no cultivable' area. or other Wa.ste·'a.nc1 is' 
\!VllilI\hle .for flI'8.IIillll. , . " , .• .... . . ... " " . " 
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VIII. (a) All major works of irrigation in~luding big projects irrigating Wl area of 
200 acrtlS and upwarus Wld aU other rw.lway-anectlDg swail \aJlK8 are c._ed as worb. 
and are m cnarge 01 the l'ubllc Works lJepartment. 'J.'he w&mtenance, slit clearance and 
other repalI's 01 mmor Il'rigatlon works, Whether in Government or zammdarl villages are 
supposed to be sttended to under .. kudimaramat .. system or free labour constituted h,)' 
ryots. 'J.'he headman of the village or the village officer through his inlluence as such haa 
to look to the performance of conservancy and repair according to the rules and orders of 
the Board of Hevenue. But unfortunately he is not invested with any power to enforce 
the due performance of the customary labour as occasion arises. The only punishment 
he can give the ryots under the rules is to warn them for losses caused by their negligence 
to perform the usual works of conservancy and repair. Hence the repIDr executed in 
ref"rence to minor irrigation works is by no means satisfactory. The result is that tanks, 
anients and channels are silted up year by year and offer obstruction to free flowing. The 
channels and embankments are covered with prickly-pear and other pernicious weeds and 
underwoods. No earth work is properly done to clear up accumulations and other obstruc
tions in the channels; hence great confusion exists in regard to repairs of minor irrigation 
works. 'I'he taluk or divisional officers of the Revenue Department evince little or no 
interest during their tours in this behalf. No returns are called upon to show how many 
cases of minor irrigation works and their supply channels were inspected by them. Legis
lation is sadly wanting to regu/ate a systematic executing of the above works or to exact 
free labour from the cultiva.tors. The question of agricultural improvements such 0.8 

attending to a.ll repairs to irrigational works to bring them into thoroughly satisfactory 
state is one of the vital importa.nce in this country. The Government will be conferring an 
inestimable boon upon the agricultural population, if it takes up the question in their 
hands a.t an early da.te. For under the Hindu society, in villages, where co-operation is 
sadly wanting even among the members of the sa.me family or society, they do not make 
a common cause, even in the matter of petty repairs connected with productive works of 
irrigation. It is therefore necessary that the Government should ta.ke over the repairs in 
their own ha.nds for the benefit of the owners concerned a.nd bring the work to the same 
eatisfactory state as Government works and recover cost from the Ia.ndholder . 

. Very much incOnvenience is really experienced from the lia.bility of ta.nks to silt up. 
Every shower of rain which supplies the tank with water by mea.ns of the surface drain
a.ge from the ca.tchment area.s bring on accumulation of pa.rticles of earth from the soils 
under cultiva.tion a.nd deca.yed vegetable matter from the jungles. Occasiona.lIy cultiva
tion is a.lIowed even within the waterspread. In most of the zamindaris, such as Salem, 
Kanankurichi, Singalandapuram:, Andipatti, major portion of the tank beds are assignf!d 
and the wa.terspread is not even a fourth of what it ought to be or what it was at the 
forms of permanent settlement. Alluvial matter accumula.tes itself in the beds of tanks 
year after year in so imperceptible a degree, that I think, it is impossible to keep any 
statistics liS regards the annual depth of this accumula.tion. To my knowledge tbere is lJO 

custom of removing the silt by dredging or otherwise. Accumula.tion of alluvial earth 
forming into clay from within the beds of tanks, are being ta.ken away by village potters 
for manufacturing pots, tiles, etc., and sometimes bricks. The finest alluvial deposit on 
beds which mainly consists of decomposed a.nd decayed animal and vegetable matter a.re 
occasionally used for manuring impoverished lands, who find it difficult to maintain cattle. 
Further the hill tops and slopes a.re being rendered bare and bald with the result that 
rain is made scarce. Further the ryot who has to cultivate bis la.nds has to get his imple
ments. The Agricultura.l departmetrt, who are making researches on lines, advise the 
ryots to substitute iron ploughs for the wooden ones. The iron ploughs are supplied by 
the department itself. The ploughs are purchased by the department for Rs. 5 from the 
maker and are supplied to the tenants for Rs. 6 thus making a profit of 20 per cent. More
over. the spare parts are costly and not within the ea~. resc? of the ryot and by substitnting 
the Iron plough for the wooden one, we only foster Impenal preference. Whereas, if the 
wooden plough is kept, it cannot only be substituted easily but also remedies the 
unemployment p~oblem to a certain extent. It gives work to the village coolie, carpenter 
Bnd the blacksrruth; thus the ryot should be allowed the use of the wood for bona fide 
agricultural purpose. So also the ryots should be allowed to cut green leaf for the manuring 
of the wet lands. 

(b) Tbe tenants have an inherent right to use the trees and leaves for their domes
tic and agricultural purposes free of cost. The Fore.!; department was reorlranized in 
accordance with the sUIr!!estions of Dr. Branrlies and II Forest Act passed for Madras 
Presidencv. Act V of ~882 .. Side by side 'with the Forest department. a Jungle Conser
YanCY Fund was orl!8111zed m 1859 under the Revenue denartment with the ohie~t of 
conserving and extending village jungles, 8 local tu on firewood and charcoal made for 
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Ale was levied through the village officers and applied for the formation of plantations, 
topes and avenues hewg understood that the privueges of ryots in fuel, leaves for manure 
and wood for implements intended for their own use and not for sale should be lett unrus~ 
turbed. ('l'he Manual of Adnunistration of the Madras .l:'residency, page 315, footnote.) 
~'hus. the villagers, who were enjoying these ancient unrestrained pnvueges should be 
revived. 

• 
(0) The communal lands, paths, have all been excluded from the assets of the 

mitta. The landholder has no right in any of these communal lands and paths. On hilla 
and forest porambokes, the landholder has absolute right of ownership subject to the right 
of free-grazing and removal of wood and green leaf for manure by ryots. 

If such clearance are made in tanks the zamindar charges the ryot and levies some 
fee. It is very much to be regretted that both ryots and zamindars have not understood 
the usefulness of the accumulation. The above methods of silt clearance do not count for 
anything at all. In my experience I know that tank beds which were deep when I first 
saw, have now been silted up to heights varying from three to four feet and are getting 
shallower year by year. Towards the prevention of the ultimate silting up of the tanks 
~o attempt was ever made and no steps are being taken. If this state of thing is allowed 
to go on, I am afraid, that in the course of half a century or so, all'tank beds will doubt
less come up to the level of their embankments. 

Provincial Government should have power to compel the landholder to repair these 
sources and in case of default to take up the work themselves, as is now done, with regard 
to railway-aJiecting tanks. The Government should authorize the Public Works Depart
ment to inspect the tanks every year and in case of need order repairs under the direct 
supervision of the Government. 

IX. The yearly jamabandi must be made compulsory, and that the Revenue Divi. 
sional Officers should be made to hold jamabandi as in the amani villages, so that the 
ryots of the mitta may also have an opportunity to vent their feeling to the Government 
and get redress. This will also help the ryots to ge.t. remission for drought and famine, 
and the irrigation works may also be inspected by the Officer holding jamabandi. so that 
the source of irrigation may be kept in a perfect condition. 

X. There are a class of tenants called under-tenants of the ryot. The Madras Estates 
~and Act is not applicable to this class of tenants, and the relation between the ryot and 
the under-tenant 18 one of contract and governed by the Tenants Protection Act. The 
landholder has DO direct connexion with the under-tenant. The under-tenant under the 
ryot has no power of alienation snd his relation with the occupancy right is a contractual 
relation and payment of competitive rent. The occupancy ryot can evict the under-tenant 
under the provisions of the Tenants Protection Act and that he is a yearly tenant or one 
at will for a term of years. Unlike the occupancy ryot, the under-tenant can be driven 
out for breach of contract· or other provisions. The under-tenant acquires no occupancy 
right in the land nor by adverse possession, as his possession is only permissive. 

, 
The relation of the zamindar to the under-tenant.-There are two classes of under. 

tenants. Tenants cultivating the pannsi lands of the zamindar and the other class is the 
lessee of the zamin itself. ,1'here are cases where permanent lease of the whole village is 
granted by the zamindl1r on condition of the lessee paying a fixed amount every, year. 
Here also as in the first class of cases, the tenant is in the same position as the tenant 
under the ryot; in case of disputes, it is the zamindar that has to prove that the land is his 
home farm or pannai lands, as all land in an estate are ryoti lands. Then it is for the 
tenant to show that he has acquired occupancy right in the land. In the second class of 
CIloses, the under-tenant of the whole village the relationship is also one of contract, and 
~he contract is a permanent one, and the zBmindar cannot eject him or otherwise drive 
away the under-tenant. The zamindar is only entitled to his lease amount which he can 
recover by way of suit. In case the zamindBr fails to pay the amount, the under-tenant's 
property will be sold in anction for arresrs of peshkash and the lease will 
come to an end. If th~ nnder-tenAnt is careful to have his name re/ristered in the rel!istrv 
then the Collector would /rive no~ice of the default of the zamindar, when the nnd"'r~ 
tenant can pay the am~unt of arrears and th.us save the property from being sold in auc
t'on for arrears of pubhc revenue. The zammdar has no connexioD with, the ryots at; all. 
lnot like the zRmind"r being Rn sBBignee under the Government, the under-tenant is aD 
M.i!!Tlpe \m~er the p.amindar. This under-tenant has the right of alienating t.hAprollf'Y'ly 
demised, aneI can also mortgage or sell or gift it away. This class of leases is called ijarda,rW; 
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XI. The Board of Revenue should not be final appellate authority as well as the revi. 
lional authority in all proceedings between the zamindar and the ryot. The High Court 
would be final appellate authority. Further, all disputes. should be tried by tlpeclal Tribu· 
na.ls constituted for the purpose with a right of appeal to the High Court, from the decision 
of the Special Tribunal. Before the present Act, there was concurrent jurisdiction vested 
in both the civil and the revenue courte, and it is only under the present Act, that exclusive 
jurisdiction for the revenue courts have been given. As the presiding officers in revenue 
tourta are lay men, without any training m law, it is better that they also should be 
trained and a course of training in procedure and civil law given to them in case the juris
diction is continued in the revenue court. It is better to create a Special Tribunal and 
take away the jurisdiction of the revenue court. For example, when the tenants in Sin· 
galanthapuram village filed a petition for reduction of rent under section 38 (1) (b), the 
tenants alleged that the permanent source on which the wet lands depended has becolDe 
e:rtinct. The landholder alleged that the source mentioned by the tena.nts was not the 
source, but another source was the source for the wet lands. Then an issue was framed 
as follows. What is the source of irrigation for the suit wet lands? The court after ela.
horate enquiry gave a finding that neither was the source and dismissed the petition. If 
only the presiding officer had a legal training such a finding would not have been arrived 
at. Hence it is submitted that the civil courts may be given the jurisdiction to try suits 
under the Estates Land Act failing which Special ,Tribunals cr:e.ated for trying suit. under 
the Act. 

Xli. (a) The zamindar should not have the power to evict the ryot. The tenant 
trespassing on the poramboke should be charged with the double dry rate as the sivayijama 
cultivator in amani lands are dealt with. But at the same time, the zamindar should not 
be allowed to assign all porambokes, and the tenants also should not be allowed to occupy 
all porambokes. Communal porambokes and forest should be reserved for communal and 
grazing purposes, and it 'is only the' old wastes which is at the disposal of the zamindar 
that should be allowed to be assigned. In case the ryot pays three to five times the sssess
ment as nazar, the landholder should be compelled to assign the poramhoke occupied by 
the ryot. 

lrurther, lands which are set apart for communal purposes and for irrigation purposes, 
and which have been assigned by the landholders should be recovered to communal pur. 
poses, and the occupiers of such lands evicted. 

(b) Of course, the law with regard to collection by the landholder of jodi, poruppu, 
kattubadi from the inamdars require revision. As the law stands at present, the 
zamindar has no charge for the arrears of jodi, etc. In case of default by the inamdar to 
pay up the arrears, the zamindar has only a right to file a suit in a civil court and get 
a simple money decree. Jodi, etc., is also rent, but at a favourable rate. Hence, the parti. 
cular land for which the jodi falls in arrears must be created a charge, as rent is the liTst 
charge so that there may be security for the zamindar for the amount due to him by the 
inamdar. 

C. R. PABTHASARATm ArrANoAB, 
Vakil, Salem. 

Memorandum by the ryow of Shivapet, d&ted 25th November 1937. 

1. Landholders and ryots. 
2. Almost all the lands under .z~mindari villages are under the occupation of ryote 

only. 
(a) The land ta:r. should be in accordance with ryotwari villages and collected 

accordingly. 
(b) It is very well known to one and all that the land tall of Annathanapatti and 

Pallappatti villages in Salem taluk is higher than ryotwari villages., 
(c) A special power, therefore, is necessarilv to be vested with the Government to .• 

reduce and correct all such cases when necessary .• 
(d) With that special power the land tax can very easily be fixed through the 

Revenue Settlement department which specially works (or It. 
S. No amount other than land ta:r. need be collected by the zamindara from the so-called 

poor agriculturists on any account. " 
4. The, ilgriculturiste of zamindari village should freely be permitted for grazing cattle 

in waste lands and gatl;1er manure, therefrom, besides that of other natural conveuiencet 
hitherto being enjoyed. " 



5. The zamindars should not obstruct any of his subjects from BO gathering manure 
purely for agricultureJ purposes. 

6. All BOurces of irrigations such as anieuts, channels, etc., should necessarily be 
1Dspected and repaired once a year, in the least. 

7. A special power is also to be vested with the Collector of the districts to see if all 
such repairs are properly being carried Il~. 

8. Otherwise the Government will on sufficient grounds make all sueh repairs and the 
cost must be recovered from the zamindars concerned. 

'9. There should also be a jamabandi checking of village accOunts ot zamindari vil
lages once a year as that of ryotwari villages. 

10. All the disputes between the ryots and zamindars must be remedied only through 
Civil courts. 

11. As there are still so many zamindari villages unsurveyed, those must now naces
Harily be surveyed and the lands are to be assigned in the names of rea.! occupiers of the 
same and the tax be fixed according to the actual measurement. 

12. 'I'he Government should vest power with itself to insist such surve:r. 
13. The purchaser of any zamindari lands should necessarily be made a registered 

pattadar, in the same fasli without which the zamindars should make no collection.of the 
land tax for such lands from any parties privately or through court. 

14. The agriculturists of zamindari village are not, having the facility of receiving any 
loan with the registered banks or co-operative societies or land mortgage banks for the 
reasons that the lands are not surveyed and the pattas are not effected in the I:lames of 
real owners and. the extents of lands are not in accordance with the village accounts main
tained by the zamindars. 

15. The Government should have special power to enforce the zamindars to get all 
the lands surveyed, and land taxes fixed according to the actual extent. 

16. The land tax for wet lands in any zamindari village should not exceed Rs. 10 
and Rs. 7-8-0 per acre according to the classes of the source and any amount more than 
that should therefore be modified and corrected. 

17. All the registered banks and co-operative societies and land mortgage banks must 
be put to co-operative and keep the agriculturists of all the zamindari villages like that of 
ryotwari and grant loans according to the circumstances and value. 

IE>. The village accounts of Pallapatti village in Salem taluk will not show the real 
owners of lands since many years 75 per cent of it are utterly false and incorrect. 

1!l. The rains during the year in Salem district especially are few and the tanks are 
or only three months capacity utmost. 

20. The land tax for instance is on an average Rs. 17-8-0 per acre of wet land in 
Annathanapatti and Rs. 15 in Pallapatti. 

Under the circumstances your bumble petitioners pray that your honour may kindly 
be pleased to make a persQllal enquiry in the matter and render the poor ryots all sucb 
protective measure prayed for, in this, in addition to all such other relief as your bonour 
finds deem fit. 

Memorandum by the Yercaud Ratepayers' Association, Yercaud, dated 
8th December 1937_ 

I. (Il) The zamindar. 
(b) The improvement of the la.nd to produce good crops. 

ll. (Il) Rs. \I per acre of wet land and Re. 1 for dry land. 
(b) Irrigation facilities, nature of the soil, position of the land with regard to easy 

access, transport, etc. 
(c) Yes. Bad season such as failure of the monsoon, cyclone, storm, floods, cattle 

disease and insect pests which cripple the tenants considerably. 
(d) It is advisable to settie the rate once for all. 
(e) Yes. In the interest of the tenant the Government must have reserve powers. 

m. (Il) Yes. Certainly. 
(b) The system in force for collection by the Revenue Department. 
(c) Arbitration. 

IV. (Il) It is inherent and must be so reoognized. 
(b) No . 

. V. (Il) Yes. 
(h) The landlord should bear the whole cost. 

, 
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VI. No. This will lead to oppression. 

Vll. (a) These are facilities which the tenant should possess and must be recognized 
as inherent. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) Common. The tenant should have the same right as the landlord. 

VITI. (a) The burden must be on the landlord. He should be held responsible t,> 
see to this. 

(b) Yes. in the interest of the tenants. The oost should be recovered from the 
zamindar. 

(e) On application. 

IX. Yes. 

X. The same as exist in ryotwari lands. The under-tenant must have the same 
privilege from the pattadar which he enjoys from the zamindar. 

XI. (a) Yes. Arbitration in the first instanoe would simplify matters. The deci
sion of the Board of Revenue should be final. 

(b) Litigation. which always involves time and money. shoul<1 be vetoed. Revenne 
couri~ should decide all cases and that speedily. 

Xll. (a) All suoh oases should be decided by the Revenue courts. 
(b) Yes. 

[meg-ible]. 
Hono~a1"1J Sec~eta1"1J. 

Memorandum by the inhabitants of Saptur village, Saptur I&min, TirumangaJam 
taJuk, Madura district, dated lith December 1937. 

1. (a) Before the British rule in India. Muhammadans and before them Karnataka 
Rajahs had ruled India. India is pre-eminently an' agricultural country. About 78 per 
cent of the people are agriculturists. Though the rule and the Government may change. 
the agriculturist. the owner of a particular land. enjoys his land as long as he lives and 
after his death his sons and grandsons or any other agnatic relation step into it. What 
the ruler wants is the tax for the land and his interest in the land extends only so far. 
Any ruler collects the tax through his subordinates who are paid either in cash C1f 
remunerated by gift of lands for doing the work. During the Muhammadan rule. the 
agriculturist who had local influence was appointed to collect the tax in that locality and 
remit it to the Government. For their work they were given large tracts of lands which 
they could use as their private property. Thus the following classes of landholders. viz., 
zamindar, shrotriyamdar, talukdar. mamulkdar, came into existence who collected the 
taxes from the ryot treating him as the owner of the land which he cultivates and 
remitted the same to the rules. In a zamindar even to-day the lands are granted to the 
Government karnam, village munsif, talayari and vetti for the doing service; in such 
lands the zamindar has no 'interest' at all. If any tax is due from their lands it is due 
only to the Government and not to the zamindar. The zamindar has got no absolute 
ownership over the land. The land belongs to the ryot and the zamindar has got the 
right of collection of rent from the ryot and nothing more. 

(b) 'l'he zamindar's interest in the land extends only so far as to collect the rents 
due from the ryots. The ryots have got absolute ownership over the property except 
that they are liable to pay the rents due. They can deal with the property in any manner 
they like. 

2. (a) The Land-Cess Act of 1875 fixes the land-tax. The tax for an acre of nanja. 
lands per annum is Rs. 5-5-4. For punja. three different rates. Re. ~5-4. Re. 1-2-8. 
Re. ~ are fixed. The SRme reasonable rates should prevail in the zamindari. After 
the plt"sing of Act, I of 1908 (the Estatee Land Act) in the zamindari. the rate of rent 
fixed for nanja per acre per year is raised to Rs. 18. Rs. 14 and Rs. 11. In case of punia 
lands, the rate of rent fixed is Rs. 4rll-O, I.!s. 3-4-0. Re. 1. Re. 0-12-0 a.nd Re. 0-8-0. 

(b) For determining the rate of rent in the zamindari the same principles a.. 
observed by Government in determining kist fop Danja. a.nd punja. Ia.nde ehould b8 
observed. 
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(e) When there is famine or floods, the Government rlllIlits kist in affected areas. 
A similar provision there should be in the zamindari. . 

(d) The rates of kist for nanja and punja in the neighbouring Government lands 
should be adopted in the zamindari also. 

(e) It is quite necessary tluLt there should be a provision of law, that in cases 
wh/ll'e the rent fixed is inequitable, revenue authorities should be appointed by Govern-
ment to resettle the rates. • 

3. (a) The Government itself should collect the rents. If done so the ryots will be 
highly benefited. 

(b) The Bame procedure as adopted in the collection of kist by Government should 
be extended in the zamin also. 

4. (a) As regards the use of water by the ryots there is sepamte agreement between 
the ryot and the zamindar. 

(b) For cultivation of nanjai lands, a good and continued supply of water is 
required. The zamindar should maintain big tanks to stock water for irrigation purposes. 

5. (a) It is quite necessary that all the estates should be surveyed and the claims 
of ryots should be recorded. 

(J,) The survey expenses should be borne only by the zamindar. On application 
the ryots should be granted ~he sketch of their lands. 

6. (a) The landholder should not collect money from the ryots for any other pur
pose. 

7. (a) Fonnerly grp,ss, trees, cowdungs found in the mountains were used freely 
by the ryote. Now a restriction has been imposed by the ryots to have access only to 
200 acres in the mountains. Such restriction is quite unreasonable. 

(b) The ryots are using them from time immemorial. 
(e) In all the above only the ryots have claim and not the landholder. 

8. (a) The whole management respecting them should go to the Engineering Depart
ment. 

(b) The Government should have power to do it. 
(e) The Government can take action suo motu. 

9. There should be jamabandi every year for all ryotwari lands. 

10. (a) Their stP,tus also should be maintained according to their circumstances in 
life. 

11. (a) To settle such disputes there should be sepamte courts of law. 
(b) The enquiry is to be done in the separate court with least expenses to parties 

and the hearing of such dieputes should be armnged in the villages in which the dispute 
has arisen. 

Ill. (a) The same remedy should be given to them as prevalent in Government. 
(b) Yes, it should be rectified. They are not entitled for it. 

AdditiomJi 8uggestio1l8. 

(1) What the landholder pays to the Government in the shape of pesbkash, the 
double of that amount should be rent of that zamin. 

(2) In the zamins, the pattas are never tmnsferred notwithstanding application8 
for the same. Great difficulties arise to the ryots on account of this. There should be 
• rule if pattas are not transferred within a month from the receipt of the application for 
the same, the landholder should be fined Rs. 50. 

(3) The irrigation tank and channel are never maintained well by the landholder. 
'fhe landholder should be directed to spend one-sixth of the rent which he receives for 
maintaining the said tanks and ch .. nnels. This .. mount should be collected by the 
Government from the landholder and the Government should see to the maintenance of 
these irrigation tanks and channel. through the Engineering department. If such 
arrangements are made the ryots are willing to pay an additional rate of rent (one-eighth 
of their rent in addition). As in the Government, in .the zamin also tbe fishery right should 
be thrown open to the ryots. 

K. M;UT1!uSWAHI PILLAI AND OTHERS. 

, 



Memorandum by the Ryots, residing al Kanjanalckenpaltl, Veloor lamiD, PaIDl taluk. 
Madura districl, daled 29th :November 1937. 

1. (a) The tenant. 
(b) The tenant has absolute proprietory rights in the land, with free powers of 

alienation and also to enjoy the land in any way he likes, by digging wells, etc., and 
changing the character and cultivation of the land subject. however, to the payment of 
the kist dne to the landlord which is a lirst charge on the land. 

n. (a) No delinite answer is possible. The ligure may he lixed after a mature 
consideration of the tenants' hardships and keeping in view the data furnished below. 

(b) The nat1:1re of the soil, the quantum of its average yield, the locality of the 
plot and the prevailmg rate of the rent, should be considered for lixing the rent. There 
should not be any uniform and inflexible standard. 

. (eJ Yes. Scarcity or excess of rains. breaches and other causes of loss due to 
the default or negligence of the la.ndlord, pests, etc., should be taken into consideration 
in granting remissions. 

(dJ It is better to enunciate the principles and leave the matter to he decided by 
the Government or the courts as and when exigencies arise. 

(e) Yes. 

III. (a) Yea. 
(b) On the ayan standard lines. 
(e) The rent may be collected in cash or by barter. In the matter of sale of 

holdings, notICe should be given to the person in enjoyment of the land also and to those 
who have acquired an interest in the land by sale, mortgage, etc. An account should 
be maintained of the persons who are. in enjoyment of the lands and also of the rights 
under which they enjoy the same. 

IV. (a) It is a matter of inherent right consequent on the proprietory right to the 
land and the payment of rent, and not a matter of contract. 

(b) No .. · The landholder should make an even distribution of the water without 
arrogating to· himself any preferential right. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) Landlord two-thirds. Tenant one-third. 

VI. The landlord is entitled to collect the ceases, etc., now prevailing in the 
Ayan Revenue Department on condition that he makes adequate provision for the pur
pORe. and objects for· which they are collected, as is being done by the Government . 

. VII. Ca) Free and absolute ngbts without being subjected to any payment for enjoy-
ing the same. . ; . ~ 

(b) Yes. 
(e) The landholder is entitled to them subject to the rights of the tenant as set 

forth in clause (a) above provided he does not make a personal use or alienation of 
thein. 

VIII. (a) The landholder should maintain the tanks, channels and other irrigation 
sources in good repair and must remedy any defects therein then and there and see that 
the tenant gets his proper a.nd usual supply of water without let or hindrance. The 
Government should appoint officers to inspect the irrigation works and sources of water
supply and submit annual reports or periodical or occasional reports. 

lb) Yes. 
Ie) Either on their own initiative on the reports submitted by their officers under 

sub-clause (a) or on the petition of the parties concerned. 
L .. 

IX. Not necessary. 

X. A person who has acquired title to the land OT any interest in the land from .
tenant should be legally considered to be one who is ent.itled to the land or ?as a.n ~nterest 
in the land. Any proceedings against the pattadar after he has parted WIth hIS IOterest 
In' the land should not be held to be binding on the real owner of the land. The land
holder must be made to recognize the right or interests of a third party on the matter 
being brought to his notice either by the alienor or the alienee. and should issue demand 
notices to the alienees also. Further, the landholder should be dl~ected to lile encumbrance 

\ 

certilicate whenever he brings the properties to sale and explam the encumbrances and 
.. bring the properties to sale subiect to the 'same. If this is done, a . good deal of litigation.; 

loss and worry to unwary alienees will be. avoided. The present section ,125 of the, A~ 
shAuld be amended in view of the IIllggestlOns made above.· . . , 

. . . . 



. XL (al The Board of Bevenuemay continue to be the final and revisional authority 
in such proceedJngs as a special tribunal may involve additional cost. The decisioa·fIf 

. iheBoard of Rlwenue should be liable to be challenged in the civil courts. . 
(b) Tbe ordinary civil courts may be invested with jurisdiction to try all 8C"OU 

and proceedings between tenants and landlords. 

xn. (a) The present provisions are .. dequate for tile purpose. 
(b) No such collections are made in this zamin and 80 no definite opinion £an be 

given by us. 
BrUTS AT MANJANAICKENPATTI. 

Memorandum by &he Kyots of Kodikulam village, Saptur Kamin, Tirumangalam. 
taluk, Madura district, dated 27th November 1937. 

I. (a) Our ancient rulers, and, in more recent years the Mussalman Kings ancl 
latterly the British have derived a substantial part of their revenue from the land, 
India has always been an agricultural country; and 78 per cent of her population depend 
solely on agriculture for their liveilhood. Our rulers have changed; but the tillers of 
land have remained attached to the soil and carried on their hereditary occupation through 
the r.Anturies. Our M;ussalman rulers adopted in later years, the expedient of fastening 
the responsibility of collecting land revenue on some prominent ryots in particular local 
arese, and, by way of remuneration, assigned to them large tracts of land to be cultivated 
88 pannai land leaving the remainder to be cultivated as of old, by tenants attached to 
the soil and thus constituted such middlemen as petty chieftains, the middlemen being 
known as shrotriyamdars, zamindars, talukdsrs, mamlatdars. The lands assigned as reo 
muneration for the services of karnams, nattamaigars, kavalgars, tottis and other village 
officers attached to villages in zamindari areas, belonged not to the zamindars but to the 
rulers. From the above considerations, and from the terms of the sanads-i-miIkya! 
istimrar granted permanently by our rulers, it well appears that the real owners of land 
have always been the cultivators permanently attached to the soil and not the zamindars 
employed merely as agents for the collection of revenue. . 

(b) The ryots can sell, gift or will away their lands; and the zamindars have no 
right in respect of the lands beyond certain remedies prescribed by law for recovery ot 
rent. 

2. (al Under the Code of 1875, the annual cess per acre for wet lands had been 
fixed at Rs. 5-5-4, and tirva for dry lands at Rs. 2-5-4, Re. 1-2-8 and Re. 0-&-6, varying 
with the quality of the land. The rent thus fixed for wet lands and dry lands should be 
regarded as the proper rent. Since the Act I of 19.08 came into force, rent was settled 
for ryoti Jands in zamindari areas in July 1908 at the following rates: Rs. 24, Bs. 20, 
Rs. 14, and Rs. 10 a year respectively, for wet lands varying with the quality of the land· 
and for a second crop, an additional rent being one-half the rent fixed as above was to b" 
paid. For dry lands, the rate~ were fixed at Rs. 2-8-0, Rs. 1-8-0 and Re. O-S-O 
according to the quality of the land. 

(b) The proper rates will be those determined as mentioned in answer to question 
2 (a) supra at the time when the peishkash payable by the zamindars to the Government 
was fixed. ' , 

(01 In ryotwari areas, remission of tax is given to ryots where loss or damage is 
CIOused by famines or fioods. The law should apply the same tests to lands in zamindari 
areas. 

(d) The same tests should apply that govern wet and dry lands in tbe next 
adjoining ayan village. 

ee) Legislation is necessary for empowering the Local Government to direct that 
amendments should be made in proper cases. 

S. (al Yes, amendment is necessary. The Government alone should have the right 
to collect !'ent. If the Government makes the collection, the ryots will be benefited 
~reatly and many abuses 'Would be avoided. 

(b) The cost of collection will diminish if the methods adopted in sIIIA Wlages are 
applied. 

4. (al A distinct agreement between the landholder ana the ryot for the supply of 
water does obtain. 

(b) Wet crope cannot be l"fLi~ed without an adequate supply of water. In order to
eollect water in tllnks, the zamindar is bound to excavate tanks at his cost. keep tank. 
in !!Ood repoir Dnd .store np enou~h wnt~r to irri,!!llte all the lands in tbe ayacnts of tanh 
thronghou\ the entire &eason durlDg which water may be required till the crops are ripe 
for harvest, 

0-'9 



6. (a) It is quite necessary to have all estates surveyed and a true record of right.. 
prepared and maintained. 

(b) The survey should be made at the cost of the zamindar; and copies of sketchea 
&bould be furnished to ryots on application as for lands in aynn villages. 

6. Beyond rent properly due on extra levy of any kind should be permitted. 
7. (a) The ryots originally had the right to graze their cattle and goats on gro.se 

growing on the hillsides, to gather green leaves for manure and cut trees for building 
houses and for agricultural purposes; and the ryots enjoyed those rights for some time I 
without having to pay and obtain permits for the same. But latterly, about 3,000 acres 
of land on the hillsides have been assigned free for the purpose of grazing cattle and goats, 
for cutting wood. for building houses, for gathering green leaves for manure aDd for 
quarrying stones; but the hills so assigned are useless. We therefore pray that we 
ahould enjoy the rights originally given to DS. 

(h) Yes-the ryots have a hereditary right to those benefits. 
(e) Public highways, communal lands, hills and forest porambokes are the property 

-of the ryots; the zamindars have nO right to them. 
8. (a) Supply channels and irrigational works should be looked after hy the Engi. 

neering depnrtment. 
(b) Yes. The Local Government should have power to intervene. 
(e) The Local Government may act either On being informed by the parties 

eoncerned or as soon as it is appraised of the lncts. 
9. A jamabandi should be conducted every yes.r through the -agency of the Govern

ment. 
10. His present status should be maintained. 
11. (a) A separate court has to be formed lor the purpose. 

(b) The separate courts should be itinerant and no expense to ryots should be 
necessary . 

12. (a) Ryots in zamin areas should enioy the same rights as those enjoyed by 
ryotwari holders using lands in their holdinl!s. 

(b) The law relatin~ to the levy of jodi, POI"t1PpU and quit-rent and other dues 
from the inamdar by the landholder should be repealed. 

Certain Stlpplemental View8. 

The total amount of tirva payable in respect of the entire land in the village should 
not exceed twice the amount of peshkash payable by the zamindar. 

1. Transfers of pattas are not made at all by the zamindars. Many evils result from 
this practice. Therefore the zamindars should be compelled to effect transfer of patta. 
automatically. The law should provide for a. penalty of Rs. 50 in case a zamindar fail. 
to effect transfer of patta. after the expiry of a month of a ryot's application for such 
transfer. 

2. Zamindars do not car,e to repair the tanks. The law should provide for the 
spending of a Rum not less than one-sixth of the income from a village for keeping the chan
nels tor supply of water in good repair, such sum to be collected by the Government along 
with the pesbkash; and the work should be got done by the Engineering department 
of Government; and the signatures of all those ryots in a. village each of whom pays a. 
tirva of not Jess than one-eighth of the total beriz of the village should be obtained in token 
of the said sum having been spent for the purpose in the most useful way. 

v. PIRAMA NAYAKAM PILLAI, 
President, Rl/0ts' Association. 

Memorandum by the Bodinayakkanur Zamindarl Agriculturists' Association. 

The following are the resolutions passed in the Conference of the Zamin·Peasant. 
held in Rasingapuram, Bodinayakanur Zamindari, on 2Mh November 1937, in the 
light of the questionnaire issued by the Government of Madras for informing the Govern
Dl~lJt of the grievances of the zamin peasants. 

Re8olutiim&. 

1. (a) That the peasants are the owners of land. 
(bl That the peasant has all rights on land whereas the zamindar has DO other 

right than collecting the kist of the land. 



2. (a) That taxes be levied as follows: for wet lands five panams or Re. 1~ per 
koli measnring 59 cents, for dry land two panams or Re. 0-6-8 per koli measuring 59 cents" 
for wet lands irrigated by tanks constructed bv the peasants or by springs in their lands 
two panam's per kuli as for dry land and fo; the lands cultivated on the hill side two 
panams per kuli. 

(b) That the rate of taxes be fixed on the basis of the peshkash paid by the zamin
dar to the Government and the perman~nt settleroeut of the peasants. 

(e) That there shall be legislation for remission of rents. There shall be remia
lion of taxes for lands which are cultivated, but with no yield and for lands which are 
noi cultivated (lie fallow). In case the zamindar's interest decreases, land-tax shall also 
be reduced proportionately. But on no account high taxes shall be levied in contrary to the 
permanent settlement. 

(d) That there shall be no need for assessment of taxes llereafter, since taxes 
have been assessed according to permanent settlement for particular areas. 

(e) Thnt there shall be no amendment of the assessment of kists, since they have 
already been assessed justly. But the Provincial Gov.ernment may make legislation ~ 
mfeguard them from being amended. 

8. (a) That the rights of the znmindar to collect kist at present shall be amended. 
(b) That village panchayat committee be formed and the kist collection be 

banded over to them. 
ee) That the panchaynt system be followed. ;:rhe expenditure may be reduced" 

if tho members of the' panchayat itself attach the movable properties of the peasants 
wb" or~ in arrears of kist and bring them for sale in the villages cOllcerned. 

4. (II) That payment of kist entitles the peasants to water-right. The zamindar 
mR)' !:ollect wet land rate in case wet crops are culti vnted in dry lands irrigated by the 
water stored np by him, by constructing tanks, canals or anicut (dam) at his own 
expenditure. 

(b) That the rights of the peasants are being affected by illegal collection of kist 
ar,coTdin,.: to the crops as 7 to 15 panams per kl1li for the patta punja lands of the ryots 
irrigated by wells constructed in their lands at their own expenditure and to 50 panama, 
per k-JIi fOI kodikkal (betel leaves cultivation). This besides being to be greatly CO.1-
demned shall be prohibited by legislation. 

5. (a) That all the' lands within the zamin area shall be surveyed and the right3 
d~fined. 
, (bl That the zamindar shall meet the cost oC survey as he enjoys the kist on the-
exoes~ extent oC land as a result of the survey of land. 

6. That the zamindar shall neither levy nor collect any tax except nanja and punja. 
taxes. 

7. (a) That the peasants had all rights, to tend their cattle where there are 
nat.ural p:.stnres within the zamin limits to get green manure. to get material. for 
all agricnltural implements, to get wood for fuel, to get stones and wood for buildin'" 
houses to live in and such other things nnconditionally. Since some time the zaminda~ 
has been illegally refusing these rights, legislation shall be made prohibiting him from 
doi~!r RO a'ld enabling the peasants to enjoy those rights as before. (Wood for rue~ 
means only dried and fallen trees.) 

(b) 'fhat lel(islation shall be made in view of the fact that the ryots and the
peasnnts had hereditary right to get materials free. 

(e) That the ryots, the peasants and the public had right to nse the common path
ways, to construct honses for living nnd to tend cattle in the natham, poramboke lands 
to g~~ stones from rocks, kuthuvnls anll hills. to get tre~s. fabric,s, varichn, mullut.h(lit; 
(thorny things for hedges) and to get the green manufacture of avarai. kolinji p'Jrnsn 
pnngnn and to enjoy soapleBves (arappu), sundakkai, mangoes, bamboos, etc. 'l'h~ 
zatn~Ud'Lr nnjustly. refuse these ril;(hts. Legislation shall be made prohibiting 'he 
zamtnddl' from dOlDg so and ennbhng the peasants to have all the rights. 

S. (a) That the expenditure of carrying out the administration of irrigation canals 
and irrigntion works shall be adjusted from the kist collection from &he pNBanta. 

(b) That these rights shnll be reserved by the Provincial Government. 
(c) That the Government shall bring it to action immediately when it is brol1"ht 

to their nolke. b 

9. That there shall be Government jamabandi and not zamin jamabandi. 

\ 

10. That the tenants shall have nil the rignts as the pattsdars except in patta 
lands. 
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, il. Ca) That a separate court shall be constituted to settle the disputes nrislllg 
between the pattadars, zamindars and the peasants. 

lb I That the said court only shall conduct the trial. 
12 ta) That the zamindl1r shall issue patta for lands enjoyed by ryots, eJ:ceptil.g 

the lands reserved for public use aud collect the due amount of ta,J:. No other, relief 
shall be necessary. 

(b) That it shall be amended. 
A. S. B. NlTIYANANDHAIi. 

Pr881dent. 

Memorandum by the ryots of Thavaram zamlnclarl., Madura' district, dated 
26th November 1937. 

,1. (a) The ryot is the owner of the land. 
, (b) The mirasidal' or the zamindar is only a collector of rent on belULII of the 

Government. 
. '2. (a) Six to twelve annas per acre in the case of dry lands whether they art' protected 

q:y; "fells or not and two rupells per &ere of wet land under tanks or channels. , 
" ' (b) The quality of la,nd with the rainfa,ll as well as the expenses incurred fm' the 

-cl\lltiv\ltion 9n behalf of the land should be taken, as the basis and rent should he Ii xed 
at! percentage of normal yield. 
. '(e) There must be a. provision of law for remission of rent on the basis of either 
insufficient or excessive rainfall for irrigation or due to the varia.tion of the n .. tura.l 
pheninnenon. 

(el) Such remission should depend on the crop which is a.ctua.lly standing on the 
lana after the officer or the committee has inspected personally. 

(e) Yes. The Provincial Government should have powers in appointing an officer 
or' the committee that could decide the abovementioned remission of rent. 

a. (a) The powers given to the zamindars or the mirasidars nnder the Eststes Land Act 
shonld be taken away and revised. 

'(b) The Government should take the power of collections just 8S in the ayan 
villages. 

I 
"",' ", 'c! As the powers for the collection of rent lie in the revenue court it could not be 
de,cided whether the rent due from the cultivator is legal. So for rent payable a decree 
!IlroUld be' obtaine,l throngh the civil court against the ryot and only the proceeds of the 
land after leaving "nongh quantity for food and cultivating purposes should be attached 
and ,b,ought for sale. The rent should be adjusted either by the court or by the committee I &fter having a proper valuation of proceeds atta.ched. 

~. (a) The water rights of the ryot. are appurtenant to their lands. 'fhere.is no 
~eparate agreement between the mirasidars and the ryots in the case of the wutor that 
~ows from the natural spring by channels, temporary springs, wells and pools in the patta 
lands of the ryots. The rights of the tenants to the water·su pply in regard to the natursl 
~pring> channels, temporary springs, wells and pools that flow in the patts lancl.--the 
tights are inherent as being appurtenant to the land. Hence the custom of ryots in 
enjoying the full benefit of water rights should be restored to them and the lIIiraHidnrs 
shoul.d be stopped (ro,m interfering in the rights of the ryots. 
" " (b)' At present the mirasidar does milch, harm to the ryots by arresting th" water 
that comes out from the river, odai, channels to the tanks for irrigation purposes to the 
mamul wet lands. To make tbe mir"sida.rs awav from these matters laws should he 
\levised as mentioned in 8 (a). • 

5. (a) Yes. All the estates should be surveyed and the whole land in pu.session of 
pattadars should be made his own. The respective tights of the ryots and the mirasidars 
should be clearly defined and denoted. 

(b) Except the expenses of demarcation by stones, the other expenses should be 
borne by the proprietor, 

6. There should be no other demand except the rent. 
7. (a) The ryot" have a natural and born right of p3J!ture in waste lands includmg 

forest in gathering leaves for mannre, cutting implements for agricultural purpo"es and 
,for repairing the houses and taking firewood for household use according to the extent of 
their holding. Still the ryots have a natural right of pasture by keeping cattle for grazing 
for some period in waste lands including forest. 
, ' ,,(b) T~e ",bQve privilege is an immemorial'right for which no money need be paid 
... the proprietor. 
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(0) The ryots have got absolute rights in common pathways, kuthuval~ communal 
la.nds, hills, forests, porambokes, manthies, i.e., cattle flocking place and burial grounds" 
The mirasidar should neither act as a dictator in the above rights nor monopolize the 
privileges of the rights of the ryots in the above matters. If there is any encroachmen~ 
made, the mirasidar should take severe actions to vacate the same. If the mirasidar does· 
not pay any attention in the above matter, a separate court should decide the case on a 
petition of any of the ryots concerningt4e zamindari. 

8. (a) All irrigation sources and works thereon should be managed by a village 
panchayat with the help of an Engineer deputed by the Government for the purpose. 

(b) The above answer is sufficient. The Government must have the final voice. 
(0) The Government must keep initiative with itself. When the Government ;. 

.aware of the same either by itself or by an application from ryot, steps should be taken 
immediately. 

9. (a) ~ot necessary. 

10. The relationship between the zamindar and the under-tell&nts should be the' 
8IIdIle as that of between the zamindars and the tenants. 

11. (a) A special tribunal which will move from place to place is necessary. 
(b) AU the disputes should be tried by the said tribunal. 

12. (a) The said tribunal must try the disputes and determine. 
(b) M;ay be revised. 

Additional suggestions. 

The pattadars must be made undisputed owners of trees of any kind that are in. the. 
patta lands. ~o rent or compensation must be collected for the same. 

Originally the income of the zamin was small so that the Government fixed peish-kist 
aa Rs. 1,100. ~ow the income to the zamin has increased by about six times. Hence 
peish-kist is not paid to the Government in proportion to the income of the zamin. 
~ either remission of rent nor reduction is made till now in the case of ryots by the zamin. 
'l'he mirasidar has suffered and ruined the ryots ahnost all by fixing excessive rents 
&ccording to the various crop cultivations. Therefore excessive rents collected for various 
crop cultivation should be cancelled. Laws should be made for reduction in rents. 

Gince the income' to the zamin is greater than before, the Provincial Government' 
through the committee or through private officers shall kindly do the following benefits to 
the people such as repairs to the tanks, road convenience, construction of fresh ta,nks, 
pools, extension of lands for cattle pasture and expenses also should be incurred on hehalf, 
of the temples, rural uplifts, education and sanitation. For the above the Provincial 
Government should ·make laws. 'fhe present system of impartible method of zamin 
should be made particle aud it i. the vital need to subtract the unusual powers of 
.the z&min. 

1'" the tanks and the feeding channels are not kept properly, damages often occur 
to the lands of the ryots during rainy season causing many breaches. The zamindar ill 
solely responsible to the damages occurred to the poor and the suppressed ryots due to hi. 
earel~B"nes8 and hence the zamindar should compensate for the damages of the ryots. 
Still the repairs should be carried out completely from the collection of kist. 

'l'he zamindar should recover the leg .. l rent due to t,he estate from the lands put in 
tne estate auction, and the land should be gwen back to the pattadars and patta shouht 
also be given for the land in his name. 

When the ryots have already got a natnral right in regard to the forests, there is no 
need for collecting a separate rent known aB forest rent. Further the ryots are threatened 
by the zamindar uttering that they should pay water-taxes apart from the kist. Is it no. 
an illegal procedure? They also get documents from the ryots entering into a contract 
that they should pay a certain extra amount for the water the ryots take for irrigation. 

If the houses are situated in a patta land, the union collects rent, while the mirasidar 
also collects rents as a right of land I'ent. The ryots could not bear the twofold tax"" 
tn"t are unjustifiably put upon them. Then:fore the committee should prepare laws .... 
a means of remedy to the abovementIOned grievances of the ryots. Besides, the Govern
ment should kindly in the interests of the public make zamindari into rvotwari one. If the 
Government wish to have the zamindari to exist, it might at least l~ the powers of the 
zamindars and do good to the ryots for which law should be balanced. 
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To conclude in general and in the state of our practicBl difficulties, we have DO othu 
.lteruutive but to request you and your honourable comnUttee to take such evidence ... 
you dt*m fit as 80me of us are prep Bred to offer ourselves as witnesses 80 as to formulate 
sol'e ameliorative measure to render the landholder and his ryots and' tenants live. 
eontended and happy. 

Hope to be excused for the trouble and thank you in anticipation. 
N.n.-A civil Buit is proceeding between the zamindrll' and the ryots in ftgard to the priviJeg_ 

and rightR in connexion with the enjoyment of forest, water, stone and Bllnd quarries. Wherefore 116 
the int:er:ests of the .rvots" law should be ~Dde in ~uch a manner &8 it 8hould not in any way all'ec. 
our 1'1'1vileg811 BUd rlpta lD the abovementioned enJoyment. 

C. SANOARALINOAM, 
President, Mahajana Sangam. 

MemoraDdum by Mr. N. Sankar La} on behalf of the \enant-pattadar of JariNo. U, 
Viraganur village, Madura taluk, dated 27th November 1931. 

I. (a) The zamindar or the proprIetor is not the owner of the land. The land belongs 
to a pattadar and his successor-in title. 

(b) The tenant cultivator acquires a right from the pattlldar to cultivate tho land' 
raise crop thereon and pays a share as varam to the pattador. The pottadar has a right to 
cultivate the land at his expense or to lease the same for cultivation, or sell the slLme or 
transfer the same by gift or by any manner. The landholder or the proprietor, i.e., the 
zamindar has right to collect the assessment on the produce of the land either in grain or 
in cash within the paying power of the tenant cultivator. 

II. The remission of rcnt.-(a) Remi.sion of rent should necessarily be granted to 
ryots. 

(b) According to Hindu Darma one-sixth ·of the value of the net income on the land 
after deducting all the necessary expenditure relative to cultivation should be assessed 
as ren~. 

(e) The remission is quite necessary. The consideration therefor may be either 
war.t of facilities for irrigation or any other cause resulting in savi, or failure of crop on· 
the land, complete remission should be granted. Necessary statutory provision for remission 
should be provided. 

Id) Once in every ten years due to the decrease in the income of tenants on the 
land, when he is unable to pay the assessment, necessary reduction of tax should be lDade, 
but on no account should the tax be increased. The Provincial Government should enne' 
law~ in this respect through the Revenue Settlement Officer. 

ill. Nil. 
IV. (a) Water-rote is included in the tumm assessment on the land. There is no 

contmct in respect of water for irrigation. 
(b) The tenants have a full right to the use of water. The ryots should have a. 

right by law to enjoy fishery from water. 
V. (a) There should be surv!ly in the village at the full expense of the proprietor. 
VI. Nil. 
VII. (a) We want the following rights which were not hitherto had by us. We 

should have right to cut green manure leaves, shrubs on poramboke lands for agricultural 
purpose and cut trees for agricultural implements; of course we should get that right with 
the permission of the proprietor according to law. 

(e) The tenant or the landlord has equal right to the common use of public paths, ete. 
VIII. (b) The Provincial Government should have statutory powers in regard to the· 

maintenance of irrigation work in the following manner :-
(1) Annual repairs to irrigation works should be attended to and necessary steps 

taken therefor :-
It is necessary that Provincial Government should interfere in the matter as in 

proprietary estates, the improvements for irrigation works have not been. 
carried out by the proprietor such as proprietary tanks or supply channel. Such 
improvements should be effected through the Engineering Department of the 
Government or by a Special Engineering Department appointed for the 

• proprietary estate. The annual repairs should be done and the proprietor 
should bear the cost thereof by remitting the required amount for such repairs 
to the Government along with annual peshkash to Government. After the 
completion or repairs to such irrigation work, a certificate should be obtained 
froID the respectable and responsible ryots or tenants who may be at least 
25 per cent of the total number of pattadars in the village. 
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It is necessary to enact laws in the case of supply cha.nnel branching from a nver 
like Vaigai and running through the other Government or non-Government 
tract, insisting on the proprietors of the village through which the channel 
runs to recognize their duty to carry out necessary repairs but not to neglect 
them in order to enable the ryots depending on the channel for irrigation; and 
wherever necessary Provincial Government should make laws and have 
reserve powers to afford release to the suffering ryots. 

(c) As the Engineering Department should have annual supervision in this matter, 
:power should be vested in Govemment to attend to this matter. 

IX. Annual jamabandi is necessary. 
N. SARKAn LAL. 

,Memorandum by Mr. lIrI. Aiyadurai Pillai and 50 others, tenants of Xullagundu village, 
Ammayanayakkanur zamin, Nilakkottai taIuk, Madura districs. . 

We are the ryots of a zamin villege. We humbly request that steps may be taken to 
.have our grievances mentioned below redressed statutorily. The rent should he remitted 
when the crops fail. Statutory provision should be made for having the present exorbitant 
rent for certain lands revised by Revenue Settlement Officers. The rights to water-supply 
·should be appurtenant to our lands. Our lands should be surveyed and a record of right .. 
should be maintained compulsorily. The cost of this should be borne by the zamindar. We 
should have rights as regards the bund. of tanks, channels, etc., open spaces and cremation 
grounds and the zamindar should be deprived of the right to lease them. We should have 
hereditary rights to utilize, without let or hindrance and free of cost. the local natural 
·fa.cilities. Kanmois, channels, public paths, roads and cremation grounds should be nnder 
.the supervision of the Government. The maintenance of irrigation channels and works 
should be under the control of the Government. Tbe ProvlDcial Government should have 
powers to make the zamindar discharge his responsibility for maintaining these in good 
condition and for supplying adequate water to the lands. and they should exercise these 
powers 8UO moto. There is no need to conduct yearly jamabandis and grant pattas. If we 
request the Government to provide us with house-sites, wells for the supply of drinking water 
and agricultural and other loans, they say thnt this is a zamin village. 'fhey do not pay 
'heed to our representation but dIrect us to apply to the zamindar for the necessary funds. 
We are therefore unable to derive any benefit whatever. Provision should be made for 

. enabling the Provincial Government themselves' to afford the abovementioned facilities to the 
ryots by advancing the requisite money from their own funds and to exercise control in these 
matters. The final appellate authority in proceedings between us and the zamindars sllouleJ 
be II special tribunal. It we occupy lands in an unauthorized manner, the matter should 
be brought to the notice of I·he Government, by the zamindar and action should be taken iD 
the aforesnid court. We humbly reque.t that the Act may be amended in such a manner 

·"that the points mentioned above and other points favourable to us may be clarified. 

Memorandum by the ryots 01 DoddallDatiaickanur zamin In TIrumangalam taluk, 
Ma~ura district, dated 30th November 1937. 

We t.he hnmb'e ryots of Dodd(".ppal1aickanoor zamin in TirnmangaJam taluk, Madut& 
district, beg to brinlt the followinlt for ynur kind consideration and favourable ordom 
in response to the notification pub~hhed in Dinam'lni, dated 6th October 1937. 

2. The z'\mindRrs are entitled only to the rents collected from the ryots. As such 
definite rules should be framed, declaring the ryots as the owners of the lands, which they 
nowenio~. 

S. In our nmin, the z~mindar collects rents Rt the rate of two to six panama per 
kuli for dry lands (kuli = 59 cents and panam = Re. 0-3-4) and v.t the rate of twelve to 
eighteen panatn.q per kuli for some lands irrigated with water from wells dug by the ryots 
themselves. This variRtion in rates gives great annoyance to the ryots as it enables the 
z .. mindar to conect rents as he choosed. It is, therefore, prayed that the rents to be 
collected should be settl.d and fixed as in case of Government ryotwari lands. 

4. R }mission should b 3 granted whenever the crops fail. 

\ 

5. In the present system, th., collection of rents by suits before the Collector, the 
-(loots which the ryots are made to be~r are abnormally high. Rules may suitably be amend~ 
ed so th"t the ryots will get lesser costs. 

6. The z ,mindar never 1"f'p~irs or digs new tanka and channels from which water 
-can be taken for irrigation. But he is very prompt in charging water-rate for even t.he 
sprinlt water. The ryots are put to great loss on account of this hardship. Nece/II!l\ry 
remedies may be made ill the interest of ryots. . 



7. The lands of this zamin have not been surveyed yet. ThiN ella hi ... tho zamind.LI" 
to alter boundaries and levy rents as desired by him. It is therefore prayed that the zamin 

,lands may be ordered to be Rurveyed at an early date. The charge incurred by the survey 
may be ordered to be paid by the zamindar. 

8. Transfer of registry has been completely diRcorded. The zamindnr neVer ord~rs 
the transfer of reg;stry wit.hout getting what i. called' Nasar ' lind other illegal mamuls 
from the ryots. These should be put an end to, and the z.-mindsr be direrted to order the 
traDllfer of registry free of cost. 

9. Heavy fees are now baing collected from the ryots for grazing th .. ir cattle and 
for cutting trees from the forest for agricultural implements. This should be ordered to 
be suppted to the ryots free of cost. 

10. The poramb~ke, nathm and other common path-lands are now in the sole 
.enjoyment of the zamindar. The above lands are also in bad repairs and the z.mindar 
never cares .to attend the required repairs. These common path. should be ordered to be 
handed over to the villagers attended periodically to the repairs by the za.mindllr himself. 

11. When the lands are sold for the arrears of rent, the zlmind,u ganeraUy take • 
.the lands in auction Mmself and collects from the ryots a large sum beEoidus the ronts and 
other costs incurred thereon. Rnlcs may be suitably amend"d, SO that the lands may be 
.got back from the zamindar after paying land revenUe and other legal costs incurred 
by him. 

12. In aU the viUages in this zamin thcre are no suitable drinking-water-wolls and 
elementary schools for education of children of the ryots. The umindar may kindly be 
ordered to provide for the same from the rents he collects from us. 

13. We all eage:ly pray that all our lanw may b3 takdn up by the Government itself 
so that we can enjoy all the rights which are now b"ing enjoyed by the ryotwari pattadars 
in Government vIIII.ges. 

RyOTS Oll' DODDAPPAliAICIUlIUR ZAMnr. 

JlelllOllmdum. b:v the E:annivadi Zamin Tenants' Association, Kamalvadl, 
Madura district. 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil. 
(bJ He has absolute interest in the land. The zamindar has the right to collect 

J'ent in respect of the lands which are cultivated. 
II. (a) Rent should be fixed in accordance with a scale not exceeding Re. 1-0-8 in 

the case of wet lands and Re. Q-6-8 in the case of dry lands. 
(b) Rent should be fixed with reference to the produce obtained. 
(e) There should be a separate statutory prOVIsion for remission. Remission should 

be granted for failure of crops owing to drought, pests, floods, etc. 
(d) It is advisable to settle the rent once for all with reference to the fertility of the 

soil and the Government assessment. 
(e) The Provincial Goverriment may have such powers. 

m. (a) Yes. 

~ 
(b) If (e) Movable properties should not be distrained. Before any land is brough$ 

to sale for arrears of rent, notice should be sent by registered post to the tenants con
med. 

IV. (a) The rights of water-supply are inherent as being appnrt~nant. to the land: 
, (b) The zamindar should not have the power to prevent or divert 10 any manner 

~b(' Bow of water used for the irrigation of mamul wet lands. 
V. (a) Yes. 

(b) The entire oost should be borne by the zamindar. 
VI. No. 
VII. (a) tt (b) The tenants shonld have the right to utilize the local natural facio 

Iities. 
(e) If there are valuable trees on pnblic paths, hins, forests, porambokes. etc .• 

they should belong to the tenants. 
VIII. (a) The zamindar is liable to afIord the necessary facilities after consulting 

the village panchayatdars. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) The Government should exercise such powers 8UO moto or on application by 

parties. 
IX. No' necesnry. 
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X. 'l'here IS no right or binding of any kind between the under-tenant and the
zaminda.r. But the contra.ct between the tenant and the under-tenant will bind them. 
both. 

XI. (a) A Special Tribuna.! should be constituted. 
(b) In Revenue courts. 

xn. (a) The zamindar may evict ~he ryots with the help of the court. 
(b) Nil. 

Memorandum by the Secretary, Seithur Za.min Villagers' Agricultural AssoCiation, Muha-: 
voor, Selthur Post, Srivilllputtur ta.luk, Ramnsd district, dated 23rd Novembel 
1937. 

I. (a) It is the tenant that is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) As it is the tenant that originally. reclaimed and rendered fit for ciIItivation aU 

zamin tracts, the tenant has got absolute rights of possessions and enjoyment of the land 
subject to all powers of alienations, e.g., sale, mortgage, hypothecation, etc., as also the 
rights of enjoyment of the trees on the land without any tax therefor. 

n. (a) The average net income from one acre of wet land is Rs. 10 only (vide state· 
ment enclosed). As such, the rate of Bs. 4 per acre (which is the rate that is being pa.i.d 
for the ayan wet lands adjoining thE' Seithur zamin lands) is a fair and equitable one. 

(b) l'he tanks of the Seithur zamin are all rain-fed subject to the uncertainties 
of rainfall year after year. Generally in a period of five years, a year happens to be 
a failure owing to paucity of rains and non-filling of tanks. The expenses of seed-beds 
and transplantation become waste. In years of failure people have to borrow from rich 
people for the maintenance of and fodder for their cattle and livestock. Even in ordinary 
year. of l'Ilinfall and supply to tanks the ryots are not able to get a margin of even Bs. l(} 
as per statement of expenses. Even in the ayan lands bordering the zamin limits, it 
is not possible for ayan ryots to make both ends meet for reason of scarcity of money and 
slump in prices in spite of the lower rate of taxes and so it is just and necessary that the
rate of Rs. 4 should be adopted for zamin wet lands, on a par with the ayan ones in the 
adjoining villages. 

(c) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent or varam. The Provin
cial Government should have powers of investigation and remission as in adjoining ayan 
villages. 

(d) The rate of rent should be settled once for all on the basis of the net income
vested in Provincial Government. 

(e) The powers of revision, alteration or reduction of rent should be reserved anel 
derivable from 11 land according to the receipts referred to in n. (a). 

m. (a) The powers of collection now vested in the landholders under the Madras. 
Estates Land Act necessarily require revision. 

(b) The Act should be so amended as to permit the collection of kist in six instal
menh commencing from the month of April instead of from February without any 
interest. 

(0) The method of collection should be on the lines prevalent in the ayan villages., 

TV. (al The land tax includes the charges for water also. The zamindar should 
guarantee water.supply to the lands just as the Government do supply water for the ayan 
lands. 

(bl The landholder is bound to supply water to the wet lands, that is, he shoiIId 
maintain the channels, the dams, the bunds, revetments, kalingal, sand-vents, sluices, 
etc., in :;rood condition and have them repaired then and there and guarantee adequate
.upply of water to the lands. 

V. (al Yes. All estates should be surveyed and the ma.intenance of records of rights 
compulsory. 

(bl The landholders should bear the cost at survey, etc., in respect of their lands. 
and the tenants should bear the share for theirs. 

VI. The landholders should not levy or demand any taxes other than the rent. 

YII. (Ill The tenants have the rights of grazing cattle, collection of green manure. 
wood for a{Zricultural implements, etc., in places of local natura.! facilities as t .. nk, channel, 
Bnd path porambokes and forest areas (and their rights have heen also confirmed by the
High C<lurt of Judicature, Madras). 

(II) The tenants have inherent rights for roofing matE'rials, fuel and wood for agri
cultural and wllterlift implements free of cost or charges. 
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(e) The landholders and tenants have got equal rights with regard to the use of 
public path and communal lands. The tenants have got free use of the mountain and 
forest porambokes for pnrposes of grazing cattle, fuel for household purposes, wood for 
agricultural implements and for building roofs and aIso for stones, and stone chips for 
purposes of buildings and well constructlOns, free of any charge, tax or demand. 

VITI. (a) The matter of appointing persons for control opening and closing sluices 
and kalingal, etc., should vest in a panchayat consisting of the pattadars of the respective 
tank. besides the landholders. 

(b) Yes. The tenants do really and earnestly pray that the Provincial Governmen& 
should have powers to undertake the repair and maintenance of the irrigation works where 
the landholders fail to take necessary and proper steps. 

(e) The Government should by themselves undertake such repair and maintenance 
-on application by tenantS'. 

IX. Yes. Jamabandi is quite necessary for each village every year. 

X. The under-tenants should have the free right to wood for roofing, fuel and grazing 
of their cattle in the areas of pattadars and !lamindars. 

XI. (a) There should be a special tribunal as the final appellate and revisional authority 
above the Revenue Board constituted under the Madras Provincial Government. 

(b) The civil courts should have appeal powers after action in revenue court. 

XII. (a) The lands occupied by ryots should be assigned and pattaed on receiving the 
land taxes therefor according to the rate prevailing in the locality. 

(b) Yes. Revision is quite necessary. 

ANNEXURE 1. 

Statement showing the cultivation expenses for and income from a plot 
of wet land, 5 acres in extent. 

:Number. 

1 Preparation of seed-bed and manure for the same (60 head-loads) 
2 Paddy seeds (150 measures) .. •• .. .. .. 
3 Manure for tho 6 acrea (420 head.loads) . . . . 
4 Stamping of the same into the soil (30 young coolies) .. 
5 Transplantation charges (for 60 COOli~8) •• . •• 
6 Carriage ofBMdlings for transplantation (4 coobes) 
7 Weeding (30 coolies) .• 
8 Harvesting and thrashing. etc. . . 
9 Maintenance and rO:f>8lr Charges for carts .. 

to Cost of ropes for bullocks and water.lifts 
11 Coat 0' preparation and maintenance charges payable to carpenters 

blacksmiths 

Tota.l expeDses 

Yield of 30 Kotta.& (of 120 mea'iures eacb at Re. 8 per Kotta) 

Net. income on account of 5 acres of wet Ia.!1ds 

and 

RS. A. P. 

12 8 0 
II 4 0 

101 0 " 3 12 0 
22 8 " 1 8 0 
7 8 0 

20 0 0 
6 " 0 
2 0 0 

2 0 0 

190 " 0 

RS. A. P. 

240 0 0 

50 0 0 

R. VJmP.4SWA~1Y N.\Yunu, 
Scc1efal/J. 

Memorandum by :Mr. N. Sankarlal, pattadar, Sivaganga zaInin, on behalf of the 
residents of Pirakkudi and Sayanapuram villages, Sivaganga zaInin. 

I. Ca) The proprietor of the land is not the zamindar. The land belongs only to the 
pa.ttadars who have bought it and their heirs. 

(b) The tenant has the right to cultivate the land of the pattadar and to receive 
as tlaram a portion of the produce. The pattadar has the right to cultivate the land 
himself or to let it for rent or lease and to sell or gift it. The zamindar has the right to 
rollect rent in respect of the land either in kind or in cash. 

II. (a) The rent should certainly be reduced. 
(bl Only a rent which is equivalent to one-sixth of the produce that remains after 

allowing for all expenses of cultivation should be collected. 
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l'he following are the hardships experienced by the tenants under \he aforesaicJ 
za.mindar :-

For a long time, the za.mindar WIlS collecting from the pattadars only half of the
produce from patta lands in lieu of the payment of rent in cash. The zamin
dar did not include in such payment even charges for harvesting his half 
share of the produce. FWlher, orders for harvesting the crops were not 
given at the proper time. The tenant was consequently pl1t to much hard
ship and loss. Ten years ago, the zamindar himself fixed the rent for the 
patta lands. Although the pattadars felt that they could not bear this rent, 
they obeyed the orders of the zamindars because they were unable to bear the 
atrocities committed by his subordinates in regard to the payment of rent 
in kind. In spite of the fact that for the last five years the zamindar has 
been collecting from the tenants only 75 per cent of the rent realizing. that, 
on account of the fall in prices, the pattadars are unable to pay the aforesaid 
high rent, I regret very much to have to say that the pattadars and tenants 
have not realized even the expenses of cultivation. Hence, in these two
villages a rent at the rate of Rs. 6, 5 and 4 per acre should be fixed in respect 
of the three classes of lands respectively. 

(e) Yes. If the crops fail on account of defective water-supply or for any other 
unforseen reasou. the entire rent should be remitted. All statutory provisions in this· 
behalf should be made. 

(d) In case the tenants are unable to pay any reasonable rent which may be
fixed hereafter on account of the fall in their income, the rent should be reduced at least 
once in ten years. It should not b~ enhanced. 

(.e) The Provincial Government should certainly have reserve powers for enabling 
the Revenue Officers to attend to these matters. 

IV. (a) The water-cess is included in the rent on land. There is no separate contract 
in respect of water·supply. 

(b) The patta tenants have no special right whatever in respect of water. Provi
sion should he made for enabling the tenants to enjoy fishing rights. 

V. (a) The lands should be surveyed. 
(b) The zamindar himself should beal' the entire cost. 

VI. No. 
VII. (al r/; (b) We have not been given any right whatever. 

(e) The tenants and the landholders should have all rights with regard to publiC' 
paths. 

VIII. (b) The Provincial Government should be vested with statutory powers in 
this behalf. They should take steps evel'y year to effect repairs in the following
manner :-As the tenants do not derive any benefit whatever from the irrigation sources. 
and works which are under the control of the zamindar, statutory provision should be 
made as hereunder for enabling the Provincial Government to deal with this matter :-

A law should be enacted providing that repairs should be effected every year 
through the Public Works Department to the village irrigation sources and 
works, that the Government should collect the cost of this along with tlfe
peshkash payable by the zamindar snd that the fact that repairs have been 
carried out should be testified to at least by 25 per cent of the ryots of the
village. 

(e) As the Public Works Department has to carry out repairs every year, the
powers vested in the Government may be exercised 8UO mnto. 

IX. Jamabandi should certainly be conducted every year. 

Memorandum by Zamln Kyots' Association, Slvaganga. 
T (a) Tenant is the proprietor of the soil. • 

(b' Tenant is entitled to enjoy his land, as he pleases. 
II. (a) If it is decided that rent is payahle in kind, expenses incurred by a tenant 

in respect of a particular exteDt of land shall be calculated, and such cost shall be 
deducted from the total income of the land. One·third of the balance shall be payable 
to the zamindar as rent. 

(b) A Committee consisting of the representatives of tenants. landholders and the 
Government shall be constituted for fixing a fair and equitable rent. Firstly the cost or 
cultivating the various lands shall be calculated. Then the total income of the land shalt 
be determined in the following manner. Taking into consideration the nature of the soit 
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4nd the facilities for irrigation thereof, the land ahall be deemed to have had the maxUllum 
yield in the til'st year, half the yield in the next year and total failw'e of croP" in tile 
third year. 'rhe annual average yield may now be determined. The average I'l'lce 
may be fixed from taking the prices prevailing in the preceding ten years exduding th" 
famine yeara and war years. The money value of the annual yield llJay then be d"kr
mined and the expenses of the cnltivation may be deducted therefrom. One· third of the 
.balance sball be payable aa rent. 

(c) It is very necessary to have statutory provision for remission of rent. Re
mission shall be granted in view of each of the following factors, flood., saline dal",,:,:e, 
·crop diseases, failnre of seasonable rain and inability to store up water owing tu th" 
failure of the landholder in keeping the tank or supply channel in proper repair. 

(d) A committee consisting of the representatives of tenants, landholders shall bot 
constituted for determining the rate of rent for a particular arell. Firstly Ihe ClIst of 
cnltivating the various lands shall be calculated. 'rhen the total illl'ollle of the la"OlI 
shall be determined. Taking into consideration the nature of the Aoil, the faeilil i," lor 
irrigation thereof, the land shall be deemed to have had the maximuIU yield in tl", lirst 
year, half the yield in the next year, and total failure of crops iu the third year. The 
annual average yield may now be determined. The average price mav he fixed from 
takin!! the prices prevailing in the preceding ten years excluding the 'famine an<! war 
years. The money value of the annual a,"erage yield may be calculated, and the l.'l,en
ses of cultivation deducted therefrom. One-third of the ballln('e "han he fixed "' ... ·nt. 
There may be a periodical revision of rent once in ten yenrs. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) 'rher" should be no right of arrest for agl~cultural debts. LllndhuldC1's ,1"",ld 

l"l.\'e no right to distrain movable property without obtaining a decree of cuurt. .I.an<l· 
bolders' right to sell the holding of the tenant for arrearo of rent should be exercised only 
after the publication of the intended sale in the District Gazette and by tom·toIU i" the 
locality where the land is situated. The courts bringing the holding to Rale shoul,1 fix 
the upset price at not less than 75 per cent of the market value of the land III the Im·tility. 
When II .. , landholder has sold the lands in the patta of a tenant, he Rhould have no right 
to proceed against the other properties of the tenant. Rents should be collected ouiv 
from the month of February when the crops are likely to be harvested. It shou1<1 DB 
realized in six monthly instalments. 

(0) Landholders should have no right to distrain movable property witllOut 
obtaining a decree of court. Landholders' right to sell the holding of the tenant for 
·arrears of rent should be exercised only after the publication of the inleuded Hale ill Ihe 
District Gazette and by tom-tom in the locality where the land is situated. The m"rtB 
bringing the holding to sale should fix the upset price at not less than 75 per cent of the 

market value of the land in the locality. Crops should not be diRtrained. 
IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water.supply are inherent as being appurtenan$ 

.to the land. 
(h) Landholder has no superior right in the water wurces in the eHtate. Land· 

holder shall have no right to take the water of ant' tank to another tank contrary to the 
wishes of the tenants. 

V. (a) Yes. Every pattadsr should be given a copy of nn exlract from the 81:1'\'e.v 
.register in respect of the lands in his patta. , 

(h) Tenants should bear one· fourth of the cost and the landholder Ihe remai:Jing 
three·fourths. 

VI. Landholder shall have no .right to demand any levies in addition to the rent. 
YII. (a) Tenants shall have full rights in regard to the grazing of eattle, collel'lion 

·of green manure and wood for agncnltural implements. 
(b) Tenants have got an inherent right to use the local natural facilities for Iheir 

domestic and agriculturai purposes free of cost. 
Ie) Landholder shall in no 'way interfere with regard to the puhlic palhs. Com

munal lands should be preservell in tact for the use of the villagers a8 per mamu!. 
(d) Hill and forest porambokes should not he destroyed by the lanaholder as Ihe 

preservation is conducive to rain. 
VITI. (a) During- rainy season floods in rivers are not utilized but run w",te into Ih" 

sea. Dallls should therefore be put up at suitable places along the rive .. and the water 
stored up and channels should be constructed for utilizing such water during- the net·,.<-
"'STy period. . 

(h) Yes. 
(c) The Government may act suo moto or on application by the party. 

IX. Yes. 
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X. Under-tenant shaU take two-thrids of the gross yields and pattadars shan take 
tbe remaining one-third. The pattadar shall be solely liable to the landholder for ren", 
T!" under-tenant shall have no liability in respect of the rent due to the landholder. 

Xl. (a) A special tribunal should be constituted. 
(bi All actions and proceedings between landholder and tenants should be tried 

in the civil court. • 
XII. (a) If there was no objection on the part of the zamindar at the time of tbe 

-unauthorized occupation by the ryot, the zamindar shall be entitled only to the rent la w
fully payalile in respect of the land. 

(b) As regards the collection by the landholder of jodi, poruppu, kattubadi from 
-inamdars, landholders should exchange a patta and muchilika in respect thereof and 
should issue printed receipt for payment thereof. 

General.-Non-issue of pattas to tenants in inam villages and non-recognition of the 
right is not proper. l'hose who cultivate the land during the curl-ent year should have 
the right to cultivate it in perpetuity; patta should be issued to the tenants who have culti
vated such lands. Landholders shall have the rights to collect only one-third of the 
net yield aft,er deducting the expenses of cultivation f!"Om such tenants. 

Memorandum by Mr. C. Chidambaram and 28 others, E. Nerpugappattl 
village, Tiruppattnr taluk, Ramnad district. 

I. (a) The Zam;ndar of S;yaganga and the tenants are the proprietors of the soil. 
(b) Those that pay asses.ment have all the rights IlDd the others have the kudivaram 

_ right. 
II. (a) A rent at the rate of Rs. 8 per acre in respect of first-class wet lands &nd 

12 annus per acre in respect of first-cluss dry lands is fair and equitable. 
(b) One-third of the income from lam1 should be fixed as the share of the zamilldar 

and two-thirds as that of the pattadars. 
(c) There ShOll[.l be .tatlltory provision for remission of thE' entire rent when the 

-crops are damaged or when the lands are left '.'ncultivated. 
(d) The rate or share of rent should be settled once for all. 
(e) Yes. 

III. (a) Yes. 
(b) Rent should be collected in six instalments in a year. The Act should be so 

amended that rent clln be collected only by distraining the produce or the lands. 
(e) The proceedings in regard to the sale of land should be conducted in the civil 

-cOllrt through the revenlle officials in such a lllaDner as not to entail much expenditure. 
IV. (a) l'he zamindars are bound too supply water. 

(b) The zall:..illdar has the sole right in regard to water-sources. 
V. (a) Estated may be surveyed on application by the tenants concerned and it is 

-enough, if the concernc,l records are with the tenants. 
(b) l'he expenses mcurred in regard to the grant of patta, etc., should b .. horne by 

the zamindar. 
VI. Cess and other customary levies may be paid in addition to rent. 
VII. (a) The tenants have customary rights with regard to the utilization of 1i>c1I 

-natural facilities. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) The tenants bave the right of user in respect of public paths, the kud,,-uram 

l'ight in respect of COlllllJU!lal lands Ulld the rights referred to in paragraph (b) ab~ve in 
,respect of forest porambokes_ The zamindar hus the other rights. 

VIII. (ql lrrigilt-ion sources and works should be maintained in the following 1Ilall
ner:-

The cbannels carrying water to the lakes should be repaired and the sluices should 
be remodelled. Every year minor repairs should be done during SUlllmf'.r. 
Government Engineers should inspect irrigation sources and works on"e in 
three y~nrs. The repuirs should be entrusted to the tenants and not tn contmc
tors. 

(b) Yed. 
(c.) The Provincial Government should exercise these power. on application by the 

-ooncerned tenants. 
IX. Yes. 
X. The ~t .. tus of the pattad .. r. the zamindar and the under-tenants shonld continue 

to be in accordance With the custom of the village and the zamin ryots should have nU 
-the rights enjoyed by the Govemment ryots. 
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XI. (a) The deeisioll of the court should be final in regarll to the disputes between, 
.se samindars and tenants. 

(b) Actions and proceedings between landholders and tenants may be tried in courts 
where tbe cost is the least. 

XII. (<1') The zamiudar msy seek remedy in courts in respect of unauthorized o{'cupa
tion. 

(b) Collection shonld be" mnde in six instalments. In the case of those tnaL are 
unable to pay them, the zamindars should take the land for a reasonable value, or an 
extension of three years should be granted. The zamindal's should take d.Ction in such 
a manner a.s not to enLail unnecessary expenditure. 

Addihonal auggestiofl8. 

The Provincial Government should have powers to redress all the grievance. of the 
zamin ryots when the zamindar fails to do so. Further. the Government should fix a. 
time-limit for the prompt disposal of petitions regarding transfer of pattas, etc. 

Memorandum by the Secretary, Peasants' Association, Sakkotta1 village, 
Ramnad district. 

I. (a) Tena.nts are the proprietors of the soil. 
(b) Zamindar has the powers only to collect the rent and all the other interests in the 

,anJ only to the tena.nt. 
II. (a) After deducting (the reasonable expenses for agricultural purposes) from the 

total income of the land concerned, and the remaining portion must be divided into six 
equal shares. When taking into consideration of the poor peasant and his family expenses 
for one yea.r, jifJe shares to be distributed to the tenant and one share to the landholder. 
This proportion is only the fair and equitable rent. 

(b) The expenses for the agricultural purposes Buch as :-
Ploughing, supplying manure, seeds, cultivating charges, reaping charges, labour, 

etc. 
The condition of the tenant who is greatly expecting his livelihood for the whole 

year. 
The reasonable and average income of the land agreed by both the parties (tenant 

and landholder). 
(e) Statutory provision for remission of rent should be arranged. When there is 

no rain. when there is no timely rain, when there is heavy rain and thereby the produce 
affected, and when the produce affected by any disease and in other unexpected 
circumstances. 

(d) It is fair and advisable to settle the rent once for all. When there is provision 
for remission. 

(e) Provincial Government should have reserve powers. 
ill. (a) Requires revision. 

(b) Landholders should not have any direct powers they must take action only 
through civil courts. . 

(e) If the rent is accepted in the proportion as described in question II, subdivi
sion (a), the landholder may take his own convenience to collect the rent. 

The properties or things must be valued according to market price and 75 per cent 
of the valued price should be the court price and then only sale or any procedure may take 
place. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply appurtenant to the land only. No 
~"Ontract. 

(b) The superior right of zamindar is that he should see all the canals aud water 
reservoirs are duly repaired and enough water stored np for a"aricultural purposes. 

v. (a) The estates may be surveyed. 
(b) The zamindars will be greatly benefited by surveying the lands and therefore 

no portion of cost will be debited to the tenant. 
VI. The zamindars should not demand anything except rent. 
VII. (a) Tbe tenants are possessing the rights of grazing of cattle. collecting of green 

manure, etc. 
(b) The tenants have inherent right to use them for their domestic and agricultural 

purposes free of cost but the tenants should not sell anything to others. 
(el The tenants have full right to us~the public paths. The public lands belong to 

public people, individual persons should Dot interfere with it and it should be kept by the 
zamindar for the use of public people. The hills and forest porambokes are the main 
elements that is dragging the. rain from the cIouds and therefore they should be preserved 
bv both the tenants and zammdar. 
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VllI. (a) A scheme must be prepared by the parties or court aeoording to the area 
· of lands to be cultivated and the capacity of water to be supplied. Beserve funds may be 
raised. 

(b) Rights should be vested in Provincial Government. 
(c) The powers should be applied suo mota and on application. 

IX. J amabandi necessary. • 

~
. x. 'rho 1~!!"1 status of under.tenants should be just like that of pattadar. But in the 
question of rent after deducting the agricultural expenses from the tota.! income, tne 
remaining portion should be divided into six equa.! shares, two shares to be distributed 10 
pltttaclar and four shares to under.tenant. 

XI. Ca) Revenue Board should be the fina.! appellate. 
(b) In civil courts the proceedings between landholder and tenants be tried. 

XII. (a) The relief and remedy for zamindar to collect the rent according to the usual 
'rate from the person who is unauthorizedly occupying the land. 

(b) Requires no revision. 

Memorandum by the President, Village Congress Committee, Muthusamipuram, tTppatur 
Post, Sattur taJ.ok via Nalli (South lndian Railway), Ramnad district, ilated 11th 
October 198'1. 

By the President, Village Congress Committee, Muthusamipuram, Uppatur post, 
'Sattur ta.!uk (via) Nalli, (South Indian Railway), Ramnad district. 

I beg to inform your honour that the resolution of the above Committee is as 
follows :-

By the ryots of jamin Virapandi, Tirukoilur taluk, South Arcot district. 

We, the poor and humble ryots of zamin Virapandi, Tirukoilur taluk, most respect· 
· fully beg to submit the following for your kind consideration and favourable orders:-

Our village Virapandi is a zamindari village attached to the Vettava.!am zamin. 
The method of recovering land revenue dues from us by the zamin servants is 
rather high handed and as a result of it we experience great hardship and 
milch inconvenience. The collection is being done throughout the year. 'rhe 
reveuue imposed on our lands is rather very high when compared with that of 
any of the ryotwari villages adjoining our Virapandi. We are not shown any 
remission in land revenue even while the crops fail on account of want of 
adequate supply of water in the tank. To add to these hardships we are com
pelled to pay ollr land revenue due in one instalment instead of easy insta.!ment.s. 
On the whole we do not have so much facilities as those of ryotwari villages. 

There is a tank in the village which is in a very dilapidated condition. The tank 
bund and the two sluices require immediate repairs. There is no kalingula. 
'The surplus water escapes at one end of the tank-bund. There is therefore a , 
likelihood of the bund being broken. by water and thereby causing much damage 
to the crops below the tank. l\f any petitions to the authorities concerned in 
the matter had not seen the light of the day. Similar petitions on the subject 
to the zamindar also shared the same fate. 

There is a forest within the limits of the zamin. The seigniorage rates are too 
high to pay. We are therefore not able to pay such high rates and collect green 
manure for our lands. The rates are not fi:<ed-they being raised at any time. 

Ollr village being a zamindari one is not surveyed. As a result of this we ex
perience much difficulties and inconvenience. The poramboke lands such as 
cattle.st~d, temple,. burial ground, battai. and fresh water pond are being 
nnauthorIzedly occupIed and sOlllf'tlIDes cultIvated even by some ryots owuin" 
lands adjoining these poramboke lands. The zamindar Dor the Reveuu~ 
authorities pay no heed to our complaints regarding these occupations even when 
such cases are pointed out to them. 

It is therefore, our humble opinion that unless the .• Estates Land Act" is amended 
in sllch a manner suitable to the suffering ryots our grievances will not come to an end.' 
We therefore earnestly pray that immediate steps may kindly be taken to amend the 

· fioid Act. We also pray that concession in respect of land rellenlle such as that the 
Go\'ern(!lell~ )111"0 granted very recently may kindly he shown to the zamin ryot. aL;o. 



Memorandum by the members of the Congress Committee Sellhur. Selthur lamln. 
SrivilUpuUur taJuk. dated 24th November 1937. 

I. (a) It is the tenant that is the proprietor of the soil. 

(6) AB it is the tenant that originaUy reclaimed and r .. ndered fit for cultivation aU" 
zamin tracts, the tenant has got absolute rights of possessions and enjoyment of tM land 
subject to all powers of alienations. e.g., sale. mortgage. hypotheration. et., .• 88 aloo t.h .. 
rights of enjoyment of the trees on the land "ithout any tax therefor. 

n. (a) The average net income from one acre of wet land is R •. 10 only. AB surh 
the rate of B.s. 4 per acre (which is the rate that is being paid for the ayan wet. lands adjoining 
the Seithur zamin lands) is a fair and equitable one. 

(6) The tanks of the Seithur zamin are all rain fed subject to the Wlrcrtainti<'8 of 
rainfall year after year. (rl,nerally in a period of five years a year happel'.8 to be a failure 
owing to paucity of rains and ncn-filling of tank.. The expenses of seed-beds and traM' 
rlantation become waste. In years offailure people have to borrow from rich people for 
tl-.e maintenance of and fodder for their cattle and Iivest.ork. E.-en in ord.il'.&ry years or 
rainfall and supply to tanks the ryots are not able to get a margin of even B.s. 10. 

En-n in the ayan lands bordering the zall'in limits, it is not possible for ayan ryots to 
n'.ake both ends meet for reason of scarcity of mOI'.ey and slump in pri"". in spite of the 
Il.wer rate of taxes and 8(; it is just and necessary that the rate of &s. 4 should be adopted 
Ii.r zarnin wet lands, on a par with the ayan ones in the adjoining villages. 

(e) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent or .-aram. The Pro.-in
cia! Government should have powers of investigation and remi ... ion a... in adjoining ayan 
villages. 

(d) The rate of rent should be settled once for all on the ba.is of the net inoome 
derivablE from a land according to the receipts referred to in II (a). 

(e) The powers of revision, alteration or reduction of rent .hould be nmerved and 
"Vested in Provincial Government. 

m. (a) The powers of collection now vested in the landholders under tho Madras Estat ... 
Land Act necessarily require revision. 

(6) The Act should be so amended as to permit the collection of kist in six in.staIments 
commencing from the month of April instead of from February without any interest. 

(e) The method of collection sbould be on the lines prevalent in the ayan villages. 

IV. (a) The land tax includes the charges for ,,-ater also. The zsll'indar should 
g>:arantee water-<rupply to the lands just as the Government do supply water for the ayaD 
Iar..ds. 

(6) The landholder is bound to supply water to the wet lands. that is, he should 
rr.aintain the channels, the dams, the bunds, revetments, kalingal, sand-vents, sluices, otc., 
in good condition and have them repaired then and there and guarantee adequate supply 
of ..... ter to the IandE. 

V. (a) Yes. All estates should be surveyed and the maintenance of records of rights" 
n-.ada compulsory. 

(6) The landholders should bear the cost of survey, etc., in respect of their landa 
ar:d the tenants should bear the share for theirs. 

VI. The landholders should not levy or demand any taxes of her than the rent. 

VlI. (a) The tenants ha"Ve the rights of grazing cattl~, collection cf g1"OO1I manure, wood 
for agrk-ultural implements, ete., in places of local natural facilitit, ... as tan.k, " channel, and 
path porambokes and forest areas (and their rights have been also confirmed by the High 
(;(,urt of Judicature, Madras). 

(6) The tenants have inherent rights for roofing materials, fuel, aud wood for agri
(-ultural and water-lift implements free of cos\ or charges. 

(e) The landholders and tenants have got equal rights with regard to the use of 
public path and communal lands. The tenants have got free use of the mountain and 
f"rest porambokes for purposes of grazing cattle, fuel for hoUSt1hold purposes, wood f"r 
agricultural implements and for building roofs and also for 8tones, and atone chips for 
l'UlJIO""s of buildings and weU constructions, free of any charge, tax or demand. 

VIlL Ca) Tl::e Ir.atter of appointw.g· perse.ns for the control--<:>pening and closing of 
Illui(E8 and kalir.gal, ete., ,,1-.wld vest in a pancm.yat cor..sisting of the patta<iars of the 
respective tanks besides the landholders. 
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(b) Y8Il. The ten&nts do re .. lly .. nd e&meetly pr .. y that the' Provincial Government 
should have powel'll to undertake the rep .. ir and mainten .. nce ,of the irrigation works where 
the 1&ndholders fail to t&ke neoosH&ry and proper steps. 

'(e) The Government should by themselves undert&ke such rep&ir .. nd m&inten&nce 
On "pplic&tion by ten&nts. ' 

IX. Yes. J .. mabandi is quite necessary. 

) 
X. The under tenants sjJ.Ould have the free right to wood for roofing, fuel, and grazing 

of their oattle in the a.reas of p .. tt .. da.rs &Ud zaminda.rs. 

XI. (al There should be .. speei .. l tribun .. l as the final appellate and revisional authority 
above the Revenue Bo .. rd constituted under the M&dras Provinci .. l Government. -

(6) The oivil oourts should have appeal powers after action in revenue courts. 

XIT. (a) The lands occupied by ryots should be assigned and pattaed on receiving the 
land tues therefor aqcording to the rate prevailing in the loc&lity. 

(6) Ye.. Revision is quite neooss .. ry. 
111. ARUNACRALA TBENTHALAIVAB. 

Memorandum by Mr. C. Sudalaimani Nadar and 52 others, tenants of Aga.ram village, 
Xarukurichi mitte, Srivaikuntam taluk, TinneVelly -district. -

This village is situated at the eastern boundary of the Srivsikuntam taluk and -is 
surrounded by the Government villages of Palaiy&kayal, Manjanirkayal, Mllramangalam, 
Mukkani, etc. It belongs to Ka.rukurichi mitta. It has been constItuted as a separate 
village and separate village officers have also been appointed for it. No f&oility for water
supply has been provided in this village by the Government,. The water draining from 
the wet lands under the ayacut of the tanks in the Government villages of ArUInug~ 
mangaJam and Korkai goes to the sea along the southern and northern sides of our village., 
The tenants of this village are raising wet crops with the help of this water. 

In this village there a.re about 100 acres of mamul wet lands in re\pect of which 
water-cess is not levied by the Government and no assessment whatever is paid to the 
Government for these lands. But the mittadar is collecting a rent of Rs. 6-S-O per aere 
for the first crop and Rs. 8-4-0 per &ore for the second and third crops. The rest of the 
Jands are classified only as dry in Government records. But the mittadar has divided 
them into six groups and is levying rent at different rates in respect of eaeh of them. 

Particulars of rent. 
First. crop. Second crop. 111!rd crop. 

M. A. P. as. A. P. BS. A. P. 

lI'il'8t group 7 2 0 4 5 4 4 5 4 

Second group 5 1 9 3 4 0 3 4 0 
Third group 1 9 3 
Fourth group 0 12 8 
Fifth group () 12 8 
Sixth group • . 0 6 , , 

A rent of Rs. 5-1-9 per &ore is levied even if a dry crop is raised on tbe lands falling 
under the tbird, fourth, fifth and sixth groups, with the help of the surplus water referred
to above. Further, tbe lands included in the first two groups are pure dry lands. 

The above rates include also the water-cess due to the Government and it is collected 
only from the mittadar. He collects water-cess from us at the rate of Rs. 3 per aCre for 
the first crop, Rs. 2-8-0 for the second and Re. 1 for the third. To levy water-cess ii:.
respect of the lands which are cultivated with the help of tbe aforesaid surplus water 
is tantamount to subjecting the tenants to hardships in an unjust manner. Furtber, the 
rates of rent fixed by the mittadar are such that the tenants cannot bear them. 

The tanks in the neighbouring villages of PaJaiyakayaJ, Manjanirkay&!, Mara
msnl(Blam, Mukkani, etc., get their supply of water from the northern channel of the 
Rrivaikuntam anient and the wet lands adjoining the boundary of our village are culti
vated with the help of that water. In respect of these wet lands .. rate of Rs. 6-8-0 per 
acre has been settled once for all. 

In the aforesaid Government villages, a tax of 6 pies is levie,d on each palmyra tree 
and in the case of eoconut topes in patta lands no tax whatever is levied. But in ouf 
mitta villalle As. 1-8 per tree is levied for female palmyra trees, 10 pies for kattukkai 
palmvra tree •• III pies for olaivettu palmyra trees and As. 8-.5 for coconut trees. These 
IU'e in excess of what is le'ried in the other villages. 

IT-lia 



As there is no separate water-source for our village, we have to depend on the aurplua 
water mentioned above for the cultivation of our lands. As a result of this we are \lIlab1e 
to cultivate our lands in the proper season. Moreover, as the How of this surplua water is 
excessive during the miDy season, the crops already raised are destroyed. If, on the 
other hand, we wait for some more time, the yield is diminished for want of water. 
Further however mnch we may labour hard, we never get the normal amount of 
produce. 

(
In these circumstances, the rente at the aforesaid rates fan into arrears for two or three 

years and not only the produce but also the land is distrained in consequence. Those 
who raise loans for roaying rent and for meeting cultivation expl'nses are suffering very 
much unable to discbarge those loans. We humbly requl'st that facilities for water-
supply may be provided and the burden of taxation in the mitta reduced, so that we, who 
experience such hardships, may lead a prosperous life. 

Memorandum by Chatram ltyota AssOCiation, 'l'frukkanmgudl, 'l'IDn."ny district, 
dated 12th October 193'1. 

By Chatram Ryots Association, Tirukkarungudi (Tinnevelly district). 
We, the President and members of the Chatram Ryots Association, Tirukkarungudi, 

Nanguneri taluk, take this opportunity to wait in deputation on you and represent our 
grieflances as f1Iots of the inam estate m1lage8 of M agiladi and N ambipuram gOflerned 
by the Madras Estates Land Act. 

2. This estate was once directly under the Government control but is now vested 
in the management of the District Board, South Tinnevelly. There Rre mllny similar 
estates in this district. 

3. The grievances of the ryots of these estates are sims1ar to those of the zamin f1Iots. 
Hence the scope of the enquiry f'e"ently appointed to examine the conditions of zamin· 
dari ryots should include the case8 of these ryots also. 

4. In addition to the grievances common to the zarnindari ryots we are also labouring 
nnder special difficulties peculiar to UB. 

(a) We are paying very bigh rents compared with the adjacent neighbouring 
ryotwari lands of the same Taram. 

(b) We have made costly improvements to these lands at our own expense unlike 
the cases of the zamindari lands and have also litigated for irrigation and other 
rights at our own cost treating the lands as our own. 

(C) We beg to point out that the chatram' ryotB should be charged only to the 
extent necessary for carrying out the charitable objects originally intended by 
the donors of the inaw and that no division of any kind should be made at the 
expense of the rack-rented ryots. The ryots should be given the full benefit 
of the surpluses by way of liberal remissions both temporary and permanent 
as per hopes held out. 

(d) We wish to bring to your kind notice that this eata.te does not pay anything 
to Government by way of peishkash or quit-rent. 

5. Lastly owing to general depression there is urgent need for a general remiasion 
for faslia 1345 and 1346. Though the district board has for the present resolved to grant 
a small remission for the said faslis, we submit that it is still in a.n unsettled stage a.nd 
that it is entirely inadequate for the ryots in the present circumstances as the conces
sion does not at all reach the majority of the ryots. 

In conclusion we pray that the Government be pleased to directly interfere in 
this matter and save the ryots from the coercive, distraint proceedings launched against 
them by the district board in their present distreased condition and render justice. 

T. S. SANKAlWI, 
President. 

Memorandum by Ule teuants of Vairavankulam and Chockampattl zamindaria of Kaday&
DalIur village, Tenkasi taluk, 'l'innevelly distric\, dated 20th lII"ovember 193'1. 

We, the tenants of Vairaflankulam and Chockampatti zamindaria of Kadayanallur 
fit/lags, Tenkasi taluk, Tinnevelly district. beg to answer the twelve questions relating to 
the conditions prevailing in zamindari areas. 

'I. Ca) The tenut. 
(b) The tenant is the enjoyer of the land, and the landlord is the collector of kist. 
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n. (a) Eighty-four Madras measures for an area of 168 ~ents of land is the fair 
and equitable rent. Similarly Re. 1 for one chain of dry land, I.e., 364 cents. 

(b) The ratee in adjacent ryotwari lands should be taken into account. . 
(0) Yes; in cases where the tenant did not enjoy the benefit of crops. Where smgle 

crop was harvested, half rent should be collected, and where both crops fail, the whole 
rent must be waived. 

(d) The rate or share of rent sho'utd be decided once for all. It is not advisable to 
leave it to the officer or court in the interests of the tenant. ' 

(e) Such powers may rest with Provincial Governments. But rent should on DO 

account be raised. 
In. (a) Yes. 

(h) On the lint's obtaining in ryotwari lands. 
(e) The collection of rent, if money, may be left in tbe hands of the tenants. n, in 

kinds, the marketing officer may look to its disposal to minimise expenses. 
IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to the water-supply are inherent. There is no separate 

contract between them and the landholder. 
(h) The landholder has no superior right in the water-oources in the estate. Certain 

lands are, however, kept in the landholders' name as • pannai ' and in times of scarcity 
of water the landholder by virtue of his position in the estate appropriates a good portion 
of the available water to the great discontent of the tenants. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(h) The Government and the landholder should bear the cost, and the tenant 

should not be taxed. 

VI. No. 
VII. (a) The tenants here enjoy full rights to the utilization of all these. 

(h) Yes, they have. 
(e) The tenants are the users of these public paths, etc., and the landholder is there 

only to see that they are 80 used. 

vnI. (a) The principles prevailing in the ryotwari lands of Government should be 
adhered to. 

(h) Landholders never care to repair' tanks or water sources and the Government 
should be vested with powers to undertake repairs as obtaining in ryotwari lands. 

(e) The powers so vested should be applied 8UO nlotu. 

IX. No jamabandi is necessary. 
X. Under-tenants have no relation with (2), and with (1) they are like servants on 

wages. Most of the lands are cultivated by tenants themselves. 
XI. (a) The Revenue Board will do. 

(h) The civil court may have jurisdiction over disputes between landholders and 
tenants. 

xn. (a) The zamindar may seek relief by levying rent for the unauthorized portion of 
land with ryots.' , 

(b) The law relating to inam, etc .• may also be revised to that extent that the 
quit-rent which is now collected by both the Government and the zamindars may be 
coalesced into one and the Governmen t itself allowed to make the collection. 

TBNAlITS 0\1' VAIRAVAIIKULAM AND CROCKAMPA'1'l'I ZAMANDABIS 0' 

KADAYANALLUB VILLAGE. 

The other items not covered by the questionnaire but falling within the scope of the 
resolution are :-

(1) The t~afl8fe~ oj patta.-At present the Registration department collects 12 annaa 
for every sale of zamindari land but there is no use and the zamindar will not 
transfer the pattaa with?u~ receiving his "mamul" which is ranging from 
Rs. 2-10-0 upwards. This IS a menace to the tenants and this requires a radical 
change. 

(2~ Fasliwap. patta.-Pattas are n?w ~ven afte~ the fasli, for which the patta is 
mtended, 1$ over. It must be gIven m the middle of the fasli or before the pay
ment of the fasli kist. It must be enacted that no rent should be paid unlese a 
patta is given. 
U-31-A 
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(8) .Water-rate.-Landholder to make more money permits all dry holdings lying 
on both sides of the feeder channels to raise wet crops and consequently water 
in the cha.nnels is misused by these water-rate cultivato~ and no water linda ita 
way to the legitimate tanks. The result is, the ayacut lands suffer for want of 
water and the tenants are put to loss. The landholder also permits cultivation 
of lands purely intended for storage of water. It must be ruled that no water
rate cultivation should be permitted by the zamindar without the consent of the 
ayacut tenants and the existing water-rate cultivations declared unlawful. 

Memorandum by the ryota of Ettiyapuram AmIn, residing at Taruvalkulam, ][oDpatU 
taluk, Tlnnevelly district, dated 24th November 1987. 

·'The ryots of Ettiapuram Zamin, residing at Taruvnikulam, Koilpatty talnk, 
Tinnevelly district, beg to submit the following answers to the questionnaire i.sued by 
the committee of the Madras Legislature. 

Reconstroetwn in the eamindari arell8. 

I. (a) Some lands belong to the tena\lts, but there are other lands to which no 
patta has been issued. 

(b) The zamindar should have right of collecting only the rent. 
n. (a) The rent is not levied in just proportion. 

(b) and Ce) There should be statutory provisions for the remission of rents in case 
of failure of crops owing to the failure of rain. excessive rain and consequent flood 
and damage to crops and inability to raise crops and liMny in case of epidemics to 
crops. 

(d) In the case of irrigation sources, it is notorius that they are never repaired in our 
z'!-IlIina.reas. There should .be. a statutory provision in case of failure, to maintain the 
irrigation source~ in repair and there is a consequent failure of. crops and for remissBion 
of rents. 

(e) The rent should be fixed permanently. It is desirable to invest civil court 
with powers of revigion according to circumstances carefully delined in the Acts. 

m. (a) It is of gr"at importance that the power of the zamindars to collect rents 
be re-settled in the following manner. 

(b) The rent should be collected during the time of income to the ryots, i.e., 
from January to June. Besides when the rent is paid. the one appointed by the zamin 
to collect such rents should state in the bill (i) the survey number, (ii) the extent of 
the land to which rent has been paid, whether the remitter be pattallar or be only a 
mortgagee. 

Note.-There should be statutory provisions to pa.y the zamindan the rent directly or througb 
money order in case when the ODe appomted by the zamindar to collect such rente deruands more thaD 
the just rent or out of the time .when such rente ought usually to be collected. It is IItated in the 
patta. issued by our zamindar: "That the rent should be only to the one appointed bl UI and if aent 
through some ODe or money order, it will not be taken into consideration. J J 

Therefore willy-nilly, we have to pay our rents only ,through such peo~le appointed 
by. the zamindars. Consequently we are obliged to give them whatever unJust demand. 
they make. The root cause of all this is that persons appointed by the z8windara to 
collect rents are not paid or given any other remuneration. Besides the pattas are 
not transferred in time to the heirs or buyers of the land. On account of this joint 
patta system, if some one of those connected in this joint patte. does not pay his rent, 
it affects very badly even those who pay their rents very regularly and the land of 
such persons are distrained by the village officers, chiefly when they have some grudge 
"@oinst such persons. 

There/ore as requested abolle, the sun>cy number, extent of the land to which rent 
hll8 been paid should be stated by (Ill means in the B,ilI. 

(e) If the tenant does not pay his rent, such rent. should be collected periodicallJ 
by seizing movable goods as stated in the Act~. Inst.esd of seizing such movable goods 
for arrears in rent, the zamindar takes over for himself lands of much higher value 
often without the knowledge of the tenants. In cases of persons not owning movable 
properties, or actuallJ own less .than the rent itself, such persons' rent should be 
collected through civil courts. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply are inherent 8S being appurtenant 
to the land. There is no separate contract with the zamindar. 
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V. (a) It is nearly sixty years since our lands have been surveyed. We request, 
therelore, that a fresh survey be made. 

(b) It is requested that the expenses incurred in the survey be met with by the 
zamindar himself. 

VI. The 7.amindar, on no account, should demand levies from ryots other than 
the rents. • • 

VII. (a) The natunl facilities, such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure 
or wood for agriculture implements which were taken previously free by the ryots are 
1l0W no more allowed to do so. The abovementioned facilities are now auctioned for 
high rates and the bidders exact enormous wages from the royts for the use of the 
abo,'ement.ioned natur&l facilities for agricultural purposes. 

VIII. (a) We are of opinion that the Government should he empowered to arrive 
at a suitable scheme for the purpose of maintaining irrigation sources and works. 

\ 0) When the zamindar fails to take necessary and proper steps, such rights 
should be ve.ted in the Provinci&l Government to undertake the repair or maintenance 
of irrigation works. 

(e) The abovementioned powers to the Provincial Government should be vested 
to be applied 8UO motu, and there should be statutory provisions laid for the ryots also, 
to request the Government for the abovementioned repairs or maintenance of irrigation 
work •. 

IX. We are of opinion that yearly jamabandi is necessa.ry. as in the case of ryot. 
wari villages. 

XI. Cal We desire that in proceedings between zamindars and tenants or ryots, 
the Roard of Revenue should continue to be the final appellate or revisional authority. 

(b) In actions alld proceedings between zamindar and tellants it should be tried 
in civil courts. 

XII. (a) To be done as mentioned in XI (b). 

General TequestB. 

~l'here are two tanks in our village: one of them is in possession of the l<amindar. 
It extends over an area 500 acr~s and has an adjae.ent land of 600 acres. 

Th~ tank and land are left unllsed for want of any attention on the part of the 
.zamindar. • 

The other tank has adjacent lands of 400 acres in possession of the ryots. Over 
this land a rent of Rs. 7i per acre is levied every year. 

For the past ten years the canal that supplied water to this tank has diverted its 
course and the water is now being carried away to the ocean. So the tank has never 
been full for the past ten· years. The only water that comes to the tank is from· the 
neighbouring grounds. Relying on this water and expecting further supply by rain, 
tenants having lands close to the tank cultivate their lands; but they have never en, 
joyed the full benefit of their labour for want of water. 

Having no consideration for all these disadvantages, the rent as per wet land has 
always been collected to the ~ie. In addition to all these, last year we had to pay 
even a line of Rs. 200. Relymg on our tank, we had cultivated our lands. But as 
nsual, water' f&iled in the middle of the crop and we were forced to take water from 
the tank uncared, unused, by the zamindar. 

The abovementioned fine was for taking this water for our dying crops . 

. We have often petitioned to the zamindar to divert the course of the canal which 
has changed ita bed for the past ten years into our tank. No attention has been paid 
hitherto. Consequently, first class lands have been left uncultivated for the past ten 
years. Some tenants have even lost their lands. being unable to pay the heavy rents 
·of the zamindar. 

I~ short, fro~ the time the canals ceased to flow into our tank, there has been 
an umversal sutlermg among the people. We request, therefore, that immediate steps 
.be taken to divert the course of the canal into our tank. 

RYOTS OP E'I'TIYAPURAY ZAyDI •. 
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J[emorandum by &he \eDaDts, Sivagtrl amID, SaDkarankoU &aluk, T1IInevell)' d1a&rlc\, 
dated 25th l!I' ovember 1931. 

I. (a) The pcesent tenants (as the descendants or representatives of those who have 
improved and made the lands fit for cultivation) are the propnetors of the BOil. 

(b) The tenants have permanent hereditary and undisputed right of enjoyment with 
every free right of alienation, i.e., sale, mortgage, hypothecation, etc. The zamindar 
has only the right of rent. 

n. (a) Four or five rupees per acre. 
(b) Government system should be taken into account in fixing the rent. The rent 

in zamind&ri lands must be the same as that which is prevailing in the adjoining ayan 
villages. 

(c) Yes. Remission should be granted whenever there is no income from the 
Jands. 

(d) The rate of rent should be fixed once for all according to the Government 
system. 

(e) The powers of revision, alteration or reduction of rent should be rese"ed and 
vested in ProVincial Government. 

3. (a) Yes. The powers of collection now vested in the landholders under the Madras 
Estates Land Act necessarily require revision. 

(b) The znmindar's right of collecting revenue should be cancelled and the Govern
ment take up the> responsibility following the Government system. 

(c) The method of collection should be on the lines prevalent in the ayan villages 
and kist-bund must be from the month of February to June. 

4. (a) Yes. Water-supply is inherent as being appurtenant to the land. No matter 
of contract. . 

(b) The landholder has no superior right in the water sources. He should protect 
the water in the tanks and maintain the channels, the dams. the bunds, kalingal. sand
vents. sluices. etc., in good condition. 

5. (a) Yes. All estates should be s~eyed and the maintenance of records of rights 
compulsory. 

(b) The proportion of cost of s~ey should be borne by tenants and the landholder 
according to the Government system. 

6. The landholders should not leVy or demand any taxes other than the rent. 
7. (a) The tenants should have full and free right in the utilization of the naturll\ 

facilities such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure, use of minerals, woods for 
fuel and agricultural implements, vegetables, fruits, herbs, roots, honey, thorny bushes. 

(b) The tenants have inherent rights for roofing materials, fuel and wood for agricul-
tural and waterlift implements free of cost, or charges. 

(e) The tenants have full right to utilize the places and the landholder to maintal'l 
and protect them from unauthorized occupation. 

S. (a) 'The Government Engineer should be appointed to arrive at a suitable scheme 
for thp. ~urpose of maintaining of irrigation sources and works. The landholder should 
bear the costs. 

(b) Yes. The tenants do reany and earnestly pray that the Provincial Governmen' 
should have powers to undertake the repair and maintenance of the irrigation works where 
the laudholders fail to take necessary and proper steps. . 

(e) The Government should by themselves undertake such repairs. 
9.· Yes. Jamabandi is quite necessary for each village every year. 
10. U nder"tenants should have the free right to wood for roofing. fuel and grazing 

of their cattle in the areas of pattadars and zamindars. 
11. (a) Revenue Board should be the final appellate. 

(b) The civil courts should try the cases. 
12. (a) The lands which are not useful for the public occupied by ryots should be 

assigned and pattaed, receiving the land taxes therefor according to the rate prevailing in 
the locality. 

(b) Yes. Revision is quite necessary. 

Other recommendatio1l8. 

1. Approving estate ryots as direct Government pattadars. 

2. The zamind&ri system should be abolished forthwith and a lump sum equal to one 
year income may be paid to the zamindar as compensation. The system is medieval and 
outlived its time and is extremely harmful to the tenants. Hence its immediate abolition. 
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3. An, experienced Government Revenue Officer. unaer Government control should 
be appointed as the Commissioner for the management of the estate affairs in the manner 
(If a Uovernment office. 

4. The enjoyment verification scheme followed in Government villages should be 
in troduced for the zamin &Iso. 

5. Temples and charitable endoWIDjlpts must be under Government management. 

Memorandum by Mr. V. Sivallnga Nadar and 52 others, tenants of Agarsm village, 
ltarukuiIchl mitta, Srivalkuntam talul!:, Tinnevelly district. 

I. (a) The tenants alone are the proprietors of the soil. 
II. (a) The rent collected by the zammdars at present is high. 

(b) The produce and the irrigation facilities should be taken into accoUllt in fixing 
the rent. 

(c) There should be some statutory provision for remission of rent. There should 
be statutory provision for remitting the entire amount of rent when the land is left un
cultivated for propE'r reasons or when the crops are damaged owing to drought or Hoods 

(e) The Provincial Government should have reserve powers for revising inequit
able rents through their Revenue Settlement Officers, 

III. (a) The method of collecting rent requires revision. 
(b) Rent should be collected in zamin villages in the same manner in which kist 

is collected in Government villages. 
IV. (a) The rights to water-supply are appurtenant to the land and are not a matter 

of contract. 
(b) Only minor repairs are done by them. Hence the burden 0.1 the temms 

becomes heavy. 
V. {al They should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained compulsorily. 

(b) The cost of survey should be borne only by the zamindars. 
VIII. Irrigation sources and works should be maintained by the Provincisl Govern

ment themselves. 
IX. J amabandi is necessary as in the case of ryotwari village •. 

Memorandum by Mr. T. L. Sundararama AYYBr, Secretary, Mitta Kyots' Assoclation 
Achcbamangalam village, Tlruppattur taluk, North Arcot district, No. 73, Xatcherr; 
Street, Tlruppattur. 

I. (a) Tenants. 
(b) The right to cultivate the land permanently. 

II. (a) One-fourth of the net produce. 
(b) The amount of rainfall. the current price of produce and the nature of th, 

(oj There should certainly be a statutory provision for remission of rent. Th .. 
remission of rent should be made with reference to the deficiency in rainfall and 'th. 
current price of produce. ' , 

(d) It is advisable to settle the rent once for all. 
Ie) The Provincial Government should have the power to revise or reduce rents 

III. (a) Yea. 
(b) Summary proceedings should not be instituted for any reason whatever. 
(0) The rent should be collected as in Government villages by the issue of demand 

notices. 

, IV. (II) The rights of the tenants to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant 
to the land. There should not be any contract whatever in this matter. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) All the expenses incurred in this eonnexion should be home oulyby the 

z&mindar. 

VI. No. 

m. (a) The tenants have the right to utilize local natural facilities. 

(b) The tenants should not utilize them for their own purposes free of cost. 
(0) Public paths, public' places, hills, forest jlorambokes. open spaces, cremation 

grounds, porambokes. etc .• are common to the tenants and the zamindars. 
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vm. (a) The courts may ord~l' the zamindar '0 ·maintain properly all water 
sources. 

(b) If the zamindar fails to do so, the Provincial Government may carry out the' 
work and collect the cost thereof from the zamtndar. 

(e) The Government may exercise these powers BUO motu. 

IX. It is better if there is a yearly jamabandi. 
X. There is no connexion whatever between undertenants and the zamindars. 
XI. (a) It is better to abolish the Board of Revenue. 

(b) In special courts. 
xn. (a) The mittadar may measure snch lands, levy a suitable rent therefor and 

either evict the ryot or give him a pstts. 
(b) There is no need for revision. 

S. MUNI8WAID KAvANDAR-And 24 others. 

Memorandum brill. S. Sam! Nadal and twenty nine others, pattadars, ServaikkaraJl.' 
matam village, Sivapuram mitta, Srlvalkuntam taluk, dated 19th December 1931. 

1. (a) The tt'nant is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The tenant has the right of cultivation. mortgage and sale and of enjoying the 

produce; the zamindar has the right to collect rent and is.ue pattas. 
n. (a) A rent at the rate of 2 annas per acre in the case of dry lands and 6 rupees 

per acre in the case of wet lands will be fair ond equitable. 'rhere should be no tax on 
trees. 

(b) The value of the prodnce, thp classifbation of the "Oil and the irrigatio;; [""ili
ties should be t.ake" into account in fixing a fair a:ld equitable reot. One·sixth of I.he 
produce should be fixed as the rent and the income from the land .hould be determined 
with reference to the average produce for three ordinary year •. 

(e) There should be statutory l>rovision for total remiSSIOn during tiLDes "r drought 
and famine and for proportionate remission for loos of ~rors duE' to p~St9. etc. PaYlJleul 
of rent should not be enforced when there is no income from the land. 

(d) The rent should be settled once for all. 
(e) The Provincial Government should have reserve powers to revise ineqUItable 

rents. 
m. (a) The Mudras Estates Land Act should be aruended in sucb a way dB W make 

it beneficial to the tenants. Provision should be made for action being taken only after 
proper notice is given three times to the pattadars and those that have an interest in the 
land. 

.. ,(b) Rent should be collected as far :>. possible by hont'st oil;cials. If tl,ore are 
proper r~asons for the non-payment of rent, two years' time should be allowed. 

(e) The services of the villagers should as far 8S possible be utilised for the collec
tion of .rent. Village panchayats should be constitnted and the lands brought to sale 
through them for arrears of rent. A list of persons paying rent and the partir.l.Ilars of 
rent should be supplied to all the pattadars. . 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply are inberent, as beiDg appurten. nt 
to the land and are not a matter of contract. 

(b) The mittadar has no superior right in the water-sources. 
V. (al Yes. 

(b) The zamindar should bear the entire cost. 
VI. He cannot. 
vn. (a) The zamindar sbould allot areas for the use of the tenants for grazing cattle, 

gathering green manure and collecting wood for agricultural implements. The people alone 
have a right to pueh places. 

(b) The tenants have fiU inherent right toll use thelD free of M"t. 

(e) The tenants have a common right to hill and fore.t porambokeR. The zamindsr 
has no special rigbt in respect of them. 

vm. (a) Channel. and tanks should be dug and maintained till that there Ina', he R 

perennial water-BUpply for wet lands and ~ells .honlcl be BUnk in the case of dry l,,;,fl •. 
(b) Yes. 

(e) The powers should, as far 8S possible. be exercised suo motu. 
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IX. Yes. 

X. There are no under-tenants ht're. 

XI. (a) A special tt-ibunal should be constituted in evory district. 
(b) Only in ~pecio\ courts. 

xn. In the case of unauthorized p~cupation, an equitable rent should be collected 
from the tenants. 

Memorandum by the Secretary, Chatram Kyots' Association, 'l'urukurungudi, 
'l'innevelly district, dated 24th November 1937. 

I. (a) The rvot. . . I 
(b) The "':ellbeing of the ryot is houn~ ~p with. the good ~ndltlon, re~ ar 

cultivation and abundant yield of the land. H,S mterest 10 the land .'s therefor~ Vlt~1 
and not merely economic as that of tbe landholder. When a partlc~lar h?ld1Og. IS 
left waste or there is a failure of crops in it, the :yo~ concerned I~ses h,S a~ 1OcludlO,g 
expenses incurred and not merely a portion of his mcome from It as III the other I 

caee. 
II. (a) A fraction of the net income ranging from one-quarter to a maximum of half 

according to the nature of the soil and irrigation facilities in the case of wet lands. The 
existing rate of dry assessment should continue to prevail. Trees should not be taxed 
separately. 

(b) The following considerations should' be taken into account in arriving at 
thcl net income :-

(1) Income;
(a) Grain. 
(bl Straw. 

\2) Rxpentlitme;-
(a) Preparing the soil; ploughing, etc. 
(b) Price of seed; preparing seed-bed, etc. 
(e) Cost of manure, ordinary and special. 
(d) Watering, including lIlt irrigation wholly or in part. 
(e) Transplantation charges . 

. <I) Miscellaneous weeding valavanady, etc. 
Cg) Reaping charges. 
(h) Interest on capital outlay by the ryot for improvement (evidence for 

which may have been recorded already or may be recorded hereafter till 
the fixing of the rent) such as sinking of wells, channels, etc., aa per 
ser.tit.n 17 of Act I of 1908. 

N.B.-Another and 8 Itimpler method of bing a fair and l3!tuitahlt' rent is to tRke as basis lands 
of the sarna taram on 1'Yotwari portions of the loc&lity or immediate npighhournood and le~v tP.e 8tlme 
tax making an,' altt-rations for thf'l impl'Ovpmnnt pft'ected by the ryot/fl under section 17, or rigistend 
b,. the landholiler undor ...,tinn 16 of Act I of 1008. 

(e) Yes on the undermentioned principles. . , 

(1) Remission should be given for total or partial failure of eropa owing to 
deficient supply of water, blights, pests, silting up, erosion and etc., due 
causes beyond the control of the ryots. 

(2) The remission should be on the rent of the particular crop (i.e., seasonal) 
whether on single or double-crop lands. 

(3) The amount of remission should b;r,-

(4) ~'or total failure as well as poor vield up to S annas crop full remis-
sion. .. 

fb) For yield from S annaa to 6 annascrop one half remiSSIon. 
(d) ~he rate ~ay b,: settled permanently for each plot by application of the 

abo~e prLncI~les mentIOned In reply n (a) and II (bl. Presuming th~ existing rent as 
b~.lS. alter~tlons ?f a permanent nature may be madR on fair and tl'luitable considera
tIOns mentIoned In IT (4) and II (bl. In exceptional circumstances further chanaes 
may be provided for, as in the ease of ryotwsri lands. ., 

.(e) The question of reservation of powers by the Provincial Government does 
!lot aTlse wheJ.l once, the settlement of a permanent nature of a fair and quitable rent 
18 effected as 10 reply II (a) and (bl and If ever such occasion arises the Government 
.!lould obtain legislative sanotion beforehand for such interference. 

1[-32 
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m. (a), (b) and (c) When the rent is coll~cted in kind, in full or .in part, t~e 
full or partial grain rent should be commuted compulsonly on an eqwtable basis. 
The system adopted for coll~cting rent should be wentically .tI,.e ,ame a& that for the 
collection of land re"enue for the GOllemmeut I"nlh. Even as It IS, .the estate rent coll~<:
tion is entrusted to Government servants, UtE' village officers. With the present faClh
ties of open markets for t?e purchase and aale of paddy. or rice for ~y pu~pose, the 
collection of grain reotal IS to be cundemned as a mediaeval system mvolvmg much 
avoidable oppression and peculation. This should be discontinued. 

IV. Ca) In the case of ayacut (nanjas) wet lands inher~nt. In others, as per ClI'. 

cumstances of the case. 
(b) No: collateral right with the ayacut nanja holden. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The existing rules prevailing at present under the Act may continue. 

VI. No. 
VII. (a) Facilities must be offered to the ryots for use of these local natural fae1l1. 

ties free of cost or at a nominal charge for their upkeep and conservation. The .. must 
not be commercially exploited to the detriment of the ryots for whom a certain area at 
least must be reserved for normal requirempnts. 

(bl Yes, except in portions specifically reserved for forest purposes, etc., being 
areas far in excess of the normal requirements of the ryots. 

(e) The ryots are entitled to easement rights consequential to rights under 
VII (a). Where communal lands for threshing and other purposes do not exist, the 
ryots must be permitted to convert rent free a small percentage of their holdings suffi
cient for those purposes according to the circumstances of the case. Public paths are to 
be maintained in good order by the landholder as IIseful to both and no land set apan 
for the public purposes shall be acquired by the ryot or assigned by the landholder. 

VITI .• (a) The landholder is bound to maintain the irrigation sources and works 
in good condition at their full capacity; a reserve fund of 12l per cent rent should be 
set apart for this purpose; a substantial portion of this should be spent yearly for the 
same leaving a small balance to meet emergency works. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) On application by parties. 

IX. Yes. 
X. The pattadar should not be hampered by restrictions in favour of under·tenants, 

when these latter cannot share any of his responsibilities or his burdens for the pur· 
pose of maintemtnce of the good condition and improvement of his holding as a whole 
nor should the p:1ttadar be relieved of his direct liabilities to the zamindar by inter
posing any mediary. These pattadars should be placed on the same position a& that of 

, 
the ~yotwari pattadars. In the case of big pattadars having about 50 acres of wet land 
and corresponding dry lands they may be treated as small estates and the Estates Land 
Act made applicable to their tenants as a whole. 

XI. (a) A special tribuna,1. 
(b) Special courts. 

xn. (a) Rent lawfully payable -to the land occupied, together with allY actually 
proved damages awarded by the special court or tribunal. ' 

(b) No. 

Othe~ obse11lations not eocered by the aTl8W61'8 to the que8tionnaire. 

1. The ryot of the estate are generally rackrented; the ratio of the rent paid by 
these ryots being on the average 3 : 1 to the rent paid by the ryot on similar ayan 
lands. The rent should be reduced to the ayan level. 

2. Where the rent on a particular holding ·is comparatively low, the holding either 
corresponds to personal inam lands in ryotwari tracts or the holding having been in a. 
very poor condition once, has now been reclaimed and improved at the expense of 
the ryots. In many cases the evidence of such improvements may not have been 
recorded. Enquiries must be held in all such cases if any alteration is to be made 
to avoid injustice. 

3. In the case of trees standing prior to 1908 with reservation of title by land. 
holder written or by custom, the tax should no longer be levied, since 30 yean of reni 
bns already b~i'n ('(,'Iected on them and -the rule 16 the ownership and use of the trees 
planted or growing since 1908' should be made applicable to all the trees standing on 
the ryot's holding prior to 1908. This will greatly remove the irritating source of 
ruinous miga~ion. 'Y,Je section 12 of the Madras Estates Land Am [ of 1908.) 
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4. In charitable estates (not zamins) enquiries must be made til ascertain the 
actual requirements of these charities. The surpluses, instead of beiug diverted as 
they hav" been done till now to. unconnected and unnecessary charges at the· caprice 
of the n.anagements from time to time, ahould be utilized in the following order of 
importance :-

(a) For the uniform reduction of the rent. 
(b) For the acquisition of grazing· and other lands of a. communal nature for the 

benefit of the estate. 
(c) For the general improvement of the locality in which the estate is situated 

according to the amount of the remaining surplus. 
5. Whenever generally remissions are granted by the' Government for the ryotwari 

lands, the lands in estates too should be benefited automatically on the same principles. 
'l'his association from its actual experience is also prepared to submit proposals to 

the Government in further amending the :Madras Estates Land Act, as soon as the 
future programme of the Government in this directIOn IS out. 

[IIIegible] , 
Secretary. 

Memoranda by the Sangam of the ryom of the Urkad zamindari, Ambasamudram taluk, 
TiDDevelly distrIct, dated 26th :November 19l51. 

1: (al The tenant is certainly the full owner and proprietor of the soil for he has 
been.lD occupation all along and was th~re from the very beginning, while the zamindar 
WIIS lDtroduced by the British Government as mere tax-gatherer in consideration of the 
military services rendered just before the advent of the new British administration. The 
District Gazetteers issued by the Government lends support to this view, section 14 of 
Regulai;ion 25 of 1802 presupposes the existence of the ryote already on the land and 
specifically enacts to compel zamindars to engage with the said ryots. The ryot is there
fore the proprietor of the eoil. 

(b) That the zamindars had no permanent property in the soil is evident from the 
preamble to the said Regulation 25 of 1802. The British Government had therefore to 
create a deed of permanent property by a grant of Sanuadhi Milkent lstimrar and to enact 
the special legislation. The regulation itself did not ignore the status of the I'yots and 
gave the zamindar the mere power of collecting custolJlary rent which was payable to 
Government before. If this system introduced in Bengal by Lord Cornwallis was not 
forced on the Government of Fort St. George and If Sir 'l'homas Munro was allowed to 
have his own way of benign administration, there would be no zamindari in our Presi
dency. The tenant's interest is therefore permanent whilo the zamindar's interest i, 
Dovel, interim and depends on the good will of the executive. 

2. (a) It is a wen-recognized principle that a man who fonows agriculture as hi' 
profession and depends upon it for his sustenance must be able to get sufficient income 
at least to keep his body and soul together. It is now well known that not being able to 
sustain himsclf from agricultural income he goes to work as a coolie elsewhere and eke 
his livelihood. There being no work Ilvailable in the villaj!~ wl,ich would give him ready I 
cash to purchase grains, etc .. required for· food, l,e reAorts to town. There is thuB aD 
influx of villagers to town by reason of the income from agriculture not being sufficien. 
for his maintenance. It is nece~sary therefore that to enable an agriCUlturist to make 
both ends meet the cultivation ~xpense., viz., ploughing charges, price of seed, charge of 
transplanting, watering charges, watching charges of crops and reaping charges ahould 
be deducted from the gross produce aud from the remainder, the agriculturist must be 
allowed sufficient margin for his maintenance before the zamindar or Government can 
tax him. Justice and equity rioquirt>s that only a small portion of the said remainder 
can he taxed as the zamindar's share of rent. Tbis principle will be in accordance with 
the cndent code of manu. according to which the King is entitled only to 1/6th share of 
the income from land. The standard of life also having increased in modern times. it 
will be equitable to take more than E'ven 1/6th of the net produce. 

(b) The most iII-fed and iII-clad people in this country are the awiculturist pra
per. There is an undercurrent of consciousness in them, that they who toil at the soil. 
night and dny, are a nej!lected community, while the other classes of people paid Ollt of 
their income. either in Government employ. or otherwise. are wen off. On !n'Ounds of 
political expediency; therefore. and in view to prevent their beinl!! driven to delfP8.ir. to 
adopt revolutionary means, ~heir p<'sition must be i~prove~. TI! this vipw a red?~tion in 
the prevailing rate nf rent I" necessary. The land In zammdaMs are mnre heaVIly texed 
than in ryotwari villages. The reduction of the rate in ryotwari villages is now bping 

JI-S2-A 
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agitated for. The ultimate relief granted to them should also be given to the zamin 
ryots. In any event the rent in zarninda.ri areas should be brought at least to the 8&me 
level aa in adjacent ayan areaa. 

(e) According to the present law, remission of rent is allowed only as a matter of 
grace, and not as a matter of right. This caUoeli great nardship in times of failure of 
crops either total or partial. There should therefore be a statutory provisiou for granting 
remission of rent. The fact to he borne in mind in remission is that the ryot will have 
to set off from the gross yield a portion to cover the expenses of cultivatiou and reaping 
charges. This would come to 25 per cent of the gross outturn. If therefore there is a 
total failure or partial failure of crops, resulting in a 4-anna crop only, the whole rent 
should be remitted. The shl1\"e of the zamindar towards rent may be calculated on the 
basis of Ij6th income over and above the 4-anna crop. 

(d) To enable the ryots to follow their ngncultural occupation peacefully and 
without any disturbance from outside and free from harassments the rent must be fixed 
once for all. Thia will be an incentive to increase the productivity of the land by IUten-
sive cultivation. • 

(e) There are cases in which the rent ill unbearable and the Government should 
have reserve powers to reduce the rent. 

3. (a) No revision is necessary. 

(b) and (e) No measures need be adopted as the present system works pretty well. 

4. (a) The water-supply charge is consolidated with the rent and the right to water 
is appurtenant to the land. 

(b) The la.ndholder has no superior right apart from use of the water to nanjas so 
registered in his accounts. 

5. (a) There is no necessity for survey. 

(b) Further, the survey machinery is costly and it is a hl1\"d~hip to saddle on them 
any portion qf the survey charges in this time of depression. 

6. No. 

7. (a) The right of grazing cattle in village poraJIlboke and of cutting wood far 
domestic and agricultural use has been customary for tenants but the zamindars being, 
all in all, within the limits of the zamin, the said natural right could not be exercised. 

(b) The tenants have an inherent and uatural right but this hi a dead letter in 
practice on account of the authority of zamindar. 

(el The public paths and comm~nal porambokes .Rre common to b?th but ~he 
hill and forest porambokes are monopolized by the zammdar for profit Without bemg 
available to the ryots. 

8. (a) The zamindar is bound to preserve the irrigation work and this liability haa 
to be enforced. . 

(b) The Government should undertake the repairs in case of failure of zamindar. 

(e) Even without the application of ryots the Government should have the power 
to exercise the powers. 

9. Jamabandi is not necessary. 

10. The undertenants need not be recognized as they have no legal status. 

11. (a) The Revenue Board rarely exercises its judicial discretion in mattera of 
appeal or revision. In 95 per cent of the 8;ppeals, .. no r~ason to interfere .. i~ th-: m?~to 
of decision. The Board should be discontmued and speCial appellate court haVIng JudiCial 
temperament is necessary for exercising sound judicial discretion. 

(1)) On account of unusual delay in civil courts and of the want of judicial tram
inlt ou the part of the revenue officers, special courts are necessary for each district to be 
styled .. revenue courts." 

12. (a) The zamind&r can well resort to ordinary civil court far relief. 

(b) No revision of law is necessary. 

P. ISAKKIMUTHU MUDALlYAR, 

PreBident. 
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Memorandum by the 'l'iDDevelly District Zamin Ryots' AssoclatlOll. Slngampattl. 
Whereas it is necessary to further amend the Madr~ Estates Land Act ~ of. 1908. 

with reference to grantmg remission of rent, already provIded for, under celtaln ClfCum

stances, it be enacted as follows. 
I. Add the following to sub-clause (6) to section 39-A:-

., Provided that in granting remission, or in ascertaining the amou~t of renl 
payable to the landlord [undet IlUll·clause (2)], the Collector shall he gUIded by the 
average price of the kmd of crop, first sort, or second sort, actually cultIvated, 
as it may be, during the revenue year in questIOn:' 

.. Provided further, that, where the avemge price of the second-sort. crop has been 
the basi. of calculation at the time the rent was commuted unrter section 4U, 
the average price of that sort alone shall be the basis for the purpose of cal
culating the rent payable for the revenue year, irrespective of the crop actually 
cultivated. ' , 

[The reason for th~ "h(1vementioned amendment i. h",,'luSP there are two kinds 
of paddy, first sort and second sort, for the purpose of fixing prices. The difference between 
the wholesale prICes of the two classes, varies between 8 annas to 1 rupee. ·When 
the second sort is cultivated, the tenant is entitled to pay rent in money at the average 
price of that sort, for the quantity oi rent payable in kind. TJris is the effect of sub
clause (2) of the section: Where the tenant cultivates the second sort, he does so under 
compulsion of the vicissitudes of the season, such as, late rains. antlclpa.ted dcarcity of 
water, or the withering awav of the 'first·sort seedling solVn earlier; on account of draught 
or because of the want of fi,:'at-sort seeds for reasons over which he has no control. From 
last year's experience, cases where the landlord declines to calculate the money rent 
I)n the basis the average ··price of the second eort, where actu .. lly the spcond 8(11"t was 
cultivated have come to light. In order to remove such hardships this amendment is 
deemed nece.sary.] 

II. Add the following to the proviso in sub-clause (9) of spction 39·A :-
" Provided further, where the cost of csrting the crops ha.s been previC'ubly ascertain. 

ed by a court in a commutation proceedings hetwecn the tenant and the Illndl<.rd, 
the same shall be adhered to in proceedings under this section between the 
parties with reference to t',e same holding or holdings." 

[This amendment is deemed necessary, as in a recent case the cartage wa5 sought 
to be reopened, in spite of a previous judgment giving a definite finding on the same.] 

m. A dd the following as sub-clause (10) to section 39-A :-
" To ascertain the average market prices under clause (9) above, the District Collector 

shall make a deduction of 10 per cent on the average prices arrived at as calculated 
lin the basis of the periodil",,1 season reports." 

[The Deed for this ataendment is this. There is no provision in the Act as to how 
the avel"!1Ie prces should be calculated, though the season reports are, in practice, taken 
to be the basis. The season reports are based admittedly on thtl prices which the con
sumer pays to the retail merchant, which provide a margin fC'r the merchants' prolits, B8 

well as the usual deficit happcning in remeasuring. Further, the unit for the .aid retail 
mle being the Madras measure (the decimal figures), o<:curring in the calCUlatIOn of tht' 
accurate retail price of a measure, are usually rountlcd off to the advantage of the merchant.] 

On the other hand, the tenants' unit for sale of hib paddy, if he selle it at an, i. a 
kotta of 112 Madras measures or a kalam of 2,1 Madras measure_. And the rent which 
the tenant has to pay is also fixed in terms of kotta in the patta. Hence, to calculate 
the money r~t, the nu~ber of kottas ~entioned. in the patta has to be mUltiplied by 
the average pnce. But if the avemge price be arnved at bv multiplying thc price whi~h 
the consumer pays to the retailer for the Madras measure by 112--(1 kotta=1l2 :M3dras 
measures)-the price per kotta, will be seen to be 4 to 5 per cent over and above the 
price which the tenant fetches by selling his paddy in units of kotta to a purchaser 
who may be a consumer or a merchant. Add ~ this the usual merchants' profits, which 
may be about 6 per cent. Fro!n thes~ facts, It can be safely said that a detluction of 
10 per cent on the ~holesale prices arrIved at on. the basis of the season reports, is just. 
and necessary to arrIve at the actua.l wholesale pnces. This contention can be supported 
by the paddy accounts of the zammdars who sell the rent which they receive in kind 
88 well as by the nccounts of the paddy merchants, showing their purchasing prices. 

IV. This Act should be made to apply to all rents payable for the revenue year 
1930-37 and Bubsequently, so R8 to apply to the proceedings in court over a large area 
which will be filed during the end of August 1937. • 

[Hence this must be taken as an emergent pie~ or legislation.] 



This Bill dC>eb not introduce a new principle or policy. It accepts the principle and 
policy of the Estates Land Amendm~nt Act ~ 1 of IIJilti, and makes its I>rovisiooa clear 
and equitable, where they are lOexphclt or unlust. It can, therefore, be lOtroduced and 
passed in one sittwg. 

The words .. cist .. is not found in either in English dictionary or in Bny of th. 
books compiled and published to denote the meawngs either of law terlll" or 01 revellue 
and judicial terms, except by usage in our Andh,radesa, perhaps it might have Its origin 
either of Urdu or of Parsee. 

The words that are used are (i) revenue, (ii) rent, (iii) tax, (iv) ccss, (v) fees, (,"i) duty, 
(vii) royalty, etc. 

The word .. Revenue" has been defined as the amount that was paid to the Stute 
direct. Revenue = that which returns, or comes back from an investment. At tne 
tim~ of the renewal of the monopoly of the East India Company, a question W3!' put 
forth, before the l'arli3ment te be seltled, and that was as follows:- .. Wbe'.her t~ .. r;tory 
had gained at the expense of commerce, or commerce at the expense of terfltory." 
Thereupon, an investigation into the accounts of the ~orupa:1y was suggested and immedoately 
an expert accountallt named, Mr. Gennington was selected to BLlutiuize the aceou!'t. of 
the Company. He investigated the accounts of the Company relating to a period of 15 
ye .• rs and found that tile territory had gained from commerce exolusive of interest 
£35,07,423, Board's rate of exchange. For this an annuity of £6,30,000 was recom. 
mended. to be gTan~ed, payable. iu England b~ half-yearly instalments, to be charged 
on upon the terntoflal revenues 10 India exclusively, and to form part of the territorial 
debt of ~he Company to be unredeemable for II. limited period, after which it might be 
redeemed, at the option of the Parliament, by the payment of one hundred pound. for 
every five guineas of annuity-(Thorartains History of India, at page 504). Such is 
the investment made by the English people for the territorial acqnisition in India. 'l'bere. 
fore, the inceme realized from the land by the crown is termed as Reflenue. 

(ii! Re~t.--:-~at was rev~nue when paid direct to the State, bec~me rent when paid 
to a pnvate mdivldual and the right to receive rent gradually drew after It the proprietorship 
(please see page 167, Dr. C. D. Field). 

It has again 9 of sub-heads in it such as, Tack-rent, dead-rent, jilted-.,ent, net-rent, quit-
rer.t, etc. 

(a) Rack-rent is II. rent equal to the full annual value of the property demised. 
(h) Fi:ced rent.-Rent fixed without deviation. 
(c) Dead Te/lt.-The fixed minimum rent reserved in leages. 
(d) Net rent is the rent payable to the landlord clear of all deductions. 
(e) Quit-rent was frequently reserved to the lord which would entitle the tenant 

to b" quit or free from rendering the uRual services to the landlord. 
(iii) Tru is II. compulsory contribution of the wealth of II. person or body of persons for 

the service of llublic p'Jwers (Professor Bastable). Literally it is a. cl,srge specially a 
pecuDlary burden imposed by anthority. Kalidasa (the great Sanskrit poet) says that the 
~tate takes taxes from the people only to give it bll~k a thousand fold. Manu says" that 
the king is to draw moderate taxes from his realm, as the calf and the bee take their food, 
little by little. 

(a) Proportional taxation in which income is taken ab she standard and the amount 
of public burdens regulated by it. 

(h) ProgressifJe or graduated ta<ration which places a heavier rate of charge on large 
than on small incomes, since the ability of tax-payer is supposed in a more rapid ratio 
than the increase of his income. 

(c) Single ta.xation.-The method is simple, the cost of collection is small, and the 
incidence on the several individuals and closses IS precisely known. 

(d) Multiple ta.xation.-It rather inclines to the opposite extreme, viz., the multiple 
tax system. The taxes are collected from a very large variety of sources. 

(e) Direct ta.xation.-A direct tax is one that is demanded from the very persons 
who, it is intended or desired, should pay i.t. 

(f) Indirect ta.xation.-Indirect taxes are t.hoRe whi"h are demanil .. ", from 0"" 
person, in expectation and intention that he shall indemnify himself at the expense of 
ether, such as the excise or customs. 

The 8'!Istems tlCcepted by the Indian Government. 

1. The revenue system must be adequate to the just needs of a progressive State. 

2. Taxation should be productive. 
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Land ta.1: in England and land Tel>enUe in India. 

The land tax in England is only one item and not a very large one, among most of 
other tax",s; it falls on a small cl ... s. In lndia the land revenue IS a totally dilierent 
twng. With the necessity for fairly adjusting the amount of revenue which each class 
of land has to pay comes the necessIty of thoroughly understanding the agrIcultural condi
tions of the country, the caste of the people, as it effects their cUltivating capacity, the 
modes of holding land, the interests eacr. class has in the land, on what classes and what 
extent on each respectively, the revenue burden is to fall. Considering what a large 
portion of the total population gets its living wholly or impart from the land; it is obvious 
that the determinatIon of landed rights and the record ·of everything which concerns the 
agriculture and social habits of the people is an unwise business. Consequently acknow
ledge of the land administration and of the records it requires and the procedure it employs, 
is in fact acknowledge the largest class of population and the conditions under which it 
levies. (Page 26, Baden Powels Land Systems of British India, Volume I.) 

Opinion of MT. J. S. Mill. author of the Manual of Political Economy. 
A large portion of the Revenue of India consists of the rent of the land. So far as this 

resource extends in any country, the public necessities of the country may be said to be 
provided for at no expense to the people at large. When the original right of the state 
to the land of the country has been reserved and its natural-but no more than its natural 
-rents made available to meet the public expenditure, the people may be said to be so 
far untaxed; because the Government only takes from them as a tax what they would 
otherwise have paid as rent to provide landlord. . . '. It is of course essenti .. l that 
the demand of revenue should be kept within the limits of fair rent. 

Permanent Settlement of 1802. 
The result of this settlement has been that the ryots, once so prosperous have been 

made the most poverty stricken people in the world. They may often be seen fasting for 
days and nights for want of food. (Calcutta Review No. 12.) 

The Westminister Review of October 1825 • 
.. Almost the entire net produce of the soil .. says the writer .. is absorbed by the state. 

Deduct five per cent on the gross produce paid to a nominal landholder, and which would 
rather be considered as the charge for collecting the revenue than as rent, deduct the cost 
of labour, stock seed, and implements and nothing-absolutely nothing-remains. The 
miserable metayer usually cultivates for half, sometimes two-fifths of the gross produce, 
and of the remainder ten per cent goes to the zamindar, the agent and instrument of the 
Government for the collection of its revenues, who is responsible to the state for the equi
valent in money of at least nine-twentieths of the whole gross produce--that is, for more 
than four-tenths of the Governments half. Thus the ordinary sources of accumulating 
capital, and the inducements for increasing the productiveness of the soil (so little produc
tive now) are destroyed; and the wretched peasant is doomed to continue in the lowest state 
of human existence. His toil is unremitting and his poverty is hopeless; he cannot 
Improve thE' con,lili(oll by his profits, for has none; he cannot 'JUltn'ute the earth with 
advantage, for he is destitute of the necessary capital; neither can he, by becoming a 
consumer of the produce or manufactures of this or any other country, contribute ;to, 
f'xtend the blessings of commerce for his wants must be few, and those be satisfied with 
the readiest, the coarsest and the basest material." 

Opinion of Mr. Mill regarding the repudiation of the obligation of the 
GOl>emment. 

Ae the land is fixed quantity, while popull1tion has an unlimited power of increase 
unless something checks that increase, the competition for land forces up the rent to the 
highest point consistent with keeping the population alive. The effects, therefore, of a 
coilier system (cotlier is a French word) a t"nllre of land by cotliers, i.e., those who live 
in cottages who clubbed together) depend on the extent to which capacity of the population 
to increase is controlled either by customary individual prudence or by starvation and 
diseas~ . • . to ask what is to be the fut.ure of this teeming helpless population and 
how can Government with facts before it, repudiate the obligation so solemnly enacted 
at the permanent settlement and so often admitted since of interfering whenever necessary 
on behalf of the agricultural tenant. 

Remedy IUggested for the conflersion. of tenants into peasant propriet01'8 • 
•. e.. just like ryots of ryotwari tracts. 

The itfth r<lmedy .ng~ested is the conversion of the tenants into pr.nRant proprietors by 
enabling them to It>Yy their Irmdlords interest (just like offering of Nazarana in the Madras 
Estates Land Act I of 1908). It is obvious that the sale to the tenants may be either 
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permissive or obligatory upon the landlords, and oplDlons as to the desirability of ~. 
scheme will differ according as the landlords are allowed an option or not. Mr. Bright 
at first proposed thia remedy in a voluntary form and 8S applicable to absentee landlords 
only. His proposal was that the state should advance the price, and that the tenantry 
should ultimately acquire the freehold from the state by paying the purchase money in 
yearly instalments added to the existing rents. Another proposal would extend this to 
all landlords, whether absentee or not; and a third proposition would give the landlord. 
no option but would make the sale by them of their interest in all cases compulsorv. The 
greater danger of peasant proprietorship in Ireland is that the peasant, as soon I1S he found 
himself a proprietor would prefer the role of proprietor to that of pea.sant cultivator, and 
would sublet hia land thus introducing again the worst evils of cotlier system. Many 
persons, whose opinions are deserving of consideration think tbat the peasant proprietor
ship is nol suited to the Irish people. (Landholding in Ireland.) 

ObsenJation of Dewon Commission. 

The Devon Commission wisely observed that substantial and permanent relief Can 
only be hoped for from a combination of measures adapting themselves to the varying 
circumstances under which the owners and occupiers of land are placed in different parts of 
conntry. 

Obse1'"ation of the Duke of Richmond's Commission. 

The very nature of the soil and the geographical attribntes of the country varv 80 
much, that remedies which would serve in one locality might be inapplicahle, or of liU!e 
Tallie elsewhere. CLandlaw of Ireland. \ 
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PREFATORY NOTE 

The Memora.nda contained in these volumes were received by the Committee 
in response to the questionnaire issued by it. 

Part I contains Memoranda submitted by Landholders. 

Part II contains Memoranda submitted by Ryots and Ryots' Associations. 
Some Memoranda contained several signatures, in some cases numbering about 
two hundred, most of which were illegible; and some persons affixed only their 
thumb-impressions. It was thought, therefore, advisable to omit the names of 
the persons signing the Memoranda. The first name alone was taken and the 
Memorandum is printed as from him and other ryots. 

Part III contains Memoranda from other members of the public and organi
sations who have taken interest in the problems under enquiry. 

Where the same or identical Memorandum was submitted by different 
persons or as from different villages, only one of them has been included in this 
volume. 

A supplementary volume will be issued containing Memoranda received 
after time and which could not, therefore, be incorporated in t.hese volumes. 

MADRAS, 27th "June 1938. T. VISWANATHAM. 

, 
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PRESS COMMUNIQUE 
• 

PARLIAMENTARY COMMI'ITEE TO ENQUIRE INTO THE llONDll'IONS PREVAILING 
IN ZAMINDARI AND PROPRIETARY AREAS. 

On the 10th and 25th September 1937, respectively, the Madras Legislative Council 
aud the Madras Legislative Assembly agreed to the constitution of a Committee consisting 
of six members of the Assembly and three members of the Council, to enquire and report 
on the conditions prevailing in zamindari and other proprietary areas and any legislation 
that may be considered desirable in connexion therewith, with particular reference to the 
following matters : - . 

(1) The juridical interests of the ryots in relation to the landholders; 
(2) Collection and reD?-ission of rent; 
(3) Survey, record of rights (including water rights) and settl'ement of fair rent; 
(4) Levies from ryots in addition to rent; 
(5) Utilization of local natural facilities by tenants for their domestic and agri

cultural purposes; and 
(6) Maintenance of irrigation works. 

2. The Members of the Committee are as follows :
(1) The Hon'ble Mr. T. Prakasam (Chairman). 
(2) Mr. B. Narayanaswami Nayudu, M.L.C. 

(3) Mr. V. V. Jogiah Pantulu, M.L.C. 

(4) Mr. A. Ramaswami Ayyangar, M.L.C. 

(5) Mr. P. S. Kumaraswami Raja, M.L.A. 

(6) Mr. M. P801180m Raju, M.L.A. 

(7) The Zamindar of Mirzapuram, M.L.A. 

(8) Mr. B. Venk80tachalam Pillai, M.L.A. 

(9) Mr. Mahaboob Ali Baig, M.L,4. 

The Committee resolved to have Mr. T. Viswanatham, Parliamentary Secretary to 
the Hon'ble the Revenue Minister, as its Secretary. 

3. Although it· has been laid down that certain specified aspects of the problem should 
receive particular attention, the Committee feels that in order to discharge satisfactorily 
the task entrusted to it, the whole field of the existing legislation governing the relations 
between landholders and tenants should be surveyed, and as a first step towards this, the 
Committee will be glad to receive suggestions from the representatives of the interests 
involved. 

4. In order to indicate to the public, the full scope of enquiry, the questionnaire appended 
hereto has been formulated by the Committee. All those who are interested in the pro
blems affecting the tenants and zamindars are requested to prepare memoranda on the 
questionnaire, as also on points which are Dot mentioned in the questionnaire, but which 
may fall within the Bcope of the resolution and send the same to the Secretary of the Com
mittee on or before the 1st of December 1937. It would greatly facilitate work and add to 
its expeditiousness if those who intend sending memoranda could Send ten copies of the 
same to the Committee; where a memorandum is in a vernacular, an English translation 
of it may also be sent with advantage, if it does not cause inconvenience. The Committee 
will decide after receiving the memoranda, its future. programme with regard to the taking 
of eVidence from those who offer themselves as WItnesses. The Committe!! trusts that 
it call look forward with confidence to the receipt of valuable suggestions for the solution 

. of the problem that it haa been called upon to solve. 

(The address of the Secretary is .. T. Viswanatham, Parliamentary Secretary to the 
'Hon'ble the Revenue Minister, Fort St. George, Madras. ") 

FORT ST. GEORGR, 
5th October 1937. 

T. VISWANATHAM, 
Secretllry. 

, . 
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ANNEXURE 

QUBsrlOliliAIRB ON WHICH 'l'BB PUBLIC ABB BEqUESTBD TO SBND MsJlOIIANDA TO rBB eoJlIlI'n'llll. 

I. (a) Who in your opinion is the proprietor of the soil; is it the zamindar or the tenlloJlt?· 

(b) What is the nature of the interest which the tenant has in the land as distinguished 
from that of the landlord? 

II. (a) What is a fair and equitable rent? 
(b) What according to your are the considerations that should be taken into account. 

in :fixing a fair and equitable rent? 
(e) Do you think that there should be statutory provision for remission of rent and if. 

so. on what principles? 
(d) Do you think it advisable to settle the rate or share of rent for a particular area· 

once for all or do you think it advisable to enunciate the principles to determine what is a 
fair and equitable re.nt leaving to the officer or court concerned to arrive at the figure as and 
when a question arises? 

(e) Do you think it desirable that the Provincial Government should have any reserve 
powers to revise, alter or reduce wherever they are inequitable by executive action through 
their Revenue Settlement Officers? 

m. (a) Do you think that powers of collection of rent now given to landholders under 
th" Madras Estates Land Act require any revision? 

(b) If so, on what lines? 
(e) What in your opinion are the measures to be adopted with. regard to the collec

tion of rent and sale of holding, etc., in order to make the procedure simpler and less costly? 
IV. (a) Are the rights of the tenants to water-supply inherent as being appurtenant to 

the land or are they a matter of contract between them and the landholder? 
(b) Has the landholder a superior right in the water-sources in the estate, and if so, 

what is the nature and extent of that right? 
V . .(a) Do you think that all the estates should he surveyed and a record-of-rigbts 

maintained compulsorily? 
(b) If so, what is the portion of the cost to be borne hy the two parties concerned? 

VI. Can the landholder demand any levies, customary or otherwise, from ryots in 
addition to rent? 

VII. (a) What are the rights of tenants with regard to the utilization of local natural 
facilities such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for agricultural 
implements? 

(b) Have the tenants got any inherent right to use them for their domestic and agri
cultural purposes free of cost? 

(e) What are the respective rights with regard to the publio paths, communal lands 
and hill and forest porambokes as between the tenants and the landholder? 

VIII. (a) What, according to you, are the principles to guide the parties or courts to 
arrive at a suitable scheme for· the purpose of maintaining irrigation sources and works? 

(b) Do you think that any rights should be vested in the Provincial Government to 
undertake the repair or maintenance of irrigation where the la.ndholders fail to take neces
sary and proper steps? 

(c) Do you think that such powers should be vested.in the Government to be applied 
IUO mota or on application by parties? 

IX. Do you think that yearly jamabandi as in the case of ryotwari villages is neces
sary? 

X. What should be the legal status of the undertenants in the zamindari areas i.n relation. 
to (1) pattadar, and (2) the zamindar? 

XI. (a) Should the Board of Revenue continue to be the final appellate and revisional 
authority in proceeding between landholders and tenants or ryots or should a special tribunal 
be const,ituted for the purpose? 

(b) In what courts, whether revenue, civil or special courte should action. and pro. 
ceedings between landholders and tenants be tried? 

XII. (a) What are the reliefs and remedies to which the zamindar is entitled in respect 
of unauthorized occupation of la.nds by the ryots? 
_ (b) Doe~ the law ~ ~egard to collection by landholder of jodi, poruppu, kattubadi from. 
mamdars reqUIre any reVISIon? 
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PART m, 
Memorandum by Mr, Gandikota Satyanarayanamurti, M,A., District Court Pleader, 

Chicacole, dated 30th November 1937, 

T. (a) l.'he question at present is Of little pradical interest though it may be very 
interesting as a piece of academic discussion. It would have attained not a little practical 
utility if the main problem is the abolition of the zamindari system, 

From the recent proceedings of the Madras Legislature dealing with the Hon'ble 
the Revenue Minister's resolution which culminated in the appointment of the present 
committee, I gather that the Provincial Government of Madras is not thinking of any 
prlJPosal to abolish the zamindari system and the permanent revenue settlement. 

My opinion is that the ryot is naturally the proprietor of the soil holding the 
IllQre valuable kudivaram or occupancy right in the land though, according to the 
law as it stands at present, the zamindar also is artificially made the proprietor of the 
soil with only the less valuable right of melvaram or the power of collecting a share of 
the .produce of the lana. 

When directing the introduction of the permanent settlement into Madras, Lord 
Cornwallis distinctly informed the Madras Government that the acknowledgment of 
rroprietury right in zamindars was not to be allowed in any respect to affect the 
rights of ryots on others who had been subject to the authority of zamindars or other 
landholders; nor was the Government precluded from passing any laws or regulations 
deemed expedient for the protection of the rights of the ryots 01 of other persons or 
regulations deemed essential for the good government of the land (" Land Tenures 
in the Madras Presidency" by Mr. S. S. Ayyangar). 

The Madras Regulations passed in the first half of the last century were in 
virtue of this reserved right. These regulations were repealed by and their main pro
visions re-enacted with certain changes in the Madras Act vm of 1865 which was 
mainly a consolidating and processnal measure without defining the substantive rights 
and liabilities of landholders and ryots. The Madras Estates Land Act of 1908 which 
repealed Act VIII of 1865 is the first enactment of our Presidency defining the sub
stantive rights and liabilities of landholders and ryots. The Estates Land Act proceeds 
on the footing that the ryot's title to the land arises from occupation and gives legis. 
lative sanction to the anoient Hindu Law -doctrine. Further the Act gives statutory 
recognition to the doctrine that the Government or its assignee, the zamindar, is entitled 
only to a share of the produce and not to the possession of cultivated lands. 

The rights of the zamindars to hold their estates were, before the permanent 
settlement, much more uncertain than those of the ryots and the object of the perma
nent settlement waS to place the rights of the former on :J, oecure basis by limiting the 
demands of the Government on zamindars on account of the revenue, in order that the 
demands of the latter on the ryots might be equally defined and limited . 

.. The authors of the permanent settlement inappropriately called the rights 
conferred on the zamindars ' proprietary rights' being influenced by the notion fostered 
by modern English Law that there should be full ownership vested in some one persoll 
and all other right should be considered as derived from or through him." (Forty 
Years' Progress, page 224.) 

The zamindars, for whom the permanent settlement was made, were of very 
various origin. Some were descended from the ancient chiefs holding the territories 
assigned to them on condition of paying tribute and rendering military service. Some 
were revenue officers and farmers of revenue under the Hindu and Muhammadan 
Governments. Still others were originally village heads or ryots or talaiyaris or 
poligars . 

.. In proceedings, dated 2nd December 1864, the Board of Revenue reviewed the 
history of the relative rights of zamindars and ryots and arrived at the following con
cll!sions :-That the origin of the zamindar'. office was comparatively a modern one and 
that. whatever its origin, the zamindars denved their rights from the State which 
could not confer more than it had possessed and exercised that in the earliest times 
the right of the State to a share in the produce was limited and that this limit was 
.mch us to leave a. sufficient margin for the growth of valuable property in the land 
appertaining to the occupant whose right to retain possession on payment of the 
limited share was inviolable and hereditary." (Page CCXLV, Forty Years' Progress.) 

The note on the judicial decisions affecting the rights of zamindari ryots given 
on page CCXLVI in the abovementioned book is worth perusal by the Committee. 
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(b) Ancient Hindu Law recognized only two beneficial interests in land, viz., 
(1) that of the Sovereign or his representative and (2) that of the cultivators holding 
the land either individually or as members of a. joint family or a. joint village com· 
munity. It most be borne in mind that neither the Sovereign nor the cultivators had 
unlimited proprietary right or full ownership in the modern sense. The Sovereign's 
right is ca.lIed melfla~am in the Ta.mil districts (the word though of Tamil origin i& 
used a.nd understood throughout the Presidency): it is. in other words, the power to 
collect a sbare of the produce of the cultivated lands. Though in the strict significance 
of the term, melvaram is not rent, it is, however, loosely nsed to mean rent. 

The share of the ryots or cultivators is known by the name kudivnTam (also of 
Tamilian origin). The ryot's right to land arises from the mere occupation Il.Ild is 
not derived from the Sovereign. In this collnexion, the judgment. of the Madras High 
Court in 9 Mad., 175, and 9 Mad., 285 a"e worth studying. 

If we accept that the zamindar is the assignee of the Government, the relation 
between the Government and the ryot or between its assignee, the zamindar, and the 
ryot is one of co-partnership. The idea of co·ownership of the melvaramdar and 
kudivaramdar is well explained in 26 Mad., 252. . 

The nature of the interest of the ryot in the land is such as will secure a better 
price if the land is sold by the ryot than the price which can be had if the land is sold 
by the zamindar. . 

The inamdars of whole inam villages which according to the Madras Act XVIII 
of 1936 are now merged in the class of zamindars who possess only the melvaram right 
had, before the passing of the said Act, the iruvarams, i.e., both the melvaram and 
kudivaram. 

When I speak of the zamindars, I do not mean inamdars and my view is that the 
inamdars, despite strong protests were unjustly deprived of their right of kudivaram 
and that the said Madras Act XVIII of 1936 is an expropriatory piece of legislation 
which must soon be repealed. 

II. Ca) tt (b). "Fair and equitable rent" is nowhere defined in the present 
Estates Land Act. Section 27 lays down a presumption as to the amount of rent and 
conditions of holding .. If a question arises as to the amount of rent payable by a 
ryot or the conditions under which· he holds in any revenue year, he shall be presumed 
until the contrary is shown, to hold at the same rate and under the same conditions 
as in the last preceding year." Section 28 lays down the presumption that .. the ren~ 
or rate of rent for the time being lawfully payable by a ryot shall be presumed to be 
fair and equitable until the contrary is proved. " It is a pity that no amendments were 
proposed to these two sections when the Act WaS recently amended. But that does 
not mean that the Act is perfect with regard to this matter. When the Estates Land 
Bill was first discussed in tha first decade of this century, the late Mr. Krishnaswami 
Ayyar wanted that the phrase .. fa.ir and equitable rent" should be clearly defined . 
.. What is fair rent according. to the Collector may not be a fair rent according to the 
Board of Revenue or any other appellate authority." So said Mr. Krishnaswami 
Ayyar when the Land Bill was first discussed. (Page 223, Fent St. George Gazette. 
Part IV, 17th March 1908.) We do not find matters improved in the rules framed 
under section ~15 of the Act under the heading .. Settlement of Rent." We have the 
rule .. . In preparing the said roll, attention should be paid to the condition 
of the land, the nature of the soil, the prevailing rates of rent both in the village under 
settlement and in the adjoining villages, and to the provisions of Chapter lIT of the Act," 
The decision of the Madras High Court reported in A.I.R., 1926 Mad., 480 (Val/uri 
SriDat Sanka Rao v. The "Yots of Kalagampudi decided by Devadas and Waller, JJ.), 
has the following regarding fair and equitable rent:-

" . In making a record of rights the Revenue officer has to be guided 
by considerations which are not necessarily the same as those arising under 
section 30 of the Act. A Revenue officer acting under Chapter 11 of the 
Act should take into consideration the existing rate of rent, the rise in 
prices, the time when the rate was last settled and the present state of 
things as regards the facilities of irrigation and other circumstances which 
would enable him to settle what is a fair and equitable rent. Whatever 
may be the rate of rent. if he considers that it is not fair and equitable he is 
entitled to alter it and in doing so he is not bound by the rule that the 
increase cannot be more than two annas in the rupee. Under Chapter 11. 

"the Revenue officer mav reduce the rent and settle different rate of rent lor 
land of different value ~r different fertility." 



Under section 25 of the Act, .. in the case of a. ryot admitted into possession after 
the Act, the rate shall not exceed the rate for simila.r lands with similar advantages in 
the neighbourhood and when this is not ascertainable. the Collector shall fix fair and 
equitable rent." 

In A.I.R., 1928 Mad., 170, at page 173 (Senapati Narayana Patrudu v. 
Manager. Pedda Merangi Estate, decided by Wallace and Thiruvenka.tacharial', JJ.), 
we ha "e the following:- • 

.. One method" of determining the amount of rent .. is to ascertain the 
rate prevailing for similar lands with similar advantages in the neighbour
hood. Such a principle may well be applied to a suit for rent against a 
tAnant when the rent is not alreadv known or fixed. it seems 
to us a method justified both by law-and in equity." 

Based on the foregoing observations and on wh&t is given below, the Provincial 
Legislature of Madras should define a .. fair and equitable rent" and lay down principles 
for its determination. 

One view is that the rent or the assessment which the Government would 
receive for similar lands, with simila.r advantages in the ryotwari tracts should be taken 
as fair and equitable rent in the case of zamindari lands. When we look into the posi
tion of the zamindars in relation to the Government both at the time of the permanent 
settlement and prior to it, and when we find certain rent rates prevailing in the ryot. 
wari tracts, there is not the least justification for rents in a zamindari area being higher 
than those of the neighbouring and similar lands in ryotwari areas owned directly by 
the Government. 

The following from the 3rd Volume of the Fifth Report on East India Affairs. 
]812, at pages 80 to 82 is worthy of citation:-

.. Todar Mal's system of finance, 1582 . . . • a fixed jamabandi or annual 
settlement of the revenue formed on a medium of the ten preceding years' 
actual receipts, according to the best information which could be obtained 
from the local investigations of a number of skilful amins. . . The ulti
mate point of perfection aimed at in the Revenue department was to form a 
rent roll on an actual measuremeot of the lands, of exactly one-fourth of 
their full annual produce, shared with the husbandmen, to be paid into the 
royal treasury in specie, according to the number of beg-has or extent of 
ground in cultivation, distributed into four classes, expressive of the nature 
of the soil, and to be invariably rated by a medium then struck of the real 
"alu6 of the !leveral productions throughout the year as ascertained on the 
spot: this was called the J amabandi N eckdy or money settlement. (This 
prevailed chiefly in the Subhas of Delhi, Agra, Guzerati and Bihar.) . . . 
.. in the other provinces. . the public revenue was levied by a 
different rule, technically understood from the Hindu word Butta; signify
ing division which was better adopted to the scanty resources of an indignant, 
ignorant peasantry . . . Agreeable to this mode it was ordained, that 
the great natural productions in all sorts of grain and pulse, depending on the 
periodical rains, and reaped in either of the two seasons khereef or rubbi, 
being wholly ascertained, estimated on the spot by the . . . skilfu} 
appointed appraisers, should be equally divided, share and share alike, between 
Government and its ryots or husbandmen. . . When corn and green 
crops were produced Ollt of season or by the increased toil and cbarge of 
watering them artificially from wells, public reservoirs or by means of drains 
from rivt'rs, then the State was only to be entitled to one-third proportion 
as sole proprietor of the soil, of the groas original product; but with res
pect to articles of greater value . . . such as sugarcane, plantains, 
mulberrv and cotton plants, the share claimed from the immediate culti
vators, "through the agency of zamindars or farmers-general, by a lenient, 
wise, beneficent Government, varied from one-fourth to one-eighth, accord. 
ing to the additional expense and labour of culture, the length of time 
required in bringing suc~ productions to maturity, and the distance, the 
hazard or trouble of carrymg them for sale.. . . thus were completed the 
foundations of that famous original system of finance involved in the Toomar 
J umma of Todar Mal, intended to sustain the vast fabric of the Moghul 
Empire," ... 

From Sir Thomas Munro's famous minute of 1824 describing the condition of 
the ryots in zamindaries in the Northern Circars, the following is extracted (pages 231-
232, Forty Years' Progresa of the Madl'll8 l"residencyl:-

.. When these districts came into our poasession, one part of them was in the 
hands of zamindars and the other and most valuable pert was in the hands 
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, 
of Government, and ha.s since, by the perma.nent settlement, been made 
over to new zamindars of our own crea.hon in th .. se provinces DO 
fixed assessment has been introduced it may be said that the ryots 
have a right to be assessed only according to ancient usuge and this 
right will secure them from undue exaction, UIII\ givo 'helll the ~all\e facilities 
a. the ryots of the Goventm .. nt districts of rendering th .. ir hmd a valuable 
property; but many causes corubine to prevent, this. 'l'be anci .. nt mmge waH 
different in every little district or even village. It is not recorded or defi ned 
aud is very little known to us. It is in the Northern Circar. very 
generally so high IlS to leave the ryot no more than the hare recompense of 
his labour and stock and thus to preclude his ever obtaining an~' portion of 
a landlord's rent . . . The zamindar would be able to hili'll"" the rvot 
in many ways and make Ius situatIOn ullcomfort,able." . 

Again, the Committee may, with advantage, peruse the following extract from 
the report (1866) of Mr. Forbes, the Collector of Ganjam, on the condition of th", 
zamindari ryots in the Ganjam district:-

" The Government ryot in Ganjam pays a light rent, and hi. interests 
are cared for by the preservation of the existing sources of irrigation 
The thirteen Oriya. zamindars of Ganjam are, with few exceptions, the most 
grasping landholders and the least enligh tened proprietors in the world: they 
take 50 per cent of the crops and layout little or nothing in improviug or 
even in maintaining irrigation works. They rack-rent their villag .. s to 
middlemen afld the under-tenants are consequently deprived of all cham's 
of accumUlating capital and are little better than serfs of the soil: the bulk 
of the ryots in zamindari estates wou!d hail a change to Governu)('nt 1\11111:1:':,' 

ment with joy There may be liberal native landlords who", po\i('Y 
produces different results; but in the Ganjam zamindaris, the profits of ths 
soil are divided between the ryot, the zamindar, the renter and the Govern
ment. In the Government talnks, the ryot and the Government divide 
the produce, the ryot taking by far the larger share. There can be no 
question which class lives under the more favourable conditions, and in fact, 
when tho! famine fen upon zamindari estates, the misery and mortality were 
far greater than 'in Government taluks." 

From a study of the Madras Regulations between 1802 and 1865, we gather 
that rents were paid in money or in shope of a definite share of the produC<'. Even 
now in some zamindaries the system of payment in kind commuted into money accord
ing to an arbitrary scale of prices obtainable lit ihe Taluk office is being followed. But 
the system is beset with patent defects. An idea of the coneidp.rntinDs to he horne in 
mind in fixing a fair and equitable rent in zamin villng"" can be had from the follow in/{ 
quotations from a recent report of Mr. Sathianalhan, I.e.s., on Agricnltural Indebted
Dess :-

.. The ryotwari system of holding is the principal tellnre of this Presidency 
.. the ryot. is not restricted in his powers of alienation. The land 

revenne proper ordinru'ily remains fixed for a period of 30 years at the end of 
which it can be decreased without limit or increased up to 18~ per cent 
where enhancemeuts are. proposea on the basis of rise in prices only after an 
economic inquiry by a Special Settlement Officer. The ryot is bound to 
pay the assessment fix .. d on hiS holding whether cuIt.ivnted or waste, thougb 
remissions of land revenu .. are usually granted for drought or other caUMes 
beyond the ryot's control." .. Under the zamindari tenure, the 
zamindar holds his estate nnder a Hanad by paying to the Government " 
fixed sum known as peshkash, The relations betwe .. n the zamindar and hiM 
ryot are regulated by the provisions of Estates Land Act. 

Bent on zamindaries.-The commuted money rents, in many zamindaries are 
very high, sometimes going up nearly to Re. 30 an acre. These high 
rates are in my opinion " hardship on the ryot, especially, when, as I am 
told, communal facilities like irrigation works, grazing grounds and the like 
are in certain zamindaties, left in a neglected .tate. I believe there is n .. eit 
for a careful re-examination of the commutation rate. with n view to revisin" 
them where they al'e found t.o be pitched 1,00 high." 0 

I invite the attention of the committee to the brochure entitled .. Economic con
ditions of the zamindari ryots" by Pmi'; N. G. Ranga, R. :!II. Sal'mll and N, Y. R. 
Nayudu, whether .the committee acc~pt o~ not the conclusions of t~ese learned authors, 
their typical d"HCnp~lOns of 1II?"t zall1l~darl". would throw a flood of hght on Ih .. prolleHl~ 
engaging the attentlon of thiS committee. 
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Let not the committee pin its faith in the infallibility of Ch"pter XI of the 
Madras Estates Land Act, according to which, it is argued by some, .. fail' and equit
able rents" can be fixed. I admit it is a most important chapter of the Act but at the 
same time it is a 1II0st carelessly drafted chapter, the sections in which require to be 
re-written carefully. The following from the Full Bench decision in 71 M.L.J., lit:! 
(Sri Ramaehandra Mardaraj Deo, the Zamindar of Kallikota v. Beero Pollai) is worthy 
of citation :- • .. . • • The provisions of Chapter XI of the Act and particularly t,he 

sections from 169 to 179 have presented considel'Rble difficulty in interpreta
tion. Sevel'111 lDconsistencies appear between section and section, several 
anomalies result from n bteral construction of the words of some of the 
sections. .Tustice Wallace was hampered by the difficulty . ,to reduce 
to 8 logical ('onsistency t.he provisions of sections 165 to 179 of the Estates 
Land Act." 

Justice Thiruvenkatachariar observes that .. the drafting of the many sections 
referred to is by no means happy and the intention of the leg-islat,ure as it may be 
inferred from one section seems to be repelled by the language of the other sections 
relating to the same subject-matter. The provisions of Chapter XI of the Act 
Rre substantially reproduced from the Bengal Tenancy Act but unfortunately modifica
tions have been made in the Madras Act which do not fit into the original scheme accord
ing to the Bengal Act and have given rise to much confusion." Despite many defects 
pointed out by the Madras High Court from time to time with regard to the Madras 
Estates Land Act, it is regrettable that the Madras Legislature has not- yet rectified 
them. 

(e) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent. It is a long over
due reform. I am of opinion that the principles govel'Ding remissions in ryotwari areas 
may, with, the necessary changes, be adopted. 

There is a problem of jurisdiction to be considered in this connexion. In some 
01 my academio discussiollS of (he 'juesUolIJluire issued by this committee with pro
zltmindar vakil friends, it was pointed out to me that if the Madras Legislature legislates 
on remissions to be granted by zamindars to their ryots, the LegislatUl'e will be infringing 
the provisions of the o~iginal permanent revenue settlement enacted by the Central Legis
lature and the Legislature of Madras will be obliged to grant compensation to the zamin
dars every time remissions Ilre granted. My personal view is that there will be no 
question of jurisdiction and no con"ideration of compen"ation. 

(d) I have hestowed my anxious consideration on this question aud come to the 
conclusion that it is neither expedient nor practicable to settle rents, once for all. Instead 
of leaving the question to courts or officers " as and when occasion arises," why should 
not the principle of periodical settlements of ryotwari rents be adopted here? 

(e) 'fhe Local or Provincial GoVel'Dlllent should have the sort of powers suggested 
in the question now that we have provincial autonomy and people's elected representa
ti ves at the head of the Government. 

m. (a) They do require a revision. At present the landholder can resor,!. to any 
of the three courses for the collection of rents-

(1) A suit hefore the Collector. , 
(2) Distraint and sale of movable propertv including standing crops. 
(3) Sale of ryot's holding. -
1n view of the reported abuses of the landholder in several zamindaris, the powers 

of distmint and sale of movable property including standing crops should be abolished. 
The other two puwers the landholder can be allowed to exercise provided that (1) legally 
valid and subsisting patta and mnchilka have been exchanged between the land
lord and tenant aud (2) joint puttas are not allowed to continue though sepa
rate pattas shOUld have been issued and the necessary subdivisions of holdings 
should have been made. Fair and equitable rent should have been fixed as a 
condition preceaent. Issue of the notices necessary should be by registered post OJ' 

personally. The village pllnchayats aided by zamindars' officials should collect rent in 
kists which should be fixed with reference to the dates of collection of peshkash from the 
znmindar, and the dates of actuILI a,ailability of agricultural produce in the hands of 
the ryots. Sumlllury remedies of the suit and sale of the proportionate part of holdiu" 
necessary to satisfy the rent arrears should be secured promptly through the proposed 
It,inerant rent courts. (See my answers infra.) The processual law with regard to these 
powers of the landholder should be thoroughly re-Overhauled. The ryots have been com
plaining of the abuses of t,he zamindllr allowing the continuance of joint pattas, the 
IOalllindars' powers of distraint. etc. Heuce the above suggestions should he translat.ed 
. illto actual legislative enactment in II simple but effective way, convenient both to the 
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landholder and the tenant. The details should be worked out by the legislature. A 
reduced scale of court-feee for aU matters under the Act should be fixed clearly by the 
legislature. 

IV. (a) If (b) The rights of the tenants to water-supply are inherent as being 
appurtenant to the land; they are not a matter of contract between them. The zamindl\r 
can of course claim a water-rate which can be included in rent. As he is 9tatutorily bound 
to maintain irrigation works in good order, he can have the right of equitably distributinll 
water and regulating its supply to the lands of the ryots. But whenever it is found 
that the za,minda,r is guilty of violating the na,tural principle. of equity in distributing 
wa,ter (if for instance he unjuRtly claims the right of precedence in having water for hi. 
private or seri land to the detriment of the ryoti la,nd) or if he shows sn unwanllnied 
favour to a,nybody in the matter of distribution of water, or if the zamindari servants 
cla,im illegal mamools speedy remedy should be mMe available to the ryot. The ryot 
should not be asked to prefer a civil suit which will dl1lg on and drag on until the 
psychological moment of dire necessity for water passes off. An emergent relief should 
be provided for the ryot who may be permitted to approach a speciaUy empowered high
grade Revenue Officer or a criminal court. Zamindar should not be allowed to say .. J 
sell every ounce of water at such and such a rate" ; he can of course charge a reasonahle 
rate and recover it as if it were an arrear of rent but should not be allowed to force a 
contractual relation on the tenant as a condition precedent. The decisions in 5 M.L.T., 
143 and 8 M.L.T., 261 may be perused with regard to the rights. I do not admit that 
the landholder has any superior right. The sooner this notion is statutorily driven away, 
the better will be the relations between the zamindar and his ryot. 

V. (a) If (b) All the· estates should be compulsorily surveyed and maintain a record
of-rights. Unless such a thing appears in the statute, several estates tend to evade 
~etting their lands surveyed and maintaining a record-of-rights. The idea of compul
sion must find a place in section 164 of the Act which has to l1e suitably mended. 

The cost of these operations (with regard to the usefulness of which there can be 
no two opinions) should be borne by the zamindar exclusively in view of the huge 
unearned increment he is having as his estate is permanently settled and as he is paying 
a small amount of peshkash compa,red with hie present actual landed income. If any 
estate neglects to discharge this dut:y the Government should do it and recover the cost 
thereof from the zamindar as if it were an arrear of land revenue. 

VI. Such levies, be they customary or otherwise, should be statutorily stopped and 
even penalized on a scale wider than that prescribed in section 136 of the Madras Estates 
Land Act. There may also be interpolated a new section 136-A peualizing the levy of 
the so-called customary cessee. It is the insertion of a new section as the one proposed 
which will prevent people from justifying customary cesses or levies on the ground that 
Kome antiquated Madras Regulations legalized the levy of such fees or cesses or kana
kalu or nazaranas. If the Committee wants to have some idea of these customary ex· 
actions or cesses its attention may be invited to page 222 of .. Forty Years' Progress 
of the Madras Presidency." 

",Mr. Stratton's report -shows that, besides the mamool teerva which was in itself 
sufficiently onerous, imposts were being levied in the Venl<atagiri and Kalahasti Zamin
daries under the denomination of katnams, and that most of these were arbitrary ex
~ctions. In the Ramnad Zamindari also, additional cesses over and above the mamool 
teerva were levied, among which may be mentioned Nilaveri (land-tax), Vakkalvari 
(the straw tax), Padakanikkai (a present placed at the feet of the zamindar), Palam 
Katchi (a present made to the zamindar when the glad tidings of the ripening of dry 
crops was conveyed to him), grain fees for the maintenance of an English writer in the 
establishment of the zamindar." 

1: know several instances of zamindari officials in the Parlakimedi Estate demanding 
Vetti and free service on the landholder's seri lands. These customary levies, though, 
I know, they are willin~ly complied with by some ryots, are illegal and should be 
statutorily ended in an effective way. 

VII. (a), (b) It (c) The immemorial forest and grazing rights of ryots should be 
recognized statutorily. The tenants have an inherent right to the use of fodder, green 
manure and wood in forests. The vague and elastic rules in regard to the forest areas 
in the Parlakimedi Estate, the differences between its zamindar and the ryots of the 
estate with reg~rd to the recently created ryots' association, the Andhra-Oriya problem 
and the acute differences between the pro-zamindari party and the anti-zamindari party 
have in recent years ~ed I? large numbers of forest cases instituted by the lower forest 
officers of the Parlakimedl Zamindari and the cases have caused not a. little sen88tion 
throughout the zamindari. The recently instituted distinction between nnreserved 
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forests and reserve forests, the proximity of reserve forests to arable areas, and the 
discriminate and partial grants of forest tokens enabling ryots to get green ",:ood or 
timber, the inequitable charges on various kinds of forest produce, the pecsecutlons of 
unscrupulous forest guards who constitute the terror of the rJ:ots in several area~ of the 
estate, these and many more constitute an unsavoury chapter In the forest admIUlstratIOn 
of the Parlakimedi Estate. Owing to the stringency and rigour of forest by.laws, lU 

the village of Saravakota in the Parlaki!nedi Zamindari, I am told, a Hindu dead body 
had to be bUl~ed instead of being burnt for wl1nt of firewood. 1 think that there should 
be adequate statutory provision with regard to the rights of ryots to forest produce in such 
zamindari areas, or the fOI'est areas in such zamindari tracts should be freed from the 
control of the estate and handed over to forest panchayats or t.he village panchayats when 
the pet scheme of the Honourable the Revenue Minister materializes. The zamindar, 
whoever he may be, holds the forests in trust for the ryots of his zamin; he should not be 
allowed to use forests as engines of oppression. Owing to restrictions in getting fuel 
from the forest areas, farmyard manure is now being utilized as fuel in many villages of 
the Parlakimedi Estate and it need hardly be said that the wastage of farmyard manure as 
fuel as prevented it from adding to the fertility of the aoil. The tenants' inherent right 
to freely use the forest produce for domestic as well as agricultural purpose should, sub
ject of course to certain restrictions, be statutorily recognized. 

(c) The zamindars' control over these should be removed and they must be 
entrusted to village panchayats which. independently of the zamindars, should see that 
the communal lands such as footpath., cattle-stands, thrashing-floors, hill and forest 
porambokes are put to the proper communal use. There is no use of discussing the rela
tive rights of the zamindars and the ryots with regard to these communal lands. They 
must be open to all and should be under the unfettered control of village panchayats. 

vm. (a), (b) <t (c) The Judicial Committee said thus in Indian Appeals 364, 
". . . The tanks are ancient and form pnrt of what mav be termed a national system of 
irrigation, recognized by Hindu and ;Muhammadan Law. by Regulations of the East India 
CompalJy and by experience older than history as essential to the welfare and indeed .to 
the existence of large portion of the population of India. The public duty of maintain
ing existing tanks I'nd of constlructing new oneR in many places was originally undertaken 
by the Government of India. and upon the settlement of the country has in lllany instances 
devolved on zamindars. The zamindars have no power to do away with these tanks, in 
the maintenance of which large numbers of people are interested, but are charged nnder 
Indian law, by reason of their tenure, with the duty of preserving and repairing them," 
The principles laid down in Chapter VIII of the Madras Estn tes Land Act are the result 
of the recent Madrns Estates Land Amendment Act of 1934. and they are no doubt well 
conceived but I wish to add a few practical suggestions which may ~Iso with advantage 
be considered. My suggestions are based on I,hose of the Andhra Zamindari Ryots' 
Association which wants that all irrigation sources must .. be surveyed and investigated 
nnd a ten-year plan of reconstruction and repairs must be prepared for every zamindllri 
by the respective land courts." 

Let an Irrigation Sources Protection Fund be started in every estate and let it 
make suita.ble annual contributions to a Central Zamindari Irrigation Sources Protection 
Fund from which different estates can borrow at a low rate of interesll. The practical' 
side of this suggeetion must be patiently worked out. 

(d) I think thllt, in view of the utter neglect of irrigat,ion sourcee in many zamin
daris, right should be vested in the Provincial Government to undertake the repair or 
maintenance of irrigation works. The fact is that some zamindarie, whatever fine things 
may be said of their responsibility. etc., cannot undertake the repair of tanks therein. 
TI'ke for instance the case of the Junior Tekkali Estate. the tanks of which are all in 
need of repairs. At least the minimum repairs require a lakh of rupees. .. But the 
zl1mindar is ao much steeped in debts that there is very little chance of his beina able to 
improve them even if he wishes to do so." In such cages, the Provincial Go~rnment 
should interfere and do something effedive and tangible to improve the irrigation sources. 
Where zamindars have the necessary fi~an~e8 but do not repair the tanks, etc., in their 
<"states, the Government sh~mld, on apphcatlOn of a cert!,in number of ryots in the estate, 
undertake the needed repaIrs, etc., through theIr PublIc Works Department and realize 
the cost thereof from the zamindars concerned. 

(e) I .think that suc~ powers should be. ~pplied both suo motu and on application 
by the partIes. If. there IS a statutory proVISIon that the Government Revenue Divi
sional Officer should from time to .time inspect and report about the irrigation works to 
the Government as well as the zammdars, the latter, I am sure, will respond to the needs 
of the ryota in obedience to the periodic .. 1 mandates of the Local Government. 
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IX. There seem .. to be BOme divergence of oplluon as to the utility of jamabandi 
even in the c .... e of ryotwari villages; but whatever might be .aid against jamabandi. in 
ryotwari villages, my discussion of the details thereof with friends working in the revenllP 
department has convinced me that jamabandi, evil if it is, is a nel'esssry evil. 

There is lliuch use if jamabandi on well-conceived lines is insisted on in zamindari 
villages also. The grievances of the zamin ryots can be openly expressed before the can· 
cerned estate authorities and if the Government Revenue Ollieers are also asked to intel'est 
themselves in zamin jamabandis, the practical utility thereof can be enhanced. Questious 
of suits for arrears of rent, steps for sale of holdings, questions connected with the levy 
of water· rate and distribution equitably of water from the estate irrigation sources-the,e 
and a host of other matters of interest to zamin rvots and zamindars-must be discus"t'rl. 
There will. of course, be no meaning if jamabandi is reduced to a mere paper trllnsaction. 
I know that the Patapatnam Ryots' Association thinks that annnal jamabandi will be 
very useful to the zamindar as well as his ryots. 

X. I advise this Parliamentary Committee to carefully consider the expediency of 
adopting with charges, if necessary, the following section 61 copied from the Central 
Provinces Tenancy Act XI of 18'J8 :-

(1) In any local area in which the IJocal Government may, by not,ification in the 
local official gazette, declare this section to be in force, a "ub·tenant holding from 
a tenant! who is proved to the satisfaction of a Revenue Officer or Settlement 
Officer to habitually sublet the land held by the sub·tenant and to manage it 
solely with a view to the obtaining of rent may, subject to .lIeh mil'S as the 
Local Government may prescribe, be declared by such Revenue Officer or Settle· 
ment Officer to all the above rights conferred by this Act OD aD ordinary tenant 
and shall thereupon be deemed to have such rights both as against the sub· 
tenant and as against the landlord from whom the latter hold. 

Provided that no such declaration shall be made within one veal' aUer the com· 
mencement of this Act or in the case of a sub·tenant holding under a lease 
registered before commencement of this Act or until an opportunity has been 
given to the sub.tenant to show the cause against it. 

(2) When a sub·tenant has been declared under this section to have the rights of an 
ordinary tenant so much of the rent payable to the proprietor by the ter,ant 
from whom he holds on account of the land sublet to him shall be rendered ll\' 
him to the proprietor direct and the balance shall be rendered by him to the 
tenant from whom he holds. 

(3) If a tenant regarding whose land a declaration under this section has been made 
dies without heirs or sublets his holding the sub.tenant shall be deemed to hold 
direct from the landlord and the total rent paid by him for the land at the time 
of such death or surrender. 

According to law as it stands at present as adumbrated in Madras Law Weekly. 
270, a sub·tenant holding under a 1")'ot is not a ryot within the meaning of the 
Madras Estates Land Act. But if BOme such provision as the above is in· 
corporated, suits between the ryot and the under.tenant need not, as at present, 
be instituted in civil courts but in the special rent court proposed in answer to 
question XI (b) infra. 

When statutorily recognizmg these under·tenants, many matters rerluire eludda· 
tion in the Act lest partieR should unnecessarily involve themselve. in wasteful 
litigation. The under·tenant should not himself be allowed to sublet the hold· 
tng to sub·tenants. His relations with the pattadar and the zamindar and 
above all his limited right of occupancy should be unequivocally set forth in the 
Act. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue is a white elephant and it should forthwith be done 
away with. The final appellate and revisional authority should be the High Court, but 
not a special tribunal as the latter will entail a lot of unnecessary expense. The duties of 
th.e .p~esent Board of Rev~nne may be distributed amongst District Collectors and Revenue 
DiVISIonal Officers who WIll naturally be people with a lot of revenue experience. Appeal. 
from their decision in purely revenue matters can be had before the Local Governmen&. 

Where rent rates are to be fixed, the first authority to detennine them shall be 
the settlement officer; rent suits betweell the zamindar and tenants shall be instituted in 
itenerant special courts, the chief presiding officer of which shall be a pleader of at least 
ten years' standing assisted by assessors representing equally the ryots and the zamlD. 
dars. Appeals from the decisions of these courts 8hal1 be heard by the Subordinate 
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Judges, District Judges and the High Court. Points of pure revenue interest may be 
referred to the Revenue Divisional Officers, District Collectors or Spec.ial Settlement 
Olliee ... to be reputed by bhe Local Government. I am not for troubling the Munsifs' 
Courts with rent suits under Madras Estates Land Act unless the" can be made itinerant. 
If even they are made itinerant, rent suits will encumber their wo"rk. The chief presiding 
officers of the itinerant rent or land coll{ts I propose can be given a few months' prelimi
nary training in survey and field work so as to enable them to do the sort of work now 
being done by SpeciaJ Deputy Collectors whose knowledge of even the elements of civil 
la w is in severa.! cases found to be very meagre. 

The object of my proposing itinerant rent courts is that they should be within the 
easy reach of ryots who &bould not, as at present, be obliged to travel long distances at 
much expense and to absent themselves from their villages to the great detriment of their 
agricultural duties. Though not in every zamindari village at least in every group of 
five or six zamindari villages, a busy itinerant rent court should be instituted. 

XII. (a) In the first place, the zamindar should prove in a proper civil court the 
factum of the said unauthorized occupation with reference to clear and unmistakable docu
mentary evidence. If the alleged occupation seems to be unauthorized with reference tc 
survey records but authorized with reference to boundaries mentioned in any document. 
the case should be treated as one of authorized occupation. 

Where an occupant is found to be in unauthorized occupation for more than three 
years, he should be considered a ryot and be made liable to pay • fair and equitable' 
rent. 

The word • twelve' in the explanation to section 3, clause 15 should be changed 
into • three.' The shorter the period, the more reliable will be the eVidence that will 
be let in; that is the reason 'for the amendment I propose. 

In proved cases of unauthorized occupation by the ryot, he can be ejected by only a 
civil court. Since questions of title and possession will be involved in such cases, I think 
thi1t civil courts alone should have jurisdiction to try such cases according to the existing 
convention in suits under the Madras Estates Land Act.' ' 

(b) "I am of opinion that the Madras Act No. 18 of 1936 is a hastily enacted ex
propriatory piece of legislation strongly objected to by the inamdars whose long standing 
and valuable kudivaram or occupancy rights were taken away from them for a paltry 
compensation of one year's rental. The provisions of this Act should be repealed and 
expunged from the :Madras Estates Land Act and duly considered provisions for safe
guarding the interests of the inam tenants may be incorporated in the Madras Estates 
Land Act or any other Act. 

If my suggestion is carried out, the law in regard to collection of jodi, kattubadl, 
etc., does not require any revision. 

If, 'despite the just protests of tLe inamdars. the provisions of the lnams Act are 
not going to be deleted from the :Madras Estates Land Act, the inam tenant should be 
made to pay two-thirds and the, inamdar one-third of the kattubadi to the landholder in 
view of the proportionate values of the inamdar's and tenant's varams. Kattubadi should 
not be included in • Rent.' A suit for kattubadi against an inamdar by a zamindar can be 
instituted only in a. civil court according to 36 :Madras, 7; that law can be continued by' 
a clear provision in the Madras Estates La.nd Act itself. Or, kattubadi may be paid 
direct to the Government which may correspondingly diminish the peshkash payable by 
the zamindar. 

G. SATYANARAYANA MURTI. 

District (JOllrt Pleader. 

Memorandum by Mr. B. Jagannadha RIo, B.A" B.L., Vakil, VlSagapatam, dated 
30th November 1937. 

Relation between the ryot and landholder.-Academic discussion will serve no 
useful purpose. I take it that socialism and commUnism are not in the Congress creed. 
If it is amelioration of the condition of the ryot this academic discuS9ion would serve no 
useful purpose. We arrived at a certain stage when the Estates Land Act is enacted. 
The ryot became the owner of the soil (not sub-soil) and the proprietor is the melvaram
dar as transferee from the Government. This legal position may be maintained hereafter 
also. 

But some suitable amendments of the Est)l.tes Land Act, sections 3 (10), 6, 25. 163 
and 163-A are necessary to better the condition of the ryots :-

(1l Waste lands should be allowed to be cultivated at the prevailing rate without 
payment of nazarana by the adjacent ryo'. 

m·-I 
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(2) Waste land should not be let out without adequate provision of grazing land in 
a village. ... 

(3i The landholder should not be permitted to Increase hiS private laud. LlUld 
held as private land, 12 years prior to the passing of the Estates I,nnd A,·t alone 
should be his private land. 

(.!) Lands purchased at sales under section 112 abandoned or relin'lui.hed should 
be let out within a year on application by any ryot of the village lI>t the prevail
ing rate. On the sale of the Ia.nd the ryot should be dispossessed of it by the 
estate which purcha.ses it. 

llemission.-N 0 rent should be collected if the crop is one-fourth or less. Then there 
should be a. graded remission from one-fourth to three-fourths. No remission if crop is 
more than three-fourths. 

SUTf)ey and TecOTd-of-Tights.-Thi. is essential in every estate. The cost should be 
borne equally by the proprietor and the Government. The ryot shall pay only cost of 
survey stones necessary for his holding. Survey and settlement kills much unnecessary 
litigation. 

What is 11easonable ,.ate of Tent.-Thorough revision in consonance with the rate 
prevailing in the neighbouring Government jirayati villages should be adopted. One
fourth of the gross yield of the land would be a fair and equitable rent. The ryot shall 
have the option of paying either cash or in pa.ddy at Rs. 60 per garee, for all time to 
come without any further resettlement. 

It is admitted on all ha.nds ~hat the ryot is hard hit in the incidence of taxation 
compared to urban population. 

4. (l) Except cesses payable to the Local Government a.nd a.ny other cess payable 
by order of the Government shall alone be included in the patta. All other fees are 
to be regulated by special contract recoverable through civil courts. 

There shall be no letting of land for pasturage purpose only. Pasture IImd 9hould 
be free for all the villagers inch,lding the cattle of the proprietor. 

(2) There shall not be a. levy of water-cess for raising wet crops on dry lands. Bui 
if the landholder finds that wet crop is raised on dry land for three successive years with 
the aid of water from a. common source, the landholder may apply for recla"sification It" 
wet under section 137 (a). 

(3) Wet into dry.-When there is a failure for three 9uccessive years in wet crop 
011 the ground that it was not possible to raise an irriga.ted crop for want of water the 
ryot shall have a right to apply for reclassification into dry. [137 (e») ma.y therefore 
b .. suitably amended. 

5. Rights in forest and waste lands.-In waste and forest lands the ryots should be 
allowed to graze their cattle free of any fee. They should be allowed to cut timber for 
agricultural implements, for raising of huts. Takmg such fuel as is available by the 
adjacent ryots should be free of any fee. The ryots need not have other forest produce 
free. 

6. IrTigation.-The remedy provided under seetion J 38, Estates Land Act, is not 
speedy and is in practice proving costly. Landholders getting more than Rs. 5,000 net 
revenue should pay oue-tenth of it to Government for irrigation. Public Works Depart
ment will be in charge of all repair$ in estates also. 

In case of abnormal damage the landholder and the Government contribute in equal 
shares for restoration of major and minor irrigation sources. 

7. Recovery of ,.ent.-Distraint of movables and sale of holding in It summary way 
cause great hardship. One of the two remedies should be abolished altogether. In csse 
both are found necessary these alternations will mitigate the evil. 

(a) If the ryot undertakes in writing to produce one-fourth of the estimated grain of an 
attached heap within one month at the tana office with one surety the distraint should 
('ea.se. 

(b) Poundage on sale-proceeds to the Government should be abolished. Intere.t 
on arrea.rs shall be at 3 per cent only from the end of the fasli and not on instalments. 

. Collection of rent should be after 15th January in three or four instalments before 
30th of June. 

Subdivision of pattas.-This should be done very promptly on application by tbe 
transferor or transferee. If this is ensured a lot of mischief by the subordinate revenue 
officials and karnams will disappear and a sigh of relief it would be to all ryots. 
. Notice to mortgagee on holdings is alao necessary in all sales. The proviso to sec

t,on 145 (3) and clauses ill and VIII are unnecessary and vexatious. 
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Any person interested in getting a separate pattll may apply for subdivision with the 
.>riginal deed or a public or a private copy cf it. The duty of verification is on the estate. 
Penalty for neglect of subdividing within three months after notice should be imposed 
on the proprietor . 

.. Survey field " in section 116 (1) should be omitted as it is contrary to the spirit 
of section 126. A revenue field may COIlsist of anything from a few cents to a. n1lIIlber 
of s.cres. 

The ryot may seek damages for violation of s~ction 126 under section 213. 
Trees in holdings.-All trees now in the holdings in possession of ryots shall belong 

to him. 
Relinquishment-Section 149.-Any portion of a. revenue field may be relinquished. 
Communallands.-Lands mentioned in clauses (a) and (b) of section 3, sub-section 16 

shall not be allowed to be encros.ched on either by a ryot, and shall not be allowed to be 
leased by the proprietor either temporarily or permanently. Penalty should be provided 
for leasing such lands . 

. Joinder of parties and causes of action in suits by ryots.-In suits filed by ryots 
under section 78 or 112 any number of ryots should be allowed to join as plaintiffs in a. 
single suit having a common or similar causes of action against the proprietor. 

Pa!Jakari ryot.-This is a vexed question which affects very large interests of patta.
dars who never cultivate their lands but lease them out to payakaris. 

These payakaris form more than 70 per cent of the agricultural population in many 
areaS. Any benefit done to them will alleviate agricultural distress a good deal. 

Payakari ryots including those cultivating private land of the proprietor should not 
be asked to pay more than double the rent the pattadar pays the landholder. This is 
drastic. But equitable and just. This will have the effect of driving more educated 
people to the lands held by them as pattadars and to some extent solve the educated 
unemployment problem. 

But what about the evicted agriculturists? They must be given banjar lands with 
the means of bringing them under cultivation. 

The above improvements suggested will go a long way to relieve the agriculturist of 
his distress. And together with this if death duties are levied and agricultural income 
also is taxed in grades the zamindars and proprietors will no longer be an eye-sore to the 
ryot and the left-wing socialism of the Congress will have a quietus as far as the agri
cultur/1l population is concerned. The Congress Ministries will have e.amed the lasting 
gratitude of millions of people. 

B. JAGANNADHA RAo. 
Vakil. 

Memorandum by the Bar Association, Yellamanchili, Vizagapatam district. 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soli. 
(b) The tenant's right is absolute, subject to the payment of rent to the landlord 

regularly without default (please vide answer to question VII in this connexion). This' 
right is confined only to the surfs.ce soil and not to mines, etc .• which rest in the land
lord. 

II. (a) A fixed percentage, not exceeding 10 per cent of the yielding capacity of the 
land, whether in cash or in kind (one view). Rent shouhl not exceed 10 per cent above the 
proportionate pesbkash payable on the holding (other view). 

(b) The nature of the soil; the nature of crops that can be raised; the labour that is 
required; the probable average yield; water facilities; the market fl1Cilities; average 
market prices; communal fl1Cilities, e.g., grazing grounds, forests, etc., in the neighbour
hood; existing customary fees payable iu addition to rent : these shall be the criteria in 
fixing rent. 

It is not possible to lay down a gen .. ral principle for the whole province or even 
for a particular area. It is desimble that each plot of land in a holding should be separately 
dealt with and assessed. 

The data. in fixing the rent for each plot must be recorded in the permanent 
register mentioned below-vide answer to question V (a). 

(0) Statutory ,provision must b~ mnde for "emission in all cases where the crop 
fails-

(i) On account of failure of rain. 
(ii) On account of failure of recognizpd irrigation source. 

m-2.& 
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(iii) Other natural causes, e.g., pests, diseases, etc., over which the tenant haa no 
control. 

(iv) Marked fall of prices in the market, i.e., below a certain limit ..... be 
prescribed. 

In cases of rent in kind which varies with the quantity of crop realized, there shall 
be a total remission if the total yield is below a presented minimum. 

In case of rent in cash or a nxed quantity of grain irrespective of yield, if it is found 
in any year that the total yield is less than the registered standard, a proportionate remis' 
sion is to be granted. And when the crop is less than a prescribed minimum, total remis. 
won must be granted. 

(d) (Please vide answer to question II above.) In case the landlord or the tenant 
claims a revision of rent, it shall be done by the Revenue Settlement Officer lind not by 
a court. His decision shall be nnal. The reasons for revision may be a change in any 
one or more of those that are considered at the time of fixing rent at first. 'l'he right 
to a general periodical enhancement of rent is not desirable. 

(e) No-not unless either party moves. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) (i) The provision that only property sufficient to realize the arrears aLld costa 

.mall be distrained must be more strictly enforced. It must be laid down that sale in 
contravention of the provision is void. 

(ii) Greater facility must be given to the tenant to redeem property from the 
distraint by enabling him to raise money on the same by mortgage or sale if neces· 
sary. 

(iii) The tenant shall be entitled to object to a distraint by an application and 
not by a suit as provided in s'1ctions 595 and 112 of the Estates Land Act. 

(iv) Crop less than the minimum prescribed for total remission shall be exempt 
from liability to be distrained. 

(v) Notice of distraint must be compulsorily given to persons who have acquired 
any interest in the crop or in the holding, as the case may be, sought to be distrained, 
by any transfer ;nte, ";1lO8 or by operation of law. (Please vide answer to question V (a) 
regarding registration of transfers.) 

(vi) Suits for arrears of rent must be made less costly. Suits and prooeedingH 
cetween landlord and tenant must be decided bv civil courts. But the court fees for such 
8uits Or proceedings must be much less than in 'other cases. 

(vii) It shall be specincally provided that when a landlord sues for rent without 
asking for the enforcement of the charge, he shall be deemed to have given up the charge 
of the decree shall be executed as any other money decree and even if the holding be 
4Uached and sold in execution of the decree it shall be subject to all encumbrances created 
prior to the attachment. 

(viii) The landlord shall not be permitted to bid at an auction sale of a holding 
for arrears of rent. But he shall be given right to see to eject the tenant in all cases in 
which rent has fallen in arrears for a continuous period of three years whether any other 
remedy to recover the arrears has or has not been started by the date of the suit, provided 
that a suit in ejectment shall not be decreed if the tenant pays the arrears and costs or 
ctherwise satisnes the landlord, within a period to be fixed by the court. 

(ix) Provision must be made that in case of joint pattadars enjoying separate 
portions of a holding, any proceediflg for the recovery of arrears shall be taken on such of 
them as have committed default or on their share or shares in the holding. 

IV. (a) The right to receive water from all classes of water sources cannot be said 
to be rights appurtenant to the land. Riparian rights and rights of easement only can be 
such appurtenant rights. The landlord must be held to be the owner of all artincial wa ter 
sources, e.g., tanks and channels, and he must have the right to distribute the water to 
the holdings and to keep the water sources in good condition. In caaes of natural I!OU1'ces 
of water, riparian owners who receive the water directly or through channels, shall be 
the owners of water. These riparian owners shan maintain such water courses at their 
own cost. 

(b) Subject to the riparian rights the landlord shall have superior rights and tho.e 
are limited only to rights of supervision and of settling any disputes between tenants. 

In ease of wells, of conrae, the tehant is the owner of water and the landlord has 
no rights in the same. 

V. (al Ye.. Every estate shall be surveyed and a record of rights shall be main
t&ined. 
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A permanent register shall he maintained for every village in which shall be recorded 
the following: 'l'he number of plots in each holding, the extent, nature of soil, water 
1acilities, data for fixing the rent, standard minimum of crop for purposes of remission, 
tile names of present owners with their respective rights, a brief history of the title of 
"""h item, the numher of each variety of trees, of the rigbts of such trees, rights of 
easement and on the plots, if any, public rights, e.g., the right of holding any fsir, shandy 
or a festival on the land, liability fo1' luhmersion by tank-water, mode of ilTigaling the 
land and such other particulars as lllay be deemed necessary in c/.Ise of any particular plot 
or holding. These particulars musl be recorded with respect to each plot. A sketch of 
each plot shall be affixed. 

Wheuever there is a transfer of any holding or chart of it either inter vioos or by 
operation of law, the same shall, within a prescribed period, be recorded in the permanent 
register in addition to registration under any other law for the time being in force and 
the fact of such record shall be noted on the document, if any, evidencing the transfer. 
No person who claims any rights under such transfer shall, if the same is not so recorded. 
be entitled to any claim against the landlord. The landlord shall record a transfer inter 
vivos if both parties apply or consent to the same. He shall not be bound to make any 
enquiry in case of dispute regarding such transfer. He shall refuse registration in case 
.)De 01' other of the parties thereto does not admit truth of the same. In case of transfer 
by operation of law the landlord shall register the same on an application by a person who 
claims to be transferee, supported by a certificate or other sufficient evidence. A record 
made in such cases shall not affect the rights of third parties nor shall it estoppry party 
affected from afterwards establishing his rights, if any, and the plot or holding con
"erned. 

When first prepared each entry in the permanent register shall be signed by all 
persons whose names are shown therein as present owners, the neighbouring tenants and 
the village officers. 

The permanent register shall show all changes which may be made from time to 
tJme and shall serve to be record of the history of the holding. 

It shall be obligatory on the part of the landlord to separate a portion of a holding 
and i.sue separate patta for the same whenever there is a transfer ",nd an application for 
separation. Failure on the part of landlord to so give", patta shall be a ground to refuse 
him any remedy for recovering arrear of rent. 

(b) Costs of preliminary survey must be borne by the landlord. The cost of settle
ment and of the preparation of record of rights shall be borne half by the landlord and the 
other half by the tenants in proportion of the rent they are assessed to in such settlement. 
:\11 costs of subsequent survey, subdivision, recording, separation of holdings, etc., shall be 
horne by the concerned parties at the prescribed rates. 

\~. No. If any such customary payments are now in vogue they shall be considered 
in fixing the rent and. if reasonable. added to the rents. 

VII. (a) The tenant. as such, shall have all these rights free. Such facilities. where
<-vel' they exist, will be factors in considering the rate of rent. 

(b) Only for agricultural purposes. The tenants must be made to pay some fees f(lli' 
domestic purposes in consideration of the landlord maintaining the forest at hlS cost. 

(c) They vest in the landlord or in the Government. The tenant shall have tho 
right of user in a reasonable manner for all customary purposes (to be recorded in pe,. 
manent register). The provision in sections 20 to 22 of Estates Land Act are enough. 

"ill. (a) The landlord shall be liable to maintain all the water sources except private 
wells and channels. The penalty for neglect in keeping irrigation sources in repair shall 
be remission of rent. 

All the irrigation works now maintained by landlord shall be recorded as belonging 
to him unless contrary is proved. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) On application, except in cases where the Government is also interested in 

thp work. 

IX. No. Jamabandi on the lines of that conducted by the Government is not nec('s
SIlry. But an annual settlement of accounts between tenants and estate is to be made. 

X. (a) The sa.me 88 those of a lessee and a sub-lessee under a common law, e.g .• 
Transfer of Property Act. 

(b) Unlt'ss the sub-lease is recognized by the zamindar recorded in the permanent 
r"gister, a sub-It'ssee shall not be entitled to any rights as against zamindar. If the sub
I .... se i. recorded or recognized by zamindar the sub-lessee shan be entitled to notice of aU 
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proc""dingg for recovery of rent or ejectment and shall be made iii party to such proceedings. 
Mere payment of rent to the zaruindar shall not by itself be deemed to be a recognition of 
the sub-lease by the zamindar. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue shall have nothing to do with the litigation between 
landlord and his tenant. Nor is there any need to establish a special tribunal. The 
existing civil courts of original, appellate and revisional jurisdiction are 'luite sufficient. 

(b) The civil courts shall be given jurisdiction over all suits proceeding between 
landlord and tenant except in course of setLiement and revision of rate of rent and prepara
tion of record of rights or permanent register. Special procedure may be prescribed for a 
speedy disposal of such suits. Additional courts, if needed, may be established, but to be 
governed by Madras Civil Courts Act. 

XII. (a) The present provisions contained in sections 163 and 163-A of the Madras 
Estates Land Act are enough. 

(b) Yes. Provision must be made for the realization of them as arrears of rent. 
Some other suggestions.-Some statutory provision or extension of Chapter V of 

Transfer of Property Act must be made to govern the relations between a landlord and 
tenant in case of agricultural leases. 

Memorandum by Mr. 14. V. Gopal Rao, Chodavaram, l1rlam estate, AJama.jlpeta post, 
Chicacole taluk, Vizagapatam district, dated 25th November 1937. 

1. In my opinion ·the tenant is the proprietor of the soil, as he is in the land before 
the advent of the zamindari system. Zamindari system was introduced in the year 1803. 
Before that the East India Company used to collect rents from the ryots though not 
directly. They used to give portions of their territory on lease to the highest bidder. 
But in the year 1803, the East India Company confirmed the lease and a permanent 
settlement was made. 

Urlam Kandam was confirmed to one Kannepalli Sarvathomukayajulu, Polaki Kandall! 
was confirmed to one Ravulavalasa Balaramamurti and J alumur Kandam to another 
man. Later on, all these three zamindaris were sold away by the Government in public 
auction as the zamindars failed to pay the peshkash. Polaki and J alumur estates were 
bought by the Government whereas Urlam estate was bought by one Buuhiraju Basavarajll 
III public auction in the year 1814. Because Polaki and J alumur estates were bonght by the 
Government, ryotwari tenure continued till now. But as Urlam estate was bought by 
Ii private individual, zamindari system promulgated. 

The zamindar, according to the kabuliyat, got only the melvaram right. But taking 
advantage of the ignorance and illiteracy of the poor tenantry, he trespassed upon the 
kudivaram of the ryot and got undue and illegal enhancement of rents with threats or 
eviction; when the poor tenant had to coolly submit to the tyranny of the landlord. Justice 
and courts in those days even till recently afraid of by the tenant. To add to this, the 
influence of the landlords over the courts of justice was such that his will become the law 
of the land, as may be proved from some passages in the judgment of the Urlam commuta
tion suits of 1911. 

II. In my opinion fair and equitable rent is half the net produce of the land. The 
existing rent in Urlam estate is highly oppressive and burdensome. But, however, the 
ryot is made to pay such an abnormal rent having nothing for his maintenanc,e for fear 
of that he may be deprived of the land by enforcing sections 112 and 114 o~ the Madras 
Estates Land Act of 1908. The payment of the rent by the ryot under clrcum.tances 
noted above should not be taken as an indication that the rent is not oppressive and 
burdensome. Much indebtedness of the zamindari ryot to the sahukars will clearly show 
the Government that the rent is oppressive and leaves very little to the ryot. 

The average yield of an acre in the Urlam estate is 16 putties as it was admitted by 
both the parties in the Urlam commutation suits. Cultivation expenses in the Urlam 
estate are very high when compared with those in other estates as there are no grazing 
grounds, forests and other natural facilities required for agricultural purposes; and as such. 
the tenant should be allowed. 

m. The zamindar should have all facilities and powers for collection of his due share 
oC rent. 

IV. In the Urlam estate the rights of the tenants to water-supply is inherent a8 being 
appurtenant to the land as the water sources were existing before the zamindari system 
was introduced. If water sources are newly constructed at the expense of the zamindar. 
he may have the superior right over them. In any case the zamindar is bound for the 
supply of water to those lands that are marked wet. Hence he is bound to keep the water 
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sources in good condition. But the zamindar should have no control over the distribution 
of water. An irrigation panchayat may be formed in every village for this purpose. The 
zamindar should not charge any water·rate for the second crop when the nght of the 
tenant to water-supply is inherent. 

'I'he landlord should repair all irrigation sources on or before 1st April every year, 
r .. mng which the Collector on the motiQIl of the irrigation panchayat will issue orders for 
the necessary rep";rs giving a decree in favour of the executant against the zamindar 
or his liability of rents from tenants without giving notice to the zamindar. It is neces
sary to have such a rigid law to keep the irrigation sources in a proper condition. 

V. Survey and records of rights should be maintained compulsorily at the sole cost 
of the zamindar as his interests are more involved. A certain percentage of the yield to 
make good these deficits. 

Cultivation expenses per acre will amount to 6 putties (1 putti of seeds; 11 putties for 
replantation; half a putti for removing weed, etc. ; one putti for reaping the harvest and 
two putties for cattle and manure expenses). After deducting the expenditure there 
remains only 10 putties. But in this zamindari, the average rent per acre ranges from 
Rs. 20 to 23. If the ryot pays the rent by selling these 10 putties, the ryot will have 
to enter into debts for his maintenance and costs of future cultivation. Hence a fair 
and equitable rent in my conception is half the net produce leaving half to the ryot for his 
maintenance. According to my calculation, half net .comes to 5 putties which if commuted 
into money at the average price of R •. 60 per garee, will be Re. 10 per acre. 

According to water-rate survey, the area of the U rlam zamindari is about 1,800 acres. 
If so. the zamindar will get Rs. 18,000 a year. In that the zamindar has to pay rupees 
six thousand and odd towards peshkash to the Government. Anyhow, the zamindar will 
have twice what he pays to the Government which amount, I presume, is enough for hi. 
being a mediator between the ryot and the Government. 

It is advisable to settle the rate of rent once for all. The Provincial Government 
should have power to revise or alter the rents when they are found inequitable. 

VI. The landlord should not demand any levies customary or otherwise from ryots in 
addition to rent as the tenant was already overburdened with rent though the rent is 
reduced, when compared with the ryot in the ryotwari area. 

VII. The ryot should have full facilities to utilize porambokes for grazing purposes. 
He should be allowed dry wood for agricultural purposes and green leaves for manure if 
there are forests in the vicinity. Neither the tenant nor the zamindar should have any 
control over communal porambokes such as paths and burial-grounds, etc. It should 
be left to the village panchayat. 

VIII. See paragraph IV. 
IX. Jamabandi by the CollectOl' i. desirable as it will enable the ryots to put forth 

their grievances before the Collector for redress. 
X. The under-tenant should have no relation with the zamindar. He should ha\'e 

relation only with. the tenant. 
XI. Special court should be opened to try disputes between a landlord and a t·enant 

as the revenue and civil courts are already overburdened with work. There must be 
Il speedy disposal of the disputes with less cost. and energy: A special tribunal should' 
be constituted to be the final appella.te and revlslonal authority. 

XII. (a) Uuauthorized occupation of porambokes should not be encolll'aged. '],he 
enc.roacher should be evicted. Poramboke lands should be kept for grazing purposes. 
When there is enough of grazing ground in the village, the uuauthorized occupant may 
be assessed taking due regard to the cost of reducing the waste into cultivable land. 

(b) The law of collection may be revised if it is found ineffective. The zamindar 
should have every facility for the realization of his due share whether it is jodi, poruppu, 
kattubadi or rent as it may be called. 

M:. V. GOPAL RAO. 

Memorandum by Mr. B. Venkatapatl Raiu, B.A., B.L., a.I.E., Advocate, 
Vizagapatam, dated 26th November 1937. 

Introductory rtmarks.-Befol't' we diellilss the questionnaire, it would be better to have 
some idea of somo important matt.ers bearing on the point to have correct conception for 
the equitable adjnstment of relations between inamdars anti tenants. At the present 
moment the zamindars all over the Presidency, with few exceptions, have been 
indebted to other. in lakhs. The tenants themselves are in a deplorable condition requiring 
immediate help Oil account of heavy indebtedness as well as want of money to sustain 
themselvea adequately after paying heavy rentals imposed on the land. The causes are 
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not far to seek. ]l[any people overlook the invisible taxa.tion of GO per cent, if not more 
by the Governmtnt manipulation of tbe currency. To make .. layman und" .... tIlnd. let m(' 
state that if a pe .... on were asked to pay R8. 150 worth of goods for R.. 100 du~. botb 
tbe zamindar, tenant and every debtor in tbe I .. nd is muleted by 50 per oont. 

Since 1835 silver rupee of 180 grains, eleven-twelfths ofwbich is fine. one-twelfth allo\' 
was made stllndard coin bearing relative values of gold and silver to be determined bi· 
economic forces on the sound eoonomic ground that tbe mea8nre of value should be ,;,. 
unchange,able. .ay, &8 a yard of 36 inches of determined length or a ton of determined 
weight. It i8 the duty of the StIlte if it clainlS royal monopoly of issuing coins for 
currency to guarantee the intrinsio worth by the weight and fineness of the metllllic 
contents and by making it universally convertible standard .. t its face value of metallic 
contents, leaving subsidiary coins out of account·. 

In 1866, the Mansfield Commission recommended to make gold coins legal tender 
money, but the Home .. uthorities did not approve the proposal. 

In the 19th century when other countries followed the lead of England to &dopt 
the gold standard, the silver value has gone down. 

Value of silver per ounce 480 grains, before 1872 is 60-5/16d. came down to 53-I/M 
in 1872 and 50-1/16 in 1883 and 42-2/8 in 1888 and 35-1/6 in 1893. The Coinage Act of 
187U made the Government of India to issue weight for weight in exchange for silver 
bullion with two per cent mint charge~. The exporters from India, mostly agriculturists, 
can claim gold from the purchasers m excbange of value of the goods supplied to them 
and buy cheap silver and get them coined in India without any limit. Thus the 
agriculturists got nearly double the value of other goods when silver gone down t;.t'iltn 
60-5/16d. per ounce to 35.1/6 in 1893. The agriculturists pay their aS80Ssment to 
Government and other landlords in cheap silver rupees and discharge their debt obligation. 
easily. An expert knowledge is not wanted to see the material advantage of getting more 
rupees for tbeir produce while the Government could not artifioially increase the value by 
manipulating the currency so long as the Coinage Act of 1870 was in force. 

As the countrie-s of Latin Union abandoned tbe bimetallio system and gave up free 
coinage of silver and as the gold value of silver has gone down and on account of Home 
charges remittances as well as importing English merchants' troubles and English servant.' 
difficulties to remit to England gold after converting cheap silver rupees, Government of 
India felt it necessary to seek about international agreement by the monetary oonfeJ"t;ncil 
in 187s....1881 and 1892 which were proved abortive as England sternly refused to tamper 
with their gold standard by any bimetallic system. Indian Government pressed for gold 
currency and more particularly when gold was cbeap as in 1854, Home authorities wanted 
Indian currency to be rested on a silver basis. 

From 18i3 to 1878 the Government of India discussed plans about the suspens., 
of rupee coinage. From 1878 to 1892 they wanted to secure internationaJ bimetallic 
agr€ement at the meeting of Brussells Conference. But the SecrE'tary of State for India 
in 1~79 and in 1886 opposed tampering with currency and making it artificial. He pointed 
ou t very correctly that whatever relief Government would secure would be at the expense 
of Indian tax-payer. Indian public opinion condemned the policy of artificial interforence 
with the country's currency as being unnecessary and harmfu I and thoy suggested that 
the straight course for the Government to follow to meet the exchange difficulty is by 
retrenchment and economy ;n expenditure and systematic curtailment of India's gold obli
gations and Home charges. The Government was averse to this policy for if they could 
not or did not curtail expenditure they had to increase the burden of taxation Over the 
already heavily burdened tax-payer in India which would be thoroughly unpopular. 

With the sanction of the Secretary of State, the £rat downward course of wrong our
rency policy was begun in 1892 by closing of Indian mints for free coinage of Hilver while 
keeping Indian currency on silver basis. Lord Herehell's Committee recommended coining 
rupees in exchange for gold at the rate of ISd. to the rupee and gold to be received at 
the same rate in public treasuries. This itself means Indian taxation to be increased by 
33 per cent without apparently doing so by increasing the artificial value of the rupe;, 
over ite silver contents. 

Act VIII of 1893 prohibited free coin,age of silver or gold but notifications were issued 
to receive gold at I Sd. per rupee. Let us pause and consider the result that the peshk ... h 
that is being paid by the zamindar is increased by 33 per cen~ and similarly the rents payable 
by tenants and as well as debts payable to the creditors were mcreased by 33 per cent as well • 
. Indian protests were in vain. 

In 1887 when India was invited to join France and the Unites States to follow a common 
policv of free coinage of silver and gold at the rate of IS! to 1 tola gold can be purchased 
for 15l rupees of 180 grains of silver contents. But Home Governmcnt, as usual, refused. 
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In 1898 Fouler Committee was appointed for making effective the policy adopted in 
1893. The Government of India proposed to create gold reserve out of profits of silver 
coinage to raise the value of rupee to 11ld. In 1899 Government emb .. rked upon .. policy 
of gold standMd to be ultimately accomp .. nied by a gold currency. Sovereigns were made 
legal tender and active steps taken to open .. mint for gold coinage though the scheme was 
dropped in 1902 to be revived only ten Yl' .. rs later. 

The Government policy began to drift from the ideal recommended by the Fowler 
Committee which was ignored and India came to have a hybred system of 'limping 
standard' instead of genuine gold standard. We have gold exchange stand .. rd. 

The Chamberlain Connossive in 1914 pointed out that the Government departed in 
sever .. l important particulars from the policy recommended by Fowler Committee .. nd 
approved by the Government previously in the following respects :-

(1) Investment of gold standard reserve in seourities in London. 
(2) Dropping of the scbeme of gold mint. 
(3) Practice of selling Council drafts .. t something below gold point against the 

currenoy reserve. 
(4) Establishment of silver branch of gold standard. 
(5) Diversion from the reserve for capital expenditure in 1907 and in 1908 for 

making drafts sold by Government in India or London to private traders. 

This gold exchange standard is anomolous as gold is the nominal standard of value 
and though gold coins are legal tender not a.t its true value but at some value artifioially 
fixed and exchanged from time to time. Principal OU1Tenoy is token silver rupee which is 
unlimited legal tender without any obligation on the State to redeem in the standard metal 
gold. Gold was not to be in circulation in India but to be used for the foreign exchange, 
rather sterling drafts is the standard value for the time being and this system is known as 
gold exohange standard. 

Every oountry naturaJIy demands that its currency must be legally covertible with 
the standard metal. As financiers in other oountries are alarmed at the large absorption 
of gold in India and wanted to be blocked, this ingenious system was adopted whioh India 
does not want at all but ruthlessly enforced by political authority. When the Government 
of India wanted to .tart a gold mint and Finance Members of Government of, India 
announced tha.t everything was ready for it in 1900 and mint authorities in London raised 
frivolous objections and British Treasury opposed it and the project was at an end. Gold 
entry into India was prohibited. But the stahility of exchange has broken down and the 
exohange soared to giddy heights. What Sir Sankaran Nair has pointed out as the 
general polioy of the subordinsting Indian to English commercial interests has oontinued 
to the present day. 

Babington Smith Committee oondemned this policy as the official interferenoe with 
play of natural economio forces created an element of uncertainty whioh was beyond their 
reokoning. Sir Basil Blackett suggested reasons for raising the exchange value of rupee, 
namely-

(1) Cost of imported maohinery will be deoreased enoouraging the establishment of 
new industries. , 

(2) European cost of produotion has increased greatly. 
(3) High rate of exchange will lower prices in India whioh will benefit the consumers 

as well also reduce the oost of raw materials to manufacturers. 

Poor agrionlturists were forgotten or perhaps they felt that it is immaterial if m&sS6S 
90 per cent depending on agrioulture, may be sacrificed if 10 per cent of the popuIstion a~ 
benefited in India and British and service interests are well oared for. 

This rate of exchange they have. fixed at 28. per rupee when rupee silver is worth only 
9 annas but coined rupee should be valued at 16 anna.s and thus making the burden by 78 
per cent by artificial means. From 33 per cent invisible taxation it was raised to 78 per cent. 
Ifthe ryot were to pay Re. 1,000 in silver before 1893, he has to pay 1,350 rupees artificially 
·valued for &S. 1,000 till 1921 and thereafter 1,550 expected to rise to 1,780 rupees for every 
Rs. 1,000 payable by them. The ra.te of exoh~e fixed at 28. or anything higher than the 
true value of silver is to disturb all relations of debtors and creditors and will harm the 
indust.rios in India as well as exports from this eountry wit·h th~ danger of turning tbe 
tra.de balance against India. It is true that we have to pay more rupees (if not artifi~ially 
raised) for imported artiole but the balance of trade being naturally in favour of India 
and most of t.he imported artioles from abroad are used by the compara.tively rioher section, 
the poor would not be at a disadvantage if taxation and fise&! system is properly and equitably 
adjusted. 

nJ-3 
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Sale of Reverse Councils in 1921 (which means selling gold by Government from the 
gold reserve at &s. 15 per tola when the real value is about Re. 25 per tola) with a view to 
keep up the ratio of silver and gold artificially fixed by the Government cost India imme
diately 35 crores or more and eventually within five years our gold reserve was reduced by 
66i crOreB. All this manipulation is to belp persons to send their savings to England and 
indirectly helping the speculators to make a profit of /Xl per rupee and even more. By 
artificially raising the value from its intrinsic worth of silver rupee eitber to 164 or 18rl or 
24d per rupee the burden of assessment and indebtedness correspondingly inoreases. The 
Government tbemselves eventually admitted that their attempt was colossal blunder oosting 
severalorores to India. Applying to the present problem tbat since 1870 to 1893 what was 
being paid as assessment or rent by tenant has been increased artificially up to date by at 
least 33 per cent independent of actual increase of rent by landlords and so also their 
indebtedness. Whatever YOll do about the internal relationship between zamindar and 
tenant you must save both the zamindar and tenant and every one ofns from this invisible 
taxation of 33 per cent. At the present moment silver price is 8 annas per tola and hence 
it would even he 50 per cent of tbis invisible taxation. Unless root oauses are tackled no 
permanent benefit can be secured by tampering with tbe reforms. I need not go further 
on this currency exoept stating that we have now instead of gold exohange standard we 
were given sterling exchange standard; linking the rupee not witb gold £ but with paper £ 
called sterling which was condemned on unmistakable terms by Hilton Young Commission. 
Since 1931, we have this hybrid currency in spite of the fact that Government of India and 
Indian Legislature opposed it and this is another instance of Fiscal convention abrogated 
by fiat of Secretary of State. We saw the disadvantage tbat nearly 350 orores hard savings 
of Indians mostly agriculturists parted with gold to meet assessment and payment of debts. 
These deluded people thought that they are selling gold for Re. 34 whioh they have 
purchased formerly for 20 per tola though rupee value has gone down correspondingly. 
I may tell you that all our troubles in India began since 1917 when Mr. Montague on behalf 
of the British Government announced that India is on the fair way of getting Swaraj. Sinc.e 
then Bureaucracywas attaoked with dire disease of squander mania and Lee's oon~essions 
otherwise sarcastically called loot made a present of 25 per cent more to the salaries of the 
British and to appease the cry of Indian Officials simiIar inorease is made to them though 
for 50 years before that no provincial Government ever thought of increasing the sa1aries . 
to such an extent. As pointed above our gold reserve was exhausted to the tune of 66 orores 
to help remittance to England and meet Home charges and all effective attempts to reduce 
the expenditure by retrenchment has proved abortive as tbe bureaucracy is not inolined 
in that way when they are thinking of making hay while .11n shines as there would be 
inevitable sun set. Unless salaries of all are reduced to the pre Lee's ooncession level there 
would be no salvation for India for reducing heavy taxation. 

Why the relationship of zamindar and tenant should be tackled separatsly as the same 
consideration must apply to all tenants whetber it be Government pattadars and their 
sub-tenants and whether zamindari tenants and that sub-tenants and inamdars and their 
tenants. Comprehensive scheme to meet the requirements of tenantry is really helpful 
and fair and equitable to all parties concerned instead of raising olass warfare between 
zamindar and tenants. Let me tell you tha,t unless proper safeguards are taken mere 
reduction of rent wiIJ not save the tenant for long. Within 20 years after Estates Land 
Act half of the tenants' interests in Estate has gone to middlemen. Formerly there WB8 

the necessity for securing consent of zamindars for transference of patta as occupanoy 
rights were not recognized· before 1908 and hence credit on the security of land is 
negligible. When the tenants' rights was recognized, they borrowed partly for their 
sustenance and partly on account of bad seasons and partly also for aping the rioh in 
indulging soda and ooffee and cinema their lands were mortgaged and subsequently Bold. 
You find in every viIJage sowoar owns large portion of estate Jands purchased from 
tenants. This is not the aim for which Estates Land Act was passed. So I warn you 
that whatever YOll do, see that the benefit wiIJ permanently enure to the tenant but not to 
pass on to middleman. There is still anotber problem: nearly 60 per cent of people who 
depend on agriculture are not tenants but mere farm labourers employed by farmers from 
time to time. Their oondition is most hopeless. What steps are taken or proposed to 
be taken we do not know. Even if Jiving wage is fixed· for farm labourers, so long the 
price level of Jand products is low, it is not possible to make the agrioulturer to pay higher 
wages to labourers. There is no possibility of providing unemployment insurance and 
doles to be paid to the workmen who are prepared to work but no work is available as in 
otber civilised countries. Keeping these things in mind let us tackle the main problem. 

In the joint Committee Report on Lldian Constitutional Reforms, it is stated (page 
218--Section 372) that the effect of the Permanent Settlement was to give a proprietary 
right to Zamindars on the understanding they pay to Government certain fixed amount 
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which will stand Wlaltered in perpetuity, and recommended that the Governor should be 
instructed to reserve for the signification of His Majesty's pleasure any Bill passed by the 
Legislature which would alter the oharacter of the Permanent settlement. But stated in 
paragraph 219 that it was not heyond the legal competency of an Indian Ministry, responsi
ble to an Indian Legislature, which il! to be charged inter alia with the duty of regulating 
the land revenue system of the Province, ~o alter the enactments embodying the Permanent 
settlement, which enaotments, df'Spite the promises of permanence they contain, are legally 
subject like any other Indian enactment to repeal or alteration. However as the result of 
the introduction of Provincial Autonomy, His Majesty's Government cannot disclaim 
all responsibility and hence any enactment touching Permanent Settlement necessitates 
His Majesty's approval, i.e., the British Parliament assuming that the State has got the power 
of abolishing the private ownership as it is Wlder the soviet policy "Communism" the 
questionnaire indicates that the Congress Ministry recognizes private ownership in a land 
whether it be in a Zamindar or in a tenant. 

The Madras Permanent Settlement Regulation (25 of 1802) Section 1: To remove 
uncertainty and disquietitude resolved to grant to Zamindars and other landholders their 
heirs and successors a permanent property in the land in all time to come and to fix for 
ever a moderate assessment of public revenue on such lands, the amount of which shall 
never be liable to be increased under any circumstances. 

Section 2.-1n confirn>Jty to these prindples, an assessment shall be fixed on all lands 
liable to pay revenue to Government and in consequence to such assessment, the proprie
tary right of the soil shall become vested in the Zamindars or other proprietors of land and 
in their heirs and lawful successors for ever. 

The only reference to the cultivating tenant is fOWld in section 14 that the zamindars 
and landholders shall enter into engagements with their ryots for a rent either in money 
or in kind and grant a patta. or oowle defraying the amount to be paid by him and explain
ing every condition of engagement and grant regular receipts for payment of cist in money 
or in kind. To clear doubts, The Regulation IV (Interpretation) of 1822 was passed to 
safeguard the actual rights of ryots to declare that in passing those regulations it had no 
intention of authorizing any infringement or limitation of any established rights of any 
class of its subjects whatsoever, suoh rights being properly determineable by Judicial 
investigation only. 

Section 2 says it is hereby decla.red that the provisions of Regulation 25 of 1802 were 
not meant to define, limit, infringe or destroy thfl actual rights of any description of land
holders or tenants but merely to point out in what manner tenants might be proceeded 
against in the event of their not paying the rents justly due from them, basing them to 
reoover their rights if infringed with full co~ts and damages in the established courts of 
justice. Thus the oourts have to decide what the respective rights of parties are. 

The Madras Government in securing the consent of the Government ofIndia for p .... ing 
Act VIII of 1865 stated that in this Presidency, from the earliest times to which our reoords 
reach, tho rights of residont ryots of each village to retain their existing holdings or to 
extend them to the waste lands included in the village boundary paying the established 
rate as reoorded in the village niriknama as evidenced by the immemorial and perfectly 
well known custom of the village for the cl.... of land concerned, have never been, 
questioned. Thus the resident ryots are distinguished from payakareers outsiders. Per
haps this system was not so well prevalent in the northern circars on account of frequent 
dynastio changes. Permanent settlement, whatever that may be, in 1871 the Madras High 
Court, Chokkalingam Pillai case pronounced that by the acoeptance of a yearly patta the 
presumption was that the pattadar was a yearly tenant. From 1871 to 1890, we find 
the inoreased rental of zamindars to the extent of 50 per cent. Even deducting half of 
it which might be due to the extended cultivation of waste lands 25 per cent is pura 
enhancement. The occupanoy right is incompatible with oontractual relation and pay
ment of competitive rent. 

In 16 Madras, 271, Justioe Muthuswami lyer stated that it does not neoessarily imply 
that the tenants were originally let into possession by the plaintiff's ancestor by execution 
of muchilika and it may be that the payment was due in consequence of the status of the 
Zamindar as the farmer of the public revenue. 

In 20 Madras, 299, Sir SuhrahlllllJlia lyer stated that it seems unquestionable that prima 
racie the zamindar and ryot are holders of Melvaram and Kudivaram rights resp9ctively 
and the .ame view was expres..oed in 23 Madras, 323. Strengthened by the aforesaid autho
ritative pronouncements Mr. Forbes got the Estate Land Act of 1908 passod oonfirmin~ 
ocoupancy rights of the ryots in possession of Estate land excluding Sari and service lands. 
But the subsequent decisions of the Privy Council dissented from this view expressed in the 
above oases. 
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In 41 Madras, 1012 eqll&l to 9 Law Weekly, 126. It has ~n contended that the owner
ship of la.nd in India. wa.s not in the sovereign or ruler a.nd that the right of the ruler WII8 
confined to a. right to receive a. revenue a. sha.re in the produce of the soil from the cultiva.tor. 
Upon that a.ssumption it wa.s contended that the Ina.m gra.nt of 1373 could ha.ve ~n ouly 
a. gra.nt of the key's sha.re in the produce of the soil tha.t is that the gra.nt of a. la.nd revenue 
alone a.nd did not include the kudiva.ra.m. This is a.n a.ssumption which no court is entitled 
to make a.nd in support of which there is so fa.r 80S their Lordships a.re a.wa.re no reliable 
evidence. The fa.ct the Rulers in India. genera.lly collected their 1a.nd revenue by ta.king a. 
sha.re of the produce of the la.nd is not by itself evidence that the soil of la.nds in India. wa.s 
not owned by them a.nd could not be gra.nted by them; indeed the fa.ct would support 
the contrary a.ssumption that the poil wa.s vested in the Rulers who drew their land revenue 
from the soil, genera.11y in the shape of a. share in the produce of the soil, which wa.s not fixed 
and invariable share but depended on the will of the Rulers. Muchilikas executed before 
1908 were entered into, the defendants or their predecessors in title were let into possession 
under them any of the lands were or ha.d ~n held by a. ryot with a perma.nent right of 
occupa.ncy. Ma.dras High Court decisions that the gra.nt W80S of the royal sba.re of the 
Revenue only were ba.sed on wrong a.ssumption. In Their Lordships' opinion there is no 
such presumption of la.w. But a. gra.nt of villa.ge by or on beha.lf of the Crown under the 
British Rule is in Law to be presumed to be subject to such rights of occupa.ncy if any as 
the cultivators at the time of the gra.nt may have had. Appeal a.llowed sotting aside tbe 
High Court decision. 

1924 Privy Council, 65, decided that a tena.nt on lands in India. in a suit by his landlord 
to eject him from them, sots up a defence that he has a right of permanent tenancy in the 
land, the onus of proving that he has such a right is on the tenant and proof of long occupa.tion 
at a fixed rent does not sa.tisfy that onus. When the La.ndlord gets both kuuivaraID and 
melV"aram prior to the Act in an Ina.m village it is not a.n 6'>tate under Act I of 1908 and no 
tenant in India can obtain any right to a perma.nent tena.ncy by proscription in thorn 
against the landlord from whom he holds lands. The permanent rights can only be obtained 
by a tenant by oustom or by agreement from a.n owner or under an Aot of the I...,gisla.ture. 

In 1927 Priv-y Council, 250 at page 252 referring to Bengal Tenancy Act stated that the 
words actual rent in section 74 cannot be ta.ken to mean either a fair and equitable rent 
or rent at CUBtOma.ry or para.gana rates, decreed the claim as per terms of muchilika though 
the amount includes abwets, etc. In the face of the Priv-y Council pronouncement 
no useful purpose would be served to base any a.rgument in favour of ryots on judicial 
decisions. The Estate La.nd Act wa.s not held to be ultravires and hence whether the 
enactment is right or wrong let us sta.rt our discUBSion on the principleE laid down by the 
Estates Land Act, 1908. Manu state. that thl King may receiV"e his annll&l reV"enue from 
his whole dominion and let him act as a. father to his people Cl. 7, Section 80. As the bee 
sucks honey from the flower little by little thus has a King draw from his domiuions an 
annual revenue (129) (130). Of cattle, gems, gold a.nd silver added each year to the capital 
stock 1/50th ma.y be taken by the King. Of grain 1/8th part, 1/6th or 1/12th aocording 
to the difference of the soil and the 1a.bour necessary to cultiV"ate it and 1/6th part of the 
clea.r annua.l income of fruits, etc. 

137. Let the King order a mere trifle to be paid in the name of an annual tax by the 
nea.rer inha.bitants who subaists by petty traffic. 

139. Let him not cut up his own root by taking no revenue, nor the root of other men 
by excess covetousness for by cutting his own root a.nd theirs he makes both himself and 
them wretched. 

208. King ma.y gain wealth and territory by conquest. Chapter 8, section 39-0f 
old hords and precious minerals in the ea.rth, the King is entitled to half by rea.son of his 
general protection and because he is the Lord paramount of the soil. 

Chapter 10, section 44, says who knew former times consider the earth as the wife of 
King Prithu a.nd thus they pronounce cultivated land to be the property of him who cut 
away the wood or who clea.red and tilled it and the antelope of the first hunter who mortally 
wounded it. 

These would suffice to show that the Griginal residential cultivators of the village had 
right to cultivate the land so long as they pay tb.,ir just dues. They could never be the 
owners though they a.nd their descendants can claim occupa.ncy rights without the help 
of Statutory Law. ' 

The ryots can never claim 6ub80il rights. Section '1 of Estates Land Act sa.ys that 
nothing in the Act sha.ll a.ffect any right of a landholder to make a reservation of mining 
rights on admitiing any person to poI!sossion of ryoti lands. 
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The Zamindar is presumed to possess underground righte until he is proved to haVb 
given them up. In ryotwari tenures (Government) the tenant has the rights to minera.1s 
subject to the payment of an additional assessment. Board Standing Orders 25-28. As to 
right for lime shells-see 25 Madras 669. 

Under section 186 of the Estates Land Act, the landholder can acquire ryoti land for 
the opening and working of mines giviIlg compensation if the ryot has any right in the 
minerals. 

Thus the 1st question is answerod that the Zamindar is proprietor of the soil and the 
ryot has the occupancy right for cultivating and planting of fruit trees, etc. 

IT. Section 28 of the rent or rate of rent for the time being la.wfully payable by a. ryot 
shall be presumed to be fair and equitable until the contrary is proved. 

Fair and equitable rent means not oompetitive rent but economic rent so that the 
cuJt.ivator hS!' secured living wa.g" after payment of rent and meeting cultivating expenses, 
for tho labour he bestowed on the la.nd. 

It is suggcsted that it must be the pre~ailing rate payable by the same cla.sc of ryots 
for lands cf a similar description with similar advantages in the places adjacent. It is also 
pointed out that tJ;e /airne88 depend8likeui8e on tJ;e value 0/ produce and cost 0/ prod,uction. 

Proportionate remission is to be grantod if the crop fails on accoWlt of negligence of 
landlord in not keeping irrigation sources in proper repair. If there be vi8 major conse
quently total 1088 of the main crop there should be remission of ha.lf the rental by the la.ndlord. 
The Government should contribute 1/4th of the amount remitted and paid equally both 
to the landlord and tenant, i.e., 1/16th to the landlord and 1/16th to the ryot as neither of 
them do not contribute to the public exchequer when there is lumper crop fer the tenant and 
full r<mtal realisation to the landlord. lWgarding the advisability of securing reduction 
of rent on accoWlt of fall in prices by remission is a difficult process as the prices would 
be fluctuating and the ryot will not pay higher rent if the prices has gone up in any year 
on account of war or famine in the surrounding places. Estates Land Act provided in the 
matter of enhancement or reduction once in 20 years takes into consideration the prices 
prevalent for a decade of normal years. 

U1IleB8 tJ;ere be 8tatUtof'y provision, remissions will not be made voluntarily so long the 
ryot is solvent or the land has saleable value. 

It is not advisable to settle the rate of share of rent irrevocably for any area. It is 
enough to enunciate principles. What is ungrudgingly paid during the last 20 years should 
be regarded as fair and equitable rent. If once t.he question is raised to fix the rental, 
both the landlord and ryot should abide by the decision of a tribunal whether the rent settled 
is high or low than the existing rent. So that there would not be much scope for litigation. 
The plea that the rentala shauld be reduced to the level of ryotwari land 0/ Government is no' 
lair as the Zamindar has to pay peishcuBh to the Government whereas the Government receives 
the whole rental for itsel/. Moreover the state stands on a different footing than the private 
person as the state has other resources of revenue to which all would contribute. 

I do not think the Provinoia.l Government should have any reserve :powers to revise the 
rentals as it would necessarily create uncertainty in the rents to be paid by the ryot to the 
landlord whioh would stand in the way of improvement of irrigation facilities by the land
lord and proper manuring by the ryot. The existing principle of enhancement or reducti.olt 
once in 20 years provided in the Act is sufficient. 

ITI. Ohapter VI of Estates Land Act provides for the recovery of rent due either by 
suit or by distraint. Stamp duty should not be made payable as the tenant has to pay 
eventually if he owes the rent. As it is difficulty for him to pay rent, additional payment 
of stamp duty and litigation expenses so far as the first oourt is concerned should be ex
empted. If either party indulges in appeal then he may be made to pay stamp duty 
and litigation expenses. 

IV. (a) The tenant in a zamindari wet land is entitled to accustomed water suppl~ 
as it is inherent as being appurtenant to the land. . It is not a question of separate contraot 
for water supply. Wet rate fixed on land includes both water rate and land assessment. 

(b) The landlord has no superior right but to avoid disputes a.mongst tenants under 
the same ayaout, landlord might distribute water in the aocustomed manner. This power 
oannot bo utilised by the landlord to disturb the enjoyment of accustomed water supply. 
If ayaout holders agree to distribute water amioably landlord should keep his hands off. 
But tht're are oases under channels, not only one village but several villages are entitled 
to ohannel water supply, then there would be necessity for supervision to distribute water 
unlt'.s ayaout holders of an villages oombine and settle terms of enjoyment of water in 
turns without any further dispute. The landholder after giving sufficient water supply 
to the ayaout lands might by improving water resources by augmenting water supply other 
than ayaout holders provided ayaout holders are not injured thereby in low water supply. 



V. Survey and settlement is .. desirable thing provided the Government would 
contribute one-third, the landlord one-third and tenants one-third. Otherwise it would 
be burden-some to place all the charges on the landlord or zamindar. 

VI. I think it is high time to prevent landlords from reoovering anything from tenants 
excepting rent and land-cess whether it be customary right or being agreed to by the tenant 
in his muohilika. 

VII. (a) The tenants should have rights with regard to the utilization of local natural 
facilities suoh as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure and wood for agrioultural 
implements provided they are available in his patta land or neighbouring poramboke 
which was not reserved as reserve forest sanctioned by Government. 

(6) Whether they have inherent right or not they should be given that right. 
There was a time that the resident tenants have absolute rights for them within their 
village boundary limits. 

(e) Subject to the right of the tenants to use publio paths and oommwiallands and 
. hill and forost porambokes the zamindar has absolute right for mineral wealth and reserva
tion of forest as denuding forest is detrimental both for the landlord and tenant. 

VIII. (a) Regarding irrigation works and maintenance of tanks in proper repair have 
been the subject matter of Privy Council decision P.C. I, I.A. 364, Karvetnagar case. 
They stated that the zamindars have no power to do away with these tanks in the main
tenance of which large numbers of people are interested but are charged under Indian 
Law by reason of their tenure with the duty of preserving and repairing them. 34 Mad., 
62, decides about the duty of Government in ryotwari tracts. 

The Estates Land Act, Chapter VII, Sections 135 to 142 old (Chapter VIII new), pro
vides how to get irrigation works properly repaired; it is found to be defective. If the land
holder rails to execute such repairs within a specified time, any of the ryots under the aya
cut may be allowed to do it. 

It is not feasible or possible for all the ryots to combine and raise necessary funds to 
execute the work and recover the cost later on from the zamindar. On account of failure 
of proper repairing of irrigation works even if the tenant is allowed to pay dry rate instead 
of wet rate does not fulfil the purpose. Wet land cannot be converted immediately to raise 
dry crops. Moreover the crop that would be raised on wet land is more valuable than any 
dry crop. Under the circumstances, the Government should undertake the repairs of the 
notice to the zamindars and recover the cost along with peshkash from the zamindar and 
make the landholder give compensation to the ryot for the period when irrigation works are 
in disrepair. Section 139 of the Estates Land Act amended provides for the Government 
executing the work and reoover the cost but no compensation is provided for the period 
the ryot suffered for the neglect of repair of tanks or other irrigation works. Section 141 
only provides temporary reduction of rent. It should be provided. To avoid delay in 
the repair, special D.P.W. officer to be deputed to attend to the work without any avoidable 
delay. 

(6) Provinci .. l Government should not undertake the repair of irrigation BOuroeS and 
works unless the ryots holding ! land in the ayacut oomplain about the neglect, else 
Government Officers keep democles sword hanging on the heads of zamindars. In the 
year 1921-22 when the non-co-operation was in vogue, the D.P.W. offioerrs refused to give 
water for second crop where they have discretion to non-co-operating ryots. Fortunately, 
the zamindars in the last election, When the ryots refused to vote for them, did not stop 
supply of water to the ryots. Evidently good sense prevailed. 

(e) The Government should undertake the repairs on application of the aggrieved 
party and not otherwise. 

IX. Yearly zamabandi is not necessary to help the ryots. Ordinarily the zamindars 
are holding zamabandi to look after leasing out .waste lands to ryots or attend to any 
special grievances of the ryots which require personal attention of zamabandi officer. 
As at present zamindars and ryots are not in such amicable relationship, no useful purpose 
would be served for oompelling zamindar to hold zamabandi. If the Court of Wards hold 
zamabandi once a year and bring about redress of grievances, zamindars also JDight follow 
snit voluntarily if it be helpful to them to get their revenue and help the ryots in redress 
of their grievances against zamindari officials who are not properly acting towards the 
tenants. 

X. The status of under-tenants in za~indari areas should be the same as the under
tenants of ryotwari tracts. Comprehensive Act should be brought in With reference to all 
sub-tenants who actually cultivate the land. Hitherto they have no more rights as mere 
"tenant!! at will. If comprehensive measure is brought forward a.fter dUE notice to all parties 
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concerned, then the question has to be discussed in all its aspects instead of relegating it 
as a side issue as is th~ esse of inam land which was brought in indirectly in the matter of 
amendment to the Estates Land Act creating much bad blood and measures taken in hot 
haste without due consideration exhibiting unnecessary heat and personal animosities. 
There are sub-tenants for insm lands, zamindari lands and Government ryotwari lands. 
What should be their rights must be fully considered. I take it that large number Of\ 
people are sub-tenants and hence there :a absolute need for comprebensive measure to 
be undertaken on a full-dress debate instead of relegating it as an uDimportant measure 
to be tacked on to the Estates Land Act in discussing the relations between zamindar and • 
ryots. 

XI. The Revenue Board itself is the fifth wheel and it was long ago proposed to be 
abolished to reduce the cost of top-heavy administration. No useful purpose would be 
served by maintaining that white elephant. There should be separate tribunals for dis
posing off these ma.tters 8ubjeot to the right of revision by the High Court without any 
intervening appellate courts costing hea.vy litigation expenses as well as inordinate delay. 
If the work is heavy the High Court should specially be entrusted with this work even by 
appointing an extra Judge for that purpose. 

XII. (a) Under the old system, the ryot who occupies waste land within the village boun
dary wascntitled to retain the land on payment of rent at the usual rate. But at the present 
time, he should not be allowed to do so uuless he had been in possession and cultivating 
it for over throe years. If the landlord neglected to drive out the trespasser within 
three years, he must have been deemed to have acquiesced in it and he is entitled to 
reoover rent for the period in occupation not exceeding three years' rental. The zamindar 
is entitled to eject the trespasser by a proceeding in revenue court or civil court or special 
tribunal specially appointed for the purpose. 

(b) I do not think any special law is necessary to recover kattubsdi dues, etc., from 
inamdars. If relief is to be given to the inamdars, on application by inamdar, zamindar 
should settle and recOVer proportionate kattubadi alone on the inam in his possession 
instead of suing all inamdara together making them jointly and severally liable. If that was 
granted zamindars should be given power to recover the amount $ummarily from the inamdar 
by a. suit in a reVenue court but not by destra.int as an absentee inamdar would suffer 
if zamindari official takes into his head to sell away the inam on the pretext of arrears due 
on account of kattubadi. Ksttubsdi being a small amount compared with the valus of the 
land, such a procedure would be dangerous to the inamdar's interest. 

Mahatma Gandhi suggested in his Congress presidential address that full guaran
tees to be given for all vested rights justly acquired. 

Taking it 118 a basis, the present proposal of abolition of zamindari system without 
any adequate compensation seems to be an unreasonable proposition. In Ireland, landlords' 
rights were purchased to confer rights of ownership on the tenants. It does not matter 
whether England or Ireland should pa.y that amount for our consideration. In serving 
one class let US not make a new cl .... war. Let not the zamindars apprehend that the 
Congress Ministry is out to crush them by any means whatsoever. When we stand to 
tight for our rights let us not deprive others of their just rights. , 

At the same time. let zamindars think for themselves whether they would prosper if 
their tenants are miserable. Let them come forward with proposals how best they would 
relieve the burden placed on the tenants by heaVy rental. Of course, when prices are high 
the tenants cheerfully paid high rentals. When the prices have gone down let them reduce 
the rentals proportionately. If they do not do so on their own accord those who have power 
to interfere would naturally interfere. 

To ameliorate the condition of the masses it was suggested tbat enrichment, enlighten
ment and emanoipation of heavy burdens placed on them are necessary. How to enrich 
them is a very big problem. It is easy to make the rich man poor but it is very difficult 
to make the poor man rich. If we divide the whole nations! wealth of India equally 
amongst all people, every man might get. say, Re. 500. How long would it last! You make 
everybody paupers without enriching anyone permanently. We must first of all get rid 
of their indebtedness of persons who have security to offer to help them to pay the debt in 
easy instalments with small interest, say, 4 per cent, as the Government by their public 
credit g~t money at 3l per cent easily. Moreover, Government can pass legislature by 
making Govenlment bonds of 3l per cent payable at par 30 years hence, legal tender. 
If 9 anuas rupee can artificially be raised to 16 annss without compunction they can fairly 
make Government bonds l~gal tender. The debte themselves may be scrutinized and 
I16ttled once for all by final deoision of a tribunal specially appointed for the purpose. 



Peace, retrenchment, reforms are desideratum-whethftr bUl'll&ucracy likfts it or no. 
:Military wants activity. Civil services does not want to d"prive themst>I""B of th"ir autho
rity or their amplE! .alariE's whether India can bear it or no. No colony when self·Governm"nt 
was granted was asked to maintain the services appointed by the Sooretary of State. ltfili. 
tary expenditure must have to be reduced, if taxation has to be reduced. British Govern
ment should pay for th .. ir military Bdld civil servants appointed by them if they feel th"y are 
necessary for the empire. Exchange compensation allowance to the extent of 66 lakhs 
per annum is an extravagance which cannot be justified to be s&ddlod on Inelia. All the 
expenditure incurred for military aggressive policy must be paid by the British Government. 
If Burma cannot pay for all the expenses incurred for all the Bunn .. "" wars why should 
India pay after it is separated. With interest that itself amounts to Rs. 150 crores. Similarly 
the drainage for Home charges, etc., amounts to 2,000 crores if interest is added whiph 
ought in fairness be paid by the British, if they want to be fair and just to Inelia. The 
Ministry should fight for getting rid off the inequitable burden thrown on Inelia if they 
want to ma~e the country really prosperous. Economio miracles cannot be had by rubbing 
the All&uddin mmp to make the poor man rich all on a sudden. 

Therefore in conclusion, I state that the Ministry should take broad view of the 
matter to secure equitable adjustment without unduly sacrificing the interests of one to 
benefit the others like Robbing Peter to pay Paul. Saf .. guard the interests of one and all 
is the only proper procedure. 

It is undesirable and eventually it would be ruinous to adopt the tyrranical method 
of sacrificing the interests of minorities at the bid of the majorities. 

B. VBNKATAPATI RAJ11. 

Memorandum by the Secretary. Parvatlpuram Taluk Congress CommIttee. 

I. In the opinion of this committee, it is the cultivating tenant who should be rel!;arded 
as the propriptor of the soil and not the zamindar. The zamindar is only an assil!;Uee of 
revenue or a mere tax-gath .. rer. Under the peculiar conditions prevailing at the time of 
the permanent settlement, the zamindsrs were decmred to possess pro prietory rights OVer 
lands comprised in their zamindsris with pow .. r of assessment of rent and the collection 
thereof subject only to the payment of a fixed' z"ma • to the Government. It was aloo 
usual with the Government to deprive the zamindsrs and to appoint persolll! on its behalf 
to the maragement of these zamindari~ thereby re~erving to the Ruling Power the implied 
right and the aetuel exercise of the proprietory posse.sioI' of a1113nds whatsoever. If now 
the proprietor~ rig!:.t ofthe ,.amindar~ ip to be taken aW9~ it will be onl) righting a wrong 
that is perpetrated and is allowl'd to continue for 135 years. The presumption th"t the 
zaminder ip the owner (f evcry bit of mnd within the ambit of the zamind.ri stimulated 
the avarice d the zamindars to increase the income from their lands and they \e8.!\(\d out 
communal a.nd grazing lends which the villagers held in common. 

Wherea.s the interest of the zamindar or mndlord in the mnd iF limited to realizing his 
rent from the tenant, the tenant has to look up to the improvement, cultivation, and raising 
of crops over his mnds. All sub-soil and other rights, in the opinion of this committee, 
shonld be reserved for the State. 

ll. The presumption that the existing rent is fair and equitable should go. The zamin
daris emi; &s States within States, the permanent settlement reguletion having conferred on 
them the right to levy rent at their will. The rents so levied are neither competent or compe
titive but arbitrary. As a.n assignee of revenue 'it is in ~e gift of the state to allow the 
zamindar a reasonable proportion as compensation over and above the fixed amount he 
pays as ' peishcllEh '. What the zamindars can collect from the tenants should be viewed 
not ae rent but as a tax leviable on the basi» ofincome from the le.nd, on the assumption 
that the zamindars are ouly assignees of revenue. Therefore the essential requirements 
of:. tsx namely that exemption shonld be made in respect of lands whose areas or yield i. 
below a fixed minimum, and that the tax should be graded and not uniform must be recog
niz£d. The gradation of rent must be in accordance with the fertility of the eoil, the water 
r,esources, the marketableness of the crop, and the economic conditione of the ryot. 

In this part of the country, the Rajas of Vizianagram, BobbiJi, and Kurapam were 
members of the Madra~ LegisletureF, at the time of the passing or about the p"!lSiDZ dthe 
E..tates Land Act. Knowing that the Act would be passed in a short time the Rajas 

. enhanced the rents twice in ten years in,their estate, before the pa""ing of the Act; and 
the enhancement was 4 anna.s per rupee .t OI'e time and 2 ann.aa per rupee at another time. 
And this W3S Dot taken into consideration at the passing of the Act and the Act daclare~ 
that the existing rent is fair and equitable without paying any attevtior. to the previous 



enhancements which pre contrary to the Rent Recovery Act. Subsequent k. the Eetate. 
Land Act,rent was enhanced in m&ny W8YS as fullows, by the za.mindars:-

(1) By suit before the Collector under section 30 ; 
(2) By leasing out' m&raka ' lands which were port of the patta.lands to the sa.me 

tenant and imp08ing higher rent; 
(3) By suit under section 42 on the ground of excess area ; 
(4) By leasing pasture la.nds to tM tena.nts a.s ryoti la.nds and imposing higher rents; 
(0) By leasing tank-beds to tena.nts and collecting rents thereby impairing the water 

sources in the villages; 
(6) By supplying water to the tenant to the second crop and collecting rent again as 

, ta.bi ' oist a8 in the Bobbili esta.te ; 
(7) By le .. sing out waste ba.njar landa ; a.nd 
(8) By imposing rents on resumed ina.m lands. 

Therefore there is a great increase in the income of the e3tate from the rents. The income 
as shown at the time of the perm&nent settlement is nearly one-third or one-fourth of what 
is now obta.ined by the z .. mindars. The ta.nks .. nd water sources remain worse than those 
at the time of parma.nent settlement. The economic condition of the tenentary is very bad. 
The. prices have fallen .. nd there is no chance of their improvement ta.king into con.idvratioll 
the enhancements imposed previous to the p .. seing of the Esta.tes Land Act as a preca.utionary 
measure. 

From the point of view of the tenants, therefore, a r .. ir .. nd equitable rent is a sixth of 
the net profits derived from the staple crops r .. ised on the land. For the purposes of 
compa.rison, the rates prevailing in Government zaminda.ri areas m .. y be ta.ken into con-
8id~ra.tion. The wet rates in Palkonda (Government) tilluk und0l" the Nagavali project 
range from Rs. 3 to Rs. 8 per acre, while the tank-fed lands in the zamindari areas in this 
division rllnge from Rs. 8 to Rs. 60 per acre. The dry rates in Palkonda are from As. 8 to 
Re. 2 per acre; whereas in the z .. mindari areas they are anything from Re. 1 to RII. 5. 
From a study of the agricultural budgets of the tenants, it may be seen thllt the m&rgin in 
profits derived from the land would hardly leave anything to go as rent or tax to the land
lord, the dry cultivation IIlone contributing .0meLhing to the succour ofth" poor ryot. The 
tenant, is living ill a ~ iriou. circle; neither can he leave his holding nor ~.&n he get any profits 
out of hi~ holding until and unleRs he is educa.ted to give up the old anti-deluvian methow 
of agriculture and helped to adopt the modern scientific modes of agriculture. Tho3e 
oondition& which must be taken into account for fixing an equitable rent are the low prices 
for staplE' and economic crop, the bad water source~ the absence of facilities for marketing, 
the d ,bt of the IIgrioulturist, and the absence of good irrigation schemes in the division ard 
also the small area of the holding of the ryot. These cOru>iderations ha.ve never before 
weighed with the zamindars. 

Although it is admitted that the sharing system is the fairest and the most equita.ble, it 
is urged by this committee that the general concensns of opinion is just at present, ihavlIur 
of ca.oh rents. In the ca..e of ca.sh rents there should be survey and settlement of rent. Ollce 
for all in all the zamindaries. The legislatur~s should enunciate the rates of rent li,r the 
various" Taroma "ofla.nd, wet and dl'Y, and leave it to be determined by settlemel>I officers, 
both offioial and non-official, to ~ettle rent for the v9riolls kinds ofl8onCle in tho counl.1 y. 

Wh')n ca..h rentE prevail there should be ... tatutory provi.ior for remissioD during 
years of famine, depre.'sion, flood and damage. There should be Iittl." or no need to resOlt 
to courts except to enforce payment of rents according to the rate fixed. 

The Provinoilll <'>overnment through the Legislatures should constitute itself as the 
final ravi.~ authority in the matter of revision of rent. 

III. The powers of summary sale, distraint, arrest, and atta.chment of movable pro
perties, for II deoree debt should be abolished. Rent may continue to be a first charge on the 
holding. Tht' village panchaYllt oourts as they get more properly ocnstituted may be 
invested with POwelS to enforoe payment of rent dues. The only method of collecting rent 
should be by a suit through a court of law. The village pa.nchayat may be empowered 
to oollect rent by way of suit or executive action if a tenant does not voluntarily pay the 
rant. A suit may be filed in the munsif's eourt but not in a. revenue oourt. The special 
ju"isdiotion conferred upon the revenue oourt must be abolished. The village panchayat 
m .. y be oonsidered subordinate court to the munsif's oourt. 

IV. The right of the tenants to water-supply 80re inherent as being appurten&"lt to 
the la.n i. The right g 'as with the right of the soil. 

'.l:h3 irrigati.n sources m8o;Y be divided into two classes-
(I) Thill'S whioh irrig\teoly lands of. single "illage; and 
(2) Those which irrigate Janda in more than DUll village. 

m-i 
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The village irrigation sources may be maintained and utilized on a co-oporativ, 
ba.is, the relations between di/f"rent ryots being regulated by the village panehayat. 
The inter-village w .. ter sources should be maintained and controlled b) the Provincial 
Government or local authorities, the maintenance charges ht>ing met by the villages deriv
ing benefit therefrom in proportion to the supply of water made. 

The water sources should not be left to be a matter of contract between the landlord and 
the tenant. The landlord has no superior right over the waoor source. The zamindals 
could nevor be trusted to improve irrigation source·g in the future, ·with their dwindling 
incomes and growing expenditure. 

According to the prevailing conditio\lB, the landlord has a 8upe.rior right for water over 
the rights of the tenants, and he is also assuming superior rights in himself. In some cases 
the tennnts are hot allowed to UBe even the trees on the tank-bunds or graze their cattl .. on 
the tank-bund or in tbe tank. The fish in the waters are ~old at auction and th! wh(,le 
mon,~y i. realized by the zamindar. The reeds growin~ in the tank ere Bold at auction and 
the amount i. realized by the 7.amindsr. F')r the second crop a ce~s or a peculiar rent is 
imposed tecJmjcally called the' Tabi ' rent and this is claimed as a customary rent. The 

. courts are paying due attention to this custom and decreeing rent although it is pleaded 8e 
illegally levied on the tenant!. This committee recommends that the fish, the reede, the 
lands in the tank-beds, and the trees on the tank-bunds, etc., may be granted to the landless 
poor in the village. 

V. All lands in the zamindaries should be surveyed and a record of rights be maintained 
at the cost of the landlord. 

VI. The landlord should be prohibited from dunanding any levies, customary or 
otherwise in addition to rent and any such illegal levies should be heavil) penalized. 

VII. The rights of the tenants with regard to the utilization of local natu.d f,~rilitic H 

such as grazing cattle, collection of greiln manure or wood for a/iricultural implemEnts, 
are elementary rights, and should not be interfered with. Any kind of reet.riction in thi~ 
regard rhould be immediately removed. The village' common' land hes been a prominent 
feature of pre-British and pre-zamindari days. But this land is being reclaimed at the 
instance of the zamindare with a vie", to increase their reVenue. In many villages in 
:these taluks cattle have to be driven to long distance. for grazing. The prevailing forest 
rules also stand in their way to grazing their cattle near hill tracts. The existing law 
should be so revised as to provide adequate grazing grounds for oattle in each village. 
Collection of green manure is causing great hardships to the tenants by application of the 
forest rules; cut-wood used for agricultural implements is generally giving room for forest 
cases being launched against ryots. Provision has to be made for gathering dry wood for 
fuel also. These are common facilities which the tenants have an inherent right to enjoy 
free of cost. 

Public paths, communal lands and hill and forest porambokes should be neither the 
property of the landlords nor of the tenants, except totha extentofthe right of the user as 
members ofthe public. This committee is of opinion that if there is abundant wasteland or 
poramboke SUitable for agricult)Iral purposes it should be let out to the landless poor in the 
village at a nominal rent. No income was included in the permanent settlement aooount 
of the forest, sub-forest and produce of the hill and forest porambokes in the zamindaries. 
All persons must have free grazing rights in the porambokes. If it is not a reserve forest, 
all must have the right to kill wild animals for their food. In short the landlord must be 
deprived of all his rights over every kind of poramboke in his zamindari . 

. -VIII. The snitable scheme for the purpose of maintaining irrigation sources and works 
is discussed in paragraph 4. The major irrigation schemes of the land should be the concern 
of the state. The province is full of rivers and streams which if harnessed and diverted 
to suitable areas would feed extensive lands Without dearth of water. These should be so 
planned as to be made a vaila ble to whole taluks. 

The Nagavall Project in this taluk is found very useful to lands lying in the Government 
taluk of PaIkonda. But it is not made available to the lands of this taluk. A diversion, 
&s originally contemplated, worked out at anotber place would help to water large tracts 
of lands in this taluk. Another river Janghavti can be harnessed to supply water to lands 
in this taluk. Now, almost all the lands in this taluk are rain-fed and depend entirely 
upon rain water. The tanks are neglected and in a very bad condition. The Government 
m,ust see to the proper maintenance of the sources of irrigation. An adequate percentage 
of the total revenue from the lands in the taluk to the zamindar or the Government must 
be compulsorily made available for the maintenance of these works. This work' may be 
entrusted to tbe village. panchayat or the local authorities as the case IIl&y be aooording 
to the nature of the water soUrce: but sliouldnever be left to private parties or to the land
lords. Such powers should vest in the Village 'panchayat representing the .Govwnment 
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which can act 81W moto or in rate cases which they may consider and act on application by 
concerned parties. 

IX. Yearly zamabandi should be made. compulsory, and rent rolls must be brought 
up to date, checked and verified by the Village Pancbayat as well as the landlord, and a 
copy of the same should be submitted to the Government. In these parts no yearly pattaa 
or Ksdapas are exchanged. The joint tep-ant. are not given any pattas at all and sometimes 
their names are omitted from the pattas and this is the cause of much litigation. 

X. The question of conferriug a legal status on the undertenant in the zamindari 
areas has not received until now a due consideration. A ryot is Ik.fined in the Act, as a 
person who holds for the purpose of agriculture ryoti land in an estate. According to this 
definition every cultivator is not a ryot. There is scope for a ryot being a non-cultivator. 
So any benefit by the amendment of this Act will not accrue to the actual cultivator of the 
soil, whom the Madras Premier described as the food producer of the Nation, and Publio 
Servant, No. I. Therefore, the definition of a ryot must be so amended as to mean only a 
person who holds and personally cultivates ryoti land. The under tenant hangs in hetween 
the pattadar and the zamindar. Even though the burden of rent apparently rests on the 
shoulder ofthe pattadar, it is the undertenant who actually cultivates the land and Who is 
finally affected for the default of the pattadar. The occupancy right should benefit him 

{

foremost. The pattadar may go but the tenant remains. He should be declared to possess 
oocupancy right in the land and he may be held liable to stick on to the sub-lease contract 
into whioh he enters with the pattadar. The rate of share of rent that is determined due 
on the land can be colleoted from him and the same be shared by the pattadar and the 
zamindar between themselves. The pattadar may be described a8 tIlJ;.ermedisryjandlol:.d. 

XI. The present Provincial Revenue Board is a constitutional anomaly. It is a super
ficial body of the state which serves more to hinder than to help. If a board of its kind 
should at all exist it must be made elective on a basis of special franchise to be exeroised 
by the tenantry and the landlords in their numerical proportions. It will then the supreme 
head of a heiararohy of village , Divisional and District Rev6nue Boards which abrogate to 
themselves the work of the present civil services. The present Revenue Board should be 
abolished and the existing civil courts up to the High Court may be entrusted with the 
work of the Revenue Board, the Provincial Government constituting itself as the highest and 
final appellate authority in the province. 

The question of the present revenue court may be considered here. The administration 
of revenue law and criminal law by the same authority was introduced at times when revenUtl 
collection was the only object of the Government and there was need to back it up by the 
application directly or indirectly of the criminal law ofthe land. This anomaly and practice 
of whole sale, legalized intimidation by the Government should be done away with. The 
Indian Civil Service i8 intended for revenue and criminal service and it is neither Indian, 
nor civil, or of any servioe to the people. The special training has been of little value to the 
administration and it should be diverted to more useful purposes of pursuing nation-building 
schemes, if they should continue to exist. The separation of the judiciary from the execu
tive is a matter intricately connected with the problem of the adm'nistration of civil and 
criminal law in the province if oivillaw inoludes as it, at present does, revenue matters also. 

Special tribunals are unnecessary as actions and proceedings between lSl1-dlords and 
tenants oan be tried in oivil oourts as suggested elsewhere. ' 

XII. As regards remedies and the reliefs to which the zamindar is entitled in respect 
of unauthorized ocoupation of lands by ryots, the matter resolves itself into a question of 
right to the soil. If the tenant ill the proprietor of the soil, the zamindar will be entitled 
to a rent only. The zsmindar should have no right to eject the ryot and if at all the land 
that is unauthorizedly oocupied is in the opinion of the village panchayat necessary for 
communal purpose, the village panchayat should be empowered to eject the oocupant and 
resume the land. Where, however, the lands are surveyed and a record of rights are main
tained the question will not arise and cases of unauthorized occupation in d6fiance of the law 
Will bring the same penalty on the trespasser as is now provided for oivil trespass. 

In view of the proposed legislation with regard to taxation on agricultural incomes. 
colleotion by landholders, of jodi, poruppu and kattubadi from inamdars may be abolished. 

Secretary, Pllmmpuram talu!: COfI{/t"ua Committee. 

Memorandum by Mr. A. Eameswara Rao, President. Vlllage Congress CommiUee, 
Llngalava1as& via Balun. BobbUllllllllndart. ViDgapatam disVict. dated 27th Novem
ber 19S'l. 
I. (II) We •• 11 hold here that the tenant is the owner (proprietor) of the soil and not th& 

samindar. The tenant can oultivate the land and raise any crop on it he pleases; bnt the 
samindar cannot enter upon the land aoeording to his will and pleasure. He is only entitled 

m-U. 
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'to a fixed rent. The zamindar cannot sell away the land giving actual po8Il688ion of it to 
the purcheeer, whereas the tenant can do so. The tenant haa been enjoying this saleable 
rigbt from time immemorial. From ancient times, the tenants have been in posse ... ion 
of the land and the zamindars were brought in 8ubsequently by the emperors as inter

'mediaries between the emperors and tbe tenants. The duty allotted to the zamindars 
by tbe emperor was only collection of rent and tbey w"n, allowed some remuneration. 

(b) The zamindar only enjoys the percentage allowed by the emperor for the c:lllec
tion of revenue and he can Rell tbe rigbt of collecting that rent, but not the rigbt to cultivate 
the land, i.e., actual possession c.f the land which can be sold only by the tenant. In the 
settlement report of H. F. W. Gilman, Manager of Vizianagram etltate, he remarked the 
tenant 08 the cultivating proprieJm. 

II. (a) The rate of kist per acre prevalent at present in the adjoning Government 
.villages is, we consider, a fair and equitable rent. 

(b) The neighbouring village Sirlam lying to the west ofthi. village originally belonged 
to the Palakonda zamindar. That zamindari was annexed by the Government about 70 
years back. The rents prevailing in the Palakonda zamindari were left BE. they were till 
about 20 years back, when at the time of the resettlement Government enhanced the rent 
at the rate of three annas per rupee. According to the recent pronounocment by the Govern
ment, that enhanced three annas per rupee would go. The original rent only that W8Il 

prevailing at the time of tbe old Palakonda zamindar will remain. The rate of kist per acre 
prevailing in Sirlam village must be followed in this village of Lingalavalasa for fixing a fair 
and equitable rent. Both the villages are dry villages adjcining each other and are irrigated 
.by tanks which are purely rainfed. There is a public document called KhambogaUa( 4'"o~'" K.,..) . ~ 

of 1207 fasli with us here showing that the income from our village to the Raja of Bobbili 
was only Be. 1,000. Now, the present income from the village to the Raja is Re. 3,000. 
Kist was enhanced several t·imes plicr to the introduction of the Estates Land Act and once 
after the Act was introduced. We have with us a report on the settlement of Lakkavarar,u
kota tana of Vi2ianagram zamindari by H. F. W. Gilman, Esq., I.C.S., Manager of the 
properties of the Raja of Vizianagram, dated 17th September 1904. From tbis, it is known, 
while conducting the settlement operations of the tanah he tGok into consideration the 
assessment rates of the adjoining Government taluk, Sarvasiddhi. In it, he also stated tbat 
he, having practically no powers to compel tbe unwilling ryots to accept the new settle
ment, he simply based his settlement rates on the rates that the ryots were then payiflg. 
From this, it is clearly seen that the zamindars had no ptlwer to enbance this kist before 
tlle introduction of the Estatt;s Land Act. But they did not follow this rule and incfell8ed 
the rent several times before the Estates Land Act came into force. So, the rate of kist 
prevalent in this village just before the introduction cf the Estates Land Act should not be 
taken as the basis of fixing a fair and equitable rent. Not only kist was 6nhanced several 
times but several pasture lands which were originally in the occupation of some ryot or other 
were claimed by the Raja as waste lands and were given away on pattas to some ryot or 
other imposing heavier kist than was hitherto levied on wet lands. Thus, the total income 
of the village rose from Rs. 1,000 to RI, 3,000 in the course of 140 years. By appointing a 
strong and influential man of the village as a revenue pettanadar and threatening the ryots 
with ejection, the estate officials managed to enhance the kist on all these occasions. During 
the life time of the old Mah.araja, Darbars were held on every Dasara day, once a year 
and special rewards were granted to offieiale, who enhanced the revenue of .the estate . 
. On account ofthese inducements, the officials spared no pains and by hook or crook enhanced 
the estate income. 

(c) Zamindar as a rule, never gives remission. Even when the crop totally failod, 
he was collecting the kist to the very pie. During the memory of the living generation 
:remission was not given in this village even once although crops totally failed here now 
.and then. Allowance was made for giving remission to the zamin ryots when the Govern
ment fixed the peshkash to be paid by the zamindar but it was not adopted by the zamindar 
in practice. So there must be statutory provision binding the zamindar to give remission 
in case crops fail as is done in the ryotwari areas. 

(d) It is advisable to settle the rate of rent for a particular area once for all. 
(e) We think the Provincial. Government revise, alter or reduce the rent wherever 

they are inequitable by executive action through their revenue settlement officers. 

m. (II) The powers of collection of rent now given to landholders under the Act lII.&y 
be given to the village panchayat with 80Il1e modifications. The panchayat must be given 
remuneration, one anna in the rupee, for undertaking collection work. The village eervants 
must be at their dispo!!al for carrying tho treBllury from the village to the tanah and also 
for oollection work. 



(6) Under no cirCUIll.8tance~ should attachment be ma.de of movables such 88 utensils. 
gold, box98, and agricultural implements such &B bandy, cattle, etc. Distraint orders may 
be issued on standing crops cut and heaped before thr&Bhing and produce ready made 
before getting to home. 

(e) The panchayat must be given powers to distrain properties stated above to 
harvest the crop and sell it at the current ~arket price and debit it to the tanah after deduct-
ing the expenses incurred. The sale of the holding must be taken up ouly when there is 
no crop or produce avai!&ble for seizure either on the land or in the farm. Iu that C&se, the 
holding or a portion thereof, may be attached, and one month's notice should be given 
before putting the same to public auction in the village. If within that time the parly 
does not pay the amount due together with the costs therefor, the panch&ya.t put the 
holding to auction a week a.fter tom-toming in the village to tha.t effect. 

The kist should be cdlected in four equal instalments commencing from the 15th 
November instead of 15th July now in pra.ctice. The present system of instalments must be 
abolished. As the ccllection work commences before even groundnut crop is ripe a.nd 
much of the ryots' money is going to an intermediary who lends money on a prospective 
crop at an a.bnormally low price but not for interest, the first two instalments of the kist 
ca.n be collected in November a.nd December on jute a.nd groundnut. The second ha.lf 
of the kist can be collected in Ja.nua.ry a.nd Februa.ryon paddy and sugarca.ne. In this 
connexion the za.minda.r ma.y plead that &B he h&s to pa.y his first instalment of peshka.sh 
in August tha.t the present system of instslments of collecting kist from his tena.nts should 
not be a.ltered. This plea. does not hold good beca.use the za.mindar gets somela.khs annually 
and pays only a few thousands to the Government. Hence he ca.n e&Bily save a. very very 
sma.lI fraction of his previous year's income to payoff his first insta.lment of peshkash. 

IV. (a) The rights d the t6nantio to wa.ter-supply are inherent. 
(6) We deny the la.ndholder h&B got any superior right in wa.ter sources. 

V. (a) We consider that all the estates should be surveyed and records ofrights should 
be ma.intained compulsorily. -

In theRe villages, assessment per a.ere is not uniform. Two ryotsholding separate but 
equa.l pieces of land are not paying the same kist to the zamindar, even though the two 
pieces of land are fed by the sa.me irrigation source and are of equal fertility. So, in order 
to fix a uniform kist per acre, the estates should be surveyed. Hitherto, the sa.me 
land issued on a patta. has been in possession a.nd enjoyment of several tenants. If one 
of these tenantio fails to pay the portion of his kist, the zamindar files a snit, obtains a decree 
a.nd attaohes the whole la.nd under the patta for recovery of a. portion of the rent due to a 
single tenant. Thus, unnecessarily other faultless tenantio are also dragged into exeGution 
proceedings. If the la.nds are surveyed, and separate pa.ttas are issued this sert of proce
dure ca.nnot be a.dopted by the zaminda.r. If one tena.nt encroaches upon the !&nd of 
another, this dispute ca.nnot be settled here as the lands a.re not surveyed. Such encroa.ch
ments a.re very common here a.nd to get these disputes settled, they are going to the courts 
wherein they a.re spending a lot of money, thus spoiling themselves. If the la.nds are sur
veyed, these simple ma.tters -can be adjusted here only without spending even a. pie. If 
any ryot perchance incurs the displeasure of the revenue officials of the zamindar, they 
threaten the ryot by saying that they would drag him to the court and spoil him unless and 
until he executes a kadapa. in favour of the zamindar for a portion of the tenant's land ~ 
ca.lling it • zeroity ezct8S.' But, in fact, this pieoe of land is an integral part of his whole 
land issued to him on a patta long long ago. The poor ryot ignorant of his claims would 
be afraid of the threatening. and act a.ccording to the whims and fanries of these officials. 
If the lands are surveyed, such threatenings would be of no avail. In granting remissions 
one must know the extent of the land on which crops fail a.nd the various crops raised on 
each extent. Considering all these aspecte we hold the view that the estates 8.'Iould be 
surveyed. 

(6) As the ryots are very poor and heavily indebted, the (Jost &bould be borne by the 
estate itself, and the survey must be done by the Government Survey party. 

VI. No. They are all arbitrary and must be done away with. 
VII. Two kinds of special income in this village that are at present in existence are, 

putting fish in the tank for auction and putting tank bunds in auction for grazing purch&s98. 
The first is objectionable for the reason that inftuential ryots of the vil!&ge purchase the fish 
lea. ve out the whole wa.ter in the tank for the we of catohing fish and ca.use loss to the ~ 
as a whole. As regards seoond, the Zaniindar who h&s 1e&Bed out all the p&ature land since 
the Estates Land Ac1 comes into force, is not justified in putting the tank-bunds also for 
auction. The tank-bunds a.re a.t present used by the ryots only 80S p&ature la.nds. 

(a) The ryots should be a.llowed free of cost the utilization of local natura.! facilities 
auob 80S wazing of ca.ttle, collection of green manure or wood for agrioultura.1 implements 
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in the adjoining forest fit to be used only for agricultul'&l purposea. He should not be 
allowed to enter into forests where timber is available in abundance. 

(b) The tenants have, we consider, an inherent right to use these agricultural forest 
for their domestic and agricultural purposes free of cost. 

(c) Village panchayats should have oontrol Over public paths, oommunal lands, 
hill and forest porambokes and pasture lands. The Zamindar has leased out all the p .... ture 
lands in his village. There is neither a forest or hill poramboke by the side of the village. 
Hence practically, the ryots have no pasture lands in this village. In cases such as thoAe, 
steps should be taken to see that the zamindar provides the peasants at his own cost with 
pasture lands. 

VIII. There is only one answer for the whole question. Repairs of irrigation works 
should be undertaken only by the Government and not at all 'left to the zamindar. While 
the tanks in the neighbouring ryotwari villages are being repaired regularly, without any 
petition whatever once in five years, there are instances in the zamindary tracts where tanks 
are not repaired for more than 50 years. The ryots' grumblings have no effect. Petitions 
are lodged with impunity. The biggest tank of this village which irrigates 400 acres has 
not been repaired for the Ia.st 60 years. The Z .. mindars collect their annual revenue by 
coercion through the inHuence of the revenue pettanadars who are paid at the rate of one 
per cent on thE! total receipts every year. Therefore, in the interests of ryots the Govern
ment must undertake these repairs /IUQ moto as in the case of ryotwari villages. 

IX. We see no use of jamabandi. Every detail can be left to the oare of the panchayat. 
On the report of the panchayat, in the case of famine, or other matters of urgent importance 
the Revenue Divisional officer must pass orders after issuing notice to the Estate and holding 
necessary inspection or enquiry. 

X. The under-tenant Is responsible only to the pattadar and the pattadar should take 
only half the net produce of the under-tenant. The panchayat on behalf of the zamindar 
can see his orops or produce for recovery of the rent. The holding can be auctioned only 
after service of notice on the pattadar but not on the under-tenant only. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should not try these cases. .Instead of constituting 80 

special tribunal the High Court should be given powers to deal with these proceedings 
and it should be the final authority. 

(b) Special courts should be constituted consisting of the Judiciary and the represen
tatives of both the zamindar and ryots. The present administration of justioe should be 
changed. The disputes should be settled at the soene of disputes. Then no body would 
dare utter a lie and the ryot would also save a lot of unnecessary expenditure. So in the 
interests of the ryot circuit courts of the above nature should be established. The present 
system of appeal after appeal which completely ruins the parties should be abolished. The 
disputes which are settled in these circuit courts may he retried on appeal which is to be 
filed in the High Court only. 

XII. (a) We do not concede that there is even an inoh of land in any of these villages 
in the actual possession and enjoyment of the zamindar. Every inoh of land is oocupied 
by some ryot or other. Hence the question does not at all arise. 

(b) The Ia.w with regard to collection of kattubadi or jodi may be changed a bit. 
Village panchayat courts may he authorized to try these cases which should be filed only 
after the close of the fasli and no coercive methods suoh as distrsint of crops or moveable 
property should be adopted either before the institution of the suit or after. After decree 
only the land must be put to auotion in cases of failure of payment. The liability for 
kattubadi must be made several and not joint. 

A. K.&.MESWABA. RAo. 

Memorandum by Mr. C. Narasimham, M.L.A., Chicaco1e. 

I. (a) Zamindar is only a collector of revenUe. He has no proprietary interest in the 
Boil. The tenant only is the person that has got proprietary interest in the Boil. Refer 
section 3 (5) and sectiona 6, 10, 11 and 12 of the E/states Land Act. 

(h) The status of tenant in a zamindari should in no way be inferior to that of a pattadar 
in a ryotwari area_ He should have all the rights of a ryotwari pattadar. The tentant 
being the proprietor of the soil, he can deal with Ia.nd in any way he likes, change the 
Dature of the soil, elfeot perml&unt improvements, etc. 
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II. (a) Rate of land revenue obtainable in the neighbouring Government area shonld 
be taken as fair and equitable rate and those rates alone should be adopted. 

(b) The considerations adopted by the Government in Government area in fixing 
land revenue shonld be taken into acoount, i.e., 1/5 of the net profite can be fired as fair and 
equitable rent. 

(e) Yes. There should be such statuf;ory provision for remission of rent in cases of 
failure of crops oaused by circumptanoes beyond the control of the tenants due to tlis major, 
eto. The principles adopted by the Government in Government areas shonld be made 
applioable in zamindari areas. 

(d) Since the peishkash payable by tbe zamindar is permanently fixed and oannot 
be enhanced and since the zamindar is only 80 tax gatherer having no intel'eSt whatever 
in the land, it logically follows that the rate of rent for any particnlar area shonld be settled 
onoe for all. 

(e) Yes. The Government should have reserve powers to revise, alter or reduce rents: 

III. (a) Yes. They require revision. 
(b) The powers of distraint of movables shonld be taken away from the estatea-. Th,!se 

powers shonld be exercised by a Government officer not below the rank of a Revenue 
Inspector. 

(e) The present system of oollection and sale of holding is quite suitable and it may 
be oontinued. 

IV. (a) Right of tenants to water-supply is inlIerent. They can never be matters 
of oontract between landholder and tenant. . 

(b) The landholder has no superior rights to the water sources. The tenant shonld 
have an inherent right to take water for all the crops without the intervention of the 
estate officials and the supply and distribution shonld be regulated by Government, Public 
Works Department or Revenue offioials. 

The water sources shonld be kept in good order and repaired at the cost of the estate 
by the Government. 

V. (a) Yes. Shonld be surveyed and reoord of rights shonld be maintained. 
(b) The zamindar should bear the whole amount of oosts. 
VI. He cannot demand any levies, oustomary or otherwise in addition to the rent. 
VII. (a) The tenants shonld have natural ficilities, such a.. grazing of cattle, collection 

of green manure or wood for agricultural implements of their own; so aloo, wood and 
stones for self-use. 

(b) Yes. They have such inherent right to use them free of cost and they shonld be 
allowed to use so. 

(e) Publio paths, communal lands and hill and forest porambokes are mainly intended 
for the use of the villagers. The zamindar should have nothing to do with them. They 
should be under the oontrol of the revenue authorities kept for the benefit of the villagers. 

VIII. (0;) The irrigation sources and works shonld be maintained by the estate under 
the supervision of the Public Works Department or Revenue Department. ' I 

(b) Yes. The Government shonld be invested with such rights. 
(e) Both the methods should be made available. 
IX. Yes. Jamabandi is necessary. 
X. Under-tenants should have seourity of tenure so long as they pay the rent fixed 

regularly. They should not have kudivaram right, such as, right to cut the tress, etc., to 
change the nature of the soil, e.g., dry into wet, etc., to effect permanent structures on the 
lands and so on. Aleo whenever the tenant bona. fide requires the land for his self-cultivation 
he should have power to take the land. But whenever he leases the land again he should 

. give it to the original under-tenant or his heirs if they so desire. 
If the tenant neglects to pay the legal rent the under-tenant should be permitted 

to pay it. 
Xl. (a) There is no necessity for the Board of :Revenue 'nor a special tribunal be 

appointed. The High COllrt may be made the forum in the p1aoe of the Revenue Board. 
(b) Civil Courts. 
XII. (tI) In suoh'oases the zanIindaroanevict'the trespasser with the aid of Revenue 

authorities or he may treat the latter as tenant and accept rent from him. . 
, (b) Does not require any revision. ..' . 

C. NAlI.A.SIJIJIAJI., II L.A. CBIOAOOLB 



Memorandum by lIrIr. P. L. Naraslmba Ralu, M.L.A. 

I. (a) The relation between the landholder and the ryot may be d880ribed as one 
of co-partnership. The ownership of the land is vested in zamindar and ryot. 

(b) The interest of the ryot in the land is an occupancy right which is aaleable and 
herulitary withopt materially impaired the value of the land for agricultural purposes 
and the land owner is entitled for the minero.ls under the surface. 

n. (a) A definite share of not le88 than 33-1/3 per cent of gl'088 produce that being 
the minimum rate is fair and equitable rent. 

(b) The nature of the soil and irrigation facilities must be taken into &ooount in fixing 
the rent. 

(c) The principle governing remission in ryotwarl areas mo.y be adopted and 
proportionate deduction may be given to zamindar from peshkush. 

(d) Principles must be enunciated to determine what is fo.ir and equito.ble rent leaving 
it to the officer or court to arrive at a figure. 

(e) At present under the existing a.cts the Government have no power. The Govern
ment must make some provision to reduce inequita.ble rente. 

m. (al, (b) and (c) No change is nece88&ry o.t present but as for distraint and Bale of 
movable property some procedure must be devised to redu~e the expenditure. 

IV. (a) and (b) The right of the ryot to the water supply is inherent as being 
appurtenant to the land in case of all landa bearing water rate o.nd the supply of water 
is a contract between the ryot and landholder. In such cases equitable distribution vests in 
the landholder and a suit can be filed for framing a scheme for proper dist,ribution by the 
ryot subject to certain limitation the right of the lo.ndholder over water source is 
complete and full as the owner thereof. 

V. (a) and (b) Yes, the Government, zo.mindar and ryot must beo.r equa.lly. 
VI. (a) If it is customary the zo.mindar mo.y demand but this custom is forgotten in 

mo.ny districts. Any how, this may be dropped. 
VIT. (a) Where such facilities exist in a villo.ge the cultivator of the land shall be 

o.llowed to enjoy free. 
(b) No, they must be o.llowed free of cost, else it is not possible to improve the land. 
(c) The ryots shall be entitled to use the public po.the o.nd the communal lands for the 

purpose they o.re intended without o.ny hindrance from landholder. The hills and forests 
belong to zo.mindar. They are o.t his dispcsalsubject to customary rights which the ryot 
poesesses in them. That right the ryot Will have to prove. 

VIII. The la.ndholder every year in his budget sho.ll allot 10 per cent of his income 
from wet lands for the repo.irs of tanks ano channel and 5 per centfor capital works. Ifand 
when by unforeseen co.uses that the works may not be carried out and if after oa.rrying 
out the works there may be some ho.lo.noe of money be left, Buch money should not lapse 
hut should be set o.part o.s sto.tutory fund. All works co.rried out must be checkmeasured 
by Government officials such o.s Tahsildar and Divisional officer. If the works are not 
co.rried out partly or wholly the lo.ndholder should submit his explanation to the Government. 

IX. There should be jo.mo.bandi every year o.nd transfer of po.tto.s should be made. 

l X. If an under-tenant cultivo.tes a. land continuously for more than twelve years 
he is deemed to be .. tenant and the kist to be po.id to zamindar may be paid by him and 
excess to the tenant Who leased out the lo.nd to him. 

XI. (a) The rate of rent is to be fixed by Divisional officer and appellste o.uthority 
is the district collector and second o.ppeal lies With the Boo.rd of Revenue With revision 
powers vested in the High Court. 

XII. (a) When the occupant is in uno.uthorized possession for more tha.n twelve years 
he sha.ll be deemed to be a ryot and he has to po.y a. fa.ir and equito.ble rent fixed by 
Government and the others mo.y be ejected. 

(b) Government must to.ke up o.nd such deduction sho.ll be made in his peshkush. 
Subdivision must be made if and.when petitions are filed. 

P. L. NABASDIlU R.&.J11. 

llemorandum by lIrIr. S. Ve1lkatanaras1mhacbarl, 'l'ekkaU. 
I. (a) The Z .. mindE.r. 

(6) Landlord's interest is to re<.lize 6 ~r CEnt int~l'«'8b for the capital he h •. , 
invested. TEnt.nt's inteI<st is to ru.1iZ€ wI.g'" for the It,boUf of n.ising crop. 

II. (a) Ht.1f of the gross yield in kind for rllgi, pt.ddy, grloms, gingelly crops. One
third for Itmdlord £nd two-thirds to teDt.nt where crops r.ro rr.ised by baling out water o.n 
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through the aer.son and for groundnut crop. Two·thirds for Ir.ndlotd t.nd one.third t~ 
tenant for paddy orop, irrigated by canal fed wr.ter, where such crop is raised by sowing: 
the seeds .. lone, without having the necessity to transplr.nt. One·fourth for landlord and 
three-fourths for tenant for tobacco &nd sugarcane crops. 

(6) Interest for the cnpit"l invested .. nd weges for Ir.bour ought to be the main 
consideration. The zamindar has to pay peshkash and this fact h,,:s to be kept in vieW" 
in fixing a f"ir end equitable rent. • 

(d) It is advisable to settle the shere of rent in kind once for all .. s shown in the 
answer to question II (a). 

(e) Yes. Desirable. 

III. (a) They require revision. 
(6) There should be an additional section empowering the Ir.ndholder to compel 

the tenant to e bide by the system of sharing in kind, whenever he is under errear of rent 
for one ye"r or more. 

(e) Compulsory sharing (half end helf in kind) is the simplest e.nd the least costly 
procedure for collection of rent. Sharing in kind ought to be as shown in the ansWer 
to question II (a). On intimation from a landholder of his intention to collect rent by the 
system of shering in kind the Deputy Tahsildar and the police should be bound to supply 
the necessary people in addition to the village establishment, and should be bound to effect 
the sharing peacefully l'>nd succeBBfully. The charges for such establishment should be 
borne by the landholder first and he is in his turn should be empowered to realille half of 
such costs from the tenant. 

IV. (a) The landlord supplies water as a metter of contract. Where there is soor
oity of water he cannot supply. 

(6) The landholder hes s. superior right. Keeping tanks in good order, supplying 
water as far as possible, leasing out fisheries, selling or cutting trees, etc., on tank bunds, 
all these .. re the landlord's. 

V. (a) dJ (6) There need not be a compulsory survey and record of rights. 

VI. Yes. He CBn demand such customary levies, provided they do not go above-
10 per cent value of the rent p .. yable by the tenant. 

VII. (a) The landholder may be empowered to charge .. nominal rent not exceeding 
one rupee for one aore, where the bona fide of the tenant to use such land for agricultural 
implements is not doubted. 

(b) They h .. ve not got any such inherent right. 
(0) Publio patbs and communal lands should not be meddled with by either party 

and they should be left alone for the use of publio and community. The sole rights over 
hill, forest, porambokes, should be of the ls.ndholder: whereas the tenant's rights over 
them are th .. t he can demand their usufruct at a nominal rent not exceeding one rupee 
per one acre. The landholder should give preferential right of use to the tenant, in spite 
of the fact that he recovers only a nominal rent, to any application from others than 
tenants. 

• I 
VIII. (a) The landholder should be compelled to keep tanks in good oondition at his 

cost. The tenant should be compelled to keep irrigation sources and ohannels in good 
oondition at his cost. The landholder should have powers to alter the course of an irrigatory 
channel if it serves the purpose of water-economy. 

(b) There may be suoh provision in consideration to the inoome devoted from the 
lands. 

(e) On applioation by parties. 

IX. It is neoessary. The village establishment should be made responsible, as in the 
case of Government villages to oolleot and keep olean balance. 

X. There should be no legal status to under·tenants. 

XI. (a) High Court should be the final authority over the Revenue Board. 

XIi. (a) The unauthorized ocoupier should be compelled to pay to the landlord such. 
rent on it. 8S is being realized by him, from the adjacent landa, from the d.te of oooupation. 
The remedy should be similar to that of rent recovery. 

(b) It requiles revision. Collection of kattubadi lIhould be on similar lines to tba~ 
of rent o')lleclion. 

S. VSNKATANARASIMBACBAlII. 
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Memorandum by Mi. Poolla VelIka)'1&. SecretarJ. VWagI OoDgrua Comml&\ee. 
Paidipala. dated 26th November 198'1; 

The following replies ale submitted to the questionnaire issued Cor the zamindari !')'ota 
for favourable consideration. 

I. (a) The zamindar is the master ofthe land. 
(b) The ryot (tenant) is only a tenant of the land with powers to alienate the land 

,nth the sa.me rights. 

II. (a) dI (b) The rell<lonable rent payable on the land is the amount realized out of 
the income derived from doing agricultural operations on the land excluding rost of agri
·cultural seed, tnamtre, cattle, implements, irrigation charges, wages, etc., and actual living 
·cha.rges of the tena.nt a.nd his fa.mily. It comes to one-eighth of the total estima.ted income 
rea.lized from the Ia.nd; the rema.ining seven-eighths being the ocsts incurred as enumera.ted 
above. 

(e) Yes. There must be legislative mell<lures for fixing the remission of la.nd 
1'evenue. Fa.ll in ma.rket prices, fa.mine, water scarcity, loss of fertility of soil and other 
na.tura.1 (lisadvantages should be taken into considera.tion every yea.r. 

(d) The rent shall have to be fixed from time to time, by judicial tribuna.ls after due 
·ocnsidera.tion of the preva.iling ocndition of crops a.nd other prices. 

(e) The Local Government should ha.ve superseding power over the reduction of 
bnd revenue where injustice prevails. 

m. (a) dr (b) No a.mendment is necessary. The zamindar should make the neces
-Bary arrangements for collecting the land revenue. 

(e) The functions of collection of land revenue a.nd alienation of lands as existing 
at present is unnecessarily costly and cumbersome to a zamindari '1ot and these functions 
should be vested in the village committees a.fter they are duly formed. 

IV. The irrigation facilities offered to the tenants shall have to be controlled by the 
village committee. The income derived from the irrigation sources shall be utilized through 
",uch committee for the general advanta.ges of the villages concerned. 

V. (a) Yes. All esta.tes should be surveyed. 
(b) The entire ofsurvey should be borne by the zaminda·r. 

VI. The zamindar should never dema.nd anything in excess of the land revenue 
&8 decided from time to time by the village committees. 

VII. (a) dI (b) This is not in vogue at present. Arra.ngements for providing Buch 
benefits to the general public should be enforced. 

(e) The zamindar has a. complete right over such. The '1ots a.nd the other villagers 
should have share in their rights. 

VIII. The entire power of settling disputes should be vested in the Local Government. 
If the irrigation sources are in need of repa.irs a.nd if the '1ots inform the taluk officers 
through their villa.ge committees, necessa.ry action should be taken at once to repair mch 
sources. 

IX. Yes. The annual jamabandi for zamindari villages should be conducted. There 
should be no arrears of land revenue. If the land revenue were to accumulate the 
ryot is destroyed. The land revenue should be verified at the time of jama bandi. 

X. Whenever there is change in a.ny holdings in favour of a.ny one his name should 
Dot be included in the patts but he should be given a separate patte for himself. One should 
n<.t be made lia.ble for the rent of aD.lther. 

XI. There should be sepa.ra.te judicial court for settling a.ll disputes between ryou 
and the zaminda.r. 

XII. (al Disputes in rega.rd to encroa.chment of lands should be referred to the village 
-oommittees for decision. 

(6) The charge may be reduced. 



lIemorandum by lit. G. V. RamanamUlti, CODgress Worker, Dusi :B.S." Vizagap,taIa, 
district, dated Camp NeJlimarla, Ule 30th November 193'1. 

t. (aJ In my opinion, the proprietor of the soil is the ryot. 
(b) The issue in question is a deep rooted one, which relates to a tentative and' 

permanent relation, between the zaminda. and the tenant. In support of any argument, 
that likes to stand up for debate, most advertently, historical, political, ethical and equitious' 
opinion and evidence has to be scrutinized. 

Far from being a student of ancient history, political constitutions or historical 
research, nevertheless as an observer of the zamindari area in the Chicacole taluk, and 
as a scrupulous student of day to day relative political history, it behoves me to put my 
argument on the deduction. From the primitive Vedic period, when there .eem ro 
have stood so many kingdoms and empires, to the age of Moghul Empire, including of 
the Epic ages, the ruling principle was prima facie democracy and the land in all aspects 
belonged to the people. Even in the Moghul period, the reign of Akbar and Aurangazib 
indicate the sovereignity of the people over the soil wellnigh, apart from the hetrodoxioal 
fanaticism which tI'onbled one. More since tbe land is a land of agriculture and thia 
agricultural population form the populace and masses of India, the land in all eminent 
logic belong to the ryot. Is it only this much that stands for consideration? Of course 
authoritative. legal and constitutional opinions are of supreme weight. Then the 
primary issue, as to how the zamindari system originated arises-for which verily again 
opinions differ. In this, one may point out, that this issues bears no superficial relation, 
but the whole question of zamindari tenancy revolves round this. Then how came thia 
zamindari? Was there zamindari system in ancient or mediaeval empires? Of course, 
this resolves with a flat no; nevertheless it exceeds in extension. There was in existence 
a certain system by the name of Pompudars, which came into being after the decline 
of the Moghul Empire and the formation of independent states in the 17th and 18th 
centuries. These zamindars were mere rent collectors then engaged to facilitate collectioo 
work in the suhha" cf the declined empires. 

Early in 1802, when the East India Company organized petty territories in India, 
it engaged these zamindars by this very name and took up factions, supporting tI!e 
suzerainty of these rent-collectors superficially and internally sapping them. Gradually 
the position of the nmmdari grew strong and with the tranofer of British India. to the 
British Crown, this system ran deep into the roots by grant of these sanads to these sects. 
The British nation with an eagle's eye, judging the pulse of the nation, in their policy 
of .. Divide and Rule" Imperialism, capitalism and colonial fascism, supported the 
zamindari wellnigh and changed their position by statue to zamindars, making them 
apparent Imperial Moghuls. The British Government from the time of Lord Cornwallis, 
entered into negotiations with these rent collectors, to collect their revenues and tariffs 
on the one hand, safeguarding their militaxy policy on the other. In the time of Lord 
Canning and early downwards, their right was made statute, and a rent was fixed up 
from the revenue collections in the nllJllE' of .. Peshkash," to be paid in thp 75 pet" 
cent ratio. Later on, when the whole of India was devoured by the British Lion, came 
the ryotwari system and the zamindari which was originally stlltuted, remained with I 

all political restrictions. 

Re!!arding the Madras Presidency now, after a survey of the zamindari system iII 
India. the British or the then Madras Government in their coloma I faocist policy, tG 
embitter the relations of the ryots and the zamindars, or the Indian people as a whole, 
introduced first, the Madras Estates Land Bill in 1908, in the Madras Legislative 
Council. when one dispassionate and just British member of the Board of Revenue then 
(name not available at handl, thoroughly opposed the Bill, on the ground that these 
zamindars were mere rent.collectors and that no right exceeding that should be given 
to them by statute. Of course, the Bill even amidst opposition was passed, eminently 
grant,in!! aU rights of enhancements of rent, etc., making them permanent jaghirdars. 
Ever since the paesing of the Estates Land Act and the amendment in 1934; the position 
of the ryot grew worse and the sins are piling up and the sins of the previous Govern
ments. raU on the shoulders of the present, ~emocrati~, representative, Congress Govern
ments t? be borne. So ,on .a bona ~de enqu~ry ,and trial of the record of evidence, apart 
from hl.tory and constitutIOn, eqUity and Justice, apropos to the comparative ryotwari 
system, the right of the land belongs to the tenant or ryot, hut not the zamindar. 

II. (a) Fair and' equitable rent is that rent, which the ryot can pay in any cle
mency. 

• ~b) -:rhe considerations for .this are many, viz., fertility of the soil, the prices, 
the Imgatlon sources, the cost IDvestment, the labour incurred by the ryot to the 

III-lI.&. 
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IDJDlmum, the cost of feeding cattle in proportion. Thereafter, the estimated value of 
all these should be deducted from the gross yield on the land and the net equally divided 
between the zamindar and the ryot. In this exemplary estimate can be worked out. 

(c) There should be statutory provision for remission and that in identity with 
ryotwari areu.s. 

(d) If as are enunciated, the principles involve difficulty Cor settlement, the reni 
should be fixed up permanently. 

(e) It is no doubt desirable, that the Provincial Governments should have the 
reserve powers to revise, reduce or alter the rents, wherever detected as inequitable by 
the executive u.ction of their settlement officers, but nevertheless, this power should be 
exercised, with the consent of the people, if and when a change seems imperative or 
;when the bona. fides of the settlement officers is doubLed or interdicted. 

m. (a) In all positivity the powers of collection of rent should be revised. 
(b) This is as easy as possible, if only this is given to the Congress or Kiaan 

panchayats of the village or !irka or taluk for executive action and settlement. The 
landholders should not be allowed to exercise coercive powers, rather should report them 
to the panchayats, who shall do them or in case of incorrigible items, they shall be 
banded over to ,touring courts. 

(c) This can be affected only by the suggestion in (b) supra, and the establiRh
ment of special touring tribunals, with powers under statute and this makes the cost 
less. 

IV. (a) The rights for water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant to the law 
and no doubt should rest in this. 

(b) Of course, as at present constituted under the Madras Estates Land Act, 
the landholder exercises superior rights over water-sources, and this is no reason for 
guestion. These should be taken over and maintained by the Government. 

~. (a) All estates should be surveyed and records maintained compUlsorily. 
(b) In the event of this being undertaken, the cost should be borne by the zamin

dar and the ryot in the ratio 2 : 1. 
VI. Thou/l'h trus demand of levies, extra to rent, IS in existence, in some of the 

estates, specially in the area I have seen, it should be summarily and totally abolished 
and obliterated. 

VII. (a) At present no such right is in favour of ryot, but that should be an agri
cultural right by statute. 

,(b) It is an inherent right, which they should now be conferred upon, free of 
cost. 

(c) In this, the respective rights, are obligatory and statutory, to both parties, 
in that, footpaths, communal lands (village sites, thraslJing fioors, tunk porambokes 
and banjars) forest and hill porambokes, should be kept in reserve, without assign
ments or encroachments of any kind. 

VIII. (a) The maintenance of irrigation sources should be maintained by the 
Government and the cost borne by the zamindars for which money sho\lld be collected 
from the zamindars at the rate of 2 annas in excess of their zamindari income or other
;wise borne by the Provincia.l Government and zamindars in the ratio 1 ; 2, and 
a systema.tic water-supply undertaken by Government with the consultation of 
pa.nchayats. 

(b) The rights as aforesaid should be vested in the hands of the Provincial 
Government. 

(c) Though the power should be vested in the hands of the Government, it 
should give advertent consideration to the application of the ryots. 

IX. J amahandi as in the ryotwari area is necessary and jamabandi allowances paid to 
:village officers. 

X. The under-tenants in the zamindari areas should have security of tenancy right. 
XI. (a) In all proceedings between landhQlders and tenants, the final appeal or 

l'evisional authority should be discontinued in exercise by the Board of Revenue and 
in its stead special tribunals should be constituted. 

(b) These proceedings should be tried by these special conrts, of a tourin" natul'e, nz., touring special tribunals. " 
XII. (a) In case of unauthorized occupations by ryots, relief to the zamindarll 

mould be decided by the Government· in collaboration and consultation with village 
committees. 

(b) This requires a revision in that the Government should undertake it after 
due consultation :with inamdars. 
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Special. 

1. There should be patta transfers in all zamindaris and changes effected at· less 
.zegistration costs. 

2. Adequate water-supply should be looked into by the ;P,rovincial Government lD. 

-all zamindari villages by excavating tube wells. 
S. The various Congress panchayat committees of the concerned areas should be 

given right and access to represent and conduct negotiations with the zamindars amd 
.the Government in all ryots' grievances. 

G. y. RAMAMUBTI. 

Memorandum by Hr. Xachibhatla Venkatasubb& Rao. 

Legal and constitutional position of the landholder and the ryot. 

I. It is the ryot that is the proprietor of the SOli and the landholder possesses only the 
right to the melvaram thereon. In India the proprietary right of the ryot to the land under 
his cultivatiOll has been fully recognized by the rulers. The British Government also 
possess the same right to the melvaram interest only in the land like their predecessors. 
'rhis proprietary right of the ryot to the land has been fully recognized by the British 
Government also and it was upheld by the highest courts of the land. Under the Perma,. 
nent Settlement of the 1802 the landholders derived a hereditary right to their ollice with 

-a fixed permanent assessment payable to the Government and a right to profit themselves 
by extension of cultivation, etc. The landholder as the assignee of the Government's 
royal share in the land possess no proprietary right to the soil which their assignor had 
Dever possessed. 

C ommunai and waste lands and forests. 

II. The Indian cultivators from time immemorial have a customary right to graze 
their cattle in the communal and pasture lands and also in the adjoining forests and 
hills, and a right to cut fuel and timber in the neighbouring forests and quarry stone 
necesssry for their houses, cattle-sheds, etc.-all free of cost. They have a further right 
to extend cultivation into the waste-land and the landholder should recognize him as a ryot 
if he pays the assessment payable thereon. The landholder shall have no right either 
for nazarana 01' for premium for admitting him to the waste lands_ The landholder should 
not be allowed to increase his private land under any pretext. Even the lands purchased 
by hinl at revenue sales or relinquished by the ryot should remain as public cultivable land 
and therefore be leased out to any ryot on application without making any profit thereon 
within six months from the date of the said relinquishment or delivery in the case of 
lands purchased at sales. 

In this connexion it is not out of place for me to state that all customary rights of the 
ryot should be reduced to writing. The customary right of the landholder to any trees 
in a holding is a myth inasmuch as the trees have grown on the land either naturallv or 
by plantation by the ryot and the landholder being no more than a farmer of rent -can 
put. forth no justifiahle claim to these trees. He is in strictness entitled only to the as~isf.
ment due to hinl on such lands. It cannot of course be denied that topes planted or grown 
by the landholder at his cost stand on a different footing. 

All communal lands including tank-beds, etc., should be maintained intact in the 
interests of the ryots and therefore the landholder should not be allowed to make any 
revenue out of them by grant of pattas or for temporary cultivation or for pasture. Even 
the ryots in the same way should be prohibited from encroaching on them. 'rhe existing 
encroachments should be restored and further encroachments be strictly penalized by the 
Imposition of heavy penalties. 

Remission. 
m. When there is failure of crop, i.e., one-fourth and under, the ryot should be 

granted full remission, and in the case of partial failure of crop ranging between one-fourth 
and five-eighths, partial remission must be granted. This is a long-delayed justice quite 
-overdue to the za.min ryots. 

Survey and record of rights and settlement of kists. 
In zamindaris no system of assessment is followed and every opportunity was availed 

·-of by the landholders to exploit the weak and unprotected ryot. Rents were raised at every 
-cl1ange of hands on threat of driving out the ryot from the land, showing concession here 
and there to influential ryots in the villages who served lIS cc>nvenient teols of the land
holder in all their unjust and illegal actions. The ryote. are not made known at what rate 
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they are assessed and what acreage they bold; there is no puhlic record of their right&
either customary or special. It is therefore necessary that survey of land lind settlement 
of kists be iw.mediately carried out by aU zamindariea. It is only just that thp ryot should.. 
be assessed for the actual extent of his holding instead of for a supposed area or areaa 
based on rough and crude methods of calculation. It is at the same time equally fair 
and reasonable that an equitable rent should be assessed with doe consideration to the' 
fertility of the soil and the nature of irrigation source, if any, and conditions of water
supply. In this connexion arises the important question of what a fair and equitable rent 
is. A fair and reasonable rent is one that secures to the ryot the COBt of hiB, and his family 
labour, his cash investment and that which leaves a fair margin of profits for the lleccsRary 
requirements and comforts of life. In ancient days when the royal share was paid in kind 
it was not more than one-sixth and at times and that very rarely al90 one·fourth of the 
gross produce. What is now payable in cash for the melvaram right of the landholder 
should not therefore excped the probahle cost of that one-fourth of the g"!0;H pwdncn. 

A further question arises as to who shall bear the cost of survey and settipment. 
The rich landholder, who has been profited by the .. permanent settlement" both by 
fair and foul means should in all reasonableness bear the entire cost and the poor exploited 
ryot fully exempted therefrom. By survey of the land the landholder will be further bene
fited by way of additional rent for the excess areas found under the cultivation of the ryots 
while the ryots get no positive benefit except freedom from high and ruinolls rents. 
The ryots may be made to bear the cost of copies of the survey maps and the record of 
rights supplied to th~m. Settlement of kists should be made on Iv at the rates prevallilJg 
for similar lands in Government villages and those assessed on ~esumed inams. 

In the Kasimkota estate to which I belong as a ryot the wet rates vary from Rs. 10 
to Ra. 20 per acre leaving cases of very low and favourable rents and those of abnormally 
high rents at either extremity. The dry rate substantially ranges between Rs. 5 and 
Rs. 10. There are very many dry lands the assessment of which is higher than wet rates. 
The customary ryots of the villages grazing their cattle and cutting fuel in the neighbouring 
hills free of charge has not been recognized by the zamindar and special fees have to be 
paid for them. Survey of the estate villages was made in year 1899 and 1900 and it waH 
not followed up by a record of rights and settlement of rents. 

Irrigation $OUTCes and their repalr8. 

VI. The duty of maintaining the irrigation sources in efficient condition has been neglect. 
ed by the landholders and the ryots in general are not in a position to avail themselves of the 
provisions of the Act, owing to the abnormal costs they have to bear and the long time 
and delay which are involved in such proceedings. There is no prompt remedy for the 
ryot to arm himself, similar to the power of destraint of movables and standing crops of the 
ryot by the landholder. The landholders are generally very selfish and ease-loving and 
also very indifferent to the interests of the large number of ryots that are committed to 
their care. They do not realize that the estates they hold are tru6t properties and that 
they are trustees charged with heavy respon.ibihties of course with a due margin for their 
labour. 

In the Kasimkota estate the irrigation works are neglected except the contribution 
works for the maintenance of which the proprietor pays his share of contribution. Within 
my knowledge there are instances in the Kasimkota estate of long-drawn and inevitable 
costly proceedings instituted by the ryots for the repairs to the irrigation works. There 
are some tanks, the maintenance of which has been dispensed with by the zamindar and 
granted on pattas to the fav,:,ured f~w. In addition to this gra~e defect, portions of 
existing tank-beds have been ahenated ill favour of the ryots WIth the meVltable consequence 
of smaller storage of water and consequent dimunition of water-supply to the agricultural 
crops in the anicuts under them. The ryots have every right and claim for the proper 
maintenance of the irrigation works and to the supply of water from them while the 
zamindar is only charged with the duty of their maintenance by proper repairs to them 
in time. The landhold,-r cannot neglect repairs to them nor indiscreetly convert them 
either in whole or in part into ryoti land. Neither the provisions of the Madras Estates 
Land Act of 1908 nor the amendments effected in 1934 in this matter have proved to be 
effective means for remedying these evils. The only effective remedy to this very impor
tant problem is that the Government should taKe over the dnty of repairs and maintenance 
of irrigation works and execute them throu1l'h their Public Works and Minor irrigation 
departments and recover the costs as arrear of land revenue or by fixing 10 to 15 per cen' 
of the gross income of the landholder;' to be paid along with their peahkash. It is within 
the constitutional right of the sovereIgn power to do so. 
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F eea and ceaaea in addition to Tent. 

VI. The pattllB ehall contain no other cesses or fees except those payable to the local . 
• boards and to the Government, and the summary proceedings under sections 713 to 112 
.should be strictly confined only for the recovery of the amounts stated in the pattas and 
muchilkas exchanged annually or for definite periods as the parties choose and enter into 
agreement. The Indian ryot being still very poor and ignorant and disorganized pattas 
and muchilkas should annually be excll.tnged between the parties and summary proceedings 
under sections 78 and 112 being made invalid without such exchange. 

As roogards water-cess the landholder should rest nontent with hi. right of applymg 
. for reclassification of dry into wet if the ryot was found raising wet crops successively for 
three years, instead of allowing him to charge water-cess according to his will supporting 
himself in this respect by the very inaccurate and unreliable cultivation ·accounts written 
by his tools-Karnams sitting at their houses. 

In this connexion it is only right and reasonable that the right should also be allowed 
for reclassification of wet into dry for failure of crop for three successive years due to 

··entire failure of crop and insufficient supply of irrigation water. 

Recollery of rent by deatraint and sale of .-gots' movables and sale of holding. 

VII. The zamindar should be armed either of the two weapons and not with both of them, 
as they have only proved to be weapons in his hands for undue and improper harassing of 
.the ryot. 

As rent is a first charge on growing crops and produce of the land and on the holding 
itself, the right of destraint of ryots' movable property should be strictly limited to the 

. crops and produce of the land and not allowed to extend further. In case of destraint 
-of crops or produce the landholder shall not be allowed to swell the cost of distraint, and 
he should leave the distrained property in the custody of the ryot only, on his undertaking 
to produce a reasonable portion of the said produce at the time of sale. The landholder 
shall not be allowed to distrain the whole of the crop or produce, as is being done hitherto, 
as he is entitled only to a share of it and as the whole crop contains the accumulated 
labour of the ryot and his family, the investment borrowed from his sowcar .(merchant) 
and his profits. The ryot should be allowed sufficient provision to enable him to work and 
maintain his family till the next harvest. ' 

It is within the knowledge and better experience of every ryot that the lands of non
,defaulting co-owners who were not the registered pattadars, were often brought to sale 
and sold without the owner's knowledge, excluding the land of the actual defaulters. 
This grave defect is primarily due to the neglect of the landholder to recognize the transfer 

-of entire holdings or pattas thereof and enter into separate engagements with the trans
ferees and co-ownors when they apply for subdiviqion and separate registry. Unless a 
penalty is imposed on a landholder for the neglect of this very important duty within 
a reasonable time of two or three months from the date of application, it will be only allow
ing this grave evil to be continued without regard to the elementary rights of the ryots. 
The non-defaulting co-owner comes to know of the harm done to him when he will be 
actually dispossessed of his land at the time of delivery. , 

Payakari .-got (tenant). 

, vm. He should not be allowed to be rack-rented and ruined thereby either by the 
ryot or by the landholder when he cultivates any land on lease belonging to either of them. 
It is therefore just and reasonable that the demand of the landlord should be strictly limited 
either to half the gross produce or double the IIssessment payable on them or au similar 
lands. This does not in any way confer on him any occupancy right in the land he culti
vates, and as such the payakari ryot is ejectable from the land under his cultivation at the 

. expiry of the lease. 

Kattubadi. 

IX. The zamindar receives kattubadi from the inamdar for the water supplied by him to 
'his wet lands. It is therefore unjust that any kattubadi should be paid by the inamdars 
; when there is failure of crops and it is more unjust to pay any kattubadi on dry lands. 

It is therefol'6 RUf:!gested that necessary legislation or amendments shall be effected 
:by the ryot's representative in the Legislature to redress the grievances of the ryots who 
-stand on an unequal footing with the rich landholder who still exercises direct and indirect 
iinftuence both in the Government and in the Legislature. , 

KACHlBHA'l'LA VBNXA'l'A SOSDA RAn. 



J[emorandum by the General Secretary. Pa1akonda 'l'aluk Oougreu OommltWe. 
Bajam, VlzagBpatam district, dated 20th November .1937. 

I. (a) & (b) The cultivator ie the owner of the soil. subject only to the payment or 
taxes or rents to whomsoever they are due--to the zamindara. 

(1) According to Hindu conception, the King ie only entitled to a tax and not to 
any share of produce. Thie meane that the subject ie entitled to an absolute interest in 
the lands. He receives taxes to carry on the admini~tration and to protect hie subjects. 
and-tax ie. one species ·of taxes. Bodayana says, .. Let the King protect hie subjects, 
receiving a sixth sbare." Parasara says, .. The King receives taxes; and therefore, 
must he protect hie subjects from thieves and rohbers." 

(2) That the Hindu Kings never claimed ownership in the eoil is alt!O clear from the 
numerous instances, recorded in authoritative doc1iments of the Kings having purchased· 
lands from tbeir subjoots and then made a gif~ oftbem to others. Kalidas refer6 to a like 
share to tbe king (in the produce of the land as tax and not as rent). 

(3) Though there was some divergenoe of views among the Muhammadan Jurists· 
in the early days with regard to the rights of the cultivators of tbe soil, the Hindu notion 
was accepted and· the cultivator was recognized as the owner Ia.ter on. 

(4) In the early days of the Britieh administration, it was wrongly tbought tbat the 
idea of the individual ownership in land was foreign to Indien notion also as in England. 
They regarded the zamindars as Feudal Lords, and conferred upon thelli rigbts to which 
they (the zamindars) could never bave laid any legitimate claim. Thie wrong notion led 
the early British Admjnistrators to pass the Regulatione regarding the permanent settlement 
of 1802. Thus, too early British Administrators ignored the just claims of tbe tenants 
and purported to confer absolute proprietary right on the zamindars and landholders, 
forgetting that the Ia.tter are only intermedieries, who are only assignees of Government 
revenue. . 

(5) Immedietely preceding the British advent, many local chieftaine arrogated to 
themselves absolute rights, more on account of the weakness of the later Muhammadan 
Rulers. The British Administrators seeing thie, and being accustomed to tbe Feudal 
system at home, blundered into thinking tbat the Feudal system is the normal stats of 
affairs and not a stray phenomenon of a mighty Empire in its last stages. .. Unfortunately, 
the just claims of the ryots were altogether forgotten in settling the question of the pro. 
prietary rights and strange to say, without evidenoe, without proof and witbout investi
gation tbe British Legislators have delivered as tenants-at-will, millione of free proprietors 
to the tender mercies of a race of tax gatherers and speculators, who though not possessing 
a foot of land, bave been by a stroke of pen converted into exclusive proprietors and 
, SignoriaI Lords' oft.he provinces." 

(6) This mistake was discovered 20 years later, and Regulation 4 of 1822 was passed 
in Madras. Its efleet was to reduce the rights of the zamindars, to tbat of ~ hereditary 
agency vested with proprietary right in the land revenue alone. 

(7) Thus, we see from early times, the State divested itself of all rights iil the soil 
and contented itself by collecting the land-tax. The zamindars are only intermedieries, 
either created or continued. In either case, being only oreatures of tbe State, they cannot 
claim more than the State itself. Though it took Bome time for the recognition of the 
inherent rigbt of the cultivator to the Boil, about the year 1896, tbe Madras Higb Court 
decided in favour of the ryot. (Vide 20 Madras, 299.) 

.. To treat Buch a payment by cultivators to zamindars as rent in tbe B~ 
sense of tbe term, &lid to imply therefrom the relationehip of landlord and tenant so as to· 
let iIi the wesumption of Ia.w, that the tenancy in general ie one from year to year wollld. 



be to introduce a mischievous fiction distractive of the rights of a greater number Of ouIti
vating (tenants) class in this Presidency who have held possession from generations. . .• 
It thus seems unquestionable that prima Jruu a zamindar and a ryot- are the holders oi 
the me.varam and the Irudivaram rights respectively." 

This case 8&ved the ryots till the passing of the Estates Land Act- in 1908. 
(8) In the Estates Land Act ODe disoovers a spirit of compromise and tact in declarlng

the rights of the tenants to avoid a direct oonflict with a powerful class of zamindars in the
initial stage of a benevolent legisIa.tion. The intention appears to be further amend it
and hring the tenants to the level of the ryotwarl tenants. 

II. (a) A fair and equitable rent is that which leaves a reasonable margin of profit. 
in cultivation of the holding for a tenant. No tenant should be left to cultivate, as at. 
present, without any share of profit. The average annual yield per acre in a particular
village should be first ascertained. Out of it, 25 per cent should be deducted for the vicissi
tudes of seasons, cartage and markets. The costs of cultivation as met in the present 
state of affairs is only 25 per cent. But if 40 per cent is allowed for this, there would be 
reasonable prospect in adopting some improvements in effective cultivation. Deducting 
these two items thore will be a balance of 35 per cent. This baIa.nce should be equally 
divided between the landlord and the tenant. H rent is fixed at 18 per cent of the groaa 
yield, it will be fair and equitable. For wet the rent should not exceed Rs. 8 and for dry 
or garden, it should not exceed Re. 4 per acre. 

(b) (il C07UIideration.-The lands should be divided into wet, dry and garden. Wet
must be classified into four classes. First class Ia.nd must be either river or channel feel 
and must be situate in a village, which must be near a railway station. Re. 8 will be &

fair rate of rent per acre. Second class land must be riverfed or ohannelfed situate in &

village which is not near a railway station, but which is road side. Re. 7~ will be a fa.ir 
rate of rent per acre. Third class lands must be riverfed or cha.nnelfed situate in a. village 
unconnected with any railway station and which is not even road side. Re. 7 is a fa.irrate
of rent per a.cre. Fourth class must be neither rainfed nor cha.nnelfed and may be situate
anywhere. Re. 5 per a.cre is reasonable rate of rent. 

The dry and ga.rden lands must be divided into three cIe.sses. First class dry lands. 
or garden lands must be situate in a. village which has got a ra.ilway sta.tion nea.rby. Re. 4. 
per a.cre is reasonable rate of rent. Second class must be situate in a village which is at 
least connected with roads. Rs. ~ per acre is a. fa.ir rate of rent. Third class must 
be situate in village which is not connected with any ra.iIway station or road. Re. 3 per 
acre is a fair rate of rent. 

(ii) Considet'ation.-The average prices in the staple food crops in the zamindari 
or in the taluk should be taken for the last seven years alone for fixing the yield per acre. 
One-eighth of the produce is a fair rate of rent. 

H at least these two oonsidera.tions are had in mind a fair and equitable rent 
can be fixed. 

(e) H the rent is fixed with due considera.tions there need be no provision for remis~ 
sion of rent except in cases of tri8 major-totally and irrepa.ra.bly affecting the land. A& 
the ryot, makes profits in ordina.ry years, he is not entitled to any remissions for special ~ 
years. Only in famine times extending over years there ma.y be specia.! legisIa.tion for 
affording relief. 

(d) It is always advantageous to have the rents fixed once for all. The la.ndlorcl 
knows what he gets and the tenants know what they ha.ve to pa.y. Both of them, if they 
are economioal, will cut their coat acoording to their cloth. They need not ruin themselves 
in litigation to 86ttle the rate of rents. It should not be left to a.ny officer, for, it would 
entail a hardship to either of the parties due to several things. H it is left to a oourt, liti
ga.tion will become oompulsory and both parties get ruined. 

(e) The Provincial Government need not ha.ve a.ny reserve powers to revise or a.lter 
or reduce the rents after the rents are fixed once for all. If, within three years, a.ny irregg
la.rity in ra.tes, is brought to the notice of this present Government, it may rectify. H 
a.£ter, any irregularity of ra.tes is complained of, it should be decided by a civil court, alone. 
There is no use in lea.ving a.nything unfinished. 

m. (a) The powers of collection of rent now given to landholders under the Esta~ 
Land Act, require serious revision. There is no justification for giving any specia.l powers 
to the landholders-the zamindars. Without the special powers of distraint a.nd sale of 
mova.ble property or of the holding given to other kinds of Ia.ndowners, the Ia.tter were a.bIe 
to colleot their dues, without any clamour for reforms gra.nting these powers. It is t~ 
~xtra powers tha.t are ha.rassing the tenants. Whenever the Ia.ndlord is displeased wi~ 
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"his tenants, he will1'l'Sort to one of these methods. The right of 8uit is sufticioot for tile 
eo1lection of rent. Thus these special P01rers should be abolished by amt"ndment. Chapter 
VI of the Estates Land Act should be deleted. 

(b) The Estates Land Act should be amended so as to plare the ryots in the same 
position lIIithout extra burdell8 as ordinary tenante, with righte of occup&n<,y. The land
lord should coll..ct his rente, by filing a suit. There should be no dilferenoo lK·tWl't'n a land
lord coming under the Estates Land Act and a landowner ooming under the Transfer of 
Property Act. 

(e) If the landlonl is directed to file a suit for recovery of rent, he must also execute 
the decree like any other decree-holder, who has a charge decree. He nood not attacb . 
. He need not file any encumbrance certificate as no encumbrance created bv tenant will 
bind him. In sales of holding, poundage foos may be 101rered down. When the judgment
debtor deposite the warrant-amount, he need not deposit 0 per cent for extra payment 
to the -auction-purchaser for setting aside the aale. 

IV. (a) The tenants am entitled to a reasonable supply of water sa bfoing an inheron' 
right and as being appurtenant to thE-ir land. It is an eaeementary right. The water 
«lurse8 belonged to the owner of the soil. They can nevur belong to the intt'rmodiary 
'Who is created or eontinued by the State. The State should take hold of all irrigat ion 
works, and charge the tenant!! for the upkeep of the works. They should not be loft so as 
to be regulated by contract. The landlonl, with his 8tal1" of high sounding names and 
hirelings will be in a position to exercise undue influence, coercion and I"""n fraud. 

(b) The landholder has no right, much less, a superior right, in the wat('r souroos 
in the estate. He has usurped rights in water SOurOO8. He may be diVl'8t(-d of all his 
supposed rights; and in cases where he has invested more than Rs. 5,000 in ono or more 
of irrigation works in a single village, he may be aw..roed compensation exactly n'p ....... nting 
the actual cost. The state should compensate him, and recover it from the village tenants 
by instalments payable from two years thereafter. This divesting of righte in water 
supplies is not a real loss to the landholder, because he could never have it b.·fure. He 
was not entitled to make any profit in water supply and if he made previously it W88 ilI'-gal 
and so, it would be highly proper to declare the absence of such right in him. If the State 
does not like to take over charge of these water works, a I't'asonable rate JlI'r .... 1'6 may be 
fixed up once for all with due provision for repairs. The water cess 80 collected JlI'r J1'&I' 
should not exceed the amount of expense per year. Rents may also include the water 
cess. 

V. (al All the estates should be soon surveyed and a permanent reconl "frights main
tained compulsorily. Without survey the tenants are experi .. ndr~ all sorts of nisfi.rtunea. 
Whenever the landlonl is displeased he would say, the patta "ith rack-n>r.tiP.g shows. 
lesser area and threatens with proceedings for enhanooDl£'nt of n>nts. Th.e tt'nant will 
be afraid and thus coerced to appease the landlonl. H a tenant f,,,,1s he ~an 't pay the 
heavy rate of rent, he would find that his patta gives inaccurate area. Thus, what is gained 
in rate is lost in extent. Non-surveyed zamindari villages are the breeding ground fOl' 
an sorts of litigation. 

(b) Though the landlords made a good deal of profits, due to the lOb ""nee of stlr\·oy 
and record of rights, it is unjust to ask them to bear the \\'hole burden. Th .. lantlhplder 
should bear three-fourths of the cost and the tenant should bear one·fourth. The State 
should help both theae people by lendiP~ the neres..-ary funds or <-llbeting the op'natinns 
by itself and recover the amount from both as per their ..han'S. 

VI. It is illegal for any landholder to demand any levies custOlL&ry or otb·r..-i . .., from 
ryots in addition to the rent. As the tenant labours and pays the rents agn:(-d uP"n, it is 
unjust to bunion him with any other thing touching his poel,'.,t. 

vn. (al Previously, the tenants were having natural facilities in the matt .. r ,.f ~ing 
their cattle, collection of green manure, or wood for agricultural impl"Jl'~'nt.. The land
holders were making large profits from pasturage fields and fon.,;ts altd t.iU. by (..""''8 and 
fines. In these days of speedy transport, the general t<:ndency \.-ould 1", f,.r p"l'sonal 
aggrandisement and profiteering. The weak will not have the same ad,-ant a:;e in \illago 
commons or common for<'<!ts or hills. There must be control for equal dibtri1ml i·"n aceording 
to the needs of the several t('nants. At present, it is better to grant lil>"llO:'8 f,.r t"a oh village 
user, to the whole village. The village will take lease for an unalterable term, and divi<le 
the fees payable among the villagers. Or the village munsif should be din:cte.d to coll..ct 
a nominal fee from each villager according to the extent of his land. Through it is ,L,,,,irable 
to throw open these pasturage grounds and foreste and hills for 8upply of manure, pastore, 
fuel, etc., we should see that, the more greedy would not make a profit to the detriment of 
the .."aker by making it an opportunity for aggrandisement. If the State declares itself 
owner of all uncultivated lands and .leases on nominal fees all evils can eaaily be cored. 
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(6) The tenants had some rights to use banjars, hill and forest porambokea. Theae-, 
_ the common grounds in days when there were no easy means of transport. But., 
when the means of communication were improved, and when the zamindars had more. 
voice in the Government, the rights of the tenants were usurped. .As the zamindars were 
only farmers of revenue, it is hard to conceive any right for them in non-agriculturallands .. 
It is a fiction of law to exclude non-agricultural lands from the assets of the zamindari 
at the time of the settlement of the peshka.!h payable to the State. It is another fiction 
of law to give power to the zamindar to enable him to charge nazarana or premium when 
he lets out any banjar to a tenant, who will have to invest a good lot of money to reclaim. 
it. It is sufficient consideration for the zamindar if he is allowed to collect fair rents for 
new lands recl&imed. He 10llOs nothing if a land is reclaimed. On the other hand, he 
makes a profit. Sometimes officials also deceived the tena.nts to reclaim the ba.njars to· 
oollect premiums and fines, and ingratiate theIW!elves to their zamindsrs. It is recla.-" 
mation by tenant that enablos the zamindars to increase their annual incomes several times. 

VIII. (a) Where a village is reported to have no channels to feed its lands, an expert 
committee must decide whother that village has got sufficient number of tanks, and whether 
those tanks have not fallen into repairs. The deficiency of the tanks should be made up. 
Proper repairs should be elIected. Thereafter, as in Government taluks, annual statistic8-
should be taken and if any defioiency in water-supply is deteoted, water sources must be 
increased. Where it is not pOSSible, some of the wet lands should be ordered to be con
verted into dry lands. To supervise the water resources, in the zamindari area, the Govern· 
ment should sppoint sufficient number of overseers to be styled 'irrigation overseers ' 
with frequent transfers in the same taluk and with strict supervision over them by the 
Superior Engineers. 

(6) Aocording to me, the landholder should be divested of all rights and liabilities 
fur irrigation works. If it is not possible in its entirety for the Government to take over" 
all the irrigation works, it is fa.r better to divest the zamindars of their rights over big works. 
If even this is not possible then all rights for undertaking repairs and maintenance of all 
irrigation works in proper order at least should be vested in the Provincial Government, 
whenever the landholder fails to take proper steps. Unless, thpt is done, the landholders 
will negleot total village works due to spite over their tenants. 

(e) The power to elIect necessary repairs should be vested in the Government to be 
applied 8"'0 mot"" and also on application. If that is left to application, the landholdel'" 
can get it dismissed with his powers. 

IX. Annual jamabandis as in ryotwari areas will be quite beneficial to the tenanta 
in the estates. They will alIord a forum for ventilating the grievances of the villagers. 

X. The legal status of the under-tenants should be that of tenants from year to year ~ 
They should be protected from rack-renting. They should not pay more than two times 
the rent payable by his lessor to the zamindar. He should be only a tenant of the pattadar 
with no connexion with the Eamindar. The zamindsr should have no right to attach or 
distrain the crops in the possession of the under-tenant. The zamindar should not implead 
the under·tenant in any suit, between himself and his tenant. The Transfer of Property 
Act should govern the ryots and their under-tenants. . 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should not continue to be the final authority in proceed
ings between landlords and their tenants. There need be no special tribunal either. In 
the Board of Revenue, not to speak of the absence of judges, with the best of judicial training, 
the best legal talent cannot be availed of. It is not possible to take the best advocate 
to the Board of Revenue office. On account of it not being part of the High Court build
ings, cases feebly argued or argued by mediocre ability in the Board of Revenue have 
brought mistakes in some of the judgments. There is no chance of the mistakes being 
reotified. The chance is the other way. The latter judgments follOwing the previous 
judgments would perpetuate the mistakes. It is better, therefore, to djvest the Board of 
Revenue of tllis jUrisdiotion. It is also not good to establish special tribunals. The 
suitors will have to go long distances. They can't also alIord to have the best legal 
assistance in a far oII itinerant court. 

(6) All actions and proceedings should be taken in the civil court, between land· 
lords and their tenants. The parties need not roam about the division after the Subdivi
sional Magistrates, who would f.",l more at home with the clerks' notes, than with the 
argumcnts, of a legolly trained vakil. The tenant will be always at a djsadvantage in a 
reVllnllO court, for he has to take his witnESses and go to strange· places and put up some
times undllr tht> shade oftra"s in all sorts of seasons. The zamindar will fiI. a batoh ~fsuits 
and send a single vakil, with a single set of witnesses t;) give evidenoe for every blOtch of: 
euits. For the presiding offioor of a revenue oourt, it will be often difficult to di3ple ..... 
the Diwan of an estate who would be equal, if not 8UperiO~ to him, and give justice always 
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"to the poor tenant. If the rent suite are also transferred to the civil courts much of ~he 
lumn can be avoided. Though the D,wans try to make all sorts of mischiefs with the 
lower civil courts, yet on account of the presenoe of a greater number of nUs and people 
.in attendanoe, some mischief can be avoided. If the Government estabhsh the oivil 
«Jurts in Government or non-zamindari villages or in bigger towns the estat.ee and their 
higher officials osnnot infiuenoe any offioor. Atier declarmg the civil court to be the forum, 
the proVIsions with regard to appeals in the Code of Civil Prooedure may be applied. 

XII. (a) The zamindar must be entitled to oollect a fair rent only after prouf in respoc' 
ilf unauthorized occupation of landa by the ryots. What was nut yiulding any inoome, 
would yield extra inoome in the shape of rent. The landlord should go to the civil oourt 
for establishing his case of occupation and get the rate fixed up if It is not adjusted outside. 
The civil court would determme the rate ot rent having regllol'd to the rates fur the 
neighbouring lands. 

(b) The inamdars are put to a good lot of litigation, due to suits by zamindars for 
recovery of jodi, porupu, and kattubadi on the principle of joint and bevoral liability. 
It may be deolllol'ed that there is no joint and several liability between the "everal owners 
of inams. The zamindar with his b.g staff can easily know the habil,ties of the Reveral 
inamdars and oollect their several amounts. The inamdars if they are allowed to pay 
their individual liability will pay without suit and ousts. All suits by zamllldars should 
precede a notioe to the inamdars to pay, so as to entitle the zam.ndars to costs of suits. 
If it is not possible to ask the zamindars to oollect from the individuals their soparate shares 
of kattubadi, the Government should collect it directly from the inamdars. Much litiga. 
tion-kattubadi and contribution suits with their off suits-will be avoided. 

T. V. SUDDA RAO, 
Pleader and ,secrtlM7/. 

Memorandum by M.B.By. Rao Bahadur O. V. S. Naraslmh& Raju 
Gam, B.A.., B.L., Viasgapatam. 

The questionn&ire was issued without any reference to the provisions of the Madras 
Estates Land Act. It is not known whether it is the intention of the commiLtee to 
repeal the said Act or to amend the same. When the intention of the committee is to 
.amend the Act, one would expect the questionn&ire to be framed having regal'd to the 
sections intended to be amended. The terms tenant and landlord were used in the 
questionn&ire and their meaning is not clear. In the Estates La nd Act, they were 
~sed with reference t() tcnanlJies at will and landowners, respectively (vide sectiO!ls lUf, 
and 158). Any how, it is proposed to answer the questionnaire on the baBis that the 
term tenant is used for ryot and landlord for IlItIdholder as defined in the Estates Land 
!Act. 

I. (a) The information called for in this que~tjon seems to be Illore of an academic:al 
importance rather than of practical utility as the relationship b~tw('eu the :laminaar and 
the ryot with respect to the land in the occupation of the latter was settled since the time 
ilf the permanent settlement by Regulations, Acts and decisions of courts. 

The relation between the zamindar and the ryot may be described ab (JDe of 
co-partnerahip aud not that of landlord and tenant. 'rhe ownership of land is jointly 
vested in the I:Indholdcr and the ryot. 'I'hp property in the land ;H ve_tod not ;'1 the. 
landholder alone but in the ryot also. Land is owned in common by the landholder 
and the ryot; no noubt the rights of the one arl' CIrcumscribed by the rights of t.h'.l otLer, 
and one cannot deal Ilbsolutply with the land 80 as to destroy the right.! of the other. 
This position of the landholder and the ryot was traced to be in existence durin~ the 
times of the ancient Hindu kings and thc Muhammadan ruler~ and was recognized 
by the British Government. '1'he Board of Revenue In their proceedings of 2ud J)pcernbllr 
[864, No. 1743, stated as follows:-

.. That in the earliest of times of which we have record the right of the State to II 

share in the produce of the land Was limited, and that this limit was .uch as 
to leave a sufficient margin, for the growth of valuable property in the land 
appertaining to the occupant. whose right to retain posscs.ion on polyment of 
the. li~ited share was inviolable and hereditary. A. fixed limit was equally 
malDtamed by the Mnhammadan conquerors. The ongin of the zlImindar's 
offi~e waa c~mp~ratively a modern one, and whatever he its origin, the zamindars 
denved theIr nghtB from the State, which could not confer more than wha* 
it had posses...oo and exercised." 

.. The Governor-General in Council on this occasion distinctly informed the Madratl 
Gover'lllIleut that thp aclmowledgme!lt of proprietary right in zHm;'ndllrs existing or thO!'~ 
to be created, was not til be allowed in any respect to e1iect the rights of the ryots • • ,'", 
(fifth report, page 110l. 



,.s' 

The doubt created by the use of the words " the proprietary right of the soil shall 
;become rested in tht' zamindars or the othet· proprictofd "f land ., in section 2 of Regil
iation XXV of 1602 and in clause 11 of the t>ermanent Settlement Banad was removed by 
-elause 2 of Regulation 1 V of 1822 which rollS a.. follows :-

" It is hereby declared that the provisions of Regulation XXV o( 1802 were no' 
meant to define, limit, infringe or destroy the actual rights of any bndholden; 
or tenants. " • 

20 Mad.IIS, 299.-" It may, perhaps, be asked what is the nature of the holding 
-of persons in the position of the defendant in the lands they hold, if they are not 
tenants from year to yMr. There can be no hesitation in replying to this qu%tion tha,t 
in essence there is no difference bctween ryot holding lands in a zamindari vmdge and 

·.one holding lands ill a Government vlllage (Arhuthnot's . Selections from the Minutes of Sir 
Thomas Munro', Volume 1, page 254), and like the latter ryot the former ryot, in 
the absence of proal of contract or of special or local usnge to the contrary, is entltled 
.to occupy his lands sO long as he pays what i& due, and if he should commit auy ,\efauU 
jn this or other res.pect, until he is evicted by the processes pmvided by l .. w." 

26 Mud.lIS, page 252.-" In Venkata Nara.imha Nayudu 0, Dandamudi Kotayya. 
jt was also pointed out that the interest in the land was divided into the two main heads 
-of the kudivaram interest and the melvaram interest and that the holder of the kudi
varam right, far from being tenant of the holder of the melvaram right, is really a co-ownex 
;with him. The kudivaram right onginated iII priority of effective occupation and beno
.ficial use of the soil, and the claim of Government a.nd the assignees of Government wa& 

. .always, in these parts, to a share in the produce raised by the ryots." 
(b) The interest of the ryot in the land is an occupancy right which is saleable 

. .and hereditary and the said right is to be enjoyed by him, and his heirs and assignp't'B 
'without materially impo.irifJg the value of the hol~i ug for agricultural purpose >\ud the 
.landholder is generally entitled to the minerals under the surface. (Vide sections 7 
·and 186. clause 2 of the Estates Land Act.> 

n. (a) It was laid down in section 27 of the Estates Land Act, that when question 
arises as to the amount of rent payable by a ryot it shall be presumed, until the contrary 
is shown, that the ryot held at the same rate as in the last preceding revenue year and 

':under section 28. it was la.id down as follows:-
" In all proceedings under this Act the rent or rate of rent for the time being 

la.wfully payable by ryot &hall be presumed to be fair and equitable until the 
contrary is proved." 

When these sections were taken up for consideration by the Madras Legislative 
,Council in 1908, th~re were no amendment. proposed (to clauses 23 and 24 of the Hill 
;which wet'e numbcrtld as sections 27 and 28 of the Act) by any representative in the 
· Council and they were passed without any discnsslOn. ThlB shows that the principles 
oontained in these two sections werelaccepted by the representativcs of zamindar. and 
ryots. It is not known why this question which was once unanimously accepted should 

· now be raised. l'he followmg are the decisions under the Estates Land A~t on the 
. question of fnir and equitable rent :-

In A.I.R., 1926, Madras, 480 .. A Revenue officer acting under Cbapter XI should 
take iuto consideration the existing rate of rent, the rise in prICes, tae time 
when the ryot was last settled and the present state of things as regards irrigation 
and other circumstances which would enable him to settle what is a fair and 
equitable rent." 

" 'V~l\teve~' may he th~ fate <!f re~t, if he c?nsiders that is not fair and equitable 
he Is entitled to alter It and In domg so he IS not bound by the rule in the section 
that the incren~e iN more than two aunns in the rupee." 

In A.I.R., 1928, Madras, 173, it was laid down that one method of fixing the 
amount of rent was to nscertain the rate prevailing for similat· lands with similar advan

,tages in the nelghb'lurhood and sucb a Ill'inciple may well be applied to a suit for relit 
.against a ryot when t,he rent is not already known or fixed. 

S~tion 25 of the Estates Land Act .ays that in the case of a ryot admitted into 
possessIOn aftel' the Act the rate shall not exceed the rate for similar lands with similar 

· advantages iII the neighbourhood and when this is not nRCertainable the Collt-Cto.t .1>~11 
fix fair and equitable rent. " " 

(~) In this connexion, it is deairable to study (1) the rate prevailing berore and 
,-at the tlme of pernulnt'nt settle~en~; (2) ~he lines on which the permanent settlemt3llt 
;waa affected; and also (3) the pnnClples llild down by the legislature from time to time 

,lor fixing fair and rquitable rent. 



(2) The prevailing rate pre.vio~ ... ilie permanent settlemen' in the districts or 
;Yizagapatam and God'nari were. given lD the Iespel't';'6 ~~:~t manualM IUld ga.;ctteer •• 

(t&) Vlzagapawm Dl8tnct Manwri (l,age 203).- I-he value of. the Crop _. 
estimated just before harvest, and the Government share was received ID specie, one
third of the paddy crop bemg allowed to the fixed inhabitants; two-fifths to strangers, 
and one-half to Telinb"s (Telagas) and those who cultivated dry grains. PrevIOus ho"\\ev<,r 
to dividing the sh .... es, one rupee per garce upon the whole was collected by rentc~, 
:whose duty was to keep in repairs the tanks and channels; a duty which he habitually 
evaded." 

(b) Page 205-Quoted from Sir Thomas MUnTo's minutes, paTagraplls 23 and 
25.-" Under the old Hindu Government, they paid half of the produce in kind, but 
after the Mnhammadan conquest, the zamindars employed in the management of the 
country imposed a sist or fixed assessment on the lands, to which ext.ra 3ssessments were 
afterwards added, by which the share of the ryots was reduced, nominally to one-third 
and actually to one-fifth of the gross produce in rice fields, which fonned tI,e chief cnl
tivation of the country; in dry grain cultivation, the shares of the ryots and the Government 
-are equal. . These were the shares which were prevailing in the ClIicucole Circ .... s. In 
the more Southern CirC8fS of Rajahmundry and Ellore, the ryots' share there WRS 

higher. It was in rice lands 40, 50 and 60 per cent but he did not actually receive 
lUore than one-fourth or fifth; in dry glains it was one-half. More favourable rates 
were allowed to certain previleged Cabtes and to strangers than to the fixed ryots. The 
rents were paid in mO!ley. '1'lle sillt was a fixed sum. The extra assessmtl'llts were 
usually regulated by the price of the grain, or both by the price and the estimated quan
tity. The committee described the revenue system, then followed in the Circars us 
differing very little from that which had existed under the Muhammadan Government. 
The prrncipal alteration consisted in the practice, in many places, of regulating both 
the cist and extra assessments by an estimate and valuation of the crop; but as the 
share allowed to the ryots was still the same, the chango was perhaps, on the whol .. , 
rather unfavourable to him. .. The Committee recommended the abolition of the cis\ 
and extra assessments, the revival of an annual estimate and valuation of the crops; 
that the ryots should have one-third of the produce in the best rice fields, two-fifths in 
ordinary and half in POC'l' and dry lands." 

(e) The following passage at page 165 in the Vizagapatam District Gazetteer 
may he noted. The Committee of Circuit says that. these 2amindarR eventually ......... 
" Set aside the former usage and, after ascertaining by measurement the quantity of 
the arable land, imposed a fixed rate of Re. 10 per garce called cist, the payment of which 
was to entitle the lal>ourer to the unrestricted disposal of the whole crop. Tbis alterutinn, 
favourable as at fi""t sight, it may appear to the inhabitant, was established polely for 
the convenience and protit of the zamindar, as it enahled him to take one kist of the 
collection in advance, lind served as foundation whereon to calculate any further assess
ments. Soon after, when the land was supposEld to be improved, the malavati was 
then added at the rate of hundred and -hundred anll fifty per cent on the cist and thence
forward considered as a fixed payment. The nazar which is taken in plentious years, 
is an exaction not f,xed, but generally at the rate of 51) per cent on the cist ............ The 
assessments reduced the labourers' share to one-third of the produce." 

(d) Page 170.-Mr. Robert Alexander who carved the Kasimkota and Vizaga
patam Havalies into seventeen proprietary estates stated that the land revenue was 
collected in three forms sist. bilmukta and bbagam. The sist was nominal Bum entered 
in the patta; and when the crop was neatly ripe, it was valued by the Circars' servants 
and an enhancement called malavati and calcuhted on the condition of the crop was 
added to the cist. This was often most unjustly assessed and sometimes actually exceeded 
the '.'I'hole value of the crop. The bilmukta was a fixed money rent, levied for the most part 
on hlgh-Ie"elland . . . Most of the la.nd was RS"~9sed on the bhagBm or sharing system. 
The share taken by the Government vaned--Rajputs, etc ............. were allowed half a 
share of the crop; but the ordinary ryots only received a third. 

(a) The following extracts from the proceedings of the Committee of Circuit in 
the Vizagapatam and Chicacole districts may be perused. 

Parle 16.-" The crops were valued every year and were formerly equally 
divided between the Government and the labourers, but at present the former secures 

-half to himself." (This is regarding Rurapam.) "Formerelv the inhahitants' share was 
half, ~ut the introduction of cist and malavati has lowerea" it to one-third. ,. (This is 
regardm~ Ilelgaum.) 

'. Pai/e.23.-" In T;'addy lands, the .crops were valul'd, the labonTer~' shBre depend
mg on the quality ~f the SOlI. Those watered by la60ur retaining one-half, flOl'ded grounds 
UDder tanks one-thrrd of the harvest. The Government share is taken chiefly and entirely 
in kind." Kimidi. 



(tI) Page 27.-" The proportion or shares aJlott.ed to the inhabitants are on lands 
'that are best watered from cheruvus and channels, from rivers 10 putties in the garee 
.of the paddy (or 'lne.third of tbe produce) from other lan.ds where water is not 8Q 

easily to be had, and the ground not so very fertIle, the. inhabitants .are allowed .12 
putties in tbe garce (or two·fifths of the produce); that m small gram lands which 
is usually settled by bilmukta which mode i. most to the renter's advantage, the 
inhabitants should be allowed 15 puttietl in the garce or half of the produce." 

(e) Page 29.-" The proportions of the crop& f"om the hest ideas we cnll from thMi 
would give the inhabitants' satisfacLion is third of the produce of paddy, in the best 
lands and two.fifths in others and one·half of other grain und all the straw, tbe grain 
to be trodden out and the. . measured, their share delivered to them without any 
{)bligation to take Government proportion to be delivered from all the new exactions 
and particularly from the tax under the denomination of cutche,'ry charges whicb obliges 
them often to furnish the bullock cart_, coohes pay and baLta to peons and renter's 
servants. ' I 

19. GoM.vari District Gazettec,r.--A similar description regarding Godavari district 
is to be found in Chapter XI beginning at page 160. 

20. (a) Mr. N. Webb reported regarding Vizianagram Zamindari for its settlement 
as follows:-

(b) Paragraph 16.-" In cl1l~ulatin!l the 'lul1ntum of future henefit to tbe zamin· 
dan derivable from tbis source (unoccupied relinquished lands) it will be requisite in 
tbe first place to make a. reduction of one·half of tht' quantity grown, to answer to '" 

. corresponding proportion which the ryot receives for bis share of the species of pl'Oduce, 
in ordinary lands of which quality the whole of the uncultivated jirayati ground may 
be considered." 

(0) Paragraph 17.-" Deducting a like manner one.half of the quantity of dry grain 
ground to answer to the inhabitants share • • • 

21. The following observations regarding the share of the st"te ill the Madras Province 
in general may oJdO be noted. 

(1) Fifth report, Volume III, ,1ppmuii .. Nu. l3,-Letter of Mr, GI'ant, page 31 
of the new prmt. During the Muhammadan period. ;0 Agreeable to this mode, it was 

. ordained, that the great natural productions in all sorts of grate and pulse, depending 
on the periodical rains and readed 1D either of the two beaSOll~ Khorlee or Rubhi being 
,wholly ascertained and estimated on thll spot by the mokum or skilful appointed appris. 
sers, should be equally divided, share and shore alike between Government and its 
~yot or husbandman . " Instructiolls issued to the Collectors for carrying out per. 
manent settlement. 

(~) .. Though the CUltivating ryots have right of occupancy as long as they 
cultivate. ,and give to the Circnr or propri .. tors whether in money or kind the 
6Ccustomed portiou of the produce. .. , 

(3) Baden Powell on land t·enures was page 36.-As to the method employed 
in assessing tbe lands when surveyed it was assessed that the Government share was 
about half the prndnce of punja and three.fiftbs of lIanja or wet." 

(4) Mr. Shore sketched the origin of exactions and it was given in the B.P, 
No. 7743, dated 2nd December 1864, 

Page 24.-" But the Abwab Subahdry or viceregal imposts, had a contrary ten. 
dency, for t~ey have, enhanced, the rates, l'hey were in general levied upon t.he standard 
assessment ,ID cert.ll111 proportions to Its amo~t. an,l the zamindars who paid them 
were authonze~, to collect ,them from the, ryots III tbe s~me proportions to their reRpective 
quotes of rent, ImpOSItIOns under vartous denommatton and to a considerable amount 
had been levied from the ryots beyond tbe tumur or standard assessment. In many 
places they bad been consolidated with the asul, and a new standard had been assumed 
as tbe basis of succeedlug impositions. Hence an idea was naturally entertained that 
the actual receipts from the coun~ry ~xceeded ,in a ,very great degree the demands of 
the state, and the NI~ams, conslderm~ tbe IlD~Sltio~s levied upon tbe ryots as a 
fund of emoluments enJoyed by the zammdar and mfenor agents determined that thev 
'Were entitled to exuct a l'roportion to themselves." ' • 

(5) TUl1tion Committee Report, pages 41 to 45. 



(a) Paragraph' 23.-" In the early days of Muhammadan. administration, thO' 
~tate share of the gross produce demanded by the Hindu kings was co,nverted into ........ . 
tribute payable on land in countries under Muhammadan rule thougn the share taken 
:waa grll8ter than before:' 

(b) " The third and the most famous settlement was that of 'fodar Mal during 
the reign of Akbar . The Government share which was fixed at one-third of the 
gross produce was commuted into money with reference to the prices of the previous 19 
years. As the authority of tbe Central Government declined, a number of lWposts known 3S 
abwabs were ad-Ied by the provincial rulers. Sir .Tohn Shores. calculated that the abwabs 
imposed by J affarkhan......... amounted to 33 per ce'it upon the standard aSSeSSll'ellt 
in 1658 and the imposts of zamindars upon the ryots to more than 50 per cent of the 
same." 

(1) The instructions given by the Board of Revenue to the District Collectora 
in its letter, dated 15th October 1799, are to be found I\t pages 169 and 170 of the 
;Vizagapatam District Gazetteer. In calculating the peshkash the statistics of gross 
revenue given by Circuit Committee were to be taken as the gct:!eral standard, And 
after deducting from these the receipts from the land customs, abkari and salt (which 
.were thence forward to be taken under Government administration) and pxclnding "II 
inams except those enJoyed by the village establishments and all allowances made for 
the upkeep of the police, the demand was to be fixed at not less than two-thirds (taking 
all the estates together) of the remainder .. ,...... In the case of the havcli land, the 
Circuit Committee's fi!l'ures of revenue were also to be checked by a comparilK'u with the 
actual collections of the preceding 13 years, and in Addition such factors as the quality of 
irrigation in the neVi estates and their proximity to the markets at the ports and towns 
:were to be taken into consideration. 

(2) The following extracts from the general conditions of sale of the patates ill 
the jagbir formed at the time of the permanent settlement in May 1802, may be perudPd 
1D order to learn as to what was assigned to the proprietors:-

Paf'agraph 18.-" All purchasers ~f ·Iand succeed to the signioral right which. 
Government exercised in their capacity of general landlord; but in order 
to preveut abuse of exer.:ise of the nght, Government will frame regulat.ionl 
for the protection of the rights, prescriptions, immunities and cU2tomBry 
advantages of the lower class of people. In order, however, to prevent litiga
tions 01} the part of the inhabitants, it is declared to aU pnrchssers of lAD!! 
that the inhllbitants of the jaghir are not condidered entitled to higher rate 
of waram than that inserted in the dowle for fBsli 1210, nor is the purchaser 
entitled to higher division of produce as succeeding to the rights of Government 
than the rate therein specified as the GovernT',ent share." 

Paf'agraph 19.-" It is hereby declared to all purchasers of land that their rights 
in regard to punja teerva and to backwards are defined in the dowle of fasli 
1210, and that they are entitled to collect the revenue of Government 88 the 
substituted possessor of the land at the rates inserted in the dowle." 

Paragraph 20.-" All purchasers of land are entitled to collect the rockadayam 
or ready money collections, at the rate inserted in the dowle of fasli 1210, 
with the exception of the ready money payment fixed at the rate of 1 pagoda 
per cawni on topes of fruit trees. This rate, Government has been plE'~8ed' 
to abolish, and to recur to the usual mode of a division of produce. It i. 
therefore, hereby declared to all purchasers of land that they are entitled to 
divide with the inhabitants the produce of all fruit trees heretofore paying 
a revenue to Government equally, or share and share alike. From this general 
rate of equal division, however, the fruit of tamarind trees is excepted. The 
purchasers of laud shall be entitled to receive, as the constituted proprietor 
of the land, three quarters of the produce of all tamarind trees heretofore 
paying a revenue ~o Go:ver?men~, and shall be at lib.erty ~ make such agree~ 
ment or commutatIOn With mhabltants as best may SUIt their mutual intereRts." 

Government share of gross produce on the commuted value th"reof !It thp time of the 
permanent settlement was very high and the high gross receipts resulting from these high 
rates formed the basis for fixing the gross assets of the zamindaris and the peshka..h 
was fixed thereon at two-!.hirds in the case of the zamindaris and at 90 per cent in 
the case of proprietary estates. From this it is further clear that by the permanent 
settlement on the average, the Government received 88 peshkash more than 60 per cent 
of the gross prodoee, in the case of proprietary estates and 44 per cent in ?amindaMs 
wbile the ryot \V~8 allowed to retain about 30 per cent of the gr088 prodnce U; both the 
eaaes an!! tbe zammdar about 22 per cent and the renter 6 per ceD,~ of the gross produce. 
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Mr. F. G. Russell, the Collector of Masulipe.tam, writing .in 1B19 , estimates the 
average profit of cultivation made by the ryots in the zamindari villages in Kistna delta. 

Value of gross produce 

Government assessment •. .. 
Darbar charges and other charges 
Expenses of cllitlvation 
Ryots pronts 

',rotal 

liS. A. P. 

160 0 0 
BB.A. P. 

80 0 0 
27 3 0 
42 8 0 
10 Ii 0 

160 0 0 

(a) Sir Thomas Munro in his famous minute of 1124 on .. The conditions of this 
t)ount)'Y" described the condition of the ryots in zamindaris in the Northern Circars 
as follows:-

" (1) When these districts came into our possession, one part of them wad in the 
hands of zamindars and the most valuable part was in the hands of the 
Government, and has since, by the perma.nent settlement, been made over 
to new zammdars of our creation. 

(2) As in those provinces no ji.a;ed Il$sessment has been introduced, nor the 
rights of the ryots been defined, the ryots oan never become landholders 'lor 
their lands acquire such a value as to make them sa.!eable. It 'may be said 
that Lhey have a. right to be assessed only a'ccO'I'ding to ancient usage, and 
that this right will secure them from undue e~tion, a.nd give them the 
same fa.cilities as the ryots of the Government districts of rendermg their land 
a. valuable property; but many causes combined to prevent this. The ancient 
usage was different in every little district or even village. It is not recorded 
or defined, and is very little known to us. It is, '[ believe, in the Northern 
Circars very generally 80 high as to leave the ryot no more than the bear 
recompense of his labour and stock and thus to preclude his ever obtaining 
any portion of Landlord's rent." 

While tbe proposed legislation of 1865 (Act vm of 1865, the Rent Recovery Act) 
wa.s nnder consideration of the Madras Legislative Council, Mr. Charmica.!, the Collector 
of Vizagape.tam (wno wrote the District Manual) brought to the notice of the Board of 
Revenue, a deci.ion which had been passed by Mr. Colett, the District Judge, and which 
raised very importaut questions regarding the right of the zamindar to enhance the rents 
payable by his rY"(.9. The Collector reported (page 119, paragraph 12 of the Manual), that 
.. If it is the opinion of the Madras Legislature, that the Madras zamindars are little 
more than farmers aud nssignees of the land l'evenue, it must act up to its OpiniOll by 
repealing Regulation IV of 1822. Surely, whnt the ryot now pays and had cheerfully 
paid, perhapa, for years, may be accepted as equitable rent. Who is to discover th .. 
various agreements and conditions under which the rent has gon~ up since the year 1802." 

The Board of Revenue brought this to the notice of the Select Committee of the 
Legislative Council which was considering the Bill which subsequently became Act YIU , 
of 1865, in theil' proceedings No. 7743, dated 2nd December 1A64. with the conclusiolJs 
arrived at by them on the whole question (Volume V, Revenue Records, pagr. 120l. 

The Select Committee on the Bill was of opinion that the main principles on which 
disputes regarding rent should be decided should be clearly laid down as follows and 
any other course would lead to great confusion and wrong (V. Revenue Record, page 117) :_ 

(1) Ryots who hold ~ their own right hereditarily or by custom of the country, 
at a fixed or established rent, are to be protected in their occupancy_ 

(2) A oilvision' of the crop between the landholder a.nd the tenant formed the 
a.ncient basis of rent and local rate of this division is to be referred to in cas~s 
of dispute, when other mea.ns of settling the rate of rent to the satisfaction of 
both parties proved unsuccessful. 

(Sl Landholders may arrauge their own terms for reut in the case of unoccupied 
landa. . 

(4) Voluntary engagements regarding rent which ha.ve been ma.de between the 
landholder and the tenant should be respected. 

Section 11 of the Act VIII of 1865 runs as follows :_ 
In the decision of suita involving disputes regarding rates of rent which msy be 

brought before the Collectors under sections 8, 9 and 10, the following rules ohall 
be observed :-
(1) All contra.cts for rent, express or implied sha.ll be enforced. 

m-7 
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(2) In the duiLricts or villages wluch have been surveyed by the British Govern
ment previous to 1st January 1859, and in which a money assessment eM 
been fixe~ on the fields, such 8.&!essments is to be considered the prorer relit 
when no contract for rent, express, or implied exists. 

(3) When no express or implied contract has b"en male between th" I",udholder 
and tenant, and when no money asses.ment has been 80 fut"d on the lielda 
the rate or rent shall be determinetl according to I·x:a! usage, and w hen such llSl<ge 
is not clearly established then according to the rates est~bltshed 01' paid for 
neighbourmg lands of similar description and quality; provided tha.t, if eitliAr 
party be dis.atisfied with the rates so dptermined, he may claim that the tl'nt 
be discharged in kind according to the varam, that is, according to the 
establiilhed rate of the village for dividing the crop between the Government 
or the landlord a.nd the cultivator. When the varam cannot be ",.cert.mea, 
such rates shall be decreed as may appear just to the Collector after a.scertaining 
if any increase in the value of the produce or in the productive power of thl' 
land has taken place otherwi'le by the agfficy or at the expense of the ryot. 

(4) In the case of immemorial waste land a.nd of lands left unoccupied either 
through default or voluntary resignation, it shall be lawful for landhold~rs 
to arrange their own terms of rent; provided that notluug in this rule shull 
be held to atIect any special rights which by law, or usage having the fcrce of 
law, are held by any class of person in such waste 01' unoccupied lands. 

Provided always that nothing herein contained shall effect the right of any such 
landholder to raise the rent upon any of his lands in consequence of a<1ditional 

. value imparted to them by any work of irrigation or other lIDprovement exe· 
cuted at hib own expense or where additional value having be..n imparted 
to a.ny, his lands, by any work of irrigation or other improvement executed 
at the expe":Jses or Government, he has been reqmred to make an udditional 
payment to Government in consequence of such last mentioned additional value 
or work of lrri~ation or other improvement. But in either cal;8 the saoction of 
the Collector as to the amount of additional rent shall be obtained bv tl,e lund
l;Iolder previous to his raising such rent upon his said lands 01 at;y of them 
(Madras Act II of Itl71, and Madras Act ill of 1890). Provided also, that 
no pattas which may have been l[l"anted by any ~uch landholder at l"".lte. lower 
than the rates payabl~ upon such lands or Ilpon neighbouring lands of similar 
quality a.nd description s1:all be binding npon his successor unless such pattas 
shall have been bona fide granted for the erection of dwelling boube., rllctor:es 
or other perillan~nt buildicgs, or for the purpose of clearing and bringing 
waste land inte. cultivation. or for the purpose of making any permauent improve. 
ment thereon, and unless the tenant shall have substantially performed the 
conditions upon which such lower rates of assessment were allowed. 

Two important {JOints in this section will have to be exammed-
(a) The Act wa. passed lD the year 1865, but in rule 2, it was said that the rent 

should be fixed on the Lasis of assessment fixed on the fields surveyed by the BritiAh 
Government previous to 1859. 

What is the reason for adopting t,he rates tbat were in existence previous to IH59 
as the basis and not rates of 1865? 

Page 37 of Baden Powell on land tenures. ., In all the ryotwari attempts, the 
Government revenue was taken as a certam share oC the gross produce valued at fair 
rates" . . . :'.But those were ,-ery bigh indeed till in 1855-58, a general and systema
tiC survey and reVl810n was ordered and the modern order of things began." 

Macleans administration, standing information-
(i) Pagp l.J.9.-:-" A revision of tbe. land asseASmcnt of t~e Madra. Presidency was 

undertaken ill 1858 by Mr, Newill who was then appomted Director of Revenue 
Settlements ... 

(ii) Pa:ges ]02 a~ 103:-" At the commencement of the ryotwari o.ettiement t,he 
tax was determmed m a somewhat rough and ready mann"r which left many 
anomalies and inequalities to be aCtenrards rectified. The worot "f tl:ese have 
been amended f~om time ~<> time and at the prese':lt time there is 8 Survey 
d~partment, ,:hich determmes the exact area of vlllages and subdivisions of 
villages (Kau<.amsJ and fields, and Settlement department whicb CIII(1Iiateo; the 
rate of assessment for each in accordance with half-net principles." 

J!rom these passages, it is clear that even in a ryotwari village, the half-net ~.telD 
was mtroduce~ subsequent to 1858 an~ t~at t~e leglslatur~ while enacting in 1865, did 
not want to mtroduce the half-net pnnclple m the zamm village. in flxing fair and 
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equitable rent but ttl continue the principle of taking a definite share of gross produce, 
as it existed in Government villages previous to 1859-8. principle that was in force 
at the time of permanent settlement. What was assigned by the permanent settlement 
was the right to collect rent levied or leviable at the rates that were in existence at that 
time-the levy being in any case not less than one-half of the gross produce. 

In rule 3, two principles were E.'!lUoDciated:-
(1) Express or implied contracts for rent should be resp","ted. 
(2) When no express or implied contract, local usages should prevail, but when 

usage cannot be ascertained or agreed to by the parties varam and when 
varam cannot be ascertained the Colleotor shall fix fair and equitable rent 
havmg regard to (i) increase in the value of produce, (ii) in the productive 
power of thE.' land. 

The East India. Company belDg in need of money for the wars in which they were 
entangled and the Court of Directors always belDg anxious to pay high dividends to the 
shareholders and finding that the zamindari system costs them the least for the collection 
of the land revenue farmed the zamindans with at a very high peshkash and did not care 
at all for the prosperity of the cultivating ryots. 

The provision. of law and the decisions of courts which reflected the ideas of traditioul'l 
revenue history and policy regarding the rates of rents may now be examined. 

Twelfth paragraph of the permanent sanad and section 14 of Regulation XXV of 
1802 seen as follows:-

Sanad .. You shall enter into engagements with your ryots either for a rent in 
money or in kind • . ... 

Regulation, section 14, .. Za.mindar or landholder shall enter into engagements 
with their ryots for a rent, either in money or in kind." 

In this connection (a) the following passage in the minute of Mr. C. N. WritE.' !liven 
as Appendix 14 in Volume ill of the fifth report, new print, page 129, may be noted:~ 

.. upon one poinb--aa security to the great body of people-to require their giving 
fixed leases to the l")'ots-specriying the proportion of the rE.'vcnlle or th .. shares 
of the crops whirh the cultivators of every dominion are to receive-free of all 
super added dema.nds or claims whatever which should he duly registered," a.nd 

(b) the following passage in paragraph 5 of the report referred to supra, of Mr. 
N. Webb, may also be noted:-

.. and opposed as he will henceforward be by the severity of just laws in any 
attempt to infringe the produce, which established usage has assigned to the 
ryot as a rew:ud of his labour in the jirayati lands or to exceed the settled demand 
upon those alienated." 

Previous to the rermauent settlement, Government or zamindar used to receive rent 
in money or kind or both aDIl used to change the same from time to time nnd the same 
right is continued in favour of the zamindar by the abovementioned term in the sanad 
and also section. By this provision, the right to increase rent On account of increase 
of value of produce is provided for the benefit of the landholder. In this connE.'xion 
it may be noted that permanent set.tlement instructions directed the Collectors to take 
into consideration the proximity to the markets at the ports and town~. 

Regulation XXVIII of 1802, section 17, .. his rent being paid as engaged for or 
determinable by local rates and usage when there may be no specific engagement." 
By this the contract between the landholder and the ryot is to be respected and wh.m 
there was no contract tho uSlIge "nd the local rates are to control. 

Regulation XXX of 1802-Section IV.-Pattas and muchilkas may be of four kinds: 
first, for the reot of villages in gross sums of money; secondly, for division of the 
produce of the land; thirdly, for lands of which a money rent is assessed; fDurthly, for 
lands charged with a grain rent. Pattas for lands on which a money rent is assessed 
shall in audition to the itsms described in clau.,s 3, specify the rate of assessment 
on such lands, according to the land measure in use; and the rents on each descriptIon 
of land, or grain, as tho usage may be. 

From this section it is clear that .. ~he rents to be paid, by whatever rule or 
custom they may be regulated to be speCIfically stated in the patta, which in e,'ery 
possible case shall claim the exact amount to be paid. In cs"es when t.ile mte alonf' 
can be specified such as when rents are adjusted upon a mea8ur~ment of the lands after 
cultivation or on a. survey of the crop or when they are made payable in kind the ",te 
and terms of payments and proportions of crop to be delivered with every condition shall 
be clearly specified." 

nI-TA 

, 
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Secticm. IX.-Where disputes may arise respecting ratu oj O8S&Umellt in .wone~, 
or of division in kind, the rates sl13ll be determined according to the rates prevsl!wg In 
the cultivated IIIDds in the year preceding the assessment of the permanent IUlllms on 
such lands or where those rates may not be ascertainable, accouling to the rates estaiJw.bed 
for lands oj the same description and qualitll 08 those, respecting whicb the dispute may 
arise. 

This clause provides for the determination of rents in CSi!eq of dispute. When the 
rate as it existed at the time of permanent settlement could be found out it .bould bP 
adopted; otherwise it should be .dete~ed bavrn,g regard to the rate in t~e neig.hll"urh",;d 
on similar lands. Compare tbis Wltb sectlOll b of the Bengal RegulatIOn l\i of 179a, 
wbich runs as follows :-

.. If a dispute shall arise. . it shall be determined. . according to 
the rates established in the purganna for lands of the description and quality a9 
those respecting wbich the dispute may arise." 

Regulation V oj 1804--Section XIlI.-'l'he assessment of lands, being t,be property 
of incapacitated persons shall be fixed in the same manner as the assessment of oth",. 
lands. Regarding estates under Court of Wards, when a question arises, the question 
was to be settled by the Court of Wards, having regard to the rate of the lands in the 
neighbourhood. 

Regulati?n V oj 1822-(a) Section VHI -Sec.md.-If the Collcetor on ex~minuhon 
finds the rates of the patta tendered by the proprietor or farmer to be ju..t alld Cor1ut, 
the underfa.rmer or ryot shall be ejected under the Collector's orders uuless he assents 
to the terms; but if the rate shall exceed the jllSt rate prescribed, an order shall be 
issued by the Oollectm to the proprietor or farmpr prohibiting the ejectment and requiring 
the issue of patta within one month from the delivery of the order to him, under 
penalty for delay liS provided in section VIII, Regulation 30 of 1802. 'I'his only mean& 
that the rates shall b~ lawful as per provisions, Regulation XXX of 1602, 

(b) Section XV.-The Ool\6<'tor shall have authority to refer all disputes respecting 
arrears of rent or revenue, or respecting rates of assessment in monell or kind, or of 
dioision in kind, as well as all questions of the right of occupancy or possession of lands 
or crops, which Illily be brought before him under this Regulat.ion, to a district or 
village panchayat for decision; provided both parties agree to that mode of settlement. 

From the sections of the Regulations quoted above, it is clear that rent was paid 
&Ii the time of permanent settlement in one of three modes--

(1) Payment in money. 
(2) Payment of a definite share of the gross produce. 
(3) Payment of a definite share of the gross produce. When payment was made 

in one of the Illst two methods the proprietor was always getting his share 
of the increased value of the produce. In the case of payment in money the 
first method. it m ~y bo-
(1) a fixed assessment in money; or 
(2) payment in money in lieu of grain ill which thp amount would be vary

ing having regard to the value of the prodnce. This view i. supported bv 
the varying amounts paid under malvati which was fixed every year having 
regard to the value of the produce and the fullness of the crop and it may 
further be noted that the malvati varied on account of this variation from 
100 per cent to 150 per cent of the cist. It is only in the case of fixed mouey 
assessments the proprietor was not entitled to enhance the jama. which "'as 
paid '\t the time of permanent settlement, but such cases are very rare. The 
permanent settlement accounts and the reporth relating to the same clearly 
show that the other systems were in vogue and not the payment ol Iixed 
money rents. 

The fol!owing dpcisions may be referred to comprehend the law relating t<> Ih .. rates 
of rents as mterpreted by courts :_ 

(1) Extracts from Special Appeal Suit NC'. 15 of 1812 as given in B.F. No. 7743, 
dated 2nd December 1864--

.. All the evidence taken regarding the assessment of th(> lands showed that it 
w~s not fixed, but derived from a. division of the produce wbich must fluctuate 
With the .cason, and the commutatIon price." 

.. When the rate shall ~e settled by a written agreement, the courts may be 
.. ailed upon to enforce It." 
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.. It was, therefore, adjudicated that the respondent was entitle.d. to hold! 
I»ssession of the land in question on a paLLa. detilling the raLe of .:e~'~lon of the 
produce, which rate, as prescrIbed by sectIOn II .. Regulat.on XXX of l~02, 
was to ~e deterUlined according to the rates prevailing in the year preceding 
the assessment o( the perDJsnent jumma on those lands, or, if those rates 
were Dot ascertainable, according to the rates established for lnnds oi the .ame 
description and quality." • 

(2) Paragraph 70 of B.P. No. 7743, dated 2nd December 1864, regarding the 
judgment of Mr. Collet, District Collector, Vizagapatum-
" He, however, indicates, at the close of his judgment, an inclination to the 

opinion ~hat Reguh.tion XXX of 1801, very probably did intend to limit tbe 
zamindars' demand to s fixed share in the crop and to customary fees in 
money, o.n opinion ~carcely consistent with the views expressed in the earlier 
part of the judgment, but one that is nearly in accordance with the Board's 
views on the subject." 

(3) 7, M,utras, 365 (F.B.).-" Where a dispute arOAe as to the rates of assessment 
in money or of div •• ion in kind the Regulation provided that the rate sbouM be 
determined according to the rates prevailing in the cultivated lands in the 
year preceding the assessment of permanent jams on such lands, or where such 
rates might npt be ascertainable, according to the rates established for lands of 
the same description and quality as those respecting which the dispute arose. 
Except in the case of lands taken up for reclamation from waste, the Regulation 
made no express reference to the settlement of rates of rent by contract in the 
case of cultivating tenants. It implied, doubtless, that rents might be so settled 
where there was no dispute; but when a dispute arose it required that the 
rate should be determined by fixed standards where it was available namely 
tile rates prevailing at the introduction of the permanellt settlement and where 
thes~ standards were not available, in reference to the estabhshed rates. The 
term established rates was ambiguous. It might have meant rates established 
by competitioll." 
"In time, the caltivating class, either through apathy or ignorance of their 
rights, lost recollection of settlements, rates which in some places were neces
sarily reduced "hile the rates established by usage varied with the demand for 
the land and the p,rices of produce." 

In section 11 of the Rent Act. .. The legislature recognized that in the course 
of It. half century the lights of landlords and tenants llIight have been considembly 
modified by contract and it was therefore enacted that on the occasion of dis
pute as to rates of rent, the Revenue Officer shall first enqnire whether there 
exists contract for rent express or implied. Where contract exists, its terms 
ought to be enforced. Where its existence is not proved, the Revenue Officer 
is to adjust the dispute according to the pre-settlement rates where they can be 
ascertained, and where they cannot according to the· established usage, and in 
tile absence of satisfactory proof of local usage according to the rates paid for 
neighbouring lands of similar description or quality. When a decision is to be' 
arrived at irrespectively of contract, and there has been no regular survey and 
settlement by the officers of Government either party is at liberty to collect 
rents in kind according to the varam or established rate in the village, or where 
this cannot be ascertained at such rates as may appear just to the Collector, 
account being taken of any increase in the value of the produce or in the pro
ductive power of the land . . . " 

(4) 18, Madras, 216. "As regards the rent for which a patta should be tendered 
the Zilla Court and the Provincial Court held that it should be a mOTley rent at 
the annual fixed beriz of star pagodas 60-6-16 which amount was as~~"sed on 
the land in question and paid by the ryot to the Government in the year Raudri. 
<Wheu the permanent settlement was made) but the Court of Sadar Adaulat 
set aside this decision observing that there was not a title of evidence to show 
that a right to a patts with money rent paid to Government in the year Raudri 
existed on the part of Ramaswamiayyan, that the evidence showed titat the rent 
was not fixed, but was derived from a division of the produce which must 
fluctuate with the seasons and the commutation price, nnd that Ramaswami
ayyan was only entitled to receive a patta defining the rate of division of the 
produce which rate was, as prescribed by section 9, Regulation 30 of 1802. t<> 
be determined according to the rates prevailing in the year preceding assess
ment of the permanent zam:- .on those lands. This decision does not .PI1<'P~ 
to UB to SUpport the propOSltion put f<>rward by the Judge, that beriz paid 
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made is the rent properly payable by the ryots to the zsmindar. On the other 
hand it appears to be an authority agalDst such proposition." 

(5) 21, Madras, 136. .. The landlord would be entitled to vary the rates accord
ing to the cultivation only in cases where the variation in the crop was not 
the result of the improvements made by the tenant." 
.. Prior to that Act (Rent Act) zamindars some time collected an enhanced 

rent on garden crop raised with the aid of wells constructed by the tenants. 
and a usage under which a zamindar made such collections might not be 
unreasonable ... 

(6) 20, Madras Law Journal. 696. [P.C.]" Section 11 of Act VllI of 1865 
lays down the rules for deciding disputes as to the rates of rent. Clause ill deals 
with the mode of determining the rate where no contract exists. It being found 
that there is no express or implied contract, the question must be decided in 
accordance with the rules contained in Clause ill." 

(7) 21, Indian Cases, 136. .. If the plaintiff was entitled to revert to the varam 
rate or claimed to revert to it and the higher rate was agreed to be paid in 
settlement of the claim. the contract would be supported by consideration". 

(8) Indian Cases, 1122. .. Where varam could not be ascertained within the 
meaning of the section the Judge had jurisdiction to decree a • just rent .• 

(9) 2, Indian Cases. 614. .. If there is no contract 88 to the rates of rent the courts 
must, in order to determine the rate. proceed to apply the rules contained in 
section 11 in the order given therein .•• 

(10) Indian Cases, 156 .. In the absence of a contract for rent, express or implied, 
the plaintiff is entitled to demand varam, Clause 2 bearing no application in 
this case. 'J 

The Regulations, the Acts and the decisions referred to in the preceding para
graphs clearly laid down the principles for fixing rents in case of dispute and the same 
principles were embodied in Act I of 1908. The Estates Land Act with necessarY 
modifications more in favour of the ryots. The aforesaid principles are enough for fixifl'g 
fair and equitable rent. 

The main principles are--
(1) A definite share in any event of not less than 60 per cent of gross produce, 

that being the minimum rate that was in existence at the time of the perma
nent settlement. 

(2) the commutation value thereof, 
(3) the rents legally payable on 1st July 1908, and 
(4) in future cases rate of rent prevailing in the neighbouring zamindari lands 

similar to and having similar advantages and when this is not ascertainable the 
Collector will have to fix fair and equitable rent having regard to the traditional 
rates in the area. 

II. (b) In my view the legislature need not lay down any hard and fast considerations 
for fixing a fair and equitable rent. The courts as courts of equity can be depended upon 
to take into consideration all the facts relevant to the case in fixing the same but if 
the legislature wants to lay down the considerations necessary I think what was laid 
down in section 11 of Act VIII of 1865 and in sections 25 . .27 and 28 of Act I of 1908 
may be enunciated as the points to be taken into consideration. In some cases there 
may be some difficulty in fixing the varam as contemplated by item (3) supra but if all 
the other principles are accepted the question of varam will arise only in the case of 
the assignment of relinquished and waste lands. In order to encourage extension of 
cultivation the legislature may fix it at not exceeding half the gross produce of staple 
dry grains. There is no use in fixing a low varam rate for waste lands because the 
zamindar in whom the right of assignment of waste lands vests may not aSRign the waste 
lands at all if he considers that the rent fixed is very low or may demand a high premium. 

II. (e) There will not be any difficulty in defining on what principles remissions should 
be granted. The principles goveruing remissions in ryotwari areas may be adopted. 

Section 18 of the Central Provinces Tenancy Act XI of 1898 may be adopted with 
suitable modifications if Buch a course is permissable under the terms of the Permanent 
Settlement Sanad . 

.. 18 (1). Whenever from any cause the payment of the whole or any part of the 
land revenue payable in respect of any land is remitted or SDspended, a Revenue Officer 
mav, by general or special oriler, remit or SDBpend, as the case may be the payment of rent 
of ihat land to an amount which may bear the same proportion to the same proportion to 
the. whole of the rent payable in respect of the land as the land revenne of which the 
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payment has been remitted or suspended amongst the tenants holding such land as may 
seem to him to be equitable, having regard to the effect on their holdings of the canse 
which has led to the remission or suspension of the land revenue; 

Provided that, where the rent is taken by actual division of the produce, no· por
tion of it shall be suspended under this section. 

(2) An order passed under Bub·section (1) shall not be contested by suit in any 
court. • 

(3) No suit shall lie for the recovery of any rent of which the payment has been 
remitted, or, during the period of suspension, of any rent of which the payment has 
been suspended, and, so long as a suit does not lie, such rent shall not be legally payable 
within the meaning of section 10. 

(4) Where the payment of rent has been suspended, the pel'iod of suspension 
shall be excluded in the contemplation of the period of limitation prescribed for bring
ing a suit for the recovery of the rent. 

(5) The provisions of this section relating to the remission and suspension of the 
payment of rent may be applied, as far as may be, to the land of which the land revenue 
has been wholly or in part released, compounded for or redeemed, the whole or any 
part of it might, in the opinion of the Revenue Officer, have been remitted or suspended. 

(6) The provisions of this section relating to rent shall apply also, as far as may 
be, to revenue payable by mali-makbuzas, to revenue and malikanda payable by inferior 
proprietors, and to thika-jamas payable by thikadars of proprietary rights and the provi
sions of section 10 apply in case where revenue, malikana or thika-jam has been collected 
in contravention of this section." 

Regulation 25. section 6, says that the remission of revenue which has occasionally 
been granted according to the custom of the country on account of draught, inundation 
or other calamity of the season shall cease and never be revived. A corresponding COD

dition is to be found in the fifth clause of the Permanent Settlement Sanad granted by 
the Government to the zamindars. 

When the zamindar is not to get any remission from the Government I do not 
think it will be reasonable to legislate that the zamindars should grant remission of 
rent to the ryots. If the Government is prepared to remit peshkash to the extent 
necessary for granting remissions to the ryots, the granting of remissions to the zamin
dari ryots becomes practicable and the amount of remission will have to be borne by 
the State entirely and if the landholder will have to contribute towards it the total amount 
of remission will have to be borne by the Government and landholder in the proportion 
of 2 : 1 in the case of zamindars and 9 : 1 in the case of proprietors. My own doubts 
are whether the provincial legislatures have got the power to impose the obligation of 
granting remissions to the ryots without providing any compensation to the zamindars. 

Such a measure will materially alter the character of the permanent settlement. 
The principle of the permanent settlement is that the zamindar should retain a portion 
of the rent received by him from the ryots to maintain his position and 
status in life and pay the balance to the Government and this position was secured 
to him by the Permanent Bettlement Sanad which is a solemn document entered into 
between the zamindar and the Government and the spirit of the documeut should never , 
be violated. 

(1) l'he following instructions issued to the Collectors for carrying out the perma
nent settlement may be noted :-

,. To put the zamindar upon such respectable footing as to enable him with the 
greatest readiness to discharge the public demand to secure himself and familv every 
necessary comfort and to have, besides, a surplus. .. • 

In this connexion paragraph 6 of the letter of Mr. N. Webb, Collector of Vizaga
patam, dated 10th June 1802, in his report regarding the permanent settlement of the 
Zamindaris of Vizagapatam district may be pursued. The division of the gross revenue 
i~ the propor~i0':l of \I : 1 ~e.tween t!,e Gover.nment .and the z~mindars .. had beel). recog
D1zed as a prlDClple of partitIOn, whICh comblDes a just attentIOn to the respective claims 
of the zamindar proprietor to a suitable provision for himself and family. " 

II. (d) The rate o~ share of rent w,,~ not recorded carefully with respect to any village 
or group of Villages as It eXisted at the time of Permanent Settlement. Of course we will 
be able to find out the rate or share of gross produce with respect to each estate or dis
trict in 9. general way. When the pre-settlement rate of share. of gross • produce .for • a 
lllll"ticular area • is ,fixed once for all there will be no hardship for the zamindar· or the 
ryot. The zamindar is entitled to get out of the gro$S produce II. definite share as it 
existed previous to the permanent settlement or the rent a~ it is at present and any 
legislation to affect either of those two principles may not be possible without granting 



compensation to the zamindar. No legislative changes can be made 80 as to effect the 
zamindars prejudicially without payment of compensation to them. There are already 
provisions in the Estates Land Act enabling the courts or the officer to determine when 
a necessity arises what is a fair and equitable rent and there is enough material for 
the courts to fix fair and equitable rent and the question may be left as it is. 

At this distance of time it practically becomes impossible 
(1) to fix the rate of rent regarding any holding as it stood at the permanent 

Settlement; 
(2) what was the original area that was under cultivation and what was the ex

tended area; 
(3) whether it was relinquished by the original ryot and subsqeuently leased out 

by the zamindar; and 
(4) whether it was waste land at the time of permanent settlement and leased 

out by the zamindar subsequently. The safest thing is to take the rent as 
it existed on 1st July 1908 as a fair and equitable rent: 

ll. (b) Under the terms of the Permanent Settlement Sanad the Provincial Government 
cannot have any reserve power to revise. alter or reduce the rents on the ground they 
are inequitable. All the concerned Regulations and Acts provide for the settlement 
of the questions between the ryot and the zamindar by established courts. The courts 
are better suited and better equipped on account of their judicial training to arrive at 
right conclusions on all questions in general and on principles of equity in particular. 
In all countries and in all ages the field of the Government is politics and the function 
of courts ie to administer justice and equity. All questions between the zamindar and 
the ryot are to be settled by established courts. In this connexion it is necessary to 
note the election manifesto of the Congress party to reduce rents and abolish rents on 
uneconomic holdings, which replaced the Karachi resolution to hold the scales justly 
between landholder and ryot. 

ill. (al and (b). Collection of rent by the landholder. 
Under the Estates Land Act the landholder can resort to any of the following three 

courses for the collection of his rent :
(1) A suit before the Collector. 
(2) Distraint and sale of movable property including standing crops. 
(3) Sale of ryot's holding. 

There shall not be any question as to the continuance of the right of the Zamindar 
for the realization of his rent (1) by suit and (2) by sale of the holding. In both the 
cases the steps are taken through the Collector and there cannot be any abuse of these 
two powers on the part of the zamindar. We hear now and then complaints that the 
power of distraint is abused in some cases by the zamindari officials. I suggest that 
the distraint may also be effected by the zamindar through the Collector in which case 
the zamindar who is filing petitions for distraint of movables or crops in civil courts 
will file before the Collector similar petitions for distraint and sale of movable properties. 
If the right of distraint is taken away from the landholder he may feel considerable diffi
culty in paying the peishkush to the Government more especially so when the amount 
of peishkush payable by him to the Government is more than 60 per cent of his gross 
income from the estate. The ryots are now paying the rents on account of the power 
of distraint vested by law in the zamindar though it is nowadays very seldom used 
but when once the power is taken away the ryot may defer payment till the end of 
the fasli awaiting the proceedings under section 112 of the Estates Land Act because 
he will be obliged to pay the rent only with 6 per cent interest from date of default. 

ill. (e) Costs of collection of rent, etc.
(1) Collection of rent by suit. 
The cost of suit may be reduced by the Government by reducing the court-fees. 

It is believed by some that the cost will be reduced considerably from the 
point of view of the ryot in case the jurisdiction to try rent suits is given to 
civil courts. 

(2) Sale of holding for arrears of rent costs least. 
(3) Cost for distraint of property and sale thereof. 
The costs of distraint and sale will generally be very high whether the distraint 

is effected by the zamindar or the Collector. This may not be resorted to bv 
the landholder when he is given power to bring the holding to sale within I;he 
f",,1i as soon as any instalment of rent is in arrears. 
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IV. (a) The right of the ryots to the supply of water is inherent as being appurtenant 
00 the \and in the case of all lands bearing a wet rate and the supply of water is not a 
matter of contract between the ryot and the landholder in such cases. The landholder 
will have to regulate the supply of water most equitably among the holders of wet lands 
in the ayakat of a water source. Whenever any equitable distribution of water is not 
made by the landholder, the ryot shall be given power to file a suit for framing a scheme 
for the proper distribution of water. • 

IV. (b) V. Madras Law Times, page 143-
.. As between the Crown and the ryot considerations of a different character 

from those applying to the kudivaramdar and the melvaramdar arise. The Crown 
claims the right of periodical revisions of assessment and the right is to distri
bute the water for the benefit of the public subject only to the ryots' claim for 
such supply as is sufficient for that purpose. The melvaramdar has neither 
the right of such revision of assessment nor has he any right for the distribu
tion of the tank water to others . 

.. Whatever may be the case between the Crown and the ryot, the right of the 
kudivaramdar to the customary supply water from the tank is a proprietary 
right appurtenant to their ownership of their lands." 

.. vm. Madras Law Times, 261. Even in the case of Government it was held that 
Government has a right to distribute water in Government channels without prejudice to 
the rights of ryotwari holders which they have acquired for the necessary cultivation 
of their lands." 

Subject to the abovementioned limitations the rights of the landholder over the 
water sources are complete and full as the owner thereof. 

V. (a) I do not think that all the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights 
maintained compulsory. 

The existing provisions in the Estates Land Act are enough and they do not require 
any amendments. In the case of estates where money rents preva.i! it shall be left open 
to the discretion of the landholder or the ryots as the case may be to have survey and 
record of rights. The existing provisions give power to the Collector to order survey 
and record of rights, etc. 

If it is made applicable to every estate it may not be able to meet the cost of 
survey. If for any reasons the Government come to the conclusion that survey, record 
of rights and settlement of rent are necessary under Chapter XI of the Estates Land 
Act, one·third of the cost shall be borne by the Provincial Government in the public 
interest, one·third by the zamindar and one·third by the ryots. 

In this connexion, I wish to bring to the notice of the Committee Government of 
India Act, 7th Schedule, list 2, Provincial Legislative list, items 21 and 39. 

Item 39 deals with ryotwari land. In this case power was given to the Provincial 
Legislature to legislate for the survey of lands for revenue purposes. The survey of zamin· 
dary lands cannot be said to be a survey for revenue purposes. 

Item 21 deals with the relation of landlord and tenant. It is to be examined why 
it was not mentioned here also survey for rent purposes and whether the relation of 
landlord and tenant will include survey. 

VI. It is clear from the regulations that the levy of any customary fees can be COD· 

tinued by the zamindar. The zamindar cannot levy any new fees and the burden is 
on him to show that with respect to his zamindari the levy of any particular fee was 
customary. But mere length of payment will not render a cess a binding one when it 
is purely" voluntary one but payment during a long course of years will be " presump
tive evidence that the payment had a legal origin, more especially so if the cess is of 
IUch a nature that a contract to pay it may reasonably be enforced. It was held that Kanga
nam fee for supervising the harvest is leviable in the. case of warm tenure but not where 
fixed money rent or fixed paddy rent is payable, cesses for keeping the tanks in proper 
repair, thrashing floor rent, Swathanthram cess have been allowed as rent. 

VII. (a) & (b) Where such facilities do exist in a village the cultivators of land in the 
village shall be allowed to exercise the said rights but the zamindar may for a long time be 
collecting fees from the ryots for the exercise of such rights by them. In this connexion 
the following extract from paragraph 5 of Mr. N. Webb's report which was referred to· 
supra may be perused .. assessment upon mangoes . . . and upon cow-keepers and 
fishermen as a consideration for the benefit derived by the farmer from the use of pastu
rages . . • .. The foot·note at page 630 new print of Fifth Report, Volume IT runs 
as follows-" Excepting the trifling tax of three daums annually for every head of oxen 

ITI-8 
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and for six buffa.!oes pastured on improvable uncultivated ground to serve as a stimulous to 
agriculture. 10 a.JI cases where the payments are made they will be shown by the zamlDdar 
in tbe isnd cess revision accounts IlIld also in the cash accounts of the zamindar. 

The further question arises as to what shall be the area in which the ryots sha.JI be 
allowed to exercise those rights. Pasture lands or Gobhumi mentioned in bhuband and 
other accounts may enable one to fix this area. Authority shall be given to the Col· 
lector to fix and localise the area in which the ryots shall exercise the said rights either 
with or without payment of fees as the case may be and the zamindar shall have the 
liberty to use the balance of the area as he likes. 

VII. (e) Ryots sha.JI be entitled to use the public paths and the communal land for the 
purposes they are intended without any hindrance from the landholder. The hill and 
iorest belongs to the landholder and they are at his disposal subject to any customary 
rights which the ryots may possess in them. The ryots will have to prove the rights. 
if any. which they possess in hill and forests. 

VIII. (a). (b) & (c). I am of opinion that the principles laid down in Chapter VIII of 
the newly amended Estates Land Act regarding the maintenance of irrigation works are 
sound and workable and some experience is to be gained before any changes are made in 
the Act. 

The Provincial Government shall never be vested with powers to undertake the 
repair or maintenance of irrigation works in zamindaris but in cases of continued 
default by the landholder the only remedy is to assume the management of the Estate 
under Court of Wards on the ground of incompetency of the landholder for the proper 
management of the estate. When the Court of Wards assumes management the resources 
of the estate will be at its disposal and it can have a proper scheme to restore the effici· 
ency of the irrigation works and the budget of the estate can be framed suitably by the 
Court of Wards ha.ving regard to all the requirements of the estate. If the repair or 
maintenance of all or some irrigation works alone are taken by the Provincial Govern· 
ment. I am afraid they will not be the proper judges to allot funds for the maintenance 
of irrigation works having regard to the various requirements of the estate. 

IX. It is not known as to who should hold the jamabandi. If it is to be held by 
the zamindar officials really no statutory provision is required. If the jamabandi is to 
be beld by Government officials it will be very difficult for them to hold jamabandi and 
pass orders. What is to be done in case his orders are not carried out. 

At present even in the case of ill·managed estates there is some sort of jamabandi. 
The landholder, his diwan or manager will pass orders before the end of the fasli regard· 
ing the filing of suits, for the recovery of arrears of rent, for taking steps for sale of 
holdings for arrears of rent, for the recovery of water.rate, for the levy of sivayijama. 
etc. 

This is what constitutes mostly jamabandi even in Government villages. There 
is no assemblage, a.s in old days, of ryotwari holders and discussions with them by the 
jamabandi officers. Even in Government villages jamabandi nowadays is a. paper 
transaction. 

X. The following section of the Central Province Tenancy Act XI of 1898 may be 
examined in this connexion;-

.. Section 61.-(1) In any local area in which the local Government may, by noti· 
fication in the local official gazette, declare this section to be in force, a sub. 
tenant holding from a tenant who is proved to the satisfaction of a Revenue 
Officer or Settlement Officer to habitually sublet the land held by the sub· 
tenant and to manage it solely with a view to the obtaining of rent may, subject 

I to such rules as the loca.! Government may prescribe, be declared by such 
Revenue Officer or Settlement Officer to abuse all the rights conferred by this 

"" Abcthon an ordinary tenant, and shall the~euponh blae ddelemdedf to havhe suchh nl'ghts 
ot as against the sub·tenant and as agalDst ten or rom w om t e atter 

holds; 
Provided that no such declaration shall be made within one year after the com· 

mencement of this Act or in the case of a sub·tenant holding under a lease 
registered before commencement of this Act or nntil an opportunity has been 
given to the sub·tenant to show cause against it. 
(2) When a sub·tenant has been declared under this section to have the rights 

of an ordinary tenant so much of the rent payable by him as is equa.! to the 
rent payable to the proprietor by the tenant from whom he holds on account 
of the land sublet to him shall be rendered by him to the proprietor direct 
and the ba.lance shall be rendered by him to the tenant from whom he holds. 
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(3) If a tenant regarding whole land a declaration under this section, has' 'been 
made dies without heirs or sub-readers his holding, the sub-tenant shaU, be 
deemed to hold direct from the landlord and the total rent paid by him, for 
the land at the time of such death or surrender. 

Xl. (a) & (b). In aU cases where rate of rent is to be fixed the first authority to deter
mine it shall be the Divisional CoUector, the appellate authority, shall be the District Col
ie<'tor and second appeUate authority ShaU be the Board of Revenue with powers of 
revision vested in the High Court; In all other cases the jurisdiction shall be vested in 
civil courts. No special tribunal or special courts shall be constituted. 

(a) Unauthorized occupation of lands. 
XIT. (a) In all cases of unauthorized occupation the occupant shall be ejected at the ins

tance of the landholder by a civil court. Where an occupant is in unauthorized possession 
for more than twelve years he shaU be deemed to he a ryot as provided for in the explana
tion to section 3, clause 15, and is liable to pay fair and equitable rent to the landholder. 

The explanation to section 3, clause 15, which was newly added may now alter 
the position and it may be held hereafter that the law laid down in 55 Indian Cases, 
703, is no longer good law. 

XIT. (b) When the Estates Land Act, was under the consideration of the council the 
question, whether the landholders shall be given power to recover kattubadi as arrears of rent 
from the inamdar was fully discussed and negatived. The right to recover kattubadi 
under Rent Recovery Act was negatived by the Privy Council in 1877 but the Full 
Bench of Madras subsequently held that the zamindar can recover by distraint under the 
Rent Recovery Act in case the inamdar is in occupation of the soil. 

The main points for consideration are :-
(1) The landholder has sufficient security to recover his dues from the inamdar, 
(2) The inamdar will not in most cases be the occupant of the soil, 
(3) Is the tenant of the inamdar to be harassed by distraint of his crops for 

the dues payable by the inamdar to landholder, and 
(4) It is desirable and necessary to confer the right of distraint on the landholder 

for the recovery of his kattubadi when the proportion it bears to the rent of the 
land is very low. 

Kattubadi is not a charge on the land vide 19, Madras. If it be included in the 
definition of rent the zamindar will be placed in an advantageous position because he 
will be able to recover it as a first charge on the land. Kattubadi may be divided into 
three classes. 

(1) Kattubadi that was included in the mal assets of zamindari. 
(2) Kattubadi enhanced subsequent to the Permanent Settlement over and above 

the amount of clas8 one. 
(3) Kattubadi imposed by the zamindar on lands which were granted by him 

subsequent to the Permanent Settlement. 
There is no justification for including kattubadi in the definition of rent excepting 

class one if it is to be included at aU. 
lt was suggested to me that the intention of the committee in raising this question ' 

may be to have the collection of jodi, etc., vested in the Government and make a corres
ponding deduction from the peshkash. The landholders may welcome this course and 
the collection of the same by the Government may not involve any cost to the Govern
ment and the collection may be entrusted to the village officers who in almost every 
village are collecting Government dues. 

Translation of old accounts available regarding one village is given hereund& in 
order to fully understand the rent system that was in existence previous to the Perma
nent Settlement. 

AbRraot fJom a'ftlap account. Jamabaudl lettlement of 1, 1Mn. B,oh·1hare. 
as. A. :1'. BS, .A.. P. 

2,715 0 0 F .. li 1\95 Vi!'fW8.V88U 2,145 0 0 
2,710 0 0 " 1196 Prabhava 1935 0 0 
8.608 15 8 

" 
1197 Plavanga 2,U3 0 0 

2.927 8 8 " 
1\98 Xila."a 2,127 7 0 

8,~77 14 8 " 
1199 80wmya 2.622 5 0 

2,199 0 0 .. 1200 Sadha ....... 1,0 '9 8 0 
450 9 0 " 1201 Virot.hikruthi 225 • 0 

1,119 7 0 .. 1201 Paridhavi 55910 8 
611 • 6 .. 1203 Pramalioha .. 55812 0 
436 0 0 " 1204 AD.'\nda 436 0 0 
8'1 t 0' .. 1205 Rakaba ... 583 18 n 
76~ 8 0 .. 1206 Nala .. 785 8 0 
686 • 0 ,. 1207 Pingala en 3 0 
60 12 0 .. 1208 KaLayuk1;i 1.103 4 0 

11.817 8 • 1"1,182 I II --
m-84 



Doteila-
B8. Ii.. Po 

15,477 8 S Five ;y ....... previo ... to famine. 
3.7. 0 0 Famine three yean. 
',671 0 6 Six y .. n after famino, 

23,817 8 \I 
20., , 0 BervioolDama Vaaai>adi. 

lLB • .a.. 1". 
30 0 0 Viawavuu 
30 0 0 P ..... bhav. 
30 0 0 l"lavagv .. 
30 0 0 XiI.k. 
30 0 0 Sow.ny .. 
24 , 0 8adba< .... 

2 8 0 Virothikruthi 

110 8 0 Sa .. udi I ........ Vioabadi 
BS. A. P. 
22 8 0 ViSW8Vaau 
22 8 0 Parabhava 
22 8 0 Plavanga 

430 13 0 Slv .. yi Motarpha, etc. 
BS. A. P. 

3,464 13 0 788 13 3 Sh .... dy 
298 13 0 Tobacco 
"1 8 0 Motarpha 

1,087 12 0 Mango gardsna 
48 8 0 EztM tax 

115 0 0 Marriage kat ....... 
19 5 9 )'inaB 

60 

Total ". 

Total •. 

663 2 0 XhayidaB (profeaoio ........ ) 

3,468 12 0 

BB. A. r. 
27.568 16 9 Average Cor fourteen,.ears 

DB. •• P. 
1,968 13 8 

• • 
40 0 0 Paddy in wet land 

130 0 0 
69 21 0 Ryot share 

7 15 0 out- of 15 garisaa 
10 0 0 out of 25 garisu 

U. ".1". 
13 8 0 
10 0 0 

5 0 0 

206 4 0 

22 8 0 

20 8 0 

110 8 0 

• 

38 12 0 out of 96 garisas out of li .... d II Bhar .. 

83 .0 0 
840 0 0 Siz Garden Millet. D.4. P. 

Six .. Rag[. 280 0 0 
Six .. Jdillet at Re. 15 give on 

24: garces. 210 0 0 
830 0 0 Cost of-

12 0 0 Xambu. 
9 0 0 Chan .t Ra. 30 per 

garee. 100 9 0 
226 0 0 Cost of 9 ga..... of alln at Ro. 25 

per garoe. 20 0 0 
60 0 0 Cost of blackgram and grGE'Dgram 

1 garC8 6 putties at Rs. 60 per 20 0 0 
gareE". 118 0 0 

95 0 0 Cost of Ra. 2-1~ of horsegram at 
Rs. 39-~ per garee. -----

900 0 0 Coat of 22 g....... and 15 putties 2,715 0 0 
of paddy. 52 8 0 

2,750 0 0 

62 8 0 :M:irasi and inamB. 
22 8 0 IDama. 
30 0 0 Service iDams. --- 2,767 8 0 
52 8 0 361 8 0 

2,802 8 0 Sivayideoa. 
297 8 0 

3,100 0 0 ColIeotioZl.. 

Arrean DiI. 

3,130 0 0 

ParidhaYi 
P._ob& 
ADana 
Rak-hee 
Nala 
Pingala 
Ka1ayukthi 

XiJab 

Sowmya. 
Sadb ..... to Xa.l.yukt 

• • 

Cu' of 10 gar.... of Xambu •• 
Ro. 2' per g8l'08. 

Out of maize of honegram a' R.. 36 
per garce-

Five prces maize. 
One g ... oe bone~am. 

Price of five garcee 0 Allu at .RI. 26 
per garee. 

Cut of 15 putties gree .. a .. d blaek· 
' gram at Re. 40 per garee. 
Cut of redgram of 15 putti ... 
Cut of Ro. 39-1&-0 paddy .. t Ro, 20 

per garee. 

Miraai and inalDl. 
lIS. A. P. 
22 8 0 IDame. 
30 0 0 Service inama. 

62 8 0 

Sivayidena. 
80 0 0 Shandy, 
28 0 0 Tobacoo 1-... 
79 8 0 Motarpha. 

150 0 0 MIUlgogarde .... 
26 0 0 Taz or drummen. 

362 8 0 

ColiectiOtlI. 
3,025 0 0 Remitted to cirear. 

105 0 0 Sadar. 

a,130 0 0 

"-nil· 
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For rasli 11 U8 Prabavah • 

BO. .A.. P. 

98 0 0 Produce on dry !a..d. 

Be· ... p. 

!,p 0 0 Milleta 

20 0 0 Kambu 

16 0 0 Chana 

20 0 0 Ra&i 
10 0 0 Maize 

15 0 0 AIIu 

I 0 0 Greengl'am 

1 0 0 BJaokgram 

4 0 0 Horsegram 

98 0 0 

Signature of Kulake.ralli. 

Memora.ndum regarding the village of • . . 
for the years Visvava.su to KaJayukti. 

For faall 1195 VilWBvaau altimete-
RI. I ... P. 
62 0 0 Produce of dry lanell. 

88. A. p~ 
10 0 0 Millet. 
10 0 0 Kambu. 
16 0 0 Chavalu. 
8500Ra·. 
10 0 0 lomfot. 
10 0 0 Allu. 
1 0 0 O_n and blackgram. 

o 16 0 Oreengram. 

o 15 0 BJaokgram. 

104 0 0 Deduoting ryote' hRIf eb .... 

Government Ihare 62 
gare •• 

119 15 0 Paddy in wet lanell ou. of 60 garoeo
out of 15 garoea deducting 19 galce. 
for ryota' .hare. the balanoe of 86 
g&l'ClU Government share and deduot. 
ing 1 garee 16 puttiea ryota' share, 
Government lhare 1 garoe 15 puttiee. 

01 15 0 
900 0 0 Coat of 30 _ at 

118 .... P. 
10 0 0 per 801"08. 
6 0 0 MiII.ta. 
7 15 0 Chana. 

17 16 0 Rag;. 

10 0 0 

Asamvari demand, oolleotion aDd balanoe of the 
village of .... ...............•..•......... ; ..• 

For the fasli 1208 Kaloyukti
(1) OOO'88muri Asann&-

60 0 0 Caeb bill Moktam. 
100 18 0 Cash of produce quantity of peddy 

Bettled. 

160 0 0 

Seven garcee and ryots' share being 
24-0. Government share 5 garce8 
6 putties value being R80 24 per 
g ...... 

18 6 0 Contribution ""p.n .... 

a 2 0 Takari. 

182 6 0 
13 0 0 Previous year's arrears. 

196 6 0 
150 16 0 Collectious. 
41 6 0 Aneara. 

t2) Torwn Venka-tayya-

60 0 0 BiD Maktam. 

41 12 0 

)01 12 0 

VaJue of paddy in wet land the pro .. 
duoe being ! garaea 27 putties. 
Ryots' share being 1 garce. 7 
putties, 1 Tumulu balance of 
GoverDIDent share at Ii. 1 ga:rce 
12 putties 4: tumulu price a1; Re. 24: 
per garoe. 

11 13 0 ContribQtion espenaes. 

113 9 0 
11 0 0 Previous year'. arrear._ 

128 9 0 
10111 0 ColleotioQ&. 

24 13 0 Aneano. 

, 



Memorandum of demand, Oolleotion aDd balance for fasH 1208 year Kalayukti. 

1,450-12-0 Jirayati. 

O. P. T. 

1 10 0 Kambu 

o 28 10 Ragi 

o 3 0 Sama (Millet). 

o 2 2 Millet 

o 5 2i Caster oil oeed •. 

o 3 14 Greon dbaU .. 

o 12 0 Bo .... gram. 

o 0 7 Oil .eads 

3 7 14 
117 13 " Paddy in wet 1ando 

G - Garae· 

Deductions on aooount of ryot&' shares. 

o. P. T. 

1 11 1~ 

10 20 8 

7 1 10 

13 67i 

as 18 Ii 

38 20 711 

i Shara of dry produ ... 

3 3 4 K.adi.... 2/5 oha.. au, 
of 18_. 

i of inamdaro 00' of 14 ...-
3 patti ... 

lLvota" ahlore Govemment share 
exoludiog ryotlll ahare. 

:P - PaUl .. '.r _ 'l'amlllu. 

Va1uo of 1 garco baing 24 rupoM-

_eo. 
1,387 12 0 

196 0 0 

1,683 I 20 

928 " 0 Prioo of galla [produce]. 

622 8 0 BiUmukt ... 

-----
1,450 12 0 

168 4 0 Aliyidao. 
27 12' 0 Tobacco lease. 
13 8 0 Abkari. 
66 0 0 Mango gardens. 
10 0 0 Marriage katname. 
3 0 0 Tex on drummers. 

13 8 0 Fines. 

168 " 0 

1,809 0 0 
26 9 0 Tbakaru. 

1,705 7 8 Current fasli. 

68 12 6 Arrears of previous years. 

1,774 4 0 -----
CoUeot:on Ro. 1,683-12-0 

AmoWlt remi tt;ed.. 

Sodaro 

134 0 0 Repairs. 

66 8 0 Rodbari ka..,hu. 

3 8 0 El.vallu. 

3 5 0 Festival. of Villago Goddeao. 

198 0 0 

.u-.. of ren~ Be. 190. 

A ....... 

190 8 0 

avo S.N~. 
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Memorandum by N. S. Tyagaraj& Sasm, B.A., B.L., Vakil, Viaagapatam. 

I. (a) The ryot is the proprietor of the soil. The zamindar is merely the farmer 
of revenue. He is merely an intermediary, or agent, or contractor for collecting the rent 
from ~he ryots, and paying a fixed sum to the Government. This will be abundantly 
clear if the numerous facts relating to the questionnaire are considered. The material 
and important reasons in support of the ",me are :_ 

(1) The earliest of the persons who did anything to the land, were those who 
cultivated the land. At that time, the land did not belong to anybody, and 
could not have been considered to be the property of any person. According 
to accepted international law of even the modern times, the person \'iho Drst 
stakes his claim on any land not yet recognized as part of any State, becomes 
the proprietor of that land. Hence on the same analogy the cultivators being 
the persons who Drst cultivated the land were the proprietors of the same. The 
Government or zamindar was of much later orig4l. 

(2) The zamindars seemed to have come into being during the Muhammadan Rule, 
because the Muhammadan Rulers were unable to collect rents from individual 
ryots, for want of well-organized Government. Hence for convenience of 
collection work, they introduced these middle men. 

(3) Manu laid down that the ryot is the proprietor of the land, and is liable to pay 
only a sixth of the produce of the land to the king, obviously as a tax, because 
the king protects his subjects. 

(4) Fifth Report of 1812 from the Select Committee of the affairs of the East 
India Company mentions that originally the Northern Circars formed part of 
the ancient kingdoms of Telinga and Ona. In the thirteenth century they were 
brought under Mussalman domination. In 1765, Lord Clive obtained .the grant 
of the four Circars, viz., Chicacole, Rajahmundry, Ellore and Condapilly for 
the British Government. 

In 1782-Committee of Secretary. 
In 1786-Politica.1 survey of the Northern Circa.rs by Mr. James Grant. 
In 1786-Board of Revenue established at Fort St. George, Madras. 
In 1789-Report by Board. 
In 1794-Proclamation preliminary to a permanent settlemer.t. 
Permanent settlement was introduced during the years 1802 to 1804. In thi$ 

fifth report, it is admitted that the ryot is proprietor of the soi!, though the 
permanent settlement regulation may be held to ha,"e laid down that the 
zamindar is the proprietor of the soil. 

Prior to the introduction of the permanent settlement, the right of the collection 
of the land revenue on behalf of the Government was being leased to the 
zamindars and proprietors either annually, or for longer periods, at varying rates. 
The said right was also being sold in auction to the highest bidder. 

The permanent settlement was merely the so-called permanent lease of the right 
of collecting the land revenue from the ryots, and the proprietor or zamindar ' 
\'ias liable to pay a fixed sum every year towards the rents due from the ryots 
in his estate, whether he collects more or less than the amount paid by him 
to the Government. In fixing the amount of peshkash, the Government 
allowed to the zamindar about 15 per cent of the estimated tots I revenue, 
as remuneration for his trouble and expenses. In passing it may be men
tioned that the margin of profit which the zamindar has been enjoying since 
more than the past hundred years, is much more and often amounts to cent 
per cent and in many cases, even two hundred and three hundred per cent of 
the amount of peahkash paid by the zamindar. This large am()unt rightly 
belongs to the ryots or the Government, but is being unjustifiably enjoyed by 
the zamindar. The zamindar system is quite unnecessary in the modern 
conditions of an extremely well-organized Government, and it may, therefore, be 
aboliahed. But if for any reason, it is held that the permanent settlement is 
such an invoilable right which cannot be interfered with by the Government 
and the legislatures, then the benefit of the large amount of the profits which 
the zamindars are now enjoying ahould revert to the ryots, by large reductions 
in the rent which are being paid by them. If the reduced rents become much 
lower than the fair and equitable rent, the difference can be collected by the 
Provincial Government in the shape of some cess. It may also be noted that 
the permanent settlement did not fix the amount or rate of rent paynb\e by 
the ryot. 
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'1'he above reasons clearly establish that the ryot is the proprietor of the soil, nay, 
\he land itself. 

But it may. be .argued by some, ~hat so far 88 the proprietorship of the laud is 
concerned, as distmgmshed from the soil, the courts have held that the zam.indar and 
not the ryot is the owner of minerals, etc., in the land, but those decisions were baaed 
on an interpretation of the permanent settlement, which itself is invalid and cannot 
confer mining rights, which the Government itself does not possess. That the Govern
ment is not the owner of the m~erals in the lands is established by the fact that the 
ryots of the Government ryotwan lands are held to possess mining rights also but are 
only required to pay to the Government some additional rent for the minerals: Hence 
the Government could not grant to the zamindar by the permanent settlement the rights 
which the Government itself did not possess. ' 

I am, therefore, of opinion that the ryot is the proprietor of the soil and even of 
the land itself. ' 

(b) Hereditary right of occupancy of the land and cultivation of the soil with 
the liability to pay rent to the landlord. The landlord has got the right of pre;enting 
the ryot from deli~erat~ly and intentionally impairing the nlue of the land so long as 
the ryot does not llDpaIr the value of the soil or land, he can use it in any manner he 
chooses . 

. II. (a) A fair and equitabl~ rent is that rent which can be collected from the ryot, 
which represents a fixed proportion of the produce of the land. Mter meeting the expenses 
of cultivation, the rrot s~ould have enough to live upon after paying the rent. 

(b) The conSiderations that should be taken into account in fixing a fair and 
equitable rent are: 

(1) Deduct cost of seeds and other cultivation expen~es. 
(2) Deduct cost of maintaining cattle, and interest charges, and depreciation of 

the same. 
(3) The grain necessary to feed himself and his family during the year should 

be reserved to the ryot. 
(4) The balance is to be paid as rent to contribute to the expenses of the 

Government. 
(0) Statutory remission is desirable, if there is a failure of crops to less than half 

the estimated yield, or there is a fall in prices of the grain to half the original value. In 
such cases, there should be a total remission of rent, because the rent can, in no case 
exceed half the net income from the land. 

(d) The rate of rent should be settled once for all in a particular area on the above
stated principles. The settlement should be made as early as possible. 

(e) The Provincial Government should have reserve powers to reduce the rent, 
but not for any other purpose, if it is found that rent of any land is inequitable. The 
said reduction can be done through executive action. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) The landholder should not have powers of proceeding against the land for 

the realization of rent under' section 112 of the Madras Estates Land Act. He should 
have power to proceed against the produce of the land, or against any other personal 
movable property of the ryot. The power of proceeding against the land which is now 
given to the zam.indar results in serious hardship and irreparable injury to the ryot 
and also promotes much corruption of the estate officials, and indifference regarding 
the profit collection of the rents. 

(c) In every village, a committee of three persons have to be constituted to help 
the collection of rents for the landholder, and they may be authonzed to collect the 
rents from out of the sale-proceeds of the produce of the land, when they are sold by 
the ryot. Hence the dates for the payments of the instalments of rents should be changed 
to the months of February, March, April and May. There should be no charges for 
these proceedings of collection of rents. . 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenant to water-supply are inherent, as being appurtenant 
to the land. They also exist on account of the fact that the landholder collects wet-rate 
of rent by contracting with the ryot either expressly or impliedly that he would supply 
the necessary amount of water for the irrigation of the land. 

(b) The landholder has got merely the right of regulating and distributing the 
supply of water from the water sources, and to safeguard them and keep them in proper 
condition. 

V. (a) All the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights prepared. Much 
harm and injustice is resulting in those estates which have not yet been surveyed; sur
veyed lands arc beneficial to the ryots and landholders also. 



(b) If there is to be a reduction in the rents by a. revision on the basis of a.ssess
ment, the cost of the survey may be borne equally by the ryots and Ia.ndholder. If there 
is no change in the ba.sis of assessment, the landholder should bear the cost wholly 
for the survey will be a.dvantageous to him. ' 

VI. The landholder cannot demand any levies in a.ddition to the rent. It is most 
unjust, and is merely a devise for enhancing the rents, and extracting the utmost from 
the ryot. ' • 

VII. (a) The ryots have got an inherent right of utiliza.tion of loca.l natural 
facilities. This is a necessary concomitant of a.griculture, and without it the ryots 
cannot carry on their agricultural operations. Moreover, the natural facilities belong 
to the village community, but have been usurped by the Ia.ndholder, a.nd he makes a 
profit out of them. 

The ryots should be allowed to graze their cattle free of chsrge in communal 
gra.zing ground specia.lly set a.psrt in every village. 

They should a.lso be allowed to collect green manure from porambokes and com
muna.l lands reserved for the village community, as also the wood from them for agri-
cultura.! implements. . 

(b) They have no right to use them for domestic purposes, but only for agricultw'al 
purposes free of cost. 

(e) The ryots have the a.bsolute right to use public pa.ths, communal Ia.nds, and 
hill and forest porambokes for legitimate purposes. Of course, they should not be allowed 
to damage them in any way. If these are large hill and forest porambokes, more than 
sufficient to meet the requirements of the village community, the landholder may make 
some profit out of them. The landholder has got the right of preventing any ryot from 
encroaching upon any of the said lands, or of abusing the rights in any manner. He 
also got the duty of preserving them, and maintaining them in an efficient manner. 

Vill. (a) The landholders should be required to ma.iutain the exiRting irrIgation 
sources and works in good repair. If they have utterly neglected them till now, and 
the irrigation sources on works have failed, they should be made to restore them to their 
old condition if the expenses of doing so are not grea.ter than the expenses which would 
be incurred if they are newly provided for. In such a. case, they should be made to 
provide new iJ:rigation sources or works or to reduce the rents to dry-rate~. 

(b) Yes. The Provincial Government should have power to repair anll maintain 
irrigation works at the cost of the landholder if he fails to do so. 

(e) Such powers should be applied 8UO moto also. Under the existing law, the 
Government does not possess any powers to get the irrigation works repaired S.IO moto, 
but an application is required to be filed by large number of ryots in the anicUl of the 
particular irrigation work. In practice, it is found to be very difficult for the ryots to 
join together and make the required application. Moreover, the costs of enquiry into 
such an application is enormous and the ryots are unable to afford the same. The costs 
which may ultimately· be awarded to them against the landholder if the petition 01 the 
ryots is allowed, is far less than the expenses actually incurred by them. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is necessary, but it entails a huge expense. Hence it wa.y 
not be introduced at present. The purpose of the yearly jamabandi will be served if , 
the powers of the landholders to proceed against the land for arrears of the rent ale 
abolished. 

X. Under-tenants are most of them the a.ctua.! cultivators of the land since a very I 
long time, aud the pattadsr merely is in the position of a minor zamindsr. Renef: 
under-tenants who have been in occupation of the land since the last twenty years at 
least, may be granted occupancy rights if they so desire, but some compensation ma.y 
be a warded to the pattadar. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should be abolished. Ordinary courts may be given 
powers to settle the disputes. 

(b) Specia.! ta.!nk courts may be constituted. 
XII. (al Unauthorized occupants should not be ejected if they are willing to pay 

tbe usua.! nazarana and rent. 
(b) Yes. 'fhe various cl>-sbarer inamdars should be separately recognized, and 

tbe jodi, kattubadi, etc., should be apportioned between them. The charge on the 
inam for the proportionate kattubadi even should be abolished, and landholder should 
only be entitled to proceed a.gainst the crops on the share of the particular inamdar, or 
his persona.! movable properties. 

Note.-I have given my reasons briefly, in order that the memorandum may not 
be unduly lengthy by the enumeration of detailed reasons. I shall submit an a.dditiona.! 
memorandum at the time of the enquiry, and I request that I may be given an opportu
nity of being examined as a witness by the committee and a.dducing evidence in proof 
of my reasons. 

N S, TUGABA.JA SAS'I'II.I. 

m-9 
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Memorandum by Mr. X. Narasayya, Vakll, Vizlanagram, dated 29th November 1937. 
The existing law governing the relations between the landlOl'd nnd the tenant i. 

in need of substantial modifications and changes in the light of present Hocio-el"ononllc 
conditions. The amendments recently made are inadequate and une'lulll to the D,agni
tude of the multi-problem. 

1. (a) The light of .SIlle of the holding for non-pllyment of rellt. the roght to "j,~·t 
tenants under certam clI'cumstances a. well as the right to mineral. and the sub·soil 
which the zamindar has, are but a few indications to .how tlmt he is the proprietor of 
the sad. A. ~he . paramount owner he IS hable to pay peshkash to the Htllte, r"l'"ir 
l ... nds, and mamtam tanks, etc. 

In spite of the fact that zamindar is the proprietor of the land. ther., is no dellyill" 
that modern conditions necessitate permanent rights in the "oil to the tenllnt th"t ,:"ltC 
vates the land in the interests not of this class or that. but in the geneml interest. of the 
count!y as a wh~le. FIxity of tenure and unif?rmity of relationship. which the Act sOllght 
to bnng about m zammdan areas, did not In effect materialize. The ri"ht <,onfened 
on the tenant is limited and illusory. " 

(b) Position oj sub-tenants.-The Act leaves out of account the ca." of Hub
tenants, who num~ricalJy form the vast bulk of the cultivating popUlation. 'J'hey flre 
m far worse posltlOn than any class of cultivator. being at the tender mercy of tI,e 
dired tenants who lease !lut lands at rates that leave very little margin to liw by 
holdmg and threats of forCible re-entry for non-payment of rent.. The Act is in lll'l·d of 
being enlarged so as to bring in this numerous class under its protective provisions. 
Sub-te?-ants should get occupancy rights in the land they cultiv<lte all payin;.: 1'0111-

pensatron five or ten tUlles the rental at the very rate the tenant is bound to pay tl", 
zamindar in a lump-sum or in five annual instal,nent. in the CaRe of original patta.!,"·. 
and ten in the case of alienees for valuable consideration. Uniformity in l<lnd law ,'a', 
th IlS be secured eliminatiug the intennediary. 

(e) The object of the Act conferring fixity of tenure has in a g-ood lIIany ca"ep 

~
one the wrong way and been frustrated due to the increased indebledneRs of the tenant. 

Alienation to persons who are non-agriculturists has sunk the tenant to the position 
f a sub-tenant under the v~ry alienee in respect of his own lands or lindPI' flnnt he .. 
or some other lands. If the right is to be a reality and lIIean anything to the culti-

I 
vator, it should be enacted that the right of occupancy is inherent to Rnd inRepurahlt· 
from the land itseli. tbat it cannot be the subject-matter of alienation to " lloD-('ultivII. 
tor. In the case of alienatinns already made however the alienees sbollld, on receipt 
of ten years' rental as compensation in a lump-Slim or in ten annllal inRtalollelltR I'"rt 
with the right in favour of the CUltivating tp-nant. 

(d) Fragmentation is another evil tbat makes al!riculture ineB"'ient and 1111-

remunerative reducing production, individual and national. Roldillgs are b"eOlIl illg 
uneconomic, and toy-farms are on tbe increase. If agricultural conditions arc to h,' 
improved, facts are to be faced boldly and in time. Time is for laying down the mini
mUlll in respect of the extent of a holding, and five acres I consider to be a proper 
figure, which duly cultivate<\ will seeure the neee"aries of life for a family. Hubjt·rt 
to a minimum of five acres. land should be made liable to partition, but no indiseretely 
as at present irrespective of the extent and disregardiul of the consequenccs. (Wts UIIJ 

sales, private and public, should likewise conform to the limit lald dowlI. 
In the case of existing fragmented holdings below tbis minimum it is to be 

enacted that the adjacent owner should have the right of pre-emption 80 as to bring 
together the slices to the limit set in as short It time a8 possible. Gifts, cll,to",ar~ "'. 
otherwise on ceremonial or other occasions, to a daughter, a relative. a fnend or iI 

priest should be invalid in law unless comprising five acres at the least: Let glftH 
of lesser value take the shape of gold or cash. This may be al!~m8t sentllllent. Let 
sentiment have its place but let it not transgress into matters afiectlllg general proRpenty 
of the pI·ovince. . ' 

(e) Whole inam 1lillages.-Act XVIII of 1936 extendmg the operatoon of the 
Madras Estates Land Act to pre-settlement whole inam villages so as to r;:ivc ~hc 
mam tenants the' same status as that of a zamindari tenants 3nd secure umfonn,ty 
in land legislation requires to be substantiallv modified so far as it relates to compensa
tion. The one year's rental provided for as ~ompensation in the case of .uch land. onlv 
3S are proved to be "Private" before a tribunal to be speCIally constituted, when and 
where nobody knows up-to-now, as the final authOrity w,th n,? right of appeal frolll 
it~ judgment by sections 185-A and 185-B of the Amended Act IS, to say the least, an 
eye-wash and an illusion. 

Ten years' rental as compensation in the case of those inamdars who are sub
sequent a1ienees for valuable consideration at competitiv~ rates. on the clear nnder.tand
ing that what they purchased comprised both • waralD8 IS fair and reasonable whe .... l\. 
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in the case of original grantees for meritorious acts or past services five years' rental 
will meet the equities. It may be paid in five or ten annual instalments or in lump sum 
as the case may be if the tenants can. Else the State should step in, to shoulder the 
responsibility as in Austria and Ireland. It may pay it if funds permit or execute 
Government bonds for the salUe payable 15 .01' 2U years hence with hl£lf-yearly rests at 
3 per cent per annum. 

Compensation in aU these cases h~;"ever should be computed subject to a deduction 
of 20 per cent as is stated in answer II (a) below. 

(f> Beside., the absence of a clause for re-entry in the case of those that want 
to cultivate the lands, which were exclusively theirs till the Act was recently amended, 
is another matter which is as unjust as the other, but bears much harder especially at 
a time when unemployment is rife and the slogan is 'back to land.' The Act is to 
be so modified as to enable persons, who bona fide want to settle on land, to have the 
right of re-entry on condition of their transferring the benefit under the bond in favour 
of the tenant cultivating the particular land req\lired. 

(g) Se11Jice inam8.-The right to service inams and the manner of utilizing them 
hereafter is It matter that deserves special consideration. At one time or other numorous 
grant" were made in ' inam ' to a person or body of persons in our villages by the local 
zamindar or villagers themselves as the case might be in lieu of past services or for services 
to be regularly rendered in future. With the latter class of ' inams ' only, with those 
lands whose enjoyment is conditional or performing some specific services that we are now 
cOllcerned. The village headman, the kI1rnam, the talaiyari, the shroff, the goldsmith, 
the carpenter, the barber, the washerman, the potter and the cobbler were granted 
, inams ' beside. many others such as Vuppari, Tambuli, Lampatha, Kogada and a ho.t 
of others whose very mention will make a weary catalogue. The necessity for which 
these grants were originally made having ceased under the changed conditions of 
modern Indian life or the grantee or grantees being incapable of or having refused the 
servic,,', some of these ' inams ' have been resumed and granted either by the za.mindar 
or the Government. Still there are many inams in our villages whose resumption is 
deferred to a future date for no rea.son other than that as to who should take the same 
-the State or the zamindar-as the right pertaining thereto is much disputed and not 
yet settled. 

A list of all such inams, their extent and present yield should be taken at the 
earliest po.sible time by the Government with the object of resuming and regranting 
the same for one or the other of the purposes set forth hereunder for the uplift and 
common weal of the people. 

Model farms.-A few extracts from my suggestions to the Syllabus 
Committee, Wardha, as how best to make primary education self-supporting will in 
t.hls connexion, I hope, be of some use. As agriculture is and is bound. to be an important 
industry, nay, the key industry of the country 5 to 15 acres of land should be attached to 
~very primary school to be used for the purpose for which it is best fitted, agricult1ln>, 
fruit or vegetable gardening according to local conditions, need. and nature of the soil. 
The teacher and the village pupils should conjointly work and develop model farms as in 
Denmark, by intensive cultivation on scientific basis so as to increase the yield at leas' , 
twice as much as it is to-day or bring in a net return of Rs. 100 an acre and thereby 
defray the expenses of the upkeep of the school and make it self-supporting. This 
apart, training in the practical methods of scientific agriculture is sure to make the 
village body a better and an abler farmer than his fathers were; for the best way of 
learning a thing is to do it. Better still, it combines practical instruction to the boy 
wi~h ocular demonstration to the adult; and wha.t he sees will have a better impress 
on the farmer than what he hears; and conservative as he is, the farmer will not fail 
to be benefited from what is being demonstmted daily in his own place and before his 
own eyes. ;!Iloney earned by industries and handicrafts should go to supplement or 
add to the income from model farms. 

(II) Besides, village sanitation, water-supply, medical relief, village communica
tions and the like have higher scope of speedier development with some of these 
, inam.' regranted to panchayat boards than with isolated occasional aids and grants 
from the Lac..! Government or district boards concerned. 

II. (a) & (b) Rent.-The question as to what is fair and equitable rent cannot be 
allswered in general terms and with any degree of precision. It depends on many factors. 
and differs from locality to locality, from village to village, and in the Bame village from· 
land to land. The productivity of land, the number of crops it is capable of yielding 
in the year, the kind of crops, dry or wet, cash or otherwise that grow on it, the 
facilities for irrigation-tank-fed, channel-fed or depending on precarious monsoon, 
proximity to the village, whence it is to be cultivated, proximity to the market, where 
it is to be sold are some of the factors, that ought to be taken into consideration, bui 
which are not susceptible of easy ascertainment. 

ill-gAo 
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Further, what is 'fair and equitable rent' in a year, when prices rule high 
cannot be 80 in another when prices fall. Rents obtaining in or about 1929, before 
$he depression set in, with 20 per cent all-round reduction will afford sufficient relief 
without detriment to Iand-owing interests. 

(el & (d) In a world still in throes of an acute depreBBion and with national 
self-suffi?iency. as the creed of countries it is too much to expect a general rise in 
con;unodity PrIces for years to come. Rents have before now reached a point from 
which there .nee~ be no furth~r enhancement. . If the rIght of occupancy is to be real 
and substantial, if the tenant IS to reap the fruits of his labour undisturbed, sections 24 
to 37 of the Madras Estates Land Act, that provide for enhancement under certain 
conditions shall be deleted from the Act. Section 38 of the Act. that deals with the 
reduction of .re~t, though intended for t~e bene~t of the tenant, is practically of no value. 
Recourse to It 18 more a matter of aasertlOn of rIght than one of real relief as the expenses 
involved often come to many times the reduction claimed, not to speak of the actual 
reduction allowed. 

Statutory provision for remission of rent is likely to be inelastic. If for anv 
reason, crops in a taluk or district fail, the Provincial Government shall have the power 
to order remission of rent to the extent it considers necessary. 

(el But it should not have any powers to revise, altee or reduce rents by executive 
action through Revenue Settlement Officers. 

III. (a) & (b) A landholder i9 now entitled to recover rent by suit, distraint and 
sale of movable property or by sale of a ryot's holding. Distraint and sale of movable 
property is an archaic and arbitrary mode of collection that often strains the relations 
of the parties when the officers of the landholder with the assistance of a faction in 
the village or of the police have most high-handedly recourse to it. Sections 77 and 
110 of the Act, in so far as they relste to destraint proceedings deserve to be deleted. 
The landholder may, if he thinks it necessary, by legal process attach before judgment 
the movables of the tenant under order xxxvrn, rule 5 of Civil Procedure Code. 
The right of sale of movables coupled with the right of sale of the ryot's holding is 
sufficient to recover rent by a suit as and when it falls due. Rent should be non
interest. bearing and section 61 of the Act. is to b~ removed, so that the inadvertent 
tenant mll.y not have to pay arrears with accumulated interest thereon and the land
holder mlLy have little incentive to allow rent to fall into beavy arrellrs. 

(e) As how· to make the procedure, simpler and less costly will be considered in 
IX (a) when the question of tbe proper forum comes to be answered. 

Tbe IV -question will be taken up along with question vrn. 
V. (a). 11'1'igation.-The right to water is inherent to land but it is not a matter 

of contract between tbe tenant and the landholder. Wet rates of rents greatly vary 
from, and are twice or tbrice as much as rates obtaining for, dry lands for the reason 
that wet lands receive tbe necessary supply of water from a tank or a channel constructed 
and maintained by the landholder. ... . 

(b) As there are, and will be, several tenants With conflictmg mterests under 
an ' ayacut ' the right of regulating and distributing water to one and all of them should 
be in the landholder. Else wastage will lead to improper supply and failure of crop •. 

(e) In order to regulate the relations and place. land tenures on ~ sy~tematic 
basis, it is necessary to have all estates surveyed and a record-of-rlghts mamtamed. 

(d) Half tbe cost is to be borne by the landholder and tbe other half by the tenants 
and Government equally. 

VI. Besides rent. tbe landbolder should not be entitled to any dues customary or 
otherwise. 

VII. (a) Pastu.f'es and fodde1's.-Ex~pt in tbe case of ~es that adjoin hills 
and forests in the case of all others naturel facilities for grazing cattle, collecting green 
manure or' wood for agricultural implements bave either disappeared totally or are fast 
decreasing. With tbe rise in the value of groundnut since the Great War, lands that 
were either waste or set apart for grazing of cattle are brought und~r the plough as ~he 
crop requires little fertility only tbe land is to b~ loose or sa~dy. Th18. bas b~n bnngmg 
in a steady diminution in tbe number and quality of ca~tle m every VIllage, IS adversely 
affecting the productivity of the soil (cattle-manure bemg tbe most natural and easIly 
available manure to tbe 'ormers), the strength and stamina of drought and other animals, 
the average milk yield and so on. 

(II) Though the total extent of land cultivated bas largely increased, tbere is • 
perceptible fall in the actual yield per acre of land. . 

Tbe restriction of world market added to over-production of tbe crop from evo:ry 
inch of available land in tbe province bas in recent years brougbt us face to face. "':lth 
the question of exploring new uses for tbe commodity as food ~nd. fodder and restnctmg 
its cultivation so as to utilize part of tbe land under Its cultivatIon fill' other purposes 

• 
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so as to (1) to raise its pri~e and (2) incr~e the yield of other food and fodder crops. If 
matters are allowed to drift, groundnut In Madras may have to face a situation similar 
to jute in Bengal. 

(e) Grazing grounds and waste lands leased out after 1920 should be resumed 
on return of nazarana to the tenant concerned as the costs of improvement are almost 
negligible. One-fourth of the land resumed, the least fertile of it, is to be used for 
grazing cattle of the village for grass i~ 'east likely to grow profusely where cattle are 
herded; one fourth is to be ultilized for growing green manures, bamboo and other woods 
for agricultural purposes; the remaining half is to be utilized for growing valuable 
fodders such as guinea grass; napier grass, Egyptian clover sunnhemp and the like. 
The landholder is to supply them to the villager at prices that cover the costs of growing 
the same plus two rupees, the highest fee leviable on an acre of land utilized for the 
purpose. The land set apart for grazing and growing fodders should at lellst be one
twentieth of the land under actual cultivation in a village. The question of fodder can 
thus be solved, and the condition of cattle improved, and their number increased in 
the interests of one and all. 

(d) The tenant should not have a free hand in the use of the same free of cost; 
as such a step goes to diminish the quantity of the material required with little or no 
scope for improving the quality. 

As to hills and forests still a word to say. Hilly tracts and forest areas now 
under the enjoyment and control of local zamindars should be under State management 
so as to put them to the most economic uses for growing fuel, fodder, green manure, 
valuable timber and other forest produce, and secure a common uniform policy with 
far higher chances of controlling, regulating and preserving climate, rain, floed and 
innocent bird life so necessary for the prosperity of a. country mainly agric'.iltura.l. 

(e) The control over public paths and communal lands should be in the Local 
Government, though the right to use the sa.me is to be with the villagers, the general 
public. Due to slackness in the matter of check and control some public paths have 
of late been obliterated or encroached upon. The concerned officer should of his own 
motion or on the motion of a.ny one of the public interested should order speedy restora
tion and uninterrupted maintenance of the same. 

The right to use the communal lands is to remain with the public, with those 
persons that often make use of them. The landholder should not have the right either 
to interfere with their customary use or do away with the lands; and when the necessity 
for a communal la.nd ceases, it should be resumed by the Local Government and 
regranted for another communal purpose for which there is need in the village. 

Village-sites.-Though popUlation is on the increase from census to census, 
people in the villages ha.ve to live within the space limited and originally Bet apart with 
the result tliat houses are being huddled together with no eye to sanitary conditions. 
The dangers of a general gut, far from being isolated as when streets or lanes were quite 
aPatt, are now greater than ever before. Though statistics are not available the loss 
the villager in the province annually sustains on account of fires will, I think, make a 
gruesome figure. 

In order that general village sauitary conditions may improve, that the villager 
may have access to free light and pure air, and that the risks of general fire may he 
minimized, the first and the foremost thing to do is to acquire land adjoining home
steads under the Land Acquisition Act on the application not of a landholder but of 
the villagers themselves. Sections 20-A and 20-B and 186 of the Madras Estates Land 
Act that deal with diversion and acquisition of land for building or other purposes should 
be altered so as to enable the villagers to secure land for house-sites whenever necessary 
on application to local officer instead of the District Collector and at the expense of the 
Provincial Government. 

VIII. (a) Minor ir~igation works by tanks cover far a wider area than major 
irrigation works under river projects in the province, and money invested for the 
improvement of the former will pay far more than moneys spent for the latter. 

Wet crops in most of the villages are not having the needed supply of water on 
account of the neglected condition of the tanks, which have either fallen into woeful 
disrepair or if repaired, not adequately and in time. Besides, the wet ayaeut under 
most of the tanks is being regularly added to by inadvertent permission to reclaim waste 
lands marked • wet-banjar' and convert dry lands into wet with a view to get wet 
assessment. The wet ayacut of the t.anks has consequently increased with no corre
sponding increase in the capacity of the tanks and the sources of supply with the result 
that the chances of failure of all wet crops under the tanks are now far greater than ever. 

The first thing to do is to demarcate all those lands which were once waste,. but 
l·tlclaimed 88 wet after 1918, the year when paddy price was at its highest, and elther 
provide them with tube-well irrigation at the cost of the landholde ror declare them 
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manavari with the requisite reduction in a!<Sessment to bring tht'm to the level of sucb 
lands, so as to ensure sufficient water to the original ' ayacut • instead of exposiug all 
lands to the danger of constant under-supply. 

. 2. Furthermore. tanks are to be improved so ,a". to increase their capacity to hold 
In a greater volume of water than at present. the eXIsting water-sources are to be repsired 
and if posBible, new sources secured. 

(b) cI:(c) 'l'he Provincial Government shall. in the interests of Ilf,'Ticulture. hllw 
the right to repair, improve and maintain all irrigation works either on it. motIOn or 
on the application of ,the pl1l'ties. ~t is only, then that there will be a greater scope for 
speedy and umform Improvement 10 IrflgatlOn fa<'lhtles throughout the provine<' 1Inrl 
make wet cultivation less dependent on precal'ious mon.oonR. . 

The landholder is to bear half of the expense while the J'rovincial Government 
and the tenants are to bear the remaining half in equal shares. 

X. As to what should be the status of the sub-tenant has been said ill I (0). 011 
payment of the compensation in the manner indicated he i. to be entitled to all rights 
eliminating "ltogether the intermediary. 

XI. (1)) Courts and court-fee8.-1n view of the distressing economic conditions of 
the tenant the law relating to court-fees, institution of suits, appeals and revisions 
requires substantial alterations and modIfiea tions. 

(1) The Court-fee of Rs. 11-4-0 a hundred on the 9uit value payable in the first 
instance by the plaintiff-landholder, but ultimately recoverable in nlO8t caRes from the 
defendant-tenant bears too bard on one ~ ho is heavily in debt over head and ears. 
Reduction of court-fee to Rs. 7-8--{) a hundred in all suits whose pecuniary value is 
less than Rs. 3,000 of which half is to be paid at the time of filing the plaint and the 
other half payable only when the Buit comes to be contested at the time of filing tbe 
issues, is quite essential if justice is not to be a luxury which a few ridl can indulge 
in but a necessary tbat one and all can make real use of. U nlesR there is good defence 
few people will choose to contest either to annoy or drag on matters as this would mean 
roosts at an enhanced rate. 

(2) As matters now are, people have to go a long way. and not unoften from 
one distant camp to another from the place where they live iu, when they are parties 
or witnesses in a' case or proceeding. Apart from the heavy expense and personal 
trouble involved, the awful waste of human labour, "hich it lead. to in a poor agri. 
cultural country, is, though it is not easy to collect statistics. simply staggering. 

The ex~sting courts do not suit the needs of villageffi seeking justice. The Revenue 
Officers. for instance, with a lot of criminal and other work too heavy for the day, 
often fiud it impossible to reach revenue work even at the fag end of the day. More
over, by previous education and training they are generally incompetent to deal with 
this kind of cases, which require a fair knowledge and a clear understanding of Civil 
law. 

The transference of these powers to Village Panchllyat Boards is tar from deHir
able, Not to speak of the incompetency and the lack of proper personal it leads to the 
anamoly of the villagers, the tenants sitting in judgment in matters between them
selves and the landholder. 

Special courts should be constituted at one or two important villages in every 
talnk with civil, criminal and summary jurisdiction of the present Munsirs Court. the 
first, second and third-class magistrates' courts and the Sub-Collectors Court, respec
tively over the group of villages comprised thereu!lder. The. second and tlllrd..,l"s. 
magistrates' courts and Subordinate Judges' Courts In the provInce are to be abohshed 
and Munsif-Magistrates' Courts installed instead in every taluk important village centres, 
which may be developed into model villages combining what is best in the town and 
the village without the evils of either. 

Advocates with at least five years' standing at the Bar should alone be eligible 
for these appointments on a monthly salary C?f Rs. 1~10-200. The p~esent 
Munsifs' Courts with the excep.tion of one or two In ever'! dl~t!'1ct are ~ b.e constItuted 
Subordinate Judges' Courts with right to hear appeals In elVlI ~nd crIml~al matters. 
Each Subordinate Judge is to wield jurisdiction over 2. or 3 taluks In a (1tstn~t: E:r.cep,' 
in civil appeals relating to matters other than money In all other appeals, c,IVll and CrI
minal, the Subordinate Judge's Court should be the final appellate anthonty WIth no 
right of second appea.l from its judgment. To eliminate case law, to simplify proce
dure and to minimize inordina.te delay and beavy e:r.pense shouid, 88 far as possible, 
be the aim and object. 

The long-looked-for separation of the judiciary from the executive can thus be a 
reality without any the least drain on the finance of the Government. 
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The Board of Revenue should heneeforth cease to be the final authOl'ity in pro
ceedings between landholders and' tenants. Nor is there any necessity to constitute a 
special tribunal for the purpose. 

Another matter which needs immediate redress is that pertaining to 'joint and 
several liability.' 'l'he indiscriminate filing of suits against a host of persons when 
the money is actually due from one or more of them on the ground that all of them 
own lands under a single patta or that.U1e liability to pay is joint and several should 
be put an end to so as to avoid worry and expense to people who have either nothing 
to do with the lands or who have bona fide paid their quota or share of rent or kattubadi 
or some such eess. It should be made clear by an enactment that liability to pay rent 
or cess is 'several and distinct' and not ' joint and several' and that every person is 
liable only to the extent of his interest or possession in land. 

XII. (a) 'l'he reliefs .and remedies the Act provides for unauthorized occupation 
of land need no modifications. 

(b) Jodi, poruppu and kattubadi are to be reduced by llO per cent .. 'rhe ' inalll
dur ' shall have the right to free himself from annual payment of ceases either by pay
ment of five yellrs' cess in a lump sum or twice the assessment annually for a period of 
five years at the reduced rate. 

K. NARAslAH, 
Vahl. 

Memor&lldum by Jogi Venkatappayya, Congress worker, Pondur Post, Cheepurupalli 
taluk, Vizagapatam district. 

1. (a) 'rhe tenant. 
(b) 'l'he tenant has no right of gift or sale but he is entitled to cultivation and 

produce. 

II. (ul One anna pCI' rupee of yield a. estimated by the puncha)at. 
(b) Cu~t of Hurvey. irrigation facilities, Police and other amenitie8. 
lc) Yes. Bused on seasonal conditions. 
(,0 Once for Ilii. Should not be subjected to changes subse'luently. 
(e) No. 

llI. (lIl Hequire J'Cvision. When there is the Government to control tbe ryot. there 
should be no landholder between hinl and the Government. 

I b) '1'he Govel'lllllent should collect rent. 
(d 'rhe Act should be 80 al11ended as to fm'hid 8ale of lund earmarked for fodder. 

A t.OUl'iJlg regi:-;trnt.ioll oUicer like the Taltsildar with llIinimum expenditure to carryon 
work. so that registration and travelling expenses lllay be reduced. 

1\'. (a) '1'he rights should be appnrtenant to the lease of the land and there should 
be no .pecial contrads between landholders and tt'nants. 

(b) IJandholdt'1" is enjoying supel'ior rights 'which are extremely mean.' He 
l'ct'uHes water to the tl~nant, collects gl'ass, has grazing and fishing rights. 

V, ta) Yes (by the Government,). 
(b) '['he InndhoMet' to bear the entire cost. 

\'1. No. If he uoes, it is a great injustice. , 

VII. (u) 'l'he tellHnts have such rig·hts but these are being aggressively Ilulllopoli,ed 
by tht' ,,"mindars. 

(I,) The ryots have the I'ight to enjoy these fueilitil:'8 hut they ill'e heing forcibly 
dpprived of thelll by the zumindar. 

(r) The~e public patll~. etc., are COllllllon. but tiJe tenant has 110 ),10'ht to any 
t~xl"lusive and private Hse of these. The zllmindar luay lease uut land, sinkO wells and 
dig tunks. 

VIIi. «(/) 'l'he tenants and zami",lars should both evin~e intel·est. What the 
It'nants ('annot afford to do, the:' may represent to a special om"er to be appointed on 
behalf of the zamilldar and the repairs should be carried out at the expense of the zalUindar. 

({,) 1es. The Provincial Government may execute repair" and reCOVer the mst 
Crom the zamindar. -

(e) On application by the concel'lled partv. 
LX. Yearly jamllbandi essential as in Government villages. 

X. (1) The pat,tudlll' may collect WOIll the under-tenant 5 pel' cent more than what 
. he IlIlY" to the ."minual'. 'l'he under-t,enant "hould be entitled to remissions in the even 
of seasonal adversities. In the ('ase of uncultivated land given by the pattadar to th 
under-tenant. the pattadllr should not collect frolU the under-tenant any sum ",hie 
exceeds what he himself has to pay to tbe landholder as rent. by more than 8 per cent. 
If the ~lI1tt"dar IS unable to cultlvat(' the lund 11lmRelf, he should not lease it out to another 
under-tenant. 

(2) The same principles should apply to the 'zamindur also. 



XI. (a) No. A special tribunal ia needed. 
(b) First by panchayat courts and then by special courts. 

XII. (a) If the land ia meant for cattle grazing or public thoroughfare, the ryot 
~a~ be evicted by the zamindar. If the land is fit for a well or a tank being dug in it, 
BlDlllar procedure may be adopted. Else, 1t may be surveyed and a fair rent levied from 
the ryot, the land being assigned to him. 

(b) Yes. No such collection shall be made by the zamindar. 

J. VElIKA.TA.PPAYY4," 

Memorandum by Mr. T. Satyanarayanamurtl, Pithapuram, East Godavari. 
!. (a) The tenant. 

(b) The tenant hae. rights oC
(i) Enjoyment. 
(ii) Transfer. 
(iii) Succession. 
(iv) Improvement. 
(v) Building houses and sheds. 
(vi) Growing and cutting down trees. 
(vii) Finding fresh sources of irrigation. 
(viii) And any other such absolute rights. 

So long as he pays the kidt or sist as settled at the outset. 
The zamindar has the right of (i) collecting sist or kist, (ii) maintnining irrigation 

sources at his cost to the advantage of the tenant, and (iii) creating fresh sources of 
irrigation with the consent of the tenants. 

II. (a) 1/10 to 1/8 of the gross produce. 
(b) The following may be taken into consideration in fixing fair and equitable 

rent (i) nature of the soil and its productivity, (ii) its locality, (iii) irrigation sources, (iv) 
rainfall, (v) cost of cultivation, (vi) prices of the commodity. and (vii) proximity and 
conveyance to market. 

(e) Yes. The principles are (i) deterioration of the fertility of the lIOil, (ii) fall in 
prices. (iii) fail tire due to negligence of the zamindar in properly maintaining the water. 
sources, and (iv) failure of crop due to wind, rain and sun. 

(d) The rent should be permanently settled on principles enuuciated above [in 
(a) and (b) ] by the Government. 

(e) Yes. 

III. Yes. Not a mere version but a revolution. The Government should take full 
responsibility of collection of rent. M:ost of the zamindars absent themselves from their 
estates for most part of the year regularly and spend their time and lavish their monies in 
metropolitan cities and outside the country also at times. Thus they are leaving their 
estates in the hands of uneducated, ill-experienced and dishonest officials. 

(b) If (e) As is being adopted in the ryotwari area by the Government. 

IV. (a) Yes. They may be a matter of contract when a dry and unirrigated portion 
of land has water-supply with no detriment to the already irrigated lands under the same 
source of supply. 

(b) No superior right has he. 

V. (a) Compulsory survey should be made and record of rights maintained of e.ll 
estates. 

(i) It is to the mutuallldvantage of the tenant and landlord. 
(ii) It puts an end to the present joint patta system and its inherent evils. 
(iii) It enables all tenants to have separate pattas. 

(b) The zamindar or the Government. The present economic distre~s has told 
much on the tender holdings of tenant and as such he ia too poor to bear any extra 
expenditure. 

VI. No. 
VIl. (a) The tenant has every right for tl1f utilization of local nstural facilities, 

etc. 
(b) It needs no proof to say that the tenant has got the sovereign nght to 1llIe 

them free of cost. 
(0) (i) They belong to the> community and the right of preserving them neceesarily 

"eats in the tenant who forms t.he community. 
(ll) The zamindar should see thst no undue adve.nt~e is taken by one or othf't' 

to their ntilization. He must clesrly bring it to th'e notice of the community in c:aaes 01 
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unauthorized occupa.tion. The fa.cilities a.ccruing from these would be naturally conducive 
to the welfare of the tena.nt. These must be made over to the community. Instance& 
can be quoted in hundreds to prove the misuse made of them namely-

(i) certain paths are closed and others encroa.ched making it hard for the cart 
and man to pass aJong. 

(ii) Communa.l lands as comman.pasture ground a.nd buriaJ grounds and some 
parking places hitherto enjoyed by the people are now lea.sed out on rents 
in some cases a.nd used for the za.mindars' purpose in other cases. 

(iii) The bill a.nd forest poramboke are also deaJt with in the same ma.nner as 
in paragraph (ii). 

(iv) Puhlic tanks. There are BOrne instances where they are lea.sed out for 
fishing in defia.nce of the wish of the villa.gers. 

Vill. (a) Wa.ter distrihution list shall be prepared by the Government in consulta.
tion with the tenants concerned a.ccording to the right, custom and convention existing if 
any. 

(b) and (e) Since the landholders have abused their right of mainta.ining irrigation 
sources and works it is bigh time the Provincia.l Government should undertake this full 
responsibility of repair or ma.intenance of irrigation work deducting the necessary costs 
from the rents collected by the Government as suggested above. 

IX. Yes. 

x. (i) The legal status of undertenant in zamindari areas in relation to pattadar 
should be on a par with that existing in ryotwari areas. 

(ii) Does not arise. 

XI. (a) Specia.l tribunal should be constituted for the purpose. 
(b) Special courts should try the actions and proceedings between landholders and 

tenants. 

XU. (a) As is being adopted in ryotwari areas. 
(b) Yes. The collection should be in the hands of Government instead of land

holder. 
(i) Instalment Of Tent collection.-Varies in diJl'erent zamindarles. In many 

estates they collect rents from their tenants at a. period when the crops are 
hardly underwa.y. A uniform system is to be enforced immediately in all the 
zamindaries to collect rent in four equllli instalments beginning from January. 

(ii) When a.n application is made for 8ubdioision of a patta in a zamindari area 
by a. tenant the District Collector should a.t once take necessary action for 
a.ffecting such a divi.ion. 

(iii) All outstanding a"MfS ()f Tent due to zamindars should be written off. 
(iv) The zamindars may feel glad under the pretext that termwari systent 

would be taken into a.ccount in fixing rents. They are calculating too carc
fully that where high rents are lowered, low/lr rates of rents will necessarily 
be enha.nced thus ena.bling them to have the same income. The committee 
should take into account the causes for low rents in zamindari areas. Low 
rents might have been fixed at the time of granting pattas under the following 
circumstances. 

(il The services rendered to the zamindar as in the case of servants, officials, 
relatives, friends and in whom they have any interest. 

(ii) The low fertility of the soil at the time of granting pattas. 

T. SATYANARAYANAMURTI. 

Memorandum by M.R.Ry. Kala Venkata Rao Garn, M.L.A. 
I. (a) ThE.' proprietor of the soil is the tena.nt. In times when there was no state as 

we know to-da.y, the land oolongl!d to the community and to the aotuaJ cultivator who was 
a member of that oommunity. The dewlopment of kingship and the corporate state 
are the result of the surrender of persona.IHoort,y in pursua.noe of the rij(ht for protect,ion .. 
Towards this end the tena.nt ga V8 a oontribution of raja bhagam from his produoe a.nd in 

III-I 0 



retum expected protection at tbe hands of the enemy; the lea.st and hie nf il/hbour "" 1'l'I,anI~ 
hie civic rights of peace and tranquillity. So, it can neVl\r be prosumed that his individual 
or comml1ll&l title to tbe land which he cultivated W&8 ever a pan of hie sUfl'l'lnder to the 
King or the State. As such I am of opinion that be ~ proprietor of the .oil and not the 
zamind&r. 

(b) The nature of the interest which the tenant has in the land &8 distingui.;hed from 
that ofthe zamind&r is that he has the BUCOO8l!ive titlE of the land which be or hie &lleestors 
cultivated. This land he is to enjoy in succession and can never be ejected by tbe hmd. 
lord. The only condition is that be has to pay the rajabhagam to the King. The kings 
change and early in the 19th century, tbe King was tbe Ea.st India Company. The Com
pany then not conversant with the affairs of thie country ,,·anted agents to collect their 
rajabhagam and the zamindar who h&8 been only a glorified farmer or izar&d&r stepped in. 
The Company could only confer upon him the right it succeeded to and posse8E£d, namely 
the right of rajabhagam. Therefore, it can be clearly seen that the tenant has a SUCce&UV6 

immemorial ownership of the hmd and the zamind&r was an institution of recent origin. 
His contraot was with the Company for a epecific purpose and hence be stands distinguished 
from the tenant both as regards ownership of soil and his limited suzerainty OVer tht tenant. 

II. (a) A fair and equitable rent is that portion of the tenants' outturn on hmd called 
ra.jabhagam. There is no sanctity of contract a6 ,",.gards its amount wbich ean vary along 
with the prevailing economic conditions of the land. But thie word is 1008Ply used in the 
Estates Land Act and should be defined now. 1 feel that the criterion should be a portion 
of the market price of the outtum and should vary as the market prices of the previous fasli 
for that commodity fall or riae. ThE! fi •. ure ,hC'·11d be 30 prr oont 01 the net outtum arrived 
at after deducting cultivation expenses, the data for which should be settled once in ten years. 
For the present I am in favour of enforcing the ryotwari assessment prevailing in eontigu
ous areas, but this should be liable for revision as and when the ryotwari settloment i. 
changed. 

(6) The above paragraph answers thie question also. I would also like to empha
"ize that the economic condition of the tenant should be the main consideration. 

(0) I am of emphatic opinion that there should be a statutory provision for remiseion 
·of rent. The principle should be that if the crop fails to the extent of bearing no return on 
the figure of the cultivation expenses settled once in ten years &8 indicated above plus a mini
mum maintenance of the dependant family; remission should be granted. Rules detailing 
this should be statutory and hence obJigatOIY. 

(d) I am not in favour of the perpetual eettlement of the rent as such. If the pnx-e
dure indicated above is followed, there would be absolutely no difficulty in the future 
and if there be any, the civil courts can be allowed to decidt' it. 

(e) Yes. The Pr-ovincial Government should necessarily have reserve powers to t be 
extent of controlling the statiRtiCl< and conclu.ions arrived at by a settlement officer and in 
determining the averag~ Dl. ... rket price ruling in the previous fMIi, on any commodity and on 
which alone the assessment of the particular fasli is based. The Govt.rnment should give 
wide publicity to the list of price. arrived at as suggested. 

lli. (a) Yes. 

(b) A month ahead ofthl> first date of demand a notice shall be iesued to every bhuk
tadar detailing the extent of his holdings in the place and the amount due from him for the 
year. The amount shall be divided into equal instalments and the actual dates of payment 
Jlhould also be noted. The receipt should be a carbon duplicate copy of the original in 
possession of the landholder. 

(0) When a landlord decides that without a coeroive process the landlord cannot 
collect his rents, the sale pro('88S muat be very sinlple. The eale notification shall detail 

I 
the actual property brought to sale, the actual place and time. The notice shall be invariably 
served on the actual enjoyer of the land and no mo,", property than is aotually needed .hall 
00 brought to sale. The sale agency can continue to be the ",venue OOMs. 

IV. (a) Yes. The water rights should be inherent and should not be contractual. 

(6) Except ... a managing agent of the water sources, the zamind&r should not 
• enjoy any superior right. I am in favour of the etate management of all water sources 
in tht' country. 
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v. (a) All the estates should be compulsorily surveyed and II. record of right. "hould be 
maintained. 

(6) The costs of surveying should be retrenched considerably. The zamindar should 
bear tru entire cost of survey except the cost of demarca(,ion stones . 

• VI. No abwabs should be levied in addition to rent. The abwabs or additional levies 
are a feudal levy and bespeak of oppression: 

VII. (a) The tenant should have free grazing for his cattle including goats and sheep. 
collection of green manure, fuel and wood for agricultural implements; but he shall not 
acoumulate things for any oommercial purpose. 

(6) Answered above. 

(c) All public paths and communal porambokes should never be owned or cont
rolled either by the zamindar or tenant. They should be under the ownership and control 
of 10oa.I Iloards or muniCipalities. 

VIII. (a), (6) <h (c) Aa indioated above I am in favour of state management of (,he 
water .ources. The state has got an expert Public Works Departm'lnt organization and so 
it can manage the businers well and can effectively control the issue and storage of water, 
It can also maintain the irligation 1"Orks in good order. So, out of the rent collected. 
the landowner shall be obliged to pay a sum not exceeding a fixed proportion to the stat .. 
for undertaking the upkeep of water sources. 

IX. If my contsntions as regards the varying assessment system based on the scale 
of price year after year is accepted, yearly zamabandi is an absolute necessity. When the 
question of giving remi.sions is decided favourably annual jamabandi is inevitable. 

X. (i) The under-tenants should be given protection to the extent of non-f>victioll if ho , 
agrees to pay the stipulated rent to the tenant. That rent also shall be fixed on the basis 
of the gross yield in proportion of 2 : 3. 

(ii) The under-tenant shall have no dealings with the zamindar. 

XI. (a) I am in favour of a special tribunal. 
(b) All questions of ownership and inherent rights shall be decided by civil courts 

and all administrative matters in revenue courts. 

XII. (a) If the land were occupied, though without the permission twelve years 
before now, the 1a.nd shall be owned by the tenant and he shall pay the settled rent. 
Otherwise the zamindar shall have discretion in the matter of assignment and may claim 
a reasonable premium. 

(b) The oustom as regards the various tenur.Js mentioned varies from place to place. 
Wherever any diffioulty exists as regards this, the matter will have to be fixed up when the 
proposed survey and record of rights will be created. 

Ezlm.-I want that it should be provided that the zamindil.r should not own allY 
seri landP and all seri lands got into his possessional through these years should be got 
assigned to the previous tenant families if any, or to outsiders. 

K. VENXA.TA RAO. 

Memorandum by Mr. Chintalacheruvu VeDkatadri, 'Charla post, Nugur taluk, 
East Godavari Agency. 

1. (a) The ~amindar is the proprietor of the soil. 

(b) The landlord has the right of collecting a fair rent. The tenant has all 
other rights in the land. 

II. (a) One-twelfth of the value of the produce of land after deducting the actuaT 
rust of cultivation. 

(b) A fair rent should be determined with reference to the kind of soil, the kind 
of crop raised therein and the nature and amount of yield. 

TIl-lOA 

, 
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(e) There should be ststutory provision for remission. 

(d) Rate or share of rent should not be settled once for all. Principle. that are 
being observed at present in determining the rent by means of periodical settlement 
should be adopted. 

(e) Yes. 

m. (a) No revision is necessary. 

(b) Every ryot to be supplied with & dema.nd notice which the karnam should 
prepare at the beginning of the year for issue to the ryot. "Payment should be made in 
accordance with the demand notice. At the tIme of payment, the landlord should give 
a receipt under his signature. 

(e) If there is delay in the payment of rent, the landlord to allow the tenant 
a reasonable period of time. If any dispute arises in this connexion, it can be settled 
by referring it to the Revenue Officer of "that division. If the tenant still continu~s 
to be a defaulter, the procedure adopted by the Government in recovering arrears of land 
revenue may be followed with the help of the Revenue Officer. 

IV. (a) <t (b) Nil. 

V. (a) Yes. 

(b) The zamindar and the Government to bear the cost. Tenants can help them 
with men and necessary implements. 

VI. The landholder should not demand fees other than rent from tenants. 

VII. (a) The right to use natural facilities exists only in certain areas. Such 
rights should be based on sound principles and extended to other areas also. 

(b) Such rights exist only in certain areas and should be fnlly ey-tended to nil 
zamin areas. 

(e) The rights of tenants to use public paths, etc., are at present meagre. They 
Ilhould be widened. 

VIII. (a) d; (b) Nil. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi as a rule is necessary. 

X. Nil. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal should be constituted. 

(b) All disputes shou)d be tried by special conrts subject to the right of appell) 
by the parties. 

XII. (a) The Revenue Officer of that division to evict the ryot who bas OCI!upied 
lands unauthorizedly. The ryot may be asked to pay compensation to the zamindar Cor 
the 1088 of land. 

(b) Nil. 
ClI. VlINXATADRI. 

Memorandum by Mr. Gorrepati VeDkata Subbayya. 

Tbe following addenda is commended to the committee for careful investigation and 
embodiment in the Act:-

(I) When the ryot converts & ryoti land into a building site for constructing a 
house for the purposes of living or sheltering his cattle the tax payable on such 
land should be cancelled. 

(2) The distinction between trees planted and improvements effected before and 
after the passing of the Act should now be done away with, as thirty years have 
elapsed since the passing of the Act and it is difficult to distinguish the old from 
the new. It encourages litigation by landholders claiming that trees were planted 
or improvements were made before the Act to deprive the ryots of the benefits 
under the Act. 



(3) The rate of rent (cist) collected on mllolllul wet lands in zamindaris irrigated 
by Government irrigation sources should in no case exceed the consolidated rate 
on bapat wet lands in the vicinity. 

(4) Unsettled and unoccupied waste land not being the property of any private 
owner the right of distribution amongst applicants for the same should be vested 
in the Government. Any distribution of such land among the relatives and 
dependents of zamindars since 1936 should be held as invalid. The Pro· 
vincial Government should distribute these lands to applicants who do not possess 
any land and are desirous of cultivating it themselves either free of cost or at .a 
nominal price. In no case should they be distributed by auction at competitive 
prIces. 

G. VENKATA SUBBAYYA. 

Memorandum b;V the zamin r;vota of the D. Polavaram, Tum taluk, East Godavari 
dis&rlc&. 

1. (a) Ryot. 

(b) A zamindar is otherwise an agent that collects a legal ahare which befalls to 
the Government, out of the crop produce of the field. A zamindar has no other rights 
excep; the right of collecting such rents. So long as the ryot remits the Government's 
fihare out of the crop produce, he has an inalienable right over the land. The" kudi· 
varam " right belonged to the rypt before the Estates Land Act clIoIIle into being. 

II. (a) It is justifiable to fix the rate of rent not exceeding 1 of the whole prodnce 
<Of the field, taking example of the ryotwari rent rate. 

(b) (i) The nature of the land, soil, the status of the adjoining ryotwari lands, 
.and the Class. 

(ii) The measures of improvements which the zlIoIIlindar made with regard to 
the water-supply for the irrigation purpose. 

(iii) The expenses which the ryot has to meet with for his cultivation. 

(iv) The sources of the water-supply. 

(v) The market-rate of the various prodnces of the land, convenience of markets 
..to deliver the produce, roads and the other necessary comforts. 

(vi) The family expenses of the ryot, seeds for the coming year, the amount of 
woney which should necessarily be set aside to purchase the irrigation implements. 

(vii) A subsidy to avoid scarcity of provisions and to invest upon khadi and 
()ther rural industry to be occupied during the period of rest from cultivation. ' 

(e) Yes. The land rent must be refunded when the cultivation is utterly rUlUed 
..,ither owing to excess of floods, or either from scarcity of water or when the water is not 
supplied by the zamindar's sheel' negligence. The rent is to be dismissed completely 
wh~n whole or more than ! of the crop produce goes to ruins. If half the produce i's 
ruined half of the rent is to be refunded. 

(d). The amount of cist need not be settled once for all. But acme regulations or 
ruleR can be framed to decide a reasonable rent. That must be known to the ryot. The 
power of rating the rent according to the rules or regulations must be vested either to the 

:officials of the Government or to the court. 

(e) The Government ahould reserve for itself such rights. They must be pro
mulgated subject to some conditions. The appeal over them must be either to the ci"il 
-court or special court. 

Ill. (a) An Ilmend"tion is indispensable. 
(b) 1'he right of distmming " movable property together with crop produce must 

tJe di"pen.ed with .. Some more rules must be framed in connexion with the field a.uction. 
Either per<lonRI or registered notices must necessarily be served at the time either of 
distraint or of auction, to the patta owners, joint tenants and mort"a""ees. The method 
o()f col\ectillil rents may be considered to effect the method of ryotw~t villages. 
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(e) (i) The legally allthorized agent of the ZRmindar must be publicly decillred 
in the villages. 

(ii) The privileges of 'remitting the rents through posts and through Government 
treasuries must be multiplied. 

(iii) Three equal kisties must be arranged lor every fasli in the middle lOf 
January with regard to the instalments of paying the rents. 

(iv) If the owner of a separate piece in a joint patta remits a legal or reasonable 
rate of rent to that particular separate piece of land, the zamindar, in order to collect 
the balance of income of the whole patta, must take action against the remaining share
holders holding the respective places of that patta, beforehand. 

(v) The payments must be credited to the current year and also to the year 
prev.ious to the current year; and the collected rent should under no circumstances be 
credited to the past faslis unless the ryot concerned complies to the same, in writing. 

(vi) The zamindar must inform the ryot if the latter requests him, paying th .. 
postal, and other needful expenses, concerning the details as to the remittances of rent 
made by the various ryots enjoying the possession of the respective pattas. 

(vii) Suits against rents must be filed only in the civil courts. 

(viii) The rent suits must be of reduced stamp duties to effect a small cau." 
nature. 

(ix) All the rent suits not exceeding Rs. 50 must be arranged to be filed in tht.> 
village courts. 

(x) Distraint and auction notices must be served to a1l as mentioned in para
graph (b). 

(xi) If the zamindar happens to purchase a land, in an auction sale, the ryot 
must be allowed to reserve the right of preserving the land for himself, provided he pays 
the overdue rent, interest, and other legal expenses within an year. 

IV. (a) 'fhe water right is inseparable with the land right of the ryot that cultivate> 
just by the side of water resources. Contracts may be arranged to. supply water by 
means of special neW canals, to the lands situating at some distance. But the contract 
rates must subject to certain conditions to avoid fluctuation and request enhancement of 
rates. The question as to whether a land includes in the ayacut must be independent 
of the authority of the zamindar. They must be settled either by the Government or by 
civil court. 

(b) Zamindar has no more rights. It is wrong on the part of the zamindar to 
claim that right. The improving of water sources is incumbent on the zamindar simply 
because he is regarded as a benefactor. He can collect in the manner of rents for th~ 
expenses from the lands that, have not been regarded as the ordinary wet lands. Ti,e 
zamindar should not attempt to draw any profit over them. The water rights must be 
settled strictly according to the conditions provided in the act instead of allowing the 
zamindari employees to exercise over them. 

V. (a) Yes. 
It is necessary to proceed to survey and to settle the records of rights. Many 

estates have not been surveyed even to this day. It is the origin of many a dispute. 
In such cases the disputes are being settled by the employees of the zamindar and thei .. 
decision is final and without appeal. The zamindars have not been taking care to survey 
their estates. The survey must of force be introduced and the survey settlements must 
be made forthwith. 

Joint pattas must necessarily be separated when the ryot desires, and necessary 
arrangements must be made in the act to effect the transfer of pattas. 

(b) The zamindar and Government must bear it. It is not necessary that the ryot 
should bear it. nor are they financially in a state to bear them. 

VI. No. In olden days when the income of the zamindal'M is too low the nots ulled 
to enjoy many privilege" when the income of the zamindar used to reverbate' into the 
villaf(es. The circumstanc~s. of nowadays are far from bt>ing such. There is no reallOn 
ttl collect additional commission as apart from the rents fixed in patlas. 
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VU. (a) 'l'hel'e used to he ~ right for the ryot, before the Estates Land Act came to 
function, to graze his cattle, to get manure and wood for the implements of cnltivation 
from the forests as well as f!'OlU the meadows of the ?amindar, gratis. Since the adven' 
of Estates Land Act, the zamindars usurped the old said rights of the ryots und made 
them their own property. Therefore, for the ryots, certain rights must be, reserved 
decisively to nse the forests and meadows as they used to do in old times. Some rules 
lDay be imposed on the ryots to guard till> trees and forests from being damaged. Certain 
privileges should be shown to the poor ryot that does not possess a meadow of his own. 
'rhe forests, meadows, uncultivated and barren lands must be left for the common ·benefit 
of the villagers. 

(b) The ryot must have a full right to use them, and the zamindar may use them 
along with the ryot. To avoid disputes and the consequent ruin of them; and to make 
certain arrangement by framing some rules; so that the privilege of them may be enjoyed 
ir. common; and to vest those powers in the absolute authority of village panchayats. 
In the event of certain matters, pertaining to the zamindar, called on to be decided, the 
privilege of allowing the representative of the zamindar in the board, may be granted. 
If a forest belongs to many villages the powers managing over it must be vested to the 
authorities of the district board or to the Government. The zamindar may use them 
for themselves, subject to a condition (paying a probable lienee fees), as may safeguard 
the rights of the ryot. 

Vill. (a) The big water sources and small water sources muet be under the control of 
th" Government and village panchayats, respectively. The zamindars may assume 
powers of managing over them as trustees only. The zamindar may water his field" 
9ituating within the ayacut, along with the other fields. 

(b) The rules and water rights of an ayacut must be fixed by the Government 
only. The zamindar needs must, as a trustee, repair the water sources. In the event 
of his failing to do the same, the consequent failure of crop must be made good to effect 
refund of rent, The ryot must have a right to collect such refund of rent. The Govern
ment must reserve for itself certain special powers to repair the water sources, if necessary, 
even though the zamindar is reluctant of it. 

(0) The Government must exercise through the officials concerned, in 1'&son. At 
present the zamindars are not taking an adequate interest in the same. The ryots have 
neither the knowledge "ufficient nor the courage. They will be afraid of the eshlte 
employees. ,I<'re8h arrangements may be made for the convenience and benefit of the 
ryot and expenses thereof may be collected from the ryots, to whom the benefit accrues. 
In this the zamindar should not desire any pronto 

IX. An annual jamabundi is indispensable. In the annual jamabandi the encroach
wem of lands, intended for common benefit, the loss of crop, the measures to be taken 
for the annual repairs of the tanks and canals, and disputes arising from overdue rents, 
may be dealt with and decided. The annual introduction of jamabandi will keep do.e 
the tie. and foment the faith of ryots and consequently the zamindar will have all 
occasion to realize, and have the consciousness of their responsibilities. 

X. Some of the patta owners possessing large areas of land are like the zamindars. 
Certu.in wise rules must be framed against their untimely and unreasonable attempt.s to 
increase taxation and removing their tenants from those lands which they do not, on such 
an event, mean to reserve them for self-cultivation. The landowner must have a right 
to remove a tenant only when the latter incurs trouble to the landowner by way of eludin~ 
to pay the rent in time. He must be allowed to reserve the right of paving the rent t~ 
the zamindar on his behalf and the balance to the patta owner. He mu~t be allowed to 
Jeserve the usual privilpges along with the other ryots. 

XI. (al This power ought not to be vested to the revenue board. In this connexion 
the power of finally deciding a matter mllst be vested either to the special tribunal couri 
·.,r to the High Court. 

(b) They must be decided in civil court. If a special court is intended to be started 
the conrt must be of veteran lawyers or men of great experience in law and justice. 

xn. (al If a ryot encroaches a land belonging to the estate the zamindar may colleci 
from him a legal and reasonable rent from that ryot. The zamindar should not ask 
Auch ryots to qUit the land unless for special adequate reasons as reserving that particular 
land for him, to be cultivated, 
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'rhe tank-beds, barren and other uncultivated lands must be removed from the 
occupation of the ryot and handed over to village panchayats_ 

(b) Such amounts may be given as the first mortgage on the land. 
(a) When the agraharams happen to be under the control, either of an association 

or solDe two or three people, they can be considered 88 estates. When they are alienated 
and happen to fall into possession of small inamdars, it is not reasonable to deprive such 
iltumdars of the .. kudivaram " right. 

(b) The ryot must have an equal right with the zemindar over mines that may 
be found in the jirayati lands. 

Memorandum by Mr. N. C. Marka.ndeya of Thonda.ngl village, 'l'unl \aluk, PI"apuram 
estate, Eesl Godavari districl. 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The ryot who cultivates the land without being a landholder, should 

bave all the rights in the land which actual cultivators of Government aud nmindari lands 
have. There should be no theoretical difference between the zamindar and the land
holder who does not cultivate the soil. 

II. (a) A fixed share of the yield. 
(b) A fair rent should be based on the net income the ryot gets from the land. 
(c) There should br statutory pl'ovision for remission of rent. 
(d) Rate of rent for a particular area to be settled ouce lor all, on the basip of 

the minimum yield and the minimum prices. 
(e) The Provincial Government should have only the power to reduce rents through 

their settlement officers wherever they may consider such rents to be unjust. They 
should not have any other power. 

m. (a) & (b) The powers given to landholders to collect rent under the MadraK 
Estates Land Act, should be taken away from them entirely. 

(c) Collection of rent and regi.tration of sale of land should be entrusted to village 
panchayats. 

IV. (a) Rights relating to wllter-supply belong to the ryot as per cowie (lease-deed). 
No other contracts "re necessary. 

(b) According to the cowie, the landholder has no superior right and should not 
have any except thal of maintaining th~ water-sources. 

V. (a) Yes, as a rule. 
(b) The landholder to bear the whole cost. 

VI. The landholder ~hould not demand any levies other than land-rent. 

VII. (a) & (b) The tenant has the right to utilize the local natural facilities strictly 
for his agricultural purposes. If he uses them for his private profit, he should have to 
pay a reasonable compensat,jon: 

(c) Ryots have tbe full rigbL to public paths and communal lands. As reJard~ 
forests and village porambokes, both the ryots and the public have joint rights. 

VIII. (a) The zamindar is bound to maintain and keep in good condition all the 
irrigation sources. Else, there is no justification for his collecting rent. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Powers to be applied on application by ryols. 

IX. Yes. 

X. The under:tenant in zamins should have all the rights that are being enjoyed by 
the under-tenants m Government areas. 

XI. (a) The Board t)f Revenue to continue as the 'final appeIlat.e authority. 
(b) Should be tried in civil courts only_ 

XU. (a) Proper investigation should be made regarding encroachments and pattas 
gra.nted to the ryot concemell in re.pect of the land under his occupation at rates appli
cable to adjacent lands. No penaltiu should be imposed for unauthorized occupation. 

(b) (No answer giYen.l 

N. C. MARIUNDBY.A. 
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Memorandum by Mr. Bulusu Soorayya, ex-servant of Pithapuram estate, Plthapuram, 
East Godavari district, and now a ryot and lnamdar. 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil after the passing of the Madras 
Estates Land Act for all practical purposes as the tenant is dealing with the land in 
bis holding as he likes in disposing of tbe land either by sale or gift. The Estates 
Land Act converted ., Bhoopati .. into .. Dhanapati .. though the land and the produce 
tbereon stand as first cbarge for the r~'\t due on the bolding to the zamindar. The 
soil is of two kinds, .. sub-soil and super-soil .. where the reservation of mining rights 
is mooe under section 7 of the Act. In cases where mining rights are reserved I don't 
tbink that ryots will allow the landholder to dig mines in sub-soil as super80il is to be dug 
out first against the interests of the ryots. 

(b) The interest of the landlord now is only to see whether his ryot is rendering 
the holding or any part thereof unfit for agriculture and is exercising any acts in the 
holdmg other than those allowed to him by the Act. The ryot can improve the soil to 
make it more fertile to his own benefit. 

II. (a) The rent now paid by the ryots is itself fair and equitable as defined in 
sections 28 and 168 (2) of the Estates Land Act. 

(b) The locality of the soil, the water-supply advantages, the income on the ad
joining inams or on the inams of similar description and advantages in the neighbour
hood, the crop raised by the ryot generally, the income that comes to the ryot are the 
chief considerations to be taken into account in fixing a fair and equitable rent. In 
this connexion I have to point out to the authorities that the ryots of several holdings 
bave been raising in tbeir ryoti lands plantain, coconut, graft mango, sapota, guava, 
orange, etc., gardens at a cbeap cost after the passing of the Estates Land Act gaining 
a yearly net profit of Rs. 100 or even more on an acre and this fact is also to be con
sideretl to fix a fair and equitable rent. 

(oJ In my humble opinion it is unjust to make any statutory provision for remis
sion of rent unless the extent is diminished by some reason or other, namely (1) by 
erosion of land in the holding (2) by acquisition of land by the Government under 
tbe Land Acquisition Act (3) by permanent deterioration of the soil by deposit of sand, 
etc. Remission may be granted by the authorities who can impose new taxes from a 
different corner to replenish the loss, and not by the zamindars who are mere landholders 
who have no power at all to increase their rents by even any small amount without 
taking recourse by applying to the Collector, only under particular grounds undp.r 
section 30 of the Act. In any special famine years the landlord. may be requested by 
the tenants whose crops have seriously failed to grant them remission and the zamindar, 
after due inquiry, at his own mercy grant remission showing his humanity to the 
public. 

(d) The extent of a particular area mentioned in the question may contain a 
number of holdings without similar description or advantages and so the rent may 
vary in each case with reference to tbe ad vantages and disadvantages of the holdings 
and so the existing rents thereof may be considered ~ be fair and equitable until the 
contrary is shown. So it is advisable to determine what fair and equitable rent of a 
particular holding is when the question is moved before the authorities concerned. 

(e) Please vide my answer to the above question IT (d). 

lIT. (a) Yes: they require much revision for the benefit of both the parties. 
(bJ The movable property distrained is being kept in the custody of tbe village 

munsifs except in a few cases in which the property is being left in the charge of the 
landholder's agents. Whoever is the custodian the custodian engages two men of his own 
cboice to watch the property day and night at a cost of about six annas a dav for each till the 
distress ends in one way or the other which may be in most 6n:ses--ait~r some months. 
By tbat time to what extent the watching charges and interest will grow against the 
defaulter or his sub-tenant I need not say. In addition to this burden the defaulter 
or some one on his behalf or both will have to bear the poundage or commission to the 
Government and other costs for bringing the distrained property to sale. Though 
section 106 (1) says that a sum not exceeding one anna in the rupee of sale proceed. 
should be deducted and remitted to the Tahsildar first towards tbe cost of sale, I do 
not know, whether any sale officer deducted less than one anna in the rupee of the 
sale proceeds as the section does not enjoin to recover one full anna in each rupee for 
the cost of. se.le from sale proceeds. In this way costs are growing against the poor 
tenant or hi. sub-tenant and so on. From the date of issue of demand notice or distraint 
till the date of its end so much I'rocedure has to be undergone and at each stage some 
ItIllOllnt IUllst be spent by the d,"tramer first and all the aggregate amount is to be 
recovered from the defaulter Ilt the end of the affair. Bv all tbese costs the unfortunate 
ryot is suffering "lot. Now let liS think about the fat'; of the landholder. As already 

IIJ-ll 
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said the distrainer (landlord) is to pay the costs including the watching charges, etc., 
of the di.trained property fir.t and at the close of the transaction or m~asure9 taken 
he will have to furnish to the sale officer a statement of expenses incurred by him 
throughout the case and the sale officer shall pay to the distrainer (landlord), only such 
amount as he thinks fit to allow. His decision will be at his mercy. What about the 
balance of expenses incurred by the landlord in di.training the property and bringing 
it to sale? If either the distrainer (landlord) or the owner of the property di"trained is 
dissatisfied with the sale ollicer's decision as to the expenses the Collector shall deter
mine the expenses on appeal to him by the aggrieved party. Thus the expenses will 
grow by this existing procedure and BO the procedure must be changed in order to be 
simpler and less costly. For that I humbly propose BOme method. The property d .... 
trained for the rent due to the proprietor should be kept in the custody of tbe 
defaulter instead of being kept in the custody of the village munsil or some 
other person as is generally done and the defaulter should be held responsible 
in writing before a Deputy Tahsildar or Sub-Magistrate concerned for the 
safeguard of the distrained property and for presenting it for sale when required. If 
the Deputy Tahsildar or Sub-Magistrate is not available at that time such writing of 
the defaulter's undertaking shall by law be allowed to be sent to the Deputy Tahsildar 
or Sub-Magistrate concerned through the village munsil' of the village in a prescribed 

} 
form which should be in trIplicate file with village munsif who should be directed to 
give one of the triplicate copics to the distrainer immediately who should take further 
steps later on as prescribed by law. This saves lot of trouble and expenses and makes 
the procedure simpler and less costly. 

Now it remains to consider about the procedure for sale of holdings for th .. 
recovery of arrears of rent due to the landholder. There is a great cry from all corne", 
in saleable interest sale cases in respect of holdings for which there are jQi.!ltJ?ll!~ada!s 
anci.f!l.ioyers, etc .• for wam of sufficient care and justice owing to the negligence or 
indifference of the village officers, etc., in proposing portion or portions of the holdlDll" 
for sale for the recovery of the arrear rent due to the proprietor. Instead of proposing 
the actual defaulter's portion for sale the portion of the person who has already paid 

I 
his share of dues and owes nothing to the landlord is being proposed for sale and till 
after some time of disposal of the case the matter will not reach the ears of the enjoye .. 
who is owner of the plot sold and when it comes to the notice of the owner of the plot 
he can do nothing but to weep as it is too late to do anything in the matter. ThuR 
"0 many people have suffered and are suffering. Though the injustice comes to the 
notice of the owner of the plot proposed for sale, sulliciently early and he takes step. 
to get rid of the injustice or mischief done to him either in estate office or in the Govern-
ment court the result will be naturally is that he is legally bound to pay the dues ic 
question as.joill1i-li!1bilitywill not cease by paying his share of rent due upon the whole 
holding. This answer is justifiable too. So the only course that can put down the cry 
of such jointdars is in my opinion to give the proprietors such power as is necessan 
to make subdivisions and to ma~ proper distribution of rent on all the subdivisions II. 

the holding and to enter into separate engagements with each of the subdivisiondars. 
If any of the subdvisionda-rs is dissatisfied with the proprietor's action he shall apply 
to the Collector within three· months from the date that the proprietor's action is maa~ 
known to him by the proprietor or his authorized agent. This method can be followed 
when the transferor or transferee or allY other person applies to the proprietor who 
shall be empowered to give notice to all the parties concerned by getting it served througn 
:tny Hevenue ollicer not below the rank of the Deputy Tahsildar under the DistrlcL 
Collector. After the notices are received back by the proprietor after being served th~ 
proprietor shall ha-ve power to take action as above mentioned, after the time S"vel! 
to the parties in the notices is over. This COUl'se, if adopted, I think. will save a good 
deal of trouble and expense to the jointdars and do justice to them. The procedure lor 
recognition and distribution of rents as enjomed in section 145 of the Estates Land 
Act will be greatly minimized and the parties benefited very much. 

(e) Please vide my reply to question III (b) above. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply vary with reference to the land. 
for which they are ryots. Some lands situate in deltaic area and other lands in nOD
deltaic area, some of the lands oC deltaic villages are irrigated by anicut wa.ter and th" 
remaining lands of the same villages are dry and they depend upon rain water. Ot.n(:E 
villages belonging to the proprietor are called up land villages in which the lands arr. 
of two kinds as dry and wet lands. The dry lands are minCed lands and the wet lands 
are Irrigated by natural streams which are entirely under the control of the proprietor who 
will supply water though his offiCials til the first crop of the wet lands free of charge 
and to the second crop on condition of paying water-tax to the proprietor. 
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(b) The proprietor has got every right in the water sources in the estate. It need 
not be called superior right as if there were any inferior right to his ryots or any othe .... 
The proprietor is the maintainer of the water sources in his estate to keep them in 
good order at hiB own cost for all kinds of irrigation works whenever and wherever 
they arc required and he is looking to the proper distribution of water to tbe lands in 
his estate. He stores the water in the .tanks of his estate for supply to irrigate the 
fields in times of need. 

V. (al Yes, it is really compulsory. 
(h) This is not a difficult question to solve in my opinIOn. The cost of survey 

and the preparation of record of rights shall be divided, to satisfy justice, with reference 
to the compensation received, by the parties concerned from the Government for the 
ryoti lands taken up for public purposes. By this justifiable process more of the cost 
faUs upon the ryot. When the cost of survey, etc., is so divided to be borne by the 
proprietors and his ryots there remains to decide the proportion of such cost to be borne 
by the inamdars, etc. This can be decided with reference to the extent of land belong
ing to them surveyed and record of rights prepared therefor. 

VI. Yes; but they must be embodied in the pattas and muchilikas exchanged. 

VII. (a) The tenants cannot have any rights for utilization of the local facilities 
referred to in the question free of charge if the facilities are available, only in the area 
of the estate covered by the sanad granted to tbe zamindar and lia.ble for payment of 
peishcush; but preference should be given to the tenants for reasonable cost when 
the zamindar wishes to sell the facilities. 

(b) By the word " tenants" in the question I understand that they are persons 
to whom lands are given by the proprietor for agricultural or other purposes on con
tract and the persons must act up according to the terms of the contract. 

(e) With regard to the public paths and communal lands the existing practice 
should continue and with regard to the hill and forest porambokes it is a matter to be 
considered and decided well after the estates are surveyed and record of rights main
tained. Till then the existing practice should continue. 

VITI. (a) I humbly suggest one thing for this_ The respective owners of aU the 
estates may be called for by the District CoUectors concerned to furnish them, within 
a fixed period, with a list of all the irrigation sources of aU the viUages in their estates 
together with the "Ayacut" under them and on receipt of the lists by the Collectors 
they may be compared with the lists of the irrigation sources that may be similarly 
cal1ed for and received from the vil1age officers of each of the estates showing against 
each item the year in which it was last repaired by the concerned estate authorities 
and the lists may be determined once for 8011 for the time being and then they may 
be got printed at the cost of the estate concerned and then sent to the owners of res
pective estates after sending some copies to the Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars 
concerned. Then when a number of ryots holding lands under any irrigation source 
apply to their landlord for repairs to the irrigation source and if the landlord does not 
take any action within fifteen days after the receipt of the application from the ryots 
the ryots will have to apply to the Tabsildar or Deputy Tahsildar concerned saying that 
the landlord has not taken any actIOn upon their petition for repairs to the irrigation 
source and requesting the Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar at the same time to inquire 
into the matter and cause the repairs done by the landlord if the ilTigation source is 
found in the personal inspection of the Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar to be in need 
of repairs. The Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar must be empowered to do this and to 
report the result to the Gol1ector. This method benefits the ryots and avoids the 
blame against the landlords tbat they are neglecting to get the irrigation source repaired 
though necessary. 

(b) If my suggestioll in the answer to questior;l VIII (a) is accepted and after 
it is put into force for a couple of years and if it does not work up weU this question 
VIII (b) may then be considered. 

(e) Please vide my answers to questions VIII (a) and (b). 

IX. Yes. It is highly necessary but it is not so practicable in the estates so far 
1\8 I know; because the Government conducts two zamindaries one for the first crop 
and the other fot second-crop every year without fail successful1y and the vil1age 
otficers will not submit the necessarv accounts to the zamindars for their zamabandies 
saying that they are very busily engaged in the preparation of the Government work 
staying in Government Taluk offices aDd so the zamabandy work cannot be done either 

.in time or beyond the time in spite of severe repeated attempts of the estate authorities. 
III-llA. 

, 
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The village officers do not care the estate call. as they naturally ant! awfully [ell!" 'he 
Government officials that they (the village officers) will be severel, punished if they 
do not attend to and close the Government work in time satisfactorily. So the zawin· 
dars are disabled and compelled to stop their zamabandi work leaving it to take its 
own time even after the close of the fasli. Even then whatever little work is done under 
the name of the zamabandi it is mere farce and No zamabandi at all. 'fherefore not 
even one zamindari in any year is done in the estate. I don't see any proper remedy 
for it. 

X. Both the pattadar and the zamindar should, have equal rights to proceed agains' 
the under-tenant for recovering the rent due to them in respect of the powers for dis
training the movable property subject to the conditions laid down in section 77-F, 
(1 and 2) sub-section, when the under-tenant notified the distrainer that he is the 
cultivator or the owner of the property (distrained) I do not see any need for the ex
change of the patta and muchilika with the under-tenant either by the zamindar or 
pattadar. 

Many of the existing tenants or enjoyers of the ryoti lands, are those who pur
chased the occupancy and hereditary right in them at a great cost depending upon the 
Estates Land Act. Their under-tenants if any are were cultivators of the ryoti lands 
who paid nothing for the land; so they cannot have or claim legally occupancy right 
in them and they are bound to be ousted from the land as per terms agreed upon 
between the tenants and their under-tenants. 

XI. (a) There must be a specia.! tribuna.! in every district as final appellate and 
revisiona.! authority so that it may be within the easy reach of the parties, to decide the 
disputes between the landholders and the tenants or ryots. 

(bl It is highly desirable that actions and proceedings between landholders and 
tenants be tried in civil courts as speedily as possible as it would be very convenient 
to the poor tenants as well as to the landhold~rs as the civil courts are stationary 60 

that the vakils engaged by either party need not leave their headquarters to conduct 
the case as in the case of their engagements in Revenue Courts held by touring officers. 
A great dea.! of inconvenience and expense are caused to the parties when the dispufles 
are posted to be heard in camps of Revenue Officers for the engagement of the vakil. 
who then demand their day fees and so on. 

XII. (a) The same reliefs and remedies which the Government have lD respect of 
unauthorized occupation of Government lands may be allowed to zamindars in similar 
cases. 

(b) The powers given to the zamindars for recovery of the arrear rents due to 
them from the ryots of their ryoti lands may be extended for the collection of arrear 
jodi, poruppu and kattubadi too. There are numerous alienations of the lands OIl 

which jodi, etc., are due to the landholders or proprietors and not even one of the 
alienations or divisions of such lands is reaching the ears of the proprietors lind the 
collection of jodi, etc., is becoming very troublesome to the proprietors and a trying 
matter over the zamindars as puzzles. 

Additional points which may fall within the scope of the Resolution of the abooe Committee. 

1. Effect of the Estates Land Act.-I think it is the intention of the legislature 
LO help and improve the condition of the tenants by passing the Act giving the tenant. 
"ccupancy and hereditary rights in the ryoti lands then in their possession a~d the 
\lersons who shall be thereafter admitted bv a landholder to possessIOn of ryotl land 
in his estate; but the result in the long run "deprived many of the tenants of their ryoti 
li~nds by their own sales and converted them into coolies or paupers and consequently 
loost of such ryots who lost their holdings had to leave their villages for some other 
places for their livelihood. The fact that how many holdings have been how many times 
wid by the tenants and passed from one hand to another on account of sales for the 
discharge of their debts may be easily seen from the yearly .. Amarakam" or lease 
accounts maintained by the proprietors from the year in which the Madras Estate. 
l"and Act was first passed, i.e., from 1908 up to now as the names of the pattadars 
have been replaced by the purchasers. This fact may also be judged, from the sale 
deeds of ryoti lands in the several estates, through registration offices in which they 
are regitered. I cannot say what a huge amount was spent for the stamp duty and 
registration fees of such sales in all these years. Some ryots of several vilages used to 
ask me whether there is any hope o~ repealing the Estates Land Act. I told them that. 
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011 the request of the ryot. the Government may repeal the Act by legislature a.nd 
they aaid tbat the influential and rich ryots will not join them to so apply to the Govern
ment collectively and so on. I have not meutioned here about the cost of stamp duty 
a.nd registration charge" for the mortgages of the ryots" holdings, which lIlay also be very 
mur.b. • 

N.U.-T Fluhmit. th4t there may btl JOCf!.I poculiaritiea in several patate.!> owing thl' natural ,·ondit.iol18 
4JlU my Rn8W61'8 mur,tly dep(md upon my knowJ.-dg(' in the Pithh.r-uram Ebt..l>.te. 

I!. Enhancement oj ~ent.-Section 30 of the Act provides for enhancement of rent 
by applying to the Collector under certain grounds. One of the grounds is the rise 
in prices of staple food articles in the locality specified in tlie section. The enhance
mellt should not be urged on the holding of a village in which no staple food crops are 
raised as the ryots of those holdings will not have any benefit by rise in the prices of 
staple food articles, and on the other hand they will have to suffer, like those who 
have no lands as they have to purchase staple food articles at a higher price as there 
is rise in the prics of those articles. 

3. Subdivisions of holdings.·-Vvoen subdivisions of a holding are made with the 
distribution of proportionate rents thereon eitber at the request of transfer and trans
feree, etc., or by the decree of court or by division ill the family of the ryots the water
source of the whole holding should also be arranged to be extended to all the subdivisions 
in the holding as otherwise the subdivisiondar at the water-source will not allow the 
water in the source to flow to and irrigate the land of another subdivisionda.r. Unless 
this proposal is accepted and is put into force,. even for the previous cases the trouble 
of the subdivisiondars suffering for want of water-supply when needed will not cease. 
l'his sort of arrangement should be provided in cases where portions of holdings are 
sold for the recovery of the arrear rents due to the zamindars. Path conveniences should 
similarly be arranged for all the subdivisions. 

4. Forest$.-There are forests in some estates but there are no communicatiolls to 
~ollle of the forests for either giving permits or marketing the timber. The zamindars 
are uuable to invest funds for making roads to their forests for cutting and bringing 
out the timber. So neither the zamindars nor their ryots are benefited by such forests 
as there are no roads to them. The forests, I learn, contain valuable trees like teak, 
etc., growing since so many years without being cut. I beg to propose that the Govel-b
ment may be pleased to grant loans for laying roads to such forests on condition of 
repaying the debt to the Government with 6 or 7 per cent per annum in a fixed period 
'0 that the zamindars and their ryots and general public who are all British subject. 
may be benafited. This arrangement gives lot of livelihood to road makers, contractors, 
wood-cutters, sawers, coolies and cartmen, etc., besides the persons of the Engineering 
Department. Some of the zamindars are already in debts and so I need not say that 
they are more disabled to illvest any money for roads to their forests. If roads a.re 
made by the Government by giving loans as proposed above the zamindars can easily 
.Ii.charge their old and new debts. 

5. Drainage and water-supply.-There are some villages which are suffering for 
want of drainages and there are other villages which are suffering for want of water- , 
>upplj. '1'0 put an end to these wants the Government may be pleased to direct through 
their Coll6Ctors, their Revenue Officers not below the rank of Deputy Tahsildars to 
enquire into tbese wants by their personal inspection and then the zamindars concerned 
may be asked to remove the wants in a fixed time by doing the needful. The improve
ments thus done by the zamindars may be got registered in the Collector's office so 
that the zamindars may apply to the Collector for enhancement of rents on the hold
ings benefited by these improvements. 

U. Lallka lands.-The lanka lands are subject to many changes by being situated 
in the rivers which receive floods yearly from Jlllle to November which may cut off, cover 
up With Band and grow the Lankas on one side of the other. The growths are of two 
kinds called latera! and vertical. After the floods are over so far as thev are not dis
turbed by Hoods. The Lankas are cultivated by owners or their ryots, etc., on their 
behalf. How the respective owuers identify their Lankas after floods which disturb 
.everal marks on the land is simply imaginable and it is more imaginable to identifv 
>lny lanka washed off once by floods and which reappears by subsequent floods. To 
nmke matters easier, the Government got surveyed the rivers. For instance, the river 
Godav ... ri WIlS surveyed in 1903 at first under .. The River Conservancv Act" and it 
was surveyed again subsequently. The two surveys were done on different methods. 
It is not known which of the two surveys is now :l guide to any of the parties owning 
lankas of the river which flows thro\lgh the. zamindars' and others' lands. Unless 
1\ gllide of survey is known record of rights can't be prepared as referred to in question 
;; .(~) of the committee. 

B. SOORATYA. 
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Kemorandum by Kr. X. Baghavacharyulu Avargal, M.A., B.L., VUIl and Secretar) 
Bar Association, CocBDada, dated llUl December 1937. 

I. (a) The proprictur.hip in the soil has frolll times immemorial belonged to the 
ryot. The king as protector of the people was entitled as remuneration for his protection 
of hi. subjects to a share of the produce extending up to one-sixth of the net produce. In 
the writings of the ancient law givers, there ~as not even a provision empowering th .. 
king to sell the land for default of payment of revenue or to transfer the land to another. 
'l'he latter mode was adopted by the Muhammadan rulers when as a result of high 
taxation, the cultivators did not find it worthwhile to cultivate their lands. Distraint 
and sale laws were quite foreign to ancient Hindu Law. The modern notion of th .. 
king's ownership of the soil is an outcome of the impact of Feudal notions of the We.t 
and early regulations and judicial decision. of the British period. These were subse· 
quently set right and it was finally recognized that the proprietorship in the soil alway~ 
vests in the ryot. (Vide G.O. No. 1008, Revenue, dated 21st September 1882.) 

The remuneration received by the king through his officers varied lip to one-sixth 
of the net produce of the soil. It is more of the nature of revenue than of rent. To 
distinguish the king'. share from that of the tenant the words ' melv8fam ' and ' kudi
varam ' are used. 

(b) The words 'landlord' and • tenant' are loosely used. The ryot came into 
existence not under any letting by the sovereign of the day but indepenrlently of him. 
There is no analogy between the Indian ryot and the English tenant and therefore the 
relation of landlord and tenant which implies that the latter derived his title throu~h 
the former does not exist between the Indian rvot and the zamindar or Government. 
'fhe ryot was entitled to hold the land as long as'he pays the revenue and in default his 
tenancy can only be determined by legal processes taken under the varions Acts like 
the Revenue Recovery Act, Estates Land Act, etc. 

'fhe zamindars were either-
(i) The heads of various divisions or districts of the kingdom. 

(iil Farmers of revenue created and recognized as such in the eal"ly days of the 
East India Company. 

(iii) Persons who asserted ostensible right in a tract of county and became semi
independent like the poligars and chiefs of Southern India w;th whom the 
company had to settle to establish its power. 

The assertion by the zamindar to the ownership of the SOIl is a corollary of th~ 
sovereign rights of the King and has been equally negatived. With reference to home· 
farm and pannai land, the zamindar is the proprietor. 

II. (a) d: (b) Rent is fair and equitable if it is not felt by the ryot as oppressive having 
regard to the various circumstances that govern the fixing and regulation thereof. The 
circumstances are--

(1) The nature of and average yield from the soil. 
(Il) The average prices prevailing in the .Iocality for foodstuffs. 
(3) The irrigation or other facilities appurtenant to he holding and regularity oC 

the yield.' 
(4) The economic conditions of the area, the possibility of periodical inundations. 

the tendency to famines, the paucity or otherwise of the rainfall, agricultural 
pests, existence of conveniences for cultivation, etc. 

(5) The expenses reasonably required Cor the cultivation of the holding including 
seedlings, planting, weeding and harvest and purchMe of cattle. 

(6) The domestic needs of the tenant and his familv. 
(7) The margin for bad crops, pests, renewal or" agricultural implements and 

cattle and storage of seedlings for next year. 
(8) A possible saving for the extraordinary expenses of his household like mar

riages, etc. 

Thl! existing rates of rent in the zamindaries are abnormally high in some villages 
the rent riaing to four times of that paid in adjoining Government areas. When the 
nermanent settlement was passed, the peshkash was fixed at two-thirds of the collections 
~de by them and their position of the zamindars wag made safe in that the Government 
precluded itself from raising the same at any time. No snch safeguard waR made WIth 
reference to the actual ryots though the seyersl despatches issned by the Government prior 
to the permanent settlement made mention of the fact that the zamindars shonld not 
demand from the ryots anything more than the accustomed rent nor dispossess them. The 
Governmen t also reserved express powers to pass regulahona that might be expedient in the 
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iDterest of the ryots. Clause 6 of the Hegulation XX X of mOll consolidated the dues pay
.. ble to the proprietor under the various heads. The zamindars who were very powerful 
gradually raised the rents to the maximum and even ejected the ryots from their holdings. 
Prior to the passing of the Madras Estates Land Act, they were still further raised and 
the zamindars secured the right of a periodical enhancement. If rents cannot be reduced 
to what they were at the time of the permanent settlement, still they can be brought into 
conformity with the rents in the Government areas. It appears that the rent even in 
Government areas is high and an attempt should be made to bring all rents in Government 
and zamin areas down to one-sia:th of the net produce or one-tenth of the gr088 one. , 

III. (a) d: (b) The realization of rent by distraint and sale of movable property should 
be abolished. It should only be recoverable by a suit either personally from the pattadar 
or by enforcing the first charge on the holding; a public notice of the amount due has to be 
published in the local gazette and other popular vernacular paper. The existing instal
ments of September to December should be changed and the system to be brought in con
formity with that existing in Government villages, i.e., January, February, March---l, i 
and J. A similar change in the payment of pesbkash in three or six instalments from 
.J .. nuary to March or June as the case may be. 

(c) The forum for the realization of rent by suits should be the civil court and the 
rent suits can be instituted as small causes ·with powers of enforcing the charge in execution 
over the holding. Prior to the suit, a notice ought to be issued to all tbe pattadars, to 
I,he persons in possession and to mortgagees who have given notice to the zamindar of 
their mortgage rights over the holding. A copy of the arrear notice should also be put up 
in the village office for information. The ryot should also be empowered to neposit in court 
under provisions analogous to the Transfer of Property Act whatever amount is in his 
opinion the sum due to the landholder. 

Remission should be provided in the statute in case of failure of crops due to circum
stances beyond the control of the ryot. It should be of the whole rent where the yield IS 

J~SB than one-fourth of the average crop; of half the rent if the yield is between one
fourth and half and of one-fourth of the rent if the crop is more than half and less t,han 
the average yield. 

(tl) 'l'he rent should be fixed once for all and the waram system should be abolished. 
The sbare and the commutation prices should be the guiding factors. 

(e) Once the rent i. fixed, it should not be altered at the instance of the landholder. 
But the Provincial Government may reserve general powers of revision in cases of failure 
of crops owing to famine or floods or violent economic changes in the country. The relief 
given to ryots should entitle the zamindar to have a pro rata deductIOn in the peshkash 
payable. 

IV. (a) All ryots are entitled to free water-supply to their holdings and the right is 
appurtenant to the land. It is not a matter of contract with the landholder. The land
holder has no higher rights in the water sources or water therein. He has a right to receive 
water for his homefarm land as any other ryot in his zamindari. The rights incident in 
ilim in reference to the water sources are the right of distribution anil proper repair. 

(b) The rent fixed on the holding is sufficient to recompense for the water used. 
by the ryot. The right. of raising a second crop must be regulated in reference to the ' 
water-supply available therefor either according to usage or rules framed for the purpose. 
Lands classified as dry can be irrigated as wet provided water is available without prejudice 
to other ryots holding wet lands in the area. 

V_ (a) Estates should be regularly surveyed and holdings demarcated. The decision 
liB to boundary or area and other decisious of the Survey authorities should be settled In 
lhe civil court by Buits filed by the parties aggrieved in this behalf. A record of rights 
<hould be maintained and copiea given or supplied to the ryots at a nominal cost. All the 
holdings should be subdivided and joint pattas should be put an end to. As in the Govern
ment villages, even a few cents should be registered as a separate holding if it belongs to 
It different owner. Proportionate rent should be fixed on the holdings or parts so divided 
'lOd the division or apportionment of rent should be liable to be questioned in the civil 
-court. 

(b) The cost of survey and settlement should not be taxed on the poor ryot. But 
as regards the cost of subdivision of holdings, one-half should be charged on the estate 
while the otber should be rat,eably distributed among the holders of the separated plots 
in the pat,ta. 

VI. Rent payable should be fixed once for all and the landholder should not be eu
t,itled to levy extra fees or msums or other customary dues. Education, sanitation or other 
"iIlage case. can, however, be added to the rent but should be set apart to be used by the 
Government for the purposes for which they were intended. 
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A number of cesses like the kanganam, kulavettu, etc., are prevalent in various maLin· 
dari areas. 'fhey should be totally abolished. 'The fair and equitable rent fixed on "ach 
holding is suffiCient compensation for the in'igation facilities, or other purposes for wb.ich 
the c.,sses were originally intended. 

No custom or contract to pay such ceases should be recognized. The purposes for 
which the cesses were imposed in ancient times have either become extinct or nugatory. 
Fail' rent being fixed on each holding, the zamindar should be bound to keep the irrigati~:. 
work. in repair or pay the village establishments or artisans. 

VII. (a) Wherever natural facilities exist, ryots should be entitled free of charge to 
graze cattle, to collect manure or cut wood for agricultural implementa provided such 
reasonable enjoyment is regulated by rules framed by the officers of the Go~rnment in 
tllis behalf. The 'lots ar~ not! however, entitled to use such facilities for trade or profit 
unless they obtam hcences ill thIS behalf on payment of reasonable fees. But such licensing 
.bould not be permitted where the facilities are insufficient or are barely sufficient for the 
n eede of the surrounding ryots. 

(b) A study of the growth of the village communities in the East and West would 
. convince us that the ryots have an inherent right to use these facilities for domestic or agri. 
cultural purposes free of cost. The pasture or forest land attached to the mark or the 
~ilIage was intended for common use and regulated amongst the villagers themselve •. 
It. is a sad feature of the modern times that the ryots have been deprived of inlmemorill I 
rights in communal, pasture or forest lands attached to their holdings. The kumaki 
land of South Kanars. and the netticut privileges enjoyed by the ryots are examples of the 
survival of such rights inherent in them even to the present day. 

(c) The zamindar or landholder should not have any rights over the public paths 
and communal lands. In hill and forest porambones, so far 88 they are necessary to the 
ryots for the enjoyment of their privileges like grazing cattle or collecting manure or felling 
wood for agricultural implements, the landholder should not have any rights except of 
.upervising and regulation. But he should be empowered to use the areas not so required 
to increase his income by leasing or other methods. 

VIII. (a), (b) cf: (c) All the minor works of irrigation should be under the Government 
supervision and necessary repairs should be made from out of funds supplied in this 
behalf. Major il'rigation works and sources should be kept in good order by the zamindar 
aI.a the power of supervision over the same should be vested in the officers of the 
Go'-ernment. 

The officers of the Government should have the powers suo motu or an application 
from the villagers concerned to call epon the zaroindnr to effect the necessary repairs and 
where the zamindar does not comply either wholly or partially with the demand, the 
Provincial Government should be empowered to effect the necessary repair itself anrl 
recover the cost from the zamindar. 

The right of distribution of water in the sour~es and works should be according to 
rules made by the Government, but subject to alteration or revision as exigencie~ 
require. 

The officers of the Government should be empowered to make a quarterly or half-yearly 
inspectIOn of the works and sources and submit the report to lhe Government. 'rhe 
village officers and the elders of the village should be in charge of distribution of water 
from the minor irrigation works but subject to the control of the zamindar and the 
Government in case of complaint from the parties concerned. 

Where owing to the non-repairs of the irrigation works there is a fail ere of the crop 
on the lands, a corresponding abatement of rent should follow. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi by a tour in the villages and not in the headquarters is abaolutely 
necessary for the ventilation of grievances of the ryota ; it should be done by a responslbl<· 
and high official of the district. The necessary action should be taken to redress the 
grievances after giving the zamindar an opportunity to rectify the matters complained of. 

X. The under-tenants in the holdings should not have any heritable or alienable 
rights in their leaseholds. But they should not be subject to frequent ejectments except 
where the rent payable to the ryot remains unpaid, or where the tenant becomes insolvent 
or where the lessee does anything prejudicial to the mterest of the lesaor. J n cases of flood 
or famine. they should be given adequate relief as against. the lessor. T~ey shoul.d. be 
empowered to pay the zamindar the rent payable on the holdmg and deduct It after gIVIng 
a notice to the lessor concerned from the lea"" amount. The rights inter se between them 
'lnd their Ipssors should be governed by provisions analogous to those in the Transfer of 
Property Act and a provision to that effect should be introduced in that Act. 
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As regards the zamindar and such under-tenant, there cannot be a privity of contract, 
I,m' can there be a. pl'lvity of estate as between a lessor and sub-lessee as the zamindar ha.s 
lIuthing to do with the kudivaram interest in the land. 

XI. (a) cf: (b) It is not desirable that the Board of Re\;.enue should be the final appel
late and revisional authority. Nor is a special tribunal necessary for the purpose. The 
High Court i. competent to dispose of sdch matters. which usually involve complicated 
questions regarding the jural relationship between the landholder and the ryot. 

The revenue courts should not have any jurisdiction under the Madras Esta.tes Land 
Act. It is desirable that the civil courts should be vested with jurisdiction in all matters 
arising under the Estates Land Act. Rent suits may be conveniently tried on the small 
cause side and the first charge be enforced in execution. 

XII. (a) Sections 163 and 163 (a) of the Estates Land Act are comprehensive enough 
to covel' cases of unauthorized occupation and damages therefor. Usually such a contin
gency arises from encroachment or disputed rights as between the landholder and the 
ryot. The rent payable on the holding is sufficieut compenslLtion to zamindar and there. 
is no necessity for additional penalty. It is unfair to extend the doctrine of damages or 
mesne pl'Ofits to such cases. Clause (2) of Section 163 should be omitted and consequent 
changes made in Section 163-A. 

The forum should be the civil court. 
(b) Yes. The jodi, poruppu or kattubadi .hould be recoverable as rent and be 

a first charge on the land, as in the caoe of rent. The arrelLrs should carry interest at 
a reasonable rate not exceeding 3 per cent. 

Additional matters to be considered. 
(a) The definition of the . Estate ' a.nd landholder should be brought into conso

nance. 
(b) The agraharamdars where the original agraharam is subdivided into small !lnd 

separate holdings, should not be treated as landholders. The extent and yield should l:>e 
considered in prescribing the limits of subdivisions in which occupancy rights cannot be 
acquired. 

(e) Darmila inams which are usually small in extent should be outside the operation 
of the Estates Land Act. 

(d) The ryot or the inamdar should be free to axplore and work the mineral resources 
including quarrying of stone in their holdings subject to the payment of a reasonable royalty 
to tlle State. 

(e) Wherever there are not communal lands, porambokes or pasture grounds suffi
e.ient for the use of the villagers, they should be acquired and the cost to be divided equally 
between the landholder and the body of ryots in the village. 

(f) Cesses leVIed for education, sanitation, etc., should be earmarked in the first 
instance for the village. A free elementary school, a free hospital and facilities for drink
ing water (tanks or wells) should be provided in each Village. 

(g) The leasing out of tank-beds or other communal lands should be put an end to 
and thp ancient t8 nks should be stored 8S sources of irrigation. 

(11) Transfer of holdings should be automatica.lly recognized by the landholder, joint 
application being taken from the alienor and alienee in the registrar's office and forwarded 
to the zamindar and Government for change in the registers. 

(I) Survey maps, diglot registers or record of rights registers should be always 
available for sale to the ryots at a nominal cost. We regret to note that this is not also 
observed in Government areas. 

<71 Trees on the holding should' be included in the holding and no separate tree 
patt.as should be countenanced. The reservation made in 1908 is not now necessary 
owing to lapse of time. 

(k) All contracts for increase of rent owing to new works of irrigation or of perm a
nent improvements to old ones should be declared void. 

(/) The pe~iod.ical enhancement of r~nts should be discontinued. The procedure 
should be by apphcatlon to the Government III case where a general enhancement is neces
sary owing to changed circumstances. The Settlement Officers should be in charge of such 
revision of rents if the Government considers it desirable to have a resettlement in zamin-
anri areas. . 

X. RAOBAVACHARYULU. 

III-12 
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Memorandum by lIrIr. 41akld Venkatarame:v:va, Pleader and I8II1indari ryo\ 01 
Pedapudram. 

I. (a) The ryot is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The word landlord is.not an appropriate term. The zamindar is only a farmer 

of revenue. The ryot has absolute rights in tbe land subject to the paYlIlent of rent. 
II. (a) Fair and equitable rent can never be a share in the produce. If it is a share 

in the produce whether by one-eighth or one-tenth, the system would not work well. 'l'be 
r:rot would have no interest whatever in raising crops, such a. sugarcane, etc., IIlve.ting 
large amounts of money and labour or in improving the land. Rent should always be a 
fixed sum in money. 1'he rents that were prevatling, i.e., in 1908 before the recent enhance
ments under section 30 of the Estates Land Act lIlay be taken as fair and e'luitable. In 
cases where the ryots complain that they are higher they should be reduced to the level 
of similar Government lands either in the same or in the neighbouring villages. 

(b) The rent need not be fixed now afresh. What is now re(luired is reducing over· 
taxation and relieving the ryot in eases where iv is so complained of by ryot. The 
present state of land with the improvements made by the ryot with large amounh of 
expense and labour cannot be taken into consideration at all. The rents originally 
prevailing in good old days may be considered as having been fixed with reference to 
the conditions then prevailing with regard to the fertility of the soil, irrigation facilities, 
draught and submersion, etc. 

(c) There should be statutory provision for remi.sion of rents, as on Guvernment 
lands and also in cases where there would be fall in prices. 

(d) No new settlement need now be made for any "rea; this involves much expenHe, 
and is absolutely unnecessary. The principles in reducing rents may be enunciated and 
the matter may be left to be determined by ordinary civil courts, but not by the revenu~ 
courts. 

(e) No. When the matter is placed within the jurisdiction of the ordinary civil 
courts by' statute, there is no need for any reserve powers in Provincial Government as 
such powers can be exercised by the High Court in necessary cases. So such powers 
should be vested in the High Court. 

III. (a) Yes. 
(b) The instalments for the collection of rents should be January, February and 

March by which time the produce would be realized by the ryot and he wonld be in 11 

position to pay. The existing summary remedies by way of di.traint and sale of holding 
are to be dispensed with as they are causing much hardship to the ryots. 'rhe zamindar's 
interests are safeguarded so long as there is statutory first charge on the holding for rent. 
In short the whole procedure for the realization of rent before decree by instituting a suit 
in a civil court is to be dispensed with. The collection should never be entrusted to any 
person other thau a zamindar or his subordinate who would be in a position to give " 
valid discharge. If a change is needed it should be entrusted to Government subordi. 
nates. As the villages are full of factions the troubles of the ryots would become greater 
and harder if the collection is entrusted to any other persons. It is im!,ossible in the 
present time to expect any peaceful administration by villagers themselves as in good 
olden days. 

(c) There should be no distraint or sale of holding before" decree in the ordinary 
civil court. 

IV. (a) The right of the ryot to water-supply is inherent as being appurtenant to 
the land and it cannot be a matter of contrad between the ryot and the zamindar. 'rhe 
zamiudar is bound to maintain all irrigation works at his expense and see water is dis
tributed properly to all wet lands recorded as such prior to 1908 under the ayacut. He 
shonld not only look to the maintenance of irrigation works bllt also look to the supplv 
of water at his expense. Water should be stored in all existing tanks. The tank. should 
never be leased out for pasture or for raising pulses, etc., by emptying the tanks. In short 
the tank-beds should not be leased for pasture or raising pulses, etc., i.e .• the tank
beds should only be used for storing water and for no other purpose :-There should be 
no right to thezamindar for any water-tax, either for first or second crop if the land 
happens to be a wet l.and. The burden o~ snpplying water is on the zamindar. the rent. 
having been fixed ongmally on that basts. 

(b) The zamindar has not got any superior right iu the water-sources in the estate 
except in cases where the zamindar brings in new irrigation works without detriment 
to the existing wet anicntholders ":nd supplies water to the dry lands which may be 
converted into wet, and even 10 thts case the water-tax shollld not be abnormal. The 
total amount of water-tax that is collected by utilizing the water. i.e., under the new 
irrigation work should fetch reasonable interest on the 'Doney invested hy the zaminrlar. 
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V. (al The estates which are not already surveyed should be surveyed and a record 
of rights is to be maintained. 

(0) The whole cost is to be borne by the zamindar. 
VI. No. 
VII. (a) The ryots should not be chargEod when they utilize local and. natural 

facilities such as grazing of cattle, col!e~tion of green manure or wood for agrIcultural 
Implements. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) The public paths and communal lands should not be interfered with either 

by the ryots or by the zamindar. They are intended for public use; as members of public 
the zsmindar or the ryots may use them. With regard to hill and forest porambokes the 
zamindar is to preserve them and the ryots of the adjacent villages may be allowed to 
graze their cattle, collect green manure or take headloads of dry wood for fuel, etc., 
but the trees which are fit for timber are the property of the zsmindar. 

VIII. (a) The principles are: If any irrigation source or work is in disrepair any 
ryot under the anicut is entitled to make a report to the revenue authorities who would 
get the work estimated by the Public Works Department and executed. The money 
incurred in this account may be recovered from the zamindar as .an an'ear of revenue. 
This should never be entrusted to any person in the village and he is always expected 
unrler the inlhience of the zamindar. 

(b) Yes. 
(el Yes by both. 

IX. Yes. The jamabandi should be condncted by the Revenne officers for purpose 
of remission as in tbe case of Government villages but not by the zamindari officials. 

The under-tenants are strangers who enter on ryoti land for their livelihood a. 
labourers. 

X. The terms of the contract between the pattadar and b;s under-tenant govern 
the relations between them. The under-tenants enter into contracts, to their advantage; 
hence no legal provision is necessary. The under-tenants are entitled to pay rent to 
the zamindar on behalf of the pattadar and deduct the same from what he has to pay the 
pattadar in order to have peaceful enjoyment, during the continuance of the tenancy. 

XI. (a) The High Conrt should be the final authority. 
(b) The courts should always be ordinary civil courts in all matters. 

XII. (a) The zamindar is entitled to collect rents, in the case of cultivable lands on 
the basis of rent on the adjoining cultivable Jands. In the case of poramboke or com
munal land the occupier can be ejected; in tile case of hill or forest land reasonable 
rent may be fixed. 

(b) No. 
XlII. Inasmuch as the ryot is the proprietor of the soil subject only to the payment 

of tixed rent to the zamindar, the ryot is entitled to use property in such a way which 
is most beneficial to him. No doubt he should not do any work which lessens the 
value of the property. But he cannot be restricted to confine the utility of land only 
for agricultural purposes. The construction of buildings either for residential purposes 
or for manufacturing purposes would increase the value of the holding manifold and 
those constructions also stand security for rent. Hence the existing law in section 11 
of the Estates Land Act requires amendment by the deletion of words "or render it 
unfit for agricultural purposes." Section 151 requires amendment by the deletion of 
words " for agricultural purposes and rendered it substantially unfit for such purposes." 
~'he provisions relat.ing to the ejectment of non-occupancy ryot also are to be entirely 
deleted. The trees on the holding may be classed under three heads. 

(a) Trees that are sold by the zamindar on yearly auction such as mango 
trees, etc. 

(b) Trees that are leased out under tree pattas. 
(e) Trees though planted before 1908 are being enjoyed till this day as part and 

parcel of the holding by the ryot without any interference by the zamindar, such as 
palmym, etc. With regard to class (e) the law should be made clear givina absolute 
rights to the ryot. With regard to classes (a) and (b) they go along with th~ holding, 
because they were plllnted by the ryot and not by the zamindar at anv time, and the 
znmindnr'. interference either b;r leasing or br auc~ion with them sliould be put ao 
end to and the ryot should be gIven absolute rIghts III them also because it is the rvot 
UlI\t suffers the loss, etc .. by the existence of the trees and their shadow. More so' in 
the matter of entrance of strangers on the holding for the purpose of reaping the fruits 
of the said auction or tree patta, it is a great hardship to the rvot, because there cannot 
be any safety to his property which remains on the holding, as in most cases the new 
comers would always be the persons enemical to the ryot. 

Arrnna VENltATAR4MATYA.. 

m-12A 
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Memorandum by Mr. ChandrupaUa Ranumantha Rao, Indukurpeta, Gokavaram po", 
viHo Rajahmundry, dated 29th November 1937. 

1. (a) The tenan~. 
Ib, The nature of the interest,. wlrich the tenant and the landlord variously hllve 

OIl the soil is as follows:-
'fhe landlord is one, who merely collects land revenue on behalf of the State, 

Hond retains his own commission, virtually the Ageut of the Stat<l. Where"s 
the tenant is the actual depender on and has the full title to the ownership 

of the land so long HoS he pays its rent. Even before the Estates Land Act 
the tenant is the possessor of the • kudivaram ' right. 

n. (a) The charges which the State 01.' the landlord incurs for the development of 
the land by the crea~on of water sources, etc., plus the collection expenses. About one
tenth of the gross )'leld on the land may be taken for general guidance in determining 
this .. fair and equitable rent." 

(b). (1) The nature and classification of soiL 
(2) Its nearness or otherwise from the water sourC<lS and their feeders. 
(3) Facilities. newly constructed for the running of water and any developments 

made on the land by the landlord. 
(4) Agricultural expenses. 
(5) Market and transport facilities for selling the produce. 
(6) Seed and agricultural implements for the coming year-these expenses should 

be deducted. 
(7) Something should be set aside towards famine relief and for carrving on 

small-scale cottage industries like haUll-spilluing, etc. • 
I should like to suggest, in this connexion, that all tax-land, water-rate and even 

lOcal cesses-should be abolished on all families whose yearly gross incomes are :tbout 
Rs. 200 or Rs. 250. Only those who till the land for their mere existence should be 
allowed this benefit. 

(e) Yes. Statutory provision must be made for remission of rent, when the crop 
fails for viccissitudes of season and when the landlord fails or neglects to fulfil his obliga. 
tions. The remission should be proportionate to the extent of the failure, half when 
the crop yields half, and three. fourths when the yield is only three.fourths. 

(d) The rate or share of rent for a particular area need not necessarily be deter
mined once for all. Sound principles of taxation can be enunciated for the officer or court 
to arrive at what may be termed as • fair and equitable rent' as and when a question 
arises; only they should be known to the farmers. 

(e) It is both desirable and necessary too that the Provinci"l Government should 
be retained reserve powers to revise, alter and reduce rents whenever they are inequitable, 
to be carried on a clear·cut policy. But there should be appellate powers for the civil 
or special courts. 

nI. (a) They l'equire revision. 
(b) Powers of rent collection should be completely transferred from the landlords 

to the village panchayats. The zami~dars should be entitled to receive their in{"omes from 
their zamins only through the vaflOUS panchayal.. They can appomt small stati to 
see that their rights are not, in ooy way, hlterfered with or impaired by the tenants or 
the panchayats. Full and sufficient powers should be vested with the panchayats for 
rent collection, which should be in three kists in equal shares in January, February and 
March. 

(e) If collection work is thus handed over to the elec!<ld village panchayat, possess
ing full powers for attachment and sale of movable and immovable properties-with appel
late powers on their actions ever resting with the civil or special courts-it cfln be fairly 
assumed that rent collection will become as thorough in the zamindari villages also a" 
in the ryotwari areas. This is the .only method to be adopted with regard to the collection 
of rent and sale of holdings, etc .• m order to make the procedure Simpler and less costly. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to the water.supply are inherent as being appurte
nant to the land where the lands are nea.r and by the side of water sources. As to the 
lands to which water is being taken through channels from distant sources, the rights 
are a matter of contract. But still the landlord can claim only the expenses for taking 
the water so long and not the ryot for the possession of the water sources. As to whether 
a certain block has the right to get the water.supply through the constructed channel. 
should not depend upon the whim or the good-will of the zamindar, but upon local common· 
sense expressed through the adjacent holding. strengthened by the village panchayat with 
powers of appeal to the court~. 
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(b) The landlord cannot claim any such superior right. That he is at present exer
CISing it i. due to many things-the Ignorance, the incapacity and the poverty of the 
tenants-and because the Act Itself is not specific on that matter. The zamindar·, as the 
agent of the t:!tate for the collection of rent, has an obligation to better and keep such 
sources in perfect order aud claim additional revenue for creating where they are not 
t'xisting previously. This is no profit-making concern. 

\'. (al Yes, thoroughly and Immedia.tely. By bringing those operations of survey 
and record of rights, unnecessary, vexatious disputations could be put an end to. By 
leaving the matter to the zamindar, the separations will not take place at all. 

(b) The zamindar and the tenant should bear the cost in the proportion of 3 to l. 
Where the tenant is too poor, the full cost should be borne by the zamindar. The 
zamindar is justified in bearing the total co~t as the holdings are sure to increase In 

size. 
VI The zamindar, in old days, was justified in receiving additional customary and 

t~Dlporary levies when his income was low, and even then, according to the then existing 
social and economic order, that income was returning to the tenants in some shape or other. 
N ow such conditions no longer exist. The zamindar's income too is many times multiplied. 
No such justification can exist now. 

VII. (a) J; (b) Previous to the Estates Land Act, the tenants were exercising free 
r'Jhts to the utilization of local natural facilities: free grazing of cattle, free access to the 
green manure and wood obtaining in the zamindar's forests for agricultural and house
hold necessities. With the passing of the Estates Land Act such rights have been with
held. Now such rights could be bestowed upon tenants as before so that poor and under
tenants can carry on agricultural operations with less cost and trouble. Small licence 
fees may be levied on rich and able tenants. Porambokes and public paths, etc., should 
remain as common village properties. 

(c) The tenants should have right to use them fully. The :.amindar also can claim 
the same use. Some rules can be framed to see that theRe communal lands, public paths. 
hill and forest pornmbokes are not spoiled by unhealthy competition.. They can be 
.. ested in the management of the vill .... <>e panchayats, or where these extend to more than 
one or two villages, in the locnl district or taluk boards. The zamindars can be given 
fllpreRentation in them when his questions come up for settlement. The zamindar also, 
likE! the rich tenants, pay the levied licence fees and, use the grazing grounds a.nd forests 
'" such a way that the tenants' rights to such use are not infringed. 

VIII. (a) The creation, construction and repair of water sources like tanks, canals 
sml f'lflders-its power should be vested with the' panchayats and Government. Their 
Illlmu.gement should be given to village panchayat.s in case of small and unitary areas, 
but where they concern with large extents they should be man"ged by the Government. 
The zamindars will remain trustees to them. They have also a right to water their own 
farms along with the tenants. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Such powers should be exercised suo moto without the concern of the desire or 

l'nwillingness of parties. 

IX. Yes. All disputes concerning unauthorized occupations, land measurements and 
the supervision of water sources, failure of crops, etc., can be settled advantageously then 
on the spot. 

X. In the case of under-tenants, it is necessary to consider and bestow some responsi
bilities and rights which t.hey do not hitherto possess. 'l'here are some tenants whose 
incomes are very large, and who have large extents of lands like the zaillindars. Though 
these tenants do not and will not cultivate any land under t.hem, they do not even reside 
ill the viliages where they hold their lands. In such cases it is necessary and desirable that. 
their under-tenants should be at least ensured by the Act that. so long as they are regular in 
the payment of rents to their tenants, they would not be deprived of the right of cultivation 
of londs which they have been cultivating for a long period. A certain limit in the 
status of the tenant may be made, above which such tenants will not have the right to 
Illise unjustly their rents every now and then. Even here a margin can be left for the 
possibility of c81'rying on an own farm. Th~y can only receive the ave~u.ge of the previonsl 
tl\l'ee 01' four yellrs. On such lauds and 10 future, when a farm IS not successlvel\,! 
cultivated by the tenant directly for two or three years. Such tenants mav retain the: 
right of sale of their holdings to n purchaser just on the same conditions. The sub-tenant' 
or th~ agricult.uriRt will thus be en~ure~ of .R certain amount of l!lnd for cultivation and will \ 
do hIS most to develop It. He WIll, m Ius turn, fulfil and enJoy his tenant's obligations 
to the zamindar or the State. Such right of the sub-tenancy will be hereditary and CRn 
be transferred and Illienated freely or for a smnll purchnse sl1m. 
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XI. (a) No. The final appellate lind revisional authority should be transferred k> 
II special tribunal and the High CourL. 

(b) In civLi couno. .No special courLs are necessary. It is highly undesirable that 
revenue courts be allowed to function in this matter. It is necessary that judicial and exe
cutive functions should be fully beparated-the evil lesson of their combinatiin being 
bitterest in the partially excluded agency areas. When it is done, only one kind of court8 
function where all cases, revenue, civil and criminal, will be tried. Jurisprudence la 
a teclmique and an art requiring its own function and experience. 

XTI. (a) The landlord is entitled to claim such occupied lands if he wants them for hl8 
direct cultivation. In other cases he may be satisfied with levying the . fair and equitabl~ 
rent.' But where such occupation is with regard to tank-beds and other village commons, 
it should be removed and handed over to the village panchayats, their rightful owners. 
In any case, it is the village panchayat that should determine such occupation. 

Other points.-(1) It is necessary that the tenants and the sub-tenants should have 
the full right to the metal wealth to be found in the jerayati lands. 

(2) While the Agraharam lands are in the hands of one or two individuals, it is 
necessary that they should be considered as .• Estates." But where they have heen 
brokeu up into a number of farms under petty inamdars, it is not proper that they should 
be deprived of the" kudivaram right." 

(3) Chinnarigandi continues as a single whole village inam, under the Muththangi 
family of Rajahmundry, where the cultivators of the soil enjoy no agricultural status with
out the grant of pattas, but simply remain tillers of the land and payers of the demanded 
rent. It is necessary to see that the kudivaram right is enforced hereto. 

(4) The mnkhasa of Ravilanka, the only one this kind in this division, was given 
as a service grant to be enjoyed so long as the proprietor continues to be loyal and faithful 
to the Government. 'fhough the tenants have been enjoying the kudivaram right on thtl 
land for a very long period previous ev~n to the Estates Land Act, it is yet somet.imes 
denied to them and claimed by the present mukhasidarini for herself and carries on liti
gation against them in the revenue courts where good knowledge in civil matters is 
lacking. So, it is but proper that the Act do specifically and clearly guarantee this" kudi
varam right" to the tenants to the same extent as it is claimed by the zamindari tenants. 
(It may be mentioned that in the agency, there are no civil but only revenue courts where 
postice in civil matters is seldom meted out.) 

(5) A new legislation is necessary to raise the status of the ryots in the mutha\, who 
are no more than forest-coolies and economic serfs under the muthadars. With the 
assurance of new rights, primitive agricultural conditions at present prevailing there, 
are sure to disappear shortly, and with it the general backwardness of the area also which 
.eems so problematic now. 

(6) Steps should immediately be taken to see what improvements can be made on 
the land by the zamindar or the state, what developments could be effected to bring more 
extents of dry land under wet ·classification. For instance. in the Peta estate with a little 
investment of three or four thousand rupees, four or five hundred acres of dry land can 
be brought under wet classification, effective and sufficient water eources already existing 
locally. 

The tank-beds should be increased even to ensure unfailing water.supply to the 
:1lready wet land, in many cases. 

(7) A word about the .. Seethapalli project," in this connexion, should not seem 
out of place. Sometimes back estimates had been made, schemes drawn to consider this 
project. It is learnt that it had been given up on the ground that it would not bring in a 
return of 5 per cent profit to the Government. Now that the Congress Government has 
reduced it to 3 per cent, this project may be again considered favourably. At least it can 
be assumed that fifteen or twenty thousand acres of .land can be ensured of unfailing 
water-supply in future. The stream is about four times as big as the Meghadri which 
waters the .. Korukonda Mahal." The general economic condition of this division is too 
low that a project of t.his kind is sure to bring immenf!6 and untold relief to many thousand. 
of starving and perpetuallv semi-starving families. Even as a famine relief ll'f'asure, it IS 

highly commendable from· more than one point of view. It is really surprising to discover 
an area like the Chodavaram division so abundant in water sources and so fertile alike in 
soil yet where the population is sinking in perpetual wretchedness due to poverty and 
ign~rance. an easy prey to the clutches of malaria and greed of the sowcars. 

CHAlIDRUPATTA HANUlolANTHA RAO. 
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Memorandum by Mr. G. V. Krishna Rao, B.A., retired Sub-Magistrate and retired Diwan 
of Kottam estate, dated Xakarapalle, the 7th December 1937. 

In pursuance of the Government publication as to questionnaire inviting suggestions 
a. to the condition in the zarnindari estates-vide page 4, lith October 19a7, 1 rulian j£.xpre •• 
paper, 1 beg to submit that I have been suffering from paralysis for the last one year. 
l'huugh in thi" sickly condition I obeyeci your call and when Sastrigar, a member of 
your Committee of Kovvur, last came to Tuni, I met him and had a talk with him. 1 had 
then two English copies and two Telugu copies of the memoranda of the suggestions which 
I delivered to Sastrigar to be given to your Secretary or to you. The enclosed is another 
.English copy which contains some new points. As 1 wrote these copies in a unhealthy 
condition, please peruse them and use the important points where possible as they repre
eent the true state ,of things and as they require a bold remedy. 

Supplemental memorandum of suggestion. regarding the zarnindari estates. 
1. 'rhe condition of the estates in general prior to the introduction of the Estates Land 

Act. dated 1st July 1908, and during thirty years after-the zamindar was then the soJe 
owner of his estate and he therefore showed much interest in his estate by way of improve
ment of land and water-sources. He raised also demonstrative farms for the guidance of 
his tenants. He improved cultivation in many ways and he increased the rents also in many 
ways. Though the tenants were even then utter paupers they were then contented. 
The zamindar used to call them to him and used to give each some holding raising its rent 
und keeping its back arrears as a burden upon it. As they were only tenants at will 
und as they then had no occup .. ncy right in the land, they readily accepted any holding 
given to them by zamindar and cultivated it. When the crop in the holding was ripe, the 
tenant used stealthily to remove some portion to his house and live thereby without want. 
H the estate officials or servants who were kept to watch the crop were vigilant he would 
give to them by way of mamul some crop or some money. When a great portion of the 
crop was thus misappropriated the remainder was harvested and paid to the estate. The 
tenant was not very particular about this payment for the balance would be added to the 
arrears. Thus there were large arrears hanging upon each holding without the responsi
bility of the tenant for its payment, While the zamindar was thus the sole owner of the 
"state and the tenants were only tenants at his will he raised the rents of his holdings 
.)norllloll"ly and allowed the arrears of rent to accumulate without any pressure to the 
tenant.s for its payment. The condition after the Estates Land Act, dated 1st July 1908, 
"8me into force it brought a change in the tenancy. It deprived the zamindar of his own('r
ship of the holdings and vested them in the tenants providing in the Act many oppressive 
provisions so as to favour and enable the zamilldar to make his collections easily. The 
zamindar lost all his interest both in the improvement of the land and the irrigation sources 
"fter this Act came into force and began making his collections both cunent and arrear 
mORt of which was time-baned. He began to collect every year two times the cUI'rent 
deluand whatever the yield of the crops in the holding might be. Every year he left 
nothing to the tenants in the crop by keeping watch over it and appropriated it to him.eU. 
Re at the same time increased the arrear burden too by adding to it the unpaid demand 
~"ery year. The tenant wag thus a perpetual slave and n poor man living always han<l 
to mouth. He wns alwavs afraid hoth of the zamindar and his servants. The condi
tion of the tenants has thus be,'ome worse and wor~e during the thirty years after the 
1<1stateR Land Act c!tme into force and no prospect appears for its improvement unless the 
coming new Act takes 0. bold step fearlessly to modify many of the sections of the Estates 
'Land Act. The suggestions to modify the Act are as follows. 

II. (al Firstly this Kottam estate must be surveyed and settled and fair and equitable 
rent. must be fixed. This estate was never surveyed and hence the fields are intermingled 
in holdings. The zamindar has been collect,ing rents in Rome cases both in the boldin';' in 
which they are and in the holding in which they are not. 0 

(b) The Estates Land Act requir~. the following modifications among others :
(1) The description into vru;ious sorts of waste is unnecessary. All may be 

merged into one sort and gIven away on patta to some poor people. 
(2) To show the relation between the landlord and tenant, if pattas and muchl

likas be once exchan/!ed between them; that is enough. 
(3) Section 5 of the Act which creates a charge on the holding and its produce 

for three years may be removed. 
(4) Of the three collection powers given to the zamindar the power of suit mav 

remain and in the power of distraint attaching movable property. that of 
nttachment of tenants' cattle of all sorts be removed and eancelled. The sec
tions 62 and 6<l be removed and it must be made obligatory on the zamindar to 
grant a receipt to the tenant whenever he makes a payment for the current year 
showing therein the current vear and fRsli. for which the payment is made. 
S~ctions 111 to 148 both inclusive relatin$! to attachment and sale of tenants 
holding for one year" arrear on notice should be necessarily abolished and 
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cancelled as they are obnoxious and prove ruinous to the tenanL. The chapter 
III the AcL l'eiatlllg to the transfer and subdivision of holdings must be applied 
more stringently lIlakmg It obligatory 10 the zamindnr to receive any appli
catIOn which may be lllade by the tenant 10 the zalllindari. Now if any applica
tion be lUade to the zalUindar under this chapter, it is invariably thrown out. 
So, these joint pattas have been ruining the tenants. This joint patla is working 
lot of mischief to the tenants by way of collecting the whole patla rent from 
every joint-holder of the patta. 

(5) About irrigation repair •. -After the Act came into force the zalllindar's inter
est has slackened. He is showing more interest for any repai.·. of river channels 
so as to benefit his own seri-holdings. Thus pay no attention to the supply 
of water to the ryots' holdings. Nimmakattu which is the source of water
supply to some villages of the Kottam estate is in the Vizagapatam district 
and IS owned and repaired by the Government and some agraharamdara In 
the same district. It is only the overflow of water let down by the agraharam
dars that flows into this Kottam estate and used for irrigation though late. 
The zamindar has no hand in the Nimmakuttu repairs and whether the watel' 
flows in time or Qot, whether any crops are irrigated or not and whether any 
crop yields or not the zurnindllr pays no attention to it but collects the usuul 
I'ents or adds them to arrears though time-barred. I suggest one thing in 
this report. This irrigation branch must be removed from the zamindlll' 
and a special branch be created under the supervision of the Deputy Tahsildar. 
An overseer, two clerks under him and two peons may constitute into a special 
branch sitting in the Deputy Tahsildar's office without any concern of the 
z&mindar. A sum of twenty thousand from the estate collections be kept 
under deposit in the Deputy Tahsildar's office to meet the expenses of this 
branch. If this be done under Government supervision the irrigation in the 
estate will well be attended to. The Zamindar of Kottam had joined in thi. 
litigation between the Government and agraharamdars regarding Nimmakattu 
and secured for himself one day tum out of the seven days in order to irrigate 
his seri lands far below KatanBndur village. He nsed this one day turn to 
his lands and never allowed the tenants of the neighbouring villages to interfere 
with that day's turn though the crops of other tenants were withering away and 
though he demands full rents from these holdings. On this turn day, all the 
estate servants were employed on the kattu to prevent the tenants from inter· 
fering with the water. This is wjt.h regard to water that flowed down the 
kattu through the river. In the above portion both the Government lands 
and agraharam lands lie up to the lands of Kottam estate. It is for the 
irrigation of these lands both the Government and agrahammdars contribute 
and repair the kattu digging a channel along it up to the end of agraharam 
lands. They allow water only when there is exces. water to irrigate their 
fields to flow down to KoUom villages. For this precorioui irrigation the 
previous zamindar of Kottam estate charged rent. heavily and collected them 
from the meagre produce. To avoid this hardsnip of Kottam tenants, water 
may be supplied from Nimrnakattu by one or two dl!.Ys tum in the week and 
even water-rate at one rupee for acre by Government or awaharamdars may 
be charged and dry rates may be fixed for all other Kottam estate lands. 
The zamindar is looking only for himself not caring for his tenants. 

(6) The tenants in the estate must be allowed to cut timber in the zamindari 
estate for bona fide agricultural pnrposes not exceeding one bandy load each 
free of charge and for firewood for domestic pnrposes free of charge. 

(7) The Estates Land Act will not apply to the undertenants of pattadars. 
(8) The tenants must be allowed free of charge by the zamindar to cut and tllk .. 

green manure from his forest land. 
(9) With regard to distraint of movable property of the tenant for the current 

demand, the estate servants must be debarred from attaching it and more. 
especially cattle as in doing so great oppression is caused to the tenant.. Th .. 
provisions relating to this in the Act mnst be cancelled. The provisions in 
the Act regarding to the sale of his holding section. 111 to 148 as they are 
working much havoc must be cancelled. The estate servants are frequently 
and freely resorting to these provisions to oppress the tenants. They prefer 
these section" in the face of others and in the face of other properties appearing 
in the field. The produce in the holding is not interfered with Rnd they pro
ceed direct to these provisiOn!! because they are oppressive, and the collection. 
are speedily realized. 

(10) In the vear 1907 in the months of December, the then zarnindar made a 
settJementof this Kottam estate enhancing the then rent. of the estate to an 
extent of about thirty thousand rupees. As this settlement was made in the 
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teeth of the Estates Land Act that is almost prior to and to some extent after 
1st July 1908 taking advantage of the illiteracy and fear for the zamindar. 
it was accepted by most of We tenan~s. '!'Ills 1118~ enhancement raised this 
Kottam estate final rent to two lakhs and fourteen thousand rupees which 
stood at the time of the Act was about seventy thousand and which has been 
continued to be collected every year by the help of oppressive laws. 'I.'here 
appear no remedy for this oppressive and heavy rent; unless some compen
sation be paid to the zamindar and rents be reduced to a uniform rate. As 
Nimmakattu water is not allowed to flow freely to this estate land dry rates 
of assessments may be fixed throughout the estate. If by this the excessive 
heavy wei rents fixed by the zamindar arbitrarily for this overflow of water 
(aJlowed to overflow to this estate) be cancelled it will give some relief to the 
tenants and this requires no compensation to the zamindar. 

G. V. KRISHNA RAo AND OmBR8. 

Kemorandum by Kr. Inuganti Narayana Rao, Thondangt village, Plttapuram estate, 
East Godavari district, dated 29th November 1937. 

1. (a) According to the Estates Land Act the ryot is the proprietor of the soil. ThO!' 
Zamindar is empowered merely to collect rent. 

(6) As long 8S the ryot tills his land and regularly pays the stipulated rent. he can
not be evicted from that land. According to the provisions of the Estates Land Act, the 
pattadar, i.e., the ryot, has the right of sale. etc., over the land which be tills. The zamindar 
cannot be the proprietor of that soil unless he buys it from the pattadar. 

II. (a) Equitable rent is that whioh is determined by the settlement officer after fixing 
the taram of the land (block system) and comparing its rate of rent with the rates preva.il
ing in the neighbouring blocks. 

(6) Equitable rent should be fixed after taking into consideration the fertility of the 
soil, irrigation facilities and the prices of crops. After deducting from the ryot's income 
his fo.miIy's mo.intenance charge, charge for feeding his cattle,. investment charge and in
terest upon it, the equitable rate of rent should be fixed at one-sixth of his net income. 

Our village (Tondo.ngi) and the group of villo.ges surrounding it were merely surveyed 
and the houndaries of pattadars' Io.nds fixed. No settlement has been undertaken at all. 
Consequently, the rates of rent preva.iling here have not been fixed on any rational ba.sis 
but have been arbitrarily arrived o.t as a result of competition among the ryots themselves 
and official zulum tlxercised lIpon them by the estate officio.ls. 

Our zamindar ha.s not boon spending money for repa..iring irrigo.tion tanks, either hefore 
or subsequent to t·he pa.ssing of the Estates La.nd Act in 1908. Although agricultural 
income has not been increasing but on the contra.ry decrea.sing, owing to sco.rcity or too 
much of rains; although the lo.nds are yielding full crops only once in throo or four years ; 
severa.! suits were Ii led by the zamindsr for the collection of increased rent of 2 annas 
in the rupee, depending solely upon the increment of prices in tho.t year. Pa.tte No. 19 
la.nd extends over 98 acres. From 1908 till 1932 the total rent paid upon it wa.s Rs. 547-5--1. 
A suit wa.s filed npon this ryots by L.S. No. 992 of 1932 for increase of rent. From 1929 till 
1935, due to world-wide economic depression, the prioes of agricultural products fell very 
low. The price of paddy during this interval wa.s about Rs. 2-8-0 per bag. At such & 

time, taking a.dva.ntage of the lapse of 20 years after t·he pa.ssing of the Estates Land Act. 
the zamindar filed a number of suits for inorement' of rents. The poverty-strioken ryot 
bas to incur enormous expenditure for gettin~ justice in courts. He cannot stand on a par 
with the zamindsr in the mo.tter of expending money. Hence the ryots were forced to 
yield to a compromise of Re. 0-1-6 increment of revenue. The preva..iling rate of rents in 
our viII~ ranges from Re. 5 to Re. 12 per a.cre on wet and from Re. 2--8-0 to Rs. 3 on dry 
lands. There are no authentic reoorda with us to show when and how much increments 
were made in the rent, before 1908. In our village 19 po.ttas belong to inam-holders. 
the proceeds of whose lands go to the choultry built at Pittepur by the Maha.rs.jah of 
Pittapuram. The total extent of these lands is neo.rly 600 &Cres. Their annua.l rent is 
fixed by auction annually, or once in three yea.rs. The rent thus increases each year on 
account of competition among the ryots. A few rich ryots control these auctions alwaye 
and they again 1_ out these lands to the poorer men for exorbitant rates of rent. These 
poor ryots are compelled to till these ina.ms, because no other lands are availa.ble for lease 
at lower rates, a few big. landlords controlling the lands. Among these 19 patta.s, 3 
pattas represent a total area of about 390 acres. The poor ryots, thus, a.re deprived of 
the right to till them because the rates charged a.re enormous. Hence, these three particular 
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jnams have to be split into 20 pieces and leased out to poor ryots. The systsm of 
auctioning the rents has to be abolished, and in its plaoe permanent 1_ system has to be 
introduoed. H this is introduced, the ryot has opportunity and facility to fertilise the 
land which he tills and pay the rent regularly to the zamindar. He need not remain 
in eternal a.rrears. As the rent stands very high to-day for these mam lands, and as it ill 
auctioned every three years or one year, there is no certainty of tenure. Consequently 
the ryot ta.kes no interest in the land which he tills. Moreover, the ryots feci unable 
to stand the expenses of repairs , as the extent of the land is very big. 

Under the above circumstances, the estate inaDlll have to be divided immediately 
into small pieces and leased out to the poor ryots. Tondangi and the group of neighbour
ing villages have to be settled and the annual rent fixed on a rational basis, taking into 
consideration the ta.ram of each block of land. As the zamindar is not taking any interest 
in the welfare of the ryots, in the matter of roads, eanitation or education, the Estates 
Land Act has to be amended so as to compel the zamindar to give Re. 0-1- 9 in each rupee 
he reCeives as rent for the village panchayat. As no grant is forthcoming for the panohayats 
in Zamindari villages, either from the Government or from the zamindar, the poor villagers' 
lot is miserable. 

. (e) There should be provision in the new Act for remission of rent. The zamindar 
does not yield to any method except that of coercion by enactment. No remission is given 
by. the zsmindar to-day in our viIIsge or group of neighhouring villages even when the orops 
fail on account oflack of rains or too much of rains. According to section 39-A of the 
Estates Land Act, the zamindar has to give remission whenever prices of agrioultural pro
ducts fall by Re. 0-3--0 in the rupee. But he is not giving remission even if prites faJI far 
below that limit. 

Moreover, in ryotwari lands, remission is given when the yield per acre is 10 kunchams 
of paddy or below. They are lands which enjoy irrigation facilities and hence do not require 
remission every now and then. But the estats lands are not like that. In our village 
our lands yield half once every three or four years, on account of improper and insuffioient 
irrigation facilities. Hence, proportionate remission has to be given to those lands whose 
yield in main crops is 80 kunohaDlll of paddy per acre or below. Suoh yield has to he decided 
not by any zamindari official hut by the Revenue Divisional .Officer or Tahsildar appointed 
by the Madras Government. Definite rules have to be framed to fix the rate of remission 
without leaving the question to the zamindar who can afford running after law-courts. ' 

The ryot is falling into arrears almost every year, on account of lack of remission and 
enormous fall of agricultural prices, but not on account of any bad motive. Hence all 
arrears payable by the ryots to the zamindsr have to be remitted. The ryots are on'the 
verge of .tarvation on account of incessant suits and decree. against the ryots for arrears 
0" rent. 

lt may be argued by the zamindar that if remission is given to his tenants by statutory 
provision, his annual income will fall and that therefore the peshkash payable by him to 
the Government should be reduced also. According to the Act passed in 1802 the annual 
• peshkash' of each zamindar in the Presidency was fixed once for all. But the 
zamindars in all estates have .enormously increased their revenue by enhancing the rate 
of rent which his tenants have to pay, without incurring any loss due to proportionately 
enhanced 'peshkash' as regards our estate, the zamindar used to get about Its. 4 Iakhs 
as rent from his tenants in the year 1802, while to-day he is getting nearly Rs. 18 lakhs. 

(d) The rate of rent for each patta has to be fixed permanently payable every year 
by the tenant, after taking into consideration the abovementioned questions 2 (6) permanent 
pattas should be given to each tenant. But the tenant should be given the right to sue 
in a court of law for reduction of rent in abnormal circUDllItances caused by changes in 
nature. 

(e) The Provincial Government should reserve the right of amending, cbanging or 
redncing the rent· collected by the Zamindar. which the settlement officer finds to be 
unjustifiable. 

m. (a)' Radical changes have to be effected in the Estates Land Act which empowers 
the .zamindar to collect rent from his tenants. The powers of collection of rent given to 
the zamindars under the Act, are very excessive and require curtaiJment. Under the Act 
he is given four powers to help the collection work in his estate. 

The first one is the creation of the first charge upon land for three years for the rents 
to be paid during these three years. Under this clause the tenant can neither sell nor 
give away his land nor have it sold fOil civil arrears, nor encumber it in any other way. 
H·the produce on his holding fails, he will have to lie in debt to the zamindar, and thia 
bs.kayi is a charge upon his land.. 
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The second power given to the z .. mindar is the distr..int power during the current 
year. According to this power, the e3t..te ollbi .. l can distrain the cattle and other 
mov .. ble property of the tenant .. nd re&liza his d,ma.nd. In <bing 80, the estl>te officials 
give immense trouble .. nd 10M to the tenant in various ways. Much more than the dema.nd 
is collected, causing much loss to the tenant. . . 

Thirdly, after realizing the current year's rent be in arrears, the z .. mindar uses his 
third power of collection .. nd gives notice· und,r section 112 .. nd onw..rds for realizing his 
balance, bringing the ten&nts' holding to s&le sp3edily. 

The fonrth power which the Egt&tes La.nd Act provides to the z&minda.r to help in his 
collection is the rent suit. It is to be filed before the Daputy Colleotor for the recovery 
of any arrears that remain outst..nding daring the three years after the current fasli. 

The methods used byest .. te offioi&ls for realizing the arrears .. s well as current· year's 
rent of the ten&nt are 'Very oruel. Daring the harvest time, that is, when the crop is ready 
for removal, the offioials t&ke possession of it and appoint a m~n for watching the orops. 
By the time when the ten&nt gets the amount due from his on loan, he is compalled to p&y 
in addition the expenses inourred for appointing a w..tohma.n over the crops, whioh generally 
ranges from Re. O-&-Q per day. As the watohm~n is appointed to watch several field~ at 
the &&me time, there:is huge loss of crops to the ten&nt. 

Another hardship which he has to suffer is that when anyone tenallt of a joint patti> 
falls into arrears, relit suits are filed aga.inst a.ll the joint p&ttadars, although most of them 
have not to P&y arrears at all or have to pay arrears for one or two inst..lm3I1ts; The 
iD.llooont ten&I\t is thus drawn tow&rds law-courts, where he is not in a position evell to 
give a st..tement, on account of his illiteracy and lack of knowledge. Evel\ if he ma.kes 
a statement, the zamindar ususlly gets ex parte decrees against the tenant. . 

During the collecti01\ of arrears much havoc is d<me toward~ the innocent ten&nts. 
The lands of those ten&nts who do not owe anything to the estate, are seized and auctioned 
together with the lands belonging to the tenants owing arre&rs. 

The zamindar of this est .. te is not in the habit of visiting his villag3s. H3 sponds 
most of the year in oities and far off Ooty heights. H, is beyond the reach of his t3n&nhs 
who send p,titions or lead d'put..tions to him explaining the state of the ten&I1oy in his 
estate. Consequently, the oppressioll and tyranny of est .. te offioials are proving beyond 
toler .. tion. Exoept during the recent Assembly elections the Z&mind&r of Plthapuram 
has not visited our village. 

(b) Rent oolleotion takes pl .. oe in four inst&!ments during the year, n .. mely, 
September, Ootober, November and Dacember. This is very inoonveuient for teIl .. nts 
bec .. use the orops .. re h .. rvested usu!l.lly daring the m:lnth of DJoembar. H, has top~y 
hia rent whell the crop st..nd. on the fi,ld and at a tim, whon he h!l.s to incur mach 
expenditure as investm,nt. H,nce daring these four mlnth. he h!l.s to borrow mlney· 
at exorbit .. nt rates of interest, nearly ranging from Re. 1-8-0 to RI. 2 p,r mlnth p,r 
hundred, and then p:.y the revenue. Und,r th,se circumlbnces the Z!l.mind ... sh,)Uld 
not be permitted to oollect rent daring these four m~nths. As in the ryotwari areas, he 
should oolleot .. 11 his revenue daring the four months in four equ .. 1 inst .. lm,nts, beginning 
from the 15th of Janusry every ye .... 

Farther, the right of oolleotion of the z!l.mindn's rent should b3 tooken away from 
the est .. te officials and vest9d in th3 h:.ndJ of tho b~n&m applint3d by tho Provincial 
Government and upon him the vill&ge plonohayats should b3 given sap3rvlsory p:>ware. 

The provisioll in the E3tates L:.nd Act th .. t the z"mind .. r's rent is a cMrge upon thel 
l .. nd for the current year's rent .. nd for the arrears of three Yd&rs, and secondly the provision 
that a notice is enough to the tenant to bring his holdings to s&le are excessive p:>wars, 
O&loalated to oomp .. ss the ruin of the ten&nts. Though the Aot gives ocouploncy right 
in the land, these powers of collection givell to the nmind .. r m~kes this right IIull and 
void. So, it is but fair and just to rem()Ve from the Act thtl provision th .. t the Z.mindu's 
rent is a oharge upon the tenant's land for three years, 80 as to enable the zaminchr fully 
to oolleot the whole arrears and so as to prevent other civil d,btors from proceeding ag .. inst 
tenant holdings. These provisions shoald therefore be expung3d from the Shstute bo()k. 
The two ordin&ry powers, namely, distraint of moV&ble prop,rty and secondly rent suits, 
if there be any arrears in the first year's revenue, .. re suffiJient for tho Zlomind.r. N () oh .. rge 
on l .. nd and no s&le on ten&nts' holdings are necessary. It malt also ba m .. d, oblig.t()ry \ 
on the part of estate offi~ials to oredit th9 ourrent fasli colleotions to th9 currellt fahi, bat 
Dot to the arrears of back faslis, as is the case now in our vill&ga as wall as in the groap of 
neighbouring villages. 
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(e) If rent is collected during the months of J .. nuary, February, M .. rch .. nd April, 
.. nd if suits .. re filed for &rre&rs not later th .. n one year .. fter collection, .. nd if the right of 
collection is vested in Government officials the collection work will be much economized. 

IV. The right of tenants to water-supply is not inherent. It is a matter of contract, 
between the z .. mindar and the tenant. The z .. mindar has a superior right over the water 
sources of his estate. The improvement of those sources and their maintenance, repairs. 
etc., should be borne by the z .. mindar, by virtue of his right of rent collection each year. 

In our village there are I .. nd.. belonging to ellt .. te officials. During the rainy season, 
when irrigation tanks are filled with w .. ter, these lands belonging to officials are first 
irrigated and then water ia allowed to the tenants. In Venkatanag .. ram, Dodada and other 
villages situated near to our village, tbere are·hundreds of .. cres belonging to Estate Offic; .. la 
from the Diwan down to the peon. All these I .. nds .. re first irrig .. ted, without .. lIowing 
~he right to the tenants. To the petitions .. nd deput .. tions from the poor tenants, the 
z .. mindar p .. ys .. de .. f ear. 

Under there circumst .. nces, the right of irrigation in the z .. mindari are .. s should be 
vested in the Irrigation Dep .. rtment of the Provincial Governmeut .. nd the Local Ryots' 
Associ .. tion. The expenses for repair .. nd maintenance of irrig .. tion tanks .. nd channels 
should be met by the z .. mindar himself by making him deposit a fixed amount e .. ch year 
with the Irrig .. tion Dep .. rtment. As our tal1lk is .. n upland .. re .. , there .. re very little 
irrigation f .. cilities for the lands. We have solely to depend upon r .. in for irrig .. ting our 
la.nds. Hence, if water is allowed into the lands by means of c .. nals from rivers Godavari 
and Elem, the ryots of the taluk will ever be grateful to the Government. The expenses 
for these works may be borne by the Z .. mindar himself. Or, if the GO"Vernment undertake 
them, it can re .. lize the initial expenses by 1evying w .. ter-tax upon the tenants. This 
is of urgent importance, especially in our t .. luk. 

V. (a) Estates once surveyed need not be surveyed until after a period of thirty years 
and settled. In the estates newly surveyed a record of rights must be maintained. 

(b) The cost of survey and settlement and the maintenance of record of rights m1lPt 
be entirely borne by the zamindar, in so far as he makes the whole collection in the estates 
and appropriate to himself. Moreover, it is for his benefit, and therefore must be made 
compulsory on the part of the zamindar. , 

VI. The zamindar should not be allowed to collect illeg .. l exactions from tenants. 
He should have no other right than that of collecting the stipul .. ted rent. The estate 
officials have collected in our village such exactions on numerous occasions. Money w .. s 
collected on the occasion of the M .. har .. jah's Pattabhishekam, the Diwan's Sixtieth Birthday 
Celebration and the People's Party propaganda during the recent Assembly elections 
whenever the tenants paid their rent, the estate officials credited those amounts tow .. rds 
the above purpose!, leaving the p .. id amounts as arrears. If anyone does not contribute 
to these illegal collections, false charges are framed .. g .. inst such tenants. MoreO"Ver, if 
lands .. re irrig .. ted from channels .. nd t .. nks whenever water is .. vailable, .. tax is levied 
and collected illegally ranging from Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 per aore. Even the fish in ponds and 
tanks are auctioned by the estate offl,ci&1s and money realized thereby. 

VII. (a) Tenants should have the right to use grass for grazing the cattle and wood 
from the forest for agricultural implements. But to-day they Bre not allowed this right. 
H any tenant takes his sheep or cattle to .. ny near by fore_to or jf he cut. wood from trees, 
forest cases are concocted against him and penalties collected, although the cattle belonging 
to e.t .. te officials are given free access to forests and banzar land.!. Moreover, although 
the Estates Land Act gives the ten .. nt the right over fruit-tre<s that have been planted after 
the pas.ing of the Act, the estate officials are not allowing them that right. They say 
that the trees Were planted before the Act and hence belong to the zamindar. 

(b) Together with the patta which is given to the tenant, the new Act should compel 
the zamindar to issue free permits for the use of grass and wood from forests. 

(e) The z .. mindar to-day has complete right of ownership over footpaths, common 
lands, hills, forest .. nd waste land9. This right should be vested in the hands of the tenants 
completely, as they .. re useful for agriculture. There are sever .. l fishermen and • Gollas ' 
living in small hamlets two or three miles from One anothel', in the vast forest area which 
is called • Kona. '. It is situated on the se .. co .. ..t in the Pittapur estate. Estate officials 
are collecting from these villagers annually 8 ann .. ! for each cattle and 'annas for each 
sheep; Moreover, receipts are not given for the, aunas but for ouly 2 anna. per each sheep. 
The legitimate and legal rate for theee sheep is 2 annas per sheep, which should be 
·collected annu .. lly. But, money is collected five or eve.n six times every year by estate 
officials, without issuing receipts. These villagers living in forest .. re .by tradition using 
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wood and other materials from the forest that are useful for agricultural and household 
purposas. Such illegal exactions are collected every year by the Range Inspector of 
Thondangi from the villagers of Musalayipata and Yellayipeta. He is feared by tho3e 
villagers as a cruel tyrant, out to destroy the peasanty in a most heartless manner. 

Moreover, the village common is denied to the3e poor forest residents. Outside their 
hute, every inch of land is considered as the estates own access to which is punished severely. 
Even women are put to shame and muclP hardship when they come out of their huts for 
calls of nature. Sometimes cases of theft are concocted against them. Evid,nce, written 
as well as oral, is a.vailable which can throw light upon the innumerable hardships a.nd 
humilistions which the tena.nts of Musalsyipsta a.nd Yella.yipeta. a.re subjected to. 

VITI. (a) Wherever it is possible to supply sufficient wa.ter for all the field~ in a. vil
lage, the za.mindar should supply it to his tena.nts by regularly mainta.ining a.nd repairing 
irrigation channela a.nd tanks. If it is not possible, the ra.tes of rent which tena.nts should 
be charged must be the sa.me a.s the dry ra. tes in ryotwa.ri landa. Whenever new channels 
are dug for irrigation purposes, care must be taken to see that the t3na.nts of th;l first 
village do not suffer from water scarcity. The right of the zamindars over irriga.tion 
sources should be vested in the Provincial G1>vernment's hands, so a.s to see that proper 
repairs are carried on. 

(b) As the ccst of irrigation belongs to the zamindar, about Rs. 4 lakhs from the 
eetate collection may be d3posited every year by the zamindar for this purpose. One 
overseer, two clerks a.nd two peons may constitute a.n irriga.tion bra.nch to m~ke revenue 
cvllections fa.ir. The Government La.nd Revenue Act must. be followed for irrigation 
purposes. 
. (e) The a.bove rights should be exercised by the Provincial G1>vernment irrespective 

{If the wishea of the tena.nts. 
IX. As in ryotwa.ri villages, so in za.mindari villages there should be yearly ja.maba.ndi 

by the zamindar or some big official to settle the current yea.r's d3m~nd, including the 
a.rrea.rs, so that it might be rea.lized subsequently. 

X. The sub-tenants should enjoy tha sa.me rights a.s the pattad~r, provided he pays 
double the a.mount which the pattadar pays to the za.mindar. 

XI. (a) The right of final deoision in disputes between the zamind~r a.nd the tenant 
should not be vested in the Revenue Board a.s a.t present, but in the M .. dra.s High Court. 

(b) For trying cases of dispute between the zamind~r a.nd ten&nts, separa.te land 
oourts should be oreated where representative of ryots' a.ssocia.tions should .. Iso have the 
right of judgment. 

m. (a) If these encro .. chments a.re upcm public paths, village common la.nd, tank
beds, water sources, burial ground~, etc., which are very useful for the daily use of the 
people. The encrO&chers are liable t.t a.ctions und3r civil and crimin .. llaw. P .. nchayat 
boards and G1>vernment officials only may be vested with such powers as a.re necessary 
in taking action. Wa.ste land, pora.mbokes and all these la.nds which a.re not in a.ny way 
useful for public purposes should be given to landless la.bourers on low rents. These rents 
should not exceed from 8 aunas to Re. 1 for d.-y land. a.nd from Rs. 2 to R.. 3 on those 
land. which ca.n be brought under wet cultivation. No remunerations of any kind should 
be taken on poramboke land.. A law touching the requirements or the landlessla.bourers 
should be enacted at an early date. 

(b) The a.greement rega.rding "Jodi," "Podupu," "K .. ttubadi" is that the 
inamdar need not give a.ny wa.ter-tax to the nmin~r a.nd should ha.ve ouly to give some 
.. Ka.ttuba.di." All the wa.ter·tax should go to the G1>vernment. But the z .. mind .. r is 
taking water-tax a.lso from the inamdars. This is very unjust. This method should be 
ended summarily. Both th3 zo.mindu and th3 G1>vernm3nt a.re collecting rent and taxes; 
it is burdansome and troubl,som1 a.1<o. Th3refore this m,thod of dluble-husba.ndry 
which is orushing the people should a.t once be ended. 

The zamin~rs are not giving water to the la.nds when there is necessity a.nd the 
Ea.min~ri officials are to be bribed beyond the ryot's cap~city for the sam, purpose. So 
much so the water resources should be hand3d over by th3 umind~r to tha Governm3nt. 

Estate officials are taking undue a.dvantage a.nd utilizing the water resources, etc., for 
their own la.nds and are quite indiff"rent to the needs of the ryots. The method of employing 
in the esrote service those people who own la.nds in the same estate should be a.t onoe 
stOpp3d. Respon.ible officials like Diwan, t~ndar, etc., should not own la.nd. in the esta.b 
because, for they are taking undue advantage of their positions in ntilizing water 
resources, etc., for their own lands. The ryots a.re helpless with such paople and are 
protesting this method vehemently. 

INUGANTI NABAYANA Rnw. 
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Memorandum by lIr. S. SatyanarayanamurU, !'Jrst-grade Pleader, Ped4apuram, 
clawd 80th liovember 1937. 

I. (a) The ryot is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The word landlord is a misnomer. The cultivator is the owner and the so-called 

landlord is only entitled to a portion of the produce of the land for protecting the cultivator 
and his family and crops and providing facilities for marketing, etc. 

II. (a) The cultivation in India except in specified areas, i.e., the delta system under 
the big rivers is dependant on seasonal rains. So fair rent wiu be a share I of the prod\"ce 
of the land. This could not work a hardship to the cultivator or the over-lord. Till thia 
is settled it should not be larger than the asseBBment made by the Government for similar 
lands in the vicinity. It should not in any case be more than that obtaining in adjoining 
Government villages which also is to be reduced. 

(b) T.be considerations in fixing a fair and equitable rent in the case of money rent 
are:-

(1) The fertility of the soil. 

(2) The natural advantages a land hes. 
(i) NearneBS of forests. 
(it) Irrigation facilities. 
(iii) POBBibilities of marketing the produce easily. 
(iv) In case conversion of dry land into wet that also to be settled at a fixed rate. 

(e) There should be statutory provision for remission of rent in case rents are to be 
fixed money rents. 

These should be : 

(i) Where there is a failure of the crop to snch an extent as wO\,ld Entail loss to 
the cultivator, i.e., when the crop3 failed and the total yield is i or less than i 
the yield which the laud can produce in ordinary years full remisoion. The 
failure of crops to be settled by a panchayat of the village along with one 
out-sider. 

(ii) When there is a fall in prices from the ordinary prices to be fixed. 

(iii) The remission to be proportionate to fall in prip.es and failure in the yield. 

(d) The rate of rent should be fixed once for all by stat'lte. It should not be left to 
be decided by courts. In my opinion the rent shouldJ>e on the sharing sy.tem only. There 
will be no difficulty in fixing it by Etatute. If it is left to courts the cultivators would be lett 
to the mercy of the zamindars who are very powerful to get evidence and it is highly d~tri
mental to the cultivators. If money rents are to be fixed by statute sufficient safeguards 
should be made to make it equitu.ble, i.e., they should be fixed taking into consideration 
the principles mentioned in answerE to 2 (b). 

(e) Yes, only under special circumstances and subject to right of appeal to the High 
Court. 

m. (a) Yes. 

(b) The so-called landlord should not have any direct dealings with the cultivator. 
The connection should be a village panchayat and the panchayat should collect and be 
responsible for the payment of the amount due from the cultivators in the village. If rents 
are not got the landlord to proceed against the panchayat or the cultivator in a court of 
law only. He should not have right of destraint or sale of holding withont first obtaining 
a decree. All this will be obviated if the rent is on sharing system. 

(e) The so-called landlord shonld not have any direct dealings, with the cultivator. 
The connection should be a village panchayat and the panchayat should collect and be 
responsible for the payment of the amount due from the cultivators in the village. If rents 
are not got the landlord to proceed against the panchayat or the cultivator in a oourt of 
law only. He should not have right of destraint or sale of holding without first obtaining 
a decree. All this will be obviated if the rent is on sharing system, and rents collected on the 
threshing ftoor. The court-fee, etc., in suits between landlord and tenant should be 80 

fixed that it is not more than annas 8 for a suit. And the procedure to attach and sell 
has to be simplified. Preferably the decree is to be executed by the Revenue department 
under Act n of 1864 (The Rent Recovery Act). 
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IV. (a) The right to water is inherent to the holding of land. The landholder has no 
right in the water. When water is to be got from a sourae which supplies several villages 
the zamindar is to supervise so that each village gets water properly. He should not have 
any right in water. Much less in the internaJ distribution of water in the village. 

(6) No. He has no superior right. He has only the duty mentioned above. 
V. (a) All estates are to be surveyedll/ld a record of rights is to be maintained. 

(6) As in Government villages the whole cost is to be borne by the landholder. 

VI. No. Except cesses payable under the LooaJ Boards Act or any other enactment. 

VII. (a) The cultivator should be free to collect green manure, to graze cattle in 
forests and to get wood for agricultural implements. They are natural rights. 

Moreover forests are not the property of anybody and such things which .are 
valuable the landholder takes for guarding the forests, etc. Such are forest produce valuable 
timber and fuel that would be sold to others than cultivators. Cultivators should have the 
right take head loads of fuel for their ordinary use. 

(6) Yes. In many estates they are having them even now. 
(e) Publio paths and oommuna.l lands as terms indicate are intended for thepubJio 

of the villages, not only oultivatcrs but anybody of tho pu blic. So far as they are concerned 
they should never be converted into cultivable lands by anybody. They should be kept 
dedicated to tbe publio. So far as hill and forest porambokes are concerned they should also 
be kept up. The hills and forests attract ('louds and l>elp the country in having seasonal 
rains. 

VIII. (a) The principles are-
(i) A permanent body to be appointed by the cultivators from among them to 

supervise the sources and report to the Revenue department regarding repairs. 

(ii) The P.W.D. to collect the amount necessary for the repairs or renovation 
from the landholder and get them repaired. 

(iii) The procedure now provided in the Estates Land Act is most cumbersome. 
It should be minimised. As soon as a report comes it should be sent to the P.W.D. for 
investigation and report and estimates got in a statEod time. The Revenue department to 
proceed on the report. As the P.W.D. works, the landholder need not be consulted before
hand but he may be asked to be present at the inspection by the P.W.D. as it is he that 
has to pay for the same ultimately. 

(6) The provincial Government should have residuary powers. Supposing the land
holder does not pay, the provincial Government has to undertake the work and recover the 
same from the landholder concerned. The control and repair irrigation works should not 
be left to the landholder at any time. 

(e ) Yea. The powers to be exeroised by the provinciaJ Government are to be exercised 
on reports ofthe pa.nohayata or complaints from cultivators. In urgent cases a.ll formaJities 
may be given up. 

IX. This would facilitate matters and reduce the arrears of rents by oultivators. The 
landholder to be a party to the jamabandhi tin the same manner as the oultivators 
would. be. 

X. The under-tenants in relation to the pattadsr should be liable to pay rent to the 
patta<iar whioh will be i the produoe after paying the rent to the laudholder. So far as 
their relation to the landholder is concerned they should be liable to pay rent. 

XI. (a) The final authority should be the High Court. 
(b) The courts should bl' ordinary civil courts. But the oourt-fee should be reduced 

to a nominaJ fee. 

XII. (a) Unauthorised ocoupiers should be liable to pay i the produce (nett) to the 
landholder if the land is cultivable land. If it is poramboke hill or forest or communal 
land the ocoupier should be ejected, under Madras Act III of 1905. In the case of unautho
rised occupation of oultivable land which will be very rare, the landholder has to be 
oompelled to recognise the oocupier as an ordinary ryot, on his application to the landholder 
and then the ordinary rent payable has to be the rent payable by him. The rent will be 
.that, that is payable for lands of similar nature in its neighbourhood. 

(b) Jodi, poruppu, kattubadi should be made recoverable as rent from inamdars. 

S. &TI"4BAlUY4B.uctI]lTI. 
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Memorandum by Mr. J. A. Ramamm1hI, Kondavaram (Pltbapuram). 

I. ItJ) The community, represented by the State, is the rightful proprietor of tho BoiL 
The tenant should derive full powers from the community or the state without interfon'n08 
or obstruction from any middlemen. 

(b) The tenant should have complete rights or" occupation and uninterrupted po"""s
sion in the land. He should have ~~ right of b~lding ~heds and house. upon it, of raising 
and cutting down trees, and of enJoYIng the fruits of his labour Without !wing called upon 
to pay more by way of ki.t or sist than .rranged at the outset. He should have all such 
rights as are essential for and incidental to the full and the unintelTUpted posaesRion. 
improvement, and use of the land which is in his oharge. 

II. (tJ) One-sixth of the gross produce of the land should be fixed as tbe rent. This 
is fair and equitable rent. Net produce means total output minus all costs of oultivation. 
Namely, 1 seed, 2 hired labour, 3 manure, 4 labour of the tenant and hiB family membera. 
5 charges of cattle and 6 farm servants. 

(b) The following circumstances should be taken into oonsideration in fixing fair 
alld equitable rent :-

(1) Classification by nature of soil and irrigation souroos and facilities. 
(2) Rainfall for each year, its character and distribution, inundation or drying 

up of crops. 
(3) Prices. 
(4) Situation of the land in regard to marketing of produce, conveyance by road, 

nearness to market, town or city, etc. 

The above should be considered in the order of importance in which they are placed. 

Comparison may profitably be made in fixing rent with neighbouring or similar lands 
settled in ryotwari Government areas. 

The present indebted state of the tenantry in general should also be borne in mind 
in fixing a fair and equitable rent; for, otherwise, cultivation will not properly be carried 
on, or in the best interests of the community. And the maintenance of the tenant and 
his family including marriages, ceremonies, festivals, and other charges, etc., should also 
be taken into conqidel"!' tion. 

(b) Remission of rent should be prOVided for by statute, and not be lett to the discre
tion ofthe landholder. 

Regulations for remission should be made on the follOWing lines :-. 
(1) The average full crop should be calculated ac~ording to taram, etc. 
(2) Half or less of the average full crop should be entitled to remission on a graded 

scale. 

(3) Investigations for remission should be carried out by Government officera, who 
should be empowered to grant remission on the recommendation of the village panchayats 
concerned. 

The zamindar or his servants should have nothing to do wij,h remission 811, on 
account of self-interest, political or other differences with the local ryots, he wili be not 
willing to provide the remission found necessary in each and every case. 

(d) The assessment of rent should be made permanent. Rent should not be capable 
of being varied or increased by the decision of the zamindar or the courts or any settlement 
offiuers at the instance of the zaminda.r. 

The Provincial Government should permanently settle all occupied land in the pro
prietary areas with the help of their settlement officers on the principles above mentioned, 
i.e., in (a) and (b) of question n. The reasons for this are: (1) The ryot should have" 
rello8onable expectation of his profits of cultivation with due regard to the rent charged 
to his land. (2) It has been found on experience that the ryot is too poor, too disorganized 
and too ignorant to put forward his case in the law courts, as against the influential zamindar, 
or proseoute his suit in the appellate courts. 

(e) Yes, the Provincial Government should have necessary reserve power to revise 
rents in every case (where there is a prima facie case) fur reconsidering them, and for reducing 
them byeX8autive action through their Revenue Settlement officers. 
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m. (/I) Yes, collection of rent. should be .not in the hands of thelandholde .. or tJie. 
.. a.mindar who is likely to and is, as a matter of fact, abusing his, plowers in that ·beh.alf; 
-but the power of collection should be in the hands of the Governm"nt Revenue otlWera' 
who should be made to proceed in the matter with the assistance of the ViI1a.ge Panchayat •• 
La.ndbolder~ are apt to indulge in zulum against political or other opp~lnents on the Pretext 
of rent collection. Moreover; parties a!\l created in villages and the harmony of vilIap 
life is constantly threatened by the zamindars entrusting their pow('rs of ,rent collection '~I 
some in1luentiBI ville,ger or hi. honorary ,.fficer, Pettandar or head who is paid some annual 
remuneration ranging from Rs. 3(1 to Rs. 100 aocording to his status or the amount. to be 
collected by him. ;:, 

(6) ODe other evil needs to be remedied in this connexion. Village officers to whom 
the work of (lI,lI"ction of rent is also entrusted are in the habit of being paid sums annually 
ranging frum Re. 2(1 to Rs. 60 by the zamindar, t.hereby these be(ll,ming the .agents of' 
the zamindara. This puts them at the obligat.ion of the latter, and on his prompting they 
are generally prepared to aFsist him even in some of his personal activities such as elections. 
This is all the m .. re reason why the power of rent collection should be tq,ken away from the 
hands of the zamindar. Th~ Govel'JUlll'nt sbould aI..o stop this practice of the village 
officers reoeiviIl/! presents m,m the zamindari which acts in a way detrimental to sound 
I\lvenue administration. The Goven-m.ent should instead recover from· the zamindar. a. 
aum caloulated to make up the expenses of rent cullection. 

There are other injustices connected wit,h the present system of rent collection which 
need to be set right. Several ryots holding all in one patta are made jointly liable for arrears 
of rent, and invidious distinctions are made as between one ryot and another in the actulII) 
process of oollectiun. This evil can he met by regular settlement on Goven-.ment lines, as 
also by the N guJation that pattas should he subuivided on the basis of aotual possession. 
by parties. . 

(e) The expenses of collection, the costs of attachment, etc., can all be minimized 
by Ihe GOlJl!1'1&menl to.king over Ihe to.sk of rent recovery charging the zamindar an adequate 
sum fur the purpose. Instances ate not wanting where ryots have heen made to pay larger 
Bums by way of costs than they are liable fur under rent. . . 

IV. (a) Rghts of the tenants to water supply are inherent in their possession oflan<l 
oloBsified a9 wet. and appurtenant thereto; and are not a matter of contract between the 
tenants and the landboldor. 

Natura I sources of supply like the Eleru are not to be regarded as forming any 
basis of oontract or negotiatiuns hetween the zamindar and the tenant. 

In the case of rents preVailing now such conditions do not seem to 'have been 
present; and charges fur existing facilities seem to have been fully included in the present. 
assessment. 

(b l The landholder has no superior rights whatever to existing water sources which 
are Mtural sources. Water r;ghts go along with land that has hecn in continuous and 
uninterrupted enjoyment of th.m from time imm. morial. The landholder ha.q got only , 
suoh equitable right lover the water sources as tlnable him to protect them, maintain them 
in good "ondition, and keep them unimpaired. 

In support of this it may he pointed out that it is univ~rsally recognized that the 
Eamindar ha. no right of closing up any of the exiRting faoilitie~, or diverting the supply 
of water m,m one part of the estate to anlother against the well-established prescriptiv& 
irriga.tional r.ghts, recorded in most cases. 

V. (a) Y"S. all the estat.es should he oompulsorily surveyed and record of right. 
maintained. Otherwise a numher ofilTt'gularitieR a.re bound to occur. 

(b) The costs uf suoh survey should he entirely borne by the za.mindar or the Govern
ment, as the tenant is not in a position to meet any portion of the costs. The Eamindar 
atands no less to hen~fit by such aNgular surv<oy. 

VI. The landbolder should not be allowed to dl>mand any l .. vies in addition to rent. 
from the tenants. No oivilzed Government allows this. 

VII. (/I) The tenants should have rights of utilizing local natura facilities such as for 
grazing cattle, collootion of green manure and wood for agrioulturall implements. 

. The Eamindar at present is denyil'.g the right to fell down trees to the teMnts on the 
plots on which the tonants are in full possession and occupatiou on the ground that the
Estatos Land Aot gives him such rights over trees exioting prior to the year 1908. 

(6) Furest produoe fur domestic and agrioultural purposes should, as in the case or 
Governmtlnt fUf{'Sts, he allowed to he used by tenants free of cost, or on payment of a. 
nominallioence fue, , The tenants have got an inherent right to use local natural faoilities. 
as they have heen doing from time immemllrial 

ill-U 



· (e) The public pathways, communal lands, hill and forest pcrambokes, etc., belong 
.. a matter of right to the community, and complete rights over them should be veated. 
in the community. Burial-grounds, bunds of tanks and canals and other public pcram
·hokes are now in defiance of these natural rights, being appropriated by the landholder. 
'The bunds of tanks, fishery rights in drinking water tanks, etc., are also being abused by 
being let out by the landholder against the best interests of the tenants who are the party 
.affected by them. These irregularities need to be stopped. 

VIU. (/I) lnigation sources should be maintained in an efficient condition on the 
rollowing principles :-

(1) Minor irrigation works such as irrigation tanks and channels and distribution 
of water to the fields therefrom should be in the hands of village panchayata. 

(2) Major irrigation works should be taken over by the Government and adminis. 
tered by a separate Government department. The cost of maintaining both 
should be deducted from the collectiun of land rents, the landhulder (un the 
basis of costs oalculated by experienced Public Wurks Department &dmini •• 
trators appointed by the Government). 

(6) A separate and consolidated lnigation Act may be introduced by the Government, 
·empowering Provincial Government to take over and administer all irrigation sources and 
'WOrks in proprietary areas befure this Act is made. 

(e) It should be provided that the Government's powers may be exercised entirely 
-on their own initiative, and not necessarily on application by one or both the parties. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi as in the case of ryotwari areas is absolutely necessary in order 
to investigate revenue conditions and bring d.t,f~cts constantly to light. 

X. The under-tenant should have the benefit of porportionate wmission. when it is 
~njoyed by the tenant. His instalments of payment should be arranged to c"incide with 
those of the tenant. This is as between the under-tenant and the tenant. The produce 
-of the holding should be liable for payment of zamindari rent. Otherwise there should be 
no obligation on the part of the under-tenant to the landholder. He is solely responsible 
to the tenant. 

XI. Legal proceedings between landholders and tenants or ryots will neceB8&rily be 
limited in number when coDtrol over irrigation. rent collection, and gr&nting of remission 
is all vested in the Provincial Government as proposed above. But wh(·re d .. putes occur, . 
they should be tried by special courts (con~isting of repre8entativas of the people, the 
zamindara and Government officers). Here again local representatives chosen for each 
individual area should collaborate with Government officers. 

XII. Unauthorized occupation of lands in the possession of the landholder by the 
ryots should be delt with by as""ssing them at rates prevailing in neighbouring areas and 
granting them on patta. Tile first year double the rent should be collected .... penalty. 
'rhe landholder should not be entitled to any other relids or remedies in ~uch a case. 

The following matters not expressly mentioned in the questionnaire deserve immediate 
«lnsideration :-

(1) Instalments of rent collection. These in several estates are timed for payment 
in September. October. N .. vEmber and December; that is. knants are made 
to pay rents at a period whon the crops are bardly underway. This has to 
be changed immediately, and instalments of rent should be made payable 
from January to April. 

(2) Arrears of rent in many CQ.'<CS due to failure to provide rem,"eion in furmer yean 
should immediately be written off, or collection m'\y be stayed pending 
further enquiry into or legisla.tion on agricultural indebtedness. 

(3) lnigation sources like tanks are at present being drained (.f wat(Jr in Novem~ 
or December in order to let out the ta.nk-beds for Pairu crop in the winter 
season. The water is necessary in several caoe8 fur rice and other crops and in 
others for cattle and drinking purposes. This practice of draining away water 
from the tanks at a period when it is most required by the cultivators or the 
villagers is detrimental to the hest interests of the community. and should 
be immediately replaced in favour (If storing the water fur the benefit of the 
a.yacut Jands, in pursuance of the purpose. the irrigation tanks are intended 
Cor. 

J. A. RAllAIlUBTBI. 
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Memorandum by M.K.Ky. ltao Sahib Vardhlnedi Chalamayy~ lIayudu Garu, PuDa" 
Ellore taluk, West Godavari district, dated 10th II ovember 193'1. 

r. (a) Both. 
(b) The tenant has the right to cultivate lease or sell the land and the zamindar

to collect his rent. (Melvaram is the ,zamindar's and kudivaram is the tenant·s). Bota 
are entitled to sell their respective rights. 

II. (a) The rates in certain zamindaries are very high. So it is equitable to bring 
down the level of the rent in those zammdaries to that of the tax which is being levied. 
on similar lands in the adjoining Government villages. 

(b) The principles which govern the settlement policy of the Government should. 
be adopted in lixing a fair and equitable rent. 

(e) Yes. The same as for the Government lands and that, as regards water-tax.. 
only. There need not be any remission for the land assessment. 

(d) The same system as in the Government lands. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) The powers of collection now given to the landholder under Madras Estate
Lands Act, should be increased. 

(b) It possihle, the provisions of the Rev .. nue Recovery Act should be extended $0-
the landlords and zamindars. The zammdar sh"uld be given the powers to attach ariel 
sell the crop while it is on the land standing or cut or gathered for the arrears of any, 
instalment of rent. 

(e) Covered by the answer in • b.' 
IV. (a) To such of the lands which are inch'ded in the ayacut ever since the con

struction of the water-source the right is inherent· and to such of tho lands which are' 
subsequently brought under cultivation by the water supplied by the water-source, the
rights are governed by contract between the zamindar and the tenant. 

(b) Yes. His right is to bring in the water and supply the same to the tenants.. 
and he has to exercise the same in the interests of the tenant.. The zamindar may 
improve the water-sources and thereby bring more land under irrigation without detri
ment to the existing ayacut. 

V. (a) Yes. Absolutely necessary. 
(b) The zamindar should bear all the expenses except the cost of the survey stones,. 

as in the casp of the Government lands. 
VI. Nothing except cesses as in the Government villages. This does not apply to. 

minor inams situated in the estates where they pay cesses for repair of tanks and similar 
cesses. 

VII. (a) As regards facilities on his petta lands the tenant has absolute rights. As 
regards forests, porambokes and similar facilities the tenant may use them subject to th&
oontrol of the zamindar. 

(b) As regards porambokes, etc., the tenant can nse the facilities for domestic and: 
agricultural purposes, subject to the control of the zamindar. 

(e) The tenants have the right; of passages over public paths; normal use of' 
communal lands; but has no rights over hills and forest lands except as stated above. An 
other rights belong to the zamindar. ' 

VIII. (a), (b) and (e) The provisions of the Estates Land Act are sufficient. 
IX. Yes. 
X. The under-tenant has no legal status. He merely cultivates and takes his share

of the crop for the time being. The crop is always liable for the tax dne to the zamindar 
for the current fasli. 

XI. (a) Better to make the civil court the final appellate authority. 
(b) Civil courts. 

xn. (a) The zamindar should be given the rights similar to those which the revenue
Department has as regards to Government land. 

(b) The same system 88 between the landholder and the tenant may be adopted m' 
ihis case also. 

VABDHlNBDI CHALAMAYYA. 

[The same copy has been received from Rae Sahib Klllli Chetti Abboy N ayudo ~ 
Pulla, EUore taluk.] 

TII-"... , 
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.Kemorudum bJ Kr. 'to Veulrataratnlm, 'ladepa11lgw1l111l~ Wed Godavad dlatrlc&.. 
While· the Bill relating to the :Madras Estates Land Ad, i.e., Act I of 1908, wu 

pasing through the Legislative Council and in reply to an amendment moved by Hon'ble 
Mr • .8. N. Sarma, the Hon'ble Mr. G. S. Forbes, the Government mover of the Bill, 
.pve the following quotation from the Jeypore cowie which was given in 1795 and which 
.... as oonfirmed subsequently by Regulation XXV of 1802, which runs as follows:-

.. You are not to demand more than an adequate and just proportion of the produce 
of the soil according to mamul--etc., custom-1l.nd refrain Crom collection of aU 
iaxes that ·shall in their operation prove oppressive. You must protect and 
encourage the inhabitants that they may increase their cultivation as thereby 
you will increase your own wealth and the prosperity of the country (vide page 23 
of the Forl St. GelWge Gazette, Legislative Department, published on 17th 
March 1908." 

He further expressed that the settlement made by the British Government with the 
zamindars in the N orthem Ciroars in particular, in laying down that they should nol 
llxact from the ryots any more than the prescribed customary rates. 

By this it is clearly evident that the Local Government can interfere with the righte 
ilf the ryots in the permanently-settled estates also. When they exceeded the limite 
of the rights favoured with, as embodied in the Sannad-i-Milkist Istimarar granted to 
the zamindars under the right of the provisions of Regu1ation XXV of 1802, when fOUDd 
1liatryots are rack-rented. 

To remedy this defect the Central Provinces Government took early steps to secure 
the rights of original village cultivators on whom, speaking generally, is conferred tM 
priTJilege of an occupancy tenure, with rent8 fizBd by the SetUement Officer for the term 
of the settlement leaving to the landlords the free control only of such lands as were in 
their own direct cultivation_ The Central Provinces Government thus exhibit the some
what curious spectacle of villages held by artificially created landlord bodiu, but with • 
tenantry, whose land is for the most part held quite independent of any contract with _he landlords and beyond the reach of their interference (vide page 138, Volume 1 of 
Land Systems of British India by B. H. Baden Powell. 

If such step bas been taken in this presidency aIao regarding the settlement of 
Gisputes between zamindars and zamlDdari ryots, can, in my humble opinion, be easily 
solved. 

Y. VEliItATABATIIAK. 

Memorandum by Kr, Pemmaraju Gopa1am, Ellore, dated 8th September 193'1. 

1 •. 1 have read your proposal to appoint a committee to enquire into the condition 
ilf tbe zamindari tenants; it is a right step; when time arrives, I can make my sug
gestions to the committee, as 1 am a tenant in two zamindaris hele (Saniwarpeta and 
~ang"lIsm udi). 

2. Second point.-Messrs; Basheer Ahmed and Bbakthavatsalam Nayudu proposed to 
you the other day the re.noTJal of the Revenue Board itse!f: If I understand. them 
rinhtIv what they mean was that the arbitrary power exerCISed by the Board, Without 
e:en -hearing the parties or vakils (which decisions the High Court or ordinary civil 
courts cannot scrutinize) ought to bc curtailed, i.e., Board's Standing Order. to be 
revised :. and for tbat purpose a committee of efficient men who bad ample experience 
~f those branches of work "aTJe to be appointed. That is in my humble view even more 
urgent than even tbe .. Zamlndaris' committee." 

3. During the last few years, when my ears have become dull, 1 have taken n, 
Ggricu/ture .crioWily. But r lind even that 8"ocation is not free from difficulties. SmaD 
natural streams flInning through villages are now treated by the Public Works de~ 
ment, as drains, snd the riparian owners, wbo utiliu its water in 8Ummer when delUJ 
C4naU are closed for keeping alive the seed-beds which they raised on the bapat fDa 
Janda (for which they pay water-tax at Rs. 6--4-{) per acre), are penalized. There was 
a lot of such penalties in Atchanta-Vemavaram village in Narsapur taluk; all the victima 
of penalty paid it and kept quiet. I being one of the 8UfJeren, filed a suit ill Naraapur 
District Munsif's Court, in O.S. No. 75 of 1934, to declare that the water-<XlUl'8e 
.(thaderu) is a natural stream which the learned District Munsif, Mr. B. T. M. Raghsva.
ehari decided that the. water-<Xlurse (.,-.,aa.) (referred to) is a natural Btream and 
titat the riparian tenanta on the banks are entitled to use its water free for seed-beds. 
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'The decision was given onaOtb. AlIgiIst1937. Public' Work Department Execu
~ive Engineer came as a witness fot defendant (Collector). I have applied for copies 
which I wish to submit to you and other concerned Ministers for information; and 
10r necessary further action; this'ileCision benefits about 200 ryots like .myself in Bix 
villages. This is similar- on a small seale to (gunderu) stream in Kistna district which 
.was decided recently in favour of ChallapaIIi Zamindar. The word dram is a, • mis
DOmer .. in several eases: more' in my next communication; but I hesitate lIB your time 
.u very valuable, I th~refore crave fO!' four permission and forbearance. 

Please accept my sincere congratulations; that you have been' placed· in a position 
wherefrom you can do some lasting benefits to the populace, especially to:landowners and 

.lIgriculturists, so far as is possible under the circumstances; altb.ough I .was reading aU 
-about your work and portfolio. I was not disposed to write to you, as my ears are again 
affected by inBammation which ma.de me unable to respond to others. I desire to go 
to Vizagapatam for treatment. If I am not successful there, I go to Madras where I can 
have tbe comfort of seeing YOU in rour present environment. I know you will be the 

.... me Mr. Prakasam, in wbatever position you are placed, straightforward, rigidly 

..adhering to principles and yet generous to aU. 
M;ay God give you long life to serve the public and to batter their condition I 

PSIOIARA.TI1 Gol'AL.\H • 

. ·Memorandum br Mr. K. Partbasarathr Acharl Avargal, B.A., Tahsildar, Nandlgama, 
datsd 5th December 1937. 

On the occasion of your visit to Pithapuram, we, the zamindari ryots of Pithapuram. 
-taluk, beg to draw your serious attention to the following grievances which we would 
tinvite you to investigate, consider and redress at an early date :-

(ll Irrigation.-Many of the irrigation sources are in a neglected condition and 
in a state of disrepair. Tanks are mostly uncared for. The necessary im
provements are either not carried out from year to year, or to the exten' 
required. Considerations of pohtical or other differencesinfiuence the zamin
dar in carryin~ out the improvements regularly, apart from the question of his 
self·interest. Even in the distribution of available water to the fields, the 
whim or caprice of the zamindar's employee or official or pettandar is allowed 
to govern: and right of distribution is used as a weapon to put down opponents. 
M oreaver, lands not previously or usually under cultivation have been provided 
with water facilities at the expense of neighbouring villages and fields. This 
is on account of personal motives in order to accommodate favourites. 

(2) Tanks and tank-heds admittedly intended for irrigation purposes, and meant 
to act as reservoirs of water are being drained entirely of water in November 
e>r early December, to be let out by auction to bidders at the highest bid for 
purposes of pasture and cultivation. Part of the tank bed is also leased out in 
July for rice cultivation. This results in the tanks not being allowed to fill 
in with water at allY period of the year; and to their being dried up entirely in ' 
winter and summer months. Hardly even the first crop is matured when 
WAter is drained away from the irrigation tanks; and no opportunity whatever 
is left for raising a second crop. 

(3) All this calls for immediate redress. We take the liberty of urging upon you 
the necessity of drawing up a special Irrigation Act for the purpose of trans
ferring control o,'er the entire field of irrigation from the proprietor to the 
Provincinl Government. Only thus can the evils of irrigation administration 
-left to the tender mercies of an individual proprietor interested in their profits 
and not in practice made liable for their charges-be avoided. We would impress 
npoll you the necessity of bringing in such a measure at the earliest possible date 
80 tbat it may precede in point of time any other legislation that the Govern
ment may undertake in regard to proprietary areas. 

We bring the following to your notice as being among the most pressing of our needa 
~nd Ilrievances. and in the completest confidence that they would receive your sym
!)lIIthetic attention and consideration :-

(1) Arrears of rent.-These have accumulated for the last 80 many vears 011; 

account of the failure of the zamindar to give any remissions even in the 
hardest year for the cultivators. Hundreds of snits for realization of arrears. 
. have been filed recently by the zamindars in all the villages of their estates. 
This had the effect. of coercing several of the parties into paymen' dreading 
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the consequences of action in court. We represent to you that aU proceedings, 
in pending suits in regard to arrears may be stayed for a long enough perioct. 
to incorporate them in the moratorium or other relief that may be provided, 
by the Local Government; and that such relief measures as the Governmen'. 
are considering may be provided with retrospective effect. 

, (2) Instalments 0/ 1'ent payment.-The present instalments of September to De
cember for payment of rent are most unreasonable and inequitable. At a time· 
when crops are hardly under way, and in some C68eS when the transplanta.
tion season has not even ended, and the fate of the crops is still undecided, the' 
demand for rent comes as a thunderbolt. 

. We request. you by an ~~ediate. amendment. to the Estates Land Act to bring 
relief to the cultivator by provldmg for mstaiments m February, March, April and M;ay. 

Memorandum by the Andhra Swarajya Party, Bezwada. 
1. Introductory.-On behalf of the Andhra Swarajya Party, Bezwada, we, the under

signed members of the Party, beg to tender the following minute of evidenoe in reply to ' 
the questionnaire issued by your committee. In this connexion, we desire to mention 
that our Party is the one politioal Party in the Presidenoy whioh had asked for a oommittee 
of enquiry into these zamindari institutions and their working 68 at present. 

2. Importance of the problem.-.Several distriots in our Province, e.g., Ganjam, Vizaga
paiam, Godavari (East and West), Kistna, NeUore and Chittoor,-not to speak 0/ tM. wi<h 
and extensive jagirs 0/ the Telangana. area, will be largely affeoted by this problem of the 
samindari enquiry; and, on a rough estin1ate, we believe, it will involve nearly a third 
part of our population in the Andhra area. 

3. Scope 0/ e:nquiry too narrow.-At the outset, we deem it our duty to point out that, 
compared with the irnpdrtance of the problem of these zamindaris and their place in our 
body politic, social and economio in India, and especially. in the present-day atmosphere 
obtaining about us in the oountry, the terms or reference of the oommittee as well 68 the 
items of the questionnaire issued thereunder are much too narrow in scope for &II adequate 
consideration of the various issues underlying the problem. For example, under this 
questionnaire, one is precluded from discussing such vital and widely debated matters like 
(i) the abolition of these zamindari institutions; (il) the abolition of the Court of Wards ; 
(iii) the personal expenditure of the Zamindars ; (iv) their representation on the legislatures 
of the land; (v) the general material and moral condition of the zamin ryots and zamin 
servants; and (vi) the place of these zamindaris in the wider scheme of our Swaraj, etc. 
But, at the same time, we are bound to confess that we are obliged to the members of 
the committee for allowing us to traverse a wider field 68 may he neoessary for a fullar 
consideration of the subject. 

4. The question of owner8hip.-For purposes of this minute, we desire to discuss chiefly 
the very first item of the questionnaire, as to who is the owner of the mnd, viz., the zamindar 
or ryot. Because, we believe, on a correct solution of it will depend the fate of most ot' 
the other issues involved in this problem. 

5. The question, as they say, is a moot point; and. possibly, it has been left unanswered 
even in respect of the jirayati land. In our view, the question has cropped up at all because 
of an innate ignorance of the Indian stand-point in respect of our mnd-ownership and 
'political sovereignty. And, to add to the oonfusion, there haS been an importation of the 
alien, western, notions of land theory and practice into India. From this question also 
arose its necessary counterpart as to whether our Land Revenue in India is a rent or merely 
a tax. 

6. Seat 0/8011ereignty.-According to the western political theorists, the State is sup
posed to be the sovereign-owner of all land ; and the ryot, as its tiller, pays a rent for its 
use to the suzerain. In their search for sovereignty, these Western political thinkers 
have sought for its location successively in the King, King-in-Parliament, Parliament and 
in the people, so much so that, till recently, the European axiom for political sovereignty 
'has been a V 02: populi 1102: Dei. Of late, however, with the faith in God gone out of its 
mind, at any rate in Russia, the West has heen turning to locate the seats of sovereignty 
in its fields and slums, if not in an aery nothing. But, we opine, the Indian stand-point, 
has heen quite different from this. 

7. So fa.r as the Indian tt:adition is concerned, we may say with the author of the 
" Goshti " Volume I,p. 73, "Swaraj, in the words ofBabu Bhagavandae, is the Raj of the 
Swa or the Rule of the Self; and as the real, inner Self is the Soul or the Alma; 8waraj; 
eoomes Alma Raj or the Kingdom of God, whose 'mw shall be the supreme DharmG_. 



-The Ma.ha Vishnu thus becomes. as in the. 8a7Ulhya- EJanlcalpUr-MakJ ViaMw Rajnaya f'ra
~Ur-the rest Ruler of this Universe. or. as Srae Gopala Krishna used touy, 
He (God) becomes the sovereign of our State: Srae Ramacha.ndra. the real President of 
the Andhra Provinoial Congress Committee: Srae Rangan&dha. the Chancallor of Tamil
·twdu; the Ruler or President of All-India. at least according to the Maha-Bkaga,tXJttMta. 
-dweUeth at B&d&rik& ~!!ihs~41g>ll~;f :eo1!!)""'l:t;:\o\!oo,s;lqs'~ .,.-".:SS;""olllo and the Lord of 
-the Universe. Viawanmlha. resides in Kasi-&nd He of the world at Pilri. JagaU&dh ", 

'The theme. we are a.fr&id. is too subtle and. we might say. too superstitious for our 
-modern understanding and. therefore. we hope we might explain it a bit with reference to 
· a ooncrete instance, 

S. Example. of Travancore.-Thus, in the still-extant (Hindu) State of TraV'&Ilcore. the 
-entire land is reckoned &8 the property of the temple-God. Sree Padmanabha Swami; and 
the Rule!." is oalled his Servant-Padmanaba Dasa. To some extent, this tradition also 

-obtains in most of our villages and towns where there are temples owning lands, houses. 
· and estates. The idea of course is tbat, &8 in a bank all the moneys are owned by the 
-company and the manager or agent is a mere trustee and administrator and not the sole 
proprietor of its estate, likewise, aocording to the Indian political theory, the ultimate 

·80vereignty of a State is vested in an impersonal God-head, whose claims are both supreme 
and s&crol!&llt, and before whose interests those of our princes and peasantry will pale 
into a petty insignificance; and, in fact. the Breatb of whose Voice shall be the Divine 
Law-Dharmtl-Of the land and the king shall but administer it in the light of the wisd.,m 
· of his inspired Sage Saints. the well-known Risbies and Munies. If tbis position is clearly 
grasped and fully reaJized in our actual society. then, we opine, there will be such a land 
revolution in India &8 h&8 never been yet known in human history. 

9. Religiou8 endowmentB.-This takes us naturally to a oonsideration of our temples, 
mutts, peethas and other religious and educational institutions, whioh, like the Church 
in the West, have been enjoying large estates not being second perha.ps to tbe balongings 

· of these zamind&ris in extent, and, in point of their range, being qllibe universal with our 
life itself in India. And, in the wake of a Justice Ministry's preliminary reform, if a new 
religious legislation could be ena.oted whereby all tbe resources of these endowments cm 
be pooled up and administered &8 the nucleus of a new e3tate in the oountry, then, verily. 
is there a Kingdom of God upon Ea.rth nigh at ha.nd I 

10. But our present diEoussion is the quastion of our zamind'l.ris. and confining 
ourselves to the subjeot of ownership of land in these e,ta.te~, Wi> find that th9re are 
insuperable difficulties in the way of our recognizing th, umindar as th, owner of th9se 
lands, "ven acoording to the Western political theory. B~oa.use th~ King, a9 th9 over-lord, 
has got in theory and occ&.<ionally enjoys in praotica also a oomplete L'gisi&tive, Jildioi&l 

· and even Executive Suzerainty over both the parson and property of th' landlnld,r and 
bis 8ubje~ts alike, 

ll. Dyarchic adminiBtration,-If we view these estates from the stand-point of their 
ooministra.tion, this position will be better and more clearly realized. Because the whole 
country, inoluding the Justioe Raj, it is well-known, had rebelled with one voice against ~ 
the Montford form of Dyarchy in our Provinces: but we do not know what to say of the 
form ,,'Weh is now obtaining in our zamindari villages and towns, Thus in a zamindari 
estate. a Zamind&r gets the bulk of the land revenue in tbe village; but the village pan
Mayat. if there be one, is under the oontrol of the Local Salf-Governmen~ Ministry; the 
village school is gtlnera.lly attobed to the district board: the administration of justice is 
in the hands of the !&w officers of the Crown: the looal board elections have split the 
the prinoes and people into sections: the Police, Revenue, Co-operative, Agrioultural, 
Endowment and othor departmental he&d.q and offioers have each got his own say in their 
administration; the tanks and wells and the village roads, we suppose, are a nobody's job; 
and tbe Bl'iti>h Army of ocollpatiom defends their hea.rths and homes in times of trial.' 
God alone knows how the people under such a system oan thrive and prosper or even how 
the za.millda.rs themselvtls can grow into man's estate under these conditions wbiob must 
be de9(lribed &8 humiliating and demoralising in the extreme. If we were za.mindani, 

· we imagine, we should bave thrown up these zamins to the winds and made a present of 
the whole lot to the State for what it will be ploa.sed to make of them for the benefit of our 
people and of ourselves. 

12. Origin of theBe samindaria.-Here. we hope, we may refer to the origin of tbese 
zamind&ri institutions in our oountry. It is olearly that the word zamindar is derived 
from the Hindustani term sameen, meaning land, from whicb the State was deriving a good 

--de&l of its revenue. And a zamind&r was one collected the oirca.r's or oompany's za_ 
-or land revenue. In other words, a Zamind&r was originally what a Collector may be 
: e&id to be now under British Raj, with. however, a good deal of difference in their statll4. 
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-pOWerB,functiona and emoluments. Most of th_ land-holdings, we suppose, OWII theiI
uigin to some sort of fiscal or military service, rendered to the State during the daY' or 
the early British or Islamio Raj of our mediaeval times. 

13. In their anciency, their origian my be tra.oed to the provisions of the Manu Smrathi.. 
which inter alia had Pl"e8Cribed ; (1) a village head for every village; (2) a superintendent 
for ten such villages; (3) one for a hundred vi\Iages; and (4) a chief for one thousand or· 
them (VII.-1l5). The remunera~ion of these regional heads is thus laid down by Manu; 
.. The h6lld of ten villages shall enJoy a Kulam of land (about 12 &ore8): he of tWllnty, five 
KttkuI. The Chief of a hundred Gro/TTI48 shall ·wield an ordinary village; and a 8ahiuwa
adhipatM will get a Puram or tOWIll!hip for himself" (7-1111). In its humble beginnings, 
then, here is the origin not only of these zamindaris in India, but of the entire adminis
trative structure of even the British Indian system which has been following more or Iesa 
the lines laid down by Manu in its essential fundamentals. And we would venture to 
submit that the above provisions of the amrilhi oontain the germs of our modem organi
zation through the village officials, Firka Inspectors, Taluk Taheildars and Distriol; 
Collectors. And these provisions, we might add, will, if closely pursued, throw a flood of -
light on our modem practioe and oorroot it too of its main errors and overgrowths. 

14. Value of the smrithiB.-Let us take, for example, the system of paying our offioials 
in kind. It ha.s been in vogue in our country throughout the ages. And it has been adopted 
in some other countries also from time to time. But what is more to our purpose, it is 
potential of great results for our future. When we need orores and crores of rupees for 
additional expenditure and lakhs are to be lost to the publio trea.sury on account of prohi
bition and other ca\ll!e8, how can a Swarajist Minister balance his budget except by a resort 
to these amrilhi methods 1 It is time, we believe, that 04r Ba.stables are thrown into 
a W.P.B. and the 8utras of Manu and the Oodes of Kautilya are re-enthroned in our hearts, 
nay, in our works. Likewise, we believe, are the ' Civil lists ' of our zamindars a soandal 
from the public point of view. And if a system like the one laid down in the smrilhiB· 
is adopted, and, we suppoee, the I.C.S. from London is replaced by an I.Z.S. (zamindari 
service) from India with a payment in kind 38 abovesaid, then, indeed, we have got all the 
-reforms in service that we need and a huge surplus too to boot in the pxchequer for the 
public good. But will our Legislators take note of it! We wonder I 

15. GTowing bitterness agaifIBI theBe zamindar8.-We might notioe here the growing 
bitterness in the country against these zamindari institutions, sO much so, that in oertain 
quarters, there has arisen a demand for their oomplete abolition altogether; and we desire 
that the Committee Ahould take note of the same. In our view, the causes for this bitter
ness may be classified 1lI!der three heads. (1) The personal ways of the holders of thel!& 
estates, who have, on the one hand, grown awfully indolent towards their legitimate duties 
by the administration of their holdings and, on the other, have been incurring a huge and 
extravagar>t personal expenditure for their needs, which have grown beyond all rea.sonabls 
proportions a.s compared with their resources, so, much sO that some of them have heen 
spending, we suppose, more sums per annum than, for instance, the Viceroy of India, 
while, at the same time, their beads of service draw a salary of not much more than what 
a Secretariat daffadar earns nowadays and the bulk of their peasantry and populace are 
starving and are on the verge of pauperism. (2) The increa.sing self·consciousness and the 
rising dignity and self-38sertion of the z&min ryot and labourer to Bome extent, who are 
no longer prepared to serve 38 the hewers of wood and drawers of water for their erst
while feudal over-lords. (3) And thirdly, th"re is the impaot of the Russian Revolution 
on our own social and economic struoture in India which has got its own effect OD the demand 
for a complete abolition of these institutions. If, in l~US8ia, all the Royalty and feudal 
aristocracy could be abolished and its effllCts given away to the poor and the hardy pea
santry and labourers, our people in India too have begun asking themselves whether Buoh 
a reform will not be a great desideratum also here. 
~ 

16. Warning to the zamindar8.-We have no mind, indeed, to discuss these oauses a$ 
any length; but, at the same time, we deem it our duty to strike a note of warning agains' 
the ways ofm3DY of the members of this distinguished order which, we are prepared to own 
ha.s played no smaD part in building up our publio life in the pa.st and, we are hoping will 
still continue to play a larger part in future. ' 
~ 

. . 17. Without any exaggeration or an overdrawn pioturt> and confining ourselves to 
a few bare facts of our existence, we lelieve that these zamir.dars are spending on their -
personal needs and luxuries quite a disproportionate part of their total incomee with the 
result that, in many cases, the peasantry and labourers at"ll starved; the educati~n of their 
boys goes uncared for; the village tanks have got silted up for want of repair· the temples 

-and chatraflle have gone into ruin; the vilI~ r.o~_haY~ heeD unoared for;' and there is-
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practically no love-lost between the zamindar and his People·; and, m: oorte.lB ~laee~" tile 
tenantry is fast rising up in revolt, refusing the payment of taxes and even resorting·.~6 
violence in a few extreme' ce.ses against the zamindars here and t~re. ."" 

18. We venture to cite a positive example here. For instance, let us take the Vizaga
patam district, which, it is well-known, is a largely zamindari tract. Out of a total popu
lation of 25 to 30 lakbs in this district, we believe that as many as five to six lakbs have 
migrated to other places like Bezwada, Jtj,jahmundry, Kharagpur, Kidderpur, Jamshedpur, 
Assam, Rangoon, etc., during the last half-century'. If We go to examine the causes of this 
migration, we will find that it is due to a periodical failure of crops in this area, which itself 
has been due to the neglect in repairing the village tanks and water sources by the zamin
dars; and while the treasuries are practically empty and devoid of funds, the personal 
allowances of the Royal Household, including their election and other expenses, easily 
amount to several lakhs per annum and there seems to be no hope for a way-out of this 
muddle, unless the' Civilliets ' of their chiefs are strictly controlled and limited by statute 
or otherwise. 

19. Abolilion not an immediate iasue.-Whatever be the ultimate solution of this 
problem, we believe that the question of a complete abolition of these estates is not an 
immediately practicable proposition. And We would like to sum up our reasons for such 
a view. (1) In the first place, while there have been zamindars and zamindars-and 
several of them have served also as zamindars to the alien Muslim and British rulers in 
the country-we do not share the view that the zamindari institution itself has been an 
unmixed evil in India. And, to mention but a few instances, the part played by the houses 
of Vizianagram, Jeypore, Amaravati, Bobbili, Pithapuram, Peddapuram, NU2:vid, Ven
katagiri, etc., in this part of the country for the advancement of our religion, culture, edu
cation, art, literature, science, sculpture, valour, sport, etc., will rank as no mean or in
considerable, either in quality or extent, in the building up of our public life in Andhra ; 
and, if, of late, they have fallen or at least are not able to cope with the tide of a flood of 
modernism, we suppose, it is because of factors OVer which they have no control possibly 
and, at any rate", their fall is common with all the rest of our countrymen in every depart
ment of our life and activity. (2) Secondly, while these 2:amindars, like our business 
community, are a generally conservative lot, at the same time, we do not share the view 
that they are too conservative or grown out of date for our modern political purposes. In 
this wise, as one of us had put it eslewhere. "They (these za.mindars) are also trying to 
move along with the times; and, so far as our part of the country is concerned, they have 
broken their bangles and left off their harems and are once again taking a leading part in 
our elections, local boards, legislatures and our business and other affairs of the country." 
(3) Moreover the introduction of the federal principle as between British India and the 
Native States, in our view, marks an important departure in our politico-economic condi
tions throughout the country; and, in our tackling the bigger problems as between the 
States and the Governors' Provinces, or the re distribution interse of the Governors' Pro
Vinccs themselves, this matter of the zamindaris may soon lose its present bitterness and 
even pale into insignificance ultimately. And, in this process, it is our belief that, while 
the people will have to rely more and more upon the SUppOIt of these 2:amindars for advice, 
guidance and even financial aid, the latter themselves will have greater opportunities to 
associate hereafter more freely and contribute to bring about a happier harmony than at 
present obtains between both in the country. Thus, the taking part of, say, a Vuyyur Raja 
in establishing a College at Bezwada or of the Challapalli Raja in the recent Andhra 
Se bhas, we opine, has tended to bridge up to some extent the gulf between our patricians 
and plebians ; and we are hoping that such common ties will become more frequent and 
prolific than heretofore. (4) Lastly, we are afraid, that We are yet far off from even a 
distant vision of our future Swaraj for devising a proper scheme of amalgamation, absorp
tion, addition, or elimination of these zamindari institutions in relation to that final 
struoture of our dreams. And both in this transitional epoch as well as for our raising and 
bnilding up our future Swarajist State in India, We opine, we can hardly dispense with 
the traditions, or eVen resources of these estates, which we deem to be an invaluable asset 
"to the nation at this stage of our existence; while as for the future, we have got enough 
faith" in ourselves aa well as in our aristocracy to hope for their rising to the ocoasion along 
~th the rest of the country for putting forth their own share of valour and sacrifice for the
nation at the time of our real need. 

20. Re"lO"8 the C<ltUeB oj bit!emeB8.-While We have no desire at this stage to confuse 
the immediate issues on hand with the ultimate solution of this problem, we feel that. there 
never has been greater need than now for removing some of these caUSes of bitterness 
between our landlorde and their tenantry and for making them both more useful arid bene
ficial to the publio good than at present. And, towards this end, we venture to submit the 
fullowing re<lQmmendations for .your committee's earnest consideration. 
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21. A. Zamintl4r'. duty.--So far as tbe zaminda.ra are concerned, we suggest tbat 
(1) Tbey sbould take immediate stepe to curtail tbeir personal expenditure; in tbis regard, 
tbe wortbyexample of the present Cabinet membera must be brougbt home deeply to theBe 
landed magnates. (2) Tbey should take a greater interest in tbe administration and 
development of tbeir estates and their resources. Thus, while there are scores of t·hese 
millionaires and multi-millionaires in the Andhradesa, we can easily show that not one 
of them has been responsible for launching a scheme of any large-ilca1e bank, insurance 
company, agricultural colonization, mining enterprise. steam-ship building, or other bigger 
industry for wbicb tbeir energies and resources could be moat usefully devoted. In thia 
connexion, we venture to suggest that Britain rules India not SO much through ber valour as 
by her industry and commerce; and if the aristocraoy of our land cannot or will not play ita 
part in the bnilding up of our national where withal, then, we are afraid, it will have to Ret 
out and still not complain. (3) Thirdly, in proportion to the faU of the oommodity prices 
since the last war, the zamindsrs should reduce the burden of taxation on thcir tenantry 
say to the tune of at least 25 per cent ofits prl.-Bent level. (4) Fourthly, wherever they hav~ 
got large extenta of cultivable waste or even peraonal inams for that matter, they should 
make it a point to part with the same for providing every landleSB man in their estates with 
an acre or two of the same. (5) Fifthly, they should provide po3t-ha.ste for the repairing 
and replenishing of their former cootramIJ which have gone into diBUBe for the purpose of 
giving food to every needy man, woman, or child in their estates, so that, when the hour 
of reckoning comes, as it is bound to come shortly, they can be able to say with pride 
that there is not a single starving soul under their care. (6) And lastly, the lot of their 
eervants has got to be bettered in every way. 

22. B. Peop!e'8 responaibility.--So far as the people of the.e estates are concerned, 
we should adviee them (1) to shed their fear and organize themselves; (2) to study ths 
problems that are facing them and their landlords; (3) and to co-operate in every way with 
the zaminda.rs in aU sensible and reasonable measures of reform aimed at rooting out 
ignorance, illiteracy, hunger, poverty, crime and mieery from the land. 

23. O. TaBles ahead of the Gooemmem.-In regard to what the State should do in this 
wise, we venture to think that (1) They should endeavour to get the provision of the re..arved 
seats and separate electrorates for these landholders in our IJgislatures removed from the 
statute book. These, in our view, are not only unnecessary, because, any da.y, a za.minda.r, 
by virtue of his capacities and resources, can easily manage to fit himself in one political 
party of the land or other and come up to the fore-front. but it is also a constant source of 
friction and irritation between the landlords and others. While these ..aparate electorates 
last, however. these zaminda.rs should make it a policy not to contest any general sests, 
becaUl'e, in our view, the present cry against the zamindsr~ i. not a whit due to their stand
ing for all and sundry posts. (2) We are of opinion that the Court of Wards should be forth
with abolished; and. where a Council of Regency Cor Trustees has got to be appoiuted, it 
should be always from the ranks of the most re.pectable citizens of the estates thomselves. 
(3) Thirdly, the Government should sanction a remission in their pp-Bkkask in proportion 
to the reduction of the zamindari r~venue. (4) And lastly, the Stat> should endeavour to 
work up an integral scheme of Panckayat &j for our villages, taluks, districts and Provinces 
in the country,. s suggested b~ the late Desabandhu Da. in his" Out-line scheme of Swaraj ", 
which, in our view, j.rovides a; basiF for the solution eventuall,Y of both our zaminciari ali 

well as non·zaminda.ri territories in the land. 

24. OoncIUBitm.-In conclusion, we debire to add that our Mr. G. V. Subba Rae of us, 
is willing to furnish any personal or oral explanation of the above evidence as may be deemed 
Deflessary by the Committee. 

G. V. SU1IBA. RAO, 
Presidmt. 

Kemorandum by K.R.Ry. Ch. Venkata Krishna Nayudu Garu, Kember, Dlabie' lIoarct, 
Kistna, dated 30th November 1931. 

I (a) A discussion of this question does not very much contribute to a solution or 
the zaminda.r-tenant probkm as it is purely academic. The respective rights of the 
zaminda.r and the tenant have already been clearly defined and it is not necessary to 
discuss or to reviee those rights in order to elevate the economic position of the ryot or to 
remove the difficulties that he may be ex!>"riencing. However, if an answer ia needed 
it may be stated at the very outset that the zaminda.ri system iteelf is based on a recogni
tion oC the proprietary right of the zaminda.r in the land. The basic principle underlying 

. the permanent settkment was that the proprietary right of the zamindar in the land should 
be admitted consistently with the rights of the cultivators of the soil so as not only to 
ensure permanency of revenue but specifically to grant him also the status of proprietor 
of the soil. That is the spirit and letter uf the settlement of 1802. 
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Subsequent legislative measures including the Madras Estates Land Act as recently 
amended have sought to preserve this right in several ways recognizing that the interesfi 
of the zamindar in the land is primary as against the secondary or limited interest of the 
tenant. The Madras Estates Land Act provides that in the event of abandonment or 
relinquishment of land by a. tena.nt it becomes the property of the zamindar. This un
mista.ka.bly reoognizes the superior intereiQ; of the za.mindar in the land. Even with regard 
to occupancy rights it is la.id down tha.t a. tena.nt can a.cquire oooupa.Dcy rights only if he 
is a.dmitted in to the la.nd by the zamindar. Occupancy may no doubt esta.blish the tena.nt's 
right of possession in tho Ia.nd but tha.t is entirely distinct from the right of property that 
is vested in the za.mindar. While thus the proprietary right of the zamindar in the land 
is clearly distinguished from the tena.nt's right ofoccupa.ncy, in the case of the zamindar's 
private lands a.nd in respect of waste la.nds the absolute right of the za.mindar is carefully 
preserved. 

The right of property of the zamindar in the land does not however, render the tena.nt's 
right of possession in the soil precarious. The tenant is rarely if ever interfered within the 
exercise of his right to mortgage, lease or sell his la.nd. He is, therefore, not in a position 
very different from that of a tenant in the ryotwari area. 

The proprietary right of the zamindar only reserves for him the mining rights •. Even 
in respect of this, however, it is fair that the tenant should also enjoy th,e right of sharing 
in the mineral resources that may be found in the la.nd in which he has occupancy rights. 
If provision is made for this it is immaterial to the tena.nt as well as the zamindar whether 
the one or the other is recognized as the proprietor of the soil. 

I. (b) The zamindar is the proprietor of the land with the responsibility fixed on him 
to preserve, inorease or improve the extent of oultivable area in his estate and with the 
right of collecting rent on all cultivated land. The tenant is in the position of a cultivator 
with permanent oocupa.Dcy rights a.nd with protection ensured to him from ejectment from 
the la.nd so long a.s he pays the rent to the zamindar and does not cause a.nything to be done 
which makes the land unfit for cultivation. The distinct right of the tena.nt, therefore, 
of possession in .the soil aoquired by occupa.ncy has been recognized and he is not fettered 
bya.ny conditions in the exercise of that right. 

n. It is dilIicult to define what is f8.ir and equitable rent as a matter of general prin
oiple without a.ny relation to the conditions "fthe area for which rent is to be settled or the 
facts of the case in which such determination is to be made. The Madras Estates Land 
Act recognizes this difficulty and provides, therefore, that the rate of rent lawfully payable 
to the z .. mindsr for the time being must be considered fair a.nd equitable until the con
trary is proved. The right of the zamindar to enha.nce th .. rates of rent has been ciroum
soribed by several conditions a.nd the necessary safeguards have been provided aga.inst 
arbitrary enha.ncement of rent. The principle on which settlement of rents was made in 
the zamindaris is the same as that adopted in Government areas a.nd, while it may be true 
that in certa.in areas the rates of rent are higher than those in the ryotwari areas it oannot 
be denied that in oertain other zamindari areas the rates that now prevail are very muoh 
lower than those obta.ining in the ryotwari areas with almost the same fertility of soil and 
natural facilities. Assessment of rent was made in 1802 on the basis of the nature of the 
soil and the facilities of water-supply and· drainage that existed in a partic.liar area. 
Several improvements having been made by providing for better irrigation facilities a.nd the 
soil having been considerably improved those rates, at any rate in certain areas cannot 
in any ma.nner be considered fair and equitable now. The average yield on such lands 
and the average price levels over a period of ten years have considerably added to the 
value of the lands so that the rents pa.id on them require to be o;nha.nced in order to be 
proportionate to the average yield or even to be inconlirmity with the sta.ndard of rates 
preva.iUng in the ryotwari area on lands with the same fertility of soil a.nd irrigation a.nd 
other facilities. It is necessary therefore, that the zamindar's right of enhancing rents 
in such areas must be preserved. Otherwise it would be a hardship OD him. If a general 
revision ofrates of rent, is felt necessary, and is decided upon however such a revision must 
be made with reference to rates of assessment obta.ining in the neighbouring ryotwari area. 
It should not be oonfined to est.ates in which rents are higher tha.n the ryotwari assessment 
but should be extended to zamindaris where the existing rents are lower than the ryotwari 
assessment. If there is to be a scaling down in some cases there is no reason why there should 
not be a scaling up also by a.dopting the ryotwari assessment a.s a standard. 

The nature of the soil is the ma.in basis on which assessment of rent is to be made. 
The average yield on the land and the price levels over a period of ten years must also be 
taken into consideration. To put it generally it would not in any wa.y be a hardship on 
the tenants if one-sixth of the net inoome on the land is fixed as fair and equitable rent. 

m-lGA 
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,(c) In certain zamindari areas the need forremiBllion of rent on oocasioDsofgeneral 
failure of crops is recognized and the tenants are deriving the benefit of that recognition. 
If remission of rent should be made compulsory by providing for it in the statute it should 
be confined only to, cases of a general fall in prices entitling tbe z&mindar also to a pro
portionate remission in the pesbkash he has to pay. 

In cases of failure of crops the custom that now prevails in the dillerent estat<,s need 
not be rep\a.ced by any statutory provision as it would only lead to unnecessary friction 
and litigation. 

(dl Although it is not likely that there would be quick and .udden changes in the 
nature of s;)ils or in the economic conditions of a particular area it is neither practicable 
nor desirable to settle the rate of rent for any particular area permanently. While the 
nature of the soil, the average price level over a period of twety yeal"'! and the improve
ments effected in the area should be the main factors in the determination of fair and equi
table rent the general economio conditions prevailing in the area at the time the revision 
of the rates is made should also be taken into consideration. 

(e) A generai power of revision of rents by executive action through settlement officers 
is neither necessary nor desirable as provision fur such pOWer will only place the parties 
concerned at the mercy and oaprice of the executive Government and also as it would be 
undoubtedly costlier than adjudication by civil courts or revenue officers. There are 
adequate safegnarde for the tenants in the Madras Estates Land Act, 1934, against arbitrary 
enhancement of rent and there are provisions equally adequate for the zamindar to en
hance the rent wherever it is necessary. I do not think that there is any need to modify 
'or amend these provisions. 

m. Three ways of collecting rent have been provided for in the amended Estates Land 
Act for the zamindar, all of them designed to protect the tenant from harraBBment and 
oppression and make it easy for the zamindar to collect the revenue. But in practice they 
are not having the desired ell"ct but-only making it difficult for the zamindar to collect 
the rent. The method of distraint and sale of movable property is not in effect helping 
the zamindar to realize the rent with the least possible delay on account of the intervention 
of Government Revenue officers which is prescribed by the statute. Neither is it possible 
'imder this method to minimise the annoyance that is likely to be caused to the tenant. The 
interference of such officers may be dispensed with or at any rate considerably curtailed. 

A cheaper and a more convenient procedure for all the parties concerned would be to 
provide for keeping the distraint property in the custody of the village munsif and fix a 
time-limit for the sa.le of the sa.me. 

The method of realization of rent by sale of a tenant's holding not only causes undue 
delay for the zamindar but proves very costly to the ryot in the end. For the soale of 
charges fixed is so high that the expenses incidental to the whole procedure constitute in the 
result a heavier burden for the ryot than the rent itself. The time-limit fixed for l'Brvice 
and other formalities ha.s not only to be considerably reduced but the scale of charges should 
also be entirely revised. 

Notifioation in the Gazette before a holding is bronghi to sale is absolutely superfiuous 
and may conveniently be dispensed with. It is also found in practice that it is not necessary 
to serve two notices before the holding is brought to sale as it would only cause delay without 
confirming any advantage on the tenant. 

.. A slight modification in regard to the time-limit for distraint of immovable property 
is also necessary. It would be convenient for the zamindar as well as the ryot if the time 
limit for distra.int of property is fixed as two years so that there may be an interval of one 
year from the date of distraint of property till a suit is filed for recovery of rent. 

IV. The question whether the rights of tenants to water-snpply are appurtenant to 
land or are merely a matter of contract between them and the landholder is of special 
importance to certain zamindars as there is extensive cultivation under tanks or other 
sources of irrigation under their control Whatever the legal aspect of the question may 
'be the obligation olthe zamindar to supply water to the tenants for lands registered as wet 
so long as they pay him the wet _s@ment must be admitted. 

, It naturally follows, therefore, tlun the zamindar shouid have a superior and proprie
tary right in the water-sources as the peshka.sh he pays includes assessment on IRICh IIOUI"Ce8 
also. ' 
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V. It is in the interests of the zamindar &8 well &S the tenants to have the estate surveyed 
periodically but it is desirable that the intervals between one survey and another should 
be fairly long so as to avoid unnecessary expenditure. In my opinion it is just and fak 
that the tenants should bear 2/3 and the mmindsr 1/3 of the cost of the survey as periodical 
survey operations help more to sa.feguard the interests of the tenants, than those of the 
zamindsr. In estates, however, where survey is made by the Government from time to. 
time for purposes of &Sse.sment of watel-rate there does not appear to be any need for 
special survey being made by the zamindsr as the Government survey may be adopted by 
the zamindsr also. It is necessary here to deal with a subjeot which is of special importance 
to a few zamindsris in the northern circars. I refer to the survey of lanka lands. The 
nature of lanka lands is different from that of other lands. They are not fixed in extent 
and, as a result of Iloods and erosion, may increase or decre&ae every year. Frequent 
survey of suoh lands would be too expensive both for the zamindsr and the tenants. The 
survey of such lands, therefore, may·be made once in 20 years if necessa.ry. The cOst of the 
survey should be borne in the same manner a.s in the case of the survey of other lands. 

The question of erosion r&iaes another problem-that of remission of rent on seri lanka 
lands lost in erosion. In such cases on a.pplica.tion by the aggrieved tena.nts the Government 
through their local officials or the zamindar him",lf m!>y have the holding surveyad, 
and grant whatever remission is necessary. As regards the claim of the tenants for' 
possession of lanka. lands which are newly formed in spots where some years ago erosion 
ca.used the disappearance of their lands the method adopted by the Government in the 
area under their control may conveniently be followed in the zamindsris a.lso. 

When a portion of seri lanka land is erod9d the Governm9nt deducts the proportionate 
rent if the tenant relinqnishes his title to that portion. But if he wants to preserve that 
title he will have to clntinue to pay rent for the extent erod~d aho so that when the lanl<a 
is reformed in that spot he may claim possession of. the same. This procedure is just 
and fair and ma.y, therefore, be adopted in the za.mindari area.a .. Iso. . 

Preparation of a record of rights would have well served the purpose for which it Was 
intended if it had been effected at the time of the pasting of the E.tates L90nd Act in 1908 
but such a.n a.ttsmpt now, would only be vexatious and, costly without in a.ny m .. nner 
being benefioial either to the zamindar or to the tenants. It would give scope for un
neoessa.ry litiga.tion and petty disputes between one tenant and another a.nd between the 
tenants and the mmindsr. There is besides no need now to prepare a record ofrights a.s the 
rights of the zamindar a.nd the tenants ha.ve been fairly permanently settled since 1908. 

"I. Customary levies a.re m",de m90inly to secure for the community in general the 
services of certain classes of serva.nts. In the Challapalli estate, for instance, a levy called 
khereejulu is made from the tenants to m .. intain a. staff of vet tis in carhin villages to render 
communal service. The income derived from the levies is not appropriated by the zamin
dar but is spent on the maintenance of such services. It is not unfair, howaver, to cancel 
customary levies wherever they are a source of income to the z .. mind~r. But so long as they 
are made with the object of maintaining communal servioes they cannot and should not 
be cancelled. 

VII. (a) P&sture lands and forests form part of the assessed area on which the nmin
dsr pays peshkarh and therefore con~t'tute his absolute property. All stICh lands cannot 
be cl!loSsed as communal and no statutory provision of a sweeping nature can be mlode 
for the rights of the ten&nts for grazing their cattle or collec~ wood for agricultural imple
ments. ,Even where pasture lands and forert. have been presctibed for communal use 
it is nl ither Plaoticable nor desirable to allow the ryots to use them unfettered and un
controlled. If they are to be properly maintained and preserved th'ir use has to be 
regulated and controlled by the zamindar. But that is only in the case of forests and p~·ture 
lands which have been permanently set apa.rt for a specifio purpose. In C31'tain e.tates where 
forests or p!'sture lands exist only nominally and have not been set a.part or cannot be set 
apart for any specifio purpose it is de.irable that the mmindsr's right of converting them in 
a manner which would serve his and the tenants' interests best should not be fettered. There 
is also no need to replace the usage obtaining in the different estates by a statutory provision. 

VII. (el The tenants enjoy the right of use of public patha and the zamindar h&a a 
reversionary right in them. But since public patbs and punth&a in most of. the estates are 
not fixed in width on any principle, it onen happ)Us th, entire waste land in which the 
zamindsr haP the proprietary light is claimed to be communal land and u",d as highways. 
The principle adopted in Government and locs! fund areas in fixing the width of public paths 
must be followed in the samindsri areas also and the extent which is not required a9 hrgh
_)s or for communal purposes must be placed at the disposal of the :umind!>r who would 
put it to any use he may consider proper. 

, 
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Tanka also form part of the absolute property of the zamindsr on which he has a right 
to derive income subject, of course, to the rights that custom or usage may ha VI! conferred 
on the tenants. 

VIII. As regards maintenance and repair of irrigation works the provisions in the 
amended Estate~ Land Act protect the interests of the tenants properly and there is no 
need to alter them. The obligation on the part of the zamindar to maintain in proper 
condition tbe irrigation works in his estate cannot be qUestioned. But it relates only to 
important works leaving the respolU'ibility fl r attending to petty work. to the tenants. 

The powers vested in the Government of interferenca in cases of negleot of irrijlation 
works by the zamindar provide all the safeguards necessary for the tenants and it is no. 
desirable to vest any more powers in the Government. 

IX. The system of annual jamabandi needs strict enforcement in every estate as it 
would help the zamindar to maintain proper accounts and provide for timely redress of 
the grievances of the tenants. 

X. A slight modification in regard to the law governing the relationship between the 
.za.miudar and the under-tenant is necesp&lJ'. The zamindar may be empowered in cases 
of arrears of rent on a plot of land cultivated by an under-tenant to serve a notice on the 
under tenant also before proceeding against the plot. It is a modification calCUlated to 
safeguard the interests of the pattadsr as well as the under-tenant. The status of the 
under-tenant also requires improvement which may be secured by providing for fixity 
of tenure and by the determination of the rent he has to pay to the tenant with reference 
to well-defined principles. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue may continue to be the final appellate and revisional 
authority in proceedings between zamindsrs and tenants Sf; the constitution of a .pooial 
tribunr I would only entail additionr 1 expenditure and may not aftar "II oreate more con-
fid9nce in the parties than the Board of Revenue. • 

(b) To avoid confusion and costliness it is depirable that the revenue ard civil court. 
should be allowed in future also the jurisdiction they now epjoy in respect of proceedings 
between landholders and tenants according &8 they relate to revenue or civil law. 

XII. Provision for proper relief and remedies for the zamindar in raspeot of un
authorized occupation vi his lands by the tenants is one of the most important ntlads arising 
from the present political and agrarian conditions. Cases of unauthc.rized occup"tion are 
tending to increase in number and the best remedy that can be provided for the zamindar 
is to make a statutory provision for criminal prosecution of the tenant who is found by 
proper authoritJ to have made such unauthorized occupation. The present Act no doubt 
provides for the initiation of criminal proceedings against a tenant for unauthorIZed occu
pation but in practice that provision is not having the desired effect as the matter is left 
ultimately to be decided only by a civil court. A civil suit is not by any means an easy 
or cheap remedy to the zamiudar. It is eesential, therefore, that a remedy which would 
not be cootly and at the same time act &8 a deterrent should be provided. The Collector 
or any officer deputed by him may be empowered to try and decide such cases with the 
High Court 8S th~ final appellate authority. Or in the alternative provision has to be made 
for eviction of the unauthorized occupant through the Collector and for realization of 
damages by the zamindar. 

(b) The law in regard to collection of jodi, poruppu and kattubadi doe@ not require 
any modification as it only r-ecognizes the r:ghts and privileges of the classes who pay them 
and who are themselves landholders. 

Another point which it ia necessary to stre@s here is the need (or provision of dired 
control for the zamindar over the village officers. It is part of the duty of the village 
officers especially kamams, to render servioe to the zamindar a1so by preparing (or him 
the village accounts. But gross neglect of that duty is common in most estates. Absence 
of direct control of the zamindar over these officers is the main cause for such neglect. It 
.is necessary, therefore, in order to fu.cilitate proper maintenance of revenue accounts that 
the zamindar also should be empowered to exercise direct control over village officers. The 
zamindar may be empowered to fine, suspend or dismiss the viIlage offioers who of course 
m&y be given the right of appeal to the Revenue Divisional Officer. 

Ox, VBNlUTAXBI8JmA NAYUnu. 
J)j.trict Board Member. K ialM. 
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Memorandum by Mr. V. RamamurU, PotarlaDka village In the estate of Cha11apall1, 
Xistna district, dated 5th Novembor 1931. 

I. (a) The tenant is in reality the proprietor of the soil. The tenant existed even 
long before the landholder existed or made his appearance. The priority of the tenani 
may be traced to the time when man's .instinct tilled the soil for food. irrespective of 
Governments or zami institutions :which never existed then. 

(b) The interest that the tenant bas in the soil is innate. unquestionable and un
bounded by any considerations of a. landholder whose b\l8llless is mere collection of tax 
due or undue. The tenant cultivates the land no& in the sheer sense to pay the land
holder from whom he derives no benefit constitutional or personal. but in the sense to 
produce food not only for himself. but also for tbe world a.t large. Really tbe tenant is 
the primitive son of the soil; he never exists for the exploiting. arrogating and extravagant 
za.mindar. The soil is not the property of tbe zamindar who won't persona.lly deal with 
it. What eartbly justification or essentiality to exist is there for tbe zami institutions. 
which are by no means serving humanity. but on the other hand so irresponsibly proving 
stumbling blocks in the smooth path of buman progress? Tbere must be Government 
and peeple. but no third intermediary institution. 

II. (a) & (b) A part of tbe residue of the yield or income of the field estimated on 
examination of the soil, after granting a.llowances (i) for tbe family maintenance of tbe 
farmer or tenant. (ii) for tbe maintenance of the ploughing bulls and other necessary 
cattle, (iii) for tbe farm-servant and cattle-berd, (iv) for tbe social and religious obser
vances on reasonable standard, (v) against diseases, accidents and failure of crops, or 
famines sbould form tbe rate of rent. Under any circumstances it should not exceed 
Rs. l~ an acre at tbe most. This rent is by a.ll means equitable in respect of a highly 
rich or fertile soil; i.e .• the rent should vary down according to the kind of soil. TM 
tenant or the foodgiver of tbe world can't afford to cater to the boundless appetite of the 
landlord for money, which will by no means be utilized for popular ends. Who do not 
know the unlicensed extravagancies of the landholders of the present day order I They 
have no administra.tive, ehical or spiritua.! responsibilities. In these days of constitu
tional advancement the tena.nt should no longer be considered as being a mere creature of 
creation intended to pamper an undesirable and unnecessary, unremunerative and paraai
tica.! institution, bimself starving. 

(e) If a human constitution is diseased there must be corresponding treatment to 
restore health. So when there are failures of crops due to weather or pest or inundations, 
and impending famines, there must necessarily be provision for remission witbout which 
conditions governing the tenant will be deemed barbarous. 

(d) It is not advisable to fix the rate of rent of any particular area once for aJl; 
for it handicaps tbe tenant. It is quite improba.ble that a soil gets enriched by natura.! 
causes, but on the other hand it is by a.ll means probable that certain natural causes may 
deteriorate the quality of the soil. Human band if exerts itself to tbe higbest pitcb to 
improve the land, it would or could only counterbalance any evils or destructive results 
of any natural causes. In PotarIanka village in the Estate of ChellapaJIi, the rate of 
rent was fixed in the Halcyon days wben boney and milk flowed from the land at Rs. 4 
per acre. Now, certain natural causes permanently laid tbe fields under deterioration of 
the worst order. An acre won't turn out even Re. 1 net. So the tenants are selling 
themselves so to speak to meet the rent. Any officer or court witb judicial eye may be 
entrusted with powers to settle equitable rent provided the Provincial Government retains 
or reserves revision a.! powers in case of corruption or partiality. 

(e) Certainly the Provincial Governments must and ougbt by a.ll means to bave 
final powers of disposal. 

m. (a) to (0) Though retaininl! the system and powers of collection of rent as tbey 
exist now on the part of the landholder, yet a.!1 process of collection of arrears should be 
made ab~olutely free from litigant character, and ccsts, whicb in most cases exceed thrice 
or ~our times ~he ori,nnalamount, which the defaulter could not pay. This is no doubt an 
ethlca.! absurdity. What the Government in Government villages is doing for collection 
of arrear& of land revenue must be followed in toto even in zamindari villages. It is desi
rable that lands should not be made a charge for arrears. An advanced constitutional 
principle is involved therein. For much injustice is being done in tbe revenue sa.!es and 
the tenant is being deprived of bis whole bolding for small arrears. Let not the nucleus 
of exis&ence be bereft of. 
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IV. By rights gf water-supply here I mean rights to demand water-supply where 
there is a natural source adjoining fields. 10 this case the rights are inherent with the 
tenant to demand supply as being a.ppurtenant to land. It is no ma.tter of contract be
tween the tenant and the landlord. By superior right I mean right to regulate distri· 
bution aocording to equanimity and urgency. But the estate should not follow a. policy 
of the dog in the manger. A reasonable water-cess may be levied and lt should take the 
shape of the public fund to be utilized for improvement works. 10 a.ll circumstances the 
Government mUst have a final say. The estate must only officiate as a. trustee. 

V. Every inch of every esta.te must be surveyed. Civilization in thia twentieth 
century does not sanction or endorse unsurveyedness. This mea.ns we have not recover
ed from the dark conditions and dnll and impure mentality of middle a.ges. If any of 
the members of the committee wants to know wha.t inconceivably worst and most inhuman 
type of public disorder leading to private vilification exist in an unsurveyed village he 
had better visit. Potarlanka villa.ge in the Esta.te of Chal1apa1li and know how starving 
bipeds are labouring there under gross constitutional disorders. Record of rights must 
be prepared and the villa.ge accountancy must be established on lines of village account
ancy in Government villa.ges with aU advanta.ges or facilities. The costs must be borne 
by the landholder, hinlself. Constitutional responsibility absolutely lies over him. 

VI. Absolutely no. 

VIl. (a) & (b) What are called natural facilities should be aceessible to the tenants 
onlj. Tbe tenants may ha.ve a scot-free right to graze their cattle a.nd collect green 
manure consisting of shrubs of no importance otherwise without any exercise of power 
to check on the part of the landlord. But with regard to using wood for a.gricultural im
plemenh and domestic purpoee~ ILl> fuel, etc., a kind of administrative check should be 
imposed; for affairs would run amock as· some sellish tenants would use the facilities or 
concessions not for genuine needs but for purposes of clandestine trade or profit. Some 
arrangement must be made to ascertain what the genuine needs of the tenants are. 

(c) As regards public paths, etc., the estate should only act as a trustee to pre
serve or conserve for public ·use. The estate should neither assign nor arrogate them. 
Any powers of redemption or redress in case of grievances thereof, should be in the hands 
of the Government and at the same timE drastic too. For the Government is the consti
tutional authority to maintain public amenities or civic convenience. If the members 
want an object lesson of a place where public paths, streets,communal sites and topes are 
at some places grossly encroached upon, and at others totally disappeared to the utter 
publIc inconvenience and disorder better come to Potarlanka of Challapa\li Estate and 
learn. 

VI'.1. (a) to (0) When there is an irrigation SOUl'ce within an estate it must be deem
ed to b" the bounden duty of the estate to properly see to the distribution of the water and 
repair of the sources when there is need. 'l'he Government should have the power of 
supervioion, but it will be a cumbersome and confused job. So there should decidedly be 
a legislation by which all irrigation sources in the estate should be vested with the Gov
ernment to ensure uniformity of admiuistration. If in the alternative the landlord is 
retained as trustee of the irrigation sources and if he neglects his duties the Government 
should suo moto interfere. 

, 
IX. There are villages from which absolutely no money goes to the Government. 

Here jamabandi means yearly enquiry as to whether relations between the tenant and 
landlord are properly maintained by the l'espective parties. Such jamabandi is necessuy. 

X. The sub-tenants should have as legal a status as the chief tenants. The fact 
that patta runs in one's name should not entitle him to a. sUFBrior right or status. 

XI. A special tribunal of judicial officers should be the final appellate authoritv. 
There should be no revenue courts which are imbued with executive spirit. The~e 
should be special courts of judicial nature with no admixture of executive powers should 
be established to guide the relations between the tenant and the landlord. 

. XII. (a) To award rent in case of unauthorized occupation of the land is the only 
relief in respect of landllolders. By remedy I mean process by which the occupier BUstain~ 
eviction. The real remedy is to see that the tenant has got suffiL~ent land to till aDd hu 
no necessity to occupy the land. . 

(b) 'May be subject to revision. 
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Additional. 

Where there are more than one tenant in a eingle patts., no discrimination is being 
m&de between the true defaulter and a prompt payer, in the issue of process for coIlection 
of arrears. Most probably in such a case the defaulter goes ont scot-free whereas the 
payer who alre&dy paid his dues and against whom procedure is taken indiscriminately 
ia doubly taxed, for he has to pay theolUTears which are not his to save ,his land or 
property from being put to sale. This order of things must be done away with. 

Some of the estates have got the entire trusteeship of certain temples which are 
public in nature, and are misappropriating their income and keeping misrepresented 
&CCOunts, only spending Ii paltry sum as against aIlotGed amount. In some estates the 
priests are being starved, so to speak no rites at the temple being performed. So such 
temples and properties should be vested in the hands of the Government and their 
management be looked to by a panel to be appointed by the Government from time to 
time. Accretions in places of erosion by rivers must lapse to the tenant, and no rent 
should be charged for fields so long as they are under ero.ion and no more. It ia inclicative 
of no common sense but constitutional bankruptcy that l'ents should be demanded for 
fields which are engulfed in the bosom of the river and which are no more. According 
to the Newels report of 1850 the Zamindar of ChaIlapalli owned only 500 acres or so as 
kantam land within the villltge limits of Potarlanka. Now he owns thousands of acre •. 
How? 

V. RAM'AMU1\TI. 

Memorandum by Mr. Govindaraju Satyanarayana, B.A., B.L., Vakil, Guntur, for the 
tenants of Vaddeswaram Agraharam. 

On behalf of the tenants of Vaddesw&ram Agraharam, I am instructed to send the 
toIlowing replies to the questionnaire. 1 have worked and am working in these Estate!; 
Land Act suits and these answers are also prompted by the ,experience that I have gained 
therein. 

1. (a) Zamindar is the proprietor. 
(b) Tenant has occupancy rights in the land whereas the landlord has only a righ5 

to coIlect rent. It is something like a widow's estate or life estate and the remainder. 
The oocupancy right of a tenant must be just like the right of a landholder in seri lands. 

n. (a) Fai~ and equitable ~ent.-The rate of rent that existed before 1920 might be 
taken as the standard. There were then no quarrels between the landlord and tenant. 
Litigation about the nature of the rights which each possessed in the lands started in 
1924. Hence the rate of rent that existed prior to any litigation or disputes between the 
landlord and tenant would be a fair and equitable rent. 

,(b) Considerations in fixing a fair and equitable rent.-(I) In cases where the land 
is in the occupation of tenants rent should be fixed at the rate that was existing at a time 
when there were no disputes or litigation between the parties. 

(2) In cases of conversion of waste land into cultivable land, no rent should be 
collected for the first three years. For the next three years half the rent only should be 
collected from the tenant. The fuIl rent should be fixed at the lowest rate prevailing for 
the cultivable lands within that block. If the land is not within a block having cultivable 
lands then the rate prevailing in the nearest Wock having cultivable lands should be taken 
as the basis for fixing the rent. 

(3) Prillate lands conllerted into ryoti lands.-The same rate of rent as is pay
able for the lands of the same quality situated in the same block or in the nearest block 
should be treated !loS the basis. 

(cl There should be a statutory remission of rent. 
Principles Of ~emission other than those already prollided in the Act.-Remission 

should be granted to the wet lands when the source of water-supply, i.e., the tank, etc .. 
becomes incapable of supplying sufficient quantity of water to the lands or a particular 
piece of land. 

(1) The same conditions of remission prevailing for wet land cultivated under 
Government tank. sl\ould prevail for these lands also. Remission should be granted if 
the adjoining wet lands cultivated under Government tanks obtain remission. The remi ... 
sion should be the difference in rent between the rate of rent prevailing for the wet land. 
and dry lands in the same block or the nearest block. 

m-18 
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(2) There shoUld also be a remission in the years during which there is a cyclone 
or BOme such other occurrence. 

(d) It is advisable to enunciate principles to determine what is a fair and equitable 
rent and leave it to the officer or court concerned to arrive at the figure as and when a 
question arises. 

(e) Executive action of the revenue settlement officers is not necessary. 

m. (a) They require revision. 
(h) (1) Tenants must be given more time and opportunities for payment of arrears, 

more especially in times of depression. 
(2) More opportunities shoUld be given to the tenant to save their rights and 

property on payment of the dues. 
(e) Every landholder shoUld be bound to have an office within the village during the 

collection days, i.e., from the beginning of January till the end of March. He should have 
a clerk or some agent in the office. Tenants shoUld be given every facility to pay rents 
and receive receipts therefor. 

IV. (a) The rights of tenants to water-supply is inherent and should not be made 
a matter of contract. 

(h) The landholder has superior rights as well as duties in the water sources in the 
estate. The nature and the extent of his rights would be to the surplus water after satis
fying the demands and the necessities of the tenants of wet lands cultivated with the 
water of the tank. He would also have the rights of fisheries and such other rights. 

V. (a) Yes. All the estates should be surveyed and record of rights maintained 
compulsorily. In our agraha.ram, there has been no survey for the last several years. 
Neither the landlord nor the tenants know exactly the area of the land in the possession 
of the tenant. There have been various changes on account of partitions, devises, gifts, 
sales and auctions in court and also on account of various other ways and means that it 
makes it absolutely necessary that there should be a survey and record of rights. 

(h) The landlord should bear the cost of the survey. 

VI. No. The landlord cannot demand any other levies. Previously the landlord was 
collecting what are called selagalu and meralu. The landlord has converted it into money 
rate and enhanced the rent. Hence the landlord is not entitled to any further levies. 

VII. (a) In our agraha.ram, there are absolutely no natural facilities for grazing of 
cattle, collection of green manure, or wood for agricUltural implements. Hence the tenant 
should be allowed to have theiT own grazing fields and topes within their holdings. The 
Act shoUld be amended in such a way that the ryots should not lose their occupancy rights 
merely because tha tenament is not cUltivated but kept as a grazing field for cattle. 
Otherwise the landlord ought to be compelled to provide for grazing land for every tenant 
at the rate of one acre for every five acres of cUltivable land. The tenant shoUld also be 
allowed to raise their own topes for collection of green manure or wood for agrIcUltural 
purposes in their tenaments which they might set apart for grazing purpose without 
detriment to their occupancy right. Otherwise the landlord should also provide facilities 
for collection of green manure or wood for agricultural implements. The tenant should 
also be provided with facilities for wood for their domestic ccIiBumption such as firewood. 
etc. If the landlord insists that the tenant should lose their occnpancy rights over such 
portion of their tenament which is not cUltivated bnt kept or set apart for these purposes. 

(h) The tenants have certainly got an inherent right to use them for their own 
domestic and agricultural purposes free of cost if they are in the tenaments in their posses
sion, otherwise they might be alIowed a right to use them lit a slight cost if it is for their 
domestic and agricUltural purpose. 

(el There are no communal lands and hills and forest porambokes in our agra
haram. Thete are public paths and private paths in our agraharam. Both the landlord 
as well as the ryots have equal rights in them. 

VIIT. (a) Principles for arriving at a suitable scheme for maintaining irrigation 
sources and works-

(1) The landholder shonld provi~e for a fresh water well for the use of the tenants 
in the estate. 

(2) Provision should also be made for fresh water for cattle. 
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(3) The tanks should be properly repaired by the landlord. In· our village the 
landlord has not been repairing the tauk for the last 40 years or more as such 
the tank is not able to supply suf!icient wa.ter for the irriga.tion of our wet land 
and for other uses. Therefore the ryots are forced to have recourse to dry culti
vation ever for these land3 . 

• 
(b) Rights should be vested in the Provincial Government to undertake the repair 

or mamtenance of irrigation works when the landholders failed to take necessary or proper 
steps. 

(e) Such powers should be vested in th~ Government to be applied suo mota on 
an application by the parties. 

IX. No jamabandi is necessary. 

X. (1) The legal status of under-tenants should be that of mere lessees in seri lands. 
(2) They should have no connexion with the zamindar or landholder. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue may continue to be the final authority. 

(b) Special courts should be appointed for actions and proceedings between land
holders and tenants. The revenue officers are not ca.pable of either understanding the 
Act or interpreting it judicially. The civil courts may not know the. several revenue 
compllcations in the matter. Therefore members of the bar having at least ten years of 
some practice should be trained in the revenue work and should be posted as officers in 
the special courts; otherwise Subordinate Judges should be given revenue training and 
should be posted as officers for these special courts. 

XII. (al (1) If the land unauthorizedly occupied is the private land of the zamindar 
or landholder, he should be at liberty to eject the trespasser. But if he choose to waive his 
rights for two years then the trespasser should be treated as a tenant. If the landholder 
receives the rent from the trespasser he is no longer entitled to eject him. 

(2) If the land does not form part of his private land but forms part of ryoti land 
previously in the occupation of tenant but has been relinquished by them, the trespasser 
should be treated as tenant. 

(3) If the unauthorized occupation is with regard to waBte land, i.e., land which 
is not even useful as grazing land then a landlord is bound to recognize a trespasser as a 
tenant. 

(bl These are not existing in our village. 

Other IlUggestions. 

Temples in the flillage.-The landlords are bound to repair them and keep them in 
proper condition for the use of the villagers. They have also to make provision for the 
nitya deepa, dhupa, nivedya and aradhana in the temples already existing in the village. 
On account of the neglect of the landlord great loss is caused to the villagers. The housell 
opposite to the temple and the householders therein have become ruined. The houses 
are either in ruins or unused. The householders with their families have either become 
insolvents or have become extinct. The tenants in the village are not able to make ade
quate provisions for the temple. The landlord was paying Rs. 4 yearly for some utss
vams. But he is not now paying the same. He may be compelled to pay the same. 

. 2. J,audlor~s should al~o be bound to create facilities for the estates by creating 
bridges and laymg out pubbc gravelled roads wherever necessary. Otherwise at least such 
facilities such as having a ferry at the cost of the landholder should be provided in order 
that tenants and their cattle may cross the canal from their houses to their tenaments. 

3. Lands granted to the landlord by the Government on account of land acquisitions 
should be treated as communal lands. The tenants in the estate should be entitled to use 
these lands as cattle-stands and for such other purposes. The landlord should not be 
entitled to lease them out for purposes of gravelling. At least the tenants should be 
entitled to use them· for communal. purposes such as cattle-stands, etc., although the 
18 ndholder lease them out for gravelling. 

GoVINDABA3U SATYANARAYANA. 

III-16A 
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Memorandum by :Hr. Y. Sambaalva Sastri, B.A.., B.L., Prell.den&, Town Congreaa 
Committee, Narasaraope&, dated 29th November 1937. 

This memorandum is confined to Agraharamdars or such other whole village grants 
and not to zamindaris. 

I. (a) In my opinion it is the Agraharamdar that il! the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The interest of the tenant is a mere right to enjoy the property. 

The fact that a ryot has an occupancy right depends upon the grant, the length of 
p088llllsion of the tenant, its constructions and other incidents. It cannot be laid down 
categorically that a tenant in a whole villa.ge has the occupancy right. The presumption 
in section 23, Estates Land Act, takes the matter too far in favour of the tenant. As even 
their Lordships of the Privy Council have put it, there is no presumption this way or that 
way. 

Some restrictiona have aOO to be put on a ryot for an occupancy right to be acquirod by 
him. He must be a bona fide ryot. His poasession should not be obtained by fraud. 
Further he must be let into possession by the rightful owner. For instance A and B quarrel 
over the ownership of an Agraharam, or where there is a prospect of such a quarrel a tenant 
let into possession by B or the other who has been ultimately be found not to be the ownor 
caIUlOt confer an occupancy right upon that tenant. Such a situation is always surcharged 
with an atmosphere of suspicion and collusion to defeat the actual owner. The bona fide 
belief of the tenant is quite immaterial and it is even idle to impute bona fides to the tenant. 

If it. is thought that an occupancy right has to be conferred upon the tenant the following 
suggestions may be noted. 

The provision in the existing Act, viz., the payment of one year rent should automati
cally result in the confirmation of the occupancy right in the tenant provided he is in 
possession by such and such date is rather too inadequate. Normally in law, 20 times of 
the rental value is estimated to be the value of the free hold interest in the property. Giving 
the tenant some concession for his long posspssion and such other facts the said 20 times 
may be reduced to either 10 or 12. 

Further a definite number of acres, say 50 or 60 acres be set apart for each Inamdar 
or Agraharamdar as his private land in which that no occupancy right can be acquired 
in spite of the fact that all the conditions necessary for the conferring of the occupancy right 
exist. The acreage must be to be mentioned and other facts. 

The usage custom, the mode of dealing with the property by way of exchange, sale or 
mortgage between the Agraharamdars on one side and the ryots on the other side and the 
disintegration of one's vast Agrabarams into petty number of acres makes one not to 
apply the doctrines applicable to zamindaris in the case of these Agrahararns. 

II (a) and (b) The provisions of the present are good enough and need not be inter
fered with. 

(e) There need be no statutory provision for remission of the rent. 
(d) It is not advisable that the rate of share of rent for a particular area to be fixed 

once for all. 
(e) The Provincial Government should not have any reserve powers to revise, alter, 

reduce the rents. 

rn (a) Section 77 of the Madras Estates Land Act seemB to benefit a chronic defaulters 
in the payment of rent. A tenant may acquire some other properties with the income 
of the holdings but still the Act does not give any power for the landlord to proceed against 
such other properties of the tenant. Therefore I should think that the landlord should 
be given a right to proceed against the other properties of the tenant alao. 

More of specific relief should be granted to the landlord for the ready collection of rent. 
The village officer may themselves be entrusted with that task. A special offiear may be 
appointed or for the matter of that the machinery employed for the collection of contri
butions under the Hindu Religious Endowment Act may conveniently be adopted. 

IV. (a) The right of a tenant to water supply is inherent as being appurtenant to the 
land. 

(b) The landholder has no superior right in the water resoureas in the estate, he also 
being a member of the village community superior right in so far the right to use the water 
along with the others. 
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V. Every agraharam should be surveyed and a record of rights must be maintained 
compulsorily. Porambokes, the communal lands must be definitely be demarcated. 
Regarding the costs of the survey must be borne both by the ryot and the landlord 
equally in the case of holding where an occupancy right exist and in other cases by the 
landholder. 

VI. The landholder cannot demand 4ny levies customary or otherwise from ryots in 
addition to rent. 

VII. Since a village is constructed with all the amenities and facilities required for 
each inhabitant of the village, I think the answer must be in the affirmative for the tenant 
for clauses A and B. 

(e) These public paths, communal lands must be kept as such always. There is no 
question of reversion to the landlord even if the purpose for which the communal land is 
set apart is not necessary any further. In my opinion, hill and forest porambokes should 
not be put on the same path as a publio path or a oommunalland. Different considerations 
do apply to 8uch type of lands. I think the landlord is entitled to collect some thing for the 
use of the hill and forest porambokes by the tenants. It shall be incumbent on the landlord 
to allow the tenant to graze his cattle on the payment of a reasonable sum. 

VIII. In my opinion the chapter dealing with irrigation chapter ~ources must com-
pwtely be overhauled. . 

Chapter VIII of the Estates Land Act. As even laid down by their Lordships in 1 
Indian Appeal, 363 the tanks are ancient and formed part of what may be termed as a 
national system of irrigation ,...cognised by Hindu and Muhammadan Law. The regulations 
of the East India Company and by experience older than history, as essential to the welfare 
and i"d~cd to the exi.tmce of a large portien of the population of India. The public duty 
of maintaining existing tanks and of constructing new ones in many places was originally 
undbrtaken by the Government of India and upon settlement of the country has in many 
insta'te". devolved on the zamindars. The zamindars have no power to do away with t.hese 
tanks in the maintenance of which a large numbers of people are interested but are charged 
und(,r Indian penal Jaw by reasoning of their tenure the duty of preserving and repairmg 
them. I am of opinion that these remarks do also apply with equal if not will make empJuo. 
sise in the case "f the agraharamdam. One c .. nnot visu .. 1ise any consideration to deviate 
from this rule in such cases. It is mandatory on the part of the agraharamd'!ol'" for maintain
ing the old irrigational works though one cannot compete them to construct new ones. The 
fact that a certain tank was breached a long time ago say 20 or 30 yeam ago does not change 
the legal possession this way or that way as it is a continning wrong within the meaning of 
section 23 of the Limitation Act. As obstruction to a water source is always a recurring 
wrong. I would suggest the following changes in chapter VIII. The word ayacut means 
the maximum extent of land that could be cultivated by the fullest capacity of the tanks 
(vide 29 Madras Law Weekly, 613) so that any addition to the extent of ayacut would 
necessarily mean of an inadequate supply of water to the already existing ayaeut. Bearing 
this principle in mind I would think that section 137 -A and B should be deleted. It should 
be made plain that under no circumstances the ayaeut of tank can be extended. 

The restrictions put upon the person making the application under section 138 must be 
removed. I would think that any man owning or cultivating land whatever its area may 
be under the mamul recognised ayacut of the tank may apply under section 138. Further 
any resident of a village as a. member of the village community has a right to t.he water . 
.. (Such a right is oalled profit II prendre.)" As such in my opinion even he should be given 
the right of applying under section 138. I would also think that the deposit may conveni
ently be roduc~d to 109 or 50 in the case ofmajorand the minor irrigation works respectively. 
Some provision has to be made so that this chapter might be applicable even in cases the 
agraharam is an estate within the meaning of this Act or not or more briefly put. The 
presumption is put under section 23 ofthe Act is irreptible so far as the chapter VIII is con 
oerned. 

Under section 142, olause 3, sub-clause (II) the landholder is given a right to question 
the order of the District Collector on the ground that he is under no obligation to repair 
the irrigation work concerned. I think this clause has to be deleted. 

In my opinion there cannot be any exception to the principle that an inamda.r should 
maintain the now exisiting or the one oxisted tanks. 

Tho Provincial Government must be vested with the right of to undertske to repair 
or maintsin where the landholders rail to take nece .. ary and proper steps. Further such 
power to be vtlSted in the Government to be applied .. suo moto" or on application by 
parties. 
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A more distinct provision has to be put in the case of the irrigation works whi"h are 
in a state of despair due to ";8 major. Different considerations mU6t also apply in the 
levy for the maintenance of tank~ in the case of vi8 major and in the case of mh&asanCl', 
non-feasanoe and malfeasance of mamdar. 

Under any circuIll$tances, the tank beds should not be cultivated by the agraharamdar. 
He can enjoy a tank as such. At best he may have exclusive right of fishing or right of 
leasing out the grass. Such an interference by the agraharamdar must be d ... alt with by 
taking eviction proceedings under the Encroachment Act. This sort of prooodure will be 
sufficient check and keep always the agraharamdar almost to maintain the tank. 

IX. I think a yearly zamabandi as in the ryotwari villages is necessary. 

X. Does not arise. 

XI. My first submission is that the office of the Board of Revenue is a big bugbear and 
it is high time and that it should be dillSolved. Only civil courts should have exclusive 
jurisdiction in aU matters. Neither a special tribunal nor a revenue or,urt can be entrusted 
with that task. 

XII. (a) The provisions of the Land Encroachment Act shall apply. 
(b) Now for the jodi or porupu or as tax psyabl ... fer the agraharam by all the agra

haramdars to the Government are marle jointly and severally liahl~. I think the &gra
haramdars shall be made only severally liable in proportion the acreage they have got. 

Y. SA.HBASIVA SAlITRI. 

Memorandum by Mr. S. Rustum Singh, B.A., retired TahsUd&r, Gunm, dated 
2nd December 1937. 

I. (a) .Any amount of legislation without a gesture of good-will from the zamindar, 
and a corresponding feeling of 'my country' and' my mother' from the tenant cannot 
produce cordiality between the two. Virtually, the zamindar is the proprietor of the lIOil. 
The position of a tenant is a peculiar one inasmuch as he has the occupancy right, which by 
itself is a half of the proprietary right. Hence, it is thoroughly unjU6tifiahle to view the 
tenant as a mere non-entity in the matter of proprietorship. It is therefore to be concluded 
that both have equal rights in the proprietorship of the soil. 

(b) The right of the landlord is' melvaram,' while that of the tenant is' kudivaram.' 
The former right relates to the disposal of the property by sale, lease, mortgage or any 
other transfer of property not affecting the right of occupancy possession by the tonant. 
The interest of the ten8J1t relsting to possession should for all practical purposos be a 
perpetual one, unless he is dispossessed by a competent authority or court. 

II. (a) One-tenth of the value of the produce aftar deducting the cultivation expens"., 
conveyance charges, and cost of marketing facilities may be viewed as a fair and equitable 
rate of rent per acre considering the general distressed condition of tho ryot. 

(b) A competent authority in each zamindari or proprietary area should conduot 
crop experiment and work out a notation of the value of produc'e in difforent are""" 
and this should be taken as the basis for arriving at the value of the aetual in('ome to the 
tenant. The rent should be taken to~be the reBuit "fthe application of the following formula: 

Rent = 1/10 (a - b + c + d) per acre if oultivation expense. is represented by (b), 
conveyance charges (c), cost of marketing faciliti ... (d), notation value according 
to the prevailing market rate at the time of the harvest season (a). 

(c) Too many statutory provisions'make matters worse. Mter all, remission 
is merely a matter of grace, and it i.~ not wise to enunciate principles with regard to this 
which must be left to the generosity of the zamindar or proprietor. 

(d) It is advisahle to fix the share of produce which represent. the rent once for all, 
arrive at the notation figures from the statistics of the immediately preceding 
five years and fix rents generally. Crop experiments in representative areas should 
be conducted every year and the results noted. These will furnish valuahle information 
for the officer or court competent to revise the rent charged by the zamindar when occasion 
arises. 

(8) Yes. This can be done through the respective Revenue Divilliona.! Officers. 
No settlement officers are necessary. 

m. (a), (b) & (c) If the rent goes down and appears to be fair and equitable, 
no complicated mechanism is necessary for collectinn of rents. 
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IV. (a) & (6) With regard to the existing water sources, the teIl&llt bas no 
doubt an inherent right for the use of water, but in the C3Be of those souroes improved 
or brought into existenoe newly at the expense of the zaminda.r or the proprietor, he has 
a superior right, and he can introduoe new rates of rent approved hy the Collector of 
the district. 

V. (a) No regular survey according to the Survey and Boundaries Aot is necessary' 
If every zamindari has a staff of o~e head surveyor and two field surveyors, it would 
be possible to rectify defeots in the existing record of rights, and in course of time it will 
be possible to .have a fairly accurate record suffioient for the purpose of administration. 

(6) The cost of the staff proposed above may be met as follows :
Two-thirds from the proprietor and one-third from the tenant. 

VI. These customary levies, if any, can have no legal sanotion and they may be left 
to tbe sweet will of the ¥>nant. The landholder cannot demand them as a matter of 
right. 

VII. (a) Sufficient areas should be left for grazing free. Collection of green manure 
and wood for agricultural implements should be allowed free. If there are areas in excess 
ofthe requirements cited above, the zamindar may have them reserved and levy fees 
through panohayat. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) These should be left open for use by the public subject to the proviso mentioned 

in (a). 
VIII. (a) With regard to the maintenance of irrigation sources and works, excavation 

of channels and removal of silt, prickly-pear and any other growth should be done by the 
ryots concerned. They must themselves contribute labour or pay the cost thereof. 
Masonry repairs should be executed by the zamindar. 

(6) At present there is a provision allowing Collector's interference in sucb cases. 
This is sufficient. 

(e) Interference by Government may be restricted to cases in whioh there are 
applioations from the parties concerned. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is quite unneoessary even in ryotwari areas. 
X. This has been mentioned in paragraph 1 supra. 
XI. (a) Board of Revenue may continue to be the final appellate and revisional 

authority. 
(b) In revenue oourts when work inoreases, special oourts may be found neoessary. 

XII. (a) As all communal land is to be thrown open for publio use under the 
management of village panchayats, no special relief or remedy is necessary. If the village 
panohayat infringes the terms of any contract, the zamindar can seek redress in a 
<lompetent oivil oourt. 

(6) No revision neoessary. 
S. RUSTUl\[ SmGII. 

lIemorandum by the Bar Association, Guntur, dated 80th November 1931. 

Y. No. 286. 
I. (a) The words" proprietor of the soil " are found in section 2 of the Regulation XXV 

of 1802 and according to which .. the proprietary right of the soil shall become vested in. 
the zamindars, or other proprietors of land, and in their heirs and lawful snccessors for 
ever." If this is the correct position of the law, the zamindar is the proprietor of the 
soil. In SUTyanarayana v. Potanna (41 Madras, 1012), the Judicial Committee held that 
the soil was vested in the rulers who drew their land revenue from the soil. Whatever be 
the view both under tho Hindu and Muhammadan Jurisprudence, it must be held that 
the rulers are the proprietors of the soil as they become the absolute owners of all the pro
perty in the country which is conquered by them. 

(b) The word" landlord" connotes that he is lord of the land: his rights must be 
very much superior to those of the tenant. The word .. tenant" (derived from old French, 
tenant,' a holding,-from Latin, tenens-holding) means one who holds possession 
of lands or houses under another; one who has the possession and use of any place for 
a limited time on certain conditions. According to his view as well, the zamindar is the 
proprietor of the soil.. The tenant holds or occupies the land under the zamindar subject 
to the customary rents or those that may be a,,"l'eed to between them. 
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n. (a) Half of the net yield shall be a fair and equitable rent. 
(b) The rent should be ascertained after taking into considerstion

(i) the average yield from the lands for the past ten years; 
(ii) the average expenses that are necessary to be incurred for raising the crops 

and harvesting the same; 
(iii) the nearness to markets; and 
(iv) the value of the crops during the pre,ious ten years. 

(e) A statutory provision for remission of rent in times of distress or when the 1088 

of crop is due to causes beyond the control of the tenant, e.g., when crops are withered 
by failure of water, or blight; crops when destroyed by flood, may be introduced. 

Remission may be ordered by the Collector on the application of the tenant after 
1Iotice to the landholder and hearing the objectiou~. 

Conditions . 
(i) Remission may be ordered in cases in which the Government is prepared to 

show similar concession to the zamindar in quit-rent in the cases of estates falling in 
clause (d) of section 3 (2) of the Act. 

(d) It is not desirable to settle the rates or share of rent for any area once for all. 
They should be fixed by the civil court and it shall not be altered for a period of twenty 
years from the date of the determination. 

Principles should be laid down which govern the determination in fixing the rates 
of rent. 

(e) The Provincial Government should not have any reserve powers to revise, alter 
or reduce the rents. The orders of the court are subject to appeal to the District Court or 
the High Court under the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code. 

A provision may be introduced in the Act whereby if the tenant allows the rent for 
three years to fall into alTear, the landholder may apply to the civil court for ejectment 
of the tenant from the holding; and that if the tenant deposits the amount due up to date 
with the costs of application, the tenant shall be relieved from forfeiture. 

(e) By reduction of Court-fee the procedure may be made less costly. 

IV. (a) Water-supply to the tenant by the landlord shall be by way of contract in all 
new cases of supply of water, while it became appurtenant to the land in all the existing 
cases by long usage. In the former caRe the tenant has been using the water from time 
immemorial and has acquired an easement; and the landholder cannot alter it. While in 
the latter case the landlord is free to enter into a contract. 

(b) The ngnt to control the flow of water is not dependant on the construction or 
improvement of any source of irrIgation, but that the stream or other work from which 
water is taken belongs to the Government. It is on this principle that the Irrigation 
Cess Act is based. The landholder has got a superior right to the water sources and he 
may use them for any lawful purpose without causing any disturbance to the existing 
rights of the tenants. He stands in the same legal position as the Government in ryot
wari tracts provided that the supply of water to which the ryots are accustomed to receive 
is not in any way diminished. His right to extend the ayacut should not be interfered 
with in case the rights of ryots accustomed to water-supply. are not infringed. 

ill. (a) tt (b) The powers of collection of rent under the Madras Estates Land Act 
do not require any revision. 

V. (a) All estates within the meanin~ of the Estates Land Act should be surveyed and 
a record of rights maintained compulsorily. 

(b) The costs of the survey, etc., should be borne by the landlord and the tenants 
in equal proportions. 

VI. No. 

VII. (a) One-fourth of the pasture lands and the forest which are in the possession 
of the zamindar or inamdar bas to be separated and set apart for the grazing of the cattle 
of the occupancy rvots and for t"king leaf manure only. The ryots shall not have lig-ht 
to cut the trees. The remaining three-fourths shall be at the disposal of the zamindar 
or inamdar to deal with it as he pleases. 

(b) The tenants have no inherent ri/(ht to use them far their domestic and a!(ri
cnllural rmrposes free of cost. Wood for domestic or a!(ricultural purposes is secured onlv 
from forest area and the rights of the tena nts are confined to their holdings: and it is 
not extended to forest area in the zamindari. 
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, (e) Public paths and communal lands are the property of the village cOmmUnity. 
Neither the tenants nor the landholders hav~ ~ny, separate interest ~n them.. AIly ~ge
ment of those rights may be dealt with unuer the Madras Land Ellcroachment Act (aeo
tion 21 of the Madras' Estates Land' Act) .. But the hill and' forest porambokes are thjl' 
exclUSive property of the landholder. -

VITI. Maintenance of irrigation sources ani! works are in the interest of the landholder 
and. the tenant. The duty of maintainin~ them and constructing new ones was originally 
undertaken by the Government and this duty has devolved upon the zamindars. They. 
cannot do away with those tanks or other sources of supply in the upkeep of which. a large
number of the public are interested. 

The expenses in the maintenance of irrigation sources or works have to be Qorne by, 
the landholders and the tenants in equal proportions. To throw the entire burden on the-
landholder is unjust. . 

(b) The Provincial Government should have powers to undertake. the repair or 
maintenance of .. major" irrigation works. 

(e) Yes. 
IX, Not necessary. 

X. Under-tenant claims under the pattadar and he is liable to pay the rent due on the. 
holding. He may pay the rent to the landholder and claim credit to it in the amount 
agreed to be paid to the pattadar. It is contractual in nature. 

He is bound to pay the rent to the zamindar to save the holding from sale or to save
the cropa thereon from distraint proceedings. This relationship is proprietary in nature. 

XI. (a) The Boord of Revenue shall not be the final appellate and revisional authority. 
But a special tribunal may be constituted for the purpose composing of one person of the
cadre of the High Court Judge and two advocates nominated by the Legislative 
Assembly. 

(b) Special itenerout cOllrtsmay be constituted to try the actions between the land~ 
holders and tenants of the following kind:-

(i) Determination of rents fair and equitable; 
(ii) reduction of rents; and 

(iii) enhancement of rents. 
XII. (a) The zamindar may be entitled to apply to the Collector to take steps under 

the Madras Land Encroachment Act for summary eviction on proof of the unauthorizect 
occupation of his lauds by ryots. 

(b) Jodi, pornppu, kattubadi, are the amounts payable by the inamdars to the· 
zamindar. Since the inamdars are deprived of their kudivaram rights by the Act xvm 
of 1936, it is just that the amounts payable by them are reduced to two-fifths of the amount 
till now 'paid by them. 

N. SITHARAMlAB, 
President. 

:Memorandum by :Hr. B. Srinlvasa ltao, :M.A., B.L., Vakil, Guntur • 

I. (a) The zamindar is the proprietor of. the soil. 
(b) The interest which the tenant has in the land is in the nature of .. jll& 

occupationis. II 
II. (a) A fair and equitable rent is one that has regard both to the interests of the. 

tenant and proprietor. 
(I» In fixiug a fair and equitable rent two consideratio~s have to b.e borne in mind_ 

In the first place it should have regard to the pesbkash which the zammdar has to pay 
the Government, and in the next place it should have regard to the annual net profit the 
tenant has derived in the last decade. 

(c) No, Remission of rent as the name itself implies has long been considered a 
voluntary act on the part of the landlord. A statutory provision for remission is therefore
unnecessary . 

(d) It is advisable not to settle the rate or share of rent in any partiCUlar area once 
for all but leave it to the officer or court ooncerned to arrive at the figure as and when. 
necessary, on grounds set out in sections 89 and sa of the Madras Estates Land Act. 

(~) The Provincial Government should have no reserve power to revise. alter or 
reduce the rents, when considered inequitable •. by executive, action though Revenu .. 
Settlement Officers. 

III-IT 
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m. (CJ) Yes. 
(b) To make it simpler and less costly. 

'ment. 
(e) By treating an arrear on a patta, &8 an arrear of land revenue due to Govern.. 

IV. (a) They are of contractual nature. 
(b) The landlord's superior right is curtailed only to the extent it is acquired by .

&eDant by custom or purchaae, or otherwise. 
y. (a) Yes. 

(b) In equal moieties. 
VI. Yes. As the definition of the word •. rent," is given in Estates Land Act, the 

landlord is entitled to certain levies provided they have the force of law I\nd the sanction 
of usage. In certain parts of Venkatagiri Estate. the tenants have been from immemorial 
times been paying what are locally known as .. Kasoori "rent. Such rents having regard 
to their antiquity and uniformity have to be upheld. 

VII. (ai The rights of tenants to the utilization of the local natural facilities have r.o 
be limiW to the areas expressly set apart for communal purposes and to specific are&8 
acquired by tenants by contract, or otherwise. 

(b) No. The tenants have no inherent right to use them for their domestic or 
agricultural purposes free of cost. 

(e) The tenants have got the right to use of public paths and communal lands 
but not to hill 'and forest poramboke<l except in a specially contracted area. The residuary 
rights in the latter are always in the landlord. 

VIII. (a) While it is the duty of the landlord to maintain water works in proper 
conditior. it is desirable that both the interests of the landlord and the tenant be consider
ed. No landlord ought to be compelled to maintain or embark upon an irrigation scheme 
that does not promise a corresponding relief, from the tenantry. In other words the 
cost of the scheme as well as the return by way of rent have both to be considered. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) Both. The Government might move 8110 mota or on application of parties. 

IX. No. 
X. The undertenant should be under an obligation to pay the arrears on the patti. 

to the pattadar as well as the zamindar (in case of pa.ttadar's default) for the years during 
which he has been an undertenant. 

XI. (CJ) There should he special tribunals. 
(b\ If these special tribunals are simpler and less costly they should be the forum. 

Till such a.re constituted it is immaterial whether suits are filed in the civil or revenue 
courts so long as parties ha.ve right of appea.l to the Distl'ict Judge in any event. 

xn. (a) The landlord ought to be in possession to eject a tenant in unauthorized 
occupation of land, as well as to recover from such tenant proportionate rent. 

(b) Yes. 
B. SRlNIVASA &1.0. 

Memorandum by Mr. Eonda Venkatappayya, M.L.A., Guntur, dated 
29th November 1937. • 

I. (a) The tenant must be held to be the proprietor of the soil and not the zamindar 
because-

(1) The ancient laws and institutes of the Hindus do not recognize evon the 
Sovereign to have right to the soil of the land in the possession of a ryot. 20 Ma.dr&~. 299, 
12 Bombay, H.C.R. App. 1. 

(2) Though section 2, Act XXV of 1802, enforcing the permanent sottlement, pur
ports to confer proprietary rights in the soil to the zamindars, it was found out that the regu
lation interlerej with the actual rights of the ryots and hence Regulation IV of 1822 was 
passed embodying a declaration that the provisions of Regulation XXV were not inten
ded to interfere with the actual rights of the ryots. 

(3) The authors of the permanent settlement were influenced by the English feudal 
ideas of property and by the disturb,d conditions in India during the Muhammadan Rule, 
in concln~ that the proprietorship in the soil beloilged to the Crown and therefore the 
permanent settlement cannot be taken'as having vested in the zamindars powers whiclL 
the Government itself did not &ctuaIly possess ; 
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. (4) The zamindars are for the most part descendants of the farmers of reven11& 
under the old Hindu Sovereigns or the Muhammada.n Rulers. 

No doubt Board's Standing Orders and some High Court rulings seem to acknowledge 
underground-rights such as for minerals, of the zamindar, they are all blloSed on the 
erroneous view that Sovereign is the owner of the soil and that the permanent settlement. 
confers upon the zamindars the proprietary rights in the soil of the land. 

(6) According to the view taken abOve, the zamindars has only the right to the 
melvaram, i.e., a share in the produce which may be converted by agreement into a ca.sh 
equivalent. The zamindar ma.y alienats on this mclvaram right only whereas the tenant. 
according to the view stated above is the full owner of the soil. 

But the Estates Land Act reserves the right to minerals, etc., to the .... mindar and sc. 
acoording to the Act, the tenant has only the right to oultivate the land subject to payment 
of the rent. He has also the right to lease, mortgage, sell the land to others but always 
subject to the payment of rent. The provision relating to minerals, etc., cut down the 
proprietary right of the tenant to the soil of the land and so the provisions have to be 
modified so as to limit the rights of the zamindar only to the collection of the rent. 

II. (a) Section 28 of the Madras Estates Land Aot I (1908) lays down that in all 
proceedings under that Act, the rent or the rate of rent for the time being lawfully 
payable by a ryot shall be presumed to be fair and equitable until the contrary i& 
proved. 

But this presumption is erroneous beoause lands of the sa.me quality belonging to the 
neighbouring ryotwari village are not burdened with such high rates of rent. The asse88-
ment fixed on those ryotwari lands is much less. No more proof is needed to destroy this 
presumption than a comparison of the rates with the amounts of assessment on the ryotwari 
lands. Therefore fair and equitable rate of rent can be arrived at only after reduoing the· 
rateR to the level of the amount of assessments levied on lands of the same quality in the 
ryotwari tract.<. 

(6) There should be statutory provisions made for remission similar to those appli
cable to the ryotwari lands. 

(d) Yes. It is advisable to settle rate or share of rent for each village in z&min
dari once for all, where enunoiation of principles would lead to undesirable litigation. 

(e) When settlement of rntes of rent have been a.ffected with reference to speci
fied areas, there will be no reason for reservation of powers for revision or alteration~ 
etc. Otherwise, the reservation of powers in the Provinci&! Government will be advant&
geou.. There are also provisions in the Estate Land Act for enhancement of rent and for 
reduction of rent by the Collector as also for commutation. Hence there is no necessity 
for special reservation of powers. 

IV. (a) Excepting in the case of lands, c&lled the mamul wet lands, the rights of 
tenants to water-supply depend ouly on the contract between them and the zamindar. 

Zamindar is bound to improve and maintain existing tanks and other sources of water
supply and is entitled to recover cess for the use of water Fupplied or used from such sources, 
provided such user enhances the value of the land. In the clloSe of mamul wet lands, if 
the original sources of water to the lande are interfered with by the acts of the zamindar. 
he is bound to supply water for the said land even without claiming any water-cess. 

V. (a) Yes. The estates should be surveyed. Want of survey in the estates is a 
source of oppression the actu&l extent of the holding being uncertain and capable of being 
&!tered from time to time by the unscrupulous agsnts of the z&mindar or by the encroach
ments affeoted by the aggramlising tenant. A record of rights &Iso should be maintained. 

(6) The survey will be useful not only to avoid disputes regarding the area bet
ween the zamindar and the tenants but eVen disputes between the tenants themse lves 
and it will help to put a stop to encroachment of each other's holdings. 

Therefore the oosts may be so apportioned as to place a third of it on the zamindar 
and the rent on the tenants. 

VI. The landholder is not entitled to collect any levies besides the rent. Before 
the perm&Dent settlement they were colleoting certain duties such as house-tax, bazaar 
tax, etc. But the Government has reserved the rights for themselves. 

VII. (a) ell (6) The tenants are entitled to graze the cattle on the vilIags grazing 
groundF and also for outting and carrying leaves, etc., for green manure from the trrea 
in the porambokes or adjacent forest areas and &Iso wood for agrionlturaJ implements. 

m-17.t. 



, They are entitled to use them free of cost by reason of customary right. But they 
will be bound to pay smaillicenoe fees for coste incurred for the preservation of the fores' 
and other areas in proper condition . 
. . '. (e) The zamindar should have no euperior right to the public paths or communal 
lands or forest porambokes. . 

vm. (a) The zamindar is bound to repair and maintain all eXisting sourcee of 
irrigation. But when the zamindar incurs expenditure on the improvements of water 
aources or constru"tion of water works, he is not entitled to any water rate if the " ... ter ia 
.aupplied from Government SOuroe2. 

(6) Yes. It is highly desirable that powers should be vested in the Provincial 
Government to undertake the repairs and maintenance of the irrigation sources and works 
when the landlord neglects them. 

(e) Such powers may be vested either 8UO molo or may be exeroised when applied 
for by the parties. Because, on account of ignorance or on aocount of local influences 
the tenants may not come forward to apply to the Government. The landlord may himself 
be unable to undertake a scheme either because of its heavy coat or because of the need 
for highly technical skill for investigation of Bchemes of irrigation and 80 he may not 
.himself come forWard with an application to the Government. 

11. (a) A yearly jamabandi is not necessary &8 it involves elaborate arrangement 
and heavy expenditure. A new machinery has to be created by lending competent officers 
.serving under the Government. 

X. The relation between the pattada.r and an under-tenant is purely a contractual 
relation and is determined by the terms of the contract legally entered into between them. 
But the rights of the zamindar are attached to the land and he is entitled to recover his 
·dues from the person holding the land, whether he be the patt8l'ar tenant or under
tenant as his claim is the firFt charge on the land and its produce. 

XI. (a)'" (6) It is desirable that a special tribunal be constituted for the exercjping 
1inal and revieional authority. The actions between the landlord and tenant should be 
tried by the Revenue and Civil courts &8 provided in the Estates Land Ad. 

XII. (a) In respect of an unauthorized occupation of lands, it shall be open to the 
zamindar to adopt the. procedure prescribed by law governing such cases in ryotwari 
villages. 

(6) NoretJisicm is probably neoeasary unless any revision is undertaken with 
reference to inams in the ryotwari tracts. 

KeNDA VXNXATAPPAYYA. 

Memorandum by Kr. P. Ramakoti, B.A., Retired TahaUdsr" Brodiepet, Guntur, 
. dated Srd December 1937. 

I. (a) The zamindar is the proprietor of the soil, ss the zamin constitutes the inam 
'granted to the zamindar concerned by the ancient raja. 

(b) The tenant stands in the position of a ryotwari landholder, the pmprietor in 
the case of a ryotwari land being the Government. 

n. (a) &: (b) After deducting all expenses incurred for cultivation and harve.n 
purposes, etc., and taking into consideration the distance of the soil from the market as 
well as making allowance for the peshkash to be paid by the zamindar to the Govern
ment, the net produce will have to be arrived at according to the average price of about 
ten preceding years, and half the monetary value thus srrived at may be fixed as the 
fair and equitable rent. The principle is almost the same as in the ease of ryotwari lands. 

(e) Yes. As in the case of ryotwari lands. 
(d) It is desirable to settle the rent once for all according to the monetary value 

instead of fixing it in kind. In view of the present impoverished condition of the ryo' 
the matter should not be left to be settled by Government tribunals 80 that the ryot may 
not be subject to incidental expenses spart from any harassment. 

(e) Even in case a permanent settlement is effected, it is desirable tha.t allowance 
should be made for appeal to the Government sgainst the orders of the Revenue Settle. 
ment Officer concerned. 

m. (a) &: (b) No revision is necessary. 
(c) The collection of rents must be fixed during the harvest season as in the case 

of ryotwa.ri holdings, and exemption ~~ sale should be given for wearing apparel ~ • 
• ultural implements, a.nd a plID' of milking cattle as well 88 male cattle and a SlDgle 



-dwelling house, etc. The sale of any hqldings must be free of all eDcwnbrances, allowing! 
·opportunity for the encumbrancers tq. redeem the encumbrance by previous notice prior 
to the sale as in the case of ryotwari lands. The sale must be held in the presence .o( the 

.proprietor or his agent and after issue of necessary proclamations as under the Uevenu~, 
Recovery Act. ' 
. IV. (0) The rights of the tenant for. water-supply are inherent in the' land as' other
~se there would be no security for such rights. 

(b) The landholder has'superior rights in the water sources in the estate in respect 
·of those maintained by him at his cost. For others enjoyed by the tenant from time 
immemorial, and which the zamindar does not maintain, he cannot exercise any superior 
tights. 

V. (0) All estates should be surveyed, and a r.ecord of rights maintained .so as to 
-.ensure security. 

(b) The zamindar must bear the cost as it is his responsibility to show the limit& 
-()f the land to the ryot, and to collect the requisite rent from him. 

VI. Nil. .. 
VII. (a) If (b) The tenants should have the local naiural facilities 'for grazing of 

,cattle, collection of green manure or wood for agricultural implements and, for domestic 
and agricultural purposes free of cost after obtaining permits from the zamindar; the 
permits should .not be denied as a matter of course unless for specified recorded reasons. 
The orders of rejection must be subj~ct to appeal to the local revenue authority. 

(e) The use of public paths, communal lands and forest porambokes must be fl·ee 
for both the tenant and the zamindar, and the landholder should exercise no reserved 
right over them except maintaining them in good order. Any deviation from the exist
ing registry or use must be subject to the summary decision of a revenue court, special 
rights being exercised in respect of any reserved porambokes. 

VIII. (a) As in the case of Government Minor Irrigation Tanks, descriptive memou,s 
ahould be maintained showing the ayacut area, and cost of maintenance, etc. Ayacut 
registers should be prepared detailing the survey numbers and extent irrigated under the 
source. 

(b) Yes. Otherwise the irrigation sources stand the risk of being neglected by 
·the zamindar. 

(e) Action must be taken by Government suo mota as well as on application by 
~yots. 

IX. Jamabandi is necessary, as otherwise fluctuating items cannot be brought into 
account correctly. All annual settlement of accounts is absolutely necessary to obviate 
.any confusion in accounts, sufficient precaution being taken to safeguard the cropping 
up of malpractices during the time. 

X. An under-tenant is only responsible to the tenant, the latter being responsible 
,tl) the zamindar. The under-tenant should have no permanent status, his position being 
in the nature of a. temporary legal contract with the pattadar, i.e., the tenant. The 

• under-tenant should have nothing to do with the zamindar. 

XI. (a) The constitution of a. special tribunal will entail unnecessary charge upon 
the estate without corresponding benefit. The Board of Revenue as constituted at present 
will serve the purpose. 

(b) The revenue courts may have no adequate legal knowledge. These must be 
,reserved to the civil courts with summary powers so as to ensure prompt disposal. 

XII. (a) The unauthorized occupation of zamin lands by the ryot may be dealt 
,with by the agraha.ramdar in accordance with the provision of the Land Encroachment 
Act, subject to the right of eviction being enforced by the Revenue Divisional Officer, 
The zamindar ma.y be given the sa.me powers as the Tahsilda.r has with reference to 
rvotwari lands. 
• (b) Nil. 

N.B.-AaraAamms.-The above procedure cannot he made applicable to enfranehiaee... 
.• grabaram., 88 the agrabaramdars concerned already got the reversionary right of Government 
.,urchased by getting quit-rent levied. They stand in the position of Government landholders undel' 
permanent aet~~en~ .. But to obviate. the oultivating ryot from being subject to caprice of any 
!,grahuamdar l l~ II deel1 .. ~le that securl~Y should. b~ afForded to the tenancy at the rates prevailing 
1D accordance WIth the ~Istered cowles If any ulstmg at the time. In case of absence of registered' 
'COWIN, the matter should be lett to the deciaion of the revenue courts in the absence of any agr~ 
mont ... t....... the landholder and the tenant. Theoe rateo may be reviaod periodicall, .. in t.be _ 

.... QOtwari holde.... ' 

p; R.ulAKOTI. 
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•• mOl&lldum by Mr. Ji(ulugu Kotayya, Triune omcer .OD I .. ", KUDdlamU' 'fiIlag_, Dud! 
taluk, l!I' ellon dlstrlc\, da\ed B8Iwada, 29th Septamber 1937. . 

I beg to bring to your kind notice the following facts for favour of perusal anef' 
favourable orders:-

(I) Mundlamur is a village in Venkfltagiri estate and I am the triune officer of 
the same from the year 1900. In the beginning, the village officers were not 
paid any salary. They used to collect paddy frOID the ryots, as was customM!l 
then for a long time, at 10 seers fer a candy and thus collect on an average 
a candies per year. With this limited source of income they used to render 
service to the zamindar as well as GOfJemment. After the clubbing of villages 
is made, these zamindari fJillage officers ate now paid Rs. 5 per mensem and 
there is no other allowance or source of income. With this paltry sum of 
Rs. 5 they were not able to maintain their big families and consequently they· 
were very much indebted and many officers were reluctantly compelled to apply 
for leave on loss of pay and left the villages to fa.r-off places to eke out their·· 
livelihood. • 

(2) I am one of the a.bovesaid category and my leave expires by 11th November 
1937. Having had no other source of income at my village, I have incurred 
debts and if I were to join duty again on the expiry of my leave. I could not 
meet the demands of my creditors and meet my family expenditure. 

(3) My case is not the only exception but the plight of almost all the village 
officers in the Venkatagiri estate is the same and I therefore humbly request 
your honour to kindly interoene in the salary question of the fJillage office" 
in the zamindari fJillages and bring them in lellcl with the GOfJemment fJillag, 
officers. 

For which act of kindness I shall every pray for your honour's long life and, 
prosperity. 

MULUGU KOTAITA. 

Memorandum by Ji(r. T. S. Sankaran, B.A., B.L., General Secretary, Senalthalalvar 
Kahaj&na Sangam, Pettai, da\ed 29th October 1937. 

With due respect to your kindness and justice. I, in the capacity of the general' 
secretary of the above sangam, beg to submit the extract of the resolution (resolution 
passed unanimously in the Sixth Provincial Senaithalaivar Conference held at Amba
samudram) requesting the Revenue department to the Government for kind considera
tion :-

Resolution No. 12.-This conference requests the ;Minister for Revenue to exact 
suitable laws as to relieve the zamin ryots from the atrocities and over-taxa
tion of zamindars. 

T. S. SANXA.ll.AN, 

Memorandum by the President, Panchayat Court, Venkataglrl Town, dated 29th 
November 1937. 

I. (a) The land belongs to the commune and not to any individual. The commune· 
is represented by the State and hence the land belongs to the State. The zamindar ia the 
representative of the State and hence the zamindar is the owner of the land. 

The soil is of two sorts. Sub-soil and soil up to a depth of one foot. Anything and 
everytlting in the sub-soil both in occupied and unoccupied lands belongs to the proprietor· 
and the crop raised belongs to the ryot. 

The land ia of two sorts occupied and unoocupied. All the unoccupied lands belong . 
to the proprietor and no person can oocupy the same without proprietor's permission. .As 
regards the ocoupied lands the tenant has got a right only to the soil up to a depth of one 
foot, an extent up to wltioh the roots of the crop extend and he can sell away this right. 
subject to payment of assessment. 

(6) Occupancy right. 
n. (a) A proportion not less than one-sixth and not more than one-third of the 

average yield ofland. 
(6) (1) Nature of the soil, (2) irrigation facilities. (3) average yield per acre, (,):. 

nature of crop, (5) profit of the tenant and (6) accessibility to manure. . 
, (e) Statutory remission essential. 



Principle8-(I) S&vi-failure of the crop and if its yield f&I1s below 4 ena8, (2) 
"wut&-uot cultivated. Subject to sufficient reasons for not cultiv&ting the plot, e.g., 
V&ter se&rcity, (3) submission-owing to floods &nd (4) failure in early stages owing to 
-disea&es. 

(ei) The r&tes of &8sessment should be fixed once for &11 subject to resurvey and 
resettlement onoe in every 20 years taking into consideration the &verage prices of the &gri
cultur&1 production, labour charges, etc., but without any enhancement as f&r &8 possible. 

"The cost of these operations to be contdbuted by both the zamindar &nd tenant in equal 
.. hares and to be undertaken and conducted by Government. 

(e) Yes; ~rve powers to b8 vested in Judici&1 officers or Speci&1 Tribunals if 
nece88&ry. 

m. (a), (b) & (e) Yes. Annu&1 exch&nge of" pattas. Empower the village ms.gistr&tes 
-or munsifs. Collection work to be done by the Village munsifs who will be Government 
serv&nta and responsible to the Government. Their emoluments should be contributed 

·or paid for by the zamindars. The zamindar shall have & list of the &mount due for each 
instalment, prepared by his officials and forward a copy of the same to the Government 
-sufficiently in &dv&nce to enable the Government to h&ve the amounts collected through 
these vill&ge munsifs. The collections sh&ll be remitted to the z&mindari treuuries 
along With & report of collection With re&8ons for non-collection in time to enable the 
-zamind&r to take further &ction for the realization of the uncollected amounts. The 
-z&mindar shall thereupon attaoh the immovables for these &rrearB &nd forward 
the notice of att&ohment to the Government for sale, etc. Procedure before 30th June or 

-end of the f&ali. Only a nominal fee shall be collected on all this procedure and no interest 
.. hall be allowed. AIl items not disposed of before the end of the fasli shall be time-barred. 
A final aocount of amounts due from each tenant (after jamabandi) should be forwarded 
to the Government not later than 15th May of each year. 

There shall be four inst&lments &8 follows:-
First instalment 1·2-One-third of the dittam in patt& amount. 
Second instalment 1·3-One-third of the ditt&m in p&tta amount. 
Third instalment l'4-One-third ofthe ditt&m in patt& amount. 
Fourth inst&lment 1·6-AIl roam&b&ndi items. 

The peshkash shall accordingly be of our oorresponding instalments of 15'2, 15'3, 
111·4 and 15·6 of e&ch year. 

IV. (II) The tenant h&s an inherent right so far as the first crop is concerned. 
(b) The proprietor h&8 got a superior right because he h&a to be&r all charges for the 

proper up-keep. repairs to, etc., of the sources of irrigation. He therefore regulates -the 
supply of water especially Where second crop is concerned. 

V. (II) Yes. Should be surveyed. 
(b) Equal proportion between landlord and tenant. 

VI. Ouly rent and kal&vasam. 

VIT. (II) Gruing of c&ttle and green m&nure on payment of pullavari at the rate of 
80 much per head of o&ttle and licence fees at 80 much per cartload. 

Wood for &grioultur&1 purposes free of payment but on & permit (for forest preserv&tion). 

VIT. (b) Yes, only for colleotion of dry wood but for other things a right subject to 
permit system which should not be refused. 

(e) Public pa!h8.-Free for &ll &nd should not be olosed or diverted. Communal 
lands, if low lands without any forest growth may be bnded over to the tenants for 
gruing purposes subjeot to fees. 

HiU lind Jorul poramboTou.-Exclusive right of the l&ndlord and should be in his 
oontrol for purposes of rearing up of forests. 

VIII. (II), (b) & (e). A fixed percentage of the income of the est&te should be budgeted 
for the m&intenance of irrig&tion sources to be divided into regular ch&rges and unfore
seen ohargcs. A copy of tho budget &llotment &nd a copy of the estimates should be for
warded to the Collector and a complotion report sent before the end of the year. This 
should bl' strictly adhered to and whenever &nd wherever this is not done the Collector oan 
._ moW take action necessary for the regllmr &:lherence on the p&rt of the nmindar to 
the estimate. 



.~~.;Yes. '1'0 be, iinished by the end. of April &overt: ~~. 

, " X. Thrre Bhould' be no under-tt>nanta. :But 'if it were to continue the under-tenant 
should, out of theprodlJce or money he ha.s to pAy the patt&dar, first pAy the ..... """ment 
on the land directly to tho landlord and pAy the bAlance only to the pAttAdar. Thus thO' 
und2r~tenant shall be directly responsible to the laDdlord for rentS. 

XI .. Special tribunal and revenue courts . 

. ,XIL (a) Penalty up to &s. 00 and ejectment if neceSSAry through A oriminal court. 
(b) Separate registry and direct dealings with tho Government. 

Memorandum by M.B.By. L. Subbarama .Reddl Garu, M.L.C., dated 29th November 1937. 

: I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The tenant improves the land yearly by carting manure, and is therefore the 

person that should have a say in all matters regarding the land. He should have the right to 
, alienate it by sale or gift. The zamindar should have the right to collect kist, and should 
neither have the right to resume land given to the tenant, nor alienate it to somebody else. 

n. (a) ,That is equitable and fair rent, which is fixed by Government after a carefuJ, 
investigation of the properties of the soil and grading of the land termwar. The rent 
collected from delta lands in zamindari villages should be the same as that collected in 
Government delta .lands. In non-delta zamindari tracts, the rent may be fixed with 
reference to the rent prevailing in non-delta Government lands. 

(b) Rent should be fixed with reference to the fertility of the soil and secondly o~ 
the net profit from the land. ' 

(e) Yes, there must be statutory provision for remission of rent. 
When the yield from the land is less than' four annas, and in cases of loss of crop due 

to excessive rain, drf,lught, and to blight, remission !DUst be given to the ryot. The present 
idea of the Government that the granting of remission is a matter of grace is out of date, 
and this view requires radically to be revised. .It is ,meaningless to call the Government 
democratic, when such demoratic views hold the field, where the walfare of the ryot is 
at stake. ' 

(d) It is adVisable to settle the rate or sha':O of rent for a particular area once for all. 
(e) It is desirable that the Provincial Government should have suoh reserve powerl 

as revision, alteration, and reduction of rents wherever they are inequitable~ 

III. (a), (b) '" (e) It is desirable that the same powers now exeroised by Government 
in Government villages for collection of rent be applied to zamindari villages. But in 
auctioning immovable and movable property, the executive officer conducting the sale 
of properties either immovable or movable in zamindari villages should be an officer 
not lower in rank than the Deputy Tahsildar. 

IV. (al The rights of the tenants to water-supply is inherent as being appurtenant to 
the land. No contract is necessary between the tenant and the landholder about this right 
of the tenant to supply of water. 

, (bl The zamindar or landholder has no such superior right, and no such rights need 
be reserved for them,for the zamindar might utilize such rights for his selfish purposes 
with a view to harassing the ryot or tenant. 

V. (a) Yes. All estates should be surveyed, and a record of rights maintained compul
sorily. 

(b) Half of the expenses for the survey should be lborne by the tenants, and the 
other half by the zamindar. 

VI. No demand such as levies, customary or otherwise, be imposed upon the ryots, 
except the rent, and cesses such as education or road-cess, on the land. 

VII. (a) The tt>nants should have such rights, without set or hindrance. 

(b) Yes. 
(el Only the tenant8 should have full rights in respt>ct ofpublic paths, communal" 

lands, and hill and forest porambokes. Hill and forest porambokes should be under the 
eoIitrol of the village 'panchayat.. The vilI.,gers for the common purpose. of the village, 
and fouPecial dome.tit' purpnses should have the right to quarry stones from such hilIlJ 
I1ear their villages, and they need not pay fees to the zamindar. As regards torest, 



porambokes, the villagers should have the right to cut wood from such porambokes, pro
vided that only oDlt·eight of the total forest area for each village only bo utilized fot 
firewood purposes, and secondly that the price of an acre of forest produce such as wood 
be fixed at Re. 2~"(), so that the most important necessity of life. firewood be obtained 
cheaply by all the villagers. 

VITI. (a) The tenants should maintain vagus, and small irrigation canals by amji 
labour, and that this need not be an item of expenditure borne by the zamindar. But 
the zamindar has a duty to the ryot in maintaining tanks in a proper condition. by getting 
them repaired, when necessary; the necessity for repairs being determined by the Govern
ment by a special officer being appointed by them to look after the irrigation sources in 
zamindari villages. 

(6) Yes, when the zamindar fails to repair or maintain irrigation works in a proper 
oondition the Provincial Government should get the cost of repairs estimated, get the 
work done, and collect the amount spent upon the irrigation works thus repaired, from the 
concerned zamindar, > 

(e) When the ryots demand repairs to irrigation works the Provincial Government, 
may depute the special officer mentioned in answer to question VITI (a) to examine 
and certify whether the demands of the rights are genuine or not; if genuine, > the work 
should be started. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is quite ~ssary, as in ryotwari villages. 

X. One undsr-tenent is a subordinate ofthepattadar, and the zamindar has no legal 
rights over the under-tenant. His relationship is only with the pattadar, and that too only 
as regards colleotion of rent, the a.tt&chment of property movable or immovable being 
reserved for an officer not lower in rank than a Deputy Tahsildar. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal is neoessary. 
(6) Actions and prooeedings between landholders and tenents should betrled in 

oivil oourts. 

XII. Unauthorized occupation detrimental to the zamindar of land by ryots 
should be oharged twice the aseessment, and suoh enoroachments should be > removed. 
Unobjectionable enaroaohments and unauthorized encroachments should be oharged 11 
times the assessment, and assigned on patta to the sivayijama holder. 

L. SUBBABOI4 RBDDI. 

> Memorandum b)' Mr. T. Sundara Rao, Distriot Court VakIl, Ongole, and l')'ot, 
Podlll, Nellore district, dated 80th November 1937. 

> I. (II) dr (6) In respeot of land generally the zamindars seem to be exercising almost 
all the powers that G.>vdrnment does in British India. River porambokes as also hill and 
forest porambokes do all belong to the za.mindar to the exclusion of the tenants; for the 
tenants can utilize things such as earth, stone, forest produce, etc., only on payment of 
licenol fees to the zamindar. Even in the case of ryoti land the zamindar has reserved 
rights of mining (seotiou 7 of the Act) and to trees such as palmyra and date trees (section 
12). I am therefore of opinion that the zamindar is actually the proprietor or owner of the 
soil. But the ryots have certain rights in respect of their ryoti land. They can alienate 
lands (section 10). They are entitled to produce of certain trees (s3ction 12). They may 
also make improvements. 

n. (a) I oonsider that one-eighth of the yield is a fair and equitable rent in respect of 
all lands whether they be wet or dry or ' garden' (mulum). 

(6) Character of the soil, the degree of dependability of the water-source. if any, 
and the average yield of the land for en years immediately preceding the time at which the 
rent is sought to be fixed, sh<!uld be the ohief considerations. 

(e) I think it is advisable to have statutory provision. Remission may be grantea 
,as follows ;-

When there is S anila~ yield remission of th1'8('-l'ourlha rent. 
When there is 12 annas yield remission of half rent. 

(d) > A permanent settlement is desirable. 
(e) Yea. 

m. (a) .. (6) Yea. Distrainable movable property should be confined only tlo 
standing orop or ungamered out orops--orop which is the latest by the time of distraint. 

m-lS 
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(e) Publication in the District Gazette may be dispensed with. Publication in the 
yillage in which the land is situate by beat of tom-tom and the affixture of notice of &&Ie 
on the village chavaii walls are sufficient. 

As regards collection of rent the instalments should be as in Government villagell, 
four equal monthly instalments beginning with January. 

In the case of sale of joint holdings only the interest of the defaulting member may 
be sold. 

IV. (a) Inherent in the case of wet lands. In the C&8Eof dry lands which are irrigable 
·the tenant may contract with the landholder to pay a certain water-rate in addition to the 
land rent. 

(b) The zamindar should have no superior right except whcn he hae spent a good 
deal of money on the improvement of a natural source and spends some amount every year 
on its maintenanoe. 

v. (a) Yes. (b) The zamindar alone should bear the costs entirely. 

VI. No. 

VII. (a) Kanchllo8 or pllo8ture lands should be open to all ryots in the village or adjaoent 
villages. 

The ryots should be free to collect green manure and wood for agricultural implements. 
(b) Yes. For agricultural purposes. 
(c) Tht' landholder should have no concern with items 1 and 2. 

VIII. It is advisable that Government should maintain all the irrigation works. They 
may also start new irrigation works. In both cases they may recover the cost from the 
7amindar. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is unnecessary. It is UJUleCe88ary even in the Government 
villages. If every order passed in respect of the rent due from each ryot is 88 early as 
possible incorporated in the respective accounts no jamabandi is neccllSary. 

x. The zamindar should have no concern whatever with the under-tenants (Ics..oos). 
The legal status of the under-tenant in relation to the patta<isr will be what it may be 
described to be in the lease-contract. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal for each district will be bettE'r. 
(b) Revenue courts will do. I would suggest that all the po·w~rs n<.w v~b\(d in 

Revenue Divisional Officers of trying suits, etc., may be given to Tahbildars ar.d ~puty 
Tahsildars. 

XII. (a) The zaniindar should have only the right to collect ~asol'.able rE'nt from the 
occupier. 

(b) In the case of more than one inamdar exercising control in an inam village 
the Zamindar should have to collect ouly from the defaulter or defaultt-rs. He .h<ould rot 
have the right to get the_ whole inam attached or sold. 

T. StnmARA. RAo. 

Memorandum bJ.l'tI.B.By. T. MaIakondra)'Udu, GudIadona, Kallgfrl Post, Kavall 
taluk, Nellore district, dated 30th November 1937. 

I. (a) In my humble opinion, I beg to submit that the tenant is the real proprietor of 
his holding for re&sOns shown hereunder. 

In the creation of world, Almighty a.llotted the earth lor the maintenance of all living 
beings of whom man has superior rights. Providence ruling the earth is the owner, or 
lord of it, and the man (the so ce.lled tenant in the zamindari villages) is the proprietor. 
The main and primary source of the Iivehllood for mankind is nothing but cultivation, 
and it is the ryot (tenant in the zamindari) that does it. Human race is divided into four 
classes: (1) priests, (2) w .. rriors, 13) trr.ders and cultivators, (4j servants. It is the agri
culturist that feeds all of them. At the inst .. nce of the people, a ruler is r.ppointed ... 
narrated in the Code of M.:.nu, and he is called the emperor (;rIlif8 Clcl~7~8). He is 
ruling the country after good consuIt .. tion, !:ond "dvice of the people. So, it may be 
construed that the ruler is the owner of the lr.nd, and the agriculturist is the proprietor. 
,As the zamindari system bring a new production in the days of East Indi .. Company, the 
zamindsrs are the only servants of the .Government. So, they can never be lzndlorda. 
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They are mere collectors of assessment from the ryots for due remuner&tion. The then 
authorities of the Company c&lled the .. griculturists under their direct control liS pYote 
and then in the newly built zamindr.ries as tene.nts. Under these circumstances, the 
agriculturist is the real proprietor, and not the z .. mindar. 

(6) It is the tenant that has saleable right in the land, and not the zilmindar, or 
proprietor in the sense of the Estates lAnd Act. He is bestowed only melvaram right; 
by the Er.st Indie. Company lind not kudiv •• ram right. It is the ryot (tene.nts in the sense 
of the Est,.tea I,.&nd Act) thllt feeds the ryot r.nd the zr.mindar. He ta.k€S great interest 
for the good c.ondition of the land and soil, utilizing all his services, and wealth, whereas 
the so-called proprietor, expects his share •. lwIlYs for the collection of the rent, without 
oonsidering, the st.,tus of the soil As the zamindar or proprietor being a .collector of rent. 
.,. st .. ted in pr.ragraph ntpra, gets in no WilY the mining rights in the holding of a telll.nt, 
i.e., ryot in other words. The mining rights must vest in the teDllnt LS in .. ryot jn 
ryotw .. ri villr.ges. The present Estates I,.&nd Act restricts 8 tene.nt fro,ID constructing 
any building on the holding of a tene.nt, which is unjust lind unlawful. A tene.nt of 
immense landed property will h .. ve to dwell for some time ;n thr.t land. In such .circum
stllnces, the tens,nt is pres.ed to build .. house for his comfort and facility. I r.m 
prepared to sul,.tantir.te this before the committee by citing several instances of that. 
nature, where tenants lire ejectsd from such dwellings. n may be tedious to narrate 
them here. The ten&nt must be free of suoh restrictions. 

n. (a) Bates of assessment-
Peraore. 

Btl. A.. P. 

Dry lands--
Blaoksoil .. 0 8 0 
Bed loamy .. 0 6 0 
Berl mixed with gravel.. 0 3 0 
Saline 0 2 0 
Sandy .. 0 1 0 

Wet la.nds-
Water-rate Rs. 2~ for the landa under the projects and deltas. 
Water-rate Bs. 1-8-0 for the lands under the rainfed tanks. 

. The wet assessment will be calculated adding water-rate to the r .. te of the dry •. 
That .. mount will be .the rent for wet fields. 

(b) For argument BlLke, an acre yields one putty (candy) of grain. Half of it must 
be deducted for the expenses of cultivation. Five-sixth of the remaining produce goes 
to the share of the "griculturist, whereas the billance one-sixth shLre goes to the 
mmindar. As an approximate fil!Dre when caloulated according to the vllrious prices of 
the grain for the le.st 50 years, the cost of one oandy is Rs. 30. The zamindar who is 
authorized to oolleot oneoflixth share of half the produce in the holding get.s Rs. 2-8-0 for 
his sh •• re and it is o~lled the rent for one acre. This WIIS the practice of the Indit.D 
monarchs iD the days of Sutn.s. The MuhamIDlldan Government enhllDced a little. After 
the present zamindsrs who were working under the Muhamrne.dr.n rulers under feudal 
system got powers of collecting the revenue of the country forming zr.mindaris (esb.tea) 
in the days of East India Company enhanced all the r&tes at their will .. nd pleasure to 
make much of their wealth, by means of oppression, on the strength of the help of the 
Company's servants. These zamindaris were confirmed in those days as self-acquired 
property of the zamindars, paying the Company lenient amounte called peahktUh. Thall 
peshkash was Bettled once for all and a sanad was granted to the zamindaJ8, deeming 
those est .. tes to be the se~ property of the u.mindars. T •• king this advantage, they 
beg .. n to enhanoe the r"tes, cre~ting a third item ce.lled garden l"nds, in a heavy scale 1\8 

they please. There is a sort of ooncession regarding the wet lands, &8 they are being 
irrigated by the tanks constructed by those zamindars. It is not BO "With garden lands. 
They are irrigated by the wells only by the tenants, dng .. fter spending a good deal of 
money from their own pockets. The zamindar is not at all justified to 3888l1li a greater 
rate on garden lan.ds than. th.t of dry lands. Even after the present Estate' Le.nd Act 
of 1908 came into foroe, the samindnrs and proprietors are oontinuing the .ame course for 
the new gardena also, without any respeot to those oonsiderations. If any poor .. nd affected 
ryetl question. a proprietor of such m&Iprooedure, he threatens him that he will be 
dragged to the High Court in some litigation or 80. Fearing such irrational .dministra
tiOll of them, the poor tenant sustains indescribab!e difficulties. The Provincial 
Government may be pleased to ~ke rules to discontinue such malpractice. and to 
remove th .. t item in the accounts, &ll8e8lling dry rates OD. all gard!lD8. old and Dew. 

m':"'184 . 
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_ (c) Yes. The tenants must submit their application to the uDlindar, through 
the village panchayat committee, who will inspect the Bukti lauds, and give their opinion 
about the remission. The zamiDdar must remit the IOIIIftl8ment of such lauds after inspec
tion or through hie agents. The Revenue Officer to be appointed by the Provincial Govern
ment must have appelli.te powers over the orders of the zamiDdar, on the Bubmiesion of 
appeal petitions by the tenants, and such petitioDB must be free of court feee. 

(d) It is advieable to leave the point to the officer or court, to be appointed by the 
Government to enunciate principle. to determine a fair equitable rent according to the 
time and circumstances. 

(e) The assessment may be settled according to the various natures of the land by 
an officer to be appointed by the Government and such officer must be empowered to decide 
the disputes ariBing between the zsmindar and the tenant, through a petition by either 
party. Such matters should not be entrusted to courts, where the poor tenants are put 
to a great deal of loss by means of court-fees, vakil's fees, and witnftla battas, etc. 

III. (a) Yea. 
(b) The collection of rent must be in five instalments from February to May. The 

karnam should never be entrusted with the collection business, i.e., he should not receive 
the rent from the tenant in any way and under any circumstances. He must be a help mate 
to the headman of the village in settling the accounts with the tenants. There is now no 
practice of the karnams of preparing the account No. 16. Hereafter rules must be framed, 
that karnaJDs must necessarily prepare No. 16 account, and in the last instalment, the 
karnam should follow the headman to settle accounts with the ryots, and sign the receipts 
as a witness for the correctness of the account. In the preparation of No. 16 account 
the karnam must be vigilant in apportioning the dues by several enjoyers of the various 
lands comprieing in one patta. For instance, the patta stands in the name of a ~ingle 
individual, and the lands in it are being \lnjoyed by several tenants. There are ail!o joint 
pattas. In settling the accounts of such- pattas, the karnam must be cautious in finding 
the nomes of the various holders and their shares. The collection business should never 
be entrusted to the "'gents of the zamiDdar. The karnam and headman must have due 
remuneration for their service to the zamindar, and that amount must be deposited by the 
zsmindar in the Government treasury. For the benefit of the village dministration 
tbere ehould be a village panchayat committee in every village Bnd the karnam and the 
headman should be the ex officio members, along with the other members that will be 
appointed by means of election. Any violation in preparing the cultivation aooount, and 
collection business, the concerned village officer should be taken to tailk on the report 
of the zsmindar the officer to be appointed by the Government. In oase the zamindari 
agents find fault with the village offi"era in their duties, those agents <hould bring the .utter 
to the notice of the zamiDdar, and they should not be empowered to proceed against the 
village officers directly, and any report by such agents should not be cognizable. 

(e) The defaulter in the estates must be dealt with as in the case of the ryot in 
ryotwari villages. In case the Government thinks it to be inconvenient, they may make 
provieioDB in the Estates Land Act to the effect that thE' matter should be referred to the 
president of the -village panchayat committee by the zamindar. The committee after 
finding the truth of the arrears, after perusing the accounts of the village officers should 
take steps to collect that arrears and if the tenant (defaulter) fails within the time allowed 
by the committee, the president of that committee may destrain the movable property 
of the defaulter, other than' the property exempted in C.P.C., and report the matter 
to the zamindar, who will forward the same to the Government officer concerned to iBsue 
orders for the sale of the same. On receiving such ordera, the president of the committee 
may put to auction according to the rules prescribed for the purpose, and the sale-proceeds 
must be remitted to the Government treasury. Then the zamindar or hie authorized 
agent may-adopt the same procedure now in force. In case such sale-proceeds canno1l 
satiety the arrear due, or the defaulter does not own any movable property, the oommittee 
may ask the village karnam to name one of the holdings of the defaulter, on which the arrears 
a.ccrued and report the same to the zamindar or his agent to submit a notice to the Revenue 
officer SIt his own cost. That notice should be eljOempt from court-fee. Thereupon a.ll 
the notices to be served on the defaulter should be sent to the village committee through 
post, who will serve the same on the party. That officer will iesue orders to the village 
committee fixing a rate for the saJe of that holding in the village. The village committee 
will conduct the sale of that holding in the Village. The village committee should conduct 
the ssle according to the prescribed rules. The zamindar or his agent should be barred 
from bidding in the ssle. There should not be any scope of filing euits for the arrears of 
rent. Such rules as are now framed in the present Estates Land Act must be null and 
void. -In the case of the attachment of movable property, the property destrained may 
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118 'kept in the custody of the defaulter provided he furnishes sufficient secUrity. The 
advertisements of sa.!es of immovable property is unnece88ary in Case the village panchayat, 
oommittee is empowered as mentioned above. Unless the Government make rules to em
power the village panchayat committee to dea.! with the collection of arrears the petty 
jamindars and the agents of all zamindars will bring the poor, tenants into several diffi
culties. An instance will be stated hereUJ1der. There are several tenants in one patta 
8 nd one of them becomes defaulter. The procedure now going in severa.! estates is this. 
The zamindar or his agent attaches the property of the patta-holder and brings to sale 
to take vengean~ upon him, when that poor pattadar does not satisfy the bruta.! ambi
tion of the petty zamindar or the agents of the zamindars. The same procedure is adopted 
in the case of joint pattas also. The Revenue Courts now exercising powers are silent 
in this point. Further, this witness requests the Government to make rules to the effect 
~hat personal liability, and the immovable property other than the holding on which the 
arrears accrued should not be made liable for arrears of rent. 

, IV. (a) The rights of a tenant to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant 
to the land. They are not at all the matter of contract between the zamindar and the tenant 
as such rights arise themselves whenever a holding comes into the possession of the tenant. 
The tank bund, etc., belong to the zamindar, whereas the water in the tank belong to the 
tenants, as it is the oommunal property of the owners of the wet lands. They utilize the 
:water according to their own facilities and demands, and it should not be apportioned by 
the zamindar among the tenants. It is natural and common that any of the tenant is not 
independent to misuse the water. Not only the zamindar, but every tenant cultivating 
under the tanks or water-source is empowered to check such misuser. The zamindar, 
unless he is satisfied after consultation with the tenant as:;embly, cannot issue water to 
any dry land, which is noW terD?ed as lirwaja8li. The rights of the tenants are infringed 
by the zamindar and his agents in connexion with the seoond-crop cultivation, though there 
is good supply in the tank. Rules may be framed about second-crop cultivation to the 
effect that the village panchayat is the only authoritative body to settle the question. 
It should not be left to the option of the zamindar. The village panchayat must hold II> 
meeting of all the tenants cultivating under the tank or water-source; and resolve as to the 
extent to be cultivated. Accordingly every tenant holding wet lands will have chance for 
a seoond crop proportionately. There are instances in which tenants were put to great 
annoyance in oonnexion with the second crop. Any tenant who is not in good humour 
with the zamindar or his agent for any reason, is not allowed to cultivate second crop. 
In oase he disobeys the orders of the zamindar or his agent, he will be dragged to court. 
Suoh evidence can be adduced if required. 

(b) The zamindar is empowered to obstruct any tenant in misusing the communa.! 
water of his own accord to a dry land item and take action against such tenant., The 
zamindar is empowered to take action on any tenant who cultivates second crop to a greater 
extent than apportioned to his share. It is the zamindar having fishery rights and not 
the tenant at all. The Ilamindar is the owner of the trees and th,ir produce and the pas
ture on the bUIld. I beg permission to submit that Village panchayats may be opened 
in villages where major portion of agriculturists are educated. Otherwise, it will be 
dangerous. The panchayat officer must be cautious in opening panchayats. In villages 
where panchayats cannot be opened on account of the population being quite illiterate, 
the village headman may be vested with with all such powers, as are required to be to a 
panohayat president for some time till the major population are educated, as a new scheme 
of education is expected soon. As the people are illiterate, the present village panchayat 
courts, forest panchayats and village panchayat boards are found on experience to be 
dangerous. In addition. to III (c), I beg permission to request the Government that in 
any case, the village panchayats cannot be opened at present, the Government may make 
rules to the effect that the village courts shall have powers to enquire into suits relating 
to arrears of rent within their jurisdiction up to Re. 60. Suits relating to amounts above 
Re. 60, in a court of the Revenue Officer to be appOinted by the Government. And that 
oOUft may be a moving on~. 

V (a). All the estates should be surveyed and reoords maintained. The karnams 
in the estate must undergo survey training, failing which they must be removed from 
the servioe. 

(b) The oost of carting and fixing the survey stones should be, borne by the tenant 
and the remaining by the Ilamindar. '- In case of subdivisions on the request of th~ te~t 
the tenant should bear, the oost of it. • 

, VI. No. "He is' empowered to collect the actual a_ment only and the 'ceases thai 
are imposed by the Government'. ' .' 
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'VII (a) '" (b) It is cultivation that fieds man and cattle. So, the cultivator, the 
so-called tenant in estates should have every sort of convenience for the production and 
enlargement of his profession. It is the cattle that till the land in India and not engine. 
as in other continents. So every source of encouragement must be given to the tenant 
for the protection of cattle. Accordingly there must be free grazing rights. As all the 
trees in forests and on hills are pruned and protected by divine power for the benefit of 
mim (agriculturist) and anim"l created by <ffld, some right of enjoyment should be vested 
in man and animal, and it is free grazing. The agriculturist should have right of oollecting 
cultivation implements, fuel for the domestic use, and green manure free of cost. He 
should not be allowed to collect them and sell for his unlawful benefit. The tenant should 
have right of collecting bushes for fencing his own holdings. The panchayat must be 
cantious in connexion with the above things, and bring to the notice of the zamindar 
about any tenant who misuse the above obligations, and that zamindar will complain against 
him in a criminal court, if the tenant fails to pay the .. amindar the compound value of 
such property as is misused by him. In any event the panchayat committee misusos their 
powers for any illegal benefit, the zamindar may proceed against such committee in law 
courts to make good of his loss. 

(e) The tenant has every right to have a proper nse of public paths and communal 
lands and he is barred to encroach a bit of them. In caBe of forests, hdls and porambokes, 
the tenant has right for free grazing and free collection of cultivating implements and 
fuel, etc., for his own use. The zamindar will have every right of keeping them in safe
guard and enjoy all other proceeds. The tenant should ha va right of collecting stones, etc., 
for his own use free of cost. 

VIII (b). Yes. 
(e) The Government must have supervising powers on every .. amindari irrigation 

source, as in the case of Railway~ffecting tq1/JcR In case the .. amindar would not undsrtake 
the necessary repairs on th'l request of the tenants, the Government should have every 
power to interfere in the matter and do the needful. 

IX. Yes. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal must be constituted to he the final appellate authority . 
. (b) Bya special court; and that court must be a moving oourt, so that the tenant 

may not be liable for unnecessary expenses. All the complaints, petitions and applications 
by the tenants should be free of court-fees. The Provincial Government is further requested 
that such rules as are necessary may be framed to execute attachments of immovable 
property as the Government now deals in the ryotwari villages. 

XII. (a) The zamindar has every right to eject a tenant who occupies any portion 
of lands reserved for pasture and lands where valuable trees stand. If a tenant occupies 
any portion of old waste without the permission of the zamindar for cultivation purposes, 
the zamindar may be entitled to collect rent equal to that of the adjoining lands, but should 
not eject· him for such unauthorized occupation. In any case, if such occupation is 
inconvenient for the villagerS in common or partly the occupant may be ejected from the 
land. After a detailed inquiry of any such occupation the zamindar shall serve a notice on 
the occupant to quit the land. If such order of the zamindar is disobeyed, the zamindar 
should have every right to charge a penal assessment as iq the case of encroachments in 
Government villages, so that the amount 80 imposed may not exceed twofold of the 
equitable assessment. If such sums are not paid in ususl course, the zamindar may 
prccaed, as in the case of arrea·r of rent. 

(b) The jodi and the extent ofinam Was settled at the time ofthe grant of the same. 
The zamindar is not justified to survey Buch land.. and to enhance the jodi, etc. Several 
inams in several estates were measured with a threat that they will be draggtd to courts. 
The inams are being enjoyed with the same boundaries from time immemorial and there 
could never be scope for the inamdars to encroach upon zamindari land. The measuring 
instrument then adopted at the time of the gift of the inam are not now in vogue. The 
zamindar measured the inarns with the gunter chain, now in use, found excess; and accord
ingly charged assessmen~ on that excess land. SeriOU8 actions are being t~ken by the 
zamindsrs in the collectIOn of such amounts. The Government wJth great PJty on these 
poor inamdars should make such rules as to relieve them from such injustice, directing 
the z"mindars to remit the surns as already were collected from the inamdars. . 

XIII. EUMfllJe 0/ paIIM and mucl.iUkaB.-The exchange of pattas and muchiUkas is 
DOt done in a proper way .. The exchange should be done in person by the zamindar and 
the tenant. At timeS the zamind .. l' tende .... the pattas, without the knowledge of the - - " 



holders of the landa. In that case, the inamdars in the estates were put to great annoy
ance in the way mentioned hereunder. The inama were granted in the days of Hindu. 
Rajas and Muhammadan rulers long ago before the permanent zamindari system .came 
into force. So, the zamindars are barred to interfere with such inams. The zamindars 
given by the East India Company the powers of collecting rent and jodi, which was 
settled by the Government. In such circumstances, the zamindar is not justified to 
enter on inams which are limited with certain boundaries settled at the time of the 
grant. They unjustly and unlawfully mtla.sured them with an instrument now in use, 
and not of the same dimensions of those days, and found some excess land in the 
estate were in enjoyment of the inamdars. It is impossible and improbable to extend 
th~ir inams in extent as every inam is generally sorrounded by other holdings of others. , 
Several inamdars are unable to produce and present their grants before the present zamin
dars, as they lost them on account of antiquity. Taking this advantage, . the zamindars 
measured the inams and found some excess holding in the enjoyment of the inamdars. 
Granting that that procedure now adopted by the zamindar is justified, the excess (excess 
in the language of the zamindar) should ba given to the concerned inamdar, deeming it to. 
be the holding of the inamdar, imposing on him some leuient rent. Instead of that proce,. 
dure, the zamindars tendered pattas aga.inst the lessees of the inam8, asseseing with such 
excess rates as they plea.e, attached them under the proyiRion. of section 112 of the Madras 
Estates Land Act, got them into their own possession, either in H.eir wme, or in the names. 
I)f the agent, by bidding thE'mselve8 in the sales. threatening the lessees not to bid. The 
inamdar is qnite unaware of this unnatural procedure. In several cases the lessees too 
do not know anything of this strange story. The Zllmindars are hted\ess of the requests 
of'the inamdar, when he puts forth his grievances, after he comes to know of his pecnIiar 
story, and they do not allow the inamdar to approach them. The Government is requested 
to dll'ect the Revenue Divisional Officers to enquire into this matter in the estates within 
their jurisdiction, aud report the matter to the Government and the Government is further 
requested to put such excess lands into the possession of the inamdalS, who obeyed the 
zamindars in receiving pattas, WIth a fear 01 litigation, the costs of which may: exceed 
even double the cost of the land. Such pattas should he cancelled and orders may be 
awarded to the effect that all the sumB collected from the inamdars on that account 'hel 
returned to them. 

T. MAT AgONDB.A.YUDU. 

Memorandum by the President, Taluk Congress Committee, Tlruttani, dated 26th 
November 1937. 

On behBIf of the people of this Tiruttani taluk, I feel it a great honour to submit 
our following grievances and requests, with the earnest hope that they will be redr:essed 
very soon. 

. 1. It is impossible to mention the heavy burden of taxation and various other diffi· 
eulties of the ryots in this zamin area, and similar other zamin areas in this Presidency, 
and we advocate the abolition of the zamindari system and taking over at the a·imiru.tratioD 
of the zamin areas by the Government after compensating the zamindars snitably. 

2. We request you to form a non-official committee in each village to do heaIt~ 
and rural reconstruction propaganda. 

S. We pray that the administration of the Tirumalai-Tirupati Deva.~tanam be carried 
on by thll Government or by a committee of not less than twelve members to be elected 
OD the adult franchise system from the zamin villages belonging to devastanam. 

4. We request you that in the case of nominations to honorary bodies like bench 
oourte, vigilance societies, jail visiting committees, etc., congress people are to be given 
chances, as they have been well-trained in sociaJ. and other works for the public cause. 

5. In carrying out the scheme of rural reconstructIOn and collbtruction of wells in 
the rural areas by the Government, the .taluk congress committees should be consulted 
by the district officers in the choice of the village Lo be selected for giving effect to the 
scheme • 

. 6. Autonomous village panchayata to look after the admir.istrdtion of village' areas 
as m the. olden days, should be.for~ed: We request you to give effect to this proposal 
soon by' enactmg the necessary legislation. . . 

.. 7 •. To. esta~lish a.oio.ser COlltact bet~een. the district officers like .the Collector, Superin
tendent of Police, DlstrICt.Board PreSIdent, etc., and the mMses, the. OIlmpaign~ of the 
officers should be made know", .~ .the, m&soes an.d the. village congress committees suffi
ciently early to enable them to interview officers and ventilate tbe~. grievance... . ,. 



'. 8. Keen water scarcity is being felt in a major portion of this tsluk and we look 
forward to your Ministry for tbe speedy redressing of this grievance. 

9. A msjority of the villages in this tsluk require medical relief fDoCilities very ba..tly 
and we request your Government to provide 80 dispenea.ry at least for 4Jvery fifteen villages. 

10. Numerous temples in this taluk are falling into ruins with no proper pujas to 
the deities and we trust that your Ministry will take step./! for the restoration of Lhese 
temples and conduction of pujas prcperly. 

11. Prohibition should be introduced in this district soon. 

Memorandum by Kangundl Zem!D Ryota' Association, ][uppam. 

1. (a) Ryot is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) Subject to payment of rent to the landlord, the tenant is the ab80lute owner 

of the land with all rights of enjoyment and disposal. 
II. (a) That rent which after meeting the costs of cultivation, collection and market. 

ing leaves to the ryot a fair portion to live upon is fair and equitable rent. This should 
in no event be more ths.n 10 per cent of the gross income. 

'(b) All the principles now applies in ryotwari tracts for settlement of rents pro
vided the settlement officer actually visits each village and does the settlement after 
maJring full enquiry, at the place and the rents so arrived, not to exceed 10 per cent of 
the gross income. 

(e) Yes, when due to no default on the part of the ryot the yield of crops fall 
below 50 per cent then full remission to be given to him. 

(d) The share of rent may be fixed once for all, is a percentage of gross or net 
income liut the rate which is in terms of money to be revised once in ten years so as to 
keep the rate of rent equal to the share of rent. 

(e) Yes. 
m. (a) Yea. 

(b) The powers of distraint of movables must be done away with. The power 
of attaching the holding s.nd bringing to sale under section 112 of Estates Ls.nd Act must 
be removed; arrea.re of rent to be enforced only on 80 decree by court. , 

(0) The sale of holdings to be effected only in execution of decrees obtained and 
not otherwise. . 

IV. (a) The tenants have inherent rigbt and it is not a matter of contract. 
(b) No; 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b). To be entirely borne by the Government or the zamindar, not the ryot. 

VI .. No. 
VII. (a\ Grazing of cattle to be free io village porambokes and communal lands and 

subject to the control of the panchayats, in forests adjacent to villages, collection of green 
lAanure and wood for agricultural implements to be free and to the subject to the contro~ 
of village panchayat. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) Public paths vest' in panchayats of the villages concerned; communal lands 

belong entirely to the villagers concerned and over hills and forests which are not in. 
cluded 'Within the limits of any village, the adjacent villagers have full rights of grazing, 
etc., which cannot be taken away by the landlords. 

vm. (a) The same system of keeping irrigation works in good conQition, existing 
in ryotwari areas, should be adopted io the zamin area also. To keep the irrigation 
:works in order, a, fund called Irrigation Fund should be established and for that, 2 anuas 
a rupee in the revenue collected from each ayacut should be set apart and that the funds 
and work should be entrusted to the village psnchayat. 

NOle.-The 8JdatiDg fu\Jy broacbed taDb obould be repaired by tholaudlord at II'- '"'" 0"-. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) Both. 

IX. Yes. 
X. At present. 
XI, (a) Board of Revenue unnecessary. Special tribunal to be constituted. 

(b) Special courts to be constituted. 
. XII. (a) In case of lands other tlian village porambokes Bnel communal lands, theo 
landlorel is entitled to impoee only taram rate and is not entitleel to eject, provided the 
land so occupieel was not. the private or occupied lanel of the landlord. 

(b) Unnecessary. 
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Memorandum by Mr. K. R. Venkataeharlar, Pleader, Chlttoor, 
dated 9th November 1937. 

In view of the present status of the zamindari and inam ryots, who have occupancy 
rights in their holdings on whatever basis or for whatever reason these questions are 
unnecessary unless it be that even this (Congress) Government is going to favour the 
zamindars by allowing a re-agitation of thi§ vexed question and introducing a lot of un
certainty in the prevalent settled state of affairs. There is a lurking suspicion, and a very 
reasonable suspicion, that the powers that be against all declarations and expectations 
want to placate the zamindars by giving room to raise these points. 

These questions further give room for the assumption, in my opinion a very 
erroneous assumption, which was once very prevalent throughout the whole of India, 
that there must be some where a non-occupancy ryot whose rights must be established, 
recognized and protected. This idea gave birth in the latter half of the nineteenth century, 
to the idea of a.cquiring occupancy rights by twelve years' enjoyment. This rule was 
embodied in several of the rent Acts. It is also well known how this statutory rule was 
oiroumvented in Bengal and other plaoes. How the provincial Governments tried very 
often to help the ryot by preventing him from contracting out of his rights is equally well 
known. 

It has to be stated and stated clearly that that the right of occupancy of the ryot 
in Imlia is a common law right possessed by him from time immemorial. Such a right 
is not and never was the creature of any statute. The various statutes and regulations 
merely recognized the said right. But the uncertainties were caused by the wrong inter~ 
pretations put upon the statutes and regulations. 

Before aIlllwering the questions I (a) and I (b) another point has to be noted. The 
terms .. tenant," .. proprietor of the soil" and" Landlord" borrowed from the English 
Law of Land Tenures do not correctly connote or describe the exact position or status 
of the parties concerned. The. English Law of .Land Tenures, with its first fruits serfs 
and various kinds of estates, may aptly descnbe the one as the "landlord" and the 
other as the .. tenant." The lord of the land will have proprietorship over the soil in 
England but never so in India. It is the free and indiscriminate use of these borrowed 
expressions that has given rise to the various difficulties and uncertainties in the law 
relating to land tenures in India. 

From the time of the Mahabharatha and subsequently during the time of ancient 
kings, the king was never considered as the owner of the soil. He was onlyI' sharer of 
the produce. As set out in the Santhi Parva of the Mahha.baratha, and in several ancient 
literary works in Tamil, for instance, Purananuru, the king was entitled to only a sixth 
ahare in the produce. During the Mogal rule the several Viceroys were merely farmers 
of revenue. They may have belonged to the family of ancient kings. But there were 
frequent ohanges and the hereditary principle was never recognized. Very often the highest 
bidder alone suoceeded. 

Evon at the time of the permanent settlement many of the estates were carved 
but of the havelli lands and were .old to the highest bidder. 

Henoe it is a misnomer to call these farmers of revenue or middle men, as land lords 
or as owners or proprietors of the soil. It is equally wrong to call the ryot as a .. tenant.': 
It is inoonceivable that the zamindar can be said to possess home farm or pannai land in 
eaoh and every village in his e.itate. 

I Cal &I (b) The answers will be as follows :-Regarding the public cultivable land 
of the estate the z .. miudar is not the landlord in the sense in which the term is used in 
the Law of Land Tenures in England. The ryot is not a mere tenant in the English 
sense of the word. The za.mindar is only an assignee of the land revenue due to the 
Government. This claim by the Government to land revenue is itself based on the 
prerogative of the Crown in India. Neither in olden times nor now, has the Crown been 
held entitled to more than a fixed share in the produce whether a sixth share or a half 
share. The ryot possesses the right of occupancy indefea.sible so long as he pays the 
zamindar's due. Hence the ryot is the proprietor of the soil, so long as he pays the revenue 
due. The zamindar is not the proprietor of the soiL He is onlyI' middle man farming the 
revenue. The zamindar was allowed the right of augmenting his revenue under certain 
conditions. 

After the pe1'll\aMnt settlement this right of the zamindar became heritable and 
transfsrable. At the same time the various regulations defined the rights and liabilities 
of the zamindar and the ryots. Everything went on some what smoothly until the 
abolition of the &dar Adalat Court. 

ill-ill 
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Shortly after the abolition of the Sadar Court, came the Rent Recovery Act vru of 
1866 into operation. The interpretation put upcn the eeveral I18ctions of this purely 
proceasual Law, by Judges of the High Court steeped in English traditions created a lot 
of mischief. The matters cuIminated in the notorious Chokkalingam Pillai C_ of 1871 
in which the High Court held that by the acceptance of a yearly patta the presumption 
was that the ryot with the occupancy right was a yearly tenant and nothing more. 

The after math of this case was in the words of Sir John Wa.Ilis C. J., .. In this 
connexion it is to be borne in mind that numerous instances have come before the Cou.rte 
in which subsequent to the decision of ChokkaIingam Pillai, Vythilinga Pandara 
Sannathi, zamindars succeeded in ineerting in pattas and muchilikas terms negativing 
the existence of ocoupancy right, and that one way of effecting this purpOIl8 was to deal 
with the land as kambattam or home farm land even though it had never been cultivated 
by the zamindar himself and there was no intention of so cultivating it." 39 Madras, 
341 at 345. 

Having eecured documentary evidence at the point of eviction of the above character, 
the landholders began at first to assert a right to the soil in what are styled as private 
pannai, etc., lands. In their memcrial presented on the Bill of 1898 the Landholders Asso
ciation say "It would simplify the difficulty to class the zamindari lands into two divi
sions, i.e., patta lands and non-patta lands. Patta lands may be of the description 
of lands to which section 12 of the Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865 is applicable. ..Non
patta lands may be the lands of the remaining descriptions, such as waste, private, pannai, 
or khas lands or inam, lands, etc. The patta lands are already virtually occupancy lands 
through out the presidency. The only difference in those parts where the theory of 
occupancy right is not recognized is that such lands are not transferable." 

That thus" there is a clearad mi£sion that in all public cultivable lands of the estate, 
occupancy right accrues as a matter of fact upon entry." In 1898 the landholders were 
content with claimin.g a right in the soil in lands other than public cultivable lands. The 
wording of the question I (a) and I (b) suggests that even this small mercy is denied in the 
year of Grace 1937 and under the /legis of a Congress Swaraj Governmellt. 

It has also to be noted that there was and at no time can there be any difference 
between a ryotwari pattadar holding lands in a Government village and a ryot holding 
lands in a zamin village. It is meaningless to say that the zamindar is the proprietor 
of the soil in some of or all the lands in his estate while His Majesty the King-Emperor, 
but for a legal fiction, is not the owner of the soil in &IlY land in a Government village. 

n. (al & (b) Both the questions can be answered together. It is to be pointed out that 
the term "rent "does not correctly connote what is due to the middle man. It not only 
introduces but perpetuates the idea of proprietorship in the soil for the farmer of revenue. 
It is not clear why this description should be persisted in when the Government itll8lf never 
uses this expression. I would prefer some such word as " cist" or "revenue." Further 
the words "melwaram" and .. Kudivaram" also bring in ideas foreign to the ancient 
common law of India ; a free and ill considered use of such expressions in a statute defining 
the respective rights of parties only results in introducing a lot of uncertainties. Ulti
mately it is the man with the longer purse that gains his end while his opponent with practi. 
cally no purse is driven to the wall. 

Coming to the matter on hand, I would urge with all the force at my command 
that a fair and equitable thirwa or cist is one which is fixed in money on the basis pre
vailing in the ryotwari areas, for lands of similar description with similar advantages. 
Any other thirwa whether in money or in kind is sure to be unfair and ineqnitable. It 
is no doubt true that there is an agitation going on in the ryotwari areas for reduction of 
cist owing to fall in prices. Such an agitation is made only by the middle man pattadar 
there also. Were they agitating for reduction of thirwa or for collection of the same in 
kind when the grains were selling at very high prices! Will they at least guarantee that 
they would continue to measure out m kind when the prices riII8! The agitation is purely 
artificial. 

It may not be out of place to mention that in thell8 zamindari areas there are lands 
for which a rent of Rs. 150 and more per acre is prevailing. The highest thirwa prevailing 
in the ryotwari area in the majority of cases is not more than Rs. Hi per acre. The zamin· 
dars may rest assured that there will be no fall in their aggregate revenue. If their estates 
are scientifically surveyed and eettled and the thirwa is fixed there will be no room for 
concealment of cultivation and the usual mamool revellue will surely accrue. 

Hence as an answer to n (b) the only consideration I would urge is what is the 
rate of thirwa prevailing in ryotwari villages of similar description with similar advantages. 
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(e) There should be provision for remission whether under the statute or under the 
rules. But it must be based only on the principle prevailing in the ryotwari areas. 

(d) Before answering this question certain general considerations arise from the 
wording of the question itself. 

(i) The phrase" the late or share of rent" suggests that there may be room for 
perpetuating the crop-sharing basis and retaining the cropwar rates. Closely allied with 
this topic is the question of the trouble regarding "improvement" at the ryot's or 
middle man's expense. This will give room for a lot of hard and falee swearing as to 
.when a particular well was dug and whether the site of the well belongs to the zamindar 
or the ryot. 

It is well known that in the ryotwari areas the Government never lays claim to well 
sites and improvements and never claims a higher rate of thirwa for a" superior crop ". 

Henoe the only safe course possible is to fix a uniform thirwa in money, I won't 
call it rent-not higher than what is prevailing in ryotwari tracts and do away onoe for 
all with these distinctions, in rates on the ground of superior or inferior crop or improve
ments. The ryot must be at liberty to cultivate what ever crop he likes and make what 
ever improvement he likes. 

Care also may be taken, to classify some of the lands, with natural irrigation advanta
ges, as compound or double crop lands, and fix a consolidated thirwa for such lands. In 
the case of other lands classed as single crop lands, provision can be made for charging 
double crop rates which in no case should be more than half tbe single crop rates, whenever 
a double crop is raised with the aid of Sircar water, I use the expression" Sircar" for want 
of any other apt werd and that in a restricted sense. 

(ii) Another phrase of a disturbing character is "for a particular a.rea". 
This phrase seems to suggest that the propcsed committee will also consider the feasibility 
or otherwise of introducing the scheme of "village Governments" now propcunded 
by the Revenue Minister for the ryotwari area. If that were the intention I would stronglv 
urge that the system will never wOlk properly. There are even now very powerful and 
influential rycts in the zarnindari areas wh" are an object of terror even for the zamindaIs. 
The proposed Panchayat V JInge G:>vcrnments will be manncd only by such ryots and their 
nominees and there will "IlTevaiJ "nly a reign of terror by these petty tyrants cloathen in 
brief authority. The various incidents connected with the recent elections must have 
been an eye opener for the autho. ities. I make beld to state that even in the ryotWJl.ri 
areas the l-roposed system will be found unworkable. :Kven the p"nchayat OJurts now 
ptevalent hav~ berome centrr. of conuptil'n, fraud, tcrgery, con<Joctiol1, etc. It hAS already 
fanned the flame of factious litigation. There is no use of dictating from above. There 
is among others one pernicious prin~iple sought to be introduced in the proposed scheme. 
That concerns the proposal to allow the so-called "valage GovernmE'nts" t:>" retain" 
out "f the- o3llections monl'Y for expenses of village Governments. This will lead to a 
lot of misapprop,iations. The village offioers in the zamin areas are accustomed to 
.. retain" moneys out of the collections. Such a system has resulted in many misappro
pliatiol1s and many guilty persons have es('aped unscathed. If the present system in 
vogtle, i.e., <>frernitting the collections tc the last I,ie t() the treasuries and ther submittirg 
the monthly acquittanoe rolls by the village establishments, be touched in anl' way, thore 
is sure to be a lot of misappro.priations, by these village Governments. Collection work 
will surely be dislooated. Further vesting .. these village Governments" with powers 
of registrations, deciding -ii"putes, ci ro, criminal, etc., will reFult in a lot of concoction, 
forgery, oorruption, and what not. The further proposal of vesting the" village Govern
ments" with powers nf control, etc., over irrigation souroes, fOlests, etc., will enn <)nly 
in an oppression of the many b~ the few. In the zamin aleas, the cOlltrol by the Govern
mont officials over this village Governments will be absent. Hence 1 am not in favour of 
this scheme being introduoed in any place least of all in nmindsli areas. I take thIS "P
portunit, ot telli.lg the minister that the villagers themselves d? not want it. With 
these general remarks I would strongly urge that the thirwa is settled once fOI all and that 
proper record of rights, as more fully detailed in anotheI oonnexion should be maintained. 
Power may be retained fot Deri ,dieal revision as is the case with the ry~twari alea. Mele 
enunoiation of principles will never do. 

(e) If the thirva is settled once for all as suggested above power to revise peri-)di
oaUy by executive action should be retained by the Government. 

III. (a) Yes they do. 
If so, on what linea ! 

(II) When onoe the estates are properly, and scientifically surveyed and correct 
reoords of rights are brought into existenoe, as detailed later, the mode of collection of thirwa 
prevailing in the ryotwari area, can be introduoed in the zamin areas also with proper and 

III-19,a. 
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adel{U&te safeguards. My point is this. If the Ilamin ryot is raised to the level of the 
ryotwari pattadar, he knows what exactly he. has to pay for each instalment. There is also 
the additional advantage of the village OffieE1'8, in Ilamin viUsg(s also bdr.g ur.dlr the 
direct control of the Revenue officers of Government. The Ilamindar can be entrusted 
with powers of collections similar to those prevailing in the ryotwari areas under Act II of 
1864. 

In such a case, the amount entered in the record of rights can be assumed to be 
the correct amount. The procedure by way of demand, distraint, etc., prevailing in the 
ryotwari areas may be allowed to be adopted with slight modification and strict supervision. 

In any case of misdemeanour or wanton excess collection, or wanton iIl( gal exaction 
by the zamindar or his agents, he can be made not only criminally liable but that he should 
also be made to pay the penalty of losing the thirwa for three years due from the entire 
holding of the ryot. This will serve as a sufficient safeguard and check "gainst the vagaries 
of the middle man. This proposal is nothing new. We find similar penalti(B prescribed 
in one of the Regulations. 
'. . (e) The above method will be the simplest and ppeediest method possible. The 
zamindar can of course have the following remedy in addition. These suits for recovery 
of thirwa may be classed as of small cause nature on a nominal fixed court fee, say Re. I, 
for every suit of the value of Its. 50 and upwards. In the case of thirwa below Its. 50 a 
nominal fee of Ite. 0-2-0 will do. Provision can be made that the defendant, the ryet 
can be allowed to plead and file the written statement, only on dE positing into court on 
the first date of hearing the amount prima facie due as per the record of rights. The plain
tiff will of course be asked to mention the correct figule as per the record of rigbts. The 
correctness cr otherwise can be easily verified by the ministerial officers of oourts with the 
help of the approved record ofrighta furnished (as morefully detailed below) t<; the court 
itself. The CGITect figure wiIl be entered in the suit summor.sea, and it will be made obli
gatory on the defendant to deposit that amount befNe heing allOWEd to plead. The pro
duction of receipts in the approved form can prima facie be accepted as a valid deposit. 

Power can also be given to the Courts of Small Causes to attach even standing crops 
before judgment. Rest.rictions recently imposed by the legislature on the power of eourtB 
to arrest, attachment, etc., after decree should be removed in these cases. 

Default in tbe payment of thirwa for a period of three succeBBive faslis can be made 
to result in the loss by the ryot of all rights in the holding itself. 

IV. (a) The right to water supply is inherent as beil'.g appurtenant to the land. 
The right of the zamin ryot l's similar to and stands in the same footing with the rights 
of the ryotwari pattadar. 

(b) The landholder or zamindar, can have the only right to r<gulatt' the supply 
of water. The landholder takes the place of the Government in the zamin areas in 
matters connected with the regulation and control of irrigation sources. 

V - (a) Yes. The following steps have to be taken. Every estate should be surveyed 
scientifically by the Government. The lands surVEyed should be carefully cIaBBifitd accord
ing to taraIDS and the thirwa in mor.ey should be fixed on the basis prevailing in the ryot
.wari tenure. There should be only two claBBifications, j.e., public cultivable lunds. and 
lands other than public cultivable lands. The following permanent records of rights should 
be prepared and maintained. 

(i) Diglot registers, (ii) accurate survey maps, (iii) field sketches. These sh~uld 
be similar to th< se we find in ryotwari Villages. Every civil ""urt should be supplied with 
the digkt registers and maps <f all the vill.lges witLin itR jurisdiction. Every village 
karnam should have one such set. Printed copies <f these lecords sh(}uld be made avaJl
able at cheap prices for the pubtc. 

The receipt~ f.:lr thirwa should be prepared in duplicatea and ehGuld be in a f<.rm 
preEClibed by the Governmellt. Courts need not take notice .)f receipts which ale nt tin 
the prescribed form. 

In addition the usual village accounts, such as adangal, sahubadi, chitta, thandal, 
etc., should be prepared year after year. 

(b) This is rather a difficult question to answer. Normally in the ryotwari ares, 
the cost of the periodical survey and settlnnent is mainly borne by the Government. The 
pattadar has to bear the costs of survey stones in some cases. In the case of zamindaris 
the survey settlement operations will have to be conducted by the Government Survey 
Officers. Disputes will certainly arise regarding the decision of Survey Officers. Tho 
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·costs will be enormous. Neither the zamindar nor the ryot will be able to advance the 
capital outlay. Any expenses incurred will have to be recovered in easy instalments. 
The ryot oannot be burdoned with any share in this huge costs. 

There is a way out of the diffioulty. This province is sadly in need of a comprehen
.sive irrigation law. The successive attempts to enact one by the previous ~vernments 
failed. Sir K. Srinlvasa Ayyangar's bill 'Was thrown out even at the stage of introduc
tion, by the then oounoil, packed with vested interests. Sir C. P. Ramaswami Ayyar's 
bill after much ado and a good deal of waste of publio time and money was discovered to 
have yielded too much to the zamindars. It was also found to be unworkable. Hence 
that attempt also failed. 

Any irrigation law defining the respective rights based on the principles enunciated 
by the Privy Council in the uralam and other cases will be unworkable. The extent of the 
.right to irrigate has to be fixed only on the .. mamool wet " basis and not on the basis 
of sille, etc., of the irrigation sources at the time of the permanent settlement. It is im
possible at this distance of time to determine even roughly what the size of a particular 
irrig&tion source was at the time of the permanent settlement. Hence to determine 

. and fix the mamool wet an accurate survey of the several estates is necessary. 
It is therefore highly desirable that the entire zamin area should ~ surveyed and 

settled by the Government Agency and a portion of the cost can be borne by the Govern
ment. The remaining portion will have to be borne by the middle man. Hence side by 
side with legislation regarding zamindar's the ~vernment can also introduce a comprehen
sive irrigation law and thus settle everything once for all. Preparation and maintenan<le 
of acourate record of rights on all matters will thus be rendered easy. . 

. VI. Certainly not. In my scheme of things the: middle man will no(be entitled to re-
cover anything more than what is stated above. 

VII. (a) Under this head I am not for giving the zamin ryot any privileges other than 
those enjoyed by the ryotwari ryot. Whatever privileges the ryotwari ryot enjQYS the 
'Zamin ryot will surely be entitled to olaim. Nothing more and nothing less. 

(b) The ryot has not got any such inherent right. They may be allowed certain 
privileges on licences being granted at a rate of fees fixed by the ~vernment whether 
under the Act, or under rule-making powers. The licences also should be in a prescribed 
furm. 

(c) Under my soheme of things the zamin village should be surveyed and settled. 
The extent of each holding in the ocoupation of the ryot, with the thirwa thereon (in money) 
should be fixed. All classification of public cultivable land into home farm, pannai, eto., 
should be abolished. There ought to be only two kinds of lands, as already stated. In 
the case ofunoocupied cuJ..ivable lands, the ryot should be given the facilities fur extending 
cultivation on payment of the requisite thirwa as we see in ryotwari area. In no case shculd 
the middle man be allowed to treat any plot as his home farm or pannai, eto., lands. He 
should not be allowed to colleot any premium for "admitting" a ryot into public 
oultivable and hitherto unocoupied land. The middle man should not be allowed 
to aoquire the right of oooupancy in any land in any manner or under any pretext what
ever. In the case of bought-in-Iands under nominal sales, he may have the rights to 
.. admit" a ryot to oocupanoy on payment only of the legitima.te arrears together with the 
oost inourred by the middle man as taxed by the oourt. He should not be alia wed to claim 
any premia. 

Coming to other kinds of lands, i.e., those that a.re not ola.ssified "public oultivable 
lands" these again ought to be carefully surveyed and their extents entered in the diglott 
registers. These will oomprise lands used for public purposes suoh as cattle lands, foot
paths, roads, burial grounds, tank beds, etc. Any encroa.chments on these lands will be 
Visited not only with severe penalty in money but also summary eviction. The ryots 
will be allowed the same rights over these lande as the ryotwari ryot now enjoys. 

VIII. (a). (b) .. (c) I am very much against the present system found in the Act. 
This system in any form will never be found workable. I would propose that certain 
percentage of the total oolleotions of revenue from every village should be ordered to be 
remitted by the village officers directly to the nearest Government treasury_ I would fix 
.the figure at 15 per cent. All matters relating to the supervision, maintenance, repair, 
etc., of all the irrigation sources, should be placed under the control of the Public Works 
Department. PeriodiQ&1 repairs, etc., under strictest supervision of the ~vernment 
:departmenta. will be sanotioned and exeouted on application by the ryots. The cost being 
borne out of the sums direotly remitted as stated above. Any surplus may be used as 
stated below in another oonnexion. But not a pie should. be allowed to remain in thEl 

/ 
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hands of the village officers, panchayat, or village Governments, by way of irrigation 
fund, etc. The Government departments must be allowed fullest freedom in the matter 
of repairs, etc. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is highly desirable and necessary. But, I for one, will not 
advocate for a copying of the variety of jamabandi now prevalent in ryotwari areas. In 
the majority of instances the so-called jamabandi is a mere farce. It is an annual feast 
and thamasha held at the expense of the poor firka Revenue Inspector who in his turn 
fleeces the village officers. It is no exageration to say thot the promotiol' r.f thEse slloor:li
nate revenue officers depends 1ll0.tJy upon the grand mannel in whioh tl. ... se feasts are 
arranged and conducted. The bureaucrats especially of the brown variety may condes
cend tl' grace the occasion for 8 few seconds during which all complaints should be .. hearJ .. 
and" disposed of". 

If a. really useful annual jamabandi by Government officials can be provided for. 
the additional cost may be met by the surplus, only the surplus, if any, of the 15 per cent 
of the collections. 

X. Any recognition the status of an under·tenant will be only driving the thin end of 
the wedge. The zamindsr should have nothing to do with him. His relations with the 
pattadar ryot should be regulated by contract and will be a matter for decision by oourts 
under the general law and relevent sections of the Transfer ofl'roperty Act. The pattadar, 
" defaulter" is the only person who can be recognized in my scheme of things, of course 
a transferree, or legatee, or heir, or coparcener of the pattadar sbould be allowed the sllome 
rights IIond facilities of recognition as are found in the ryotwari areas. 

XI. (a) If the scheme propounded above, by me be accepted there will be no necessity 
for the continuance of the revisional or appellate authority of the Board of Revenue or 
for the setting up of a Special Tribunal for hearing of appeals, eto. Already we have 
been witnessing the waste of time and money in the parties being driven from Revenue to 
civil courts and back and from the Board of Revenue to the High Court and so on. It is 
high time that the whole procedure should be rendered very simple. If I had my own way 
I would leave undisturbed the revisional powers of the High Court over suits of small 
oause nature only on a question of law. 

(b) From what has already been said it will be olear that the jurisdiotion of Revenue 
courts should be taken away and the only forum, will be the civil courts for trying these 
suits as money suits. For suits over and above the small cause jurisdiction of the presiding 
judge the usual procedure for original suite may be followed. A party wanting the 
luxury of an appeal or a second appeal, etc., should of course be marle to pay full court
fee on the ordinary scale. It is needless to point out that in the above scheme of things 
there will be no room for patta enforcement suits; swts to set aside distraints, etc. The 
ordinary civil action for fraud under the general law will always be available for the inju
red party. 

XII. (a) The same remedy which the Government is having may be extended to the 
zamindsris also. For instance the relevant proVisions of Madras Act ill of 1905 may be 
made applicable for encroachment and unauthorized occupation of poramhoke lands other 
than publio cultivable lands. Unauthorized occupation of unoccupied cultivable lando 
already dealt with. 

(6) No. 
I have answered tbe above questions on the assumption that the Congress Government 

in spite of the Karachi Resolution is not prepared to abolish the zamindari system altogether. 
There are some more points requiring elucidation. 

(1) If a comprehensive irrigation law is passed the estates will have to be surveyed 
and the" mamool wet" will have to be determined and fixed. Then the charge for exces
sive use of water from irrigation sources covered by the Irrigation Act either for first crop 
"lr for second crop in the case of single crop lands, will have to be made by the Government 
and collected. This will be an additionalsouroe of revenue for the province. Such levying 
and collecting will entail the establishment of additional supervising staff. Buch a staff of 
official can also be entrusted With the working of checking and preventing encroachments 
and helping in the jamabandi. They can also, if SO required be made to help the zamindsr 
in collection work. They can also be made to supervise the work of bringing the record of 
rights up to date hy the necessary corrections, consequent npon the transfers of holdings, etc. 

(2) The Collector as defined in the Act will be entrusted with the work of settling 
disputes arising out of admission of the ryot to unoccupied or bought in and other publi. 
cultivable lands. His decision should be made final 
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(3) At present the zamindars have practically little or no ocntrcl over the village 
officers. For ensuring ocrrect keeping of reocrds and for enforcing strict discipline and 
obedience the zam.indar may be vested with the powers by way of fine up to a prescribed 
maximum. 

(4) Provision for the speedy recognition of transfers of holdings or parts thereof 
-on the lines in vogue in the ryotwari area should be made. 

I. 

K. R. VBNXA.TAOHABI. 

Memorandum by M.B.By. T. Kuppuswaml Sastriyar Avargal, President, Panchayat 
Board, Tlruvalangadu, Chittoor distriCt, dated 19th November 1937. 

I append below my replies to the questionnaire seriatim so far as suggests to me from 
my experience. 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil. The zamindar must have powei only 
to collect rent from the tenants and he is subordinate to Government. It would be very 
well if the entire zamindari system is altogether put a stop to by some equitable negotiation 
or by allowing some hereditary money allowance to the zamindsrs. This will be convei>ient 
to tenants, to Government and to the zamindars who are not able to collect rents for 
years together. 

(b) The tenants have the sole right for the soil but they have to pay a certain fixed 
rent to the zamindar. . 

II. (a) In my opinion one·sixth of the produce or its equivalent in cash at market 
rates may be an equitable rent. This is what I learn current in the Nepal State. This 
will be in accordance with the Dharma Sastras and the former Hindu governments. In this 
Karvetnagar zamindari the rent ranges from 30 to 75 per cent of the total outturn even 
Without making any allowance for the troubles of the hard working tenant. This is very 
unjust and the tenants have no other go and they cannot easily quit their native places 
on this account though they wish to do so at times. 

(6) The nature of the Boil, the expenses of the tenant towards seeds, manure, 
tilling, sowing, weeding, harvesting and marketing should first be set a part before fixing 
the rent and only one·sixth rent should be charged after these deductions. 

(e) A statutory provision should be made for remission of rent.; otherwise, the 
zamindars will use their discretion in their own interests. 

(ei) To settle the rate or share of rent for a particular area. once for all irrespective 
of the fact that any number of orops may be raised as circumstances afford to the tenant 
will be the best method in my humble opinion. In this case there will be no necessity for 
80 many oourts fur this special purpose. 

(e) Yes. 

III. (a) Yes. 
(6) The power to sell movables and lands must be given to landlords under the 

Estates Land Act instead of to the Revenue Department whioh causes unnecessary delay 
and expense to both parties. The Stamp Act should, if necessary, be modified accordingly. 

(e) Please soo my reply to query III (6). 

IV. (a) The rights of water-supply should be inherent to the tenant from the nearest 
source through recognized channels. 

(6) Yes. He should have it. He must soo that all water-sources are always 
kept in good order very unlike in the Karvetnagar zamindari where the sources have not 
undergone any repairs for more than half a century. 

V. (a) Yes. This must compulsorily be done as it would be advantageous to both. 
(6) 1 think the landlords' and tenants' shares may be fixed at 5 to 1 respectively. 

VI. This is practioally being done now in some places so far as I know; but I think 
this system should be put a stop to by a statute. 

VII. (a) Grazing is allowed now in all porambokes and uncultivated holdings; colleo
tion of green manure and wood for agrioultural implements must be provided for by the 
landlord by reserving some lands or forests adjoining each village and this should be easily 
accessible to ryots at favourable rates but not at prohibitive rates. 

, f 
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(b) Yes. Where the forest and porambokes are vast ; the tenants in other loeali
ties where these are far away Buffer a geed deal for want ofthese facilities. 

(e) The tenants have free acooss in the first two cases. They have no right now 
to hill streams, forests, etc., in zamandaris. 

VIII. (a) Irrigation sources and works must be maintained by the zamindari &sin the 
oase of Government water-souroos. The ten.ants shall have nothing to do with them. . 

(b) Yes. This is absolutely necessary and the costs should be recovered for the 
zamindar, proprietor or shrotriemdar, or inamdar as the case may be. 

(e) Yes. By Government suo motu by enforcing on the revenue subordinates 
the verification of sources during their ordinary tours once a year as the Government has the 
power of collecting pesh kist and land ooss, etc. 

IX. This is absolutely unnecessary if the rent be fixed once for all [please see my reply 
to query II. (tl)]. 

X. Underten.ants have nothing to do with the Z&lDindar; they are responsible to the 
tenants (pattadars). 

XI. (a) No special tribunal need be constituted for the purpose &8 the order of the 
Board of Revenue are based on the orders of the Government invariably. 

(b) Special revenue courts with oivil !.,xperience are required for this purpose 
to save delay. At present there is considerable delay in civil courts in the disposal of 
oivil cases and if this special work be thrown on it, the delay will be endless. 

XII. (a) The same rules 8S those prevalent in Government areas must be made 
applicable by statutory provision to zamindars also. 

(b) I have no special knowledge in these matters. 

I may beg to add that I am an old Matriculats of 1884. I am now passing 70 and I 
retired 15 years ago as Head Clerk, North Arcot Forest Branch, when it Was under Collector'. 
control. I am very sorry I am unable to make out ten copies of this as desired by you and 
no typewriting machine is available here. If you think any of my suggestion are worthy 
of embodiment in the general report, necessary copies may kindly be prepared for distibution 
to the Hon'ble Memb rs of the Committee. 

I am offering these humble suggestions in response to Chittoor District Collector'. 
L. Dis. No. 4631 of 1937, dated 1st November 1937, communicated by the Deputy Tahsildar. 
Tiruttani, in his L. Dis. No. 4390 of 1937, dated 6th November 1937. 

T. KUPPUsWAHI SABTRr. 
Pl'e8ide'lll. 

Memorandum by Mr. T. Seshachallah, B.A., B.L., Pleader, Tlrupati, dated 
29th November 1937. 

I. The ryots in zamindari. areas are not now at liberty to construct buildings on ryoti 
lands. It is better that this restriction is removed and the ryot allowed to build 80 that he 
may ure the la'ld for better purposes whenever necessary. subject to payment of rent. 

II. (a) The rent in zamindari areas is very high and the ryots are unable to pay th .. 
rents. The rents may be fixed on each village by a settlement officer 80 that the zamindar 
may recover double the pes':lkash amount fixod for that village subject to contracts made 
permanently between zamindar and ryots. With regard to dry lands, the lowest dry rate 
should be fixed to avoid disputes under section 13 (3) of the Act. 

(b) The karnams are believed in courts and they ought not to receive any amounts 
for salary or m)ras. They depose falsely in favour of landlords, when they receive .alari". 
or mer~.. S" any receipt of any amounts by way of ca..h or grain should be made 
oriminally punishable. 

ill. (a) Tho landlords should not have power to distrain movables except crops, as 
this power was abused generally by false endorsements of services of notices, etc., and thU8 
coerce them to pay higher rates of rent. 

(b) The publications in the District Gazette are necessary. 88 collusive land sales are 
held to defeat mortgages. If all the mortgagees and others interested in the lands are to be 
made parties in the proceedings or suits, then gazette publication is not necessary. Even 
in that case, if service of notice is not personally eff"cted. then gazette pubhcation should 
be made compulsory. 
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IV. With regard to wet lands, it may be said that the right to .water supply is appur
tenant to them and area lible scheme may be framed so that all the ryots get their share or 
water, when the tank water diminishes in supply. 

V. Survey may be made at the cost of the landholder, if he 80 desires. 

VI. No cesses except land cess should be collected in addition to rent and they should 
be held illegal. , • 

X. The tenantli under pattadars shoud not be given occupancy rights as in ryotwari 
Government villages. 

XI. The ryots feel it a great hardship to go to R~venue Courts with vakils to vari
·ous camps and places. As the civil courts will have no work after the Moratorium Bill, all 
the rent suits may be tried by civil courts. The Mumifs are better judges than Deputy 
Collectors who have little or no experience of civil law. . 

XII. The remission for shavi should be made compulsory if shavi is due to want of 
water in the tank or other irrigation sources; 

XIII. The ryots generally keep wet lands waste and cultivate only dry lands as the~ 
assessment is le88. So the ryots should be held liable to pay rent for lands left waste by theIr 
neglect. 

XIV. Inamdars are like pattadars from zamindars and so the tenants under inamdar& 
should have no occupancy rights in the lands. 

T. SliiSBACHAT.J4K. 

Memorandum b;r Mr.' E. Subba Rao, karnam of KappaJli, Punganoor taluk, 
Chittoor district. . 

N.B.-The petitioner prefaces bia regular answers to the questionnaire with a precis which is 
oonaiderod to be unimportant and lIupedluous and hence omitted in the translation. 

I. (al Just as the ryot who obtained patta in Government lands is the proprietor, 
SG alsG the zamindar who has obtained Bannad is. the proprietor of the zamindari lands. 

(b) The tenant who is not the landholder has no right of gift, saJe or alienation. 
He may have the occupancy right when paying the rent. When he does not pay the 
rent, he may be evicted by the zamindar. 

II. (a) <t (b) A fair rent is that part of the net value of the produce after deducting 
the cost of cultivation, which should be fixed. 

(e) The principles of granting remission is not fair in zamindaris. If Governmeni 
grant remission in peshkash to the zamindar, then the zamindar is bound to grant 
remission to the tenant. 

(d) The rate of rent should be settled once for aU. 
(e) In the case of any alteration in the rates of rents, the method of fixing the , 

rent after effecting settlement operations after every thirty years as in the case of 
Government villages, may be adopt"ed. The rent settled during the time of paimayi8hi 
in fasli 1215, was reduced in the case of Government lands in the year 1872 after carrying 
out. settlement operations. But the Government have not shown any care in the case 
of zamin ryots. 

m. (a) The powers of the zamindar under the Estates Land Act in the matter of 
collecting rent are quite inadequate. He should have the right of attaching the movable 
property of the defaulting tenant and auctioning it within a stipulated period. As regards 
the attachment of immovable property, there are many difficulties to the zamindar as 
well as to the ~yot. Th~ ~mindar has to p~y very heav~ stamp duty: Much delay is 
caused by the tIme ~he dIVlSlon.al officer sanctIOns the auctIon. To aVOId this delay, the 
Government officers m the zamm areas not below the rank of Deputy Tahsildars may be 
given powers in this respect. Tbe ryot who finds it difficult to pay the heavy rents cannot ( 
at all pay stamp duty on the IImds distrained. This is the main reason for the appalling 
poverty of the zamin ryot. In view of the ryots' poverty, stamp duties should be abolished 
in the case of suits relating to attached properties. 

IV. (a) <t (b) The landholder has rights in the water sources. 
V. (a) If (b) Estates .should be surveyed. T~e ~nts in zamindari villages should not 

be more than the rents m Government ryotwan villages. The proportion of the cosi 
that should be borne by the two parties should be left to the discretion of the Government. 
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N 1. The landholder cannot demand aDy such levies in addition &0 the rent • 
.v 1I. (a) Such rights should be created. 

(b) No. 
(e) The landholder has all the rights, the ryot has none. 

VIII. (a) Irrigation sources and works to be maintained and repaired by the land. 
holder. 

(b) Government should have the power to exeeute repairs, ·etc. 
(e) To be applied suo moto. 

IX. There should be yearly jamabandi for zsmin villages &8 is the CBSe with Govern. 
ment ryotwari vill&ges. 

X. (Answer not given.) 

XI. (a) The Revenue Board should continue to be the final appellate authority. 

XU. (a) The zamindar should ask his own officials to investigate the lands occupied 
11Dauthorizedly. If it is found that the encroachment of such lands does not cause 
inconvenience to the villagers, ihey can be given on patta to the man who has occupied 
it UDauthorizedly or to any poor ryot who has no land at all. If the occupied lands are 
useful to all the villagers, steps should be taken to evict the tenant concerned. 

(b) The law should be 80 revised as to empower the zsmindar himself to collect 
jodi, etc. 

B. SUBBA RAo. 

Memorandum b)' Mr. C. R. Parthasarathl Ayyaniar, B.A., 8.L., M.L.A., Advocate, 
Chlttoor, dated 30th November 1937. 

The objeot, I believe of the questionnaire is, to make the position of the tenants in 
Zamindari areas as good as it is poseible, to provide a machinery by which the best 
interests of the village unit in every area may be served. 
. First I want to state very clearly that it is not enough that attempts should be made 
in a somewhat half-hearted way to approximate the conditions of the Zamindari ryots to 
the position of the Ryotwari tsnants, as if the latter's poSition is in any way in a satisfactory 
oondition at present. I want to state that that idea is not conduo!ve to the welfare of the 
general uplifting of the nation and the solidarity of village groups &II a whole. In other 
words, we must introduce a system of a Uniform village self-Government as was in usage 
till recently so as to vivify the present life in the villages before it is too late. 

The position whioh I think may be safely taken is, to restore the solidarity of the 
village unit as of old. The village must be self-contained, everyone having a share in the 
administration. They should be asked to elect their own Committees for the disposal of 
Civil, Criminal and Revenue (collection also included) business, sanitation, and conser
vancy, prevention of public nuisances, irrigation, sanitation at fares and festivals, medical 
help and village dispensaries, control over offensive and dangerous trades, cattle pounds, 
registration of births and deaths, education, forest, co-operation, arts, crafts, industries and 
other vocational pursnits, spinning, weaving, police aad other work suited to modern con
ditions. Education and recreation, such as control of primary schools, gymnasia., parks, 
topes aud recreation grounds, libraries, village workshops also must be under their control. 
Of rourse, groups of these villages must be under the supervision of Revenue .. nd Judicial 
Officers until they are able to sta.nd on their own legs. Summa.ry remedies and di.posals 
must be made at once. Cases a.nd compla.ints and remedies cannot be kept pending 8S 

they are made to wa.it as now. Swift, sharp and qnick remedies are r.eceesary to keep 
the village in tact as formerly. The new Debt Reconciliation Bill may clear the way for 
introduction of the Panchayat. A village Panchayat Bill .hould be immediately passed to 
restore order by Pancha.yats out of the present chaos. The introduction of oo·operative 
sooieties for every village or groups of villages, responsible for repa.ying the G'lvernment 
dues, responsibility being on the village individually and collectively. This will pave the 
way for the money lenders not exploiting the village and thereby preventing lands from 
being sold in Execution. Houses will not be rendered empty by the tenants, poverty-stricken 
people will not be crowding towns or other areas creating fresh situations and labour. trou
bles. Money-lenders will ha.ve to lend their monies to the co-operative societies or form 
guilds or oompa.nies for trading purposes outside the village; produce will not be in the hands 
~f middlem.en but in the hands of Taluk Boards a.nd District Boards. The cost of culti va
tion in the village must be reduced by clubbing of the &mall holdings. The viila~l"II will be 
induced to hve cultivation jointly on a large scale, thereby reducing the cost of cultivation, 
Cattle and agricultural ma.chinery may be made avail&ble throu,gh th3 co-operative 
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lOoieties for mass production. There will be considerable scape for inducing people to em
b .. rk upon cott .. geindustries, .. ided ... it is now, by Electr'.city. Improved methods in every 
dsp .. rtment will h .. ve to be utilized. The iron smith, the oa.rpenter a.nd other village ser
v .. nts ma.y be ma.de to revive the old brotherly spirit of service to the community, viz., the 
en!&rged f .. mily, the viIIa.ge community. With this object in view a.a our ide .. l a.nd goal I 
proceed to answer the questionnaire. The vill .. ge should have also control over industrial 
and Economio revival. Rents for the entire village should be collected in kind a.nd sold 
through the oo-operative stores and baRks by Government machinery. The construction 
of wells, tanks, village irrigation, and canals and roads and bridges should be carried out 
with the help and aid (guided under the direotion) of the villagers aided by modem scien
tifio knowledge. The present system of all officials of every description meddling with the 
affairs of the village must be stopped ... f .. r ... possible. The viIIa.gers must be able to 
resist, tyranny .. nd oppression and extortion and exploitation both inside and outside the 
village. A spirit of self reliance, self reverence and c .. pacity for independent thinking and 
inviting of suggestions for self improvement individually and collectively should be enoou
r .. ged steadily step by step. 

A1I8Wera. 

I. (a) The proprietor of the soil is certainly the occupier, the cultivator, the person 
who ru .. kes his living out of the cultivation of the land. It is cert .. inIy the tenant. All 
referenoes in our Hindu Books, e.g., Code ofM .. nu, The Mita.kshara and EpicS, the Artha
sa.str .. , The Smrithis, the Sukra Neethi, all assume that the person who aotually tills the 
soilandis dependant upon it for his living should be the owner olthe" soil and on no aocount 
should he be evicted out of it. This is a truism which needs no repetition. Joint culti
vation of the holdings as a whole and as a single unit should be ma.de the rule aided by the 
latest scientifio knowledge. 

(b) The landlord receives So portion of the proceeds for protecting the tenant in the 
enjoyment of the land free from disturba.nces. Originally it wa.s the King's share. But 
after Regul .. tion 25 of 1802 the Z .. minda.r gets .. portion of the King's sh .. re ch .. rged with the 
liability of keeping the ten .. nts in .. satisf .. ctory oondition and in disoh .. rging his duties to 
them. The Z .. mindar should cert .. inIy h .. ve responsibility. The irnport .. nce of his duties 
to his ryots primarily must be brought home to him. He must .. t le .. st m .. int .. in .. n .. gricul
tur .. lsohool in e .. ch village .. nd send his sons to them to le .. m .. nd supervise tbe vill .. ge arts, 
cr .. fts, industries, cultiv .. tion, etc., and give his life to the administration of the village as a. 
whole. 

II. (a) The question should be answered by a referenoe to the rent as fixed i,n 1805. 
In ma.ny zamindaris, the original rate, fixed by the Government in 1805 still prevails, 
whereas in several other Z .. mindaries the said r .. te has been increased to a considerable 
extent. To begin with, therefore, the r .. te of rent fixed during the survey and settlement 
of 1805 may be taken as fair a.nd equitable. An improvement also may be made as that 
system is very old a.nd antiquated. A general reV"i$ion with the help of the villagers should 
be made now fixing a grain rent proportiona.te to the na.ture of the soil. 

(b) If the village community is establiehed again there m .. y be no necessity to fix the 
rent on every piece of hulding held by the tena.nt. But it m .. y be enough to fix the rent in 
blocks aooording to the soil and irrigation facilities. This must be brought into order by 
a revised oonsideration of the present state of affairs with the help of the villagers a.nd the 
survey a.nd settlement party if neoessary. The most important point to be taken into 
considera.tion in fixing a fa.ir rent is the needs ofthe ma.n. But 80S they may vary for several 
well·known reasons such 80S the number of souls to be fed, the capacity of the individual or 
individua.Is a.nd his willingness to work for the welfare of the community &so. whole and 
generally, the qualities of a good villager, the matter may be left for consideration by the 
villa.ge community as a whole who will genllrally know the wants of the individual subject 
to supervision by the Governmental authentity for some time. Joint cultivation, prohibition 
and reconstruotion of the village on modem lines will give plenty of work for each individual 
in the village a.nd additional means of earning. No man ea.n be allowed to live in ind~ence 
nor on the bounty of others. Every one must work acCflrding to his e .. pacity. The village 
will na.turally make some provision for the needy and helpless. 

(e) The Offioer or court concerned will have a hand for determination of the rate 
of rent sO long 80S the individuals fight with each other or the Zamindar wants to rack rent on 
the villagers. But when the Zamindar sud his villagers agree that the safety sud prosperity 
lies in the welfare of the villagers 80S a whole, then the best thing to do will be to enunciate 
principles for the villagers to determine what is .. fa.ir a.nd equitable rent according to varying 
oiroumstances. The principle tbat will guide thsm will be the wants of the village as a 

m-2o.a. 
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whole and not of individuals. But if there should be a fight as now then a speoial tribuna.! 
should be asked to fiix remission in cases of suftering by examination On the spot at ono. 
and not years later. The remedy should be summary and just. 

(e) It is desirable that the Provincial Government should have reserve powers to 
revise or alter or reduce whenever they are inequitable by executive action, but this will 
be rarely exercised when the spirit of mutual helpfuIness increases in the villagea by the 
revival of the village panchayat system. 

m. (a) HCo-operative societies are introduced into villages for helping them in all their 
village activities there will be no necessity for the land-owner to interfere at a.ll. It will be 
a condition precedent for introduction of co-operative societies in every village that, 

(I) the co-operative debt will be a first charge on the entire village individually and 
oollectively on the lands as '\Veil as personally, 

(2) that the entire rent should be paid by the village without any coercive process, 
(3) that no lands or immovable property could be sold or mortgaged without being 

liable for the above two charges. 
But if the present system is to be carried on more summary powers should be given 

to the landholders to collect the rents. . The provisions of Act I of 1908 must be approxi
mated to Act II of 1864 so that the land-owners may have easy oollection. The present 
system of collection is unneoessariJy complicated. Lands should never be sold, but only 
the crops or movables of the defaulter. This was the usage from time immemorial. No 
landless class should be created in India, labour and capital in villages went together in 
the old village system. The evils of the west were due to fuedslism gaining the upperhand 
and the village common was stolen from the peasants. We should not repeat the evil here 
by slavishly following Western methods. Agriculture and village oommunities should absorb 
the entire population leaving no chance for floating population to oreate mischief. The 
evils of growing mills should be stopped immediately. 

m. (b) & (e) The sale should be held in the village with sufficient publioityon the 
land itself. Unless the spirit of co-operation is introduced in the village the present frauds 
will continue. The entire village must be held responsible to pay the entire rent, if they 
are to be financed either by the Government or by Zamindar through their co-operative 
Banks. The collection should be left entirely to the villagers in any event. The sale of 
lands privately and publicly or by court of law or by any other machinery should be strictly 
prohibited. The feeling that the village is an enlarged family with mutual ties and obliga
tions of helpfulness must be sedulously cultivated by the Government. No other alternative 
is possible under the present circumstances if India is to live. 

IV. (a) Every villager has a right for water supply for the wet lands from the village 
tank. It must be kept in good condition both by the landlord and tenant jointly. But 
the supply of water for dry lands from tanks built by the Zamindsr is purely a matter of 
oontract. But the matter has to be viewed from an entirely different standpoint at present. 
The policy must be distinotly laid down by law that the Zamindar and tenants are co
operators in carrying out the Government policy of regeneration. The intermediaries who 
are interested in disunity should be cleared out. From my knowledge of the zamindsries 
in this district, which are many, I can state quite confidently many Zamindars have come 
to grief on account of the intermediary class of money-lenders, place-hawkers, job-hunters, 
who live in the weaknesses and foolishneBS of both the Zamindsr and tenant. These people 
should have no place in the new village autonomy. 

(b) In many estates I know, one tank irrigates many villages. It will be the duty 
of the Zamindar to regulate the supply of water in such cases to the different villages 
according to the wet area thereunder. Of course the area must be constantly revised 
according to the capacity of the tank and the condition in which it is kept. It is not 
possible to lay down any uniform rule, in this matter until the old village communal mutual 
helpfulness is restored. Mutual goodwill and understanding must replaoe litigiousness. 
A new spirit must be infused and the old life restored into new organization. 

V. (a) I think it is neoeBS8ry that all estates should be compulsorily surveyed and a 
record of rights maintained. But it is safer to survey and settle in blocks. It is n6CeBBary 
to discourage sub-divisions of holdings. Individual holdings and pattas should be dis
couraged. Joint holdings in large blocks with the village as a unit must be quiokly intro
duced. The cost of survey and settlement must be absolutely mjnjmised under the new 
regime. The cost must be nil. 

V. (b) The cost of survey and settlement is inordinately high. Government should 
4lharge less. Each must bear the C08t in equal halves. If the village karnam is properly 
trained it is enough he does the business with the help of retired Government survey and 
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settlement omeara. The matter up to this time wiIs regarded with step-motherly jealousy. 
But friendliness and the new wave of patriotism must be m&de to minimise the expenditure 
-everywhere. 

VI. (a) The landholder should not make any levies customary or otherwise in addition 
to rent, unless the villagers in a body agree to it and pay the same out of their own free will. 
-especially in Karvetnagar all sorts of meras, like kavimera, paravasthu mara, karnam 
mera, etc., must be done away with and ~e landlord be freed from payment of these mera. 
to thE' meradara. Legislation must be clear on the point. These weeds that choke mutual 
helpfulness and trustfulness must be quickly removed, pure life must flow freely. 

VII. (a) Every village must have the right to the grazing of cattle in the village common 
Bet apart for the purpose, i.e .. , for communal purposes. The tenants must be taught how 
to preserve it (which is the important consideration) using the latest discoveries of the 
forest department. An agricultural school must be maintained in every village or group 
of viIlages maintained by the zamindar and the zamindar himself must learn and cause 
others to learn compulsorily. The greatest business to be done in the village is to make the 
village people work co.ordinately under diHerent oommittees so that they may feel their 
'IIllity in spirit through diverse in work iLnd activity. 
• (6) The tenants have an inherent right to get green manure, fodder for grazing of 

eattle, wood for agricultural implements. This is the old immemorial usage. This must 
be restored along with the ·village amenities and with the revival of the village communal 
workshop and industries things will assume a new shape. 

(e) Publio patha and communal lands must be made the common property of the 
village. But, hill and forest porambokes must be reserved to the za.mindar so that the 
duty of conserving them will be upon him subject to the limitations already mentioned. 
The villagers must be taught to preserve the forest· and not to destroy them as they are 
doing now. Communal rights do not mean communal licence, but to keep the villBge in
tact by helpfulness and oo-operative work. 

VIII. (a) It should not be necessary to go to a oourt of law to maintain irrigation 
sources and works. There will be interminable delay. Summary executive action ought to 
be taken through Government agency and of the villager. to put them in right order yearly. 

(b) The provincial Government must have the power to maintain and repair 
irrigation works where the landholder fails to repair them. 

(e) The Government must do so SUO molo because it is a matter ofpuL>lic interest. 
Up to this time private interest guided legislation as is evident even to a superficial observer. 
It should now be olearly expre_d in every legislative enactment that public interest will 
take precedence of and will oVEr·ride every private intereEt of any kind whatsoever. 

IX. If the present state of affairs continue and the village unit is not established at 
once yearly jamabandies are necessary as in ryotwari villages, so that the zamindar may be 
~alled upon personally to attend to the needs and wants of his ryots. 

X. (1) If lands are enjoyed by absentee landlords in zamindari areas, then the pattadar \! 
should be called upon to give up the lands to the occnpier himself who will pay his rent to .the 
samindar regulating his rights with his uuder-tenants. 

(2) And the lIamilldar must have recourse to the under·tenant directly by recourse 
to attachment for recovery of rent. It is certainly opE'n to the absentee pat.tadar to commute 
his rights with the under-tenants who must own the Ia.nd thereafter. No landless people 
in village should be allowed to rush to towns and create labour problems and troubles. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should cease to intertel'e in relationship between land
holder and tenant. A speoial tribunal may be established to di~p('nse cheap summary and 
quick remedy on the spot. 

(b) The present revenue courts and oivil courts must not have jurisdiction over these 
matters. Special itinary tribunals should be established to giv" summary justice. 

XII. (a) The unauthorised occupation of lands by ryots will naturally cease if the 
"illage community ia restored. Otherwise there will be intermiT.able quarrels. The .af~s& 
way will be summary relief to be given by special tribunals . 

. (b) The law rela.ting to the oollection by the Is.ndholder of je,di. poruppu, kattubadi, 
must be thoroughly' recast. Each and everyone of th" holders n u.t I ... lia},l" for H.e ",.tire 
rent or the whole village community may be &.ked. to eollee.t tll- rent for the lIaII'll.iar 
being paid. portion of tho rent fOl' their t·rouble in coll .. cting. 

I 
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On the whole taking the genius of the Indian people for 'Vi11age self· government for 
several millions of years in the past, it requiree but very little propaganda work to instil 
into their minds once more the knowledge of unitary self-Government in the village in all 
its departments. There is no·other alternative. Any other remedy that may be 8uGGOlited 
in the sha.pe of the amendment 'Of the E.tates Land Act lew onl} to more complication. 
The constant interference of courts with all their tardy administration of jW!tice will 
complica.te, perpatua.te qua.rrels and disunion. The fewer the courts' interference and the 
greater tho numb6I' of local specia.l tribunals in the form of village communit,ies will be 
the best remedy. 

To sum up: The Estates Land Act as it is must ba scrapped. Only the fundamf'ntam 
to be laid down in the form of a few sections. No encouragement ought to be given to 
agitation from outside. Much agitation a! it now prevails is meaningless and artificial. 
Sobor commonsense has to prevail, especially in the matter of the so-called labour troubles. 
Therefore the old indian ideals of village local self·government, talnka aabhas and 
d;striet 8ama.this havo to be restored. Skill in work must be made the foundation of 
administration. As I ha.ve been in the very midst of the agita.tion ever since 1914 I know 
very well by study and experience that the Com!ll0nwealth of India Bill introdu~ed in 

.:parliament in 1925 embodies the old Indian tradition suited to modern conditions. 1 gi VB 
th!\m as an appendix below :- . 

1. POWERS 011' THE VII.LAG1I: PANCRAYAT. 

(a) EdU()Q,ticm and recrea.ticm.-Primary sohools, village wcrkshoIs, librlUies, parks, 
gymnasia, re~reation grounds, etc. 

(b) Proter-tion.-Control over erection of buildings, sanitation and conservancy 
prevention of public nuisances, sanitation at fairs and festivals, medical help and 
village dispensary, control over offensive and dangerous trades, village cattle pound. 
registration of births and dea.ths, civil and criminal jurisdiction in simple cases exercised 
by a oourt of summary jurisdiction, villag" police,local militia, ifnecessary. 

(e) Ewnomic and in4ustrial ministration.--Co-operative stores and banJt., wells 
tanks and canals, cottage industries villa.ge irrigation, village fairs, cattle-stands, vmag<> 
forests a.nd grazing grounds, roads and bridges, certain powers of local taxation and other 
works of public utility handed over by the taluk Rabha. 

n. POWERS 011' THE TALUKA SABllA. 

(a) Education an4 recreation.-Lower secondary or middle school education, technical 
schools, model farms. 

(b) Proteetion.--Control over markets, fairs, etc., hospitals, and dispensaries, civil and 
criminal jurisdiction in simple cases or in appeals from village cases exercised by a specially 
appointed bench of magistrates, decision of disputes between villages, oontrol in cases of 
epidemics, co-ordination of village police, hluka pJlice or reserve force. 

(e) Economical and industrial ministration.-Stock of agricultural machinery for hire, 
stud animals, supplied of seeds suitable for different soils in the talnka, main roads betweon 
villages, small irrigatio{lchannels, promotion of village indUlJtries, other works of publia 
utility handed over to the talnk bJard by the distriat 8amiti, central co-operative .tores 
and bank. for helping viI1a.ge stores and banks. 

III. POWERS OF THE DISTRICT SAlIlITI (RURAL) OR MUNICIPALrTY (URBAN). 

(a) Educaticm 0,114 reereation.-High secondary or high school and college education. 
Technical college, a technicalinstitute, studying soils, manures, crops. 

(b) Protection.--Co-ordination of t!l.lnka police, district police or special reserve, larger 
hospitals and disp3nsaries, inspection of foodstuffs, epidemic diseases, public health settIeJDflDt 
of disputes between talnka boards, civil and criminal jurisdiction within fixed limits, 
and deciding sanctioned appeals from taluka benches by a specially appointed bench of 
magistrates. 

(c) Economic and industrial ministration.-Co-ordinating loca.! stores and banks and 
other village enterprises of an industrial or commercial nature and model farms, supply of 
information needed by cultivators, craftsmen and others, stores of seeds for supplying talnka 
lIlodel farms, forests, district roads, district waterways and railways, district bridges, \evying 
cess and raising loans within the prescribed limits, allocating provincial subsidies among 
talnka boardl1, if nece88ary. 

provided that district samitis (rural) or municipalities (urban) arc empowered as far 
a.q possible to owu ~ll public moans of transport, lighting, water-supply, markets within 
their area;, and to utilize the profits for decreasing taxation. 

C. R. PABTIWIABATBI ATYAl'I'GAB. 
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Memorandum bl M.R.By~ K. Varadachart AvargaI, MoL.A, CblUoor, dated 
80tb November 1937. ' 

I. (a) <h (i) The law as it stands oonfers a right of occupanoy in the ten&m., the 
z&mindar being entitled only to the revenue. Historically in most 0_ the Z&mindar has 
been only an &ssignee of revenue e.nd as suoh it will be inequit&ble to tree.t him as the owner 
of even the uncultiva.ted Aoil; &t best he is only & trustee ofaJl the uncultive.ted &rae. for the 
benefit of the tena.nts, thus performing't:b.e functions of the St&te. " 

ll.(a) til (b) Before r&uswering these questions I ha.ve to point out,the.t any' col1-
eideratioD of whe.t is fair a.nd equitable rent should depend upon a rational cIassificatioll of 
all cultivable land. I he.w oome across in many zamindaris, land classified into Dot only 
dry and wet but also several other kinds, such as thotakkal, etc., I submit th&t allle.nd 
must be divided into only two classes wet a.nd dry according &8 the s&me is irrig&ted .by 
water supplied by the zamindar or otherwise. ' 

Fair and equitable rent must he.ve some oonnexion with the general economic ,con\lition 
of the oountry in relation to prices of brains as &lso the expen_ of oultiva.tion, the needs 
and _nte e.nd the ste.ndard of living of the ryot. Even in Government ,ryotwari areas 
it has been the ste.nding grieva.noe of the &griculturist that the cist paid on the le.nd is in, 
qu&ntity &n intolere.ble burden having regard to aJl the considerations mentioned abow. 
That being so ~he ryot in the zamindari are&a must in fairness e.nd justice be at lee.st placed 
(In the level of the tenant in the Government ryQtW&ri are&; so the.t whe.tever trae.tment 
is accorded to the le.nd in the ryotwari e.reas must &lso apply to the le.nds in the estates. 
I would therefore urge the.t a fair e.nd equitable rent is one which is fixed in money on the 
l>a.ris of the r&tes prevailing in the ryotW&ri areas on la.nds of similar description with similar 
e.dvantages. This will imply the abolition of (1) kapua rents, (2) korn or grain rerite a.nd 
(3) all kinds of casses and oth..u- extras that deface the system of le.nd tenure in, zamindari ' 
aree.s. 

For effectuating the above object there must be statutory provisions to secure{l) 
the deolar&tion by the Colleotor of the cfutrict of the soales of assessment in the ryotwari 
area nee.rest to each estate and (2) the application of the said rates to the lands in the.t· 
estate' taramwar '; automatioa.llyon suoh deolaration, by a settlement officer of the gre.de 
of a tahsildar at the cost of the Government itself, 

The fear the.t suoh a system 'Would involve loss to the .zamindar would I think be be.se
less. Under this system muohofconoealment of cultivation a.nd non-realization of revenue 
would disappear, not to speak of the reduotion of Expenditure on the oolleotion itself. 

II. (0) <h II. (d) These are easily answered if the principle of the suggestion under 
11 (a) and (b) is favourably oonsidered by the Legislature, Remission of rent a.itd settle
ment either periodical or permanent will generally follow the lines of policy applied to the 
ryotwari I!.reas by the Govemm8Ilt. 

III. (a) &; (b) The power ofoollection of rent must be taken out of the hands of thO: 
IlIoIldholdera in the estaf.es. Statutory provision must be made for securing the power 
to tho Government and in this oonnexion I would strongly urge the oreation of autonomous 
village GovernmentE whioh are mtroh more essential and beneficial te the masses in zamin 
areS!' than in others. These autonomous Governmente must al!!o be empowered the control 
(If the irrigation sources whioh is by itself is I/o very crying need in the estates, assignments 
of waste IlIoIld or porBmbokes and all suoh other legal processes for that purpose may be 
placed on a par with that prevailing ill the ryotwari areaa under the Revenue Recovery 
Act. Suite for recovery of rent must in Bny event be abolished and even if the zamindar 
is t(l be retained e.s the oolleoting agency he ought not to be permitted to resort t~ litigation 
whioh throws a hea.vier burden on the capacity of the ryots to pay, ' 

Apart from tWa the provisions in the present enactment for the sale of holdings for 
reoovery of rent I!.re observed in their breach than otherwise. Large holdings are sold away 
for a song and therefore stricter provisions for ensuring so~.!'prrespondence between the 
amount of. r61lt, due a.nd the extent of holding sold is secured 'by more~ stringent provi" 
idoIlB. Ji'or this purpose I would suggest a provision making it possible for the ryot to attack 
a sale e.nd set aside by proof of inadequacy of price paid at the same e.nd to make such a 
provision to bt> liberally oonstrued in favour of the ryot by the authority whether it is the 
()ourt or the Government. 

4. (a) tit (d) The landholder is merely a trustee for the distribution of water. and for 
the mainf.enance of the irrigation souroe in good repair. I oonsider the.t it must be defi
nitely st&tutorily rooognized the.t the whole body of the ayaoutdars in the village possesa 
the right to the water source and the.t the zamindar is legally liable not only t~ place the 
watQ1' sources in good repair but also to regulate and control the distribution of the water to 
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the ayacut. Further this duty he~ moat be transfened to the autonomous village 
Governments themselves if they are established and in any oase to the Government, the 
zamindar bdng to make an equitable arrangement for the grazing of agrioultural cattle, 
collection of gnoen manure, eto. The rights of the zamin ryots must be placed on a par 
with the ryotwari areas and under a pystem of village autonomous Governments the dietri
bution of these natural facilitiea would be productive of more beneficial results to the agri_ 
oulturiets, and to the State a·lso ultimately. 

7. (b) I would unhesitatingly answer that the tenant has got an inherent right to 1188 

these facilitiea for his domet't.io and agricultural purposes at a nominal oost if not free of 
oost. 

7. (e) The landholder ie bound to regulate the use of public parks oommunal lands and 
hill and foreet porambokea for the benefit of the agricultural tenants in the first instance, 
major produce of the hill and forest such as commercial timber, minerals should be utilized 
and administered as a State concern. 

8. (a), (b) &. (e) The only remedy for the sad state in which the irrigation SOIU'CeP are 
now maintained in the zamin areas is for the Government to take up the duty in thie respect 
and to debit the zamindar with the cost of repairs and of maintenance. Thie should not 
depend upon the motion of the ryot ; what is done in the yoritwar area as a State duty 
must also be applied to being deprived of all these responribilities. 

V. (a) Survey and maintenance of records of rights are very necessary. The survey 
should not be undertaken for the purpose of enhancing the extent of land but more for the 
purpose of fixing the boundaries as they stand and the survey maps and field sketohea 
must be prepared on this basie alone. What I am really aiming at ie the survey should not 
involve the enhancement of rent by reason of excess of extent diecovered by the survey. 
Both in the zamin areas and in the ryotwari areas village accounts must be eimplified &8 
far &8 possible. 

(b) I would also strongly urge that the survey should not be made to delay settlement 
affair rent in any manner. The settlement of rent may be made at once and the survey 
can take place at leisure according to the convenience of the Government. 

The oost of survey must be borne by the Government partly and partly by the zamin
d"r. The ryot should not be troubled with the cost of the .ame. 

VI. The so-ealledoustomary levies must disappear. 
VII. (a) The Government must undertake the responsibility of the distribtion of 

local natural facilities to the zamin areas. 
I would urge that pending the repair of any irrigation source the settlement officer 

must, at the time he fixes the fair rent, also reduce the rent for the wet land according to 
the state of disrepair of the irrigation source. 

IX. Jamabandi is a very useful institution and it Ulust be conducted by the Revenue 
department of the Government yearly with suitable modifications. The Jamabandi must 
be made a real one instead of making the same an annual entertainment. 

\ 

X. The legal status of an undertenant has to be bettered from the exieting state of 
afiaus. Wherever a pattadar possesses a very large holding . and when any. portion of 

I which is continuously cultivated by an undertenant say .for a penod of 1:.1 years, It would .be 
equitable to confer on such undertenant occupancy nghts and the rent payable by hIm 
must suitably apportioned with a view to link him with the pattadar himself. It would 
be unnecessary to confer any right on the zamindar to oollect rent dIrectly from such undH
tenant, but it should be the duty of the zamindar to exclude that portion of the pattadar's 
holding from coercive process if the rent due on that portion is paid by the undertenant_ 

XI. (a) If my suggestion about the taking over the management of the estatea by the 
Government is not approved of, a special tribunal for appellate and revieional authority 
should be set up. Otherwise the Board of Revenue may be retaiIled for exercising the 
function. 

(b) The administration of any law that is framed for zamin areas on the judicial 
side must be by courts presided over by men who are conversant with law and are trainf>d 
in it. If such judges have also revenue training it would be very desirable. In any C88& 

the jurisdiotion of the present revenue courts should be taken away and the ordinary civil 
oourts may be invested with the jurisdiction in these matters. 

XII. (a) Encroachments on unauthorized occupation of1a.Jids moat be dfalt with on the 
principles a.pplied in the ryotwari areas. Provisions similar to Madras Act ill of 1906-
may be inserted in the Eststes Land Ao$. 

(6) No. 
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Memorandum by III.R.Ry. 111. R. N araslmha Sarma Avargal, Secretary, Bar 
Association, Chlngleput, dated 29th November 1937. 

I. (a) In one view of the matter both the zamindar and the ryot are . proprietor'll 
of the soil. According to this view, it may be said to be now too late in the day to contend 
that the sovereign (G1>vernment of the day) in ryotwari areas and their representative the 
zamindar in the permanently settled estltMs is the exclusive owner of the soil. Nor could 
it be maintained with any degree of legal or historical certitude that the ryot is the sole 
owner ofthe soil to the exclusion of the zamindar. For all practical purposes, two distinot 
and independent interests have always been recognised by the law of the land, that is 
melwaram and kudiwarum interest in the land; and the ryot is the undisputed owner 
of the kudiwaram interest. In the words of James Mill "Do not allow yourse1fto be 
taken in, as many people are by an ambiguity in the word 'property'. EngIishmen in 
general incline to think that where property is not entire, especially in the land, there is 
no property. But property may be as perfectly property when it includes only a part 
as and when it includes the whole. There is no doubt that the ryot has a property in the soil 
though it is a limited property. There is no doubt that the G<>vernment has property 
in the soil-that also limited-the one limited by the other. It is therefore a case of joint 
property." 

This kind of joint property between the zamindar and the tenant has been taken to 
be kind of partner.hip in which the zamindar plays the role of a sleeping partner. But 
it is not proper to push the analogy of co-ownership or partnership too far with a view 
to rack-rent the tenant or even to claim a lion's share of the net produoe of the land; nOI 
is it fair that the ryots' claims and rights should be 80 enlarged. as to reduce the zamindar 
to a znere cyphor. It is oftsn contended that even on the footing of a partnership the 
sleeping partner would he entitled to and can resonably claim only a smaller share of the 
net profits than the working partner. To call a ryot the sole owner of the soil and at the 
,ame time to take away a large share of the net profits, calling , tax ' due to the sovereign 
may not perha.ps conduce to the economic well-being of tho tenantry. Hence, call it by 
whatever name J<ou will, the share of the net produce payaUe to the sovereign or his represen
tative, the zamindar, must he just, fair, equitable and calculatsd to promote the economio 
well-being of the agricultural population. But, this does not mean, however, that in our 
anxiety to improve the lot of the ryot, too much liberty should be taken with the rights 
and olaims of the zamindar. Justioe and wisdom-not to Ray policy-demand that the 
scales should be held as even as possible in adjusting the rights between the zaminruw 
and the ryots. The ownership of the ryot to the soil would exist not merely in the lands 
oomprised in the holding but would oarry with it certain limited rights to the communal 
lands inolusive of the pasture ground which are necessary for his social well-being, proper 
maintenance of his oattle and benefioial enjoyment of his holding. But in no case could 
it· extend to the waste land which could be brought under cultivation by tenant induoted 
by the zamindar. The rights of the zamindar and the ryots in the various items of land 
are now fairly well orystallised in most of the zamindaris and in cases where they are not, 
it would he preper and necessary to prepare a record of rights, taking care to preserve to the I 
ryot whatever may be reasonably necessary for his benefioial enjoyment of the lands in 
a village and leaving the residue to the zamindar who reprtl$ents the Government. Care 
has to be taken that in the zeal for bettering the condition ofthe ryot methods expropriatory 
in character are not adopted, resulting in the deprivation or substantial invadon of the 
vested rights inw.putably enjoyed by the zamindars for generations consistenly with the 
eoonomio well-being of their tenantry. 

(b) The nature of the interests which the tenant has in the land is a proprietary 
interest with aU inoidents of permanency, heritability and alienability. There is absolutely 
no sort ofrestriotion or limitation upon such interest. The only limitation upon the absolute 
enjoyment of such interest, if it could be called a limitation at all, is that the enjoyment 
thereof is @ubject to the regular payment of rent or revenue payable to the melwaramdar 
(".mindar) and a statutory charge for the realisation thereof. As stated already, the right 
of the tenant would carry with it oertain right.l' also to lands reserved for communal pur
poses, such as pasture land, eto., in the village and such lands may not be diverted by th .. 
zamindar to the detriment of the tenants. A proper record of rights for each village defln
iog and delimiting the rights of the zamindar and the tenant in the entire area of the 
village would be essential. . 

Alternative .new. 

It would, however, seem to be more equitable to postulate that the entire interest. 
in the zamindari area; belong to the sovereign power whereof a portion has been asaigned 
to the zamindar entitJing him to collect rents from the ryots and yet another portion to 

m-21 
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the ryote entitling them to occupy and oultivate their holdings with all the inoidents of 
suooession. alienability and the like. It may be held that in return for the right of ooou
pancy enjoyed by the ryot, he is liable to pay rent; and that the zamindar, for the rights 
and privileges he enjoys is subjeot to pay peisbkist. Thus, the sovereign power willl be 
the proprietor and the zamindar and the ryot will but own partioular parcels of interest 
under the sovereign. Suoh a view would h in consonance with the trend of the timea 
when all ownership is sought to be ooncentrated in the State. . 

II. (a) " (6). To say, what a fair and equitarls rent i8, is a very difficult matter. 
It must be empiricaJ if it baa to be reasonatly oertain. A fair and equitaole rent should 
admit of a large share of the net produoe-after dedncting the prohable OOt't of produotion 
from the average gross produce--being left to the tenant, and allow a sufficient margin for 
uncertainty of seasonal rains, of proper yield, and of the fall in prioea of the grain. The 
manner of ascertaining the gross yield and the oost of produotion and hence the arriving 
at the avaiIaole net yield would oonsiderably vary at" it is done from the point of view of 
the zamindar and the tenant. But it is not an impossiUe thing to have an impar+ioJ in
vestigation of the matter and to arrive at a juet rent whlch would leave the tenAnt not. only 
a proper return for his labour but also a fair return for his interest in the soil and suffioient 
to appreciably raise the standard of living now obtaining among the tenantry. In fixing 
the rent, we should not forget the peishkist payable by the zamindar, the oost of colleotion 
that has to be Of ually incurred by the zamindar in colleoting the beriz and the recurring 
charges that may have to te incurred by the zamindar for maintaining the irrigation work. 
in an efficiel't condition and lastly the return for his melwaram interest in the land. It 
need hardly be said that tle rent has to be calculated on the footing cf average gross pro
dure and not on the gross produce of anyone year. It is neither easy nor useful to fix a 
percentage of net or gross produce, as the rent due, since much would depend upon what 
the net or gross produce is taken to be. The rent of each -village has to be fixed with due 
regard to the nature of the soil, facilities for inigation, labour involved in raising and tending 
the crops to maturity, the facilities for marketing the produce and the average money-value 
of grains usually raised on the land. 

(c) There should be some provieicn for remiseion of rent in extraordinary oases 
caused by eevere drought, heavy floods or the like. For obvious reasons it may not be 
desirable to make the zamindar the Bole judge for the purpose of granting or refusing 
remis~ion. When a right is created in favour of the tenant to Illaim remission upon proper 
grounds, there must also be a legal machinery provided to enforce suoh a right. 

Care should betaken to pee that the right to obtain remission is not oarried to ah8urd 
lengtbF as it would automatically react on the peishkiat payal·le by the zamindar. It would 
be quite reasonable for the zamindar to contend in hia own turn that he is entitled to obtain 
a remission of peishkist payable by him to Government. He would plead with ample 
justification that the seasonal and other diffioulties had been as fully taken into consider
ation in fixing the rent payable by the tenant even as they had been taken into considera
tion in fixing the peishkist payable by the zamindar. And so the greatest caution should 
be exercised in raising or deciding the question of remission to the tenants. 

A provision by whloh the .District Collector or the Subdi visional officer could be em
po>\ered upon application by tenanta to inspeot the ~iIlage, say, before January in each 
£asH, to satisfy hl'ru.elf that the non-cnltivation or non-produotion of the average or<"p 
is due to causes beyond the oontrol of the tenante or that the value of the ~rop raised would 
not leave a reasonable margin to the tenant after payment of the rent and to grant a small 
remission after hearing the objections of the zaminda.r-such a remission not exceeding 
the amount of half the beriz in excess of the peishkist wonld perhaps be of some use. 

Ifthia be done it i~ but fair that the peishkist payable by the zamindar should under
go a corresponding reduotion. The sovereign authority is bound to evince the same 
concern in safeguarding the interest of the zamindar that it may do in protecting the 
rights of the tenante. 

The Revenue Officers whose experience in such matters is unqnestionable may 
be invested with necessary powers to dispose of caees of remission. 

(d) It is certainly most advantageous from the point of view of the zamindar and 
the ryot to have the rent fixed in cash once for all. 

(e) It is not proper that the Provinl'ial Government should have any powers to 
revise or alter or reduce the rente by any executive fiats through their Revenue Settlement 
Officers. The fixing of a rent is a judicial matter that. has to be done with the utmost care, 
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precision and fairness by a judici .. l tribuna.!, though m .. nned by officials of revenue ex
perience. It should not be altered or revised except by such judicial tribun .. ls on proper 
grounds. Cases where remis.ion of temporary nature, say for a year or two, may be 
necessary, should also be left to be determined by judicis! tribunals (District Collector 
or Revenue Division&! Officer) on proper, adequate and compelling grounds. 

III. (a) The powers now given to the zamindars to collect rent are fairly adequate. 
But after the amending Aot of 1934 great diffioulty is felt by the zamindars in the matter of 
bringing to sale the holdings of defaulting ryots. The procedure has been made very rouol 
oumbersome, dilatory and oostly. The insistence of payment of sale certificate charge . 
by the purchaser or zarp.indsr, of the publication· of sal" in the district gazatte and 0 

th" large number of notices that are required to be given by post at every stage, adds to the' 
diffioulty of bringing" holding to sale not to speck of the heavy oharges that ultimately \ 
fall on the defaulting tenant who might be able to avert the sale at the last stage. The; 
procedure may, with advantage, be oonsiderably simplified and rendered muchless costly.;' 

I 
IV. (a) The tenant has an indisputable right to have the irrigation works maintained 

in a prnper and effioient condition by the zamindsr, but this does not mean that the tenant 
is relieved of his liability to do customary kudimaramat of a reourring charaoter to the 
spring channels and other special ola"ses of irrigation works. This right to irrigation is 
appurtenant to the oultivable wet lands till which the irrigation works must be deemed 
to have b"en dedicated even at the time of format,ion of the village. There oould be no 
proprietorship of the irrigation works totally divorced from th .. t of the lands. But the 
right of the tenant would ordinarily extend only to have his wet lands irrigated with custo
mary and adequate supply of water and no more. The zamindari tenants cannot claim 
any larger rights than the ryotwari tenants. The result of oonceding a exclusive proprietor
ship in the irrigation works to the tenants would be to deprive the zamind .. r of any right 
tharoin, while throwing the obligation to maintain them on him. The right of the tenant 
in the irrigation sources is more au easement than contraot both in origin and incidents 
and must be deemed to be appurtenant to his occupancy rights. 

(b) The landholder has no superior rights in the irrigation souroes. His right cannot 
be held to extend beyond what may be strictly appurtenant to his melvaram interest. 
When the irrigation source. lOre abandoned and became in faot severed from the ayaout 
by reason of the lands being built upon or other oauses, the question of proprietary right 
might arise. In which c .. se, the land must be deemed to have l .. psed to the Government; 
who, upon an application from the zamindar and the ryots in that behalf, m .. y set apart 
the same for proper communal purposes. 

V. (a) It is absolutely essential to have all the zamindsris surveyed and a record 
of rights prepared and maintained oumpulsorily. This will have the effeot of rendering 
the rights of the zamindar and the tenant oertain and definite and would obviate many a 
protracted and wasteful litigation. 

(b) The question of apportionment of cost would depend upon the circumstanoes 
of each case. Perh .. ps the zamindar and tenant' might be made to bear it in moieties. 

VI. The zamindars should not be made to demand any levies oustomary or otherwise 
from ryots in addition to rent. Of oourse, the ryots have to pay the cesses payable under 
the Loca.! Boards Aot. 

VII. (a) This point has alre .. dy been dealt with in answer to question No. I. To 
the tenants should be seoured the right of grazing their cattle in the pasture land of the 
village and in all the waste lands, provided, however, the latter class of lands have not 
been put to oultivation purposes by the zamindar or his tenants. The tenants should be 
at liberty to colleot green manure for their agrioultural purposes-and strictly limited to 
that purpose only-from the trees and forest in the village poramboke-not being the pri
vate proparty of the samindar in his capacity otherwise than as zamindar. They must 
also have f .. cilities to out timber from the village poramboke trees for the purpose of 
making or repairing agricultural implements, a free licenoe being obtained therefor from 
the zamindar. ' 

(b) No cost should ordinarily be oolleoted from the tenants for these purposes. But 
care must be t&ken to see that the tenants do not misuse these rights which shonld be 
strictly limitsd to bona fide dumestic or agricultural purposes and in oases where there are 
not large areas of forest land to afford these facilities, a nominal fee may be oolleoted for 
each head-load of green manure gathered by the tenants, even to keep down reckless cutting 
or avoid needless waste. 
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(e) Public paths, communal landa and hill and forest porambokes are the property 
of the zamindar as representa'ive of the Government, but the tenants have .. right of user 
over them for the purposes for which, the particular propertiee are dedicated. From the 
hill and forest porambukes, the tenants may take timber for making agrioultural impl{'ments 
a licence being obtained therefor from the zamindar. As regards fuel, pE'nnits may be 
issued on payment of a nominal fee, even 38 it is done in ryotwari tracts. To give the 
tenants a freehand in the matter of gathering green manure or fuel would lE'ad to devaotation 
and destruction of the forest in no time. Further, any fee that may be collectE'd in n-8peot 
of green manure, eto., may be ear-marked and utilised for the preservation and improve
ment of the pasture land and the forest. 

VIII. The chapter relating to the maintenance of irrigation works in the EstatE'S Land 
Act is defective in many particulars. For one thing, the provisions imply an obIigat.ion 
on the part of a zamindar to do a particular work and provide for the enforcement thereof 
by the District Collector in the case of a major irrigation work and by the Revenue Divi
sional Officer in case of the minor irrigation work as the case may be. But in cases whme 
the zamindar disputE's his obligation to do a particular item of work it is very doubtful 
if the Collector or Revenue Divisional Officer has jurisdiction to adjudge on the question 
of liability. The law has to be rendered clear. The definition of major and minor work 
also is somewhat obscure. How to determine tbe ayacut 1 Is it the direot ayacut alone 
or does it include the ayacut of a reservoir fed by another irrigation work, say a spring 
or flood channel. The power to prepare estimates and have repairs executed, of course, 
after giving an oppurtnnity to make the repairs, has not been frequently exerci,ed, as 
there is no co-operation among the tenants, in most 0380S as the provisions practically 
render it necessary that a large number of them should join in the application. The pm
visions should be made less stringent so as to enable a lesser body of tenants to sot the 
law in motion making sufficient safeguarda in the shape of security against frivolous and 
vexatious applications. 

(b) The Provincial Government need have no powers reserved to them to do the 
repairs on default made by the zamindars. The existing law provides for thE' Collector re
covering the cost of repairs as estimated and done by them from the zamindars. This will 
answer the purpose. In the case of extraordinary or extensive damage done to irrigation 
sources by heavy floods or other causes amounting to Vis major the liability for efi'eoting 
renovation must be thrown on the Government. 

(el It is not necessary for the Government to exercise such powers 8'UO motu. As 
suggested already the restriction in the matter of an application for repairs may he relaxed. 

IX. No yearly jamabandi is necessary in respect of zamin arrears. But Collectors 
and Revenue Divisional Officers may be requested to keep themselves in close touch with 
the tenantry and their requirements, care, being taken, however, not to weaken the in
fluence of the zamindars over their tenants and to avoid introduoing or encouraging a 
spirit of distrust or animosity on the part of the tenantry towarda th .. zamindars, which 
might lead to undesirable consequences. 

X. (al It is true that there are a large olass of farm labourers who have no definite 
legal status now and who form the oultivating tenants in most villages, Government as 
well as zamindari. They are tenants at will of patta.dars. They can claim no interest 
in the soil. To recognise any fixity of tenure in their case would be to reduce the right 
of the ryots. 

It is not either possible or necessary to go on creating or recognising sub-tenants, as 
such a course would lead to a lot of confusion, uncertainty of title and discontent. 

(bl The cultivating tenants are answerable only to the ryot or pattadar and can 
have no rights or liability 38 against the za.mindar 38 neither a privity of contraot nor 
one of estates exists as between them. 

XI. (al A special revenue tribunal may usefully be constituted to hear appeals if 
civil courts have, for any reason, to be left out of consideration for doing such work. We 
favour the view that civil courts alone must be given jurisdiction to try all revenue C3808. 

The Board of Revenue as at present constituted though manned by officers of considerable 
revenue experience and rare administrative ability does not find sufficient time to deal 
with the appeals in all their detail-jWJt as a first appellate tribunal should ordinarily be 
expected to do. 
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(b) All cases arising under the Estates Land Act may profitably be left to be tried 
and disposed of by oivil courts. 'The legal equipment of the revenue courts is by no 
means of a high order and as would be evident from their judgments which, in most cases, 
are found to be perfunctory and lacking legal grip. The distriot oourts hearing appeals 
from the judgments of revenue oourts have invariably found this to be so. It caullnt be 
seriously oontended that the claim. of the civil courts for this purpose are insupportable 
for want of revenue experience, if onlf.we recall that even, under the present conditions, 
Di.trict Judges and High Court Judges are thought quite competent to hear and decide 
revenue cases. 

Again, special tribunals are likely to prove rather expensive to the revenue litig&nts. 
Civil courts are quite efficient to deal with revenue cases. If necessary, special instruc
tions may be issued to oivil courts to dispose of such cases expeditiously and less important 
oases even in a summary manner. 

XII. (a) The z .. mindar may evict a tenant from a place occupied by him unautho
ri.edly by means of an application made for the purpose before the Revenue Divisional 
Officer or the civil court having jurisdiction. Provisions analogous to those of the Madras 
Land Encroachment Act may be made for the purpose. Preparation of record of rights 
for each village might conRiderably reduce complaints and unauthorised encroachments 
by tenants. 

(b) The colleotion of jodi poruppu, kattukuthagai, etn., from inamdars may be made 
in the same manner a. the rent payable by tenants. It would not work any hardship 
to enable the z"mindars to collect these itemg also just 8S they collect rent from their 
tenants. 

M. R. N. SARMA.. 

Memorandum by Mr. A. Ambikanatha Roo, Subbareddipalem, Minjur P.O. 
There are about two thousand zamindars in th .. presidency of Madras. All of them are 

selfish and are velY much inte",sted in their own aif"irs. They take v~ry little interest in 
the welfare of their tenants in their zamins. The zaminda,s are lazy. They have become 
drunka,ds. They fall a prey to stately enjoyments. They collect the land revenue, by 
force, from their poor tenants and spend these amounts on enjoying tours with their families 
to foreign countries like England, France or Germany, or at least on the Guindy race. 
Thus, the money which is earned by the poor and hard working ryots from the sweat of 
their brow, is ipent as if plucked from a tree which yields gold, silver and currency. The 
The zamindars are not in the habit of collecting the land revenue from their tenants year 
by year. They alloW it to double or trible itself. They come surprisely and demand the 
amount from their ryots at once. These ryots express their inability to pay such large 
amounts at one time. Taking this as a Clime the zamindars knock away the lands ot the. 
poor tenant and drive him aWay. Wonder! wonder! This is how the pockets of the 
zamindars are full. In thif matter it is difficult to distinguish a zamindar from a pick-
pocket. , 

Most of the z&tuindars a.re illiterates. They do not possess the least knOWledge which 
is sufli ,ient to govern their tenants. These so called zamindars are accustomed to city 
life and so they ate never in the habit of paying, at least one vifit in their life time to 
the villages in their sway. It is no wonder to hear that the ryots are unhappy in the 
reigns of such zamindars I 

From the above reasons and also reasons which could not be stated here as the 
<lircumstsnces do not allow, it is my burriing desire that this zamindarl system should be 
rooted out and thereby the ryots should be releived from their distress. 

If it is impossible to cancell the Zamindari system at present, at least the system may 
be revised with the following few changes thereby introduced :-

(1) The Provincial Government ijhall have the right of govern'ng the zamindari 
villages. The income of each z..mindar is to be calculated and one-eighth of it shall reach 
the samindar for his maintenance. 

(2) This grant of maintenance shall never be hereditary. Three or four generations 
of the Z .. mindar shall be eligible for this grant and aftet which this grE.nt ~hall be oancelled. 

(3) Some "ilk,ges are reserved for the m$interumre of temples, or other chalit..ble 
works. The representllotives such as dh"rm"k"rtha or mE.nager who are appointed at those 
villages shall be ~he natives of that particular village which is reserved. 
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(4) The ""mios of those eamindanl who have no right helt- to occupy their place 
should direotly oome under the sway of the Provinoial Go~ernmenl. Such zamina should 
not let fall into the h .. nds of those who belong to the zammdPr. 

(5) .As far 8S this Zamind&ri system prevr.iIs the zamindar shnll not poss_ separate 
lands for cultivation. If he were to possess he will not allow sufficient supply of water 
to his ten&nts, and also he will not .. lIow his tenanU! to the utilization of local ru;tural faci
lities such .. s grr.zing of cattle, oollection of green manure, or wood for .. grioultural imple
ments, as he is all in all. 

(6) If the Zamindar possesses separate I .. nds for oultivation and they yield suffioient 
crops for the me.inten&nce of his family, then the gr .. nt st .. ted in No. (1) shr.ll be canoelled. 

A. AlmIlWfATIU RAo. 

Memorandum by Mr. P. T. Sreeman Mudallyar, President, Panchaya' Board and 
Landlord, Palayanur, Padalam Post, Madurantakam taluk, dated 2nd December 1937. 
. In this part the prevailing idea is that a landholder has vested interest in relation 

to the ryot. The ryot is not classcd under the' Category hnant '. My answers to the 
questions are appended herewith, with thfl following 8uggt'stions. 

The present Act I of 1908 has modified in 1934 requires revision mainly in regard 
to the compulsory transfer of holdings and collection of interest. The transfer of huld
ings should he effeotedthen and there whenever applications are received and any failure 
on the part of the landholder will have to be taken up on hand by a rllvisional authority 
on the mere application of the aggrieved ryot. With regard to the levy of interest the rate 
should he reduced to three per cent instead of six per cent as at preRent. And this should 
be made collectable either after the service of pattas by the landholder to the ryots 
or only a.fter the olose of fasli as in Government villages provided the Government does 
not also collect interest from the landholder in Case of fa.ilure of payment of kist on the 
due dates fixed for the purpose. 

A1I8Wtr,. 
I. (a) The proprietor of the soil is the ryot. 

(b) The landlord has the right of collecting rent in lieu of' Melvaram '. 

n. (a) Rupees 6 per acre for compounded wet lands and Rs. 4 and below for single 
cropped wet lands according to the soil classification. 

(b) The consideration is one-fourth of the melvaram produce. 
(e) Yes. Ha.ving regard to the failure of water-supply. 
(d) It will be hetter if rent is fixed once for all. 
(e) This does not arise. 

nl. (a) Yes. 
(b) '" (e) The pallers given under Act.n of 1864 should alAo be exercised by the 

landlord. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply inherent has being appurtenant to 
the land. 

(b) Yes. In respact of the proper maintenance olthe irrigation sources. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The proportion is three-fourth of the cost to be 1!ome by the landlord and one

fourth by the ryot. 

VI. No. 

VII. (a) Tenant or a ryot should have every facilities in the affiair. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) The tenants ha~e a right to use them but should not encroach on the rights ohh& 

landholder. 

VIU. (a) The landholder should he compelled to maintain the irrigation sources and 
works. 
, (b) YIlS. 

(e) The Government may take up the case on hand 8fU} motu (.r on application 
br interested partiE>s. 

IX. Yes. 
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x. No such cases here. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal is necessary for each taIuk and a final appellate and 
ftvisional authority should be the Distriot JUdge. 

(b) In special Courts. 

:xn. (a) The powers vested in Government should be applied by the landholder. 
(b) No such caeea. 

P. T. SBBIliKAli MUDALIYAB, 
Pruident. 

iIIemorandum by Mr. D. K. Varadachariar, B.A., B.L., Goverumen& Pleader. 
Chingleput, dated 22nd November 1937. 

I. (a) I am inclined to say both the zamindar and the ryot are proprietors of the 
soil. It is now too late in the day to oontend that the Sovereign (Government of the day) 
in ryotwari areas and their representative, the zamindar, in the permanently settled 
~tates, is the exclusive owner of the soil. Nor could it be maintained. with any degree of 
legal or hietorioal certitude that the ryot is the sole owner of the soil to the exolusion of the 
zamindar. For all practioal purposes, two distinct and independent interests have always 
been reoognized by the law of the land, that is, melvaram and kudivaram interest in the 
land, and the ryot, the undisputed owner of the kudivaram interest. In the words of 
James Mill: "Do not allow yourself to he taken in,. as many people are by an ambiguity 
in the word • property.' Englishmen in general incline to think that where property is 
not entire, especially in the land, there is no property. But property· may be as perfeotly 
property when it includes only a part as and when it includes the whole. There is no doubt 
that the ryot has a property in the soil, though it is a limited property. There is no doubt 
that the Government has a property in the soil-that also limited-the one limited by the 
.other. It is therefore a oase of joint property." Thie kind of j oint property between the 
zamindar and a tenant has been taken to be a kind of partnership in which the zamindar 
plays the role of a sleeping partner. But it is not proper to push the analogy of co·owner
ship or partnership too far with a view to rack rent the tenant or even to claim a lion's share 
of the net produoe of the land. Even on the footing of a. partnership, the sleeping partner 
"Would be entitled to and oan reasonably claim ouly a smaller share of the net profits than 
the working partner. To oall a ryot the sale owner of the soil and to take away a large 
share of the 1I<'t profits, calling it • tax' due to the Sovereign would hardly promote the 
-eoonomio well being ofthe tenantry. Hence, oall it by whatever name you will, the share 
-of the net produce, payable to the Sovereign or his representative, the zamindar must be 
just, fair, equitable and oaIcuIa.ted to promote the economio well being of the agricultural 
population. The ownership of the ryot to the soil would exist not merely in the lands com
prised in the holding but would extend to the communal lands inolusive of the pasture 
ground whioh are necessary for hie social well being, proper maintenance of hie oattle and 
benefioial enjoyment of the holding. But it may not extend to the waste land which could / 
be brought to cultivation by tenants inducted by the zamindar. The rights of the zamin. 
dar and the ryots in the various items of lands are now fairly well crystallised in most of the 
zamindaris and in cases where they are not, it would be proper and necessary to prepare 
a reoord of rights, taking oare to preserve the maximum amount of benefioial enjoyment 
·of the lands in a villa.ge to the ryots thereof and leaving the residue to the zamindar, who 
represents the Government. Care has to be taken that in the zeaJ for bettering the condi
tion of the ryots, methods expropriatory in oharacter are not adopted, resulting deprivation 
·of the vested rights indisputably enjoyed by the zamindars for generations consistently 
with the economic well being of their tenantry. 

(b) The nature of the interest which the tenant has in the land is a proprietary 
interest with all incidents of permanency, heritability and alienability. There is absolutely 
no sort of restriotion or limitation upon such interest. The only limitation upon the absolut-e 
·enjoyment of suoh Interest-if it could be called a limitation lOt all-is, that the enjoyment 
thereof is subject to the regular payment of rent or revenue payable to the melwaramdar 
{zamindar) and a statutory charge for the realization thereof. .As I said already the right 
of the tenant would extend also to lands reserved for oommunal purposes, suoh as pasture 
ground, etc., in the villages and such lands may not be diverted by the zamindar to the 
detriment of the economio well being of the tenants. A proper record of rights for eaoil 
village defining and delimiting the rigilts of the zamindar and tenant in the entire area of the 
vil!a.ge, would be essential. 

II. (a) & (b) To Bay, what a fair and equitable rent is, is .a very • diffioult matter.' 
It must be empirioal if it has to be certain. A fair and equitable rent shou~d admit of a larp;e 
cshare of the net produce-after deducting the probable oost of produotion from the average 
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gross produ_being left to t.he tenant, and aHow sufficient margin for uncertainty of_ 
sonal raw, of proper yield, and of lowering down of money value of the grain yield. 'I'he 
manner of ascertaining the gross yield and the cost of production and hence the arriving 
at the ava.iIable net yield would coneiderably vary, as it is done from the point of view of tbe 
zamindar or the tenant. But it is not an impossible thing to have an impartial investi
gation of the matter and to arrive at a just rent which would leave the tenant not only a 
proper return for his labour, but also a fair return for his proprietary interest in the Boil 
sufficient, calculated to considerably raise the standard of living now obtaining among the 
tenantry. In fixing the rent, we should not forget the peishkist payable by the zamindar. 
the cost of collection t.hat has to be usually inourred by the zamindar in oollecting the 
beriz, and recurring charges that may have to be incurred by the zamindar for maintaining 
the irrigation works, and lastly the return for his proprietary interest in the land. It need 
hardly be said that the rent has to be calculated on the footing of average gross produoe 
aQd not on the gross produce of anyone year. It is neither easy nor useful to fix a 
percentage of net or gross produce, as the rent due, as much would depend very muoh 
upon what the gross or net rent is taken to be. The rent of each village has to be fixed with 

.due regard to the nature oftbe soil, facilities for irrigation, labour involved in raising tbe 
,crops to maturity, the facilities for marketting the produce and the average money value 
of grains usually raised on the land_ 

(e) I think that there should he aome provision for remission of rent in extraordinary 
. cases of slump in the value of grains or seasonal difficult.y either of Hood or soarcity of wa~r 
for irrigation. To say that the zamindo.r is the sole Judge of when remission sbonld he 
given is to put it more as a matter of grace on the part of the zamindar than one of right 
on the part of the tenant to obtain remission. If we concede that the tenant is entitled as a 
matter of right to obtain a remission on proper grounds, law must provide some meane of 
enforcing such rights. This rigbt to obtain remission should not be co.rried to extreme 
lengths. It would logically lead to the zamindar in his turn insisting on his right to obtain 
a remission of peishkist payable by him to Government, for he would say the seasonal and 
other difficulties were taken into consideration in the matter of fixing the rent just in about 
the same as tbey were taken into consideration in the matter of fixing the peiAbkist. So, 
we should be cautious to limit the cases of remission to extreme oases of hardship and that 
to zamindaris as a whole and not to individual tenants. A provision by whioh the Distriot 
CollEctor or the Subdivisional Officer could be empowered, either BUD moto on application 
by tenants, to inspect tbe village, say, before Januo.ry in each fasli, to satisfy himself that 
the non-cultivation or unavailability of an average orop is due to causes beyond tbe oontrol 
of the tenant or that the value thereof would not admit a reasonable margin to the tenant 
after paying the rent payable and to direct that so many annas in a rupee of rent shall 
be remitted-of course after hearing the objections of the zamindar-and tbe remission not 
to exceed the amount of half the beriz in,excess of the peishkist-would be of sorne Use. 
The Revenue officers who are generally men of lo.rge experience in such matters sbould be 
the final authorities in such matters and all attempt .. to litigate in civil courts in this 
matter should be st,rongly discountenanced. 

(d) It is certainly most q,dvantageous from the point of view of the zamindo.r and 
the ryot to have th& rent fixed in cash once aDd for all subject to such remission of remis
sion as may be necessary owing to extraordinary circumstances that might supervene. 

(e) I think it is not proper that the Provincial Government should have any powers 
to revise or alter or reduce tbe rents by any executive fiats through their Revenue Settle
ment Officers. The fixing of a rent is a judicial matter that has to be done with utmost 
co.re, precision and fairness by a Judioial tribunal, thougb manned hy officials of revenue 
experience. It should not be altered or revised except by sucb Judicisl tribunals on proper 
grounds. Cases where remission of temporary nature, say for a year or two, may be neces-

. sary, should also be left to be determined by Judicial tribunals (District Collector or Revenue 
Divisional Officer) on proper, adequate and compelling grounds. 

m. (a) The powers now given to the zamindars to collect rent are fairly adequate. 
But after the amending Act of 1934 great difficulty is felt by the zamindars in the matter of 
bringing to sale the holdings of defaulting ryots. The procedure has been made very much 
cumbersome, dilatory and costly. The insistence of payment of sale certificate charges 
hy the purchaser or zamindar, of the publication of sale in the District Gazette and of the 
lo.rge number of notices that are required to he given hy post at every stage, adds to the 
difficulty of hringing the sale a holding not to speak of the heavy charges that ultimately 
fall on the defaulting tenant who might he able to avert the sale at the last stage. The 
procedure may, with advantage be considerably simplified and rendered much less costly. 

IV. (a) The tenant has an indisputable right to have the irrigation works maintained 
in a proper and efficient condition by the zamindar •. but this does not mean that the tenant 
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is relieved of.his liability to do customary .kudimaramat of a recurring character ~ the 
spring channels and otherBpecial classes. of irrigation worke. This right to· irrigation is 
appurtenant to hiB proprietMy right in the cultivable wet landa for which purposes, the 
irrigation worke must be deemed to have been dedicated even at the time of formation ·or 
the village. There oould be no proprietorship of the irrigation worke totally divorced from 
that of the landa. But the proprietorahip of the tenant would ordinarily ·extend only to 
have biB wet landa irrigated with CWlWmary and adequate supply and. no more. The 
zamindari tenants cannot claim any larger rights than the ryotwari tenants. The reeult 
of conceding an exclusive proprietorBhip in the irrigation worke to thezamindaris would be 
to deprive the zamindar of any right therein while throwing the obligation to maintain them.. 
on him. The right of the tenant in the irrigation sources iB more of a proprietMy than 
contractual both in origin and incidents. 

(b) The landholder has no superior rights in the irrigation sources. His righte alse. 
are proprietary to the extent that he can insiBt upon the tenante using the water only for the 
purpose of maturing the crops on the landa in which he is entitled to melvaram interest. 
When the irrigation sources are abandoned and became in fact severed from the ayacut 
by reason of the lands being built upon or other causes, the question of proprietary right.. 
might ariBe, 1 think, the zamindar may be held to be the proprietor in that event, the. 
dedication thereof for the irrigation of the ayacut having lapsed. 

V. (a) 1 think it iB ahsolutely essential to have all the zamindaris surveyed, a record 
of rights prepared, and maintained compulsorily. This will have the effect of rendering the 
rights of the zamindar and the tenant certain and definite and would render many a protract
ed and wasteful litigations nunece.sary. 

(b) The Cjuestion of apportionment of cost would depend upon the circumstances of 
each case. Perhaps the zamindar and tenant might be made to bear it in moieties. 

VI. The zamindars should not be made to demand any levies customary or otherwise 
from ryots in addition to rent. Of course the ryots have to pay the ceases (moiety) payable 
UDder the Local Boards Act. 

VII. (a) I have dealt with tbiB point already in answer to question No. L To the 
tenants should be secured the right of grazing their oattle in the pasture ground of the 
village and in all the waste lands, provided, however, the latter class of lands are not put to· 
cultivation purposes by the zamindar or hiB tenants. The tenants should be at liberty t() 
oollect green manure for their agricultural purposes-and strictly limited to that purpose 
only-from the trees and foreet in the village poramboke-not being the private property 
of the zamindar in hiB capacity otherwise than as zamindar. They must also have facilities 
to out twigs from the village poramboke trees for the purpose of making or repairing agri
cultural implements. 

(b) No cost should be collected from the tenants for these purposes. But care 
must be taken to see that the tenants do not mieuse these rights which should be strictly 
limited to bona fide domestic or agricultural purposes. 
,. (e) Public paths, oommunal lands and hill and forest porambokes are the properly 
of the zamindar as representative of the Government, but the tenants have a right of user· 
over them for the purposes for which, the particular properLies are dedicated from the hill 
and forest porambokes, the tenants may take twigs for making agricultural implements 
or may cut fuel for domestic use only. But the tenants can have and need olaim no mOle 
rights therein or thereto. 

VIII. The chapter relating to the maintenance of irrigation works in the Estates Land 
Aot iB defective in many particulars. For one thing, the section implies an obligation on 
the part of a zamindar to do a particular work and provide for the enforcement thereoC 
by the Distriot Colleotor in the case of a major ilTigation work and by the Revenue Divisional 
Officer in the case of the minor irrigation work &8 the case may be. But in cases where the 
zamindar disputes biB obligation t~ do a partioular item of work it iB very doubtful if the 
Collector or Revenue Divisiona.l Officer has juriBdiotion to adjudge on the question of liability. 
The law has to be rendered clear. The definition of major and minor work also is somewhat 
ohecure. How to determine the ayacut' Is it the direct ayacut alone or does it include 
the ayacut of a reservoir fed by another irrigation work. say a spring or Hood channel. The 
power to prepare estimates and have repair executed, of course after giving an opportunity 
to make the repair has not been frequently exercieed as there iB no co-operation among the 
tenants, in most caees and as the law requires a large majority of them to join in the appli
cation. A lesser body of tenants should be enabled to set the law in motion, making 
suffioient Bafcguards in the Bhape of seourity against frivolous and vexatious applioations. 
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(b) The Provincial Government need han no powers leIIerved to them to do the 
"pairs on default made by the zamindars. The existing law provid ... for the Oolleoto. 
_onring the OO8t of :repairs as estimated and done by them from the zamindars. I think 
this answers the purpose. 

(e) It is not necessary for the Government to exeroise such powers BUO molo. As 
suggested the restriction on the number of tenants that they make an application for repairs 
may be :relaxed. 

lX. No yearly jamabandi is necessary in respect of z&min arrears. But O~lIectors 
and Revenue DivisionaJ Officers may be :requested to keep themselves in close tou~h with 
tho tenantry of zamindaris and their re'1uirements. To do more would have the effeot 
of lessening tbe good and desirable influence of the zamindars over their tenants, that they 
now have in many cases, and to introduce or encourage a spirit of distrust or animosity on 
the part of the tenantry towards the zamindars, which ntight lead to undesirable COIl8ll
quences. 

X. It is true that there are a large cl&88 of farm labourers who have no definite legal 
status now and who form the cultivating tenants in most villages Government as well aa 
zamindari. They are tenants· at will of the pattadars. They can claim no interest in 
the soil and to recognize any fixity of tenure in their case would be to reduce the right 
·of the ryots (pattadars) pro tanto. I do not think it is either poesible or necessary to go on 
creating or recognizing sub-tenants as such a course would lead to a lot of confusion, uncer
tainty of title and discontent. The cultivating tenants are answerable only to the ryot or 
pattadar and can have no rights or lial>ility as against the zamindar as neither a privity of 
cOOntract nor one of estate exists as between them. 

XI. (a) I am of opinion that a special Revenue Tribunal may usefully be constituted 
to hear appeals aga.inst all orders or acts of a. District Colleotor or a Revenue Divisional 
Officer in matters relating to the zaminda.r and tenant. The Board of Revenue as at 
present constituted though manned by officers of oonsiderable revenue experience and rare 
administra.tive a.bility dees not find sufficient time to deal with the appeals in all their 
deta.il-just as a first appellate tribunal should ordinarily be expected to do. 

(b) All cases arising under the Estates Land Aot may profitably be left to be sued or 
decided upon by the Revenue Courts with a right of an appeal only to the Revenue Tribunal 
which decision shall be fina.I. It does not conduce to the economic well being of tha society 
to multiply a.ppea.ls, a.s the chances of getting justice in the a.bstract, beca.rne rarer a8 the 
appella.te tribuna.Is are multiplied. Finality is more desirable and people must be made to 
settle down contented with what justice they could get in the first instance or at best at 
the hands of a. first a.ppellate tribunal. 

XII. (a) The za.minda.r may evict a. tenant from a. place occupied by him unauthorisedly 
by mea.ns of a.n a.pplication made for the purpose before the Revenue Divisional Officer. 
Provision analogous to those of the Ma.dras Land Encroachment Act may be made for the 
purpose. Preparation of record of rights for each village might considerably rcdl!ce com
plaints and unautborized encroachments by tenants. 

(b) The collection of jodi, poruppu, kattuguthakai, etc., from inamda.rs by zamindars 
may be made in the same ma.nner a.s the rent payable by tenants. It would Bot work any 
ha.rdship to enable the zaminda.rs t<) collect these items also just as they collect rent from 
their tenants. 

D. K. V ARADACHABI. 

Memorandum by lIr!r. O. Chengan Pillai, M,L.A., Vallur, Minjur P.O., dated 30th 
November 1937. 

I. (a) The pattadar is the sole proprietor of the soil whether the zafllindar or the 
tenant, wboever may be. 

(b) The tenant has got interest in the land. 

II. (a) The fair and equitable rent of a zamin land is Rs. 4-12--0 for the ht sort per 
acre, Rs. 3-12-0 for the 2nd sort, Rs. 3-4-0 for the 3rd sort and Rs. 2-12-0 for the last 
sort of lands. 

(b) The above fair rent is the right one to collect from the zamins. Rut the 
zamindar collects higher rent than the ryotwa.ri system. Further, there are different 
'sorts of soil in the land and the zamindar collects tax &8 a whole in the firs sort even in 
the lands near canal side. 
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(0) There is no statutory pro'rision at all in the zamindari system for reinission 

4ff rent. 

(d) Yes. Your Honour. I think it is an advisable one to settle the tate cit ilh4f .. 
of rent'for a particular area. When a question o.tises, it is better to leave it to the officer 
or court concerned. 

(e) Yes. Your Honour. The l'l;Ovincial Government should have reserve powers 
to revise or alter or reduce the rents wherever necessary through the Revenue Settlement. 
Officers. 

III. (a) Yes. Your Honour. Powers of collection of rent now given to landlord., 
under the Madras Estates Land Act require revision. 

(b) Vide answer II-a. The answer may kindly be solved in the committee by the
Honourable Members. 

(e) The zamindar has got sole power of holdings in the zamindari systein and 
thb may be transferred to the tenants in the zamindari lands as in the ryotwari system. 

IV. (a) It is a contract of right given by the zamindari to the tenants about the water
supply inherently as being the zamindaraim appurtenant of the lands. 

(b) The zamindar has a superior right in the water-sources in the estates and he· 
has got interest throughout his estate_ 

V. (a) Yes. Your Honour. All the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights 
must be maintained compulsorily. 

(b) Vide answer II-II. 

VI. The zamindat can demand any levies at times if necessary from the tenants in 
addition to the rent. 

VIT. (a) The tenants have no rights and privileges at all to utilize the local natural 
facilities such as grazing the cattle, collection of green manure or wood for agricultural 
purposes. 

(b) There is no inherent rights at all to the tenants to use the poramboke trees for 
their domestic purposes, even if the tenants requested the zamindari. The zamindari 
auctioned the poramboke trees and collected money. The landlord demands extra money 
for their use. 

(e) The zamindar has all the rights as regards the public paths communal roads
and hill and poramboke. 

vm. (a) Civil Court has got rights for the purpose of maintaining irrigation sourceS" 
and work'l. 

(b) If the zamindari fails to undertake the responsibility to repair or maintenance' 
of irrigation works, then the tenants has got right to vest then: power to the Provincial 
Government to undertake it. 

(0) Yes. Your Honour. The powers must be given to the Government, if on 
applic~tion by the tenants. 

IX. Yes, Your Honour. The tenants in the zamindari system require necessarilv 
the yearly jamabandi as in the case of ryotwari villages. -

X. (l) The zamindar has got sole right to give patts to the under-tenants. 

(Il) The zamindar gets his whole power as one patta throughout his estates from 
the Provincial Government and divides into many as sub-tenants. 

XI. (a) Yes. Your Honour. There should be constituted the Board of Revenue 
between the landlord and the tenants for the final appelJate of the ryots. 

(b) The action and proceedings between landlords and tenants should be tried iD 
the special courts. 

XII. (a) There are no reliefs and remedies for the tenants to which the zamindar 
is entitled in respeCt of unauthorized occupation of lands. 

(b) Yes, YoUr Honour. All jodi, poruppa, kaUubadi require revision from inamdsrL. 

m-22A. .' 
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I have the honour to submit that the above &llllWerB are collected from the zamiD 
lands of Attipattu. Visbur. Nappalayam and Edayancbavadi. The following gentlemeQ 
fwnisbed the information before me. 

ll.RRy. Kompallee Beahayya Avarga!. 
.. Kuppanna Mudaliyar Avargal. 
.. Subba Reddiyar Avargal. 
.. Govinda Pill&i A varga!. 
.. Balu Mudaliyar. 

. The Hon'ble Revenue Minister is requested to send this reply to the members of the 
eommittea as I have no address of the Hon·ble llembers in the committee. 

O. CBBNGAN pu,r.u. M.L.A. 

An intimate study Into the zamindarl estates by M.R.Ry. Gadde Rangana Naldu 
Garo, Member, LeglslaUve Assembly, and CounCillor, Corporation of Madras. 

The tyranny of zamindara in our country has heen proverbial. It is a matter of 
ilOmmon knowledge that zamindars are tyrants and terror to the villagers in general &nd 
to the ryots and labourers in particular. The ryots and the labourers are generallYvery 
]IOor and most of them illiterate. The exorbitant amount of money which is collected 
from these poor men by the zamindars is not spent in the interest anrl welfare of the poor 
ryots, but. in most cases, ntiliaed on personal comforts and luxuries of the zamindars. In 
short, the poor ryots in zamindari estates are treated muoh WOrEe than dumb driven cattle 
and subjected to humiliations inconceivable. 

I can claim to know intimately the most ikplorable plight of the poor ryots and 
labourers in these estates, my family having been a zamindari ryot for the past six 
generatiOns in Gampalagudam estate, Tiruvur taluk. Kistna district. . 

On my way from Calcutta after attending the All-India Congress Committee session 
in October last, I had tht: opportunity to tour in the Kistna distriot and I availed myself 
·of the opportunity to visit many zamindari estates in the distriot with the sole intention 
of acquiring a more accurate knowledge of the condition of the ryots and labourers at 
present. I took special care to visit the Estates in the Tiruvur taluk, my ancestral place. 

To quote a conorete incidences during this tour I must be specific a bout a particular 
estate. The Tiruvur taluk.con.~ists of ahout ninety villages. Excepting the Gampalagndam 
estate, the other estates are very small, propdetary and inamdari villagf's. This taluk is 
situated at the northern end of the Kistna district bordering on the Hyderabad State. 
It must be said that this taluk is backward in many directions and hNl not heen keeping 
pace with the modern times. Most of the people are illiterate. One sad feature, however. 
is that (though this may not be new so far as vested interests are conoorned) mObt of the 
~amindars do not allow the ryots to join the Congress Party or f..rm thnlJlStlhes into an 
.association. Th .. y are in short, practically shut out from the outside world and politics. 

During the course of my tour, the ryots and labourers flocked round me and requested 
me in one voice to visit every village and to deliver lectures and educate the poor tyota 
on their liberties and rights, whkh have been denied to them for 00 long a time. I 
accordingly delivered lectureR in four centres, whioh were well attended and dealt with 
a varied range of subjects concerning the ryots and labourers including tbe work of the 
{lengres" Party, the Prohibition scheme, the Agricultural D.·bt Relief Bill, which are 
fortunately engaging the serious attention of the Government today. 

After attending the Kistna District Ryots' Conference held at Gannavaram on the 
22nd and 23rd November 1937, I again, with some of the We~t K'.tna District C"ngresa 
leaders, toured round the district. With party I visited • Chittela' a villago in Gampala. 
gudam estate on the 27th Novemher. The ryots aud labourers explain",1 to us their 
difficulties and hardships and showed great inclination and enthusiasm to joiu the Congress 
and form ryots and labourers' association. 

The zamindar of this estate, to be speoifio possesses, forest.s, wAAtf' lands, village tanks 
and burial grounds, in addition to which he owns • kamatham' lanw. in nv,,.y "illage of 
the estate. He has been in the habit of extracting forced free labour from the poor 
labourers and paying them unjustifiably low wages. The daily wages p,,;rl to the labourer 
by this zamindar to work in this fi ,Id is a measure of paddy per m,.n () ",lie and t 
measure for a woman, whereas the labourers gat from the ryots three m~ .. ures foJr a man 
-coolie and two measures for a. woman per day. Naturally therefore. the labourer!! wanted 
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.and even insisted that the za.mindar should enhanoe the rate, i.e., to pay wages iil par with 
.what they would get from the ryots~ But the zamindar would not concede to thia 
.reaaona.ble request.' , 

The guardian of the Gampalagudam (minor) Za.mindar, Mr. Kotagiri Jaga.nnatha 
'Rayanam G&rl', came to the vi11a.ge and cam}:ed there for about three days. After we 
'left the villa.ge on the 29th evening the cattle of the ryots and labourer. returning from the 
fields after the day's work were taken 'by the zamindar's servants to his pillory pound for 
no fa.ult. This must be done with the intention of breaking the unity and concord obtain

,ing amongst the poor labourers and ryots. The owners of the ca.ttle when they approached 
the guardian were it sooms, threatened. "The Congress party has left the place, wha.t 
are you going to do now 1 will they help you for ever 1 Uuless you all give me a written 
agreement to serve for me for ever I will not relea.se your cattle." The poor ryots and 
,labourers actuated by a sense of fairplay and a realisation that their privileges and rights 
· are wantouly a.nd grossly violated, refused to yield to this harassment. And they sent 
for me on the same night whAn I W8o8 in my Village. Muahtikutla., 3 miles from Chittela., But 
· on my return on the 30th November I was surprued to see that the zamindar's guardian 
had released the cattle that morning unconditionaJIy and left the village., The zamindar's 
guardian sent an agent to Chittela Rama Narasimham Garu, who promised to the 
labourers in my presence that they would never more be hara.ssed and that they would 

· be paid wages in part with what they get from the ryots of the villages. He a1:;o assured 
me tbat he is not against the ryots joining the Congress, or forming an association. This 
is the biggost zamindari estate in the taluk. After my two vhlits to Gampalagudam 

,estate I have lost what little faith I had about this estate. The zamindar's adopted son 
Mr. Venkatakrishna Roo Garu is a staunch Congress man, who has courted imprlllonment 
thrice during the oivil disobedience days. Perhaps it was because that he did not like 

. the tyrannical traditions built up around these zamindari e!ta.tes that he handed over his 
-estate to his minor sons and wife and kept himself alo"f from the infuction of this tyra.nny. 
'The guardian is also one who is asympatbiser of the Congress and its ideals. It is 
'therefore all the more surprising to me that in an estate under his management such 
'humiliating state of affairs should be encol'raged. 

In my humble opinion, upless this zaminclari system in our oJuntry is completely 
~rascd out of existence, there will be no salvation for the suffering ryots and labourers. 
I would therd"re appeal to the umindarl Enquiry Committee con-t.tllted f.v . he Govern
ment to see that this system, which has nourished tyranny and cruelty in its breast, is done 
away with, or in the alternative to pt1ll out the venomous teeth from the z unindars, i.e., 
to d'lprive the umindars of all such rights, which they have been misusing fur a l"n6 time 
:P808t. 

For this purpose, forests, waste lands, village tauks and burial grounds should be 
taken away from the sole p Hsesdion 'of Z!Lmindars and entrusting to the sole enjoyment 
of the villagers, as these lands were meant from time immemorial for the oommon use of 
the villagers. The' kamatham' lands also should be taken away from the za.mindars, 
by which weapon the ryots and labourers are hara.ssed during plantation and harvest 
lIIlasons. The work of colleotion of revenues should be taken up by the Govurllment, who' , 
must disburse the revenue in the right way after maki.lg due deductions, for pesh-ka.sh 
and colleotion oharges. 

By these alone can tyranny and outrage be stopped and the poor victims s .. ved from 
the cruul olutches of selo...h zaminda.re. 

This method of reorganisation of the n mindari eltates, as suggested above, may be 
misoonstrued by some as bordering on a puoca S"cialistio state of aff .. irs. But I may tell 
suoh p~rBons that after my somewha.t exhauitivo tour f"r the lait tw" months. after studying 

,this quostion stock and barrel, aad scuing for myself the difli)ulties and harddhips under
gone by the poor ryots and la.bourers, I had to conf0ss, a great chaJlge has come oVur me and 
.I strongly f""l that Ut1IIMS thi.! q,~.).tion is sa.ti.fa.otorily tackled by the Govurnment, the 
condition of the exploited ryots would become much worse. 

G. RurQIAJI NAIDll'. 

Memorandum by M.B.By. Boo Bahadur P. T. Srlnlvasacharl Avargal, B.A., B.L., 
Colleotor and District Magistrate (BeUred), Trlpl1caoe, daled 19th Noveml:t:r 1937. 

I (al. I am inclined to think that the landholder and the ryot are co-owners and 
neither of them oan cltum to be the sole proprietor of the soil. Tae right of ocoupancy 
is vested in the ryot who subject to the p"yment ofthe stipulated rent can use the land in 

· hiB holding in BOJl manner which does not materially impair the value of the land or 
render it unfit for agrioultural purpOlles. He oan sell, sublet, mortgage or otherwise 



· 'b'ansfer his land. H .. is also entitled to the mineralennlell8 these were expre88ly reserved. 
by the landholder. On the part of the landholder he is entitled to the stipulated ren~. 
He has the power to reserve mineral rights when admitting a ryot into p08888sion. He 
has also the power to eject a ryot who has so dealt with the land in his holding as to 
alter its character as agricultural land. I am aware that the reference to landholders a.a 
proprietors of land end the use of the words proprietary possession in the sanads and 
the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV of 1802 have given rise to the view that 
the landholder is the sole proprietor of the soil. I think this is erroneous. From para
graph 37 at page 703, Volume II of the Fifth Repnrt of the Select Committ...e on the 
affairs of the Ea.at India Company (Reprinted by Me8llrs. Higginbotham & Co.), it will 
be seen that the proprietary right of the umindar is no more than the right to oollect 
from the cultivator the rent which custom had established as the right of Government. 
The same view was expressed by Bakewell, J., in 29 M.L.J., page 389. He observes:
.. the words 'proprietors of land' and 'proprieta.ry possesaion' have a technical 
signifioance in the (Permanent Sett!em~nt) Regulation and • prcprietary POB~saion' 
has been explained by their Lordships of the Privy Council to mean the possession and 
rights of a proprietor in the technical sense in which the word is used, viz., the person who 
pays rent immediately to Government (OlaJap]JlI OheUi v. Arbuthnot) I.L.R. I.A., page 
306." 

U further authority is required I would invite attention to the follOWing statement 
at page 523, Volume I, Baden Powell's Land Revenue System in British India :_ 

.. No one intended to make the zamindar an absolute owner of anything but to give 
him a certain estate in land and that limited by a due observance of the rights ofsubordinate 
holders and cultivators." 

There is thus abundant authority in support of the view that the landholder and the 
ryot are co-owners of the land in the holding of the ryot. In this connection, I would 
invite attention to the serious disadv&ntages under which the ryot labours when he wants 
to work for minerals owned by him. If minerals are worked the land must necessarily 
become unfit for agricultural purposes and the ryot would then be liable to be ejected under 
section 151 of the Estates Land Act. I am unable to find any justification for such a drastio 
provision. If it is w)rth while for the ryot to retain the land for mining operations 
he will continue to pay the rent. Otherwise he will relinquish it in which Case it is open to 
the landholder to claim damages under sJction 151. E,ther way the landholders' interests 
do not suffdr and there is no neJd for the handicap that the eXisting law imposes on the 
ryot. This point may be considered when the Act is next taken up for amendment. 

n. (a) and (b) In regard to the payment to be made for land in his holding an 
estate ryot is in t.he same position as a Government ryotwari ryot. What the former 
pays to bis landholder is termed' Rent' and what the latter pays to Government is termed 
, Revenue.' When the zamindar was interposed between the state and the ryots, it was 
not intended that tbe zamindar could levy any amount that he pleased. On the contrary 
it was clearly the intention that ouly the rent which custom had established as the right 
of Government should be collected by the zamindar. Please see paragraph 37 at page 
703 of the Fifth Report of the Select Committee. '.rhe rent on zamin land should therefore 
correspond to the assessment on similar ryotwari land. The principle to be followed in 
fixing the rate be it of rent or assessment, is that it sbould be so ligbt a.a to leave a 
reasonable surplus to the ryot whetber he-

(i) sublet the land, 
(il) cultivated it himself by employing hired labour, or 
(iii) as in the case of a peasant proprietor oultivated the land also doing the 

labour himself. 

Therefore in calculating tbe net income of the ryot on whk-h rent or assessment sbould 
be based allowance should be made for the cost of labour and otber cultivation expenses, 
interest on stock and farmer's profits which should be sufficient for the subsistence of the 
farmer's family according to the standard of comfort prevailing in the clasa to which he 
belongs. Tbe' Rent' or ' Assessment' as the case may be should not exceed balf tbe net 
income so arrived at. The existing ryotwari rates of assessment are found to be oppressive 
because the grain outtum wb ioh forms the main factor in olassifying lands was not correctly 
calculated, suffioient allowance has not been made for the items mentioned above and the 
rates themselves have been periodically increased without regard to realities and the 
economic condition of tbe ryot. Even so these rates are on the whole much ligbter tban 
the rates prevailing in zamindaries. Any attempt to revise ryotwari rates so a.a to equalize 
them and place them on equitable basis is bound to take time and relief to the Estate ryot 
yho is gro&ning under a much heavier burden tha~ ~ compeer cannot be deferred till 



. then. Immediate relief must be given to the Estate ryots by bringing down the rates 
-of rent to the level of the ryotwari _ament on similar Ia.nds in the neigh bouring GoverD-. 
ment Taluk; This would require legislation. Gener&! power may be taken to fix estate 
rents as suggestsd above so that whenever tbe ryotwari rates are revised those revised 
rates will a1)tomaticaIly apply to Estate Ia.nds &!SO. My suggestion that ryotwari rates. 
should be adopted in the case of Estates would involve a classification of Estate lands but 
I am afraid this cannot be helped if they are to be assessed fairly and e'iuitably. In fact 
there was a proposal 80me years ago t6" classify Estate lands but it was abandoned for 
financial reasons. The classification need not be scientific. A rough classification wiil 
serve the purpose. 

While on this subject I would strongly urge that the practice of I(wying rent in kind 
be done away with and provision made for compulsory commutation of rent in kind into 
cash payment. For, in fairly well developed tracts a grain collection becomes intolerable 
and there is noth ing to recommend it, 

" It is a source of never-ending dispute; it is extremely difficult for the State officer 
to manage. It affords the maximum opportuuity to the cultivator to pilfer and conce&! 
on the one side, and to the officials and their satellites to peoulate and extort on the other. 
Moreover when grain markets were well established and values rise the one party or other 
suffers; a very slight accident may in reality double the assessment. The actual history 
of districts has shown that gradually, hy the action of the people themselves grain rates 
invariably, if slowly, give way to cash rates." 

(Page 278, Volume I, Baden Powell's Land Revenue System in BritiRh India.) 
In this connection I would invite attention to Sir G. S. Forbes' speech on 'commu" 

tation ' in the Legislative Council when the Estate Land Bill was discussed. 
Rent in kind whether it be by division of produce or in the shape of fixed grain rent 

is economically unsound. It is archaic and unsuited to the modern conditions and it is 
high time that it was aboliohed. The objection usually urged by landholders is that they 
require grain for their hous, hold and other purposes. The answer is that they can have 
the grain they require from tbeir Pannai or private land and if the supply from tbis source 
is found insufficient they must make it up J:.y purchasing in the open market. This is 
certainly preferable to perpetuating the most objectionable practice of levying rent in 
kind. 

One other allied sul:ject is whether Estate rente should he unaltsrable and fixed 
for ever or be liable to periodical revision. This will be dealt with in the answer to sub
clause (d) of the c,uestion. 

(e) As I have already stated the position of a zamindari ryot is analogous to that 
of a Government ryot and conRequ6ntly all the incidents that are attacbed to ryotwari 
holdings should apply also to Estates lands. Grant of remission is one such incident. 
Although in the cm;e of ryotwari holdings grant of remission is theoretically considered to 
be an act of gract', it has come to stay as a permanent feature. Soon aft"r tbe introduction 
of wbat is popu larly known as "Montford" reforms an attempt. was made to codify the 
principle. of Land Revenue Settlement and in the dr..ft bill tbat wa.s t.ben prepared, I 
helievo, provi.ion was made for tbe p;rant of remission. The Government remission rules ' 
whirb arc embodied in the Board'. Standing Orders a.re in my opinion generally adequate 
provided th"y are worked in a liberal spirit. They may be extended to Estate lan(k There 
are, however. likely to be pra~tical diffioulties in working any remission ruleS in Estate 
without proper safeguards. The difficulties I refer to are mostly ndministmth'e due to 
the lack of a reliable agency wbicb ran be trusted to work the rules properly. In Govern
Dumt ta-Iuks we have a well-organized stn-ff wbose dut.y it is to make timely inspection of 
all remi .. ion cases. The karnam makes t he first inspection and records his notes in the 
Adan!!al. Thef'e are checked by the Revenue Inspector and over-checked by the Tahs'ldar. 
The Revenue Divisional Offioor also is expected to inspect a fair percentage of these CMCS. 

Ryots are required to submit applications before a prescribed date but no Tahsildar who 
is worth his salt would wait, for these applications. He would plan his tours before
hand wit h reference to the seasonal condit icns so as to enable him to visit almost all the 
affected villages in right time. In estates unfortunately the staff iSonot properly organized. 
Their officers are not only iIl·paid but also irregularly paid and most of them are corrupt. 
There is little or no supervision over their work. Even in Government taluks the remission 
rul"" are sometimes not worked in the spirit in wbich they ought to be. Cases are not 
infrequent where a Tahsildar records a crop that is &!most oompletely lost as a four-anna 
or six-anna orop with a view to avoid the grant of remission lest he might be taken to task 
by higher authorities for a fall in t11& Revenue demand of his taluk or put down for a weak 
officer. While so what can be expected from the Estate Officials whose retention in the 
Estate Service is eontingent on their not incurring the displeasure of thsir masters. If. 
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therefore, remission rules are to work in Estates at leaSt II'! well 88 they do in Governmen~' 
_ provision shcn.ld he made for the employment of a ftlliable agenoy to do the inspeotioll' 
work and Jl8B8 correct orders in remi88ion 088IlI\. POBBibly the Government stat! may be
deputed for this purpose their 008t during the period of such employment being borne· 
by !he Zamindsr. Some such safeguard seems neoessary or otherwise the remission rules' 
are likely to be reduced to a dead letter. I oonsider that statutory provision for remission' 
of rent on the principles and with the safeguards suggested above is n6llP8ll&rY. Also In 
fairness to the landholder it should be provided that whenever remission of rent is granted 
the landholder would be entitled to a proportionate reduction of his pesbkush. 

(d) I am for fixing the rates of rent on Estate lands onoe for all. From my answer 
to clauses (a) and (b) supra it might be seen that In my opinion Estate lauds should be
cJassified and assessed like Government ryotwari lands. The rates in both 088IlI\ should 
ordinarily be permanent and not liable to periodical revision. That such was tbe intention. 
in the case of Government lands at the time of the introduction of the ryotwari settlement 
is clear from G.O. No. 241, dated 8th. February 1862, Secretary of States' despatch, dated 
9th July 1862 and Board's Proceedings No. 6369, dated 8th September 1868. Subse
quently, however, periodical revision was introduced in utter disregard of the earlier decla. 
rations and pledges and the Board had to resort to special pleading to justify the ohange 
of policy. Please see Board's Proceedings printed in the Land Revenue Polioy of Govern
ment of India issued during the Vioeroyalty of Lord Curzon. Whitehall was mainly res
ponsible for this change of front. In his despatch of 1862 the Secretary of State had sent· 
out orders directing that a rull, fair and equitable _ment must be imposed on all lands 
under a temporary settlement and that wherever this had heen done a permanent settlement 
might be made. But when the Board recommended permanent settlement with the right 
to alter the water·rates on irrigated lands acoording to circumstances, the Secretary of 
State vetoed tbe Board's proposals owing to the rise in the prioe of food produoe and the. 
ogitation wkicA was 8tarted in E'l/fIland for the appropriation for 'llational purp08etJ of the un
earned increment in the rent value of land. The intention of the present Government 88 I' 
gather seems to be to fix the rates pennanently and do away witb periodical re-settlements. 
The same policy should apply to Estate lands also. In fact according to the interpretation 
of eminent authorities the principles underlying zamindari settlement contemplated 
this. In paragraph 37 of his report at page 703 of Volume U of the Fifth Report of the 
Select Committee (Reprintt'd by Messrs. HigginhoLhams & Co.), Mr. Hodgson after pointing 
out that the proprietary right of zamindars is no more than the right to collect from the 
cultivators that rent which custom has established &8 the right of Government observes 
&8 follows :-

" The benefit arising from this right is confined first to an extension of the amount, 
not of the rate of the customary rent (but) by an increase of cultivation; secondly to a 
profit in dealings in grain when the rent may be rendered in kind; thirdly to a change from 
an inferior to a superior kind of culture arising out of a mutual understanding of their . 
interest between the cultivator and the proprietor." 

(e) For the purpose of settling the fieldwar rent in estates, I would follow the pro
oedure obtaining in the ryotwl!ri areas. A Special Officer of Government may be deputed' 
to fix the rates. He should prepare a preliminary report and publisb a summary of it 
and invite criticisms. On receipt of objections, if any, he should submit his fino.I report 
to Government for orders through the Collector of the district and the Board of Revenue. 
As the rates will be the same &8 those ohtaining on similar ryotwari lands in neigh bouring 
Government taluks, objections from the parties interested will be confined to the classifi
cation adopted for fixing the rates. In this respect the Special Officer's report should 
be full and complete to enable Government to deal with the objection adequately. The. 
orders of Government must be final and not liable to he challenged in a Court of Law. 
This generally is the procedure I would suggest. Details may be worked out later if the 
general principles are approved. The above proposals would neceBBitate compulsory 
survey and preparation of a record of righte a subject dealt with in question V infra. 

m. (a) & (6) Und~ section 77 of the Estates Land Act a landholder may recover 
arrears of rent by suit before the Collector, by distraint and sale of movable property or 
by sale of ryots' holding. The exchange of patta and muohilikA is a condition precedent;. 
to the exercise of the last two powers just above mentioned (section 77-A). Suit for' 
arrears of rent must be filed within three years of the date on which rent became due. 
Where the suit has heen decreed all previous proceedings for distraint of movables or sale· 
of holding must be stopped (section 77-E). This section by implication seelll8 to lead to. 
the anomalous position that where the suit has heen dismissed the landholder might. 
proceed with the distraint and sale which is absurd. Of course this could not have been. 
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the intention of the Legislature and the sectionseem8 to have heen not happily worded. 
Apart from this, I am unable to see the need for giving the landholder the right of suit. 
In Government villages proceedings are taken against the movable and immovable 
properties of the defaulter and any amount remaining unrealized after their sale' is 
eventua.lly written off as irrecoverable. This procedure should ;r think be adopted in 
estates also with a few modifications which I will indicate later . 

• • 
As a result of the landholder possessing the right to sue what invariably happens in 

estates is the landholder after obtaining a decree brings to sale all tbe movable and immov. 
able properties of the judgment debtor and for the balance due seeks to deprive the debtor 
of his subsequent acquisitions by keeping the decree alive for tbe statutory period of \2 

. years and thus reduces him to an abject state of penury. Not content with this the land-
holder even goos to tbe length of obtaining a warrant for the personaJ arrest of the defaulter 
in the expeotation that some well-to-do relation or friend of his would settle the dues and 
obtain his release. . In my opinion this right of suit is the worst feature of the existing 
law. On the one hand it makes tbe landholder apathetic and lethargic and on the other 
it. saddles the ryot witb exorbitant costs and reduces him to a. deplorable oondition. If 
the landholder takes prompt steps for tbe realization of his rent by the summary remedies 
allowed by law there should be no necessity for him to resort to a suit. If eVen after the 
sale of the defaulter's movable property and holding tbere is still a balance of rent left 
the irresistible conclusion is that tbe bolding is ra.ck-rented and in suoh 08ses it is but 
reasonable that the unreaJised amount should be written off. I would therefore bar suits 
and oonfine the landholders' remedy to saJe of movable property including of oourse the 
produce of the holding on wh icb arrears have &COrued and to the sale of the holding itself. 
No other movable property of the defaulter should be liable. Even as regards distraint 
I was at first inclined to restrict it to the produce of the holding on which rent has f&lJen 
in arrears but on further consideration I have thought it desirable to let the existing pro
vision stand firstly because it might sometimes be· difficult to follow the produce where 
it has left the field or threshing floor and seoondly hecause the ryot himself would prefer 
to have his other movable property also distrained before the holding to which he is so 
tenaciously atta.ched and wh ich he regards as a vaJuable possession is touched. If a.a 
suggested above, the landholder's remedy is confined to distraint and sale of the default..rs' 
movable property and the sale of the holding on whioh rent is due any amount remaining 
unreaJized after these processes have been exhausted must necessarily be written off and 
oan never after be reoovered because under section 77-D distraint can be only for rent 
which has &Ccrued due within the 12 months preceding the demand and under section 112 
notice of the intention to sell a holding must he delivered to the Collector within one year 
from the end of the revenue year for which the arrear is due. However when the Act is 
next amended it Dl&y be Dl&de olear that any amount ou.tstanding after the movable pro
perty of the defaulter and the holding on which the rent was due have been sold shall be 
written off and never after be recoverable. Of oourse this does not preclude the landholder 
from reoovering such amount as premium under section 25 when after purchasing the land 
himself under section 120-A (2) he admits a ryot into possession thereof. One other 
matter requiring oonsideration is whether there should be an exchange of patta and I 
muchilika before a landholder can resort to the summary remedy for recovering rent. 
Section 77-A of the Estates Land Act lays down that a landholder cannot Proceed against 
the movable property or the holding of the defaulter unless he shall have exchanged a 
patta and muchilika with him or tendered him such a patte. as he was hound to accept 
or unless a vaJid patta or muchilika continues in force. I think there is no object in in
sisting on the conditions so far as the holding on which rent is due and the produce thereon 
are concerned because rent being a first charge on them they are aJways liable whosoever 
be the registered holder, the actuaJ owner or person in possession thereof. The condition 
may therefore be dispensed with except where the landholder seeks to distrain movahle 
property other than the produce of the holding on which rent is due. This relaxation 
of the provision in section 77-A sooms desirable also in view of my proposal to bar suit. 
for recovery of rent. 

(e) The rulee regarding the distraint and we of movables are simple enough. The 
procedure prescribed for the Bale of the holding is rather elahorate but this caMOt be helped 
haviog rego.rd to the fact th&t the ryot holds hiB land dear. 1 would however make it 
olea.r that the demand under section 78 and the notice under section 112 should inclUde 
all the instalments that have become due up to the date of demand or notice as the case 
may be. And in the dispcsaJ .of the surplus proceeds of the saJe of movables (section 106) 
I would provide thall any rent due between the date of demand and the date of saJe be 
paId to the landholder unless it is disputed by t,he ryot in which case his ohjection shall 
be dealt with as an ~ppliC&tion and disposed of by the Collector after such enquiry as he 
may deem fit. Similar provision is contained in section 127 (2) (0) in regard to tbe surplus 
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sale-proceeds of a holding except that the dispute in this _ is required to be registel-ed 
&8 a suit. Here ah!o the objection may be dealt with &8 an application instead of &8 .. suit. 
It seema hardly worth while to treat it &8 a suit. 

IV. (a) '" (6) The nature of the rights of ryotwati ryots to irrigate their lands from 
Government works has been the subject of lege.l deoisions in a few oa.&e8. 

In Kistna Ayyar II. Venkate.chala Mudali, 7, M.H.C.R., page 60, Innes J., W&8 of 
opinion that having regard to the relations between Government and their ryots there could 
be on question of easement and that the right to a supply of water which a ryot O<K'Upying 
wet lands enjoys should be placed on the footing of contract. This view was accepted in 
I.L.R. 24, Madras, page 36. In I.L.R. 31, Madras, page In, however, the High Court re
frained from giving a definite ruling on the point because they did not considel it necessary 
for the purpose of the case before them to decide it. In oonnection with the right of Govern
ment to introduce their water into irrigation works in proprietary estates without obtaining 
the consent of the proprietor the late Mr. Powell when he was Government Pleader gave 
the following opinion ;-

" Now that it has been held by the High Court that a Zamindar and his tenants 
are co-cwners, I cannot see how a Zamindar can object to water being brought upon his 
lands if his tenants wish for it and are prepared to pay for it. The tenants are entitled 
to cultivate the land in such a ma.J1ner as to make it more remunerative provided they do 
net alter its character as agriculture.l land. In doing so they would certainly be entitled 
to bring cart-loads of manure npon the land. It seems to me tbey are equally entitled 
to bring water upon it and irrigate it. Whether they can store it in the Zamindari tanks 
is a mere question of decree." 
It is an admitted fact that the holders of wet lands possess the right to a snpply of water 
from the inigation work of which tbe lands form the ayacut. This right to irrigation 
runs with the land and can be exercised by anyone who becomes the owner of the land. 
In this sense it is apFurtenant to the land. In another sense it is contractual because 
the landholder is bound to maintain the irrigation works in his estate in a state of repair 
and the ryots can insist upon this. The ayacutdars can also object to the landholders' 
increasing the wet ayacut by bringing in additional land if the requiremente of the existing 
ayal'Ut are likely to suffer thereby. The landholder must therefore obtain the ryots' oon· 
sent unless he can establish that the supply is more than sufficient for the reasonable require
ments of the existing aye.cut, that the excess is running to waste and that the ryots are 
witbholding their consent wilfully and without suffioient cause. The Zamindars and the 
ayacut ryots Are jointly interested in the irrigation work. While the Zamindar is bound 
to maintain it the ryots also are bound to perform kudintaramat for its up-keep. The 
fact that subsidiary rights such. as fishery, eto., are exereised by one party or the other does 
not affect the question. In some ca.ses the Zamindar enjoys fishery and such other rights 
and in others these righte are enjoyed by the ryots themselves. This is It. matter depend
ing entirely on locaJ usage or oustom. 

I have 80 far dee.lt with irrigation works. As regards natural sourcee luoh as rivers, 
streams, etc., it was at one time thought that they were not included in the grant of the 
Estate and therefore the Government and not the Zamindar was the owner thereof, e.g., 
in the case reported in 29 M.L.J., page 389 Oldfield J. observes that the rule that Crown 
grants should be constrained h<-~ficially to Government applies to permanent settlement 
sanads; that neither the sa.nad nor-the conduct of Government officials justifies the view 
that the ownership of water in natura.l stream which adjoin zamindaries was granted 
to the Zamindars ; and that there is no evidence of anything approaching a plenary grant 
of rivers and the one statement regarding irrigation works in the instructions to Collectors 
refers only to tanks and water-courses appurtenant to them and not to rivers. The same 
view was expressed by Bakewell J. Later decisions however have recognized ownerabip 
based on riparian rights. It is now settled law that as between Government and land
holder, the landholder is the owner of rivers, etc., both banks of which are situated in hia 
estate and in respect of rivers only one bank of which is situated in the estate his ownership 
extends up to the midstream. (In passing I may observe t-hat these decisions have placed 
Government in a very inconvenient position and have rendered it impossible for them to 
utilize the natural water courses for the best interests of the country I am glad that another 
Committee appointed by the present Government have recommended the enactment of 
an irrigation law and in that connexioD..have referred to the Bill of 1924 which was thrown 
out by the Justice Party. I may claim to be the author of that ill·fated Bill and when the 
present Governmfnt take up the question I hope I shall have an occa.sion to say more on 
the subject.) These rights are conceded to the landholder as representing the body of 
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ryot-Vide the observations of Abdur Rahim J. in 33 M.L.J., page 415. In I.L.R. 7, 
Bombay, page 209, it has been held that the right to the enjoyment of the water of a river 
belongs to tbe occupant of the river bank whatever may be the nature of his tenancy. 
Apart from these legal pronouncements the instructions to Collectors issued at the time 
of the introduotion of the permanent settlement are clear that the intention of tbe Govern
ment was that the resources of the Estates should be developed and utilized for the benefit 
of the ryots of the Estate. This is an obligation cast upon the landholders and if the IMld· 
holder owing to lack of meMl8 or other cause is unable to take adVMltage of the resources 
of the Estate the ryot must.natura.lly look to the Government to step in. 

V. (a) til (b) I have anticipated this question in my answer to question II. For the 
reason therein given I am of opinion that estates 81wu/d be surveyed aM II record oJ right. 
prepared compiJ.lBorily. The apportionment of cost incurred on account of these proceecl· 
ings is governed by section 180 of the Estates Land Act. For the purpose of fixing th. 
proportion of cost to be borne by the parties interested lands in an estate may be divided 
into (a) occupied and (b) unoccupied, the latter including waste lands, hills, forests and such 
others; occupied lands should be further divided into (i) lands in which the right of occupancy 
exists including minor inams whether of pre_ttlement or post.settlement origin and 
(ii) lands in which no such right exists such as Pannai lands and lands in the possession of 
trespasser, eto. Item (i) above should be further subdivided into Irrigated and Unirrigated. 
This further subdivision is necessary because the record of irrigation rights involves 
extra trouble and expenditure. The cost incurred on account of waste lands, hills, forests, 
etc., and lands in which no occupancy right exists should be borne wholly by the land
holder and in regard to other lands he should bear a moiety of the cost, the other moie~y 
being borne by the ryots and inamdars concerned. In distributing this moiety, the portion 
relating to irrigated lands should be separated from that relating to unirrigated lands and 
the portion of each of these two groups should be distributed among the holders of land 
oomprising it in proportion to the extent of land held by each of them. 

Any contribution made in the shape of providing labour, etc., should be set off against 
the amount due from the person or persons who made the contribution. 

VI. My answer to this question is an emphatio negative. In the minute of the 
Governor-General, dated 3rd February 1790, it is distinctly stated that the Zamindars 
neither now llor ever could possess a right to impose taxes or cobwebs upon theryots ; that no 
Zamindar can have the right to impose new taxes on the land in cultivation; and that the 
rent of an estate can only be raised by inducing the ryot to cultivate the more valuable 
articles of produce and to clear the extensive tracts of waste land which are to be found 
in almost every Zamindari-pag€B 616 and 616, Volume I, Fifth Report of the Select 
Committee. The Estates Land Act also prohibits the levy by landholder of any amount in 
addition to the rent lawfully payable (sections 135 and 136) and section 3 (11) defines 
• Rent' as whatever is legally payable in money or in kind or in both for the use and 
ocoupation of land for agrioultural purposes. I know that taking &helter under the words 
"lawfully payable" some landholders have been levying extra fees on the plea of custom or 
usage. ThesE'levies have gained the sanotion of oustom because ryots failed owing to· f 
lOme reason or other to challenge and resist them when they were first impo@ed. The 
following extract from page 421, Volume I of Badon Powell's Land Revenue System in 
British India states the pOSition correctly :-

.. The good intentions of the Government as to freeing the ryots from liability to 
vexatious oeBBes imp"sed by the Zamindars for their own benefit were never 
oarried out at least fully. Even at the present day such cesses are paid by the 
ryots partly under the inexorable bond of oustom and partly from a sense of 
helplessness. For, though the authorities would at once decide against the 
exaction, still the Zamindar could always either conceal the fact or col Qor it in 
some way or make things so unpleasant for the ryot that he would rather pay 
and hold his tongue. " 

Such illegal oosses as are inoidental to the system of payment of rent in kind will automati
oally disappear if my suggestion that rent in kind be compulsorily converted into cash 
payment is approved. 

VII. (a) til (b) Regarding the rights referred to in clauses (a) and (b) the practice in 
estates is by no means uniform and even in the same estate it varies in different localities. 
In some estates ryots are required to pay a fee while in others they enjoy these rights free. 
Tne origin of the free exercise of the rights may be traced to village .ystems which obtained 
even in p3rmanent .... tates and under which the body of ryots belonging to a village or group 
of vil:ages enjoyed the waste lands in common. This system continued until diaruption set 
in owing to feuds and faotions among the villagers. As village system became extinct the 
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Iandholders l<>st n<> time in &ITOgating to themselves the right of village committees. Some 
benevolent landholders, however, ccntinued to the ry<·ts th .. ir old privill"geto at least in part 
if no~ i1' full while othels refused t<' recognize them ,m the gr.rund that they (the prc.prietors) 
were the sole owners of all waste lands which were included in the grant. E\idently they 
ignored the fact that waste I ands were included in the grant with the a \ owed 0 bject. t,hat they 
should be de\eloped and de" oted for the benefit of the ryot population and that· permanent 
settlement was ne,er intended to o"erride or abrogate the customary rights of ry<>t.a. In 
this connemn I would imite attention to &>gulatioD IV of 1822 which decMs that the 
provisions of the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV of 1802 were not meant to adect 
the rights of landholders and tenants but merely to point out how tenants might be pro
ceeded against for rent .. leavi'llfl them to recover their rights il inJ,.i'llfled tlhth IvU G08IR and 
damages in the established Courts of Justice." If the ryots failed to recoler rights en
croached upon by the landholdtrs, it was due to their helpleBSneBS against the powerful 
landholder. There hale aLo bBfn C&E6& whf,re the arbitrary interference of the landholaer 
with the grazing rights of ryots led to .erious riots. G.>od hus bandty require!' thst the 
ry()ts ohould possus all the facilities refl"rred to in the quest,i~n and als" enjoy the pri,Ulge 
of quarrying fOi' stone, earth, gra, el and sand {pr bona fide aomestic and agncultural pur
poses free. Ryotwari ryo~s ate generally allowed these facilitie~ in rupect of unre ... ned 
lands at the disposal (If Go~ernment while in the case of resened lands a fee is sometimes 
leVIed. The object cflelying a fee is to enable Government to exercise contrd and prnent 
indiscriminate felling, digging, etc. 

For these reasons I strongly advocate legislation conceding to ryote in eetate~ the 
prhileges mentioned abole and pro\iding necessary safeguards for the pre\ ention of a 
possi ble abuse of the pril ilegee and for securing an efficient control 0, er their exercise. 

(c) Thip clause refets to (i) paths and communallands and (ii) hills and forests. 
Regarding hills and forests the right of the ryot is ordinarily confined to grazing 

cattle, etc., and this has been dealt with under clauses (a) and (b). On the part ofthe land-
holder it is his duty for the consenation of rhers and other water source. in his estate to 
project the hills and forests from denudation and dept-ruction by fire or other causes. For 
this purpose he can invoke the provisions of Chapter IV of the Forest Act Vof 1882. 

As regards paths and communal lands the rule is they must be used for the purposes 
for which they were set apart and neither the landholder nor the ryot can do anything which 
will hal e the effect of rendering them les!, useful, for the purpose for which they were origi
nally intended or of di~erting them for a different purpose. I think that the existing pro\i
sions (sectioD,b 20 to 22 of the Estates Land Act) are quite adequate for ensuring the preser
vation of these lands for their original purpose and that the method of disposal prescribed 
therein where these lands are not reqnired for such purpose or for any other communal 
purpose is reasonable .. 

VIII. (b) (e) The worst feature of a large majority of estates is the deplorable condi
tion to which irrigation works pituated in theID have been reduced owing to the long and 
continued neglect of the landholders tc. repair them. In some estates the condition. of 
these waks i~ so bad that it would be a mimomer t<: talk of them • repair: the correct 1erm 
being 'restoration.' The fact that ryots hal e calmly submitted to this intc1Erable state 
of things for s" long ~peakq ,dumes ,)f theu philosoph.;c turn of mind if not thE-ir helpl6ls
ne89 and it is high time that Go1iernment took the matttr into their hanos and adopted 
dralOtic measures to set things right. To this end I make the f()lJowing sug~, tions :-

(i) In the case of irrigation work. which are in a dilapidated condition healY initial 
outlay would be required to put them in order and it may not be poesible for the landholder 
to find the requisite funds all at once. The work may be spread o,er a reasonable period 
and in preparing the programme the works may be taken up in the order ofthbir importance. 
Goumment should ha"e power to employ their own staft' for the work and recoler the 
cost thereof from the landholder. 

(ii) For ordinary regular maintenance a rough and ready rule would be to require 
the landholder to spend on each irrigation work at least onoo in fil e years an amount equal 
to say one year's rental on the land fotIning its ayacut. Under this proposal he should 
set apart e, ery year one-fifth of the rent on irrigated lands in his estate. 'fhls amount 
may be constitutEd into a separate fund designated . Irrigated fund' and deposited in 
such bank as Go,emment may prescribe. It should not be drawn upon except fur the 
repaUs c.f irrigation works and di~ ereicn of the tuna. to a different putpose sbculd be 
penaJiM'd. 

(iii) For the repair of damage caused to irrigation works by sudden and unforeseen 
calamities the landholdAr should fonhwith provide special funds. 
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(iv) Where the landholder fails or neglects to maintain an irrigation work, Govern
ment may at the instance of the persons interested or 8UO motu do the work themselves and 
recover the cost from the landholder as an arrear ofland revenue. 

(v) For a satisfactory working of any rules that may be laid down to ensure the 
proper maintenance of irrigation works it is necessary that Government should be in posses
sion of correct information regarding the condition of these works from time to time. For 
this purpose every landholder may be Iequired to maintain a list of irrigation works in his 
estate village war shOWing against each of them its ayacut, the rental thereon, its condition, 
when it was last repaired and at what cost. An additional column may be opened for 
noting any repair done subsequent to the preparation of the list and any change in the 
condition of the work, etc. Every Government Tahsildar, Revenue Divisional Officer 
and District Collector having jurisdiction over the villages in the estate should be furnished 
with a copy of the list or an extract thereof relating to the villages in their respective charge. 
In bigger estates it would be advantageous to have the lists printed. In the course of their 
tours Tahsildars and Revenue Divisional Officers should be required to inspeot as many 
irrigation works as possible and reoord notes of their inspection. The Tahsildar should 
submit a oopy of his notes to the Divisional Officer and copies of all notes whether made 
by the Tahsildar or the Divisional Officer should be submitted to the District Collector. 
The Divisional Officer and where the matter exceeds his power, the District Collector shall 
take the necessary action with reference to the notes of inspection, the Government being 
addressed where necessary. Local Congress Committees can render useful service by 
keeping the Divisional Officer and the District Collector informed of the condition of irriga
tion works in localities where their work takes them. If my suggestions contained in items 
(i) to (v) above are approved legislation may be undertaken embodying them except those 
that can be given effect to by means of executive instructions. 

IX. My answer to this question is in the negative . 
• Jamabandi' means fixing of demand. In the case of estates, it is the concern 

of the landholders not Government to make arrangements for the settlement of their annual 
demand. Government officers may, however, be required to assemble estate ryots in 
convenient centres at frequent intervals and confer with them on estate matters. This 
will establish closer touch between Government and the ryots and if the local Congress 
Committees also co-operate much useful work can be done in this direction. 

X. (1) & (2) I regret I am unable to make out the exact purpose of the question. 
I presume the intention of the Committes is to find out whether any legislation is necessary 
to safeguard the interests of sub-tenants. Lands in estates being rack-rented, I believe that 
Hub-tenancy does not and cannot exist on a very large scale. Subletting is mostly confined 
to cases where the pattadar unavoidably happens to be an absentee. Even here the 
pattadar invariably leaves a relation or an agent of his in charge of his lands to carry on 
direct oultivation. In fact With the large capital outlay invested in the purchase of these 
lands and with the heavy rent they bear it would not pay an absentee pattadar to sublet 
his lands. I would therefore consider that at present there can be no pressing need for 
any legislation. If and When the rents in estates are brought down to the level Ofl 
Government ryotwari rates there is a likelihood of the practice of subletting spreading and 
it may then beoome necessary for Government to undertake legislation for conferring on 
sub-tenants some tangible rights instead of their being allowed to be treated as mere 
tenants-at-Will. As actual tillers of the soil they are entitled to be given a legal status. 
But any attempt at legislation in this matter must be preceded by a careful enquiry into 
the various kinds of Bub-tenanoy, that are in existence, the extent to which they prevail and 
the condition of sub-tenants, eto., to enable Government to deoide What measures should be 
adopted for the protection of the interest of this' lass of agriculturists and the amelioration 
oftheir condition. 

There is one matter, however, concerning the pattadar and his sub-tenant which calls 
for immediate attention. Where a sub-tenant makes default in the payment of rent to 
Ius pattadar the latter oannot take proceedings under section 134 of the Estates Land Act 
as I understand it. His remedy is by a civil suit which is good neither to him nor to the 
sub-tenant. I think the section may be amended so as to empower a pattadar to recover 
the rent due to him from his sub·tenant by distraint and sale of the latter's movable pro
perty, provided the pattadar has taken a written agreement from him specifying the rent 
to be paid. This will place him on a par with the ryotwari ryot. 

XI. (a)" (6) I would request the Committee to consider the larger question whether 
the continuance of the Board of Revenue is at all necessary. When the Board was first con
stituted it was invested with revenue and judicial functions. With the advent of regular 
oivil courts Board was relieved of judicial functions and its powers were confined to the 
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executive administration of revenue (please see the preamble to Regulation I of 1M3). 
Since then however the Board's powers have been enlarged in various direotions by Il'gal 
enactments and by delegation to that body of some of the powers vested in Government. 
But for these additions the Board would have had little or no work. 

At one time the Board had an effective voice in the shaping of policy but with the 
advent of party Government this has become impossible. The policy is now laid down by 
the party in power and it is the duty of the Board and District officers to carry out that 
policy. 

Whatever justification there might have been for constituting the Board in the begin
ning of the l!!th century when conditions political and administrative were unsettled and 
Indians were treated with a certain amount of distrust, it has long oeaRed to exiRt and the 
time has come for Government to consider whether the Board may not be aboli.hed in the 
altered circuDllltanoos of this Province. If GoVErnment are inclined to take up this ques
tion in the near future it is hardly worthwhile to tinker with the provisions in the Estate8 
Land Act. In my opinion the correct method would be to examine all the enactments at 
the same time, make a list of the powers which the Board possesses under them and con
sider what other suitable and less costly agency or agenCies may be employed for the 
exercise of those powers. It would then be possible to combine in one and the same agenoy 
powe,'s exercised under two or more enactments and thus avoid multiplicity of such 
agencies. If, on the other hand, the enactments are taken up piece-meal a separate agency 
may have to be set up for each of them which would be needlessly costly and complicated. 
I would therefore suggest that for the present the proVision in the Eotates Land Act 
dealing with the Board of Revenue be left alone. 

(b) At one time, I think this was in the year 1913, landholders strongly urged the 
ousting of the jurisdiction of revenue courts and vesting it in civil courts. Apparently 
wiser counsels have prevailed since for, we find that in the recent amendments whioh were 
enacted when landholders were the leaders of the party in power, the powers of Collectors 
have been enlarged instead of being curtailed. I consider that the Revenue Court is the 
best forum for the adjudica.tion of disputes between the landholder and ryot. Litigation 
in civil courts is expensive and the methods adopted there are dilatory while both civil 
courts and special tribunals la.ck the advantages of the Revenue Officers who are in close 
touch with estates and have a first-hand knowledge of the conditions obtaining in them. 
It is my belief that neither the zamindar nor the ryot would welcome 8 change of the forum 
Crom the Revenue Court to any other. 

-=- XII. (a) d: (b) Unauthorized occupation of tank beds, etc., and oflanda set apart for 
communal purposes is dealt with in sections 21 and 22 of the Estates Land Aot. I think 
these prOVisions are adequate. As r(>garda unauthorized occupation of ryoti land the 
position is a follows: If the landholder receives rent under section 163 and does not file 
a suit for ej~ctment within two years from the date ot re~eipt of payment he shall be 
deemed to have admitted the encroacher into possession-Vide section 6 (I), Explanation 
(3). --Ifno such payment is received the landholder has 12 years from the date of occupation 
wit.hin which he can file a suit for ejectment-Vide section 163-A. I consider 12 years too 
lor.g a period. The occupier may have entered on the land bona fide and also made valuable 
improvements. In such a case it would be hard upon him if the landholder after sitting 
quiet for 12 years could pounce upon him with a notice of ejectment. I think a uniform 
provision that suit for ejectment should be brought within three years of the date of com
mencement of occupation whether landholder has received any payment under section 163 
or not would be fair to both parties. In order that the occupier may not be put on a wrong 
scent by the landholder accepting payment it should be enacted that where the landholder 
has no interotion of admitt:ng the occupier in possession he should at the time of receiving 
payment giveintimo.tion thereof to the occupier. 

If a suit for ejectment is not filed within three years from the date of occupation, tl e 
landholder shall be deemed to have admitted tl.e occupier into pos8(>ssioD. 

Suits for ejecting trespassers now lie in civiloourts. I think they may be made triable 
by Revenue Court •. 

Genel'al. 
More than a century and a third have elapsed since the permanent settlement was 

introduced in this province and it will be interesting to examine how the system has worked 
and whether it has proved a success at least partially or has entirely failed. Such a review 
will be useful to the Committee for the purpose (·f deciding what action should be taken in 
regard to the zamindaris apart from amending the Estates LaDd Act. 
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2. The object of permanent settlement was two-fold, namely, economic and political. 
()n the econon.io side it was considered that the measure weuId result in the emancipation 
{)f the cultivators of the soil from the severity and oppression of the farmers and other 
officials necessarily employed to collect public dues, that where these dues were liable to 
frequent and arbitrary variation it inv JIved the happiness of the cultivators of the soil who 
oould not expect moderation or encouragement from their landlords who were themselves 
-exposed to indefinite demand. It was.expected that with the introdllction of permanent 
IIOttlement trade would improve by inoreased production and that the industrious and 
prudent landholder sensihle of the advantages placed within his power would improve his 
estate to the highest possible limits. Please see page 319, etc., of Volume II of the Fifth 
Report of the Select Committee. 

On the political side it was thought that in the event of a foreign invasion it was a 
matter of importance that the landholder should be attached to Government from motives 
of self-interest. A landholder who was secured in the quiet enjoyment of a. profitable 

-estate oould have no motive for wishing for a. change. On the contrary if the rent of his 
lands was raised in proportion to their improvement or if he was threatened with contis
ca.tion of property or imprisonment for default of payment of assessment which his lands 
were unable to pay he would readily listen to any offers which were likely to bring about 
a. change that could not place him in a. worse position but which held out to him hopes of 
better. It was further considered that without permanent settlement interna.! Government 
would never take that form which alone could lead to the establishment of good la.ws and 
ell8Ure a. good administration of them. Please see pages 624 and 625 of Volume I of the 
Fifth Report of the Select Committee (Higginbotham's Reprint). 

Let us see how far these expecta.tions have actua.lly been reaJized. 

3. Taking the economic aspect first it is painful to ha.ve to observe tha.t neither the 
landholder nor the ryot has prospered under the permanent settlement. Not long after 
its introduction the Rystem was found to have worked ba.dly. The administration was 
·defective. The zamindars left everything to their agents whose sole object was to keep 
the zamindars in ignorance and extort as much as possihle for themselves. The conse
quence was universal failure of the estates and heavy arrears of revenue. As the estates 
became liable to be sold, permanent settlement was done away with and eventua.lly re
placed by ryotwari settlement. Please see page 136, Volume m, Baden Powell's Land 
Revenue System in British India. 

In the estates which have survived this process of disintegration we find that the 
origina.l expectations that permanent settlement would help in the economic development 
of the country and tend to administra.tive improvement ha.ve been completely sha.ttered. 
·The za.mindars as a. class did nothing for their tenants but rack-rented them. They made 
no improvements and failed to augment genera.! revenues. Please see page 290, Baden 
Powell's Volume I. 

The present position is still worse. By their imprudent ways of living and wasteful 
expenditure most of the landholders have run into hea.vy debts externa.l a.s well as internal. 
·Their administration ha.s become so bad tha.t they are unahle to pay even the peshkash f 
-On the due dates. A major portion of their income after meeting Government aemand 
is appropria.ted for their persona.! benefit with the result tha.t the staff miserahly paid 80S 
it is not regularly paid, irrigation works are sta.rved and the poor ryots are oppressed. The 
landholders ha.ve so grossly neglected their obligations to the ryots that I have yet to see 
.an estate where their mutua.! relations are not strained. The enQ-y of landholders into 
publio life has not only resulted in lion utter neglect of their esta.te a.1fa.irs hut also worsened 
the relations between them and their ryots. Leaving their own special constituencies 
they stand as candidates for the genera.! constituencies and expect their ryots to vote with 
them in the elections to legislatures and loca.l bodies. Those tha.t vote for or with the 
landholder are classed as friends and the rest as foes. The so-ca.Iled friends enjoy a.ll sorts 
·of liberties with their landholder while the so-called foes are oppressed in every possible 
way, the idea. being that by 80 doing the foes will be reduced to an object state of poverty, 
become submissive and learn to behave better. I think tha.t Government will be conferring 
a boon on the ryots if they have the election rules amended so a.s to debar landholders 
from standing a.s candidates for the general constituencies of legisIatures or to loca.l hodies. 

4. From the political point of view a.!so permanent settlement ha.s been a. sad dis
appointment. In the beginning of the 19th century when political conditions were un
settled and internal Government had yet. to be established on a sound ba.sis Lord Cornwallis 
might have been'justified in pinning his faith on permanent settlement as a system th .. t 
would tend to administrative impro~ment. But it is doubtful whether in fact the land
holders ever made any special contribution towards the esta.blishment of peace a.nd order 
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and the improvement of external relations. On the contrary there is evidence that many 
poligars rebelled and it was with great difficulty and at considerable expenoo that Govern
ment were able to suppress them. At any rate as we now find them, la.ndholderB with 
rare exceptions have by their actions reduced themselves to such a position that they can 
command neither man nor money to help Government should the need for such help ever 
arise, because they possees no inIluence with their ryots and tbeir finanoee are crippled. 

- -I - •• 

5. Viewed from either point political or administrative permanent settlement has 
oeased to serve any useful purpose. On the other hand it has beoome a source of intolerable 
burden to the ryot and of trouble and loss to Government. Many estates had gone to 
pieces and others would have followed suit but for the Impartible Estates Act. Not
withstanding the good intentions of its authors this Act has done more harm than good. 
I would therefore recommend its repeal and replacement hy an enactment declaring all 
estates partible and alienable notwithstanding a.ny oustom or decision of a oivil court to 
the contrary. My object is to let these estates die a Datural death. I would have recom
mended the scrapping of the permanent settlement straightaway but for tbe oomplicated 
legislative procedure it iny-olves under the present constitutional Act a.nd the instrument 
of instructions. 

P. T. SRBENIVASAOHIlR1r. 

Memorandum by Mr. lIunuswami ATlaz Avazgal, No. 125, Inam Chitta1apa!r!ram, 
Cheyyar taluk, North Aroot district, dated 8th December 1937. 

I. (a) The tenant is the proprietor of the soil; or he has the kudivaram rights. 
(b) The zamindar has only the right to collect the rent; that is, he has got only 

'he melvaram right. 

II. (a) Whatever the number of crops that may be raised on a cawnie of wet land. 
~he rate of rent should not be anything more than seven rupees per year; and it should 
not be more than one rupee per cawnie of dry land. 

(b) Cultivation expenses per cawnie covering the harvest cost will come to not 
less than Rs. 45; if the yield be a bumper one. the cost of the yield will be R8. 60 (Rs. II 
per kalam) making the yield per cawnie wet to be 30 kalams for the first crop; the 
cost of straw will be about Rs. 7; the balance will be Rs. 67 less Rs. 45, or Rs. 22; 
the cost of cultivation of the second crop will be equal to the cost of the yield realized. 
Hence a third of Rs. 22 may be given for the sirkar by way of kist; that much for the 
wet land. As for the dry lands they may as well be unassessed. 

(e) Remission should not be a matter of grace, but be a matter of law and 
regulation. The discussion of this question will be a long one; a separate paper will 
be submitted to you on this point. 

(d) The Provincial Government should have much powers. 

ill. (a) &; (b) Better the Local Government collects the rent and pays hun 
(zamindar). 

(e) The collecticn and sales of holdings may be done as in ryotwari tracts. 

IV. The right of holding lands should carry with it the right of having them irri
gated from all the sources of irrigation available; the right of irrigation should not be 
a. matter of contract between the zamiudar and the tenant. 

(b) The landlord cannot and caunot be allowed to have any superior rights i .. 
the sources of irriga.tion. 

V. (a) Survey is quite essential. 
(b) The charge should be borne only by the zamindar. 

VI. No. 

VII. (a) The tenant should have full facilities for grazing his cattle, (or taking 
wood for the purpose of agricultural implements. 

(b) With the permission of the landlord thev can take leaves and wood for manure. 
firewood, etc .• free of cost. • 

(e) The landlord is the controlling and maintaining authority; the tenant is ~he 
enjoying authority. 
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vm. (a) The landlord is the main issuing a.uthority of irrigation sources; he 
should ma.inta.in them; if he fa.iis to do so the Loca.l Government ha.s to look a.fter it 
and recover the cost from the landlord. 

(b) Yes. 
(0) On the a.pplica.tion of the 

IX. Yes. 

tenant to the Loca.l Government . 
• 

X. Under-tenant is only responsible to pattadar; and the latter is solely responsible 
to the zaminda.r. 

XI. (a) The Revenue Board is not at all necessa.ry nor a.ny Specia.l Tribunal. The 
final appellate authority should be the High Court. 

(b) The civil judiciary from toe to top should be the only form for trying such 
actions. 

XII. (a) Let the zamindar be advised to go to civil court for his remedies or relief. 
(b) In the mahazar to the Prime Minister of Madra.s from the ryots of ChittaJap

pakkam, dated 11th November 1937, which was duly acknowledged on the 12th some 
of the points discussed herein are also noted in addition to the notifying therein of 
certain other facts relating specially to the village. 

The zamindar had not made any maramathu for the irrigation tank for the past 
seventy or eighty years. It has been silted up to a. great extent and the bund has 
become thoroughly useless. Hence it does not hold water even for three months. 
The capacity of the above irrigation tank originally was f(II: six months. Still the 
zamindar collects rent for two crops. 

The so-called zamindar of ChittaJappaIlam is neither a zamindar nor an inamdar. 
But he is only a trustee for a charitable fund. It appears that the Mahant of Tirupati 
Hills, the trustee of the charitable fund, does not discharge properly the 'charitable 
business in the Tirumala.i Hills for which the revenue of the village is collected. 

All these above facts can clearly be proved when enquiry is made in person. 

Memorandum by Messrs. T. M. Rajagopalachariyar, B.A., B.L., and V. K. Sesha 
Ayyangar, B.A., Vaklls, Tlndivanam, dated 29th November 1937. 

1. (a) and (b) I take it that the term proprietor used in this. question means owner, 
&nd this term in its popular sense means a person who actually owns the soil &nd exercises 
the rights of a.bsolute disposa.l over it. In this view a. tenant should be considered as the 
proprietor of the soil a.nd not the zamindar. Beoause the latter does not actually possess 
a.nd enjoy the land but is entitled to compensation from the tenants. In other words 
the tenant is the kudivara.mdar and the zamindar is the melvaramdar. The history of 
the introduction of the zamindary system in this presidenoy is in consonance With the 
above idea. a.nd the zamindar has been introduced to collect the revenue payable on ' 
the lands &nd pay a certain consolidated amount to the Government by way of pesh
kash ; he is more or less an agent of the Government responsible for the payment of 
revenue due to the Government. 

There i. another aspeot. to this question. So far as tenant. Who have a.cqui~d occu
pancy rights in the ]&nd are concerned, the zamindar i. entitled to the melvaram and the 
oocupanoy ryots oannot be ejected except under certain conditions. But as far as poram
bokes, waste lands and private l&nds are ooneerned both kudivaram &nd melvaram vest 
in the zamindar and he should be considered as the pl'Oprietor or the owner of the soil. 

The tenant should have right of alienation in respect of his land. It should be 
heritable and the law prevailing in British India regarding sucoession and survivorship 
should be applioable to them a.lso. The interest of the za.mindar in the holdings should 
be oonfined to his melvaram only, that is, rent, cess payable, water-tax if any, etc. The 
payment of any oustomary fees to the zamindar is a. relio of feudalism and in the days 
of democraoy and sooialistio ideas the payment of such feas often brings the zamindar 
and the tenants into conflict and into serious misunderstandings. 

The zamindar should have no rights in the communal land set apart for the common 
enjoyment of the villagers. Under the communal lands the folloWing ca.tegories of the 
land should be inoluded: Thrashing fioors. grazing fields. (Ga;nl"Olil) the foreshores of 
tanks (reasonable distance can be fixed, say about 150 yards from the maximum water 
fringe), cattle-stands, village sites, t&nk beds_ 

nI-24 
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ll. (a) '" (b). It is a common feature in most of the villages in a zamindari that 
the supply of tank water is barely sufficient to irrigate the fields for a single crop. The 
lands admit of a single crop only and ~here are some big tanks whose water can be utiIilled 
for two crops in a year. Therefore in fixing the rate of rent the lands ought to be olassified 
as a single crop land or a double crop land. The general condition of the .oil should be 
taken into consideration as being fertile or sandy or saline. There should be uniform rate 
of rent in respect of wet lands under one particular ayacut though the soil is not uniform 
in its fertility. Separate assessment in respect of dry cul~ivation .hould be fixed. 

The rent can be fixed at 10 per cent of the gross produce of the land. This ten per 
cent can be commuted in money at the average rate prevailing for the la~t 5 year!! in this 
Presidency. This rate of rent is in respect of cultivable 1ands only. As regards 
cultivation of waste lands and poramboke lands the zamindar may be allowed to claim 
half the produce less expenses incurred for cultivation and expenses incurred for bringing 
suoh lands under cultivation. Special provisions should be made in respect of occupation 
of such lands and the recovery of waram by the zamindar. 

IT a tenant is allowed to occupy or is in continuous and uninterrupted possession of 
waste lands and porambokes and pays the waram to the zamindar for a period of aU: year!! 
there should be statutory provision to recognise the ryots' occupancy rights in such lands 
and thereafter the general provisions relating to the fixing of rents and collection thereof 
would apply. IT the zamindar wants to retain such lands as waste lands and porambokes 
eviction proceedings should have been taken by him in this period and snitable rules 
can be framed to regulate eviction proceedings. 

(e) The question of remission of rent is the vital issue that should be satisfactorily 
solved by the Government. There has been periodical famine and scarcity of rain and 
consequently complete failure of crops in many years and it is inequitable that under such 
circumstances the ryots are compelled to pay the same rent to the zamindar. The rules 
and procedure adopted in the ryotwari areas should in all its aspects be introduced in the 
zamindari also. 

The other ground I would formulate for remissions is where the chief irrigation 
source has not been repaired by the zamindar for a period of one year after receipt of 
notice from the tenants specifying the nature, extent and probable estimate of the costs 
the whole of such expenses should be remitted from the rents due from the lands under 
that irrigation source. 

(d) In respect of cultivable lands it is advisable to settle the rent once and for all 
subject to remissions on the above grounds. In respect oflands in which occupancy right8 
are claimed subsequent to the new enactment it should be left to the revenue courts to 
settle the disputes and decide the equitable and fair rent. In the latter classes of cases 
the principles governing the fixation of rent in respect of cultivable lands may be adopted. , 

(e) It is not necessary that the Provincial Government should have any powers 
in respect of revision, alteration or reduction of rent. The revenue authorities, that is, 
the Deputy Collector of the division may be invested with powers to deal with the same. 
When once the rents are perIilanently settled after thorough survey there is no need for 
the interference of Settlement Officers. Any dispute relating to rents may be referred 
to the Deputy Collector for decision. 

Ill. (a), (b) '" (e).· The entire system prevailing in the zamindari in respect of 
collection of rents should be thoroughly changed. Any measures now suggested presup· 
poses certain conditions which are as follows :-

(1) The existence of complete record of rights. 
(2) The lands should have been permanently settled in respect of rent. ~ 
(3) Pattadars should have been registered. 
(4) The existence of one single survey number for each revenue field with & fixed 

rent. 
(5) The existence of organised collection officers 

In order to facilitate easy collection the above conditions are necessary. The follow
ing points may be taken into consideration in respect of collections. 

(1) There ought to be a paid collection officer in each village whose total rent does 
not exceed Rs. 2,000. Several villages may be grouped together if the total rent in a 
particular village falls short of RB. 2,000. He must be directly responsible to the zamindar 
or his immediate superior if there is any. 

(2) The rert inclusive of any cess, etc., should be collected in five equal instalments 
oommencing from the harvest month. 
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(3) Receipt printed in duplicate should be mainbined and the following particulars 
should be given in the receipt. 

(a) Number and name of the pattadar. 
(6) Fasli for which the rent is paid. 
(e) Amount paid. 
(d) Interest if any charged. 
(e) Partioulars for which moooy is paid (whether for rent-cess, or water-tax, eto. 
(/) Survey number and extent for which rent is paid. 
(g) Signature and date of the collection officer. 

(On no account entries should be made in penoil in the receipts.) 

(4) At the end of the revenue year the rent becomes an arrear and interest at the 
rate of 4 per cent can be charged by the zamindar. 

(5) The zamindar should be clothed with powers to distrain the movable pro
perties of the defaulter and for this purpose the rules and procedure followed in the ryot
wari areas should be extended, 

The power to distrain the movable properties can be resorted to only in cases where 
any two instalments are in arrears. No distraint proceedings can be taken against the 
defaulter after the commencement of the next revenue year. Only suits for sale of hold
ings could be filed. 

(6) The holdings can be sold by presenting a petition before the Deputy Collector 
for reoovery of the BolTears. The following procedure may be adopted :- . 

(a) Number, name, address of the pattadar should be given. It should contain 
also the arrears and the survey numbers to be sold and its market value. 

(6) As soon as the petition is admitted a notice of the suit giving not less than 
30 days from date of service should be given to the defendant. If the defaulter is a resi
dent of the villa.ge personal service should be effected through the collection officers, and 
if he lives outside the zamindari, postal notice with acknowledgment should be effected. 

(e) If the defendant appears and shows sufficient cause against the sale of the 
holdings orders should be pronounced aocordingly. If the Court disallows objection or 
the defendant does not appear on the date of hea.ring after due service of summons the 
Court may proceed ex-parte and issue an order for sale. 

(d) Thereupon a date can be fixed for sale of the holding in the village and for 
this purpose appoint an officer of the Court to conduct the sale. 

(e) Before the date fixed for the sale a written proclamation should be issued 
and the sale should be proclaimed in the village hy beat of tom-tom. There should at 
least be 30 days olea.r interval between the date of sale and the date when the proclamation 
is held in the village. 

(f) Rules contained in the Code of Civil Procedure in respect of payment of sale 
amount, confirmation of sale, issue of a certificate and delivery of property m&y be followed: / 
Suitable rules for payment of arrears by the defendant before the oonfirmation of sale takes 
place, may be framed. 

(g) The aggrieved party may institute a suit in the revenue court within one year 
from the date of confirmation of sale to set aside the sale on the ground of fraud, want of 
due notice and fraud in publishing and conducting the sale. If the objector to the sale suc
ceeds in the suit the holding should be re-delivered to him on payment of 5 per cent 
oommission on the sale warrant amount plus the value of any improvements made by the 
auction-purchaser. 

IV. (a) So far as single crop land is concerned the right to water is inherent as being 
appurtenant to the land. In respect of second crop raised on a single crop land with the 
help of the tank water a special water-tax can be levied; and these taxes should not in 
any case exceed one-third of the rent payable on the particular holding. 

(b) It is to be conceded that the Ilamindar has a superior right in respect of water 
sources. The IIIIomindar has the right to cut a channel from a ri~r that runs in his zamin
dary and take water for purposes of irrigation without diminishing the average supply 
of water in the river. He has to be given the right to regulate and cut supply channels 
to irrigation tanks. In cases where supply channels do not exist the IIIIominda.r should 
be given the power to compulsorily acquire lands and pay reasonable compensation. 
Suitable rules can. be framed in regard to acquisition and compensation. 

I1I-24A. 
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V. (a) It is absolutely necessary that there should be compulsory lIUI"V1ly and Bettle
ment of record of rights. The antiquated method of giving paima.sh numbers should be 
done away with, and each revenue field should be numbered separately and its extent 
given in acres with the rent against it. 

(b) The zamindar should bear seven-eighths' (1) share and the tenant .. one-eighth'. 
share of the cost of survey and settlement. 

VI. This question has already been answered. 

VII. (a) '" (b). Grazing lands should be set apart for the common use of the village 
cattle. Forest porambokes lying within a distance of a mile from the village boundary 
should not be reserved as forest reserves and free grazing should be allowed for the 
tenants. The tenants should be allowed to cut and carry green manure from forest 
porambokes and one head-load of fuel for domestic and agricultural purposes. In respeot 
of grazing and carrying fuel in reserve forest adequate rules may be framed. 

(e) Public pathe and communal lands are set apart for the common benefit and 
enjoyment of the village people from time immemorial, neither the zamindar nor the 
tenants has any right or status in the soil. These should not be assigned for cultivation 
or acquired for any purpose whatsoever by the zamindar. On the other hand the zamindar 
is responsible for the up keep and proper maintenance of these categories of lands and he 
can utilize the services of the tenants free of cost. 

I have already suggested that hill and forest poramboke should be set apart for 
grazing purposes. These lands should not be assigned for cultivation. 

VITI. (a), (b) & (e) The zarninclar is solely responsible for maintaining the irrigation 
so~'rces. If after receiving a notice from the tenants in respect of repairs to t1-e water 
EOurCOb the zamindar ne;;lects or refuse~ to do the reJlan-. within a period r-f six months 
from the da.te of the receipt r.f notice the matu,r may be referred to tbe D~puty ColIector 
by t1-e tenant.. TIe Deputy Collector ma.y cane the repair<! to be carriec:l out by the 
Public Works Departmel't and recover the expenses from the Zamindar a. if it is a first 
charge Of> t"e revenues of the zamindari. 

IX. Jamaba.ndi is nece~sary. It is the time when the zamindar car' Rcrl1tinize and 
verify the acco~lnts, record ofright. and transfel"!! of holdings. A report of the jamabandi 
s.bould be prepared and the same should be made available to t.he ryots. A copy of the 
same shOllld also be forwarded for remarks to tl-.e Government. 

X. Thti relation between pattatlar and his under-tenant is to be based on the terms 
of the contract between the parties. The under-tenant has no legal status 80 far as the 
zamindar is concerned. But "rum the under-tenant bolds the land from It pattach.r lm{l"r 
a registered deed or is a registered mortbagee of the holcling and the sall1P is notified and 
registered in the zamindari, then should be deemed to be the agent of the l'attadar and any 
right or liability exercised or owned by the pattadar can bo exercised by him. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should be the final and rcvi.ional authority. 

(b) No sFE'nial Court or Board is neces.,ary. Revenue Courts can settle the diJoputes. 

XII. (a) This question hllil alrearly been aDl!wered. 
(b) I have no opinion to off~r. 

Apart from the qupstions answ('red supra. I auggest the following POUlts for comidera· 
t.ion. 

(1) Paimasb numbers should be replaced by suney numbers and the extents noted 
in acres and cents. 

(2) Whenever a survey number is sold by a pattadar and the sale-deed is regilJtered 
in the sub-registrar's office the presentant should along with the sale-deed present a merco. 
to the sub-registrar for the transfer of patta in his name. The memorandum with the 
certificate of the sub-registrar should be forwarded to the zamindar for separate entry in 
tbe record of rigbts in favollr of the vendee. The zamindar sbould recogr.ize such transfers 
and iFsue £res" pattas in favour of the vendee!!. For payment of rent aDd for all proceed
ings the vendee is the person whom the zamindar should look to in respect of 8ucb 
holding. 

(3) Copies of pattas and adangal extracts should be made available to the gelleral 
public. 
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(4) After the passing of this l1ew Act whenever occupancy rights are acq\·ired in 
the land the trees st .. nding thereon should form part of the holding .. nd no separate ri{!ht 
should be reserved by the umindar in respect of the trees. 

(5) Pattas can be ~r .. r.ted in respect of fruit-bearing trees in hills 'and forest por .. m
bokes to the tenant8. 

(6) Quarrying rocks .. nd r .. w materi .. ls for lime kilns for dome< tic purposes should 
be freely made .. v .. il .. ble to the ten .. nt •. 

T. M. RAJAGOPALA(!H4RUB, 

V. K. SESlIA AYYARGAR. 

Memorandum by Mr. S. GOvindarajan, Pleader, 53, Dabir West, Kumbakonam, 
dated 30th November 1937. 

I. (a) Whatever may be the theory of proprietorship of the soil historically, the tenant 
should be recognized 88 the proprietor. 

(6) The nature of the interest of the tenant in the land is ownership and that of the 
l .. ndholder is the right to collect the rent. 

II. (a) F .. ir and equitabl. rent is th .. t, which the owner of the soil should berequired 
to p .. y in the s .. me manner 88 in ryotwari arellS. 

NOTB.-(i) The system of collection of rent by division of produce every year in the thrashing Boor should be 
aboli8ht'<i 88 the same i8 cumbrous a.nd baraaRing and not conducive to the best interests of the landholder or the 
ryot. Rent should be definite, certain and fixed. 

(ii) (The samindari and proprietary estate. should be abolished. The Government 8hould resume 
thpir intel't'8t8 and pay adequate compell8&tion. All lands should ultimately be convened into ryotwari tracts 90 
that land legislation may be simple. clear aod uniform aod 80 that the benefits of reforms introduced for the uplift 
<of ryota in ryotwari area8 may also apply to estate ryots.) 

(6) The considerations .. dopted by the Government during the settlement oper .. tions 
in the ryotwari tr .. cts m .. y be taken into account in settling wh .. t is f .. ir .. nd equit .. ble rent in 
est .. t,es .. Iso. 

(c) St .. tutory provision for remi88ion of rent is necessary. The rules regarding 
remission 0 btaining in ryotwari .. reas may be adopted. 

(dl Grain .h .. re of rent for wet lands m .. y be fixed once for all (by "ppropri .. te special 
tribunal, it neL8 ..... ry). Rent may be collecf:ed in cash computed at r .. te th.t prevailed in 
the harvest se .. son of the previous ye .. r, to be notified by the Government. (This should 
be done for ryotwari .. reas .. Iso.) C .... h rents for .. ll other lands may be fixed once for .. ll. 

(e) No power of interfefbnoe need be reserved to Government. 

III. (a), (6) d: (e) If est .. tes are not converted into ryotwari tracts, the eXisting provisions I 
of the Madras E.tates Land Act may be retained subject to slight modifications. If rent i. 
:fixed once for all, the present provisions in the said Act rel .. ting to exchange of pattas aud 
much.iIikaa. commut,.tion proceedings, "ppraisement proceedings .. nd the like would become 
unnecessary. Court-fees m .. y be reduced to the sm .. ll cause scale. Provisions for gazette 
puhlication in execution s .. les and collection of poundage may be .. boIish£d. The ryot 
should leave an .. ddress for l!ervice in writing with the landholder and should continue to 
notify in writing ch .. nges in .. ddress, then .. nd there, to ensure servioe of notice. 

4. (a) d: (6) The right of the tenant to w .. ter-supply is inherent as being .. ppurtenant 
to 1 .. X'd. Other matters require mo,.., study and experience. 

o. (a) Survey and record of rights should be made compulsorily. 
(6) The tenant may be made to hear coste as in ryotwari areas .. lid the balance 

.hould be borne by the landholder. 

6. Levi.,. in respect of specified duties performed for the benefit or the ryot JU Jh as 
kav .. l or silt clearance may be collected, hut not personal p .. yments. (The introduction 
of such .. measure of reform in ryotwan areas also is necessary.) 

VII. (a), (6) <t (e) Pasture ground. must exist in all villages for grazing cattle free of 
<lOSt. Other matters require further investigation. 
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VITI. (a), (6) '" (e) The provisions of Ohapter VITI of the Madras Estate. Lend Aot 
(as amended by Ac' VITI of 1934) appear to be sufficient. 

IX. Jsmabandi msy be held every year but need not be compulaory. 

X. The under·tenant i. a creature o( contraot between himself and the tenant and he 
has nothing to do with the landholder. The rights of the landholder to prooeed agail\ll~ 
crops will not be impaired even if the under-tenant is in possession. 

XI. The Board of Revenue and the present revenue courts may be considered to be 
more expeditious. The civil courts may be preferable 9S they have better knowledge of the 
application of the intricate rules ot procedure. Hence special tribunalR with Judges having 
experience of civil court work may be constituted or the present revenue courts may be 
retained if the presiding officers of such courts have training in civil CO\Orts. The final 
appellate authority may be the High Court. (Ifestatea ate converted into ry~twari tracts. 
the right to collec. revenue would vest in the Government and oours would be unnecessary.> 

XII. (a) Existing provisions for ejectment or recognition appear to be sufficient.. 

(6) I am not sufficiently acquainted with jodi, poruppu, kattubadi, etc. 

S. GOVINDA RA.JAN. 

Pleader. 

" Memoranda by S. A. S. Rm. Ramanathan Chettlyar, M.L.C., Landlord, TanJore. 

Your memorialist has some experience on the land tenure problems generally, having 
been closely associated both with the Congress movement and the Ryotwari Mirasidars' 
Association in this district for over two deoadE£. Besides, in his c&pacity &s proprietor of 
some villages, he had to ma.ke & epecial gtudy of the problems &nd he is &leo interesud in 
ma.int&ining cordia.I rel&tions with the ryots. 

He begs to urge tha.t the s)stem of l&nd tenure varies from district to district and 
from province to provinCll and no genera.l prindplep could be deduced from comp&lison 
of the conditions prev&iling in the Bengal, Behar and U.P. with that of M&dr&s or even 
that at Andra Des& with the T&mil Nadu. Each has its own history, traditions and custo
m&ry rights, which are not understood by the others and remedies suggested for one pIa.ce 
are hardly applicable to the other. The grievances formulated by the ryots at Bengal 
and Behar, like the powers of certification of the landlIolder, right of pre-emption, eto., 
do not and cannot have a place in the Land Tenure system &t Madras. Tbe rights of the 
landlord and tenant, the difficulties and defects experienced in tht' working of the old Eststes 
Land Act were elaborately enquired into before paseing of the Madras Act VIII of 1934 
and fina.ny settl£d only very reet-ntly in the prt'pence of the ryots' representatives like 
Hon. Mr. Muniswami Nayudu and others. Almost an the suggestions in favour ofthe ryots 
were adopted and embodied in the Act. In the words of the sponsors of the Act, subst&ntial 
benefits confeIT£d on the ryot are briefly 8'Ilumerated ae under :-

(a) One of the most important benefits conferred on the ryots i. in connexion with 
the repair of irrigation works and a machinery ba.. been providt-d which will enable the ryots 
to see that irrigation work/! are put in order. 

(b) The term ' old waste 'has been abolished and ryots will get occupanoy rights 
without paying 2, times the annual rent. 

(e) Rights of parties in communa.llands are ascertained and lands acquired for 
communa.l pUrpOS6S. 

(d) Commutation when desired by the ryots has bean m&de compulsory. 

(e) Procedure for recovery of rent has been considerably recast and made limpler 
and more equitable. 

In connc Don with the pale of holdings for rent arrears, elaborate provisions have 
been made for pUblication of notioes. 

(f) Provisions have now been made which will facilitate the keeping up to date of 
the registers of transfer of holding in zamindari tracts. 
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Cg) Survey maps and record of rights are prepared and made available for inspection 
by the ryots in the village. The Government has been given power to direct a settlement 
of rents of their own motion, while time allowed to parties to apply for such a settlement has 
been greatly e",tended. 

Ch) Provieion has been made for the acquisition of the rights of the landhold .. r in 
trees which were on the holding on 1st July 1908. 

The main object of the Amending Act is in the interests of both the ryot {Lnd the land
holder to ,top all agrarian discontent and to ste that the landholders and their tenants work 
together for improving the productivity of the land in which they share the right and that 
they txercise their respective rights in a manner which is beneficial to each other and in thE 
best inh;re.ts of both. (prot'6tdiugs of the Madras Council, dated 14th November 1933.) 
Since the passing of the above Act, disputes bltween landlord and tenant have lessened 
oonsiderably and very few cases are now filed in the Revenue Courts and of that, not even 50 
per cent are ocntested. As the rights and lisbilities ofthe landlords and tenants are well 
settled by the Act matters between thtm are now settled amicably, and the conflict between 
them is very much minimized to-day _ Without giving time for the proper working of the 
Aot and to find out defects, it is premature to discuss the problem, as most of the pointe 
formulated in the questionnaire have already been dealt with by the Act and it only re
mains to be seen in the actual working if the present provisions are adequate to meet the 
Bituation or needs some revision_ 

As for the Tanjore district, the problem was never an acute one, as the district is over
whelmingly ryotwari paying nearly a crore to Government as land-tax, the za.mindari and 
proprietary areas being of a Vtry small extent. Except for a few villages known as the 
Tanjore Palace Estate group and the villages under the District Board, the rent therefrom 
being utilized for education and maintenance of roads and the zamindari villag€s of the 
Pattukkottai talnk, almost the whole of the district is ryotwari. The Palace Estate l11'Oup 
is the Raja's private land retained by him under the Treaty rights, when thE: district was 
handed dver to the East India Company. He enjoyed full proprietary rights in most of the 
villages as the paimash records show, with both varam rights. Even after the passing of 
the Rent Act, tbe view was held by the High Court that this was not an estate coming 
under the purview of the Estates Land Aot, but latterly the view underwent a change. 
Thus a oonflict of opinion arose with respect to the tenure and the jurisdiction of the Revenue 
or Civil Court to enquire into disputes between the Raja and his tenants. The original 
eultivators of the soil had mostly parted with their interests and the kudi~'aram right. are 
olaimed by persons who had lent money to them and hence were forced to purchase privately 
or at Court sales, the interest of thE!' cultivating tenantE. These persons are mostly out
siders. The tenure of the Palace Estate group is almost amani, i.e., division of the crops 
on actual harvest in a fixed proportion between the landlord and tenant. A. a temporary 
measure, the landlord and tenants in the Palace Estate group which consists mostly of 
nanja lands, have agreed to substitute fixed paddy rent per acre at a lower rate than the 
actual estimated harvest and the ryots are not to claim remission in consideration of such 
rate. But this arrangement is only temporary and the ryots can claim in any year their ' 
reversion to amani tenllre. Their relations are always cordial and specially heneficial to the 
ryots. Reoently, the numerous ryots of the villages owned hy thl Tanjore Palace Devas
thanam which are managed by thl' Sonior Prince at Tsnjore, have strongly objectl\d to the 
acquisition of the landlords' right by the Government and they have also taken lip the 
matter before the High Court. Tteir tenure and relationship with their landlord are so 
favouraUe that they do not want any change. 

The Tanjore District Board oollects in kind from nanja villages over which it has pro
prietary rights at a fixed paddy rent per acre, and utilizes the same for feeding POOl' students 
studying in sohools and colleges under its management. The extent of proprietary interests 
in the Pattukkottai tsluk of Tanjore district, is comparatively larger, but there too, the 
problem is insignificant, as the lands were mostly dry tracts paying fixed assessment per 
acre, in most cases not exceeding Rs. 2 compared to the rate of cist collected from ryotwari 
ryots for dry parts by the Government in the rest of the district, cist paid hy the Pattuk
kot.tai ryots to their land holder is very light and the rate works out at not eVen 40 per cent. 
But now the dry tracts at Pattukkotta.i have been converted into wet due to the advent of 
the Mettur Project and hence the question has arisen with reference to the water rate 
payable to GOVl!'rnment, which is more a matter between the ryots and the Government 
than one between the landlord and tenant_ Besides the small extent detailed above, 
practically the whole of the district with over a million acres in the deltsic area under nanja 
cultivation is ryotwari, with no proFrietary or zamin aspects of the tenure to be 
",onsidered. 
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As to the specific points raised in the annexure. 

1. The proprietorship of the soil. 

That the landlord is the proprietor, is the basis on which the Rent Act (old and new) 
rests. The word' kudivaram ' signifies a cultivator's share in the produce of land heJJ by 
him as distinguished from the landlord's share in the produce of the land. It is in fact 
a species of tenant right or right of permanent occupancy (45 I. A. 209-215 P.C.) So long 
as he pays a,fair and equitable rent annually. he is entitled to cultivate the land. The rent 
which the landholder receives is entirely different and distinguishable from the land-tax 
levied by Government on ryotwari mirasidars. Whereas in the former case it is rent 
while in the latter, it is a tax on land,like the other taxes imposed by Government. 

II. (a) '" (b) Section 28 of the Madras Estates Land Act enacts that the rent or rate 
of rent for the time being lawfully payable by a ryot shall be presumed to be fair and 
equitable. By Section 27, if the question arises as to the amount of rent or the conditions, 
the ryot shall be presumed to hold at the same rate and under the same conditions as in 
preceding year. Section 29 prohibits the enhancement of varam rates (i.e., established 
rate for dividing the crop on harvest between the landlord and tenant). By mutual 
agreement spreading over a very long period, the rent for the proprietary villages of the 
Tanjore district, ha. been fixed between the ryots and their landlords and in a few caBeS, 
the rent has been fixed by the highest courts, taking all circumstances into considerati<'n. 
In my opinion such rents fixed mutually or by courts should be taken as a fair and 
equitable rent. The new Amending Act has also empowered the Collector or reduce such 
rent on application by the ryot on valid grounds and haa also made commutation of 
rent compulsory when desired by ryots. 

Statutory p'Toviaion /t»" f"emi8sion of f"ent.-No specific provision is necessary. In 
places where amani tenure prevails, no question of remission arises. as the crops are 
divided whether it be poor or otherwise. In places where amani tenure is temporarily 
commuted, lower rates of rent are fixed, taking good and bad crops into accounts 
mutually agreeing that there should be no remission. In spite of it, landlords give 
remission as a matter of grace, in cases where for no fault of theirs, the ryots are not able 
to raise a fair crop owing to circumstances beyond their control. The Estate. Land Act 
has been amended by the enactment of a new section providing for reduction of rent for 
specified causes and I think it is sufficient to deal with the situation. 

In view of my answer to II (a) and (b), no answer to II (d) is necessary. So far 
as this district is concerned, the rent has already become a settled one and the Act "Iso pro
vides elaborately for determination of fair and equitable rent. I do not think it desirable 
that the Provincial Government should have any reserve power to revise or alter rent, 
which should be left in the hands of the machinery provided in Madras Estates Laml Act 
with powers of appeal to the superior courts. Expediency of such & course is obvious, 
as Government changes often with distinct political bias. 

III. Powers given are not effective to make collection with ease and speed for a sale of 
holding under section 112, it nearly takes ten months, because ofthe numerous notices and 
publications. Also the cost is prohibitive and adversely affect the ryot, for to recover a 
rent of sums below Rs. 10, the landholder has to spend nearly twice that amount in publica
tion charges. A limit must be prescribed in the matter of expense on publication for the 
above and at any rate it should not exceed Rs. 5. That the powers of collection ale in
effective, will be evident by comparing with the amounts roalized by the Government 
in the adjoining taraf villages whereas in the Government villages, the arrears are practically 
nil, as the total demand in the current fasli is almost recovered at the beginning of the year, 
the ryots in the proprietary villages although the I8te of ciBt is lower therein, are in chronic 
arrears for two years and more. The inordinate delay in court is one of the contributory 
causes for such arrears. Also the Government i. armed with full powers and on account 
of its prestige and resow'cas like the Police, etc., the dues are collected speedily, whereas 
the proprietors who are mostly impecunious and in chronic debt, are not able to act 
effectively. If the Government is not inclined to grant more effective powers to the land
holders and if it be not po ... ible to reduce the delay in court, I would suggest that the 
Government should take up the collection work on behalf of the landholders at the latter', 
request, as is done in some of the native states, charging some commission 5 to 10 per cent 
for the expenses of collection. 

IV. The above question is merely oean academical interest, 80 far as the proprietary 
estates in the old deltaic area of Tanjore district are concorned. Most of the nanja lands 
are classiiied as wet in Government revenue record beginning from the paimash as entitled 
to irrigation from the channels leading off the river Cauvery. The landholder has superior 
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right to the water coming down the channel but as since almost all lands are classified as 
wet and as he and his ryots have agreed to divide the produce on a fixed basis it is to the 
interest of all to see that sufficient water is let down the channel to irrigate the mamul 
wet lands. But the question is not free from difficulty, regarding the water-rights in the 
proprietary dry tracts which are recently converted into nanja by the Mettur Projeot. 
But as most of the landholders therein are content to receive cist on dry basis as usual 
and do not require the additional adva'lltage resulting from the project, the ryots who 
take water on their own initiative and get the full benefit from the scheme must take the 
l'8sponsibilitjy of bearing the water charges imposed by Government. If the ryote are 
not willing to pay, Government should stop the supply of water, with the consent of 
lo.ndholders, if necessary. 

V. Almost alI the proprietary villages in this district have been surveyed and the 
record·of·rights prepared o.nd made available at cheap cost. As it is a very beneficial 
step, I agree ~at it should be made compulsory for all. The cost should be borne in pro
portion to their interests, between the landlord and tenants and the Government who 
levies taxes in the shape of cesses, kaval fees, etc. If the Government stands to gain by 
any legal imposition of water charges, I am of opinion that the whole cost should be borne 
by Government and not collected from the landlords or their tenants who are come
paratively poorer and specially hard hit in these days of acute depression. 

VI. The sy&tem of customary levies do not prevail in this district to any appreciable 
extent and such levies if imposed in any locality, is of a very insignificant value. What 
are legal levies and what are not, have been exhaustively and categorically held by the 
Madras High Court and I am of opinion that it should not be interfered with. 

VII. The above is no serious problem and there are no grievances regarding the 
same in this district. The grazing of cattle anywhere, so long o.s they do not stray into 
the oultivated field, is never interfered with. There is no forest in Tanjore and the trees 
in the proprietary villages do mostly belong to the ryots themselves. The original 
cuitivatolS have almost disappeared and the kudivaram rights have passed into a compa
ratively richer middle class who have planted trees in their holdings and hence the pro
blem of requiring wood for agricultural implemente has never arisen. The few trees 
whioh the proprietor owns are always at the service of poor deserving ryots and given free. 

With regard to the public paths, communal lands, etc., provision has been made 
in the new Amending Act for ascertainment of the right of parties and for acquisition if 
need be, and in my opinion they are adequate to meet the situation. Promiscuous cutting 
of trees in the forest by the ryots should not be allowed and the principles applicable to 
Government forest should govern zamin forests also. 

VIII. One of the most important benefits conferred on the ryots under the New Act is 
that in connexion with the maintenance of irrigation sources and works. 

A machinery has been. provided which will enable the ryots to see that irrigation 
works are put in order and the procedure has been much simplified. Beyond the machinery 
provided and the procedure indicated it is unnecessary to vest any special rights in the f 
Provincial Government. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi in proprietary villages. 
In my view such annual jamabandi is absolutely unnecessary and it is also im

practical in the present position of the proprietary estates. 
Except perhaps in the oase of the big zamins at Andllra desa and a few zamindari 

traots in the south governed by the Impartible Estates Act, almost the whole of the Pro
prietaryand zamin estates have beoome divided and' subdivided not only amoung co-heirs 
but between bona fide aIienees also. Some of the estates do not even cover one whole Village, 
but the latter has beoome divided between a numbzr of proprietors holding a few aores, 
each. oompared to whom the lot of the ryots in the village is better and in a more favoured 
positioll. 

On account of the oomplioation with the Government in the matter of quit·rent. 
kava I fees. water-rates and ceases. the proprietors are not al>le to prepare and maintain a 
correct D.C.B. statement for each year, which is partly due also to the want of co-operation 
on the part of the Government Village servants. Though the latter are expected to 
help the proprietoI'll. they rarely do so and the complaints to the superior officers have 
tOO of ton proved futile. 

The landlordlo have also no possessory rights on the holdings and hence the crops 
are being out and oarried away by the ryots without their knowledge. The ryot. do not 
measure their dues in kind or in cash on harvest and they do not pay even long after till 
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legal steps are resorted to. On account of the delay and expensive nature of the legal 
process, almost all the proprietors in this district have become impecunious and many of 
them have also filed insolvency petitions. In the circumstance!', the holding ofan yearly 
jamabanrli will be an absolute farce. 

X. Any clothing with legal rights on persons other than the registered pattadars or 
their alienees or legal representatives, will make the position worse, more complicated 
and will also be expropriatory. 

It will also be an act uncalled for and unnecessary so far as the Tanjore distriot is 
concerned and I presume that such will be applicable with equal if not greater force to other 
districte also. In the proprietary or zamin tracts, except in a very few exceptional raRe., 
maximum extent of a holding of a single pattadar will nearly exceed 25 acres and the average 
will be 4 to 5 acres of wet land or 10 acres of dry land. As the pattadar has usually undivided 
brothers or sons, the above holding is acceptable of further divisions, so that when divided, 
the holding becomes uneconomical, contributing to the further lowering of the standard 
of living of the pattadars' family, which the Government is trying to raise. If valuable 
rights are taken away even with compensation, from the original pattadars and vested 
in the third parties, it will be clearly expropriatory, leading to the further fragmentation 
of holding and the lowering of the standard of living. 

Calling some persons as under·tenure holders, implies that some lands in the holding 
are let or leased to him for some years. After the economic depression, letting on lease to 
third parties by the pattariar has practically disappeared. In the few cases the lands 
are let, the lessees are the richer and more powerful neighbours, who by reason of wealth 
or ability to keep the rowdy elements of the village in check, take the same on lease on 
lower terms and have it cultivated through others and act as commission agents by 
pocketing the difference. Or, the so-called lessees are merely day labourers, who are 
paid in advance for the cultivation including purchase of bulls and the lIl3intenance of 
sometimes even less-&s their family. They mostly do not stay with the pattadars for 
more than a year and the labour is dear and costly in most places, they are got at by some 
other pattadars, who advance similar amounts relying on their promises to work for some 
years at least. These labourers suddenly disappear to the isles disappointing both and 
without any idea of repaying the amount received as advance. Such is the lot of the 
pattadars and to think of propriating their properties over which they have spent their 
savings, will be simply inequitable and unjust even if it be not illegal. It will render 
the position of the landholders more difficult in the realization of their dues. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal is preferable as a final appellate or revisional authority 
in proceedings between landholders and ryots. In constituting the same, persons who 
have had both Judicial and Revenue training should be preferred. 

(b) Actions and proceedings between landholders and tenants may be tried in 
special courts, if the present revenue court system be abolished. The plOceedings must 
be summary and conducted expeditiously. The court-fees for suits which are at present 
on the scale of original suits, should be reduced to the level of fees on the small came side. 

XII. The remedies suggested are inadequate. Instead of the inordinate delay invol
ved in a suit for trespass instituted in the civil court, there should be a summary remedy 
open, empowering the Collector on an application to eject the trespasser with the aid of the 
police or even the reserves if need be. 

Memorandum b, M.B.Ry. A. P. L. N. V. Nadlmuthu Plllal Avargal, M.L.A., President, 
District Board, Wes' Tanjore, Tanjore. 

1. (a) First of all I wish to point out that the term ' tenant' in the question is not 
appropriate. The proper term to be med is 'ryot ' if only the cultivator of ryoti Ia.nd in 
proprietary areas is to be denoted and I preeume it is so. To come to the question proper, 
it seems to have been considered by eminent judges in several cases. According to the 
Hindn common law it appears that a. right to posHession of the Ia.nd was acquired by the 
first person who makes a bt>neficia.! use of the soil and he was ent·itled to occnpy it so long 
as he paid the portion of the produce assessed by the State. Severa.! earlier deci.-ions of 
the Madras High Court (commencing from 9 Madras, 175, have proceeded on the footing 
that the Sovereign was not the sole proprietor of all the land in his dominions and that 
the ryot did not cla.im his rights through the zamindare, who had only a. right to a share 
in the produce. But the latest view on the point is expressed by the Privy Council thus :
The mere fact that rulers in India genera.lly collected their land revenue by taking a &hare 
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of the produce of the land is not by itself evidence that the soil of land in India. was not 
owned by them and oould not be granted by them. The fact would support the contrary 
intention that the soil was vested in the rulers who drew their land revenue from the soil 
generally in the shape of a share of the produce in the land 41 Madras, 1012. The sove
reign right to waste lands has e.Iso been always conceded. An eminent Judge West, J., of 
the Bombay High Court has stated in 3 Bombay, 452, that' under the British rn19, though 
its introduction would not extinguish- private rights already fully acquired, the principle 
from wbich we must start is that waste lands belong to the State.' Other authorities 
holding similar views are not wanting and I may refer to 28 Madras, 257, 40 Madras, 410, 
and 40 Me.dre.s, 722, as some of them. 

The prevalent idea with reference to cultivated and waste lands is thus in favour of 
the Sovereign's rights to the soil and not merely to the land revenue thereon. 

In addition to this I may also point out that in practice the zaminds.r or the inamdar 
as the Il&IM.' may be has always been exercising an absolute right in respect of all waste 
lands in his estate. He is also the absolute owner of all porambokes including tanks, 
tank-beds, threshing floors, etc., and has been exercising such rigbts. He can distribute 
waste lands in the foreshore of tanks to anyone for cultivation as he pleased and under 
any oondition~. In every zamin village there is • private land' wbich is' in the actual 
possession of the landholder. The landholder whoever it may 00, has also been letting 
portions of waste lands in his estate to anyone he pleased for reclamation under special 
oontracts or on payment of premium. 

As against 80 muoh material and proof that the zamindar or ina.mds.r is really the 
proprietor of the soil, there is one important oircumstance against such right in zamindars 
only, and it is their origin, which can be gathered from anoisnt writers like Mr. Phillips in 
his .. Law of Land Tenures in Lower Bengal" or his book on .' land holding and th& relation 
of landlord and tenant" and" Harrington's Analysis_" Harrington's definition of a zamin
dar may be taken as sufficiently accurate and runs that ., a zamindar appears to be under 
the Moghul constitution and practice, a landlord of a peouliar description, not definable 
by any term in own (English) language, a receiver of the territorial revenue of the State 
from the ryots and other under-tenants of the land, allowed to succeed to his zamindari 
by inhEritance, yet generally required to ta.k£ out a renewal of his titl£ from thf' So"ereign 
or bis representa,tive, on the payment of a fine of inv""titure to the Emperor and a N aziman 
or present to his proviucial delegate the Nazim ; permitted to transfer his zamindari by 
sale or gift, yet oommonly expected to obtain previous special permission; privilege 
generally to be the annual oontractor for the public revenue received from bis zamindari, 
yet set aside with a limited provision in land or money when it was the pleasure of 
Government to collect the rents by separate agency, or to assign them tempora.rily or 
permanenty by the grant of a. Ja.gir or Altimga . . • entitled to any oontigent 
emoluments proceeding from his contract during the p£dod of bis agreement, yet hound 
by the terms of his tenure to deliver in a faithful acoount of his recent." This definition 
of a za.minda.r presupposes that originally he was employed by the State only M a Collector 
of revenue but tl.at his portion was strengthened in due course.) , 

In the Madras Prepidency by the introduction of the permanent settlement proprietary 
rights in the za.minda.ri were vested in the zaminda.r. In fact, the short title of Regulation 
XXV of 1802 .tates that it is ., a regulation for declaring the proprietary right of lands to be 
vested in individual persons and for defining the rights of such persons, under a permanent 
assessment of the land revenue in the British territories subject to tbe Presidency of Fort 
St. George_" The preamble to the said regulation also states that the British Government 
has resolved to grant to zaminda.rs and other landholderF, their heirs and successors a per
manent property in their land in all time to oome, eto. The permanent settlEment regu
la.tion YeBt<ld in the za.mindar (a) the right to collect the Government la.nd revenue from 
the ryots in oonsideration of his paying to th~ State a certain proportion of that revenue 
as peishkash; (b) a. permanent tenure instead of being an assignee or farmer for a term; 
(e) the right to transfer or alienate his rights as zamindar; and (d) the estate was made 
heritable. 

In so far &s inamdars are concemed the position is different. They are persons to 
whom grants have been made by Hindu or Muhammadan sovereigns for meritorious ser
vioes or other reasons. Such granta ha.ve been ~ither of land itself or merely the land 
revenue. The question whether the land itself or merely the land revenue was granted 
depends upon the Jlonstruction of the original grant if available or on the evidence adduced 
by the inamds.r ooncErned, about wha.t was gra.nted. That there is no presumption that 
t,he gra.nt was only of the land revenue a.nd that the dt-cision as to what w&s granted had 
to be decided with reference to the foots of eooh case has been laid down in a. Beries of deoi-
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siona of too Privy Council. These decisions have been condiderably weakened or we may 
say almost abrogated by the passing of Aot XVIII of 1936 by too Madras Legislature 
wOOreby all inam villages have been brought into the category of • Estatu ' and thu~ all 
cultivators of lands in inam villages are ryots with permanent rights of occupancy. But 
for thil! piece of legislation which has been univenally condemned the proprietor of the 
~oil in inam villagfs will be the inamdar where the grant was of the land and the State 
where the grant was only of the land revenue. 

In all estates, zamindar's or inam villages, the preponderant view appears to be that 
the landholder (zamindar or inamdar) is too proprietor of the soil, while the ryot baa a 
permanent right of occupancy, i.e., a right to continue in possession of the land in his occu
pation on condition of paying rent to the landholder and liable to ejectment when he makes 
use of the land for purposes other than agriculture, or otherwise materially impairs too 
value of too holding by rendering it unfit for agriculture. Too ryot is not the proprietor 
of too soil. He can only cultivate it. He cannot build upon it or quarry. In the sanneds 
issued by the British Government to the zamindars, rights of seigniorage have been speoi
fically reserved to zamindar, 10 that too latter are entitled to quarry or excavate mines 
or charge fees if the ryot quarries on his own land. All these point out to only one conolu
sion that the landholder (the zamindar or the inamdar) is the proprietor of the soil. 

Though the question restricts itself only to zamindars, as all kinds of landholders and 
their relationship with their ryots are under investigation I have dealt with the question 
generally. 

(a) This question has also been answered under part Ca) above. But certain differences 
between the rights of both may clearly be stated under this part of the question. 

Landlw1der', rig"'U8. 
(a) Is proprietor of the soil and can 

admit any person to occupation of 
unoccupied land in his estate. 

(b) has a right to collect rent either as 
a share in too produce or in cash as 
per contract or decree. 

(e) has no preferential right to effect 
any improvements in the land. 

(d) has a right to eject the ryot under 
certain circumstances as in section 
151, Estate~ Land Act. 

(e) baa a heritable and transferable 
right. 

Ryot', rights. 
(a) Is only entitled to cultivate the land 

and continue in oocupation on condi
tion of paying rent. 

(b) is bound to pay rent lawfully due on 
the land for oultivating it. 

(e) has preferential right to eff~ct any 
improvements in the land, such as 
sinking well, planting groves, etc. 

(d) Can only cultivate the land. Is 
bound not to impair the value of the 
holding by making use of it for any 
purpose other than agricultural pur
poses. 

(e) his rights are heritahle and transfer
able but subjeot to a. fresh charge for 
arrears of rent. 

ll. (a) A 'fa.ir and equitable rate of rent' is not the rate that is obtainable by free 
.md open competition but the prevailing rate payal)le by the same class of ryots for lands 
of a similar description with similar advantag('8 in too same village or in the neighbour
hood depending likewise on the value of the produce and the cost of production. It may 
be the average rent that the ryot himself baa been paying or was bound to pay for a period 
of ten yean preceding the time when fair and 6quitable rent for the land is to be df'ter
mined. 

(b) They are (a) the contract if any between the landholder and ryot or patta and 
muchilka exchanged or decreed between the parties; (b) average annual rent that has 
accrued due to the landholder during the preceding ten years excluding years declared by 
local Government to be famine years; (e) the improvements if any effected at the sole cost 
of the landholder or the ryot ; Cd) rent payable for similar land of similar description with 
similar advantages in the neighbourhood; (e) the value of the produce and the cost of 
production; (f) the area of the holding; and (g) the number of trees if any yielding income. 

(e) No statutory promion is necessary. In the interest of peace between landholders 
and ryots, in the interests of the well-being and prosperity of both landholders and ryots, 
for advancing the progress of agriculture, it is better to RettIe a fair and equital)le rent in 
all proprietary estates subject to reduction or enhanCf'ment as provided in the Estates 
Land Act. Question of statutory provision for remission of rent does not arise in any 
case where rent is payable in kind. It does not also arise in cases where rent has been 
commuted into cash rent, &8 such rent i. usually fixed on averages and is liable to reduction 
or enLancemtnt only periodically as provided by statute. In all cases of rent payable in 
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pursuance of a private contract between the Ia.ndholder and ryot no statuoory provision 
for remission is necessary as the contract is entered into with open eyes and the provisions 
of the Contract Act are wide enough to relisve cases of undue in1Iuence or coercion. 

(d) Almost all estates have been surveyed and a Reoord of Rights prepared. The 
best oourse will be to settle the rate or share of rent payable in respeot of eaoh kind of land 
or tree in eaoh estate either in kind or in oash with reference to the several faotors indi
cated under question II (b) above. To adopt the other alternative course of allowing the 
court or officer to fix the rate on application will entangle the ryot in wasteful litigation 
and put him to much inconvenience and loss. An experienoed Settlement Officer who 
will take the matter on hand and fix a fair and equitable rent onoe for all to the best of his 
judgment, subject of course to appeal and revision or second appeal will be able to render 
justioe between the landholder and the ryot. He will camp in the village, inspeot the 
lands ooncerned as also adjacent lands, make suoh enquiry as may be provided for and 
decide the proper rate of rent once for all. The rent 80 fixed may be made liable to en
hancement or reduction periodically only as provided for in the Estates Land Act. 

(e) Provision for a fresh appeal to the Distriot Judge and a second appeal to the 
High Court or to the Colleotor and Board of Revenue will more than suffice. Further 
reserve executive powers in the hands of Local Government are not neoessary. 

III. (a) No. The methods of collection of rent provided for in the Act have been 
working satisfactorily except that it is highly costly whioh is detrimental. to the interests 
of the ryots. This matter will be dealt with under the next question. 

(e) (I) Distfoaint and sale oj movablu of the '!/ota.-This is:now done by the land
holder himself or by his authoriz·,d agent and report to the sale o,fficer. The cost of bring
ing the property to sale and realizing the arrear must be considerably reduced. In cases 
of distraint of cattle (except the exempted ones) the amount realized by sale is swallowed 
up by the cost of maintaining them from the date of distraint to the date of sale. Cases 
of distraint of oattle should be made only by the Revenue Inspector and sold by him at 
once or within three days at the most after due publication in the village itself and in the 
neighbouring villages. The cost of sale and proclamation should be a minimum. 

(2) BtI/ilB, dec'us and flXecution.-The cost incurred by the landholder in filing snita 
for arrears of rent and exeouting the decrees are very excessive and the ryot pays very 
heavily for the oumbrous and oostly procedure. The court-fee now paid on suits is at the 
soale presoribed for original suits even in cases of claims .of small sums. Majority of cases 
are decided ex parte and are disposed of in consolidated batches. Even. in civil courts \ 
for small causes a court-fee of Rs. 7-a-O per hundred is levied, while for rent suits it is 
Re. Il-4-0 per hundred. I would suggest that for rent suits a court-fee of four annas 
for every ten rupees or part thereof will be more than enough. 

In execution proceedings also the procedure prescribed by the Act is highly costly. 
The cost of publication in the District Gazette is heavy. It is unnecessary as ordinarily 
no ryot or landholder looks into the District Gazette. Even for small sums the cost of \ 
publication is so heavy that the aggregate amount payable by the ryot including costs of 
exeoution is so prohibitive that the ryot finds it impossible to pay and has perforce to leavs 
the land sold as it is beyond redemption. 

In the procedure prescribed for distraint and sale of holdings in .ections Ill, 
d 8eIJ. of the Act, .the cost of service of notice on the ryot, t~e cost of application for sale, I 
cost of proclamatIOn, and the warrant of sale should be co;nslderably reduced. The provi
sion for publication of the order of sale .. nd proclamation of .ale and the ... Ie certificate 
(vide seotions 119 .. nd 124) in the Distriot Gazette should be deleted. The provisions of 
section 121 are s. 0 used that if,9p the !late Q.(liSIIl.first fi.x.ed by. the court there are .llopjddera ( 
for the upset pric.!' fixed by the. .court,. thEt .... I\l. iB ... d.iouflled to the next day an.d k.n.ooked . 
down for" whatever price may be offered for the property", i.e., for nine ann ... or on~" 
.a'nna even. Thus all the trouble taken by the Collector in issuing notices to ryot and fixing 
the upset price is wasted and the selling offioer usu .. lly a Revenue Iospector adjourns the 
sale noxt day and sells the property for a song. This provision should be suitably amended 
by allowing the holdiug to be sold for a fa,jT price, even if purchased by the landholder. 
The ;purohaser, whoever it be, ~ust aoquire an indefeasible right to the. occupan.cy right 
.. nd If the landholder purchases It the land should thereafter become his private land to "lo. 
be doalt with by him as he likes. To this extent sections 3 (10) and 6 of the Act should be 
aml'nded. Otherwise the ryot does not pay the rent due under the impression that the 
landholder even if he purchases the holding has perforce to allow it to be cultivated by the 
ryot or his neighbour who will then acquire occupancy rights without payment of any 
price for it. A combination .. mong ryots not to purchase the land also compels the Ia.nd
holder to buy. The poundage collected in all cases of sale of movables or immovablE' 
property should a1so be reduced considerably. 
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IV (a) do (b). I presume this question relates to wet lands under the ayacut of a 
tank or other ancient irrigation source. In such cases the right of the ryot to water-supply 
is appurtenant to the land he occupies. The landholder is bOlmd to supply water, i.e., koop 
the source of supply in proper condition and allow the ryot to make a proper UBe of the 
water as he may customarily be entitled to. Of course the landholder being the proprietor 
of the irrigation sources is entitled to improve it, store more water, or compel the ryot to 
make a more economical use of the water and increase the area of cultivation or the number 
of crops grown. The ryots are bound to supply the customary labour for carrying out 
minor repairs in the tank or other source. The supply chennel if any to fill up the tank 
should be annually cleared of silt by the ryots and breaches closed. The landholder is 
not entitled to diminish the capacity of the source to the detriment of the ayacutdal"8 
and if he gets a declaration from the Collector under sections 20 and 20-A of the Act then 
the landholder is entitled to make such usc of the land occupied by the source or the source 
itself as he likes. As the landholder maintains the source in tact at his cost, it is but proper 
that he must be solely entitled to the fishery in the source unll'ss by contract or grant the 
ryots have acquired such rights. 

V. (a) do (b) Yes. This is mo~t eesential. The Government should of their own 
accord and at their cost proceed under Chapter XI ofthe Act in the interests of peace in 
aU e3tates. If the Government is of opinion that the cost should be borne by the land
holder and the ryot then the most equitable oourse will be; (a) in estates where rent is 
payable in kind, in the same proportion as the produce is being shared: (b) in estates com
muted cash rent is being paid, the landholder to pay one-third and the ryot two-thirds 
of the cost as generally; this is the rent average proportion in which the produce was being 
shared in Tanjore district before commutation; or eel the proportion may be decided in 
each case by the Collector of the district after notice to both parties with a right of appeal 
to the Board of Revenue. 

VI. No. This has been prohibited for nearly a century and the provisions in the 
Estates Land Act for the purpose are ample safeguards against such levy. But customary 
services to be rendered br the ryots should be excepted from this rule. Most of the land
holders in the Prc3ideucy are temples and other religious and charitable endowments and 
they will suffer a great deal if this is not done. In fact as ea1"ly as 1786, Lord Cornwalli. 
was made Govornor-General of India with statutory directions (24 Ge •. III C 25) • for 
settling and establishing upon principles of modern justice according to the law and consti
tution of India, the permanent rules, by which tributes, rents and services of the Rajas, 
Za:nindars, Polygars, Talugdars and other natives,landholders should be in future rende'fed 
and paid.' Such 6~rvices have been rendered from time immemorial customarily and in 
gome cases they are the subject matter of contract also. This should be continued to be 
rendered. Otherwise the landholder should not bo allowed to levy anything in addition 
to rent from the ryots. 

VI. (a) The ryots have no inherent right in themselves in anything beyond their 
holdings. But customarily they have been cutting wood necessary for agricultural imple
ments with the permission of the landholder. They are entitled to plant timber trees 
useful for such purposes and house building as well like portia, babul, etc., and make use 
of them as they like without rendering the holding unfit for agricultural purpose.. Forests 
have been exclusively enjoyed by the landholders, but with his permission the ryot. may 
be allowed to cut wood for agricultural implements_ Taking permission from the land
holder would prevent missuse of the privilege. As for graziug of cattle no difficulty being 
felt as they are grazed in all unoccupied land except reserved forests. Even these reserved 
forests m~y be thrown open for grazing without cutting twigs for goats or other heads of 
cattle. Green manure also the ryots may gather in any place within the estate without 
detriment to other ryots and whel'f' it is to be gathered from forests or other land of the 
landholder, his permission must be previously obtained. 

(b) They have no inherent right. The remaining portion is covered by the answer 
to part (a). 

(c) Public paths.-Every member of the public has a right to use them as public 
thoroughfare and this has been declared to be so by many judicial pronouncements and 
legislations-

CrnnmunaZlandB.-They do not belong to either to the exclusion of othl'r. If they 
have been Bet apart for communal purposes by the landholder after the grant to him or 
after the permanent settlement: the.y rf'v~rt to the landholder when t~e purpose for whieh 
't wa. set apart no longer requIres It_ Till then the VIllage commuruty has a right to use 
\ for the purpose for which it was set apart and for no other. If it is diverterl for any 
~ther use without the COU86,:,t of the l.andholder, he is entitled to take possession of it and 
make such use of it as he hkes. If It was communal land even before the grant to the 
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landholder or the permanent settlement, the village community has a right to use it for the 
purpose for which it is intended and on its being diverted to any other use or it becomes 
unnecessary the Collector may decide as to whom it belongs and dispose of it accordingly. 
The provisions of sections 20 and 20-A of the Act are sufficient for the purpose. 

Hill and /ore8t poram6oke8.-The tenant has no inherent rights in these. He may use 
the timber free for making agricultural implements free of cost but with the permission of 
the landholder. He can be permitted to use the dried twigs or branches without impair
ing in any manner the value of the trees or other growth. He may be permitted to graze 
his cattle free. But he has no proprietary rights in these. The landholder alone is in 
law tho proprietor of all unoccupied land in his estate including hills and forests. 

vrn. (a) The amended provisions in the Act are adequate and no further provision 
""ems to be necessary. If possible the cumbrous procedure now deemed necessary may be 
simplified and all applications unde!' Chapter VIII of the Act may be made to the Deputy 
Collector rather than to the District Collector. 

(6) til (c) It i. quite unnece.sary for Local Government to interfere with the main
tenance of irrigation works as Chapter VIII is comprehensive and where landholders fail 
in their duty drastic consequences follow and the ryots themselves are gi'Ven the right to 
execute the work under certain conditions and under the supervision of the Revenue 
Officers. 

IX. This question cannot be answered generally for all e3tates. In cases where an 
.,state belongs to a single proprietor tho holding of a jatnabandi may be feasible, as is 
being done by the Chattram Superintendent in villages belonging to the Raja's Chattrams 
under the management of the West Tanjore District Board. Similar jamabandi for pro
prietary estates is held whenever the estate is under the management of the Conrt of Wards. 
Such holding of jamabandi i8 not possible in estates which are owned by several persons. 
So a jamabandi may not be made a eompulsory thing. It may be had whenever the pro
prietor deems it necessary. 

X. The relationship between the l'yot and his under-tenants. is merely contractual 
.and shonld be governed solely by the contract creating the under-tenure. The zamindar 
is not bound to recognize the under-tenant unless he is rllctuired to do so in writing by 
both the ryot and the under-tenant ami in any case the ryot should not cease to be liable 
for the rent. 

XI. (a) til (6) No change in the existing system is necessary. But as revenue courts 
.are strange to the procedure prescribed by the Civil Procedure Code, and as the Civil Rules 
of Practice hag been held not to apply to revenue courts, it is necessary that (a) the Civil 
Rules of Practice in so far as it may be made applicable to revenue courts should be so 
made applicable; (6) or.:l.inat·i1y only graduates in law who are Deputy Collectors should 
be posted to courts where. procoodings under the Estates Land Act are instituted; and 
{c) in all oases where complicated questiolU! of title are involved the Deputy Collector must 
be given a discretion to direct the parties to establish their title in the civil courts or the 
District MUIlSif may be appointed .. Collector" under the Act for di'posing of such suiU I 
which may be transferred to him by the District Collector as involving a. question of title, 
-otherwise the existing system of COUI·ts will suffice. 

XII. (a) The zamindar is now entitled only to ordinary rent and one year's rent as 
damages. The trespasser can be ejected nnder section lS3·A under certain conditioD8. 
'fhese provisions are not enough. An unoccupied land, waste, forest and poraml:>okes 
are the property of the landholder and none, should be allowed to encroach upon theso lands 
without the previous written permi'lSion of the landholder obtained on application made 
by the ryot. The landholder should be allowed to enter into separate contracts with such 
.applications and all suoh contracts should be enforced by court.. In all cases where persons 
ha.ve trespassed without such permission of the landholder they should be liable to evicted 
summarily. 

(b) These are being collected by landholders through the civil court by suit. This 
i ... nough and tlO new provision is necessary but a first charge may be created on the 
land for tht\80 dues. . 

In general.-I would like to add a note regarding the conditions prevailing in pro
prietary arcas in Tanjore district. I am fully alive to the several ryots' organizations and 
:zamindari ryots' organizations, landholders' associatioDs and zamindars' 8SBOCiatioll8 
and their representations for some years past. The agitation of ryots in proprietary 
estates that they are oppressed is mainly cantered in certain districts in the north. So 
far as estates in Tanjore district are concerned, there does not appear to be any case of 
any proprietor har8S8iug his ryot. On the other hand it is the other way. In several 



villages the ryots combine against the landholder and refuse to pay any rent. r am aware 
of several cases where the landholder has purchased the holding for arrears of rent but be 
is not allowed to enjoy it and generally the right is reA88igned to the ryot on payment of 
even a portion of the arrears for which it was sold. In most villages rent is being paid in 
kind and is being collected ami ably or otherwise appraisement proceedings are taken 
through court. In many villages amam rent has been commuted into cash rent and it is 
being collected peacefully. Cases of purchase of the melvaram right by the ryot from 
the landholder are more than the converse case. By the non-payment of rent by the ryots 
several proprietors have lost their estates in this distriot. General statements that ryota 
are generally being oppressed by proprietors do not apply to Tanjore district. 

A survey of ail eststes in the district prpperation of a record of rights and a final 
settlement of rent cummuting all rent in kind into cash rent and preparation of rent roll 
under Chapter XI of the EstatJs Land Act is absolutely neces8ary and when this is done 
there will be no room at all for complaints of oppression from any quarter. 

A. P. L. N. V. NADIMUTJIl1 PILLAI. 

Memorandum by the Bar Association, Kumbakonam, dated 8rd December 1987. 

I. (a) R Ramachandra Ayyar.-According to jurisprudence of the native kings and 
rulers and according to several judicial decisions the king or the State haa boon Ill'ld to 
possess only a right to a share in the produce and the ryot or occupier ha. been considored 
as the owner of the soil, subject to payment to the Stato, its share of the produce. The 
following decisions in support ofthe above view may be referred to 6. M.H.C.R. 208 (215), 
20 M. 299 (302), per Bashyam Ayyangar, J. in 27 M. 386 (396), Per Wartrapp C.J. in 12 Born. 
H.C.R. 1 (53) 1 M. I.A. 282. 

But thore is also much to be said in favour of the other view that the landlord is the 
proprietor. Judicial decisions to that effect are not wanting. The permanent settlement 
Regulation XXV of 1802 vested the proprietary right in the wil in the zamindars by 
section (2) thereof. But this has been explained away by the permanent settlement 
interpretation Regulation VI of 1822. 

The zaminda.r is certaiuly the proprietor of all waste lands, homo· farm or pannai lands 
under his own direct cultivation, and all unoccupied lands cultivable or oth&rwiBo oxisting 
within the estate. 

So far Wl the occupied lands are concerned, the preponderant view is that the z!tmindar 
is vested only with a right to collect tho Rajabogham or king's share of the produce and 
the ryot is the owner of the soil subject to the above right of tho zamindar. 

Apart from authority or principle and as beneficial State policy, the proprietary right 
should be vested only in the ryot and that policy alone is conducive to progress of agriculture. 
Otherwise, the ryot, by whose exertions the land is made to yield, will have no zest or in~en
tive to resort to intenser or better methods of cultivation and the progress of agrioulture. 
in increasing the national wealth may be said to be doomed for ever. 

By the application of such a theory the landlord may not have much to complain 
so long as a reasonable rent is assured to himself and it. would be thA path of good sense 
to agree to such a state of affairs, for the prosperity of the ryQt is an asset to the zamindar. 

The question is on the whole one of academio importance only, for each has got definite 
rights in the land. The one is a complem~nt .of the other but th.e ryot's initia.tive alone 
can bring more produce. So he must be gIven the freedom to enJoy and exercise rights, 
as full proprietor, subject to all the rights of the landlords, now exercised by him in th" 
matter of collecting rent and other safegua.rde that may be necessary to protect the undis
puted rights of the zam inda.r. 

The conclusion that it may be described as a partnership may not be altogether far 
wrong but the ryot should be the predominating and active partner. 

K. K'Uppusami Ayyar.-The tenant is the proprietor of tho soil but his rights are 
subject to limitations imposed by the rights which the landlord has over the same. 

S. Guvindaraja Ayyar.-Whatever may be the theory of proprietorship of the soil 
historically, the tenant (ryot) should be recognized as the proprietor of the soil. 

r. (b) R. Ra."..,;zdw.ndra Ayyar.-The interest of the landlord in all lands in the occupancy 
of a ryot is that he is a farm~r of revenue or oo~ector of rent or the share of tho produoe 
and the ryot is the owner subject to the above nght of the landlord. In other portions or 
the estate, the landlord is the proprietor. 
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K. KupptI8ID<Imo AWar.-The la.ndlord is entitled to collect the kist or melvaram. 
The tenant is entitled to cultivate it and use it in any way which will not render it useless· 
for cultivation. If the tenant wants to do anything with the land which will render ~t: 
unfit for cultivation, it should not be done without the written consent of the landlord 
and the tenant or his transferee will always be liable to pay the rent. 

8. Gooindaraja Ayyar.-The tenant is the owner of the land and the landholder is entitled· 
to oollect the rent. 

II. (a) R. RamachMulra Ayyar.-Fair and equitable rent is that rent which is a fair 
proportion of the actuaI net yield of the soil arrived after deducting all oha.rges and expenses 
incurred in rsising the crop, expenses being allowed for each head at a fair value in money 
or kind. 

Will land.-In the case of wet lands generally speaking 50 per cent net may be taken 
sa fair rent in kind. This will be i gross income. 

The ryot may grow any number of orops without a liability for additional rent unless 
such cultivation entails payment of water charge to the Government in which case, the 
tenant will be liable to the extent of the water charge and no more. 

It may also be said that wherever feasible, the rates of revenue prevailing in ryotwari 
&reM may be had as the standard for the particular class of soil, etc., a.nd determination 
of rent may be made in the same way sa the settlement is made in ryotwari areas. 

Dry landa.-The existing rates may be retained sa "fair and equitable" except in 
pJaoes where they are excessive, in which case it may be reduoed by the application of the 
above principle of half net basis. 

Garden landa.-Jn certain pIaoes in Tanjore district these are claimed to be rent free 
and have been held to be so by judicial tribunals. In other places, the existing rates 
wherever they are favourable may be retained a.nd other excessive rate revised on the 
abovtosaid basis. 

K. Kuppuilwamo Ayyar.-Fair a.nd equitable rent as at present understood varies with 
different localities a.nd with the previous history of each locality with regard to rent. Very 
valuable rights have become vested in the landholder by his collecting certain rents as per_ 
mitted and recognized by Jaw. 

Fa.ir and equitable rent may hereafter be taken as one-third or the gross produce of 
the lands wherever the landlord's existing right is a.ffected by the said rate, he may be 
compensated and wherever rent is lower than on )·third the Jandlord will not be entitled 
to enha.nce or increase the same. 

In all _nja landa, the rent may be fixed as a.bove sa.id. The rent may be calculated 
on an average of ten years' produce including varying reasons omitting years of flood and 
drought. The rent payable in cash may be the price of grain-rent payable the price being 
the rasi price as is found by the Collector from the average prioes obtajnjng in the districts 
in the months in whioh the crops are harvested. 

The p"nja renl8 may be left sa they are.· Bd't when punja becomes cultivable .witb ' 
nanja orops owing to natural facilities or those made at the expanse of the landlord the. 
rent according to nanja lands may be collected. Where punja is cultivated with gltden 
crops from water taken out of natural SOtll'Oe8 or those made hy the landlord a fair water
rats should be paid to the la.ndlord. 

8. Gooindaraja Ayyar.-Fair and equitable rent is that which corr6sponds to revenue 
paid for similar lands in ryotwari tracts. 

NO'l'IL-(I) (AllaN ..,...s.) eoneotion of rent by divioion of produce every yea, on the thraahiag.ftoor 
mould be .boU.bed. .. moh .,.t.em. ia ou.mbroQli and harauing and not oonduetive to the best iDllereata at the 
landholder or >he ..,.., .. 

(Ii 8. ~G A~.-TheoamiDdari .... d pmprietery __ mould be abolished. Tho Gov.muz.ent 
....,. reeume t.h <> iDte:r.t of lbe amindar or melvaramdar and pay adequate oompenea.'ion. A.ll Jallda may be 
OOllverted in'" ryotwari. taota 110 that! lMd legislation aaa,. be simple. oJear and u.niform aod 110 that introdllO
UOIl of beneftoia\ logiolation reprding l70twari lands may also apply '" .. tate lando. 

II. (b) R. Ramadlandra Ayyar.-The following prinoiples may be followed :_ 
(A) The standard produce will be settled for each area. In doing this, the follOwing 

considerations will be bome in mind: viz., (i) the soil and the degree of fertility thereof 
(il) the fa.cilities for irrigation and drainage, (Ui) the average rainfall. The average yield 
per a.cre will be BIIttled if necessary by crop experiments conducted in suitably selected 
fields. 
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. (B) Cultivation expenses will be deduoted. In doing this fair rates of wages will 
be allowed for manual labour, i.e., living wages. The personal semoes of the ryot and 
members of hill family will be taken credit in hill favour at their rea&onable market value. 
The manure supplied will be given ita value at the market rate, oosts of seed, ploughing, 
preparation of seed· bed, preparing the land for transplantation and all charges inourred 
from sowing to harvesting including kaval fees, silt clearance of channel and minor maramat 
incidental to cultivation will be allowed. 

(C) A percentage deduotion of not less than 20 per cent should be made for viciBBitudea 
of season, unprofitable areas, pests and general uncertainty of yield experienced BB freaks 
of nature. 

(D) A margin of say 5 per cent should be allowed for the inoreased standard of life of 
the cultivating CIBBS. . 

(E) All inorease of yield due to improvements effected hy the ryot should be left out 
of consideration. After making theBe deduotions a share of 50 per cent may be oonsidered 
BB a fair rate in kind. This will be very nearly one-sixth gray produce which the Hindu 
kings are stated to have got proverbially. 

The question of money value of the landlord's share may be left to be settled by 
contract or the price may be oomputed at the average price of the standard crop which 
prevailed in the previous year during the harvesting months. 

K. Kuppuswami AlIlIar.-When the rent is fixed at one-third of the gross produce 
all considerations are self-adjusted, such considerations would b&-

(i) the interest on capital value of the melvaram, 
(ii) the peshkash payable to the Government, 
(iii) the cost of cultivation, and 
(iv) the interest on the capital value of the kudivaram right. 

S. GlYVindaraja A1I1Iar.-All considerations which the Government take into account 
at the time of settlement of ryotwari traots may be taken into account in settling the fair 
and equitable rent in estates. 

n. (e) R. Ramackandra A1I1Iar.-There should be statutory provision for remission 
of rent on the basis that the tenant should always get the cultivation expenses (except in 
cases of total loss) and out of the remainder, the loss will be shared in the proposition of 
1 : 2 between landholder and ryot. There should be no reduotion when the diminution 
is only less than 10 per cent and no rent is payable if the yield is less than cultivation 
expenses. No remission should be claimable if the loss is due to the ryot's fault. Subject 
to the above principles, remission should be granted whenever by reason of vismajor or 
otber unforeseen calamities whether by way of 1Iood, drought, failure of rains, pest and the 
like the yield is diminished. 

K. K uppuBwami A1I1Iar.-In all years in which the general yield is below half the average 
yield in spite of good cultivation, there should be provision for remission of rent on a graded 
scale. That should be by application to the Collector if the landlord and tenant cannot 
arrive at an agreement a.s to remission, with provision for appeal. 

S. Govindaraja A1I1Iar.-Provision for remission of rent is necessary. The rules regard
ing remission of rent obtaining in ryotwari areas may be adopted . 

• n. (d) R. Ramachandra Ayyar.-OrdinariIy it may be left to the parties to have 
the rates of rent settled and revised in a.ccordanoe with the above principles which may 
be enunciated &lld embodied in suitable legislation a.s Universally applicable and where 
parties are nnable to agree, aggrieved parties may be provided the opportunity to resort 
to tribunals now exercising jurisdiction or other special tribunals if neoe8ll&ry for getting 
the fair rent settled in acoordanoe with these principles. 

K. K uppuBwaml A1I1Iar.-It is better to settle the rate of rent once for all but provisions 
should be. made for the altera.tion in individual oases of fields or for whole village, when 
the circumstances so change, that there will be a permanent increase or decrease in the 
yield of the lands and not merely seasonal va.ria.tions. This can be done by a suit instituted. 
before the Collector or by petition to Collector subject to appeal to the District CoI1eotor 
and a final appeal to the Board of Revenue. 

S. GlYVindaraja AlIyar.-Gra.in share of rent may be fixed onoe for all by any specia.l 
tribUnal appointed by the Government. Rent may be collected in cash computed at rate 
prevailing in harvest season of the previous year, to be notified by the Government. 

n. (e) R. R_7w.ndrti. Ayyar.-Not necessary if the procedure of the enWlciation 
<If principles and resort to tribunals recommended under n (d) is conformed to_ 
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K. KuppU8Wami Ayya,.-It is not desira.ble to have periodical variations and exe
·cutive action is not desirable. 

S. GouindtJraja Ayyar.-Power need not be reserved to Government. 

m. (a) (Agreed .view). Existing powers of collection provided for in the. Estates 
La.nd Act may be retained though they may require some ohanges in detail. 

NOTII.-( 1) With the abortioD of oollection ·of rent by dh·isioD. of produce, the provisioDII in thu Madraa 
EatatAe Land Act (or • .,prailement and division may be deleted. 

(2) 8. (JotJindt:JN.ja AWor.-lf all estate lands at'e oonverteci into ryotwari. oaUeotion wiU be taken over 
by fibs Government. 

Ill. (b) B. Bamacke&nd,a AYYe&r.-Thefollowing modi6ca.tions may be ma.de :-
Where a. holding is aIiena.ted by a. registered tra.nsfer deed the landlord shall not; 

have the right to sell that holding in the ha.nds of the alienee for anything more than the 
ratea.ble rent on the ssme. 

. K. Kuppu8IDamt Ayyar and S. GOllindaro.ja Ayyar.-The above recommendations, 
if adopted, would render seotions 24 to 41, 50 to 58 and 73 to 76 of the Madra.s Esta.tes 
Land Act unnecessa.ry. . 

III. (e) (Agreed view). 
(i) Court-fee on plaints may be reduced to sma.ll oause soale .. 
(ii) Gazette publication in execution sa.le8 may be abolished. 
(iii) P<>unda.ge (newly introduced by Act VIII of 1934 for sales of immovable 

properties need not be levied. 
(iv) Every ryot, on registra.tion as ryot, sha.ll furnish in writing to the landlord 

his a.ddress for service of notices required by the Act a.nd shall notify cha.nges thereof 
from time to time in writing. 

IV. B. Bamaehandro Ayyar.-(a) The rights of tenants to water-supply should be made 
appurtena.nt to the holding. It should not be matter of contract. He may also be entitled 
to the natural rights appurtenant to la.nd such as riparian right as recognized in a.llsystems 
of jurispruden08. 

(b) Subject to abovesaid rights of the tena.nts, the landlord may reta.in the rights 
now vested in him undel' the Ia.w for the time being in force. 

K. Kuppuswam' Ayye&r.-(a) It is not a matter of contract between the landlord 
and the tenant. Both being interested in the land, both ha.ve got rights. The tenant 
has got a. right to the water without detriment to similar rights of other tenants and land
lord. Every tena.nt can ta.ke the water he requires under the above condition. 

(b) Tne right of the landlord cannot be oa.lled the superior right. It can be oa.lled 
a right to supervise and control, which right the landlord has to exeroise and regulate the 
wa.ter-sllpply without interfering with the rights of the tenants. 

S. Gouindar~ja Ayyar.-(a) dt (6) Right of tenant to water-supply is inherent as being' I 

appurtenant to land. Other aspects of the question require further study. I am not able 
to answer a.t present. 

V. (a) (Agreed view). Yes. 
(6) B. B_ke&ndra Ayyar.-Equa.lly. 

K. KuppU8WClm' AYYllr.-The oharges should be borne by the tenant and the land
lord in the proportion of the yield to the rent but 50 per oent eaoh ma.y be levied as usually 
done at present. 

S. GlMndaraja Ayyar.- Tenant ma.y be made to bea.r oharges as in the case of 
ryotwari areas and the hala.noe by the landholder. 

VI. B. Ramacha .. d,a Ayyar.-No. 

K. K16ppu8!Dam' Ayyar.-Levy by way of indemnification of the landholder for any 
responsibility OMt upon him with regard to the esta.te or for covering expenses incurred 
for the benefit of the tenant may be oollected. Levies in the nature of personal payment 
to the landholder should be not oolleoted. 

S. GOtJindaraja Ayyar.-I agree with K. Kuppuswami Ayyar • . 
VII. B. Ba"",chaM"" Ayyar.-(II) The right of tena.nta (i) to graze oattl.. on all 

communal lands, grazing ground, porambokes and on the holdings. (ii) to plant trees, 
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enjoy their usufruct or cut them even where they exist on poramboke OOannel bund adjoin
ing the holding should be recognized. Similar in the case of collection of manure, taking 
earth or stone or sand from beds of rivers or tanks or over porambokes Within the limite 
of the estate should be recognized. 

(6) Yes. 
(e) The rights set out in vn (a) should vest in the tenant and should be free 01 cost 

&8 in (6). As regards public paths existing righte shall be maintained. The ryots and 
general public should have the freedom of user of public path Without interruption and they 
shall be maintained in accordance with local usage. 

K. Kuppwwaml Ayyar.-(a) So much of the lands as may be necessary for the 
use of the tenants for the use 01 the local natural facilities should be set apart for communal 
use. That should be subject to the control of the landlord so that the right may be utili.
ed only for the land of the tenant and IlA)t for extraneous purposes. 

(6) Collection of green manure and wood for agricultural implement should be for 
the culltivation of the land under the landlord and not ror domestic purposes. Grazing 
of catte is lor domestic as well as agricultural purposes. 

There can be no inherent right to things on lands which are not the property of 
the tenant but can only be appurtenant to land for its beneficial use. 

(e) Public paths and communal lands are common to the landlord and tenants. 
Hills and forest porambokes are the properties of the landholder tj)) they are assigned 
to the tenants. The condition of assignment should be left to the Zamindar. The m.ax:j
mum rent payable after assignment should be regulated by law. 

S. Govindaraja Ayyar.-I am not able to answer these questions. now. 

VIII. (Agreed view). 
(a), (6) '" (e) The provisions as to maintenance of irrigation sources under the 

present law in chapter VIII of the Madras Estates Land Act as amended by Act VITI 
of 1934 appear to be sufficient. 

IX. R. Ramachantlra Ayyar.-Not practicable. 

K. Kuppustoami Ayyar.-They may be made but need not be compulsory. 

S. GOtJirularaja Ayyar.-I agree with K. Kuppuswami Ayyar. 

X. (1) '" (2) (Agreed view). 

The legal status of the under-tenant may be regulated by existing practice or contract 
between tenant and under-tenants. The latter has nothing to do With the landholder but 
the crops in the possession of the under-tenant Will be liable to be produced against by the 
landholder as if the same were in the possession of the tenant. 

XI. R. Ramachantlra Ayyar.-(a) Board of Revenue need not be the final appellate 
authority. The High Court UlBy be such appellate and revisional tribunal. 

(6) Civil Courts. 

K. Kuppuswam' Ayyar.-(a) '" (6) The Board of Revenue may be the final appellate 
authority and the proceedings between landholder and tenaJl,ts Will best be tried in revenue 
courts at as present. 

S. GOtJintlaraja Ayyar.-(a) '" (6) Considerations of expeditiousness would favour 
the Board of Revenue and the present revenue courts. Considerations of convenience 
in applying the laws of procedure, etc., wonld to some extent favour the High Court and 
oivil courts. Special revenue tribunals presided by Judges having experience of civil 
law may be created and the High Court may be the final appellate anthority. 

XII. (Agreed view). 
(a) The remedy now provided is sufficient so far as eviction or recognition is 

concerned. 
(6) K. KuppuBWami A!lIIM.-The Zamindar should be given a charge on the rights 

of inamdars for jodi, etc., and for rent due. 

S. Goolntlaraja Ayyar.-I have not sufficient knowledge or experience of auOO rights 
and I am unable to express any opinioll thereon. 

C. S. DBSDU.ollAllI, 
B_eltwt/. 
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Memorandum by Mr. V. Aravamudu, Bakshl Store, Easi Main Sireet, Tanjore, 
dated 23rd November 1937. 

I. (a) The tenant ought to be deemed as proprietor. 
(b) The zamindar or inamdar is only a collecting agent or assignee of the Govern

ment revenue. The Government land assessment is only a royalty· for carrying on the 
Govemment. The Government at no ·time owned the land for purposes of cultivation. 
Hence the tenant whose predecessors in title owned the land cultivated it and enjoyed 
the produce thereof subject to the payment of the royalties ought to be deemed as the 
proper person entitled to the property and as such the proprietor. 

II. (a) One fourth of the net produce. 
(b) (1) The cultivating expenses. 

(2) The guarantee for labour and other necessary requirements for the next year's 
cultivation. 

(3) the marketing expenses of the produce. 

The net produce after defraying the harvesting expenses on the thrashing floor and 
providing for the above expenses may be shared between the landholder and the tenant 
in equal halves. 

(e) Yes; on principle that no rent should be payable if the yield in any yearis not 
more than one-half of the normal produce. 

This cne·half will be required by the tenant ior alTanging for the next year's culti
vl>t.ion. The norma.! yield shol'ld be fixed for each field and exhibited in the accounts. 

Where the yield is between half and three-fourths of t.he standard norma.! yield 
remission should be allowed to the tenant proportionately. 

(Il) I would prE fer the sharing system without any drastic conditioDs to the 
inconvenience of the ryot in the matter of ta.king the landholdpr's share to his granary. 
Of course the parties (landholder and tenant) may be left to contract for the payment of 
the landholder's share; but no contract should be enforceable for more than one y~ar. 

Settlement of fair and equitable rert by co~rt and eDl'Dciation of prinoiples for deter
mining it hay'! often worked hard on the ryot.~ both by the determination and by the reco
very of the determined rent during times of famine, economic depression, drought and other 
seasonal visoissitudes. 

(e) This question will not arise in view of my reply to question (d) it may not be 
expedient for the Provincial Government to have reserve powers to set at naught the 
decisions of courts, if courts ought to be invested with powers to determine the fair and 
equitable rent. If at all anything in that direction is necessary, it .hould be only through 
an Aot of Legislatur .. after asoertaining the popular feeling at the time. Wherever there is 
at present great disparity hetween the assessment of neighbouring Govemment villa.ges 
and the rent of the estate villages, where rent has already been fixed and settled, of oours~ 
the Provincia.! Government shclUld have reserve powers to revise or alter or reduce the rents 
by executive action through their Revenue Officers preferably the District Collector. There' 
should not however be elaborate settlement prooesE6II. The ryot in such cases should be 
given the option of paying the landholder's rent by a sharing system or to pay rent 
at rates revised or altered as above by executive revenue authorities. The rent to be 
fixed by the Revenue authorities should be or should not exceed the average of the rates 
of assessment prevailing in neighbouring vilIages of Government as was done at the inam 
Bettlement to calculate the amount of Government revenue foregone in favour of the 
inamdars. The average of the assessment of neighbouring Government villages should how
ever be carefully ascertained. That is an average oftha rates should not be made. The total 
assessment of the vHlage as per several rates acoording to classes of taram settlement should 
be taken and divided by the area. This rate should be taken as the rate of assessment 
of the neighbouring village and further proceeded with. 

m. (a) Yes; the produce instead of the land should ordinarily be secured for the pay
ment of rent which should be made payable on the thrashing floor without causing in
~onveni~noe to the ryot. Of course, the produce Ehould not be removed from the thrashing 
floor until the landholder's share is paid. The ryots should be made to correctly appraise 
hi.; iocome from the land for the year without any liability or anxiety of the burden of arrear 
of rent which almost kills him afterwards, and subjects him to indebtedness and untold 
miseries. 

The landl~rd should be made to be vigiIant over the harvest of crops and arrange 
for receiving his share of the produce without the ryot unduly waiting for him or guarding 
the produoe on that soore, wherever the rent is taken by sharing the produce. 
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(b) Distraints of movable properties for arrears of rent are at prcH(lnt to be doalt 
with by the landholder; but their sale has to be held on applicat.ion to the Tahsil<lar of th& 
taluk who sends them to the R~venue Inspectors of the /irkas. These R,venue IIl"pectors 
take their own time to sell the distrained properties. It sometimes takE'S even six month •. 
The landholders shoqld be empowered to dispose of the distrainoo properties themselws or 
through authoriz,d agents or the Revenue Tahsildars a.nd Revenue Inspectors should be 
made to hold the sales within one m 'nth of the receipt of sale applica.tions. Defaulters 
will have remedy in the case abuse of powers. 

(e) Sale of holdings should be put a stop to. It should not be provided for exoopt 
under exceptional circ~mstances. Produce should be the first thing to be proceeded with. 
Where the landholder is unable to realise it from the produce, for valid re»sons to be stated by 
an affidavit, sale of holdiugs may be provided. Of course, removal of the produco by the 
ryot without paying the landholder's share should be penalised. Where sale of holdings is 
inevitablJ and provided for, there should be no difference in procedure botween tho sales 
held by the Revenue authorities for realization of arrears of revenue. the landholders rent 
being recognized as the fir.t charge next to that of Government dues on the ryot's holditlg. 
It is however undesirable that salep should. be held in the village, by Revenue Inspectors 
of Summary Amins. The salp.s should either be held by the village p~nchayats at a prop"rly 
assembled meeting where village pa.nchayats are functioning or at the Taluk Office by 
the Tahsildar or Sta.tionary Sub.;Magistrate. Gazette publications of sa.los under the 

, 

presen.t provisio~s of the .Estates L~nd ~ct ha.ve done ~o good to defaulting ryots excopt 
mulchmg them WIth exorbltant pubhcatlOn charges, whIch come to Rs. 6 in each case. 
Where a landholder by reason of hill not being able to realize an arrear of rent of Rs. 2 the 
ryot is now made to pay Rs. 12. The amended Act of 1934 has t&xed the ryot too muoh 
even though it was proclaimed to safeguard the ryots' interests. 

IV. (a) The rights 6f water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant to the land. Even 
though they might have been a matter of contract when new irrigation sources were first 
provid,d, it cannot be said to be so now, as the parties are unable to know now what the 
terms of the contract were when the source was first provided. Landholder can have a right 
to claim a portion of what grows over th, surface of the soil. He is not entitled to all that is 
appurtenant to the soil, e.g., springs, mining rights, benefits of percolation duo to riparian 
facilities. 

(b) (i) The landholder has nc superior right in the water sources. In wells he has no 
right at all. For wha.tever is raised with the ryots' well-water, the landholder ought not 
to get anything higher. 

(ii) In the matter of tank irrigation, the landholder and the ryots have got equal 
rights and liabilities; the landholder owning the tank and the ryots the right to regulate 
and use the water for irrigation. The landholder is liable to see that the tank and sluicos 
and supply channels are kept iJ. proper repair and the ryots are liable to see, that the ta'lks get 
full supply, that the bunds are carefully preserved and conserved durmg rainy 80a30n to 
prevent breaches and wastage of the stored water. 

(iii) In the matter of irrigation direct from the natural strealIl8 or rivers or other 
Government irrigation sources the landholders and ryots have got equal rights both being 
entitled to the benefits of irrigation by sharing the produce. Where however the ryota are 
made to pay water-rate to Government, this should be added to the costs of cultivation 
before sharing the net produce; or in other words the water-tate should be shared equally 
by the landholder and the ryot jllBt as local cesses. 

V. (a) Yes; but this should be done at cheap cost. 
(b) Where Government have interest, i.e., have the right to water-rate and are 

actually getting water-cess revenue, they should &lso bear the cost. All parties to bear the 
cost in equal shares. The existing provisions do not provide for the maintenance of land 
records. Section 145 gives powers to landholders to sanction patta transfArs and Bubdivi

_ sions of holdings, "fit~~ut corresponding provisio~s for s,!bdivisions of survey~ holdings 
according to the proVlBlOns of the Survey Act as 18 done In the C&sc of ryotwan holdings. 
This defect should be rectified. It should be made clear who should sanction subdiviBiorus 
in surveyed areas and how Government as well as estate (landholder's) record.. should be 
maintained. 

VI. Yes; in the case of village deities which are maintamoo by the landholder for the 
village community. If these deities are taken away from the landholder's control and 
handed over to village panchayats and if the landholders be ('ntirely freed from any 

li ability to maintain them or in anyway contribute towards their maintenance no leVlea 
ahould be demanded by the land holder. 
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Local ce88es should continue to be borne in equal halves by the landholder and the, 
tRnant, But th~ landholder should not be made to advance the whole of the cesses in the 

:first instance and left to recover one half from the ryots. The Government or the loca 
authorities should assess and collect the portion due by the ryots from the ryots direct. 
Of course the provisions of the Local Boards Act would have also to be suitably amended. 

All other demands for levies should be done away with. 

VII. (a) Righl8 ollena-ma.-Trees QII holdings are already the prop~rty of the ryots. 
Trees on communal porambokes which do not stand on the boundary between ryoti lands 
and porambokes should no doubt be controlled in the interests of the ryots as a whole by the . 
vilJage panchayat who should be empowered to grant wood for agricultural implements. 
SuffieiAnt space should be provided for a grazing of oattle free. There can be no restriction 
for collection of green manure by the ryots from poramboke lands and from non-holdings 
free of ro.t. Landholder should not impose any restrictions on the utilization of natural, 
facilities. 

(6) This question is laconio. If i t concerns any forest area. within estates, of course 
the tenant& have inherent rights to take and use head loads for their domestic and agricul. 
tural pt:rposes free of cost. Such forests should be disafforested and should "ot be constituted 
reserved land. nor should any provisions of the Forest Act extended to them. The very 
existence of shrub growing forests connotes that there had been difficultIes in that area in 
the matter of reclamation and extension of cultivation and the little benefits which the 
lanrls around them may enjoy (at the risk of their crops due to the buShing tract 
sheltering devastating creatures) .hould not be denied or taxed. 

(e) Public paths are tl>e property of the public in general whether they are tenants 
or not. So also communal lands such as bathing and drinking water tanks, burning and 
burial grounds, cattle stands and the liko, streets, nattam.s, eto. As regards fore.t 
porambokes-vide reply to question (6) above. I would not like to call tl>e forest area as 
poramboke. Ryots should have free permits to graz3 their cattle and gather manure. 
leavlIi from forest for agricultural purposes. Picking up a head load of dried twins in 
wooded fcrests for dl)mestic use is customary though it has beell attempted to be I'Bstrictcd 
by extending the provisions of the Fore.t Ac~. Any use b~ non-agriculturists and pro
fessional labourers may be made a source of mcome to the village panchayats who should' 
be oonstituted a. the proper authority to deal with the hills and forests for the benefit of. 
the village oommunity. Unless the hills and forests are wooded area with valuable timber 
trees or otherwise deserving preservation, the landholder oannot aspire to get any income 
from suoh lands until and unless they are brought under plough. The village panchayat 

,.should be empowered as the proper authority to extend the cultivation of the village and 
<:leal with admissions to waste lands for extending cultivation. 

vm. (a) This has already been dealt with in reply to question 4. (6). Irrigation 
·ohannols and irrigatio" tanks with all their appurrenanc<s, sh'ices, supply channels, surplus 
courses and surplus weirs should be maintained in proper repair by the landholder. Silt 
olearance of irrigating minor channel (as oppOSl"d to supply ohannels) within the limits of 
the village should be done by the ryots under kudimaramat system. It will be the duty of 
the ryots to impound water into the tanks and guard the bunds after storage and' preven/i I 
wastage. 

(6) The existing provisions of the Madras Estates Land Aot seen sufficient to bring 
borne to the landholder the paramount duty of maintaining irrigation sou roes and works. ' 

(c) There may be meek tenants dreading the zamindar or landhOlder. It would be 
,desirable to vest in the Government powers to undertake SUO motu the repair a maintenanoo 
,of irrigation works on the failure of the landholder to take up and complete such works 
within a given time after nctice based upon reports of Revenue Officers not lower in rank 
than a Tahsildar or a Deputy Tahsildar in independent charge: such works should be 
taken suo motu by Government only after the Revenue Divisional Officers inspect them 
and C(.rtifies to the neosssity for the same. When such works are undertaken, they should 
be causvd to be carried through a village panchayat or in the event of .. regular village 
panchayat not functioning through a temporary panchayat formed in the village for the 
purpose. The system of entrusting works of ordinary maintenanos of irrigation sources to 
professional oontractors through the Public Works Department is not what is desired or 
-desirable. 

IX. Jamabandi is quite neoossary. T~e ~andholder's ~emand on the ryot's holding!i 
should be lot known to the ryots every year WIthin the year as m the case ofryotwari villages. 
To this extent it would be advantageous to invoke the provisions of the old Rent Recovery 
Aot of 1865 which made it oompulsory for the landholder to tender a patta every year to the 
ryot w thin the yoar and enforce its acc.,ptance. It maJ- be expedient for the Revenue Divi
sional Officer to Ilnnduot the jamabandi and furnish a rent roll to the proprietor every year. 
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This would obviate the necessity for filing a number of suite towards the determination 
of tbe ryots' rent payable by the ryote to the landholders. The landholder's buain""" will be 
simply to tender patta to the ryote following the rent roll. If the Revenue Divisional 
Officer be not the Jamabandi Officer, the karnams responsible for the correct preparation of 
the rent rolls would neither be prompt nor sincere. 

x. The za.mindar is an agent or lessee of the Government revenue. There can be no 
difference between a ryotwari pattadar and a zamin or estate ryot in the matter of dealing 
with his under-tenant. The nnd",r-tenant should have nothing to do with the landholder 
except in 80 far as the produce raised by him will be affected when distrained for arrears 
of rent due by the ryot. In respect of this, the existing proviRions of the Madras Estates 
Land Act serve sufficient. So also the existing provisions for the realisation oflease amounte 
due by nnder-tenants to the ryots _m sufficient. The ryots Rho\·ld be empowered to have 
control over the crops raised until their lease amounts are realized. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue should continue to be the final revisionsl authority in 
. proceedings between the landholders and tenants; but to meet the ends of justice the 
revisional powers should be Ilxercised by the j'Jint sitting of at least two Oommissioners of 
the Board of Revenue inst~ad of the Revenue Commissioner alone as at present. It is only 
that the majority view (the lower authority, i.e., the Colleotor and the revisional autho
rity two members of the Board of Revenue) can be made to prevail. No specia.! tribunal 
need be constituted. 

As regards the final appellate authority, the existing system may continue, i.e., 
through the District and High oourts. 

(b) Revenue oourts are the proper form for proceedings between landholders and 
tenants. Representations in other courts will be inacessible to the ryots and impossible 
without pleaders and advocates. As far as possible the proceedings rhould be very cheap 
and Ehould not cost the ryot much. Advocates do not even grasp rightly what their clients 
(ryots) represent in matters oonnecte<l with the proceedings under the Madras Estates Land 
Act. Hence the revenue oourts will be the proptr form to settle disputes and suits be
tween landholders and tenan ts. 

XU. (a) Landholders should be entitled to ordinary rent in respect of all nnauthorized 
cultivations too. Encroachments upon commnnal porambokes should not only be evicted 
but also be penaliz}d nnder the procedure adopted in Act m of 1905. The eviotion cost 
should be recoverable and the police shoulfl be entrusted with warrants of eviction to be 
issued by the Revenue Divisional Officer and Subdivisional Magistrate. The penalties 
levied should be handed over to village panchayats. As regards waste lands, the encroach
ments or assignments on application should be dealt with by the village panchayat on the 
best terms that could be secured for the village community as a whole. The landhclder 
should no doubt be protected where persons unauthorizedly enter upon and ouItivate lands 
the rights of the ryots over which have been extinguu,hed, acquired, inherited or purchased 
at rent sales and symbolical possession has been obtained by him. 

!fsuch lands are nnauthorizedly occupied he should be made entitled to twice a8 muoh 
as the ordinary rent on similar lands with similar advantages as mesne profits from the 
date of purchase. The police should be made to assist the landholder in such cases and in 
putting him in possession of the property on showing the sale certificate or copy of the deli
very ao count in his favour, leaving the unauthorized occupan~ to assert his claim by a suit 
in a civil court. 

(b) When the landholder is entitled to jodi, poruppu, kattubadi or kaval fees from 
the inamdars and such a claim has been recognized at the inam settlement it is but fair 
that it is made a charge upon the inam land next to that of Government. Where the inam 
has been parcelled out and subdivisions have been brought to account and recognized, 
the landholder should be given intimation and particulars thereof so that the landholder 
may recover the same from the inamdars in consonance with Government accounts. Where 
such subdivisions have not been recognized by Government the landholder should be entitled 
to recover his demand from any land in the inam village irrespect!ve of individual ownership 
of portions of the inam. The landholder should, ot course, recover the same by suits in the 
civil court. 

V. AlLA v AMUDI7. 
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Memorandum by Mr. Tyagaraja Sholagar, a member of the West Tanjora Dis\rld. 
Board, on behalf of the zamiD ryota of Mudukkur, Pattukkottai Wok, Tanjon 
district. 

1. (a) Only the tenants. 
(b) 'I'hey have got all rights. 

11. (a) Rs. 1-8-0 per acre in the· case of wet lands and Re. 0-1~ per acre in the-
case of dry lands. 

(b) (;ost of cultiYation, current prices, and water·cess sh(mld be taken into llCCOunt. 
(e) Yes; for loss or damage caused by floods, drought, pests and storms. 
(d) Hent should be settled once for all. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) In such a way aq Lo avoid the delay that occurs in court proceedings, ex parte

decrees and irregular attachments and to cir"umvent the improper methods adopted by 
the zamindnrs for obta.ining decrees on the basis of the gros.ly exaggerated ac~,()unta 
furnished by them. 

(e) Heply to this question is not known. 

IV. (a) 'I'he l'ights are inherent as being appurtenant to the land. 
(b) No. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) Fifty per cent each. 

VI. No. 
VII. (a) 'I'he rights with regard to the utilization of such lanilities belong to the

tenanta. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) As these are used by the tenants, the rights with regard to these belong 0 

them. But if these are cultivated, rent is due to the landholder. 
VIII. (a) The principles should be the same as those which are followed in ryotwari 

villageR. 
(bl Yes. 
(elan application by the parties. 

IX. Yes. 
X. The under.teuants should ha\'e facilities in regard to housing and the right to

utilize local natural facilities. 
Xl. (a) A Speclol 'I.'ribunal or the High Court should be the final authority. 

(b) In ci\-il courts. 
XII. (a) 'I.'he entire income for the fir.t year from the land occupied in an unauthorized I 

manner should be given to the zamindar as compensation. Thereafter, the zamindar 
should have the right to collect rent every year according to the rate prevalent in the 
village. 

Ad,l.:tioflal fflgge,otions. 

Zamin villuge. should be like ryotwari villages. 'I.'he zamindar shonld not a.k the
tenants to work for him without wages. The tenan ts should have the right to remit 
the rent due to the zamindar by money-order. If the committee considers that the zamin· 
dar i. justified in collecting kava! and jodi, the amount so collected should be spent only 
for the benefit of the respective villages in proportion to the amount cullected in each 
village. If the zamiudar fail. to do so. the tenants should have the right to inform 
the authority concerned about thiS and have these levies "aueelled or revised. Statutory 
provision should be made vesting power in those concerned for eJ(amining once in ten 
years the rent payable on wet and dry lands. 'I.'he zamindar should grant paUns at 
leust once ID five years. Topes should be assessed as dry lands. No statutory provision 
whatever hu .. been made by the Government in respect of the payment of water-cess 
by the tenants in the zamindari areas. The zamindar too does not come to any a!!reement 
with the tenants in regard to the payment of water-cess. The Government sh';;llld not 
distrain the crops of the ryots fol' arre",·. of rent due to the zamindar. The tenanta 
in the zamindari <area. which are irrigated by the Mettur project are in a pitiable condi. 
tion, as they have to l"'Y the water-cess fixed by the Government on the one haud and 
the rent due to the zamindar on the oth~r. 

II1-t7 
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}Memorandum by Mr. A. Sitarama Ayyar, Nldamangalam, dated 28th November 1937. 

I. The owner of the soil is the mlln who actually works' in th~ land. The z:,mind .. r 
i. only a middle man who collects rent wherers the tenant M .• got an E.ttachment toward. 
the land without which he Cfonnot eke out hi. livelihood. 

II. A fc.ir and equitable rent is 25 per cent of the net income after deducting the cest 
-of Cl,lltivation. For fixing a. fair and equitable rent the coet of cultivc,tion lind the vici ... i
tudes of season should be taken into ,.ccount. 

III. There should be stf.tutory provision for remission of rent in exception .. l casee 
.nch as failure of rr.infall, drought and flood. The rate of rent should be determined bv the 
-com whenever it becomes questionable. The Provincial Governm"nt should "hove 
reserve powers to revise the rents when they are not equitable. 

IV. The powers of collection of rent given to the landholders IWder the Madril. Estates 
Land Act do not require Pony revision if the rent ia 1uid in kind. The collection of rent 
'should be done then and there as in ryotwllrisystem by prompt action without acoumulation 
·pi arrears. 

V. The rights of the tenants to water-supply is inherent in the mnd. 
VI. All the est .. tes should be surveyed and record of rights should be maintll ined 

-compulsorily. The cost should be borne by ~he landholder and not by the tenant. 
VII. The landholder should not demand anything except the rent from the tenant. 
VIIi. The tenant h •. s got every right to the utilisation of natural facilities., and 

has also got a right to use them for his domestic purposes. Ex~ept the privr.te property 
-of a landholder, the tenant hr,s got right to public paths, communall"nds and poramboke. 

IX. Irrigation sources and works .. re to be maintained by Government. The repairs 
may be done by the tenant under the kudimoramat system snch a8 silt c!eerr.flce in cf.nals. 
';fi).e powers should be vested in the Government. 

X. Jamabandi is a farce and should be abolished. 
XI. The Board of Revenue should be the final authority in proceedings between the 

landholder 2.nd the tenant t ill its abolition. i:n unauthorised occupation of 1 md by ten:.nts, 
the landholder can evict them. No revision is necessary with regard t~ collection of jodi, 
Poruppu, k",t.Lubadi {rom inamdors by landholders. 

A. SITARAMA AYTAR. 

Memorandum by Sir T. Desikachariar, Kt., Trichlnopoly, dated 30th November 1937. 

, ,I. (a) &, (b) According to Harris (Voyages, Vol. I. page 685), "zamin signifies land 
and zamindar is one who POSSeBSeB land; who pays some acknowledgment to ths Emperor ; 
but who is notwithstanding, the free lord of his inheritance. The zamindar and jaghirdar 
both possess lands; but by very different titles ; fM, the former is a free holdu; and the 
latter a tenant-at-will, by the grant of the Emperor; dar signifies a possessor: thst is 10 
8ay~ one who holds or enjoys anything." 

Sir John Shore in his minute quoted in "the Fifth Report" observes :-
" I consider the zamindars as the proprietMS of the Boil, to the property of which they 

succeed by right of inheritance. The privilege of disposing of ths land by sale or mortgage 
is derived from this fundamental right and was exercised by them before we ac,!uired the 
Dewanny." 

Dr. Ghose in his Hindu Law observes as follows :-
"Many of the impartible zamindaris were originally principalities and the rules of 

succession of the former have come to he regarded as applicsble to them. The Polliems of 
Madras are among the class of impartible estates." 

Diwan Bahadur Srinivasaraghava Ayyangar in his "Forty Years' Progress in the 
Madras Presidency" observes as follows:-

For a proper understanding of the rela.tions between zamindars and ryots, it is 
necessary to briefly gla.nce at the state of the case before the permanent settlement was 
carried out in the beginning of the last century and to form some idea 88 to how far the rela
tions then subsisting have heen affected by subsequent legislation and judicial decisionp. 
Ancient Hindu Law recognised only two beneficial interests in land, viz., (I) that of the 
80vereign or hia representative and (2) thM of the ctUtivaWrB holding the land either indivi
dually or as members of a joint family or a joint village community. Neither the sovereign 
nor the cultivators had unlimited proprietary right (jW /u.U ,~8hip in the modern sense. 
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·The sovereign· ... right consisted in his power to coUect a share of the produce of the culti
vated lanw.. known by the name melvaram in the southern districts of the Presidency ; 
and this meWaram is not rent in the strict significance of the term. The share of the ryol8 
or cultivators is known by_ the name ktidivaram; and by ryote is to be understood • the 
cultivators who employ. superintend and assist the labourer. and who are everywhere
the farmers of the country, the creators and payers of the land revenue.' The "Y0I's right 
to kznd ansell from mere occupation; and i8 not derived from the 80vereign in the manner in 
which the right of an English tenant is, under modern English law, derived from his land
lord. The relation between the Government and the ryot may perhaps be described as one 
of co-partnership. but it is certainly not that of landlord and tenant. The ancient Hindu 
law books clearly establish this position. 

Thus according to the common law of the country. there are two distinct interests in 
the land recognieed. viz .• the melvaram and kudivaram. Melvaram belongs to the Govern
ment or the assignee the Zamindar; and the kudivaram to the ryots. 

Thel"e are also two distinct olasses of land. viz .• one panna •• kamar. home-farm or 
private lands and the other Aiyan. Jeroyati or peasant lands. In the first class of lands 
both the ktidivaram and melvaram righte belong to the zamindar; and in the second only 
the melvaram right alone. The bulk of the lands belong to the latter class. and so the 
presumption must. be that land not proved to be private kznd must be peasant kznd: that 
ie to say cultivable land. There were a.!ao uncultivable lands. 

As regards "ute lands, the zamindar is no doubt the proprietor by virtue of Regulation 
XXV/1802 and his claim to the treee growing on such lands ha~ been rightly allowed by 
deci.iolll' of the highest judicia.! t~ibunals in the preeent constitution. 

In the forms of sannad issued to :tamindars before 1870 it was recited that the British 
Government. had rerolved to grant to zamindars and other landholders. their heirs and 
successors a permanent property in their kznd for all time to come, and to Jiz ever a moderate 
aB8e118ment of public revenue on such lands. which shall be never liable to change under any 
ciroumstanoes, advised them to enter into engagagemente with their ryots either for rent 
in money or in kind. And being confident of enjoying the fruits of his industry, he, the 
zamindar .hould conduct himself with good faith to his ryote whose prosperity was insepa
rably connected with his own; he was advised to treat them with tenderness. encourage 
them to improve and extend the cultivation of the land and lay the foundation of his own 
happineFs and the perman nt prosperity of his zamindari. 

The effect of legislation on the relations between zamindar and ryot cannot be better 
expressed than in the excellent summary of it by the Hon. Mr_ Forbes in his speN'!:. intro
ducing the first Bill of the Estates Land Act (1908) in Council:-

" Now let us hold the sca.!es evenly. distributing the benefits which the Bill proposes 
to oonfer and remembering that the value of a thing to a person does not depend on ita. 
intrinsio cost. On the side of the Zamindar, ift.his Bill passes into law. he will he given a 
right of hypothec over the ryot's holding. a first charge indefeasible by any encumbrance; 
he will be given the right to enhance rent with reference to the prices; he will be empowered 
to enter and measure the ryot'slande and have the shist altered accordingly; he will have 
th, benefit of • survey and a record of righte '; he may sue on a pQjIa which is sub.t .... -. 
tially correct and the patla may be for more than a year; he can sue for the whole of the' 
reooverable arrears before the Collector :without the expense of a civil suit; and last but 
not least. he has been given a ryot, who. secure in his holding, and a free man. will have 
every encouragement to extend and improve his cultivation and so add to the landholder's 
prosperity. 11 is a universal proverb in this country that the prollperity of the "Y0t is the pros
perity of tll8 Raja • 

•• On tl.e other side, the ryot will be confirmed in his ancient rights; he will he secured 
in the oocupancy of his holding from 'Which be cannot be ejeGted so long as he pays hie 
IIIisl: nOl' can his skisl be enhanced ellcept by suit before the Collector; and he is given 
the right. to have the irrigation of hie fields secured; to have the communal lands of hie 
village saved from wanton usurpation; the ueer ofhis lands has been defined; and his right 
to make improvements declared." 

The present rights of the landholder in • Ryoti land,' • private land' and • communal 
land' and those of the ryot in ryoU land are set out in the Eststea Land Act of 1908 
which has been amended by Acts VIII of 1934 and XVIII of 1936. 

It is diffioult to separate the interest of the Zamindar from that of the ryot. They are 
not in a position of landlord and tenant. They are in the position of the sovereign who is 
entitled to the Raja BlllJ(/am and the ocoupant of the soil who has to be proteoted and 
enoouraged so as to improve by mutual effort the land granted to the zamindar as proprietor· . 
of which the ry<>t is the permanent occupant. 

m---t7a. 
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II. (0) Chapter III of the Estates Land Act enacta genera.! provi.ions relating to tru. 
. rate of rent payable by ryots. The rate of rent for the time being lawfully payable by a 
ryot shall be presumed to be fair and equitable until the contrary is proved (Section 2M). 
Provision is made alao for the enhancement of rent (Sections 31, 32 and 36), reduction of 

. rent (Section 38), commutation of rent (Section 40), alteration of rent (Section 4~), and 
remission of rent (Section 39-A). 

(h) The rent paid by ryots in settled are&s cannot be viewed as economic .... nt All 
understood in western countries or changed in accordance with any 8upPUlled economio 
or political considerations. Fair rent is capable of being arrived at in many wa~·". In 
the Malabar Tenancy Act, a method is suggested which we cannot ad"pt to "nother 1'3ft 
of the country. The rate will change even from village to village. But 8S alre»c1y observed 
the position of the • Zamindar ' or • Lu dh Jlrle" ' ·n an • Estate' is not that of a • Lmdlord 
and tenant.' The' melvaram' and' kudivaram ' have to be determined I;y considerat.iona 
arising from accustomed usage relating to the division of the two waralWl. 

(_) The answer to this qU08tion is in the negative. The zamindar' ..... nnad pret!
-eribed payment of the jumma without any reference to the failure of ee8Sonable rains or to 
famine or flood. The zamindar h"", never been permitted to enter into any contract which 
would have had the effect of reducing the revenue due on the land. These must have been 
taken into consideration when the fixed renta in kind or money, varying or not with the 
crops wer€' settled. These were the rates apparently prevailing even prior to the permanent 
Bettlement. A statutory provision for remission must be difficult to devise to suit various 
oontingencies in diverse cases. Therefore Section 39 (A) of the Estates Land A(,t limits 
the provision for remission to specified ca_ which do not fall within the category of rent or 
revenue levied for over a century at a uniform rate. The enactment of any other provi.ion 
for remisdon is bound to create a fruitful source of strife and discord between the land
holder and the ryot and is not likely to relieve the latter in any beneficial manner. The 
best thing is to leave it to the good l'Elnse of the landlord in the promotion of good rela
tiona between himeelf and his ryot. Relief in Buch cases must be dictated by principles of 
humanity rather than rules of law. 

The prescription by statute of a rule of remission must inevitably lead to an inquisi
tion full of evil consequences to the landholder and the ryot alike. 

(d) The fixing of a money rent in lieu of the sharing system is extolled as good bllt is 
assailed as bad when the price of food grains falls. It is difficult to fix a fair rate for aU time, 
for any area, having regard to the true position of the zamindar and the occupant of the 
Boil as aJready set out. Chapter ill of the Estates Land Act was framed after a careful 
consideration of this question and the rules and presumptions in the general frame-work 
of the legislation bearing on • fair and equitable rent' seem to answer the purposes of the 
landholder and ryot. It is in itself oblivious of the true relation between a • landholder' 
and'ryot.' It, however,lays down the rule baeed on the line ofle8St resistance. No fresh 
enunciation of the law or creation of a tribunal seems caUed for. 

(e) It is against the principle of the permanent eettlement with the T"timirar h"lcler, 
rontrary to the just and generous @pirit which prompted the reRtoration of hi. palayam 
to the ancient holder of a Military Raj, opposed to the terms of the sannad whi"h advised 
the landholder to tIeal with the.ryot so as to reap the fruits of industry and improve eAtate 
for the benefit of himself and his ryot, for the Government, to, in any manner interfere 
by executive action with the ,-elations obtaining between them: indeed it WOllin be a 
manife.st breaoh of faith and di.t.inct violation of the Msurance8 conveyed to the proprietor 
in the Sannad Milkeyat Istimirar. Instead of strengthening the bond between them, this 
will be introducing a wedge which is bolmd to create and gradually diffuse the deavage 
between the proprietor and the ocoupancy tenant" hioh must be injuriou. to both of them 
and to the State alike. 

III. (a), (b) &: (e) The tender of patta, which hardly results in a muchilika in 
many villages to thousands of ryots is a ffiE"aninglesa formality entailing V8St labour and 
expense and giving rise to uncalled for and vexatious situatie>ns. Yet this tender of patta 
is needed for the process of distraint being available to the landholder without going to suit. 
The process itself is attended with risk and in the growing recalcitrancy of ryots due to 
various causes, the utility and potency of distraint proceedings are uncertain. The produce 
becomes e8Sily that of • the neighbour' and the cattle that of the 'brother-in-law.' To 
guard the cattle and the grain from ooing transported into other hands, men and money 
are needed. Thus the first charge for rent on the holding and the produce is rendered a 
fiction and a farce. 
I There must be some provision devised for avoiding the frightful waste of money and 
~nergy in tendering pattas while the ryot knows his holding and could easily have any 
change entered in the Zamin AdangaJ. An annual • Jamabandi ' witholli the ceremony 
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" and expense which now often attends this function may enable the landholder and ryot; 
to bo liberated from the farce of tender of • Patta' and exchange of • Muchilika.' There 
must be an effective remedy to prevent the transfer of the crop or cattle distrained and 
protect the first charge on the produce and provide for the safety of the distraining agency 
and the avoidance of a riot. Legislat,ive authorization of distraint and sale by the lant!
holder with suitable safeguard must replace the present cumbrous and, in the result, useless 
procedure. • 

The procedure prescribed for realization of the rent by sale of the holding is equally 
inefficaoious and fraught with trouble and expense. By the time proclama.tion is made 
in the gazette and fees are paid and the Collector moved to bring the land to sale, much 
delay ensuos and often for want of a bidder the proprietor has to bid for it and the land so 
"bought is still ryoti land. Thus much good money is thrown after bad and the proprietor 
is in a deplorable situation which can be more imagined than described. All this compli
.,ated procedure must be simplified, if the proprietor has to collect any rent hereafter and 
render his dues to Government as peiBhkush and local cesses. 

Attempts to recover rent are easily bamed. Let me give instances :-
.. The landholder cannot transfer his rent decree with advantage, for it has been 

declared that an assignee cannot enforce the charge which enures only for the benefit of a 
decree-holder qua landholder under the Act. The landholder cannot institute a suit for rent 
during the pendency of any summary proceedings in distraint or sale of holding and by the 
time these proceedings come to an end many years later and often prove futile, the time 
limited for a suit for rent may be barred." 

A receipt for rent must be given. The appropriation of that rent is for the fasli men
tioned by the ryot. He may be in arrears for previous faslis. Still if a receipt be given as 
required by statute what becomes of the arrears , 

loan multiply these difficult situations: but my purpose is not to argue the case for 
the landholder or the ryot. It is but to foous attention to the dire necessity of making 
the existing procedure simple, reasonable and effective in the interests of the landholder 
aDd the ryot alike. 

IV. (a) '" (b) Their Lordships of the Privy Council observed as follows in the Urlam 
. case:-

The permanent land settlement in the Madras Presidency proceeded on the 
footing that whatever might have been the interest of the zamindars and other 
landholders prior to the British oocupation, the Government would grant to them 
and their heirs a permanent property in their land for all time to come and 
would fix for ever a moderate assessment of public revenue on suoh lands the 
amount of which would never be liable to be increased under any circums
tances. 

(See seotion I of Madras Regulation XXV of 1802.) The Government therefore oame 
under an obligation not to raise the jummah or as it is sometimes called peiBhkush fixed af; 
the permanent settlement in respeot of the lands then granted. Under these circumstanoes: 
the Government could not impose a cess for the use of water, the right to use which appur
tenant to the land in respeot ofwhioh the jumma was payable without in fact, if not in name, 
inoreasing the amount of such jumma and thus committing a breach of the obilgation 
undertaken at the time of the permanent settlement. 

In Their Lordships' opinion • there oan be no real doubt tha.t the effect of the permanent; 
settlement was to vest the ohannels with their head sluioes and branch and subsidiary 

" channels J'nd the tanks or reservoin, in the zamindan. through or within whuse zamindaris 
the same respectively passed or were situate. As pointed out by the High Court, this would 
be in full accordance with the policy enunciated in the well known Faith Report.' 

Again in another plnoe they observe, • that it does not follow that the assessors in fixing 
the proportion of the annual value which should constitute the jumma or peahkush did not 
take into full aocount the possibility of improving the cultivation ofthe land., the subject 
of the grant, by means of the irrigation system comprised therein. Again, it does not follow 
that all whioh is not brought into aocount in fixing the jumma i. exoluded from the grant. 

"On this footing many things of great importance to the enjoyment of a zamindari would 
not pass by a zamindari grant, for example, W/J8te land, farm, building8, t4nk8, or as i .. t1ac 
preaenl case. ilTigatitm c1aa .... el8. As pointed out in the recent case of Raja Ranjit Sing" 
BaIaatl,.,. venus K~i dasi debi, the property taken into aocount in arriving at the jumma 
is by no means necessarily the same as the property upon which the jumma is chargeabl. 
and all that is ohargeable with the jumma or peshkash is inoluded in the grant, 



The defiilition of 'oyoti land' ani'!. rent· and the provisions of Ch&pter VTII of the 
Eat&tes Land Act indio&te thP true position of the IandholdP.r and the ryot lIith rel .. ren .... 

, to these questions. 
, , Ryoli la1Ul' does not include b~d8 and bund8 0/ tank" and o/lIUpply, dmiMg8, InWpZU. 

01' irrigalw. cAannel8. '. 
'Rent' includes whatever is /awfully payable on account of water 1lUPf'ly by 1M /and

Aoldet- or taken wilMut hia pem&iaBion for ~llltivation of land where the oharge fur wat~r has 
not been collROlidated lIith thtl charge for the rise or occnpation of the land. 

Chapt.;r vnr-Irrigation Works···gives eflect to the immemorial dut.y of the Vlamindan 
to Iliaintain public tanks for general benefit particuIr.rly for facility of irrigation and progre .. 
of oultivlttion. .. The public duty of maintaining existing tanks and con..tructing new Onl'8 
in many places was originally undertaken by the Government of India and upon the .~ttle
men~ of the country, has in many instsnces devolved on the zaminciara." 

The Select Committee observe &8 follows on the provisions of this chaptel'. .. The 
substantial amendments we have made in the." clauses are designed to make it cl .. ar that 
the duty of repairing an irrigation work can be enforoed unner this chapter only in re"peet 
or this work which the landholder is 'bou1Ul1o maintain' and we have made il a dialifld 
fWeliminary iBBue 10 be tried by 1M Diatricl Ooikcfcr, whetJw 1M /a1Ulholder ia 80 bound. When 
the Collector is satisfied on this pOint .. and finds it aIso proved not only that the state 
of disrepair materially prejudices the irrigation of the eomplajning ryot's landa, hut further-
what is new-·that the inefficient condition of the work is not due to the wrongful aots of the 
ryots or their neglect to carry out Tcudimaromat, then only oan an order 00 made against the 
landholder. These safeguards, we consider, will remove the material objectioll.8 tha+ hav" 
been taken to the original prOVisions ot the~e clauses." 

The omission of reference to this Act I of 1858 in section 137 is not significant, Wider 
words are used now as .. which the ry')ts are by law or Iluatom bound to carry Ollt," WherellR 
formerly the obligations under Act I of 1858 were alone referred to now all obligations that 
may be found in any Act or eustoms are expre.sed. Therefore whatever poWers .. ro available 
under Act I of 1868 are still availp ble. 

Regarding repairs ~nd minor works which a ryot has to do, the law a. it .tood before 
ih .. amendmp.nt Act is still there, It the ryots can be compelled to carry out those repai .... 
under Act I ot 1858 that right hss not in any way been abrogated, Instead of being specifi
cally stated there, it is now included under the word 'law.' 

All the rights and liabilities that were in existence bethre th., rmendment are still ther .. 
and tht'y are only enlarged generally by the amending Act." 

The Ojuestions (a) and (b) in No. IV are based on fundamental assumptions about the 
. rights of 'landholder' and 'ryot' in souroos of irrigation. They are not, as already 

observed, in the position of 'landlord' and 'tenant.' The oocupant of the soil may be 
encouraged by the 'p.'Oprietor· in eKtending cultivation: tie proprietor 'may be bound 
to maintain exis~ing souroos of irri~ .. tion in sfrvioeable wndition with the aid of the KudieR. 
There is no qupstion of 'superiority' or 'inferiority' 110 ODe inherent in right. 88 appurte. 
nant to the land, nor one borne or oontract. 

V. (a) '" (b) It is to the advantage oithe landholder aDd the ryot t.o have a 'KUrW','" 
and reoord of rights.' It will put an end to the uncertainty that prevail. r"garding the 
extent of holdings, when it is easy to encroach and bring into cultivation land adjacent 
to but not included in the holding. It will likewise miuimiRe ront di"putes and enabl" 
both the landholder and ryot to appeal to a record of great probative-value in the determi
nation ofthe nature and extent of a holding, There is a whole chapter, Chapter XI, ""vowd 
to this subject in the Estates Land Act: also provision for the survey and record of lanrl
holder's private land. But little advantage is taken of these provisions.o\ling to the prohi
bitive cost of the survey and the difficulty in mooting it, Landholder and ryot .. must in 
the nature of things meet the charge in equal moieties. 

Neither of them ill existing conditions seem to be prepared to defray the cost of Gowrn
ment surveys. It would be imposing a terrible strain on their resourees to cnforce the 
survey and record of rights compulsorily. The circumstanoos in which the Government 
may ma.ke an order direct that a survey be made and a record be prepaJ't'd by the Collcctr,r 
in respect of an 113tate, without application from the landholder or ryot are set out in 
section 164, clause (b). Such a state of things does not ordinarily exiHt, In my view 110 

Government action need be taken and thus a compulsory survey imposed on the landholder 
and ryots. 

Let us create an atmosphere which-will engender a privaw surwy in which the land
holder &Ild ryot voJunt&rily pay their shares of the expense of the survey, economically' 
made. 
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In cases in whlch a survey is undertaken by Government on their appli""tion, a ptovi-
.' sion for the collection of the oost apportioned in easy illi!talments may perhaps enable them 
to take advantage of the, provisions in Chapter IX of the Act. Let it be noted that a 

'Government survey means both to the landhold<.>r and ryot an enormous. expense and the 
letting loose on them of a heirarehy of servants who would not depart in haste from the 
Jiold, on which they had descended. 

VI. It is not easy to givE' an answer 'to this question. Much mus~ ,mlate to tradition 
. and usage which alone must determine the relations between th ... occupant of the soil and 
the proprietor, as for instance in the case of a quondam Military Raj. 

VII. (a), (b) th (e) The definitions of 'ryot' and' ryoti land' in ~ction 3, cla1l8es 
15 a,!d 16 have to be considered in furnishing answers to this question. 

, .. Ryot" means a person who holds for the purpose of agriculture, ryoti land in an 
,estate on condition of paying to the landholder the rent which is legally due upon it. " 

Explanation.-A person who has occupied ryoti land for a continuous period of twelve 
:years shall be deemed to be a ryot for all the purposes of this Act . 

.. Ryoti land" means cultivable land in an estate other than private land, but does 
IIOt include-

(a) beds and bunds of tanks and of supply, drainage, surplus, or irrigation ohannels; 

(b) threshing floors. oattle-stands, village sites and other lands situated in any estate 
'Whioh are set apart for the oommon use of the villagers; 

(e) lands granted on servioe tenure either free of rent or on favourable rates of rent 
if granted before the passing of this Aot or free of rent if granted after that, so long as the 
service tenure subsists. 

If the purpose of holding land is not agriculture, a porson occupying land is not a ryot_ 
Holdings for buildings, mining, quarrying or fish-rearing will not come under the Act. 
Pasturage is not an agricultural purpose and the holder is not a ryot. This is the gist of the 
docisions of the High Court under section 3, clause (15). The effdct of section 3 (16) exclu

. do" from the category of ryoti land, all private land, communal lands, tank beds, et~. 

Section 3, olause (16) (b) refers to the threshing floors, 'catt1e-stands, village sites and 
othor lands in any estate which are set apart for the commOD U'J8 of the villagers. Sec
tions 20 to 22 make provision for the determination of questions regarding lands excluded 
'from the category of ryoti, the eviction of persons occupying communal lands contrary to 
rule and the application of provisions of the Madras Laud Enoroachment Act to orders for 
eviction. 

Section 12 deolares the right of the trees in this holding on the date of the Act and 
those which come into existence after the passing of the Aot. In the former class the ryots' 
right is oontrolled by the right reserved to the landholder by contract or custom. 

I have seen leases of .. A varam bark"; come across reservation of certain zamindari I. 
tra'jt. as Forost reserve,' On trees in ryoti land in holdings of ryots, rent is levied and 
p .. id without objection acoording to immemorial usage. I have dealt with oonditiollS in 
pattas that .. in respect of trees, frnit bearing and others, that stood before July 1908 in 
ryots' ocoupation, stipulating that without permission and .. gainst mamuZ he should not do 
anythillg to, injure them. I have successfully argued in support of their legality after the 
E.tates Lahd Aot had oomo into force. This is how matters stand in many estates. 

Free pasture of cattle and the oollection of green manure from poramboke under the 
oontrol of proprietors is allowed as m!Jm"I, except iu "forest reserve" for the grazing 
in which pormits are issued, Wood for agricultural implements is likewise permitted free 
I'xcapt from .. rdserved f"rest:' for removal of wood wherefrom permits are issued. 
'Thore is so far as I know no grievance in connection with the collection of green manure 
nor in the use of communalla.nds. I say so having had to d9al with the happanings in an 
ancient p .. Uaiyam, for over 46 years. 

Ddaling with the inherent rights of a ryot in an estate in such matters, I must observe 
muoh is determined by usage, not by law. It has bean already pointed out that the ryOt'8 
right is to oooupy the 11/01; land in hi. holding, His '''e of land, set apart for communal 
purposes, has nothing to do wit.h his oooupancy and when such lands cease to be used for 
communal purposes, 'he has no right of reversion in them; nor wh"l1 they are aoquired for 
public purposes any right to oompellSation exists in him in respect of them. 



It must be remembered a. a matter-oflaw tllat neitlwr an easement nor .. right in gl'O"It 
can be acquired by prescriptive user or by way of presumed grant by a large indefinite 
class of persons sucb as ryots in a zamindari land in villag". grant.,d by Sannad IIlilk"yat 
Istimirar to the zamindar and Regulation XXV of 1802 all'l'arly referrf'd to. The qu ... tion 
amounts to this. can the public acquire a profit oprtmdere by presrription or thl! prtll!ump. 
tion of a lost grant! No proprietor ... a zamiridar ever interfered with tho rillht of his 
ryot/l' cattle to free pasturage. But tlli. mag" obm0'U8111 dOl'. not confpr the right of pas_ 
turage on any particular piece of land npr impose the obligation to spt apart any portion 
or a sufficient extent of land for free pasturage. The same considt'rations apply to the re
moval of wood for agricultural implements. 

With regard to public paths and communal lands the very terlll1J carry thtlir COlUlOta
tion. The rights and duties of the landholder and the ryot aro to _peet the purpose. for 
which tht'y are by immemorial nsage to be used. The ultimate reversion to them 'whtln 
they cease to be med is in the sovereign or the assignee of the sovereign's right.. WIth 
regard to hill and forest porombokes, the law as unde ... tood now is to v".t in the land
holder as indicated in judicial pronouncements from the highest tribunal. in th .. pxiRt.irg 
constitution. 

VIII. (0), (b) &: (c) In answer to question VIII, it S8f'rns to me that the provision8 
of the Act noted above make it abundantly clear that the legislature recognised the right 
of the landholder to receive rent for water used with or without his perrnis8ion by the ryot 
and that the right of the tenant to water .upply is because of his occupation of ryoti land. 
Having regard to the provisions of Chapter vm, it appears unneces.ary to make any 
further provision for the maintenance of major or minor irrigation work. in the zamindari. 
It is my view that a sensible and adequate provision has already been made to indicate the 
principles which should guide parties and tribunals to arrive at a suitahle scheme for the 
maintenance of irrigation sources and works. I do not think that tho Provincial Govtlrnment 
should interfere at all in the matter and that the existing provisions in tho Estates Land 
Act, if used, would satisfy the needs of both the landholder ami ryot. It is little understood 
that these provisions are not taken advantage of: the reasons therefor must b .. I·xplored 
rather than more legislation engineered and made a dead letter. 

IX. This is necessary. This will terminate the farcical procedure of exchange of' 
patt .... and muchilikas; it will enable the landholder and the ryot to have a settlement 
with regard to the nature and extent of the holding. Likewise it will eliminat" uselos8 
litigation and laws' delays and the inevitable waste of energy and money which is the inevi
table concomitant of existing procedure. 

\ 

X. The under-tenant cannot have highel' right .. than those of the pattadar. But some 
pattadars are absentees. Their neglect to pay the rent due on the holding may cause 1088 
toO the actual cultivator. Safeguards must be introduced to prevent this. 

XI. (a) '" (b) In my view the Board of Revf.Uue may cea..e to be the final appellate 
and revisional authority. A special tribunal as near as possihle to the landhol,l.or and ryot 
to effectively deal with their differences must be constituted. Speedy relief with the 
minimum expense must be the object to be kept in view. 

T. DESILt.CHABI. 

Memorandum by Kr. It. R. Avadan1, dated aid December 1937. 

1. (a) '" (b) Under the Hindu Rule the theory as to the propritorship in the lOOil' 
was that all the land belonged to God and that the King as well as the actual cultivator 
had only a right to a share in the produce. The Hindu lawgive,. specifically declare and 
define the right of the Sovereign to wOOt is called" Rajabhagam." 

2. On the other hand the Muhammadan rulers put forward the theory (more akin to the 
English principle) that all the land vested in the King and that the actual cultivators held' 
their lands of the King, and as such there WaR no such thing as private property in land, 
in any particular subject. 

3. When the British took control of the situation they took particular care to &8>Iert 
that nothing was farther from their minds than to disturb the existing ordel of things. 
The landholders of that time were partly grantees from the Hindu Kings and partly grantees 
from the Mussalman Nabobs. The question of proprietary interest in the soil was brought 
before the Government even before the Regulations. About 1794-99 a discussion of 
considNable length arose between the Revenue Board and the Government of Madru on. 
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the question of the rights of the mirasids1'8 jp the -Iloil. It wa, maintained throughout by 
the Local Government of the day tha.t the aotual.property in the soil vested in the State 
and the cluilD8 of the mirasidars backed by the Revenue Board though they were, w_ 
negatived as they were inconsistent with the admitted right of the Government and it was 
deolared tha.t the occupants of lands in India could establish no more right in respect of the 
soil tha.n tenantry upon an estate in England can establish a right to the land by heredit
ary residence. It was further declared tha.t "the 'Government as the supreme l<;rd of 
the soil is entitled to provide in wha.t way it ohooses for the cultivation of its lands.' 

4. In Lekkamani v. The OoZledor 01 TrichinopoZy, the High Court expressed the 
opinion tha.t it is too late in the day to uphold the notion sa.id to ha.ve been 
first enunciated by the ancient historian Diodorus Siculus and the Geographer Strabo and 
which has been repeated by some of the modern authors tha.t the King possessed the pro
prietary right in the soil and tha.t in India there is no such thing as private property. "At 
tliis point it is not possible to omit a learned criticism in the Revenue Register of nearly 70 
YeBIS ago." We hold tha.t in India at all events, the s<;vereign is the supreme lord of the 
soil, and that this supreme right of the sovreiegn i. only parted with where any intermediate 
proprietor proceeds to purchase, or obtain by unconditional grants, the freehold of his estate. 
We are fortified in this opinion by the writings of the ancient Hindu Legislators, and by 
better European authorities than tha.t to which the High Court have thought proper to 
refer. We mean Sir Thomas Munro .. Here the langnage of the Hindu sages, "By 
conquest, the Earth became the property of the holy Parasuram8 : by gift, the property 
of the sage Kashyapa, and was committed by him to the Ksha.tryss for the sake of pro
tection because· of their protective capacity and has been suocessively held by powerful 
conquerors, and not by subjects oultivating the soil. But aimual property is acquired by 
the subjects on payment <;f annual revenue and the King cannot lawfully give or dispose 
of the land to another for tha.t year." Again," When a principality is sold, the prinoe ha." 
property entitling him to receive revenue, for the propert) of the occupant entitling him 
to enjoy the produce of the land sub@ists in full force. When the produoe is sold by the 
occupant, the purchaser acquire. a right to enjol' : but the King retaillB his title t(; reoeive 
revenue." (11. Caleb"ook, pp. 502 to 520.) 

6 & 6. On his part Sir Thomas Munro in the famous minute writes thus :-
" There is no rea.son to suppose that private property, ever, at any time, exieted upon 

the same footing over the greater part of India. From Pulicat to Ganjam, in the Ceded 
districts, the Baramahal and Coimbatore; it seems to have been always, as now, little 
known exoept as inam from the sovereign. . . We ltave in our anxiety to make every 
thing as English a.s possible in a country which resembles England in nothing, attempted to 
oreate at once, throughout extensive provinces, a kind of landed property which had never 
existed in them; and in the pursuit of this object, we have relinquished the rights which 
the sovereign always possessed in the soil; and we have in many cases deprived the rea 
owners, the oocupant ryots, of their proprietary rights, and bestowed them on zamindars 
and other imaginary landlords." Indeed, the High Court themselves contradict their previ
OUll statement when they proceed, in the same judgment, to observe that "property ~ 
land, as in any other thing, is but a ~ualified dominion over it." We take it that this mll8JlS 
that, whatever relative rights, there may be in the land, whether a.s definitely posses.ed by 
the actual oultivator, or somewhat intangibly exercised by the intermediate middleman, 
these rigbte are all subject to the supreme lordship of the sovereign or the absolute free 
holder by gift or purcbase from the sovereign. We quite agree with their Lordships that, in 
its most extensive sense property in land dominion enjoyed subject to the restrictions and 
incidents attached to all lands by the general law, that, "sucb was the plenum dominium 
of the Roman law as is the nature of the absolute propert.y of the laws of European and 
otl>er countlies;" that" the rights of property vary in e>.tent with the degree of dominion ;" 
that" however the dominion over land be circumscribed by the creation of special obli
gations and modifying right .. in others so long as some substantial paramount dominion 
remains, the possessor of it has a proprietary interest in the land," that" he possessed, to 
use the phra.e of Modern Roman Law, a dominium minus plenum;" and that the owner 
of the rights which lessen the paramount dominion ha.s in him a second dominion and 
property, eitber a.s an occupier enjoying the lIIufruct of the land, or as an intermediate 
proprietor. " Strangely enough, the High Court who, in V ythelinga Pandaram 8anadi v. 
Ckocklinga Pillai place the occupying ryot at the mercy of any pettifogging middleman, 
admit, in the judgment now referred to, that the" pl«>num dominium, or absolute proprietary 
rigbt in land, may now, no doubt, be ;n tbe person who calTiea on its cultivation, and be 
evidenoed to ha.ve come from first occupancy," and, with curious inconsietency, their 
Lordships go on to observe that .. the pervading principle of Executive Government Legis_ 
latiOD and judicial decisions is that, where the holding of the oultivator ie ryot-.rari or 

m-~ 
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for a limited term of years, zamindars and other middlemen having pimilar r~ht8, of the 
Government when there is no such person intervening, pOSBeB8 a paramount right in tbe 
soil like a seigniory, in which right they receive a rent or return for the possession and use 
enjoyed by the cultivating tensnt, and that, when absolute proprietary rigbts exist, they 
must be regarded 88 derivative from the ruling power in the State." The correct theory, 
in our opinion, is that the Government is the supreme lord of the soil, that zamindar, 
mittahdar, mirasidar, or other middlemen is but a farmer of the revenue; and that the 
actual cultivator is the bona fide and practical proprietor of the land, not being subject to 
ejectment so long as he pays, and is willing to pay, the regulated aSseBSmE'nt on the aoil. 
The plenum dominium is in the State, or absolute freeholder; the secondary dominion 
is in the middlemen, but the praotical proprietary interest or usufructuary enjoyment is in 
the actual cultivator, subject to the lawful and utablisbed demands of the superior holders. 
It is in this spirit that sound administration by the executive and a righteous adjudication 
of relative rights by the tribunals of law should proceed. And to secure this end, the Paya
karies, or actual cultivators of the soil, do not ask anything unreasonable in suggesting 
that a Special European Commission should he appointed to enquire into the various tenures 
on which land is held, and to shift the olaims put forward by different proprietors to para
mount or subsidiary interests in the soil. Such a oommissi:m would do much and substan
tial good especially if a wise selection of officers were made to compose it; but to be of 
practical value, and indeed, of any value at all, the labours of the oommission must hAve 
legislative protection and sanction. We are emphatically of Sir Thomas lIfunro's opinion 
when he says, "It has been supposed by some that the zamindars were the landlords or 
proprietors, and the ryots their under tenants or labourers, and by others, that the sovereign 
was the sole landlord, and the ryots were cultivating tenants. But the ryot is the real 
proprietor, for whatever in the land does not belong to the sovereign belongs to him. The 
demand for public revenue, according as it is high or low in di1Jerent places, and at di1Jerent 
times, affects his share; but, whether it leaves him ouly the bare profit of his stock, or a 
small surplus beyond it as landlord's rent, he is still the true proprietor, and possesses all 
that is not claimed by the sovereign as revenue." Of course, whereVE'r mirasidars, or other 
landlords, can legally prove that they possess a secondary dominion in the soil, between thE' 
sovereign on the one hand and the cultivator on the other, their rights must be resrected 
and effect given to them. But it is a positive shame to the administration, and an insuffer
able grievance to the tiller of the soil, either that he should be subjected to imaginary olaims 
founded on tradition, fabulous stories, or the lying inventions of former native officials; 
or that he should be prevented, by preposterous claims preferred to all the waste of a village, 
from taking up land lying uncultivated, which he seeks to do to find the means of living for 
himself and family, thereby at the same time furnishing addition~l resources to the State, 
whose exigencies in the present days require an expansion ofits revenues. But the worst 
evil of all, considering the deep love of the husbandman for the soil turned by his hands and 
worked with the sweat of his brow, is that he should be liable to be eiected from his holding 
by every ill-conditioned pettifogging landlord, or rapacious and self-seeking trustee of 8. 

devastanam or mutt. All these evils are deserving of anxious examination and effectual 
redress. 

7. 'the soil is under the control of the State. Proprietorship consists of a bundle of 
rights. ·The ultimate control of the soil, the natural resources, yet to be tapped, all ought to 
and do vest in the State, which is th6 sovereign authority in all these matters. 1 he tehant 
has a limited right in the holding. 

S. For practical purposes, certain rights in the soil are Yested in the landholder while 
others are enjoyed by ryots so far as the estate tracts are concerned. Another fruitful 
division of powers will be according to the nature of land in the estate. There are three 
types oflandholding in the estates in the same subdivision. They are ryoti lands, poram
boke and pannai1ands. 

9. Ryoti lands can bE. subdivided into two classes; patta lands and the other being 
assessed waste in the village. So far as the pattalanda are concerned the right to immediate 
possession vests in the ryot. He e&n use the lands for agricultural purpo.es. His right 
is permanent, heritable and transferable intervivos. He can cultivate such crops as he 
thinks fit. He is entitled to the produce of the holding su bjeot to the payment of rent 
to tl e landholder in cash or in kind. Somet;mes tl-e word kudivaram has been used 
loosely to express the sum total of rights that a ryot has in his patta land. His rights are 
subject to certain limitations. He should pay rent. For non-payment of rent the holding 
may be sold and the ryot evicted. If the ryot uses his holding in such a manner as to 
render the same unfit for agriculture he may be evicted from the holding. 

( 

10. So far as the assessed waste in the village is concerned the position is this: Assessed 
waste will include also holdings abandoned or relinquished by the ryots. In such lands the 
landholder has a proprietary right. His is a peculiar right. He can create full riBhte ill 
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(
himself by clearing, levelling and nringing the land under cultivation at his own cost. Bu' 
this right willl .... t only for a specified period. Then again he can create occupancy rights 
in others by granting them patta for oultivation of the land. But he can never destroy the 
ryoti character of the land. ThiR right is well described by Sadasiva Iyer, J. in Venkata 
Sastrulu v. Seetharamudu. 

11. The next oategory of lands in the estate is the poramboke. Poramboke is of various 
kinds. These are lands set apart for communal use like pathways, village sites, temple 
sites, burial grounds and so forth. The landholder h .... got control over them. This right 
of the landholder is subject to the superior control of the District Collector. The Collector's 
right is declared so that the rights of the community may be properly safeguarded. If 
communal land is to be converted into ryoti land or the same has to be increased in extent 
the Collector should interfere. 

12. Another category of pora.mboke is the tank-bed, tank-bund, feeding and drainage 
channels which are intended for the benefit of a restricted public, namely, the ryots and 
oultivators. In such lands the rightt and duties of the landholder are .... follows. He has to 
keep the tank-bund in good repair. He has to prevent trespass into tank-bed lands. He 
has to get the channels maintained in good condition with the help of Kudimaramath or 
by himself as the case may be. 

13. Another kind ofporamboke is the forest and other uncultivable poromboke in the 
estate. In such lands the landholder has the following rights. The land within the ambit 
of the estate has been granted to him wherever we find the word 'besides porambokes' 
in the .annad. He can cut the trees in the forest poramboke and he can prevent the ryots 
from doing likewise, except for certain specific customary purposes. He can clear level 
and make the land fit for agriculture in which case he can enjoy the land for a specified period. 
He can prevent the ryot from doing likewise. 

14. The third category is the pannai or the private land of the landholder. In this 
the ryot cannot have any rights. It is the landholder's own land with which he can deal 
just as a ryotwari pattadar may deal with his land. 

15. Apart from these .... pects oflandholding there are certain rights which are specific
ally declared in favour of the landholder. They are the right to trees under certain cir.
oumstances. Again there are the rights to minerals, treasure-troves, hidden wealth, 
and other untapped resources of the est .. te. These m .. y be said to vest in the State prima_ 
rily. But in cases where the s .. me have been expressly granted to the landholder in the 
sannad, he is entitled to all these rights also. 

16. The sumtotal of tbe rights of a landholder in the land as compared with the rights 
of a ryot has always been the subject of fruitful agitation. The decisions of courts in Land 
acquisition oases furnish good data for deciding this question. A view of those decisions 
not only in Madras but also in the other High Courts shows that the landholder's rights are 
assessed at higher value than the rights of a ryot. The right of the landholder to Inam 
privilege cannot be ignored either. 

17 II (a) (b) What i. fair rent? This question has been differently answered at 
different times in different parts of the country. The Hindu rulers had fixed one-sixth of 
the net produce as the King's sbare. The Moghuls (Todar Mal'ssystem) fixed it as one
third gross produce. But it has been held widely that the pre. British rules did not always 
stiok to this national standard but that the revenue collected was t'xtortionate. When the 
British took control of the situation they followed the local usage. In the year 1862 Sir 
B. Peacock laid down as applicable to India the theory of economic rent as defined by 
Malthus. i.e .• "that portion of the value of the whole produce which remains to the owner 
of the land after all the outgoings belonging to the cultivation, of whatever kind. have been 
paid. including the profits of the capital employed estimated, according to the usual and 
ordinary rate of agrioultural capital at tbe time being." Three years later the matter came 
before a Full Benoh of the Calcutta High Court in what is known as the Great Rent Case. 
A majority of the said Full Bench repudiated the doctrine of economic and competitive 
rent .... adumbrated by Sir B. Peacock. They held that a ryot was bound to pay a fair and 
equitable rent which should be that portion of the produce calculated in Dloney to which 
the zamindar is entitled under the oustom of the oountry. 

18. That the aim and object of all land legislation in this country has been among other 
things to fix a fair .. nd equitable rent has been realized all along. But inspite of the 
several attempts of Legislators the tragic words of Lord Ripon spoken more than half a 
century ago that thll rights of ryots and other cultivators whose interests the Government 
undertook to guarq 'have to our shame too long been neglected' remain only too true. 
It is this question of rent which really spells the eoonomic slavery of the estate ryot. 

m-28A 
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Threatening the landholder with plUlishment if he extracts more than what he is entitled 
to on the one hand, and on the other granting the landholder some expedition. ways ofrealir. 
ing his rent will not help solve the problem so long as the rate of rent payable is not, settled. 

19. How far the Regulations and the legislations that follm\'(,d th .. m have "n~<'eerlNI 
in realizing this great object of establishing a fair, known and fixed rent as payable by tho 
ryot is still a matter of considerable speculation. Except in estates where a record of 
rights has been prepared the rate of rent is still unsettled. 

20. The presumption at pre.ent enacted under sections 27 and 28, WIl8 obViously intend
ed to secure the ryot in payment of a fair rent. But its effect has been rather the oth .. r 
way. The ryot is not one capable of defending his rights. The landholrlrr had started 
taking excessive rents long before the Act of 1908 came into foree. In Buch a c .... e as soon 
as the Act came into force it wonld be presumed that even this extortionate rent was a 
proper rent as that was the rate that was being collected when the Act came into r orce 
and the presnmption was engendered into being. 

21. Nor is it any use to fall back on the other test: the rent paid for like lands in the 
neighbourhood. They all pay to the landholder the objectionable rate of rent. It must 
be specifically stated that what is meant is the rate prevailing for like lands Eituated in the 
nearest ryctwari holdings. Even this may not be quite eatisfactory. Circumstan('('s may 
be imagined where similarity in situation and proximity, may not solve all the difficulties. 
Therefore taking all things into con~ideration a oommission consisting of a Chairman of tho 
rank of a District Judge and a landholder's representative as well .... a ryot's representative 
should go round the estates in the district and fix the fair and equitable rent due from 
each holding. 

22. It is on this incidence of the collection of rent that the prosperity of the ryot in a 
great measure depends. The question may be recognized therefore as one cof the highest 
provincial importance transcending the sphere of party or sectional controversy and demand
ing at oneethe most exhaustive scrutiny and the most liberal treatment. Any asse •• ment 
to be equitable in character should be moderate in incidence. And there should be alway. 
left to the cultivator of the soil' that margin of profit that will enable him to save in ordinary 
seasons and to meet the strain of exceptional misfortune.' Such aspirations must be even 
more forcibly impressed upon the Government at ... time when, owing to prolonged oontinu
ance of adverse circumstances, the agricultural population has passed through a phase of 
almost unequalled depression and needs the fullest measure of encouragement that it i. 
·possible to afford. 

23. In answering the several criticis:ns levelled against the Government of Madras 
on the ground that the rate of !"f'venue collecterl here was very high the Madras Govern
ment graphically deEcribed the rentals obtaining in the zamindari are..... .. In umindari 
areas" they said" the rentals are often extremely high as compared with the neighbouring 
Government assessment. In a zamindari now' under the Court of ·Wards the Board has 
found that the highest rates for wet lands are Rupees 45 per acre for which however he can 
raise two crops if he can. The garden rates run up to Rs. 15 per acre. The rate payable for 
betel leaf garden is fixed at Rs. 32 per acre. The maximum wet rate for the neighbouring 
Government land is Rs. 10, 8 /lond 7-8-0 respectively with the addition of half extra when a 
seoond crop is raised. 

24. At the name time it cannot be doubted that there are several difficulties in the \\"av 
of fixing once for all a fair and equitable rent. In a discussion anent thil< question 
the Government of India once wrote as follows :-" The GoVernment of India believe it to 
be au entirely erroneous idea that it is 6ither possible or equitable to fix the cernand of 
the State at a definite share of the gross produoo of the land. There is a great 
practical difficulty in ascertaining what the aVEJrage produce id. It is dependlmt on a 
number of varying factors such as the industry and the resources of the cultivator . 
. The nature of the crop, the capacity, security and situation of the holding and the 
ehanoo of the seasons." They further say' Indeed the ono claim which the Governm"nt 
of Jndia would decline to make for the land rovenue system of this country is that it can 
be properly regarded as .. science, at all. In no country can land valuation be 80 des
cribed and India inspite of records, estimates and tables is no exception to the rule. 
A part of the weakness of the criticisms which have been directed agamst it arise from 
the erroneous assumption that it can be regulated by fixed laws or shaped by arith
metical standards. .Afisessments cannot be dictated by the theorist in hil< study. They 
~Iude dogmatic treatment, and can only be se.fely worked out by the Settlement officer in 
the village and on the fields. While they may admit of statistical analysis, they are liable 
to be hampered by premature statistical definition. The function of the Government is to 
lay down broad and generous principles for the guidance of its officers, with becoming 

'regard to the traditions of the province and the circumstances of the locality and to 
prescribe moderation in &Sl!essment and sympathy in collection.' 
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25. Before we close this subject it is impossible to omit a passage from the famous 
indicment by Romesh Chandra Dutt of the Land Revenue Policy 'of the Government. 
He say ••• In Bengal the cultivators do not pay more than one-sixth of the gross produce to 
tbeir landlords in any district, if the district average be taken. And in Northern India 
according to Sir A. Macdonnell's evidence before the Currency Committee, the cultivators 
pay one-fifth of the gross produce of the soil to their landlords. I feel that Your Lordship 
will condemn both the rule of the levying, half the net as revenue and the rule of making 
that revenue approximate one third the gross produce. There i!' not a cultivator in India 
who does not recogniz, three annas in the rupee of gross produce as fair rent. There is not 
a cultivator in .India who does not consider five or six annas in each rupee of gross produce 
to be an oppressive and impoverishing rent. . 

26. (e) Yes. There should always be provision for remission of rent. The provision 
in the present Act would seem to answer the purpose well enough. The important principle 
on which rent can be remitted should be the rise in prices of food crops. The other minor 
principles considered in the cases of enhancement may also be taken into account. 

27. (a). I am against the rate of rent being fixed and unchangeable for all time. The 
rate of rent and consequently ront should be elastic. The wholesome theory that if rent 
is fixed what the ryot saves in a good season he may set by for the rainy day, seldom works 
out in practice. 

28. (e) It is necossary that the Government should reserve to itself powers to revise 
alter or reduco the rents as oocasion may arise. 

29. III. (a) Yes. 

30. (b) The pow"rs of the collection ofrent now given to the landholder require revision 
on the following lines. 

(1) The right to arrest should be statutorily abolished. The right to arrest a ryot 
betw"."," whom and the landholder the only link is the landholding is a relic of the barbarous 
ages. The Government does Ilot claim such .power in the ryotwari areas. It is hard to see 
how the landholder claims that power. The right ttl arrest had been given under Act VIn 
of 1865 and the .aid right is no where mentioned in the Estate. Land Act. Further 
.eotion 2 of the Madras Estates Land Act specifically repeals Act VIII of 1865. It is 
dearly stands to reason that there is no right of arrest available to the landholder. But 
(wery day in the traots ryots in arrears are arrested and being sent to jail and so far no 
ryot has heen able to take the matter to the higher tribunals. The like right of arrost 
which wa, once available to the land.holder in Bengal was abolished as long ago as 1824. 
We are now in 1937. 

31. (2) The right of distraint which is often abused ought to be restricted in its use. 
In any case the landholder should issue a notico demanding rent through the Divisional 
Officer and should distrain with the previous permission of the officer. This will check to I 
80me extent the abuse of the power to distrain. This power is after all an offset of the \ 
English Law ... the Rent Law Commission put it and there is no reason why its abuses I I 

should not be checked. . 

32. (3) In no case should the landholder be permitted to accumulate the arrears of 
rent. In Government tracts this is never done. No ryotwari ryot complains that he has 
to pay each year. He is thankful that the rent does not accumulate. The schedule to 
the Act should be so amended that ~_~r_tu>!D..!l1,e date on which the rent fen due accord-J 
illg to custom or contract should be the time for filing suits under section 77. This will 
help the landholder in curtailing outstandings. This will help the ryot in preventing 
a"oumulation of rent. 

33. (c) The procedure for collection of rent particularly by sale of holdine; was incor
porated in 1908 with the intention of answering the need for expedition in the ca."" of the 
landholder and also with a view to safeguard the rights of the ryot. The experience of the 
quarter of a century has resulted in the latest amendments incorporated in 1934. It 
would seem that any effort at simplification of the procedure may result indefeasence of the 
rights of the ryot. Simplicity of procedure co-eXisting with risk to the rights of parties 
i. not worth having. At the same time it is necessary to point out that the provisions 
relating to the sale of holding still give scope for fraudulent practices. This must be put 
an end to. 

34. For instan~ .ection 126 says that a .ale for arrears of rent. of a holding conveys 
the holding free of all encumbrances afier the Act. There is no provision for scrutiny of 
all the encumbranres on the property. So any encumbrance prior to the Act may even 
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remain undiscovered. In such a case suppose the ryot has no other property than th& 
holding. Arrears of rent is accumulated for three years. The defaulting ryot arraIlget! 
with the landholder to bring the property to sale and the same is purchased by a stranger 
Who is really the nominee of the defaulting ryot. The 8&1e is under seotion 125 and is free 
of all encumbrances. Thus the mortgage is destroyed and the mortgagee is defe&ted. 

\

NO doubt recent rulings have tried in & measure to set right thls inequity. It is very neces
sary that st8otutory safeguards should be instituted to prevent an abu~e of this seotion. 

I 
It must be made oompulsory for the mortg&gor ryot or the mort.gagee to inform the land
holder of every alien&tion &nd it must be the duty of the l&ndholder to take notice of s&le 
to every person interested in the holding, to receive the 8omoWlt if offered by &ny person 
interest.ed in the preserv&tion of the holding. In such a c .... e the sale will not be held and 
fraud will become impossible. The landholder will get his rent. 

35. IV. (a) The rights of the tyots +'0 water supply are not inherent as being appur
tenant to land. From the point of view that the land is held for agriculture there is indeed 
a need for water. But it need not be necessarily w&ter supplied by tbe landholder. It is 
possible to cultivate the holding with rain water or with the wells dug by the ryots. So 
far as the purpose of agriculture is concerned. supply of water to the holding is not an 
inherent right, but it is a matter of contract. But it is not a full answer simply to say that 
it is a matter of contract. It is no doubt a matter of arrangement between the I"yot and the 
landholder. Tbe landholder is bound to give the surplus w&ter available for Bogriculture. 
The terms of such contract, if any, ought to be regulated by statute. There should be & 
dry rate &nd & wet rate with tharam.~ if necessary and if the l&ndholder supplies water he 
could get such tharam. wet rate as is prescribed for the holding. 

36. (b) This depends on the nature of the water source. If by water source is m.eant 
the natural sources of water-supply in the estate, the landholder has & superior right to 
distribute the same and recover the rent for the s&me. This distribution should be without 
detriment to the already existing wet ayakut lands. So in the case of rivers, streams 
passing through the estates, 80S well as tanka in the poramboke, which are maintained by 
the landholder mainly, he is entitled 1J6 superior rights. In the case of artificial sources 
ot water like special kuttais in the patta lands of the ryot or wells, the landholder has no 
right. 

37. V. (a) Most of the confu.,ion and trouble in the estate tract. is due to the absence 
of correct survey record. 

38. Most of the estates arc unsurveyed. The prolific litigation in regard to collection 
of rent, receipt of pattas and exchange of muchaIikas, aJ:d the registration of tran.fel't!e~ 
names in regard to holding and other difficulties are the results of the absence of l"t'cord ot 
rights. The only extent survey is about a century old in several estates and quite worthle.s 
for reterence. It is impossible to identify the holdings with reference to the survey number •. 
There is an eternal struggle going on to settle boundaries ir. estates. The need for prepara
tion of record of rights was realized as early as 1875 in Bengal. Since then the Government 
systematically set about insisting on the preparation of the same for each estate. And 
much headway has been made in this direction. In our province nothing has been done. 
On the other hand a number of conditions have been imposed which act as deterrents to the 
ryot asking for a prepar .. tion of the record of rights. 

39. (b) So far as the cost of the preparation of the record of rights is concerned, the 
conditions that exist in the ryotwari tracts should be made prevalent in the estate tracts 
aIso. The landholder should be made to pay the expem,es, just as the Government pays 
in the ryotwari tracts. There is no reason why the ryots should be made to pay the cost. 
as the laws stands to -day. 

40. It must be declared that the record of rights should mention after careful investil!"a
tion the customary rights of the villagers in the poramboke and the forest land of the village. 
If there are any customary rights of the landholder they should also be mentioned and such 
fees and customary collections made together with rent, also. The Raid record should serve 
for the village the 'same purpose as the Rivaz-i-Am in the Punjab. Whenever any question 
of custom is raised in any case, the said record is referred to and whatever is recorded in the 
same is accepted. Such authentic record should be prepared for the estate tracts and this 
will set at rest much of the wrangling that is indulged in. 

41. VI. This has been the subject of most prolific and ruinous litigation. There are 
quite a large number of rulings both in Calcutta as well as in Madras J"l'garding this point. 
But the substance of these rulings is that the landholder is entitled to collect such additional 
rent as are due in his capacity of landholder for agricultural purposes. If the levy is un
connected with agriculture as professional tax, Muggam tax or Sankaramanam mamool or 
Grama Pichai, etc., they cannot be collected. If the levy is connected with agriculture 
like Ghattathoomulu, Chittunottam, Kavalmerai, it can be collected. 
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42. The rulings have clarified the position to such an extent that it can now be incor
porated in the statute. There are certain tests by which it can be seen whether the addi
tionallevy is connected with agriculture or not. They are the following :-(a) The payment 
of the levy should depend upon the payment of the rent and (b) The payment of the levy 
should bear a proportion to the rent. That is it must rise or fall with the rent. 

43. VII. (a) &: (b) The right of the cultivators and land-owners of the village in the 
natural facjlities of the village for cert,ain necessary purposes has grown out of custom. 
This custom has its origin right from the time of the village communities. In various part~ 
of India we ,find recognition given to such customs. In the year 1894 Diwan Bahadur 
R. Raghunatha. Rao a.dvocated the rights of the cultivators to these cu,tomary rights. 
Th"se rights do not after all cost the landholder very much. 

4t. There seems to be reason to conclude that under the ancient village polity certain 
rights in respect of all lands within the boundary of the village belonged to the early settlers 
and their descendents. Later custom impreceptibly included in this privileged class all the 
pattadars of the village. Now it is commonly admitted that it is a right that vests in the 
inhabitants of the village. Whether the right enures for the benefit of all the residents of 
the village irrespective of landholding or not, is a moot question. We may now confine 
our examination of the question to this whether the pattadars of the estate Lave rights 
or not. It is too late in the day to think of contending against the recognized rights of the 
pattadars. These rights usually consist of the right to pasturage of the pattadars' cattle, 
cutting of trees in the estats poramboke for certain specified purposes like making of agri
cultural implements or building the front door ofthe dwelling house and taking leaf 
manw'6 from the poramboke trees, etc. During the recent years there has been a very 
marked tendency in several estates to deprive the ryots of these vall>able rights. These 
rights must in the first instance be ascertained correctly for each estate. It must be in
corporated in th~ record of rights. 

45. As early as th .. year 1814 the Zamindar of Devee claimed the right of restraining 
the ryots from cutting the trees in the jtmgles of the state without payment of the fees fixed 
therefor by the landholder. The Full Bench oithe High Court held that the usage which 
was prevalent before the introduction of the permanent settlement should be followed. 
The Act of permar.ent settlement could transfer to the landholder such as rights as were 
previously ex~rcised by the Government. The Government could not do more than that 
without infringing the rights (jf others. All usages as are not specifically abrogated by the 
r~gulations must be held to be confirmed and if previously to the introduction of the per
manent assessment, no payment was exacted by the Government for firewood in the jungles, 
none can be exacted by the zamindar. So it would seem that m all cases where customary 
rights are claimed by the landh~lder he will have to prove that he had been exercising tho, 
said right since before the permanent ssttlement and that they do not come 'ilithin the 
excluded items in Regulat.ions XXV of 1802. It is not known in this case whEther the fuel 
cut was for the use of the pattadar him.'!elf or for ot.her purposes. J1 it were for Lis own 
use it. would be a customary right in the exercise of which the ryot i. entitled to be protected. 

46. During the recent yeM's the londholders have completely precluded the ryots 
from enjoying the right of grazing their cattle in the wr.ste londs of the vill&ge. During 
the dry yer.rs when there is no water for cultivI'.tion the ryot depends upon his sheep which 
multiply f£ost r.s his chief source of income. Dry rate he is bound to pr.y whether there 
is r~in or not. In addition, he is called upon to p£oy grr,zing fees for his sheep. Both ways 
he sutlers. No doubt a ryot cannot be permitted to keep a regulr.r ranch of sheep and 
denude all the w .... te k.nds in the estr,te of the veget£otion. But a limit may be fixed. It 
would also seem that the lr.ndholders have no right to r,pply the provisions of the Madras 
}'orest Act to the est£ote WIlste hmds and por&mbokes. They pr06ecnte the ryots if their 
,,<>ttle graze in these lands. Mr.1lY cr,ses h"ve ended in conviction. 

47. (e) This has been deolt with to some extent in the answer to question I. Public 
paths and communr.llonds are intended fm· the use of th~ community and should be preser
ved for that purp06~. In case they .. re not needed fvr their origint.l purpose for which 
they were set apart, the Collector riter mr.king a declaration to th .. t etlect oan r,ssign it for 
other purposes and even oonvert it into ryoti land in which cose the landholdel will be 
.,nt.itled to rent. Hill and forest poramboke are in a c'ifferent category. In them the ryots 
h .. ve no rights exoept the customary rjghts mentioned .. bove. 

48. VIII. (a) &: (b). This h ... been a vexed question from the beginning. The land
holder's right in the matter of m&nning the irrigation sources of the estate and his liability 
to keep the tanks, etc., in good repair not only ... a common law duty but in his cap.
<lit;)' qua landholder has been canvassed in various decisions. 
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49. It is submitted that tbe whole matter cr.n be simplified and eMily dis}108E'd of if 
we go to the root of the matter. The first principle of lr.ndholding is that the lr.ndholder is 
entitled to wet rate if he supplies the ryot with land and water, for the purpose of cultivation. 
On the other hand if the landholder supplies the ryot only with Ic.nd c.nd the ryot mr.kes his 
own arrangement for water the ryot is bound to pay only the dry rate-vide Venkata8ubba 
Rao Judge's ruling in the Ellore case. If the lr.ndholder wants to increase his income by 
collecting the wet rr.te, he should keep the irrigr.tion sources in good repair and see thl\t 
water is made av&ile.ble t~ the ryot for cultivation. The ryo~ is b~und to do nothing except 
perhaps to render along With other ryots such customary serVlces like the repair of irrigation 
and dr •. ining channels from the tank or river &8 the case may be. So the duty of ket'ping 
the irrig .. tion SOlliCes in good repr.ir is alwr.ys the duty of the mndholder. 

50. But suppose r. landholder who is •• b .. d Ill&nc.ger of his estate does not repr.i. the 
irrigation sources and prefers to t..ke the dry rate for the mnds. He must not be .. llowed to 
do so, for the ryot will a~o suffer .. The landholder is not entitled to inflict a loss on the ryot. 
&8 well .. s ~he commumty. Of course there ~r.y be cases where the irrigr.ting streams 
change theIr oourse and water becomes unavr.llr.ble to mamool wet lands. This may be a 
ground for getting the land recmssified as dry. But so long "'s the mnds lire classified as 
wet, the landholder is bound t~ 8upply water just lOS the Government does in the ryot
wari tracts. So also there is r. corresponding duty cr.st on the ryot to produce more food 
gr .. ins for the good of the community and he cannot be he&rd to sr.y thr.t he will not use 
w&te~ but would ... ise an inferior crop and pay less to the Itmdholder. 

51. In the case of the Kudim •. ramath tanks this duty is c •• st on the r.y .. kutdr.rs under 
certain conditions. 

52. The policy of the Government is to encourr.ge agriculture and the produotion of 
foodstuffs for the wr.nts of the community and sa such legislation must ber.r r. bias in f .. vour 
of agriculture. It is just and necessary thr.t the Government should keep an eye on the 
irrig&tion sources and their proper maintenance. 

53. (el Yes. The Government should be ene.bled either of their own accord or on the 
application, to interfere in the matter of maintaining the irrigation sources in good lepair. 
The landholder alone should be made to p .. y for the expenses of repair and no contribution 
can be demanded from the ryot as all th •• t he hps to do is to pay the wet rr.te. 

F.4. IX. Yes. Yearly jamabandi is nece88ary in the case of estates. But it should not 
be the jam •• bandi th .. t we find in the ryotwpri t ... cts. It should not merely be a checking 
of the accounts Bnd • lining up of the village men;"ls for inspection. It must be th ..... nnm.1 
occasion when ee.ch ryot c&n come .. nd represent his grievances to the revenue head of the 
district. This m .. tter should be kept in mind. If jamabandi is conducted on these lines 
it will be a real blessing to the ryots. The District Collector must himself heve the right 
(subject to revision by the District Judge. of reclassifying the lands if circumstances require 
the same. He must take this occasion to find out if the detl ils mentioned in the record of 
rights .. re correct and up to d .. te and make the necessary corrections either on hig own 
motion or on the application of the p .. rty concerned. He should inquire into the griev
ances of the ryots and should' impress the landholder th .. t he is there to protect the ryot 
from oprression of any sort from the lr.ndholder, while securing to the landholder •. t 
the s .. me time his just dues from the ryot. Questions of encroa.chment into po-amboke, 
et,·., may all be dealt "I:h conveniently at the time of the &nnu&! joltlB.ba.ndi, which 
should be held at the headquarters of the landholder. More than an officer stlictly de •. I
ing with written complaints, the Collector should come into cont&ct with the masses 
during the jr.mabr.ndi and act if possible as .. bisson officer between the ryot &nd the 
landholder. 

55. At the anou .. l jllmabandi it must be the duty of the Collector to check whether the 
n .. m ... of the transferees of holdings during the yee.r h .. ve been duly and correctly entered 

. in the p~tta registers of the lr.ndholders. He should .. Iso see to it that the landholder 
keeps II list, as full and complete as possible, of the underterumts who .. re actur.Uy culti
vating the soil. It should ~Iso be his duty to inquire as to how many absentee ryots there 
are and who is •. ctu •. lly cultive.ting the holding. If he finds th&t an undertene.nt is culti
vating a plot of Isnd without &ny writing to show the s&me he is entitled to insist that the 
landholder should record the D&me of tha.t person in the list of underterumts, so th •. t in 
certain contingencies his rights may be protected. The Collector should also take the 
opportunity to go round .. nd inspect some of the villages in each estate. The compmints 
regarding some fovoured ryots encroaching on the communal poramboke of the village 
and petitions of the ryots gomg unheard is a common complaint in many villages. This 
must be put aD end to. 
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56; In this connection it is necessary to state that though the village officers; the 
munsif and the kamlWll, may to some extent protect the ryots as against the landholder the 
presenli position of the lawis that the appointment, security of tenure and their punishments, 
eto., all depends on the reoommendation of the proprietor. So much so that the said village 
officials ha .. e alwaya to subserV'e the interests of the landholders even as against the ryots 
as otherwise the threat of punishment 01/: cl.ismissal is dangled before him. If the prop rietol'll 
rights in these matters are taken away and if the village officials are appointed or dismissed 
by the re .. enue authorities ill oonsultation with the proprietors then the village officisls will 
be the agents of the Go .. ernment in these tracts and if the proper type of men are put in 
oharge of these offices they will act as bulwarks of protection to the ryots as against any 
exoesses that may be oommitted by the landholder. 

57. X. The position of an undertenant under the Act today is go .. erned by the provi
sions regardinglesse08 in the Transfer of Property Aotand the generall .. wregarding landlord 
and tenlOllt. But in practice the peouliar position of a tiller of the soil in estate tract engen
del'll certain diffioulties for the solution of which the said Acts are not efficacious enough . 

. Therefore it has been found neoess .. ry in almost all the provinces to incorporate certain 
provisions in the tenancy law safeguarding the interests of the tenants. A measure of 
protection is oert .. inly due to him for he is the actual produoer of the good. The only limit I 
to his statutory protection can be the pr.ramount necessity of giving a finality to law, so 
as not to render settled conditions of landholding inseoure and granting permanency of 
tenure to the person who hes e.ctuaUy entered into an engagement with the landholder. 
The position vis·a-vis the under tenant and the landholder on the one hand and the ryot 
on the other ought to be decl ... ed. 

58. The important questions on which the undertenant is entitled to protection are the 
following :-

59. (a) In case of attachment of standing crops "fter decree the actual cultivator I 
namely the undertenant must be gi .. en his share of the produce free from attachment. 
If the .aid person had spent any oulti .... tion expenses, then the s .. id expenses and the 
tillers share of the produce must be decl ... ed free from attachment and the ryots'share 
alone should be attachable, for without the exertions of the tiller there will be nothing to 
attach. 

60. (b) In case of attachment of holding the tenant should be entitled to notioe and 
he should be deemed a person entitled to payoff the decree for arrears of rent. And as 
suoh he should be given of the notice proposed attachment in which oase he may pay 
off the arreal'll. If necessary in the circumstances of the oase he must be permitted time to I 
pay up or he must be allowed to pay the ... me in inst .. lments. . 

61. (e) In such a oase if it is found that the tenant has bon .. fide paid the ryots' dues 
in ad .... noe the tenant should be gi .. en sufficient notice and time to pay the arrears. . 

62,. (d) In oases of extreme hardahip where the tenant has entered on registered lease) 
and pF.id amounts in ad .. anoe, and his period of lease is still unexpired provision should be 
made that even if the holdiQg is purch~sed by the landholder for arreal'll of rent the tenant 
Ihould not be disturbed from the holdiQg. 

63. (e) It must be statutorily deolared that any engagement between the ryot and I 
the undertenant should be either written and registered or with intimation to the land
holder. As speoialse.fegusrds are incorporated in the case of undertenants they should be 
eompelled to notify his rights to the persons conoerned, so that spurious claims may be 
avoided. 

M. It must howe .. er be oIe ... ly understood that it would unsettle and render precarious 
the whole system of landholding if the principle of avoiding the middlemel' is carried to ita 
bitter extreme. The anology of the actual culti .... tor in the other provinces ought no$ 
to be oarried too far, os there are intrinsio differences between the land syatems of each 
part cf the oonntry. Such differences have grown up in different tracts, which ha .. e the 
sanotion of oustom and which ought to be continued till the time oomes for one land law 
for the whole oountry, when the paramount necessity of the shte will diotate the ruthl_ 
suppression of minor differences which tend to separate one provinoe from the other. 

65. XI. (a) The Re .. enue Bo .. rd should not be any further .. ested with powers of 
final re .. isional or app..Ilate authority in proceedings between landholders and ryots. The 
forum for aU the .... rious proceedings for realisation of rents for fixiog, reducing, or enhancing 
or oommutiQg the ~ame is all unnecessarily and wa.stefully ramified. What reasons the 
l"gislators of 11108 had in their minds for prescribing such oomplicated procedure it is difficult 
to see. Any how &early three decades ha .. e elapsed and nothinB but trouble and wasteful 
li~ation haa cropped out of all these. It is absoluteJ,y necessary that the procedure should 
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be simplified. As & m&tter offB.ct the just and _ble, substantive rights deola.red by 
the statute were an made practically impossible of realisation by the complicated pr0ce
dure that has to be o,dopted. 

66. In the first instance powers of the Deputy Collectors should be Withdrawn. 
Mr. S. Kuppusw&mi Ayyar. & member of the Trichinopoly Bar, has prepared & memo
randum reg&rding the various questions arising out of the Act. Herewith is encloaed a 
copy of the same. The undersigned fully agrees with all that is said in that pamphlet 
regarding the impracticability of having rent suits and allied proceedings tried by the Deputy 
Collectors. 

67. (b) The next point is, that rent suits should be tried by itenarary courts having 
special jurisdiction in the m&tter. :rhe suit should be filed (only for the purpose of present
ation and the serving of notice), in the court of the nearest District Munsif having juris
diction, as there will be no permanent establishment for the special court. The plaint 
will be checked, admitted and notices issued by the Munsif's court. Then the special 
court will try the suit sitting at the headquarters of the landholder or at such a place accord
ing to the convenience of the ryots and the parties and try the calleS summarily and deliver 
their judgment. :rhe judgments will be sent to the District Munsif's court and decrees will 
be drawn up. If the defendant does not pay up, the holding will be brought to sale and 
sold away. That serves the relationship of landholder and ryot and there is no more to be 
said about it. Thus handled the procedure will be expeditiou8, convenient and satisfactory 
to all concerned. 

68. The special court for the district should conEiet ofthree judges: a representative 
of the ryote, a representative of the landholder, and* a president with the status ofa retired 
District Judge. As the President will direct the proceedings it is enough that he is conver
sant with the procedure ae well as the law relating to the points ra~d in the cases. 

69. Again on the execution side, immediately the proceedings will be started. Unless 
the ryot deposits the decree amount, the property will be brought to sale. The present 
procedure regarding encumbrance certificates and notice should not be dispeDlled With, 
till the record of rights, settlement of rent register ofundertenants and rEgister d alinations 
are prepared by the landholder. The salES may be held in the court house as all other sales 
in executions. The ryot is not more illiterate than the ryotwari ryots in his native Cll pacity. 
He comes to civil courts for other cales. He cannot complain if rent sales are held in 
courts. On the other hand it will prevent fraudulent practices and further litigation. 

70. xn. (a). In the oase of unauthorised occupation of lands the rights of the land
holder differ according to certain conditions. If the land is the private land of the land
holder the ordinary law applies. The trespasser may be evicted by civil action. If the 
land trespassed upon is ryoti land the only remedy available to the landholder should be 
to get the rent for the land fixed if the same had not already been done and !!all upon the 
trespasser to execute a muchalika for the same. To ask for nazar is a relic of the feudal 
ages and it in a way discourages extension of agriculture. Nazar should be done away 
with unauthorised occupation of ryoti lands should be looked at from the point of view of 
improving agriculture and so 88 to give an incentive to cultivation and not for the preser. 
vation of the national rights of the landholder intact. That spirit has been ably d<:scribed 
in the following lines: The Rent Recovery Act of 1865 did not take one far regarding the 
conferring of permanent occupancy rights in the soil. Holloway, J. remarks in his inimi
table manner "I regard it as perfectly clear that there is DDthing in the Act to settle so 
as to bind the courts of law the duratiOll of a lesaeols tenancy. Whatever law statutory or 
customary or the contract of parties makes it, such it continues to be after the enactment 
of all these regulations. That having converted farmers of taxes into country gentlemen 
the legislature may well have determined the limits within which these rights were to be 
ex~rcised as against the holders of the soil, is undoubted. That they reserved that power 
on the transformation, the Bengal Regulations show. That it is perfectly open to the 
legislature of any coontry at any time to protect tenants against the unreasonable exercise 
of sO called rights of property only called especially sacred because the possessors of it 
make the law, I entertain no doubt. The question here is whether these Acts have done it. 
And on their own express declaration, I have no doubt that they have not. If they had, 
it would not have been necessary in Bengal possessing Regulations upon which those of 
Madras have been based, to declare in the year 1859 that a right of occupancy such Be the 
def~ndant here asserts, should arise on a holding of a particular character at a particular 
time." 

71.. The privilege of the landholder impliedly allowing extracting premium should be 
prohibited. There are oases where the landholder puts an hypothetIcal annual YIeld &nd 
muitipIiea it by twenty and demands the same 88 premium. They naively explain that they 
proceed on the baais of land acquisitioD _. In another case nazar to the extent of 



rnpe'ltl two thousand was received and pattas issued and when the ryots started cultivating 
all of them were evioted and the nazar was returned as the landholder thought that if he 
waited, he can get more money. An these are pointers as to where the troubles of the 
1Yots lie. , 

72 .. The landholder should be given no option but to issue pattas to the ryots who are r 
willing to occupy the unoccupied lands in the estate. The fair and equitable rent which. 
is fixed by the record of rights will be leyied. 

73. Next to l!eotion 6 provision should be included making it obligatory on the land
holders to grant pattas to the cultivators who are willing to pay the actual rent on any piece 
of unoooupied ryoti land in the estate. 

74. Just aa in the case of land the provision regarding water in favour of the ryot 
should be declared. When there is water available the landholder shall not have the right 
to prevent the ryot from using the available water for purpose of cultivating his holding. 
So long as the existing pattadars are )lot adversely affected the landholder is bound to 
grant water and take from the ryot in return wet rate. .Another sub-seotion to this effect 
may be incorporated in the appropriate place. . 

75. If the land trespassed upon is poramboke the landholder is. entitled. to bring'it to 
the notice of the Collector ao that the person may be either evicted or the land may be 
reclassified and granted to him on patta. 

76. The next point that I wish to bring to the notice of. the Government is that regarding 
limitation for suits and executions for arrears of rent under the Act. In the previous Act 
VIII of 1865 two periods of limitation were available for recovery of arrears of rent. One 
was by petition (with eight annas court fee) before the Revenue Officer within three months 
from the date when the rent feU due. The other Was by suit (with proper court fee) before 
the civil oourt within six months from the date when the rent fell due. B~th the remedies 
coexisted. But the most important point is that the hold.ng should be br Ju;ht to sole. 
U).t all, withinone yeM' from the end of the faali for .. which the ..... nt-is1iue. This cardinal 
prinCiple was kept in mind by Sir G. Forbes when seotion 112 was enacted. And when 
seotion 132 was placed on the statute book this principle had been thoroughly reaffirmed' 
in the Act. 

77. Th" landholders who want only their rent will be quite satisfied with this. Others 
desire to accumulate the arrears. They allow rent to accumulate for three years and bring 
the holJing to sale ~er!J.aps ~"years after the fasli for which the rent fell due •. Their argu
ment is this. Under the Act as it stood before the recent amendmenta, the Civil Procedure 
Code applied to the proceedings. And so section 48 of the Code of Civil Procedure applied. 
In that case the ~1'!!1l years period of limitation,. with three year. J,'enewall! as. per Article 
182 of the Limitation Act ciui be availed or: But they forget that substantive rights are 
declared by the Estates Land Act and that the Code of Civil Procedure only lays down 
the procedure to be followed. And seotion 48 of the Civil Procedure Code which runs 
oounter to the declared intention of the sections 112 and 132 of the Special Act cannot be 
availed of, to extend time which has been specifioally curtailed by the Estates Land Act. 
Several courts as well as the H.gh Court have accepted this rule of twelve years limitation 
which certainly was far from the intentions of the farmers of the Act. This must be set r 
right by it being specifically deolared that section 48 of the Code of Civil Prooodure and 
182 of the Limitation Act do not apply to execution, of decrees under this Act. The 
Artic discouragement offered by the new section 77 -E of the Act is not a su:flicient deterrant. 

78. While we keep in mind that the cardinal principle governing this matter is that 
the holding should be sold within a period of 12 months from the fasli for which the rent is' 
due, it follows ~hat it is unmeaning t? give ~~1ears time for filing a suit for arrears of 
hnt under section 77. Therefore it IS necessary that the schedule to the Act should be 
so amended as to prescribe six months time to be the period within which a suit for arrears 
of rent should be filed. In suoh a case the holding even after decree would have been 
brought to aale within one year from the fasli for which the rent is due. 

79. Another point which needs statutory declaration is this. The revenue oourt 
passes .. judicial order. The same is tak"n to the JLgh Court in revision. The said eourt 
passes an order thereon. The matter is th"n agitated in the oivil court by a regular 
oivu suit. In such a oase it follows that the ILgh Court aoted as a rdvenue OJurt under 
the Madras Estates Land Act and the ciVIl court of the lowest denomination is entitled 
to reopen the matter where it has jurisdiotion. This is very r8>rely acoopted in, courts. 
In ~otion 3 a olause should be included defining 8> r.ovenue o.>urt as 8> J)"puty Collector 
or any other judge aoting under the specific provisions of the Madras Estates Land Act.. 
This Will sa va Iota ot conlusion. 

K. B. AV4DlUlII. 
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Memorandum bJ Khan Sahlb P. Sharfudclln, M.A., B.L., TrlchlnopolJ. 

I. In my opinion, without any doubt, the proprietor of the soil i8 the tell&llt and not. 
the zamindar. An examination into the nature and origin of the very word .amindar 
would clearly explain the position of the .amindar. Before the advent of the Muslims' 
they were called chaudris which was later on changed by the Muslims into • hory' (i.e., 
oo11eotor of acrore of dam (Re. 2,50,000). This krory was later on changed into .amindar. 
Hence the right of zamindar is only a right to collect revenues. Whereas the right of the 
tenant is for the p088e88ion of the land, he can use it in any way he likes and he should no' 
be interfered with by the zamindar so long as his revenue is paid promptly. The right of 
occupation of the tenant is alienable and heritable. 

II. What is a fair and equitable rent should naturally depend upon the type of land 
for which the rent is required. Whele a piece of land requires much labour and anxiety 
for cultivation, the rent should be low and whele the land can be cultivated without much 
difficulty, viz., delta areas, etc., the rev.t can be bit greater than thst for the other areae . . 

In fixing a fsir alld equitable rel't, the following points should be considered :
(1) The nature~fthe soil. 
(2) Its vicinity to irrigation channels or watel convenience. 
(3) The avemge 9utturn per year. 
(4) The cost of cuitivati9D. 

Regarding the remission, there should be definite statutory provision. It is quite 
likely when such things came under a statute, the statute is likely to be twisted to the 
extreme and taken advantage of by a small percentage of tenants. But, in the interest. 
of the generality of the tenants, there should be definite statutory provisions regarding 
the remission. In the absence of such a prOVision, the zamindars would naturally harass 
the tenants even though there are very good moral grounds for such remission. In this 
connexion, I would like to refer to the judgment in 40 Madras, page 640 where it has been 
held that in the absence of proof as to the existence of a custom or contract, an obligation 
to grant remission for shavi owing to the non-repair of the irrigation source by the landlord 
is purely moral and not legal and cannot be enforced in a court of law. This judgment 
indicates the absolute helpless position in which the courts are placed. Even though 
there are sufficient ground as per common sense and justice to grant remi.sion, where a 
landlord is perverse and does not give remission, the courts have to sit with folded hands 
and simply be a mute, eye witness to the atrocious way in which the rent is being collected 
from the poor tenants, thus deprive him of his subsistence. Courts should be made to pre
Berve more of justice than of law. So, a statutory basis given to such remission would go 
far to alleviate the miseries of the tenants under the iron hand of zamindsrs. 

In granting remissions, the following points should be considered :
(1) Whether the 108s was dOe to any voluntary act of tenant. 
(2) Whether the loss incurred is due to any neglect of the landlord. In providing 

the necessary facilities for cultivation. 
(3) Whether the loss is a result of some act beyond control of the tenant or zamindar, 

i.e., act of God. 

From very ancient times, the Rajahs have been collecting only onlHlixth of the 
produce as the rent and it has come to be regarded as a fair and equitable rent by Our 
ancestors. Hence one-sixth of the produce commuted to money will be a fair and eqUitable 
rent. 

The rate or share of the rent should not be fixed permanently for all times to come. 
Such a procedure even though would solve many difficulties and minimise the work of the 
court, would work great many hardships on the part of the tenants. Hence it is better 
to evolve and enunciate the principles for leVying the rent and then it .hould be left to 
Courts or the officers to put those very principles to application a. and when they arise. 

The Provincial Government should certainly have certain reserve and superintending 
powers over the acts and enquities done in regard to the ~nt through their Revenue Settle
ment Officers. 

III. At present the remedies for the recovery of rent due are (1) suit before the (',ollec
tor, (2) distraint and 8ale of the movable property of the defaulter, the growing crops 
()r the produce of the land or trees in the defaulter's holding, (3) by sale of holding. The 
landlord should be depriv€d of the third r('medy. viz., the sale of the holding. The two 
cther.l"6Il\lldies vested in the zamindars are enongh to t)rannize the tenants. 
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IV. Regarding the rights of the tenants to water-supply, there .. QaDnot be any definite 
rule. In a case where a piece of land has been under cultivation from the water from .. 
particular place, from ancient times, the right of such water-supply should be deemed as 
an inherent ri~t and where .. piece of waste land has been ret&lIlbd, and brought under 
fresh cultivation, the right to water-supply should be deemed to arise out of contract as 
. between the tenant and the landlord. In one case, the right w.Il attach itself to the very 
piece of land and in the other to the person of the tenant being .. contract as between the 
Illndlord and the tenant. • 

A I .. ndholder has no doubt superior right in the warer source ovor that of the teDililt .. 
But his right is only this much. He can levy water-cess When the tenant uses the watl!r 
in contravention of the custom or uoage or in contravention of the terms of the contract_ 

V. All the estates should be surveyed and the record of rights should be maintaintd. 
In making puch a record, three-fourth cost incurred should be borne by the zamindars 
and only one-fourth should be borne by the teDllnts. . 

VI. Tbe landholder can no doubt receive wh&tever give~ by the .teDllnts out of p~ 
love and affection. But such a right should be made a legal right ... to. become a subject 
matter of a suit or other proceedings. .-.. 

VII. The tenants should h&ve & right to utilize the local DIItur&l facilities for the pur
pose of grazing of c&ttle, collection of green manure, or wood for agricultural implements. . 

The teDllnts do have IOn inherent right to utilize such materi&r f..cHities 'for domestic. 
&nd &gricultur&l purposes. But lOt the same time, the renants do not· h&ve any right to 
sell such f&c.1. ties and m&ke it & source of profit. 

The teDllnt8 h&ve only & general right of user, in community l&nds, por&mboke &nd 
public p&th. They cannot use it for private purposes. 

VIII. The principles that should be followed in formul&ting a auitable scheme for the 
m&inten&nce of irrig&tion source :-

(1) The DIIture of the source. 
(2) What is the custom so far. 
(3) General costof m&.ntenance. 
(b) The responsibility of rep&iring should certainly be on the Provincial Government· 

when the landholder has failed to take action promptly in main~aining the water source 
&nd other irrigation works. . 

Such powers shol>.ld be vested in the Government ready to be applied on the applica
tion of partie. only. 

IX. An yearly.jamabandi i8 quite necessary for the smooth working of the officials 
ooncerned. 

XI. A special tribunal should be constituted for the purpose of enquiry into the dis-
1'utes arising between the landlords and tenants_ This should be a final appellate authority. 

The actions between the landlords and tenants should be tried in ordinary civil cow-ta. 
XII. In uDiluthorized occupation of lands by the teDllnts, the Zamindar can 

(1) sue for ejection , , 
(2) distraint of property on the land occupied for recovering the rent for the time 

it .... as occupied. 
(3) Penal assessment. 

The l&w in oonnexion with the collection by landholder of jodi, poruppu, kattubadi 
do reqUire revision. 

P. SluR1IUDDIN. 

".morandum by J4r. V. Tirtagirl Kaniyagar. Presiden'. Chow&tahalll Panchaya' Board, 
,Salem disb'ic\. 

I. (a) The patt .. dar is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The zauiindar is entitled to collect the rent. The tenants. execute a lease 

deed agreeing to culth ate the lands of the pnttadar on condition that the latter should 
be paid one·half of the p10duce. It is also customary for them to execute a lease deed 
agreeing to pay the annual rent to the pattadar in cash or in kind. At the expiry of 
the period of the leo.se, the tenants will hand over the land to the pattadar. : 

H. (al ~ (bl The rent for. the lands in. Chowttahalli . and Mal"iyanda.h"lli, which 
are. mltta VIllages sItuated wlthm the panchayat area, IS now excessive. Ste~ s.l}~uld 
be taken to fix the rent with reference to the rent which was levied "in favour days. '. 
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(e) The entire rent should be remitted in respect of a year in which tbere i8 DO 
rainfall or crops fail although the landa a.re cultivated or the two crops are not grown and 
1088 is incurred thereby. . . 

(d) It is better to fix the rent permanently according to the rate which preV&.lled 
originally. 

(e) Yes. 
rn (4) d: Ib\ It will be better if the powers for the oollection of rent now given to 

the zamindars under the Madras Estatp& Vmd Act are exercised by the Government them-
selves. . 

(e) The proct'dure in regard to the collection of r~nt •. etc .. should be made s~pler 
by the adoption of BO!lle other means than those of distralDlDg the lands and brmgmg 
them to auction. 

IV. (a) The owners of the land have customary rights to water-supply. 
(b) The pattauars, who are the ownera of the lands, have rights in water-sourcea. 

The zamindar has only the right to collect rent. 
V. (a) Yes. 

(b) It is only the zomindar that should bear the cost of survey. 
VI. The "amindar should not demand from the pattadars any customary levy other 

than rent. 
VII. (a) The tenants have extensive rights to graze cattle in porambokes, tanka 

and hills and to collect from hills green-manure and wood for agricultural purposes. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) Both the pattadars and the tenants have got rights wit.h regard to tlt~s". 

vm. (a) There are certain persons whose duty is to mawtain water-sources m 
good condition. But it is not possible for these persons to attend to their work properly. 
The Government would do well to appoint a qualified person to maintalD water-Murces 
properly. It is the zamindar that has to maintain the water-sources in good repsIr. 

(b) If the zamindar fails to repair or maintain irrigation works, the pattadars will 
ask him to do so Bud the zamindar should comply with their request. 

(e) The Gov(3rnment do not exercise the3e powers BUO motu. The pattadars should 
ask the zamindnr to carry out the repairs. 

XI. (a) A Special Tribunal should be constitut.ed in addition t.o the Board of Revenue. 

Memorandum by l!rIr. Ram& Reddl, village munsif, Thog&rai, Thog&r&h Agr&h&r&m, 
Hosur t&luk, S&lem district. 

I. (a) The ryot. 

land. 
(b) The inamdar has the right to collect rent. The ryot hIlA! the right reia'ing w 

II. (a) Rent in the case of dry lands should range between Re. ~ and Re. 0-1()"{) 
and in the case of wet lands between Rs. 2 and Rs. 4 per acre. 

(b) Lands should be surveyed and classified according to fertility a& first rate, 
second rate and third rate lands. The produce of each class of land for twenty years 
should be taken into account and rent shonld be fixed at one-fourth of the yield. culti
vation expenses being deducted. All other kinds of taxes including cesses should be 
done away with. 

(e) Yes, as in the case of Government villages. 
(d) Rent ahould be fixed according to the rules of the Government as circum

stances require. 
(e) Yes. 

rn. (a) Powers of collection should be confirmed as they exist at the present time. 
(b) There is no reason for revision. 
(e) The method of collection of rent need not be reviored. Arrears of rent in the 

case of a particular plot of land should be collected from the produce of that particular 
plot only or from that particular plot it!leif or they might be realized from the prodnce 
of other plots of land or from such plots themselves. 

IV. (a) The ryot has an inherent right. The affair must be made contractual. 
(b) The inamdar has a superior right in water-sources like tanks. This is why 

he possesses the right to effect repairs.ete. 
V. (a) Yes. 

(b) The ryot should bear one-foQrth of tbe C03t and the inamdar should ~ar 
three-fourths of the coet. 
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VI. No. 

VI!. (al The ryot should have a right to graze cattle, etc. 
(bl Yes. 
(e) The ryot has the right of enjoyment in respect of hill and forest poramboke., 

etc. But the inamdar has a Buperior rig4t. 

VITI. (a) The Government should have superiority over the inamdar and the ryot. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) The Government should apply such powers on application by parties as well 

lUI mdependently when, in their discretion, they find such application of powers proper. 

IX. Yes. 

X. (a) It (b) The zamind"" is superior to the pattadar, the ryot and the inamdar. 

XI. (a) A special. court should be constituted. 
(b) In the special court. 

XII. (al The inamdar should collect only the rent on the land, from the day the 
fact of unauthorized occupation comes to his notice. 

(b) Yes. 

Memorandum by the Kaverlpatnam Congress Committee, Kaveripatnam, Salem 
district, dated 80th November 1937. 

I. (a) The proprietor of the soil undoubtedly is the zamindar. 
(b) The zamindar has the sole power to appoint the tenant and to collect the 

rent. The tenant is responsible to pay the rent and land revenue. 
II. (a) &. (b) The existing system and rate of rent is the fair and equitable rent. 

(e) Yes, there should be a statutory provision for remission of rent on the same 
pnnoiples adopted for Government villages. 

(d) The rate of rent can be fixed once for all. 
(e) Yes, the Provinoial Government should possess reserve powers to revise, alter 

or reduce the rents. 
III. (a), (6) &. (e) The Madras Estates Land Act does not require revision and it 

should be exaotly on the prinoiples of the Government villages. 
(a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant 

to the land. 

IV. (b) The landholder has a superior right in the water sources in the estate to the 
extent of allowing water-supply to dry lands when in plenty. 

V. (a) Yes, we do require that all the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights 
maintained oompulsorily. 

(b) Both the parties should bear the oosts. 

VI. The landholder should not demand any levies customary or otherwise from ryots 
in addition to rent. 

VII. (a) The tenants have got rights with regards utilization oflocal natw-al facilities 
suoh as glazing ot oattll', colleotion of green manure or wood for agricultural implements 
free ot costs. 

(b) The tenants have got an inherent right to use them ror their domestio and agri
oult·ural purposes free of oests. 

(0) The landholder has got the sole management of the public paths, communal 
lands, and hill and lOrest porambokes. The tenants have got the right to use them free of 
«lilts. 

VIII. (a) The zomindar should have the sole power to maintain the irrigation sources' 
&lid works bearing himself all costs. The tenants should be responsible for kudimaramat 
only. 

(b) We do reqUire that the Government should be vested with powers to undertake 
.h" It>pairs or maintenpnoe of irrigation works where the landholder fails to take necessary 
and proper steps. 



(e) Such powers should be vested with the Government nnt to be applied tIO moto 
but on application by parties. 

IX. Yes, the jamabandis in the case of ryotwari village is necessary. 

X. The same relations existing between the pattadar and landholder should exipt for 
the undertenants also. 

XI. (a) The Revenue Board should continue to be the fioal appellate and revisional 
authority. 

(b) Both in the revenue and oivil courts should be the aotions and prooeedings bet
ween the landholder and the tenants be tried. 

XII. (a) The same rules must apply in the zamins aain the case of Government villages 
for unau~horized of occupation oi lands by the ryots. 

(b) Does not require any revision. 

Memorandum bJ M.R.Ry. V. R. Perumal Chettlyar Avargal, M.L.A., Gugal, Salem, 
dated 2nd December 1937. 

As I hold the opinion that the system of zlLmindari is out of date and .hould be abo. 
lished. I do not answer your questions item by item. The zamin ryot gets no benefit of 
the rimi stories of the Government ILnd his position as complLred with the Ryotwari TelLrant 
deplorable. I write that the zamindars ought to be given a reasonable oompensation 
with a view to extinguish their rights. Any attempt at reform of this system is bound 
to fail as the system is vioious. 

V. R. PIliRUM&L Cs:IliTTIY.u&. 

Memorandum bJ the President, PanchaJat Board, Ichangur, Bagalur estate, 
Hosur taluk, Salem district. 

The Panchayat Board oflchangur, Bagalur estate, in its sitting dated 30th November 
1937 with the following members in ~he Village Panchayat Office at Ichangur passed the 
following resolutions to the questionnaire under reference. which is submitted for the consi
deration of the PILrIiamentary Committee. 

I. (a) The occupancy ryot is the proprietor of the soil. Zaminda.r is entitled to kist 
only. 

(b) The tenant is the enjoyer of the soil and he has the authority to sell or mortgage 
the land, but the zamindar has the authority fo~ collectin$ the rent of the land. 

II. (a) &: (b) The rent or the kist should be fixed considering the nature of the soil, annual 
rain fail, water-supply (tanks, etc.) and the prices of the produces from the land. 

(e) There should be statuary provisions for the remission for rent; the remissiona 
must be granted whenever rains fail ; and when tanks, ete" are not in good condition as 
a result of the crop failure. 

(d) It will be profitable to fix easy and proper rents (considering the conditions of 
a particular area) once for all; and also providing provisions for reconsideration in extra
ordinarY circumstances. Powers for this vested in the hands of a special officer. 

(e) The Provincial Government must have the special power in suoh cases. 

m. (a) The power of collection of rent must be in the hands of Government. 
(b) Government after collecting the fuIlamount from the ryots may pay the amount 

to the zamindar directly so that there may not be troubles and ill-feelings between the 
amindar and the ryots. (Tbis method saves money also.) 

(c) Kist of each instalment must be fully collected. TheD alone enhallCing the number 
of instalments if ryots Deed and there should be room for arrears. 

IV. H ryots make use of water in the poramboke lands (such as small ponds, wells, 
eta.) for petty agricultural purposes, then. water-tax should Dot be collected from them. 

(a) All estates must be compulsorily surveyed and the record of rights maintained 
(b) Ryots need not pay anything for this work. 
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VI. Landholders must not demand any other levies other than the land kist. 

VII. (a) ell (b) The tenants must have full right to utilize the local natural facilities 
such as grazing, etc., free of cost only ifthe tenants utilize them for their domestic purpo~ 
.es only. 

(e) The tenants must have full right to make use of public paths, comml1D&l lands, 
etc., and the zamindar should not create any kind of hindrance to the ten&nts. 

VIII. (a) io (e) Powers and rights fnust be vested in the ProvinoiaI Government to 
undertake repa~, etc., or maintenance of irrigation works. Government should take up 
such works without expecting any petitions from the parties which causes delay. 

IX. Necessary. 
X. The under-tenant is only an ordinary oultivator of the ia.nd of the owner. He must 

cultivate it according to the agreement between them in connexion with produce, etc., 
but he has no right of seIling or mortgaging the land to anybody. 

XI. (a) There should be a special tribunal for the purpose. 
(b) Existing oourts are enough and the present procedure may be followed. 

XII. (a) Ifapoor ryot who is ren.lly in'need of lands, and if he occupies certain extent 
of land, then in that case the same land may be confirmed to him for fixing suitable rent; 
but if any person occupy with any other motive in that case the occupied land may bEl 
taken from him. 

(Mark 00 D. C. JUNGAPPA, 
Pruid.,.,. 

Memorandum by Mr. P. B. Venkataswami Chetti, President, Panchayat Board, 
Kadathur, Salem district. 

(\) . The proprietor of the soil is generally the rilittadar except in the case of such of the 
tenants as have secured' patta' from the mittadar. There is no provision in the Aot to 
compel the mittadar to give waste lands either on lease or to grant • patta' . to those 
tenants both local and from outRide who are desirous of cultivating the same. This must 
be provided for in the Act by an amendment'. Mitta ryots should have the same rightF and 
privileges on his acquired Ia.nd as the amani ryots have on their lands. When once the 
mittadar grants a • patta' on a ryot. then the ryot must be deemed to be the owner of thil 
land, the mittadar having only the right to collect the rents. . 

(2) When fixing a fair and equitable rent ,for the land. considerations must be given. 
.to the nature of the soil and irrigation facilities. Provision must also be made to empower 
the Government to oompel the mittadar to grant remission of rents to the ryots in times of 
famine. failure of rains and other natural Causes. There should not be a permanent settle. 
ment; and settlement must be in accordance with the prevailing prices of commodities 
from time to time. and also to the varying value of the land. The Government should take 
powers to compel the mittadar to grant such remission. , , , 

(3) The powers of collection of rent now given to landlords must be revised. viz .• arrange;., 
ments for oollection of rents must be made through the Revenue Department at a low cost. \I; 

(4) Regarding irrigation faoilities. the ryots must have aQ inherent right to the same. 
There must be no agreement or contracts between the ryots and the landlord. 

(5) The zamindar should not be empowered to demand any fees other than rents and 
should be made to limit himseifto that extent of the amani villages. . 

(6) Every nook and corner of the mitta villages should be resurveyed by a Government 
party.and a complete and correot record must be prepared and kept ready for inspection 
~d reference. The burden of such expenses should be borne by the mittadar alone. 

(7) At present the tenants have no inherent right to the natural facilities suoh as graz
ing of oattle and collection of green manure or wood for agrioultural implements. Provision 
must be given fur the ryots to enjoy those natural facilities free of cost. The mittadar must 
be made to look after the grating fields to see it maintained for that purpose alone so that 
it may be useful for ever. The publio paths. communal lands and places used fo; publio 
recreation and festivities. must be the sole monopolized property of the publio. It must 
be seen that every village is provided with a public place for recreation; adequate place 
in front of templ~B for the use of the temple devotees for the purpose ot thronging there in 
connexion with that of the temple aliBi .... a place fur a reading room and library. place for 
market and oart-atands and ohoultries. The settiDl! apart of these places must be a com. 
pulsory obligation on the part of the mittadar. He should not be allowed to interfere with 

·m-30 
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those places in any respect unless they are misused. The right (If maintaining and super
vising those places with that of the sole right of the public paths should be vested in the hands 
of the village panchayat. The hill and forest porambokea should not be used for other 
purposes except in extraordinary conditions which has to be decided by the District 
Collector. 

(8) Powers should be v"'sted in the Provincial Government to be applied /t1U) mot" to 
undertake repairs and maintenance of irrigation sources and works. All irrigation 8cht'mllll 
must be undertaken by the Government, the mittadar only tendering advice to Government 
in consultation with the ryots. 

(9) Yearly jamabandi should be made compulsory for proprietary villages also. 
(10) The • patta.<iar ' only should be responsible to be the mittadar for the rent, and 

not the undertenant! who will m turn be responsible to the pattadar from whom they go, 
their lease. 

(ll) The suits for the recovery of the arrears of rent should be filed only in the sta. 
tionary sub-magistrates' courts situated in every taluk. The suit must be filed by means of 
an ordinary petition and no stamps or any cost whatsoever be incurred on that behalf. 
The allOWing of the appearence of vakils in defending such petitions is not an appreciable 
one. In case of a dispute as to rents, rights and other things of stipulating matters of law 
should be filed in ordinary judicial courts. The sole object must be that the tenant should 
not be made to bear the enormous costs of these suits and relieve him from the undue and 
unnecessary intentional troubles of the mittadars. 

(12) The system of control of encroachments and unauthorised occupations of land in 
amani villa.ges 8UO motu be applied. If the survey and maintenance of records stipUlated 
in paragraph (6) be kept in a proper condition, there will be no difficulty in such applications. 

Memorand~ by Mr. X. P. Nanjappa Chettlyar, Xrlshnagirl, S&lem distrIct, dated 
23rd November 193'1. 

I, K. P. Nanjappa Chetti, living in Krishnagiri and a ryot of .. Thalapalli ,. viIlage 
in Bellarapalli mitta, most humbly submit the following to your kind notice and favourable 
consideration. . 

1. The said Thalapalli village has a big tank wbich helped a great deal for irrig .... 
tion. But in the year 1903, due to heavy rains and floods the tank-bund gave way and 
the bund was ill a dilapidated condition. 

2. Though the permanent lessee was repeatedly requested to repair the breach, he 
did not heed the requests of his own ryots. 

3. The ryots were suffering very much for ten years after the breach and they were 
compelled to pay the full wet-land kist though the lands were barren for want of proper 
irrigation. Then the ryots, by collecting money among themselves, and by their own 
labour, repaired the breach. 

4. Unfortunately, after a few years, the tank-bund once again gave way and is still 
in the same condition for the past nearly fifteen years. 

5. As per sections 135 ana 137 of Estates Land Act I of 1908, the ryots are not 
in a position to repair the breach. 

6. As per the said Act, the perma.nent lessee should repair the breach. Though 
he did not do so, he has been extracting the full wet land kist from the villagers. We 
have neither unity among ourselves or help from others to oppose him. 

7. The said tank is a big one with a capacity to irrigate two or three villnges. 
8. Since the permanent lessee has failed to repair the tank-bund, I most humbly 

pray that the Provincial.Government, ao per item B (b) of the questionnaire sent .f., me, 
should have powcrs to mtenere and do the needful, thereby remedying the wants 9f 
the distressed and oppressed. 

9. Therefore I most humbly request that either through a. committee appointed by 
the Gove.rnment or through the Tahsildar, the tank and affected parts of the tank 
must be mspected and the reports of the ryots should be heard to personally and I pray 
that the Provincial Government should take the necessary steps to redeem our longfelt 
wants and help the pt'asants. 

10. I. most humbly submit as the last line of my application that such atrocitieR 311 
are commltte~ by perm~nent lessee in TbaIa~aIli cannot be fonnd in any mitta village. 

11. Hopmg that this my humble applicatIon to your esteemed hononr will be favourably 
eonsidered and necessary steps taken at an early date. 

'K. P. NANJAPPA CHB'M"IYAB. 
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Memorandum by Mr. Edward Buchanan, Kamakeral vllIage, Kollegal taluk, Colmbatore 
.. district. 

In writing memoranda connected with the press commnnique and questionnaire I 
would point out that my experience is confined to the Kollegal taluk of the Coimbatore 
diatrict. There are no large landholders or wealthy zamindars in this taluk. 

I. (a) In my opinion the zamind8l" is the proprietor of the soil, that is, subject to his 
obligations to the Government and Crown. 

(b) In some cases the interest of the tenant circles round present profits. The 
.amindar is more interested in the continual productivity of the soil. 

ll. (a) I suggest a fair and equitalile rent is one half of the produce, the .amindar 
paying land and water-rates, etc. 

(b) The amount of labour and expense required to produce the crop. Surely the 
labourer is worthy of his hire_ 

(e) Statutory provision for remission of rent. Yes I I think this may be necessary_ 
Bad seasons, insufficient rainfall, pests, as IOC1Uts and caterpiIIars and many other causes 
beyond the ryot's control often leave him in a position where he cannot pay rent. In the 
case oftha small holder often there is much difficulty in raising sufficient to pay the Iand-ce18 
owing to Government. In suoh cases provision for remission is called for. When remission 
is given to tenants the landholder must be protected. He cannot remit rent to his tenants 
unless Government are prepared to grant him some relief from land-cess and water-rates. 

(d) This matter must he left to capable and reliable officers to settle as and when 
ocoasion arises. 

(e) If there are cases where rents are inequitable it probably would be necessary 
for Governmsnt to have reserve powers to deal with the matter. 

Vll. (a) I think that as a general rule tenants should have free access to local natural 
facHitie,. as grazing, green manure, wood for domestic purposes, etc. 

(e) Tenants should have equaJ rights with landholders to public pathe, communal 
lands, forest porambokes, etc. 

VIII. (b) Where Irrigation works are not kept in repair and maintained Government 
should be vasted with right and authority to see to the maintenance of such. 

(e) Powers to be applied suo motu. Coast of such maintenance may have to be met 
by Govarnmmt if not suffi·Jiently remunerative to landholder or tenants. 

1£ the advantage to occupiers or owners of the land would justify it, then cost oan 
be oharged to or oollected from them. 

EDWARD BuolLUlAll". 

Memorandum by Mr. O. V. Naniappa. Presidsnt, Pancbayat Board, Slkkarampalaiyanl. ' 
Earamadal Post ofllae, Coimbatoredistrict. 

I. (cll It is only the tenant that is the legitimate proprietor of the !IOil. 
(b) As the tenant foils and cnltlvates the land and maintains it in good condition. 

he should be given more rights. 

ll. (a) Rent may be fixed at one-tenth of the produce. 
(b) Rent should be fixed with reference to the nature of the land. the expenditure 

likely to be incurred by the tenant and the income from the land. 
(e) Statutory provision should be made for remitting the rent when there is 

deficiency of rainfall or when damage is caused by pesta, etc. 
(til The rent should be fixed according to the recommendations of a committee 

appointed for considering the question as and when it arises. 
(e) A committee should be appointed for fixing the rent and the Provincial 

Government should confirm it. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) The Government themselves should collect the rent directly_ 
(c) The cost of collection of rent will be rednced if the revenue authorities them

selves collect it when it faUs due. 
m-30 ... 
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IV. (a) n will be convenient to the tenants if they take water IIC'cording to their 
rights. 

(b) The landholders need not have any right in respect of water-sources. 

V. (a) The estates should be surveyed. 
(b) The tenants should bear one-fourth of the cost and the rest should be borne by 

the zamindar. 
VI. No. 

VIT. (a) The tenant should enjoy these nghts in pubJie pl800S without having to pay 
any levy. But the Government should impose suitable conditions. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) It is only the tenants that should have preferentia.! rights with regard to these. 

vm. (a) The power in respeet of this should be vested in the Local Panohayat 
Boarda. 
• (II) Yes. 

(e) On application by parties. 

lX. Yearly jamabandis are not neeessary. It is enough if there is a jamabandi once 
in five years. 

X. They are responsible only to the pattadars. 

XI. (a) A Special Tribuna.! should be constituted. 
(b) In Specia.l Courts. 

XII. (a) The zamindar should not take any aetion whatever against a tenant wllo "U lieen ooeupying the land in an unauthorized manner for more than twelve years. 
(") Yes. 

C. V. NAlfUPPA. 

Memorandum bJ M.R.Ry. S. KrIshna Kudumban Avargal, M.L.A., Ammapattl, 
South Budanatham, Udamalpet taluk, Colmbatore dIStrict, dated 29th November 1937. 

I. (a) do (b) The tenant has generally occupancy rights in the holdings. Such rights 
were being enjoyed from time immemorial. The reoent inam legislation has recognized 
tWs in the inam villages, wWle Act I of 1908 recognized the name in the Eamindaris. 
Such rights should be preserved. The proprietor is entitled only to the melvaram and the 
kudivaram vests in the tenant. 

II. (a) The rent wWch was fixed at the paimash now holds good in the proprietary 
estates, subject however to the enhancement under Act I of 1908. The field of the land 
for ~ number of years will be II deciding factor in fixing the court. The provisions now 
embodied in Act I of 1.908 are sufficient. The civil or revenue court may be invested with 
power to test the correctness ofthe enhancement or reduction of rent. 

(e) Such power is neoessary in extreme cases. 

III. The powers now excused by the proprietors are more than sufficient. The power 
of restraining the crops for collection of revenue should be resorted to as a last rosource. 
The existence of tendering patta and taking muchalika should be a condition precedent for 
effecting distraint. Arbitration courts may function in estates subject to the control and 
superintendence of civil courts. 

IV. The right to water supply is inherent in the tenant who owns land. The quantuni 
of supply may be regulated by contract. The landholder's right should be subject to this 
tenant's right to apply. He should not divert the water-course to the prejudice of the ryot's 
interest. 

VI. Landholders cannot levy anythlng more than allowed by statute by ways of 
ceases in addition to rent. 

VII. Communal porambokes for grazing cattle should be preserved and the ryots 
should have a right to graze their cattle i,n them and collect man)ll'8. 

A nominal tax be levied from the tenants fur using wood for domestic-purposes. Pub!. c 
paths should vest in the district board. - _. _ 
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vm. The l .. ndlord or proprietor .hould be bound to ,inaint .. in the water-.ource.·in, 
proper repair f .. iling which the Government .hould interview on ,the .. pplication oUhe ryo~ 
and see to it. proper maintenance. " , 1 ' • 

IX. Jamab .. ndi i ... b.olutely nece .... ry. ' 
XI. Speci .. l courts should have jurisdiction to entertain suits, .. ctions and proceedings 

between l .. ndholders and tenants. . . . . . 
XII. (a) Thes .. me rules th .. tgovem the ryotw .. ri .. reas m .. y be framed in respect 

, of assignment or eviction .. s the case may be. 
Record of rights is compulsory. Every ye .. r the det .. ils of Correction. 

Memorandum by I. Savarimuthu PilIaI, Madura District Board Member, Attur, 
Nllakkottal taIuk, Madura district, dated 5~ October 193'1, 

I. (a) Tenant. 
(b) PoslK'ssion right to tenant and thirvai right to zamindar. 

,II. (a) Government rate. 
(b) According to'the nature of the soil. 
(e) According to the Government rates. , 
(d) According to the Government rate, if violation occurs it should be settled by the 

officer or oourt concerned. ' ' 
(e) Yes. 

III. (a), (b) .,. (e) Present system of collection may be followed but without incUrring 
/OS8 such as interest, etc., on the tenants. . 

IV. (a) Faisal lands water-supply interest right, for others contract. 
(b) Yes. Only to safeguard the sources. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) According to Government Survey Rules. 

VI. No. 
VII. (a) Yes. 

(b) Free of charge. 
(e) Tenants have communal rights. Landholder managing rights on behalf of the 

Government. 
~I1. (a) According to Government Rules. 

(b) Yes. 
(~) On application by parties. 

IX. Yes. 
X. According t,o Government. Rules. 
XI. (a) Board of Revenue to be the final appellate and revisional authority. 

(b) R~venue. 
Xli. (a) To issue the patta and collect rent. 

(b) Yes. 
I. SA v AlUMUTHU PII.I.AI, 

M embtf', Di8trict Board, Madura; 

Memorandum by M.R.Ry, R. S. Venkataramayya Avargal, MoL.A., Mattaparal, 
Sholavandan, dated 29th November 1937. 

I. (a) In my opinion the tenant is oertainly the Proprietor of the soil. 
(b) The interest of the landlord is pr .. ctically liIuited to the collection of rent. All 

the oth .. r intsrests belong to the tenant .. nd .. ffect only the tenant. The very bounty and 
richness ofthe soil is the hf", and living of the tenant. 

II. (a) A reasonable portion of the profits after dedUcting' the investment, Li.bour 
ch .. rp and a living wage for the ten .. nt is a fair and equitable rent. 

(bl Fertility 'of soil, irrigation .. l f .. cilities, cost of l .. bour and local lIl80nuring faoilities 
are the conaider .. tions to be taken into account in 1i.xing. fair and equitable rent. :: 

• I 
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(e) Yes. There should be statutory provision for remission of rent. When the orops 
fail or Me destroyed owing to conditions which are not controllable byagrioulturists, statu
tory provision should be made for remission of rent. 

(d) It is advisable to settle the rate or .hMe of rent for a partioular area once for all. 
(e) It is very desirable that Provincial Government should have reserve powers t() 

revise, alter or reduce the rents wherever they are found inequitable by executive action. 

m. (a) Yes. The powers of collection of rent now given to landholders under the 
Madras Estates Land Act, do require revision. 

(6) On the lines olthe eXisting ryotwari settlement area. 
(e) Vide answer for m (6). 

IV. (a) Rights of tenants to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant to the 
land. 

(6) The landholder has no superior right in the water-sources, in the estate. 
V. (a) Yes. All the estates should be surveyed and a record ofrights should be main

tained compulsorily. 
(6) Only the zamindar should bear the cost. 

VI. No. The landholder oannot demand any levies, oustomary or otherwise from 
royts in addition to rent. 

VII. (a) The rights of tenants with regard to the utilization of local natural facilities 
such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for agricultural implements 
are absolute and inalienable. 

(6) The tenants have got inherent right to use them for agricultural purposes alone, 
free of cost. 

(e) The rights with regard to the public paths, communal lands and other hill and 
forest porambokes are vest With the public. The interest of the land holder is simply with 
that of a trustee. 

VIII. (a), (6) &. (e) The Provincial Government should take charge and maintain 
the irrigation sources and works of zamindars in proper condition. Costs should be collected 
from the respective za~ndar •. 

IX. The rotten system of jamabandi ceremonial working havoo in the ryotwari areas 
should never be introduced in the zamindari areas. 

X. The legal status of under-tenants in zamindari areas in relation to the pattadars 
and zamindars should be the same as that of the under-tenants in the ryotwari areas. 

XI. (a) The final appellate and revisional authority should be vested with a Bpeoial 
tribunal to decide any disputes between landholders and tenants. 

(6) Actions and proceedings between landholders should be tried in Revenue Courts. 

XII. (a) Eviction. 
(6) The law requires no revision. 

R. S. VENKATAllAIIAYT .... 

Memorandum by M.R.By. S. C. Balakrishnan Avargal. M.L.A •• on behalf of the 
tenants 01 Ayakudl zamiD. Ayakudl P.O •• PalnJ. dated 29th November 1937. 

I. (a) The tenant. 
(6) The t.fnant has absolute proprietary rights in the land, with free powers of alien

ation and alsO to enjoy the land in any way he likes, by digging wells, etc., and changing 
thr character and cultivation of the land subject, however, to thE payment of the kist due to 
the landlord which is a first charge on the land. 

II. (a) No definite all8wer is possible. The figure may be fixed after a mature 
consideration of the tenants' hardships and keeping in view the data furnished below. 

(6) The nature of the soil, the quantum of its average yield, the locality of the plol; 
and the prevailing rate of the rent should be considered for fixing the rent. There should 
not be any uniform and inflexible standard. 

(e) Yes. ScarCity or excess of rains, breaches and other causes of 1088 due to the 
default or negligence of the landlord, pests, etc., should be taken into consideration in 
granting remissions. 

(d) It is better to enunciate the principles and leave the matter to be decided by the 
Government or I;he courts 88 and when eXigencies arise. 

(e) Yes. 
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m. (a) Yes. 

(b) On the Ayan standard lines. 

(e) The rent may be collected in cash or by barter. In the matter of sale of holdings, 
notice should be given to the person in enjoyment of the land also and to those who have 
aequired an interest in the land by sale, mortgage, etc. An account should be maintained 
()f the persons who are in enjoyment of t~ lands and also of the rights under which they 
~njoy the same. 

IV. (a) It is a matter of inherent right consequent on the proprietary right to the 
land and the payment of rent, and not a matter of contract. 

(b) No. The landholder should make an even distribution of the water without 
arrogating to himself any preferential right. 

V. (a) Yes. 

(6) Landlord-two-thirds. Tenant-one-third. 

VI. The landlord is entitled to collect the cesses, etc., now prevailing in the Ayan 
Revenue department on condition that he makes adequate provision for the purposes and 
()bjects for which they are collected, as is being done by the Government. 

VII. (a) Free and absolute rights without being subjected to any payment for enjoying 
the same. 

(b) Yea. 

(e) The landholder is entitled to them subject to the rights of the tenant as set forth 
in clause (a) above provided he does not make a personal use or alienation of them. 

VIII. (a) The landholder should maintain the tanks, channels and other irrigation 
sources in good repair and must rem~dy any defects therein then and there and see that 
the tenant gets his proper and usual supply of water Without let or hindrance. The Govern
ment should appoint officers to inspect the irrigation works and sources of water-supply and 
submit annual reports or periodical or occasional reports. 

(b) Yes. 

(e) Either on their own initiative or on the reports submitted by their officers under 
8ub-clause (a) or on the petition of the parties concerned. 

IX. Not necessary. 

X. A person who has acquired title to the land or any interest in the land from a 
tenant should be legally considered to be one who is entitled to the land or has" an interest 
in the land. Any proceedings against the pattadar after he has parted with his interest • , 
in the land should not be held to be bindiIlf! on the real owner of the land. The landholder \ 
must be mado to reoognize the right or interest of a third party on the matter being brought 
to his notioe either by the alienor or the alienee and should issue demand notices to the 
alienees .. Iso. Further, the landholder should be directed to file encumbrance certifi
()ates whenever he brings the properties to s81e and explain the l'ncumbrances and bring 
the properties to sale subject to the same. H this is done, a good deal of litigation, loss 
and worry to unweary alienees will be avoided. The present section 125 of the Act should 
be amended in view of the suggestions made above. 

XI. (a) The Bo .. rd of Revenue may oontinue to be the final and revisional authority 
in suoh prooeedings as a special tribunal may involve additional cost. The decision of the 
Board of &venue should be liable to be challenged in the oivil courts. 

(b) The ordinary oivil oourts may be invested with jurisdiction to try all actions 
and prooeedings between tenants and landlords. 

XII. (a) The present provisions are adequate for the purpose. 

(b) No such oollections are made in this zamin and so no definite opinion· can lie 
given by us. 



Memorandum by M.R.By. Rao Bahadur R. Naraslmha Anangar, Pleader, Madura, 
dated 27th Noyember 1937. 

I. (/I) The zamindar is the proprietor of the soil. There is the individual inte""!; 
. of the tenant in the soil of the land he is holding. The adjoining landholders have got; all 
interest in the land 80 far as the latter oont;inues to preserve ita oharaoter. A nanja land 
must preserve ita character as a wet land when surrounded by other wet lands. It is .. 
paramount duty to see that the lands are caused to produce to ita full oapacity. This duty 
lies primarily on the zamindar. The tenant has right of permanent occupanoy to enjoy 
the land to his best advantage maintaining the cheraoter of the land The tenant must 
also have a right to relinquish his righta when he can no longer derive any profit out of 
the land. The person who must take the land so relinquished must be the zamindar. In 
this view, it is very difficult or impossible to a888rt that the tenant is the proprietor of 
the soil. 

(b) The right.of the tenant is his permanent oocupancy right. Unleaa relinquished 
by the tenant, he has the absolute right to p088888 and enjoy. The 2amindar oannot 
disturb the tenant in the latter's possession or enjoyment. . The tenant can growacoording 
to his choice what he can get from the land maintaining ita oharaoter. Where the oharaoter 
of the land ohanges or has to change, the terms of the landlord and tenant with regard to 
the changed condition must be determined by a oontract between the landlord and the 
tenant or by a decision in the civil court. 

The landlord must do his duty in the matter of facilitating proper ouItivation by 
maintaining the irrigation sources. 

IT. (a) &. (b) A fair /lnd equitable rent.-The zamindar and the tenant must both be 
prosperous. Prosperity or adversity must affect both the zamindar and the tenant equa.Uy 
or proportionately in regard to every land held by a tenant. The oomputation system in 
the Sivaganga Zamindari of the Ramnad district has ruined many families, though a few 
can gloat over, it. The land dof'8 not yield properly. The oost of labour has grown very 
high. Labourers have grown weak and cannot work as much as their fathers did. Hence 
the trouble has arisen. . 

.. . (1) Theyield of the land. (2) The cost of cultivation and harvesting. (3) The main
tenance of irrigational facilities and communications. (4) Where it is a oase of money 
rent, the average price prevalent for at least thirty years-these will have to be taken int"o 
account in fixing a fair and equitable rent. The net produce may be divided equally 
.hetween the zamindar and the tenant, in the CMe of wet lande. The zamindar has to pay 
the peshkashto the Government out of his income. 

(e) There must be statutory provision for remission of rent. A crop experiment 
must be made of a land selected from the cffected area and the proportion of its produce 
to the average yield of the land at other times must be the guide to order remission as the 
crop experiment will show. The land for crop experiment must be selected by the village 
panchayat. The landholder may have a right to conduct a orop experiment of any land 
of his choice. The decision of the village panchayat must hind the tenant while that of 
the landlord will be shbject. to determination by oourts of law if the tenant so chooses. 

(d) It is not possihle to treat the zamindari area on a par with Government area. 
A permanent settlement of rent in the case of a zamindari area is not feasible or proper 
as the interests of zamindar and the tenant are so much intertwined that they must share 
all prosperity and adversity. It is therefore advisable to enunciate the principles to deter
mine the fair and equitable rent. 

IT. (e) The Provinci&l Government need have no powers in regard to revision, alte
ration or reduction of rent. The legislature must enunciate the principles and the ordi
nary civil oourts must decide cases in .ca.ses of contest. Rights of parties should not he 
subjeoted to executive orders of the Local Government. . 

lIT. (a), (b) &. (e) The power of distr~int of movables exercised by the landholder 
should be taken away. The distraint should only be made through the Revenue Officer. 
The simpler and safer procedure is to authorize the Government Tahsildar to distrain the 
crop, attach the holding and sell the same. Where the tenant is in arrear, the next crop 
must be subjected to distraint for a past arrear of rent even though the tenancy may bave 
changed. Every tenant takes a land au bject to the risk of a past arrear due on that land. 

IV. The rigbt to take water from an irrigation source is one appurtenant to the land 
which is wet or garden land. In case of dry lands it is a question of contract. The settle
ment register of any viIIage must show (a) wet lands, (b) dry converted to wet and (e) dry' 
lands. In the case of wet lands the right is appurtenant to the land. In the 0&Se of dry 
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oonverted into wet, the right is regulated by custom and the villa.ge panohayat must decide 
if they can take watel' without prejudioe to tbe adjacent wet lands. In the oase of dry 
Jands it is purely a question of contraot between the landlord and the tenant. Where 
the landholdel' allows the wet lands and dry converted into wet lands to suffel' and make a 
oontract to dispose of the water, his act will be actionable. The zaminda.l' can improve 
the watel' sources and ~ain advantage without detriment to the tenants. 

V. A record of rights for each viIIa~ must be oompulsorily made and revised once in 
five years by the landholdel'. The cost of the preparation must be borne by the zamindar 
or landholder. The recordao made must be deposited in the office of the Government 
Revenue Tahsildar. In many zamindari areas the patta.s stand in the names of persons
decea.sed years beyond Jimjtation. 

VI. The landholder oan claim, on issue of patta, rents for trees held by tenants in 
the porambokes. He sha.I1 have no right to levy anything which ,will not oome under the 
definition of rent. The oustomary swatantarams for temple and other' oommunal insti
tutions should be collected by the vilIa.ge panchayat and the ordinary law of Trust must 
apply to that fund. 

VII. A standard must be fixed. The holder of an area of land will, according to that 
atandard, have the right to graze so many cattle, to collect so much of the green manure 
or wood for agricultural purposes free of oost. The tenants have an inherent right to use 
them for their domestio and agrioultural purposes. The tenants will have a limited interest 
in publio paths, oommunal lands and hill and forest porambokes for necessary domestio or 
agrioultural purposes. Without prejudice to the limited interest of the tenants, the land
holder oan use them and derive any advantage fol' himself. 

VIII. (a) The seheme must be settled to satisfy the existing conditions. The olassifi
oation of lands being oomplete at a settlement aooording to, irrigation facilities, any 
improvement must be a question of oontract. The la.ndholder should, not be ooerced to 
make improvements of the present scheme even if the soheme may look profitable. 

(b) The Pfovincial Government is interested in the well-being of all and to see that 
-every estate is prosperous. The Provincial Government must have a right to undertake 
repairs or maintenance of irrigation works already settled. It must aot on application anlt 
'it oan also act IIUO mota. 

IX. No yearly jama.bandi is necessary at all. I wish so because the settlement 
register showing pattadars and areas under each pattadar should be revised once in five 
years. 

X. The under-tenants who enter into a oontract with the tenant must have the legal 
status and responsibilities of the tenant. Where the contra.ct is' oommunicated' to the 
landlord the under-tenant must be held liable for the rent due and must be sued in courts 
of law for any arrear. The relationship of the tenant and the under-tenant is a question of 
oontract. The lttlder-tenant takes the charaoter of the tenant and ousts the tenant from 
that oharaoter, for the period of the oontract. Many persons who had mortgaged with pos
session their lands to others have to figure as defendant and pay the arrears due whm' 
the mortgagee made defa.ult in the payment of rent. This status of the under-tenant is 
mainly necessary to proteot the registered tenants from any further adversity. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue need have no revisional powers. The legislature 
and the law oourts must deal with all questions between the landholder and tenants or under
tenants. 

(b) The ordina.ry oivil oourt must deal with matters. Neither Revenue Officers nor 
Special Tribunal is neoessary. It is to the advantage of both parties that suits are heard 
in a oourt fixed at a place. A moving oourt is of great disadvantage. The inconveniences 
felt by puties in moving oourts are plenty. 

XII. ta) In the oase of the unauthorized oultivation, the landholder must within one 
month take steps to evaouate the cultivator but if he rails he must be content to take the 
rent due aooording to the rate prevalent for a similar land. He should have no right to 
charge penalty. The village panchayat on requisition by the landholder must effect the 
removal of the unauthorized oultivation. Where it fails to do so within a month after 
requisition, the landholder with necessary police help may effect the removal, and recover 
damage and oosta through oourt from the encroacher. . 

(b) The law in regard to oolleotion by the landholder of jodi, pornppu and kattubadi 
from inamda.rs require no revision as they are in the nature of permanent settlements. 

In conolusion I submit that every village must have a village panohayat consisting of a 
representative of every landholder of the ~ and one D!ore that that nnmber elected. 

ID-31 
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by the tenants of-that village with jurisdiction to manage all common and communal ques
tions relating to the domestic living and agriculture and control of all communal properties 
'and the like. 

R. NAlWI1JI1LUf, 
General SecreJary, SocialStnJice League 
, and D.P.J.8., Madura. 

Memorandm bY M.lt.Ry. Rao Sahib N. Natesa Ayyar Avargal, Advocate, Madura, 
, , datsd 26th November 1937. 

I. The answer to this question depends upon and is hound up with the answer to the 
'wider question" Who is entitled to the soil, the Raja or the Praja, the King or the Subject." 
My understanding of the Raja Dharma and Praja Dharma as enunciated in Manu Smriti 
Kautilya's Artha Sastras, Ka.mandakleyam, Sreemath Ramayanam and Mahabharatam 
and other allied works is that tbe Praja is the owner of all occupied lands and that Raja 
or the State is entitled only to the revenue therefrom which ought to be fixed immutably 
at a sixth share of the entire net yield and to all unoccupied lands. In this view, the 
Praja in occupation whether called mirasdar,ryot, tenant, etc., whether in a Government 
,tract or zamindari has to be recognized as the owner of the soil and none else. The terms 
zamindar, proprietor, land-owner, landlord, tenant, ryot are misleading and ou~ht to be 
.eliminated. The terms Raja and Praja are more expressive and p'easing and bring out 
more correctly and realistically the real jural relationship. A different view, however 
long held, by whomsoever dlc'ared and however much asserted and acquie9ced in, vol
untarilv or involuntarily, is l'{'pugnant and ought to be eschewed. The prerogativp right 
of the King or State to suspend the operation of tbis principle and to commandeer. in times 
of emergency imd war and Rashtra Vipla va, will stand unimpaired. 

(a) The Praja has a freehold interest in fee simple, as English .Turisprndence would 
describe it, in the lands in his occupancy, subject however to the regular payment of the 
revenue. The persons who are designated as zamindars, proprietors, landholders, land
owners or landlords are not to be regarded as owners of the lands in any sense of the term. 
trhey are mere farmers of revenue under an arrangement of non-indigenous origin of recent 
growth, perhaps from the days of Muhammadan conquest. The conception of inter
mediaries of this kind appears to be wholly unknown to the Hindu monarchy. The sooner 
such an alien' conception is banished the better wiII it be for the good of the country as 
a whole subject of course' to the payment of adequate compensation which this class 
appears to be patriotic enough and willing enough to receive. 

II. (a), (b), (d) '" (e) It ought to be the attempt of everybody interested in the 
welfare of the country to fix as fair and equitable rent or revenue, a sixth share in the net 
,yield. If it is not possible to do so coinstanti, it mlly be done on a graduated scale of 
reduction in the course of a decade, 8lly frem' the pr<B~nt rate of a moi~ty to a third share 
'in the first five years, and from that'share to a sixth share in the next five years. It ought 
-to be made a fundamental right of the Praja that this share ought not to be altered to 
hiS prejudice under any circumstances by any power. This will not work any hardship 
-to the King or State because it is implicit in this arrangement that the costs of special works 
of irrigr.tion and other' projects of utility in relation to agriculture wiIJ be borne by the 
Raja and Praja in the ratio of 1 is to {j and will be a charge, on the land in the sam.e way 

'&8 the regular revenue or rent, No reserve power in anybody is called for. 
(c) No statutory provision for remission will work satisfactorily, human nature 

'being what it is. The~matt.,r must be left to the good sense of the Raja and Praja. 
BE>Sides, if the syst"m of sharing in kind is adopted, as it should be, no provision for 
remission will be noodtd. The d.ftkultits in workmg the system of sharing in kind may no 
doubt be immense at the in""ption, but ways and means can be evolved and carried out 
to mlt;gate the trouble hnd ()vtr(~me it ultlmatdy., The birth of a free and self-government 
and the growing sense of nationalism and responsibility thereunder will go a long way 
tll ease the situation. This nu.y lo~k r"actioru.ry at the first blush, but, in course of time, 
it will tum out to be in the bt,st intt,nsts of the country. 

III. (a), (b) dr (c) It has already been statt,d that the zamindsri system ought to go. 
,If however it IS thought desir .. ble not to thke at once what may be felt in some quarters 
as a drastic stt,p, the procldure for the coll"ction of rent ought to be approximated a8 far 
as possible to the procldun, prescElbt d for the collection of revenue. On principle there 
appears to be no reason why thtoreshouId be a dJffuent procedure. Zhmmdars are 
VU'tualIy the assign<es of thb Government and are exercising dell gated powers in making 
ihe collection. Tt. will.be illogical to d"ny to them the powers whIch the Govemment w!Il 
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exercise in the absence of such delegation. Reason and common-sense alike point to the 
desirability of investing them with such powers, at any rate, as an experimental measure. 
The prooedure prescribed for the collection of revenue is simple enough and can be safe\y .. 
copied. This may involve the destruction of the right of persons claiming under alienations 
created by the registered pattadars. But it is a disability which is shared by the alienees. 
of ryotwari holders also and nobody can be heard to complain as the alienees take with 
the knowledge of the possible risk. • 

IV. (al'" (b) In the view enunciated above regarding the respective rights of the 
parties, it is clear that the right to water-supply is appurtenant to the land except in those 
rare cases where irrigation works have baen construoted or are maintained out of the 
private resources of the Raja or Zamindar. all existing water-courses, reservoirs and 
other sources of irrigation will have to be treated not as the pdvate property of the Raja or 
Zamindar but as the samudayam property subject to the same legal incidents as the 
holdings themselves. There is no question of contract and al\, oonoeptions of superior rights 
in the landholder stand ruled out. 

V. (a) '" (b) There is no reason why there should be a differenoe in this respect 
between Government tracts and zBmindari tracts. What obtains in the former may 
be and ought to be extended to the latter. The costs are to be borne in the ratio of 1 is to 5. 

VI. In theory, at any rate, revenue is the consideration paid by the occupiers or 
Prajas for tbe protection afforded to them by the Raja or State in the enjoyment of the 
produoe without disturbance by others, and for no other purpose. If the oocupier require~ 
protection in other matters as well, he ought to pay consideration for it. A levy made for 
auoh additional purposes cannot be open to objeotion and may be legally demanded. 

VII. (a) '" (b) Every occupier must be treated as haVing an indubitable right free 
of cost to the facilities referred to in the question subject to the equal right to the same 
of every other occupier. The power to regulate the exercise of such rights must vest i~ 
the Raja or Zamindar to avoid conflict. 

(e) Unoccupied hill and forest porambokes are the absolute property of the Raja. 
or Zamindar. Contra.cts with the Prajas must alone be the foundation for the acquisition 
of rights in them by the latter. The power to regUlate the use of communa.l lands and 
public paths must vest in an agency ol,ltBide the Prajas. 

VIII. (a), (b) '" (e) The cost of maintaining the irrigation sources and works has 
as stated a\ready, to be borne pro ra.ta.. This element has to be prominently kept in vieV: 
by the parties a.nd the oourts in framing schemes. An unexpla.ined breach of this bilateral 
obligation may be made the foundation of an action in a. court of law. It is not desira.ble 
to clothe the ProVincial Government with a.ny power in this respect even on application 
by parties as it islia.ble to the risk of grave a.buse. 

IX. There ought to be no differenoe in this respect between a. zamindari and Govern
ment tract. 

X. (1) It (2) There ought to bs no jural relationship between the zamindar and, 
the under-tenant except when it is made th~ subje~t of a tripar~ite agree~nt among the 
za.mindars, pattadars and under-tenants In which case thelr respectIve rights and 
obligations will be governed by the contract, otherwise the under-tenant will have no lega.l 
Bta.tus against the zamindar and vice versa. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue is already an inexcusable supernumerary body. The 
move to abolish it is one in the right direction. Whatever appellate or revisional a.uthority 
it possesses now must be taken away from it and vested in the existing civil courts. 
A special tribunal is wholly uncalled for for this purpose. 

(b) The existing revenue oourts ought to be abolished. They were never popula.r 
and will never become so. Creation of special courts is unthinkable. The existing ciVil 
oourts will be quite a.dequa.te to dea.l with all litigations between landholders a.nd tena.nts. 

XII. (a) There ought to be no difference in this respect between the rights of the 
Government and the rights of the zamindar. 

(b) The mutual rights and obligations of zamindars under this head, in so far as 
theya.re not dealt with by the existing law, may be left to bo regulated by contracts between 
them if they choose; No legislative interferenoe is necessary. . 

N.B.-That OO'fVDDlent alone. the bel, form of Government wnuem. th. right of Prajaa ill beet'inter: 
,erect. with. Iti .. in ~ie v ••• the queat.ioQI have been 6lUlwered. It is an ideal Government: No nation hu 
aobieved it .0 far, Ie wat pouible when people had regard tor religion: morality and etema! Dharma-' It 
will booome poaible wban theae e .. rnal prilloipl..--Dbl!U'Ula. Sivadharma and San ..... na uharma---ve re&ioz.ed 
A»If .'\OD>p' a' iogiala&loll wi. ... oa, ""Sard ... the pi'lIloipl .. will dolea' ito 0 .... pwpooe:_ 

N. NATlW. AyyAB. 
m-31A. 
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J[adura district, dated 27th lfonmber 1937. 

I have the honour to inform you that I received a copy of the Press Commnulqn!§ 
and questionnaire with regard to the conditions prevailing in the zamindari and pro
prietary areas from the Collector of Madure., and I am glad to submit this memorandum 
containing the following suggestions:-

I think the questions formulated by the Parliamentary Committee have been 
based on the Estates Land Acts, which have been enacted from tha istimira 
sanad issued by the East India Company, during the inception of the British 
Government. 

The zamindar of a place is the real owner of the land, but lands once assigned 
to tenants by zamindars are their own to which the zamindars have no further 
claim, except collecting rents. So the tenants are the sole owners of their 
holdings. 

With regard to imposing rents, zamindars have levied variable rates of rents, 
which require immediate revision. In proprietary villages, there is no custom of 
remission even if crops fail thoroughly for want of rain. There must be some 
statutory provision for remission as in non-zamindari villages, and it would be 
good if the Government would have the reserve powers. 

In zamindari villages, the collection is not coercive, and the tenants appreciate 
it to a great extent, but the methods adopted by the zamindars to rea.lise the 
arrears defaulted by some ryots are very bad. All the holdings covered by 
the rent are brought to sale, irrespective of the value of the lands. So, only 
plots required for the amount due may be sold giving previous information to 
the tenants by publishing the sale in the district ga.zette. 

To my knowledge, the tenants of certain zamindari villages have even superior 
rights than the zamindar, with regard to irrigation. The tenants have permanent 
rights over this. The main defect is, that the zamindars do not ta.ke proper 
care to repair the channels and sluices then and there, whenever required. 
So this ought to be in the hands of the Government. 

It is the wish of the ryots of zamin villages that all the lands should be surveyed 
and permanent records maintained ·so that there may not be disputes and 
other difficulties with regard to boundaries. 

In certain zamins, some old customs are still existing to pay some presents and 
levies to the zamin.iars, other than the usual rents. The poor and depressed 
classes are regular victims to this time-old custom which requires immediate atten. 
tion. 

The tenants have got all rights to collect fuel, green manure, and other agricul. 
tural implements from the zamin forests according to the Istimira Sanad, but 
the zamindars restrict such privileges, and there are always conflicts between 
the ryots and the zamindars. This requires the immediate attention of the 
Government. 

Annual jamabandi in all villages is absolutely necessary to settle all disputes and 
accounts. Tenants prefer only civil cOurts to settie their disputes, but a 
Special Tribunal to decide all matters as appellate authority may be consti. 
tuted above the Revenue Board. If the estates are surveyed, all the unauthorized 
occupations may be fo~d out, and the za~indarll will be greatly benefited by 
getting new rents to which they had no claIm before. 

Memorandum by Mr. J. Venkatarama A)'Yar, Pleader, Sivaganga, dated 
9~ November 1937. 

1. (tI) Thehistoryofthe 18th century shows that the anc&stors of the present zammdar. 
were .treated and regarded by the Muhammadan Governlllt>nts as the f"rmt>rs of revt>nue. 
Even in cases where the ancient Hindu ruIing families Were made tJu. zl>mJuiars, tJu.y w.,re 
never accorded any legal right beyond the collection of revenue. The BritISh rule a1.o 
followed the same policy and recognized the zamindary sy.tt,m tleating tJu. z"m.n<iars all 

the farmers of revenue which was then fixed. But this right of rt>v"nue granted to the 
zamindars was made heritable and alienable. As again.t trus there is tJu. ryut-the actual 
man on the spot-with his hereditary plough deep III the soil. .. The z .. m.ndar IS no more 
.in law than an assignee of public revenue.:' (Speec~ of Hon'ble Mr. F.".bes.) In t>s""nce 
.. there is no difference between a ryot holding lands lD a Z<dJlllldary and une hultl.tng lands 
in a Government villagt'." (Minutes ofStr T. Munro, VulUDk: I, pag" 254, quoted by H.'n'ble 
Mr. Forbes.) 
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The z&min ryot is entitled to ocoupy the land 80 long he pays rent just as the Govern
ment ryot. In the zamindary area the agency for collection of rent is delegated to the 
t:amindar. Unoccupied waste has been granted by zamindars at favourable rents. But no 
oocupied ryoti land has hitherto been snatched by the zamindar and given in inam to a 
stranger. In such cases the zamindar has only transferred his share of melvaram, and the 
ryot has been paying melvar&m to the grantee eVer since. Taking all these into considera
tion along with the provisions of the Lo ... 1 Estates Land Act the following anwers are 
possible :-

(i) In a ryoti land.-The ryot or the oocupancy holder is the proprietor of the soil 
eo long 8S he oultivates it and and pays rent. 

(ii) In waste and porambokes and tank beds including jungles the zamindar 
is the proprietor of the soil. But the moment they are let for cultivation the owner
ehip shifts to the ryot and the zamindar is the melwaramdar. By way of caution cultivable 
areas in tank beds and catchment porambokes should not be transferred by the ryot 
acoording to the sweet will and pleasure of the ryot detrimental to the z"mindar and 
other ryots. For instance a tank bed land may be purchased by a rival adjacent 
villager of an inamvillage and fenced or walled up 'preventing the spread of water of 
the tank. 

(b) (i) The tenant is the owner and ocoupier of the land with an heritable and 
transferable right and is bound to recognize the rights of the landlord and pay him mel
waram. 

(ii) The landlord is entitled to the melwaram of the yield. The natUre of the 
interest of the ryot and the landlord are so inter-related that each has to do certain duties 
detailed hereunder for mutual benefit. The tenant is to make & cultivation of his choice 
according to the season and the quantity of water available to him in the tank. The 
choice of cultivation should be that of the ryot according to the demand in the market. 

Fair and equitable rent. 
n. (a) Zamindari areas may be divided into :

(1) River-fed and (ii) tank and rain-fed. 
(i) In the river-fed &rea irrigation is easily had. So the ryots may have double 

<>rope and they could be easily expected to pay money rent at the rates obtaining in the 
adjacent Government tracts. 

(ii) In the tank and rain-fed areas irrigation is diffioult and the ryot is not able 
to raise even a single crop when there is no rain. In this area whatever is grown and reaped 
the Ee.m.indar has his share of melwaram, In case of no rain and consequently if no culti
vation the zamindar should not colleot his melwaram for that fasli. In case of good rain 

. and a full tank the zamindar is entitled to his melwaram even if the tenant neglects the 
oultivation of the land. In this case the total yield must be estimated according to the 
actual yield of a similar adjoining land. 

(b) To fix a fair and equitable rent the following points are to be considered;
(i) The nature of the soil. 
(ii) Water-supply irrigation facilities. 
(iii) The existence of topes and forests closely. 
(iv) The kind of oultivation which is1ikely to give good and marketable yield. 
(v) The market value of the produce. 
(vi) The proximity of a market and the way to reach it easily. 
(vii) The availability of green manure free of ODst. 

(e) Remission must be provided by statute alone. Want of rain, dearth of water, 
heavy and destruotive floods and devastation fire and damages by stray cattle. Loss 
by stray cattle to be strictly reported then and there to the zammdar by the ryot in writing. 

(d) The rate and share of rent is to be settled once for all so that tb.,re migh~ n t 
be any necessity for a trial afterwards. Answer to question 2 (a) is applicable to this 
also. 

(e) The Provinoial Government should have reserve power to revise, alter or reduce 
the rent whenever they are inequitable. But the revision must be based on the recom
mendations of an ordinary court of law to Whom they must give power to report on suoh 
matters on the motion of the parties. 

III. (a) '" (b) The powers of the landholder for collection of rent do not require 
any revision. 

(e) The Revenue Tahaildar may be empowereq to send the demand notices under 
the eXisting procedure under the Estates Land Act. The process in thiS case mu.t be 
aerved personally upon the patt&d&r or in hi. absence on the oultivator lOr oth.,.. pt>1't-ou. 
interested BUch as the Bon of the pattadar, the othidar or hypothec&tee. 



IV. (a) Water-supply is a neoessary and inherent right of the tenant and it is not ~ 
matter of contract. It should not be a matter of oontract. The water source of irriga
tion is intended for the land under the ayaout and as suoh the supply of water is not and 
could not have been a matter of contract. 

(h) The landlord is not entitled to any superior right in water SOuroo8 whioh are 
natural. When tbe landlord digs a source and brings water by payment of money tbe 
tenant is bound ~o bear half the cost of digging and half the cost of water. In this case 
the 2!Smindar may be permitted to have exclusive right to possess the source of water 
which is his sole artifiCIal creation even though the ryot pays half of the digging cost. 
Tanks and kanmois or cheruvus are water sources as old as the land. Tbe zamilldsr ia 
the owner of the tanks. He is entitled to regulate and apportion the water to the ryots 
during scarcity of water. The zamindsr must be enabled to collect proportionate share 
of the expenses incurred by him in the repair of the irrigation sources. 

V. (a) d: (b) Survey is necessary. The cost must be borne by both tbe zamindar 
and the ryot. 

VI. No levies should be permitted except kanganam and kulavettu and ordinary 
swatantram8 to the nine village arti;l:ans. All these must be first taken out from the pro
duce before tJie division. In case of money rent no kanganam cess to be levied as 
the zamin official need not be present. But kuJavettu must be levied in money in 08ses 

of money rent. The swatantrams to the artizans must always in kind in any case. In 
the case of the ryot paying kulavettu the ryot should not be separately chargsd either 
for tank or channel repairs. 

Bights of tenants. 
VII. (a) Grazing of cattle, collection of green manure and taking wood for agricultural 

implements are the natural requirements of husbandry and must be free. No fee could 
be charged for these things. Free permits must be granted in the patta itself to tbe ryot 
as a matter of right. The ryot is as much interested in the preservation of the forest as 
the landlord and a free use of the forest by the ryot for the above purposes is equally bene
ficial to the zamindaor who gets his melvaram. The zamindar is entitled to own and watch 
the forest besides the use he may make for his purposes. 

(b) The tenant is entitled to graze his cattle in the forests free of any cost. Special 
permits may be prescribed free of cost to any ryot Wishing to take wood for implements. 
Here I mean not only plough but also the villager's bandy. As for domestic use the ryot 
is entitled to cut shrubs and pick fallen pieces of wood for his fire, free. f cost. But he 
cannot cut any tree for firewood. In extraordinary cases permits must be granted for 
cutting trees for firewood on payment of a reasonable price for a tree (Karuva a.nd 
Velvela. tree). For building houses the ryot must pay for the tree he wants so that he 
ma.y not misuse his rights. 

(e) Public patha.-Must be free and common for all the ryots and under-ryots and 
others in the village both to walk singly a.nd in procession. Communal lands, hills and 
porambokes must be controlled by the zamindar for the free use of the same by the ryots 
for their agricultura.l purposes. 

VIII. (a) Irrigation sources and water tanks must be maintained and repaired by the 
landlord. In case of the collection of kula.vettu no speciaJ contribution could be levied 
by the zamindar for repairs. If there is no collection of kulavettu the zamindsr is en
titled to half the cost of repa.ires. The zamindar must maintain an account of the cost 
of repairs if he wants to charge the ryot. 

(b) The Provincial Government must make the landlord to repair the irrigation 
works and in case of refusal must execute the repairs and collect the costs a.cccrding to 
the manner stated in 8 (a). 

(c) The Government must move 8'UO moW in the matter of repairs of water sources. 
The zamindsr must be asked to send a report of the irrigation sources and repairs every. 
year through the respective revenue divisions. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is necessary to know the actualstste of the ryot and zamindsry. 

X. The relationship of the under-tenant is only contractual with the tenant. As 
with the zamindar he stands in the same shoes as that of their tenant. 

Xl (a) The Revenue Board need not continue to be the final appellate and revisional 
for om. Ordinary civil courts may be given jUrisdiction over these matters. In case of 
a general non-payment of rent by th~ te~nts the zamin~ ~ust be helped by a tribunal 
Consisting of the Collector and the DIstnct Tudge of the distnct and one Council member 
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vho' has no interest in that zamindari. The concerned Minister and his Secretary are 
ex-offioio members of this committee. The necessity for forming or asking for such a body 
is to be left to the discretion of the landlord. This enquiry is to be free of any cost to 
the zamindar. This inquiry is to be held in the village or the headquarters of the zamin
dari. 

(6) Separate revenue courts may be abolished and civil courts to be empowered 
in revenue matters. • 

XII. UMUtkorized OC<Jul'alion is illegal and gives no right to such occupier. The 
zamindar is entitled tu all the remedies under the ordinary law to eject and claim damages. 

The inamdars may Ix: asked to give the present extent of their' wet cultivation in 
their areas and the jodi, etu., may be revised provided the inams are not enfi:anchised. 
1.0 case of enfranchised inams no revision is possible under the law. 

J. VENlUTARAl'IU. AYTAB., 

Memorandum by Mr. V. Subramania PllIal, B.A., B.L., Secretary, Bar Association, 
Ambasamudram, dated 30th November 1937. 

I. (a) The word 'zamindar ' used in the questionnaire evidently includes' inamdars' 
also, of whole inam villages for which the Estates Land Act is applicable. The word 
llsed in the Estates Land Act is ' landholder' which applies to both inamdar and zamindar. 
So, when the word' landholder' is applied to the zamindari, it means 'zamindar' and 
when it is applied to inam lands, it meaDS 'inamdar '. To determine who is the proprietor 
of the soil, we have to go to the grant. In the case of inamdars, the original grant deed is 

,mentioned in the inam register of the inam villages. The word 'Sarvamaniyam' is 
mentioned in almost all the inam grants. It is therefore to be taken that, in respect of 
inam villages, the original proprit torship of the soil vested in the Government and by the 
,deed of grant, the proprietor.hip or ownership has been transferred to the inamdar. 

As regards the zamindaris, a reference has to be made, to Regulation nv of 1802 
which mentions that a deed of permanent property or Sannad-i ,milkiyat-Istimrari has to be 
.granted, so as to secure the prosperity of the country. It presupposes that there was no 
,grant before and a reference to the District Gazetteer ofthe districts, prepared from the 
Government records, shows that the zamindars had no such grants before, but were given 
these grants for the military services rendered. Section 14 of the said Regulation presup
posed the existence of the ryots occupying the lands and it compels the zamindar to engage 
with them. These facts show that the zamindaris were granted to them as tax
gatherers. The facts that the whole of the income of the zamindari was calculated and 
taken into consideration and a portion was waived for the zamindar and peshkash 
settled, show that the right of colleotion of the tax was alone granted to him and not 
the ownership of the proprietor.hip of the soil. We are, therefore, of opinion that the 
ocoupying tenants are the proprietors of the soil. 

(b) In inam villages, though the proprietorship wholly belonged to the inamdar, the> 
tenants aoquired permanent occupanoy rights by virtue of Statute (Section 6 (1) of the 
Estates Land Aot)-they are therefore now in the same position as the ryots in the "amin
dati areas. Their interest is therefore permanent. 

The zamindar's interest is novel, interim and not as permanent as that of the tenant. 

II. (a) From anoient times the King's share of the income from the land has been 
recognized as one-sixth of the gross produce (vide 27 Madras 3S6 and Kural). * This Will 
represent the equitable share of the landlord; but seeing that the zamindar has got to pay 
a hig p8shkash and to inelll' large expenses for colleotion, eto., the rent payable to the 
y;ammdar may be so fixed as to represent tho money value of one-fourth of the produce. 

• " Gfti.or Y,;,),$ftiIT" GftiliJ."LIJ ..rJ1!JjJj;Qp,ITs;a;fi(J lilT"' 6T.or<!!lnli@j mLIJy';'),$p,ITJl)I "lbufi(Jfti~ ,,_ 
Tirukural. 

And see the commentary for the above stanza of Parimelalagar, i.e., ".JOiH@JS;@j ~/Du 
QUIT (!5LIJ ~.., ""'<!!IuSi jJ Jl)I. " 

(b) The tenant, the'ryot has to be preserved in his agricultural profession, which 
wOllld Yield him suffioient margif' to maintain himself. The present influx of the agricl) lturaI 

'population in the towns is due to the fact that he cannot maintain himself out of the income 
after mooting the agrioultural expemlls and paying the rent. The rent therefore has to ~ 
fixed in suoh a manner as to give suffioient margin for the ryot's sustenance. The income 
to be derived from an agrioulturists pn'per mw,t be such as not to induce him to devote his 
attention to any other work as a supplementary profession. " 
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(e) As the law stands at present, remission is purely a matter of gra08 and not 0' 
right. This necessarily involes great hardship to the ryot population and it is 1UI088l!ary to 
give them substantial relief not only in times o~ droug~t w~en there is a full failure of crops, 
but also in times of water scarcity, when there IS partIal failure of orops or short produ08 on 
account ot insufficiency of water for irrigation. If there is failure of crops or waste on 
account of the neglect of the ryot, no rem.isaion.should be granted. 

In calles in which there is only a three-anna crop, full remission should be granted 
as the yield will be sufficient only for reaping and harvesting expenses. In oasea where 
the yield is above a three-anna crop, two-thirds ~f the rent must be granted remission in 
order that cultivation expenses may be covered and one-third of the yield must represent the 
landlord's ahare of the rent. 

(d) It is advisable to settle the rent due for a partioular area, once forall. 
(e) Yes. In cases in whioh the rent now demanded is oppressive, a remission by the 

Government is necessary. 

m. (a) d> (b) Before the landlord Can exercise the summary powers to recover rent, 
patta has to be tendered and this ought not to be postponed to the end of the year. There 

I must at least be a clear one month's time between the date of tender and the dste of oom· 
mencement of proceedings. 

(e)' The present procedure, as a result of the amendment of the Estates Land Aot, 
involves Ga~ettA Il.Otjpoations both before an?:. after .. l!.ale. These cbarges are ultimately 
saddled on the ryots. It is necessary tJiat the new amendments should be deleted and the 
old state of affairs restored. 

In proceedings under section 112 for sale of land, it is the praotice of the Divisional 
Officers to issue attachments before orders for sale are issued. As under section 5 of the 
Act, there is a ~siatutory charge for rent, there is no necessity for attachment previous to 
sale, on the analogy of the sale orders in oivil oeurts in respect of properties mortgaged. 
This procedure will simplify matters. 

IV. (a) As the rent in respect of wet land includes the water oharge also, there is no 
separate water-rate that ca.n be claimed by the zamindar. 

In regard to dry lands, the landlord should not be allowed to impose water oharge 
at his pleasure. A certain fixed charge adopting the rate in ayan lands should be imposed on 
the acreage system. 

(b) Inasmuch as the grant to the ,;amindar or the inamdar is in respect of the whole 
village, he should have full and exclusive command over the use of water entering his village 
Without any disturbance whatsoever either from Government or any other souroe. FuIl 
opportunities should be given to him to utilise as much water as is available to him for 
increase of wet cultivation. 

V. (a) Though survey and record of rights of each zamindari is desirable, the present 
time of depression is not fit for it on account of the exorbitant charges half of which will 
ultimately be borne by the tenants. 

(b) If survey is made; the cost must be borne in equal moieties by the landlord and 
tenant. 

VI. As section 135 of the Act clearly prevents any such levy, no additional provision is 
necessary. 

VII. (a) In spite of the fact that large tracts are available in zamindaris for grazing 
cattle, for collection of manure and for taking wood for agricultural implemente, the ryoh 
are not allowed to have the facilities because of the wrong impression that the zamindar is 
the owner of these forests. The result is that such tracts as leased out and profit derived by 
the zamindars. This practice should be put a stop to and the ryots sbould be given full 
facilities for the said purposes, by opening the forests free for them. 

(6) Yes. 
(e) Public paths and communal lands such as cattle.stands, threshing 1I00r, burial 

grounds and such like are now used commonly by both the zamiodar and the ryoh Without 
restrictions. But in the case of hill and forest porambokes, seigniorage fee i8 cbarged by 
the zamindar and this monopoly ought to be put a stop to, 80 a8 to allow facilitie8 free of 
aosta to the tenant&. 

VIII. (a) The duty of tbe zaminrlar to maintain the irrigation works i8 now ca8t on 
him by Chapter VIII which make sufficient provision8 fur their upkeep. No alteration is 
noClllllsary • 
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(b) and (e) It is necessary that the Government should have power to repm irriga
tion works BUll molo, in oases of neglect by the landholder. 

IX. Jama.bandi, as in ryotwari villages, is not necessary. 

X. (1) No case of any dispute between ryot and an under-tenant has been brought to 
our notice nor any case between zamindar and an under tenant. Since the relationship of 
an under-tena.nt is evidently one of contract: there is no need for anyspeciallegislation. 

XI. (a) and (b) The final authority in all cases between the landlord and the tenant 
must be the High Court. 

The Board of Revenue is purely a Revnue body, intended for collecting statistics and 
supervising revenue officers. It cannot be expected to exercise any judicial discretion ru; 
required by law. So far as we are aware, 95 per cent of the appeals preferred to the Board 
of Revenue are disposed of with the endorsement" No reason to interfere." This common 
endorsement shows that no judicial frame of mind is brought to bear in oases brought before 
them. Hence the reason for taking away the appellate powers, from the Board and trans
ferring it to the High Court, in which the public have immense confidence. All other 
Courts in matters of dispute between landlord and tenant must be subordinated to the 
High Court. The Civil Courts may not be able to give speedy reliefs to the various subtle 
situations arising and on aocount of the delay caused thereby, power was given to the 
Revenue Officers. But as time progressed, the law has developed to such an extent that 
those who are not trained in law Mnnot be expected to bestow a judicial frame of mind in 
the administration of the law relating to landlord and tenant. Hence lawyers of ripe experi
ence alone should be appointed as Special Courts to exercise judicial powers in regard to 
revenue matters, in case it is considered inadvisable to inve$t Civil Courts With jurisdiction. 

(b) There should be one itinerant Court in each Distriot with head-quarters in the 
Distriot centre styled as .. Revenue or SpeCial Court which should camp for trying cases at the 
different headquarters of the Munsiffs' Courts. This Sj"stem Will entail less costs, inas
much as pleaders Will be available at such places. According to the present system, pleaders 
have to be taken from the Munsiffs' Courts headquarters or the District headquarters to 
the camping places 0 fthe Revenue Divisional Officers, thus entailing great costs both to the 
landlord and tenant. 

XII. (a) Provision is made in section 163-A of the Madras Estates Land Act. But 
the exclusive power of ejectment can be vested in the Rev6nue Court, instead "of in the 
Civil Court, a8 the procedure in the latter Court involves delay; otherwise, the existing 
provisions are sufficient. 

(b) The landholder should have the same powers to proceed against an inamdar of 
land Within the limits of the estate, as he has in respect of other ryoti lands, unless the 
inam happens to be one settled by the inam Commissioner, With the stipulation to pay jodi 
or quit rent direct to the Government. 

V. SUlIR4HM4NYA l'ILLAI. 
Secretary. 

Memorandum by Mr. L. Krishna Ayyar, Nainaragaram, Tenkasl taluk, TinnevelIy 
district, dated 29th November 1937. 

I. (n) The tenant is the proprietor of th", ~l'il. 
(b) The tenant is entitled to the full benefits of the lands whoreas the z:J.mindsr is 

entitled only to a fixed rent (Raja Bagam) payable to him either in kind or in money. 

II. (a) Equitable rent is one which is fixed at & reasonable rate (as that of the adjoin
ing Government ryotwari village) and when the prices of the food stuffs are at a low rate. 
I!l ce,·tain zo.mins the rent is fixed by contract entered into by both the parties (commu
t .. tion) but in almost all the cases the rent. is inequitable because the z~mindars took to 
their advantage of fixing the rents when the prices of the stuffs wore at the highest. Now 
when the prices have fallen down the tenant. are not only unable to pay the rent doubled 
with intem.t, but are forfeiting thcir lands "by the high handed action of the sa.mindsrs 
In taking attachment proceedings, etc. 

(b) If the rent fixed already is reasonable (this may be a.certained from the ryote 
Df tho village) no alteration is necessary. If the rent be to the ad .... ntage of the zamindsrs 
and at a high rate, then the rent should be fixed at the same level e.q that of the adjoining 
Government ryotWwi lan~ ; but jl> all the cases additional payment of amounts such 90S 

tha.ndsl, kava.!, etc., should be abolished. 
(e) There should be ltatutory pro,isiCln for remission of rent, and it should be like 

tha$ of the adjacent Government ryotws.ri villages. 
m-32 
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. (d) For each and every area the rent should be Fettled once for all and the latter 
procedure (that is fixing the rent then and there) shonld be not adopted. BccauPe it will 
always caUl!e litigation and unnecessary expenditure to both the partios be~ides petitioning 
the officers then and there and wait for their leisure. Even granting that the officer coml's 
and determines a fair and equitable rent, there will always be complaint or appeal against 
his judgment by either of the parties. 

(e) It is necessary that the Provincial Government should have reaerve powers always 
to reduce the rents by executive action through their Revenue Settlement Officers. 

m. (a) The powers of collection of rent now given to landholders require no revision. 
It may remain as it is .. 

(b) As regards collection of rent the present procedure may be adopted but instead 
of attaching the holding the 8tanding crops onZy 8hould be attadled. But in all ooses no 
interest should be charged. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant 
to the land; but in zamin villages during the time of commutation certain clause is added 
to the e1fect that the tenants should also pay certain contribution towards the repairs of 
tanks and supply channels. This clause is a1fecting only the poor ryots because those who 
are rich and feared have not been a1fected by suoh clauses. Anyhow the zamindars are 
legally bound to supply water for the irrigation of lands of the ryots as long as they collect 
rent from them. 

(b) The landlord has no superior right in the water sources in the estate but by 
force and threats he takes it to his advantage and utilizes the water as he pleases. Be 
goes even to the extent of selling water and takes it to unauthorized lands (ayacut.). 
This should be stopped. The village officers should be specially iustructed to report suoh 
cases and in case of discrepancy th~y should be dealt with severely. 

V. (a) All the estates should be surveyed and record of rights maintained compul
sorily. 

(b) Full costs should be borne by the zamindars as they enjoy the Raja Bagam of 
rent. It will be unfair and unjust to demand anything from the tenants as they are already 
insolved in heavy debts. It is the bounden duty of the zamindars and the State to See 
that every bit of land is surveyed without demanding anything from the poor ryots. 

VI. The landholder cannot demand any levies, customary or otherwise from ryots 
in addition to rents, but if there is any existing, same should be completely abolished and 
penalized. 

VII. (a) The tenants have the right to use the grazing grounds, collect. greeD manure, 
wood. etc., for agricultural purposes. 

(6) The t"nants have got tle inherent ri~ht t<l use them for thbir domestic purposes 
free of cost. Some of the zamindars are gradullay encroaching upon these rights and 
hence litigation and trouble to certain extent. Whether this is encroached upon or not, 
it should he universally declared free to the tenants. 

(el The tenants and the zBmindars etand on the same ground as to the use of com
munal lands, etc. . In almost all the zamindaris with few exception the zamindars are 
disposing them off freely at their will and pleasure. If such cases are brought to the notice 
of the authorities no proper enquiry is made and no document of value is perused. If at 
all, enquiries are made, they are conducted in camera, without giving proper facilities to 
the petitioners and the tenants, to argue their case, thus disposing of the case to the entire 
satisfaction of the landholders. In almost all the cases no responsible and experienced 
officer comes and holds the enquiry but deputes inexperienced and junior officers who have 
no knowledge of Estates Land Act. If certain relevant clauses are explained to them from 
the Estates Land Act, they suppress important documents which are in favour of the ryots 
and do not bring them to the notice of the higher authorities (cases can be cited). In all 
these cases the village karnam plays an important part and corrects the Village accounts 
to the benefit of the landholders. If such cases are brought to the notice of the authorities 
the next superior officer (Revenue lnspecror) v ho romeg f,or .111Qll1.r,' supports the kamam 
and there ends the matter. 

vm. (a) The principles to guide the parties or courts to arrive at a 8uitahle scheme 
for the purpose of maintaining irrigational sources and works, should be like that of the 
works maintained by the Government in the Puhlic Works Department and the Revenue 
Department. 
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(b) Certainly 'the rights should be vested in the Provincial Gove~ent to nnder
ta.ke the repair or maintenance of irrigation works, where the landholders fall to ta.ke neces-
BBry and proper steps. ' 

(0) Such powers should be veBtedin the Government to be applied BUO mow and on 
application by the ryots. 

IX. Yea.r1y ja.m"bandi is mo.t necessary as in the case of Government ryotwa.ri 
villages. • 

X. There is no legal ststns at present for the under-tenant except his engagement 
with the pattadsr by certain contract either oral or written, but he enjoys the benefits of 
tenants as are enjoyed in the ryotwari villages. He has no connexion whatsoever with the 
zamindsr eJ(cept to call him as ra.ja or maharaja.. 

XI. (a) A special tribunal should be the final a.ppellats and revisional Irouthority in 
proceedings between landholders and ryots. 

(b) Actions and proceedings between landholders and tenants should be tried only 
in oivil courts. 

XII. (a) Encroaohment Act may be operated in respect of unauthorized occl1pation 
of lands by the ryots. 

.Addi~ point8. 

1. The M~ Estates Land, Act.-The Act should be thoroughly overhanled in order 
to give greater facilities to the ryots and making every section clearer to avoid trouble an~ 
litigation. Important matters should not be left unattended to by the authorities for want 
of fulfilling some minor technical points. If caMs reported are found in favour of the 
ryots they should be given effect to leaving aside all the minor points raised technically 
by the zaminda.rs. 

2. AboUt.on of zamind,ari •. -All the zamindsris should be a.bolished gradually a.nd when 
oooasion arises, by fixing the maximum period to ten years. In futurd if any of the zamin
dars wants to sell his estate to a. new purchaser it should be stopped by passing legislatioI\ 
and if at all any transfer i. eifected, the new OOmer should be only the State. 

3. Village 0ffioer.' appointment8.-Th. Government should not as a formality consult 
the landholders for appointing village munsif's and karnams, as they do it' at present. 
They should be under the direot oontrol of the Government. If any ca.se is reported and 
proved against them they should be dealt with severely. 

4. Land,holder8' age"IB.-They should be a.uthorized to receive all communications 
from the ryots by local d3livery system and such receipts should be made valid and binding 
on the Iandholde~s. A popular man of some means should be appointed as the manager 
of the estate and he should be held responsible for the colleotion of rents. 

5. All the holdings belonging to the temples and charities attached or transferred whe~ 
ther wantoniy or otherwise should be given back to the original endowments without any 
remuneration whatsoever. The management of temples should be given to a seleoted 
trustees. , , 

6. All the oommunallands appropriated by the landholders by a strike or correction 
in the viIlsge aooountp or by alienation should be given baok or taken from the pl9Sent 
oooup&nt after holding an impartiQI trial. 

7. Pathw&yp for ta.king m&nure to fields and gr&ins from the fields are essentia.l. 
8. :r.lelwar&m rights should be abolished and an equitable rent fixed throughout. 

L. KBJSlINAlf. 

Memorandum by Mr. P. S. Somasundara Nadar, Tuticorln, dated 28th 
November 1987. 

With reference ~ the oopy o.f. the Press .o?m~unique. &nd queationaire, dated 5th 
Ootober 19S7, regardlDg the conditIOns prevadmg IQ zammdari &nd propriet&ry area 
I give you below the answers for the different questions :_ s, 

I. (a) The proprietor of the soil is the zamindar. (Proprietor is the permanent Ie 
of a land. Tenant is a sub-lessee.) , ' ssee 

(b) The proprietor has the prorietary right, of the land, i.e., he ia the owner of the 
land. But he has got ouly the right of colleoting assessment on it. The tenant has got tb 
right of alienating the land, enjoying it is whatever ways he pleases. e 

, 'm":'S2.L ' , , . 
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n. (a) For dry ll}lld an as_sment ranging from six annas to Re. 1-8-0 per aore 
aooording to the nat1p'e of the soil, and for wet land from Rs. I) to Rs. 20 per acre according 

. to the nature of the soil, water supply, etc. 
(b) Nature of the soil. Facility of water-supply. Tanks may either be minCed 

or channelfed. Some difference should be shown between the rainfed and channelfed tanka. 
(e) Yes. Remission should be on principles similar to those of the Government 

villages. 
(d) It is better if the rent is fixed once for all taking into account the advantageous 

and disadvantageous points, as has been done in Government Villages. 
(e) Yes. It is desirable. Hit is so done there will be no grievance to the tenants &II 

there is a chance of reversing the rates of assessment of the land according to its average 
yield. 

m. (a) Yes. , --
(b) Now the proprietors have to go to the Revenue Dep&iiiW;nt-'to-re~lise'ih;ir 

rents by means of attachment and sale of lands. This procedure especially after the 
introduction of the succeeded Act I of 1908, takes not only time to realise the arrears but 
also, costs unnecessary expenditure which is practically borne by the tenant. Because the 
proprietor spends and collects the same from the defaulter together with the arrears. 

(e) Instead oI'this, the proprietors being the permanent lessee of the land, may be 
directed to collect the arrears if any from his sub-lessees through Civil Courts as loans, etc., 
on promissory notes and other deeds are collected. Such applications may be classed as 
small cause suits in Civil Coutrs-or a separate tribunal may be appointed. 

IV. (a) The rights of water supply are inherent as being appurtenant to the land. 
(b) The landholder has equal rights as those of the tenants. 

V. (a) Yes. H surveyed and records of rights maintained trouble for collection of 
rents will be minimised to an appreciable extent. Because transfer of registry can be effected 
then and there as is done in Government vilIages_ 

(b) One half of the cost should be borne by the proprietors and the other half by the 
Government. 

VI. Proprietors cannot be allowed to demand any levies, customary or otherw:iBe 
from ryots provided the facilities to proprietor and ryots mentioned above are granted. ' 

VIT. (a) Tenants should have the privilege of grazing their cattle, etc., in poramboke 
lands and other communal lands. The proprietor should see that sufficient pasture grounds 
is made available. For this purpose he may be allowed to collect the additional tax aocord
ing to the extent of privileges. 

(h) The tenants have no right at present. But it is necessary that they should 
be allowed to enjoy such rights. 

(e) At present all com11lunal lands are recognised as poramboke lands vested in 
Government. This privilege should be allowed to continue. 

VIll. (a) The ryots may be required to meet one third of the expenditure in conneo
tion with the irrigation sources, either by paying in cash or In shape of physical labour . 

(b) Yes. H the irrigation sources are not kept in sound state, the proprietor 
concerned should be given notice by the Collector or his subordinate that the irrigation 
source should be repaired within a fixed time and if it is not complied with, the Govern
ment should make the necessary improvements and its costs recovered from the proprietor. 

(e) This should be done suo moto or on application from ryots. 

IX. Yes. Only for villages where there are items of revenue due to Government. 

X. Dealt with in question No.1. 

XI. (a) Please see question No. m (a), (b) and (e). 

xn. (a) The proprietor should be empowered to evict encroachment as the Revenue 
. Department has in esse of Government villages. 

(b) Existing rules seem sufficient. Hitherto no grievance has heen reported in the 
ma.tter of collection by the landholder from inamdars. 

P. S. SOJUSUl'IDA..U NADAB. 
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Memorandum by District Congress Committee, Tlnnevelly, dated '28th November 1937. 

I. All authorities are unanimous totqhe effect that the zamin ;Yot is the proprietor 
. of the soil in zamin estates to the same extent and in the same way as the Government ryot 
or the rytowari IEmdholder is in respect of ryotwari land. The zamindar is only the assignee 
of the Government revenue or the rajabhagam or the melwaram. Judicial decision of the 
Madras High Court, the considered findings ofthe Board of Revenue, Madras, and the opi
nions of experienced British Indian administrators-aIl of them speak with singnlar unani
mity on this topic. In the words of the "Hon'bIe Justice Reilly in 63 M.L.J. 450 at 486 
"there is no doubt that the theory of revenue adminietration held by the Government was 
what the "amindar in a perma.nently settled estate had a right to collect from the ryot was 
the rajabhagam or the Government's share of the produce of the land." As per Justice 
Walsh in 65 M.L.J. 423 at 442 " in a zemindari, the rajabhagam which the State is entitled 
to collect from the ryots represents the traditional Government's share of the produce of 
the land, which if there is no "amindari, would be collected by the Government direct." 
The Board of Revenue made a full enauiry into the nature of the rights of the zamin ryot 
in 1818 and has expreased its conclusions in the following terms on 6th January 1818 :~ 
"The univereally distinguishing character as well as the chief privilege of this oIa.ss (i.e. 
the r~ ots) is their exclusive right to the hereditary possession and usufruct of the soil so 
long as they render a portion ofthe produce of the .oil in kind or money as public revenue; 
for, whether rendered in service, in money or in kind and whether paid .to rajas, jagir
dars, "amindars, poligars, mootadars, shrotriyamdars, maniyamdars or to Government 
officers such as tahsildsrs, amuldars, amins or tanadars, the payments which have 
always been made are universally termed the dues of the Government." The Board again 
reviewed the history of the relative rights of "amindars and ryots and arrived at the fol
lowing conclusions in its proceedings No. 7843, dated 2nd December 1864 :-" That in the 
earliest times of which we have record, the right of the State to a sHare in the produce of the 
land was limited and that limit was such as to leave a sufficient margin for the growth of 
a valuable property in the land appertaining to the occupant whose right to retain posses
sion on payment of the limited share was inviolable and hereditary. 

" That the origin of the zamindar's office was comparatively a modem one and that 
whatever ita origin, zomindara derived their righle from tile State which could not confer more 
than it has possessed and exercised. 

"That the State asserted and often in later times exercised the power of resuming 
the exercise of its rights from the zamindars, without thereby altering the ternis and condi
tions of the ryot's tenure. 

,. That the framers of the permanent settlement proposed to relinquish to the "amin
dars, an ample allowance for their personal benefit, out of the average state demand in 
past years on the zamindari and to fix the zamindar's payment, unalterably for ever leaving 
to him all the benefits derivable from extension of cultivation and improvements in the 
oulture of the lands but to restrict his demands on the ryot to the rate or share established 
for Government by prescription, which rate was to be registered in the village by the officers 
appointed for the purpose." Srinivasa Raghava Iyengar, the well-known author of" Forty 
years Progre.s of the Madra. Presidency" says as follows in the above book at page 222. 
, The aamindars were of very various origin ... In all cases, the zamindars' right extended. • 
only to the melwu.ram except in the case of pannai or home-farm lands. This was the 
common law of the country." p. 218, .. The sovereigns' right consisted in his power to 
collect a share or the produce of the cultivated lands known by the name liIelwaraIiJ. ... 
Mr. Forbes, the author of the Estates Land Act observes as follows in his speech introducing 
the bill "The legal status of the zamindar under the permanent settlement cannot be put 
higher than that of an aBsignee or the public revenue." Me. Hodgson one of the official 
sponsors of the permanent settlement in Madras says in a memoir of 1806 "whether the 
agent was a permanent officer, a temporary officer, a subadar, poligar, tahsildar or whether 
a jagirdar, illamdar or any other description of person is of little consequence, as it in no 
respeot affeots the rights enjoyed by the ryots. They are unalterable by an in termediate 
agenoy, of any desoription which may be employed to realise the dues of the Gov
ernment," 

These findings and conclusions of tbe highest judicial and adminietrative authori
ties of the province are fully supported by all the available evidence on the topic. In 
faot, all the evidence is on one side. A list of some authorities, in addition to the above 
extraots, 18 given below as appendix. 

The only lawful and proper basis for zamin rent is to treat it on the same footing 
as ryotwu.ri revenue. In theory and principle and as a historical fact, both are identical ill 
origin. There has l3.0 doubt been considerable divorce between. this theory and. actaul 



practice. during the course of the last century and more. The 11Il8ettled condition of the 
country. the powerful vested interest created !Whe permanent settlement, the ignoranoo, 
poverty and helplessness of the ryots, the pre-o~pation of the executive Government with 
more immediate problems, the wrong notions based on the English law of landlord and 
tenant imported by English judges unacquainted with the common I&w of our land, these, 
&IIlong other factors, pressed the 8cale heavily against the ryot. The zamindar has natu
rally taken the fullest advantage of his opportunities to pile up the ryot's borden to his 
Dl&Ximum capacity. In spite of this chapter of historical accidents, however. the zamin 
rent still retains its true and original character of public revenue. The public revenue 
paid by the ryot cannot, by p ..... cription. become the private property of the zamindar. 
There can be no prescription in favour of wrong taxation. The law of prescriptive rights 
is properly applicable only to property and not to the taxes due to the State. Thus. the 
za"lin ryot has a clear and indefeasible right to cl&im that his rent has not lost its tMle 
character of public revenue and that he ha~ not forfeited his status &.3 a tax·payer of the 
State. His demand that his rent shonld be treated exactly like ryotwari revenue is only 
lawfnI and just and it is unanswerable. If, &8 a result of such a demand, a claim for the re
opening of the permanent settlement is urged either in individual cases or generally, that 
.issue may be considered on its own merits, along with, if necessary, the question of agri
cultural income·tax. But this ought not to stand in the way of the zemin ryot recovering 
'his rights. 

The existing ryotwari rule. of half the net income may be adopted for thepreeent 
as the rule togovem zamin·rent irrespective of any changes that the ryotw&ri systt>m may 
undergo. The rent must be settled by the State in.the same manner as in the case of ryotwari 
.revenue till recently. The principles. the rules. the method and the machinery for the 
settlement of.the rent must be identical with the ryotwari settlement. In regard to the 
oommutation price however. a modification of the. ryotwari formul& is necessary. The 
price of agricultural producte has fa.Ilen by more than 50 per cent since 1931. The pre·1931 
.prices are. judging from the stand-point of the post-1931 prices, abnormal. The whole era 
of high prices that prevailed until 1931 should be exoluded on the ground olits being abnor
mal and having now beoome obsolete. The principle on which famine years are left out of 
account in ryotwari settlements is applicable to it. Further, instead of the average price of 
all the 12 months in the year. the price during the ryots selling months, immediately after 
the harvest, i.e., March and April should alone be taken into account. 'The resulting figures 
will form the standard rents. 

The rents thus settled will prevail for a period of 30 years as in the case of ryotwari 
'Settlements as obtaining till recently. They will however be subject to (I) reduction under 
seotion 38, Madras Estates Land Aot and (il) remission under section 39-A and for crop
failure. They will not be liable to elih&noement. during the currenoy ofthe settlement. 

As in the case of ryotwari tenure. lands irrigated by wells should bear only' dry 
assessment in all cases. The ryotwari principle of assessment on the land and not on tbe crop 
except in the case of wet lands should obtain for zamin-rent also. There should be only two 
'classes viz., dry and wet. 

Remission 'Under section 39 (a).-There are a number of defects in the section. (a) 
The benefit of tbe section should be extended to all cases and not merely to the three classes 
mentioned therein. (6) The figure of 18! per cent &8 the mPUmum fall in price for relief 
under the Act is too high. A figure of 5 per cellt is more suitable. (e) An application by 
each ryot for every year should not be a condition precedent for relief. The relief should be 
granted automatica.Ily. without any need for individual applications. The net price of the 
previous year which is to be the basis for the reduced rent under section 39 (a) should first 
be determined by the Collector for each village and communicated to the I&ndholder. The 
landholder must prepare draft pattas on the basis of the Collector's order and submit them 
for the approva.l of the Collector. The rent will become due only after this process. (d) 
The price to be considered is the price during the ryots' selling months immediately after 
harvest. viz .• March and April. (e) The usual deduction of 10 to 27 per cent as in ryotwari 
settlements for cartage and merchants' profits should be made. (f) The proviso to su b-
rule (2) of section 39 (a) should go. . 

. Remission Jor crop Jailwe should be provided by statute. Remission should be 
granted in all cases of failure for no fault of the ryot. whether the failure is wholesale or 
partial. In the event of a general failure in a tract. remission should be granted without 
individuaJ. applications. The redllced rent payable. as a resu It of remission should be only 
half the actual net yield. The prin<'iple of half net should be carried out in the remission. 
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. The whole work of settlement of rent should he in the hands of: the BPard of Rilvenue. 
All questions relating to the assessment, reduction or remission of rent, must be decided by 
the Collector subjeot to an appeal to the District Collector and revision by the Board of 
Revenue. 

The settlement of rent and remission of rent under section 39 (a) Imd gener&I 
remission for crop failure should be done.y tbe Boar~ of Revenue and the Cpllector without 
any need for individual applications. 

There are some cases however where on account of special circumstances which 
are at this distance of time incapable of proof, a low rent has been fixed. Such cases ought 
not to be disturbed. In order to provide for tbese cases, the half-net principle must be taken 
as providing only the maximum. 

Treea.-The two classes of exceptions under section 12 of the Madras EsUrtes Land 
Act in favour of the landholder, in respect of trees in existence in 1908, should be removed. 
They lead to costly litigation. The trees are invariably the fruit of the ryote' laboUr and 
expense. Such an amendment in favour of the ryot is only equitable. 

Thus, the proper basis and provision for rent will be as follows :-
(a) There must be a general settlement of rents in ali estates to be conducted by the 

Board of Revenue on the principles and rules of ryotwari settlement on foot of t1!e ryoJ;wari. 
rule of half the net income, as set out in paragraph 5 above. 

(b) Provided however, that if the existing rents are lower than the above, the .1a1u8 
quo will be maintained. .. . 

(e) The settled rente will prevail for 30 years, subject only to reduotion under section 
38 and remission under section 39 (a) and for crop failure. 

(oi) Section 39 (a) lIlust be amended as mentioned above in paragraph 8. 
(e) Remission for crop failure should be provided for statutorily as described in 

paragraph 9. 
(f) There will be no need for applications under section 39 (a) and for general remis

sion for crop failure. 
(g) All trees will be wholly exempt from rent. 

III. The power of distraint of movables lends iteelf to serious abuse. Such a power I 
'Vested in a private individual instead of a responsible officer of the State is an anamoly. It is 
medieval in character and is always bound to cause serioU'l! hardship to the ryot. The first 
oharge on the holding for rent and the landholder's power to bring it to sale are reasonably 
sufficient for the realization of rent. The power to distrain movables may be deleted. The 
extension of this power under section 134 may also be removed. 

The expenses relating to the sale of holdings are excessive to the degree of \ 
hardship. A la.rge portion of such expense is caused by the provision as to the publicatioDt ' 
in the District Gazette of the proclamation of sale under section 117 and of the sale-certi1icate 
under section 124 of Madras Estates Land Act. The publication. in the Gazette is costly and 
is superfluous and may be omitted. 

There should be a statutory up-set price for the court sale of a holding. I 
The provision as to deposit of rent in the office of the Collector under section 68 I 

of the Act is a costly process. Remittance by postal money order should be recognized asa 
'Valid quittance. 

The restriction under section 193 (3) and (5) as to the payment of the admittedl 
amount before any plea in defence of a suit for rent can be entertained will work serious 
injustice in a number of cases and should be removed.. A statutory rule (No.3 of the rules I 
published in the Fort St. George GaUlle on 14th July 1936) requires the special leave of the 
oourt to be obtained by the ryot before filing a written statement. Such an extra-ordinary 
handicap for a poor and ignorant class of suitors will be a serious hardship. The rule may be 
eancelled. . 

ConclU8ioli.-(a) The power to distrain movables for recovery of rent should be 
delected. (b) Remittance of rent by postal money order should be a. valid quittance (e) 
Gazette publication under sections 117 and 124 of Madras Estates Land Aot should be 
dispensed with. (d) Provision should pe made for a. statutory upset price for the court-sale 
of a. holding. (e) The condition as to payment of the admitted amount under section 193 
(3) and (6) and as to leave of oourt of file written statement as per statutory rule mentioned 
&bove should be removed. 
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IV. The right of the nmin ryot to his customary 81lJIply of water for his crope is 
proprietary and not contraotuaL Please vide 82 Madras 423. 

The piesent state of the Jaw as to the landholder's right to tbe water-solUOell in 
the estate is in an extremely unsatisfactory and to a large extent, uncertain oondition. 
Many vexatious problems arise out of olaims based on riparian rights and the ownership 
of rivers and channels. The Privy Council decision in the Urlam case has given the land
holder an absolute right on foot of an easement to all waters running in water-coursee as 
they existed at the time of tbe permanent settlement. In an agricultural country, it is 
vitally essential that a1I tbe irrigation-resources of the oommunity should be nationalized. 
All existing private rights should however be recognized. For this purpose the actual 
mamul wet under every irrigation sou:roe should be determined and subject to a right to 
free irrigation for sucb Mamool wet, the irrigation sources in the province should be taken 
over by the State for its management, administration and development. 

V. It is a corollary of the ryotwari prinoiple that every holding should be surveyed 
and its rent should be settled by the State. As in the case of Government ryots, no charge 
for surveyor settlement should be levied from the zamin ryot also. The cost should be 
wholly borne by the State or its assignee, the zamindar. As between the State and tbe 
zamindar, it is only equitable that tbe latter should bear it. Such a charge is legitimately 
debitable to the zamindar as a necessary implication under the permanent settlement. 
Further, the zamindar enjoys an unearned increment to the tune of nearly Rs. Ii ororea in 
the rent-roll in addition to pannai lands, forests, etc. 

VI. Every addition to the Rajabhagam or settled rent must be declared as illegal. 

VII. The tenants have by immemorial custom got the following free rights in zamins 
where there are natural facilities for the same. (i) Grazing of cattle in forests, porambokes 
and tank-beds. (ii) Collection of green-manure and wood for agricultural implements from 
forests, porambokes, tank-beds and bunds. (iii) Collection of forest produce for domestio 
and agricultural purposes including fuel and housing materials and (iv) pro~ision of burning 
and burying grounds. 

The existing machinery for safe-guarding communal rights-oontained in sections 2() 
to 22 of the Act has to be modified on the following lines :-

(a) The existing facilities in and furtber requirements of eacb village for tbe requisite 
oommunal lands must be examined at tbe time of settlement of rent. The existing rigbta 
should be examined under section 20 and duly recorded in the record of rights. 

(b) If any new lands are required for communal purposes of an agricultural nature 
such as (i) free grazing of cattle (ii) collection of green manure, wood for agrioultural 
implements and forest produce for agricultural purposes (iii) fuel for domestio purposes 
of agriculturists, they should be so set apart from the forests or poramboke lands in estates 
and if no such lands are available, lands sbould be oompulsorily acquired for tbe requisite 
purposes. As in ryotwari vilIages, these vital accessories for an agricultural oommunity 
should be granted to the ryots free of cost. The cost shoUld legitimately be borne by the 
landholder in view of the large unearned income under tbe permanent settlement, and tbe 
necessary implications of the settlement. 

(e) The control of all public pathe, communal lands, hill and forest poramboke must 
be vested in the State. 

VIII. In spite of the machinery under the Madras Estates Land Act, tbe large 
bulk of the tanks and channels in most of tbe estates continue to be in disrepair. The remedy 
under the Act has, thus proved ineffective. The maintenance of Irrigation works is a primary 
obligation of the State in this country. In an agricultural country, it cannot properly be 
otherwise. This paramount duty of the State has been delegated to the zamindar. The 
delegate has un-luestionably failed to discharge the function satisfactorily. So it may 
properly be resumed by the State. The Government should lay down a three years' pro
gramme of repairs and carry it out. The future maintenance of the works should also be 
in the hands of the State. The cost of repair and maintenance should unquestionably be 
met by the landholder. 

IX. An yearly Jamabandi may be conduoted by tbe Collector in the presence of 
the landholder and tbe ryots. The minor greivances of the ryots will thereby be ventilated 
and redressed at minimum cost to the ryot. 

X. The suits and applioations under the Act may be divided into two broad 
classes, viz., (i) disputes in the nature of ordinary civil litigation and (ii) disputes in the 
nature of settlement of rent that are analogous to questions relating to land revenue. The 
former may be tried by the civil oourts; the latter by ~he Revenue Courts BlIcb &8 tbe 
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Collector the District Collector and the Board of Revenue. All matters relating to tile 
settleme~t of rent, its reduotion or remission and record of rights and disputes as to com
munal rigbts under section 20 to 22 of Madras Estates Land Act may come ~p. before the 
Revenue Courts. The Board of Revenue will be the final Appellate and ReVlSlonal Court 
for such cases. All otber disputes will come up before the Civil Court&. Such a division 
of the disputes and the litigation under t~e Act is logical and proper. 

Al'PENDIX. 

(1) Fifth Report from the Select Committee, on the affairs of the East India Company 
Vol. II,Higginbotham Edition, Pages 6. 7. 8 and 777, etc. 

(2) 20 Madras (I.L.R.). 299 at Pages 301 to 304. 
(3) Minutes of Sir Thomas Memo. Vol. I. Page 254. 
(4) 26 Madras (I.L.R.) 252 at Pages 254 and 255. 
(5) Sundararsja Iyengar on Land Tenures in the Madras Presidency, Second Edition, 

Pages 29. 107 and 108. 
(6) Srinivasaraghava Iyengar's Forty years' Progress, Pages 218 to 229. 

[Sarna copy has been received from Mr. A. S. Kuppuswami Ayyar. B...... B.L., 
Advocate. TinneveUy.] 

Memorandum by M.R.By. K. R. Sankaranarayana Ayyar Avargal" Pleader and 
President, Taluk Congress Committee, Tenkasi, dated 28th November 1937. 

I. (a) It is the tenant who is the proprietor of the soil in zamin areas. The zamindar 
or the so·oalled proprietor has no right to the soil. He has never heen recogni~ed as such. 

(b) The tenant has all the interest in the land and is bound only to pay a portion 
of the income as tax for the general coffers of the State, while the zamindar i. in the position 
of a lessee of the State for oollecting the tax. It is a misnomer to call him a landlord. 

II. (a) The llamindar WI>(! collecting the tax and there was room for mismanagement 
and the permanent settlement was made. He cannot collect anything more than what 
the Government fixes as rent, the fair rent being one-sixth of the net income from the land. 

(b) If the zamindari system is to be retained, the follOWing may be taken into consi
deration :-

(1) The net yield. of course. leaVing some margin for the improvements effected 
by the tenant since 1908. 

(2) The fact that the collection establishment (thE'>, village officers) is being paid 
by the Government now. • 

(3) The system of sharing varam prior to 1908 was an arbitrary raok renting by 
the zamindars enforced by coercion on the innocent and helpless tenants and 
oan by no stretch of imagination be traced to any legal origin. 

(4) The zamindar oan at the most olaim to be in the shoes of the Government 
and can claim no more than the Government itself. 

(5) Some of the zamindars in the Tinnevelly district have after 1908. converted 
the vararo system into one of money rent and converting this again into a per
manent lease by taking the oapitalized value of the rent and retaining the other 
half alone as rent. There must be some provision by which the tenant shall 
be compensated for this. 

(e) There must be a .tatutory provision for remission of rent according to the season. 
If the net yield is below a half of the rent there must be total remission, the yield of each 
orop being taken into aocount. 

(d) It is advi.abl~ and is the only right way of doing it, to settle the rate of rent 
r..r eaoh area once fur all on an equitable 10asis subjeot to the remission as noted in II (e). 
It must never be left to oourts or any other authority to determine the rent. This l~ads 
to unnecessary and everlasting and ruinous litigation. 

(e) If the rent is permanently fixed after an elaborate enquiry and there is the safe
guard for bad seasons provided, there is no necessity at all for the Government to have 
any speoial reserve powers but this must not be taken to mean that the Government should 

m--33 
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abrogate ita general right to do what is equitable in a general way in regard to matters suoh 
as deolaring famine years and declaring whet,her the yield of a particular "",,"on is .ucb as 
to require remi""ion either in whole or the part. 

ill. (a) The powers now given for collection of rent must be revised. 

The provision for appraisement and sharing the yield and provi~ion for 8Rie of 
holding should be taken away. 

(b) Taking the ;,amindar as the lel<86ll of the Government revenue, it stands to reason 
that he should have no more powers for collecting than an ordinary lessee. He may realize 
the rent by a suit in the ordinary civil court; of course rent being a first charge on the 
land, he IDay claim a decree on a charge of the property. 

(e) The village officers must be made responsible for collecting. The balance if any 
may be collected through civil courts as suggested in (b) above. All the other procedure 
IIOW available is costly and often leads to unnecessary complications and ruinous Jitigatioll. 
The resort to revenue courts besides being more costly, is a souros of inconvenienos both 
to the zamindars and the ryots. The idea of taking justice to the door of the litigan~s is 
never carried out at all. The clients are always dragged t.e abnormally long distances 
by the ever touring Revenue officers, to places with IlD convenience at all for human wants. 
The civil courts are fixed in one l>laos and all conveniences are provided in the ordilU'ry 
course. 

IV. (a) The right ohhe tenant for supply of water is inherent and it is an immemorial 
right as old as the land itsplf. 

(b) The zamindar has no superior right in the water sources in the estate. The 
water sources being appurtenant to the lands themselves no one oan claim any 80le right 
over them. The zamindar is only the supervisor and being a sharer of the yield is bound 
to keep the sources in good order. He has a duty and a liability rather than a right. 

V. (a) All the estates must be surveyed compulsorily and permanent record of rights 
should be maintained. As it is, there have been enormous litigation and ruin in consequenos. 

·This is a matter wlaicl, must be attended to immediately. 

(b) From the point of view of the benefit derived by the ~amindar and the tenants 
they may share the cost in the proportion of 2: 1. But being in the pooition of the 
Government it stands to reason that tl,e zamindar should be made to bear the whole cost. 

VI. The zamindar cannot be allowed to demand any levies either custom"ry or other
wise in addition to the rent; the so-called custom, if any, cannot be traced to any lege! 
or moral origin. 

VII. (a) By nature and as appurtenant to the land the tenants have, and in fact, were 
exercising complete rights for the utilization of local natural facilities for grazing catHe, 
collection of green manure and. wood for agricultural and domestic purposes. 

(b) The tenants have got an inherent right to use them for their agricwtural and 
domestic purpost.8 free of cost. 

(e) The public paths, communal lands and all porambokes belong to all in common 
and both the tenants and the zamindar have equal rights over them. 

VIII. (a) There must be a general survey and a scheme of restoration prepared even 
at the time of the general survey of lands. The necessary repairs as per the said scheme 
"hould be completed in as short a period as possible. This will be the basis and 8 guide 
in cases of displltes afterwards. 

(b) After having completed the repairs as stated in (a) above, the Provinoial 
Government may keep away. The parties will work out their rights in the ordinary civil 
courts. 

(e) The civil ("f)urt may be approached by the parties. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi is not necessary, if there is a proper arrangement to h"ve t.he 
reoord of rights kept up to dat.e by an authority which Will 6n1orce transfer of patta then 
and there. 

X. The legal status of the under-tt-nant shall be the same as those of an under-tenaD~ 
in ryotwa.ri areas. 
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XI. (a) The Boa.rd of Revenue need not h .. ve a.ny powers. 
(b) The ordinary civil oourts ma.y be given the jurisdiction. 

XU. (a) The zaminda.r ma.y work out his remedies through the ordina.ry civil eourts 
(b) The za.mindar may ha.ve recourse to the civil courts. 

• 

K. R. SANXA.RA.NABAYANAN, 
Pruidenl. . 

Memorandum by Mr. N. S. GurllSwami Ayyar, B.A., Vakil, KovllpaUi, dated 
. 18th November 1937. 

I. Ca) The right in the soil vests in the p .. rticula.r individu .. l ryots; .. nd in the ca.se of 
the cultiva.ble but uncultivated .. nd uncultivable l .. nds over which no p .. rticular right of 
the villa.ge ca.n cl .. im specific rights in specific plots in himself, right in the soil rests in the 
village community .. s .. whole. The zaminda.r h .. s no right in the soil. 

(b) The tena.nt or the ryot h .. s the right of perma.nent occupancy heredita.ble a.nd 
tr .. nsfera.ble. The l .. ndlord or the z .. mind .. r has only .. right to collect the rent from th .. 
ryot h .. ving in himself a. first charge over the land for the s .. me. The collection of rent was 
in the beginning .. commercial ooncern by the East India Company while the Company 
negotia.ted for the s .. me with the then N .. w .. bs. The feuda.l ohieft .. ins under the N .. w .. bs got 
themselves oonverted into colleotion a.gents subseqll~ntly styled ... la.ndlords or zaminda.rs. 
There wa.s no tra.nsfer of a.ny interest of the ryots to the feuda.l chiefta.ins or l .. ndlords. The 
right to oolleot the rent wa.s assigned over to them on considerations v .. rying in character 
a.nd hope. 

II. (a) The fa.ir and equitable rent would be one-sixth of the net outtum of the 
pa.rticula.r field in a. particul .. r yea.r so fa.r as wet lands are concerned. 

(6) The considerations that should be taken to acoount in fixing a. fair and eqnitable 
rent are the following :-

(1) The oontribution tha.t should be m .. de by the owners ofl .. nd to the m .. intenance 
of the Provinci .. l a.nd Central Governments. The tot .. l contribution levi .. ble 
from the land revenue 80S such to the gener .. l .. dministr .. tion costs should be. 
distributed over the entire .. rea of the land both in the ayan .. s well .. s in the 
z .. mind"rB tr .. ct, due regard being h .. d to the cl .. ssifico.tion of the soil. 

(2) The remuner .. tion tha.t sbould be given to the z .. minda.r for collecting the 
rent should be in the s .. me proportion as the tot .. l cost of the revenuecollec
tion staff .. t present in the .. yan tracts in the district to the total ay .. n land 
revenue income of the district. . 

(3) The rent in the zamuidari tr .. ct so f .. r 8S dry l .. nds are concerned should in no 
oase exceed the r .. te prevailing for similar landq in the .. yan neighbourhood. 

(4) There should be no crop w .. rrent .. s is levied in zamin tracts as $gue; $';..,011 
for tob .. cco, pla.atain, sug .. rc .. ne, betel leaves, onions .. nd the rest; for the \ 

. landholder does not in the least contribute anything tow .. rds the production 07 
these orops by the ryots. A speci .. l r& te of rent that is being collected in 
Bome zamins for these crops is .. ppa.rently b .. sed on .. wrong presumption of 
the proprietorship of the soil in himself. 

(5) No tree-t .. x, however .. noient a custom may be in vogue, should be levied in 
addition to the rent levied for the land over which the trees are either 
planted or have grown or grow spontaneously. 

(e) (1) The remission of rent is not obligatory on the zamind .. r as the l .. w st .. nds 
to-day. It has been held in courts ofl .. w th .. t the custom or contr .. ot must be alleged and 
proved for the gr .. nt of remission. 

(2) There should be st .. tutory provision for remission of rent irrespective of the 
existence, oustom or contract. 

(3) The oblig .. tion for remission may .. rise from anyone of the following and 
similar causes :-

(a) F .. ilure of seasonal rains. 
(6) General draught. 
(e) Dam .. ge c .. used by the pests. 
(d) Non-rep .. ir to irrigation sources, tanks and supply channels. 
(e) Similar other oa.uses. 
IU-33A 
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(4) The principles that should govern remission should be based on the report of 

the Revenue authorities and Agricultural department. In case of wet lands if the gm ... 
outturn is 6 annas in the rupee and less the remission is to be granted as a matter of 
course. In doubtful cases the Village karnam or the zamindar can depute his agent to be 
present at the harvesting and mel\l!urement of the crop. 

(d) It is advisable to settle the rate or the share ohent for a particular area onoo fbr 
all with a proviso that if owing to the natural causes the whole area or the definite portion 
ofit becomes permanently deteriorated the rate of rent must undergo remi •• ion on the motion 
of the ryot to the court, i.e., Revenue offioer of the district within whose juri.di~tion tlte 
area lies. 

(e) In view of the principles that the zamindar is only an assignee of the Governn.ent 
of the day to colIect their rent from the owners oCthe land within the ambit ofthe zamindari, 
there should be always powers reserved in the Provincial Government as a che~k over 
the zamindar in the matter of altering or reducing the rent. 

m. (a) (1) The summary remedy that is now available to landholders for the colIection 
of the arrears of rent by distraint oC movables should be taken away. The powers are 
misused. They are drastic in character. On the enforoement oC the remedy in the handa 
of ill·paid, over.jealous, irresponsible clerks of the zamindar leads to grave disorder ofpeaoe. 

(2) The machinery for the colIection of rent by summary method oC selling 
their holding is also cumbrous. The cost is also prohibitive. In the majority of cases the 
cost is out of alI proportion to the actual arrears of rent due. 

(3) Suits for rents also involve unneoessary cost ultimately on the already over. 
burdened ryot. 

m. (b) (e) (1) Normally a ryot or a tenant who is permanently interested in the 
land never grudges to pay the legitimate dues by way of rent. Intrigues of the zamin 
colIection agents, iIIegal demands by the same agents over and above the legitimate dues 
and the WlSeasonal periods fixed to collect the rent and the cash rent basis that is being 
adopted to-day are Bome of the outstanding causes that make a ryot default in payment of 
rent. 

(2) The first and foremost reform in the matter of colIection of rent that is mostly 
favoured by the ryots is that the landholder at the option of the ryot should be compelled 
to receive as legal tender the produce of the land equal in value to the cash rent fixed, 
taking the value of· the grain or the other produce tendered, at the rate current in the 
nearest market at the time or as taxed by the Taluk authoriti~s and published in the district 
gazette. 

(3) The village panchayat or a committee of respectable ryots of the villagE' 
appointed by the Government should be the body that should be statutorily empowered 
to sell the holding in the villagt' itselfafte.r giving due and propE'r notice to all the IJerRon8 
interested in the holding. The landholder may, before th .. "nd of the nf·xt fasli, .end to this 
-committee or panchayat a list of hie claims for the arrears of rent. In c_ where the 
ryots admit the claim a sale-day has to be fixed by the committee giving that ryot a 
Teasonable time to pay the admitted claim. Even by the sale-day the claim is not sati.fled 
so much portion of the land necessary to meet the arrears of rent should be wId in public 
auction and the amount realized to be sent to the zamindar or landholder. 

(4) In the case of the claims that are not admitted by the ryots the village committee 
-or panchayat should refer the landholder to the revenue courts concerned for getting 
a decision or decree. Thereafter the decree will be executed by the oommittee as if it i. a 
claim admitted. 

(5) What I wish to impress is that the execution process should not be entrusted 
to an outside agency like the court or to the in..,!!ru:s1e<.i.ltl!liYJ:>yzalIljlldar hut to that wry 
village committee or panchayat who would· by their concerted action and common 
co-operative interests by the neighbours, avoid all mis-uses, pitfaUs, corruption. inordi
nate delays, underhand methods, and secret methods in the matter of sale of holding •. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenant to water supply are inheren1 as a neoessary and in. 
8\lpE'rable appurtenant to the land. It is not a matter of contract hE'tween a ryot and the 
landholder. The natural facilities are availed of for storing sufficient water in the tank •• 
The rent for the wet lands are far higher than that of the dry land. The difference between 
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the two is evidently based on the basis that the landholder employs labour for storing and 
distributing the water. Provided a ry()t pays the nania rent he is as a matter of course 
entitled to water for irrigating the wet land. 

eases there are where wet crops are raised over mamuI or ayacut dry lands, where 
the ryot does not use the water from the irrigational tank for producing wet crops by sinking 
wells and irrigating the well with water thereon, the landholder shouId not be entitled to 
wet rate. . 

In the case of dry lands where wet crops are raised with the help of tank irrigation 
source the benefit of the extra rent payable shouId be kept apart as a separate income 
common to the wet ayacutdsrs under th& tank to be utilized by them for their common 
good. The permit for the use of the tank water by the owner of the dly land shouId be at 
the discretion of the wet ayacutdsrs who may elect among themselves a few persons to form 
an Irrigation committee. The landholder is not entitled to extra. rent discussed above for 
the reason that he does not spend any extra. labour over the same. It is nature in its 
abundance supplies plenty of water to the tank. The further discussion on this matter 
is carried on under question 8. 

(b) The landholder has no superior right over the water-sources of the estate. 

V. (a) All the estates shouId be surveyed and record of rights ma.intained by the land
holder with plan and individual fieldwa.r .ketches. Copies of the same shouId be made 
available in the Taluk Office or in the Zamin Office on the payment of nominal costs to any 
ryot who demands the same. The cost of making tlie survey .houId be solely met by 
the landholder. 

VI. In .ome of the estates the ryots are compelled to contribute a.crewar towa.rds the 
expenses of ceremonies, a.uspicioDS and ina.uspici0D8, in za.mindar's or his a.gent's fa.mily. 
No doubt this levy passes off for voluntary payment or presents but in reality it is not so. 
Even the poorest ryot is obliged to a.dd his contribution a.t the subtle but ve;led threa.t of 
the landholder's a.gent. The ryots are poor and dioorga.nized. There is no ryots' organi-
1:a.tion to expose such levies to the public. No individual ryot has either the strength or 
the resources to either resist the demand or take the matter to the notice of the a.utho
rities concerned. The mora.le of such demands is a.lso ba.d. 

A dema.nd known as "ti5.fi;uy is a.lso made on the ryots in some esta.tes. No entries 
are made in the patta. for these demands. This i. illegal. It appea.rsthat the total amount 
collected by way of ,,~(i, uy from the ryots of a particuIar village is appropriated by the 
collection agent of the landholder who in turn pockets a large portion of that portion to 
himself, spends the rest by offering presents on two occasions annually. Another demand 
a.lso is made a.s ufiJ J!jJ Iim~UJtb which means the copt of the receipts issued to the ryots 
for payment of thirva. In ayan villages neither of the three aforesaid demands are made. 
Generally the ryots of the zamindari village are less advanced than those of an ayan tra.ct. 

Very often exorbitant demands are made for effecting a transfer of patta. It may 
be that the ryot may be asked to meet the postal charges in issuing notices to the parties 
interested in the matter. But the demand goes pro rats to the extent of acreage for which 
transfer is effected. No doubt now the law is changed enabling the transfers to apply 
for a transfer of patta through the Sub-Registrar while he presents his document for regis-
tration. -

Very often such applica.tion is not granted by the landholder concerned. Flimsy 
reasons are given out such all there are arrears of rent for the patta unless the same is paid 
the transfer couId not be effected. This reasoning is unsound for there is a first charge for 
the arrear. over the land and it is immaterial who the ryot transferee is. I don't bring 
in other levies as (JJ!;~LLtb, fiJL(jJ Gl·lfland-;"~'6l/ G).,f). Such levies are discountenanced 
by courts.. Still the illiterate ryots are made. to pay all these t~gs on pain of their 
paying the usual thirva being refuse~ to be receIved. bJ the collectIOn age~ts .. The land
holder or the .amindsr does not receIve the same directly from the ryots In hi. treasury. 
Even if the amount is sent by money order the same is returned as refused. Considering 
the costs and worry in making a deposit in revenue court under section 63 the ryot 
grumbles but submits to the inevitable demands. So provision shouId be made for a ryot 
to send the thirva amount noted in his patta direct to zamin office treasury. 

VIT. (a) The ryots olaim the rights to graze cattle free of cost in the uncuItivated 
poromboke landa in the village. They also claim sufficient quantity of green manure 
available in the poramboke and also in the tank bed and the catchment area.. Wood 
required.for agricuItural implements is also claimed. In one estate in Koilpatti taluk 
the ryots and the landholder have agreed that on application being made to the Iand-
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holder he is bound to supply free of cost wood for making the &!!ricultul'P I implement.. 
from the ava'mble trees from the tank bed and poBmboke mnds. The tenal'ts should 
be given free of cost the earth karambai from tank.. Their inherent rights to these 
green ~nure, grazing of cattle and taking of sediment mud from the tank must be le~lIy 
recogruzed. 

ee) The mndholder has no right of any kind to the publio path, oommul'a.l lands, 
hills, and foresl porombokes. The right must vest in the vilmgers a.s a whole reprerented 
b) a pancha~at. The income accruing in a communal mnd a.nd porombokes should go 
to the common good fund of the viImges. 

VrrI.lrriglltian.-The cost of maintaining ir~tion sources and works vests with 
the landholder. 

An irrigation panchayat from.among wet ayaoutda.rs should be formed for each tank. 
That body should be invested with power to effect small a.nd temporary repairs that do 
not require expert engineel'ing skill or experien.ce. For major repairs or undel taking. 
the irrigation panchayat should request the a.dvice and help of the Public Wc.rk. Engineer
ing Department. The execution of the major works may be entrusted by that panchayat 
to the Public Works Department. On a report of the irrigation panchayat the mndholder 
should deposit the necessary fund with that body. In ca.e the landholder disputes the 
necessity or the amount of probable costp he may have the right to move the oourt to 
give a finding on the points disputed. The Government should have the power to order 
repairs or execute necessa.ry works for the maintenancc of the irlig.tion sources and tank. 
suo molo for the reason that the overpoweling influence a.nd popition of the landholders 
may silence even the irrigation panchayat from exposing the girevances of ryota. 

IX. Yeady jamabandy of e3tate vilmges should oompulsorily be conducted by the 
landholdel as is the case with the ryotwa.ri villages. An occasion like that "ould bring 
the landholder and the ryot togethu f01 fre~ discussion "f tbe need of the mtter. The 
landholder would have an opportunity to know first hand the &rievances of the ryots. 

Accumumtion of arrears would effectively be checked. The landholder's appea.l 
to the ryc.ts assembling together would be far more effective in the matter of realization 
of rents than any processes ot coutrs. 

The vi.llage accounts would be brought up to date. There are jlll<taucea in zamin 
where the patta still stands in the names of persons dead 50 yesrs ago whose' heirs would 
have no subsisting interest. 

X. Under-tenancy in the zamindsry aress is another evil. It would be good if their 
interest is transferred to the mndholder 80 that there may not be a middle-rna n between 
the ryot and the landholder. 

IT that is not possible under the present conditions the under-tenants may have the 
power to collect the rent alone from the ryot with all the nec as_ary rights to enforce the 
prompt payment a~ is given to the mndhalder. But the obligations to the ryot, i.e., main
tenance of irrigation work~, etc., should vest with the landholder. 

Xl. The final appellate and revisionsl authority in proceedings between mndholders 
and tenants should be the High Court. Some actions such as transfer of pattss on disputed 
adverse titles, ejectment suits, assertion and denial of occupancy lights may be effectively 
decided by civil courts alone. In every division the pensioned revenue officers of the 
rank not below that of a Tahsildtr should be the officers that may be entrusted with 8uits 
for proceedings for the recovery of rent if the suggestion that is made in the previous para.
graph is not acceptable for any reason. Such honorary officers should go to the vilmges and 
decide the dispute. This sh011ld ensure speedy trial saving of a lot of expense for the liti-
gants and real and substantial ju~tice. . 

XII (a) All uncultivable, all uncultivated but cultivable waste or porsmboke mnd 
must vest with the viJmge panchayat. Then there would be no question of unauthorized 
occupation by any ryot. IT any esse such vesting of title is not with the village panchayat 
and the right or title is with the landholder in cases of unauthorized occupation for bona 
fide agricultural or other purposes or house-building purposes such lands must get SRBCsaed 
and the mndholder should ouly be entitled to the thirva. No higher right than that of 
levying thiIva should be given to the mndholder. In some estates mrge amount is collected 
by way of nazir. The collection of nazir should be penalised as illegal in cases of wanton, 
mala fide occupation for no useful or productive purpose. the mndholder should have the 
right, to sue in a civil court to remove the occupant from possession. No revision in re
gard to collection of jody, or poruppu, kattuhadi by inamdsrs is nece.sary. 

N. S. GUBUSWAlfI, 
Yokil, KoilpcUl. 
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Memorandum by M.R.Ry. Alexander Gnanamuthu Avargal, M.A., Principal 
the Madura DiraviJam Thayumanavar Hindu College, TinnevellJ, dated 
9th December 1937. 

I. (a) In my opinion, the zamindar is the proprietor of the soil. 
(h) The landlord's interest in the land is limited to the regular receipt of tax from the 

tenant. But the interests of the tenant are greater so far as he enjoys the rights ofoccupancy, 
transferability, alienability and heritability. He cannot be evicted from his land so long 
as he is regular in paying the tax fixed. He may make any improvement, in the land and the 
gain accnling from it over and above his dues to the zamindar is his.' 

II. (a) A fair and equitable rent from the tenant to the zamindar is half of the net 
produce or its money equivalent, after deducting the average expenses of cultivation per 
acre as fixed by the Government;'n ryotwari lands and the cost of harvesting, from the gross 
produce. 

(b) In fixing a fair and equitable rent, one should take into consideration the follow
ing:-Expenses of cultivation on the part ofthe tenant-such as, cost of seed,labour charges 
incurred under the items of ploughing, sowing, transplantation, hewing, maintenaDce of 
stock-and the enormous fall in the price of agricultural produce on the one side, and the 
Jump-sum peshkash which the zamindar has to pay to the Government on the other side. 
Half of the net produoe is more or less a fair rent. 

(0) Yes. There should be statutory provision for the remission of rent, when the 
tenant incurs los. due to causes beyond hi. control-such as, the failure of the seasonal rain 
<>r floods or pests. If the crop. fail in both seasons, there should be complete remission; 
if the failure is in one se ..... on only halfofthe total rent alone can !-e taken. 

(d) Pprmanent settlement of rent in cash is not at all advisable on account of the 
fiuctuationR in prioe. But a part of the net produce as rent may be fixed permanently. 

(f) Yes. The Provincial Government should have reserve powers to revise, alter 
<>r reduce the rents wherev .. r they are inequitl\ble. 

III. (a) Yes. 
(b) (e) Landholders under the Madras Estates Land Act do not enjoy much 

power in enforcing strict paymer.t of rent by the tenants. They do not possess any control 
<>ver the village maniyan.s who are responsible for the collection. They can only report the 
names of the defaulters to thA taluk authorities and much delay is caused thereby. There
fore taxes should be collected by maniyams under the control of spec;al revenUe staff 
deputed by the Government for four months only. Landholders should beM' the cost of 
its maintenanoe. The special staff should be authorized to take distraint action only with 
the .anction of the Division officer. This procedure would then be simpler and less toostly. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply are inherent as being appurtenant to 
their land.. They are not a m"tter of contract between them and the landholder. 

(b) The landholder has a superior right to the water-sources in the estate. He can 
exeroise it without materially injuring the interest of his tenants. Suppose in an estate 
thore are two tanks of which one has plenty of water and above the needs cf the fields under 
its ayakat while the other has only an insufficient quantity, too little for making the crops 
ripe. As in ryotwari villages where Revenue offiOE'rs sanction the use of water from the 
full tank by the ryots of the neighbouring insufficient tank, the zamindar can make use 
<If hiB right to rl.i1'(1ct the t~nants of an insufficient tank to make use of the water of another 
tank. 

V. (a) Y~s. All est.ates should be surveyed and a record of rights maintained com
pulsorily. 

(b) The expenses of surveying should be borne by the landholder and the tenants 
in the f<,lIowing ratio 2: 1. 

VI. No. Landholders should be prohibited from demanding any levies, customary or 
otherwise, from their ryots in addition to the rent fixed. 

VII. (a) Tenants should be allowed to collect green manure, to cut wood fur agricultural 
implements or to graze their cattle in the village waste wood lands, with the permission of 
thft l"II.llord. Activities of this kind on the part of the tenants directed for comm~l'cial 
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purposes may be prohibited by the landlord if he is of opinion that the interest of the tenanta 
as a whole will snffer. He may charge a fee for granting permission. 

(6) The tenant~ should be allowed to make use of the local natural facilities. such 
as collecting green manure or cutting wood from tbe village waste land for their domestic 
and agricultural purposes, free of cost. But they should take the formal permission of the 
landlord. 

(e) The landholder cannot close publio paths for his personal convenience nor can 
he prevent the tenants from making use of the communal lands and hill and forest poram
hokes. There should be distinction between ryotwari villages and zamin villages 80 f!\r 
as this matter is conce~d. 

VIII (a) The best plan to maintain irrigation sources and works in zamin village. is 
to keep a permanent staff for the purpose, the expenses of which are to be defrayed half and 
half by the zaminrlal" and the tenants. But the expenses of the works are to be borne 
entirely by the zamindar. • 

(6) Yes. The Provincial Government should have the right of repairing and main
taining irrigation works when landlords fail to take proper steps. But if there is a Bpecial 
staff as suggested in VII (a), the necesssity for interference will be very much limited. 

(e) The Government can iuterfere in zamin villages, in this matter, only on &II. 
application by the parties concerned. 

IX. Yes. Yearly jamabandi as in the case of ryotwai villages is Jleoossrary in llamiu 
villages. 

X. The legal status of under-tenants in zamin villages is that of tenants-at-will. The 
pattadar whose lands they are cultivating may cancel his contract with thorn at the end. of 
a year, and may turn them out. The under-tenants have no relation with the zamindar 
whatsoever. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue may continue as the final appellate and revisional 
autbority in proceedings betweon landholder and tenants. No Special Tribunal is necessary. 

(b) Civil courts should not have the right of trying disputes between lam1.holder 
and tenants. Revenue courts, preferably special court., should try such actions. 

XII. (a) The zamindar, in this respect, enjoys the position of the Government in 
ryotwari villages and is entitled to similar reliefs and remedies. 

(b) Yes. The law requires revision in the direction of fixity . 

ALEXANDER GNANAlIIUTHV. 

Memorandum by the Members of the Village Congress Committee, Kommandapuram, 
Settiyarpatti village, Srivilliputtur taluk, dated 25th November 1937. 

I. (a) It is the tenant that is the proprietor of the soil. 
(b) As it is the tenant that originally reclaimed and rendered fit for cultivation 

all zamin tracts, the tenant has got absolute rights of possessions and enjoyment o£ the 
land subject to all powers of alienations, to.g., sale, mortgage, hypothecation, etc., as alsc> 
the rights of enjoyment of the trees on the land without any tax therefor. The tenants also 
dug wells at their cost and they are also in their enjoyment. 

II. (q) The average net income from one acre of wet land is Rs. 10 only (vide state
ment enclosed). As such, the rate of Re. 4 per acre (which is the rot" thu\ is being paid 
for the ayan wet lands adjoining the Seithur zamin lands) is a fair and uquit.able one. 

(b) The tanks of the Seithur zamin are all rainfed subject to the uncertainties of 
rainfall year after year. Generally in a period of five years. a year happens to be a failure 
owing to paucity of rains and nonfilJing of tanks. The expenses of seed-beds and trans
plantation become waste. In yearN offailUl'P. people have to borrow from rich people for the 
maintenance of and fodder for their cattle and live-stock. Even in ordinary years of rainfall 
and supply to tanks the ryots are not able to get a margin of even Ro. 10 as per stat<lmcnt 
of expenses. Even in the ayan lands bordering the zamin limits, it is not po .. ible for 
ayan ryots to make both ends meet for reason of scarcity of money and slump in prices in 
spite of the lower rate of taxes and so it is just and nece .... ry that the rate ofRo. 4 should be 
adopted for zamin wet lands, on a par with the ayan ones in the adjoining villages. 
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(e) There should be statutory proVIsIon for remission of rent or varam. The 
Provincial Government should have powers of investigation and remission as in adjoining 
ayan villages. 

(d) The rate of rent should be settled once for all on the basis of the net income 
derivable from a land according to the receipts referred to in 2 (a). 

(e) The powers of revision, alteration or reduction of rent should be reserved and 
vested in Provincial Government. 

III. (a) The powers of collection now vested in the landholders under the Madry 
Estates Land Act necessarily require revision. 

(6) The Act should be so amended as to permit the collection of kist in six instal
mAnts commencing from the month of April instead of from February without any interest. 

(e) The method of collection should be on the lines prevalent in the ayan villages. 

IV. (a) The land tax includes the charges for water also. The zamindar should 
guarantee water-supply to the lands just as the Government do supply water for the ayan 
lands. 

(b) The landholder is bound to supply water to the wet lands, that is, he should 
maintain the channels. the dams. the bunds. revetments. kalingal, sand-vents, sluices. etc., 
in good condition and have them repaired then and there and guarantee adequate supply 
of water to the lands. 

V. (a) Yes. All estates should be surveyed and the maintenance of records of rights 
compulsory. 

(6) The landholders should bear the cost of survey, etc., in respact of their lands 
and the tenants should baar the share for theirs. 

VI. The landholders should not levy or demand any taxes other than the rent. 

VII. (a) The tenants have the rights of grazing cattle, collection of green manure, 
wood for agricultural implements. etc., in pla.ce. oflocal natural facilities as tank, channel 
and path pnrambokes and forest areas (and their rights have been also confirmed by the 
High Court of Judicature, Madras). , 

(b) The tenants have inherent rights for roofing materials, fuel, and wood for agri
oultural and waterlift implements free of cost, or charges. 

(e) The landholders and tena.nts have got equal rights with regard to the use of 
public p~th and communa.l lands. The tenants have got free use of the mountain and 
forest porambokes for purposes of grazing cattle. fuel for household purposes, wood for 
agricultural implements and for building roofs and also for stone., and stone chips for 
purposes of buildings and well oonstructions, free of any charge, tax or demand. 

VIII. (a) The matter of appointing persons for the control opening and closing sluices 
and kalingal, etc., should vest in a panchaya.t consisting of the pattadan( of the respective 
tanks besides the landholdcrs. . 

(b) Yes. The tenants do really and earnestly pray that the Provincial Government 
should have powers to undertake the repldr and maintenance of the irrigation works 
where the landholders f.il to take nel'Ossary and proper steps. 

(e) The Government should by themselves undertake suoh repair and maintenanee 
on application by tenants. 

IX. Y.... Jamabandi is quite necessary for each Village every year. 

X. The under-tenants should hit ve the free right to wood for roofing fuel, and grazing 
of their cattle in the areas of patta.dars and zamindars. 

XI. (a) There should be a special tribunal as the final appellate and revisional authority 
.bove the Revenue Board constituted under the Madras Provincial Government. 

(b) The civil courts should have appeal powers after action in Revenue Court. 

XII. (a) The lands occupied by ryots should be assigned and pattaed on receiving the 
land taxes therefor a.coording to the raw prevaIling in the 10oa.Iity. 

(6) Yes. R,\vision i8 quite necessary. 
III-Sf. 
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AN .. BltURB I. 
Statement Bhowin, the cultivation expensu Jor and income Jrom a plot oJ lDeI land, 5 acru 

in utmt. 
Particulara. 

(1) Preparation of seed-bed and m&Dure for the same (50 
headloads) . . . . . . • . . . . . 

(2) Paddy seeds (150 measures) 
(3) Manure for the 5 acres (420 headloads) •. . . 
(4) Stamping of the same, into the soil (30 young coolies). 
(5) Transplantation charges (for 60 coolies) 
(6) Carriage of seedlings for transplantation (4ooolies) .. 
(7) Weeding (30 coolies) . . . . . • . . . • 
(8) Harvesting and thrashing, etc ... 
(9) Maintenance and repair charges for carts 

(10) Cost of ropes, for bullocks and water-lifts 
(11) Cost of preparation and maintenance charges payable 

to oarpenters and blacksmiths 

Total expenses 

Yield of 30 kottahs (of 120 measures each at Rs. 8 
per kottah) •. 

Net il1come on account of 5 acres of wet lands 

Re ..... p. Bo ..... P. 

12 8 0 
11 4 0 

101 0 0 
3 12 0 

22 8 0 
1 8 0 
7 8 0 

20 0 0 
6 0 0 
2 0 0 

2 0 0 

190 0 0 

240 0 0 

50 0 0 

P. A. AIAPP ... NAYUDl1. 
Pruitleftl. 

Memorandum by Mr. Dhanukodl Tevar and eleven others who are the oMee-bearell 01 
the l'aliyangudl village Congress Working Committee, Mudukulathur taluk, Bam
Dad district. 

I. (a) The tenants are the proprietors of the soil. 
(b) The tenants ha.ve every right to cultivate, mortgage and alienate the land. 

n. (a) One-sixth of the net produce in the case of wet !&Dds. The present rent in 
the case of dry lands should be reduced by 50 per cent. 

(b) Cost of cultIvation, cost of water-supply to wet lands and cost of maintenance 
of water-sources should be taken into account in fixing rent. 

(e) Yes; for loss or damage caused by famine, insufficient water.supply and 1088 
of crops owing to floods, pests, etc. 

(d) Rent sbould be fixed once for all. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) Rent should be collected in ten in~talments. 
(e) Arrangements should be made through co-operative tredit societies. 

IV. (a) Both. 
(b) No. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindars themselves should bear the cost. 

VI. No. 

VII. (a) The tenants have the right to utilize such facilities without having tQ psy 
any levy. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) Common righte. 

VIII. 1a) Irrigation sources and .works should be maintained in such a condition 
that the return from lands may be adequate. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) The Government should exercise such powers BUll motu. . , , 
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IX. Yes. 
X. The under-tenant cultivating the land should not be evicted except for valid 

reasons. 

XI. (a) There is no need for constituting a special tribunal. 
(b) In civil COurtR. 

XII. (a) Legal action should be taken. 
(b) Yel. 

DHANUXODI TEVAB AND OTHERS. 

Memorandum by M.R.Ry. R. Sesha Ayyangar Avargal, Vakil, TlnneveUy, dated 
28th November 1937. 

I. (a) The zamindar is the proprietor of the soil. The tenant has the permanent right 
of occupancy in his holding which is indefeasible, transferable and heritable. 

(b) The zamindarhas got a first charge on the land for the rent due to him. The tenant 
is the owner of the land. 

II. (a) One-third of the gross yield will be a fair and equitable rent. 
(b) Cultivation expenses, expenses for watering and tending the crops, reaping 'and 

gathering oharges should be taken into consideration. 
(e) There must be statutory provisions for remission of rent. 

(1) If by want of water in the tank, no na.nja crops could be raised or the crops 
raised wither, there must be total remission of rent. 

(2) If water is baled to hring the crop to maturity, the rent must be reduced 
I;y half or one-third in proportion to the duration of the baling period, 

(3) If owing to the want of sufficient water in the tank, punja crops are raised 
oli nanja Ia.nds one half of the rent must be remitted. 

(4) The rent may be fixed at the rate mentioned in' (a) '. 
(5) Provincial Governments must have reserve powers to revise, a.iter or reduce the 

rents wherever they are inequitable. 

III. (a) Powers reqUire revision. 
(b) The powers of destraint of movables and standing crops given to the landholder 

should be withdrawn. 
(e) Water-tax and some other charge9 are levied according the whims and fancies

of the landholder and section 112 proceedings are taken. The procedure now adopted 
does not vaJidly secure the service of notice on the ryots. The Tahsildar may be directed 
to visit the village twice a month, call on the ryots personaJly, give them a month's time 
and then alilltion the lands if they do not pay. 

IV. (a) The right of the tenant to water is inherent, 
~ 

(b) The landholder has got the controlling right in the water sources in the estate 
and he must be a distributor after getting the rent therefor. Beyond this he has no 
other right. 

V. (a) All the estatelJ'shou,l4 be surveyed and a record of rights maintained compul-
Borily. - .' 

(b) The landholder must defray two-third expenses and the ryot one-third expenses. 

VI. The landholder ought not to demand any levies other than the rent. 

VII. (a) The ryots should he aJlowed to graze their cattle free of charge in aJl porambokes 
and the hills. They should be given free passes for oollection of green manure and wood 
for agricultural implements. 

(b) The tenants have no inherent right to use them for domestic purposes. 
(e) Public paths, oommunal lands, hill and forest porambokes are to be maintained 

in their original condition for the benefit of grazing, collection of green manure, eto. 
Beyond taking these and using the communal lands for the purpose they were intented, 
the tenante have no other right. 

VIII. (a) All the tanks must first of aJl he restored to their origina.! condition. Tank 
bunds, ohannels that carry water to the tank, should be repaired then and there, year after 
year. • Maramat ' works should be executed once in five years or ten years according to 
the situation of the tanks. ' 

m-3u 
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ANNBXUBB I. 

SIlIlemenl showi1VJ Ihe cultivalio~ eXpeMeB for and income from a plot o/Wel laM. II acre. 
.~ ulmt. 

PuticmIara. 

(1) Preparation of seed-bed and manure for tht< same (50 
. he&dioads) 

(2) Paddy seeds (150 measures) 
(3) Manure for the 5 acres (420 headioads) 
(4) Stamping of the same, into the soil (30 young coolies). 
(5) Transplantation charges (for 60 coolies) 
(6) Carriage of seedlings for transplantation (4 coolies) .. 
(7) Weeding (30 coolies) 
(8) Harvesting and thrashing, etc ... 
(9) Maintenance and repair charges for oarts 

(10) Cost of ropes, for bullooks and water-lifts 
(11) Cost of preparation and maintenance charges payable 

to oarpenters and blacksmiths 

Total expenses 

Yield of 30 kottahs (of 120 measures each at Re. 8 
per kottah) .. 

Net iucome on aooount of 5 acres of wet lands 

N. 4 .•• B~. 4 ••• 

12 8 0 
11 4 0 

101 0 0 
3 12 0 

22 8 0 
1 8 0 
7 8 0 

20 0 0 
6 0 0 
2 0 0 

2 0 0 

190 0 0 

240 0 0 

50 0 0 

P. A. AuPP4 NAYUD17. 

PreNe"'. 

Memorandum by lrIr. Dhanukodi Tevar and eleven others who are the omcs-bearers 01 
the Paliyangudi village Congress Working Committee, Kudukulathur taluk, Ram· 
nad district. 

I. (a) The tenants are the proprietors of the soil. 
(b) The tenants have every right to oultivate, mortgage and alienate the land. 

11. (a) One-sixth of the net produce in the o&se of wet lands. The present rent in 
the case of dry lands should be reduced by 60 per cent. 

(b) Cost of cultivation, cost of water-supply to wet lands and cost of maintenance 
of water-sources should be taken into account in fixing rent. 

(n) Yes; for loss or damage caused by famine, inBUfiicient water-sl1pply and los8 
of crops owing to floods, pests, etc. 

(d) Bent should be fixed once for all. 
(e) Yes. 

m. (a) Yes. 
(b) Rent should be collected in ten instalments. 
(e) Arrangements should be made through co-operative Clredit societies. 

IV. (a) Both. 
(b) No. 

V. (a) Yes. 
(b) The zamindars themselves should bear the cost. 

VI. No. 

VII. (a) The tenants have the right to utilize such facilities without having tQ pay 
any levy. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) Common rights. 

VIII. \a) Irrigation sources and works should be maintained in such a condition 
that the return from lands may be adequate. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) The Government should exercise such powers BUll motu. 
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IX. Yes. 
X. The under-tenant cultivating the land should not be evicted except for valid 

reasons. 

XI. (a) There is no need for constituting e. special tribunal. 
(II) In civil conm.. 

XII. (a) Legal action ehould be taken. 
(II) Yell. 

DHANlJl[ODI TEvAll. .urn OTHERS. 

Memorandum by M.R.Ry. R. Sesha A"angar Avargal, Vakil, Tlnnevelly, dated 
28th November 1937. 

I. (a) The zamindar is the proprietor of the soil. The tenant has tbe permanent right 
of occupancy in his holding whioh is indefeasible, transferable and heritable. 

(b) The zamindar has got e. first charge on the land for the rent due to him. The tenant 
is the owner of the land. 

II. (a) One-third of the gross yield will be a fair and equitable rent. 
(b) Cultivation expenses, expenses for watering and tending the crops, reaping 'and 

gathering charges ehould be taken into consideration. 
(c) There must be statutory provisions for remiasion of rent. 

(1) If by want of water in the tank, no nanja crops could be raised or the crops 
raised wither, there must be total remission of rent. 

(2) If water is baled to bring the orop to ma.turity, the rent must be reduced 
"y hs.lf or one-third in proportion to the duration of the baling period. 

(3) If owing to the want of sufficient water in the tank, punja orops are raised 
on nanja lands one half of the rent must be remitted. 

(4) The rent may be fixed at the rate mentioned in ' (a) '. 
(5) Provincial Governments must hs.ve reserve powers to revise, alter or reduce the 

rente wherever they are inequitable. 

III. (a) Powers require revision. 
(b) The powers of destraint of movables and standing crops given to the landholder 

should be withdrawn. 
(c) Water-tax and some other charges are levied according the whims and fancies 

of the landholder and section 112 proceedings are takeu. The procedure now adopted 
does not validly secure the service of notice on the ryote. The Tahsildar may be directed 
to visit the village twice a month, call on the ryots personally, give them a month's time 
and then aUCtion the lands if they do not pay. 

IV. (a) The right of the tenant to water is inherent. .. 
(b) The landholder has got the controlling right in the water sources in the estate 

and he must be a distributor after getting the rent therefor. Beyond this he has no 
other right. 

V. (a) All the estates> shoulq be surveyed and a record of rights maintained compul-
eorily. '.' 

(b) The landholder must defray two-third expenses and the ryot one-third expenses. 

VI. The landholder ought not to demand any levies other than the rent. 

VII. (a) The ryots should be allowed to graze their cattle free of ohs.rge in all porambokea 
and the hills. They should be given free passes for oollection of green manure and wood 
for agrioultural implements. 

(b) The tenants have no inherent right to use them for domestic purposes. 
(e) Publio paths, communal lands, hill and forest porambokes are to be maintained 

in their original condition for the benefit of grazing, collection of green ma.nure, eto. 
Beyond taking these and using the oommunal lands for the purpose they were intented, 
the tenants have no other right. 

VIII. (a) All the tanka must first of all be restored to their original oondition. Tank 
bunds, ohannels that carry water to the tank, ehould be repaired then and there, year after 
year. ' Maramat ' works should be executed once in five years or ten years according to 
the situation of the tanka. ' 

m-34A 
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(6) Th9 Pt:ovincial Government must undertake the repair or maintenance of 
irrigation works when the landholders fail to take the necessary and proper steps. 

(e) The Government may take steps ItUO motu or dD. the applioation of the ryots. 

IX. There must be yearly jamabandi and the publication of extra rente levied 
for the year. 

X. The relationship of the under-tenant to pattadars ought to be the eame as the 
legal ~tatllf of the I&l!dholder to his ryots. 

XI. (a) There should be a special tiribunal (revenue) for the trial of Estates Land Aot 
suite. Whenever a question regarding custom or rights of the parties has to be determined 
the suit must be transferred to the civil courts. 

(6) Other prooeedings such as rent-suits, water-rate charges should be tried by the 
revenue courts and the Board of Revenue should be the final appellate and revisional 
au~hority. 

Xll. (a) The poramrokes are for the benefits of both the ryot and landholder. If they 
are unauthorisedly occupied and if the occupation is unobjectionable, the zamindar is 
entitled to the rent lawfully due thereon. 

(6) No revision is required for collection of jodi, poruppu, etc. 

R. SESllA. AYYANOAB. 

Memorandum by Mr. C. Narasimhalu Chettl, Retired Deputy TabsUdar, Rayachotl, 
Cuddapah district, dated 1st December 1987. 

I. (a) The zamindar is the proprietor of the soil as he is the landlord entitled to collect 
the rent from the tenant and as he is responsible for payment of the revenue or jodi due to 
Government. 

(b) The tenant is the cultivator of the lande which he holde on patta granted by the 
proprietor. He pays rent annually to the proprietor and enjoys the land ae his own, as 
in the case of a landholder in Government villages. 

ll. (a) A rent not exceeding half the net produce after deducting the actual expense. 
of cultivation seems to be an equitable rent. 

(b) The value of the produce on the land in the previoUl! year with some abatsment 
for trader's profitsand something to meet the expenses of the proprietor to maintain himself 
&Dd his establishment, msy be taken into account in fixing the rent. 

(e) Yes, on principles governing the grant of remission on Government 1and8. 
(d) In areas where the irrigation facilities are sufficient a.nd where the average rainfall 

is normal every year, it is advisable to settle the rate or share of rent once for all. In other 
_ the question mal' be left to the officer or court concerned. 

(e) Yes. It is desirable. 
III. (a) Yes. 

(b) &: (e) It is better to invest the landholders, i.e., the proprietors \lith the powers 
under the Revenue Recovery Act ~ubje<'t to the confirmation of ,aleE of movables by the 
Tahsildars and those of immovables b) the Revenue Divisional Officer. He should furth.,r 
have the power of is.uing a demand for collection of rent and send the same to the village 
reddi concerned for execution of the same ~ per rules. 

IV. (a) & (b) The rights of the tenant to water-supply should be considered a8 being 
appurtenant to the land which is clas.ed as wet and in the case of dry lands the proprietor 
should have a superior right in the water-sources in the estate. In some estates, there 
are dssabandam wells in dry Iande and the tenant has a full right to use ths t water for 
that particular land. If he takes that water to any other dry land, the proprietor may 
charge it with wat<:r-rate. He will have a superior right in all other water-sources in the 
estate to see that the water is not spent in vain by the tenants and to charge water-rate 
for the second crop on the la.nd that is not classed as dufasal. 

V. (al Yes. 
(b) In the proportion of the area held by the tenant or the propJietor. 

VI. Yes. He may levy ceases on the rents. 
VII. (a), (b) '" (e) The rules applicable to the forests and unreserved lande in Govern

JIlent villages may be extended to the estates also. 
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vrn. (a), (b) '" (e). Irrig .. tion sources and works in the estates ma} be subjected to 
periodical inspection b) the Minor Irrigation or Department of Public Works officers and 
their puggcrtion. have to be cou.idered anO carried out by the landholders. There ale 
dasabandam tanks in certain estates and for their Ill&intenance, mm. such as khanda
dasabandam and shamilati dasabandam have been granted. Those who enjoy these 
inams are bound to maintain the sources concerned and if they fail to do so, the proprietor 
may resume those inams and take possession of the same. The proprietor will then be 
respoIlBible for executing the necessary repait's to such irrigation sources. If he also fails 
to do so, the Provincial Government pl8.y have the right to undertake the repairs or 
maintenance of those irrigation works on application by parties. 

IX. Yes. 

X. It may be the same as that in Government villages. 

XI. (a) The Board of Revenue may continue to be the final appetlate and revisional 
authority. 

(b) Revenue courts which are generally acquainted with the system existing in 
estates. may try and dispose of the disputes that arise between the tenants and land holders. 

xII. (a) The ryots in estates have no manner of right to occupy any land without 
regular patta from the proprietor. If he does eo, the proprietor may have the power of 
ejecting the ryot from such occupation as a Revenue Officer does in the case of a Government 
land in Government villages, by charging assessment and imposing a penalty.' The amount 
realized in such cases may go to the proprietor hinlself. 

(b) Yes. The present Estates Land Act is very defective. 

C. NARAsDIlIALu CBETTI. 

Memorandum by the people of Nanganurupalle vIIlege of Proddatur taluk, dated 28th 
November 1937. 

I. (a) The landlord is the proprietor of the soil. The tenant is not the proprietor. 
(b) The tenant has only usufruct of the land. There is no other interest m the land. 

IV. (a) The rights of the tenants to water-supply is not inherent. It is a matter of 
contract. 

V. (a) Lands have to be surveyed and records maintained compulsorily. 
(b) The Government should bear the costs. 

VII. The tenants have no rights for the utilization of local natural facilities, such as 
grazing of cattle, collection of manure, etc. 

IX. No jamabandi is necessary. 

[megible}, 
Shrotriyamdar of NanganuJUpall8 oiliage. 

Memorandum by Mr. L. Srlnivasa Rao, Shrotriyamdar, Harpanab&ll!, Bellary district, 
dated let December 1937. 

All the questions in the annexure are answered to the best of my ability. It is 
an admitted fact that the landholders and ryots have no common interest. Each has his 
own self interest and as such neither of them is in a thriving condition. m consequence 
thereof the village puts on an ugly appearance and reforms of any kind are impossible. 
Moreover the ryots are lazy and do not work well. The landlords are not the actual 
workers and they try to Beece as much as they .can. 

Neither the landlord nor the tenant is sincere in the collection and remission of reat. 
The ryots tries to evade payment while the landlord is keen on collection. The question of 
remission does not enter into his head. 

Many of the proprietary' villages are not surveyed and the record of ryots is not 
maintained. The rent was fixed long ago when title-deeds were granted by mam Commis
sioner. Inam villages are not grsnted any remission even in famine years, and during 
adverse season, when Government villages were shown concessions. Hence the question 
of remission must bereafter extend to inam villages as in case of Government villages. 
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When the ryots are in a miserable plight to pay the rent the question of leviea doea 
not arise. 

No restriction of any kind is placed on the tenant regarding the utilization of local 
natural facilities by tenants for their domestic and agricultural purposes. 

Irrigation works are not worthy of notice. Many of them are abondoned. The 
wet lands do not yield as much as the tank.bed. The shareholders for each village are too 
many. They do not join together for any common purpose on account of jealouaiea and 
factions amongst them. 

I beg to offer myself u.s a witness when I am commanded to do so provided I am 
given previous information and time to collect necessary information and statistics on the 
8ubject or snbjects. 

I have submitte4 the above in the form of request or suggestion. 

In the interest of poor ryots and zamindars it is desirable to have a conference of 
this kind in the headquarters of each district presided over by a responsible officer who has 
the interest of both the parties at heart. 

To remove misunderstandings between the ryot and the zamindar, legislation agreeable 
to both is necsesary. 

Lastly I lleartily thank the authorities concerned for having given me an opportunity 
to place my views on the subject. 

The reference in question was received by me on 29th November 1937. Hence 
delay in preparing a reply and not submitting ten copies of the same which should be 
excused. 

Answers. 

I. (a) In my humble opinion the tenant is the proprietor of the soil for it is he who 
enriches it every year by actual cultivation, manuring and other agricultural operations. 

(b) The landlords in many cases are absentee landlords who do no agricultural work 
personally. The tenant and all the working members of the family, work laboriously 
both day and night in the interest of good crops. Hence the tenant has greater interest. 

n. (a) In case of dry lands 8 annas per acre is a fair and equitable rent. In the castI 

of wet lands which have sure source of irrigation Rs. 4 shall be the rent, while lands which 
are watered by wells and other sources Rs. 2 per acre may be charged. But lands which are 
wet in name having no source of irrigation may be fixed at the rate of one rupee per acre. 

(b) The nature of the soil, irrigation works and the demand for land are chief 
considerations. 

(e) There should be statutory provisions for remission of rent. The remission shall 
be in the same proportion as the Government grants to the Government villages. Else 
heartless proprietors may not grant any remission at all in case of famine, etc. 

(d) Under the present circumstances it is advisable to settle the rate or share of rent 
for a particular area once for all without entrusting it to the officer or the court. 

(e) The Provincial Government should once for all fix the rent by means of ststutory 
provision after consultation with Revenue Settlement Officers vesting no power to them 
to revise, alter or reduce. 

m. (a) The powers of collection of rents by the landholders under the Madras Estates 
Land Act may be revised in such a way that the landholder may collect the rent from 
his tenant even though he does not obtain muchilikss and issue pattas annually. In these 
parts the land is leased on trust and goodwill without any written documents on both 
sides. 

(b) On the lines suggested in paragraph (a) supra. 
(e) Summary powers may be granted to the proprietor to collect rent either in full 

or in instalments if the tenant fails to make payment according to the nature of collections 
made in Government villages by the headman. Before the landlord takes any coercive 
measures to attach the movables of the defaulting tenant, he should be given a registered 
notice. One month after the notice the landlord can effect the attachment of the movables 
if any, only leaving aside the agricultural things. ' 

IV. (a) The rights of tenants to water-supply qhall be inherent on the land if they are 
. ciassed as wet lands. 
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(b) The landholder must have superior right to water-sources and if any obsta.cle is 
pla.ced to it he may remove it after giving notice and allowing reasonable time of one month 
at the cost of the party concerned. 

V. (a) Yes. 

If the esta.tes are not surveyed and the record of rights is not maintained com
puleorily they will not improve as there are and will be many partners for the lands and the 
whole village. For the present the lands are registered on psimash method without any 
demarcation stones. The village officers and revenue authoritie~ are blindly registering 
the lands in their adangals and maswari-a.ccounts without a.ctually having any knowledge 
of the number. After survey a plan may be prepared. Then any layman with the help 
of the Elan and measurement sheets and sketches would be able to locate the number. 

(b) The tenant need not pay any cost as the survey and record of rights are in the 
interest of the landholder. 

VI. No. 

If the landholder is allowed he would make endless demands giving room for friction 
about the use or abuse of levies. 

VII. (a) Grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for agricultural imple
ments are free and they do not pay anything. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) All tenants have a right to the use of public paths. But they have no right to 

remove anything from the hill or forest poramboke without the written consent of the 
landholder. There is a tendency in these parts not to interfere or encroach upon communal 
lands. One community does not interfere with the rights of another community as regards 
oommunal lands. Hence no hard and fast rule is desirable. 

VIII. (a) Irrigation works are the absolute property of the landholders. Enormous 
sums of money were spent on their construction and upkeep. Maintenance of such works 
is also the duty of the landholder in the interest of his advancement and those of his 
tenants. Any outside influence of the courts or other agencies deserves to be restricted. 
Interference regarding irrigation sources rests :with the landholders to remove such obsta.cles 
by resorting to the methods of eviction. Courts are generally costly. To take recourse to 
them takes much time and money. It is advisable to start strong local panchayats to 
settle such disputes, 

(b) Since the irrigation works are the absolute property of the landholder and it 
is in his interest that such works are constructed, the interference of the Provincial 
Govexnment is uncalled for. 

(e) The reasons adduced in the above paragraph hold good in this case. 

IX. Yearly jamabandi of sucb, villages is necessary to find out the condition of the 
village regarding crops and to grant remissions to the proprietors on the same principles 
guiding Government villages. " 

X. So far as I know there are only tenants. There is no system of leasing out the 
lands to the sub-tenants. In areas where such system prevails the pa.ttadars may be 
legally held responsible to the zamindars. The zamindars cannot exercise any rights over 
the sub-tenants. 

XI. (a) Instead of the Board of Revenue or a special tribunal in functioning the final 
appellate and revisional authority in proceedings between the landholders and· tenants 
powers may be vested in panchayats of the locality. This procedure if adopted would 
tend to lessen the cost of litigation and the grievances of either party can be redressed in 
less time. 

(b) Panchayat courts of the locality are best suited for the occasion as they are fully 
aware of the conditions prevailing in the locality. 

XII. (a) The rules regarding the unauthorized occupation of lands by the ryots may 
be the same as those of Government lands such as B. Memorandums, eviction notices, 
and penel assessment. 

(b) T~e same rules o~ ~t Recovery Act may apply in regard to collection by 
.landholder WIth grester restrictions placed not to attach things relating to agriculture. 

L. SBINJVu.t. RAO. 
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Jlemorandum by the ryots of PulamaU, Blndupur taluk, 

1. The Estates of Pulamati and Kotipi, Hindupur taluk, Anantapur district, were 
gra.nted by the British Government in 1809 to the grantee named one J. Rsmachendra Rao, 
who was the head servant in the office of the Board of Revenue, ?v~adras., and the terms of the 
said grant, are shown below in paragraph I of this mahazar. 

2. The Collector of Ana.ntapur has opened proceedings under the instructions of the 
Revenue Board against the alienation effected at the instance of one of the memhers of 
the grantee's family, as to resume the whole estate being contrary to the terms of the 
grallt, and directed the. Tahsildat of Hinnupur to send up proposals for resumption through 
the Suh-Collector of Penukonda. While the question of resumption was being given' 
effect to, there waSB suit by B member of the grantee, before the Sub-Jud!(e of Anantl1pur 
for lKtting aside the sale of the estate in court's auction, and delivery of possession was 
also given effect to. And the suit was dismissed by the Sub-Judge, and also High Court, 
on the ground that the sale of estate holds good and the estate is liable to be sold. 

3. It is therefore submitted that the Collector of Anantapur is at liberty to reopen the 
question of resumption of the estate for which a petition was submitted to the Government 
and the said petition is sent to tbe Collector through the Board of Revenue. So the 
matter is now pending for resUlllption, and the present mahazar is subject to the final 
orders of the Goverl)men~ and the matter' may be disposed of as your honour may 
deem fit. 

Disputes .as regards the--
(1) 'Rights and interests, between the ryots and their landlords. 
(2) Collections and remissions, and rents and survey and settlements. 
(3) Rents, with other taxes. 
{4) Things useful required' for the ryots. 

-~5) Irrigation works (water-sources). 

I. The landlord, the shrotriyamdar of th~ village, fixing higher rates in the path., 
whereas the Collector, with the approval of the Government, has directed the landlord to 
claim the rent as shown in the Deetukammi account, applicable to the shrotriyam villages. 
The disputes are still running between the ry.ots and the landlords, with no effect, but the 
landlords, collecting the higher rates, violating the directions of the Collector to adopt the 
Deetukammi rates, in support of this, there is a special provision made in the grant by 
the-British Government, in 1809 to the effect that-

.. So long as the said Ramachendra Rao and his heirs shall con tinoe faithful to hi. 
and their allegiance to the British Government and obedient to the regulations 
which have been and may be established by its authority for the internal Govern
ment of the country for the administration and for preserving to its subjects the 
enjoyment of -their just rights and privileges." 

While so, a Receiver was appointed by the District Judge of Bellary in a suit O.S. 
No.3 of 1915, between the two shrotriyamdars, and the estate is now in the hands of the 
said receiver (N. Subba Ran) who is a convict for misappropriating public money, and got the 
appointment by fraud without bringing the matter of his conviction to the notice of the 
District Judge, Anantapur. This Receiver, with the ill-advice of the said shrotriyamdars 
giving a lot of trouble to the tenants, by making heavy demands, violating the Collector's 
orders regarding the Deetukammi rates and thns creating a lot of litigations in the estates. 
For th~se reasons the disputes between the landlord and tenants are not finally settled 
at the instance of the present receiver. 

n. As regards the second item, we respectfully beg to 8ubmit, that no suf'liciimt time 
will be granted for the collections of rents, and the collections are being made whether 
lands cultivated or not by the attachment of food grains, and also bulls to affect the 
agricultural purposes. There are no remissions of any kind granted to those who cannot 
supply vegetables, milk, and other edible things, to the Receiver even there was no 
sufficient supply of water in the tanks. The question of remission, we beg to submit, the 
shrotriyamdars say it is within their power, either to grant or to refuse but the ryots' 
claim it as a matter of right, according to the season. Anyhow the landlord getting it 
enforceable with the help of some ryots in order to collect full amount. It is, therefore, 
submitted that those who are under the advice of the Receiver have not pot their signatures 
to this mahazar. The qnestion of remission was therefore not granted against the large 
number of tenants in the estate, on pure partiality. 
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01. As regards sU1fIey and settlement, it is respectfully submitted, that .the est~te 
villag"6 are not yet surveved and settlement made and still paimash system contmues WIth 
no. correct measnrements: The rents also are being collected from the ryots even fo~ the 
excess extend of the number of fields, which actnally measuring less ext.;nt, wIth a. 
differenoe of 2 or 3 acres. The Receiver do not care to measure the lands WIth number
tanaki-chittas ani! grant pattas according to the correct extent ·and 888essment even 
though applications made to the effect to the Receiver who is bound to move the matter 
to the District Judge. 

It is respectfully submitted therefore to settle such dispute, the survey and settlement 
. is absolutely necessary for the peaceful enjoyment of the lands by the ryots. 

IV. As regards the item 3, the higher rate of assessment is fixed at Rs. 18 per acre 
and Rs. 12 per acre for wet lands, respectively, which rates are in existence. for a long time 
with no modifications and collections are being made according to that rate. But the 
yield from the lands is very poor and cannot meet the demand at all. Such higher rates 
are not prevailing even in the Government villages. In this respect the grievances of the 
ryots are that the collections of higher rates of assessment is not jU,stified and without 
granting permanent remission, such as Nisub (one-half of the amount) or the Tijave 
(one-third) which are now in force on the estate villages, but the Receiver with the ill
advice of the shrotriyamdars declines to grant such remissions annually to .. II the ryots. 
but he used to grant for a few ryots, who side with him. This sort of partiality is no~ 
allowed to be exercised by the Receiver as he likes who being an officer of the Court is: 
bound to bring the matter to the kind ·notice of the judge for favourable consideration; 
but and he wants to ruin the innocent ryots . .In these circumstances the ryot.· are entitle<J 
either for the reduction of higher rents or for permanent remission as stated p.hove. 

As regards the other taxes .-In addition to the higher rates of assessment, the local 
. taxes, such as land-cess and as well as educational cess have also been claimed at 
As. 1-10, and 4 annas in the rupee and shown in the patta, by the Receiver. Such 
claims ate omitted in the grant and as such the landlord is only liable to pay su~h ceSSeS 
to the Government and he cannot receive the same from the ryots as matter of right under. 
tbe terms of the grant. The estate has not been enfranchised and the reversionary rights 
vest with the Government and under the terms of the grant the grantees family, are 
bound to collect only the assessment that was in force priOl" to the grant in 1$09 according 
to paimash and deetukammi rate, and as such the heirs of the 'original grantees cannot 
have any right thereunder to olaim any other cesses is' a 'matter of right~ who Jj.ave no 
right in the soil and are only entitled other than to receive all the circar .revenues derivable 
(rom the lands. It is clear therefore that the circar revenues is meant only which was 
prevailing at the time of grant (1809) a copy of which is submitted. for favourable 
consideration .• 

V. A. regards the ·useful. things to the ryots.-There are no water conven'.nces to 
the people except small tanks which generally fail to supply for .the irrigation purposes 
and mostly out of one is for drinking purposes. Separate wells are opened in "proper 
place for drinking purposes for men and cattle. 

VI. As Tegards irrigation 1Vorks.-There are two tanks of which one is major and the 
other is kunta. The capacity of these tanks are very small and cannot ~lIow more water 
in them. There are wet area of about 450 acres under the influence of these tanks of 
which there are double-erop lands landholders who claim more water for which these 
tanks are bound to supply water. 

These tanks are repaired at the costs of the Government but the landlords, recovering 
rents and also other taxes for the use of water from the tenants free of charge. The 
Receiver takes a part in the contract for repairing the tanks with the recognized 
contractors, colluding with them, he do not care to execute important works, throughout 
the bund wherein several cracks and breaches exist for a number of years and so also the 
sluices and calingulas. If the bund is realJy raised at least for 3 or 4 feet height making 
the bed deeper, then the tanks receive more water and would be able to supply water for 
the wet and dry "yacut under the tanks. If the works carried under the direct control of the 
Govornment it may be hoped that there would be more important works will be done so 
that the tanks may get more water in rainy seasons. 

RroTS OF PuLAMATl'U VILJ.AGE. 

Sunnud granted by the Honourable Sir George Hilaro Barlow, Baronet, Knight of the 
Bath, Governor in Council of Fort St. George and its dependencies, on the part of the 
Honourable the United Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies to 
Rama.chandra Baa, Brahmin. 

m-35 
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Be it known to all Officers of the Courts of Justice and of Revenue, and to all 
proprietors of land, that the Honourable the Governor in Council has been pleased to 
grant to Ramachandra Rao, the head servant of the native establishment in the Cedtld 
districts, and his heirs, the villages of Poolmuttee and Kottapallee in the taluk of 
Kodikonda in the zilla of Bellary, of the average annual value of Star Pagodas 1,151-22-S0 
exclusive of enams free of all assessment. 

Which said villages of Poolmuttee and Kottapallee the said Ramachandra Rao, and 
his heirs, shall continue to hold, to receive and enjoy all the cITcar revenues derivable from 
the lands belonging to the said'villages, so long as the said Ramachandra Rao and his heirs 
shall continue faithful to his and their allegiance to the British Government and obedient 

,to the regulations which have been or may be established by its authority, for the, internal 
Government of the country, for the administration of justice, and for preserving to its 
subjects the enjoyment of their just rights and privileges. 

But the said Ramachandra Rao shall not interfere with or4lbisturb any persons in 
possession of lands allotted to them in Enam tenure in the said villages whose rights are 
hereby reserved to them in full, nor shall the said Ramachandra Ran levy any tax under 
the denomination· of moturpha or licenses which the Government reserves as its exclusive 
right. 

In the event of the said Ramachandra Rao or his heirs failing to perform the above 
duties the ~illag~ of. POi)lmsttee and Kottapallee shall be forfeit-ed and escheat to the 
company. and this sunn~d~all bMome null and VOId" otherWlse It shall contmue m full 

,f<!tee ~~~t.i?"bvide~hO~~"!erthlliif.the.familyof the said Ramachandra Rao shall 
at Any tllJ'1ti 1i1:1 ~\id ~,~~, ~ villages of Pool~a~tee and Kottapallee shall then 
... ev~ lottie ;:a6nburable C~y'ftom 'a.Jl.'/temandsd'n ii\iOount of '!rebts. 

'dlvenurlder the _1Of.~e,IionourabledOlrit>lbi:'Snd8ignature, of the GvvernOl~' in 
Couneij: in Fort St. George this twenty-third day at August, one thousand eight hundred' 
and nine. , ' 

Entered in the Secrtary's Office 
By order of the Honourable the 

Governor in Council. 

(Signed) G. H. BARLOW. 
( .. >. W. PETON. 
( .. ) N. OAKES. 

Fied. Gahagon, Secretary to Government. 

(Signed) J a. H. KASAMAJOR. 

Keml!randum by llr. H. TimIIlakrishna Rao, Advocate, Bellary, and Shrotriyamdar of 
SangaIlUl8W&lapa1li, Hindupur taluk, Anantapur district, and Shrotriyamdar of 
Obalapuram, Goaty taluk. 

Before dealing with the questions in the questionuaire, dated 5th October 1937, I 
beg to inform that my answers are with reference to iudividual small iuam villages, 
which are partly called shrotrieyams or jaghirs in the Ceded districts. There was tinle 
wheu the tenants or ryots in these villages never (hought of occupancy rights and were 
content with the position which under-tenants of ryotwari pattadars in the neighbouring 
villages held, i.e., (position of tenants-at-will). It is only after the Madras Land Estate's 
Act they have thought of occupancy rights which was pre-eminently brought to their notice 
under that Act which was maiuly meant for big zaniindars and big proprietary estates. 
It was .. mistake to include small inam villages in the category of estate as defined in 
'Madras Land Estates Act, section 2, which does nor apply to minor inams. In my 
ea.se shrotriyam Sangamaswarampalli in Hindupur taluk which I own is only about 90 acres 
9I:Y 'and wet 'p)lt together and in civil courts, it was held that both kudivaram and mel
v.a,ram rights vested iu the shrotriyamdar, and it was of the nature of a minor inam. Now 

" 1;hat' ijJzje' has' OO,me when shrotriem village ryots and small villageryots, claim to be 
.. ssessed.,n the 'same footing as of a Government ryot, it becomes necessary that the 
questi~"o( ilb,e;.r!;i~hts of tenants as against the inamdars cannot be settled, till the 
ryotwari a.ssellwf~ is settled. Even the question of ryotwari revenue, etc., are in the 
melting pot. In,j~:peded districts in many villages the rents paid by the tenants are 
not higher th~ri iri:1r.o ?'tt'wari Government surroundir;g patta lands. My answers refer 
to such small mam' Vill,ages and I contend that small mam holders are of the same status 
'Ss minor inamdarB.a~ as :regards the Government they are llolsopattadars and no differ
ence can be made betweebtbeo:i and the Governmeut ryotmri pattadar. 
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I. (G) The proprietor of the soil is undoubtedly the zamindar as the. right of the sove
reign power or Government, in the land has been transferred to him. It must be noted in 
this connexion that even the Permanent Settlement Regulation has declared the proprietary 
rights of inamdars of areas over which the revenue collections, extended, subject to the 
payment of the land revenue fixed. Even now the Government own all forests and 
unoccupied lands and the shrotriyamdars own the same in their villages. 

(b) The ,nature of interest which the tenant has in the land depends upon the 
contract or immemorial understanding oa which the tenant was allowed to occupy the 
land of the landlord or the Sovereign. It is an intricate question and there are more 
than one view of the ·matter. All Revenue Laws and :Madras Land Estates Act clearly 
show that the tenant cannot have more right than was allowed to him. The tenant has 
a right to occupy as a yearly tenant unless permanent occupancy right has been con
ceded to him by the Government or the inamdar, after he became the proprietor. So 
special rights have been presumed in favour of kadim tenants, i.e., (tenants that wer .. 
on the land or their legal representatives before the establishment. or the granting of 
the proprietary right to the landlord). Even the Estates Laud Act has provided for the 
purchase of the occupancy right if it has not been granted by contract 01' immemorial 
usage. 

II. (a) The fair and equitable rent due from a tenant has been held to be .. The Raja: 
Bhngam ., or the Government share of the pl'oduce of the land which Hindu and ;Mahomme
dan Governments took from the cultivators vide 65 Madras Law Journal, page 423 and 63 
M.L.J., at 483. There is no difference between a ryot holding land in a proprietary 
estate and one holding in Government village after the ryotwari settlement. On l'yot
wari settled lands even, there are tenants who cnltivate the land on special contract as 
to what they have to pay to the ryotwari landlord. If there is no contract, then too, a 
fair rent would be a fair" Raja Bhagam ". So a zamindari ryot may fairly be asked to be 
assessed on the same footing as the Government ryot' and both may have nnder-tenants 
on contract terms. 

(b) The considerations that should be taken into account in fixing a fair and 
equitable rent are the same as those considered under the Revenue Settlement· Rules 
appUcable to ryotwari lands. 

(e) Remission of rent can only be provided on a statntorybasis that wonld be 
adopted for ryotwari lands. and in such cases the amount due by the landlord to the 
Government will also have to be remitte,l proportionately. This is not done under the 
present rules based on inam settlement. 

(d) It is not advisable to settle the rent once for all. It has to be revised periodioally 
os in the case of Government ryotwari lands. 

(6) Provincial Governments may reserve powers· not only to rednce bnt, enhance 
rents throngh Settlement officers as in the case of ryotwari lands. 

m. (a) & (b) Powers of collection of rent now given under the;Madras Estates 
Land Act req.uire undouhted revision. There is no provision for detaining the tenants 
crop on the land whenever it is feared that the payment of the rent will be evaded. 
Proprietors must be able to have distraint proceedings of standing crops in such cases. 
The tenants being poor and having no movables of any BOrt or grains. powers of dis
traint bec<lmes nseless and payments of rent are evaded and the procedure for getting 
the holding sold is very cumbrous and the procedure adopted under the. Revenue Recovery· 
Act must be adopted with the necessary.simplification. 

(c) In mY' opinion powers for the sale of distrained property including hold
ing even must be given to the proprietors. In place of the present procedure laill down 
in Chapter 6, Madras Estates Land Act, which is cumbrous as regards the sale .of hold
inl/8, reports of distraint and sales to the Revenue Divisional Officer should be enough. 
Sale certificate to be ifisued by the landholders may also be filed in Registrar·s' offic!,! . as 
in the cases of civil and revenue sllles. . . 

IV. (a) In cases of lands classified as wet the rights of tenants for watl;ll" is inhe. 
rent. In other cases it is a mlltter of contract. . .' 

The landholder hIlS complete right to the water sources which he posseses or· has 
tapped as in the cases of spring canals or irrigation wells and the. tenants cannot claim 
any right to them, except under contract. ' 

V. (a) & (b) No qompulsory lJUl'Vey or records of rights sho~ld be insisted at 
the cost of the landlord. If the Government takes up the work at their cost to accommo
date the tenant there can be no objection. If the tenant bears the cost and applies for 
the same, it may be undertaken at his cost, and so also as regards the inamdar himself. 

ffi-36 
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VI. Generally no levies are made over and &.bove t.he rente unlelJll it is customary or 
absolutely necessary in the interest of the tenants. such as. setting-up of a "illage gate 
or a common village festival. 

VIT. (a) Tenants have no right to use inamdars' wa.te land or khas 1811d for grazing 
cattle or for collection of green manure or wood for agriculturoJ. purposes unlpH~ penllittt'd 
to do so by the inamdars. ' 

(b) The tenants have no inherent I,'ight to use wood, etc., free of cost. ,\s a matter 
of fact they are encouraged to grow some trees, hedges, etc., and manure plante rolmd theil' 
holdings which they never ca.rs to do. _ 

(0) They are regulated by the provisions in Madras Laud Estat~s .\ct. There. 
is urgent necessity to apply the provisions of Madras Land Encroachment Act in favour 
of inamdars. It has become II standing evil that inam tenants of small shrotriyau. 
villages make their villages unhealthy by having manure pits, and digging of pit. for 
removal of fresh soil near their houses and boring about disease and death in the form 
of malarial. cholera- and other preventable diseases. When the surroundings are rendered 
unhealthy by their acts they shift their huts to communal lands. They unauthorizedly 
turn to communal lands, or inamdars waste lands Or village agricultural lands to make a 
shift 'and sit upon such lands and when that is lI).ade' unhealthy shift to another place at 
will. So inamdar should be given full powers -under the Land Encroachlllent Act and 
Public Health Act to prevent this ruin. A80 separate vilhige panchayat with powers for 
supervision in various branches of village life are necessary. ' 

VIll. (a), (b) &0 (0) The present provisions in the Madras Estates Laud Act seem to be 
sufficient provision as regards irrigation works in landholders' estate, 

IX. The village yearly jamllbhandi must pe left to the discretion of the inamdar. 

X. (a) (1) The legal status of under-tenants of the pattadll.r under the inam pattadar 
should be the same as that of the imder-tenant of a Government ryotwari pattadar., 

(2) Zamindar cap only deal with his own pattadar and may not recognize the sub-
tenant. 

XI. (a) &0 (b) The provisions of the Madras Land Estates Act on this subject seemK 
to be sufficient and no special tribunal is necessary. 

xn. (a) The powers will }ed by the Government under the Madras Lan~ Encroach
~ent Act should be given to the proprietary estateholders including shrotriemdars. 

(b) Law regarding the collection by landholder of jodi, etc., now provided by the 
Estates ,Land Act are sufficient. 

In conclusion to put the grievances of the small shrotriyamdars in a nut shell, I beg 
to urge that the condition of the shrotriemdal's in the dry parts of the Ceded districts 
is highly deplorable. Many of them are poorer than some of their tenants and are wor ... 
of. In bad years the tenants' do not pay their rents, and evade in good years but the 
inamdar is compelled to pay his fixed revenue to Government, even when hi. khas lands 
have yielded nothing. So all of them, are in debts and require help more than their 
tenants. 

Unfortunately if there is some wet land included in their inam, their position bas 
become hopeless and highly intolerable at the hands of the arbitrary Re"enue Officers 
beginning from the karnam np to the Deputy Collector and Collector: All sorts of attempts 
are made 110 squeeze out extra tax in the shape of so called fasljaati and tirwa jasti 
under various unfounded and one-sided reports of kamams. The precarious Madras system 
of land assessment differing in every year in case of wet lands gives room for this perse
cution, though it is absent in the Bombay RyotwD.!'i Settlement System. It is well known 
that the tendency of all revenue officials ia generalIy to show increase in the revenue. 
Appeals seldom succp.ed. The inamdars are badly harassed though undet· the inam-paUa 
and settlement their revenue is fixed once for all. I therefore strongly urge that all petty 
't;hrotriyams should be looked upon as minor inama. 

H. TnUtAKRI8RNA RAo. 
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Memorandum by the ShrotrlYamdars of Tangedukunta and RamanathapuramiJL Eadiri 
taluk, Anantapur district. 

1. (Ii) The za.minda.r is the owner of the land. 
(b) The ry"t has the right of acquiring permanent or temporary rights of cultiva

. tion by :{laying rent. 

If the original acquiree ha.s paid the price of the land and has executed a. muchilika. 
to pay annual rent he shall. be consilfl!red. as a permanent ryot. Such holdings shall be 
inherited or. tra.nsferred by sale, etc'. If the price of the land has not been paid such a ryot 
cannot enjoy permanent rights nor can he transfer the land. He is liable to be ejected at 
any time. The .price of the land shall be equal to. the rates prevailing at the time of 
acquisition by the ryot. . 

II. (a) Equitable reut means the rates prevailing in the locality or the remainder 
after deducting the agricultural expenses. 

. (b)' Agricultj1rl1l expe.nses are to he considered when fixing the rellt. The cost o{ 
improvements made by the zamindar .are als" to' be considered to enhance the rent. 

(c) A provision regardlDg the grant of remiasion should be embodied in .the Ac' 
authorizing the Provincial. Government ·to enforce tlie ·gra.nt of remission in a. particular 
area during bad seasons' and also' to exempt such· zamindars who are unable to grant 

. remissions becnuse nf the Jia,rioV(ness of their income • 
. (df It·is· better'to fu: .th·erent once for a.1I by the Provincial Governments permitting 

the za.mindars to get rents' enhanced when prices' of food-stuffs increase or the land is 
improved by suing in 11 civil collrt. . 

(e) The Provincial Governments subject to the decision of a civil court should be 
.. ul.horized to enhanre or 'lower the rates of rent. . . 

III. (a) 'rhe right of tlie landholder to collect lents should be reta.ined. But in case 
of gross· Juismanagement, the Provincial Governments should be authorized to, appdint 
Receivers subject to the .decision bf a civil court fo~ a. temporary period or during the 
lifetime of the zamindar. Bub incases of zamindaris whose income is l~ss than twelve 
times the' coet of ma.na.gem,ent; the . Government must not interfere. 

(b) The old procedure under the Esta.tea Land Act 'will 'do for collection of rents 
and. sale of lands, .further sa.feguarding the ryots from. fra.udulent sales. 

IY.(a) The right for' water must be acquired by' agreement and not by ea~ement. 
(b) The zamindar has superior right over water and the distribution ;,. to be 

controlled by hiw. 

V. (a) All those t;lstlltes in ~hich two-thirds of the number of ryots apply for a.. sur
vey and record-of-rights should be sUl:veyed and record-of-rights enforced. The ryots 
should pay propoptionate costs. 

(b) The ryots' share of costs should be in proportion to the exten1 of land in their 
pOlil'lf'ssion. 

VI. The .lRndholder shoUld not demand anything more than rent. But if those 
lUamuls do form a part of the rent or not in excess of just rent or are in existence from 
t.ime immemorial, the, shall be allowed to collect them. 

" . . . . 
vn. (a) CoWs', ~ullocks and buffliloes us~d fOl: agricultural opemtiolls and for house

bold neressities should be allowed free grazing. But sheep and goats and oth".;r cattle 
which are bred for mnrkeUing are to be taxed. Green grass for agricultural cattle must 
be .1I0wed free of cost. Timber for agricultural purposes must be granted free. Thev have 
n right to demand these rights,and get permission from the zamindar before they ·cut"them. 

(b) They have a na.tural right 1,0 dema.nd these things for. agricultural operations 
and not for household ~onsumption. Dry fuel must be allowed On a nominal price beina 
poid. ., 

(c) Foot-paths, cattle-tracks, cari-tracks a!ld thrashing floors.-The r\"ots can 
enforce prevention of encroachment by any other person or IlCquisition by the. ~aminda .. 
for their own use. 

Villa!1.-.it~.,. porambokes, forest .. and hi/Is.-The zamindar possesses absolut 
Tight. Rllbject to the use by ryots accordin,; to usage. 

" 
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VITI. (4) The restoration must be done by the zamindar and minor repa.irs ~y the 

ryols. If the zamindar does not restore and if the ryots do possess h&lf the .. yacut, th .. 
zsmindar should be compelled to restore the tank. 

(b) The Provincial Government must enforce reator&tion. If the zamindar Cail. 
to do so iB & given time, the Government m&y get it restore~ and collect. the cost by instal· 
ments from. the zamindar. • 

(e) The Provincial Governments must interfere onl~' on th~ l'elJuest 'of the pe.rtiee. 

IX. J amab&ndi is not necessary. 

X. There should not be sub-ten&Dcy in a zamindari. If the pattad&r does not .culti
vate.the·land himself, he must not be allowed to poasBS8 the land. The sub-tene.nt musl 
be &llowed to acquire permanent rights. by payment of a premium to the zamindar. . . 

XI. (a) The final authority shall be the Board of Revenue. 
(b) Civil courts must hear and decide disputes arising Mtween ryots &nd' zamin· 

do.rs. 

xli. (a) The zamindar must. be gt'anted the powers pf a 'Sub-Collector. He mUijl be 
authorized to in.fI.ict penalties to the extent of four times the rent \lI1,til the ryot giVe>! up 
thl'l land or gets his rights established in a civil court.' . 

. (b) The zam./nd&r must be allowed to collect them. as is done in case of rent. , 
.' Prayer. 

1. By the last amendment calleil th~ .. InamsBill .; to the Estates Land Act, :inB.ms, 
agJ''\harams and shrotrivams were 'inclnded within the meauing o( the estatesrlnder' Act 1 
of 1908. They should' now be excluded' a. a,grabarams are. lands gr.adted to Brahn,an •• 
etc., and are small'in extent. ' • 

. 2. '.l'he Provincial Goveriunents shouid' be authorized to acquire lands for 'illage
sf~s, SCh80is,roads and othEll' commlP,laf purposes, in zamindaris without any payment. . 

• 3. For every ZllJl1indari or ·for every. Assembly constituency a zamindllri council shall 
. be formea consisting of one fmd a half times the number of members 6S there are villages 
a,nll a president, one for ee.ch village 'sh&ll be elected by the people and half the number 
shall be nominated b:y the zamindar. 'rhe member (If Assembly for the ,constituency 
shall be the appointed president by the-Government. The council shall meet twice a year. 
discuss the representatioDj! of th~ members that pass the resolutions. The villagers shall 
be made to pay the travelling allowances of their representatives and the zamindar shan 
pay bis nominees. The allowances of tbe president shall be paid. by the' Government. 

The res~lutions oftbis council will clear up many matters for future Utigation for 
zamindars aqd will control the bad practices of the zamindars, their officials and ryots. 
This will also prevent much ·litigaiioD. ! • < 

, ..B., X. ApPASAMAPPA, 
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